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MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are small noncoding RNAs that regulate protein expression via 
post-transcriptional silencing of target genes. These small RNAs are implicated in the regulation 
of nearly all biological processes, and global miR biogenesis is altered in many cancers. 
Additionally, miRNA-binding proteins have been shown to modulate miR biogenesis, presenting 
a promising avenue for targeting miRNA dysregulation in disease. Herein, high-throughput 
screening and proteomics-mediated approaches are used for small molecule targeting and novel 
characterization of miRNA–protein interactions, respectively. These works culminated in the 
discovery of SART3 as a pre-miR-34a–binding protein whose overexpression leads to cell cycle 
arrest in the G1 phase, as described in Chapter 2, as well as the establishment of the first 
complementation assay for high throughput screening of RNA–protein interactions, as described 
in Chapter 3.  
In a second project, regulators of cholesterol-carrying low-density lipoprotein (LDL) 
uptake are interrogated in liver cells. Cardiovascular diseases are the leading cause of death in 
the United States, and high LDL cholesterol is a major risk factor for atherosclerosis. 
Mechanisms outside of LDL receptor-mediated endocytosis are poorly understood; to address 
this gap, a series of functional genomic CRISPR screens are conducted to identify genetic 
modulators of LDL uptake in hepatocytes. As described in Chapter 5, these studies identified 
~150 previously unrecognized genes with putative roles in LDL uptake. Additionally, secondary 
screens for transferrin uptake, LDL receptor abundance, and LDL uptake in HepG2 cells and 
LDLR-deleted cells gave mechanistic insights related to the specificity, generalizability, and 
LDLR-dependence of these gene candidates. Furthermore, these results highlighted the statistical 





An Introduction to microRNAs and RNA-Binding Proteins in Biology and Disease 
 
Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) and ribonucleic acid (RNA) are the building blocks for 
human life; countless biological processes, including many diseases, originate from these 
biomolecules. Comprised of four nucleotide bases, adenine, cytosine, guanine, and thymine, 
DNA contains an organism’s genetic code. In human cells, DNA is coiled into 23 pairs of 
chromosomes located in the nucleus. The central dogma of molecular biology explains how 
genetic information is transferred among cells in a given biological system2. DNA encodes for 
the ~20,000 genes that make up the human genome3; generally, these genes are converted into 
proteins, their functional products, via a two processes called transcription and translation. First, 
transcription occurs, where a gene or segment of DNA is transcribed to produce messenger RNA 
(mRNA). In eukaryotes, transcription is facilitated by RNA polymerase and other proteins, and 
results in a pre-mRNA transcript. This primary transcript is processed over a series of steps 
which include polyadenylation, addition of a 5’ cap, and splicing to produce a mature mRNA4. 
The mRNA is then translated by ribosomes to form amino acid polypeptide chains, which are 
subsequently folded and processed to yield a functional protein.  
For many years, it was thought that RNA simply served as a messenger between DNA 
and protein; however, it is now understood that RNA has a multitude of complex biological 
roles. Advances in sequencing and genome-mapping efforts have revealed that only 1-2% of the 
human genome encodes for protein, while the majority is transcribed into noncoding RNAs3,5. 
Furthermore, within the transcriptome, there are many different types of noncoding RNA. 
Among these are transfer and ribosomal RNAs (tRNA and rRNA, respectively), which serve 
infrastructural roles in protein synthesis; small nuclear and nucleolar RNAs (snRNA and 
snoRNA), which can function in RNA splicing and modification; and long noncoding and 
microRNAs (lncRNA and miRNA), which regulate gene expression5,6. microRNAs (miRNAs or 
miRs) are perhaps the most widely studied class of noncoding RNA. Discovered in 
Caenorhabditis elegans in 19937,8, these small ~22 nucleotide (nt.) RNA molecules act as post-
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transcriptional regulators of gene expression and are highly conserved across species9. miRNAs 
use sequence complementarity and Watson-Crick base pairing to recognize and silence their 
mRNA targets within the 3’ untranslated region (UTR). Since their initial discovery, some 
~2,500 miRNAs have been discovered in the human genome10. A single miRNA can act on 
dozens to hundreds of gene targets, and computational studies have predicted that miRNA 
influence greater than 60% of protein-coding mRNA transcripts in humans11. Further 
highlighting its importance, this class of small noncoding RNA has been implicated in countless 
biological processes including development12, metabolism13, cell growth and proliferation14,15, 
and disease12,16,17. 
 
1.1 Biogenesis of microRNA 
Nearly all miRNAs follow a canonical biogenesis pathway, which is outlined in Figure 
1.1. Within the genome, miRNAs can be located within introns or exons of both coding and non-
coding transcription units (Tus), and many are localized in clusters9,18. Most miRNAs are 
transcribed by RNA polymerase II (RNA Pol. II) as a primary transcript or pri-miR, which can 
be several kilobases in length and adopt secondary structures, such as the characteristic hairpin 
which contains the mature miRNA sequence19,20. The pri-miR next undergoes a nuclear 
processing step facilitated by the Microprocessor complex. The Microprocessor is a 
heterotrimeric protein complex comprised of a ribonuclease (Rnase) III enzyme called Drosha, 
as well as two DiGeorge syndrome critical region 8 (DGCR8) accessory proteins21,22. Drosha 
processes the stem loop by cleaving 11 basepairs (bp) from the basal junction and ~22 bp from 
the apical junction, leaving behind a 60-70 nt. Hairpin with a characteristic 2 nt. 3’ hydroxyl 
group overhang and a 5’ phosphate23,24. This hairpin product, called a precursor miRNA (pre-
miR), is then exported from the nucleus to the cytoplasm through nuclear pore complexes25. The 
nuclear transport receptor Exportin-5 (Exp5) recognizes the 3’ overhang of the pre-miR, and 
export is facilitated by the GTP-bound cofactor Ran26. Upon GTP hydrolysis, the pre-miR is 
released from Exp5 into the cytoplasm27. The precursor then undergoes additional nucleolytic 
processing by a second Rnase III enzyme, Dicer28. Dicer cleaves the loop from the pre-miR ~22 
nt. From the base of the stem, generating a second 2 nt. Overhang at the 3’ end of the resulting 
mature miRNA duplex product29,30. The miRNA duplex contains two strands or “arms”; in most 
cases, one of these strands is active (guide strand or miRNA), while the other inactive or 
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passenger strand (miRNA*) is ultimately degraded31,32. After Dicer processing, the active 
miRNA strand is bound to an Argonaute (Ago) protein32-34, which is then incorporated into an 
RNA-induced silencing complex (RISC)35. Within the RISC, the mature miRNA is positioned 
such that the 6-8 nt. seed sequence acts as a guide, scanning the transcriptome to find mRNA 
targets36. RISC then facilitates post-transcriptional silencing of target genes by decapping, 




1.2 Role of microRNAs in development and disease 
In humans and other organisms, miRNAs have demonstrated importance in many cellular 
functions as well as proper development12,14,40-42. These observations are further supported by a 
series of knockout studies in mice demonstrating that the biogenesis factors Drosha43, Dicer44, 
DGCR845, and Ago246 are essential for development. As such, it is not surprising that aberrant 
miRNA expression can contribute to many diseases, including neurodegenerative disorders47, 
cardiovascular disease48, and several forms of cancer40,41. Some prominent examples of miRNAs 
with well-characterized disease associations are outlined in Table 1.1. 
Figure 1.1. The canonical microRNA biogenesis pathway. Schematic of the global biogenesis pathway for 
most microRNAs, beginning with transcription by RNA Polymerase II and ending in a mature miRNA being 
loaded onto an Argonaute protein and incorporated into RISC to carry out mRNA target silencing. Figure 
generated using Biorender 
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Table 1.1 MicroRNAs with well-characterized roles in human diseases 
miRNA or family Target gene(s) Disease(s) Expression level Reference(s) 
let-7 family RAS, MYC, HMGA2 Cancer Down 
49,50 
miR-21 PTEN Cancer, Cardiovascular disease Up 
51,52 
miR-34 family CDK4, CDK6, BCL2 Cancer Down 
53,54 
miR-10b HOXD10 Cancer Up 55 
miR-155 TP53INP1, SOCS1, AT1R 
Cancer, Alzheimer’s, 
Cardiovascular disease Up 
56,57 
miR-122 CCNG1, HCV, CCL2, KLF6 Cancer, HCV, Liver disease Up, Down 
58,59 




miR-206 HDAC4, GJA1 ALS Up 63 
miR-29 family CDC42, MCL1, ELN, MMP2  
Cancer, Cardiovascular 
disease, Liver disease Down 
64 
 
The second miRNA to be discovered, let-7, is one of the most widely studied miRs and 
has extensive roles both in development and disease49,65. Let-7s are actually a family of miRNAs, 
which are conserved to varying degrees across many organisms66. In the nematode C. elegans, 
where the let-7 gene was first discovered, the family consists of nine mature miRNAs67,68. Four 
of the C. elegans let-7 miRNAs function in the temporal control of different larval transition 
stages throughout the organism’s development. As part of the C. elegans heterochronic pathway, 
the let-7 family members mir-48, mir-84, and miR-241 each target the transcription factor gene 
hbl-1 to regulate timing of the larval 2 (L2)-to-larval 3 (L3) transition69. Let-7 itself controls stem 
cell differentiation and the larval 4 (L4)-to-adult phase transition49. Loss-of-function mutants for 
let-7 cannot properly develop and die; thus, the gene was termed lethal (let)-770. Further 
exemplifying the essentiality of this miRNA family in development, it has been well-
demonstrated that the expression of these miRNAs follows a distinct pattern that aligns with C. 
elegans developmental stages71. Mir-84 expression is detected earliest in the C. elegans life 
cycle; expression is first seen in the larval 1 (L1) phase and increases throughout development72. 
Expression of both mir-48 and mir-241 begins early in the L2 phase, and also increases as 
development continues72,73. Finally, let-7 itself is first detected in the L3 phase, and reaches peak 
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levels during L472. While the role of the let-7 family in development has been most extensively 
characterized in C. elegans, similar temporal patterns in expression of let-7 miRs have been 
observed over the course of development in other species49,71. 
In humans, the let-7 family contains 13 miRNA genes, many of which are downregulated 
in a number of cancers74-76. Mechanistically, the ways in which loss of expression occurs can 
differ by miRNA sequence or by cancer type, but there are some common oncogenes broadly 
targeted by let-7s. The first of these oncogenes is RAS; the C. elegans RAS homolog let-60 was 
found to be a let-7 target, but it was also discovered that all three human RAS genes, K-RAS, N-
RAS, and H-RAS, contain let-7 binding sites in their 3’ UTRs76,77. An inverse relationship 
between let-7 and RAS protein expression has been well-demonstrated in human lung cancer 
cells, and overexpression of let-7 has been shown to inhibit growth of these cells78. Other notable 
oncogenes targeted by let-7s in human cancers include MYC, HMGA2, and some cell cycle 
regulators76; thus, restoration of let-7 levels by supplementation or regulation of its biogenesis is 
a promising therapeutic strategy in some forms of cancer. 
 
1.3 RNA-binding proteins as regulators of microRNA biogenesis and function 
RNA-binding proteins (RBPs) have diverse and widespread roles in RNA metabolism, 
splicing, localization, and degradation. As of 2014, over 60% of annotated RBPs and RBP 
families were characterized only in relation to mRNA, tRNA, and/or rRNA function. However, 
more recently, advancements in high-throughput proteomic and transcriptomic technologies have 
empowered numerous studies on the roles of RBPs in miRNA biogenesis and function. The 
global miRNA biogenesis pathway is a tightly regulated process almost entirely mediated by 
RBPs. Not surprisingly, in addition to these canonical biogenesis factors, some ~200 RBPs have 
now been found to interact with precursor miRs, alter miRNA levels, or otherwise modulate the 
biogenesis pathway.  
As described in section 1.2, dysregulation of miRNA levels can contribute to disease, and 
this aberrant miRNA expression often stems from disruptions in their biogenesis. RBPs have 
recently garnered increased attention as contributors to this effect. One exceptionally well-
characterized example of this is the Lin28 protein. Developmentally, Lin28 plays an important 
role in differentiation, as highlighted by a study showing that the LIN28 gene, along with SOX2, 
NANOG, and OCT4, were capable of reprogramming human somatic cells to generate induced 
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pluripotent stem cells79. In addition to its role in development, the Lin28 protein has been shown 
to directly and selectively regulate the biogenesis of let-7 miRNAs80,81. Both Lin28 homologues, 
Lin28A and Lin28B, suppress let-7 expression and are often overexpressed in cancers, albeit 
through slightly differing mechanisms82. Lin28A localizes to the cytoplasm and recruits a 
terminal uridyl transferase (TUTase) to let-7 precursors, which will then add a polyuridine tail to 
the pre-miR, preventing Dicer maturation and leading to degradation of the miRNA83. 
Conversely, Lin28B is located in the nucleus and binds the hairpin of pri-let-7s to inhibit 
processing by the Microprocessor84. The Lin28 protein contains a cold shock domain (CSD) and 
two CCHC-type zinc knuckle domains (ZKD), which are all key for RNA binding (Figure 
1.2)85. The CSD binds to the stem loop structure of let-7, and the ZKDs recognize and bind a 





1.4 Therapeutic strategies for targeting microRNA 
Significant efforts have been made to therapeutically target miRNAs, among many other 
classes of RNA. There are a number of strategies that have been widely pursued by scientists and 
Figure 1.2. Human Lin28A in complex with pre-let-7f-1. Cold shock domain (CSD) shown in blue, 
zinc knuckle domains (ZKD) shown in green. Zinc ions are depicted as gray spheres, and pre-let-7f-1 
RNA is shown with orange backbone. PDB: 5UDZ1 
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clinicians for the design and development of RNA-targeted therapeutics. Some of the most well-
established methods that could potentially be used to target disease-relevant miRNAs include 
antisense oligonucleotides (ASOs), small interfering RNAs (siRNAs), and small molecules.  
ASOs are arguably the most widely utilized method for targeting multiple classes of 
RNA. ASOs can be broadly defined as relatively short (~50 bp or less) oligonucleotides that are 
chemically designed to bind their RNA target via Watson-Crick base pairing and, in turn, will 
somehow modulate the function of that target RNA86. The most common mechanism of action 
for ASO therapeutics is through cleavage of the target RNA by RNase H, an enzyme in 
mammalian cells that recognizes and cleaves RNA from RNA–DNA heteroduplexes87. Other 
common mechanisms for ASOs include AGO2-mediated target cleavage, or in the case of 
mRNA targets, inhibition of translation or translation initiation86. Similar to ASOs, siRNAs can 
also be custom-designed by sequence to recognize and bind an RNA target via Watson-Crick 
base pairing; however, siRNAs differ from ASOs in that they are double-stranded RNAs, and 
they utilize the RNA interference (RNAi) pathway88. Much like miRNAs, siRNAs must be 
loaded onto RISC to carry out silencing or cleavage of an mRNA target. Both ASOs and siRNAs 
have been shown to be highly specific towards RNA targets, are easily customizable, and have 
demonstrated clinical successes in humans86. However, many ASO and siRNA therapeutics still 
suffer from challenges associated with cellular delivery, toxicity, or poor pharmacokinetic 
properties88.  
Small molecule drugs have the potential to overcome many of the drawbacks seen in 
synthetic oligonucleotide therapeutics, such as cell permeability and toxicity issues. 
Additionally, it is well established that many common antibiotic drugs target the bacterial 
ribosome, providing some proof-of-principle for the potential druggability of RNA89. Despite 
this, targeting miRNA directly with small molecules presents some unique challenges: (i) most 
RNA, and especially small RNA, is highly dynamic and sometimes lacks or changes its 
secondary structure, (ii) RNA has a negatively charged backbone and thus is vulnerable to 
nonspecific electrostatic interactions, and (iii) the abundance of a disease-relevant miRNA 
relative to the global RNA pool within a cell is extraordinarily low90-92. Some selective small 
molecule probes have been reported for miRNAs or miRNA-binding proteins; however, to date, 
no small molecule drugs have been approved by the FDA for clinical use93. 
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1.5 Concluding remarks 
MicroRNAs are a highly conserved class of noncoding RNA with widespread regulatory 
functions in biology9,14,42,94. The global biogenesis of miRNA is mediated by RNA-binding 
proteins and enzymes, and the biogenesis of individual miRNA or families can also be regulated 
by specific RBPs95-98. Dysregulation of miRNA expression and biogenesis occurs in many 
disease states, and most notably, has been associated with nearly all cancer hallmarks in 
humans40,41,95. The let-7–Lin28 microRNA–protein interaction is a well-studied example of 
specific miRNA dysregulation by an RBP in disease50. Lin28 protein selectively inhibits 
maturation of the tumor-suppressor let-7 miRNA family, and thus presents a potential 
therapeutic target in some human cancers80,81,83. To date, miRNA-targeted therapeutic efforts 
have included chemically-modified oligonucleotides such as ASOs or siRNAs, as well as small 
molecule drugs92,93. No small molecule drug candidates have yet been FDA approved, while 
some synthetic oligonucleotide therapies have demonstrated success in clinical practice88,99. As 
the tools for studying noncoding RNA and miRNA–protein interactions continue to expand 
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Discovery and Characterization of SART3 as a Pre-miR-34a–Binding Protein* 
 
 Global miRNA biogenesis is altered in many cancers and RNA-binding proteins (RBPs) 
have been shown to play an important role in this process, presenting a promising avenue for 
targeting miRNA dysregulation in disease1-4. miR-34a is one of the most extensively characterized 
miRs and has been shown to mediate tumor suppression by targeting the Notch6, TGF-b7, and Wnt 
signaling pathways8, as well as influencing the cell cycle, senescence, and apoptosis9-12. 
Transcriptional regulation of miR-34a has been widely studied; miR-34a is transcriptionally 
induced by the p53 tumor suppressor10,13-16, and can also be inactivated by CpG methylation17,18. 
Many cancers show downregulation or loss of miR-34a15,19,20, and previous work in non-small cell 
lung cancer (NSCLC) demonstrated that exogenous miR-34a supplementation inhibited tumor 
growth in vitro and in vivo20,21.  
Despite these many studies, the post-transcriptional mechanisms by which miR-34a is lost 
in cancer are not entirely understood, prompting the hypothesis that an RBP may be contributing 
to p53-independent loss of miR-34a activity in NSCLC. This chapter describes the use of a 
proteomics-mediated approach to identify Squamous cell carcinoma antigen recognized by T-cells 
3 (SART3) as a pre-miR-34a-binding protein. SART3 is a spliceosome recycling factor and 
nuclear RNA-binding protein with no previously reported role in miRNA regulation22-25. Here, 
SART3 is found to bind pre-miR-34a with specificity over pre-let-7d, and a new functional role 
for this protein is described. Overexpression of SART3 led to increased miR-34a levels, 
downregulation of miR-34a target genes CDK4/6, and cell cycle arrest in the G1 phase. In vitro 
binding studies showed that the C-terminal RNA-recognition motifs within the SART3 sequence 
were responsible for selective pre-miR-34a binding. Collectively, the results described present 
evidence for an influential role of SART3 in miR-34a biogenesis and cell cycle progression.
 
* Chapter is reproduced from Sherman, E. J., Mitchell, D. C., and Garner, A. L. The RNA-binding protein SART3 
promotes miR-34a biogenesis and G1 cell cycle arrest in lung cancer cells. J. Biol. Chem. 294, 17188-96, 
doi:10.1074/jbc.AC119.010419 (2019). DCM completed proteomics data analysis, EJS completed all other experiments. 
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2.1 Method development for identification of pre-miRNA–binding proteins 
With the ultimate goal of identifying proteins in the miR-34a interactome, a general method 
was first established for miR-binding protein (miR-BP) discovery in mammalian cells. Many 
assays commonly used to probe miR-BPs, such as photoactivatable-ribonucleoside-enhanced 
crosslinking and immunoprecipitation (PAR-CLIP)26 and RNA immunoprecipitation (RIP)27, are 
protein-centric methods that can identify RNA binding partners for an RBP of interest. Although 
several CLIP-based assays have been developed and successfully implemented to probe miRNA 
biogenesis and RBP binding sites26,28, RNA-centric methods to query the full proteome are still 
lacking29. As such, a pre-miRNA pulldown assay was developed to capture binding partners from 
whole cell lysate for proteomic analysis (Figure 2.1).  
 
In brief, a 5’ biotinylated pre-miR is used as bait and incubated with lysate, enabling 
subsequent pulldown of the RNA and its bound proteins on streptavidin-coated resin. After 
stringent washing, the resin is analyzed by Western blot or liquid chromatography tandem-mass 
spectrometry (LC-MS/MS) to identify protein interactors. Experimental conditions including cell 
lysis, RNA concentration, positioning of biotin handle, affinity capture beads, and washing 
protocols were optimized using the pre-let-7–Lin28 interaction as a proof-of-concept. This 
optimized method led to the successful identification of Lin28 as a specific binding partner for 
pre-let-7d, relative to a pre-miR-21 control, in HEK293T and NTERA-2 cell lines both by LC-
MS/MS and Western blot (Figure 2.2). 
Figure 2.1. Assay scheme for in-vitro affinity capture of pre-miR–binding proteins. A 5’ biotinylated pre-




2.2 Identification of SART3 as a putative pre-miR-34a–binding protein 
This optimized pulldown strategy was next utilized to identify RBPs for pre-miR-34a in 
the context of NSCLC. With the aim of uncovering a p53-independent interaction, experiments 
were conducted in two NSCLC cell lines: A549, which bear wild-type p53, and H1299, which 
carry mutant p53. Pre-let-7d was chosen as a control bait, such that Lin28 enrichment would serve 
as an internal control for proteomics experiments. Pulldown assays were performed in freshly 
lysed A549, H1299, and HEK293T cell lines for analysis by LC-MS/MS. In total, 750 proteins 
were identified and quantified across all three cell lines (Figure 2.3, panel B). These proteins were 
visualized based on reproducibility and fold-change enrichment for pre-miR-34a (Figure 2.3, 
panel C). Only two proteins exhibited a log2 fold-change greater than 2 for pre-miR-34a/pre-let-
7: SART3 and the DexH-box protein DHX30 (Figure 2.3, panel D).  
Figure 2.2. Proof-of-concept for pre-miR pulldown assay using let-7–Lin28. A) Proteomics results for 
pre-let-7 pulldown in HEK293T cells. PSMs for all proteins detected are plotted as a log2 fold-change over 
a negative control bait (pre-miR-21, y-axis) and a streptavidin contaminant repository generated from the 
CRAPome database5 (x-axis).  B.) Ranking of all proteins identified by MS1 LFQ in HEK293T and 
NTERA-2 cell lines. C) Western blot validation of Lin28 pulldown with pre-let-7 (shown is a representative 
blot from n=3 independent experiments). D.) Tabulated fold change enrichment of Lin28 (let-7d/miR-21) 
using both raw PSMs and MS1 LFQ. 
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Interestingly, the interaction between SART3 and DHX30 has been observed in several 
cell lines30, and both proteins have been shown to interact with AGO131. As DHX30 belongs to a 
highly conserved family of RNA helicases broadly involved in nearly all aspects of RNA 
biology32, the focus of additional follow-up experiments was centered around SART3, which 
showed the highest pre-miR-34a enrichment by two methods of label-free relative quantification 
(Figure 2.4). A combined ranking of all proteins highlights SART3 as a top hit across all cell lines 
(Figure 2.3, panel E), and this finding was also validated by Western blot (Figure 2.3, panel F). 
Conversely, miR-34a levels were also found to be enriched upon immunoprecipitation of SART3 
in H1299 cells (Figure 2.5). In further support of these findings, it was noted that SART3 had also 
been detected as a pre-miR-34a-BP via MS-based proteomics in a recent report, which identified 
this interaction across several cancer cell lines using a test set of 72 pre-miRNAs4. Conclusively, 
these results demonstrate that SART3 protein interacts with pre-miR-34a with specificity relative 





Figure 2.3. Proteomic analysis identifies SART3 as a pre-miR-34a–binding protein. A.) Pulldown scheme for 
MS-based proteomics using a biotinylated pre-miR probe as bait. B.) Venn diagram of total proteins identified by 
MS1 LFQ across each cell line. C.) Volcano plot of the 750 proteins commonly identified in all cell lines (1 
biological replicate per cell line, n=3). D.) Venn diagram of proteins with >2 log2 FC across all cell lines. E.) 
Combined ranking of protein fold changes. F.) Western blot validation of SART3 pulldown with pre-miR-34a  in 













2.3 SART3 expression levels influence miR-34a maturation and target genes CDK4/6 
SART3, also referred to as Tip110 (HIV-1 Tat-interacting protein of 110 kDa), is annotated 
as a nuclear RNA-binding protein and has been thoroughly characterized as a spliceosome 
recycling factor22,23,25,33,34. SART3 has additional reported roles in pre-mRNA splicing35, 
regulation of viral gene transcription36,37, histone chaperoning24,38, and stem cell growth and 
pluripotency25,39,40. Moreover, SART3 has previously been investigated as an antigen for cancer 
Figure 2.4. Supplementary proteomics data for pre-miR-34a pulldown experiments. A) Proteomics results for 
pre-miR-34a pulldowns plotted using the average peptide spectrum matches (PSMs) for each protein across all 
three cell lines. PSMs are plotted as a log2 fold-change over the control pre-let-7d bait (y-axis) and a streptavidin 
contaminant repository generated from the CRAPome database5 (x-axis). B.) Tabulated fold change enrichments 




















Figure 2.5. 1´FLAG-SART3 immunoprecipitation shows enrichment of miR-34a. SART3 was 
immunoprecipitated from H1299 1´FLAG-SART3 stable cell lines using FLAG-M2 magnetic resin (Sigma) and 
RNA was isolated for miRNA expression analysis. miR-34a levels were determined by qRT-PCR and normalized 
to let-7d (n=2). 
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immunotherapies35,41-45. Among these reported functions, no evidence was found that SART3 had 
previously been studied as a modulator of miRNA biogenesis or activity. As such, the initial 
follow-up question posed was whether manipulation of SART3 levels would have any effect on 
miR-34a expression or that of its target genes. To address this question, SART3 levels were 
depleted in A549 and H1299 cells via transient transfection with a SART3-targeted siRNA 
(SMARTpool, Dharmacon). Robust knockdown of SART3, as well as significant increases in two 
well-established miR-34a target genes, CDK4 and CDK6, was observed relative to cells 
transfected with a noncoding siRNA control (Figure 2.6, panel A). Cyclin-dependent kinases 4 
and 6 (CDK4/6) are cell cycle regulators that facilitate progression through the G1 phase via cyclin 
D-mediated phosphorylation of the retinoblastoma (RB) protein46-48. Thus, to explore a functional 
consequence for upregulation of CDK4/6, additional knockdown experiments were performed and 
a subsequent increase in RB phosphorylation was also observed (Figure 2.6, panel A). Taken 
together, these initial results suggested that, unlike Lin28-mediated regulation of let-7, SART3 
may instead be functioning to facilitate miR-34a maturation. 
To test the hypothesis that SART3 promotes miR-34a maturation, stable cell lines 
overexpressing 1´FLAG-SART3 were generated. Following lentiviral transduction, levels of 
miR-34a, CDK4, and CDK6 were assessed by quantitative RT-PCR (qRT-PCR). Importantly, 
increased levels of pre-miR-34a, as well as both the active and inactive strands of the mature miR-
34a duplex (miR-34a and miR-34a*, respectively) were detected upon SART3 overexpression 
(Figure 2.6, panel C). Efforts to quantify or visualize pri-miR-34a by qPCR and Northern blot 
proved to be unsuccessful in detecting the primary transcript in any of these cell lines. This result 
was not surprising, as pri-miRNAs are often processed very rapidly or co-transcriptionally. 
Reciprocal to what was observed after SART3 knockdown, decreased levels of CDK4 and CDK6 
were noted at the protein and mRNA levels (Figure 2.6 panel B, Figure 2.7). Similarly, 
phosphorylation of RB protein was also decreased concomitant with CDK4/6 (Figure 2.6, panel 
B). Collectively, the results described indicate that SART3 overexpression leads to increased miR-
















Figure 2.6. SART3 levels influence CDK4/CDK6 expression and miR-34a levels. A.) SART3 knockdown 
results in upregulation of CDK4, CDK6, and phospho-RB (p-RB). B.) Stable overexpression of 1´FLAG-SART3 
results in decreased CDK4, CDK6, and p-RB. C.) SART3 mRNA, pre-miR-34a, miR-34a, and miR-34a* levels 
as determined by qRT-PCR. SART3 was normalized to Ubiquitin (UBB), and all miRNA expression levels were 
normalized to U6 snRNA (n=2 for pre-miR-34a, n=3 for all others). Two-tailed Student’s t-test was applied to 









2.4 SART3 overexpression leads to G1 cell cycle arrest 
Prominent tumor-suppressive functions of miR-34a include induction of cell cycle arrest, 
senescence, and apoptosis10-16. Due to the well-known roles of CDK4 and CDK6 as cell cycle 
regulators, the observed changes in CDK4/6 levels in response to SART3 expression prompted 
further characterization of growth and cell cycle distribution in SART3 overexpressing cell lines. 
Consistent with the observed decrease in CDK4, CDK6, and phospho-RB upon SART3 
overexpression, it was also found that these overexpressing cells exhibited dramatic growth 
inhibition by colony formation assays (Figure 2.8, panel A). This slowed growth aligned with 
what has previously been observed in cancer cells treated with miR-34a, including 
NSCLC13,15,19,21,49. 
Cell cycle distribution was next analyzed by flow cytometry with propidium iodide-stained 
cells. In both A549 and H1299 parental cell lines, substantial growth arrest in the G1 phase was 
observed upon overexpression of SART3 (Figure 2.8, panel B). In addition to cell cycle profiles, 
apoptosis and cellular senescence were also analyzed in these populations. Only a modest increase 
in apoptosis was detected in SART3 overexpressing cells by Annexin V staining (Figure 2.10), 
and no indication of senescence via senescence-associated beta-galactosidase staining was found 
Figure 2.7. CDK4 and CDK6 mRNA levels decrease with SART3 overexpression. A.) SART3 mRNA 
expression levels relative to Sham controls, as measured by qRT-PCR. Expression was normalized to Ubiquitin 
(UBB) (n=3). This is the same data shown in Figure 2.6 panel C, included here for context and clarity. B.) 
CDK4 mRNA expression levels relative to Sham controls, as measured by qRT-PCR with normalization to 
UBB (n=3). C.) CDK6 mRNA expression levels relative to Sham controls, as measured by qRT-PCR with 
normalization to UBB (n=3). Two-tailed Student’s t-test was applied to determine p-values. *, p £ 0.05; **, p 
£  0.01; ***, p £ 0.001; ns = not significant. 
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(data not shown). These experiments provide evidence that high SART3 expression levels induce 
G1 arrest via the miR-34a–CDK4/6 axis. 
 
Figure 2.8. Increased SART3 expression results in growth inhibition and cell cycle arrest in G1 phase. 
A.) Colony formation of SART3 overexpressing cell lines. B.) Cell cycle distribution upon SART3 
overexpression in A549 and H1299 cells as determined by flow cytometry (n=3, error bars representative of 
standard deviation). Representative histograms shown in Figure 2.9. 
 
Figure 2.9. Representative histograms for cell cycle distribution in SART3/Sham stable cell lines. 
Histograms include color shading to depict populations and fit (Watson/pragmatic model was used to fit 
histograms in FlowJo). G1 is shown in purple, S shown in yellow, and G2 shown in green. A.) A549 Sham – 
57.9% G1, 28.6% S, 11.9% G2 B.) A549 SART3 overexpressing – 63.8% G1, 14.1% S, 22.2% G2 C.) H1299 




2.5 In-vitro characterization of SART3 domain binding interactions with pre-miR-34a 
Having characterized a phenotype related to SART3 expression, a potential mechanism for 
recognition of pre-miR-34a by SART3 was still in question. Experimental efforts were next 
focused towards elucidating a binding mechanism for the interaction. SART3 is a 110 kDa nuclear 
RBP comprised of multiple Half-A-Tetratricopeptide repeat (HAT) domains, two neighboring 
nuclear localization sequences (NLS), and two RNA-recognition motifs (RRMs) (Figure 2.11, 
top)25,38. The HAT domain is a conserved helical motif that has been found in several proteins 
involved in RNA metabolism50-52, and the RRM is a domain important for RNA recognition and 
binding53,54. Within SART3 specifically, the HAT domains have reported roles in pre-mRNA 3’-
end processing, ubiquitin-specific protease (USP) recruitment, and spliceosome recycling22-25,33,38. 
Figure 2.10. Measurement of apoptosis in SART3/Sham stable cell lines by flow cytometry. A.) Total 
percentage of Annexin V positive cells in each sample as measured by flow cytometry (n=2). Representative 
cytograms are shown for B.) A549 Sham, C.) A549 SART3 overexpressing, D.) H1299 Sham, and E.) H1299 
SART3 overexpressing samples, with increasing Annexin V staining shown on the x-axis and increasing 
propidium iodide staining shown on the y-axis. 
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The NLS allows SART3 to function as a nuclear protein, and the RRMs contribute to RNA 
recognition, binding, and splicing activity25,33. 
Recognizing that each of these regions of SART3 could potentially be involved in miRNA 
regulation, it was questioned which of these domains were crucial for binding to pre-miR-34a. To 
this end, a series of 3´FLAG constructs were generated to express different variants of SART3, 
each containing deletions or truncations of one or more domains of the protein (Figure 2.11, panel 
A). To assess the binding activity for each construct, HEK293T cells were transiently transfected 
with each plasmid, and pre-miR-34a pulldown experiments were subsequently performed as 
outlined in Figure 2.3. In-vitro binding was visualized and assessed relative to pre-let-7d by 
immunoblotting for the FLAG epitope tag.  
 
 
First, the N- and C-termini of SART3 were compared to the full-length protein, using an 
empty 3´FLAG vector as a negative control. Interestingly, the N-terminus immunoprecipitated 
with both pre-miR probes, while the C-terminus showed enrichment with pre-miR-34a (Figure 
2.11, panel B). As such, the C-terminus of SART3 was further investigated by testing constructs 
where either of the two RRMs was deleted, as well as a short fragment containing only the RRMs 
(Figure 2.11, panel A). The RRM 1+2 fragment appeared to bind pre-miR-34a with the highest 
specificity relative to pre-let-7d. Moreover, each of the individual RRM deletions showed a 
moderate enrichment with pre-miR-34a (Figure 2.11, panel B). These data suggest that the HAT 
Figure 2.11. C-terminal RRMs are necessary for specific pre-miR-34a binding. A.) SART3 variants cloned 
into 3´FLAG-pcDNA3 for pre-miR pulldown assays. H = Half-A-Tetratricopeptide (pink), NLS = nuclear 
localization sequence (blue), RRM = RNA-recognition motif (orange). B.) Assessment of in vitro binding of each 
SART3 variant by Western blot for FLAG epitope. 
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domains participate in nonspecific RNA binding, while the RRMs of SART3 are important for 
specific binding of pre-miR-34a. 
 
2.6 Discussion and conclusions 
Here, a novel miRNA–protein interaction is identified between pre-miR-34a and SART3 
in two NSCLC cell lines. Moreover, what is thought to be a new function for the SART3 protein 
as a modulator of CDK4, CDK6, and cell cycle regulation is described. Interestingly, the 
phenotypes observed would indicate that SART3 possesses tumor-suppressive properties in 
NSCLC cells, which is in contrast to existing literature describing SART3 as an antigen in other 
cancers. This would suggest that the functions of SART3 are diverse and not yet fully understood. 
As such, these results warrant additional studies to probe the SART3 interactome in a more 
comprehensive fashion.  
Although we report compelling evidence of a role for SART3 in the regulation of miR-34a 
biogenesis, the stage of biogenesis where this interaction occurs remains unclear. It is possible that 
the second protein identified, DHX30, also plays a role in miR-34a maturation. Notably, both 
proteins interact with AGO1, but neither has been reported to bind Drosha, Exportin-5, or Dicer; 
however, DHX30 interacts with DGCR8. Given these networks, it is conceivable that SART3 
could act on pri- or pre-miR-34a as part of a larger complex containing DHX30 and 
Drosha/DGCR8. Based on the changes observed in pre- and mature miR-34a levels in response to 
SART3 overexpression, as well as the annotated roles for SART3 as a nuclear RBP, we 
hypothesize that this protein acts to facilitate miR-34a processing in the nucleus, likely at the 
precursor level. However, it is also possible that SART3 interacts with pri-miR-34a, as the 
precursor hairpin is embedded within the primary transcript (Figure 2.12). Either hypothesis is 
supported by the trends observed in miR-34a target genes in response to altered SART3 
expression. Future work will investigate the effects of SART3 on other miRNAs and cellular 





From a molecular recognition standpoint, our results suggest that the RNA recognition 
motifs play an important role in forming a specific interaction with pre-miR-34a. The N-terminus 
of SART3 containing several HAT domains binds RNA in a more promiscuous fashion; thus, we 
postulate that the RRMs contribute toward selectivity and recognition of miR-34a, while the N-
terminus supplies additional RNA-binding capacity. Future work will aim to elucidate a structural 
basis for this interaction. Such studies will provide added insight on how SART3 functions, and 
will uncover any potential nucleotide sequence or secondary structures important for RNA 
recognition.  
While significant progress has been made in identifying RBPs as modulators of miRNA 
biogenesis, our results highlight the need for more detailed functional investigations of these 
interactions. Characterization of new miR-RBP binding events will improve our current 
understanding of miRNA regulation in disease, in addition to offering the potential to find new 
networks for selective therapeutic targeting of dysregulated miRNAs. 
Figure 2.12. Modeling possible mechanisms of SART3-mediated miR-34a maturation. SART3 binds the pre-
miR-34a hairpin structure, but could also act similarly on the pri-miR-34a transcript. SART3 could facilitate 
processing of the pri-miR-34a transcript and/or nuclear transport of the pre-miR-34a hairpin. DHX30 may also 




2.7 Experimental methods 
Cell culture 
A549 (a gift from Dr. Beth Lawlor) and HEK293T cells (a gift from Dr. Carol Fierke) were 
cultured in DMEM supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) and 2 mM L-glutamine. 
H1299 cells (a gift from Dr. Nouri Neamati) were cultured in RPMI-1640 medium supplemented 
with 10% FBS and 2 mM L-glutamine. NTERA-2 cells were purchased from ATCC and cultured 
in DMEM with 10% FBS, 2 mM L-glutamine, 1 mM sodium pyruvate, and 1% penicillin-
streptomycin. Cells were grown at 37 °C with 5% CO2 in a humidified incubator. All cell lines 
were authenticated by STR profiling and regularly tested for mycoplasma contamination. For 
knockdown experiments, cells were reverse transfected in triplicate with 25 nM of SART3 
SmartPool siRNA (Dharmacon) or siGENOME Non-targeting siRNA #2 (Dharmacon), using 7.5 
µL Lipofectamine RNAiMax (Invitrogen) in 500 µL OptiMEM (Gibco) per well of a 6-well dish. 
Lysates were harvested in RIPA buffer containing protease inhibitor cocktail 48 hours after 
transfection. 
 
Pre-miR pulldown assays 
Cells were grown to 80% confluency, washed with PBS and harvested with a cell scraper. 
Cells were collected in 1 mL lysis buffer (50 mM Tris pH 7.6, 150 mM NaCl, 2 mM MgCl2, 10% 
glycerol, 0.5% Triton X-100, and freshly added Protease Inhibitor Cocktail) per 10 cm dish, kept 
on ice, and lysed by sonication. Lysate concentrations were normalized to a concentration of 1 
mg/mL by BCA assay (Thermo), and 200 µL of lysate was aliquoted for each pulldown. To the 
lysate aliquots, 100 µL binding buffer (50 mM Tris pH 7.6, 150 mM NaCl, 5% glycerol, 0.05% 
Tween20, freshly added 2 mM ZnCl) was added, and a biotinylated pre-miR probe was added to 
a final concentration of 500 nM. Mixtures were incubated at room temperature for 30 min. To 
ensure an excess of miRNA relative to affinity beads, 5 µL of streptavidin-coated magnetic resin 
(Roche) per sample was aliquoted and washed with binding buffer. Lysate incubations were then 
applied to the streptavidin beads and incubated at room temperature for 1 hour with constant 
agitation on an orbital shaker. Flow-throughs from each pulldown were collected, and resins were 
washed once with a stringent washing buffer (100 mM phosphate pH 7, 200 mM NaCl, 0.25% 
Tween20) and 3 times with PBS. 
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Protein identification by LC-MS/MS  
Protocols for in-solution digestion are adapted from Yu et. al55 and proteomics samples 
were processed by Dr. Venkatesha Basrur and Kevin Conlon at the University of Michigan 
Proteomics Resource Facility. Data was processed by Dr. Dylan Mitchell, a fellow graduate 
student now at Harvard University. Beads were resuspended in 50 µL of 0.1M NH4HCO3 buffer 
(pH~8). Cysteines were reduced by adding 50 µL of 10 mM DTT and incubating at 45 °C for 30 
min. Samples were cooled to room temperature and cysteines were alkylated with 65 mM 2-
Chloroacetamide for 30 min at room temperature. Proteins were digested overnight with 1 µg 
sequencing grade trypsin at 37 °C. Digestion was stopped by acidification and peptides were 
desalted using SepPak C18 cartridges (Waters), then dried using a vacufuge. Resulting peptides 
were dissolved in 8 µL of 0.1% formic acid/2% acetonitrile solution, and 2 µL of peptide solution 
were resolved on a nanocapillary reverse phase column (Acclaim PepMap C18, 2 µm, 50 cm, 
Thermo) over 180 min. Eluent was directly introduced into an Orbitrap Fusion mass spectrometer 
(Thermo) using an EasySpray source. MS1 scans were acquired at 120K resolution (AGC 
target=1x106; max IT=50 ms). Data-dependent collision induced dissociation MS/MS spectra were 
acquired using Top speed method (3 s) following each MS1 scan (NCE ~32%; AGC target 1x105; 
max IT 45 ms). Protein identification and quantification was performed using MaxQuant (version 
1.6.7.0)56. MS/MS spectra were searched with Andromeda against the reference human database 
from Uniprot (02-02-2014 download – 39,882 sequences) appended with common contaminants 
and the automatically generated reverse database for the decoy search, which was used to calculate 
the false-discovery rate (FDR). Carbamidomethylation of cysteine (57.021464 Da) was set as a 
fixed modification; acetylation of protein N-termini (42.010565 Da) and oxidation of methionine 
(15.994915 Da) were set as variable modifications. Other search parameters included fixed main-
search MS1 error of 4.5ppm, with 0.5 Da mass deviation allowed for fragment ions; minimum 
peptide length of 7; two missed cleavages were allowed. Match between runs was enabled for 
consecutively run samples within the same cell line, with a match time window of 0.5 min. 
 
Data Analysis 
Data analysis was completed by fellow student Dr. Dylan Mitchell. Relative quantification 
of proteins was achieved with the MaxLFQ algorithm using default settings. Proteins identified 
with a FDR of <1% were further filtered by removal of known contaminants and decoy proteins, 
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and proteins identified by <3 PSMs in all samples, as well as those identified by only one peptide. 
This final list of proteins was loaded into Perseus (Version 1.6.5.0) and LFQ intensities were log2 
transformed before imputing missing values column-wise, based on a normal distribution 
(downshift of 1.8 and a width of 0.3). For proteins identified by multiple isoforms, LFQ intensities 
were reported or imputed for each isoform individually. For the volcano plot (Figure 2.3, panel 
C), fold changes (LFQ pre-miR-34a versus LFQ pre-let-7d control) for the 750 common proteins 
were calculated within each cell line (n=3) and combined into a single file before importing into 
Perseus to perform a two-sided students t-test, with pulldowns in the different cell lines serving as 
replicates. All replicates are biological. The mass spectrometry proteomics data have been 
deposited to the ProteomeXchange Consortium via the PRIDE partner repository57 with the dataset 
identifier PXD015278. Proteomics data sets are also given in Appendix A.  
 
Lentivirus production and infection 
1´FLAG-SART3 was amplified from A549 cDNA  and cloned into pLentilox-IRES-Puro 
(obtained from University of Michigan vector core) using standard PCR techniques and NheI and 
XhoI restriction enzymes, along with the following primers: Fwd. 5’-
TAGCGCTAGCCACCATGGACTACAAAGACGATGACGACAAGATGGCGACTGCGG, 
Rev. 5’- CATGCTCGAGCTATCACTTTCTCAGAAACAGC. To package lentiviruses, 
HEK293T cells were co-transfected with 4 µg transfer plasmid, 1 µg pMD2.G (Addgene plasmid 
12259), and 2 µg psPAX2 (Addgene plasmid 12260) using linear PEI at a 3:1 ratio of PEI to DNA. 
Media was changed to growth media containing 15 mM HEPES 16 h after transfection, and viral 
supernatant was collected after 24 and 48 h. Viral media were then filtered through 0.45 µm sterile 
filters and stored at -80 °C. To generate stable cell lines, cells were infected at a MOI of <0.5 in 
the presence of 8 µg/mL polybrene. After 24 h, media was changed to normal growth media, and 
after an additional 24 h, cells were selected with puromycin at 1 µg/mL for 48 h. Cells were then 
maintained at 0.5 µg/mL puromycin. 
 
Western blotting 
 All cells were lysed in-well using RIPA buffer supplemented with 10 µg/mL aprotinin, 5 
µg/mL leupeptin, and 7 µg/mL pepstatin. Lysates were sonicated on ice, and protein concentrations 
were normalized by BCA assay (Thermo). Proteins were resolved on 4-20% Tris-glycine gels 
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(Invitrogen), transferred to 0.45 µm PVDF (Thermo) in Towbin’s buffer at 4 °C, blocked with 5% 
nonfat milk in TBST, then probed with primary antibodies overnight at 4 °C. The following 
antibodies were used in this work: SART3 (GeneTex, #GTX107684), CDK4 (Cell Signaling 
Technology, #12790), CDK6 (CST, #13331), phospho-RB (S780) (CST, #3590), Actin-HRP 
(Santa Cruz, #sc-47778), FLAG-M2 (Sigma Aldrich, #F1804), Lin28a (CST, #8641), Lin28b 
(CST, #11965), Goat anti-Rabbit HRP (CST, #7074), Sheep anti-Mouse HRP (CST, #7076). 
 
RNA isolation and qRT-PCR 
 Total and small RNA were isolated using the mirVana miRNA isolation kit (Invitrogen). 
For mRNA quantification, cDNA was prepared from total RNA using the Superscript III first-
strand synthesis kit (Invitrogen) as per manufacturer’s instructions. For gene expression analysis, 
qPCR was performed using PowerUP SYBR Green master mix (Applied Biosystems) on a ViiA7 
thermocycler using the fast qPCR protocol. For miRNA quantification, cDNA was prepared from 
small RNA using the miScript II RT kit (Qiagen) using the manufacturer instructions. For miRNA 
expression analysis, qPCR was performed using the miScript SYBR Green PCR kit (Qiagen) on a 
ViiA7 thermocycler using the fast qPCR protocol. In all qRT-PCR, relative fold change was 
calculated using the comparative threshold (CT) method. The following primers were used in this 
work: miR-34a miScript Precursor assay (Qiagen); miR-34a, miR-34a*, and RNU6-2 miScript 
Primer assays (Qiagen); SART3 Fwd. 5’- GGCATACCTTGATTACCTGAGGAG, Rev. 5’-
ATACTCCAAGGCACGAGTAAAGG; CDK4 Fwd. 5’-GCTCTGCAGCACTCTTATCTAC, 
Rev. 5’-CTCAGTGTCCAGAAGGGAAATG; CDK6 Fwd. 5’-TCTGGACTTTCTTCATTCA 
CACCG, Rev. 5’-AAACTATAGATGCGGGCAAGGC, UBB Fwd. 5’-GCGCATAGAGGAG 
AAGGGAAA, Rev. 5’-CCTCCCGAGAGGCAGTTTAG. 
 
Colony formation assays 
 Cells were seeded in 6-well plates at a density of 1,000 cells per well for A549 and 500 
cells per well for H1299. After 9 days, cells were fixed with 6% (v/v) glutaraldehyde and stained 
with 0.5% (w/v) crystal violet for 3 h at room temperature with constant agitation. Excess stain 
was removed and plates were washed with ddH2O and dried overnight before imaging and 




 For cell cycle analysis, cells were grown to 70% confluency and collected by trypsinization 
96 h after lentiviral transduction. Cells were kept on ice, pelleted, washed twice with PBS, and 
fixed in 70% ethanol overnight at 4 °C. Fixed cells were again pelleted, washed twice with PBS, 
and stained in PBS containing 25 µg/mL propidium iodide (PI) and 0.1 mg/mL RNase A at 37 °C 
for 30 min, protected from light. For apoptosis analysis, cells were grown to 70% confluency and 
collected 96 h post-transduction. Cells were stained with Annexin V-AlexaFluorä 488 
(Invitrogen) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. For flow cytometry, fluorescence of the 
stained cellular DNA content and/or Annexin V conjugates were measured on a CytoFLEX Flow 
Cytometer (Beckman-Coulter). Cells were gated and analyzed using FlowJo software (v10).  
 
3´FLAG-SART3 variants cloning 
 Full-length SART3 and all SART3 truncations/domains were amplified from a pLentilox-
1´FLAG-SART3 vector using standard PCR and cloned into pcDNA3 containing a 3´FLAG tag 
58 using EcoRI and XbaI restriction enzymes and the following primer sets: SART3 Fwd. 5’-
CAGAATTCATGGCGACTGCGG-3’, Rev. 5’-GATCTAGACTATCACTTTCTCAGAAAC 
AGC-3’; N terminus Fwd. 5’-CAGAATTCATGGCGACTGCGG-3’, Rev. 5’-GATCTAGAAA 
TCACGCAGCTTGGATC-3’; C terminus Fwd. 5’-CAGAATTCATGCAGAACTGGGCTAGG-
3’, Rev. 5’-GATCTAGACTATCACTTTCTCAGAAACAGC-3’; DRRM1 (amplified by inverse 
PCR) Fwd. 5’-CCCTGTGTGGATAAGAGCAAAAACCCC-3’, Rev. 5’-GATGCTGTCC 
TTGCTGCTGTCGTGCAG; DRRM2 Fwd. 5’- CAGAATTCATGCAGAACTGGGCTAGG-3’, 
Rev. 5’-GATCTAGACACCTTAAAATCGGGGTTTTTG-3’; RRM1+2 Fwd. 5’-CAGAATT 
CATGCCCAAGGTGCTGC-3’, Rev. 5’- GATCTAGACTATCACTTTCTCAGAAACAGC-3’. 
 
2.8 Copyright 
The work in this chapter was reproduced in part from Sherman, E. J., Mitchell, D. C., and 
Garner, A. L. The RNA-binding protein SART3 promotes miR-34a biogenesis and G1 cell cycle 
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Assay Development for High-Throughput Screening of RNA–Protein Interactions* 
 
As highlighted in Chapter 1, microRNAs (miRNAs) are post-transcriptional regulators of 
gene expression with demonstrated relevance in many cancers, and miRNA regulation is 
important for health and development1-4. Many efforts have been made to inhibit or aid in the 
expression of disease-relevant miRNAs as a therapeutic strategy5-7. Despite these efforts in 
RNA-targeted therapeutics, probing RNA with selective small molecules remains a major 
challenge8,9. RNA-binding proteins (RBPs) have emerged as regulators of the biogenesis and 
activity of specific miRNAs or miRNA families10-13, and as such, present a new avenue by which 
to pursue miRNA-targeted drug discovery. Furthermore, discovery of chemical probes for 
miRNAs has been hampered by a lack of robust tools to assess sufficient chemical space and 
diversity. To date, many biochemical assays used to probe these interactions, including catalytic 
enzyme-linked click chemistry assay (cat-ELCCA)14,15, rely on immobilized biomolecules. In 
addition to being cost-prohibitive, immobilization limits throughput due to the need for lengthy 
incubations and washing steps. To overcome these challenges, a homogeneous assay for high-
throughput screening (HTS) of pre-miRNA–protein interactions was developed, using a split 
luciferase as a reporter.  
 
3.1 Previous cat-ELCCA assays for miRNA-targeted HTS 
 Catalytic Enzyme-Linked Click Chemistry Assay, termed cat-ELCCA, is an assay 
methodology developed and continually improved upon by the Garner Laboratory14-17. Current 
techniques for observing RNA-ligand binding, such as Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) 
and fluorescence displacement, are single-turnover methods that are limited in dynamic range 
and susceptible to compound interference via quenching or autofluorescence18-20. The 
 
* Chapter is reproduced from Sherman, E. J.*, Lorenz, D. A.*, and Garner, A. L. Click Chemistry-Mediated 
Complementation Assay for RNA–Protein Interactions. ACS Comb Sci. 21(7), 522-527, doi: 10.1021/acscombsci.9b00071 
(2019). DAL completed experiments shown in Figures 3.5 and 3.6, EJS completed all other experiments. 
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characteristic advantage of cat-ELCCA is the use of click chemistry to overcome these pitfalls, 
using a click reaction to covalently link a labeled horseradish peroxidase (HRP) to the 
biomolecule in question for detection (Figure 3.1)17,21. Similar to an enzyme-linked 
immunosorbent assay (ELISA), the use of HRP enables catalytic signal turnover and high assay 
sensitivity, while the use of click chemistry ligands eliminates the need for inaccessible or 
expensive antibodies. The Garner lab has successfully applied and evolved cat-ELCCA to 
discover chemical inhibitors of various targets, including ghrelin O-acyltransferase14, Dicer-
mediated miRNA maturation16,17, protein-protein interactions22, and the let-7–Lin28 miRNA–
protein interaction15. However, a drawback these assays have consistently encountered is the 
relatively high cost and limited throughput for screening efforts. Immobilization of RNA or 
protein requires the use of streptavidin-coated assay plates, which may cost up to ten times more 
than standard polystyrene assay plates. Furthermore, several stringent washing steps are required 
to eliminate trace unbound compounds and reagents from the plate prior to readout. These 
variables can ultimately limit the size of the compound libraries that can be screened in a single 














3.2 Click chemistry-mediated complementation assay for RNA–protein interactions 
 The limitations of cat-ELCCA prompted the design of a new click chemistry-mediated 
assay that would retain the high sensitivity of cat-ELCCA, but could be performed in a 
Figure 3.1. Catalytic enzyme-linked click chemistry assay (cat-ELCCA) scheme. General depiction of first- 




homogenous format, and thus used to screen larger compound libraries (>100000) faster and at a 
lower cost. Protein complementation assays (PCAs) are a commonly used method for studying 
bimolecular interactions23, but PCAs have yet to be reported for RNA–protein interactions 
(RPIs)24-26. Fellow graduate student Dr. Daniel Lorenz conceptualized this homogenized assay to 
use Promega’s NanoBiT system as a reporter, due to its simplicity and demonstrated success in 
cells27,28. NanoBiT is derived from the NanoLuc shrimp luciferase, and Promega designed a PCA 
where NanoLuc is split into two subunits: an 18 kDa protein termed LgBiT and a 13-amino acid 
peptide termed SmBiT (Figure 3.2)28. The NanoBiTs have weak intrinsic affinity for one 
another (Kd = 190 µM), which becomes enhanced upon fusion of each fragment to protein-










Because in vitro complementation assays have not yet been reported for RPIs24-26, the 
NanoBiT system was pursued in the design of a homogeneous HTS assay for RPIs. Unlike 
protein labeling, however, modification of small RNAs (<100 nucleotides) with large peptide or 
protein fragments is likely to be disturbing to RNA structure and may preclude binding to the 
RNA-binding protein (RBP). Thus, it was reasoned that the RNA could be tagged with a click 
chemistry handle, as in cat-ELCCA16,17, and an RBP could be generated as a LgBiT fusion 
protein. The RPI could then be detected following assembly of NanoLuc and a click chemistry 
reaction of the RNA with a click-labeled SmBiT (Figure 3.3). This click chemistry step would 
enable greater stability of the complex to support robust signal generation, even with weak RPIs. 
 
 
Figure 3.2. NanoBiT split luciferase reporter. Representative LgBiT fragment from 
NanoLuc is shown in blue, SmBiT native peptide shown in green (based on NanoLuc, 






To assess feasibility and demonstrate proof-of-concept for this approach, HaloTag fusion 
proteins of LgBiT and SmBiT were generated to examine the efficiency of different click 
chemistry reactions for reconstituting the split NanoLuc enzyme. HaloTag (HT) was chosen due 
to its ability to be readily labeled with chloroalkane-tagged ligands29. As orthogonal chemistries, 
the copper(I)-catalyzed alkyne-azide cycloaddition (CuAAC) reaction30,31, strain-promoted 
alkyne-azide cycloaddition (SPAAC) reaction32, and inverse-electron demand Diels-Alder 
(IEDDA) reaction of  trans-cyclooctene (TCO) and methyltetrazine (mTet) were assessed 
(Figure 3.4, panel A)33,34. Chemical structures of all HaloTag ligands used to apply click 
chemistry handles can be found in Figure 3.8, along with experimental methods (Section 3.8). 
Upon incubation of a 1:1 mixture of each labeled BiT with the appropriate click chemistry 
reagents and treatment with NanoGlo luciferase reagent, chemiluminescence signal was detected. 
In agreement with previous work with cat-ELCCA17, preliminary experiments showed the 
IEDDA reaction yielded much greater signal-to-background (S/B) in comparison to CuAAC and 
SPAAC (~3-fold enhancement) (Figure 3.4, panel B). Additional characterization with the 
IEDDA assay verified that signal generation was dependent upon the LgBiT-SmBiT assembly, 
as only minimal signal was observed in the presence of only one of the BiTs (Figure 3.4, panel 
C). Moreover, these studies demonstrated that the click chemistry reaction facilitated robust 
signal amplification, as evidenced by an observed 7.3-fold enhancement in chemiluminescence 




























Figure 3.3. Click chemistry-mediated NanoLuc complementation assay scheme for RPIs. X and Y 





Figure 3.4. Assessment of click chemistry reactions for mediating reassembly of split NanoLuc. (a) Model 
reactions using HaloTag (HT)- LgBiT and SmBiT. (b) Chemiluminescence signal generated upon click 
chemistry reaction of a 1:1 mixture of each of the BiTs (500 nM) after 30 min incubation at room temperature 
and subsequent treatment with Nano-Glo luciferase reagent. ****: p < 0.0001. Control refers to Nano-Glo 
luciferase reagent in buffer. (c) Characterization of the IEDDA assay to demonstrate that signal generation is 






3.3 Assay optimization based on pre-let-7d–Lin28 interaction 
  As a model, the interaction of the RBP, Lin28, with the precursor microRNA pre-let-7d 
was chosen, as the Garner lab had previously developed a cat-ELCCA for this RPI and used it in 
a HTS campaign15. Lin28 functions as an inhibitor of the processing of select let-7 family 
members by binding to the terminal loop of the primary and precursor intermediates and 
inducing their degradation35-37. As let-7s serve as tumor-suppressor miRNAs38, aberrant Lin28 
activity has been linked to a number of human cancers, making Lin28 a promising therapeutic 
target39. In addition to Lin28, many other RBPs have been identified that regulate the biogenesis 
of miRNAs12,13; thus, development of a new screening technology for the discovery of small 
molecule modulators of these interactions would be useful as the field advances.  
  To begin assay development, Lin28 was expressed and purified as a N-terminal fusion 
protein with LgBiT (LgBiT-Lin28), and SmBiT as a C-terminal fusion with HaloTag (HT-
SmBiT)29. HT-SmBiT was subsequently labeled with a mTet HT ligand (mTet-HT-SmBiT)22. 
Pre-let-7d containing an aminoallyl uridine modification in the terminal loop was then 
conjugated to TCO, similarly to previous cat-ELCCAs15,17. With these components in hand, the 
assay design was then tested by incubation of equimolar LgBiT-Lin28, mTet-HT-SmBiT and 
pre-let-7d-TCO (Figure 3.5, panel A). After subsequent treatment with the NanoGlo substrate 
reagent, a 16-fold enhancement in chemiluminescence signal was observed as compared to a no 
RNA control (Figure 3.5, panel B). Importantly, selectivity was also observed with respect to 
pre-let-7d, as very little signal was observed in the presence of pre-miR-21 or pre-miR-10b, two 
precursor miRs that do not bind to Lin28 (Figure 3.5, panel B). 
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  These results prompted additional characterization of this new RPI assay system. 
Experiments were next performed to confirm that signal generation was dependent upon the 
presence of both RNA and protein. Indeed, a chemiluminescence signal increase was observed 
corresponding to increasing concentrations of pre-let-7d–TCO in a titration (Figure 3.6, panel 
A). Upon addition of RNase A to the reaction, almost complete depletion of the signal was 
detected within five minutes (Figure 3.6, panel B), further confirming RNA dependence as well 
as demonstrating the ability of the assay to respond to changes in real time. Additionally, 
competition experiments were performed to assess signal dependence on Lin28 protein. Upon 
addition of increasing concentrations of unlabeled Lin28, competition was observed with the 
LgBiT–Lin28 fusion protein, as indicated by a decrease in overall signal (Figure 3.6, panel C). 
Figure 3.5. Click chemistry-mediated complementation assay for the pre-let-7d-Lin28 RPI. (a) Assay 
scheme. (b) Assay characterization to determine the significance of IEDDA and a specific RPI in signal 
generation. Equimolar mixtures of each protein and/or RNA as indicated on the x-axis were incubated for 30 
min at room temperature prior to addition of Nano-Glo luciferase reagent. ****: p < 0.0001 
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Together, these experiments provided key data indicating that the mechanism of catalytic signal 
amplification is as designed, and dependent on both RNA and protein assay components. 
 
 
3.4 Assessment of HTS potential and assay characterization with Lin28 inhibitors 
  Because the goal is to develop an assay that can be used for inhibitor discovery, 
antagonists of the pre-let-7d-Lin28 interaction were next analyzed to determine compatibility of 
the assay with small molecule inhibitors. The top candidate Lin28 inhibitor from a previous HTS 
campaign by the Garner lab15, N,N’-(1,2-phenylene)-dibenzenesulfonamide derivative CCG-
233094, was used for these experiments. Of significance, a dose-dependent decrease in 
chemiluminescence signal was observed with increasing concentrations of CCG-233094 (Figure 
3.7, top). Finally, to determine the HTS suitability of the assay, it was miniaturized for 384-well 
plate format and the Z’ factor was measured using an automated liquid handling system. The Z’ 
factor is a measurement of overall assay robustness which takes into account the dynamic range 
and standard deviation of the assay; a calculated Z’ factor greater than 0.5 is considered excellent 
for HTS, with a Z’ of 1 being a perfect assay40. By this analysis, the assay performed very well 
with a Z’ factor of 0.86 and S/B of 7.5 (Figure 3.7, bottom). These statistics are in-line with 
Figure 3.6. Assay characterization for RNA and protein dependence. (a) Dependence on the concentration 
of pre-let-7d-TCO. (b) Chemiluminescence signal depletion following treatment with RNase A. T0 = signal 
immediately after addition of RNase A. T5 = signal at 5 min post addition of RNase A. (c) Competition of 
500nM pre-let-7d–TCO, LgBiT-Lin28, and SmBiT-mTet with unlabeled HaloTag-Lin28 protein. All error bars 

















those previously observed using cat-ELCCA15, and generally indicate a robust assay that is 
suitable for HTS applications with RPIs.  
 
3.5 Discussion and conclusions 
 In conclusion, a click chemistry-mediated complementation assay was designed and 
optimized for RPIs that can be performed in one pot. This new assay has many of the same 
advantages as cat-ELCCA, such as catalytic signal amplification to obtain a robust and highly 
sensitive assay system and ability to use full-length biomolecules. Unlike cat-ELCCA, however, 
it will be subject to compound interference, similar to fluorescence-based methods, as no 
washing steps are included to remove interferents. Based on its excellent assay statistics and 
adaptability to automated liquid handling, this assay should be readily applicable to ultra-HTS 
formats for RPI inhibitor discovery. Moreover, as chemical RNA synthesis can enable the 
generation of various custom labeled RNAs, and both N- and C-terminal HaloTag fusions are 
available, this approach should be adaptable to other RPI systems for HTS design and 
development. As new studies continually demonstrate, RNAs are invariably bound to and often 
modified by RBPs; thus, RPIs are important in regulation of many aspects of coding and 













Figure 3.7. Inhibitor characterization and HTS potential. (Top) Competition with small molecule Lin28 
inhibitor CCG-233094. (Bottom) Z’ factor using automated liquid handling in 384-well plate format. 
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such as the HTS-compatible assay described here will facilitate these efforts in RPI-targeted drug 
discovery. 
 
3.6 Experimental methods 
General materials and methods 
Assay methods and data analysis. Chemiluminescence data was collected on either a BioTek 
Cytation3 or PHERAstar FS plate reader. Rosetta2 E. coli were used for protein expression. All 
data was analyzed using GraphPad Prism version 7.0c for Mac OS X (GraphPad Software, 
www.graphpad.com). Statistical significance was determined using unpaired, two-tailed Student’s 
t-tests. 
Materials. Chemically synthesized pre-miR-21 and pre-let-7d (deprotected, desalted and HPLC 
purified) was purchased from Dharmacon. Azido, alkynyl, DBCO, mTet and TCO HaloTag 
ligands were prepared as previously reported22. (TCO)-PEG4-NHS (cat #A137) was purchased 
from Click Chemistry Tools. LgBiT and SmBiT were amplified from the NanoBiTä PPI Flexiâ 
Starter system, which was purchased from Promega (catalog #N2015). pFN29K and pFC30K 
His6HaloTagâ T7 Flexiâ vectors and the Flexiâ System cloning kit were also purchased from 
Promega. White 384-well flat bottom assay plates were purchased from Corning (cat #3572). 
Nano-Gloâ luciferase substrate was purchased from Promega (catalog #N1110). Murine Lin28A 
was amplified as previously described15. RNase A was purchased from Fisher and used as 
received. HaloTag-Lin28 was expressed and purified as previously described15. 
 
Protein Expression and Purification 
HaloTag-LgBiT cloning. LgBiT was amplified from a pFN33K Flexiâ vector (included with the 
NanoBiTä PPI Flexiâ Starter system) and ligated into pFN29K using standard PCR cloning 
methods and PmeI and SgfI restriction enzymes. 
Primers: 
Fwd. 5’-GAGCGATAACGCGATCGCCATGGTCTTCACACTCGAAGATTTCGTTGG-3’ 
Rev. 5’- CGAATTCGTTTAAACACTGTTGATGGTTACTCGGAACAGC-3’ 
 
HaloTag-LgBiT expression and purification. E. coli transformed with pFN29K HaloTag-LgBiT 
were grown at 37 °C to an OD600 of 0.6 and induced with 1 mM IPTG for 3 h at 37 °C. Cells were 
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pelleted for 20 min at 3,000 ´ g and stored as dry pellets at -80 °C until ready for use. Pellets were 
thawed at room temperature on ice, resuspended in 4 °C lysis buffer (10 mM phosphate, 20 mM 
imidazole, pH 8, 2.7 mM KCl, 137 mM NaCl, 0.1% PMSF and 1 mM DTT) and lysed by 
sonication. Lysates were then pelleted at 3,000 ´ g for 30 min at 4 °C. The supernatant was bound 
to Ni-NTA resin, and the resin was washed once with lysis buffer and once with a 1:1 mixture of 
lysis buffer and wash buffer (10 mM Tris, pH 8, 50 mM imidazole, 500 mM NaCl, 0.1% PMSF, 
and 1 mM DTT). HaloTag-LgBiT was eluted from the resin with elution buffer (10 mM Tris, pH 
8, 500 mM imidazole, 500 mM NaCl, 0.1% PMSF, and 1 mM DTT) and dialyzed overnight into 
20 mM Tris, pH 7.8, 100 mM KCl, 0.2 mM EDTA, and 10% glycerol. Protein concentration was 
measured via Bradford assay using BSA standards. 
 
HaloTag–SmBit cloning. SmBit was amplified from pFN35K Flexiâ vector (included with the 
NanoBiTä PPI Flexiâ Starter system) and ligated into pFC30K using standard PCR cloning 
methods and SgfI and XhoI restriction enzymes. 
Primers: 
Fwd. – 5’-CGCCATGGTGACCGGCTACCGGCTGTTCGAGGAGATTCTCC -3’ 
Rev. – 5’-TCGAGGAGAATCTCCTCGAACAGCCGGTAGCCGGTCACCATGGCGAT-3’ 
 
HaloTag-SmBiT expression and purification. E. coli transformed with pFC30K HaloTag-SmBiT 
were grown at 37 °C to an OD600 of 0.6 and induced with 1 mM IPTG overnight at 37 °C. Cells 
were pelleted for 20 min at 3,000 ´ g and stored as dry pellets at -80 °C until ready for use. Pellets 
were thawed at room temperature on ice, resuspended in 4 °C lysis buffer (10 mM phosphate, 20 
mM imidazole, pH 8, 2.7 mM KCl, 137 mM NaCl, 0.1% PMSF and 1 mM DTT) and lysed by 
sonication. Lysates were then pelleted at 3,000 ´ g for 30 min at 4 °C. The supernatant was bound 
to Ni-NTA resin, and the resin was washed once with lysis buffer and once with a 1:1 mixture of 
lysis buffer and wash buffer (10 mM Tris, pH 8, 50 mM imidazole, 500 mM NaCl, 0.1% PMSF, 
and 1 mM DTT). HaloTag-SmBiT was eluted from the resin with elution buffer (10 mM Tris, pH 
8, 500 mM imidazole, 500 mM NaCl, 0.1% PMSF, and 1 mM DTT) and dialyzed overnight into 
20 mM Tris pH 7.8, 100 mM KCl, 0.2 mM EDTA, and 10% glycerol. Protein concentration was 
measured via the Bradford assay using BSA standards. 
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LgBiT-mLin28a cloning. Site-directed mutagenesis was first performed on the pFN29K 
HaloTag-LgBit vector described above to add an N-terminal HindIII restriction site for 
subsequent use. PfuUltra II High-fidelity DNA Polymerase was used with the following primers 
for mutagenesis. 
Primers: 
Fwd. – 5’- GGTATTTTAACTTTACTAAGGAGAAGCTTCATCATGAAACATCATCAC-3’ 
Rev. – 5’- GGTGATGATGTTTCATGATGAAGCTTCTCCTTAGTAAAGTTAAAATACC-3’ 
 
Next, the His6HaloTag was cut out of the new HindIII pFN29K HaloTag-LgBit vector described 
above, using HindIII and SgfI restriction enzymes. mLin28a was amplified from a previously 
reported vector1 and ligated into the HindIII pFN29K vector in place of the His6HaloTag, using 
standard PCR methods, HindIII and SgfI restriction enzymes, and the primers below.  
Primers: 
Fwd. – 5’- CTAAGGAGAAGCTTATGGGCTCGGTGTCCAACCAGC-3’ 
Rev. – 3’- GGTCACGGCGATCGCATTCTGGGCTTCTGGGAGC-3’ 
 
Finally, the following primers were annealed to create a 6´His tag to be used for protein 
purification. The resulting pre-cut 6´His fragment was ligated into the above vector product 
using standard PCR methods and the HindIII restriction enzyme, generating the final pFN29K 
6´His-mLin28a-LgBit construct. 
Primers: 
Fwd. – 5’-AGCTGATGGGTCACCATCACCATCACCATA-3’ 
Rev. – 5’-AGCTTATGGTGATGGTGATGGTGATGGTGACCCATC-3’ 
 
LgBiT-Lin28 expression and purification. E. coli transformed with pFN29K LgBit-mLin28a were 
grown at 37 °C to an OD600 of 0.6 and induced with 1 mM IPTG overnight at 37 °C. Cells were 
pelleted for 20 min at 3,000 ´ g and stored as dry pellets at -80 °C until ready for use. Pellets were 
thawed at room temperature on ice, resuspended in 4 °C lysis buffer (10mM phosphate, 20 mM 
imidazole pH 8, 2.7 mM KCl, 137 mM NaCl, 0.1% PMSF and 1 mM DTT) and lysed by 
sonication. Lysates were then pelleted at 3,000 ´ g for 30 min at 4 °C. The supernatant was bound 
to Ni-NTA resin, and the resin was washed once with lysis buffer and once with a 1:1 mixture of 
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lysis buffer and wash buffer (10 mM Tris pH 8, 50 mM imidazole, 500 mM NaCl, 0.1% PMSF, 
and 1 mM DTT). LgBit-mLin28a was eluted from the resin with elution buffer (10 mM Tris pH 
8, 500 mM imidazole, 500 mM NaCl, 0.1% PMSF, and 1 mM DTT) and dialyzed overnight into 
20 mM Tris (pH 7.8), 100 mM KCl, 0.2 mM EDTA, and 10% glycerol. Protein concentrations 
were measured by Bradford assay using BSA standards. 
 
Unlabeled mLin28a cloning, expression, and purification. Unlabeled Lin28 for competition 






HaloTag labeling. HaloTag-LgBiT and -SmBiT proteins were labeled by adding 20 molar 
equivalents of HaloTag ligand (dissolved in DMSO; Figure S1) in storage buffer (20 mM Tris pH 
7.8, 100 mM KCl, 0.2 mM EDTA, and 10% glycerol) and incubating overnight with constant 
Figure 3.8. Chemical structures of HaloTag ligands used in this work. Ligands were synthesized by 



















































rocking at 4 °C. The reaction was then buffer exchanged, concentrated in storage buffer, quantified 









Preparation of RNA-TCO15,17. Pre-miRNA (1.0 mM in 100 mM phosphate buffer, pH 8.0) was 
mixed with an equivalent volume of TCO-PEG4-NHS (10 mM in DMSO). The reaction was then 
allowed to proceed at 25 °C for 1 h. pre-miRNA-TCO was precipitated by the addition of 1.1´ 
volume of 3.0 M sodium acetate (pH 5.2) and 40 volume equivalents of cold ethanol, and pelleted 
at 20,000 ´ g for 45 min at 4 °C. The pellet was then resuspended in 100 mM phosphate buffer 
(pH 8.0) at a concentration of 1.0 mM and stored at -80 °C. 
 
Assay protocols 
Assay buffer: 50 mM Tris (pH 7.6), 150 mM NaCl, 5% glycerol (v/v), 0.05% Tween-20 (v/v); 
freshly added 1 mM ZnCl2 and 10 mM b-mercaptoethanol. 
 
SPAAC and IEDDA model assay protocol. To a microcentrifuge tube, add HT-LgBiT and HT-
SmBiT appended with appropriate click ligands (SPAAC = DBCO + azide, IEDDA = TCO + 
mTet, respectively) to a final concentration of 500 nM in 50 µL assay buffer. Incubate at room 
temperature for 30 min. While incubating the samples, prepare an appropriate amount of NanoGlo 
luciferase substrate, as according to the manufacturer instructions. Add 25 µL of the freshly 
prepared NanoGlo luciferase substrate to each tube and immediately dispense the contents of one 




CuAAC model assay protocol. To a microcentrifuge tube in a final volume of 50 µL assay buffer, 
first pre-mix CuSO4 and THPTA (from aqueous stocks) to final concentrations of 100 µM and 500 
µM, respectively. Add Alkyne-HT-LgBit and Azide-HT-SmBiT to final concentrations of 500 
nM, then add sodium ascorbate from a freshly prepared aqueous stock to a final concentration of 
5 mM. Incubate samples with agitation at room temperature for 30 min. While incubating the 
samples, prepare an appropriate amount of NanoGlo luciferase substrate, as according to the 
manufacturer instructions. Add 25 µL of the freshly prepared NanoGlo luciferase substrate to each 
tube and immediately dispense the contents of one assay tube into 4 wells of a white, flat-bottom 
384-well assay plate (15 µL per well) for subsequent chemiluminescence detection. 
 
Lin28–let-7 assay protocol. To a microcentrifuge tube, add LgBiT-Lin28 and mTet-HT-SmBiT 
proteins (500 nM final concentration) and pre-let-7d–TCO (500 nM final) in 50 µL of assay buffer. 
If testing compounds, add compound in DMSO (5% DMSO (v/v) maximum). Incubate at room 
temperature for 15 min. While incubating the samples, prepare an appropriate amount of NanoGlo 
luciferase substrate, as according to the manufacturer instructions. Add 25 µL of the freshly 
prepared NanoGlo luciferase substrate to each tube and immediately dispense the contents of one 
assay tube into 4 wells of a white, flat-bottom 384-well assay plate (15 µL per well) for subsequent 
chemiluminescence detection. 
 
HTS. HTS experiments were carried out at the University of Michigan Center for Chemical 
Genomics. LgBiT-Lin28, mTet-HT-SmBiT, pre-let-7d-TCO and Nano-Gloâ luciferase substrate 
were dispensed via a Multidrop Combi Reagent Dispenser (Thermo Fisher Scientific) into a white, 




 The work in this chapter was reproduced in part from Sherman, E. J.*, Lorenz, D. A.*, 
and Garner, A. L. Click Chemistry-Mediated Complementation Assay for RNA–Protein 
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An Introduction to Functional Genomics and LDL Cholesterol Homeostasis 
 
 Cardiovascular disease (CVD) is currently the leading cause of death in the United States 
and can manifest as several different conditions such as stroke or cardiomyopathies1. Of the 
heritable and environmental risk factors for CVD, dysregulation of cholesterol homeostasis is 
well-established as a major factor in the development and progression of atherosclerosis2,3. 
Cholesterol is one of the most important biomolecules in the human body; in addition to being a 
crucial component of cell membranes, cholesterol serves as a building block for many hormones, 
is necessary for many signaling pathways, and aids in the absorption of vitamins and nutrients 
during digestion4,5. Humans obtain cholesterol from two major sources: intestinal absorption 
from cholesterol in the diet and de novo cholesterol biosynthesis. Cholesterol is completely 
insoluble in water, and thus must be transported through the bloodstream within lipoproteins, 
which are particles comprised of various lipid–protein complexes.  
There are five major categories of lipoproteins, which can generally be characterized by 
their lipid composition, size, and density. Chylomicrons, also called ultra low-density 
lipoproteins (ULDL), are the largest particles in size and have the lowest density; these 
lipoproteins are rich in triglycerides and contain very little cholesterol or phospholipids6. Very 
low-density lipoproteins (VLDL) can be slightly smaller and more dense than chylomicrons; 
these particles produced and secreted by the liver are also triglyceride-rich7. Triglycerides are 
sequestered from VLDL particles circulating in the bloodstream as needed by muscle cells and 
adipose tissues, resulting in the formation of intermediate density lipoproteins (IDL). IDL 
particles can then either be taken up into the liver, or additional triglycerides within IDL may be 
hydrolyzed to form low-density lipoproteins (LDL)8. Of the heritable and environmental risk 
factors for CVD, high levels of the apolipoprotein B-containing lipoproteins (chylomicrons, 
VLDL, IDL, and LDL) in the bloodstream are firmly established as major risk factors for 
atherosclerosis, stroke, and myocardial infarction2,5. LDL particles are cholesterol-rich, small, 
and dense; these promote the formation of atherosclerotic plaques. Finally, high-density 
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lipoproteins (HDL) are the smallest and most dense of the circulating plasma lipoproteins. 
Unlike the aforementioned apolipoprotein B-containing particles, HDL particles are anti-
atherogenic and inversely correlate with CVD risk9. 
 A critical pathway regulating cholesterol homeostasis involves the receptor-mediated 
endocytosis of low-density lipoproteins into hepatocytes, mediated by the LDL receptor (LDL)5. 
Despite decades of research surrounding this pathway, the molecular and genetic determinants of 
cellular LDL uptake are still not entirely understood10,11. Recent advances in Next-Generation 
(NextGen) sequencing and genome editing using CRISPR-based systems have transformed the 
field of functional genomics, which broadly seeks to understand the functional role of all gene 
products within the genome of a given organism12. Genome-scale functional screening presents 
an unbiased, high-throughput method for interrogation of genetic determinants of cellular LDL 
uptake. As such, this chapter will serve as an introduction to genome editing by CRISPR, 
genome-scale CRISPR screening, and currently understood mechanisms for cholesterol 
regulation by LDL uptake. 
 
4.1 Genome editing using CRISPR 
 Clustered regularly-interspaced short palindromic repeats (CRISPRs) were first 
discovered serendipitously in the genome of E. coli in 198713, and eventually were recognized as 
a biologically significant feature in other bacteria and archaea in the early 2000s14,15. These 
CRISPR repeat sequences are typically ~20-40 basepairs (bp) in length and, as implied by the 
name, are regularly interspaced by small DNA spacer sequences15. Unlike the repeating CRISPR 
sequences, the spacer sequences are non-repetitive and were found to be derived from viruses 
and phage DNA16-18. These CRISPR elements are adjacent to genes called CRISPR-associated 
(Cas) genes, which are highly conserved across CRISPR-containing prokaryotes15. Finally, in the 
late 2000s it was recognized that the CRISPR/Cas system serves as an innate immune system for 
bacteria. A key study by Barrangou and Horvath et al. showed that bacteria containing CRISPR 
DNA sequences would incorporate new spacers from attacking phage DNA into their genomes 
after a viral challenge, and that these spacers, in conjunction with Cas proteins, would confer 
resistance to subsequent infections by the same phage19. Further studies found that Cas enzyme 
activity is directed by CRISPR RNAs (crRNAs), which are transcribed from the phage-derived 
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spacer sequences20, and that spacer sequences each contained a similar region called a 
protospacer-adjacent motif (PAM) which is needed for CRISPR/Cas activity21. 
 There are many different CRISPR/Cas systems coming from various prokaryotic species, 
but the most widely studied is the Streptococcus pyogenes Cas9 (SpCas9) system. The labs of 
Jennifer Doudna and Feng Zhang were the first to establish S. pyogenes Cas9 as a programmable 
DNA editing tool in mammalian cell culture22,23. The original and most routinely used function 
of the CRISPR/Cas9 system is genome editing in the form of introducing a mutation (Figure 
4.1). The SpCas9 endonuclease can be guided by a single-guide RNA (sgRNA), which is a 
simplified chimeric RNA containing both the crRNA and trans-activating crRNA (tracrRNA) 
needed to direct Cas9 activity24. The sgRNA contains a 20 nucleotide (nt.) guide sequence at the 
5’ end, which can be designed to target any genomic DNA sequence directly upstream of a 5’-
NGG PAM site, and the remainder of the guide resembles a tracrRNA, serving primarily as a 
scaffold24. When guided to the genomic DNA locus, SpCas9 will then cleave its DNA target ~3 
bp upstream of the PAM sequence, generating a double-stranded break (DSB)25. Genome editing 
may then occur via one of two major DNA repair mechanisms: non-homologous end joining 
(NHEJ) or homology-directed repair (HDR). The NHEJ pathway is the more common, albeit 
error-prone, mechanism for DNA damage repair; the DSB is repaired by endogenous machinery 
in the cell and re-ligated, often resulting in insertion/deletion (indel) mutations22,23,25. NHEJ can 
be used to generate a gene knockout, as the indel scars left behind by NHEJ often result in 
frameshift mutations and/or premature stop codons at the newly edited DNA locus23,26. 
Alternatively, HDR provides a more precise, high-fidelity method of DNA editing; in order for 
programmable HDR to occur, an exogenous DNA repair template must be supplied to actively 
diving cells27. Since the first mammalian genome edits were reported in 2013, tens of thousands 
of research articles using CRISPR-mediated technologies have been published, and the CRISPR 
toolkit has grown to include programmable RNA targeting, epigenome editing, transcriptional 









4.2 Leveraging CRISPR for high-throughput genomic screening 
 Prior to the development of CRISPR as a DNA editing tool, systematic interrogation of 
mammalian genomes by loss-of-function genetic screening was only possible through RNA 
interference (RNAi) based methods30,31. Although some siRNA or shRNA screens have been 
successful, RNAi screening is prone to biases and false discoveries stemming from variable 
targeting efficiencies and off-target effects32,33. In 2014, the first genome-scale functional screens 
were reported using CRISPR/Cas9; instead of using libraries of siRNAs or shRNAs, these 
groups demonstrated successful screens using libraries of sgRNAs designed to target nearly 
every gene in the genome34,35.  
 The original genome-scale CRISPR knockout (GeCKO) library was designed to contain 
3-4 sgRNAs selected for efficient targeting of ~18,000 genes and optimized to reduce potential 
off-target effects35. An improved and now widely used library, GeCKOv2, contains 6 sgRNAs 
targeting each of 19,050 genes in the human genome, distributed over 3-4 constitutively 
expressed exons36. Notably, the GeCKOv2 library also contains guides to target 1,864 miRNA 
with 4 sgRNAs per miRNA, as well as 1,000 non-targeting control sgRNAs. Advantageously, 
these 123,411 guides can be easily generated as a synthetic oligonucleotide pool and 
incorporated into a lentiviral backbone, lentiCRISPRv2, which packages and delivers SpCas9 
Figure 4.1 CRISPR/Cas9 gene editing scheme. Single-guide RNA (sgRNA, dark red) is designed to target a 20 
bp region (red) adjacent to a PAM sequence (yellow) at a genomic DNA locus of interest. SpCas9 cleavage occurs 
3 bp upstream of the PAM and results in a double-stranded break in target DNA. Figure generated using 
Biorender.com 
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and a U6-driven sgRNA in a single puromycin-resistant vector (Figure 4.2). Using this system, 
lentivirus can easily be generated to deliver the pooled GeCKOv2 library to human cells in 
culture, resulting in a population where each individual cell contains a single guide targeting a 
different gene. This cell population can be scaled to ensure adequate sgRNA coverage and 
representation; for example, a population maintained at 200x coverage would aim to include 200 
cells targeted by each of the 123,411 guides, and thus should include ~25 million cells (200 x 
123,411). The resulting GeCKOv2 mutant cell population may then be queried based on nearly 
any functional selection parameter, such as cell viability, activity levels of a protein-of-interest, 
or drug resistance. After selection, the sgRNAs present within the genomic DNA of selected 
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Figure 4.2 Genome-scale CRISPR screening pipeline. (A) LentiCRISPRv2 transfer plasmid map. Pooled 
GeCKOv2 sgRNA library is cloned into the lentiCRISPRv2 backbone, and the resulting plasmid is used to 
generate lentivirus. (B) Whole-genome mutagenesis using pooled GeCKOv2 lentivirus obtained from (A). 
After transduction and puromycin selection, each cell contains an unique sgRNA mutation. This pooled 
population can then be screened with the desired functional assay. Positive and negative mutants from the 
functional screen are harvested for gDNA and sgRNAs in each population are quantified by massively parallel 
DNA sequencing. 
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4.3 Regulation of plasma cholesterol by cellular LDL uptake 
Circulating blood cholesterol levels are regulated in part through the cellular uptake of 
LDL by hepatocytes. The LDL receptor (LDLR) is a ~120 kDa glycoprotein located primarily at 
the plasma membrane of many cell types which mediates the endocytosis and subsequent 
metabolism of circulating LDL cholesterol from the bloodstream37. LDLR was first discovered 
by Goldstein and Brown in their efforts to understand familial hypercholesterolemia (FH), an 
inherited disease causing extremely high blood cholesterol levels and myocardial infarctions in 
young people37,38. They found that homozygous FH patients had exceptionally high activity 
levels of 3-hydroxy-3-methylglutaryl coenzyme A reductase (HMG CoA reductase), an enzyme 
which catalyzes a rate-limiting step in de novo cholesterol biosynthesis; moreover, HMG CoA 
reductase activity levels were unresponsive to changes in lipoprotein levels in the growth 
medium39. This observation led to the discovery of LDLR as the receptor responsible for LDL 
internalization and the identification of LDLR mutations as the primary underlying cause of FH; 
these discoveries earned Goldstein and Brown the 1985 Nobel Prize in Physiology40.  
The mechanism for LDL uptake by LDLR is widely recognized as the archetype for 
receptor-mediated endocytosis41,42, and is outlined in Figure 4.3. Endocytosis broadly refers to 
the process by which cells internalize extracellular materials into intracellular transport vesicles 
created from the plasma membrane43. This internalization can occur by a variety of mechanisms, 
including receptor-mediated endocytosis into clathrin-coated pits44. In the case of LDL uptake, 
the LDLR is synthesized and displayed on the cell surface in response to a need for cholesterol 
within the cell. Circulating LDL particles are then internalized by LDLR via recognition and 
binding of the apolipoprotein B ligand (ApoB)37,42. LDL receptors are localized primarily within 
clathrin-coated pits, and thus form clathrin-coated vesicles containing the receptor-bound LDL as 
internalization occurs37,41,45. These vesicles then follow the endolysosomal trafficking pathway, 
where LDL particles are hydrolyzed in the lysosome to release cholesterol46. After LDLR 
delivers its cargo and dissociates from the endosome, it is either (i) bound by its negative 
regulator, proprotein convertase subtilisin/kinexin type 9 (PCSK9), which sequesters LDLR to 
the lysosome for degradation47, or (ii) returns to the cell surface to begin another round of 
endocytosis45. Although the recycling of the LDL receptor is critical to its activity, the 







Transcription of LDLR itself is regulated by sterol regulatory element-binding proteins 
(SREBPs), a group of transcription factors which broadly act to maintain lipid homeostasis 
within the cell via several target genes, including LDLR48,49. When cellular sterol levels are low, 
SREBP cleavage activating protein (SCAP) mediates ER-to-Golgi transport of SREBPs, which 
are subsequently cleaved by membrane-bound transcription factor site-1 and -2 proteases 
(MBTPS1/2)48,50. Proteolytic cleavage releases SREBP transcription factor domains which can 
then be activated to induce transcription of new LDLR50. LDL-derived cholesterol inhibits the 
SREBP pathway and consequently suppresses transcription of both HMG CoA reductase and 
LDLR, creating a feedback mechanism by which cells are able to adjust their LDLR production 
to maintain cholesterol homeostasis48,51. As an additional mechanism of regulation, LDL-derived 
cholesterol activates acyl CoA: cholesterol acyltransferase (ACAT), an enzyme that esterifies 
excess cholesterol for storage in the cytoplasm52.  
Figure 4.3 LDL receptor-mediated endocytosis of circulating LDL particles. Schematic for LDL uptake by 
the LDL receptor. Internalized LDL-LDLR complexes traffic through the endolysosomal pathway. Once LDLR 
delivers LDL cargo, it may recycle back to the cell surface. Cholesterol is released from lysosomes for use by the 
cell. Figured generated using Biorender.com 
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4.4 Concluding remarks 
 Hypercholesterolemia is a causative and fundamental risk factor for atherosclerotic 
cardiovascular diseases in humans2,4. One well-established mechanism for the regulation of 
plasma cholesterol is the clearance of LDL from the bloodstream by surface-exposed LDLR in 
hepatocytes via receptor-mediated endocytosis37,40. Despite this knowledge, only 20-30% of 
heritable lipid traits can currently be explained by genome-wide association studies (GWAS), 
and the mechanisms underlying many genotype-phenotype correlations remain unknown53. 
CRISPR is a powerful gene editing technology that has become a routine and critical tool 
for modern-day biologists. The repertoire of CRISPR-mediated tools has vastly expanded in 
recent years to include transcriptional silencing or activation of genes, RNA editing, epigenetic 
control, and live-cell genome imaging28,29. One of the many valuable utilities of CRISPR is 
genome-wide functional genomic screening34,54. The widely used GeCKOv2 and lentiCRISPRv2 
system facilitates high-throughput and unbiased queries of the human genome, and is poised to 
support countless future studies seeking to identify the genetic determinants of cellular 
processes36. The work to be described in Chapter 5 aims to leverage CRISPR screening to 
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Genome-Scale CRISPR Screening for Modifiers of Cellular LDL Cholesterol Uptake* 
 
Atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease is the leading cause of morbidity and mortality 
worldwide, and a preponderance of evidence has established that dysregulation of cholesterol 
homeostasis is a key factor in the pathogenesis of atherosclerosis1. Cholesterol is transported in 
the blood in the form of lipoproteins, lipid-protein complexes that are characterized by their 
buoyancy during fractionation by ultracentrifugation. Cholesterol circulating in apolipoprotein 
B-containing lipoproteins exhibits a strong correlation with atherosclerosis, and therapies that 
lower LDL cholesterol reduce the rate of cardiovascular disease. LDL cholesterol levels are 
tightly controlled through intestinal absorption of dietary cholesterol, de novo cholesterol 
biosynthesis, efflux of cholesterol from peripheral tissues, and cellular uptake of lipoproteins2.  
A rich history of discovery in genetics, cell biology, and biochemistry has elucidated 
many of the molecular determinants of LDL regulation3-5. LDL is cleared from circulation by the 
LDL receptor (LDLR). The extracellular domain of LDLR directly binds to the apolipoprotein B 
component of LDL particles, triggering receptor-mediated endocytosis of the LDL into clathrin-
coated vesicles. Internalized LDL-LDLR complexes traffic through the endolysosomal pathway 
until luminal acidification triggers their dissociation, with cholesterol being extracted from LDL 
while LDLR either recycles back to the cell surface or, if bound to its negative regulator PCSK9, 
traffics to lysosomes for degradation. The importance of LDL uptake to human cholesterol 
regulation is highlighted by the monogenic causes of familial hypercholesterolemia that affect 
this pathway, including mutations in the genes encoding for LDLR itself, its ligand 
apolipoprotein B, its negative regulator PCSK9, or its endocytic adapter LDLRAP16. An 
additional level of regulation of the genes involved in cholesterol uptake and synthesis is 
provided by SREBP signaling, in which low cellular sterol levels lead to the SCAP-mediated 
 
* Chapter is reproduced from Emmer, B. T., Sherman, E. J., Lascuna, P. J.,  Graham, S. E., Willer, C. J., and Ginsburg, D. 
G. Genome-scale CRISPR screening for modifiers of cellular LDL uptake. bioRxiv, 2020.2007.2001.182246, 
doi:10.1101/2020.07.01.182246 (2020). EJS generated data shown in Figures 5.4–5.7 and prepared additional figures. 
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trafficking of SREBP proteins from the ER to the Golgi, where they are cleaved by resident 
proteases (encoded by MBTPS1 and MBTPS2) to release and activate their transcription factor 
domains7,8.  Human genome-wide association studies (GWAS) have also identified >250 loci 
associated with blood lipid levels9-11. Despite these many successes, a total molecular 
understanding of LDL regulation remains incomplete. For the majority of GWAS associations, 
the causal link to a specific gene and the mechanism for the genotype-phenotype correlation 
remains unknown. Moreover, only an estimated 20-30% of the heritability of lipid traits is 
currently explained12. It is therefore likely that additional, as yet unrecognized genetic 
interactions contribute to cholesterol regulation in humans. 
Recent advances in genome editing and massively parallel DNA sequencing have 
enabled high-throughput functional interrogation of the mammalian genome13. The Ginsburg lab 
previously performed a genome-wide CRISPR screen for the molecular determinants of PCSK9 
secretion, leading to the identification of SURF4 as a cargo receptor that recruits PCSK9 into the 
secretory pathway14. The work described in this chapter demonstrates an adaptation of this 
approach to screen for modifiers of cellular LDL uptake. Through a primary genome-wide 
CRISPR screen, followed by the synthesis and re-screening of a focused secondary gRNA 
library with greater depth of coverage, 118 positive regulators and 45 negative regulators of 
HuH7 cell LDL uptake were identified and validated. Orthogonal screening, in which this 
customized guide RNA (gRNA) library was applied to other phenotypic selections, enabled 
further characterization of putative hits for their specificity in influencing the endocytosis of 
LDL, the nature of their interaction with LDLR, and their generalizability across cell types. 
 
5.1 Primary genome-scale CRISPR screen for modifiers of HuH7 cell LDL uptake 
HuH7 cells are originally derived from a well-differentiated human hepatocellular 
carcinoma and are widely used as a model of hepatocyte LDL uptake15. To establish a functional 
readout for a genome-scale screen, time-dependence and dose-dependence of LDL uptake by 
HuH7 cells was first characterized. LDL uptake by HuH7 cells was readily detectable above 
cellular autofluorescence by flow cytometry following a 1 hour incubation with 4 µg/mL of 
fluorescently-conjugated LDL in serum-free media (Figure 5.1, panel A). These conditions were 
in the linear range of detection with respect to both LDL dose and duration of incubation (Figure 
5.1, panel B-C). Acquisition of fluorescent signal was mediated by LDLR, as CRISPR-mediated 
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targeting of LDLR resulted in a ~75% reduction in LDL uptake under these conditions (Figure 
5.1, panel D). Pre-incubation of HuH7 cells with lipoprotein-depleted media caused an LDLR-
dependent ~67% increase in LDL uptake, consistent with upregulation of LDLR expression via 
SREBP signaling (Figure 5.1, panel D). These results suggested that this model system 
recapitulates the LDLR-dependence and SREBP-responsiveness of cellular LDL uptake and is a 








To comprehensively identify genetic modifiers of HuH7 cell LDL uptake, ~25 million 
cells were transduced with the pooled GeCKOv2 lentiviral library delivering Cas9 and 123,411 

























































Figure 5.1. Establishing conditions for functional genomic screening of cellular LDL uptake. (A) Flow 
cytometry of HuH7 cells incubated for 1 hr in serum-free media with 4 µg/mL DyLight549-conjugated 
LDL, compared to autofluorescence of untreated HuH7 cells. (B) Dose-response curve of fluorescent signal 
acquisition by HuH7 cells incubated with a range of concentrations of DyLight549-conjugated LDL. (C) 
Time course of uptake of 4 µg/mL DyLight549-conjugated LDL by HuH7 cells. (D) Relative uptake was 
quantified by flow cytometry for WT HuH7 cells and cells targeted by CRISPR with a LDLR-targeting 
gRNA, or a nontargeting control gRNA, in cells that were pre-treated for 24 h with lipoprotein-depleted 
media or maintained in lipoprotein-rich media. Data and figures generated by Brian Emmer. 
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5.2, panel A). Following 13 days of culturing for target site mutagenesis and turnover of wild-
type protein, expanded cells were split and cultured for an additional 1 day, either under 
continued lipoprotein-rich or changed to lipoprotein-depleted growth conditions. Mutant cells 
were then incubated with fluorescently-conjugated LDL and sorted by flow cytometry into bins 
of LDLhigh and LDLlow cells. Massively parallel sequencing of amplified gRNA sequences from 
each bin was performed and the relative enrichment of each gRNA in either pool was assessed. 
A total of 3 independent biologic replicates were performed for each screen.  
Gene-level analysis identified 95 candidate genes with a false discovery rate (FDR) <5% 
whose targeting was associated with reduced LDL uptake under either lipoprotein-rich or 
lipoprotein-deficient conditions (Figure 5.2, panels B and D). Among these candidates were 
known regulators of LDL uptake including LDLR, SCAP, and MBTPS1. The positive control 
gene MBTPS2 was not identified among the screen hits, ranking 343 and 58 under lipoprotein-
rich and lipoprotein-depleted conditions, with FDR>5% for both. A high degree of concordance 
was observed for identified positive regulators between the screens conducted under lipoprotein-
rich or lipoprotein-depleted conditions, with 27/95 hits identified under both conditions. Genes 
positively identified under lipoprotein-rich conditions were 246-fold more likely than negative 
genes to also be identified under lipoprotein-depleted conditions, and genes positively identified 
under lipoprotein-depleted conditions were 384-fold more likely than negative genes to also be 
identified lipoprotein-rich conditions. Only 1 gene, SQLE, was initially identified whose 
targeting was associated with enhanced LDL uptake (Figure 5.2, panels C and E). The positive 
control MYLIP, encoding the LDLR negative regulator inducible degrader of the LDL receptor 
(IDOL)17, was ranked 7 and 138 among negative regulators under lipoprotein-rich and 
lipoprotein-depleted conditions but did not meet the FDR<5% threshold for genome-wide 
significance. The identification of several positive controls and the concordance of hits across 
screening conditions suggested that this primary screen was successful, though limited by 





5.2 Secondary screen validation of HuH7 cell LDL uptake modifiers 
To validate and refine these primary screen hits, a focused secondary screen of candidate 
genes was developed with greater depth of coverage. Validation testing was applied to an 
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Figure 5.2. Primary genome-wide CRISPR screen for LDL uptake modifiers in HuH7 cells. (A) Schematic for 
functional screening assay strategy. (B-E) MAGeCK gene-level enrichment scores for genes whose perturbation 
results in reduced (B,D) or enhanced (C,E) LDL uptake under either lipoprotein-rich (B,C) or lipoprotein-depleted 
(D,E) cell culture conditions. Data and figures generated by Brian Emmer. 
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regulators FDR<75%), reasoning that false negatives might lie further down the initial candidate 
list, due to factors including inadequate gRNA efficiency or depth of coverage in the primary 
screen. A customized CRISPR library was designed and synthesized containing 12,207 gRNAs, 
including 15 gRNA per gene for 554 potential positive regulators and 170 potential negative 
regulators, along with 1,000 control non-targeting sequences. Massively parallel sequencing of 
the plasmid pool of this library confirmed the successful incorporation of 99.97% of gRNA 
sequences inserted into the CRISPR plasmid backbone, with minimal library skewing (data not 
shown). Lentiviral pools from this plasmid mix were generated and a secondary screen for HuH7 
cell LDL uptake was performed using conditions identical to the primary screen, aside from 
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Figure 5.3. Strategy for secondary validation and orthogonal CRISPR screens. HuH7 WT cells, HuH7 LDLR 
KO cells, or HepG2 cells are mutagenized with the customized gRNA library. Pooled populations of mutants 
undergo selection by flow cytometry on the basis of relative LDL uptake, transferrin uptake, surface LDLR 
staining, or total cellular LDLR staining.  
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Using an FDR cutoff of 5% in the secondary screen, 118 positive regulators of HuH7 
LDL uptake were validated (Figure 5.4, panel A-B), with 66 of these exhibiting significant 
effects under both lipoprotein-rich and lipoprotein-depleted conditions (Figure 5.4, panel C). 
Additionally, 45 negative regulators were validated, with 18 of these exhibiting significant 
effects under both lipoprotein-rich and lipoprotein-depleted conditions (Figure 5.4, panel D). 
The validation rate of candidates in the secondary screen was strongly correlated to the strength 
of signal in the primary screen (Figure 5.4, panel E). As in the primary screen, genes identified 
under either lipoprotein-rich or lipoprotein-depleted conditions were much more likely to be 
identified under the other condition, with a high degree of correlation for the relative effect size 
under either condition (Figure 5.4, panel F). This concordance between screen conditions also 
extended to the individual gRNA level, as the relative ranking (Figure 5.4, panel G) and 
magnitude of enrichment for individual gRNAs under lipoprotein-rich conditions was correlated 
with their corresponding value under lipoprotein-depleted conditions. 
In accordance with its greater depth, both in terms of gRNA per gene tested and cells per 
gRNA tested, the secondary screen exhibited more robust performance than the primary screen. 
More genes were identified with an FDR<5%, suggesting an increased power of detection. 
Screen hits exhibited a more clear discrimination from genes with no signal (Figure 5.4, panel 
H). Positive control genes LDLR, SCAP, and MBTPS1 were again positively identified in the 
secondary screen, while MBTPS2 and MYLIP (negative in the primary screen) were also readily 
detected as positive hits in the secondary screen. Each of these internal control genes was 
identified with more significant enrichment (Figure 5.4, panel I) and rose in the relative 
rankings, with LDLR and MYLIP becoming the top hits for reduced and enhanced LDL uptake, 
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Figure 5.4. Targeted secondary CRISPR screens for modifiers of LDL uptake by HuH7 cells. (A-B) Volcano 
plots displaying MAGeCK gene level enrichment scores and associated gRNA log2 fold changes for each gene 
tested in the secondary gRNA library, under lipoprotein-rich (A) or lipoprotein-depleted (B) cultured conditions. 
Genes identified with FDR<5% are displayed in red and internal positive controls in blue. (C-D) Venn diagrams of 
genes identified whose targeting was associated with reduced (C) or enhanced (D) cellular LDL uptake under 
lipoprotein-rich and/or lipoprotein-depleted culture conditions. (E) Genes identified in the primary screen for LDL 
uptake were stratified by FDR tier and compared for their validation rate (FDR<5%) in the secondary screen for 
LDL uptake. (F) Correlation of effect size for genes positively identified in both lipoprotein-rich and lipoprotein-
depleted culture conditions. (G) Cumulative distribution function of MAGeCK enrichment scores for genes tested 
in both the primary and secondary CRISPR screens for LDL uptake. (H) Comparison of MAGeCK gene level 
enrichment scores for positive control genes in the primary versus secondary CRISPR screens for LDL uptake. (I) 
Comparison of gene level enrichment scores for internal control genes. 
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Ontology analysis of the validated HuH7 LDL uptake modifiers revealed significant 
enrichment for several functional annotations, including regulators of gene expression, 
cholesterol metabolism, Golgi to plasma membrane transport, protein N-linked glycosylation, 
and ubiquitin-mediated protein degradation. Comparison to current human GWAS data from UK 
Biobank18 showed a significant enrichment for genes in proximity to genetic variants associated 
with LDL cholesterol relative to matched control genes.  A total of 163 genes were identified to 
be either positive or negative regulators of HuH7 LDL uptake.  Of these, 12% (20/163) had a 
genome-wide significant GWAS result (p-value < 5x10-8) within the gene while 33% (54/163) 
had a significant result within 500 kb.  P-values for association with LDL cholesterol within the 
163 identified genes were also more significant, on average, than those within length-matched 
control genes (two-sided p-value < 2.2x10-16). The majority of identified screen hits had not 
previously been implicated in cholesterol regulation. 
 
5.3 Orthogonal screening for HuH7 cell transferrin uptake modifiers 
To assess for nonspecific effects on global endocytosis, the customized secondary gRNA 
library was used to assess HuH7 uptake of fluorescently-conjugated transferrin. TFRC, encoding 
for the transferrin receptor, was included among the secondary library gRNA target genes as a 
positive control. As expected, TFRC was the top hit whose disruption was associated with 
reduced transferrin uptake (Figure 5.5, panel A). Among the 736 genes tested with the 
secondary library, 24 were found to positively regulate and 19 to negatively regulate transferrin 
uptake (FDR<0.05). Little concordance was observed between regulators of LDL and transferrin 
uptake (Figure 5.5, panels B-D). Surprisingly, disruption of several genes resulted in decreased 
LDL uptake, but enhanced transferrin uptake. Thus, the majority of hits from the secondary LDL 
uptake screen do not appear to result from a global disruption or stimulation of receptor-























































Figure 5.5. Orthogonal CRISPR screen for modifiers of transferrin uptake by HuH7 cells. (A) Volcano plot 
displaying transferrin uptake MAGeCK gene level enrichment scores and log2 fold change for each gene tested 
in the customized gRNA library. Genes identified with FDR<5% are displayed in red and TFRC as internal 
control in blue. (B-C) Venn diagrams of genes identified whose targeting was associated with reduced (B) or 
increased (C) cellular LDL uptake, in comparison to the effect of targeting each gene on transferrin uptake. (D) 
Relative effect sizes (plotted as log2 fold change) for targeting of each gene on transferrin and LDL uptake. 
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5.4 Assessment of LDL uptake modifiers in LDLR-deleted HuH7 cells 
Since the majority of fluorescent LDL acquisition under the LDL uptake screening 
conditions was LDLR-dependent (Figure 5.1, panel D), it was hypothesized that most screen hits 
would influence LDL uptake via interaction with LDLR, and therefore would exhibit no effect 
on LDL uptake when tested on a LDLR-deleted genetic background. An HuH7 clone was 
generated harboring a biallelic frameshift mutation in LDLR (Figure 5.6, panel A), with no 
detectable LDLR protein by immunoblotting (Figure 5.6, panel B) and a ~85% reduction in 
LDL uptake relative to parental wild-type cells (Figure 5.6, panel C). This LDLR-deleted cell 
line was then screened for LDL uptake with the secondary CRISPR library under lipoprotein-
rich and lipoprotein-depleted culture conditions (Figure 5.6, panels D-E). Surprisingly, several 
modifiers of LDL uptake identified in wild-type cells were also identified in LDLR-deleted cells, 
with 45/118 positive and 17/45 negative regulators exhibiting similar effects on LDL uptake in 
LDLR-deleted cells (Figure 5.6, panel F-I). This association was not likely due to an influence 
on residual LDLR expression, as LDLR-targeting gRNAs were not enriched in LDLlow cells. 
Instead, these findings would suggest that many of the LDL uptake modifiers identified here may 
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Figure 5.6. Orthogonal CRISPR screen for modifiers of LDL uptake by LDLR-deleted HuH7 cells. (A) 
Genotyping at the genomic DNA target site, (B) immunoblotting, and (C) quantification of LDL uptake by flow 
cytometry for a single cell HuH7 clone targeted by CRISPR at the LDLR locus. (D-E) Volcano plots displaying 
MAGeCK gene level enrichment scores and log2 fold change for each gene tested in the secondary gRNA library, 
under lipoprotein-rich (D) or lipoprotein-depleted (E) culture conditions, with genes identified with FDR<5% 
displayed in red. (F-G) Venn diagrams demonstrating the overlap in genes identified from HuH7 WT and LDLR KO 
cells for genes whose disruption was associated with reduced (F) or enhanced (G) LDL uptake. (H-I) Comparison of 
effect size on LDL uptake in WT and LDLR KO cells under lipoprotein-rich (H) or lipoprotein-depleted (I) 




5.5 Assessment of LDL uptake regulators effect on LDLR expression and trafficking 
To determine how each of the LDL uptake screen hits influences LDLR activity, HuH7 
wild-type cells were mutagenized with the customized secondary gRNA library and mutants 
were then selected by the amount of LDLR staining either at the cell surface (Figure 5.7, panels 
A-B) or in semi-permeabilized cells (Figure 5.7, panels C-D). As expected, the top hit associated 
with both decreased surface and total LDLR was LDLR itself, and the top hit for increased 
surface and total LDLR was MYLIP. Screening for surface-exposed LDLR identified 26 and 20 
genes whose targeting either reduced or enhanced LDLR surface staining, respectively 
(FDR<0.05, Figure 5.7, panel A). Similarly, screening for total LDLR in semi-permeabilized 
cells revealed 46 and 43 genes whose targeting reduced or enhanced total cellular LDLR staining 
(FDR<0.05, Figure 5.7, panel C). Most targeted genes exhibiting decreased LDLR staining, 
whether surface-exposed or total cell-associated, indeed had also exhibited decreased fluorescent 
LDL uptake (Figure 5.7, panel E). In contrast, however, mutant cells with increased surface or 
total LDLR exhibited heterogeneous effects on LDL uptake, with roughly equal populations 
exhibiting either reduced or increased LDL uptake (Figure 5.7, panel E). Targeted genes 
demonstrated a high degree of correlation between surface and total LDLR staining (Figure 5.7, 
panel F); notably, no genes exhibited significant effects on surface and total LDLR staining in 
















5.6 Assessment of cell type specificity of LDL uptake modifiers 
Comparison of LDL uptake screening data to a previous siRNA screen for endothelial 
cell LDL uptake19 revealed limited overlap, with only 1 gene identified in both studies. To 
examine whether the LDL uptake modifiers identified here might be unique to HuH7 cells, the 
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Figure 5.7. Orthogonal CRISPR screen for modifiers of LDLR abundance in HuH7 cells. (A) Volcano plot 
displaying surface LDLR abundance, MAGeCK gene level enrichment score and log2 fold change for each gene 
tested in the customized gRNA library. Genes identified with FDR<5% are displayed in red. (B) Comparison of 
effect size for LDL uptake and surface LDLR abundance, for each gene showing a significant effect for either. 
(C) Volcano plot and (D) comparison of effect size for LDL uptake for total cellular LDLR abundance. (E) 
Comparison of corresponding effect on LDL uptake for each gene exhibiting an influence on surface or total 





customized secondary library was also applied to screen for LDL uptake modifiers in HepG2 
cells. As was observed in HuH7 cells, LDL uptake in HepG2 cells was dependent on LDLR and 
modulated by targeting of known regulators including SCAP, MBTPS1, MBTPS2, and MYLIP 
(Figure 5.8, panels A and D). Under lipoprotein-rich conditions, only 10 and 2 genes were found 
whose targeting was associated with reduced or increased LDL uptake, respectively (Figure 5.8, 
panel A), with 6/10 positive regulators and ½ negative regulators exhibiting similar effects in 
HuH7 cells (Figure 5.8, panel B-C). A much higher overall number of LDL uptake modifiers 
were identified under lipoprotein-depleted conditions, with disruption of 53 and 5 genes 
associated with reduced or increased LDL uptake, respectively (Figure 5.8, panel D). Among 
these, 25/53 positive regulators and 2/5 negative regulators exhibited similar effects in HuH7 
cells (Figure 5.8, panel E-F). The likelihood of a gene showing a functional influence on LDL 
uptake in HepG2 cells was predicted by the strength of its association with LDL uptake by HuH7 
cells (Figure 5.8, panel G). A positive correlation was observed for the degree of enrichment for 
a given LDL uptake modifier in either cell line (Figure 5.8, panel H). Zero genes were identified 
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Figure 5.8. Orthogonal CRISPR screen for modifiers of LDL uptake by HepG2 cells. (A, D) Volcano plots 
displaying MAGeCK gene level enrichment score and log2 fold change for each gene tested in the secondary 
gRNA library, under lipoprotein-rich (A) or lipoprotein-depleted (D) cultured conditions. Genes identified with 
FDR<5% are displayed in red. (B-C, E-F) Venn diagrams indicating overlap between HuH7 and HepG2 cells for 
positive (B, E) and negative (C, F) regulators of LDL uptake under lipoprotein-rich (B-C) or lipoprotein-depleted 
(E-F) culture conditions. (G) Positive regulators of LDL uptake in HuH7 cells under lipoprotein-depleted 
conditions were grouped by quartile, and the proportion in each group that also influenced LDL uptake in HepG2 
cells is displayed. (H) The effect size in lipoprotein-depleted conditions for gene-level gRNA enrichment in each 




5.7 Discussion and conclusions 
Forward genetic screens are a powerful tool for the high-throughput and unbiased 
identification of genes that contribute to a biologic phenotype13. Over the past decade, 
breakthroughs in genome editing technology have revolutionized the interrogation of gene 
function by improving the ease, speed, and accuracy of gene disruption16. The programmability 
of CRISPR-mediated genome editing with a short gRNA sequence lends itself to large-scale 
oligonucleotide synthesis and quantification through massively parallel DNA sequencing. 
Together, these features make pooled CRISPR screening a powerful recent addition to the 
molecular biologist’s toolkit.  
  In this work, genome-wide CRISPR screening was applied to identify novel determinants 
of cellular LDL uptake, identifying a large set of gene candidates, many of which were not 
previously recognized to play a role in LDL uptake. The validity of these results is supported by 
several lines of evidence. First, several well-established genes involved in cellular LDL uptake 
were also identified, with LDLR and MYLIP representing the top hits for positive and negative 
regulation of LDL uptake in both HuH7 and HepG2 cells, under both lipoprotein- rich and 
depleted conditions. These internal control genes were also top hits for positive and negative 
regulation of cell surface and total LDLR abundance in HuH7 cells. Additional genes 
consistently identified across these screens included the positive control genes SCAP, MBTPS1, 
and MBTPS2. Second, the validation rate of hits was highly dependent on the strength of signal 
for a candidate gene in the primary screen, demonstrating a significant correlation over 
independent experiments. Third, screen hits exhibited a high degree of concordance between 
lipoprotein-rich and lipoprotein-depleted conditions, much greater than what might be expected 
by stochastic variation alone. This concordance also extended to the individual gRNA level, as 
gRNAs showing significant activity for one condition were much more likely to show activity 
for the other condition. Finally, a high degree of concordance was also observed between 
orthogonal screens. For example, genes whose perturbation impacted LDL uptake were much 
more likely to also be associated with reduced surface or total LDLR abundance. 
 These findings highlight the value of following up candidate genes from a primary 
genome-wide CRISPR screen with a customized gRNA library. A more limited gene list allows 
for greater depth of gRNA per gene, infected cells per gRNA, and sequencing reads per gRNA. 
Reflecting these technical advantages, significantly improved signal-to-noise ratio was observed 
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in the secondary screen with more significant enrichment for positive hits, improved detection of 
internal positive controls, and no identification of negative control nontargeting gRNA 
sequences. Generation of a secondary library also facilitates additional screening assays to 
provide further biologic insight into screen hits, as candidate genes were more readily queried 
under various selective pressures with the customized secondary library.  
 Despite these strengths, a number of caveats apply to this screening data. First, these 
screens were performed in immortalized cells, removed from the in vivo environment and 
evaluated in two-dimensional cell culture. While it is reassuring that this system recapitulates the 
LDLR-dependent, SREBP-responsive nature of cellular LDL uptake, the extent to which newly 
discovered interactions extend to a physiologic setting remains uncertain. The high degree of cell 
type specificity for these screen hits further emphasizes the need for further empirical testing of 
hits in other contexts. Second, the threshold for determining what constitutes a valid result is 
somewhat arbitrary. It is likely that among this list of hits are a subset of false positives, and 
likewise, that among the list of genes that did not pass validation are a number of false negatives. 
Third, this screen may not uncover genes truly involved in LDL uptake if those genes are also 
either essential or confer a fitness advantage in culture, since gRNAs targeting those genes will 
be progressively depleted from the pooled population over the duration of the experiment. 
Fourth, this screen is unable to detect genes that perform redundant functions in LDL uptake, as 
compensation may prevent a significant phenotypic effect. For example, despite their clear roles 
in LDLR expression, no significant effects were detected with targeting of SREBF1 or SREBF2; 
this is likely due to overlapping functions, allowing one gene to compensate for loss of the 
other7. Finally, the screen is limited in detecting only those genes which influence LDL uptake 
through a cell-autonomous mechanism.  For example, PCSK9 induces LDLR degradation after 
its secretion5. Therefore, PCSK9-targeted cells are still susceptible to the activity of PCSK9 
secreted by neighboring cells in culture, preventing these mutants from exhibiting alterations in 
LDLR abundance and LDL uptake. 
  Orthogonal testing of the customized secondary gRNA library provided initial insight 
into the mechanism of effect for many of the screen hits. Screening for transferrin uptake 
revealed that disruption of most LDL uptake regulators did not cause a similar reduction in 
transferrin uptake. Rather, an inverse relationship was frequently observed, with some mutants 
exhibiting deficient uptake for one ligand and enhanced uptake for the other. This pattern is 
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consistent with distinct pathways of clathrin-mediated endocytosis and recycling of the 
transferrin and LDL receptors, as supported by findings from several groups20-24. The findings 
reported here would suggest that perturbation of one pathway may indirectly cause an inverse 
effect on the other. 
Screening of LDL uptake in a LDLR-deleted clone confirmed that many screen hits were 
dependent on LDLR for their functional influence on LDL uptake. However, several LDL uptake 
modifiers also seemed to influence LDL uptake on a LDLR-deleted genetic background. The 
molecular basis of this residual LDL uptake in LDLR-deleted cells is not well understood, but 
could perhaps be mediated by alternative receptors for LDL. For example, SCARB1 encodes a 
scavenger receptor that binds a variety of ligands including LDL, has SREBP-binding sites in its 
promoter region, and is expressed in hepatocytes25. Supporting this model, disruption of SCARB1 
was indeed associated with reduced LDL uptake in both WT and LDLR-deleted HuH7 cells. 
LDL uptake regulators may therefore still contribute to LDL uptake on a LDLR-deleted 
background if they also influence SCARB1 or other pathways mediating this residual LDL 
uptake. It was also found that many LDL uptake regulators did not exhibit a readily detectable 
impact on LDLR levels, either at the cell surface or within the total cell. This result was 
somewhat surprising, as the antibody-based selection appeared to be highly specific, with LDLR 
and MYLIP representing the top positive and negative regulators for each screen. The basis for 
this discrepancy is unclear, but could be related either to screen hits influencing LDLR kinetics 
or function rather than steady state levels, or to compensatory effects in the mutant cells that 
upregulate LDLR expression in response to defective LDL uptake.  
 Functional annotations of LDL uptake screen hits showed enrichment in several 
pathways, including cholesterol metabolism, protein N-linked glycosylation, ubiquitination, and 
transcriptional regulation. Additionally, the regions containing the identified genes were enriched 
for significant associations with LDL in a genome-wide association study of nearly 400,000 
Europeans18. The findings described here provide further support for the involvement of these 
genes in human cholesterol regulation and suggest a mechanism for their involvement in human 
lipid traits. In summary, a list of high-confidence genetic modifiers of HuH7 cell LDL uptake 
were identified, with supporting evidence for their specificity, mechanism of action, and 
generalizability. These findings highlight the power of genome-scale CRISPR screening and 
offer new avenues for understanding the molecular determinants of cellular LDL uptake.  
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5.8 Experimental Methods 
Reagents 
HuH7 cells were cultured in DMEM containing 10% FBS and penicillin/streptomycin. 
Cellular uptake assays were performed with fluorescent conjugates of LDL (Cayman Chemical, 
Ann Arbor MI, 10011229) or transferrin (ThermoFisher Scientific, Waltham MA, T35352). For 
immunoblotting, membranes were probed with antibodies against LDLR (Abcam, Cambridge 
UK, ab52818, 1:2000) and β-actin (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Dallas TX, sc-47778, 1:5000). 
For flow cytometry, cells were stained with a fluorescently-conjugated antibody against LDLR 
(R&D Systems, Minneapolois MN, FAB2148G). CRISPR-mediating LDLR disruption was 
performed by cloning the gRNA sequence [AACAAGTTCAAGTGTCACAG] into BsmBI sites 
of pLentiCRISPRv2 (Addgene #52961, a gift from Feng Zhang16) or BbsI sites of pX459 
(Addgene #62988, a gift from Feng Zhang). The nontargeting gRNA sequence 
[CGTGTGTGGGTAAACGGAAA] was used as a negative control. Genotyping primers for 
PCR amplification and Sanger sequencing of the LDLR targeting site were forward primer 
[TCCCAAAGTGCTGGGATTAC] and reverse primer [GGCAGAGTGGAGTTCCCAAA]. 
 
Primary screen of HuH7 cellular LDL uptake 
Primary screening was completed by fellow Ginsburg lab member, Dr. Brian Emmer. For 
each biologic replicate, 62.5 million HuH7 cells were harvested and evenly distributed into 12 
separate 15 cm2 tissue culture plates. Pooled lentivirus containing the GeCKOv2 library16 was 
added to cells in suspension at an estimated MOI of 0.4. The following day puromycin was 
added at a concentration of 1 µg/mL to select for infected cells. Cultured cells were then 
harvested, pooled, and passaged as needed to maintain logarithmic phase growth. Total cell 
numbers were maintained above 25 million cells (representing 200X coverage of the gRNA 
library) throughout the entirety of the screen. On assay day 12, cells were split into duplicate 
plates. On day 13, cells were either maintained in lipoprotein-rich media, or the media 
exchanged to DMEM supplemented with 10% lipoprotein-depleted fetal calf serum (Sigma 
S5394). On day 14, plates were sequentially processed by aspiration of media, washing in PBS, 
and addition of serum-free DMEM containing 4 µg/mL DyLight549-conjugated human LDL 
(Cayman Chemical, 10011229). Cells were incubated for 1 hr at 37⁰C then harvested with 
trypLE express, centrifuged 500xg for 5 min, washed in PBS, centrifuged again, resuspended at 
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20 million cells/mL PBS, and filtered into FACS tubes. Cell suspensions were then analyzed on 
a BD FACSAria III with cells exhibiting the top and bottom 7.5% DyLight549 fluorescence 
sorted into separate collection tubes. Genomic DNA was isolated using a DNEasy DNA isolation 
kit (Qiagen). Preparation of barcoded amplicon libraries and mapping and deconvolution of 
sequencing reads obtained from an Illumina NextSeq run were performed as described14. 
Enrichment analysis was performed using the MAGeCK software package26. Full sequencing 
results not shown but can be found at the publication reference listed in Section 5.9 Copyright. 
 
Design and synthesis of secondary CRISPR library 
Library design and synthesis was completed by fellow Ginsburg lab member, Dr. Brian 
Emmer. Candidate genes from the primary LDL uptake screen were sorted by their relative 
ranking for MAGeCK gene level enrichment score. An FDR cutoff of 50% and 75% was used to 
select candidate positive and negative regulators, respectively. The candidate gene list was 
entered into the Broad Genetic Perturbation Platform sgRNA Designer for selection of 15 
optimized targeting sequences per gene27. Nontargeting controls, long non-coding RNA, and 
microRNA candidates for which a corresponding target sequence could not be readily identified 
in the GPP platform were omitted. A total of 12 additional genes serving as internal controls (e.g. 
TFRC for transferrin uptake) or hypothesis-driven candidates (e.g. SREBF2 for LDL uptake) 
were manually added to the candidate gene lists. Flanking sequences were appended to gRNA 
sequences to serve as priming sites for PCR amplification. Synthesized pooled oligonucleotides 
were obtained from CustomArray (Bothell, WA), amplified 18 cycles with Herculase II DNA 
polymerase (Agilent, Santa Clara CA), and purified using a QIAquick PCR purification kit 
(Qiagen). Assembly was performed with 1650 ng of BsmBI-digested pLentiCRISPRv2 and 250 
ng of amplicon in a total reaction volume of 100 µL with HiFI DNA Assembly Mix (NEB, 
Ipswich MA) for 30 min at 50⁰C. Assembly products were purified with a QIAquick PCR 
purification kit, electroporated in triplicate into Endura electrocompetent cells (Lucigen, 
Middleton WI), and plated onto 24.5 cm2 LB-agar plates. After 14 hr at 37⁰C, bacteria were 
harvested and plasmid DNA purified with an EndoFree Plasmid Maxi kit (Qiagen). Dilution 
plates of electroporated cells confirmed a colony count of >100X relative to the size of the 
gRNA library. Library diversity was assessed with a Illumina MiSeq run of gRNA amplicons 
prepared as previously described14. 
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Validation and orthogonal screening of LDL uptake modifiers 
Lentiviral infection with the customized CRISPR library, selection of infected cells, 
passaging, and parameters for LDL uptake were performed as in the primary genome-wide 
CRISPR screen. Transferrin uptake was performed with 5 µg/mL AlexaFluor555-conjugated 
transferrin (ThermoFisher) in serum-free DMEM for 30 min at 37⁰C. LDLR staining was 
performed for 30 min on ice with a 1:50 dilution of AlexaFluor488-conjugated LDLR antibody 
(R&D Systems, Minneapolis MN, FAB2148G) into PBS supplemented with 1% FBS, with or 
without 0.1% Tween-20 for surface or total cellular staining, respectively. Treated cells were 
sorted into high and low populations of fluorescence, genomic DNA isolated, and gRNA 
sequencing performed as in the primary screen. Three replicates were performed for each screen. 
Cell numbers were maintained above a minimum depth of coverage of 500X relative to the 
customized gRNA library throughout the screen until the time of sorting. For each sort, 
approximately 10-20 million cells were analyzed with 1-2 million cells collected per population. 
Complete sequencing results from secondary LDL uptake screens can be found in Appendix B, 
and results from all orthogonal screens can be found at the publication reference listed in Section 
5.9 Copyright. 
 
Generation of LDLR-deleted HuH7 clone 
HuH7 cells were transfected with a LDLR-targeting CRISPR pX459 construct using 
Lipofectamine LTX (ThermoFisher). After puromycin selection of transfected cells was 
complete, serial dilutions of cells were plated into 96 well plates. Wells containing a single 
colony of growth were then selected for expansion. Single cell clones were analyzed by 
genotyping at the LDLR target site and immunoblotting with antibodies against LDLR and β-
actin. 
 
Comparison to GWAS lipid trait associations 
GWAS analysis was performed by collaborators Sarah E. Graham and Cristen J. Willer at 
the University of Michigan. Association analysis for LDL cholesterol was performed using 
SAIGE28 for 388,629 individuals in the white British subset of UK Biobank18. Inverse-
normalized residuals for LDL after adjustment for batch, principle components 1-4, age, and 
age^2 were generated separately in males and females and then combined.  Pre-treatment LDL 
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levels were estimated for individuals on lipid-lowering medication by dividing the measured 
LDL value by 0.7.  Control genes for comparison with the experimentally identified genes were 
selected based on nearest matching for both total gene length and total exon length.  Gene 
transcription and exon start and end positions were taken from the refFlat file provided by the 
USCS genome annotation database29. Genes that overlapped within 500 kb of the identified gene 
start and end positions were excluded from the pool of control genes prior to matching.  
Significance for the difference in distribution of GWAS result p-values between the identified 
genes and selected control genes was determined using a two-sided Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. 
This research has been conducted using the UK Biobank Resource under application number 
24460. Results can be found at the publication reference listed in Section 5.9 Copyright. 
 
Functional annotation of LDL uptake modifiers 
A total of 163 genes for which targeting in the secondary CRISPR screen was associated 
with either an increase or decrease in LDL uptake with FDR<5%, under either lipoprotein-rich or 
lipoprotein-depleted conditions, were included for analysis. This gene list was queried for 
enrichment of Gene Ontology classifications relative to all genes in the reference human genome 
using the PANTHER statistical overrepresentation test (PANTHER version 15.0, release 
February 14, 2020)30.  
 
5.9 Copyright 
 The work in this chapter was reproduced in part from Emmer, B. T., Sherman, E. J., 
Lascuna, P. J.,  Graham, S. E., Willer, C. J., and Ginsburg, D. G. Genome-scale CRISPR 
screening for modifiers of cellular LDL uptake. bioRxiv, 2020.2007.2001.182246, 
doi:10.1101/2020.07.01.182246 (2020). E.J.S. completed all secondary and orthogonal screening 
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Conclusions and Future Directions 
 
 Many of the most compelling questions and important discoveries in human biology can 
be traced back to the central dogma, or the transfer of genetic information within an organism. In 
its simplest form, the central dogma of molecular biology states that the genetic information 
contained in DNA is transcribed to an RNA message (mRNA), which is then translated to 
generate a functional protein product1. Advances made by collaborative international research 
projects such as the Human Genome Project and the Encyclopedia of DNA Elements 
(ENCODE) have provided the scientific community with a more detailed understanding of the 
composition and regulatory networks of the human genome and transcriptome2,3. The works 
described in Chapters 2 and 3 are focused around manipulation of translation by microRNAs and 
RNA-binding proteins (Figure 6.1), while the work in Chapter 5 takes a more DNA-centered 
approach, identifying a set of genes related to LDL cholesterol homeostasis. Together, these 
studies explore all aspects of molecular biology, ranging from DNA to functional proteins, to 
better understand disease-relevant cellular processes. 
 
6.1 RNA-binding proteins as regulators of noncoding RNA 
 As only 1-2% of the genome encodes for functional protein products, the majority of 
genomic DNA in humans is thought to be transcribed in the form of noncoding RNA2,4. 
Noncoding RNAs have diverse and widespread functions in critical cellular processes, including 
the regulation of gene expression and protein synthesis5. Chapter 1 describes the biological 
significance of microRNAs, which are a class of small noncoding RNAs that post-
transcriptionally regulate gene expression. The dysregulation of miRNA expression and 
maturation has been implicated in nearly every aspect of biology; originally, miRNAs were 
discovered as developmental regulators in C. elegans6,7, but these small RNAs have now been 
linked to most human cancers and several other diseases8-10.  
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RNA-binding proteins (RBPs) have recently gained attention and recognition as 
important regulators of miRNA biogenesis and function, among a variety of additional roles 
related to coding and noncoding RNA11,12. Advancements in Next-Generation sequencing, 
proteomics, and other high-throughput technologies have facilitated the recent discovery of ~200 
RBPs with roles in miRNA regulation13,14. As these large-scale studies continue to emerge, the 
landscape of RBP interactions becomes increasingly clear; however, the functional significance 
of most of these interactions remains unknown. The work described in Chapter 2 aims to bridge 
this gap, leveraging proteomics for the discovery of SART3 as a pre-miR-34a binding protein 
and using standard cell and molecular biology techniques to characterize SART3 function in 




6.2 The future of miRNA-targeted therapeutics 
 Chapter 1 discusses in detail some of the approaches that have been taken for RNA-
targeted therapeutics, and more specifically their applications to miRNAs in disease. These 
strategies include antisense synthetic oligonucleotides (ASOs), small interfering RNAs 
(siRNAs), and small molecule drugs15. Notably, targeting miRNA with small molecules has been 
especially challenging; although some small molecule probes have been reported to bind 
miRNAs or miRNA-binding proteins with specificity, there are currently no FDA approved 
Figure 6.1. Summary of RBPs as modulators of microRNA biogenesis. Chapters 2 and 3 of this work 
approach miRNA–RBP interactions from different angles. 
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small molecule drugs targeting miRNA16. The electrostatic charge, dynamic nature, and 
relatively low cellular abundance of miRNA make these small nucleic acids a particularly 
challenging drug target17,18. Furthermore, there are few biochemical assays for high-throughput 
screening (HTS) of miRNA–protein interactions, and many are limited by dynamic range, cost, 
or throughput. Although it remains to be seen whether a small molecule drug will be able to 
specifically target a single miRNA or family of miRNAs in the clinic, improved assay 
technologies will enable researchers to sample greater and more diverse chemical space for such 
pursuits. The work in Chapter 3 describes the first HTS-compatible complementation assay 
designed for pre-miRNA–protein interactions, presenting a new tool for miRNA-targeted drug 
discovery.  
 
6.3 Functional genomic screening for determinants of LDL uptake 
 Chapter 4 discusses the emergence of CRISPR (Clustered Regularly Interspaced Short 
Palindromic Repeats) as a DNA editing tool that has transformed biological research. In addition 
to the popularized genome editing with CRISPR/Cas9, the CRISPR toolkit has quickly expanded 
to include RNA editing, individual base editing, and genome imaging19. Genome-wide CRISPR 
screening is a powerful tool for unbiased and high-throughput functional interrogation of the 
entire human genome20,21. The work described in Chapter 5 leverages this technology to identify 
genetic modulators of LDL cholesterol uptake in hepatocytes (Figure 6.2). Although the 
mechanism for LDL uptake via LDL receptor-mediated endocytosis is well characterized, 
additional genetic factors contributing to LDL cholesterol homeostasis are not entirely 
understood22. Importantly, the work described in Chapter 5 also highlights the utility of custom 
secondary libraries for CRISPR screening. In addition to the genome-wide primary screen, a 
series of orthogonal screens were conducted to elucidate the role of gene candidates in global 











6.4 Concluding remarks 
 In closing, the recent discovery of new roles for RNA-binding proteins as regulators of 
microRNA biogenesis and function has opened up a potential new avenue for miRNA-targeted 
therapeutics. It will be important to fully characterize these miRNA–protein interactions in the 
context of disease as well as in vivo before moving towards the design of new therapeutics. RBPs 
may also be exploited as targets for selective small molecule targeting of miRNA. The 
development of new tools for characterizing and screening miRNA–protein interactions, as 
described in Chapters 2 and 3, will aid in these efforts.  
 Additionally, as described in Chapter 4, atherosclerotic cardiovascular diseases are the 
leading cause of death in the United States, and high levels of circulating LDL cholesterol is a 
major risk factor for atherosclerosis23. The work described in Chapter 5 leverages functional 
CRISPR screening technology to identify several previously unrecognized genes with putative 
roles in LDL cholesterol uptake. In addition to elucidating potential new mechanisms for 
cholesterol regulation outside of LDLR-mediated endocytosis, this work highlights the statistical 
Figure 6.2. Summary of CRISPR screening pipeline. Chapter 5 of this work utilizes CRISPR screening to 
identify and characterize genes that modulate LDL cholesterol uptake in HuH7 cells. Figured generated using 
Biorender.com 
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power and importance of following up primary genome-wide CRISPR screens with more 
focused screens with secondary libraries.  
 Finally, for future research, the chapters of this thesis could be bridged by conducting 
genomic screening focused on RNA-binding proteins or miRNA biogenesis. For example, for a 
genome-wide screen, one could select for mutant cells with exceptionally high or low levels of 
either a miRNA-of-interest or an RBP-of-interest. For more focused secondary screens, one 
could generate a customized library containing guides targeting RNA–binding proteins. 
Alternatively, one could also screen for modulators of global miRNA biogenesis; despite having 
a well characterized global biogenesis pathway for miRNA, new effectors of this process are still 
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Supplementary Mass Spectrometry Data for Chapter 2 
 
A549 pre-miR-34a vs. pre-let-7d pulldown  
Protein IDs Fasta headersLFQ Let7 LFQ mir34 Peptides Let7Peptides miR34Identification type Let7Id ntification type miR34MS/MS count Let7MS/MS count miR34mir34/let7 rank Sequence coverage [%]M l. weight [kDa]Sequence length
sp|Q8WXF1-2|PSPC1_HUMAN;sp|Q8WXF1|PSPC1_HUMANsp|Q8WXF1-2|PSPC1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Paraspeckle component 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSPC1;sp|Q8WXF1|PSPC1_HUMAN Paraspeckle component 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSPC1 PE=1 SV=120.028021 23.050177 1 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 2 3.0221558 1139 8.7 45.57 393
sp|Q9H3K6|BOLA2_HUMAN;sp|Q9H3K6-2|BOLA2_HUMANsp|Q9H3K6|BOLA2_HUMAN BolA-like protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=BOLA2 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9H3K6-2|BOLA2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of BolA-like protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=BOLA219.626127 2 .545618 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 4 2.9194908 1138 39.5 10.116 86
sp|Q7L2E3-3|DHX30_HUMAN;sp|Q7L2E3|DHX30_HUMAN;sp|Q7L2E3-2|DHX30_HUMANsp|Q7L2E3-3|DHX30_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Putative ATP dependent RN  helicase DHX30 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DHX30;sp|Q7L2E3|DHX30_HUMAN Putative ATP-dependent RNA helicase DHX30 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DHX30 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q7L2E3-2|DHX30_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Putative ATP-dep21.416893 24.260477 3 13 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 22 2.8435841 113 12.9 129.44 1155
sp|Q15020|SART3_HUMAN;sp|Q15020-2|SART3_HUMAN;sp|Q15020-3|SART3_HUMANsp|Q15020|SART3_HUMAN Squamous cell carcinoma antigen recognized by T-cells 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SART3 PE=1 SV=124.437395 7.261499 18 33 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 64 2.8241043 136 40 109.93 963
sp|O00151|PDLI1_HUMANsp|O00151|PDLI1_HUMAN PDZ and LIM domain protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PDLIM1 PE=1 SV=419.788799 22.588957 2 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 9 2.8001575 1135 22.2 36.071 329
sp|P09234|RU1C_HUMANsp|P09234|RU1C_HUMAN U1 small nuclear ribonucleoprotein C OS=Homo sapiens GN=SNRPC PE=1 SV=19.931913 22.678526 1 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 5 2.7466125 1134 24.5 17.394 159
sp|Q15149-4|PLEC_HUMANsp|Q15149-4|PLEC_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Plectin OS=Homo sapiens GN=PLEC19.838423 22.336227 273 264 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 2 2.4978046 1133 60.5 516.19 4547
sp|P26006|ITA3_HUMAN;sp|P26006-1|ITA3_HUMANsp|P26006|ITA3_HUMAN Integrin alpha-3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ITGA3 PE=1 SV=5;sp|P26006-1|ITA3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Integrin alpha-3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ITGA319.786482 22.068613 1 3 By matching By MS/MS 0 5 2.2821312 1132 4 116.61 1051
sp|Q8NI27|THOC2_HUMANsp|Q8NI27|THOC2_HUMAN THO complex subunit 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=THOC2 PE=1 SV=220. 47864 22.43507 1 3 By matching By MS/MS 0 4 2.1872063 1131 2.3 182.77 1593
sp|Q12874|SF3A3_HUMANsp|Q12874|SF3A3_HUMAN Splicing factor 3A subunit 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SF3A3 PE=1 SV=119.950624 22.075321 0 2 By MS/MS 0 3 2.1246967 1130 4.2 58.848 501
sp|Q9ULV4|COR1C_HUMAN;sp|Q9ULV4-2|COR1C_HUMAN;sp|Q9ULV4-3|COR1C_HUMAN;sp|Q6QEF8-4|CORO6_HUMAN;sp|Q6QEF8-3|CORO6_HUMAN;sp|Q6QEF8-2|CORO6_HUMAN;sp|Q6QEF8-5|CORO6_HUMAN;sp|Q6QEF8|CORO6_HUMANsp|Q9ULV4|COR1C_H MAN Coronin-1C OS=Homo sapiens GN=CORO1C PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9ULV4-2|COR1C_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Coronin-1C OS=Homo sapiens GN=CORO1C;sp|Q9ULV4-3|COR1C_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Coronin-1C OS=Homo sapiens GN=CORO1C19.571251 21.628986 1 3 By matching By MS/MS 0 4 2.0577354 1129 6.8 53.248 474
sp|O00567|NOP56_HUMANsp|O00567|NOP56_HUMAN Nucleolar protein 56 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NOP56 PE=1 SV=419. 14855 21.646759 1 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 3 2.0319042 1128 4.7 66.049 594
sp|P50914|RL14_HUMANsp|P50914|RL14_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L14 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL14 PE=1 SV=49.865156 21.781967 3 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 4 1.916811 1127 15.8 23.432 215
sp|O15173|PGRC2_HUMAN;sp|O15173-2|PGRC2_HUMANsp|O15173|PGRC2_HUMAN Membrane-associated progesterone receptor component 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PGRMC2 PE=1 SV=1;sp|O15173-2|PGRC2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Membrane-associated progesterone receptor component 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PGRMC220.030405 21.851786 2 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 4 1.8213806 1126 18.8 23.818 223
sp|Q15149-3|PLEC_HUMANsp|Q15149-3|PLEC_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Plectin OS=Homo sapiens GN=PLEC19.877987 21.639137 271 262 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 2 1.7611504 1125 59.9 518.03 4570
sp|Q63HN8|RN213_HUMAN;sp|Q63HN8-4|RN213_HUMANsp|Q63 N8|R 213_HUMAN E3 ubiquitin-protein ligase RNF213 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RNF213 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q63HN8-4|RN213_HUMAN Isoform 2 of E3 ubiquitin-protein ligase RNF213 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RNF21319.668671 21.37491 2 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 6 1.70 2397 11 4 0.8 591.4 5207
sp|O75821|EIF3G_HUMANsp|O75821|EIF3G_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 3 subunit G OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF3G PE=1 SV=220.254145 21.942528 2 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 4 1.6883831 1123 11.9 35.611 320
sp|P43897|EFTS_HUMAN;sp|P43897-2|EFTS_HUMAN;sp|P43897-4|EFTS_HUMANsp|P43897|EFTS_HUMAN longation factor Ts, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=TSFM PE=1 SV=2;sp|P43897-2|EFTS_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Elongation factor Ts, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=TSFM20.504728 22.128962 2 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 6 1.6242332 1122 21.8 35.39 325
sp|Q9Y3C6|PPIL1_HUMANsp|Q9Y3C6|PPIL1_HUMAN Peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase-like 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPIL1 PE=1 SV=119.623623 21.209612 1 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 3 1.585989 1121 18.7 18.237 166
sp|Q9NZ01|TECR_HUMAN;sp|Q9NZ01-2|TECR_HUMANsp|Q9NZ01|TECR_HUMAN Very-long-chain enoyl-CoA reductase OS=Homo sapiens GN=TECR PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9NZ01-2|TECR_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Very-long-chain enoyl-CoA reductase OS=Homo sapiens GN=TECR20.167459 21.719419 1 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 3 1.55196 1120 7.1 36.034 308
sp|Q14919|NC2A_HUMAN;sp|Q14919-2|NC2A_HUMANsp|Q14919| C2A_HUMAN Dr1-associated corepressor OS=Homo sapiens GN=DRAP1 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q14919-2|NC2A_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Dr1-associated corepressor OS=Homo sapiens GN=DRAP119.923746 21.462938 1 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 3 1.5391922 1119 16.1 22.35 205
sp|Q9H910-2|HN1L_HUMAN;sp|Q9H910|HN1L_HUMANsp|Q9H910-2|HN1L_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Hematological and neurological expressed 1-like protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=HN1L;sp|Q9H910|HN1L_HUMAN Hematological and neurological expressed 1-like protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=HN1L PE=1 SV=119.87112 21.395243 1 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 3 1.5241222 1118 16.1 18.416 174
sp|Q8ND56-2|LS14A_HUMAN;sp|Q8ND56|LS14A_HUMANsp|Q8ND56-2|LS14A_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Protein LSM14 homolog A OS=Homo sapiens GN=LSM14A;sp|Q8ND56|LS14A_HUMAN Protein LSM14 homolog A OS=Homo sapiens GN=LSM14A PE=1 SV=320.002028 21.49057 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 5 1.4885426 1117 4.3 50.553 463
sp|Q8NBS9-2|TXND5_HUMAN;sp|Q8NBS9|TXND5_HUMANsp|Q8NBS9-2|TXND5_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Thioredoxin domain-containing protein 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TXNDC5;sp|Q8NBS9|TXND5_HUMAN Thioredoxin domain-containing protein 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TXNDC5 PE=1 SV=220.226778 21.652723 2 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 5 1.4259453 1116 8.3 36.177 324
sp|Q9Y3I0|RTCB_HUMANsp|Q9Y3I0|RTCB_HUMAN tRNA-splicing ligase RtcB homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=RTCB PE=1 SV=122.484978 23.866085 4 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 14 1.3811073 1115 19.8 55.21 505
sp|P33991|MCM4_HUMANsp|P33991|MCM4_HUMAN DNA replication licensing factor MCM4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MCM4 PE=1 SV=520.332306 21.675428 1 3 By matching By MS/MS 0 4 1.3431225 1114 4.5 96.557 863
sp|Q9NZI8|IF2B1_HUMAN;sp|Q9NZI8-2|IF2B1_HUMANsp|Q9NZI8|IF2B1_HUMAN Insulin-like growth factor 2 mRNA-binding protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=IGF2BP1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9NZI8-2|IF2B1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Insulin-like growth factor 2 mRNA-binding protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=IGF2BP125.829679 27.152769 19 19 By MS/MS By MS/MS 20 38 1.3230896 1113 39.5 63.48 577
sp|Q9HD45|TM9S3_HUMANsp|Q9HD45|TM9S3_HUMAN Transmembrane 9 superfamily member 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TM9SF3 PE=1 SV=220.060432 21.357725 0 2 By MS/MS 0 3 1.2972927 1112 4.8 67.887 589
sp|P49207|RL34_HUMANsp|P49207|RL34_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L34 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL34 PE=1 SV=321.294291 22.560692 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 4 1.2664013 1111 15.4 13.293 117
sp|P23246|SFPQ_HUMAN;sp|P23246-2|SFPQ_HUMANsp|P23246|SFPQ_HUMAN plicing factor, proline- and glutamine-rich OS=Homo sapiens GN=SFPQ PE=1 SV=2;sp|P23246-2|SFPQ_HUMAN Isoform Short of Splicing factor, proline- and glutamine-rich OS=Homo sapiens GN=SFPQ23.840574 25.077572 10 14 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 22 1. 369976 1110 22.5 76.149 707
sp|Q15233-2|NONO_HUMAN;sp|Q15233|NONO_HUMANsp|Q15233-2|NONO_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Non-POU domain-containing octamer-binding protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=NONO;sp|Q15233|NONO_HUMAN Non-POU domain-containing octamer-binding protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=NONO PE=1 SV=424.099489 25.322168 13 14 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 27 1.2226791 1109 36.4 43.866 382
sp|Q15717|ELAV1_HUMANsp|Q15717|ELAV1_HUMAN ELAV-like protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ELAVL1 PE=1 SV=221. 16865 22.338894 2 4 By matching By MS/MS 0 7 1.2220287 1108 12.9 36.091 326
sp|Q1ED39|KNOP1_HUMANsp|Q1ED39|K OP1_HUMAN Lysine-rich nucleolar protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=KNOP1 PE=1 SV=119.878057 21.098669 1 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 3 1.2206116 1107 7.2 51.588 458
sp|Q15424-2|SAFB1_HUMAN;sp|Q15424|SAFB1_HUMAN;sp|Q15424-4|SAFB1_HUMAN;sp|Q15424-3|SAFB1_HUMANsp|Q15424-2|SAFB1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Scaffold attachment factor B1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SAFB;sp|Q15424|SAFB1_HUMAN Scaffold attachment factor B1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SAFB PE=1 SV=4;sp|Q15424-4|SAFB1_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Scaffold attachment factor B1 OS=Homo sapi20.310287 21.511328 1 2 By m tching By MS/MS 0 4 1.2010403 1106 3.9 95.18 848
sp|Q02543|RL18A_HUMANsp|Q02543|RL18A_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L18a OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL18A PE=1 SV=223.15391 24.314098 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 8 1.1601887 1105 28.4 20.762 176
sp|Q9NVJ2|ARL8B_HUMANsp|Q9NVJ2| RL8B_HUMAN ADP-ribosylation factor-like protein 8B OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARL8B PE=1 SV=119.671684 20.831518 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 3 1.1598339 1104 10.2 21.539 186
sp|Q15365|PCBP1_HUMANsp|Q 5365|PCBP1_HUMAN Poly(rC)-binding protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PCBP1 PE=1 SV=225.18306 26.335688 8 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 19 1.1526279 1103 56.7 37.497 356
sp|Q15006|EMC2_HUMANsp|Q15006|EMC2_HUMAN ER membrane protein complex subunit 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EMC2 PE=1 SV=119.72945 20.878822 1 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 3 1.1493721 1102 8.4 34.833 297
sp|Q92597-3|NDRG1_HUMAN;sp|Q92597-2|NDRG1_HUMAN;sp|Q92597|NDRG1_HUMANsp|Q92597-3|NDRG1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Protein NDRG1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NDRG1;sp|Q92597-2|NDRG1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Protein NDRG1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NDRG1;sp|Q92597|NDRG1_HUMAN Protein NDRG1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NDRG1 PE=1 SV=119.95319 21.102327 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 3 1. 491375 1101 9.6 33.65 313
sp|Q15181|IPYR_HUMANsp|Q15181|IPYR_HUMAN Inorganic pyrophosphatase OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPA1 PE=1 SV=222.868235 24.013334 3 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 9 1.1450996 1100 26 32.66 289
sp|Q8TAQ2-2|SMRC2_HUMAN;sp|Q8TAQ2-3|SMRC2_HUMAN;sp|Q8TAQ2|SMRC2_HUMAN;sp|Q92922|SMRC1_HUMANsp|Q8TAQ2-2|SMRC2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of SWI/SNF complex subunit S RCC2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SMARCC2;sp|Q8TAQ2-3|SMRC2_HUMAN Isoform 3 of SWI/SNF complex subunit SMARCC2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SMARCC2;sp|Q8TAQ2|SMRC2_HUMAN SWI/SNF complex subunit SMARCC2 OS=Homo sa20.126034 21.245626 2 3 By match ng By MS/M 0 4 1.1195927 1099 3.2 124.84 1130
sp|Q15436|SC23A_HUMAN;sp|Q15437|SC23B_HUMANsp|Q15436|SC23A_HUMAN Protein transport protein Sec23A OS=Homo sapiens GN=SEC23A PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q15437|SC23B_HUMAN Protein transport protein Sec23B OS=Homo sapiens GN=SEC23B PE=1 SV=220.2223 7 21.323172 2 By matching By MS/MS 0 4 1.1008244 1098 3 86.16 765
sp|Q86TX2|ACOT1_HUMAN;sp|P49753|ACOT2_HUMANsp|Q86TX2| COT1_HUMAN Acyl-coenzyme A thioesterase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACOT1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P49753|ACOT2_HUMAN Acyl-coenzyme A thioesterase 2, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACOT2 PE=1 SV=619.786718 20.879198 1 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 3 1.0 24797 1097 5.2 46.277 421
sp|Q92499|DDX1_HUMANsp|Q92499|DDX1_HUMAN ATP-dependent RNA helicase DDX1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDX1 PE=1 SV=221.74538 22.837709 4 9 By matching By MS/MS 0 16 1.092329 1096 15.8 82.431 740
sp|Q9NUL3-6|STAU2_HUMAN;sp|Q9NUL3-8|STAU2_HUMAN;sp|Q9NUL3-3|STAU2_HUMAN;sp|Q9NUL3-7|STAU2_HUMAN;sp|Q9NUL3-2|STAU2_HUMAN;sp|Q9NUL3|STAU2_HUMAN;sp|Q9NUL3-4|STAU2_HUMANsp|Q9NUL3-6|STAU2_HUMAN Isoform 6 of Double-stranded RNA-binding protein Staufen homolog 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=STAU2;sp|Q9NUL3-8|STAU2_HUMAN Isoform 8 of Double-stranded R A-binding protein Staufen homolog 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=STAU2;sp|Q9NUL3-3|STAU2_HUMAN20.101513 21.19063 3 5 By matching By MS/MS 0 3 1.08 1171 1095 14.6 43.31 398
sp|Q9Y6N5|SQRD_HUMANsp|Q9Y6N5|SQRD_HUMAN Sulfide:quinone oxidoreductase, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=SQRDL PE=1 SV=119.953012 21.034159 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 3 1.0811462 1094 5.1 49.96 450
sp|Q14847|LASP1_HUMAN;sp|Q14847-2|LASP1_HUMAN;sp|O76041-2|NEBL_HUMANsp|Q14847|LASP1_HUMAN LIM and SH3 domain protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=LASP1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q14847-2|LASP1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of LIM and SH3 domain protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=LASP125.293863 6.327196 12 15 By MS/MS By MS/MS 18 28 1.0333328 1093 61.3 9.717 261
sp|P25205|MCM3_HUMANsp|P25205|MCM3_HUMAN DNA replication licensing factor MCM3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MCM3 PE=1 SV=322.060356 23.082405 5 5 By S/MS By MS/MS 2 7 1.022049 1092 7.8 90.98 808
sp|Q8NC51-4|PAIRB_HUMAN;sp|Q8NC51-3|PAIRB_HUMAN;sp|Q8NC51-2|PAIRB_HUMAN;sp|Q8NC51|PAIRB_HUMANsp|Q8NC51-4|PAIRB_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Plasminogen activator inhibitor 1 RNA-binding protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=SERBP1;sp|Q8NC51-3|PAIRB_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Plasminogen activator inhibitor 1 RNA-binding protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=SERBP1;sp|Q8NC51-2|PAIRB_HUMA23.149574 24.148722 6 7 By matc ng By MS/MS 0 11 0.9991474 1091 22.7 42.426 387
sp|Q86U42-2|PABP2_HUMAN;sp|Q86U42|PABP2_HUMANsp|Q86U42-2|PABP2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Polyadenylate-binding protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PABPN1;sp|Q86U42|PABP2_HUMAN Polyadenylate-binding protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PABPN1 PE=1 SV=321.123573 22.120255 3 3 By matching By MS/MS 0 4 0.9966812 1090 11.8 31.496 296
sp|P61513|RL37A_HUMAN;sp|A6NKH3|RL37L_HUMANsp|P61513|RL37A_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L37a OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL37A PE=1 SV=223.18885 24.168903 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 5 0.9800529 1089 51.1 10.275 92
sp|O00425|IF2B3_HUMAN;sp|O00425-2|IF2B3_HUMANsp|O00425|IF2B3_HUMAN Insulin-like growth factor 2 mRNA-binding protein 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=IGF2BP3 PE=1 SV=224.567554 25.5 264 13 15 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 27 0.965086 1088 32.6 63.704 579
sp|P00390-5|GSHR_HUMAN;sp|P00390-4|GSHR_HUMAN;sp|P00390-2|GSHR_HUMAN;sp|P00390-3|GSHR_HUMAN;sp|P00390|GSHR_HUMANsp|P00390-5|GSHR_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Glutathione reductase, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=GSR;sp|P00390-4|GSHR_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Glutathione reductase, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=GSR;sp|P00390-2|GSHR_HUMAN Isoform Cytoplasmic of Glutathione reduct20.601538 21.566162 1 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 4 0. 646244 1087 8.2 47.267 440
sp|Q06210-2|GFPT1_HUMAN;sp|Q06210|GFPT1_HUMAN;sp|O94808|GFPT2_HUMANsp|Q06210-2|GFPT1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Glutamine--fructose-6-phosphate aminotransferase [isomerizing] 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GFPT1;sp|Q06210|GFPT1_HUMAN Glutamine--fructose-6-phosphate aminotransferase [isomerizing] 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GFPT1 PE=1 SV=323.281359 24.240818 9 9 By MS/ S By MS/MS 8 14 0.9594593 1086 16.9 76.758 681
sp|Q08211|DHX9_HUMAN;sp|Q08211-2|DHX9_HUMANsp|Q08211|DHX9_HUMAN ATP-dependent RNA helicase A OS=Homo sapiens GN=DHX9 PE=1 SV=426.79 477 27.755383 33 34 By MS/MS By MS/MS 40 72 0.9569054 1085 32.2 140.96 1270
sp|P27816-2|MAP4_HUMAN;sp|P27816-6|MAP4_HUMAN;sp|P27816|MAP4_HUMAN;sp|P27816-5|MAP4_HUMAN;sp|P27816-4|MAP4_HUMAN;sp|P27816-7|MAP4_HUMANsp|P27816-2|MAP4_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Microtubule-associated protein 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MA 4;sp|P27816-6|MAP4_HUMAN Isoform 6 of Microtubule-associated protein 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MAP4;sp|P27816|MAP4_HUMAN Microtubule-associated protein 4 OS=Homo sapiens22.657396 23.611217 6 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 14 0.9538212 1084 11.6 102.9 979
sp|P18077|RL35A_HUMANsp|P18077|RL35A_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L35a OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL35A PE=1 SV=221.706703 22.658182 2 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 7 0.951479 1083 20.9 12.538 110
sp|P62140|PP1B_HUMANsp|P62140|PP1B_HUMAN Serine/threonine-protein phosphatase PP1-beta catalytic subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPP1CB PE=1 SV=39.914295 20.860678 7 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 4 0.9463825 1082 27.5 37.186 327




sp|P63241|IF5A1_HUMAN;sp|P63241-2|IF5A1_HUMAN;sp|Q6IS14|IF5AL_HUMAN;sp|Q9GZV4|IF5A2_HUMANsp|P63241|IF5A1_HUMAN Eukaryotic tran lation initiation factor 5A-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF5A PE=1 SV=2;sp|P63241-2|IF5A1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 5A-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF5A;sp|Q6IS14|IF5AL_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation26.075514 27.011267 7 8 By S/MS By MS/MS 18 25 0.9357529 1080 51.9 16.832 154
sp|O75534-2|CSDE1_HUMAN;sp|O75534|CSDE1_HUMAN;sp|O75534-3|CSDE1_HUMANsp|O75534-2|CSDE1_HUMAN Isoform Short of Cold shock domain-containing protein E1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CSDE1;sp|O75534|CSDE1_HUMAN Cold shock domain-containing protein E1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CSDE1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|O75534-3|CSDE1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Cold shock domai21.54962 22.480425 3 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 10 0.9308052 1079 8.7 85.746 767
sp|P61978-3|HNRPK_HUMAN;sp|P61978|HNRPK_HUMAN;sp|P61978-2|HNRPK_HUMANsp|P61978-3|H RPK_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein K OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPK;sp|P61978|HNRPK_HUMAN Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein K OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPK PE=1 SV=1;sp|P61978-2|HNRPK_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Heterogeneous26.1105 27.027071 18 18 By MS/MS By MS/MS 32 38 0.9165096 1078 46.4 48.562 440
sp|Q9Y490|TLN1_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y4G6|TLN2_HUMANsp|Q9Y490|TLN1_HUMAN Talin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TLN1 PE=1 SV=324.746887 25.661257 25 36 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 55 0.9143696 1077 18.7 269.76 2541
sp|P40763-2|STAT3_HUMAN;sp|P40763|STAT3_HUMANsp|P40763-2|STAT3_HUMAN Isoform Del-701 of Signal transducer and activator of transcription 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=STAT3;sp|P40763|STAT3_HUMAN Signal transducer and activator of transcription 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=STAT3 PE=1 SV=221.5482 8 22.458113 2 3 By matching By MS/MS 0 3 0.9099045 1076 6.9 87.98 769
sp|Q15366-6|PCBP2_HUMAN;sp|Q15366-3|PCBP2_HUMAN;sp|Q15366|PCBP2_HUMAN;sp|Q15366-2|PCBP2_HUMAN;sp|Q15366-4|PCBP2_HUMAN;sp|Q15366-5|PCBP2_HUMAN;sp|P57721-5|PCBP3_HUMAN;sp|P57721-4|PCBP3_HUMAN;sp|P57721|PCBP3_HUMAN;sp|P57721-2|PCBP3_HUMAN;sp|P57721-3|PCBP3_HUMANsp|Q15366-6|PCBP2_HUMAN Isoform 6 of Poly(rC)-binding protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN= CBP2;sp|Q15366- |PCB 2_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Poly(r )-binding protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PCBP2;sp|Q15366|PCBP2_HUMAN Poly(rC)-binding protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PCB 2 PE=125.59 178 26.497196 10 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 14 20 0.9050179 1075 48.2 8.1 361
sp|Q99622|C10_HUMANsp|Q99622|C10_HUMAN Protein C10 OS=Homo sapiens GN=C12orf57 PE=1 SV=120.059687 20.95752 1 2 By matching By MS/MS 0 4 0.8978329 1074 22.2 13.178 126
sp|P60981|DEST_HUMAN;sp|P60981-2|DEST_HUMANsp|P60981|DEST_HUMAN estrin OS=Homo sapiens GN=DSTN PE=1 SV=3;sp|P60981-2|DEST_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Destrin OS=Homo sapiens GN=DSTN25.004574 25.897121 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 17 0.8925476 1073 38.8 18.506 165
sp|P51570|GALK1_HUMANsp|P51570|GALK1_HUMAN Galactokinase OS=Homo sapiens GN=GALK1 PE=1 SV=121.583941 22.47509 4 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 9 0.8911495 1072 15.1 42.272 392
sp|Q13283|G3BP1_HUMANsp|Q 3283|G3BP1_HUMAN Ras GTPase-activating protein-binding protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=G3BP1 PE=1 SV=122.907345 23.77746 7 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 12 0.8701153 1071 17.2 52.164 466
sp|Q16629-3|SRSF7_HUMAN;sp|Q16629-2|SRSF7_HUMAN;sp|Q16629-4|SRSF7_HUMAN;sp|Q16629|SRSF7_HUMANsp|Q16629-3|SRSF7_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Serine/arginine-rich splicing factor 7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRSF7;sp|Q16629-2|SRSF7_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Serine/arginine-rich splicing factor 7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRSF7;sp|Q16629-4|SRSF7_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Serine/arginine-r23.6335 24.498384 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 9 0.8648243 1070 38.6 15.257 132
sp|Q00341|VIGLN_HUMAN;sp|Q00341-2|VIGLN_HUMANsp|Q00341|VIGLN_HUMAN Vigilin OS=Homo sapiens GN=HDLBP PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q00341-2|VIGLN_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Vigilin OS=Homo sapiens GN=HDLBP22.9 325 3.763649 6 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 18 0.8603992 1069 11.7 141.45 1268
sp|Q9NRX4-2|PHP14_HUMAN;sp|Q9NRX4|PHP14_HUMANsp|Q9NRX4-2|PHP14_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 14 kDa phosphohistidine phosphatase OS=Homo sapiens GN=PHPT1;sp|Q9NRX4|PHP14_HUMAN 14 kDa phosphohistidine phosphatase OS=Homo sapiens GN=PHPT1 PE=1 SV=121.978687 22.828209 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 5 0.8495216 1068 33.1 13.671 124
sp|O75153|CLU_HUMANsp|O75153|CLU_HUMAN Clustered mitochondria protein homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=CLUH PE=1 SV=221.155239 21.996347 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 6 0.8411083 1067 3.7 146.67 1309
sp|P62917|RL8_HUMANsp|P62917|RL8_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L8 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL8 PE=1 SV=223.140615 23.974388 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 4 0.8337727 1066 12.5 28.024 257
sp|P35637-2|FUS_HUMAN;sp|P35637|FUS_HUMANsp|P35637-2|FUS_HUMAN Isoform Short of RNA-binding protein FUS OS=Homo sapiens GN=FUS;sp|P35637|FUS_HUMAN RNA-binding protein FUS OS=Homo sapiens GN=FUS PE=1 SV=122.928825 23.757252 3 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 10 0.8284264 1065 10.1 53.354 525
sp|P21291|CSRP1_HUMANsp| 21291|CSRP1_HUMAN Cysteine and glycine-rich protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CSRP1 PE=1 SV=324.265064 25.090714 7 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 13 0.8256493 1064 54.4 20.567 193
sp|O75436|VP26A_HUMAN;sp|O75436-2|VP26A_HUMANsp|O75436|VP26A_HUMAN Vacuolar protein sorting-associated protein 26A OS=Homo sapiens GN=VPS26A PE=1 SV=2;sp|O75436-2|VP26A_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Vacuolar protein sorting-associated protein 26A OS=Homo sapiens GN=VPS26A20.028719 0.847816 1 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 4 0.8190975 1063 8.9 38.169 327
sp|Q14444-2|CAPR1_HUMAN;sp|Q14444|CAPR1_HUMANsp|Q14444-2|CAPR1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Caprin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CAPRIN1;sp|Q14444|CAPR1_HUMAN Caprin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CAPRIN1 PE=1 SV=221.586782 22.401091 2 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 6 0.8143082 1062 4.9 76.861 694
sp|Q96QK1|VPS35_HUMANsp|Q96QK1|VPS35_HUMAN Vacuolar protein sorting-associated protein 35 OS=Homo sapiens GN=VPS35 PE=1 SV=222.398405 23.210981 4 7 By matching By MS/MS 0 8 0.8 25763 1061 10.3 91.706 796
sp|O15372|EIF3H_HUMANsp|O15372|EIF3H_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 3 subunit H OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF3H PE=1 SV=121.737852 22.545124 4 4 By MS/MS By M /MS 1 4 0.807272 1060 13.1 39.93 352
sp|Q5RKV6|EXOS6_HUMANsp|Q5RKV6|EXOS6_HUMAN Exosome complex component MTR3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EXOSC6 PE=1 SV=120.07209 20.877176 1 3 By matching By MS/MS 0 4 0.8050861 1059 12.9 28.235 272
sp|Q96N66-3|MBOA7_HUMAN;sp|Q96N66-2|MBOA7_HUMAN;sp|Q96N66|MBOA7_HUMANsp|Q96N66-3|MBOA7_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Lysophospholipid acyltransferase 7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MBOAT7;sp|Q96N66-2|MBOA7_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Lysophospholipid acyltransferase 7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MBOAT7;sp|Q96N66|MBOA7_HUMAN Lysophospholipid acyltransferase 7 OS=19.890448 20.693705 1 2 By matching By MS/MS 0 3 0.803257 1058 7 38.47 344
sp|P27708|PYR1_HUMANsp|P27708|PYR1_HUMAN CAD protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=CAD PE=1 SV=324.790396 25.587006 25 28 By MS/MS By MS/MS 18 40 0.7966099 1057 15.5 242.98 2225
sp|P22234|PUR6_HUMAN;sp|P22234-2|PUR6_HUMANsp|P22234|PUR6_HUMAN Multifunctional protein ADE2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PAICS PE=1 SV=3;sp|P22234-2|PUR6_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Multifunctional protein ADE2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PAICS22.147806 22.939014 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 9 0.7912083 1056 13.4 47.079 425
sp|P49411|EFTU_HUMANsp|P49411|EFTU_HUMAN Elongation factor Tu, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=TUFM PE=1 SV=225.450134 26.233942 17 17 By MS/MS By MS/MS 21 30 0.7838078 1055 40 49.541 452
sp|P30050|RL12_HUMAN;sp|P30050-2|RL12_HUMANsp|P30050|RL12_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L12 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL12 PE=1 SV=124.654198 25.43498 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 10 0.7807827 1054 41.2 17.818 165
sp|Q92945|FUBP2_HUMANsp|Q92945|FUBP2_HUMAN Far upstream element-binding protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=KHSRP PE=1 SV=423.639645 24.413836 11 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 13 21 0.7741909 1053 20.5 73.114 711
sp|P62913-2|RL11_HUMAN;sp|P62913|RL11_HUMANsp|P62913-2|RL11_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 60S ribosomal protein L11 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL11;sp|P62913|RL11_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L11 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL11 PE=1 SV=225.348612 26. 21847 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 6 0.7732353 1052 22 20.124 177
sp|P31948|STIP1_HUMANsp|P31948|STIP1_HUMAN Stress-induced-phosphoprotein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=STIP1 PE=1 SV=124.31105 25.082899 12 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 13 20 0.7718487 1051 26 62.639 543
sp|Q92841-1|DDX17_HUMAN;sp|Q92841-3|DDX17_HUMAN;sp|Q92841|DDX17_HUMAN;sp|Q92841-2|DDX17_HUMANsp|Q92841-1|DDX17_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Probable ATP-dependent RNA helicase DDX17 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDX17;sp|Q92841-3|DDX17_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Probable ATP-dependent RNA helicase DDX17 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDX17;sp|Q92841|DDX17_HUMAN Probable ATP-dependent RNA23.179146 23.948956 14 16 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 16 0.7698097 1050 28 2.371 650
sp|P02545|LMNA_HUMAN;sp|P02545-3|LMNA_HUMAN;sp|P02545-2|LMNA_HUMAN;sp|P02545-6|LMNA_HUMAN;sp|P02545-5|LMNA_HUMAN;sp|P02545-4|LMNA_HUMANsp|P02545|LMNA_HUMAN Prelamin-A/C OS=Homo sapiens GN=L NA PE=1 SV=1;sp|P02545-3|LMNA_HUMAN Isoform ADelta10 of Prelamin-A/C OS=Homo sapiens GN=LMNA;sp|P02545-2|LMNA_HUMAN Isoform C of Prelamin-A/C OS=Homo sapiens GN=LMNA;sp|P02545-6|LMNA_HUMAN Isoform 6 of25.8801 26.640446 22 25 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 46 0.7603455 1049 42.2 74.139 664
sp|Q9UKL6-2|PPCT_HUMAN;sp|Q9UKL6|PPCT_HUMANsp|Q9UKL6-2|PPCT_H MAN Isoform 2 of Phosphatidylcholine transfer protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=PCTP;sp|Q9UKL6|PPCT_HUMAN Phosphatidylcholine transfer protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=PCTP PE=1 SV=120.45672 21.216261 1 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 2 0.7595406 1048 12 16.824 142
sp|P23193|TCEA1_HUMAN;sp|P23193-2|TCEA1_HUMAN;sp|Q15560-2|TCEA2_HUMAN;sp|Q15560|TCEA2_HUMANsp|P23193|TCEA1_HUMAN ranscription elongation factor A protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TCEA1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P23193-2|TCEA1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Transcription elongation factor A protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TCEA121.433237 22.189606 4 5 By matching By MS/MS 0 6 0.7563686 1047 6.6 33.969 301
sp|Q14247|SRC8_HUMAN;sp|Q14247-3|SRC8_HUMAN;sp|Q14247-2|SRC8_HUMANsp|Q14247|SRC8_HUMAN Src substrate cortactin OS=Homo sapiens GN=CTTN PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q14247-3|SRC8_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Src substrate cortactin OS=Homo sapiens GN=CTTN;sp|Q14247-2|SRC8_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Src substrate cortactin OS=Homo sapiens GN=CTTN23.122168 23.874365 8 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 17 0.7521973 1046 17.8 61.585 550
sp|P35613-3|BASI_HUMAN;sp|P35613-4|BASI_HUMAN;sp|P35613-2|BASI_HUMAN;sp|P35613|BASI_HUMANsp|P35613-3|BASI_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Basigin OS=Homo sapiens GN=BSG;sp|P35613-4|B SI_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Basigin OS=Homo sapiens GN=BSG;sp|P35613-2|BASI_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Basigin OS=Homo sapiens GN=BSG;sp|P35613|BASI_HUMAN Basigin OS=Homo sapiens GN=BSG PE=21.64 637 22.386166 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 4 0.7425289 1045 19.3 19.438 176
sp|P61313|RL15_HUMAN;sp|P61313-2|RL15_HUMANsp|P61313|RL15_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L15 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL15 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P61313-2|RL15_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 60S ribosomal protein L15 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL1524.265707 25.001871 7 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 13 0.7361641 1044 40.2 24.146 204
sp|Q9UQ35|SRRM2_HUMAN;sp|Q9UQ35-2|SRRM2_HUMAN;sp|Q9UQ35-3|SRRM2_HUMANsp|Q9UQ35|SRRM2_H MAN Serine/arginine repetitive matrix protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRRM2 PE=1 SV=223.247091 23.977798 8 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 17 0.7307072 1043 5.6 299.61 2752
sp|P12268|IMDH2_HUMAN;sp|P20839-2|IMDH1_HUMAN;sp|P20839-4|IMDH1_HUMAN;sp|P20839|IMDH1_HUMAN;sp|P20839-3|IMDH1_HUMAN;sp|P20839-7|IMDH1_HUMAN;sp|P20839-5|IMDH1_HUMAN;sp|P20839-6|IMDH1_HUMANsp|P12268|IMDH2_HUMAN Inosine-5-monophosphate dehydrogenase 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=IMPDH2 PE=1 SV=223.242912 23.970882 9 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 11 0.7279701 1042 2 . 55.804 514
sp|P04792|HSPB1_HUMANsp|P04792|HSPB1_HUMAN Heat shock protein beta-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSPB1 PE=1 SV=228.636856 29.364382 14 14 By MS/MS By MS/MS 38 46 0.7275257 1041 75.6 22.782 205
sp|Q9NZM1-6|MYOF_HUMAN;sp|Q9NZM1|MYOF_HUMAN;sp|Q9NZM1-2|MYOF_HUMAN;sp|Q9NZM1-3|MYOF_HUMAN;sp|Q9NZM1-5|MYOF_HUMAN;sp|Q9NZM1-7|MYOF_HUMAN;sp|Q9NZM1-8|MYOF_HUMAN;sp|Q9NZM1-4|MYOF_HUMAN;sp|O75923-5|DYSF_HUMAN;sp|O75923-7|DYSF_HUMAN;sp|O75923-8|DYSF_HUMAN;sp|O75923-2|DYSF_HUMAN;sp|O75923-10|DYSF_HUMAN;sp|O75923-4|DYSF_HUMAN;sp|O75923-11|DYSF_HUMAN;sp|O75923|DYSF_HUMAN;sp|O75923-12|DYSF_HUMAN;sp|O75923-6|DYSF_HUMAN;sp|O75923-14|DYSF_HUMAN;sp|O75923-9|DYSF_HUMAN;sp|O75923-3|DYSF_HUMAN;sp|O75923-15|DYSF_HUMAN;sp|O75923-13|DYSF_HUMANsp|Q9NZM1-6|MYOF_HUMAN Isoform 6 of Myoferlin OS=Homo sapiens GN=MYOF;sp|Q9NZM1|MYOF_HUMAN Myoferlin S= omo sapiens GN=MYOF PE=1 SV=1; | -2|  Isoform 2 of Myoferlin OS=Homo sapiens GN=MYOF;sp|Q9NZM1-3|MYOF_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Myoferlin OS=Ho24.493139 25.214378 19 23 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 35 0.7212391 1040 14 233.47 2048
sp|P63220|RS21_HUMANsp|P63220|RS21_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S21 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS21 PE=1 SV=12.954805 23.674437 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 6 0.7196312 1039 41 9.1113 83
sp|P35221-3|CTNA1_HUMAN;sp|P35221|CTNA1_HUMAN;sp|P35221-2|CTNA1_HUMAN;sp|P26232-4|CTNA2_HUMAN;sp|P26232-6|CTNA2_HUMAN;sp|P26232-3|CTNA2_HUMAN;sp|P26232-2|CTNA2_HUMAN;sp|P26232-5|CTNA2_HUMAN;sp|P26232|CTNA2_HUMANsp|P35221-3|CTNA1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Catenin alpha-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CTNNA1;sp|P35221|CTNA1_HUMAN Catenin alpha-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CTNNA1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P35221-2|CTNA1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Catenin alpha-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CTNNA120.90176 21.620 97 2 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 4 0.7184372 1038 5.6 59.549 536
sp|P82909|RT36_HUMANsp|P82909|RT36_HUMAN 28S ribosomal protein S36, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=MRPS36 PE=1 SV=220.317165 21.031065 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 3 0.7138996 1037 27.2 11.466 103
sp|P19388|RPAB1_HUMANsp|P 9388|RPAB1_HUMAN DNA-directed RNA polymerases I, II, and III subunit RPABC1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=POLR2E PE=1 SV=419.897348 20.611172 1 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 3 0.7138233 1036 10.5 24.551 210
sp|Q99873-3|ANM1_HUMAN;sp|Q99873-2|ANM1_HUMAN;sp|Q99873-4|ANM1_HUMAN;sp|Q99873|ANM1_HUMAN;sp|Q9NR22-2|ANM8_HUMAN;sp|Q9NR22|ANM8_HUMANsp|Q99873-3|ANM1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Protein arginine N-methyltransferase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRMT1;sp|Q99873-2|A M1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Protein arginine N-methyltransferase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRMT1;sp|Q99873-4|ANM1_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Protein arginine N-m23.298101 24.011543 7 9 By MS/MS By MS/M 8 13 0.7134418 1035 28 39.602 343
sp|Q86XP3-2|DDX42_HUMAN;sp|Q86XP3|DDX42_HUMANsp|Q86XP3-2|DDX42_HUMAN Isoform 2 of ATP-dependent RNA helicase DDX42 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDX42;sp|Q86XP3|DDX42_HUMAN ATP-dependent RNA helicase DDX42 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDX42 PE=1 SV=121.305967 22.015089 3 4 By MS/MS By MS/M 1 8 0.7091217 1034 6.3 90.067 819
sp|Q9UBQ7|GRHPR_HUMANsp|Q9UBQ7|GRHPR_HUMAN Glyoxylate reductase/hydroxypyruvate reductase OS=Homo sapiens GN=GRHPR PE=1 SV=123.04026 23.749294 4 4 B  MS/MS By MS/MS 3 3 0.709034 1033 18.6 35.668 328
sp|Q10471|GALT2_HUMAN;sp|Q8N4A0-2|GALT4_HUMAN;sp|Q8N4A0|GALT4_HUMANsp|Q10471|GALT2_HUM N Polypeptide N-acetylgalactosaminyltransferase 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GALNT2 PE=1 SV=120.747473 21.445969 2 4 By MS/MS By M /MS 1 7 0.6984959 1032 7.2 64.732 571
sp|O75874|IDHC_HUMANsp|O75874|IDHC_HUMAN Isocitrate dehydrogenase [NADP] cytoplasmic OS=Homo sapiens GN=IDH1 PE=1 SV=223.880169 24.576866 11 13 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 22 0.6966972 1031 34.8 46.659 414
sp|Q9UHD8-7|SEPT9_HUMAN;sp|Q9UHD8-2|SEPT9_HUMAN;sp|Q9UHD8-5|SEPT9_HUMAN;sp|Q9UHD8|SEPT9_HUMAN;sp|Q9UHD8-3|SEPT9_HUMAN;sp|Q9UHD8-4|SEPT9_HUMAN;sp|Q9UHD8-9|SEPT9_HUMAN;sp|Q9UHD8-8|SEPT9_HUMANsp|Q9UHD8-7|SEPT9_H MAN Isoform 7 of Septin-9 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SEPT9;sp|Q9UHD8-2|SEPT9_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Septin-9 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SEPT9 5  Isoform 5 of Septin-9 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SEPT9;sp|Q9UHD8|SEPT9_HUMAN Septin-9 OS=Homo sapi22.265278 22.954754 5 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 13 0.689476 1030 15.5 63.502 567
sp|O75940|SPF30_HUMANsp|O75940|SPF30_HUMAN Survival of motor neuron-related-splicing factor 30 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SMNDC1 PE=1 SV=121.101236 21.782888 2 3 By matching By MS/MS 0 3 0.6816521 029 24.4 26.711 238
sp|Q15417|CNN3_HUMAN;sp|Q99439-2|CNN2_HUMANsp|Q15417|CNN3_HUMAN alponin-3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CNN3 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q99439-2|CNN2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Calponin-2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CNN220.837151 21.518742 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 3 0.681591 1028 6.7 36.413 329
sp|Q15428|SF3A2_HUMANsp|Q15428|SF3A2_HUMAN Splicing factor 3A subunit 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SF3A2 PE=1 SV=220.99659 21.675428 2 3 By atching By MS/MS 0 3 0.6788387 1027 8.8 49.255 464
sp|P05556|ITB1_HUMAN;sp|P05556-2|ITB1_HUMAN;sp|P05556-5|ITB1_HUMAN;sp|P05556-4|ITB1_HUMAN;sp|P05556-3|ITB1_HUMANsp|P05556|ITB1_HUMAN Integrin beta-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ITGB1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P05556-2|ITB1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Integrin beta-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ITGB1;sp|P05556-5|ITB1_HUMAN Isoform 5 of Integrin beta-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ITGB1;sp|P05556-4|ITB1_HUMAN Isoform24.583424 25.259651 8 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 23 0.6762276 1026 16.7 88.414 798
sp|O43776|SYNC_HUMANsp|O43776|SYNC_HUMAN Asparagine--tRNA ligase, cytoplasmic OS=Homo sapiens GN=NARS PE=1 SV=123.123083 23.79907 7 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 11 0.6759872 1025 19.2 62.942 548
sp|Q14137|BOP1_HUMANsp|Q14137|BOP1_HUMAN Ribosome biogenesis protein BOP1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=BOP1 PE=1 SV=221.763931 22.437561 3 4 By M /MS By MS/MS 4 6 0.6736298 1024 7.8 83.629 746
sp|Q15434|RBMS2_HUMANsp|Q15434|RBMS2_HUMAN RNA-binding motif, single-stranded-interacting protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBMS2 PE=1 SV=123.362791 24.027746 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 11 0.6649551 1023 17.2 43.958 407
sp|P62857|RS28_HUMANsp|P62857|RS28_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S28 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS28 PE=1 SV=12.271305 22.926384 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 4 0.6550789 1022 30.4 7.8409 69
sp|Q14103-3|HNRPD_HUMAN;sp|Q14103|HNRPD_HUMAN;sp|Q14103-4|HNRPD_HUMAN;sp|Q14103-2|HNRPD_HUMANsp|Q14103-3|H RPD_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein D0 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPD;sp|Q14103|HNRPD_HUMAN Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein D0 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPD PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q14103-4|HNRPD_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Heterogeneou23.290386 23.942797 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 10 0.6524105 1021 15.7 32.834 306
sp|P56545|CTBP2_HUMAN;sp|P56545-2|CTBP2_HUMANsp| 56545|CTBP2_HUMAN -terminal-binding protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CTBP2 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P56545-2|CTBP2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of C-terminal-binding protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CTBP222.060225 22.710829 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 7 0.6506042 1020 13 48.944 445
sp|Q9BXJ9|NAA15_HUMAN;sp|Q6N069-5|NAA16_HUMAN;sp|Q6N069-4|NAA16_HUMAN;sp|Q6N069-3|NAA16_HUMAN;sp|Q9BXJ9-4|NAA15_HUMAN;sp|Q6N069-2|NAA16_HUMAN;sp|Q6N069|NAA16_HUMANsp|Q9BXJ9|NAA15_HUMAN N-alpha-acetyltransferase 15, atA auxiliary subunit OS=Homo sapiens G =NAA15 PE=1 SV= ;sp|Q6N069-5|NAA16_HUM N Isoform 5 of N-alpha-acetyltransferase 16, NatA auxiliary subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=NAA16;sp|Q6N069-4|NAA16_HUMAN Isoform19.97183 20.618271 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/M 1 4 0.6464405 1019 2 10 .27 866
sp|Q15165-3|PON2_HUMAN;sp|Q15165-1|PON2_HUMAN;sp|Q15165|PON2_HUMANsp|Q15165-3|PON2_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Serum paraoxonase/arylesterase 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PON2;sp|Q15165-1|PON2_HUMAN Isoform 1 of Serum paraoxonase/arylesterase 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PON2;sp|Q15165|PON2_HUMAN Serum paraoxonase/arylesterase 2 OS=Homo sapiens22.338324 22.982313 3 3 By MS/MS By M /MS 3 5 0.6439896 1018 12.3 37.996 342
sp|O43615|TIM44_HUMANsp|O43615|TIM44_HUMAN Mitochondrial import inner membrane translocase subunit TIM44 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TIMM44 PE=1 SV=22 .523846 25.167641 8 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 19 0.643795 1017 27.4 51.355 452
sp|O43684-2|BUB3_HUMAN;sp|O43684|BUB3_HUMANsp|O43684-2|BUB3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Mitotic checkpoint protein BUB3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=BUB3;sp|O43684|BUB3_HUMAN Mitotic checkpoint protein BUB3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=BUB3 PE=1 SV=122.757904 23.400543 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 11 0.6426392 1016 23 36.954 326
sp|O60506-4|HNRPQ_HUMAN;sp|O60506-3|HNRPQ_HUMAN;sp|O60506-2|HNRPQ_HUMAN;sp|O60506|HNRPQ_HUMAN;sp|O60506-5|HNRPQ_HUMANsp|O60506-4|HNRPQ_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein Q OS=Homo sapiens GN=SYNCRIP;sp|O60506-3|HNRPQ_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein Q OS=Homo sapiens GN=SYNCRIP;sp|O60506-2|HNRPQ_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Heterog25.218782 25.860176 11 13 By MS/MS By MS/MS 17 22 0.6413937 1015 25.6 58.735 527
sp|P51812|KS6A3_HUMANsp|P51812|KS6A3_HUMAN Ribosomal protein S6 kinase alpha-3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS6KA3 PE=1 SV=121.189484 21.830242 3 5 By matching By MS/MS 0 8 0.6407585 1014 8.8 83.735 740
sp|O00116|ADAS_HUMANsp|O00116|ADAS_HUMAN Alkyldihydroxyacetonephosphate synthase, peroxisomal OS=Homo sapiens GN=AGPS PE=1 SV=122.775351 23.410412 6 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 13 0.6350613 1013 14.4 72.911 658
sp|O60884|DNJA2_HUMANsp|O60884|D JA2_HUMAN DnaJ homolog subfamily A member 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DNAJA2 PE=1 SV=122.170507 22.803352 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 8 0.6328449 1012 12.4 45.745 412
sp|P25398|RS12_HUMANsp|P25398|RS12_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S12 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS12 PE=1 SV=324.212822 24.844984 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 9 0.6321621 1011 31.8 14.515 132
sp|P54886-2|P5CS_HUMAN;sp|P54886|P5CS_HUMANsp|P54886-2|P5CS_HUMAN Isoform Short of Delta-1-pyrroline-5-carboxylate synthase OS=Homo sapiens GN=ALDH18A1;sp|P54886|P5CS_HUMAN Delta-1-pyrroline-5-carboxylate synthase OS=Homo sapiens GN=ALDH18A1 PE=1 SV=221.115278 21.746161 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 6 0.6308823 1010 5.3 87.088 793
sp|Q9NYF8-4|BCLF1_HUMAN;sp|Q9NYF8-3|BCLF1_HUMAN;sp|Q9NYF8-2|BCLF1_HUMAN;sp|Q9NYF8|BCLF1_HUMANsp|Q9NYF8-4|BCLF1_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Bcl-2-associated transcription factor 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=BCLAF1;sp|Q9NYF8-3|BCLF1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Bcl-2-associated transcription factor 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=BCLAF1;sp|Q9NYF8-2|BCLF1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Bcl-2-associa20.997623 21.627028 2 2 By matching By MS/MS 0 3 0.6294041 1009 3.5 85.936 747
sp|Q14764|MVP_HUMANsp|Q14764|MVP_HUMAN Major vault protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=MVP PE=1 SV=423.70451 24.325533 11 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 15 0.6210232 1008 16.6 99.326 893
sp|O75569-3|PRKRA_HUMAN;sp|O75569-2|PRKRA_HUMAN;sp|O75569|PRKRA_HUMANsp|O75569-3|PRKRA_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Interferon-inducible double-stranded RNA-dependent protein kinase activator A OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRKRA;sp|O75569-2|PRKRA_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Interferon-inducible double-stranded RNA-dependent protein kinase activator A O20.8485 9 21.469112 2 2 By matching By MS/MS 0 3 0.620533 1007 8.7 31.635 288





sp|P36957|ODO2_HUMANsp|P36957|ODO2_HUMAN Dihydrolipoyllysine-residue succinyltransferase component of 2-oxoglutarate dehydrogenase complex, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=DLST PE=1 SV=420.862799 21.470406 2 2 B  MS/MS By MS/MS 2 4 0.6076069 1005 4.4 48.755 453
sp|Q9P2J5|SYLC_HUMANsp|Q9P2J5|SYLC_HUMAN Leucine--tRNA ligase, cytoplasmic OS=Homo sapiens GN=LARS PE=1 SV=223.290106 23.896799 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 8 0.6066933 1004 7.5 134.46 1176
sp|Q96AG4|LRC59_HUMANsp|Q 6AG4|LRC59_HUMAN Leucine-rich repeat-containing protein 59 OS=Homo sapiens GN=LRRC59 PE=1 SV=124.417059 25.022635 7 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 14 14 0.6055756 1003 26.1 34.93 307
sp|O00571-2|DDX3X_HUMAN;sp|O00571|DDX3X_HUMAN;sp|O15523|DDX3Y_HUMAN;sp|Q9NQI0-3|DDX4_HUMAN;sp|Q9NQI0-2|DDX4_HUMAN;sp|Q9NQI0-4|DDX4_HUMAN;sp|Q9NQI0|DDX4_HUMANsp|O00571-2|DDX3X_HUMAN Isoform 2 of ATP-dependent RNA helicase DDX3X OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDX3X;sp|O00571|DDX3X_HUMAN ATP-dependent RNA helicase X3X OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDX3X PE=1 SV=3;sp|O15523|DDX3Y_HUMAN ATP-dependent RNA helicase DDX3Y OS=Homo sapiens24.6111 5 25.216084 16 15 By MS/MS By MS/M 16 25 0.6 49786 002 28.2 71.354 646
sp|P12931|SRC_HUMAN;sp|P12931-2|SRC_HUMAN;sp|P06241-3|FYN_HUMAN;sp|P06239|LCK_HUMAN;sp|P06241-2|FYN_HUMAN;sp|P06241|FYN_HUMAN;sp|P06239-3|LCK_HUMAN;sp|P07947|YES_HUMANsp|P12931|SRC_HUMAN Proto-oncogene tyrosine protein kinase Src OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRC PE=1 SV=3;sp|P12931-2|SRC_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Proto-oncogene tyrosine-protein kinase Src OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRC;sp|P06241-3|FYN_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Tyrosine-protein kinase20.057 52 20.66223 2 By matching By MS/MS 3 0.6048775 1001 4.5 59.834 536
sp|P50454|SERPH_HUMANsp| 50454|SERPH_HUMAN Serpin H1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SERPINH1 PE=1 SV=223.456635 24.056889 7 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 16 0.6002541 1000 21.1 46.44 418
sp|O15371|EIF3D_HUMANsp|O15371|EIF3D_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 3 subunit D OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF3D PE=1 SV=121.662664 22.259314 2 3 By MS/MS By M /MS 2 4 0.5966492 999 6.4 63.972 548
sp|Q16630-3|CPSF6_HUMAN;sp|Q16630|CPSF6_HUMAN;sp|Q16630-2|CPSF6_HUMANsp|Q1 630-3|CPSF6_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Cleavage and polyadenylation specificity factor subunit 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CPSF6;sp|Q16630|CPSF6_HUMAN Cleavage and polyadenylation specificity factor subunit 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CPSF6 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q16630-2|CPSF6_HUM22.304325 22.900009 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 8 0.5956841 998 10.9 52.325 478
sp|O43795|MYO1B_HUMAN;sp|O43795-2|MYO1B_HUMAN;sp|Q9UBC5|MYO1A_HUMANsp|O43795|MYO1B_HUMAN Unconventional myosin-Ib OS=Homo sapiens GN=MYO1B PE=1 SV=3;sp|O43795-2|MYO1B_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Unconventional myosin-Ib OS=Homo sapiens GN=MYO1B21.826 83 22.422138 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 6 0.5956554 997 3.5 131.98 1136
sp|P39023|RL3_HUMAN;sp|Q92901|RL3L_HUMANsp|P39023|RL3_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL3 PE=1 SV=224.805973 25.400967 11 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 19 0.5949936 996 26.6 46.108 403
sp|Q07955|SRSF1_HUMAN;sp|Q07955-3|SRSF1_HUMAN;sp|Q07955-2|SRSF1_HUMANsp|Q07955|SRSF1_HUMAN Serine/arginine-rich splicing factor 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRSF1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q07955-3|SRSF1_HUMAN Isoform ASF-3 of Serine/arginine-rich splicing factor 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRSF1;sp|Q07955-2|SRSF1_HUMAN Isoform ASF-2 of Serine/arginin23.996624 24.583998 7 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 18 0.5873737 995 37.1 27.744 248
sp|Q13155|AIMP2_HUMANsp|Q13155| IMP2_HUMAN Aminoacyl tRNA synthase complex-interacting multifunctional protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=AIMP2 PE=1 SV=223.138556 23.723278 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 9 0.5847225 994 22.5 35.348 320
sp|P14866|HNRPL_HUMAN;sp|P14866-2|HNRPL_HUMAN;sp|Q8WVV9-4|HNRLL_HUMAN;sp|Q8WVV9|HNRLL_HUMANsp| 14866|H RPL_HUMAN eterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein L OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPL PE=1 SV=2;sp|P14866-2|HNRPL_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein L OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPL25.21689 5.798254 14 14 By MS/MS By MS/MS 13 22 0.581358 993 33.8 64.132 589
sp|Q9BUP3|HTAI2_HUMAN;sp|Q9BUP3-3|HTAI2_HUMANsp|Q9BUP3|HTAI2_HUMAN Oxidoreductase HTATIP2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HTATIP2 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9BUP3-3|HTAI2_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Oxidoreductase HTATIP2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HTATIP222.357349 22.93792 5 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 13 0.5805702 992 35.5 27.049 242
sp|P46778|RL21_HUMANsp|P46778|RL21_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L21 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL21 PE=1 SV=24.390081 24.970268 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 10 0.5801868 991 34.4 18.565 160
sp|P56192|SYMC_HUMANsp|P56192|SYMC_HUMAN Methionine--tRNA ligase, cytoplasmic OS=Homo sapiens GN=MARS PE=1 SV=223.673035 24.25292 8 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 14 0.5798855 990 13 101.11 900
sp|P16070|CD44_HUMAN;sp|P16070-18|CD44_HUMAN;sp|P16070-5|CD44_HUMAN;sp|P16070-7|CD44_HUMAN;sp|P16070-3|CD44_HUMAN;sp|P16070-6|CD44_HUMAN;sp|P16070-4|CD44_HUMAN;sp|P16070-17|CD44_HUMAN;sp|P16070-8|CD44_HUMAN;sp|P16070-16|CD44_HUMAN;sp|P16070-10|CD44_HUMAN;sp|P16070-11|CD44_HUMAN;sp|P16070-13|CD44_HUMAN;sp|P16070-14|CD44_HUMAN;sp|P16070-12|CD44_HUMAN;sp|P16070-9|CD44_HUMAN;sp|P16070-15|CD44_HUMANsp|P16070|CD44_HUMAN CD4  antigen OS=Homo sapiens GN=CD44 PE=1 SV=3;sp|P16070-18|CD44_HUMAN Isoform 18 of CD44 antigen OS=Homo sapiens GN=CD44;sp|P16070-5|CD44_HUMAN Isoform 5 of CD44 antigen OS=Homo sapiens GN=CD44;sp|P16070-7|CD44_HUMAN Isoform 7 of CD4422.905399 23.481977 3 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 8 0.5765781 989 7.5 81.537 742
sp|Q92973-2|TNPO1_HUMAN;sp|Q92973|TNPO1_HUMAN;sp|Q92973-3|TNPO1_HUMAN;sp|O14787-2|TNPO2_HUMANsp|Q92973-2|T PO1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Transportin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TNPO1;sp|Q9 973|TNPO1_HUMAN Transportin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TNPO1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q92973-3|TNPO1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Transportin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TNPO124.03 033 24.605125 8 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 14 0.5740929 988 11.2 101.31 890
sp|P18124|RL7_HUMANsp|P18124|RL7_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL7 PE=1 SV=124.137978 24.711197 7 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 11 0.5732193 987 32.7 29.225 248
sp|P04844-2|RPN2_HUMAN;sp|P04844|RPN2_HUMANsp|P04844-2|RPN2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Dolichyl-diphosphooligosaccharide--protein glycosyltransferase subunit 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPN2;sp|P04844|RPN2_HUMAN Dolichyl-diphosphooligosaccharide--protein glycosyltransferase subunit 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPN2 PE=124.542917 25.115572 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 11 0.5726547 986 16.1 67.723 615
sp|Q02878|RL6_HUMANsp|Q02878|RL6_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL6 PE=1 SV=324.209032 24.779716 8 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 13 17 0.5706844 985 31.2 32.728 288
sp|Q13501|SQSTM_HUMAN;sp|Q13501-2|SQSTM_HUMANsp|Q13501|SQSTM_HUMAN Sequestosome-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SQSTM1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q13501-2|SQSTM_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Sequestosome-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SQSTM125.026 42 25.595398 8 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 4 0.5692558 984 42.7 47.687 440
sp|P10620|MGST1_HUMAN;sp|P10620-2|MGST1_HUMANsp|P 0620|MGST1_HUMAN icrosomal glutathione S-transferase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MGST1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P10620-2|MGST1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Microsomal glutathione S-transferase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MGST124.310843 4.875536 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 9 0.5646935 983 27.1 17.598 155
sp|Q9H4G0-4|E41L1_HUMAN;sp|Q9H4G0-2|E41L1_HUMAN;sp|Q9H4G0|E41L1_HUMAN;sp|Q9H4G0-3|E41L1_HUMANsp|Q9H4G0-4|E41L1_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Band 4.1-like protein  OS=Homo sapiens GN=EPB41L1;sp|Q9H4G0-2|E41L1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Band 4.1-like protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EPB41L1;sp|Q9H4G0|E41L1_HUMAN Band 4.1-like protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EPB41L1 PE=1 SV22.736881 23.300337 4 5 By MS/M By MS/MS 1 3 0.5634556 982 11 78.83 701
sp|P53396-2|ACLY_HUMAN;sp|P53396|ACLY_HUMANsp|P53396-2|ACLY_HUMAN Isoform 2 of ATP-citrate synthase OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACLY;sp|P53396|ACLY_HUMAN ATP-citrate synthase OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACLY PE=1 SV=326.792034 27.355314 36 37 By MS/MS By MS/MS 47 71 0.5632801 981 39.3 119.77 1091
sp|Q9UJS0|CMC2_HUMAN;sp|Q9UJS0-2|CMC2_HUMAN;sp|O75746|CMC1_HUMANsp|Q9UJS0|CMC2_H MAN Calcium-binding mitochondrial carrier protein Aralar2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SLC25A13 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9UJS0-2|CMC2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Calcium-binding mitochondrial carrier protein Aralar2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SLC25A1320.295996 0.856428 2 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 4 0.5604324 980 4.1 74.175 675
sp|Q9H307-2|PININ_HUMAN;sp|Q9H307|PININ_HUMANsp|Q9H307-2|PININ_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Pinin OS=Homo sapiens GN=PNN;sp|Q9H307|PININ_HUMAN Pinin OS=Homo sapiens GN=PNN PE=1 SV=421.91889 22.477167 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 8 0.5582771 979 8.6 67.005 584
sp|Q8IVF2|AHNK2_HUMAN;sp|Q8IVF2-3|AHNK2_HUMAN;sp|Q8IVF2-2|AHNK2_HUMANsp|Q8IVF2| HNK2_HUMAN Protein AHNAK2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=AH AK2 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q8IVF2-3|AHNK2_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Protein AHNAK2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=AHNAK224.966621 25.52268 20 19 By MS/MS By MS/MS 19 30 0.5560589 978 13.3 616.62 5795
sp|P22830|HEMH_HUMAN;sp|P22830-2|HEMH_HUMANsp|P22830|HEMH_HUMAN Ferrochelatase, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=FECH PE=1 SV=2;sp|P22830-2|HEMH_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ferrochelatase, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=FECH20.291 42 20.847816 0 2 By MS/MS 0 3 0.555975 977 5.4 47.862 423
sp|P36776|LONM_HUMANsp|P36776|LONM_HUMAN Lon protease homolog, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=LONP1 PE=1 SV=220.117403 20.672884 1 2 By matching By MS/MS 0 3 0.555481 976 2.7 106.49 959
sp|P20700|LMNB1_HUMANsp|P20700|LMNB1_HUMAN Lamin-B1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=LMNB1 PE=1 SV=222.237772 22.792709 5 5 By S/MS By MS/MS 5 6 0.5549374 975 9.2 66.408 586
sp|Q14152|EIF3A_HUMANsp|Q14152|EIF3A_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 3 subunit A OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF3A PE=1 SV=124.627895 25.18071 16 18 By MS/MS By M /MS 16 31 0.5528145 974 14.7 166.57 1382
sp|Q9C0C2|TB182_HUMAN;sp|Q9C0C2-2|TB182_HUMANsp|Q9C0C2|TB182_HUMAN 182 kDa tankyrase-1-binding protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=TNKS1BP1 PE=1 SV=4;sp|Q9C0C2-2|TB182_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 182 kDa tankyrase-1-binding protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=TNKS1BP120.122076 20.672022 1 2 By matching By MS/MS 0 4 0.5499458 973 1.4 181.79 1729
sp|Q99832-3|TCPH_HUMAN;sp|Q99832|TCPH_HUMAN;sp|Q99832-4|TCPH_HUMAN;sp|Q99832-2|TCPH_HUMANsp|Q99832-3|TCPH_HUMAN Isoform 3 of T-complex protein 1 subunit eta OS=Homo sapiens GN=CCT7;sp|Q99832|TCPH_HUMAN T-complex protein 1 subunit eta OS=Homo sapiens GN=CCT7 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q99832-4|TCPH_HUMAN Isoform 4 of T-complex protein 1 subunit eta OS=Homo s23.52 1 24.078386 7 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 14 0.549 859 972 17.8 54.804 499
sp|P53618|COPB_HUMANsp|P53618|COPB_HUMAN Coatomer subunit beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=COPB1 PE=1 SV=324.175543 24.721088 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 7 0.5455456 971 8.5 107.14 953
sp|P41227-2|NAA10_HUMAN;sp|P41227|NAA10_HUMAN;sp|Q9BSU3|NAA11_HUMANsp|P41227-2|NAA10_HUMA  Isoform 2 of -alpha-acetyltransferase 10 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NAA10;sp|P41227|NAA10_HUMAN N-alpha-acetyltransferase 10 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NAA10 PE=1 SV=120.979177 21.524588 3 3 By MS/ S By MS/MS 4 6 0.5454102 970 15.5 24.783 220
sp|Q07666|KHDR1_HUMAN;sp|Q07666-2|KHDR1_HUMAN;sp|Q07666-3|KHDR1_HUMANsp|Q07666|KHDR1_HUMAN K  domain-containing, RNA binding, signal transduction-associated protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=KHDRBS1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q07666-2|KHDR1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of KH domain-containing, RNA-binding, signal transduction-associated protein 1 OS=Homo21.857607 2.399683 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 3 0.5420761 969 5.4 48.227 443
sp|P49458|SRP09_HUMAN;sp|P49458-2|SRP09_HUMANsp|P49458|SRP09_HUMAN ignal recognition particle 9 kDa protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRP9 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P49458-2|SRP09_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Signal recognition particle 9 kDa protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRP923.05821 23.598099 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 6 0.539888 968 34.9 10.112 86
sp|Q9Y3U8|RL36_HUMANsp|Q9Y3U8|RL36_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L36 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL36 PE=1 SV=322.672474 23.21043 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 5 0.5379562 967 28.6 12.254 105
sp|Q2TAY7|SMU1_HUMANsp|Q2TAY7|SMU1_HUMAN WD40 repeat-containing protein SMU1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SMU1 PE=1 SV=220.185436 20.719921 2 2 By MS/M By MS/MS 3 1 0.5344849 966 4.5 57.543 513
sp|P07814|SYEP_HUMANsp| 07814|SYEP_HUMAN Bifunctional glutamate/proline--tRNA ligase OS=Homo sapiens GN=EPRS PE=1 SV=525.525101 26.059326 27 30 By MS/MS By MS/MS 21 57 0.5342255 965 24.1 170.59 1512
sp|Q99613|EIF3C_HUMAN;sp|B5ME19|EIFCL_HUMANsp|Q99613|EIF3C_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 3 subunit C OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF3C PE=1 SV=1;sp|B5ME19|EIFCL_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 3 subunit C-like protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF3CL PE=3 SV=12 .577385 24.110762 9 9 By MS/MS By M /MS 9 16 0.5333767 964 11.3 105.34 913
sp|Q15459|SF3A1_HUMANsp|Q15459|SF3A1_HUMAN Splicing factor 3A subunit 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SF3A1 PE=1 SV=122.019608 22.552858 3 5 By atching By MS/MS 0 6 0.5332508 963 7.9 88.885 793
sp|Q71DI3|H32_HUMAN;sp|Q16695|H31T_HUMAN;sp|P84243|H33_HUMAN;sp|P68431|H31_HUMAN;sp|Q6NXT2|H3C_HUMANsp|Q71DI3|H32_HUMAN Histone H3.2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HIST2H3A PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q1 695|H31T_HUMAN Histone H3.1t OS=Homo sapiens GN=HIST3H3 PE=1 SV=3;sp|P84243|H33_HUMAN Histone H3.3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=H3F3A PE=1 SV=2;sp|P68431|H31_HUMAN Histone H3.1 OS=Homo sapi4.030949 24.5583 3 3 By M /MS By M / S 4 6 0.5273514 962 16.9 15.388 136
sp|P61619|S61A1_HUMAN;sp|P61619-3|S61A1_HUMAN;sp|Q9H9S3-2|S61A2_HUMAN;sp|Q9H9S3-3|S61A2_HUMAN;sp|Q9H9S3|S61A2_HUMANsp|P61619|S61A1_HUMAN Protein transport rotein ec61 subunit alpha isoform 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SEC61A1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P61619-3|S61A1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Protein transport protein Sec61 subunit alpha isoform 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SEC61A1;sp|Q9H9S3-2|S61A2_HUM21.042534 21.569643 3 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 4 0.5271091 961 5.7 52.264 476
sp|Q6P2Q9|PRP8_HUMANsp|Q6P2Q9|PRP8_HUMAN Pre-mRNA-processing-splicing factor 8 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRPF8 PE=1 SV=223.02751 23.552507 9 11 By MS/M By MS/MS 2 16 0.5249977 960 5.7 273.6 2335
sp|O75643|U520_HUMAN;sp|O75643-2|U520_HUMANsp|O75643|U520_HUMAN 5 small nuclear ribonucleoprotein 200 kDa helicase OS=Homo sapiens GN=SNRNP200 PE=1 SV=23.95987 24.483147 19 20 By MS/MS By MS/MS 13 33 0.5232735 959 10.2 244.5 2136
sp|P11586|C1TC_HUMANsp|P11586|C1TC_HUMAN C-1-tetrahydrofolate synthase, cytoplasmic OS=Homo sapiens GN=MTHFD1 PE=1 SV=325.074308 25.594601 18 19 By MS/MS By MS/MS 18 29 0.5202923 958 23.5 101.56 935
sp|P05204|HMGN2_HUMAN;sp|Q15651-2|HMGN3_HUMAN;sp|Q15651|HMGN3_HUMANsp|P05204|HMGN2_HUMAN Non-histone chromosomal protein HMG-17 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HMGN2 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q15651-2|HMGN3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of High mobility group nucleosome-binding domain-containing protein 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HMGN3;sp|Q15651|HMGN3_HUMAN High mobi22.925804 23.444933 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 7 0.5191288 957 35.6 9.3926 90
sp|P46063|RECQ1_HUMANsp|P46063|RECQ1_HUMAN ATP-dependent DNA helicase Q1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RECQL PE=1 SV=320.885988 21.405045 2 4 By matching By MS/MS 0 6 0.5190563 956 7.9 73.457 649
sp|O43143|DHX15_HUMANsp|O43143|DHX15_HUMAN Putative pre-mRNA-splicing factor ATP-dependent RNA helicase DHX15 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DHX15 PE=1 SV=223.36853 23.883623 7 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 12 0.5150928 955 12. 90.932 795
sp|Q9H3U1|UN45A_HUMAN;sp|Q9H3U1-2|UN45A_HUMAN;sp|Q9H3U1-3|UN45A_HUMANsp|Q9H3 1|U 45A_HUMAN Protein unc-45 homolog A OS=Homo sapiens GN=UNC45A PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9H3U1-2|UN45A_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Protein unc-45 homolog A OS=Homo sapiens GN=UNC45A20.104441 20.618988 2 4 By matching By MS/MS 0 4 0.5145473 954 5 103.08 944
sp|Q8NFJ5|RAI3_HUMANsp|Q8NFJ5|RAI3_HUMAN Retinoic acid-induced protein 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GPRC5A PE=1 SV=222.175816 22.687397 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 4 0.5115814 953 8.7 40.251 357
sp|P37108|SRP14_HUMANsp|P37108|SRP14_HUMAN Signal recognition particle 14 kDa protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRP14 PE=1 SV=222.99752 23.508333 3 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 4 0.5108128 952 23.5 14.57 136
sp|P61224-3|RAP1B_HUMAN;sp|P61224|RAP1B_HUMAN;sp|P61224-2|RAP1B_HUMAN;sp|P61224-4|RAP1B_HUMAN;sp|P62834|RAP1A_HUMAN;sp|A6NIZ1|RP1BL_HUMANsp| 61224-3|RAP1B_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Ras-related protein Rap-1b OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAP1B;sp|P61224|RAP1B_HUMAN Ras-related protein Rap-1b OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAP1B PE=1 SV=1;sp|P61224-2|RAP1B_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ras-related protein Rap-1b OS=Homo sapiens GN=23.583023 24.093134 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 8 0.5101109 951 30.9 8.778 165
sp|A5YKK6-3|CNOT1_HUMAN;sp|A5YKK6-2|CNOT1_HUMAN;sp|A5YKK6|CNOT1_HUMAN;sp|A5YKK6-4|CNOT1_HUMANsp|A5YKK6-3|C OT1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of CCR4-NOT transcription complex subunit 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CNOT1;sp|A5YKK6-2|CNOT1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of CCR4-NOT transcription complex subunit 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CNOT1;sp|A5YKK6|CNOT1_HUMAN CCR4-NOT transcription compl21.46044 21.969688 6 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 5 0.5092487 950 3.2 241.26 2150
sp|P14735|IDE_HUMAN;sp|P14735-2|IDE_HUMANsp|P14735|IDE_HUMAN Insulin-degrading enzyme OS=Homo sapiens GN=IDE PE=1 SV=4;sp|P14735-2|IDE_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Insulin-degrading enzyme OS=Homo sapiens GN=IDE21.8 4214 22.383347 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 3 0.5091324 949 5.1 117.97 1019
sp|O75083|WDR1_HUMAN;sp|O75083-3|WDR1_HUMANsp|O75083|WDR1_HUMAN  repeat-containing protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=WDR1 PE=1 SV=4;sp|O75083-3|WDR1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of WD repeat-containing protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=WDR122.963793 23.467249 4 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 10 0.5034561 948 20.3 66.193 606
sp|P14868|SYDC_HUMANsp|P14868|SYDC_HUMAN Aspartate--tRNA ligase, cytoplasmic OS=Homo sapiens GN=DARS PE=1 SV=224.154758 24.657692 14 15 By MS/MS By MS/MS 23 30 0.5029335 947 35.5 57.136 501
sp|Q9NX58|LYAR_HUMANsp|Q9NX58|LYAR_HUMAN Cell growth-regulating nucleolar protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=LYAR PE=1 SV=224.011971 24.514366 7 7 By MS/M By MS/MS 12 14 0.5023956 946 25.6 43.614 379
sp|O43324-2|MCA3_HUMAN;sp|O43324|MCA3_HUMANsp|O43324-2|MCA3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Eukaryotic translation elongation factor 1 epsilon-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EEF1E1;sp|O43324|MCA3_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation elongation factor 1 epsilon-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EEF1E1 PE=1 SV=122.088871 22.587812 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 4 0.4989414 945 3 15.548 139
sp|Q15758|AAAT_HUMAN;sp|Q15758-3|AAAT_HUMAN;sp|Q15758-2|AAAT_HUMANsp|Q15758|AAAT_HUMAN Neutral amino acid transporter B(0) OS=Homo sapiens GN=SLC1A5 PE=1 SV=222.457989 22.950808 5 5 By M /MS By MS/MS 3 9 0.4928188 944 10.2 56.598 541
sp|Q04637-5|IF4G1_HUMAN;sp|Q04637-4|IF4G1_HUMAN;sp|Q04637-3|IF4G1_HUMAN;sp|Q04637|IF4G1_HUMAN;sp|Q04637-8|IF4G1_HUMAN;sp|Q04637-9|IF4G1_HUMAN;sp|Q04637-6|IF4G1_HUMAN;sp|Q04637-7|IF4G1_HUMANsp|Q04637-5|IF4G1_HUMAN Isoform D of Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 4 gamma  OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF4G1;sp|Q04637- |IF4G1_HUMAN Isoform C of Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 4 gamma 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF4G1;sp|Q04637-3|IF4G1_HUMAN Isof23.261 1 23.751236 9 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 15 0.4898262 943 9.1 158.52 1435
sp|Q8TCJ2|STT3B_HUMANsp|Q8TCJ2|STT3B_HUMAN Dolichyl-diphosphooligosaccharide--protein glycosyltransferase subunit STT3B OS=Homo sapiens GN=STT3B PE=1 SV=121.085567 21.574871 2 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 3 0.4893036 942 3.9 93.673 826
sp|Q15084|PDIA6_HUMAN;sp|Q15084-2|PDIA6_HUMANsp|Q15084|PDIA6_HUMAN Protein disulfide-isomerase A6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PDIA6 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q15084-2|PDIA6_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Protein disulfide-isomerase A6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PDIA625.497 1 25.986504 7 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 13 0.4890022 941 20.5 48.121 440
sp|P47914|RL29_HUMANsp|P47914|RL29_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L29 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL29 PE=1 SV=23.671417 24.159618 2 2 By m tching By MS/MS 0 4 0.4882011 940 14.5 17.752 159
sp|Q96JB1-2|DYH8_HUMAN;sp|Q96JB1|DYH8_HUMANsp|Q96JB1-2|DYH8_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Dynein heavy chain 8, axonemal OS=Homo sapiens GN=DNAH8;sp|Q96JB1|DYH8_HUMAN Dynein heavy chain 8, axonemal OS=Homo sapiens GN=DNAH8 PE=1 SV=223.456511 23.941185 3 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 5 0.4846745 939 0.8 510.44 4454
sp|Q9UL25|RAB21_HUMANsp|Q9UL25|RAB21_HUMAN Ras-related protein Rab-21 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB21 PE=1 SV=321.526785 22.011339 2 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 6 0.4845543 938 18.7 24.347 225
sp|Q8IYB3-2|SRRM1_HUMAN;sp|Q8IYB3|SRRM1_HUMANsp|Q8IYB3-2|SRRM1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Serine/arginine repetitive matrix protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRRM1;sp|Q8IYB3|SRRM1_HUMAN Serine/arginine repetitive matrix protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRRM1 PE=1 SV=222.959307 23.443796 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 8 0.4844894 937 7.4 102.12 902
sp|P36578|RL4_HUMANsp|P36578|RL4_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL4 PE=1 SV=525.714317 26.196856 14 14 By MS/MS By MS/MS 23 26 0.4825382 936 37.9 47.697 427
sp|Q9Y421|FA32A_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y421-3|FA32A_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y421-2|FA32A_HUMANsp|Q9Y421|FA32A_HUMAN Protein FAM32A OS=Homo sapiens GN=FAM32A PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9Y421-3|FA32A_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Protein FAM32A OS=Homo sapiens GN=FAM32A;sp|Q9Y421-2|FA32A_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Protein FAM32A OS=Homo sapiens GN=FAM32A20.957022 21.4 5274 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/M 4 4 0.4782524 935 19.6 13.178 112
sp|P11021|GRP78_HUMANsp|P11021|GRP78_HUMAN 78 kDa glucose-regulated protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSPA5 PE=1 SV=225.556313 26.03368 21 21 By MS/MS By MS/MS 24 35 0.4773674 934 38.8 72.332 654
sp|Q9NZL4|HPBP1_HUMAN;sp|Q9NZL4-2|HPBP1_HUMANsp|Q9NZL4|HPBP1_HUMAN Hsp70-binding protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSPBP1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9NZL4-2|HPBP1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Hsp70-binding protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSPBP121.044069 21.521332 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 4 0.4772625 933 5.5 39.4 4 362
sp|P42224|STAT1_HUMAN;sp|P42224-2|STAT1_HUMANsp|P42224|STAT1_HUMAN ignal transducer and activator of transcription 1-alpha/beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=STAT1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P42224-2|STAT1_HUMAN Isoform Beta of Signal transducer and activator of transcription 1-alpha/beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=STAT122.702673 23.178919 5 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 11 0.4762459 932 11.2 87.334 750
sp|Q03252|LMNB2_HUMANsp|Q03252|LMNB2_HUMAN Lamin-B2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=LMNB2 PE=1 SV=319.952053 20.426956 3 3 By matching By MS/MS 0 4 0.4749031 931 5.5 67.688 600
sp|P26640|SYVC_HUMANsp|P26640|SYVC_HUMAN Valine--tRNA ligase OS=Homo sapiens GN=VARS PE=1 SV=423.572653 24.046103 12 11 By MS/MS By MS/M 12 17 0.4734497 930 13.3 140.47 1264
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sp|Q9Y2S6|TMA7_HUMANsp|Q9Y2S6|TMA7_HUMAN Translation machinery-associated protein 7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TMA7 PE=1 SV=123.923702 24.39604 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 4 0.4723377 929 31.2 7.0662 64
sp|O75394|RM33_HUMANsp|O75394|RM33_HUMAN 39S ribosomal protein L33, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=MRPL33 PE=1 SV=121.738594 22.210802 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 3 0.472208 928 38.5 7.6191 65
sp|P84095|RHOG_HUMANsp|P84095|RHOG_HUMAN Rho-related GTP-binding protein RhoG OS=Homo sapiens GN=RHOG PE=1 SV=122.447306 22.917706 3 3 By MS/M By MS/MS 4 5 0.4703999 927 19.9 21.308 191
sp|P62424|RL7A_HUMANsp|P62424|RL7A_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L7a OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL7A PE=1 SV=225.000927 25.470045 11 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 15 19 0.4691181 926 35.7 29.995 266
sp|Q15185|TEBP_HUMANsp|Q15185|TEBP_HUMAN Prostaglandin E synthase 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PTGES3 PE=1 SV=122.637856 23.104361 3 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 6 0.4665051 925 23.1 18.697 160
sp|Q13247-3|SRSF6_HUMAN;sp|Q13247|SRSF6_HUMAN;sp|Q13247-2|SRSF6_HUMAN;sp|Q08170|SRSF4_HUMANsp|Q13247-3|SRSF6_HUMAN Isoform SRP55-3 of Serine/arginine-rich splicing factor 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRSF6;sp|Q13247|SRSF6_HUMAN Serine/arginine-rich splicing factor 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRSF6 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q13247-2|SRSF6_HUMAN Isoform SRP55-2 of Serine/arg23.0673 6 23.533146 4 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 7 0.4658298 924 15.2 38.418 335
sp|Q99541|PLIN2_HUMANsp|Q99541|PLIN2_HUMAN Perilipin-2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PLIN2 PE=1 SV=222.993622 23.459139 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 9 0.465517 923 17.6 48.075 437
sp|P78371-2|TCPB_HUMAN;sp|P78371|TCPB_HUMANsp| 78371-2|TCPB_HUMAN Isoform 2 of T-complex protein 1 subunit beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=CCT2;sp|P78371|TCPB_HUMAN T-complex protein 1 subunit beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=CCT2 PE=1 SV=424.481607 24.946905 10 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 2 0.4652977 922 33 52.717 488
sp|Q3ZCM7|TBB8_HUMANsp|Q3ZC 7|TBB8_HUMAN Tubulin beta-8 chain OS=Homo sapiens GN=TUBB8 PE=1 SV=225.45331 25.916773 11 11 By MS/MS y MS/MS 3 4 0.4634628 921 24.5 49.775 444
sp|P43487|RANG_HUMANsp|P43487|RANG_HUMAN Ran-specific GTPase-activating protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=RANBP1 PE=1 SV=122.644781 23.107716 2 2 By MS/M By MS/MS 4 4 0.4629345 920 10.9 23.31 201
sp|Q9NZN4|EHD2_HUMANsp|Q9NZN4|EHD2_HUMAN EH domain-containing protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EHD2 PE=1 SV=220.848963 21.311245 2 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 4 0.4622822 919 5.2 61.161 543
sp|P05023-3|AT1A1_HUMAN;sp|P05023-4|AT1A1_HUMAN;sp|P05023|AT1A1_HUMAN;sp|P05023-2|AT1A1_HUMAN;sp|P13637|AT1A3_HUMAN;sp|P13637-2|AT1A3_HUMAN;sp|P13637-3|AT1A3_HUMAN;sp|P50993|AT1A2_HUMAN;sp|Q13733|AT1A4_HUMAN;sp|P54707|AT12A_HUMAN;sp|P54707-2|AT12A_HUMAN;sp|P20648|ATP4A_HUMANsp|P05023-3| T1A1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Sodium/potassium-transporting ATPase subunit alpha-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATP1A1;sp|P05023-4|AT1A1_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Sodium/potas ium-transporting ATPase subunit alpha-1 OS=Homo sa iens GN=ATP1A1;sp|P05023|AT1A1_HUMAN So22.461689 22.922958 7 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 8 0.4612694 918 8.1 109.55 992
sp|P49327|FAS_HUMANsp|P49327|FAS_HUMAN Fatty acid synthase OS=Homo sapiens GN=FASN PE=1 SV=328.010359 28.470379 64 65 By MS/MS By MS/MS 94 119 0.4600201 917 31.7 273.42 2511
sp|O43396|TXNL1_HUMANsp|O43396|TXNL1_HUMAN Thioredoxin-like protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TXNL1 PE=1 SV=321.539005 21.998381 3 3 By matchi g By MS/MS 0 4 0.4593754 916 11.4 32.251 289
sp|P49821-2|NDUV1_HUMAN;sp|P49821|NDUV1_HUMANsp|P49821-2|NDUV1_HUMA  Isoform 2 of ADH dehydrogenase [ubiquinone] flavoprotein 1, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=NDUFV1;sp|P49821|NDUV1_HUMAN NADH dehydrogenase [ubiquinone] flavoprotein 1, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=NDUFV1 PE=1 SV=420.737686 21.195745 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 4 0.4580593 915 7.7 49.867 455
sp|Q92804-2|RBP56_HUMAN;sp|Q92804|RBP56_HUMANsp|Q92804-2|RBP56_HUMAN Isoform Short of TATA-binding protein-associated factor 2N OS=Homo sapiens GN=TAF15;sp|Q92804|RBP56_HUMAN TATA-binding protein-associated factor 2N OS=Homo sapiens GN=TAF15 PE=1 SV=120.159925 20.611172 3 3 By matching By MS/MS 0 4 0.4512463 914 5.6 61.557 589
sp|Q9H6S3|ES8L2_HUMANsp|Q9H6S3|ES8L2_HUMAN Epidermal growth factor receptor kinase substrate 8-like protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EPS8L2 PE=1 SV=221.541513 21.991409 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 3 0.4498959 913 2.9 80.62 715
sp|O14980|XPO1_HUMANsp|O14980|XPO1_HUMAN Exportin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=XPO1 PE=1 SV=124.075289 24.524265 12 14 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 26 0.4489765 912 14.6 123.38 1071
sp|P62906|RL10A_HUMANsp|P62906|RL10A_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L10a OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL10A PE=1 SV=224.181469 24.629343 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 14 0.4478741 911 33.2 24.831 217
sp|P46776|RL27A_HUMANsp|P46776|RL27A_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L27a OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL27A PE=1 SV=25.167219 25.61462 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 12 0.447401 910 34.5 16.561 148
sp|P16435|NCPR_HUMANsp|P16435| CPR_HUMAN NADPH--cytochrome P450 reductase OS=Homo sapiens GN=POR PE=1 SV=223.614704 24.062088 9 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 16 0.4473839 909 12.9 76.689 677
sp|Q9NSE4|SYIM_HUMANsp|Q9NSE4|SYIM_HUMAN Isoleucine--tRNA ligase, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=IARS2 PE=1 SV=223.055532 23.502518 7 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 17 0.4469852 908 11.6 113.79 1012
sp|P13489|RINI_HUMANsp|P13489|RINI_HUMAN Ribonuclease inhibitor OS=Homo sapiens GN=RNH1 PE=1 SV=225.803411 26.249523 13 14 By MS/MS By MS/MS 19 23 0.4461117 907 37.7 49.973 461
sp|Q14204|DYHC1_HUMANsp|Q 4204|DYHC1_HUMAN Cytoplasmic dynein 1 heavy chain 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DYNC1H1 PE=1 SV=526.458185 26.903341 57 61 By MS/MS By MS/MS 55 98 0.4451561 906 16.1 532.4 4646
sp|Q96GQ7|DDX27_HUMANsp|Q96GQ7|DDX27_HUMAN Probable ATP-dependent RNA helicase DDX27 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDX27 PE=1 SV=223.7 8063 24.22155 9 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 21 0.4434872 905 15.5 89.834 796
sp|Q9Y262-2|EIF3L_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y262|EIF3L_HUMANsp|Q9Y262-2|EIF3L_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 3 subunit L OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF3L;sp|Q9Y262|EIF3L_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 3 subunit L OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF3L PE=1 SV=122.476425 22.918034 3 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 8 0.4416084 904 16.1 61.013 516
sp|Q09666|AHNK_HUMAN;sp|Q09666-2|AHNK_HUMANsp|Q09666|AHNK_HUMAN Neuroblast differentiation-associated protein AHNAK OS=Homo sapiens GN=AHNAK PE=1 SV=227.273998 27.714567 67 75 By MS/MS By MS/MS 61 114 0.4405689 903 29.2 629.09 5890
sp|P26196|DDX6_HUMANsp|P26196|DDX6_HUMAN Probable ATP-dependent RNA helicase DDX6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDX6 PE=1 SV=222.614231 23.054142 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 8 0.4399109 902 10.6 54.416 483
sp|P54136|SYRC_HUMAN;sp|P54136-2|SYRC_HUMANsp|P54136|SYRC_HUMAN Arginine--tRNA ligase, cytoplasmic OS=Homo sapiens GN=RARS PE=1 SV=2;sp|P54136-2|SYRC_HUMAN Isoform Monomeric of Arginine--tRNA ligase, cytoplasmic OS=Homo sapiens GN=RARS24.946325 25.383438 16 16 By MS/MS By MS/MS 13 25 0. 3711 8 901 28 75.378 660
sp|P38159|RBMX_HUMAN;sp|P38159-2|RBMX_HUMAN;sp|Q96E39|RMXL1_HUMAN;sp|P38159-3|RBMX_HUMAN;sp|O75526|RMXL2_HUMAN;sp|Q8N7X1|RMXL3_HUMANsp|P38159|RBMX_HUMAN NA-binding motif protein, X chromosome OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBMX PE=1 SV=3;sp|P38159-2|RBMX_HUMAN Isoform 2 of RNA-binding motif protein, X chromosome OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBMX;sp|Q96E39|RMXL1_HUMAN RNA binding motif protein, X-linked-lik24.797636 25.233559 11 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 15 23 0.4359226 900 30.4 42.3 1 391
sp|Q14353|GAMT_HUMAN;sp|Q14353-2|GAMT_HUMANsp|Q14353|GAMT_HUMAN uanidinoacetate N-methyltransferase OS=Homo sapiens GN=GAMT PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q14353-2|GAMT_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Guanidinoacetate N-methyltransferase OS=Homo sapiens GN=GAMT21.790981 22.226557 2 2 By MS/M By MS/MS 1 4 0.435575 899 14.4 26.318 236
sp|Q12904|AIMP1_HUMAN;sp|Q12904-2|AIMP1_HUMANsp|Q12904| IMP1_HUMAN Aminoacyl tRNA synthase complex-interacting multifunctional protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=AIMP1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q12904-2|AIMP1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Aminoacyl tRNA synthase complex-interacting multifunctional protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=AIM23.0903 1 3.524683 4 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 7 0.4342918 898 21.5 34.352 312
sp|P49368|TCPG_HUMAN;sp|P49368-2|TCPG_HUMANsp|P49368|TCPG_HUMAN -complex protein 1 subunit gamma OS=Homo sapiens GN=CCT3 PE=1 SV=4;sp|P49368-2|TCPG_HUMAN Isoform 2 of T-complex protein 1 subunit gamma OS=Homo sapiens GN=CCT325.934519 26.365429 6 18 By M /MS By MS/MS 21 27 0.4309101 897 38.9 60.533 545
sp|Q14232|EI2BA_HUMANsp|Q14232|EI2BA_HUMAN Translation initiation factor eIF-2B subunit alpha OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF2B1 PE=1 SV=121.91798 22.348679 3 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 3 0.4306984 896 14.4 33.712 305
sp|Q6GMV3|PTRD1_HUMANsp|Q6GMV3|PTRD1_HUMAN Putative peptidyl-tRNA hydrolase PTRHD1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PTRHD1 PE=1 SV=121.058146 21.488708 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 1 0.430563 895 14.3 15.805 140
sp|P09936|UCHL1_HUMANsp|P09936|UCHL1_HUMAN Ubiquitin carboxyl-terminal hydrolase isozyme L1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UCHL1 PE=1 SV=225.912987 26.340891 9 9 By MS/MS By M /MS 17 19 0.4279041 894 53.4 24.824 223
sp|P13639|EF2_HUMANsp|P13639|EF2_HUMAN Elongation factor 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EEF2 PE=1 SV=47.321222 27.749001 28 28 By MS/MS By MS/MS 47 54 0.4277782 893 35.1 95.337 858
sp|Q9NX20|RM16_HUMANsp|Q9NX20|RM16_HUMAN 39S ribosomal protein L16, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=MRPL16 PE=1 SV=122.213593 22.641014 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 4 0.4274216 892 14.3 28.449 251
sp|P41252|SYIC_HUMANsp|P41252|SYIC_HUMAN Isoleucine--tRNA ligase, cytoplasmic OS=Homo sapiens GN=IARS PE=1 SV=224.703032 25.129631 15 16 By MS/MS By MS/MS 17 8 0.4265995 891 15.5 144.5 1262
sp|P62241|RS8_HUMANsp|P62241|RS8_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S8 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS8 PE=1 SV=226.777184 27.203779 11 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 20 23 0.4265957 890 55.3 24.205 208
sp|P46779|RL28_HUMAN;sp|P46779-2|RL28_HUMAN;sp|P46779-3|RL28_HUMAN;sp|P46779-4|RL28_HUMAN;sp|P46779-5|RL28_HUMANsp|P46779|RL28_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L28 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL28 PE=1 SV=3 2  Isoform 2 of 60S ribosomal protein L28 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL28;sp|P46779-3|RL28_HUMAN Isoform 3 of 60S ribosomal protein L28 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL28;24.64521 25.066118 5 5 By S/MS By MS/MS 7 10 0.420908 889 28.5 15.747 137
sp|P61011-2|SRP54_HUMAN;sp|P61011|SRP54_HUMANsp| 61011-2|SRP54_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Signal recognition particle 54 kDa protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRP54;sp|P61011|SRP54_HUMAN Signal recognition particle 54 kDa protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRP54 PE=1 SV=124.983549 25.404219 11 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 16 17 0.4206696 888 22.6 50.369 455
sp|Q7Z478|DHX29_HUMANsp|Q7Z478|DHX29_HUMAN ATP-dependent RNA helicase DHX29 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DHX29 PE=1 SV=220.12553 20.545572 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 4 0.420042 887 1.8 155.23 1369
sp|P00558|PGK1_HUMAN;sp|P07205|PGK2_HUMANsp|P00558|PGK1_HUMAN Phosphoglycerate kinase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PGK1 PE=1 SV=328.774611 29.193569 24 24 By MS/MS By MS/MS 58 63 0.4189587 886 67.1 44.614 417
sp|O43852|CALU_HUMAN;sp|O43852-3|CALU_HUMAN;sp|O43852-15|CALU_HUMAN;sp|O43852-10|CALU_HUMAN;sp|O43852-5|CALU_HUMAN;sp|O43852-6|CALU_HUMAN;sp|O43852-2|CALU_HUMAN;sp|O43852-4|CALU_HUMAN;sp|O43852-13|CALU_HUMAN;sp|O43852-14|CALU_HUMAN;sp|O43852-9|CALU_HUMAN;sp|O43852-11|CALU_HUMAN;sp|O43852-8|CALU_HUMANsp|O43852|CALU_HUMAN alumenin OS=Homo sapiens GN=CAL  PE=1 SV=2;sp|O43852-3|CALU_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Calumenin S=Homo sapiens GN=CALU;sp|O43852-15|CALU_HUMAN Isoform 15 of Calumenin OS=Homo sapiens GN=CALU;sp|O43852-10|CALU_HUMAN Isoform 10 of Calumenin O21.28 705 21.702017 3 3 By MS/ S By MS/MS 1 6 0.4183121 885 11.4 37.106 315
sp|Q16658|FSCN1_HUMANsp|Q16658|FSCN1_HUMAN Fascin OS=Homo sapiens GN=FSCN1 PE=1 SV=323.751032 24.167831 9 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 9 0.4167995 884 20.9 54.529 493
sp|P63167|DYL1_HUMAN;sp|Q96FJ2|DYL2_HUMANsp|P63167|DYL1_HUMAN Dynein light chain 1, cytoplasmic OS=Homo sapiens GN=DYNLL1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q96FJ2|DYL2_HUMAN Dynein light chain 2, cytoplasmic OS=Homo sapiens GN=DYNLL2 PE=1 SV=123.359041 23.775351 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 4 0.4163094 883 37.1 10.366 89
sp|Q92890-1|UFD1_HUMAN;sp|Q92890|UFD1_HUMAN;sp|Q92890-3|UFD1_HUMANsp|Q92890-1|UFD1_HUMAN Isoform Long of Ubiquitin fusion degradation protein 1 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=UFD1L;sp|Q92890|UFD1_HUMAN Ubiquitin fusion degradation protein 1 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=UFD1L PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q92890-3|UFD1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Ubiqui20.012611 20.428082 1 2 By matching By MS/MS 0 3 0.4154701 882 7.9 38.725 343
sp|P60866|RS20_HUMAN;sp|P60866-2|RS20_HUMANsp|P60866|RS20_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S20 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS20 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P60866-2|RS20_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 40S ribosomal protein S20 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS204.551275 24.965256 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 12 0.4139805 881 28.6 13.373 119
sp|P26599|PTBP1_HUMAN;sp|P26599-2|PTBP1_HUMAN;sp|P26599-3|PTBP1_HUMAN;sp|O95758-1|PTBP3_HUMAN;sp|O95758-6|PTBP3_HUMAN;sp|O95758-2|PTBP3_HUMAN;sp|O95758|PTBP3_HUMAN;sp|O95758-5|PTBP3_HUMAN;sp|O95758-4|PTBP3_HUMAN;sp|O95758-7|PTBP3_HUMANsp| 26599|PTBP1_HUMAN olypyrimidine tract-binding protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PTBP1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P2 599-2|PTBP1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Polypyrimidine tract-binding protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PTBP1;sp|P26599-3|PTBP1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Polypyrimidine tract-b25.03 73 25.44648 10 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 18 0.413806 880 24.1 57.221 531
sp|P60228|EIF3E_HUMANsp|P60228|EIF3E_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 3 subunit E OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF3E PE=1 SV=123.639755 24.052502 9 10 By MS/MS By M /MS 10 12 0.4127464 879 25.4 52.22 445
sp|Q8WX93-7|PALLD_HUMAN;sp|Q8WX93-4|PALLD_HUMAN;sp|Q8WX93-8|PALLD_HUMAN;sp|Q8WX93-3|PALLD_HUMAN;sp|Q8WX93-2|PALLD_HUMAN;sp|Q8WX93-9|PALLD_HUMAN;sp|Q8WX93-5|PALLD_HUMAN;sp|Q8WX93|PALLD_HUMAN;sp|Q86TC9-2|MYPN_HUMAN;sp|Q86TC9|MYPN_HUMANsp|Q8WX93-7|PALLD_HUMAN Isoform 7 of Palladin OS=Homo sapiens GN=PALLD;sp|Q8WX93-4|PALLD_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Palladin OS=Homo sapiens GN=PALLD;sp|Q8WX93-8|PALLD_HUMAN Isoform  of Palladin OS=Homo apiens GN=PALLD;sp|Q8WX93-3|PALLD_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Pallad20.522577 20.933731 3 3 By m tching By MS/MS 0 3 0.4111538 878 8.6 42.932 385
sp|P48643|TCPE_HUMANsp|P48643|TCPE_HUMAN T-complex protein 1 subunit epsilon OS=Homo sapiens GN=CCT5 PE=1 SV=123.762939 24.173561 1 11 By M /MS By MS/MS 9 9 0.4106216 877 19.6 59.67 541
sp|Q16181|SEPT7_HUMAN;sp|Q16181-2|SEPT7_HUMAN;sp|Q6ZU15|SEP14_HUMANsp|Q16181|SEPT7_HUMAN Septin-7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SEPT7 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q16181-2|SEPT7_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Septin-7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SEPT722.49 182 2.901649 5 7 By MS/ S By MS/MS 3 10 0.4104671 876 18.5 50.679 437
sp|O43670-2|ZN207_HUMAN;sp|O43670|ZN207_HUMAN;sp|O43670-4|ZN207_HUMAN;sp|O43670-3|ZN207_HUMANsp|O43670-2|Z 207_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Zinc finger protein 207 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ZNF207;sp|O43670|ZN207_HUMAN Zinc finger protein 207 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ZNF207 PE=1 SV=1;sp|O43670-4|ZN207_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Zinc finger protein 207 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ZNF207;20.984959 21.395035 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 4 0.41 0761 875 5.4 49.692 463
sp|P17844|DDX5_HUMANsp|P17844|DDX5_HUMAN Probable ATP-dependent RNA helicase DDX5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDX5 PE=1 SV=126.283321 26.693119 22 22 By MS/MS By MS/MS 40 44 0.4097977 874 36.8 69.147 614
sp|P40227|TCPZ_HUMAN;sp|P40227-2|TCPZ_HUMAN;sp|Q92526|TCPW_HUMAN;sp|Q92526-2|TCPW_HUMAN;sp|Q92526-3|TCPW_HUMANsp|P40227|TCPZ_HUMAN -complex protein 1 subunit zeta OS=Homo sapiens GN=CCT6A PE=1 SV=3;sp|P40227-2|TCPZ_HUMAN Isoform 2 of T-complex protein 1 subunit zeta OS=Homo sapiens GN=CCT6A24.715183 25.124947 2 12 By S/MS By MS/MS 14 17 0.4097633 873 25.2 58.024 531
sp|P11908|PRPS2_HUMAN;sp|P11908-2|PRPS2_HUMAN;sp|P60891|PRPS1_HUMAN;sp|P21108|PRPS3_HUMANsp|P11908|PRPS2_HUMAN Ribose-phosphate pyrophosphokinase 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRPS2 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P11908-2|PRPS2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ribose-phosphate pyrophosphokinase 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRPS221.538864 1.948492 2 3 By MS/ S By MS/MS 1 4 0.4096279 872 16 34.769 318
sp|Q7KZF4|SND1_HUMANsp|Q7KZF4|SND1_HUMAN Staphylococcal nuclease domain-containing protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SND1 PE=1 SV=122.799664 23.209063 8 8 By MS/MS By MS/M 6 13 0.409399 871 10.5 102 910
sp|P53621|COPA_HUMAN;sp|P53621-2|COPA_HUMANsp|P53621|COPA_HUMAN oatomer subunit alpha OS=Homo sapiens GN=COPA PE=1 SV=2;sp|P53621-2|COPA_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Coatomer subunit alpha OS=Homo sapiens GN=COPA23.384296 23.790346 11 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 9 0.4060497 870 12 138.34 1224
sp|O94925|GLSK_HUMAN;sp|O94925-3|GLSK_HUMAN;sp|O94925-2|GLSK_HUMANsp|O94925|GLSK_HUMAN lutaminase kidney isoform, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=GLS PE=1 SV=1;sp|O94925-3|GLSK_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Glutaminase kidney isoform, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=GLS22.869251 23.274124 5 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 9 0.4048729 869 12.9 73.46 669
sp|P39656|OST48_HUMANsp|P39656|OST48_HUMAN Dolichyl-diphosphooligosaccharide--protein glycosyltransferase 48 kDa subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDOST PE=1 SV=423.021271 23.424831 5 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 7 0.4035606 868 14.3 50.8 456
sp|P51572|BAP31_HUMAN;sp|P51572-2|BAP31_HUMANsp|P51572|BAP31_HUMAN -cell receptor-associated protein 31 OS=Homo sapiens GN=BCAP31 PE=1 SV=3;sp|P51572-2|BAP31_HUMAN Isoform 2 of B-cell receptor-associated protein 31 OS=Homo sapiens GN=BCAP3124. 24474 24.524921 6 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 11 0.4004478 867 28 27.991 246
sp|Q9NP79|VTA1_HUMANsp|Q9NP79|VTA1_HUMAN Vacuolar protein sorting-associated protein VTA1 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=VTA1 PE=1 SV=122.643129 23.03862 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 5 0.3954906 866 10.7 33.879 307
sp|Q9H3N1|TMX1_HUMANsp|Q9 3N1|TMX1_HUMAN Thioredoxin-related transmembrane protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TMX1 PE=1 SV=121.934019 22.327152 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 4 0.3931332 865 11.4 31.791 280
sp|O43390-2|HNRPR_HUMAN;sp|O43390|HNRPR_HUMAN;sp|O43390-3|HNRPR_HUMANsp|O43390-2|H RPR_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein R OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPR;sp|O43390|HNRPR_HUMAN Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein R OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPR PE=1 SV=1;sp|O43390-3|HNRPR_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Heterogeneous24.563894 24.956244 10 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 14 0.3923492 864 20.1 71.214 636
sp|P78527|PRKDC_HUMAN;sp|P78527-2|PRKDC_HUMANsp|P78527|PRKDC_HUMAN DNA-dependent protein kinase catalytic subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRKDC PE=1 SV=3;sp|P78527-2|PRKDC_HUMAN Isoform 2 of DNA-dependent protein kinase catalytic subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRKDC22.604038 22.99338 6 13 By mat hing By MS/MS 0 17 0.3893414 863 3.8 469.08 4128
sp|Q01085|TIAR_HUMAN;sp|Q01085-2|TIAR_HUMAN;sp|P31483-2|TIA1_HUMAN;sp|P31483|TIA1_HUMANsp|Q01085|TIAR_HUMAN Nucleolysin TIAR OS=Homo sapiens GN=TIAL1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q01085-2|TIAR_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Nucleolysin TIAR OS=Homo sapiens GN=TIAL1;sp|P31483-2|TIA1_HUMAN Isoform Short of Nucleolysin TIA-1 isoform p40 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TIA1;sp|P31483|T21.197845 21.585224 4 3 By S/MS By MS/MS 3 4 0.3873787 862 10.9 41.59 375
sp|O95816|BAG2_HUMANsp|O95816|BAG2_HUMAN BAG family molecular chaperone regulator 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=BAG2 PE=1 SV=122.020355 22.399082 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 5 0.378727 861 21.8 23.772 211
sp|Q12797|ASPH_HUMAN;sp|Q12797-10|ASPH_HUMAN;sp|Q12797-7|ASPH_HUMAN;sp|Q12797-6|ASPH_HUMAN;sp|Q12797-2|ASPH_HUMAN;sp|Q12797-4|ASPH_HUMAN;sp|Q12797-3|ASPH_HUMAN;sp|Q12797-9|ASPH_HUMAN;sp|Q12797-5|ASPH_HUMAN;sp|Q12797-8|ASPH_HUMANsp|Q12797|ASPH_HUMAN Aspartyl/asparaginyl beta-hydroxylase OS=Homo sapiens GN=ASPH PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q12797-10|ASPH_HUMAN Isoform 10 of Aspartyl/asparaginyl beta-hydroxylase OS=Homo sapiens G =ASPH24.629065 25.00346 9 8 By MS/ By MS/MS 6 13 0.3743954 860 16.4 85.862 758
sp|P15170-2|ERF3A_HUMAN;sp|P15170-3|ERF3A_HUMAN;sp|P15170|ERF3A_HUMAN;sp|Q8IYD1|ERF3B_HUMANsp|P15170-2|ERF3A_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Eukaryotic peptide chain release factor GTP-binding subunit ERF3A OS=Homo sapiens GN=GSPT1;sp|P15170-3|ERF3A_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Eukaryotic peptide chain release factor GTP-binding subunit ERF3A OS=Homo sapiens GN=GSPT1;23. 48408 2 .722549 9 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 10 0.3741417 859 15.1 68.6 636
sp|P47897|SYQ_HUMANsp|P47897|SYQ_HUMAN Glutamine--tRNA ligase OS=Homo sapiens GN=QARS PE=1 SV=122.094906 22.463785 4 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 8 0.3688793 858 9 87.798 775
sp|Q96I99|SUCB2_HUMAN;sp|Q96I99-2|SUCB2_HUMANsp|Q96I99|SUCB2_HUMAN uccinyl-CoA ligase [GDP-forming] subunit beta, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=SUCLG2 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q96I99-2|SUCB2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Succinyl-CoA ligase [GDP-forming] subunit beta, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=SUCLG220.540459 20.906832 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 3 0.3663731 857 6.2 46.51 432
sp|P61353|RL27_HUMANsp|P61353|RL27_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L27 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL27 PE=1 SV=23.647463 24.01359 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 5 0.366127 856 36 15.798 136
sp|Q92530|PSMF1_HUMANsp|Q92530|PSMF1_HUMAN Proteasome inhibitor PI31 subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMF1 PE=1 SV=220. 41018 20.506977 1 2 By M /MS By MS/MS 1 3 0.3659592 855 10 29.816 271
sp|Q93008-1|USP9X_HUMAN;sp|Q93008|USP9X_HUMAN;sp|O00507-2|USP9Y_HUMAN;sp|O00507|USP9Y_HUMANsp|Q 3008-1|USP9X_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Probable ubiquitin carboxyl-terminal hydrolase FAF-X OS=Homo sapiens GN=USP9X;sp|Q93008|USP9X_HUMAN Probable ubiquitin carboxyl-terminal hydrolase FAF-X OS=Homo sapiens GN=USP9X PE=1 SV=320.1498 5 20.514221 1 3 By matching By MS/MS 0 4 0.3643265 854 1.3 290.46 2554
sp|P51151|RAB9A_HUMANsp|P51151|RAB9A_HUMAN Ras-related protein Rab-9A OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB9A PE=1 SV=121.303406 21.664923 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 2 0.361517 853 13.9 22.837 201
sp|P62937|PPIA_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y536|PAL4A_HUMAN;sp|F5H284|PAL4D_HUMAN;sp|A2BFH1|PAL4G_HUMANsp|P62937|PPIA_HUMAN Peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase A OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPIA PE=1 SV=22 .6021 29.962925 12 12 By S/MS y MS/MS 41 48 0.3608246 852 70.9 18.012 165
sp|P31153|METK2_HUMANsp|P31153|METK2_HUMAN S-adenosylmethionine synthase isoform type-2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MAT2A PE=1 SV=123.172707 23.533503 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 9 0.360796 851 19.5 43.66 395
sp|P21980|TGM2_HUMAN;sp|P21980-2|TGM2_HUMAN;sp|P21980-3|TGM2_HUMAN;sp|P49221|TGM4_HUMANsp|P21980|TGM2_HUMAN Protein-glutamine gamma-glutamyltransferase 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TGM2 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P21980-2|TGM2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Protein-glutamine gamma-glutamyltransferase 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TGM225.348003 25.707884 16 16 By MS/MS By MS/MS 16 6 0.3598804 850 26.8 77.328 687
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sp|Q9UI10-3|EI2BD_HUMAN;sp|Q9UI10|EI2BD_HUMAN;sp|Q9UI10-2|EI2BD_HUMANsp|Q9UI10-3|EI2BD_H MAN Isoform 3 of Translation initiation factor eIF-2B subunit delta OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF2B4;sp|Q9UI10|EI2BD_HUMAN Translation initiation factor eIF-2B subunit delta OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF2B4 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9UI10-2|EI2BD_HUMAN Isoform 220.165335 20.52363 2 2 y MS/ S y MS/MS 1 3 0.3582954 849 4.4 57.457 522
sp|P19525-2|E2AK2_HUMAN;sp|P19525|E2AK2_HUMANsp|P19525-2|E2AK2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Interferon-induced, double-stranded RNA-activated protein kinase OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF2AK2;sp|P19525|E2AK2_HUMAN Interferon-induced, double-stranded RNA-activated protein kinase OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF2AK2 PE=1 SV=222.157862 22.514366 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 7 0.3565044 848 10 57.39 510
sp|P06744|G6PI_HUMAN;sp|P06744-2|G6PI_HUMANsp|P06744|G6PI_HUMAN lucose-6-phosphate isomerase OS=Homo sapiens GN=GPI PE=1 SV=4;sp|P06744-2|G6PI_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Glucose-6-phosphate isomerase OS=Homo sapiens GN=GPI19.654041 20.0056 3 1 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 3 0.3516216 847 2.9 63.146 558
sp|Q9P2E9|RRBP1_HUMAN;sp|Q9P2E9-2|RRBP1_HUMAN;sp|Q9P2E9-3|RRBP1_HUMANsp|Q9P2E9|RRBP1_HUMAN Ribosome-binding protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RRBP1 PE=1 SV=4;sp|Q9P2E9-2|RRBP1_HUMAN Isoform 1 of Ribosome-binding protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RRBP1;sp|Q9P2E9-3|RRBP1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ribosome-binding protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=23.630566 23.981548 7 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 18 0.3509827 846 21.6 152.47 1410
sp|P11142|HSP7C_HUMAN;sp|P11142-2|HSP7C_HUMANsp|P11142|HSP7C_HUMAN eat shock cognate 71 kDa protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSPA8 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P11142-2|HSP7C_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Heat shock cognate 71 kDa protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSPA828.126472 8.476263 26 27 By MS/MS By MS/MS 52 63 0.3497906 845 46 70.897 646
sp|Q5T4S7-3|UBR4_HUMAN;sp|Q5T4S7-4|UBR4_HUMAN;sp|Q5T4S7|UBR4_HUMAN;sp|Q5T4S7-2|UBR4_HUMAN;sp|Q5T4S7-5|UBR4_HUMANsp|Q5T4S7-3|UBR4_HUMAN Isoform 3 of E3 ubiquitin-protein ligase UBR4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBR4;sp|Q5T4S7-4|UBR4_HUMAN Isoform 4 of E3 ubiquitin-protein ligase UBR4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBR4;sp|Q5T4S7|UBR4_HUMAN E3 ubiquitin-protein ligase UBR4 OS=Homo sapiens20.288727 20.637413 2 2 By matching By M /MS 0 3 0.3486862 844 0.5 571.85 5159
sp|P26641|EF1G_HUMANsp|P26641|EF1G_HUMAN Elongation factor 1-gamma OS=Homo sapiens GN=EEF1G PE=1 SV=325.142504 25.49103 9 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 13 15 0.348526 843 29.1 50.118 437
sp|P63010-3|AP2B1_HUMAN;sp|P63010|AP2B1_HUMAN;sp|P63010-2|AP2B1_HUMAN;sp|Q10567-4|AP1B1_HUMAN;sp|Q10567-3|AP1B1_HUMAN;sp|Q10567-2|AP1B1_HUMAN;sp|Q10567|AP1B1_HUMANsp|P63010-3| P2B1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of AP-2 complex subunit beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=AP2B1;sp|P63010|AP2B1_HUMAN P-2 complex subunit beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=AP2B1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P63010-2|AP2B1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of AP-2 complex subunit beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=AP223.518814 23.866934 8 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 14 0.3481197 842 11.1 98.117 880
sp|Q9Y2W1|TR150_HUMANsp|Q9Y2W1|TR150_HUMAN Thyroid hormone receptor-associated protein 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=THRAP3 PE=1 SV=222.12981 22.473059 5 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 7 0.3432484 841 7.1 108.66 955
sp|P62847-2|RS24_HUMAN;sp|P62847-3|RS24_HUMAN;sp|P62847|RS24_HUMAN;sp|P62847-4|RS24_HUMANsp|P62847-2|RS24_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 40S ribosomal protein S24 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS24;sp|P62847-3|RS24_HUMAN Isoform 3 of 40S ribosomal protein S24 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS24;sp|P62847|RS24_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S24 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS24 PE=1 SV=1;26.33 897 26.67 788 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/M 15 17 0.3378906 840 36.2 15.069 130
sp|Q01650|LAT1_HUMAN;sp|Q9UM01|YLAT1_HUMAN;sp|Q92536|YLAT2_HUMANsp|Q01650|LAT1_H AN Large neutral amino acids transporter small subunit 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SLC7A5 PE=1 SV=223.5 3546 23.929764 4 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 5 0.3362179 839 7.7 55.01 507
sp|P31689-2|DNJA1_HUMAN;sp|P31689|DNJA1_HUMANsp|P3 689-2|D JA1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of DnaJ homolog subfamily A member 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DNAJA1;sp|P31689|DNJA1_HUMAN DnaJ homolog subfamily A member 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DNAJA1 PE=1 SV=224.11902 24.455069 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 12 0.3360481 838 28.7 37.044 331
sp|P12236|ADT3_HUMANsp|P12236|ADT3_HUMAN ADP/ATP translocase 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SLC25A6 PE=1 SV=423.3347 23.669687 13 13 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 8 0.3349876 837 39.6 32.866 298
sp|P09661|RU2A_HUMANsp|P09661|RU2A_HUMAN U2 small nuclear ribonucleoprotein A OS=Homo sapiens GN=SNRPA1 PE=1 SV=21.027493 21.362442 4 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 1 0.3349495 836 15.7 28.415 255
sp|Q9UHY7|ENOPH_HUMANsp|Q9UHY7|ENOPH_HUMAN Enolase-phosphatase E1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ENOPH1 PE=1 SV=121.01638 21.351107 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 4 0.3347263 835 9.2 28.932 261
sp|Q00765|REEP5_HUMANsp|Q00765|REEP5_HUMAN Receptor expression-enhancing protein 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=REEP5 PE=1 SV=321.142643 21.475956 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 4 0.333313 834 11.1 21.493 189
sp|Q92598-2|HS105_HUMAN;sp|Q92598-3|HS105_HUMAN;sp|Q92598|HS105_HUMANsp|Q92598-2|HS105_HUMAN Isoform Beta of Heat shock protein 105 kDa OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSPH1;sp|Q92598-3|HS105_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Heat shock protein 105 kDa OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSPH1;sp|Q92598|HS105_HUMAN Heat shock protein 105 kDa OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSPH1 P23.710302 24.042183 7 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 1 0.3318806 833 11.5 92.115 814
sp|P0CW22|RS17L_HUMAN;sp|P08708|RS17_HUMANsp|P0CW22|RS17L_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S17-like OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS17L PE=1 SV=1;sp|P08708|RS17_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S17 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS17 PE=1 SV=228.686523 29. 17677 10 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 29 30 0.3311539 832 63 15.55 135
sp|Q7Z434-4|MAVS_HUMAN;sp|Q7Z434|MAVS_HUMANsp|Q7Z434-4|MAVS_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Mitochondrial antiviral-signaling protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=MAVS;sp|Q7Z434|MAVS_HUMAN Mitochondrial antiviral-signaling protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=MAVS PE=1 SV=221.291595 21.621136 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/M 2 3 0.3295403 831 9.3 40.467 399
sp|P54920|SNAA_HUMANsp|P54920|SNAA_HUMAN Alpha-soluble NSF attachment protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=NAPA PE=1 SV=322.851023 23.179071 6 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 14 0.3280487 830 30.8 33.232 295
sp|Q9NX24|NHP2_HUMANsp|Q9NX24| HP2_HUMAN H/ACA ribonucleoprotein complex subunit 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NHP2 PE=1 SV=122.818235 23.146191 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 4 0.3279552 829 19 17.201 153
sp|P24666|PPAC_HUMAN;sp|P24666-3|PPAC_HUMAN;sp|P24666-2|PPAC_HUMANsp|P24666|PPAC_HUMAN Low molecular weight phosphotyrosine protein phosphatase OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACP1 PE=1 SV=3;sp|P24666-3|PPAC_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Low molecular weight phosphotyrosine protein phosphatase OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACP1;sp|P24666-2|PPAC_HUMAN Isof23.560808 23.887812 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 7 0.3270035 828 27.8 18.042 158
sp|Q99536|VAT1_HUMANsp|Q99536|VAT1_HUMAN Synaptic vesicle membrane protein VAT-1 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=VAT1 PE=1 SV=227.099188 27.422941 13 13 By MS/MS By MS/MS 28 31 0.3237534 827 49.9 41.92 393
sp|Q9Y2Q3|GSTK1_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y2Q3-4|GSTK1_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y2Q3-3|GSTK1_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y2Q3-2|GSTK1_HUMANsp|Q9Y2Q3|GSTK1_HUMAN Glutathione S-transferase kappa 1 OS= omo sapiens GN=GSTK1 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q9Y2Q3-4|GSTK1_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Glutathione S-transferase kappa 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GSTK1;sp|Q9Y2Q3-3|GSTK1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Glutathione S-transferase kappa22.740715 23.064129 3 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 4 0.3234138 826 23.5 25.497 226
sp|P55884|EIF3B_HUMAN;sp|P55884-2|EIF3B_HUMANsp|P55884|EIF3B_HUMAN ukaryotic translation initiation factor 3 subunit B OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF3B PE=1 SV=3;sp|P55884-2|EIF3B_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 3 subunit B OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF3B24.646143 24.967632 10 14 By MS/MS By M /MS 13 27 0.32 4893 82 22.1 92.48 814
sp|P68363|TBA1B_HUMAN;sp|Q9H853|TBA4B_HUMANsp|P68363|TBA1B_HUMAN Tubulin alpha-1B chain OS=Homo sapiens GN=TUBA1B PE=1 SV=126.76 007 27.089926 21 21 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 17 0.320919 824 55 50.151 451
sp|P40429|RL13A_HUMAN;sp|Q6NVV1|R13AX_HUMANsp|P40429|RL13A_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L13a OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL13A PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q6NVV1|R13AX_HUMAN Putative 60S ribosomal protein L13a-like MGC87657 OS=Homo sapiens PE=5 SV=12 .484192 23.801439 4 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 11 0.3172474 823 24.1 23.577 203
sp|P27824|CALX_HUMANsp|P27824|CALX_HUMAN Calnexin OS=Homo sapiens GN=CANX PE=1 SV=225.961287 26.277958 13 14 By MS/MS By MS/MS 19 24 0.3166714 822 28.7 67.567 592
sp|Q9BSJ8|ESYT1_HUMAN;sp|Q9BSJ8-2|ESYT1_HUMANsp|Q9BSJ8|ESYT1_HUMAN Extended synaptotagmin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ESYT1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9BSJ8-2|ESYT1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Extended synaptotagmin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ESYT123.107828 23.420084 5 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 0.3122559 821 6.7 122.85 1104
sp|P62888|RL30_HUMANsp|P62888|RL30_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L30 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL30 PE=1 SV=224.275047 24.586519 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 12 0.3114719 820 66.1 12.784 115
sp|Q9BY44|EIF2A_HUMAN;sp|Q9BY44-2|EIF2A_HUMANsp|Q9BY44|EIF2A_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 2A OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF2A PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q9BY44-2|EIF2A_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 2A OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF2A23.002491 3.31 853 5 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 10 0. 103619 819 18.3 64.989 585
sp|Q13561|DCTN2_HUMAN;sp|Q13561-3|DCTN2_HUMAN;sp|Q13561-2|DCTN2_HUMANsp|Q13561|DCTN2_HUMAN ynactin subunit 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DCTN2 PE=1 SV=4;sp|Q13561-3|DCTN2_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Dynactin subunit 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DCTN2;sp|Q13561-2|DCTN2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Dynactin subunit 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DCTN222.009802 22.320145 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 5 0.3103428 818 13.5 44.23 401
sp|P23588|IF4B_HUMANsp|P23588|IF4B_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 4B OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF4B PE=1 SV=221.748413 22.058012 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 4 0.3095989 817 6.7 69.15 611
sp|Q15397|K0020_HUMANsp|Q15397|K0020_HUMAN Pumilio domain-containing protein KIAA0020 OS=Homo sapiens GN=KIAA0020 PE=1 SV=320.486305 20.794556 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 3 0.3082504 816 3.4 73.584 648
sp|O00299|CLIC1_HUMANsp|O00299|CLIC1_HUMAN Chloride intracellular channel protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CLIC1 PE=1 SV=424.482409 24.790644 8 8 By MS/M By MS/MS 9 15 0.3082352 815 44.4 26.922 241
sp|P62854|RS26_HUMAN;sp|Q5JNZ5|RS26L_HUMANsp|P62854|RS26_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S26 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS26 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q5JNZ5|RS26L_HUMAN Putative 40S ribosomal protein S26-like 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS26P11 PE=5 SV=15.930553 26.238724 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 9 0.3081703 814 37.4 13.015 115
sp|O43172-2|PRP4_HUMAN;sp|O43172|PRP4_HUMANsp|O 3172-2|PRP4_HUMAN Isoform 2 of U4/U6 small nuclear ribonucleoprotein Prp4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRPF4;sp|O43172|PRP4_HUMAN U4/U6 small nuclear ribonucleoprotein Prp4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRPF4 PE=1 SV=223.881664 24.188429 11 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 13 16 0.3067646 813 27.8 58.32 521
sp|P54577|SYYC_HUMANsp|P54577|SYYC_HUMAN Tyrosine--tRNA ligase, cytoplasmic OS=Homo sapiens GN=YARS PE=1 SV=424.373915 24.676645 13 15 By M /MS By MS/MS 17 22 0.3027306 812 30.1 59.143 528
sp|P29401|TKT_HUMAN;sp|P29401-2|TKT_HUMANsp|P29401|TKT_HUMAN ransketolase OS=Homo sapiens GN=TKT PE=1 SV=3;sp|P29401-2|TKT_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Transketolase OS=Homo sapiens GN=TKT27.806059 28.108391 20 20 By MS/MS By MS/MS 35 41 0.3023319 811 36.8 67.877 623
sp|P08865|RSSA_HUMANsp|P08865|RSSA_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein SA OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPSA PE=1 SV=425.340519 25.637934 9 9 By MS/MS By M /MS 15 19 0.2974148 810 38 32.854 295
sp|Q9UI30|TR112_HUMANsp|Q9UI30|TR112_HUMAN tRNA methyltransferase 112 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=TRMT112 PE=1 SV=122.345325 22.64183 2 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 5 0.296505 809 31.2 14.199 125
sp|P48444|COPD_HUMAN;sp|P48444-2|COPD_HUMANsp|P48444|COPD_HUMAN oatomer subunit delta OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARCN1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P48444-2|COPD_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Coatomer subunit delta OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARCN122.001717 22.294262 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 8 0.2925453 808 11 57.21 511
sp|Q13263|TIF1B_HUMAN;sp|Q13263-2|TIF1B_HUMANsp|Q13263|TIF1B_HUMAN Transcription intermediary factor 1-beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=TRIM28 PE=1 SV=5;sp|Q13263-2|TIF1B_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Transcription intermediary factor 1-beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=TRIM2825.794044 26.083488 16 17 By MS/MS By MS/MS 19 32 0.289444 807 24.6 88.549 835
sp|Q9H0D6-2|XRN2_HUMAN;sp|Q9H0D6|XRN2_HUMANsp|Q9H0D6-2|XRN2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 5-3 exoribonuclease 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=XRN2;sp|Q9H0D6|XRN2_HUMAN 5-3 exoribonuclease 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=XRN2 PE=1 SV=123.883249 24.17 112 11 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 19 0.2888622 806 15.2 99.96 874
sp|Q96A72|MGN2_HUMAN;sp|P61326|MGN_HUMANsp|Q96A72|MGN2_HUMAN Protein mago nashi homolog 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MAGOHB PE=1 SV=1;sp|P61326|MGN_HUMAN Protein mago nashi homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=MAGOH PE=1 SV=121.827181 22.113594 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/ S 3 4 0.2864132 805 24.3 17.276 148
sp|P29558-2|RBMS1_HUMAN;sp|P29558|RBMS1_HUMAN;sp|Q6XE24-3|RBMS3_HUMAN;sp|Q6XE24-4|RBMS3_HUMAN;sp|Q6XE24-5|RBMS3_HUMAN;sp|Q6XE24-2|RBMS3_HUMAN;sp|Q6XE24|RBMS3_HUMANsp|P29558-2|RBMS1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of RNA-binding motif, single-stranded-interacting protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBMS1;sp|P29558|RBMS1_HU AN RNA-binding motif, single-stranded-interacting protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBMS1 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q6XE24-3|RBMS3_HUMAN23.380865 23.666656 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 5 0.2857914 804 11.7 44.136 403
sp|P16615-5|AT2A2_HUMAN;sp|P16615-2|AT2A2_HUMAN;sp|P16615-3|AT2A2_HUMAN;sp|P16615|AT2A2_HUMAN;sp|P16615-4|AT2A2_HUMAN;sp|O14983-2|AT2A1_HUMAN;sp|O14983|AT2A1_HUMAN;sp|Q93084-4|AT2A3_HUMAN;sp|Q93084-2|AT2A3_HUMAN;sp|Q93084-3|AT2A3_HUMAN;sp|Q93084-7|AT2A3_HUMAN;sp|Q93084|AT2A3_HUMAN;sp|Q93084-6|AT2A3_HUMAN;sp|Q93084-5|AT2A3_HUMANsp|P16615-5| T2A2_HUMAN Isoform 5 of Sarcoplasmic/endoplasmic reticulum calcium ATPase 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATP2 2; |P16615-2| T2 2_  I oform 2 of Sarcoplasmic/endoplasmic reticulum calcium ATPase 2 OS=Homo sapien  GN=ATP2A2;sp|P16615-3|AT2A2_HUMAN Is25.58523 25.870842 19 19 By MS/MS By MS/MS 21 36 0.2856121 803 22.7 109.73 997
sp|Q15645|PCH2_HUMAN;sp|Q15645-2|PCH2_HUMANsp|Q15645|PCH2_HUMAN Pachytene checkpoint protein 2 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=TRIP13 PE=1 SV=222.279829 22.563511 4 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 8 0.2836819 802 16 48.55 432
sp|P61247|RS3A_HUMANsp|P61247|RS3A_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S3a OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS3A PE=1 SV=229.582315 29.865658 18 18 By MS/MS By MS/MS 47 53 0.2833424 801 61.7 29.945 264
sp|P62805|H4_HUMANsp|P62805|H4_HUMAN Histone H4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HIST1H4A PE=1 SV=227.411915 27.694914 7 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 16 18 0.282999 800 58.3 11.367 103
sp|Q14165|MLEC_HUMANsp|Q14165|MLEC_HUMAN Malectin OS=Homo sapiens GN=MLEC PE=1 SV=121.925497 22.207411 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 5 0.2819138 799 13 32.233 292
sp|Q13098-5|CSN1_HUMAN;sp|Q13098|CSN1_HUMAN;sp|Q13098-7|CSN1_HUMAN;sp|Q13098-6|CSN1_HUMANsp|Q 3098-5|CSN1_HUMAN Isoform 4 of COP9 signalosome complex ubunit 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GPS1;sp|Q13098|CSN1_HUMAN COP9 signalosome complex subunit 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GPS1 PE=1 SV=4;sp|Q13098-7|CSN1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of COP9 signalosome complex subunit 120.578962 20.857264 1 2 By matching By MS/MS 0 4 0.2783012 798 4.3 55.092 487
sp|P01116-2|RASK_HUMAN;sp|P01116|RASK_HUMAN;sp|P01111|RASN_HUMANsp|P01116-2|RASK_HUMAN Isoform 2B of GTPase K as OS=Homo sapiens GN=KRAS;sp|P01116|RASK_HUMAN GTPase KRas OS=Homo sapiens GN=KRAS PE=1 SV=1;sp|P01111|RASN_HUMAN GTPase NRas OS=Homo sapiens GN=NRAS PE=1 SV=121.755236 22.033319 2 2 By S/MS By MS/MS 4 4 0.2780838 797 14.4 21.424 188
sp|O43665-2|RGS10_HUMAN;sp|O43665|RGS10_HUMAN;sp|O43665-3|RGS10_HUMANsp|O43665-2|RGS10_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Regulator of G-protein signaling 10 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RGS10;sp|O43665|RGS10_HUMAN Regulator of G-protein signaling 10 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RGS10 PE=1 SV=2;sp|O43665-3|RGS10_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Regulator of G-protein signa21.434765 21.712467 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 2 .2777023 796 23.4 19.608 167
sp|O94906-2|PRP6_HUMAN;sp|O94906|PRP6_HUMANsp|O94906-2|PRP6_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Pre-mRNA-processing factor 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRPF6;sp|O94906|PRP6_HUMAN Pre-mRNA-processing factor 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRPF6 PE=1 SV=120.58067 20.855669 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 3 0.2749901 795 2.6 102.43 901
sp|P62910|RL32_HUMANsp|P62910|RL32_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L32 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL32 PE=1 SV=224.101894 24.376633 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 9 0.2747383 794 33.3 15.86 135
sp|Q9NSD9|SYFB_HUMANsp|Q9NSD9|SYFB_HUMAN Phenylalanine--tRNA ligase beta subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=FARSB PE=1 SV=320.384943 20.658487 1 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 5 0.2735443 793 3.7 66.115 589
sp|P08621|RU17_HUMAN;sp|P08621-2|RU17_HUMAN;sp|P08621-3|RU17_HUMAN;sp|P08621-4|RU17_HUMANsp|P08621|RU17_HUMAN U1 small nuclear ribonucleoprotein 70 kDa OS=Homo sapiens GN=S RNP70 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P08621-2|RU17_HUMAN Isoform 2 of U1 small nuclear ribonucleoprotein 70 kDa OS=Homo sapiens GN=SNRNP70;sp|P08621-3|RU17_HUMAN Isoform 3 of U1 small nuclea24.029264 24.301594 7 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 16 0.2723293 792 19.2 51.556 437
sp|P08243-3|ASNS_HUMAN;sp|P08243-2|ASNS_HUMAN;sp|P08243|ASNS_HUMANsp|P08243-3|ASNS_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Asparagine synthetase [glutamine-hydrolyzing] OS=Homo sapiens GN=ASNS;sp|P08243-2|ASNS_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Asparagine synthetase [glutamine-hydrolyzing] OS=Homo sapiens GN=ASNS;sp|P08243|ASNS_HUMAN Asparagine synthetase [21.828499 22.100693 3 3 By matching By MS/MS 0 3 0.2721939 791 6.1 54.817 478
sp|Q9H4M9|EHD1_HUMAN;sp|Q9NZN3|EHD3_HUMANsp|Q9 4 9|EHD1_HUMAN EH domain-containing protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EHD1 PE=1 SV=222.614523 22.886211 4 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 11 0.2716885 790 12.9 60.626 534
sp|P83881|RL36A_HUMAN;sp|Q969Q0|RL36L_HUMANsp|P83881|RL36A_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L36a OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL36A PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q969Q0|RL36L_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L36a-like OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL36AL PE=1 SV=324.140787 24.41177 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 7 0.2709827 789 25.5 12.441 106
sp|O95372|LYPA2_HUMANsp|O95372|LYPA2_HUMAN Acyl-protein thioesterase 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=LYPLA2 PE=1 SV=121.945709 22.215521 2 3 By atching By MS/MS 0 4 0.2698116 788 19 24.737 231
sp|P07437|TBB5_HUMAN;sp|A6NNZ2|TBB8L_HUMAN;sp|A6NKZ8|YI016_HUMANsp|P07437|TBB5_HUMAN Tubulin beta chain OS=Homo sapiens G =TUBB PE=1 SV=228.578524 28.847956 21 22 By S/MS By MS/MS 25 25 0.2694321 787 61.7 49.67 444
sp|P62879|GBB2_HUMANsp|P62879|GBB2_HUMAN Guanine nucleotide-binding protein G(I)/G(S)/G(T) subunit beta-2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GNB2 PE=1 SV=323.025652 23.294319 6 6 By MS MS By MS/MS 5 10 0.2686672 786 17.4 37.331 340
sp|P07099|HYEP_HUMANsp| 07099|HYEP_HUMAN Epoxide hydrolase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EPHX1 PE=1 SV=123.742218 24.01086 9 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 15 0.2686424 785 20.7 52.948 455
sp|Q9NPE3|NOP10_HUMANsp|Q9NPE3|NOP10_HUMAN H/ACA ribonucleoprotein complex subunit 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NOP10 PE=1 SV=122.250694 22.517828 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 5 0.2671337 784 57.8 7.7059 64
sp|O75832|PSD10_HUMAN;sp|O75832-2|PSD10_HUMANsp|O75832|PSD10_HUMAN 26  proteasome non-ATPase regulatory subunit 10 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMD10 PE=1 SV=122.9206 9 3.187735 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 6 0.267046 783 16.4 24.428 226
sp|P04843|RPN1_HUMANsp|P04843|RPN1_HUMAN Dolichyl-diphosphooligosaccharide--protein glycosyltransferase subunit 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPN1 PE=1 SV=125.022423 25.286551 15 13 By MS/MS By MS/MS 20 25 0.2641277 782 28.3 68.569 607
sp|P62249|RS16_HUMANsp|P62249|RS16_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S16 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS16 PE=1 SV=227.325516 27.587492 12 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 31 25 0.2619762 781 62.3 16.445 146
sp|Q86V81|THOC4_HUMANsp|Q86V81|THOC4_HUMAN THO complex subunit 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ALYREF PE=1 SV=323.083298 23.34408 5 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 8 0.2607822 780 29.2 26.888 257
sp|Q14376|GALE_HUMANsp|Q14376|GALE_HUMAN UDP-glucose 4-epimerase OS=Homo sapiens GN=GALE PE=1 SV=224.133829 24.393948 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 10 0.2601185 779 17.8 38.281 348
sp|P22087|FBRL_HUMANsp|P22087|FBRL_HUMAN rRNA 2-O-methyltransferase fibrillarin OS=Homo sapiens GN=FBL PE=1 SV=223.04158 23.300198 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 8 0.2586174 778 23.7 33.784 321
sp|Q12907|LMAN2_HUMANsp|Q12907|LMAN2_HUMAN Vesicular integral-membrane protein VIP36 OS=Homo sapiens GN=LMAN2 PE=1 SV=122.175907 22.434002 2 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 5 0.2580948 777 9 40.228 356
sp|Q07817-2|B2CL1_HUMAN;sp|Q07817-3|B2CL1_HUMAN;sp|Q07817|B2CL1_HUMANsp|Q07817-2|B2CL1_HUMAN Isoform Bcl-X(S) of Bcl-2-like protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=BCL2L1;sp|Q07817-3|B2CL1_HUMAN Isoform Bcl-X(beta) of Bcl-2-like protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=BCL2L1;sp|Q07817|B2CL1_HUMAN Bcl-2-like protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=BCL2L1 PE20.979036 21.235321 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 3 0.2562847 776 11.2 18.894 170
sp|O00148|DX39A_HUMAN;sp|O00148-2|DX39A_HUMANsp|O00148|DX39A_HUMAN ATP-dependent RNA helicase DDX39A OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDX39A PE=1 SV=2;sp|O00148-2|DX39A_HUMAN Isoform 2 of ATP-dependent RNA helicase DDX39A OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDX39A24.906603 5.158731 11 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 21 28 0. 521286 775 28.8 49.129 427
sp|Q00610-2|CLH1_HUMAN;sp|Q00610|CLH1_HUMAN;sp|P53675-2|CLH2_HUMAN;sp|P53675|CLH2_HUMANsp|Q00610-2|CLH1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Clathrin heavy chain 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CLTC;sp|Q00610|CLH1_HUMAN Clathrin heavy chain 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CLTC PE=1 SV=528.66 28.9 0879 58 59 By MS/MS By MS/MS 104 105 0.2508793 774 39.2 187.89 1639
sp|P46777|RL5_HUMANsp|P46777|RL5_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL5 PE=1 SV=327.32423 27.574848 13 13 By MS/MS By MS/MS 28 33 0.250618 773 43.4 34.362 297
sp|Q15029-2|U5S1_HUMAN;sp|Q15029|U5S1_HUMANsp|Q 5029-2|U5S1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 116 kDa U5 small nuclear ribonucleoprotein component OS=Homo sapiens GN=EFTUD2;sp|Q15029|U5S1_HUMAN 116 kDa U5 small nuclear ribonucleoprotein component OS=Homo sapiens GN=EFTUD2 PE=1 SV=123.707884 23.956154 11 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 12 0.24827 772 14.6 105.38 937
sp|Q7RTV0|PHF5A_HUMANsp|Q7RTV0|PHF5A_HUMAN PHD finger-like domain-containing protein 5A OS=Homo sapiens GN=PHF5A PE=1 SV=120.660751 20.906097 2 2 By matching By MS/MS 0 3 0.2453461 771 13.6 12.405 110
sp|P68366|TBA4A_HUMANsp|P68366|TBA4A_HUMAN Tubulin alpha-4A chain OS=Homo sapiens GN=TUBA4A PE=1 SV=125.267351 25.511925 20 20 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 6 0.2445736 770 50.9 49.924 448
 111 
 
sp|P33993|MCM7_HUMAN;sp|P33993-3|MCM7_HUMAN;sp|P33993-2|MCM7_HUMANsp|P33993|MCM7_HUMAN DNA replication licensing factor CM7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MCM7 PE=1 SV=4;sp|P33993-3|MCM7_HUMAN Isoform 3 of DNA replication licensing factor MCM7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MCM7;sp|P33993-2|MCM7_HUMAN Isoform 2 of DNA replication licensing fac22.342127 22.586691 4 6 By S/MS By MS/MS 1 8 0.2445641 769 10.4 81.307 719
sp|Q6NZI2|PTRF_HUMAN;sp|Q6NZI2-2|PTRF_HUMAN;sp|Q6NZI2-3|PTRF_HUMANsp|Q6NZI2|PTRF_HUMAN olymerase I and transcript release factor OS=Homo sapiens GN=PTRF PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q6NZI2-2|PTRF_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Polymerase I and transcript release factor OS=Homo sapiens GN=PTRF;sp|Q6NZI2-3|PTRF_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Polymerase I and tr25.88003 26.124355 8 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 18 8 0.2443256 768 28.5 43.476 390
sp|P84090|ERH_HUMANsp|P84090|ERH_HUMAN Enhancer of rudimentary homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=ERH PE=1 SV=123.663078 23.907106 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 4 0.2440281 767 27.9 12.259 104
sp|Q9NP72|RAB18_HUMAN;sp|Q9NP72-3|RAB18_HUMAN;sp|Q9NP72-2|RAB18_HUMANsp|Q9NP72|RAB18_HUMAN Ras-related protein Rab-18 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB18 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9NP72-3|RAB18_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Ras-related protein Rab-18 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB18;sp|Q9NP72-2|RAB18_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ras-related protein Rab-18 OS=Homo sapiens GN=21.683374 21.927235 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 3 0.2438602 766 10.7 22.977 206
sp|Q15287-3|RNPS1_HUMAN;sp|Q15287-2|RNPS1_HUMAN;sp|Q15287|RNPS1_HUMANsp|Q15287-3|R PS1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of R A-binding protein with serine-rich domain 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RNPS1;sp|Q15287-2|RNPS1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of RNA-binding protein with serine-rich domain 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RNPS1;sp|Q15287|RNPS1_HUMAN RNA-binding protei22.467796 22.709084 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 5 0.2412872 765 13.1 30.354 268
sp|P42677|RS27_HUMANsp|P42677|RS27_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S27 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS27 PE=1 SV=35.703587 25.94454 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 10 0.2409534 764 39.3 9.461 84
sp|P46821|MAP1B_HUMAN;sp|P78559|MAP1A_HUMAN;sp|P78559-2|MAP1A_HUMANsp|P46821|MAP1B_HUMAN Microtubule-associated protein 1B OS=Homo sapiens GN=MAP1B PE=1 SV=226.039402 26.277941 29 30 By M /MS By MS/MS 25 45 0.2385387 763 18.9 270.63 2468
sp|P11413|G6PD_HUMAN;sp|P11413-2|G6PD_HUMAN;sp|P11413-3|G6PD_HUMANsp|P11413|G6PD_HUMAN lucose-6-phosphate 1-dehydrogenase OS=Homo sapiens GN=G6PD PE=1 SV=4;sp|P11413-2|G6PD_HUMAN Isoform Long of Glucose-6-phosphate 1-dehydrogenase OS=Homo sapiens GN=G6PD;sp|P11413-3|G6PD_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Glucose-6-phosphate 1-dehydrog28.89235 29.130505 33 33 By MS/M By MS/MS 64 73 0.238 516 7 2 70.7 59.256 515
sp|P09601|HMOX1_HUMANsp|P09601|HMOX1_HUMAN Heme oxygenase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HMOX1 PE=1 SV=125.388998 25.626366 9 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 15 17 0.2373676 761 42 32.818 288
sp|Q9Y3C1|NOP16_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y3C1-2|NOP16_HUMANsp|Q9Y3C1|NOP16_HUMAN Nucleolar protein 16 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NOP16 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9Y3C1-2|NOP16_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Nucleolar protein 16 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NOP1621.641035 21.877888 4 4 By matching By MS/MS 0 4 0.23 8526 760 24.7 21.188 178
sp|Q08J23|NSUN2_HUMAN;sp|Q08J23-3|NSUN2_HUMAN;sp|Q08J23-2|NSUN2_HUMANsp|Q08J23|NSUN2_HUMAN tRNA (cytosine(34)-C(5))-methyltransferase OS=Homo sapiens GN=NSUN2 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q08J23-3|NSUN2_HUMAN Isoform 3 of tRNA (cytosine(34)-C(5))-methyltransferase OS=Homo sapiens GN=NSUN2;sp|Q08J23-2|NSUN2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of tRNA (cytosine21.046803 21.283253 2 3 By matching By MS/MS 0 4 0.2364502 759 4.8 86.47 767
sp|P30838|AL3A1_HUMAN;sp|P48448|AL3B2_HUMAN;sp|P43353-2|AL3B1_HUMAN;sp|P43353|AL3B1_HUMANsp|P30838| L3A1_HUMAN Aldehyde dehydrogenase, dimeric NADP-preferring OS=Homo sapiens GN=ALDH3A1 PE=1 SV=325.145071 25.380569 12 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 18 23 0.2354984 758 31.8 50.394 453
sp|P62701|RS4X_HUMAN;sp|Q8TD47|RS4Y2_HUMAN;sp|P22090|RS4Y1_HUMANsp|P62701|RS4X_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S4, X isoform OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS4X PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q8TD47|RS4Y2_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S4, Y isoform 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS4Y2 PE=2 SV=328.823383 29.058455 15 15 By MS/MS By MS/MS 41 47 0.2350712 757 51.3 29.597 263
sp|P23919|KTHY_HUMANsp|P23919|KTHY_HUMAN Thymidylate kinase OS=Homo sapiens GN=DTYMK PE=1 SV=422.955143 23.189333 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 10 0.23419 756 29.2 23.819 212
sp|Q8N0T1|CH059_HUMAN;sp|Q8N0T1-2|CH059_HUMANsp|Q8N0T1|CH059_HUMAN Uncharacterized protein C8orf59 OS=Homo sapiens GN=C8orf59 PE=1 SV=321.674911 1.908848 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 3 0.2339363 755 26.5 11.243 98
sp|P22102|PUR2_HUMAN;sp|P22102-2|PUR2_HUMANsp|P22102|PUR2_HUMAN Trifunctional purine biosynthetic protein adenosine-3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GART PE=1 SV=1;sp|P22102-2|PUR2_HUMAN Isoform Short of Trifunctional purine biosynthetic protein adenosine-3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GART24.4073 3 24.640583 11 16 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 27 0.2332802 754 20.6 107.77 1010
sp|P40939|ECHA_HUMANsp|P40939|ECHA_HUMAN Trifunctional enzyme subunit alpha, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=HADHA PE=1 SV=224.086266 24.318724 9 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 13 0.2324581 753 16.4 82.999 763
sp|P47813|IF1AX_HUMAN;sp|O14602|IF1AY_HUMANsp|P47813|IF1AX_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 1A, X-chromosomal OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF1AX PE=1 SV=2;sp|O14602|IF1AY_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 1A, Y-chromosomal OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF1AY PE=1 SV=423.628565 23.857094 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 6 0.228529 752 25 16.46 144
sp|P62280|RS11_HUMANsp|P62280|RS11_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S11 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS11 PE=1 SV=327.192911 27.419329 12 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 21 28 0.2264175 751 57 18.431 158
sp|P29966|MARCS_HUMANsp|P29966|MARCS_HUMAN Myristoylated alanine-rich C-kinase substrate OS=Homo sapiens GN=MARCKS PE=1 SV=423.514967 23.738304 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 7 0.2233372 750 25.3 31.554 332
sp|P51648|AL3A2_HUMAN;sp|P51648-2|AL3A2_HUMANsp|P51648| L3A2_HUMAN Fatty aldehyde dehydrogenase OS=Homo sapiens GN=ALDH3A2 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P51648-2|AL3A2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Fatty aldehyde dehydrogenase OS=Homo sapiens GN=ALDH3A223.762129 23.983288 8 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 13 1 0.221159 749 23.3 54.847 485
sp|P23526-2|SAHH_HUMAN;sp|P23526|SAHH_HUMANsp|P23526-2|SAHH_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Adenosylhomocysteinase OS=Homo sapiens GN=AHCY;sp|P23526|SAHH_HUMAN Adenosylhomocysteinase OS=Homo sapiens GN=AHCY PE=1 SV=421.32394 21.543213 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 4 0.2192726 748 7.2 44.658 404
sp|Q9HCC0|MCCB_HUMAN;sp|Q9HCC0-2|MCCB_HUMANsp|Q9HCC0|MCCB_HUMAN Methylcrotonoyl-CoA carboxylase beta chain, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=MCCC2 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9HCC0-2|MCCB_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Methylcrotonoyl-CoA carboxylase beta chain, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=MCCC223.057997 23.276964 7 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 9 0.2189674 747 16.9 61.332 563
sp|Q00688|FKBP3_HUMANsp|Q00688|FKBP3_HUMAN Peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase FKBP3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FKBP3 PE=1 SV=123. 39737 23.558475 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 8 0.2187386 746 21.4 25.177 224
sp|P07195|LDHB_HUMANsp|P07195|LDHB_HUMAN L-lactate dehydrogenase B chain OS=Homo sapiens GN=LDHB PE=1 SV=225.132849 25.350367 11 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 21 20 0.2175179 745 38.9 36.638 334
sp|Q68CZ2-2|TENS3_HUMAN;sp|Q68CZ2|TENS3_HUMAN;sp|Q68CZ2-4|TENS3_HUMAN;sp|Q68CZ2-3|TENS3_HUMAN;sp|Q63HR2-5|TENC1_HUMAN;sp|Q63HR2-2|TENC1_HUMAN;sp|Q63HR2-6|TENC1_HUMAN;sp|Q63HR2|TENC1_HUMAN;sp|Q63HR2-4|TENC1_HUMAN;sp|Q9HBL0|TENS1_HUMANsp|Q68CZ2-2|TENS3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Tensin-3 OS=Homo sapiens G =TNS3;sp|Q68CZ2|TENS3_HUMAN Tensin-3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TNS3 PE=1 SV=222.399422 22.613468 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 4 0.2140465 744 6.3 129.06 1205
sp|Q9Y3F4|STRAP_HUMANsp|Q9Y3F4|STRAP_HUMAN Serine-threonine kinase receptor-associated protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=STRAP PE=1 SV=123.825706 24.038754 7 6 By MS/MS By MS/M 8 9 0.213047 743 30.9 38.438 350
sp|Q15637-4|SF01_HUMAN;sp|Q15637-6|SF01_HUMAN;sp|Q15637-7|SF01_HUMAN;sp|Q15637-3|SF01_HUMAN;sp|Q15637-2|SF01_HUMAN;sp|Q15637|SF01_HUMAN;sp|Q15637-5|SF01_HUMANsp|Q 5637-4|SF01_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Splicing factor 1 OS= omo sapiens GN=SF1;sp|Q15637-6|SF0 _HUMAN Isoform 6 of Splicing factor 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SF1;sp|Q15637-7|SF01_HUMAN Isoform 7 of Splicing factor 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SF1;sp|Q15637-3|SF01_HUMAN Is21.477734 21.689018 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 5 0.2112846 742 .4 59.711 548
sp|Q9H832|UBE2Z_HUMAN;sp|Q9H832-2|UBE2Z_HUMANsp|Q9H832|UBE2Z_HUMAN Ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E2 Z OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBE2Z PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9H832-2|UBE2Z_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E2 Z OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBE2Z24.926691 25.137938 8 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 17 19 0.2112465 741 21.5 38. 1 354
sp|P17987|TCPA_HUMANsp|P17987|TCPA_HUMAN T-complex protein 1 subunit alpha OS=Homo sapiens GN=TCP1 PE=1 SV=125.294565 25.505732 2 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 19 22 0.2111664 740 23.6 60.343 556
sp|P61254|RL26_HUMAN;sp|Q9UNX3|RL26L_HUMANsp|P61254|RL26_H MAN 60S ribosomal protein L26 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL26 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9UNX3|RL26L_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L26-like 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL26L1 PE=1 SV=15.970774 26.178926 7 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 11 0.2081528 739 34.5 17.258 45
sp|P49257|LMAN1_HUMANsp|P49257|LMAN1_HUMAN Protein ERGIC-53 OS=Homo sapiens GN=LMAN1 PE=1 SV=219.948557 20.156473 1 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 3 0.2079163 738 3.7 57.548 510
sp|Q9UBT2|SAE2_HUMANsp|Q9UBT2|SAE2_HUMAN SUMO-activating enzyme subunit 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBA2 PE=1 SV=223.77706 23.984766 6 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 12 0.2077065 737 14.5 71.223 640
sp|P06454-2|PTMA_HUMAN;sp|P06454|PTMA_HUMANsp|P06454-2|PTMA_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Prothymosin alpha OS=Homo sapiens GN=PTMA;sp|P06454|PTMA_HUMAN Prothymosin alpha OS=Homo sapiens GN=PTMA PE=1 SV=221.647242 21.85487 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 3 0.2076283 736 25.5 12.074 110
sp|O00410|IPO5_HUMAN;sp|O00410-3|IPO5_HUMAN;sp|O00410-2|IPO5_HUMAN;sp|O60518|RNBP6_HUMANsp|O00410|IPO5_HUMAN Importin-5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=IPO5 PE=1 SV=4;sp|O00410-3|IPO5_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Importin-5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=IPO5;sp|O00410-2|IPO5_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Importin-5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=IPO523.715025 23.921707 9 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 12 0.2066822 735 11.5 123.63 1097
sp|P21333-2|FLNA_HUMAN;sp|P21333|FLNA_HUMANsp|P21333-2|FLNA_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Filamin-A OS=Homo sapiens GN=FLNA;sp|P21333|FLNA_HUMAN Filamin-A OS=Homo sapiens GN=FLNA PE=1 SV=429.744677 29.951021 100 98 By MS/MS By MS/MS 177 203 0.2063446 734 49 280.01 2639
sp|Q01081|U2AF1_HUMAN;sp|Q01081-2|U2AF1_HUMAN;sp|Q01081-4|U2AF1_HUMAN;sp|Q8WU68-3|U2AF4_HUMAN;sp|Q8WU68|U2AF4_HUMAN;sp|Q01081-3|U2AF1_HUMAN;sp|Q8WU68-2|U2AF4_HUMANsp|Q01081|U2AF1_HUMAN Splicing factor U2AF 35 kDa subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=U2AF1 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q01081-2|U2AF1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Splicing factor U2AF 35 kDa subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=U2AF1;sp|Q01081-4|U2AF1_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Splicing factor U2AF 35 kDa23.758371 3.964022 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 9 0.2056503 733 28.3 27.872 240
sp|Q96AE4|FUBP1_HUMAN;sp|Q96AE4-2|FUBP1_HUMANsp|Q96AE4|FUBP1_HUMAN Far upstream element-binding protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FUBP1 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q96AE4-2|FUBP1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Far upstream element-binding protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FUBP123.018217 23.222597 6 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 11 0.20438 732 12.7 67.56 644
sp|Q969X5|ERGI1_HUMAN;sp|Q969X5-2|ERGI1_HUMAN;sp|Q969X5-3|ERGI1_HUMANsp|Q969X5|ERGI1_HUMAN Endoplasmic reticulum-Golgi intermediate compartment protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ERGIC1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q969X5-2|ERGI1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Endoplasmic reticulum-Golgi intermediate compartment protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ERGIC122.003777 2.207798 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 5 0.2040215 731 1 32.5 2 290
sp|P63173|RL38_HUMANsp|P63173|RL38_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L38 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL38 PE=1 SV=227.879234 28.08289 7 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 45 52 0.2036552 730 52.9 8.2178 70
sp|Q9UKY7|CDV3_HUMAN;sp|Q9UKY7-2|CDV3_HUMAN;sp|Q9UKY7-3|CDV3_HUMANsp|Q9UKY7|CDV3_H MAN Protein CDV3 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=CDV3 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9UKY7-2|CDV3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Protein CDV3 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=CDV322.917761 3.119415 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 6 0.2016544 729 19 27.335 258
sp|Q9HDC9-2|APMAP_HUMAN;sp|Q9HDC9|APMAP_HUMANsp|Q9HDC9-2|APMAP_HUMAN Isoform 2 of dipocyte plasma membrane-associated protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=APMAP;sp|Q9HDC9|APMAP_HUMAN Adipocyte plasma membrane-associated protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=APMAP PE=1 SV=222.620913 22.819952 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 7 0.1990395 728 15.2 32.161 289
sp|P08107|HSP71_HUMAN;sp|P08107-2|HSP71_HUMANsp|P08107|HSP71_HUMAN eat shock 70 kDa protein 1A/1B OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSPA1A PE=1 SV=5;sp|P08107-2|HSP71_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Heat shock 70 kDa protein 1A/1B OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSPA1A26. 2 99 26.319345 18 19 By MS/MS By MS/MS 28 36 0.1984463 727 35.9 70.051 641
sp|O43175|SERA_HUMANsp|O43175|SERA_HUMAN D-3-phosphoglycerate dehydrogenase OS=Homo sapiens GN=PHGDH PE=1 SV=426.663158 26.860649 15 16 By MS/MS By MS/MS 30 33 0.1974907 726 33.4 56.65 533
sp|P20042|IF2B_HUMANsp|P20042|IF2B_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 2 subunit 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF2S2 PE=1 SV=225.702055 25.899153 10 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 15 0 0.1970978 725 39 38.388 333
sp|P14314-2|GLU2B_HUMAN;sp|P14314|GLU2B_HUMANsp|P14314-2|GLU2B_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Glucosidase 2 subunit beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRKCSH;sp|P14314|GLU2B_HUMAN Glucosidase 2 subunit beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRKCSH PE=1 SV=220.668476 20.865217 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 3 0.1967411 724 4 59.177 525
sp|P62829|RL23_HUMANsp|P62829|RL23_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L23 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL23 PE=1 SV=18.780724 28.976591 8 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 26 29 0.1958675 723 56.4 14.865 140
sp|O94979-6|SC31A_HUMAN;sp|O94979-3|SC31A_HUMAN;sp|O94979-4|SC31A_HUMAN;sp|O94979-9|SC31A_HUMAN;sp|O94979-2|SC31A_HUMAN;sp|O94979|SC31A_HUMAN;sp|O94979-8|SC31A_HUMAN;sp|O94979-5|SC31A_HUMAN;sp|O94979-7|SC31A_HUMANsp|O94979-6|SC31A_HUMAN Isoform 6 of Protein transport protein Sec31A OS=Homo sapiens GN=SEC31A;sp|O94979-3|SC31A_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Protein transport protein Sec31A OS=Homo sapiens GN=SEC31A;sp|O94979-4|SC31A_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Protein transport protein S22.512968 22.707083 7 7 By MS/M By MS/MS 3 9 0.194114 722 7.8 117.67 1067
sp|P16152|CBR1_HUMANsp|P16152|CBR1_HUMAN Carbonyl reductase [NADPH] 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CBR1 PE=1 SV=325.507698 25.70105 11 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 14 15 0.1933517 721 55.6 30.375 277
sp|P12956|XRCC6_HUMANsp|P12956|XRCC6_HUMAN X-ray repair cross-complementing protein 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=XRCC6 PE=1 SV=223.292494 23.485666 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 10 0.1931725 720 14.6 69.842 609
sp|P48506|GSH1_HUMANsp|P48506|GSH1_HUMAN Glutamate--cysteine ligase catalytic subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=GCLC PE=1 SV=222.126696 22.319675 6 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 7 0.19 9798 719 11 72.765 637
sp|P00338|LDHA_HUMAN;sp|P00338-3|LDHA_HUMAN;sp|P00338-5|LDHA_HUMAN;sp|P00338-2|LDHA_HUMAN;sp|P00338-4|LDHA_HUMAN;sp|Q6ZMR3|LDH6A_HUMAN;sp|P07864|LDHC_HUMANsp|P00338|LDHA_HUMAN -lactate dehydrogenase A chain OS=Homo sapiens GN=LDHA PE=1 SV=2;sp|P00338-3|LD A_HUMAN Isoform 3 of L-lactate dehydrogenase A chain OS=Homo sapiens GN=LDHA;sp|P00338-5|LDHA_HUMAN Isoform 5 of L-lactate dehydrogenase A chain OS=Homo s24.689 92 24.882084 1 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 14 15 .1926918 718 31.6 36.688 332
sp|O00762|UBE2C_HUMAN;sp|O00762-2|UBE2C_HUMAN;sp|O00762-4|UBE2C_HUMAN;sp|O00762-3|UBE2C_HUMANsp|O00762|UBE2C_HUMAN biquitin-conjugating enzyme E2 C OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBE2C PE=1 SV=1;sp|O00762-2|UBE2C_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E2 C OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBE2C;sp|O00762-4|UBE2C_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E222.157677 2.346733 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 5 0.189 5 4 717 27.4 19.652 179
sp|Q12974|TP4A2_HUMAN;sp|Q12974-2|TP4A2_HUMAN;sp|Q12974-3|TP4A2_HUMAN;sp|Q93096|TP4A1_HUMANsp|Q12974|TP4A2_HUMAN Protein tyrosine phosphatase type IVA 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PTP4A2 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q12974-2|TP4A2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Protein tyrosine phosphatase type IVA 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PTP4A2;sp|Q12974-3|TP4A2_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Protein tyrosine p22.9 185 3.099632 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 5 0.1877823 716 18.6 19.127 167
sp|P30101|PDIA3_HUMANsp|P30101|PDIA3_HUMAN Protein disulfide-isomerase A3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PDIA3 PE=1 SV=424.716333 24.902836 13 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 19 16 0.1865025 715 28.9 56.782 505
sp|O60716|CTND1_HUMAN;sp|O60716-2|CTND1_HUMAN;sp|O60716-3|CTND1_HUMAN;sp|O60716-5|CTND1_HUMAN;sp|O60716-9|CTND1_HUMAN;sp|O60716-10|CTND1_HUMAN;sp|O60716-11|CTND1_HUMAN;sp|O60716-13|CTND1_HUMAN;sp|O60716-17|CTND1_HUMAN;sp|O60716-4|CTND1_HUMAN;sp|O60716-6|CTND1_HUMAN;sp|O60716-7|CTND1_HUMAN;sp|O60716-8|CTND1_HUMAN;sp|O60716-12|CTND1_HUMAN;sp|O60716-14|CTND1_HUMAN;sp|O60716-15|CTND1_HUMAN;sp|O60716-18|CTND1_HUMAN;sp|O60716-16|CTND1_HUMAN;sp|O60716-19|CTND1_HUMAN;sp|O60716-21|CTND1_HUMAN;sp|O60716-20|CTND1_HUMAN;sp|O60716-22|CTND1_HUMAN;sp|O60716-23|CTND1_HUMAN;sp|O60716-24|CTND1_HUMAN;sp|O60716-25|CTND1_HUMAN;sp|O60716-26|CTND1_HUMAN;sp|O60716-27|CTND1_HUMAN;sp|O60716-29|CTND1_HUMAN;sp|O60716-31|CTND1_HUMAN;sp|O60716-28|CTND1_HUMAN;sp|O60716-30|CTND1_HUMAN;sp|O60716-32|CTND1_HUMANsp|O60716|CTND1_HUMAN atenin delta-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CTN D1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|O60716-2|CTND1_HUMAN Isoform 1AB of Catenin delta-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CTNND1;sp|O60716-3|CTND1_HUMAN Isoform 1 C of Catenin delta-1 OS= omo sapiens GN=CTN 1;sp|O60716-5|CTND1_HU23.244509 3.430967 8 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 14 0.1864586 714 11.8 108. 7 968
sp|P17812|PYRG1_HUMANsp|P 7812|PYRG1_HUMAN CTP synthase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CTPS1 PE=1 SV=222.38002 22.564953 6 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 0 11 0.1849327 713 12.4 66.69 591
sp|P46782|RS5_HUMANsp|P46782|RS5_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS5 PE=1 SV=429.021681 29.206062 12 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 21 21 0.1843815 712 45.1 22.876 204
sp|P51659-3|DHB4_HUMAN;sp|P51659|DHB4_HUMAN;sp|P51659-2|DHB4_HUMANsp|P51659-3|DHB4_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Peroxisomal multifunctional enzyme type 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSD17B4;sp|P51659|DHB4_HUMAN Peroxisomal multifunctional enzyme type 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSD17B4 PE=1 SV=3;sp|P51659-2|DHB4_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Peroxisomal mul24.130142 24.312645 7 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 11 0.1825027 7 1 15.7 77.869 718
sp|P10606|COX5B_HUMANsp|P10606|COX5B_HUMAN Cytochrome c oxidase subunit 5B, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=COX5B PE=1 SV=222.410772 22.592247 2 3 By ma ching By M /MS 0 5 0.1814747 710 24.8 13.696 129
sp|P34897-3|GLYM_HUMAN;sp|P34897|GLYM_HUMAN;sp|P34897-2|GLYM_HUMANsp|P34897-3|GLYM_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Serine hydroxymethyltransferase, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=SHMT2;sp|P34897|GLYM_HUMAN Serine hydroxymethyltransferase, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=SHMT2 PE=1 SV=3;sp|P34897-2|GLYM_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Serine hy22.781769 22.961905 5 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 12 0.1801357 709 15.1 53.454 483
sp|Q6DD88|ATLA3_HUMANsp|Q6DD88| TLA3_HUMAN Atlastin-3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATL3 PE=1 SV=122.044069 22.224203 2 3 By matching By MS/MS 0 4 0.1801338 708 9.6 60.541 541
sp|P09525|ANXA4_HUMANsp|P09525| XA4_HUMAN Annexin A4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ANXA4 PE=1 SV=424.879189 25.059242 10 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 16 17 0.1800537 707 37 35.882 319
sp|P37235|HPCL1_HUMAN;sp|P84074|HPCA_HUMAN;sp|P61601|NCALD_HUMANsp|P37235|HPCL1_HUMAN Hippocalcin-like protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HPCAL1 PE=1 SV=3;sp|P84074|HPCA_HUMAN Neuron-specific calcium-binding protein hippocalcin OS=Homo sapiens GN=HPCA PE=1 SV=2;sp|P61601|NCALD_HUMAN Neurocalcin-delta OS=Homo sapiens GN=NCALD22.227 68 22.407354 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 0.1798859 706 22.8 22.313 193
sp|Q06830|PRDX1_HUMAN;sp|P32119|PRDX2_HUMANsp|Q06830|PRDX1_HUMAN Peroxiredoxin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRDX1 PE=1 SV=127.978092 28.157452 15 13 By MS/MS By MS/MS 31 30 0.1793594 705 73.4 22.11 199
sp|P62263|RS14_HUMANsp|P62263|RS14_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S14 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS14 PE=1 SV=327.068457 27.246809 7 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 17 0.1783524 704 39.1 16.273 151
sp|Q9Y265|RUVB1_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y265-2|RUVB1_HUMANsp|Q9Y265|RUVB1_HUMAN RuvB-like 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RUVBL1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9Y265-2|RUVB1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of RuvB-like 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RUVBL125.011374 25.189108 12 13 By MS/MS By M /MS 21 19 0.1777344 703 39.5 50.227 456
sp|Q01130|SRSF2_HUMAN;sp|Q9BRL6-2|SRSF8_HUMAN;sp|Q9BRL6|SRSF8_HUMANsp|Q01130|SRSF2_HUMAN Serine/arginine-rich splicing factor 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRSF2 PE=1 SV=4;sp|Q9BRL6-2|SRSF8_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Serine/arginine-rich splicing factor 8 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRSF8;sp|Q9BRL6|SRSF8_HUMAN Serine/arginine-rich splicing factor24.14188 24.319414 3 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 7 0.1775341 702 21.7 25.476 221
sp|Q9NVP1|DDX18_HUMANsp|Q9NVP1|DDX18_HUMAN ATP-dependent RNA helicase DDX18 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDX18 PE=1 SV=225.299219 25.475868 12 13 By MS/M By MS/MS 15 18 0.1766491 701 22.1 75.406 670
sp|O76003|GLRX3_HUMANsp|O76003|GLRX3_HUMAN Glutaredoxin-3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GLRX3 PE=1 SV=223.824154 23.996624 7 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 12 0.1724701 700 26.6 37.432 335
sp|P46976-3|GLYG_HUMAN;sp|P46976-2|GLYG_HUMAN;sp|P46976|GLYG_HUMANsp|P46976-3|GLYG_HUMAN Isoform GN-1S of Glycogenin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GYG1;sp|P46976-2|GLYG_HUMAN Isoform GN-1 of Glycogenin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GYG1;sp|P46976|GLYG_HUMAN Glycogenin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GYG1 PE=1 SV=422.145351 22.315397 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 4 0.1700459 699 8.6 31.466 279
sp|P26373|RL13_HUMAN;sp|P26373-2|RL13_HUMANsp|P26373|RL13_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L13 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL13 PE=1 SV=4;sp|P26373-2|RL13_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 60S ribosomal protein L13 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL1325.06579 25.235094 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 0.1693039 698 22.3 24.261 211
sp|P55769|NH2L1_HUMANsp|P55769|NH2L1_HUMAN NHP2-like protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NHP2L1 PE=1 SV=31.956669 22.125624 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 2 0.1689548 697 18.8 14.173 128
sp|Q9UQ80|PA2G4_HUMANsp|Q9UQ80|PA2G4_HUMAN Proliferation-associated protein 2G4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PA2G4 PE=1 SV=325.298346 25.467216 11 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 19 24 0.1688709 696 35.3 43.786 394
sp|Q15369|ELOC_HUMAN;sp|Q15369-2|ELOC_HUMANsp|Q15369|ELOC_HUMAN Transcription elongation factor B polypeptide 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TCEB1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q15369-2|ELOC_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Transcription elongation factor B polypeptide 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TCEB124.612005 24.780617 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 8 0. 6861 5 695 47.3 12.473 112
sp|O95302|FKBP9_HUMANsp|O95302|FKBP9_HUMAN Peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase FKBP9 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FKBP9 PE=1 SV=221.896891 22.065395 3 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 3 0.1685047 694 5.1 63.083 570
sp|P08195-2|4F2_HUMAN;sp|P08195-3|4F2_HUMAN;sp|P08195|4F2_HUMAN;sp|P08195-4|4F2_HUMANsp|P08195-2|4F2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 4F2 cell-surface antigen heavy chain OS= omo sapiens GN=SLC3A2;sp|P08195-3|4F2_HUMAN Isoform 3 of 4F2 cell-surface antigen heavy chain OS=Homo sapiens GN=SLC3A2;sp|P08195|4F2_HUMAN 4F2 cell-surface antigen heavy chain OS=26.58 779 26.7558 7 18 19 By MS/MS By M /MS 26 28 0.1670475 693 40.5 57.944 529
sp|O95336|6PGL_HUMANsp|O95336|6PGL_HUMAN 6-phosphogluconolactonase OS=Homo sapiens GN=PGLS PE=1 SV=225.518393 25.684826 9 9 By MS/MS By MS/M 18 19 0.1664333 692 50.8 27.547 258
sp|Q9HD42|CHM1A_HUMAN;sp|Q9HD42-2|CHM1A_HUMANsp|Q9HD42|CHM1A_HUMAN Charged multivesicular body protein 1a OS=Homo sapiens GN=CHMP1A PE=1 SV=124.001184 24.166988 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 9 0.1658039 691 20.9 21.703 196
sp|P15559-3|NQO1_HUMAN;sp|P15559-2|NQO1_HUMAN;sp|P15559|NQO1_HUMANsp|P15559-3|NQO1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of NAD(P)H dehydrogenase [quinone] 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NQO1;sp|P15559-2|NQO1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of NAD(P)H dehydrogenase [quinone] 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NQO1;sp|P15559|NQO1_HUMAN NAD(P)H dehydrogenase [quinone] 1 OS=Homo sapie23.337017 23.502518 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 6 0.1655006 690 20.8 26.365 236
 112 
 
sp|P50991|TCPD_HUMAN;sp|P50991-2|TCPD_HUMANsp|P50991|TCPD_HUMAN -complex protein 1 subunit delta OS=Homo sapiens GN=CCT4 PE=1 SV=4;sp|P50991-2|TCPD_HUMAN Isoform 2 of T-complex protein 1 subunit delta OS=Homo sapiens GN=CCT425.8 288 26.015675 5 15 By MS/MS By MS/MS 17 25 .1653862 689 34.1 57.924 539
sp|Q9UHB9|SRP68_HUMAN;sp|Q9UHB9-4|SRP68_HUMAN;sp|Q9UHB9-2|SRP68_HUMAN;sp|Q9UHB9-3|SRP68_HUMANsp|Q9U B9|SRP68_H MAN Signal recognition article subunit SRP68 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRP68 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9UHB9-4|SRP68_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Signal recognition particle subunit SRP68 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRP68;sp|Q9UHB9-2|SRP68_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Signal recogniti24.894211 25.057344 11 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 21 19 0.1631336 688 24.2 70.729 627
sp|Q02978|M2OM_HUMAN;sp|Q02978-2|M2OM_HUMANsp|Q02978|M2OM_HUMAN itochondrial 2-oxoglutarate/malate carrier protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=SLC25A11 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q02978-2|M2OM_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Mitochondrial 2-oxoglutarate/malate carrier protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=SLC25A1122.928 11 23.090212 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 4 0. 620007 687 16.9 34.061 314
sp|P67775|PP2AA_HUMAN;sp|P62714|PP2AB_HUMAN;sp|P67775-2|PP2AA_HUMANsp|P67775|PP2AA_HUMAN Serine/threonine-protein phosphatase 2A catalytic subunit alpha isoform OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPP2CA PE=1 SV=1;sp|P62714|PP2AB_HUMAN Serine/threonine-protein phosphatase 2A catalytic subunit beta isoform OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPP2CB PE=1 SV22.7423 22.903967 6 6 By MS/ S By MS/MS 6 10 0.1616669 686 24.3 35.594 309
sp|Q16576|RBBP7_HUMAN;sp|Q16576-2|RBBP7_HUMANsp|Q16576|RBBP7_HUMAN Histone-binding protein RBBP7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBBP7 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q16576-2|RBBP7_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Histone-binding protein RBBP7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBBP724.18775 4.347801 7 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 15 13 0.1600513 685 20.9 47.82 425
sp|Q9P2R7-2|SUCB1_HUMAN;sp|Q9P2R7|SUCB1_HUMANsp|Q9P2R7-2|SUCB1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Succinyl-CoA ligase [ADP-forming] subunit beta, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=SUCLA2;sp|Q9P2R7|SUCB1_HUMAN Succinyl-CoA ligase [ADP-forming] subunit beta, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=SUCLA2 PE=1 SV=321.587744 21.744396 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 3 0.1566525 684 7 48.039 44
sp|O95831-3|AIFM1_HUMAN;sp|O95831|AIFM1_HUMAN;sp|O95831-6|AIFM1_HUMAN;sp|O95831-4|AIFM1_HUMAN;sp|O95831-2|AIFM1_HUMAN;sp|O95831-5|AIFM1_HUMANsp|O95831-3|AIFM1_HUMAN soform 3 of Apoptosis-inducing factor 1, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=AIFM1;sp|O95831| IFM1_HUMAN Apoptosis-inducing factor 1, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=AIFM1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|O95831-6|AIFM1_HUMAN Isoform 6 of Apoptosis-indu21.647198 21.80353 3 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 4 0. 56332 683 7.7 66.294 609
sp|Q9UNS2-2|CSN3_HUMAN;sp|Q9UNS2|CSN3_HUMANsp|Q9UNS2-2|CSN3_H MAN Isoform 2 of COP9 signalosome complex subunit 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=COPS3;sp|Q9UNS2|CSN3_HUMAN COP9 signalosome complex subunit 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=COPS3 PE=1 SV=321.189907 1.345921 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/M 1 3 0.1560135 682 7.7 45.726 403
sp|Q8IWX8|CHERP_HUMANsp|Q8IWX8|CHERP_HUMAN Calcium homeostasis endoplasmic reticulum protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=CHERP PE=1 SV=321.571589 21.726711 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/M 3 4 0.1551228 681 4.9 103.7 916
sp|P49755|TMEDA_HUMANsp|P49755|TMEDA_HUMAN Transmembrane emp24 domain-containing protein 10 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TMED10 PE=1 SV=222.80998 22.963776 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/M 3 5 0.1537952 680 10.5 24.976 219
sp|P00374|DYR_HUMAN;sp|Q86XF0|DYRL1_HUMANsp|P00374|DYR_HUMAN Dihydrofolate reductase OS=Homo sapiens GN=DHFR PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q86XF0|DYRL1_HUMAN Dihydrofolate reductase, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=DHFRL1 PE=1 SV=124.518694 24.671633 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 9 0.1529388 679 36.9 21.452 187
sp|Q7Z2W4|ZCCHV_HUMAN;sp|Q7Z2W4-2|ZCCHV_HUMAN;sp|Q7Z2W4-3|ZCCHV_HUMANsp|Q7Z2W4|ZCCHV_HUMAN Zinc finger CCCH-type antiviral protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ZC3HAV1 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q7Z2W4-2|ZCCHV_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Zinc finger CCCH-type antiviral protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ZC3HAV1;sp|Q7Z2W4-3|ZCCHV_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Zinc finger22.698206 22.851099 5 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 8 0.1528931 678 10.1 101.43 902
sp|Q9NVZ3-3|NECP2_HUMAN;sp|Q9NVZ3|NECP2_HUMAN;sp|Q9NVZ3-2|NECP2_HUMAN;sp|Q9NVZ3-4|NECP2_HUMANsp|Q9NVZ3-3|NECP2_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Ada tin ear-binding coat-associated protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NECAP2;sp|Q9NVZ3|NECP2_HUMAN Adaptin ear-binding coat-associated protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NECAP2 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9NVZ3-2|NECP2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Adapti21.503489 21.656305 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 4 0.1528168 677 14 19.419 172
sp|Q9UG63|ABCF2_HUMANsp|Q9UG63| BCF2_HUMAN ATP-binding cassette sub-family F member 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ABCF2 PE=1 SV=224.388834 24.541382 11 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 13 18 0. 525478 676 22.5 71.289 623
sp|O75396|SC22B_HUMANsp|O75396|SC22B_HUMAN Vesicle-trafficking protein SEC22b OS=Homo sapiens GN=SEC22B PE=1 SV=421.839651 21.99172 3 3 By M /MS By MS/MS 2 5 0.1520691 675 15.8 24.593 215
sp|Q12931|TRAP1_HUMANsp|Q12931|TRAP1_HUMAN Heat shock protein 75 kDa, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=TRAP1 PE=1 SV=322.47028 22.621674 3 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 6 0.1513939 674 7.8 80.109 704
sp|P60953|CDC42_HUMAN;sp|P60953-1|CDC42_HUMANsp|P60953|CDC42_HUMAN ell division control protein 42 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=CDC42 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P60953-1|CDC42_HUMAN Isoform 1 of Cell division control protein 42 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=CDC4223.674221 23.82 543 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 9 0.150322 673 26.7 21.258 191
sp|O95716|RAB3D_HUMANsp|O95716|RAB3D_HUMAN Ras-related protein Rab-3D OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB3D PE=1 SV=122.824949 22.974825 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 7 0.1498756 672 26 24.267 219
sp|Q9NQC3-2|RTN4_HUMAN;sp|Q9NQC3-5|RTN4_HUMAN;sp|Q9NQC3|RTN4_HUMAN;sp|Q9NQC3-3|RTN4_HUMAN;sp|Q9NQC3-4|RTN4_HUMAN;sp|Q9NQC3-6|RTN4_HUMANsp|Q9NQC3-2|RTN4_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Reticulon-4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RTN4;sp Q9 QC3-5|RTN4_HUMAN Isoform 5 of Reticulon-4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RTN4;sp|Q9NQC3|RTN4_HUMAN Reticulon-4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RTN4 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9NQC3-3|RTN4_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Reticulon24.521692 24.670067 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 8 0.1483746 671 15.3 40.317 373
sp|Q96AY3|FKB10_HUMANsp|Q96AY3|FKB10_HUMAN Peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase FKBP10 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FKBP10 PE=1 SV=122.878132 23.023607 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 9 0.1454754 670 13.2 64.244 582
sp|P63244|GBLP_HUMANsp| 63244|GBLP_HUMAN Guanine nucleotide-binding protein subunit beta-2-like 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GNB2L1 PE=1 SV=325.319757 25.465008 11 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 15 17 0.1452503 669 45.7 35.076 317
sp|P62750|RL23A_HUMANsp|P62750|RL23A_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L23a OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL23A PE=1 SV=17.868206 28.013292 9 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 22 25 0.1450863 668 39.7 17.695 156
sp|P78347-2|GTF2I_HUMAN;sp|P78347-4|GTF2I_HUMAN;sp|P78347-3|GTF2I_HUMAN;sp|P78347|GTF2I_HUMAN;sp|Q86UP8-3|GTD2A_HUMAN;sp|Q86UP8|GTD2A_HUMAN;sp|Q6EKJ0|GTD2B_HUMANsp|P78347-2|GTF2I_HUMAN Isoform 2 of General transcription factor II-I OS=Homo sapiens GN=GTF2I;sp|P7 347-4|GTF2I_HUMAN Isoform 4 of General tran cription factor II-I OS=Homo sapiens GN=GTF2I;sp|P78347-3|GTF2I_HUMAN Isoform 3 of General transcription facto22.931604 23.076382 6 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 11 0.14 773 667 8.6 107.97 957
sp|Q7L2H7|EIF3M_HUMANsp|Q7L2H7|EIF3M_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 3 subunit M OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF3M PE=1 SV=125.054613 25.198093 9 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 19 0.1434803 666 34.2 42.502 374
sp|P47755|CAZA2_HUMANsp|P47755|CAZA2_HUMAN F-actin-capping protein subunit alpha-2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CAPZA2 PE=1 SV=322.589872 22.732582 3 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 5 0.1427097 665 19.6 32.949 286
sp|Q9UHG3|PCYOX_HUMANsp|Q9UHG3|PCYOX_HUMAN Prenylcysteine oxidase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PCYOX1 PE=1 SV=321.59878 21.741312 3 3 By atching By MS/MS 0 3 0.1425323 664 5.9 56.639 505
sp|O95793-2|STAU1_HUMAN;sp|O95793|STAU1_HUMAN;sp|O95793-3|STAU1_HUMANsp|O95793-2|STAU1_HUMAN Isoform Short of Double-stranded RNA-binding protein Staufen homolog 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=STAU1;sp|O95793|STAU1_HUMAN Double-stranded RNA-binding protein Staufen homolog 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=STAU1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|O95793-3|STAU1_HUMAN I24.904537 25.046852 12 13 By MS/MS By MS/MS 16 22 0.1423149 663 31 54. 3 496
sp|P51610-2|HCFC1_HUMAN;sp|P51610|HCFC1_HUMAN;sp|P51610-4|HCFC1_HUMANsp|P5 610-2|HCFC1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Host cell factor 1 OS= omo sapiens GN=HCFC1;sp|P51610|HCFC1_HUMAN Host cell factor 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HCFC1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P51610-4|HCFC1_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Host cell factor 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HCFC121.200481 21.341965 3 4 By matching By MS/MS 0 5 0.1414833 662 3 201.85 1966
sp|P50990|TCPQ_HUMANsp|P50990|TCPQ_HUMAN T-complex protein 1 subunit theta OS=Homo sapiens GN=CCT8 PE=1 SV=425.00556 25.146666 6 17 By MS/MS By MS/MS 17 24 0.1411057 661 34.1 59.62 548
sp|Q8IY37|DHX37_HUMANsp|Q8IY37|DHX37_HUMAN Probable ATP-dependent RNA helicase DHX37 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DHX37 PE=1 SV=126.492712 26.633673 31 31 By MS/MS By MS/MS 45 54 0.1409607 660 30.2 129.54 1157
sp|Q9NZD2|GLTP_HUMANsp|Q9NZD2|GLTP_HUMAN Glycolipid transfer protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=GLTP PE=1 SV=323.822113 23.962788 6 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 12 0.1406746 659 36.4 23.85 209
sp|P10768|ESTD_HUMANsp|P10768|ESTD_HUMAN S-formylglutathione hydrolase OS=Homo sapiens GN=ESD PE=1 SV=223.293898 23.433136 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 9 0.1392384 658 19.5 31.462 282
sp|Q9P0L0|VAPA_HUMAN;sp|Q9P0L0-2|VAPA_HUMAN;sp|O95292-2|VAPB_HUMANsp|Q9P0L0|VAPA_HUMAN Vesicle-associated membrane protein-associated protein A OS=Homo sapiens GN=VAPA PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q9P0L0-2|VAPA_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Vesicle-associated membrane protein-associated protein A OS=Homo sapiens GN=VAPA22.545595 22.684488 3 4 By MS/ S By MS/MS 4 7 0.1388931 657 24.5 27.893 249
sp|P14618|KPYM_HUMAN;sp|P14618-3|KPYM_HUMAN;sp|P14618-2|KPYM_HUMAN;sp|P30613-2|KPYR_HUMAN;sp|P30613|KPYR_HUMANsp|P14618|KPYM_HUMAN Pyruvate kinase PKM OS=Homo sapiens GN=PKM PE=1 SV=4;sp|P14618-3|KPYM_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Pyruvate kinase PKM OS=Homo sapiens GN=PKM;sp|P14618-2|KPYM_HUMAN Isoform M1 of Pyruvate kinase PKM OS=Homo sapiens GN=PKM30.427523 30.56638 40 39 By MS/MS By MS/MS 115 117 0.1388569 656 74.2 57.936 531
sp|P30520|PURA2_HUMANsp|P30520|PURA2_HUMAN Adenylosuccinate synthetase isozyme 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ADSS PE=1 SV=325.17173 25.309698 10 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 16 15 0.1379681 655 29.4 50.097 456
sp|Q86UP2-2|KTN1_HUMAN;sp|Q86UP2|KTN1_HUMAN;sp|Q86UP2-3|KTN1_HUMANsp|Q86UP2-2|KTN1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Kinectin OS=Homo sapiens GN=KTN1;sp|Q86UP2|KTN1_HUMAN Kinectin OS=Homo sapiens GN=KTN1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q86UP2-3|KTN1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Kinectin OS=Homo sapiens GN=KTN122.805441 22.942438 7 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 12 0.1369972 654 7.1 149.61 1300
sp|Q8WWY3|PRP31_HUMAN;sp|Q8WWY3-2|PRP31_HUMAN;sp|Q8WWY3-3|PRP31_HUMANsp|Q8WWY3|PRP31_HUMAN U4/U6 small nuclear ribonucleoprotein Prp31 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRPF31 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q8WWY3-2|PRP31_HUMAN Isoform 2 of U4/U6 small nuclear ribonucleoprotein Prp31 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRPF31;sp|Q8WWY3-3|PRP31_HUMAN Isoform 3 of U4/U6 smal22.50913 22.6 1125 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 6 0.131994 653 7.8 55.455 499
sp|O15145|ARPC3_HUMANsp|O15145| RPC3_HUMAN Actin-related protein 2/3 complex subunit 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARPC3 PE=1 SV=322.47961 22.61043 5 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 9 0.1308193 652 33.1 20.546 178
sp|P46977|STT3A_HUMANsp|P46977|STT3A_HUMAN Dolichyl-diphosphooligosaccharide--protein glycosyltransferase subunit STT3A OS=Homo sapiens GN=STT3A PE=1 SV=221.244059 21.374645 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 3 0.1305866 651 4.5 80.529 705
sp|Q9BVG4|PBDC1_HUMANsp|Q9BVG4|PBDC1_HUMAN Protein PBDC1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PBDC1 PE=1 SV=122.990404 23.120808 4 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 4 0.1304035 650 21.5 26.056 233
sp|O14979-3|HNRDL_HUMAN;sp|O14979-2|HNRDL_HUMAN;sp|O14979|HNRDL_HUMANsp|O14979-3|H RDL_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein D-like OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPDL;sp|O14979-2|HNRDL_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein D-like OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPDL;sp|O14979|HNRDL_HUMAN Heterogeneou22.897888 23.027914 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 5 0.1300259 649 16 27.191 244
sp|P49588|SYAC_HUMANsp|P49588|SYAC_HUMAN Alanine--tRNA ligase, cytoplasmic OS=Homo sapiens GN=AARS PE=1 SV=229.158895 29.287954 39 39 By MS/MS By MS/MS 79 81 0.1290588 648 49 106.81 968
sp|P31939|PUR9_HUMAN;sp|P31939-2|PUR9_HUMANsp|P31939|PUR9_HUMAN Bifunctional purine biosynthesis protein PURH OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATIC PE=1 SV=3;sp|P31939-2|PUR9_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Bifunctional purine biosynthesis protein PURH OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATIC29.773054 29.900091 34 36 By MS/MS By MS/MS 86 91 0.127037 647 73.1 64.615 592
sp|P27797|CALR_HUMANsp|P27797|CALR_HUMAN Calreticulin OS=Homo sapiens GN=CALR PE=1 SV=123.660795 23.78676 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 10 0.1259651 646 15.3 48.141 417
sp|P11233|RALA_HUMANsp|P11233|RALA_HUMAN Ras-related protein Ral-A OS=Homo sapiens GN=RALA PE=1 SV=123.527073 23.652504 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 5 0.1254311 645 27.2 23.567 206
sp|Q9NTK5|OLA1_HUMAN;sp|Q9NTK5-2|OLA1_HUMAN;sp|Q9NTK5-3|OLA1_HUMANsp|Q9NTK5|OLA1_HUMAN Obg-like ATPase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=OLA1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9NTK5-2|OLA1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Obg-like ATPase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=OLA1;sp|Q9NTK5-3|OLA1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Obg-like ATPase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=OLA125.362991 5.488091 4 14 By MS/ S By MS/M 22 21 0.1250992 644 40.9 44.743 396
sp|Q13637|RAB32_HUMAN;sp|O14966|RAB7L_HUMAN;sp|P57729|RAB38_HUMANsp|Q13637|RAB32_HUMAN Ras-related protein Rab-32 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB32 PE=1 SV=321.645 41 21.769915 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 5 0.1244736 643 14.7 24.997 225
sp|P48507|GSH0_HUMANsp|P48507|GSH0_HUMAN Glutamate--cysteine ligase regulatory subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=GCLM PE=1 SV=122.95079 23.075092 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 5 0.1243019 642 14.2 30.727 274
sp|P61289|PSME3_HUMAN;sp|P61289-2|PSME3_HUMANsp|P61289|PSME3_HUMAN roteasome activator complex subunit 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSME3 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P61289-2|PSME3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Proteasome activator complex subunit 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSME322.408417 2.532694 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 6 0.1242771 641 14.2 29.506 254
sp|P00387-2|NB5R3_HUMAN;sp|P00387|NB5R3_HUMAN;sp|P00387-3|NB5R3_HUMANsp|P00387-2|NB5R3_HUMA  Isoform 2 of ADH-cytochrome b5 reductase 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CYB5R3;sp|P00387|NB5R3_HUMAN NADH-cytochrome b5 reductase 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CYB5R3 PE=1 SV=3;sp|P00387-3|NB5R3_HUMAN Isoform 3 of NADH-cytochrome b5 reductase 3 OS=Ho21.005526 21.129435 2 3 By MS/MS By M /MS 1 4 0.1239 9 640 11.5 31.628 278
sp|P50570-3|DYN2_HUMAN;sp|P50570-2|DYN2_HUMAN;sp|P50570-5|DYN2_HUMAN;sp|P50570-4|DYN2_HUMAN;sp|P50570|DYN2_HUMAN;sp|Q9UQ16-2|DYN3_HUMAN;sp|Q9UQ16-3|DYN3_HUMAN;sp|Q9UQ16|DYN3_HUMAN;sp|Q9UQ16-4|DYN3_HUMANsp|P50570-3|DYN2_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Dynamin-2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DNM2;sp|P50570-2|DYN2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Dynamin-2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DNM2;sp|P50570-5|DYN2_HUMAN Isoform 5 of Dynamin-2 OS=Homo sapiens G =DNM2;sp|P50570-4|DYN2_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Dynamin-219.543558 19.667282 1 2 By m tching By MS/MS 0 3 .123724 639 2.3 97.553 866
sp|P22314|UBA1_HUMANsp|P22314|UBA1_HUMAN Ubiquitin-like modifier-activating enzyme 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBA1 PE=1 SV=324.396563 24.520254 11 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 14 0.1236916 638 14.5 117.85 1058
sp|P61026|RAB10_HUMANsp|P61026|RAB10_HUMAN Ras-related protein Rab-10 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB10 PE=1 SV=126.564419 26.687658 11 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 15 20 0.1232395 637 49 22.541 200
sp|P33992|MCM5_HUMANsp|P33992|MCM5_HUMAN DNA replication licensing factor MCM5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MCM5 PE=1 SV=521.34408 21.466776 2 5 By S/MS By MS/MS 2 8 0.1226959 636 9.5 82.285 734
sp|P45880|VDAC2_HUMAN;sp|P45880-2|VDAC2_HUMAN;sp|P45880-1|VDAC2_HUMANsp|P45880|VDAC2_HUMAN oltage-dependent anion-selective channel protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=VDAC2 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P45880-2|VDAC2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Voltage-dependent anion-selective channel protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=VDAC2;sp|P45880-1|VDAC2_HUMAN Isoform 125.496222 5.618237 9 9 By MS/MS By MS/M 16 16 0.122015 635 33.7 31.566 294
sp|P50502|F10A1_HUMAN;sp|Q8NFI4|F10A5_HUMAN;sp|Q8IZP2|ST134_HUMANsp|P50502|F10A1_HUMAN Hsc70-interacting protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=ST13 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q8NFI4|F10A5_HUMAN Putative protein FAM10A5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ST13P5 PE=5 SV=1;sp|Q8IZP2|ST134_HUMAN Putative protein FAM10A4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ST13P4 PE=5 SV=123.775652 23.897076 5 5 By S/MS By MS/MS 9 10 .1214237 634 16.5 41.331 369
sp|P42704|LPPRC_HUMAN;sp|Q9NP80-3|PLPL8_HUMAN;sp|Q9NP80-2|PLPL8_HUMAN;sp|Q9NP80|PLPL8_HUMANsp|P42704|LPPRC_HUMAN Leucine-rich PPR motif-containing protein, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=LRPPRC PE=1 SV=326.698164 26.818605 40 40 By MS/MS By MS/MS 56 64 0.1204414 633 29.3 157.9 1394
sp|O43447|PPIH_HUMANsp|O43447|PPIH_HUMAN Peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase H OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPIH PE=1 SV=122.767008 22.886435 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 8 0.1194267 632 22.6 19.208 177
sp|P24534|EF1B_HUMANsp|P24534|EF1B_HUMAN Elongation factor 1-beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=EEF1B2 PE=1 SV=324.099489 24.218302 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 5 0.1188126 631 23.6 24.763 225
sp|Q15257-2|PTPA_HUMAN;sp|Q15257|PTPA_HUMAN;sp|Q15257-3|PTPA_HUMAN;sp|Q15257-4|PTPA_HUMANsp|Q15257-2|PTPA_HUMAN Isoform 1 of Serine/threonine-protein phosphatase 2A activator OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPP2R4;sp|Q15257|PTPA_HUMAN Serine/threonine-protein phosphatase 2A activator OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPP2R4 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q15257-3|PTPA_HUMAN Isoform 3 of S25.088491 25.206947 9 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 12 0.1184559 630 35 36.775 323
sp|O76094|SRP72_HUMAN;sp|O76094-2|SRP72_HUMANsp|O76094|SRP72_HUMAN Signal recognition particle subunit SRP72 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRP72 PE=1 SV=3;sp|O76094-2|SRP72_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Signal recognition particle subunit SRP72 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRP7224.009153 4.125498 10 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 13 12 0.1163445 629 17.1 74.605 671
sp|Q9H8Y8|GORS2_HUMAN;sp|Q9H8Y8-2|GORS2_HUMANsp|Q9H8Y8|GORS2_HUMAN Golgi reassembly-stacking protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GORASP2 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q9H8Y8-2|GORS2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Golgi reassembly-stacking protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GORASP222.834202 22.949259 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 4 0.115057 628 8.2 47.145 452
sp|Q9Y2X3|NOP58_HUMANsp|Q9Y2X3|NOP58_HUMAN Nucleolar protein 58 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NOP58 PE=1 SV=123.012157 23.126648 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 8 0.1144905 627 16.1 59.578 529
sp|Q13435|SF3B2_HUMANsp|Q13435|SF3B2_HUMAN Splicing factor 3B subunit 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SF3B2 PE=1 SV=224.997185 25.111477 14 14 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 25 0.1142921 626 19 100.23 895
sp|P06733|ENOA_HUMAN;sp|P06733-2|ENOA_HUMANsp|P06733|ENOA_HUMAN Alpha-enolase OS=Homo sapiens GN=ENO1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P06733-2|ENOA_HUMAN Isoform MBP-1 of Alpha-enolase OS=Homo sapiens GN=ENO122.017979 22.132198 2 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 4 0.1142197 625 8.3 47.168 434
sp|O60664-4|PLIN3_HUMAN;sp|O60664-3|PLIN3_HUMAN;sp|O60664|PLIN3_HUMAN;sp|O60664-2|PLIN3_HUMANsp|O60664-4|PLIN3_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Perilipin-3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PLIN3;sp|O60664-3|PLIN3_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Perilipin-3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PLIN3;sp|O60664|PLIN3_HUMAN Perilipin-3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PLIN3 PE=1 SV=325.3 1423 25.441391 12 12 By MS/ S By MS/MS 16 18 0.1099682 624 45.3 45.803 422
sp|P52292|IMA1_HUMANsp|P52292|IMA1_HUMAN Importin subunit alpha-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=KPNA2 PE=1 SV=124.487446 24.597359 8 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 12 0.1099129 623 22.1 57.861 529
sp|Q96CT7|CC124_HUMANsp|Q96CT7|CC124_HUMAN Coiled-coil domain-containing protein 124 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CCDC124 PE=1 SV=122.877569 22.986956 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 9 0.1093864 622 24.7 25.835 223
sp|P31949|S10AB_HUMANsp|P31949|S10AB_HUMAN Protein S100-A11 OS=Homo sapiens GN=S100A11 PE=1 SV=222.323803 22.432192 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 4 0.1083889 621 19 11.74 105
sp|P13010|XRCC5_HUMANsp|P13010|XRCC5_HUMAN X-ray repair cross-complementing protein 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=XRCC5 PE=1 SV=323.228437 23.336336 8 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 15 0.1078987 620 13.5 82.704 732
sp|Q99459|CDC5L_HUMANsp|Q99459|CDC5L_HUMAN Cell division cycle 5-like protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=CDC5L PE=1 SV=224.512257 24.619526 13 14 By MS/MS By MS/MS 22 24 0.1072693 619 20.2 92.25 802
sp|O43809|CPSF5_HUMANsp|O43809|CPSF5_HUMAN Cleavage and polyadenylation specificity factor subunit 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NUDT21 PE=1 SV=123.353397 23.460014 4 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 8 0.106617 618 28.6 26.227 227
sp|O95747|OXSR1_HUMAN;sp|Q9UEW8|STK39_HUMANsp|O95747|OXSR1_H MAN erine/threonine-protein kinase OSR1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=OXSR1 PE=1 SV=121.038519 21.14 888 2 3 By matching By MS/MS 0 4 0.1053696 617 4.9 58.022 527
sp|O95864-3|FADS2_HUMAN;sp|O95864|FADS2_HUMAN;sp|O95864-2|FADS2_HUMANsp|O95864-3|FADS2_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Fatty acid desaturase 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FADS2;sp|O95864|FADS2_HUMAN Fatty acid desaturase 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FADS2 PE=1 SV=1;sp|O95864-2|FADS2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Fatty acid desaturase 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FADS221.514559 21.619526 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 4 0.1049671 616 6.7 45.524 386
sp|P42166|LAP2A_HUMAN;sp|P42167-2|LAP2B_HUMANsp|P42166|LAP2A_HUMAN amina-associated polypeptide 2, isoform alpha OS=Homo sapiens GN=TMPO PE=1 SV=2;sp|P42167-2|LAP2B_HUMAN Isoform Gamma of Lamina-associated polypeptide 2, isoforms beta/gamma OS=Homo sapiens GN=TMPO24.872675 24.977274 8 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 11 0. 04599 615 16.7 75.491 694
sp|Q2NL82|TSR1_HUMANsp|Q2NL82|TSR1_HUMAN Pre-rRNA-processing protein TSR1 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=TSR1 PE=1 SV=126.033134 26.137236 18 18 By MS/MS By MS/MS 32 27 0.1041012 614 30.1 91.809 804
sp|Q9BSD7|NTPCR_HUMANsp|Q9BSD7|NTPCR_HUMAN Cancer-related nucleoside-triphosphatase OS=Homo sapiens GN=NTPCR PE=1 SV=121.698673 21.802269 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 5 0.1035957 613 20.5 20.713 190
sp|Q9BUQ8|DDX23_HUMANsp|Q9BUQ8|DDX23_HUMAN Probable ATP-dependent RNA helicase DDX23 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDX23 PE=1 SV=322.856884 22.9592 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 9 0.1023159 612 7.4 95.581 820
sp|P18583-6|SON_HUMAN;sp|P18583-2|SON_HUMAN;sp|P18583-10|SON_HUMAN;sp|P18583-3|SON_HUMAN;sp|P18583-4|SON_HUMAN;sp|P18583-7|SON_HUMAN;sp|P18583|SON_HUMAN;sp|P18583-5|SON_HUMAN;sp|P18583-9|SON_HUMAN;sp|P18583-8|SON_HUMANsp|P18583-6|SON_HUMAN Isoform E of Protein SON O =Homo sapiens GN=SON;sp|P18583-2|SON_HUMAN Isoform A of Protein SON OS=Homo sapiens GN=SON;sp|P18583-10 SON_HUMAN Isoform J of rotein SON OS=Homo apiens GN= ;sp|P18583-3|SON_HUMAN Isoform B of Protein SO23.958633 24.060852 7 7 By MS/MS By MS/M 12 11 0.1022186 611 4 228.18 210
sp|Q15293|RCN1_HUMANsp|Q15293|RCN1_HUMAN Reticulocalbin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RCN1 PE=1 SV=123.279234 23.379412 6 6 By MS/MS By M /MS 5 10 0.1001778 610 19.6 38.89 331
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sp|P05026-2|AT1B1_HUMAN;sp|P05026|AT1B1_HUMANsp|P05026-2| T1B1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Sodium/potassium-transporting ATPase subunit beta-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATP1B1;sp|P05026|AT1B1_HUMAN Sodium/potassium-transporting ATPase subunit beta-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATP1B1 PE=1 SV=120.54208 20.641918 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 4 0.0998383 609 7.3 34.893 301
sp|Q00839-2|HNRPU_HUMAN;sp|Q00839|HNRPU_HUMANsp|Q00839-2|H RPU_HUMAN Isoform Short of Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein U OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPU;sp|Q00839|HNRPU_HUMAN Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein U OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPU PE=1 SV=627.6467 8 27.745926 17 17 By MS/MS By MS/MS 29 36 0.0992184 608 24.7 88.979 806
sp|Q9BUJ2-4|HNRL1_HUMAN;sp|Q9BUJ2-2|HNRL1_HUMAN;sp|Q9BUJ2|HNRL1_HUMAN;sp|Q9BUJ2-3|HNRL1_HUMAN;sp|Q9BUJ2-5|HNRL1_HUMANsp|Q9BUJ2-4|H RL1_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein U-like protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPUL1;sp|Q9BUJ2-2|HNRL1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein U-like protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPUL1;sp|Q9BUJ2|HN27.582907 27.682108 28 30 By MS/MS By MS/MS 53 61 0.0992012 607 43.9 84.793 756
sp|O43290|SNUT1_HUMANsp|O43290|S UT1_HUMAN U4/U6.U5 tri-snRNP-associated protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SART1 PE=1 SV=123.999809 24.099007 9 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 13 0.0991974 606 16.1 90.254 800
sp|Q9H0S4-2|DDX47_HUMAN;sp|Q9H0S4|DDX47_HUMANsp|Q9H0S4-2|DDX47_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Probable ATP-dependent RNA helicase DDX47 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDX47;sp|Q9H0S4|DDX47_HUMAN Probable ATP-dependent RNA helicase DDX47 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDX47 PE=1 SV=120.4 94 9 20.5486 9 2 2 By matching By MS/MS 0 4 0.0991802 605 5.2 45.169 406
sp|Q15370|ELOB_HUMAN;sp|Q15370-2|ELOB_HUMANsp|Q15370|ELOB_HUMAN Transcription elongation factor B polypeptide 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TCEB2 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q15370-2|ELOB_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Transcription elongation factor B polypeptide 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TCEB222.690491 22.789032 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 5 0.09854 3 604 35.6 13.133 118
sp|P55786|PSA_HUMAN;sp|A6NEC2|PSAL_HUMANsp|P55786|PSA_HUMAN Puromycin-sensitive aminopeptidase OS=Homo sapiens GN=NPEPPS PE=1 SV=222.84621 22.944065 6 6 By M /MS By MS/MS 9 5 0.0978546 603 7.9 103.28 919
sp|Q7L0Y3|MRRP1_HUMANsp|Q7L0Y3|MRRP1_HUMAN Mitochondrial ribonuclease P protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TRMT10C PE=1 SV=226.083895 26.180256 16 15 By MS/MS By MS/MS 31 22 0.0963612 602 47.4 47.346 403
sp|P62753|RS6_HUMANsp|P62753|RS6_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS6 PE=1 SV=127.360516 27.456228 7 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 15 19 0.0957127 601 31.7 28.68 249
sp|Q8TF09|DLRB2_HUMAN;sp|Q9NP97|DLRB1_HUMAN;sp|Q9NP97-2|DLRB1_HUMANsp|Q8TF09|DLRB2_HUMAN Dynein light chain roadblock-type 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DYNLRB2 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9NP97|DLRB1_HUMAN Dynein light chain roadblock-type 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DYNLRB1 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q9NP97-2|DLRB1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Dynein light chain roadblock-22.71339 22.807682 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 4 0.0942 17 600 21.9 10.855 96
sp|O00264|PGRC1_HUMANsp|O00264|PGRC1_HUMAN Membrane-associated progesterone receptor component 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PGRMC1 PE=1 SV=323.265564 23.359175 3 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 6 0.0936108 599 20 21.671 195
sp|Q00059|TFAM_HUMAN;sp|Q00059-2|TFAM_HUMANsp|Q00059|TFAM_HUMAN Transcription factor A, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=TFAM PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q00059-2|TFAM_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Transcription factor A, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=TFAM22.916887 23.009632 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 6 0.0927448 598 16.7 29.096 246
sp|P35269|T2FA_HUMANsp|P35269|T2FA_HUMAN General transcription factor IIF subunit 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GTF2F1 PE=1 SV=222.684616 22.777279 5 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 8 0.0926628 597 13.7 58.24 517
sp|P55210-2|CASP7_HUMANsp|P55210-2|CASP7_HUMAN Isoform Beta of Caspase-7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CASP722.770098 22.861927 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 3 0.0918293 596 6.3 28.03 253
sp|Q9UNF1-2|MAGD2_HUMAN;sp|Q9UNF1|MAGD2_HUMAN;sp|Q12816-2|TROP_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y5V3|MAGD1_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y5V3-2|MAGD1_HUMAN;sp|Q12816|TROP_HUMANsp|Q9UNF1-2|MAGD2_H MAN Isoform 2 of Melanoma-associated antigen D2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MAGED2;sp|Q9UNF1|MAGD2_HUMAN Melanoma-associated antigen D2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MAGED2 PE=1 SV=224.990404 25.081924 13 4 By MS/MS By M /MS 8 21 0.0915203 595 27.6 63. 7 588
sp|Q9UGI8-2|TES_HUMAN;sp|Q9UGI8|TES_HUMANsp|Q9UGI8-2|TES_H MAN Isoform 2 of Testin OS=Homo sapiens GN=TES;sp|Q9UGI8|TES_HUMAN Testin OS=Homo sapiens GN=TES PE=1 SV=123.055401 23.146128 7 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 9 0.0907269 594 18.4 46.91 412
sp|P13804|ETFA_HUMAN;sp|P13804-2|ETFA_HUMANsp|P13804|ETFA_HUMAN lectron transfer flavoprotein subunit alpha, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=ETFA PE=1 SV=1;sp|P13804-2|ETFA_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Electron transfer flavoprotein subunit alpha, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=ETFA23.732416 23.823086 6 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 8 0.0906696 593 21.3 35.079 333
sp|Q12765-2|SCRN1_HUMAN;sp|Q12765|SCRN1_HUMAN;sp|Q12765-3|SCRN1_HUMANsp|Q12765-2|SCRN1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Secernin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SCRN1;sp|Q12765|SCRN1_HUMAN Secernin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SCRN1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q12765-3|SCRN1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Secernin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SCRN122.547951 22.63653 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 8 0.0885792 592 11.1 48.713 434
sp|P82979|SARNP_HUMANsp|P82979|SARNP_HUMAN SAP domain-containing ribonucleoprotein OS=Homo sapiens GN=SARNP PE=1 SV=323.694767 23.782768 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 7 0.0880013 591 29.5 23.671 210
sp|Q6YN16-2|HSDL2_HUMAN;sp|Q6YN16|HSDL2_HUMANsp|Q6YN16-2|HSDL2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase-like protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSDL2;sp|Q6YN16|HSDL2_HUMAN Hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase-like protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSDL2 PE=1 SV=123.350973 23.43784 7 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 9 0.0868664 590 23.2 37.32 345
sp|O75533|SF3B1_HUMAN;sp|O75533-2|SF3B1_HUMANsp|O75533|SF3B1_HUMAN Splicing factor 3B subunit 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SF3B1 PE=1 SV=324.60 046 4.692 62 16 17 By MS/MS By MS/MS 13 29 0.0851154 589 16.3 145.83 1304
sp|Q9H2P9-3|DPH5_HUMAN;sp|Q9H2P9-2|DPH5_HUMAN;sp|Q9H2P9-4|DPH5_HUMAN;sp|Q9H2P9|DPH5_HUMAN;sp|Q9H2P9-5|DPH5_HUMAN;sp|Q9H2P9-6|DPH5_HUMANsp|Q9H2P9-3|DPH5_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Diphthine synthase OS=Homo sa iens GN= ;sp|Q9H2P9-2|DPH5_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Diphthine synthase OS=Homo sapiens GN=DPH5;sp|Q9H2P9-4|DPH5_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Diphthine synthase OS=Homo sapiens GN=DPH5;sp|Q9H2P9|DPH5_HUMA22.196735 22.280849 3 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 4 0.0841141 588 17.5 2 .025 234
sp|Q8TC12|RDH11_HUMAN;sp|Q8TC12-3|RDH11_HUMAN;sp|Q8TC12-2|RDH11_HUMANsp|Q8TC12|RDH11_HUMAN Retinol dehydrogenase 11 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RDH11 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q8TC12-3|RDH11_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Retinol dehydrogenase 11 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RDH11;sp|Q8TC12-2|RDH11_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Retinol dehydrogenase 11 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RDH1121.553936 21.637 92 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 5 0.0832558 587 12.3 35.386 318
sp|Q01813|K6PP_HUMAN;sp|Q01813-2|K6PP_HUMAN;sp|P17858|K6PL_HUMAN;sp|P08237-2|K6PF_HUMAN;sp|P08237|K6PF_HUMAN;sp|P17858-2|K6PL_HUMAN;sp|P08237-3|K6PF_HUMANsp|Q01813|K6PP_HUMAN 6-phosphofructokinase type C OS=Homo apiens GN=PFKP PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q01813-2|K6PP_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 6-phosphofructokinase type C OS=Homo sapiens GN=PFKP24.364059 24.445753 9 11 By S/MS By MS/MS 15 19 0.0816936 586 16.2 85.595 784
sp|P07237|PDIA1_HUMANsp|P07237|PDIA1_HUMAN Protein disulfide-isomerase OS=Homo sapiens GN=P4HB PE=1 SV=325.55526 25.636662 18 18 By MS/MS By MS/MS 24 27 0.0814018 585 39.4 57.116 508
sp|P55084|ECHB_HUMANsp|P55084|ECHB_HUMAN Trifunctional enzyme subunit beta, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=HADHB PE=1 SV=323.146952 23.227306 7 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 13 0.0803547 584 19.2 51.294 474
sp|Q96HS1-2|PGAM5_HUMAN;sp|Q96HS1|PGAM5_HUMANsp|Q96HS1-2|PGAM5_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Serine/threonine-protein phosphatase PGAM5, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=PGAM5;sp|Q96HS1|PGAM5_HUMAN Serine/threonine-protein phosphatase PGAM5, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=PGAM5 PE=1 SV=222.047367 22.127546 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 6 0.0801792 583 16.9 28.02 255
sp|Q00796|DHSO_HUMANsp|Q00796|DHSO_HUMAN Sorbitol dehydrogenase OS=Homo sapiens GN=SORD PE=1 SV=423.258249 23.337152 6 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 4 0.0789032 582 20.7 38.324 357
sp|P84101-4|SERF2_HUMAN;sp|P84101|SERF2_HUMAN;sp|P84101-3|SERF2_HUMAN;sp|P84101-2|SERF2_HUMANsp|P84101-4|SERF2_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Small EDRK rich factor 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SERF2;sp|P84101|SERF2_HUMAN Small EDRK-rich factor 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SERF2 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P84101-3|SERF2_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Small EDRK-rich factor 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SERF2;23.05406 23.13 01 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 3 0.0779495 581 40 5.2159 45
sp|P07954-2|FUMH_HUMAN;sp|P07954|FUMH_HUMANsp|P07954-2|FUMH_HUMAN Isoform Cytoplasmic of Fumarate hydratase, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=FH;sp|P07954|FUMH_HUMAN Fumarate hydratase, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=FH PE=1 SV=324.872486 24.950336 8 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 14 16 0.0778503 80 25.1 50.212 467
sp|P00403|COX2_HUMANsp|P00403|COX2_HUMAN Cytochrome c oxidase subunit 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MT-CO2 PE=1 SV=122.862799 22.940145 3 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 2 0.0773468 579 16.3 25.565 227
sp|P07384|CAN1_HUMANsp|P07384|CAN1_HUMAN Calpain-1 catalytic subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=CAPN1 PE=1 SV=123.585201 23.662209 9 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 12 0.0770073 578 13.4 81.889 714
sp|P51114-2|FXR1_HUMAN;sp|P51114|FXR1_HUMAN;sp|P51114-3|FXR1_HUMAN;sp|Q06787-8|FMR1_HUMAN;sp|Q06787-6|FMR1_HUMAN;sp|Q06787-2|FMR1_HUMAN;sp|Q06787-4|FMR1_HUMAN;sp|Q06787-5|FMR1_HUMAN;sp|Q06787-7|FMR1_HUMAN;sp|Q06787-3|FMR1_HUMAN;sp|Q06787|FMR1_HUMANsp|P51114-2|FXR1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Fragile X mental retardation yndrome-related protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FXR1;sp|P51114|FXR1_HUMAN Fragile X mental retardation syndrome-related protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FXR1 PE=1 SV=3;sp|P51114-3|FXR1_HUMAN Isofor21.992758 22.069695 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 0.0769367 577 7.2 60.791 539
sp|O43169|CYB5B_HUMANsp|O43169|CYB5B_HUMAN Cytochrome b5 type B OS=Homo sapiens GN=CYB5B PE=1 SV=223.357296 23.43339 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 4 0.0760937 576 21.2 16.332 146
sp|P02786|TFR1_HUMANsp|P02786|TFR1_HUMAN Transferrin receptor protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TFRC PE=1 SV=225.016144 25.092207 13 13 By MS/MS By MS/MS 17 22 0.0760632 575 20.4 84.87 760
sp|O95573|ACSL3_HUMANsp|O95573| CSL3_HUMAN Long-chain-fatty-acid--CoA ligase 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACSL3 PE=1 SV=323.433517 23.507729 7 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 13 0.0742111 574 15.6 80.419 720
sp|P08579|RU2B_HUMANsp|P08579|RU2B_HUMAN U2 small nuclear ribonucleoprotein B OS=Homo sapiens GN=SNRPB2 PE=1 SV=12.645023 2 .719168 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 4 0.0741444 573 12.9 25.486 225
sp|P05165|PCCA_HUMAN;sp|P05165-2|PCCA_HUMAN;sp|P05165-3|PCCA_HUMANsp|P05165|PCCA_HUMAN ropionyl-CoA carboxylase alpha chain, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=PCCA PE=1 SV=4;sp|P05165-2|PCCA_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Propionyl-CoA carboxylase alpha chain, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=PCCA;sp|P05165-3|PCCA_HUMAN Isoform 3 of23.9560 6 24.029432 10 11 By MS/MS By MS/M 12 17 0.0733662 572 18.5 80.058 728
sp|P06493|CDK1_HUMAN;sp|P06493-2|CDK1_HUMAN;sp|P24941-2|CDK2_HUMAN;sp|P24941|CDK2_HUMAN;sp|Q00526|CDK3_HUMAN;sp|Q00537-2|CDK17_HUMAN;sp|P50750-2|CDK9_HUMAN;sp|Q00536|CDK16_HUMAN;sp|Q00536-3|CDK16_HUMAN;sp|Q07002-3|CDK18_HUMAN;sp|Q00537|CDK17_HUMAN;sp|Q9NYV4-3|CDK12_HUMAN;sp|Q00536-2|CDK16_HUMAN;sp|Q07002|CDK18_HUMAN;sp|Q14004-2|CDK13_HUMAN;sp|Q9NYV4-2|CDK12_HUMAN;sp|Q9NYV4|CDK12_HUMAN;sp|Q07002-2|CDK18_HUMAN;sp|O94921-2|CDK14_HUMAN;sp|O94921|CDK14_HUMAN;sp|Q00535-2|CDK5_HUMAN;sp|Q96Q40|CDK15_HUMAN;sp|Q96Q40-5|CDK15_HUMAN;sp|O94921-3|CDK14_HUMAN;sp|Q96Q40-3|CDK15_HUMAN;sp|Q96Q40-4|CDK15_HUMAN;sp|P50750|CDK9_HUMAN;sp|Q96Q40-2|CDK15_HUMAN;sp|Q00534|CDK6_HUMAN;sp|P11802|CDK4_HUMAN;sp|Q00535|CDK5_HUMAN;sp|Q14004|CDK13_HUMANsp|P06493|CDK1_HUMAN yclin-dependent kinase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CDK1 PE=1 SV=3 P 6493-2|CDK1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Cyclin-dependent kinase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CDK124.5274 24.599518 7 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 13 11 0.0720882 571 6.6 34.095 297
sp|P39748|FEN1_HUMAN;sp|P39748-2|FEN1_HUMANsp|P39748|FEN1_HUMAN lap endonuclease 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FEN1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P39748-2|FEN1_HUMAN Isoform FENMIT of Flap endonuclease 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FEN126.201349 26.272469 11 11 By MS/MS By MS/M 1 18 0.0711193 570 36.8 42.592 380
sp|O95433|AHSA1_HUMANsp|O95433| HSA1_HUMAN Activator of 90 kDa heat shock protein ATPase homolog 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=AHSA1 PE=1 SV=124.099327 24.168444 9 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 13 12 0.0691166 569 31.1 38.274 338
sp|Q96DI7|SNR40_HUMANsp|Q96DI7|S R40_HUMAN U5 small nuclear ribonucleoprotein 40 kDa protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=SNRNP40 PE=1 SV=120.350351 20.41918 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 2 0.0688286 568 6.2 39.31 357
sp|P40121-2|CAPG_HUMAN;sp|P40121|CAPG_HUMANsp| 40121-2|CAPG_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Macrophage-capping protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=CAPG;sp|P40121|CAPG_HUMAN Macrophage-capping protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=CAPG PE=1 SV=223.518333 23.587034 5 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 5 0.0687008 567 17.7 36.856 333
sp|P46940|IQGA1_HUMAN;sp|Q86VI3|IQGA3_HUMANsp|P46940|IQGA1_HUMAN Ras GTPase-activating-like protein IQGAP1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=IQGAP1 PE=1 SV=128. 36433 28.205084 57 57 By MS/MS By MS/MS 100 100 0.0686512 566 37.4 189.25 1657
sp|Q15393|SF3B3_HUMAN;sp|Q15393-3|SF3B3_HUMAN;sp|Q15393-2|SF3B3_HUMANsp|Q15393|SF3B3_HUMAN Splicing factor 3B subunit 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SF3B3 PE=1 SV=424.84642 24.914516 15 15 By MS/MS By MS/MS 26 25 0.0680962 565 14.3 135.58 1217
sp|P62244|RS15A_HUMANsp|P62244|RS15A_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S15a OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS15A PE=1 SV=227.061779 27.129179 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 18 18 0.0674 564 42.3 14.839 130
sp|Q27J81|INF2_HUMAN;sp|Q27J81-2|INF2_HUMAN;sp|Q27J81-3|INF2_HUMANsp|Q27J81|INF2_HUMAN Inverted formin-2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=INF2 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q27J81-2|INF2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Inverted formin-2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=INF223.742321 23.809607 9 10 By S/MS By MS/MS 10 12 0.0672855 563 10.6 135.62 1249
sp|Q5SSJ5-3|HP1B3_HUMAN;sp|Q5SSJ5-2|HP1B3_HUMAN;sp|Q5SSJ5|HP1B3_HUMANsp|Q5SSJ5-3|HP1B3_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Heterochromatin protein 1-binding protein 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HP1BP3;sp|Q5SSJ5-2|HP1B3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Heterochromatin protein 1-binding protein 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HP1BP3;sp|Q5SSJ5|HP1B3_HUMAN Heterochromatin prot21.824738 21.89171 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 3 0.0669727 562 7.7 44.434 401
sp|P49748-2|ACADV_HUMAN;sp|P49748|ACADV_HUMAN;sp|P49748-3|ACADV_HUMANsp|P49748-2| CADV_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Very long-chain specific acyl-CoA dehydrogenase, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACADVL;sp|P49748|ACADV_HUMAN Very long-chain specific acyl-CoA dehydrogenase, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACADVL PE=1 SV=1;sp|P4974821.9268 21.993069 4 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 2 0.0662689 561 7.3 68.058 633
sp|P12004|PCNA_HUMANsp|P12004|PCNA_HUMAN Proliferating cell nuclear antigen OS=Homo sapiens GN=PCNA PE=1 SV=127.704708 27.770647 12 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 23 27 0.0659389 560 52.9 28.768 261
sp|Q96IU4|ABHEB_HUMAN;sp|Q96IU4-2|ABHEB_HUMANsp|Q96I 4| BHEB_HUMAN lpha/beta hydrolase domain-containing protein 14B OS=Homo sapiens GN=ABHD14B PE=1 SV=125.196104 5.261696 7 6 By MS/MS By MS/M 13 12 0.0655918 559 44.3 22.345 210
sp|P80723|BASP1_HUMAN;sp|P80723-2|BASP1_HUMANsp| 80723|BASP1_HUMAN rain acid soluble protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=BASP1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P80723-2|BASP1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Brain acid soluble protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=BASP124.7662 9 4.830696 6 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 11 0.0644169 558 49.3 22.693 227
sp|O15305|PMM2_HUMAN;sp|Q92871|PMM1_HUMANsp|O15305|PMM2_HUMAN Phosphomannomutase 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PMM2 PE=1 SV=123.476671 23.540615 7 7 By MS/MS By S/MS 7 11 0.0639439 557 26.8 28.082 246
sp|Q9Y230|RUVB2_HUMANsp|Q9Y230|RUVB2_HUMAN RuvB-like 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RUVBL2 PE=1 SV=324.977579 25.041306 14 13 By MS/MS By M /MS 14 19 0.0637264 556 38 51.156 463
sp|O75477|ERLN1_HUMAN;sp|O94905|ERLN2_HUMANsp|O75477|ERLN1_HUMAN Erlin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ERLIN1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|O94905|ERLN2_HUMAN Erlin-2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ERLIN2 PE=1 SV=121.823727 21.88703 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 3 0.063303 555 7.5 38.925 346
sp|Q92616|GCN1L_HUMANsp|Q92616|GCN1L_HUMAN Translational activator GCN1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GCN1L1 PE=1 SV=624.678204 24.740314 17 22 By MS/MS By MS/MS 18 33 0.0621109 554 10 292.75 2671
sp|O43592|XPOT_HUMANsp|O43592|XPOT_HUMAN Exportin-T OS=Homo sapiens GN=XPOT PE=1 SV=222.897667 22.95966 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 8 0.0619926 553 5.8 109.96 962
sp|P48047|ATPO_HUMANsp|P48047|ATPO_HUMAN ATP synthase subunit O, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATP5O PE=1 SV=123.634226 23.695829 6 5 By MS/M By MS/MS 9 10 0.0616035 552 31 23.277 213
sp|Q9BY43|CHM4A_HUMANsp|Q9BY43|CHM4A_HUMAN Charged multivesicular body protein 4a OS=Homo sapiens GN=CHMP4A PE=1 SV=321.548725 21.609957 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 3 0.0612316 551 13.5 25.098 222
sp|P49773|HINT1_HUMANsp|P49773|HINT1_HUMAN Histidine triad nucleotide-binding protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HINT1 PE=1 SV=226.126307 26.186956 7 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 19 2 0.0606499 550 59.5 13.802 126
sp|P35606|COPB2_HUMANsp|P35606|COPB2_HUMAN Coatomer subunit beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=COPB2 PE=1 SV=221.604446 21.664749 3 5 By matching By MS/MS 0 6 0.0603027 549 5.7 102.49 906
sp|Q99880|H2B1L_HUMAN;sp|Q99879|H2B1M_HUMAN;sp|Q99877|H2B1N_HUMAN;sp|Q93079|H2B1H_HUMAN;sp|Q5QNW6|H2B2F_HUMAN;sp|P62807|H2B1C_HUMAN;sp|P58876|H2B1D_HUMAN;sp|O60814|H2B1K_HUMAN;sp|Q5QNW6-2|H2B2F_HUMAN;sp|P57053|H2BFS_HUMAN;sp|Q96A08|H2B1A_HUMANsp|Q99880|H2B1L_HUMAN Histone H2B type 1-L OS= omo sapiens GN=HIST1H2BL PE=1 SV=3 99879|H2B1M_HUMAN Histone H2B type 1-M OS=Homo sapiens GN=HIST1H2BM PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q99877|H2B1N_HUMAN Histone H2B type 1-N OS=Homo sapiens GN=HIST1H2BN PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q93079|27.415142 27.474369 8 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 15 15 0.059 27 548 53. 13.952 126
sp|Q96BM9|ARL8A_HUMANsp|Q96BM9| RL8A_HUMAN ADP-ribosylation factor-like protein 8A OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARL8A PE=1 SV=121.364956 21.423832 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 4 0.058876 547 15.1 21.416 186
sp|P10599-2|THIO_HUMAN;sp|P10599|THIO_HUMANsp|P10599-2|THIO_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Thioredoxin OS=Homo sapiens GN=TXN;sp|P10599|THIO_HUMAN Thioredoxin OS=Homo sapiens GN=TXN PE=1 SV=325.52 7 25.584398 5 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 6 0.0586987 546 49.4 9.4519 85
sp|P52815|RM12_HUMANsp|P52815|RM12_HUMAN 39S ribosomal protein L12, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=MRPL12 PE=1 SV=223.342318 23.400673 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 6 0.0583553 545 16.7 21.348 198
sp|Q9BVM2|DPCD_HUMANsp|Q9BVM2|DPCD_HUMAN Protein DPCD OS=Homo sapiens GN=DPCD PE=1 SV=221.722883 21.778563 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 0 4 0.0556793 544 15.3 23.239 203
sp|P35270|SPRE_HUMANsp|P35270|SPRE_HUMAN Sepiapterin reductase OS=Homo sapiens GN=SPR PE=1 SV=124.925606 24.98085 10 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 15 13 0.0552444 543 53.6 28.048 261
sp|Q53GQ0|DHB12_HUMANsp|Q53GQ0|DHB12_HUMAN Estradiol 17-beta-dehydrogenase 12 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSD17B12 PE=1 SV=222.48242 22.537086 4 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 6 0.0546665 542 17.3 34.324 312
sp|Q07065|CKAP4_HUMANsp|Q07065|CKAP4_HUMAN Cytoskeleton-associated protein 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CKAP4 PE=1 SV=224.268137 24.322098 9 13 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 18 0.0539608 541 29.7 66.022 602
sp|P07858|CATB_HUMANsp|P07858|CATB_HUMAN Cathepsin B OS=Homo sapiens GN=CTSB PE=1 SV=320.880991 20.933586 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 3 0.0525951 540 8.3 37.821 339
sp|P29692|EF1D_HUMAN;sp|P29692-3|EF1D_HUMAN;sp|P29692-2|EF1D_HUMAN;sp|P29692-4|EF1D_HUMANsp|P29692|EF1D_HUMAN longation factor 1-delta OS=Homo sapien  GN=EEF1D PE=1 SV=5;sp|P29692-3|EF1D_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Elongation factor 1-delta OS=Homo sapiens GN=EEF1D;sp|P29692-2|EF1D_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Elongation factor 1-delta OS=Homo sapiens GN=EEF1D;25.067268 25.11894 8 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 14 11 0.051672 539 37.7 31.121 281
sp|P05388|RLA0_HUMAN;sp|Q8NHW5|RLA0L_HUMANsp|P05388|RLA0_HUMAN 60S acidic ribosomal protein P0 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPLP0 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q8NHW5|RLA0L_HUMAN 60S acidic ribosomal protein P0-like OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPLP0P6 PE=5 SV=126.348053 26.399664 9 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 16 0.0516109 538 38.2 34.273 317
sp|P23528|COF1_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y281-3|COF2_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y281|COF2_HUMANsp|P23528|COF1_HUMAN Cofilin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CFL1 PE=1 SV=326.774799 26.825781 13 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 21 20 0.0509815 537 70.5 18.502 166
sp|Q9NR30|DDX21_HUMAN;sp|Q9NR30-2|DDX21_HUMAN;sp|Q9BQ39|DDX50_HUMANsp|Q9NR30|DDX21_HUMAN Nucleolar RNA helicase 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDX21 PE=1 SV=5;sp|Q9NR30-2|DDX21_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Nucleolar RNA helicase 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDX2124.085131 24.136101 9 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 13 .050970 536 14.9 87.343 783
sp|Q9Y2W2|WBP11_HUMANsp|Q9Y2W2|WBP11_HUMAN WW domain-binding protein 11 OS=Homo sapiens GN=WBP11 PE=1 SV=125.596081 25.647051 14 14 By MS/MS By MS/MS 19 26 0.0509701 535 26.2 69.997 641
sp|P52209|6PGD_HUMANsp|P52209|6PGD_HUMAN 6-phosphogluconate dehydrogenase, decarboxylating OS=Homo sapiens GN=PGD PE=1 SV=330.022343 30.073292 23 23 By MS/MS By MS/M 54 60 0.0509491 534 54 53.139 483
sp|O75934|SPF27_HUMANsp|O75934|SPF27_HUMAN Pre-mRNA-splicing factor SPF27 OS=Homo sapiens GN=BCAS2 PE=1 SV=121.365383 21.41617 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 5 0.050787 533 16.9 26.131 225
sp|Q9UMS4|PRP19_HUMANsp|Q9UMS4|PRP19_HUMAN Pre-mRNA-processing factor 19 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRPF19 PE=1 SV=125.428415 25.47905 11 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 14 20 0.0506344 532 33.3 55.18 504
sp|Q96E11-8|RRFM_HUMAN;sp|Q96E11-3|RRFM_HUMAN;sp|Q96E11|RRFM_HUMAN;sp|Q96E11-2|RRFM_HUMAN;sp|Q96E11-7|RRFM_HUMAN;sp|Q96E11-5|RRFM_HUMAN;sp|Q96E11-6|RRFM_HUMAN;sp|Q96E11-4|RRFM_HUMANsp|Q96E11-8|RRFM_HUMAN Isoform 8 of Ribosome-recycling factor, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapien  GN=MRRF;sp|Q96E11-3|RRFM_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Ribosome-recycling factor, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=MRRF;sp|Q96E11|RRFM_HUMAN Ribosome-recycling factor, mitoch22.418411 22.468765 3 4 By MS/ S By MS/MS 5 3 0.050354 531 24.8 23.51 210
sp|P62266|RS23_HUMANsp|P62266|RS23_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S23 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS23 PE=1 SV=36.387323 26.436142 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 14 0.0488186 530 30.1 15.807 143
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sp|P56211-2|ARP19_HUMAN;sp|P56211|ARP19_HUMANsp| 56211-2| RP19_HUMAN Isoform ARPP-16 of cAMP-regulated phosphoprotein 19 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARPP19;sp|P56211|ARP19_HUMAN cAMP-regulated phosphoprotein 19 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARPP19 PE=1 SV=223.817825 23.865519 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 6 0.0476933 29 46. 10.635 96
sp|P46783|RS10_HUMAN;sp|Q9NQ39|RS10L_HUMANsp|P46783|RS10_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S10 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS10 PE=1 SV=126.743811 26.790545 9 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 23 25 0.0467339 528 49.7 18.898 165
sp|Q9Y3Y2-4|CHTOP_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y3Y2|CHTOP_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y3Y2-3|CHTOP_HUMANsp|Q9Y3Y2-4|CHTOP_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Chromatin target of PRMT1 protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=CHTOP;sp|Q9Y3Y2|CHTOP_HUMAN Chromatin target of PRMT1 protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=CHTOP PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9Y3Y2-3|CHTOP_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Chromatin target of PRMT1 protei24.154528 24.200752 4 4 By MS/ S By MS/MS 6 7 0.0462246 527 25.7 21.918 202
sp|Q16186|ADRM1_HUMANsp|Q 6186| DRM1_HUMAN Proteasomal ubiquitin receptor ADRM1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ADRM1 PE=1 SV=222.903673 22.949509 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 3 0.0458355 526 7.6 42.153 407
sp|P05166|PCCB_HUMAN;sp|P05166-2|PCCB_HUMANsp|P05166|PCCB_HUMAN ropionyl-CoA carboxylase beta chain, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=PCCB PE=1 SV=3;sp|P05166-2|PCCB_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Propionyl-CoA carboxylase beta chain, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=PCCB23.6 9528 23.655237 6 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 8 0.0457096 525 18 58.215 539
sp|P09429|HMGB1_HUMAN;sp|B2RPK0|HGB1A_HUMAN;sp|P26583|HMGB2_HUMAN;sp|P23497|SP100_HUMANsp|P09429|HMGB1_HUMAN High mobility group protein B1 OS= omo sapiens GN=HMGB1 PE=1 SV=3;sp|B2RPK0|HGB1A_HUMAN Putative high mobility group protein B1-like 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HMGB1P1 PE=5 SV=125.104816 25.150234 6 5 By MS/ S By MS/M 15 11 0.0454178 524 31.2 24.893 215
sp|P31327-3|CPSM_HUMAN;sp|P31327|CPSM_HUMAN;sp|P31327-2|CPSM_HUMANsp|P31327-3|CPSM_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Carbamoyl-phosphate synthase [ammonia], mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=CPS1;sp|P31327|CPSM_HUMAN Carbamoyl-phosphate synthase [ammonia], mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=CPS1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P31327-2|CPSM_HUMAN Isoform 227.302692 27.346888 39 40 By MS/MS By MS/MS 59 76 0.0441952 523 31.5 165.65 1506
sp|P63165|SUMO1_HUMAN;sp|P63165-2|SUMO1_HUMANsp|P63165|SUMO1_HUMAN mall ubiquitin-related modifier 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SUMO1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P63165-2|SUMO1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Small ubiquitin-related modifier 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SUMO121.697231 1.740736 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 4 0.0435047 522 18.8 11.557 101
sp|Q9BYN0|SRXN1_HUMANsp|Q9BYN0|SRXN1_HUMAN Sulfiredoxin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRXN1 PE=1 SV=223.166775 23.20817 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 6 0.0413952 521 40.1 14.259 137
sp|P09543-2|CN37_HUMAN;sp|P09543|CN37_HUMANsp|P09543-2|CN37_HUMAN Isoform CNPI of 2,3-cyclic-nucleotide 3-phosphodiesterase OS=Homo sapiens GN=CNP;sp|P09543|CN37_HUMAN 2,3-cyclic-nucleotide 3-phosphodiesterase OS=Homo sapiens GN=CNP PE=1 SV=221.94 49 21.989262 3 5 By matching By MS/MS 0 5 0.039772 520 13 45.098 401
sp|P08134|RHOC_HUMANsp|P08134|RHOC_HUMAN Rho-related GTP-binding protein RhoC OS=Homo sapiens GN=RHOC PE=1 SV=125.077654 25.117315 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 9 0.0396614 519 24.4 22.006 193
sp|P51148|RAB5C_HUMAN;sp|P51148-2|RAB5C_HUMANsp|P51148|RAB5C_HUMAN as-related protein Rab-5C OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB5C PE=1 SV=2;sp|P51148-2|RAB5C_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ras-related protein Rab-5C OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB5C26.460625 6.500164 8 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 16 18 0.0395393 518 45.4 23.482 216
sp|P63092-3|GNAS2_HUMAN;sp|P63092-2|GNAS2_HUMAN;sp|P63092|GNAS2_HUMAN;sp|P63092-4|GNAS2_HUMAN;sp|Q5JWF2-2|GNAS1_HUMAN;sp|Q5JWF2|GNAS1_HUMANsp|P63092-3|G AS2_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Guanine nucleotide-binding protein G(s) subunit alpha isoform  short OS=Homo sapiens G =GNAS;sp|P63092-2|GNAS2_HUMAN Isoform Gnas-2 of Guanine nucleotide-binding protein G(s) subunit alpha isoforms short OS=Homo sapiens21.930197 1.967932 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 4 0.037735 517 5.3 44.179 379
sp|P68104|EF1A1_HUMAN;sp|Q5VTE0|EF1A3_HUMAN;sp|Q05639|EF1A2_HUMANsp|P68104|EF1A1_HUMAN Elongation factor 1-alpha 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EEF1A1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q5VTE0|EF1A3_HUMAN Putative elongation factor 1-alpha-like 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EEF1A1P5 PE=5 SV=1;sp|Q05639|EF1A2_HUMAN Elongation factor 1-alpha 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN29.374512 29.411268 6 16 By MS/MS By MS/MS 41 51 0. 367565 516 42.9 50.14 462
sp|Q96FW1|OTUB1_HUMAN;sp|Q96FW1-2|OTUB1_HUMANsp|Q96FW1|OTUB1_HUMAN Ubiquitin thioesterase OTUB1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=OTUB1 PE=1 SV=224.5 5629 24.550747 7 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 12 0.0351181 515 31.7 31.284 271
sp|O43395|PRPF3_HUMANsp|O43395|PRPF3_HUMAN U4/U6 small nuclear ribonucleoprotein Prp3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRPF3 PE=1 SV=222.266909 22.301397 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 5 0.0344887 514 6.1 77.528 683
sp|P08238|HS90B_HUMAN;sp|Q58FF7|H90B3_HUMANsp|P08238|HS90B_HUMAN Heat shock protein HSP 90-beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSP90AB1 PE=1 SV=428.661156 28.695179 28 27 By MS/MS By MS/MS 58 60 0.0340233 513 39.6 83.263 724
sp|P40261|NNMT_HUMANsp|P40261| NMT_HUMAN Nicotinamide N-methyltransferase OS=Homo sapiens GN=NNMT PE=1 SV=127.449081 27.47962 9 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 18 17 0.0305386 512 35.2 29.574 264
sp|Q9HB07|MYG1_HUMANsp|Q9 B07|MYG1_HUMAN UPF0160 protein MYG1, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=C12orf10 PE=1 SV=221.582378 21.612793 2 3 By MS/M By MS/MS 2 5 0.0304146 511 8.5 42.449 376
sp|P52306-4|GDS1_HUMAN;sp|P52306|GDS1_HUMAN;sp|P52306-5|GDS1_HUMAN;sp|P52306-6|GDS1_HUMAN;sp|P52306-2|GDS1_HUMAN;sp|P52306-3|GDS1_HUMANsp|P52306-4|GDS1_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Rap1 GTPase-GDP dissociation stimulator 1 OS= omo sa iens GN=RAP1GDS1;sp|P52306|GDS1_HUMAN Rap1 GTPase-GDP dissociation stimulator 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAP1GDS1 PE=1 SV=3;sp|P52306-5|GDS1_HUMAN Isoform 5 of Rap1 GTPase-G22.964781 22.994795 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 6 0.030014 510 13.5 66.3 6 607
sp|P62979|RS27A_HUMAN;sp|P62987|RL40_HUMAN;sp|P0CG47|UBB_HUMAN;sp|P0CG48|UBC_HUMANsp|P62979|RS27A_HUMAN Ubiquitin-40S ribosomal protein S27a OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS27A PE=1 SV=2;sp|P62987|RL40_HUMAN Ubiquitin-60S ribosomal protein L40 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBA52 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P0CG47|UBB_HUMAN Polyubiquitin-B OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBB PE=1 SV=1;6.278986 26.307129 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 9 0.02814 509 42.9 17.9 5 156
sp|P78406|RAE1L_HUMANsp|P78406|RAE1L_HUMAN mRNA export factor OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAE1 PE=1 SV=123.077164 23.104872 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 7 0.0277081 508 19 40.968 368
sp|Q9Y4L1|HYOU1_HUMAN;sp|Q9BXT5|TEX15_HUMANsp|Q9Y4L1|HYOU1_HUMAN Hypoxia up-regulated protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HYOU1 PE=1 SV=125.754196 25.779366 19 19 By MS/MS By MS/MS 27 34 0.0251694 507 23.2 111.33 999
sp|Q9Y3B7-2|RM11_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y3B7|RM11_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y3B7-3|RM11_HUMANsp|Q9Y3B7-2|RM11_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 39S ribosomal protein L11, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=MRPL11;sp|Q9Y3B7|RM11_HUMAN 39S ribosomal protein L11, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=MRPL11 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9Y3B7-3|RM11_HUMAN Isoform 3 of 39S ribosomal prote22.966558 22.989971 4 4 By MS/ S By MS/MS 7 8 0.0234127 506 28.9 18.205 166
sp|Q14696|MESD_HUMANsp|Q14696|MESD_HUMAN LDLR chaperone MESD OS=Homo sapiens GN=MESDC2 PE=1 SV=223.328138 23.350298 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 6 0.0221596 505 20.1 26.076 234
sp|Q96GA3|LTV1_HUMANsp|Q96GA3|LTV1_HUMAN Protein LTV1 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=LTV1 PE=1 SV=123.674868 23.696466 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 9 0.0215988 504 12.8 54.854 475
sp|P62306|RUXF_HUMANsp|P62306|RUXF_HUMAN Small nuclear ribonucleoprotein F OS=Homo sapiens GN=SNRPF PE=1 SV=123.29558 23.316862 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 4 0.0212822 503 24.4 9.7251 86
sp|P31946-2|1433B_HUMAN;sp|P31946|1433B_HUMANsp|P31946-2|1433B_HUMAN Isoform Short of 14-3-3 protein beta/alpha OS=Homo sapiens GN=YWHAB;sp|P31946|1433B_HUMAN 14-3-3 protein beta/alpha OS=Homo sapiens GN=YWHAB PE=1 SV=322.67104 22.688549 9 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 4 0.0174999 502 32.8 27.85 244
sp|P54578-2|UBP14_HUMAN;sp|P54578|UBP14_HUMANsp| 5 578-2|UBP14_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ubiquitin carboxyl-terminal hydrolase 14 OS=Homo sapiens GN=USP14;sp|P54578|UBP14_HUMAN Ubiquitin carboxyl-terminal hydrolase 14 OS=Homo sapiens GN=USP14 PE=1 SV=327.61982 27.63727 23 23 By MS/MS By MS/MS 40 43 0.0 74503 501 53.4 52.385 459
sp|Q15046|SYK_HUMAN;sp|Q15046-2|SYK_HUMANsp|Q15046|SYK_HUMAN Lysine--tRNA ligase OS=Homo sapiens GN=KARS PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q15046-2|SYK_HUMAN Isoform Mitochondrial of Lysine--tRNA ligase OS=Homo sapiens GN=KARS24.25983 24.276682 11 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 14 0.0168514 500 19.8 68.047 597
sp|O75880|SCO1_HUMANsp|O75880|SCO1_HUMAN Protein SCO1 homolog, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=SCO1 PE=1 SV=121.390791 21.407017 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 4 0.0162258 499 7 33.814 301
sp|Q9NQ29-2|LUC7L_HUMAN;sp|Q9NQ29|LUC7L_HUMAN;sp|Q9NQ29-3|LUC7L_HUMANsp|Q9NQ29-2|LUC7L_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Putative RNA-binding protein Luc7-like 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=LUC7L;sp|Q9NQ29|LUC7L_HUMAN Putative RNA-binding protein Luc7-like 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=LUC7L PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9NQ29-3|LUC7L_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Putative RNA-bindi22.903435 2.919235 7 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 4 0.0158005 498 23.4 38.405 325
sp|P41091|IF2G_HUMAN;sp|Q2VIR3|IF2GL_HUMAN;sp|Q2VIR3-2|IF2GL_HUMANsp|P41091|IF2G_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 2 subunit 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF2S3 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q2VIR3|IF2GL_HUMAN Putative eukaryotic translation initiation factor 2 subunit 3-like protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF2S3L PE=5 SV=2;sp|Q2VIR3-2|26.182455 26.197605 15 15 By S/MS By MS/MS 25 9 0.0151501 497 39.4 51.109 472
sp|Q9HB71-3|CYBP_HUMAN;sp|Q9HB71|CYBP_HUMANsp|Q9HB71-3|CYBP_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Calcyclin-binding protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=CACYBP;sp|Q9HB71|CYBP_HUMAN Calcyclin-binding protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=CACYBP PE=1 SV=223.560226 23.574963 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 10 0.0147362 496 39.5 21.228 185
sp|O75964|ATP5L_HUMANsp|O75964| TP5L_HUMAN ATP synthase subunit g, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATP5L PE=1 SV=321.642799 21.657047 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 5 0.0142479 495 32 11.428 103
sp|P05455|LA_HUMANsp|P05455|LA_HUMAN Lupus La protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=SSB PE=1 SV=226.141178 26.153503 16 17 By M /MS By MS/MS 33 28 0.0123253 494 38.2 46.836 408
sp|P35659|DEK_HUMAN;sp|P35659-2|DEK_HUMANsp|P35659|DEK_HUMAN Protein DEK OS=Homo sapiens GN=DEK PE=1 SV=1;sp|P35659-2|DEK_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Protein DEK OS=Homo sapiens GN=DEK23.54 867 23.556955 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 7 0.010088 493 12.8 42.674 375
sp|Q15102|PA1B3_HUMANsp|Q15102|PA1B3_HUMAN Platelet-activating factor acetylhydrolase IB subunit gamma OS=Homo sapiens GN=PAFAH1B3 PE=1 SV=120.958864 20.968458 2 2 B  MS/MS By MS/MS 3 2 0.009594 492 7.8 25.734 231
sp|Q9UHY1|NRBP_HUMANsp|Q9UHY1| RBP_HUMAN Nuclear receptor-binding protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=NRBP1 PE=1 SV=121.136209 21.144386 3 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 3 0.0081768 491 8.2 59.844 535
sp|O00541-2|PESC_HUMAN;sp|O00541|PESC_HUMANsp|O00541-2|PESC_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Pescadillo homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=PES1;sp|O00541|PESC_HUMAN Pescadillo homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=PES1 PE=1 SV=123.894 26 23.901962 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 10 0.0079365 490 11.8 67.455 583
sp|Q9Y277|VDAC3_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y277-2|VDAC3_HUMANsp|Q9Y277|VDAC3_HUMAN Voltage-dependent anion-selective channel protein 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=VDAC3 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9Y277-2|VDAC3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Voltage-dependent anion-selective channel protein 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=VDAC323.458389 23.465506 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/M 6 6 0.0071163 489 12.4 30.658 283
sp|P09211|GSTP1_HUMANsp| 09211|GSTP1_HUMAN Glutathione S-transferase P OS=Homo sapiens GN=GSTP1 PE=1 SV=221.045469 21.052584 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 3 0.0071144 488 14.8 23.356 210
sp|Q9Y2T2|AP3M1_HUMANsp|Q9Y2T2| P3M1_HUMAN AP-3 complex subunit mu-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=AP3M1 PE=1 SV=123.579344 23.585432 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 8 0.0060883 487 17.2 46.939 418
sp|P46087-3|NOP2_HUMAN;sp|P46087-2|NOP2_HUMAN;sp|P46087|NOP2_HUMAN;sp|P46087-4|NOP2_HUMANsp|P46087-3| OP2_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Putative ribosomal RNA methyltransferase NOP2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NOP2;sp|P46087-2|NOP2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Putative ribosomal RNA methyltransferase NOP2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NOP2;sp|P46087|NOP2_HUMAN Putative ribosomal RNA22.782667 22.788076 6 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 10 0.0054092 486 11 69.614 628
sp|O00159-2|MYO1C_HUMAN;sp|O00159-3|MYO1C_HUMAN;sp|O00159|MYO1C_HUMANsp|O00159-2|MYO1C_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Unconventional myosin-Ic OS=Homo sapiens GN=MYO1C;sp|O00159-3|MYO1C_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Unconventional myosin-Ic OS=Homo sapiens GN=MYO1C;sp|O00159|MYO1C_HUMAN Unconventional myosin-Ic OS=Homo sapiens GN=MYO1C PE=1 SV=425.5 8873 25.523638 20 22 By MS/MS By MS/MS 27 32 .0047646 485 24.4 117.91 1028
sp|P62861|RS30_HUMANsp|P62861|RS30_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S30 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FAU PE=1 SV=129.287712 29.292284 4 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 19 20 0.0045719 484 45.8 6.6478 59
sp|P26447|S10A4_HUMANsp|P26447|S10A4_HUMAN Protein S100-A4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=S100A4 PE=1 SV=127.817081 27.82165 5 5 By MS/M By MS/M 10 12 0.0045681 483 36.6 11.728 101
sp|P14854|CX6B1_HUMANsp|P14854|CX6B1_HUMAN Cytochrome c oxidase subunit 6B1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=COX6B1 PE=1 SV=221.917505 21.91889 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 4 0.0013847 482 26.7 10.192 86
sp|O60231|DHX16_HUMANsp|O60231|DHX16_HUMAN Putative pre-mRNA-splicing factor ATP-dependent RNA helicase DHX16 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DHX16 PE=1 SV=221.050793 21.049662 3 3 By matching By MS/MS 0 3 -0.0011311 481 3.7 119.26 1041
sp|Q7L014|DDX46_HUMANsp|Q7L014|DDX46_HUMAN Probable ATP-dependent RNA helicase DDX46 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDX46 PE=1 SV=224.590979 24.589437 16 16 By MS/MS By MS/MS 23 23 -0.0015411 480 17.7 117.36 1031
sp|Q96EY4|TMA16_HUMANsp|Q96EY4|TMA16_HUMAN Translation machinery-associated protein 16 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TMA16 PE=1 SV=220.556185 20.554405 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 4 -0.0017796 479 11.3 23.864 203
sp|Q7Z7F7|RM55_HUMAN;sp|Q7Z7F7-2|RM55_HUMANsp|Q7Z7F7|RM55_HUMAN 39S ribosomal protein L55, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=MRPL55 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q7Z7F7-2|RM55_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 39S ribosomal protein L55, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=MRPL5522.7 9985 22.775894 2 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 6 -0.0040913 478 30.5 15.128 128
sp|P04632|CPNS1_HUMAN;sp|Q96L46|CPNS2_HUMANsp|P04632|CPNS1_HUMAN Calpain small subunit 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CAPNS1 PE=1 SV=124.877 91 24.873333 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 11 -0.0043583 477 28.4 28.315 268
sp|Q9BQE3|TBA1C_HUMANsp|Q9BQE3|TBA1C_HUMAN Tubulin alpha-1C chain OS=Homo sapiens GN=TUBA1C PE=1 SV=130.627405 30.622875 21 21 By MS/MS By MS/MS 79 73 -0.00453 476 55.2 49.895 449
sp|P18754|RCC1_HUMAN;sp|P18754-2|RCC1_HUMANsp|P18754|RCC1_HUMAN egulator of chromosome condensation OS=Homo sapiens GN=RCC1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P18754-2|RCC1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Regulator of chromosome condensation OS=Homo sapiens GN=RCC121.79388 21.787479 3 3 By MS/M By MS/MS 2 3 -0.0064011 475 10 44.969 421
sp|Q14697-2|GANAB_HUMAN;sp|Q14697|GANAB_HUMAN;sp|Q14697-3|GANAB_HUMANsp|Q14697-2|GANAB_HUMAN Isoform 2 of eutral alpha glucosidase AB OS=Homo sapiens GN=GANAB;sp|Q14697|GANAB_HUMAN Neutral alpha-glucosidase AB OS=Homo sapiens GN=GANAB PE=1 SV=324.813625 24.807201 14 14 By MS/MS By MS/MS 16 17 -0.006424 474 16.6 109.44 966
sp|P09496-2|CLCA_HUMAN;sp|P09496-4|CLCA_HUMAN;sp|P09496-3|CLCA_HUMAN;sp|P09496|CLCA_HUMAN;sp|P09496-5|CLCA_HUMANsp|P09496-2|CLCA_HUMAN Isoform Non-brain of Clathrin light chain A OS=Homo sapiens GN=CLTA;sp|P09496-4| LCA_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Clathrin light chain A OS=Homo sapiens GN=CLTA;sp|P09496-3|CLCA_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Clathrin light chain A OS=Homo sapiens GN=CLTA24.263489 24.256596 4 4 By MS/ S By MS/MS 6 7 -0.0068932 473 15.1 23.662 218
sp|Q9BZZ5-2|API5_HUMAN;sp|Q9BZZ5|API5_HUMAN;sp|Q9BZZ5-3|API5_HUMAN;sp|Q9BZZ5-5|API5_HUMAN;sp|Q9BZZ5-1|API5_HUMANsp|Q9BZZ5-2|API5_HUMAN Isoform 2 of A optosis inhibitor 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=API5;sp|Q9BZZ5|API _HUMAN Apoptosis inhibitor 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=API5 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q9BZZ5-3|API5_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Apoptosis inhibitor 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=API5;sp|Q9BZZ5-5|API26.213804 26.204767 12 12 By M /MS By MS/MS 23 25 -0.009037 472 26.6 56.769 504
sp|P52948-4|NUP98_HUMAN;sp|P52948-3|NUP98_HUMAN;sp|P52948-6|NUP98_HUMAN;sp|P52948-2|NUP98_HUMAN;sp|P52948-5|NUP98_HUMAN;sp|P52948|NUP98_HUMANsp| 52948-4|NUP98_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Nuclear pore complex protein Nup98-Nup96 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NUP98;sp| 52948-3|NUP98_HUMA  Isoform 3 of Nuclear pore complex protein Nup98-Nup96 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NUP98;sp|P52948-6|NUP98_HUMAN Isoform 6 of Nuclear pore23.522888 2 .513041 7 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 13 9 -0.0098476 471 8. 96.073 920
sp|P55036|PSMD4_HUMAN;sp|P55036-2|PSMD4_HUMANsp|P55036|PSMD4_HUMAN 26S proteasome non-ATPase regulatory subunit 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMD4 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P55036-2|PSMD4_HUMAN Isoform Rpn10E of 26S proteasome non-ATPase regulatory subunit 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMD423.289 4 3.2782 2 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 5 -0.011301 470 12.7 40.736 377
sp|O95994|AGR2_HUMAN;sp|Q8TD06|AGR3_HUMANsp|O95994|AGR2_HUMAN Anterior gradient protein 2 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=AGR2 PE=1 SV=124.359711 24.346922 4 4 By M /MS By MS/MS 11 8 -0.0127888 469 26.3 19.979 175
sp|Q9H4A4|AMPB_HUMANsp|Q9 4A4|AMPB_HUMAN Aminopeptidase B OS=Homo sapiens GN=RNPEP PE=1 SV=226.126108 26.111319 20 19 By MS/MS By MS/MS 30 33 -0.0147896 468 36.8 72.595 650
sp|Q9UBQ5|EIF3K_HUMANsp|Q9UBQ5|EIF3K_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 3 subunit K OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF3K PE=1 SV=125.090471 25.075371 8 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 11 -0.015 005 467 44 25.059 218
sp|Q15382|RHEB_HUMANsp|Q15382|RHEB_HUMAN GTP-binding protein Rheb OS=Homo sapiens GN=RHEB PE=1 SV=123.125546 23.110443 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 6 -0.0151024 466 23.9 20.497 184
sp|Q01780-2|EXOSX_HUMAN;sp|Q01780|EXOSX_HUMANsp|Q01780-2|EXOSX_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Exosome component 10 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EXOSC10;sp|Q01780|EXOSX_HUMAN Exosome component 10 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EXOSC10 PE=1 SV=221.405355 21.38995 2 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 5 -0.0154057 465 4.1 98.088 860
sp|P50213|IDH3A_HUMAN;sp|P50213-2|IDH3A_HUMANsp|P50213|IDH3A_HUMAN Isocitrate dehydrogenase [NAD] subunit alpha, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=IDH3A PE=1 SV=1;sp|P50213-2|IDH3A_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Isocitrate dehydrogenase [NAD] subunit alpha, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=IDH3A2 .033791 23.018114 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 8 -0.0156765 464 14.8 39.591 366
sp|Q9NS69|TOM22_HUMANsp|Q9NS69|TOM22_HUMAN Mitochondrial import receptor subunit TOM22 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=TOMM22 PE=1 SV=323.404186 23.385744 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 4 -0.0184422 463 31 15.521 142
sp|O14908-2|GIPC1_HUMAN;sp|O14908|GIPC1_HUMAN;sp|Q8TF64|GIPC3_HUMANsp|O14908-2|GIPC1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of PDZ domain-containing protein GIPC1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GIPC1;sp|O14908|GIPC1_HUMAN PDZ domain-containing protein GIPC1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GIPC1 PE=1 SV=221.967825 21.949276 3 3 By MS/ S By MS/M 2 3 -0.018549 462 15.7 26.071 236
sp|P84098|RL19_HUMANsp|P84098|RL19_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L19 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL19 PE=1 SV=125.105816 25.086912 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 5 -0.0189037 461 22.4 23.466 196
sp|P61803|DAD1_HUMANsp|P61803|DAD1_HUMAN Dolichyl-diphosphooligosaccharide--protein glycosyltransferase subunit DAD1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DAD1 PE=1 SV=322.401037 22.380892 3 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 4 -0.0201454 460 28.3 12.497 113
sp|P30048|PRDX3_HUMANsp|P 0048|PRDX3_HUMAN Thioredoxin-dependent peroxide reductase, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRDX3 PE=1 SV=324.38995 24.36853 7 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 13 11 -0.0214195 459 36.3 27.692 256
sp|P62841|RS15_HUMANsp|P62841|RS15_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S15 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS15 PE=1 SV=22 .101854 25.079485 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 8 -0.0223694 458 31 17.04 145
sp|P51153|RAB13_HUMAN;sp|Q92930|RAB8B_HUMAN;sp|Q96E17|RAB3C_HUMANsp|P51153|RAB13_HUMAN Ras-related protein Rab-13 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB13 PE=1 SV=124.70477 24.681263 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 10 -0.02351 457 31 22.774 203
sp|O75367-2|H2AY_HUMAN;sp|O75367-3|H2AY_HUMAN;sp|O75367|H2AY_HUMANsp|O75367-2|H2AY_HUMAN Isoform 1 of Core histone macro- 2A.1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=H2AFY;sp|O75367-3|H2AY_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Core histone macro-H2A.1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=H2AFY;sp|O75367|H2AY_HUMAN Core histone macro-H2A.1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=H2AFY PE=1 SV=42 .1405 4 2 .1168 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 4 -0.0237541 456 10.8 39.183 369
sp|P23396|RS3_HUMAN;sp|P23396-2|RS3_HUMANsp|P23396|RS3_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS3 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P23396-2|RS3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 40S ribosomal protein S3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS327.984083 27.960249 14 13 By MS/MS By MS/MS 32 29 -0.0238342 455 58 26.688 243
sp|Q9NTG7|SIR3_HUMAN;sp|Q9NTG7-2|SIR3_HUMANsp|Q9NTG7|SIR3_HUMAN NAD-dependent protein deacetylase sirtuin-3, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=SIRT3 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9NTG7-2|SIR3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of NAD-dependent protein deacetylase sirtuin-3, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=SIRT322.336145 22.312298 4 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 3 -0.0238476 454 12.5 43.573 399
sp|Q8WU90|ZC3HF_HUMANsp|Q8WU90|ZC3HF_HUMAN Zinc finger CCCH domain-containing protein 15 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ZC3H15 PE=1 SV=124.58589 24.560575 6 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 12 -0.0253143 453 24.6 48.602 426
sp|P61018|RAB4B_HUMAN;sp|P61018-2|RAB4B_HUMANsp|P61018|RAB4B_HUMAN as-related protein Rab-4B OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB4B PE=1 SV=1;sp|P61018-2|RAB4B_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ras-related protein Rab-4B OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB4B22.581459 2.555458 4 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 6 -0.026001 452 35.2 23.586 213
sp|Q9P035|HACD3_HUMANsp|Q9P035|HACD3_HUMAN Very-long-chain (3R)-3-hydroxyacyl-[acyl-carrier protein] dehydratase 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PTPLAD1 PE=1 SV=222.367117 22.340281 2 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 6 -0.0268364 451 11 43.159 362
sp|P11177-3|ODPB_HUMAN;sp|P11177-2|ODPB_HUMAN;sp|P11177|ODPB_HUMANsp|P11177-3|ODPB_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Pyruvate dehydrogenase E1 component subunit beta, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=PDHB;sp|P11177-2|ODPB_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Pyruvate dehydrogenase E1 component subunit beta, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=PDHB;sp|P111724.830889 24.803856 10 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 21 14 -0.0270329 450 36.4 37.514 341
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sp|Q13765-2|NACA_HUMAN;sp|Q13765|NACA_HUMAN;sp|Q9BZK3|NACP1_HUMANsp|Q13765-2| ACA_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Nascent polypeptide-associated complex subunit alpha OS=Homo sapiens GN=NACA;sp|Q13765|NACA_HUMAN Nascent polypeptide-associated complex subunit alpha OS=Homo sapiens GN=NACA PE=1 SV=127.023903 26.995934 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 12 -0.0279694 449 5.9 94.664 925
sp|P53004|BIEA_HUMANsp|P53004|BIEA_HUMAN Biliverdin reductase A OS=Homo sapiens GN=BLVRA PE=1 SV=225.632647 25.603966 11 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 17 18 -0.0286808 448 35.8 33.428 296
sp|O75369-8|FLNB_HUMAN;sp|O75369-2|FLNB_HUMAN;sp|O75369-9|FLNB_HUMAN;sp|O75369|FLNB_HUMAN;sp|O75369-6|FLNB_HUMAN;sp|O75369-3|FLNB_HUMAN;sp|O75369-7|FLNB_HUMAN;sp|O75369-5|FLNB_HUMAN;sp|O75369-4|FLNB_HUMANsp|O75369-8|FLNB_HUMAN Isoform 8 of Filamin-B OS=Homo sapiens GN=FLNB;sp|O75369-2|FLNB_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Filamin-B OS=Homo sapiens GN=FLNB;sp|O75369-9|FLNB_HUMAN Isoform 9 of Filamin-B OS=Homo sapiens GN=FLNB;sp|O75369|FLNB_HUMAN Filamin-B OS=Homo sapiens29.455072 29.426304 107 104 By MS/ S By MS/MS 182 190 -0.0287685 447 49. 281.63 2633
sp|P46734-2|MP2K3_HUMAN;sp|P46734|MP2K3_HUMAN;sp|P46734-3|MP2K3_HUMANsp|P46734-2|MP2K3_HUMAN Isoform 1 of Dual specificity mitogen-activated protein kinase kinase 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MAP2K3;sp|P46734|MP2K3_HUMAN Dual specificity mitogen-activated protein kinase kinase 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MAP2K3 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P46734-3|MP2K322.154991 22.12553 3 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 0 3 -0.0294609 446 10.7 36.172 318
sp|P20290-2|BTF3_HUMAN;sp|P20290|BTF3_HUMAN;sp|Q96K17-3|BT3L4_HUMAN;sp|Q96K17|BT3L4_HUMANsp|P20290-2|BTF3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Transcription factor BTF3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=BTF3;sp|P20290|BTF3_HUMAN Transcription factor BTF3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=BTF3 PE=1 SV=124.240746 24.204786 4 4 By MS/M By MS/MS 9 11 -0.0 59592 445 22.8 17.699 162
sp|P15880|RS2_HUMANsp|P15880|RS2_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS2 PE=1 SV=27.735376 27.698429 9 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 20 24 -0.0369473 444 34.8 31.324 293
sp|P51965-2|UB2E1_HUMAN;sp|P51965-3|UB2E1_HUMAN;sp|P51965|UB2E1_HUMAN;sp|Q96LR5|UB2E2_HUMAN;sp|Q969T4|UB2E3_HUMANsp|P5 965-2|UB2E1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E2 E1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBE2E1;sp|P51965-3|UB2E1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E2 E1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBE2E1;sp|P51965|UB2E1_HUMAN Ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E2 E1 OS=22.686007 22.647417 2 2 By matching By MS/MS 0 3 -0.0385895 443 11.9 18 160
sp|Q8WUM4|PDC6I_HUMAN;sp|Q8WUM4-2|PDC6I_HUMANsp|Q8WUM4|PDC6I_HUMAN Programmed cell death 6-interacting protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=PDCD6IP PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q8WUM4-2|PDC6I_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Programmed cell death 6-interacting protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=PDCD6IP28.829 68 28.789799 43 45 By MS/MS By MS/MS 93 103 -0.0400696 442 53.9 96.022 868
sp|Q9H0A0|NAT10_HUMANsp|Q9H0A0|NAT10_HUMAN N-acetyltransferase 10 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NAT10 PE=1 SV=223.827938 23.786562 11 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 14 14 -0.0413761 441 10.7 115.73 1025
sp|P42330|AK1C3_HUMAN;sp|P17516|AK1C4_HUMANsp|P42330| K1C3_HUMAN Aldo-keto reductase family 1 member C3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=AKR1C3 PE=1 SV=429.9800 5 29.938316 20 18 By MS/MS By MS/MS 78 67 -0.0417385 440 66.3 36.853 323
sp|P30043|BLVRB_HUMANsp|P30043|BLVRB_HUMAN Flavin reductase (NADPH) OS=Homo sapiens GN=BLVRB PE=1 SV=326.636717 26.594343 8 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 27 18 -0.0423737 439 59.2 22.119 206
sp|P35998|PRS7_HUMANsp|P35998|PRS7_HUMAN 26S protease regulatory subunit 7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMC2 PE=1 SV=324.63356 4.589724 12 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 16 12 -0.0438366 438 32.8 48.633 433
sp|P11940|PABP1_HUMAN;sp|P11940-2|PABP1_HUMAN;sp|Q9H361|PABP3_HUMAN;sp|Q4VXU2|PAP1L_HUMAN;sp|Q5JQF8|PAP1M_HUMAN;sp|Q96DU9-2|PABP5_HUMAN;sp|Q96DU9|PABP5_HUMANsp| 1940|PABP1_HUMAN olyadenylate-binding protein 1 OS= omo sapiens GN=PABPC1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P11940-2|PABP1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of olyadenylate-binding protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PABPC1;sp|Q9H361|PABP3_HUMAN Polyadenylate-binding protein 3 OS=Homo sapiens G26. 82966 6.139013 19 18 y MS/MS By MS/MS 35 39 -0.0439529 437 31.4 70.67 636
sp|Q14839|CHD4_HUMAN;sp|Q14839-2|CHD4_HUMANsp|Q14839|CHD4_HUMAN hromodomain-helicase-DNA-binding protein 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CHD4 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q14839-2|CHD4_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Chromodomain-helicase-DNA-binding protein 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CHD421.1053 5 21.060984 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 3 -0.0443516 4 6 1.3 218 1912
sp|Q66PJ3-3|AR6P4_HUMAN;sp|Q66PJ3-2|AR6P4_HUMAN;sp|Q66PJ3|AR6P4_HUMAN;sp|Q66PJ3-5|AR6P4_HUMAN;sp|Q66PJ3-4|AR6P4_HUMANsp|Q66PJ3-3| R6P4_HUMAN Isoform 3 of DP-ribosylation factor-like protein 6-interacting protein 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARL6IP4;sp|Q66PJ3-2|AR6P4_HUMAN Isoform 2 of ADP-ribosylation factor-like protein 6-interacting protein 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARL6IP4;sp|Q6624.182152 24.137117 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 4 -0.0450 44 435 11.7 36.61 341
sp|Q71UM5|RS27L_HUMANsp|Q71UM5|RS27L_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S27-like OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS27L PE=1 SV=323.607046 23.561625 3 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 6 -0.0454216 434 39.3 9.4771 84
sp|P48147|PPCE_HUMANsp|P48147|PPCE_HUMAN Prolyl endopeptidase OS=Homo sapiens GN=PREP PE=1 SV=225.328857 25.282986 16 15 By MS/MS By MS/MS 24 22 -0.0458717 433 29.2 80.699 710
sp|O15446|RPA34_HUMAN;sp|O15446-2|RPA34_HUMANsp|O15446|RPA34_HUMAN DNA-directed RNA polymerase I subunit RPA34 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CD3EAP PE=1 SV=1;sp|O15446-2|RPA34_HUMAN Isoform 2 of DNA-directed RNA polymerase I subunit RPA34 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CD3EAP22.289318 2.242985 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 5 -0.0463333 432 9.8 54.985 510
sp|Q9NWB6|ARGL1_HUMAN;sp|Q9NWB6-2|ARGL1_HUMANsp|Q9NWB6| RGL1_HUMAN Arginine and glutamate-rich protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARGLU1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9NWB6-2|ARGL1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Arginine and glutamate-rich protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARGLU124.237247 24.190842 5 5 By MS/M By MS/MS 9 9 -0.0464058 431 4.3 33.216 273
sp|Q92522|H1X_HUMANsp|Q92522|H1X_HUMAN Histone H1x OS=Homo sapiens GN=H1FX PE=1 SV=124.043016 23.995848 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 9 -0.0471687 430 29.6 22.487 213
sp|P61158|ARP3_HUMAN;sp|Q9P1U1-2|ARP3B_HUMAN;sp|Q9P1U1|ARP3B_HUMANsp|P61158|ARP3_HUMAN Actin-related protein 3 OS=Homo sapiens G =ACTR3 PE=1 SV=322.672928 22.62538 4 3 By MS/ S By MS/MS 3 2 -0.0475483 429 13.4 47.371 418
sp|O60218|AK1BA_HUMANsp|O60218| K1BA_HUMAN Aldo-keto reductase family 1 member B10 OS=Homo sapiens GN=AKR1B10 PE=1 SV=227.80575 27.758053 17 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 36 38 -0.0476971 428 61.4 36.019 316
sp|P49792|RBP2_HUMAN;sp|Q7Z3J3|RGPD4_HUMAN;sp|A6NKT7|RGPD3_HUMAN;sp|P0DJD0|RGPD1_HUMAN;sp|P0DJD1|RGPD2_HUMAN;sp|Q99666|RGPD5_HUMAN;sp|O14715|RGPD8_HUMAN;sp|Q99666-2|RGPD5_HUMANsp|P49792|RBP2_HUMAN E3 SUMO-protein ligase RanB 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RANBP2 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q7Z3J3|RGPD4_HUMAN RanBP2-like and GRIP domain-containing protein 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RGPD4 PE=2 SV=3;sp|A6NKT7|RGPD3_HUMAN RanBP2-like and GRIP domain-containing pr22.969196 22.920563 7 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 7 -0.0486 36 427 3.8 358.2 3224
sp|Q1KMD3|HNRL2_HUMANsp|Q1KMD3|H RL2_HUMAN Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein U-like protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPUL2 PE=1 SV=124.597075 24.548338 12 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 14 17 -0.0487366 426 21.3 85.104 747
sp|P13073|COX41_HUMANsp|P 3073|COX41_HUMAN Cytochrome c oxidase subunit 4 isoform 1, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=COX4I1 PE=1 SV=123.922432 23.873051 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 8 -0.04938 3 425 30.8 19.576 169
sp|Q3YEC7|RABL6_HUMAN;sp|Q3YEC7-2|RABL6_HUMAN;sp|Q3YEC7-3|RABL6_HUMAN;sp|Q3YEC7-4|RABL6_HUMAN;sp|Q3YEC7-6|RABL6_HUMAN;sp|Q3YEC7-5|RABL6_HUMANsp|Q3YEC7|RABL6_HUMAN Rab-like protein 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RABL6 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q3YEC7-2|RABL6_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Rab-like protein 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RABL6;sp|Q3YEC7-3|RABL6_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Rab-like protein 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RABL6;sp|Q3YEC7-4|RABL6_25.490755 25.440504 11 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 21 13 -0.050251 424 18.8 79.548 729
sp|Q8N5F7|NKAP_HUMAN;sp|Q5M9Q1|NKAPL_HUMANsp|Q8N5F7| KAP_HUMAN F-kappa-B-activating protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=NKAP PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q5M9Q1|NKAPL_HUMAN NKAP-like protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=NKAPL PE=2 SV=321.543308 21.49287 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 1 -0.0504379 423 6.3 47.138 415
sp|Q96RQ3|MCCA_HUMANsp|Q96RQ3|MCCA_HUMAN Methylcrotonoyl-CoA carboxylase subunit alpha, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=MCCC1 PE=1 SV=321.916996 21.865444 2 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 5 -0.0515518 422 6.6 80.472 725
sp|Q9Y295|DRG1_HUMANsp|Q9Y295|DRG1_HUMAN Developmentally-regulated GTP-binding protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DRG1 PE=1 SV=125.285456 25.232718 7 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 13 16 -0.0527382 421 26.4 40.542 367
sp|P60660|MYL6_HUMAN;sp|P60660-2|MYL6_HUMAN;sp|P14649|MYL6B_HUMANsp|P60660|MYL6_HUMAN yosin light poly eptide 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MYL6 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P60660-2|MYL6_HUMAN Isoform Smooth muscle of Myosin light polypeptide 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MYL627.829475 27.776054 9 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 20 -0.053421 420 60.3 16.93 151
sp|P05387|RLA2_HUMANsp|P05387|RLA2_HUMAN 60S acidic ribosomal protein P2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPLP2 PE=1 SV=16.68512 26.631315 7 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 14 -0.0538044 419 77.4 11.665 115
sp|P11216|PYGB_HUMAN;sp|P11217-2|PYGM_HUMAN;sp|P11217|PYGM_HUMAN;sp|P06737-2|PYGL_HUMAN;sp|P06737|PYGL_HUMANsp|P11216|PYGB_HUMAN Glycogen phosphorylase, brain form OS=Homo sapiens GN=PYGB PE=1 SV=524.053743 23.999723 10 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 15 -0.0540199 418 18.4 96.695 843
sp|P62269|RS18_HUMANsp|P62269|RS18_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S18 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS18 PE=1 SV=327.923826 27.869089 11 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 24 26 -0.0547371 417 61.8 17.718 152
sp|P11234|RALB_HUMANsp|P11234|RALB_HUMAN Ras-related protein Ral-B OS=Homo sapiens GN=RALB PE=1 SV=121.621761 21.566162 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 3 -0.0555992 416 24.3 23.408 206
sp|Q9BVK6|TMED9_HUMANsp|Q9BVK6|TMED9_HUMAN Transmembrane emp24 domain-containing protein 9 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TMED9 PE=1 SV=222.66748 22.61187 3 4 By MS/MS By MS/M 5 6 -0.0556107 415 12.8 27.277 235
sp|P27348|1433T_HUMANsp|P27348|1433T_HUMAN 14-3-3 protein theta OS=Homo sapiens GN=YWHAQ PE=1 SV=126.721428 26.665329 12 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 23 22 -0.0560989 414 52.7 27.764 245
sp|Q13573|SNW1_HUMANsp|Q13573|SNW1_HUMAN SNW domain-containing protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SNW1 PE=1 SV=121.883156 21.825357 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 3 -0.0577984 413 4.5 61.494 536
sp|P55072|TERA_HUMANsp|P55072|TERA_HUMAN Transitional endoplasmic reticulum ATPase OS=Homo sapiens GN=VCP PE=1 SV=424.132027 24.07341 11 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 13 3 -0.0586166 412 17.9 89.321 806
sp|P24539|AT5F1_HUMANsp|P24539|AT5F1_HUMAN ATP synthase F(0) complex subunit B1, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATP5F1 PE=1 SV=222.595232 22.5359 4 5 By MS/MS By MS/M 8 9 -0.0593319 411 19.9 28.908 256
sp|P30040|ERP29_HUMAN;sp|P30040-2|ERP29_HUMANsp|P30040|ERP29_HUMAN ndoplasmic reticulum resident protein 29 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ERP29 PE=1 SV=423.51881 23.459015 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 6 -0.0597992 410 18 28.993 261
sp|Q03135|CAV1_HUMAN;sp|Q03135-2|CAV1_HUMAN;sp|P56539|CAV3_HUMANsp|Q03135|CAV1_HUMAN aveolin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CAV1 PE=1 SV=4;sp|Q03135-2|CAV1_HUMAN Isoform Beta of Caveolin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CAV122.968441 22.905712 4 3 By S/MS By MS/MS 5 5 -0.0627289 409 23 20.471 178
sp|P38646|GRP75_HUMANsp|P38646|GRP75_HUMAN Stress-70 protein, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSPA9 PE=1 SV=225.820702 25.757938 18 20 By MS/MS By MS/MS 28 32 -0.0627632 408 33.6 73.68 679
sp|P49006|MRP_HUMANsp|P49006|MRP_HUMAN MARCKS-related protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=MARCKSL1 PE=1 SV=221.921942 21.858934 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 4 -0.0630074 407 14.4 19.529 195
sp|Q9H444|CHM4B_HUMANsp|Q9H444|CHM4B_HUMAN Charged multivesicular body protein 4b OS=Homo sapiens GN=CHMP4B PE=1 SV=121.569643 21.506252 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 4 -0.0633907 406 10.7 24.95 224
sp|P00352|AL1A1_HUMAN;sp|P05091|ALDH2_HUMAN;sp|O94788-4|AL1A2_HUMAN;sp|P05091-2|ALDH2_HUMAN;sp|O94788-2|AL1A2_HUMAN;sp|O94788-3|AL1A2_HUMAN;sp|O94788|AL1A2_HUMANsp|P00352| L1A1_HUMAN Retinal dehydrogenase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ALDH1A1 PE=1 SV=229.441265 29.37532 31 31 By MS/MS By MS/MS 66 71 -0.0659447 405 58.9 54.86 501
sp|O75400-2|PR40A_HUMAN;sp|O75400-3|PR40A_HUMAN;sp|O75400|PR40A_HUMANsp|O75400-2|PR40A_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Pre-mRNA-processing factor 40 homolog A OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRPF40A;sp|O75400-3|PR40A_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Pre-mRNA-processing factor 40 homolog A OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRPF40A;sp|O75400|PR40A_HUMAN Pre-mRNA-processing factor22.700537 22.633184 7 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 6 -0.0673523 404 7.7 105.93 930
sp|Q99878|H2A1J_HUMAN;sp|Q9BTM1|H2AJ_HUMAN;sp|Q16777|H2A2C_HUMAN;sp|Q6FI13|H2A2A_HUMAN;sp|Q93077|H2A1C_HUMAN;sp|P0C0S8|H2A1_HUMAN;sp|Q96KK5|H2A1H_HUMAN;sp|P20671|H2A1D_HUMAN;sp|P04908|H2A1B_HUMAN;sp|Q7L7L0|H2A3_HUMAN;sp|Q96QV6|H2A1A_HUMAN;sp|Q9BTM1-2|H2AJ_HUMAN;sp|P16104|H2AX_HUMAN;REV__sp|Q8NB25-2|F184A_HUMAN;REV__sp|Q8NB25-3|F184A_HUMAN;sp|Q71UI9-5|H2AV_HUMAN;REV__sp|Q8NB25-4|F184A_HUMAN;REV__sp|Q8NB25|F184A_HUMANsp|Q99878|H2A1J_HUMAN Histone H2A ty e 1-J OS=Homo sapiens GN=HIST1 2 J PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q9BTM1|H2AJ_HUMAN Histone H2A.J OS=Homo apiens GN=H2AFJ PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q 6777|H2A2C_HUMAN Histone H2A type 2-C OS=Homo sapiens GN=HIST2H2AC PE=1 SV=4;sp|Q6FI13|H2A2A_HUMAN26.431032 26.362873 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 13 -0.0681591 403 3 .3 13.936 128
sp|P62826|RAN_HUMANsp|P62826|RAN_HUMAN GTP-binding nuclear protein Ran OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAN PE=1 SV=325.131908 25.063734 7 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 13 11 -0.0681744 402 36.1 24.423 216
sp|O15347|HMGB3_HUMANsp|O15347|HMGB3_HUMAN High mobility group protein B3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HMGB3 PE=1 SV=422.546207 22.477833 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 2 -0.0683746 401 13.5 22.98 200
sp|P20337|RAB3B_HUMANsp|P20337|RAB3B_HUMAN Ras-related protein Rab-3B OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB3B PE=1 SV=224.934675 24.86566 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 6 -0.0690155 400 23.3 24.758 219
sp|Q96C19|EFHD2_HUMAN;sp|Q9BUP0-2|EFHD1_HUMAN;sp|Q9BUP0|EFHD1_HUMANsp|Q96C19|EFHD2_HUMAN EF-hand domain-containing protein D2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EFHD2 PE=1 SV=126.312107 26.242327 12 12 By MS/M By MS/MS 24 23 -0.0697803 399 45 26.697 240
sp|P30153|2AAA_HUMAN;sp|P30154-5|2AAB_HUMAN;sp|P30154-4|2AAB_HUMAN;sp|P30154|2AAB_HUMAN;sp|P30154-2|2AAB_HUMAN;sp|P30154-3|2AAB_HUMANsp|P30153|2AAA_HUMAN Serine/threonine-protein phosphatase 2  65 kDa regulatory subunit A alpha isoform OS= omo sapiens GN=PPP2R1A PE=1 SV=424.9 1929 4.862116 11 10 y MS/MS By MS/MS 14 7 -0.0698128 398 20.9 65.308 589
sp|Q8WWM7-6|ATX2L_HUMAN;sp|Q8WWM7-8|ATX2L_HUMAN;sp|Q8WWM7-5|ATX2L_HUMAN;sp|Q8WWM7-4|ATX2L_HUMAN;sp|Q8WWM7-9|ATX2L_HUMAN;sp|Q8WWM7-2|ATX2L_HUMAN;sp|Q8WWM7|ATX2L_HUMAN;sp|Q8WWM7-3|ATX2L_HUMAN;sp|Q8WWM7-7|ATX2L_HUMANsp|Q8WWM7-6| TX2L_HUMAN Isoform 6 of Ataxin-2-like protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATXN2L;sp|Q8WW 7-8|ATX2L_HUMAN Isoform 8 of Ataxin-2-like protein OS= omo sapiens GN=ATXN2L;sp|Q8WWM7-5|ATX2L_HUMAN Isoform 5 of Ataxin-2-like protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATXN2L;s22.54929 22.479166 4 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 9 -0.0701237 397 6.7 102.89 968
sp|P26368-2|U2AF2_HUMAN;sp|P26368|U2AF2_HUMANsp|P26368-2|U2AF2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Splicing factor U2AF 65 kDa subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=U2AF2;sp|P26368|U2AF2_HUMAN Splicing factor U2AF 65 kDa subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=U2AF2 PE=1 SV=425.515179 25.444901 7 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 16 -0.0702782 396 24.4 53.12 471
sp|Q86VP6|CAND1_HUMAN;sp|Q86VP6-2|CAND1_HUMAN;sp|Q86VP6-3|CAND1_HUMANsp|Q86VP6|CAND1_HUMAN Cullin-associated NEDD8-dissociated protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CAND1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q86VP6-2|CAND1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Cullin-associated NEDD8-dissociated protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CAND125.224424 25.153948 18 18 By MS/MS By MS/MS 24 26 -0.0704765 395 19.2 136.37 1230
sp|P52788|SPSY_HUMAN;sp|P52788-2|SPSY_HUMANsp|P52788|SPSY_HUMAN permine synthase OS=Homo sapiens GN=SMS PE=1 SV=2;sp|P52788-2|SPSY_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Spermine synthase OS=Homo sapiens GN=SMS24.818266 24.746786 8 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 13 10 -0.0714798 394 20.2 41.268 366
sp|P05198|IF2A_HUMANsp|P05198|IF2A_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 2 subunit 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF2S1 PE=1 SV=325.630148 25.557249 13 13 By MS/MS By MS/MS 22 2 -0.0728989 393 47 36.112 315
sp|P16989-3|YBOX3_HUMAN;sp|P16989|YBOX3_HUMANsp|P16989-3|YBOX3_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Y-box-binding protein 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=YBX3;sp|P16989|YBOX3_HUMAN Y-box-binding protein 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=YBX3 PE=1 SV=424.7 588 24.662209 9 9 By MS/M By MS/MS 9 4 -0.0736713 392 47.4 37.02 342
sp|P27635|RL10_HUMAN;sp|Q96L21|RL10L_HUMANsp|P27635|RL10_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L10 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL10 PE=1 SV=425.683863 25.609781 7 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 14 15 -0.0740814 391 37.9 24.604 214
sp|Q8N8N7|PTGR2_HUMAN;sp|Q8N8N7-2|PTGR2_HUMANsp|Q8N8N7|PTGR2_HUMAN Prostaglandin reductase 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PTGR2 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q8N8N7-2|PTGR2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Prostaglandin reductase 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PTGR222.77042 2 .695745 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 6 -0.0746746 390 10.5 38.499 351
sp|Q9P287|BCCIP_HUMAN;sp|Q9P287-4|BCCIP_HUMAN;sp|Q9P287-3|BCCIP_HUMAN;sp|Q9P287-2|BCCIP_HUMANsp|Q9P287|BCCIP_HUMAN BRCA2 and CDKN1A-interacting protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=BCCIP PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9P287-4|BCCIP_HUMAN Isoform 4 of BRCA2 and CDKN1A-interacting protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=BCCIP;sp|Q9P287-3|BCCIP_HUMAN Isoform 3 of BRCA2 and CDKN1A-interacti21.388111 21.312353 2 3 By matching By MS/MS 0 5 -0.075758 389 11.1 35.979 314
sp|P50995|ANX11_HUMAN;sp|P27216|ANX13_HUMAN;sp|P27216-2|ANX13_HUMANsp|P50995| X11_HUMAN Annexin A11 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ANXA11 PE=1 SV=127. 30554 27.053724 18 18 By MS/ S By MS/MS 42 36 -0.0768299 388 37.6 54.389 505
sp|O43617-2|TPPC3_HUMAN;sp|O43617|TPPC3_HUMANsp|O4 617-2|TPPC3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Trafficking protein particle complex subunit 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TRAPPC3;sp|O43617|TPPC3_HUMAN Trafficking protein particle complex subunit 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TRAPPC3 PE=1 SV=121.732189 21.654734 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 3 -0.0774555 387 14.2 15.005 134
sp|P38919|IF4A3_HUMANsp|P38919|IF4A3_HUMAN Eukaryotic initiation factor 4A-III OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF4A3 PE=1 SV=423.951271 23.873613 11 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 13 -0.0776577 386 26.8 46.871 411
sp|Q9UMR2-2|DD19B_HUMAN;sp|Q9UMR2-4|DD19B_HUMAN;sp|Q9NUU7|DD19A_HUMAN;sp|Q9UMR2|DD19B_HUMAN;sp|Q9UMR2-3|DD19B_HUMANsp|Q9UMR2-2|DD19B_H AN Isoform 2 of ATP-dependent RNA helicase DDX19B OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDX19B;sp|Q9UMR2-4|DD19B_HUMAN Isoform 4 of ATP-dependent RNA helicase DDX19B OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDX19B;sp|Q9NUU7|DD19A_HUMAN ATP-dependent RNA helicase DDX19A OS=Hom22.28051 22.202456 3 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 6 -0.0780544 385 10.3 50.489 48
sp|P35232|PHB_HUMANsp|P35232|PHB_HUMAN Prohibitin OS=Homo sapiens GN=PHB PE=1 SV=125.74453 25.664625 12 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 16 20 -0.0799046 384 49.3 29.804 272
sp|P49840|GSK3A_HUMANsp|P49840|GSK3A_HUMAN Glycogen synthase kinase-3 alpha OS=Homo sapiens GN=GSK3A PE=1 SV=222.122658 22.038956 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 5 -0.0837021 383 8.5 50.98 483
sp|O60701|UGDH_HUMAN;sp|O60701-2|UGDH_HUMAN;sp|O60701-3|UGDH_HUMANsp|O60701|UGDH_HUMAN DP-glucose 6-dehydrogenase OS= omo sapiens GN=UGDH PE=1 SV=1;sp|O60701-2|UGDH_HUMAN Isoform 2 of UDP-glucose 6-dehydrogenase OS=Homo sapiens GN=UGDH;sp|O60701-3|UGDH_HUMAN Isoform 3 of UDP-glucose 6-dehydrogenase OS=Homo sapiens GN=UG26.483084 26.395731 18 20 By MS/ S By MS/MS 32 35 -0. 873528 382 47 55.023 494
sp|Q15008|PSMD6_HUMAN;sp|Q15008-2|PSMD6_HUMANsp|Q15008|PSMD6_HUMAN 26  proteasome non-ATPase regulatory subunit 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMD6 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q15008-2|PSMD6_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 26S proteasome non-ATPase regulatory subunit 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMD622.434994 22.346245 4 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 1 -0.0887489 381 11.6 45.531 389
sp|O15143|ARC1B_HUMANsp|O15143| RC1B_HUMAN Actin-related protein 2/3 complex subunit 1B OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARPC1B PE=1 SV=321.144884 21.055964 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 6 -0.0889206 380 8.3 40.949 372
sp|O43633|CHM2A_HUMANsp|O43633|CHM2A_HUMAN Charged multivesicular body protein 2a OS=Homo sapiens GN=CHMP2A PE=1 SV=125.961971 25.870607 9 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 17 16 -0.0913639 379 31.1 25.104 222
sp|Q9BRJ6|CG050_HUMANsp|Q9BRJ6|CG050_HUMAN Uncharacterized protein C7orf50 OS=Homo sapiens GN=C7orf50 PE=1 SV=125.670822 25.579401 7 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 14 -0.0914211 378 46.4 22.083 194
sp|P49914|MTHFS_HUMAN;sp|P49914-2|MTHFS_HUMANsp|P49914|MTHFS_HUMAN 5-formyltetrahydrofolate cyclo-ligase OS=Homo sapiens GN=MTHFS PE=1 SV=2;sp|P49914-2|MTHFS_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 5-formyltetrahydrofolate cyclo-ligase OS=Homo sapiens GN=MTHFS24.5624 8 24.46961 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 7 -0.0928879 377 33.5 23.255 203
sp|P61981|1433G_HUMANsp|P61981|1433G_HUMAN 14-3-3 protein gamma OS=Homo sapiens GN=YWHAG PE=1 SV=224.567381 24.474321 10 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 11 -0.0930595 376 36 28.302 247
sp|Q15286|RAB35_HUMAN;sp|Q15286-2|RAB35_HUMANsp|Q15286|RAB35_HUMAN as-related protein Rab-35 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB35 PE=1 SV=125.253641 5.160349 7 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 14 -0.0932922 375 32.3 23.025 201
sp|P55060-3|XPO2_HUMAN;sp|P55060|XPO2_HUMAN;sp|P55060-4|XPO2_HUMAN;sp|P55060-2|XPO2_HUMANsp|P55060-3|XPO2_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Exportin-2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CSE1L;sp|P55060|XPO2_HUMAN Exportin-2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CSE1L PE=1 SV=3;sp|P55060-4|XPO2_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Exportin-2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CSE1L26.529488 26.434694 26 21 By MS/MS By MS/MS 41 37 -0.0947933 374 31.5 107.78 945
sp|P55209|NP1L1_HUMAN;sp|Q99733|NP1L4_HUMANsp|P55209|NP1L1_HUMAN Nucleosome assembly protein 1-like 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NAP1L1 PE=1 SV=123.187885 23.092747 3 3 By MS/M By MS/MS 5 2 -0.0951385 373 11.5 45.374 391
sp|Q9BTV4|TMM43_HUMANsp|Q9BTV4|TMM43_HUMAN Transmembrane protein 43 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TMEM43 PE=1 SV=120.097898 20.002508 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 3 -0.0953903 372 6.2 44.875 400
sp|Q9BZX2|UCK2_HUMAN;sp|Q9BZX2-2|UCK2_HUMAN;sp|Q9HA47-3|UCK1_HUMAN;sp|Q9HA47|UCK1_HUMANsp|Q9BZX2|UCK2_HUMAN Uridine-cytidine kinase 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UCK2 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9BZX2-2|UCK2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Uridine-cytidine kinase 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UCK220.983358 0.887848 2 3 By MS/ S By MS/MS 2 5 -0.0955105 371 12.3 29.299 261
sp|P52895|AK1C2_HUMAN;sp|P52895-2|AK1C2_HUMANsp|P52895| K1C2_HUMAN ldo-keto reductase family 1 member C2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=AKR1C2 PE=1 SV=329.779 53 29.683647 18 17 By MS/MS By MS/MS 64 68 -0.0956059 370 59.8 36.735 323
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sp|Q09028-3|RBBP4_HUMAN;sp|Q09028|RBBP4_HUMAN;sp|Q09028-4|RBBP4_HUMAN;sp|Q09028-2|RBBP4_HUMANsp|Q09028-3|RBBP4_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Hi tone-binding protein RBBP4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBBP4;sp|Q09028|RBBP4_HUMAN Histone-binding protein RBBP4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBBP4 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q09028-4|RBBP4_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Histone-binding protein RBBP4 OS=Homo sa22.073917 21.976557 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 3 -0.0973606 369 15.1 46.158 410
sp|Q8IY81|SPB1_HUMANsp|Q8IY81|SPB1_HUMAN pre-rRNA processing protein FTSJ3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FTSJ3 PE=1 SV=222.03919 21.941704 3 3 By M /MS By MS/MS 3 5 -0.0974865 368 5.2 96.557 847
sp|Q9NWT1|PK1IP_HUMANsp|Q9NWT1|PK1IP_HUMAN p21-activated protein kinase-interacting protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PAK1IP1 PE=1 SV=223.391262 23.29137 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 8 -0.09989 7 367 11 43.963 392
sp|P61081|UBC12_HUMANsp|P61081|UBC12_HUMAN NEDD8-conjugating enzyme Ubc12 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBE2M PE=1 SV=127.198355 27.097982 9 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 14 15 -0.1003723 366 51.4 20.9 183
sp|P61019|RAB2A_HUMAN;sp|P61019-2|RAB2A_HUMAN;sp|Q8WUD1|RAB2B_HUMANsp|P61019|RAB2A_HUMAN as-related protein Rab-2A OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB2A PE=1 SV=1;sp|P61019-2|RAB2A_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ras-related protein Rab-2A OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB2A;sp|Q8WUD1|RAB2B_HUMAN Ras-related protein Rab-2B OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB2B PE=1 SV=123.833353 3.731796 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 8 -0.1015568 365 29.7 23.545 212
sp|Q53H82|LACB2_HUMANsp|Q53 82|LACB2_HUMAN Beta-lactamase-like protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=LACTB2 PE=1 SV=223. 10148 23.107653 4 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 7 -0.1024952 364 22.2 32.805 288
sp|Q16881-5|TRXR1_HUMAN;sp|Q16881-2|TRXR1_HUMAN;sp|Q16881-4|TRXR1_HUMAN;sp|Q16881-3|TRXR1_HUMAN;sp|Q16881-6|TRXR1_HUMAN;sp|Q16881|TRXR1_HUMANsp|Q16881-5|TRXR1_HUMAN Isoform 5 of Thioredoxin reductase , cytoplasmic OS=Homo sapiens GN=TXNRD1;sp|Q16881-2|TRXR1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Thioredoxin reductase 1, cytoplasmic OS=Homo sapiens GN=TXNRD1;sp|Q16881-4|TRXR1_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Thioredoxin reducta22.452042 22.349327 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/M 2 6 -0.1027145 363 9.8 54.753 499
sp|Q9HAB8|PPCS_HUMAN;sp|Q9HAB8-2|PPCS_HUMANsp|Q9 AB8|PPCS_HUMAN Phosphopantothenate--cysteine ligase OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPCS PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9HAB8-2|PPCS_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Phosphopantothenate--cysteine ligase OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPCS23.600481 23.497654 6 6 By MS/M By MS/MS 10 8 -0.1028271 362 18.6 34.005 311
sp|O60524-4|NEMF_HUMAN;sp|O60524-5|NEMF_HUMAN;sp|O60524-3|NEMF_HUMAN;sp|O60524|NEMF_HUMAN;sp|O60524-2|NEMF_HUMANsp|O60524-4| EMF_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Nuclear export mediator factor NEMF OS=Homo sapiens GN=NEMF;sp|O60524-5|NEMF_HUMAN Isoform 5 of Nuclear export mediator factor NEMF OS=Homo sapiens GN=NEMF;sp|O60524-3|NEMF_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Nuclear export mediator fact25.439014 2 .336164 13 15 By MS/MS By MS/MS 16 21 -0.1028 361 18 118.02 1034
sp|P47756-2|CAPZB_HUMAN;sp|P47756|CAPZB_HUMANsp| 47756-2|CAPZB_HUMAN Isoform 2 of F-actin-capping protein subunit beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=CAPZB;sp|P47756|CAPZB_HUMAN F-actin-capping protein subunit beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=CAPZB PE=1 SV=425.133673 25.029938 12 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 18 22 -0.103735 360 51.1 30.628 272
sp|Q99729-3|ROAA_HUMAN;sp|Q99729-4|ROAA_HUMAN;sp|Q99729-2|ROAA_HUMAN;sp|Q99729|ROAA_HUMANsp|Q99729-3|ROAA_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein A/B OS= omo sapiens GN=HNRNPAB;sp|Q99729-4|ROAA_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein A/B OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPAB;sp|Q99729-2|ROAA_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Hetero23.030443 22.926493 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 2 -0.1039505 359 10.2 30.588 285
sp|Q9UJV9|DDX41_HUMANsp|Q9UJV9|DDX41_HUMAN Probable ATP-dependent RNA helicase DDX41 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDX41 PE=1 SV=223.397934 23.290949 7 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 11 -0.1069851 358 14.6 69.837 622
sp|P62318|SMD3_HUMANsp|P62318|SMD3_HUMAN Small nuclear ribonucleoprotein Sm D3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SNRPD3 PE=1 SV=122.631742 22.523392 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 4 -0.1083508 357 24.6 13.916 126
sp|P24752|THIL_HUMANsp|P24752|THIL_HUMAN Acetyl-CoA acetyltransferase, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACAT1 PE=1 SV=126.71921 26.610626 15 15 By MS/MS By MS/MS 29 30 -0.1085835 356 44.3 45.199 427
sp|P54727|RD23B_HUMAN;sp|P54727-2|RD23B_HUMANsp|P54727|RD23B_HUMAN UV excision repair protein RAD23 homolog B OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAD23B PE=1 SV=1;sp|P54727-2|RD23B_HUMAN Isoform 2 of UV excision repair protein RAD23 homolog B OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAD23B4.326151 24.217194 8 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 9 -0. 089573 355 23.7 43.171 409
sp|O60841|IF2P_HUMAN;sp|Q9H2L5-3|RASF4_HUMAN;sp|Q9H2L5|RASF4_HUMAN;sp|Q9H2L5-2|RASF4_HUMANsp|O60841|IF2P_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 5B OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF5B PE=1 SV=428.654308 28.545174 42 43 By MS/MS By MS/MS 78 91 -0.1091347 354 37.5 138.83 1220
sp|P15121|ALDR_HUMANsp|P15121|ALDR_HUMAN Aldose reductase OS=Homo sapiens GN=AKR1B1 PE=1 SV=326.638514 26.529308 10 11 By MS/MS y MS/M 21 24 -0.1092052 353 41.8 35.853 316
sp|P18669|PGAM1_HUMAN;sp|P15259|PGAM2_HUMAN;sp|Q8N0Y7|PGAM4_HUMANsp|P 8669|PGAM1_HUMAN Phosphoglycerate mutase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PGAM1 PE=1 SV=224.761774 24.650917 10 10 By MS/ S By MS/MS 12 15 -0.110857 352 46.1 28.804 254
sp|Q14974|IMB1_HUMANsp|Q14974|IMB1_HUMAN Importin subunit beta-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=KPNB1 PE=1 SV=227.9587 27.847628 27 26 By MS/MS By MS/MS 54 56 -0.1110725 351 38.9 97.169 876
sp|Q8NHQ9|DDX55_HUMANsp|Q8N Q9|DDX55_HUMAN ATP-dependent RNA helicase DDX55 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDX55 PE=1 SV=323.979107 23.867689 9 7 By MS/M By MS/MS 9 10 -0.1114178 350 16.7 68.546 600
sp|P52594-2|AGFG1_HUMAN;sp|P52594-3|AGFG1_HUMAN;sp|P52594|AGFG1_HUMAN;sp|P52594-4|AGFG1_HUMANsp|P52594-2| GFG1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of rf-GA  domain and FG repeat-containing protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=AGFG1;sp|P52594-3|AGFG1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Arf-GAP domain and FG repeat-containing protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=AGFG1;sp|P52594|AGFG1_HUMAN Arf-GAP do22.498798 22.386639 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 5 -0.1121597 349 7.1 54.18 522
sp|P68371|TBB4B_HUMANsp|P68371|TBB4B_HUMAN Tubulin beta-4B chain OS=Homo sapiens GN=TUBB4B PE=1 SV=130.634781 30.520939 21 22 By MS/MS By MS/MS 117 115 -0.113842 348 61.6 49.83 445
sp|P20339|RAB5A_HUMANsp|P20339|RAB5A_HUMAN Ras-related protein Rab-5A OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB5A PE=1 SV=223.604559 23.490694 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 4 -0.1138649 347 33.5 23.658 215
sp|Q16719|KYNU_HUMAN;sp|Q16719-2|KYNU_HUMANsp|Q16719|KYNU_HUMAN Kynureninase OS=Homo sapiens GN=KYNU PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q16719-2|KYNU_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Kynureninase OS=Homo sapiens GN=KYNU21.813742 21.699223 2 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 -0.1145191 346 10.5 52.351 465
sp|P62330|ARF6_HUMANsp|P62330|ARF6_HUMAN ADP-ribosylation factor 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARF6 PE=1 SV=22 .471968 26.356508 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 13 15 -0.1154594 345 44.6 20.082 175
sp|Q9BZE4|NOG1_HUMANsp|Q9BZE4|NOG1_HUMAN Nucleolar GTP-binding protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GTPBP4 PE=1 SV=323.715862 23.599119 9 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 19 -0.1167431 344 19.7 73.964 634
sp|Q9H6F5|CCD86_HUMANsp|Q9H6F5|CCD86_HUMAN Coiled-coil domain-containing protein 86 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CCDC86 PE=1 SV=122.65016 22.529434 3 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 6 -0.1207256 343 14.7 40.235 360
sp|Q9UN37|VPS4A_HUMAN;sp|O75351|VPS4B_HUMAN;sp|Q6PIW4-2|FIGL1_HUMAN;sp|Q6PIW4|FIGL1_HUMANsp|Q9UN37|VPS4A_HUMAN Vacuolar protein sorting-associated protein 4A OS=Homo sapiens GN=VPS4A PE=1 SV=1;sp|O75351|VPS4B_HUMAN Vacuolar protein sorting-associated protein 4B OS=Homo sapiens GN=VPS4B PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q6PIW4-2|FIGL1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Fidgetin-li20.394932 20.274124 1 2 By matching By MS/MS 0 3 -0.1208076 342 5.3 48.897 437
sp|Q00325-2|MPCP_HUMAN;sp|Q00325|MPCP_HUMANsp|Q00325-2|MPCP_HUMAN Isoform B of Phosphate carrier protein, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=SLC25A3;sp|Q00325|MPCP_HUMAN Phosphate carrier protein, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=SLC25A3 PE=1 SV=224.597189 24.47624 5 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 8 -0.1 09488 341 14.1 39.958 361
sp|Q9UL26|RB22A_HUMAN;sp|Q13636|RAB31_HUMANsp|Q9UL26|RB22A_HUMAN Ras-related protein Rab-22A OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB22A PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q13636|RAB31_HUMAN Ras-related protein Rab-31 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB31 PE=1 SV=121.953367 21.8 364 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 5 -0.1220036 340 20.6 21.855 194
sp|P18621-2|RL17_HUMAN;sp|P18621|RL17_HUMAN;sp|P18621-3|RL17_HUMANsp|P18621-2|RL17_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 60S ribosomal protein L17 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL17;sp|P18621|RL17_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L17 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL17 PE=1 SV=3;sp|P18621-3|RL17_HUMAN Isoform 3 of 60S ribosomal protein L17 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL1726.022337 25.900213 6 6 By S/MS By MS/MS 14 2 -0.1221237 339 51.4 17.094 146
sp|P19338|NUCL_HUMANsp|P19338| UCL_HUMAN Nucleolin OS=Homo sapiens GN=NCL PE=1 SV=329.989697 29.865702 34 34 By MS/MS By MS/MS 70 66 -0.1239948 338 38.6 76.613 710
sp|P62081|RS7_HUMANsp|P62081|RS7_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS7 PE=1 SV=130.40872 30.284605 13 13 By MS/MS By MS/MS 35 33 -0.124115 337 64.9 22.127 194
sp|P11498|PYC_HUMANsp|P11498|PYC_HUMAN Pyruvate carboxylase, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=PC PE=1 SV=227.875666 27.750917 38 36 By M /MS By MS/MS 69 62 -0.1247482 336 40.2 129.63 1178
sp|P63208|SKP1_HUMAN;sp|P63208-2|SKP1_HUMANsp|P63208|SKP1_HUMAN -phase kinase-associated protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SKP1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P63208-2|SKP1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of S-phase kinase-associated protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SKP123.292915 23.167603 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 6 -0.1253128 335 20.2 18.658 163
sp|P30837|AL1B1_HUMAN;sp|P47895|AL1A3_HUMANsp|P30837| L1B1_HUMAN Aldehyde dehydrogenase X, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=ALDH1B1 PE=1 SV=323.920616 23.795111 8 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 10 -0.1255054 334 17.4 57.206 517
sp|P05141|ADT2_HUMAN;sp|Q9H0C2|ADT4_HUMANsp|P05141|ADT2_HUMAN ADP/ATP translocase 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SLC25A5 PE=1 SV=727.411348 27.285244 15 15 By MS/MS By MS/MS 31 35 -0.1261044 333 43 32.852 298
sp|Q02790|FKBP4_HUMANsp|Q02790|FKBP4_HUMAN Peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase FKBP4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FKBP4 PE=1 SV=325.723539 25.596107 18 18 By MS/MS By MS/MS 33 34 -0.1274319 332 43.1 51.804 459
sp|P36542-2|ATPG_HUMAN;sp|P36542|ATPG_HUMANsp| 36542-2|ATPG_HUMAN Isoform Heart of ATP synthase subunit gamma, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATP5C1;sp|P36542|ATPG_HUMAN ATP synthase subunit gamma, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATP5C1 PE=1 SV=124.369196 24.241764 7 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 16 12 -0.1274319 331 27.6 32.881 297
sp|Q14739|LBR_HUMANsp|Q14739|LBR_HUMAN Lamin-B receptor OS=Homo sapiens GN=LBR PE=1 SV=220.852243 20.723257 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 3 -0.1289864 330 4.9 70.702 615
sp|P62277|RS13_HUMANsp|P62277|RS13_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S13 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS13 PE=1 SV=227.803228 27.671349 9 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 26 27 -0.1318798 329 60.3 17.222 151
sp|P20338|RAB4A_HUMANsp|P20338|RAB4A_HUMAN Ras-related protein Rab-4A OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB4A PE=1 SV=325.697765 25.564041 9 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 16 20 -0.1337242 328 47.2 24.389 218
sp|Q9BYG3|MK67I_HUMANsp|Q9BYG3|MK67I_HUMAN MKI67 FHA domain-interacting nucleolar phosphoprotein OS=Homo sapiens GN=NIFK PE=1 SV=122.575979 22.440935 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 4 -0.1350441 327 15.4 34.222 293
sp|Q9UHX1-6|PUF60_HUMAN;sp|Q9UHX1-5|PUF60_HUMANsp|Q9UHX1-6|PUF60_H MAN Isoform 6 of Poly(U)-binding-splicing factor PUF60 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PUF60;sp|Q9UHX1-5|PUF60_HUMAN Isoform 5 of Poly(U)-binding-splicing factor PUF60 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PUF6026.005817 25.87063 13 13 By MS/MS By MS/M 22 22 -0.1351871 326 34.7 55.399 513
sp|Q9Y2R4|DDX52_HUMANsp|Q9Y2R4|DDX52_HUMAN Probable ATP-dependent RNA helicase DDX52 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDX52 PE=1 SV=320.610361 20.474669 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 1 -0.1356926 325 4.3 67.497 599
sp|P82930|RT34_HUMANsp|P82930|RT34_HUMAN 28S ribosomal protein S34, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=MRPS34 PE=1 SV=221.80546 21.668432 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 5 -0.1370277 324 13.3 25.65 218
sp|Q13045-2|FLII_HUMAN;sp|Q13045|FLII_HUMAN;sp|Q13045-3|FLII_HUMANsp|Q13045-2|FLII_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Protein flightless-1 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=FLII;sp|Q13045|FLII_HUMAN Protein flightless-1 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=FLII PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q13045-3|FLII_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Protein flightless-1 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN23.165104 23.024452 8 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 10 -0.1406517 323 7 138.49 1214
sp|P20073-2|ANXA7_HUMAN;sp|P20073|ANXA7_HUMANsp|P20073-2| XA7_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Annexin A7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ANXA7;sp|P20073|ANXA7_HUMAN Annexin A7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ANXA7 PE=1 SV=328.29439 28.153494 19 19 By MS/MS By MS/MS 40 40 -0.1408958 322 39.1 50.315 466
sp|Q9NY12-2|GAR1_HUMAN;sp|Q9NY12|GAR1_HUMANsp|Q9NY12-2|GAR1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of H/ACA ribonucleoprotein complex subunit 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GAR1;sp|Q9NY12|GAR1_HUMAN H/ACA ribonucleoprotein complex subunit 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GAR1 PE=1 SV=123.559526 3.418541 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 6 -0.1409855 32 18.1 20.834 199
sp|Q13428-3|TCOF_HUMAN;sp|Q13428-8|TCOF_HUMANsp|Q13428-3|TCOF_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Treacle protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=TCOF1;sp|Q13428-8|TCOF_HUMAN Isoform 8 of Treacle protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=TCOF127.549366 27.403812 34 33 By MS/MS By MS/MS 57 57 -0.1455536 320 25.1 152.2 1489
sp|O60828-5|PQBP1_HUMAN;sp|O60828-4|PQBP1_HUMAN;sp|O60828-2|PQBP1_HUMAN;sp|O60828|PQBP1_HUMAN;sp|O60828-10|PQBP1_HUMAN;sp|O60828-9|PQBP1_HUMAN;sp|O60828-8|PQBP1_HUMAN;sp|O60828-7|PQBP1_HUMAN;sp|O60828-6|PQBP1_HUMAN;sp|O60828-3|PQBP1_HUMANsp|O60828-5|PQBP1_HUMAN Isoform 5 of Polyglutamine-binding protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PQBP1;sp|O60828-4  Isoform 4 of olyglutamine-binding protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PQB 1;sp|O60828-2|PQBP1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Polyglutamine-binding protein 123.463636 23.31769 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 5 -0.1459465 319 41.2 18.706 165
sp|O15042|SR140_HUMAN;sp|O15042-2|SR140_HUMAN;sp|O15042-3|SR140_HUMANsp|O15042|SR140_HUMAN U2 snRNP-associated SURP motif-containing protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=U2SURP PE=1 SV=2;sp|O15042-2|SR140_HUMAN Isoform 2 of U2 snRNP-associated SURP motif-containing protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=U2SURP;sp|O15042-3|SR140_HUMAN Isoform 3 o22.772 75 2 .62491 7 8 By MS/MS By MS/M 9 9 -0.147665 318 1 .8 118.29 1029
sp|P16403|H12_HUMANsp|P16403|H12_HUMAN Histone H1.2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HIST1H1C PE=1 SV=25.969763 25.821091 8 8 By M /MS By M /MS 13 16 -0.1486721 317 31.9 21.364 213
sp|P14550|AK1A1_HUMANsp|P14550| K1A1_HUMAN Alcohol dehydrogenase [NADP(+)] OS=Homo sapiens GN=AKR1A1 PE=1 SV=324.203964 24.055153 5 7 By M /MS By MS/MS 7 12 -0.1488113 316 23.4 36.573 325
sp|Q7LBR1|CHM1B_HUMANsp|Q7LBR1|CHM1B_HUMAN Charged multivesicular body protein 1b OS=Homo sapiens GN=CHMP1B PE=1 SV=122.447256 22.297457 2 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 5 -0.1497993 315 11.6 22.109 199
sp|Q5BKY9|F133B_HUMAN;sp|Q5BKY9-2|F133B_HUMAN;sp|Q8N9E0|F133A_HUMANsp|Q5BKY9|F133B_HUMAN Protein FAM133B OS=Homo sapiens GN=FAM133B PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q5BKY9-2|F133B_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Protein FAM133B OS=Homo sapiens GN=FAM133B;sp|Q8N9E0|F133A_HUMAN Protein FAM133A OS=Homo sapiens GN=FAM133A PE=2 SV=122.586737 2 .436239 2 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 5 -0.1504974 314 15 28.385 247
sp|O95232|LC7L3_HUMANsp|O95232|LC7L3_HUMAN Luc7-like protein 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=LUC7L3 PE=1 SV=223.020287 22.869308 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 5 -0.1509781 313 13.9 51.466 432
sp|Q13347|EIF3I_HUMANsp|Q13347|EIF3I_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 3 subunit I OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF3I PE=1 SV=124.005302 23.854147 8 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 17 -0. 511555 312 28.9 36.501 325
sp|P63000|RAC1_HUMAN;sp|P63000-2|RAC1_HUMAN;sp|P15153|RAC2_HUMAN;sp|P60763|RAC3_HUMANsp|P63000|RAC1_HUMAN as-related C3 botulinum toxin substrate 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAC1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P63000-2|RAC1_HUMAN Isoform B of Ras-related C3 botulinum toxin substrate 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAC1;sp|P15153|RAC2_HUMAN Ras-related C3 botulinum toxin sub25.708435 25.556751 9 9 By S/MS By MS/MS 13 14 -0.1516838 311 44.3 21.45 192
sp|Q07960|RHG01_HUMANsp|Q07960|RHG01_HUMAN Rho GTPase-activating protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARHGAP1 PE=1 SV=126.029032 25.875607 13 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 22 26 -0.1534252 310 33.3 50.435 439
sp|Q14331|FRG1_HUMAN;sp|Q9BZ01|FRG1B_HUMANsp|Q14331|FRG1_HUMAN Protein FRG1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FRG1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9BZ01|FRG1B_HUMAN Protein FRG1B OS=Homo sapiens GN=FRG1B PE=2 SV=125.316654 25. 62771 9 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 17 -0.153883 309 38.4 29.172 258
sp|P35579|MYH9_HUMAN;sp|P35579-2|MYH9_HUMAN;REV__sp|Q9UKV3-5|ACINU_HUMAN;REV__sp|Q9UKV3|ACINU_HUMANsp|P35579|MYH9_HUMAN yosin-9 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MYH9 PE=1 SV=4;sp|P35579-2|MYH9_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Myosin-9 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MYH930.481161 30.3269 6 110 112 By MS/MS By MS/MS 249 227 -0.1541653 308 55.5 226.53 1960
sp|Q14651|PLSI_HUMANsp|Q14651|PLSI_HUMAN Plastin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PLS1 PE=1 SV=225.199554 25.041723 12 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 19 16 -0.1578312 307 26.2 70.253 629
sp|Q9Y678|COPG1_HUMAN;sp|Q9UBF2|COPG2_HUMANsp|Q9Y678|COPG1_H MAN Coatomer subunit gamma-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=COPG1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9UBF2|COPG2_HUMAN Coatomer subunit gamma-2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=COPG2 PE=1 SV=121.8 8354 21.658226 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 2 -0.1601276 306 5.7 97.717 874
sp|Q99460-2|PSMD1_HUMAN;sp|Q99460|PSMD1_HUMANsp|Q99460-2|PSMD1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 26S proteasome non-ATPase regulatory subunit 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMD1;sp|Q99460|PSMD1_HUMAN 26S proteasome non-ATPase regulatory subunit 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMD1 PE=1 SV=223.939 3 23.779465 8 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 9 -0.1604652 305 11.6 102.26 922
sp|P06703|S10A6_HUMANsp|P06703|S10A6_HUMAN Protein S100-A6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=S100A6 PE=1 SV=127.453796 27.293074 3 3 By MS/M By MS/M 4 6 -0.1607227 304 26.7 10.18 90
sp|O76021|RL1D1_HUMANsp|O76021|RL1D1_HUMAN Ribosomal L1 domain-containing protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RSL1D1 PE=1 SV=320.223772 20.062237 1 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 3 -0.1615353 303 5.1 54.972 490
sp|O00231|PSD11_HUMAN;sp|O00231-2|PSD11_HUMANsp|O00231|PSD11_HUMAN 26  proteasome non-ATPase regulatory subunit 11 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMD11 PE=1 SV=3;sp|O00231-2|PSD11_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 26S proteasome non-ATPase regulatory subunit 11 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMD1125.229 17 5.066406 15 14 By MS/MS By MS/MS 26 21 -0. 6261 02 41.7 47.463 422
sp|Q99426|TBCB_HUMANsp|Q99426|TBCB_HUMAN Tubulin-folding cofactor B OS=Homo sapiens GN=TBCB PE=1 SV=223.757862 23.594913 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 8 -0.1629486 301 23.4 27.325 244
sp|P14406|CX7A2_HUMANsp|P14406|CX7A2_HUMAN Cytochrome c oxidase subunit 7A2, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=COX7A2 PE=1 SV=122.442404 22.279093 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 3 -0.163311 300 27.7 9.3959 83
sp|Q9UBE0|SAE1_HUMAN;sp|Q9UBE0-2|SAE1_HUMAN;sp|Q9UBE0-3|SAE1_HUMANsp|Q9UBE0|SAE1_H MAN SUMO-activating enzyme subunit 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SAE1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9UBE0-2|SAE1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of SUMO-activating enzyme subunit 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SAE1;sp|Q9UBE0-3|SAE1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of SUMO-activating enzyme subunit 1 OS=Hom24.970619 4.806513 10 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 16 15 -0.1641064 299 33.8 38.449 346
sp|Q01518-2|CAP1_HUMAN;sp|Q01518|CAP1_HUMANsp|Q01518-2|CAP1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Adenylyl cyclase-associated protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CAP1;sp|Q01518|CAP1_HUMAN Adenylyl cyclase-associated protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CAP1 PE=1 SV=522.652788 22.488317 3 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 3 -0.1644707 298 9.9 51.83 474
sp|P35754|GLRX1_HUMANsp|P35754|GLRX1_HUMAN Glutaredoxin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GLRX PE=1 SV=224.683889 24.518454 5 5 By MS/MS By M /MS 7 11 -0.1654358 297 50.9 11.776 106
sp|P50224|ST1A3_HUMAN;sp|P50224-3|ST1A3_HUMAN;sp|P50224-2|ST1A3_HUMAN;sp|P50225-2|ST1A1_HUMAN;sp|P50225|ST1A1_HUMAN;sp|P50226|ST1A2_HUMANsp|P50224|ST1A3_HUMAN ulfotransferase 1A3/1A4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SULT1A3 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P50224-3 3  Isoform 3 of Sulfotransferase 1A3/1A4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SULT1A3;sp|P50224-2|ST1A3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Sulfotransferase 1A3/1A4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SU22.905161 22.739357 5 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 8 -0.1658039 296 22.4 34.196 295
sp|O60832|DKC1_HUMAN;sp|O60832-2|DKC1_HUMANsp|O60832|DKC1_HUMAN H/A A ribonucleoprotein complex subunit 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DKC1 PE=1 SV=3;sp|O60832-2|DKC1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of H/ACA ribonucleoprotein complex subunit 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DKC125.796051 25.62887 16 16 By MS/MS By MS/MS 27 27 -0.167181 295 38.7 57.673 514
sp|P62899|RL31_HUMAN;sp|P62899-3|RL31_HUMAN;sp|P62899-2|RL31_HUMANsp|P62899|RL31_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L31 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL31 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P62899-3|RL31_HUMAN Isoform 3 of 60S ribosomal protein L31 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL31;sp|P62899-2|RL31_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 60S ribosomal protein L31 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL3129.427883 29.26058 10 10 By S/MS By MS/MS 26 22 -0.1673031 294 48.8 14.463 125
sp|P55735-2|SEC13_HUMAN;sp|P55735|SEC13_HUMANsp|P55735-2|SEC13_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Protein SEC13 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=SEC13;sp|P55735|SEC13_HUMAN Protein SEC13 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=SEC13 PE=1 SV=322.106583 21.938297 2 2 By matching By MS/MS 0 3 -0.1682854 293 8.4 34.011 308
sp|O95373|IPO7_HUMAN;sp|O15397-2|IPO8_HUMAN;sp|O15397|IPO8_HUMANsp|O95373|IPO7_HUMAN Importin-7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=IPO7 PE=1 SV=125.682281 25.5117 4 13 14 By MS/MS By MS/MS 22 20 -0.1705074 292 15.2 119.52 1038
sp|O14617-3|AP3D1_HUMAN;sp|O14617-2|AP3D1_HUMAN;sp|O14617|AP3D1_HUMAN;sp|O14617-5|AP3D1_HUMAN;sp|O14617-4|AP3D1_HUMANsp|O14617-3| P3D1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of P-3 complex subunit delta-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=AP3D1;sp| 14617-2|AP3 1_ A  Isoform 2 of AP-3 complex subunit delta-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=AP3D1;sp|O14617|AP3D1_HUMAN AP-3 complex subunit delta-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=AP3D24.876848 24.704405 14 14 By MS/MS By MS/MS 19 19 -0.1724434 291 17.1 111.24 984
sp|Q13885|TBB2A_HUMAN;sp|Q9BVA1|TBB2B_HUMANsp|Q13885|TBB2A_HUM N Tubulin beta-2A chain OS=Homo sapiens GN=TUBB2A PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9BVA1|TBB2B_HUMAN Tubulin beta-2B chain OS=Homo sapiens GN=TUBB2B PE=1 SV=123.346109 23.172386 18 19 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 5 -0.1737232 290 49.7 49.906 445
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sp|P62333|PRS10_HUMANsp|P62333|PRS10_HUMAN 26S protease regulatory subunit 10B OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMC6 PE=1 SV=124.348881 24.174248 10 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 17 15 -0.174633 289 29 44.172 389
sp|Q9UNQ2|DIM1_HUMANsp|Q9UNQ2|DIM1_HUMAN Probable dimethyladenosine transferase OS=Homo sapiens GN=DIMT1 PE=1 SV=124.514124 24.339464 9 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 16 3 -0.1746597 288 36.7 35.236 313
sp|Q9BV36|MELPH_HUMAN;sp|Q9BV36-2|MELPH_HUMAN;sp|Q9BV36-3|MELPH_HUMANsp|Q9BV36|MELPH_HUMAN Melanophilin OS=Homo sapiens GN=MLPH PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9BV36-2|MELPH_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Melanophilin OS=Homo sapiens GN=MLPH;sp|Q9BV36-3|MELPH_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Melanophilin OS=Homo sapiens GN=MLPH22.197845 2 .021847 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 7 -0.1759987 87 11.2 65.948 600
sp|Q03169|TNAP2_HUMANsp|Q03169|T AP2_HUMAN Tumor necrosis factor alpha-induced protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TNFAIP2 PE=1 SV=222.020525 21.844524 4 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 9 -0.1760006 286 11.3 72.66 654
sp|Q96PK6|RBM14_HUMAN;sp|Q96PK6-2|RBM14_HUMAN;sp|Q96PK6-3|RBM14_HUMAN;sp|Q96PK6-4|RBM14_HUMANsp|Q96PK6|RBM14_HUMAN RNA-binding protein 14 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBM14 E=1 SV=225.008341 24.832048 13 12 By S/MS By MS/MS 15 -0.1762924 285 23.5 69.491 669
sp|P62316|SMD2_HUMAN;sp|P62316-2|SMD2_HUMANsp|P62316|SMD2_HUMAN mall nuclear ribonucleoprotein Sm D2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SNRPD2 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P62316-2|SMD2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Small nuclear ribonucleoprotein Sm D2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SNRPD224.283197 24.106613 6 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 7 -0.1765842 284 61.9 13.527 118
sp|P07737|PROF1_HUMANsp|P07737|PROF1_HUMAN Profilin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PFN1 PE=1 SV=226. 65936 25.987501 7 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 14 -0.1784344 283 48.6 15.054 140
sp|P34932|HSP74_HUMANsp|P34932|HSP74_HUMAN Heat shock 70 kDa protein 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSPA4 PE=1 SV=421. 03225 21.223055 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 4 -0.1801701 282 3.2 94.33 840
sp|Q14498-3|RBM39_HUMAN;sp|Q14498-2|RBM39_HUMAN;sp|Q14498|RBM39_HUMAN;sp|Q86U06-3|RBM23_HUMAN;sp|Q86U06-4|RBM23_HUMAN;sp|Q86U06-5|RBM23_HUMAN;sp|Q86U06-2|RBM23_HUMAN;sp|Q86U06|RBM23_HUMANsp|Q14498-3|RBM39_HUMAN Isoform 3 of R A-binding protein 39 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBM39;sp|Q14498-2|RBM39_HUMAN Isoform 2 of RNA-binding protein 39 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBM39;sp|Q14498|RBM39_HUMAN RNA-binding protein 39 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBM39 PE=1 SV=226.386353 26.203648 11 12 By MS/M By MS/MS 20 23 -0.182704 81 30.5 57. 89 508
sp|O00203|AP3B1_HUMAN;sp|Q13367|AP3B2_HUMANsp|O00203| P3B1_HUMAN AP-3 complex subunit beta-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=AP3B1 PE=1 SV=325.7626 4 25.579544 11 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 15 20 -0.1830902 280 12.5 121.32 1094
sp|P45974-2|UBP5_HUMAN;sp|P45974|UBP5_HUMAN;sp|Q92995-2|UBP13_HUMAN;sp|Q92995|UBP13_HUMANsp| 45974-2|UBP5_HUMAN Isoform Short of Ubiquitin carboxyl-terminal hydrolase 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=USP5;sp|P45974|UBP5_HUMAN Ubiquitin carboxyl-terminal hydrolase 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=USP5 PE=1 SV=227.5947 27.411106 24 22 By MS/MS By MS/MS 48 45 -0.1835938 279 35.2 93.307 835
sp|P62851|RS25_HUMANsp|P62851|RS25_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S25 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS25 PE=1 SV=130.291866 30.107866 9 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 30 26 -0.184 278 47.2 13.742 125
sp|O14737|PDCD5_HUMANsp|O14737|PDCD5_HUMAN Programmed cell death protein 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PDCD5 PE=1 SV=324.251404 24.06702 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 10 -0.1843834 277 55.2 14.285 125
sp|Q08945|SSRP1_HUMANsp|Q08945|SSRP1_HUMAN FACT complex subunit SSRP1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SSRP1 PE=1 SV=121.213356 21.028774 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/M 2 3 -0.1845818 276 4.9 81.074 709
sp|Q15907|RB11B_HUMAN;sp|P62491-2|RB11A_HUMAN;sp|P62491|RB11A_HUMAN;sp|P57735|RAB25_HUMANsp|Q15907|RB11B_HUMAN as-related protein Rab-1 B OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB11B PE=1 SV=4;sp|P62491-2|RB11A_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ras-related protein Rab-11A OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB11A;sp|P62491|RB11A_HUMAN Ras-related protein Rab-11A OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB11A PE=28.55695 8.37 357 13 13 By MS/ S By MS/MS 39 34 -0.1855927 275 61.5 24.488 218
sp|Q9UQN3-2|CHM2B_HUMAN;sp|Q9UQN3|CHM2B_HUMANsp|Q9UQN3-2|CHM2B_H MAN Isoform 2 of Charged multivesicular body protein 2b OS=Homo sapiens GN=CHMP2B;sp|Q9UQN3|CHM2B_HUMAN Charged multivesicular body protein 2b OS=Homo sapiens GN=CHMP2B PE=1 SV=122.898148 22.712425 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 4 -0.1857224 274 16.9 19.1 172
sp|P61163|ACTZ_HUMAN;sp|P42025|ACTY_HUMANsp|P61163|ACTZ_HUMAN Alpha-centractin OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACTR1A PE=1 SV=122.733162 22.545925 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 5 -0.1872368 273 12.5 42.613 376
sp|Q5JTH9-2|RRP12_HUMAN;sp|Q5JTH9-3|RRP12_HUMAN;sp|Q5JTH9|RRP12_HUMANsp|Q5JT 9-2|RRP12_HUMAN Isoform 2 of RRP12-like protein OS= omo sapiens GN=RRP12;sp|Q5JTH9-3|RRP12_HUMAN Isoform 3 of RRP12-like protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=RRP12;sp|Q5JTH9|RRP12_HUMAN RRP12-like protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=RRP12 PE=1 SV=221.863516 21.675901 4 4 By M /MS By MS/MS 5 5 -0.1876144 272 3.8 32.71 1197
sp|P61006|RAB8A_HUMANsp|P61006|RAB8A_HUMAN Ras-related protein Rab-8A OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB8A PE=1 SV=122.238531 22.050627 4 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 3 -0.1879044 271 26.1 23.668 207
sp|Q8NE71|ABCF1_HUMAN;sp|Q8NE71-2|ABCF1_HUMANsp|Q8NE71| BCF1_HUMAN ATP-binding cassette sub-family F member 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ABCF1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q8NE71-2|ABCF1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of ATP-binding cassette sub-family F member 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ABCF127.204058 27.015951 22 21 By MS/MS By MS/MS 38 40 -0.1881065 270 29.3 95.925 845
sp|Q3ZCQ8-2|TIM50_HUMAN;sp|Q3ZCQ8|TIM50_HUMAN;sp|Q3ZCQ8-3|TIM50_HUMANsp|Q3ZCQ8-2|TIM50_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Mitochondrial import inner membrane translocase subunit TIM50 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TIMM50;sp|Q3ZCQ8|TIM50_HUMAN Mitochondrial import inner membrane translocase subunit TIM50 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TIMM50 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q3ZCQ8-322.165058 21.976347 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 3 -0.1887112 269 10.3 50.464 456
sp|P63104|1433Z_HUMAN;sp|P63104-2|1433Z_HUMANsp|P63104|1433Z_HUMAN -3-3 protein zeta/delta OS=Homo sapiens GN=YWHAZ PE=1 SV=124.7 526 24.545631 11 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 12 -0.1896286 268 49 27.745 245
sp|Q13185|CBX3_HUMANsp|Q13185|CBX3_HUMAN Chromobox protein homolog 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CBX3 PE=1 SV=422.272615 22.08255 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 6 -0.1900654 267 20.8 20.811 183
sp|Q05519-2|SRS11_HUMAN;sp|Q05519|SRS11_HUMANsp|Q05519-2|SRS11_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Serine/arginine-rich splicing factor 11 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRSF11;sp|Q05519|SRS11_HUMAN Serine/arginine-rich splicing factor 11 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRSF11 PE=1 SV=123.000549 22.810431 2 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 5 -0. 901188 266 9.3 53.413 483
sp|P17980|PRS6A_HUMANsp|P17980|PRS6A_HUMAN 26S protease regulatory subunit 6A OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMC3 PE=1 SV=323.356087 23.164444 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 7 -0.1916428 265 16.4 49.203 439
sp|O00303|EIF3F_HUMANsp|O00303|EIF3F_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 3 subunit F OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF3F PE=1 SV=125.925062 25.732597 10 10 By MS/MS By M /MS 19 21 -0.1924648 264 30.5 37.563 357
sp|P36405|ARL3_HUMANsp|P36405|ARL3_HUMAN ADP-ribosylation factor-like protein 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARL3 PE=1 SV=224.732986 24.53813 7 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 10 -0.1948566 263 54.4 20.455 182
sp|Q86UE4|LYRIC_HUMANsp|Q86UE4|LYRIC_HUMAN Protein LYRIC OS=Homo sapiens GN=MTDH PE=1 SV=224.222288 24.027409 9 9 By MS/ S By M /MS 13 13 -0.1948795 262 17.2 63.836 582
sp|Q9BWF3|RBM4_HUMAN;sp|Q9BWF3-4|RBM4_HUMAN;sp|Q9BWF3-3|RBM4_HUMAN;sp|Q9BWF3-2|RBM4_HUMAN;sp|Q9BQ04|RBM4B_HUMANsp|Q9BWF3|RBM4_HUMAN RNA-binding protein 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBM4 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9BWF3-4|RBM4_HUMAN Isoform 4 of RNA-binding protein 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBM4;sp|Q9BWF3-3|RBM4_HUMAN Isoform 3 of RNA-binding protein 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBM4;sp|Q9BWF3-2|RBM23.19 465 23.002422 6 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 3 -0.1970425 261 23.1 40.313 364
sp|Q9NT62-2|ATG3_HUMAN;sp|Q9NT62|ATG3_HUMANsp|Q9NT62-2|ATG3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ubiquitin-like-conjugating enzyme ATG3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATG3;sp|Q9NT62|ATG3_HUMAN Ubiquitin-like-conjugating enzyme ATG3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATG3 PE=1 SV=120.857796 20.659533 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 3 -0.1982632 260 8.4 35.467 311
sp|P52907|CAZA1_HUMANsp|P52907|CAZA1_HUMAN F-actin-capping protein subunit alpha-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CAPZA1 PE=1 SV=324.428862 24.229788 7 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 10 -0.1990738 259 37.1 32.922 286
sp|Q9H0F7|ARL6_HUMAN;sp|Q9H0F7-2|ARL6_HUMANsp|Q9 0F7|ARL6_HUMAN ADP-ribosylation factor-like protein 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARL6 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9H0F7-2|ARL6_HUMAN Isoform 2 of ADP-ribosylation factor-like protein 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARL623.1 0254 22.991028 4 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 6 -0.1 92264 258 33.3 21.097 186
sp|P62837|UB2D2_HUMAN;sp|P62837-2|UB2D2_HUMAN;sp|P61077|UB2D3_HUMAN;sp|P61077-2|UB2D3_HUMAN;sp|P61077-3|UB2D3_HUMANsp|P62837|UB2D2_HUMAN biquitin-conjugating enzyme E2 D2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBE2D2 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P62837-2|UB2D2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E2 D2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBE2D2;sp|P61077|UB2D3_HUMAN Ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E2 D3 OS=Homo3.061478 22.860847 2 2 By MS/ S By MS/MS 3 2 - .200 302 257 12.2 16.735 147
sp|P49736|MCM2_HUMANsp|P49736|MCM2_HUMAN DNA replication licensing factor MCM2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MCM2 PE=1 SV=420.362602 20.157707 2 2 By S/MS By MS/MS 1 3 -0.204895 256 2.5 101.89 904
sp|P22061|PIMT_HUMAN;sp|P22061-2|PIMT_HUMANsp|P22061|PIMT_HUMAN rotein-L-isoaspartate(D-aspartate) O-methyltransferase OS=Homo sapiens GN=PCMT1 PE=1 SV=4;sp|P22061-2|PIMT_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Protein-L-isoaspartate(D-aspartate) O-methyltransferase OS=Homo sapiens GN=PCMT124.067432 23.858328 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 7 -0.2091045 255 38.3 24.636 227
sp|P00367|DHE3_HUMAN;sp|P49448|DHE4_HUMANsp|P00367|DHE3_HUMAN Glutamate dehydrogenase 1, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=GLUD1 PE=1 SV=221.650927 21.441517 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 2 -0.2094097 254 7 61.397 558
sp|O94826|TOM70_HUMANsp|O94826|TOM70_HUMAN Mitochondrial import receptor subunit TOM70 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TOMM70A PE=1 SV=121.587378 21.372414 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 4 -0.2149639 253 5.8 67.454 608
sp|P07900|HS90A_HUMAN;sp|P07900-2|HS90A_HUMAN;sp|Q58FG0|HS905_HUMAN;sp|Q14568|HS902_HUMANsp|P07900|HS90A_HUMAN eat shock protein HSP 90-alpha OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSP90AA1 PE=1 SV=5;sp|P07900-2|HS90A_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Heat shock protein HSP 90-alpha OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSP90AA126.828445 26.612314 28 27 By MS/ S By MS/MS 32 36 -0.2161312 252 37.7 84.659 732
sp|P61106|RAB14_HUMANsp|P61106|RAB14_HUMAN Ras-related protein Rab-14 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB14 PE=1 SV=427.531109 27.314495 14 13 By MS/MS By MS/MS 29 25 -0.2166138 251 74.9 23.897 215
sp|P17655|CAN2_HUMAN;sp|P17655-2|CAN2_HUMANsp|P17655|CAN2_HUMAN alpain-2 catalytic subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=CAPN2 PE=1 SV=6;sp|P17655-2|CAN2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Calpain-2 catalytic subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=CAPN226.322563 26.105595 15 14 By MS/MS By MS/MS 28 24 -0.2169685 250 21.3 79.994 700
sp|Q8WVM8|SCFD1_HUMAN;sp|Q8WVM8-2|SCFD1_HUMAN;sp|Q8WVM8-3|SCFD1_HUMANsp|Q8WVM8|SCFD1_HUMAN Sec1 family domain-containing protein  OS=Homo sapiens GN=SCFD1 PE=1 SV=4;sp|Q8WVM8-2|SCFD1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Sec1 family domain-containing protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SCFD1;sp|Q8WVM8-3|SCFD1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Sec1 family domain-c25.782293 25.565231 16 16 By MS/MS By MS/MS 24 27 -0.217062 249 3 .8 72.379 642
sp|Q10713|MPPA_HUMANsp|Q10713|MPPA_HUMAN Mitochondrial-processing peptidase subunit alpha OS=Homo sapiens GN=PMPCA PE=1 SV=221.38084 21.162878 3 3 By MS/MS By M /MS 4 3 -0.2179623 248 6.3 58.252 525
sp|Q13085-3|ACACA_HUMAN;sp|Q13085-2|ACACA_HUMAN;sp|Q13085|ACACA_HUMAN;sp|Q13085-4|ACACA_HUMAN;sp|O00763-2|ACACB_HUMAN;sp|O00763|ACACB_HUMANsp|Q13085-3| CACA_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Acetyl-CoA carboxylase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACACA;sp|Q13085-2|ACACA_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Acetyl- oA carboxylase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACACA;sp|Q13085|ACACA_HUMAN Acetyl-CoA carboxylase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACACA PE=1 SV=2;28.008705 27.786499 59 57 By MS/MS By MS/MS 94 100 -0.222 061 247 32.8 5 .24 2268
sp|P22392-2|NDKB_HUMAN;sp|P22392|NDKB_HUMAN;sp|O60361|NDK8_HUMANsp|P22392-2| DKB_HUMA  Isoform 3 of Nucleoside diphosphate kinase B OS=Homo sapiens GN=NME2;sp|P22392|NDKB_HUMAN Nucleoside diphosphate kinase B OS=Homo sapiens GN=NME2 PE=1 SV=126.68445 26.462046 11 12 By S/MS By MS/MS 22 23 -0.2224045 246 61.8 30.137 267
sp|P83731|RL24_HUMANsp|P83731|RL24_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L24 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL24 PE=1 SV=16.120089 25.897329 7 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 11 -0.2227592 245 37.6 17.779 157
sp|P04075|ALDOA_HUMAN;sp|P04075-2|ALDOA_HUMANsp|P04075| LDOA_HUMAN Fructose-bisphosphate aldolase A OS=Homo sapiens GN=ALDOA PE=1 SV=2;sp|P04075-2|ALDOA_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Fructose-bisphosphate aldolase A OS=Homo sapiens GN=ALDOA26.102015 5.877621 9 10 By M /MS By MS/MS 21 20 -0.22 3938 244 37.6 39.42 364
sp|Q9Y5S9|RBM8A_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y5S9-2|RBM8A_HUMANsp|Q9Y5S9|RBM8A_HUMAN RNA-binding protein 8A OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBM8A PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9Y5S9-2|RBM8A_HUMAN Isoform 2 of RNA-binding protein 8A OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBM8A23.112 09 2 .887718 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 -0.2251911 243 27 19.889 174
sp|P42766|RL35_HUMANsp|P42766|RL35_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L35 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL35 PE=1 SV=226.123547 25.897329 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 9 -0.2262173 242 31.7 14.551 123
sp|P23284|PPIB_HUMANsp|P23284|PPIB_HUMAN Peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase B OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPIB PE=1 SV=224.360849 24.133907 7 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 12 -0.2269421 241 34.3 23.742 216
sp|P61160|ARP2_HUMAN;sp|P61160-2|ARP2_HUMANsp|P61160|ARP2_HUMAN ctin-related protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACTR2 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P61160-2|ARP2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Actin-related protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACTR224.34 299 24.114182 7 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 6 -0. 271175 240 24.9 44.76 394
sp|P18206|VINC_HUMAN;sp|P18206-2|VINC_HUMAN;sp|P18206-3|VINC_HUMANsp|P18206|VINC_HUMAN inculin OS=Homo sapiens G =VCL PE=1 SV=4;sp|P18206-2|VINC_HUMAN Isoform 1 of Vinculin OS=Homo sapiens GN=VCL22.668455 22.441137 6 7 By S/MS By MS/MS 7 5 -0.2273178 239 6.9 123.8 1134
sp|P06753-3|TPM3_HUMAN;sp|P06753-2|TPM3_HUMAN;sp|P06753-4|TPM3_HUMAN;sp|P06753-5|TPM3_HUMAN;sp|P06753|TPM3_HUMAN;sp|P67936-2|TPM4_HUMAN;sp|A6NL28-2|TPM3L_HUMAN;sp|A6NL28|TPM3L_HUMAN;sp|P09493-5|TPM1_HUMAN;sp|P09493-7|TPM1_HUMAN;sp|P09493-6|TPM1_HUMANsp|P06753-3|TPM3_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Tropomyosin alpha-  chain OS=Homo sapiens GN=TPM3;sp|P06753-2|TPM3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Tropomyosin al ha-3 chain OS=Homo sapiens GN=TPM3;sp|P06753-4|TPM3_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Tropomyosin alpha-3 chain OS=Homo sapiens GN=TPM24.844219 4.616499 9 9 By MS/ S By MS/MS 14 12 -0. 277203 238 28.955 247
sp|Q15843|NEDD8_HUMANsp|Q15843|NEDD8_HUMAN NEDD8 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NEDD8 PE=1 SV=124.195053 23.966928 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 6 -0.2281246 237 17.3 9.0714 81
sp|P35080-2|PROF2_HUMAN;sp|P35080|PROF2_HUMANsp|P35080-2|PROF2_HUMAN Isoform IIb of Profilin-2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PFN2;sp|P35080|PROF2_HUMAN Profilin-2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PFN2 PE=1 SV=323.849764 23.619413 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 3 -0.2303505 236 15.7 15.088 40
sp|Q07021|C1QBP_HUMANsp|Q07021|C1QBP_HUMAN Complement component 1 Q subcomponent-binding protein, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=C1QBP PE=1 SV=122.43992 22.205442 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 3 -0.234478 235 9.6 31.362 282
sp|P20340-2|RAB6A_HUMAN;sp|P20340|RAB6A_HUMAN;sp|P20340-4|RAB6A_HUMAN;sp|P20340-3|RAB6A_HUMAN;sp|Q9NRW1|RAB6B_HUMAN;sp|Q14964|RB39A_HUMAN;sp|Q9H0N0|RAB6C_HUMANsp|P20340-2|RAB6A_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ras-related protein Rab-6A OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB6 ;sp|P20340|RAB6A_HUMAN Ras-related protein Rab-6A OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB6A PE=1 SV=3;sp|P20340-4|RAB6A_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Ras-related protein Rab-6A OS=Homo sapiens GN=28.035381 27.799589 13 13 By MS/MS By MS/MS 28 26 - .2357922 234 54.3 23.548 208
sp|P62195-2|PRS8_HUMAN;sp|P62195|PRS8_HUMAN;sp|Q8NB90-3|SPAT5_HUMAN;sp|Q8NB90-2|SPAT5_HUMAN;sp|Q8NB90|SPAT5_HUMANsp|P62195-2|PRS8_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 26S protease regulatory subunit 8 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMC5;sp|P62195|PRS8_HUMAN 26S protease regulatory subunit 8 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMC5 PE=1 SV=124.278667 24.042015 10 11 By MS/ S By MS/MS 19 17 -0.23 6524 233 32.9 44.784 398
sp|P13667|PDIA4_HUMANsp|P13667|PDIA4_HUMAN Protein disulfide-isomerase A4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PDIA4 PE=1 SV=223.0483 22.810883 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 8 -0.2374172 232 11.6 72.932 645
sp|P68133|ACTS_HUMAN;sp|P68032|ACTC_HUMAN;sp|P63267|ACTH_HUMAN;sp|P62736|ACTA_HUMAN;sp|P63267-2|ACTH_HUMANsp|P68133|ACTS_HUMAN Actin, alpha skeletal muscle OS=Homo apiens GN=ACTA1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P68032|ACTC_HUMAN Actin, alpha cardiac muscle 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACTC1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P63267|ACTH_HUMAN Actin, gamma-enteric smooth muscle OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACTG2 PE=129.782 53 29.544418 16 16 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 -0.2376347 231 36.6 42.051 377
sp|Q96QR8|PURB_HUMANsp|Q96QR8|PURB_HUMAN Transcriptional activator protein Pur-beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=PURB PE=1 SV=325.656328 25.415674 7 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 14 -0.240654 230 29.2 33.24 312
sp|P27695|APEX1_HUMANsp|P27695| PEX1_HUMAN DNA-(apurinic or apyrimidinic site) lyase OS=Homo sapiens GN=APEX1 PE=1 SV=221. 92738 20.951626 3 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 -0.2411118 229 13.5 35.554 318
sp|O00204-2|ST2B1_HUMAN;sp|O00204|ST2B1_HUMANsp|O00204-2|ST2B1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Sulfotransferase family cytosolic 2B member 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SULT2B1;sp|O00204|ST2B1_HUMAN Sulfotransferase family cytosolic 2B member 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SULT2B1 PE=1 SV=222.507244 22.260836 5 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 8 -0.2464085 228 17.7 39.598 350
sp|P39019|RS19_HUMANsp|P39019|RS19_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S19 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS19 PE=1 SV=227.720449 27.472742 12 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 28 23 -0.2477074 227 63.4 16.06 145
sp|Q9BTD8-4|RBM42_HUMAN;sp|Q9BTD8-2|RBM42_HUMAN;sp|Q9BTD8-3|RBM42_HUMAN;sp|Q9BTD8|RBM42_HUMANsp|Q9BTD8-4|RBM42_HUMAN Isoform 4 of RNA-binding protein 42 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBM42;sp|Q9BTD8-2|RBM42_HUMAN Isoform 2 of RNA-binding protein 42 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBM42;sp|Q9BTD8-3|RBM42_HUMAN Isoform 3 of RNA-binding protein 42 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBM42;s24.876989 24.628119 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 13 11 -0.2488708 226 22 47.025 446
sp|P35268|RL22_HUMANsp|P35268|RL22_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L22 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL22 PE=1 SV=230.32571 30.07176 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 14 -0.2539501 225 31.2 14.787 128
sp|P43243|MATR3_HUMAN;sp|P43243-2|MATR3_HUMANsp|P43243|MATR3_HUMAN atrin-3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MATR3 PE=1 SV=226.760656 6.503201 26 25 By MS/MS By MS/MS 39 44 -0.2574558 224 35.9 94.622 847
sp|Q2TB90|HKDC1_HUMAN;sp|Q2TB90-3|HKDC1_HUMAN;sp|Q2TB90-2|HKDC1_HUMAN;sp|P19367-4|HXK1_HUMAN;sp|P19367-2|HXK1_HUMAN;sp|P19367|HXK1_HUMAN;sp|P19367-3|HXK1_HUMANsp|Q2TB90|HKDC1_HUMAN Putative hexokinase HKDC1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HKDC1 PE=  SV=3;sp|Q2TB 0-3|HKDC1_HUMAN I oform 3 of Putative hexokinase HKDC1 OS= omo sapiens GN=HKDC1;sp|Q2TB90-2|HKDC1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Putative hexokinase HKDC1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HKD21.985235 21.7269 9 5 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 4 -0.258316 223 5.3 102.54 917
sp|P56537|IF6_HUMAN;sp|P56537-2|IF6_HUMANsp|P56537|IF6_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF6 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P56537-2|IF6_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF622. 28164 22.368822 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 2 -0.259 422 222 13.1 26.599 245
sp|Q8NAV1|PR38A_HUMANsp|Q8NAV1|PR38A_HUMAN Pre-mRNA-splicing factor 38A OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRPF38A PE=1 SV=120.950417 20.690384 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 4 -0.2600327 221 6.4 37.476 312
sp|O43707|ACTN4_HUMAN;sp|O43707-2|ACTN4_HUMAN;sp|O43707-3|ACTN4_HUMANsp|O43707| CTN4_HUMAN Alpha-actinin-4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACTN4 PE=1 SV=2;sp|O43707-2|ACTN4_HUMAN Isoform ACTN4ISO of Alpha-actinin-4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACTN4;sp|O43707-3|ACTN4_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Alpha-actinin-4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACTN429.347458 9.086615 57 55 By MS/MS By MS/MS 124 127 -0.2608433 220 64.1 104.85 911
sp|Q92734-2|TFG_HUMAN;sp|Q92734|TFG_HUMANsp|Q92734-2|TFG_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Protein TFG OS=Homo sapiens GN=TFG;sp|Q92734|TFG_HUMAN Protein TFG OS=Homo sapiens GN=TFG PE=1 SV=221.61957 21.357349 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 2 -0.2622204 219 6.8 43.02 396
sp|P22307-6|NLTP_HUMAN;sp|P22307-2|NLTP_HUMAN;sp|P22307-4|NLTP_HUMAN;sp|P22307-7|NLTP_HUMAN;sp|P22307-8|NLTP_HUMAN;sp|P22307|NLTP_HUMANsp|P22307-6| LTP_HUMAN Isoform 6 of on-specific lipid-transfer protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=SC ;sp|P22307-2|NLTP_HUMAN Isoform SCP2 of on-specific lipid-transfer protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=SCP2;sp|P22307-4|NLTP_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Non-specific lipid-transf26.07482 5.812523 10 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 13 18 -0.2622967 218 64.3 15.079 140
sp|Q14320|FA50A_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y247|FA50B_HUMANsp|Q14320|FA50A_HUMAN Protein FAM50A OS=Homo sapiens GN=FAM50A PE=1 SV=223.021185 22.758595 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/M 6 4 -0.2625904 217 18.9 40.241 339
sp|P27144|KAD4_HUMANsp|P27144|KAD4_HUMAN Adenylate kinase 4, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=AK4 PE=1 SV=123.410282 23.14403 5 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 0 8 -0.2662525 216 32.7 25.268 223
sp|P84077|ARF1_HUMAN;sp|P61204|ARF3_HUMANsp|P84077|ARF1_HUMAN ADP-ribosylation factor 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARF1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P61204|ARF3_HUMAN ADP-ribosylation factor 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARF3 PE=1 SV=228.624462 28.357498 8 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 19 14 -0.266964 215 54.7 20.697 181
sp|Q15404-2|RSU1_HUMAN;sp|Q15404|RSU1_HUMANsp|Q 5404-2|RSU1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ras suppressor protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RSU1;sp|Q15404|RSU1_HUMAN Ras suppressor protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RSU1 PE=1 SV=321.465 32 21.197065 2 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 4 -0.2680664 214 11.2 25.545 224
sp|P25705|ATPA_HUMAN;sp|P25705-2|ATPA_HUMANsp|P25705|ATPA_HUMAN  synthase subunit alpha, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATP5A1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P25705-2|ATPA_HUMAN Isoform 2 of ATP synthase subunit alpha, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATP5A127.643 51 27.373268 20 20 By MS/MS By MS/MS 37 35 -0.270483 213 38.7 59.75 553
sp|P62158|CALM_HUMAN;sp|P27482|CALL3_HUMAN;sp|P02585|TNNC2_HUMANsp|P62158|CALM_HUMAN Calmodulin OS=Homo sapiens GN=CALM1 PE=1 SV=226.49596 26.224646 9 8 By S/MS By MS/MS 13 16 -0.2713165 212 45.6 16.837 149
sp|P51149|RAB7A_HUMANsp|P51149|RAB7A_HUMAN Ras-related protein Rab-7a OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB7A PE=1 SV=128.420895 28.147926 18 18 By MS/MS By MS/MS 38 43 -0.2729683 211 80.7 23.489 207
sp|Q14978|NOLC1_HUMAN;sp|Q14978-3|NOLC1_HUMAN;sp|Q14978-2|NOLC1_HUMANsp|Q 4978|NOLC1_HUMAN ucleolar and coiled-body phosphoprotein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NOLC1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q14978-3|NOLC1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Nucleolar and coiled-body phosphoprotein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NOLC1;sp|Q14978-2|NOLC1_HUMAN Isoform Beta of Nucleolar a22.204576 21.930992 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 4 -0.2735844 210 4 73.602 699
 118 
 
sp|P62258|1433E_HUMAN;sp|P62258-2|1433E_HUMANsp|P62258|1433E_HUMAN -3-3 protein epsilon OS=Homo sapiens GN=YWHAE PE=1 SV=1;sp|P62258-2|1433E_HUMAN Isoform SV of 14-3-3 protein epsilon OS=Homo sapiens GN=YWHAE24.984375 24.710039 11 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 15 13 -0.2743359 209 45.1 29.174 255
sp|Q3B726|RPA43_HUMANsp|Q B726|RPA43_HUMAN DNA-directed RNA polymerase I subunit RPA43 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TWISTNB PE=1 SV=121.477537 21.202993 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 3 -0.2745438 208 6.2 37.432 338
sp|P46379-2|BAG6_HUMAN;sp|P46379|BAG6_HUMAN;sp|P46379-3|BAG6_HUMAN;sp|P46379-4|BAG6_HUMAN;sp|P46379-5|BAG6_HUMANsp|P46379-2|BAG6_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Large proline-rich protein BAG6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=BAG6;sp|P46379|BAG6_HUMAN Large proline-rich protein BAG6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=BAG6 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P46379-3|BAG6_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Large proline-rich protein BAG6 OS=Homo s23.996365 23.71994 10 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 15 13 -0.2764244 207 13.7 118.69 1126
sp|Q99623|PHB2_HUMAN;sp|Q99623-2|PHB2_HUMANsp|Q99623|PHB2_HUMAN Prohibitin-2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PHB2 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q99623-2|PHB2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Prohibitin-2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PHB225.827187 25.550365 13 13 By MS/MS By MS/MS 20 23 -0.2768211 206 47.5 33.296 299
sp|O60493|SNX3_HUMAN;sp|O60493-2|SNX3_HUMAN;sp|O60493-4|SNX3_HUMAN;sp|O60493-3|SNX3_HUMANsp|O60493|SNX3_HUMAN Sorting nexin-3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SNX3 PE=1 SV=3;sp|O60493-2|SNX3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Sorting nexin-3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SNX3;sp|O60493-4|SNX3_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Sorting nexin-3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SNX323.48824 23.210535 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 6 -0.2777081 205 30.2 18.762 162
sp|P43686-2|PRS6B_HUMAN;sp|P43686|PRS6B_HUMANsp|P43686-2|PRS6B_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 26S protease regulatory subunit 6B OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMC4;sp|P43686|PRS6B_HUMAN 26S protease regulatory subunit 6B OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMC4 PE=1 SV=223.977274 23.697634 8 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 13 7 -0.2796402 204 27.6 43.507 387
sp|P32969|RL9_HUMANsp|P32969|RL9_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L9 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL9 PE=1 SV=127.564346 27.282772 7 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 17 17 -0.2815742 203 35.9 21.863 192
sp|Q8TB72|PUM2_HUMAN;sp|Q8TB72-3|PUM2_HUMAN;sp|Q8TB72-2|PUM2_HUMANsp|Q8TB72|PUM2_HUMAN Pumilio homolog 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PUM2 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q8TB72-3|PUM2_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Pumilio homolog 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PUM2;sp|Q8TB72-2|PUM2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Pumilio homolog 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PUM222.913713 22.630299 5 5 By MS/ S By MS/MS 5 2 -0.2834148 202 5.5 114.21 1066
sp|P60842|IF4A1_HUMAN;sp|P60842-2|IF4A1_HUMAN;sp|Q14240|IF4A2_HUMAN;sp|Q14240-2|IF4A2_HUMANsp|P60842|IF4A1_HUMAN Eukaryotic initiation factor 4A-I OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF4A1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P60842-2|IF4A1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Eukaryotic initiation factor 4A-I OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF4A1;sp|Q14240|IF4A2_HUMAN Eukaryotic initiation factor 4A-II OS=Homo sa27.372105 27.087297 16 16 By MS/MS By MS/MS 32 34 - .2848072 201 39.4 46.153 406
sp|P31947-2|1433S_HUMAN;sp|P31947|1433S_HUMANsp|P31947-2|1433S_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 14-3-3 protein sigma OS=Homo sapiens GN=SFN;sp|P31947|1433S_HUMAN 14-3-3 protein sigma OS=Homo sapiens GN=SFN PE=1 SV=123.833448 23.546396 6 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 8 -0.2870522 200 29.6 24.336 216
sp|P61421|VA0D1_HUMANsp|P61421|VA0D1_HUMAN V-type proton ATPase subunit d 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATP6V0D1 PE=1 SV=121.35606 21.068285 2 2 By M /MS By MS/MS 4 2 -0.287775 199 6.8 40.329 351
sp|P12814-2|ACTN1_HUMAN;sp|P12814|ACTN1_HUMAN;sp|P12814-3|ACTN1_HUMAN;sp|P12814-4|ACTN1_HUMAN;sp|P35609|ACTN2_HUMAN;sp|Q08043|ACTN3_HUMANsp|P12814-2| CTN1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Alpha-actinin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACTN1;sp|P12814|ACTN1_HUMAN Alpha-actinin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACTN1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P12814-3|ACTN1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Alpha-actinin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACTN1;sp|P12814-4|ACTN1_HUMAN Iso25.771452 25.483 16 32 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 22 -0.2883358 198 40.8 102.71 887
sp|P25789|PSA4_HUMAN;sp|P25789-2|PSA4_HUMANsp|P25789|PSA4_HUMAN roteasome subunit alpha type-4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMA4 PE=1 SV=122.46406 22.17536 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 6 -0.2887001 197 10.3 29.483 261
sp|P14678-2|RSMB_HUMAN;sp|P63162|RSMN_HUMAN;sp|P14678|RSMB_HUMAN;sp|P14678-3|RSMB_HUMANsp|P14678-2|RSMB_HUMAN Isoform SM-B of Small nuclear ribonucleo rotein-associated proteins B and B OS=Homo sapiens GN=SNRPB;sp|P63162|RSMN_HUMAN Small nuclear ribonucleoprotein-associated protein N OS=Homo sapiens GN=SNRPN PE=1 SV=1;sp|P14678|RSMB_HUMAN S23.266422 22.975805 3 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 10 -0.290617 196 19 23. 56 231
sp|Q9H8S9|MOB1A_HUMAN;sp|Q7L9L4|MOB1B_HUMAN;sp|Q7L9L4-2|MOB1B_HUMAN;sp|Q9H8S9-2|MOB1A_HUMANsp|Q9H8S9|MOB1A_HUMAN MOB kinase activator 1A OS=Homo sapiens GN=MOB1A PE=1 SV=4;sp|Q7L9L4|MOB1B_HUMAN MOB kinase activator 1B OS=Homo sapiens GN=MOB1B PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q7L9L4-2|MOB1B_HUMAN Isoform 2 of MOB kinase activator 1B OS=Homo sapiens GN=MOB1B;sp|Q9H8S24.054987 23.764256 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/M 8 4 -0.2907314 195 22.7 25.079 216
sp|Q6NUK1|SCMC1_HUMAN;sp|Q6NUK1-2|SCMC1_HUMANsp|Q6NUK1|SCMC1_HUMAN Calcium-binding mitochondrial carrier protein SCaMC-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SLC25A24 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q6NUK1-2|SCMC1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Calcium-binding mitochondrial carrier protein SCaMC-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SLC25A2422.573462 22.28232 6 6 By MS/MS By S/MS 5 5 -0.2911415 94 15.1 53.354 477
sp|Q86TB9-2|PATL1_HUMAN;sp|Q86TB9-4|PATL1_HUMAN;sp|Q86TB9|PATL1_HUMANsp|Q86TB9-2|PATL1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Protein PA 1 homolog 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PATL1;sp|Q86TB9-4|PATL1_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Protein PAT1 homolog 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PATL1;sp|Q86TB9|PATL1_HUMAN Protein PAT1 homolog 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PATL1 PE=1 SV=221.58966 21.298157 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 5 -0.2915096 193 5.6 70.638 627
sp|P67936|TPM4_HUMANsp|P67936|TPM4_HUMAN Tropomyosin alpha-4 chain OS=Homo sapiens GN=TPM4 PE=1 SV=322.022354 21.728456 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 2 -0.2938976 192 25 28.521 248
sp|Q7L1Q6-2|BZW1_HUMAN;sp|Q7L1Q6|BZW1_HUMAN;sp|Q7L1Q6-4|BZW1_HUMAN;sp|Q7L1Q6-3|BZW1_HUMANsp|Q7L1Q6-2|BZW1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Basic leucine zipper and W2 domain-containing protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=BZW1;sp|Q7L1Q6|BZW1_HUMAN Basic leucine zipper and W2 domain-containing protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=BZW1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q7L1Q6-4|BZW1_HUMAN Isofor21.588522 21.294403 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 1 -0.2941189 191 7.6 40.538 353
sp|Q9Y383|LC7L2_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y383-3|LC7L2_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y383-2|LC7L2_HUMAN;sp|Q96HJ9-2|CG055_HUMANsp|Q9Y383|LC7L2_HUMAN Putative RNA-binding protein Luc7-like 2 OS=Homo sapiens N=LUC7L2 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9Y383-3|LC7L2_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Putative RNA-binding protein Luc7-like 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=LUC7L2;sp|Q9Y383-2|LC7L2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Putative RNA-bin24.867075 24.5 2 47 9 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 16 11 -0.2948284 190 23 46.513 392
sp|Q5GLZ8-6|HERC4_HUMAN;sp|Q5GLZ8-3|HERC4_HUMAN;sp|Q5GLZ8-2|HERC4_HUMAN;sp|Q5GLZ8|HERC4_HUMANsp|Q5GLZ8-6|HERC4_HUMAN Isoform 6 of Probable E3 ubiquitin-protein ligase HERC4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HERC4;sp|Q5GLZ8-3|HERC4_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Probable E3 ubiquitin-protein ligase HERC4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HERC4;sp|Q5GLZ8-2|HERC4_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Probable21.590168 21.294348 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 2 -0.2958202 189 3.6 106.71 947
sp|P55010|IF5_HUMANsp|P55010|IF5_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF5 PE=1 SV=222.814524 22.516989 3 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 7 -0.2975349 188 13.5 49.222 431
sp|P21796|VDAC1_HUMANsp|P21796|VDAC1_HUMAN Voltage-dependent anion-selective channel protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=VDAC1 PE=1 SV=226.224386 25.926466 8 8 By MS/MS By MS/M 19 17 -0.2979202 187 32.9 30.772 283
sp|Q8N1F7|NUP93_HUMANsp|Q8N1F7|NUP93_HUMAN Nuclear pore complex protein Nup93 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NUP93 PE=1 SV=220.777721 20.479116 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 3 -0.298605 186 2.8 93.487 819
sp|P49756|RBM25_HUMAN;sp|P49756-2|RBM25_HUMAN;sp|P49756-3|RBM25_HUMANsp|P49756|RBM25_HUMAN NA-binding protein 25 OS=Homo sapiens G =RBM25 PE=1 SV=3;sp|P49756-2|RBM25_HUMAN Isoform 2 of RNA-binding protein 25 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBM25;sp|P49756-3|RBM25_HUMAN Isoform 3 of RNA-binding protein 25 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBM2524.225601 3.924608 7 8 y MS/MS By S/MS 10 13 -0.300993 185 12.9 100.18 843
sp|P50402|EMD_HUMANsp|P50402|EMD_HUMAN Emerin OS=Homo sapiens GN=EMD PE=1 SV=120.905437 20.601412 2 3 By MS/M By MS/MS 2 4 -0.3040257 184 13 28.994 254
sp|P53990-2|IST1_HUMAN;sp|P53990|IST1_HUMAN;sp|P53990-4|IST1_HUMAN;sp|P53990-5|IST1_HUMAN;sp|P53990-3|IST1_HUMANsp|P53990-2|IST1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of IST1 homolog OS= omo sa iens GN=IST1;sp|P53990|IST1_HUMAN IST1 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=IST1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P53990-4|IST1_HUMAN Isoform 4 of IST1 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=IST1;sp|P53990-5|IST1_HUMAN Isoform 5 of IST1 h23.842205 23.53801 5 5 By MS/MS By M /MS 8 10 -0.3041935 183 17 36.622 335
sp|P38117|ETFB_HUMAN;sp|P38117-2|ETFB_HUMANsp|P38117|ETFB_HUMAN lectron transfer flavoprotein subunit beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=ETFB PE=1 SV=3;sp|P38117-2|ETFB_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Electron transfer flavoprotein subunit beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=ETFB23.765471 23.46014 7 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 2 -0.3053303 182 36.5 27.843 255
sp|P06748|NPM_HUMAN;sp|P06748-3|NPM_HUMAN;sp|P06748-2|NPM_HUMANsp|P06748|NPM_HUMAN ucleophosmin OS=Homo sapiens GN= PM1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P06748-3|NPM_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Nucleophosmin OS=Homo sapiens GN=NPM1;sp|P06748-2|NPM_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Nucleophosmin OS=Homo sapiens GN=NPM126.1430 7 25.837255 8 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 14 -0.3058319 181 36.7 32.575 294
sp|P46781|RS9_HUMANsp|P46781|RS9_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S9 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS9 PE=1 SV=328.479427 28.167583 16 17 By MS/MS By MS/MS 33 33 -0.3118439 180 61.9 22.591 194
sp|Q14914-2|PTGR1_HUMAN;sp|Q14914|PTGR1_HUMANsp|Q14914-2|PTGR1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Prostaglandin reductase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PTGR1;sp|Q14914|PTGR1_HUMAN Prostaglandin reductase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PTGR1 PE=1 SV=221.4973 3 21.182833 2 2 By MS/MS By atching 4 0 -0.3144798 179 6 32.895 301
sp|Q9NTX5-3|ECHD1_HUMAN;sp|Q9NTX5-6|ECHD1_HUMAN;sp|Q9NTX5-2|ECHD1_HUMAN;sp|Q9NTX5|ECHD1_HUMAN;sp|Q9NTX5-4|ECHD1_HUMAN;sp|Q9NTX5-5|ECHD1_HUMANsp|Q9NTX5-3|ECHD1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Ethylmalonyl-CoA decarboxylase OS=Homo sapiens GN=ECHDC1;sp|Q9NTX5-6|ECHD1_HUMAN Isoform 6 of Ethylmalonyl-CoA decarboxylase OS=Homo sapiens GN=ECHDC1;sp|Q9NTX5-2|ECHD1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ethylmalonyl-CoA decarboxylase23.467621 23.152456 5 5 By MS/MS By M /MS 7 7 -0.3151646 178 25.7 24.859 226
sp|Q14008-2|CKAP5_HUMAN;sp|Q14008|CKAP5_HUMAN;sp|Q14008-3|CKAP5_HUMANsp|Q14008-2|CKAP5_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Cytoskeleton-associated protein 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CKAP5;sp|Q14008|CKAP5_HUMAN Cytoskeleton-associated protein 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CKAP5 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q14008-3|CKAP5_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Cytoskeleton-associated protein22.80998 22.494801 6 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 7 -0.3151798 177 5.1 218.52 1972
sp|Q16401-2|PSMD5_HUMAN;sp|Q16401|PSMD5_HUMANsp|Q16401-2|PSMD5_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 26S proteasome non-ATPase regulatory subunit 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMD5;sp|Q16401|PSMD5_HUMAN 26S proteasome non-ATPase regulatory subunit 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMD5 PE=1 SV=323.574501 23.258537 7 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 14 7 -0.3159637 176 18.4 51.311 461
sp|Q15126|PMVK_HUMANsp|Q15126|PMVK_HUMAN Phosphomevalonate kinase OS=Homo sapiens GN=PMVK PE=1 SV=325.049347 24.731537 8 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 14 17 -0.3178101 175 42.7 21.995 192
sp|P10809|CH60_HUMANsp|P10809|CH60_HUMAN 60 kDa heat shock protein, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSPD1 PE=1 SV=23 .995167 30.67573 33 31 By MS/MS By MS/MS 116 103 -0.319437 174 62.5 61.054 573
sp|Q9NUQ9|FA49B_HUMAN;sp|Q9H0Q0|FA49A_HUMANsp|Q9NUQ9|FA49B_HUMAN Protein FA 49B OS=Homo sapiens GN=FAM49B PE=1 SV=12 .307581 23.984592 7 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 7 -0.3229885 173 28.4 36.748 324
sp|P43490|NAMPT_HUMANsp| 43490|NAMPT_HUMAN Nicotinamide phosphoribosyltransferase OS=Homo sapiens GN=NAMPT PE=1 SV=123.894396 23.571264 4 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 6 -0.3231316 172 16.1 55.52 491
sp|P31930|QCR1_HUMANsp|P31930|QCR1_HUMAN Cytochrome b-c1 complex subunit 1, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=UQCRC1 PE=1 SV=323.607271 23.282349 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 9 -0.3249226 171 14.6 52.645 480
sp|P30626-2|SORCN_HUMAN;sp|P30626|SORCN_HUMANsp|P30626-2|SORCN_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Sorcin OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRI;sp|P30626|SORCN_HUMAN Sorcin OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRI PE=1 SV=122.003298 21.675213 2 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 5 -0.3280849 170 16.4 20.345 183
sp|P61088|UBE2N_HUMAN;sp|Q5JXB2|UE2NL_HUMANsp|P61088|UBE2N_HUMAN Ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E2 N OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBE2N PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q5JXB2|UE2NL_HUMAN Putative ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E2 N-like OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBE2NL PE=1 SV=126.176228 25.843044 8 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 15 14 -0.3331833 169 53.9 17.138 152
sp|O75608-2|LYPA1_HUMAN;sp|O75608|LYPA1_HUMANsp|O75608-2|LYPA1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Acyl-protein thioesterase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=LYPLA1;sp|O75608|LYPA1_HUMAN Acyl-protein thioesterase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=LYPLA1 PE=1 SV=126.491259 26.157692 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 13 12 -0.3335667 168 29.9 22.875 214
sp|Q07812-5|BAX_HUMAN;sp|Q07812-8|BAX_HUMAN;sp|Q07812|BAX_HUMAN;sp|Q07812-2|BAX_HUMAN;sp|Q07812-7|BAX_HUMAN;sp|Q07812-4|BAX_HUMAN;sp|Q07812-3|BAX_HUMAN;sp|Q07812-6|BAX_HUMANsp|Q07812-5|BAX_HUMAN Isoform Epsilon of Apoptosis regulator BAX OS=Homo sapiens GN=BAX;sp|Q07812-8|BAX_HUMAN Isoform Sigma of Apo tosis regulator BAX OS=Homo sapiens GN=BAX;sp|Q07812|BAX_HUMAN Apoptosis regulator BAX OS=Homo sapiens GN=BAX PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q025.233814 24.899059 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 10 -0.3347549 167 7.6 18.129 164
sp|P53999|TCP4_HUMANsp|P53999|TCP4_HUMAN Activated RNA polymerase II transcriptional coactivator p15 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SUB1 PE=1 SV=32 .861454 24.526476 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 8 -0.3349781 166 37 14.395 127
sp|Q9BX68|HINT2_HUMANsp|Q9BX68|HINT2_HUMAN Histidine triad nucleotide-binding protein 2, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=HINT2 PE=1 SV=126. 96877 25.957882 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 5 -0.338995 165 36.8 17.162 163
sp|P36404|ARL2_HUMAN;sp|P36404-2|ARL2_HUMANsp|P36404|ARL2_HUMAN DP-ribosylation factor-like protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARL2 PE=1 SV=424.523666 24.183516 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 10 -0.3401508 164 35.3 20.878 184
sp|P07951|TPM2_HUMAN;sp|P07951-2|TPM2_HUMAN;sp|P07951-3|TPM2_HUMANsp|P07951|TPM2_HUMAN ropomyosin beta chain OS=Homo sapiens GN=TPM2 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P07951-2|TPM2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Tropomyosin beta chain OS=Homo sapiens GN=TPM2;sp|P07951-3|TPM2_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Tropomyosin beta chain OS=Homo sapiens GN=TPM221.980606 21.639799 5 5 By MS/MS By S/MS 5 3 -0.340807 163 14.4 32.85 284
sp|Q92572|AP3S1_HUMANsp|Q92572| P3S1_HUMAN AP-3 complex subunit sigma-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=AP3S1 PE=1 SV=122.969759 22.628897 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 3 -0.3408623 162 18.1 21.732 193
sp|P26038|MOES_HUMANsp|P26038|MOES_HUMAN Moesin OS=Homo sapiens GN=MSN PE=1 SV=322.492552 22.151588 10 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 8 -0.3409634 161 17.7 67.819 577
sp|P48556|PSMD8_HUMANsp|P48556|PSMD8_HUMAN 26S proteasome non-ATPase regulatory subunit 8 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMD8 PE=1 SV=223.058641 2 .715904 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 8 -0.3427372 160 10 39.611 350
sp|O00560-3|SDCB1_HUMAN;sp|O00560|SDCB1_HUMANsp|O00560-3|SDCB1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Syntenin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SDCBP;sp|O00560|SDCB1_HUMAN Syntenin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SDCBP PE=1 SV=125.306435 24.96336 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 4 -0.3430748 159 23.3 31.761 292
sp|Q14677|EPN4_HUMAN;sp|Q14677-2|EPN4_HUMAN;sp|Q14677-3|EPN4_HUMANsp|Q14677|EPN4_HUMAN Clathrin interactor 1 OS=Homo sapiens G =CLINT1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q14677-2|EPN4_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Clathrin interactor 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CLINT1;sp|Q14677-3|EPN4_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Clathrin interactor 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CLINT121.496191 21.152826 2 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 3 -0.3433647 158 6.1 68.259 625
sp|P46060|RAGP1_HUMANsp| 46060|RAGP1_HUMAN Ran GTPase-activating protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RANGAP1 PE=1 SV=123.602522 23.256092 6 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 11 -0.3464298 157 14.3 63.541 587
sp|Q16555-2|DPYL2_HUMAN;sp|Q16555|DPYL2_HUMAN;sp|Q14194|DPYL1_HUMAN;sp|Q14194-2|DPYL1_HUMANsp|Q16555-2|DPYL2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Dihydropyrimidinase-related protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DPYSL2;sp|Q16555|DPYL2_HUMAN Dihydropyrimidinase-related protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DPYSL2 PE=1 SV=123.411963 23.065477 7 6 By MS/ S By MS/MS 10 6 -0.3464851 156 19.6 58.162 536
sp|P62136|PP1A_HUMAN;sp|P62136-2|PP1A_HUMAN;sp|P62136-3|PP1A_HUMAN;sp|P36873|PP1G_HUMAN;sp|P36873-2|PP1G_HUMANsp|P62136|PP1A_HUMAN Serine/threonine-protein phosphatase PP1-al ha catalytic subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPP1CA PE=1 SV=1;sp|P62136-2|PP1A_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Serine/threonine-protein phosphatase PP1-alpha catalytic subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPP1CA;sp|P62123.657091 23.30883 8 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 9 -0.3482609 155 29.7 37.5 2 330
sp|Q9Y266|NUDC_HUMANsp|Q9Y266| UDC_HUMAN Nuclear migration protein nudC OS=Homo sapiens GN=NUDC PE=1 SV=123.532553 23.184044 4 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 4 -0.3485088 154 14.2 38.242 331
sp|P22695|QCR2_HUMANsp|P22695|QCR2_HUMAN Cytochrome b-c1 complex subunit 2, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=UQCRC2 PE=1 SV=324.111956 23.761316 7 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 7 -0.3506393 153 22.1 48.442 453
sp|Q9NQ50|RM40_HUMANsp|Q9NQ50|RM40_HUMAN 39S ribosomal protein L40, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=MRPL40 PE=1 SV=12 .633173 24.280581 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 6 -0.3525925 152 25.2 24.49 206
sp|Q6P5R6|RL22L_HUMANsp|Q6P5R6|RL22L_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L22-like 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL22L1 PE=1 SV=226.205383 25.8526 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 9 -0.3527832 151 19.7 14.606 122
sp|Q9BY77-2|PDIP3_HUMAN;sp|Q9BY77|PDIP3_HUMANsp|Q9BY77-2|PDIP3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Polymerase delta-interacting protein 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=POLDIP3;sp|Q9BY77|PDIP3_HUMAN Polymerase delta-interacting protein 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=POLDIP3 PE=1 SV=221.638828 21.284271 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/M 3 2 -0.354557 150 7.7 42.894 392
sp|Q8N684-2|CPSF7_HUMAN;sp|Q8N684|CPSF7_HUMAN;sp|Q8N684-3|CPSF7_HUMANsp|Q8N684-2|CPSF7_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Cleavage and polyadenylation specificity factor subunit 7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CPSF7;sp|Q8N684|CPSF7_HUMAN Cleavage and polyadenylation specificity factor subunit 7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CPSF7 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q8N684-3|CPSF7_HUM21.47 932 21.121298 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 4 -0.3566341 149 7.8 51.095 462
sp|P11172|UMPS_HUMAN;sp|P11172-3|UMPS_HUMAN;sp|P11172-2|UMPS_HUMAN;sp|P11172-4|UMPS_HUMANsp|P11172|UMPS_HUMAN ridine 5-monophosphate synthase OS=Homo sapiens GN=UMPS PE=1 SV=1;sp|P11172-3|UMPS_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Uridine 5-monophosphate synthase OS=Homo sapiens GN=UMPS;sp|P11172-2|UMPS_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Uridine 5-monophosphate synthase OS=24.700441 24.343536 6 6 By M /MS By MS/MS 13 11 -0.356905 148 14.4 52.221 480
sp|P52564|MP2K6_HUMAN;sp|P52564-2|MP2K6_HUMANsp|P52564|MP2K6_HUMAN Dual specificity mitogen-activated protein kinase kinase 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MAP2K6 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P52564-2|MP2K6_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Dual specificity mitogen-activated protein kinase kinase 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MAP2K622.366398 2.005423 4 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 3 -0.3609753 147 14.4 37.492 334
sp|P30085|KCY_HUMAN;sp|P30085-2|KCY_HUMANsp|P30085|KCY_HUMAN UMP-CMP kinase OS=Homo sapiens GN=CMPK1 PE=1 SV=3;sp|P30085-2|KCY_HUMAN Isoform 2 of UMP-CMP kinase OS=Homo sapiens GN=CMPK124.099489 23.736963 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 8 -0.3625259 146 36.7 22.222 196
sp|P61086|UBE2K_HUMAN;sp|P61086-2|UBE2K_HUMAN;sp|P61086-3|UBE2K_HUMANsp|P61086|UBE2K_HUMAN biquitin-conjugating enzyme E2 K OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBE2K PE=1 SV=3;sp|P61086-2|UBE2K_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E2 K OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBE2K;sp|P61086-3|UBE2K_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E223.60997 3.247293 6 6 y MS/MS By MS/MS 9 10 -0.3626842 145 39 22.406 200
sp|P15428|PGDH_HUMAN;sp|P15428-5|PGDH_HUMAN;sp|P15428-4|PGDH_HUMAN;sp|P15428-2|PGDH_HUMAN;sp|P15428-3|PGDH_HUMANsp|P15428|PGDH_HUMAN 15-hydroxyprostaglandin dehydrogenase [ AD(+)] OS=Homo sapiens GN=H GD PE=1 SV=1;sp|P15428-5|PGDH_HUMAN Isoform 5 of 15-hydroxyprostaglandin dehydrogenase [NAD(+)] OS=Homo sapiens GN=HPGD;sp|P15428-4|PGDH_HUMAN Isoform 4 of 15-hydroxyp24.722393 24.359644 7 7 By MS/MS By M /MS 11 16 -0.3627491 144 34.2 28.977 266
sp|O95347-2|SMC2_HUMAN;sp|O95347|SMC2_HUMANsp|O95347-2|SMC2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Structural maintenance of chromosomes protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SMC2;sp|O95347|SMC2_HUMAN Structural maintenance of chromosomes protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SMC2 PE=1 SV=219.948895 19.584629 0 2 By MS/MS 0 3 -0.3642654 143 2.2 124.92 1099
sp|P14625|ENPL_HUMAN;sp|Q58FF3|ENPLL_HUMANsp|P14625|ENPL_HUMAN Endoplasmin OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSP90B1 PE=1 SV=127.817631 27.453012 28 27 By MS/MS By MS/MS 52 49 -0.3646183 142 34.4 92.468 803
sp|O43681|ASNA_HUMANsp|O43681|ASNA_HUMAN ATPase ASNA1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ASNA1 PE=1 SV=221.871923 21.504362 2 2 By MS/M By MS/MS 4 2 -0.3675613 141 5.5 38.792 348
sp|Q9Y6B6|SAR1B_HUMANsp|Q9Y6B6|SAR1B_HUMAN GTP-binding protein SAR1b OS=Homo sapiens GN=SAR1B PE=1 SV=123.1092 22.741127 6 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 2 -0.3680725 140 26.8 22.41 198
sp|P61923|COPZ1_HUMANsp|P61923|COPZ1_HUMAN Coatomer subunit zeta-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=COPZ1 PE=1 SV=126.508333 26.136238 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 8 -0.3720951 139 32.8 20.198 177
sp|P0CG12|CTF8A_HUMANsp|P0CG12|CTF8A_HUMAN Chromosome transmission fidelity protein 8 homolog isoform 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CHTF8 PE=1 SV=124.680889 24.308346 6 6 B  MS/MS By MS/MS 8 7 -0.3725433 138 4.7 51.391 524
sp|O15144|ARPC2_HUMANsp|O15144| RPC2_HUMAN Actin-related protein 2/3 complex subunit 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARPC2 PE=1 SV=121.522387 21.146999 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 2 -0.3753872 137 6 34.333 300
sp|Q96I24|FUBP3_HUMAN;sp|Q96I24-2|FUBP3_HUMANsp|Q96I24|FUBP3_HUMAN ar upstream element-binding protein 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FUBP3 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q96I24-2|FUBP3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Far upstream element-binding protein 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FUBP323.286867 22.908756 7 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 6 -0.3781109 136 21.2 61.64 572
sp|Q9NQ88|TIGAR_HUMANsp|Q9NQ88|TIGAR_HUMAN Fructose-2,6-bisphosphatase TIGAR OS=Homo sapiens GN=TIGAR PE=1 SV=123.041197 22.659359 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 5 -0.3818378 135 13 30.062 270
sp|Q6WKZ4-3|RFIP1_HUMAN;sp|Q6WKZ4|RFIP1_HUMAN;sp|Q6WKZ4-5|RFIP1_HUMAN;sp|Q6WKZ4-2|RFIP1_HUMAN;sp|Q6WKZ4-1|RFIP1_HUMANsp|Q6WKZ4-3|RFIP1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Rab11 family-interacting protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB11FIP1;sp|Q6WKZ4|RFIP1_HUMAN Rab11 family-interacting protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB11FIP1 PE=1 SV=322.27759 21.893562 3 3 By MS/MS By M /MS 3 4 -0.3840275 134 4.8 70.982 649
sp|P52272-2|HNRPM_HUMAN;sp|P52272|HNRPM_HUMANsp|P52272-2|HNRPM_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein M OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPM;sp|P52272|HNRPM_HUMAN Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein M OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPM PE=1 SV=329.14584 8.760054 34 32 By MS/MS By MS/MS 77 71 -0.3857861 133 55 73.62 691
sp|Q16891-2|IMMT_HUMAN;sp|Q16891|IMMT_HUMAN;sp|Q16891-3|IMMT_HUMAN;sp|Q16891-4|IMMT_HUMANsp|Q16891-2|IMMT_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Mitochondrial inner membrane protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=IMMT;sp|Q16891|IMMT_HUMAN Mitochondrial inner membrane protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=IMMT PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q16891-3|IMMT_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Mitochondrial inner membrane pr25.316483 24.930666 19 20 By MS/MS By MS/MS 33 25 -0.3858166 132 29.7 82.624 747
sp|Q8WXA9-2|SREK1_HUMAN;sp|Q8WXA9|SREK1_HUMANsp|Q8WXA9-2|SREK1_HUM N Isoform 2 of Splicing regulatory glutamine/lysine-rich protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SREK1;sp|Q8WXA9|SREK1_HUMAN Splicing regulatory glutamine/lysine-rich protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SREK1 PE=1 SV=122.312685 21.924664 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 4 -0.3880215 131 6.1 71.649 624
sp|Q9UIJ7|KAD3_HUMAN;sp|Q9UIJ7-3|KAD3_HUMAN;sp|Q9UIJ7-2|KAD3_HUMANsp|Q9UIJ7|KAD3_H MAN GTP:AMP phosphotransferase AK3, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=AK3 PE=1 SV=4;sp|Q9UIJ7-3|KAD3_HUMAN Isoform 3 of GTP:AMP phosphotransferase AK3, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=AK3;sp|Q9UIJ7-2|KAD3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of GTP:AMP phospho24.37530 23.987198 8 7 By MS/MS By M /MS 15 11 -0.3881092 130 37 25.565 227
 119 
 
sp|P30041|PRDX6_HUMANsp|P30041|PRDX6_HUMAN Peroxiredoxin-6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRDX6 PE=1 SV=329. 26987 29.237379 15 13 By MS/MS By MS/MS 39 28 -0.3896084 129 71.4 25.035 224
sp|P51665|PSMD7_HUMANsp|P51665|PSMD7_HUMAN 26S proteasome non-ATPase regulatory subunit 7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMD7 PE=1 SV=221.822483 1.43186 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 2 -0.3906231 128 10.8 37.025 324
sp|P51858-2|HDGF_HUMAN;sp|P51858|HDGF_HUMAN;sp|P51858-3|HDGF_HUMANsp|P51858-2|HDGF_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Hepatoma-derived growth factor OS=Homo sapiens GN=HDGF;sp|P51858|HDGF_HUMAN Hepatoma-derived growth factor OS=Homo sapiens GN=HDGF PE=1 SV=1;sp|P51858-3|HDGF_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Hepatoma-derived growth factor OS=Homo sapi22.221107 21.829428 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 2 -0.3916798 127 27 25.537 233
sp|Q86U90|YRDC_HUMANsp|Q86 90|YRDC_HUMAN YrdC domain-containing protein, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=YRDC PE=1 SV=122.711374 22.318932 5 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 7 -0.3924427 126 24 29.328 279
sp|Q969G5|PRDBP_HUMANsp|Q969G5|PRDBP_HUMAN Protein kinase C delta-binding protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRKCDBP PE=1 SV=321.579758 21.183136 3 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 1 -0.3966217 125 13 27.701 261
sp|O00232|PSD12_HUMAN;sp|O00232-2|PSD12_HUMANsp|O00232|PSD12_HUMAN 26  proteasome non-ATPase regulatory subunit 12 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMD12 PE=1 SV=3;sp|O00232-2|PSD12_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 26S proteasome non-ATPase regulatory subunit 12 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMD1223.87839 3.481731 9 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 9 -0.3966618 124 1.9 52.904 456
sp|Q9Y3B9|RRP15_HUMANsp|Q9Y3B9|RRP15_HUMAN RRP15-like protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=RRP15 PE=1 SV=221.284891 20.883976 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 3 -0.4009151 123 7.8 31.484 282
sp|O00487|PSDE_HUMANsp|O00487|PSDE_HUMAN 26S proteasome non-ATPase regulatory subunit 14 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMD14 PE=1 SV=122.015055 1.613468 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 2 -0. 015865 122 6.5 34.577 310
sp|P23381-2|SYWC_HUMAN;sp|P23381|SYWC_HUMANsp|P23381-2|SYWC_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Tryptophan--tRNA ligase, cytoplasmic OS=Homo sapiens GN=WARS;sp|P23381|SYWC_HUMAN Tryptophan--tRNA ligase, cytoplasmic OS=Homo sapiens GN=WARS PE=1 SV=223.91661 23.510387 7 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 7 -0.4062252 121 22.6 48.179 424
sp|Q00577|PURA_HUMANsp|Q00577|PURA_HUMAN Transcriptional activator protein Pur-alpha OS=Homo sapiens GN=PURA PE=1 SV=225.453781 25.045769 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 12 -0.4080124 120 25.8 34.91 322
sp|P28331-3|NDUS1_HUMAN;sp|P28331-4|NDUS1_HUMAN;sp|P28331-5|NDUS1_HUMAN;sp|P28331|NDUS1_HUMAN;sp|P28331-2|NDUS1_HUMANsp|P28331-3|NDUS1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of NADH-ubiquinone oxidoreductase 75 kDa subunit, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN= DUFS1;sp|P28331-4|NDUS1_HUMAN Isoform 4 of NADH-ubiquinone oxidoreductase 75 kDa subunit, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=NDUFS1;sp|P283322.204248 21.792372 3 3 By M /MS By MS/MS 3 3 -0.4118767 119 8.6 67.5 4 616
sp|Q9NZD8-2|SPG21_HUMAN;sp|Q9NZD8|SPG21_HUMANsp|Q9NZD8-2|SPG21_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Maspardin OS=Homo sapiens GN=SPG21;sp|Q9NZD8|SPG21_HUMAN Maspardin OS=Homo sapiens GN=SPG21 PE=1 SV=121.895117 21.481878 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 4 -0.4132385 118 11 31.585 281
sp|Q9NYL9|TMOD3_HUMANsp|Q9NYL9|TMOD3_HUMAN Tropomodulin-3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TMOD3 PE=1 SV=123.763649 23.349758 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 8 -0.4138908 117 17.9 39.594 352
sp|O15498|YKT6_HUMANsp|O15498|YKT6_HUMAN Synaptobrevin homolog YKT6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=YKT6 PE=1 SV=129.203686 28.789766 11 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 45 42 -0.4139194 116 64.6 22.417 198
sp|P19623|SPEE_HUMANsp|P19623|SPEE_HUMAN Spermidine synthase OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRM PE=1 SV=123.198101 22.781748 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/M 8 9 -0.4163532 115 13.2 33.824 302
sp|Q9NY93-2|DDX56_HUMAN;sp|Q9NY93|DDX56_HUMANsp|Q9NY93-2|DDX56_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Probable ATP-dependent RNA helicase DDX56 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDX56;sp|Q9NY93|DDX56_HUMAN Probable ATP-dependent RNA helicase DDX56 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDX56 PE=1 SV=121.42 138 21.007376 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 2 -0.4187622 114 5.9 57.274 507
sp|P04083|ANXA1_HUMANsp|P04083| XA1_HUMAN Annexin A1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ANXA1 PE=1 SV=229.621967 29.202587 23 22 By MS/MS By MS/MS 47 43 -0.4193802 113 66.2 38.714 346
sp|P61604|CH10_HUMANsp|P61604|CH10_HUMAN 10 kDa heat shock protein, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSPE1 PE=1 SV=222.804398 22.383188 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 6 -0.4212093 112 35.3 10.932 102
sp|Q01082|SPTB2_HUMAN;sp|Q01082-2|SPTB2_HUMAN;sp|Q01082-3|SPTB2_HUMAN;sp|O15020-2|SPTN2_HUMAN;sp|O15020|SPTN2_HUMANsp|Q01082|SPTB2_HUMAN Spectrin beta chain, non-erythrocytic 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SPTBN1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q01082-2|SPTB2_HUMAN Isoform Short of Spectrin beta chain, non-erythrocytic 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SPTBN1;sp|Q01082-3|SPTB2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Spectrin beta29.058969 8.637409 94 87 By MS/MS By MS/MS 183 142 -0.4 15603 111 47 274.61 2364
sp|P15311|EZRI_HUMAN;sp|P35241|RADI_HUMAN;sp|P35241-5|RADI_HUMAN;sp|P35241-4|RADI_HUMAN;sp|P35241-3|RADI_HUMANsp|P15311|EZRI_HUMAN Ezrin OS=Homo sapiens GN=EZR PE=1 SV=4;sp|P35241|RADI_HUMAN Radixin OS=Homo sapiens GN=RDX PE=1 SV=1;sp|P35241-5|RADI_HUMAN Isoform 5 of Radixin OS=Homo sapiens GN=RDX24.833836 24.411251 12 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 20 8 -0.4225845 110 19.1 69.4 2 586
sp|Q9H9P8-2|L2HDH_HUMAN;sp|Q9H9P8|L2HDH_HUMANsp|Q9 9P8-2|L2HDH_HUMAN Isoform 2 of L-2-hydroxyglutarate dehydrogenase, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=L2HGDH;sp|Q9H9P8|L2HDH_HUMAN L-2-hydroxyglutarate dehydrogenase, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=L2HGDH PE=1 SV=321.871773 21.44829 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 3 -0.4234829 109 9.1 48.505 441
sp|Q9NR31|SAR1A_HUMANsp|Q9NR31|SAR1A_HUMAN GTP-binding protein SAR1a OS=Homo sapiens GN=SAR1A PE=1 SV=126.242146 25.818338 8 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 12 -0.4238071 108 32.3 22.367 198
sp|O75947-2|ATP5H_HUMAN;sp|O75947|ATP5H_HUMANsp|O75947-2| TP5H_HUMAN Isoform 2 of ATP synthase subunit d, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATP5H;sp|O75947|ATP5H_HUMAN ATP synthase subunit d, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATP5H PE=1 SV=322.248352 21.822832 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 5 -0.4255199 107 20.4 15.773 137
sp|Q8IY67-2|RAVR1_HUMAN;sp|Q8IY67|RAVR1_HUMAN;sp|Q8IY67-3|RAVR1_HUMANsp|Q8IY67-2|RAVR1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ribonucleoprotein PTB-binding 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAVER1;sp|Q8IY67|RAVR1_HUMAN Ribonucleoprotein PTB-binding 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAVER1 PE=1 SV=122.397934 21.971619 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 2 -0.4263153 106 7.4 77.859 739
sp|P78344-2|IF4G2_HUMAN;sp|P78344|IF4G2_HUMANsp|P78344-2|IF4G2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 4 gamma 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF4G2;sp|P78344|IF4G2_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 4 gamma 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF4G2 PE=1 SV=125.183628 24.755827 13 13 By MS/MS By MS/MS 24 17 -0.4278011 105 17.4 98.149 869
sp|Q07157-2|ZO1_HUMAN;sp|Q07157|ZO1_HUMANsp|Q07157-2|ZO1_HUMAN Isoform Short of Tight junction protein ZO-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TJP1;sp|Q07157|ZO1_HUMAN Tight junction protein ZO-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TJP1 PE=1 SV=321.854033 21.425728 4 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 1 -0.4283047 104 3.6 186.96 1668
sp|O15511|ARPC5_HUMAN;sp|O15511-2|ARPC5_HUMANsp|O15511| RPC5_HUMAN Actin-related protein 2/3 complex subunit 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARPC5 PE=1 SV=3;sp|O15511-2|ARPC5_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Actin-related protein 2/3 complex subunit 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARPC522.45661 2.025602 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 3 -0.4310074 103 16.6 16.32 151
sp|P06576|ATPB_HUMANsp|P06576|ATPB_HUMAN ATP synthase subunit beta, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATP5B PE=1 SV=327.309126 26.875607 18 17 By MS/MS By MS/MS 41 37 -0.4335194 102 45.4 56.559 529
sp|Q8N163-2|CCAR2_HUMAN;sp|Q8N163|CCAR2_HUMANsp|Q8N163-2|CCAR2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Cell cycle and apoptosis regulator protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CCAR2;sp|Q8N163|CCAR2_HUMAN Cell cycle and apoptosis regulator protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CCAR2 PE=1 SV=224.116564 23.682711 10 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 14 15 -0.4338531 101 13.2 103.14 923
sp|Q9BUF5|TBB6_HUMANsp|Q9B F5|TBB6_HUMAN Tubulin beta-6 chain OS=Homo sapiens GN=TUBB6 PE=1 SV=124.31838 23.882317 15 15 By MS/MS y MS/MS 7 5 -0.4360638 100 34.5 49.857 446
sp|P31943|HNRH1_HUMANsp|P31943|H RH1_HUMAN Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein H OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPH1 PE=1 SV=427.014782 26.576723 12 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 28 24 -0.4380589 99 32.5 49.229 449
sp|Q9Y3E7|CHMP3_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y3E7-4|CHMP3_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y3E7-3|CHMP3_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y3E7-2|CHMP3_HUMANsp|Q9Y3E7|CHMP3_HUMAN Charged multivesicular body protein 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=  PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q9Y3E7-4|CHMP3_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Charged multivesicular body protein 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CHMP3;sp|Q9Y3E7-3|CHMP3_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Charged multivesicular b24.292564 23.8531 6 6 By S/MS By MS/MS 7 8 -0.4394646 98 23.9 25.073 222
sp|Q13813|SPTN1_HUMAN;sp|Q13813-2|SPTN1_HUMAN;sp|Q13813-3|SPTN1_HUMAN;REV__sp|Q04637-6|IF4G1_HUMAN;REV__sp|Q04637-7|IF4G1_HUMAN;REV__sp|Q04637-5|IF4G1_HUMAN;REV__sp|Q04637-4|IF4G1_HUMAN;REV__sp|Q04637-3|IF4G1_HUMAN;REV__sp|Q04637|IF4G1_HUMAN;REV__sp|Q04637-8|IF4G1_HUMAN;REV__sp|Q04637-9|IF4G1_HUMANsp|Q13813|SPTN1_HUMAN Spectrin alpha chain, non-erythrocytic 1 OS=Homo sa iens GN=SPTAN1 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q13813-2|SPTN1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Spectrin alpha chain, non-erythrocytic 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SPTAN1;sp|Q13813-3|SPTN1_HUMAN Isoform  of Spectrin alpha c28.7 063 8.268522 95 94 By MS/MS By MS/MS 176 159 -0.4421082 97 49.4 284.54 2472
sp|P35580|MYH10_HUMAN;sp|P35580-2|MYH10_HUMAN;sp|P35580-3|MYH10_HUMAN;sp|P35580-4|MYH10_HUMANsp|P35580|MYH10_HUMAN yosin-10 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MY 10 PE=1 SV=3;sp|P35580-2|MYH10_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Myosin-10 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MYH10;sp|P35580-3|MYH10_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Myosin-10 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MYH10;sp|P35580-4|MYH10_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Myosin-125.364 29 4.921524 38 40 By S/MS By MS/MS 34 24 -0.4430046 96 21.9 229 1976
sp|Q9NUQ6-2|SPS2L_HUMAN;sp|Q9NUQ6|SPS2L_HUMANsp|Q9NUQ6-2|SPS2L_HUMAN Isoform 2 of SPATS2-like protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=SPATS2L;sp|Q9NUQ6|SPS2L_HUMAN SPATS2-like protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=SPATS2L PE=1 SV=222.860033 22.410902 4 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 6 -0.449131 95 14.5 54.178 489
sp|P18085|ARF4_HUMANsp|P18085|ARF4_HUMAN ADP-ribosylation factor 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARF4 PE=1 SV=329.452127 29.002602 9 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 46 36 -0.4495258 94 60.6 20.511 180
sp|Q14244|MAP7_HUMAN;sp|Q14244-3|MAP7_HUMAN;sp|Q14244-2|MAP7_HUMAN;sp|Q14244-6|MAP7_HUMAN;sp|Q14244-7|MAP7_HUMAN;sp|Q14244-5|MAP7_HUMAN;sp|Q14244-4|MAP7_HUMANsp|Q14244|MAP7_HUMAN Ensconsin OS=Homo sapiens GN=MAP7 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q14244-3|MAP7_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Ensconsin OS=Homo sapiens G =MAP7;sp|Q14244-2|MAP7_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ensconsin OS=Homo sapiens GN=MAP7;sp|Q14244-6|MAP7_HUMAN Isoform 6 of Ensconsin OS=Ho23.842205 23.391525 9 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 13 3 -0.4506798 93 12.8 84.051 749
sp|Q9UNM6|PSD13_HUMAN;sp|Q9UNM6-2|PSD13_HUMANsp|Q9UNM6|PSD13_H MAN 6S proteasome non-ATPase regulatory subunit 13 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMD13 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9UNM6-2|PSD13_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 26S proteasome non-ATPase regulatory subunit 13 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMD1323.623102 23.170446 6 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 8 -0.4526558 92 14.9 42.945 376
sp|P40616|ARL1_HUMANsp|P40616|ARL1_HUMAN ADP-ribosylation factor-like protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARL1 PE=1 SV=127.995989 27.541191 8 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 27 21 -0.4547977 91 51.4 20.417 181
sp|Q13200|PSMD2_HUMANsp|Q13200|PSMD2_HUMAN 26S proteasome non-ATPase regulatory subunit 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMD2 PE=1 SV=325.004189 24.546808 14 15 By MS/MS By MS/MS 22 16 -0.4573803 90 19.9 100.2 908
sp|O43242|PSMD3_HUMANsp|O43242|PSMD3_HUMAN 26S proteasome non-ATPase regulatory subunit 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMD3 PE=1 SV=224.179876 23.722237 11 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 16 -0.4576397 89 22.8 60.977 534
sp|P54819-5|KAD2_HUMAN;sp|P54819-2|KAD2_HUMAN;sp|P54819|KAD2_HUMAN;sp|P54819-3|KAD2_HUMAN;sp|P54819-6|KAD2_HUMAN;sp|P54819-4|KAD2_HUMANsp|P54819-5|KAD2_HUMAN Isoform 5 of Adenylate kinase , mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=AK2;sp|P54819-2|KAD2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Adenylate kinase 2, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=AK2;sp|P54819|KAD2_HUMAN Adenylate kinase 2, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens22.86652 2.407068 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 2 -0. 594517 88 26.3 24.648 224
sp|P62820|RAB1A_HUMAN;sp|P62820-2|RAB1A_HUMAN;sp|P62820-3|RAB1A_HUMANsp|P62820|RAB1A_HUMAN as-related protein Rab-1A OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB1A PE=1 SV=3;sp|P62820-2|RAB1A_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ras-related protein Rab-1A OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB1A29.247623 8.78 443 11 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 31 27 -0.4661808 87 58.5 22.677 205
sp|Q6WCQ1-3|MPRIP_HUMAN;sp|Q6WCQ1|MPRIP_HUMAN;sp|Q6WCQ1-2|MPRIP_HUMANsp|Q6WCQ1-3|MPRIP_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Myosin phosphatase ho-interacting protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=MPRIP;sp|Q6WCQ1|MPRIP_HUMAN Myosin phosphatase Rho-interacting protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=MPRIP PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q6WCQ1-2|MPRIP_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Myosin phospha25.169437 24.701817 21 16 By S/MS By MS/MS 35 17 -0.4676208 86 30.5 114.05 1000
sp|Q8WUF5|IASPP_HUMANsp|Q8WUF5|IASPP_HUMAN RelA-associated inhibitor OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPP1R13L PE=1 SV=421.181316 20.709862 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 2 -0.4714546 85 6.3 89.09 828
sp|Q13509|TBB3_HUMANsp|Q13509|TBB3_HUMAN Tubulin beta-3 chain OS=Homo sapiens GN=TUBB3 PE=1 SV=227.112968 26.637547 18 20 By MS/MS y MS/MS 31 22 -0.4754219 84 49.1 50.432 450
sp|Q9UMX0-2|UBQL1_HUMAN;sp|Q9UMX0|UBQL1_HUMAN;sp|Q9NRR5|UBQL4_HUMANsp|Q9UMX0-2|UBQL1_H AN Isoform 2 of Ubiquilin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBQLN1;sp|Q9UMX0|UBQL1_HUMAN Ubiquilin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBQLN1 PE=1 SV=225.181583 24.703772 8 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 14 12 -0.4778118 83 19.4 59.219 561
sp|Q9BU76-4|MMTA2_HUMAN;sp|Q9BU76|MMTA2_HUMAN;sp|Q9BU76-3|MMTA2_HUMAN;sp|Q9BU76-2|MMTA2_HUMANsp|Q9BU76-4|MMTA2_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Multiple myeloma tumor-associated protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MMTAG2;sp|Q9BU76|MMTA2_HUMAN Multiple myeloma tumor-associated protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MMTAG2 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9BU76-3|MMTA2_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Multiple m22.21913 21.733223 4 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 6 -0.4859066 82 23.8 0.536 189
sp|Q71UI9|H2AV_HUMAN;sp|P0C0S5|H2AZ_HUMAN;sp|Q71UI9-3|H2AV_HUMAN;sp|Q71UI9-4|H2AV_HUMAN;sp|Q71UI9-2|H2AV_HUMANsp|Q71 I9|H2AV_HUMAN Histone H2A.V OS=Homo sapiens GN=H2AFV PE=1 SV=3;sp|P0C0S5|H2AZ_HUMAN Histone H2A.Z OS=Homo sapiens GN=H2AFZ PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q71UI9-3|H2AV_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Histone H2A.V OS=Homo sapiens GN=H2AFV;sp|Q71UI9-4|H2AV_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Histo22.691 86 2.205084 4 4 By S/MS By M /MS 4 4 -0.486002 81 31.2 13.509 128
sp|Q9UJZ1|STML2_HUMANsp|Q9UJZ1|STML2_HUMAN Stomatin-like protein 2, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=STOML2 PE=1 SV=124.041264 23.553328 7 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 4 -0.487936 80 26.4 38.534 356
sp|P25788-2|PSA3_HUMAN;sp|P25788|PSA3_HUMANsp|P25788-2|PSA3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Proteasome subunit alpha type-3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMA3;sp|P25788|PSA3_HUMAN Proteasome subunit alpha type-3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMA3 PE=1 SV=221.579849 21.091198 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 2 -0.4886513 79 11.3 27.647 248
sp|Q9H2W6|RM46_HUMANsp|Q9 2W6|RM46_HUMAN 39S ribosomal protein L46, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=MRPL46 PE=1 SV=125. 32923 25.140633 7 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 9 -0.4922905 78 30.5 31.705 279
sp|P13984|T2FB_HUMANsp|P13984|T2FB_HUMAN General transcription factor IIF subunit 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GTF2F2 PE=1 SV=221.307859 20.814486 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 2 -0.4933739 77 7.6 28.38 249
sp|Q9H9B4|SFXN1_HUMANsp|Q9H9B4|SFXN1_HUMAN Sideroflexin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SFXN1 PE=1 SV=422.442076 21.948315 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 4 -0.4937611 76 8.4 35.619 322
sp|P04406|G3P_HUMAN;sp|P04406-2|G3P_HUMANsp|P04406|G3P_HUMAN lyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase OS=Homo sapiens GN=GAPDH PE=1 SV=3;sp|P04406-2|G3P_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase OS=Homo sapiens GN=GAPDH27.6 382 27.148121 12 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 22 23 -0.4956989 75 42.1 36.053 335
sp|P28066|PSA5_HUMAN;sp|P28066-2|PSA5_HUMANsp|P28066|PSA5_HUMAN roteasome subunit alpha type-5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMA5 PE=1 SV=3;sp|P28066-2|PSA5_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Proteasome subunit alpha type-5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMA524.4 95 4 23.931389 7 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 13 10 -0.4981747 74 44.4 6.411 241
sp|Q96KR1|ZFR_HUMANsp|Q96KR1|ZFR_HUMAN Zinc finger RNA-binding protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=ZFR PE=1 SV=220.84881 20.349596 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 1 -0.4992142 73 2 117.01 1074
sp|Q9GZP8-2|IMUP_HUMAN;sp|Q9GZP8|IMUP_HUMANsp|Q9GZP8-2|IMUP_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Immortalization up-regulated protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=IMUP;sp|Q9GZP8|IMUP_HUMAN Immortalization up-regulated protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=IMUP PE=1 SV=126.519638 26.018564 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 4 -0.5010738 72 43.5 8.5115 85
sp|P60900|PSA6_HUMANsp|P60900|PSA6_HUMAN Proteasome subunit alpha type-6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMA6 PE=1 SV=122.363325 21.861889 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 6 -0.5014362 71 17.9 27.399 246
sp|Q8NF91-4|SYNE1_HUMAN;sp|Q8NF91|SYNE1_HUMAN;sp|Q8NF91-8|SYNE1_HUMAN;sp|Q8NF91-2|SYNE1_HUMAN;sp|Q8NF91-9|SYNE1_HUMAN;sp|Q8NF91-3|SYNE1_HUMAN;sp|Q8NF91-7|SYNE1_HUMANsp|Q8NF91-4|SYNE1_HUMAN Isoform 4 of e rin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SYNE1;sp|Q8NF9 |SYNE1_HUMAN Nesprin-1 OS= omo sapiens GN=SYNE1 PE=1 SV=4;sp|Q8NF91-8|SYNE1_HUMAN Isoform 8 of Nesprin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SYNE1;sp|Q8NF91-2|SYNE1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Nesprin-25.474817 24.970268 3 3 By matchi g By MS/MS 0 10 -0.50454 70 0.4 1005.2 8749
sp|P37802|TAGL2_HUMANsp|P37802|TAGL2_HUMAN Transgelin-2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TAGLN2 PE=1 SV=324.508392 24.000326 8 8 By MS/MS By M /MS 13 13 -0.5080662 69 47.2 22.391 199
sp|P84085|ARF5_HUMANsp|P84085|ARF5_HUMAN ADP-ribosylation factor 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARF5 PE=1 SV=229.613106 29.09861 10 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 63 54 -0.5144958 68 64.4 20.529 180
sp|P19105|ML12A_HUMAN;sp|O14950|ML12B_HUMAN;sp|P24844|MYL9_HUMAN;sp|P24844-2|MYL9_HUMANsp|P19105|ML12A_HUMAN Myosin regulatory light chain 12A OS=Homo sapiens GN=MYL12A PE=1 SV=2;sp|O14950|ML12B_HUMAN Myosin regulatory light chain 12B OS=Homo sapiens GN=MYL12B PE=1 SV=2;sp|P24844|MYL9_HUMAN Myosin regulatory light polypeptide 9 OS=Homo sapie27.262217 26.745222 8 8 By S/MS By MS/ S 19 15 -0.5 6 945 67 51.5 19.794 171
sp|P13797|PLST_HUMAN;sp|P13796|PLSL_HUMANsp|P13797|PLST_HUMAN Plastin-3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PLS3 PE=1 SV=423.662643 23.144682 9 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 8 -0.5179615 66 21.6 70.81 630
sp|P51452|DUS3_HUMANsp|P51452|DUS3_HUMAN Dual specificity protein phosphatase 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DUSP3 PE=1 SV=125.520283 24.984941 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 11 -0.5353413 65 43.2 20.478 185
sp|P62191|PRS4_HUMANsp|P62191|PRS4_HUMAN 26S protease regulatory subunit 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMC1 PE=1 SV=123.918526 23.38245 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 1 -0.5360756 64 15 49.184 440
sp|Q9Y5K5-2|UCHL5_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y5K5-4|UCHL5_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y5K5-3|UCHL5_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y5K5|UCHL5_HUMANsp|Q9Y5K5-2|UCHL5_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ubiquitin carboxyl-terminal hydrola e isozyme L5 OS= omo sapiens GN=UCHL5;sp|Q9Y5K5-4|UCHL5_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Ubiquitin carboxyl-terminal hydrolase isozyme L5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UCHL5;sp|Q9Y5K5-3|UCHL5_HUMAN Isoform 323.340824 22.798794 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 11 -0.5420303 63 16.8 36.079 316
sp|Q8N4Q0|ZADH2_HUMANsp|Q8N4Q0|ZADH2_HUMAN Zinc-binding alcohol dehydrogenase domain-containing protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ZADH2 PE=1 SV=122.640285 22.088936 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 4 -0.5513496 62 13.5 40.14 377
sp|O75340|PDCD6_HUMAN;sp|O75340-2|PDCD6_HUMANsp|O75340|PDCD6_HUMAN Programmed cell death protein 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PDCD6 PE=1 SV=1;sp|O75340-2|PDCD6_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Programmed cell death protein 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PDCD622.429028 1.876877 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 3 -0.5 21507 1 16.8 21.868 191
sp|P49593|PPM1F_HUMANsp|P49593|PPM1F_HUMAN Protein phosphatase 1F OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPM1F PE=1 SV=322.750502 22.193851 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 3 -0.5566502 60 13.2 49.83 454
sp|Q9BQG0|MBB1A_HUMAN;sp|Q9BQG0-2|MBB1A_HUMANsp|Q9BQG0|MBB1A_HUMAN Myb-binding protein 1A OS=Homo sapiens GN=MYBBP1A PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9BQG0-2|MBB1A_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Myb-binding protein 1A OS=Homo sapiens GN=MYBBP1A23.804398 23. 4525 8 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 11 -0.5591469 59 6.9 148.85 1328
sp|P28074|PSB5_HUMAN;sp|P28074-3|PSB5_HUMAN;sp|P28074-2|PSB5_HUMANsp|P28074|PSB5_HUMAN roteasome subunit beta type-5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMB5 PE=1 SV=3;sp|P28074-3|PSB5_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Proteasome subunit beta type-5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMB523.581989 23.022642 7 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 15 8 -0.5593472 58 26.2 28.48 263
sp|P00568|KAD1_HUMANsp|P00568|KAD1_HUMAN Adenylate kinase isoenzyme 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=AK1 PE=1 SV=322.169163 21.608107 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 3 -0.5610561 57 18 21.635 194
sp|Q14562|DHX8_HUMANsp|Q14562|DHX8_HUMAN ATP-dependent RNA helicase DHX8 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DHX8 PE=1 SV=121.484732 20.919762 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 3 -0.56497 56 1.8 139.31 1220
sp|Q01105-3|SET_HUMAN;sp|Q01105-4|SET_HUMAN;sp|Q01105-2|SET_HUMAN;sp|Q01105|SET_HUMANsp|Q01105-3|SET_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Protein SET O =Homo sapiens GN=SET;sp|Q01105-4|SET_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Protein SET OS=Homo sapiens GN=SET;sp|Q01105-2|SET_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Protein SET OS=Homo sapiens GN=SET;sp|Q01105|SET_HUMAN Protein SET OS=Homo sapien22.640131 22.069302 3 3 By S/MS By M /MS 5 2 -0.5708294 55 12.8 30.992 265
sp|P31350|RIR2_HUMAN;sp|P31350-2|RIR2_HUMANsp|P31350|RIR2_HUMAN ibonucleoside-diphosphate reductase subunit M2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RRM2 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P31350-2|RIR2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ribonucleoside-diphosphate reductase subunit M2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RRM221.7 2048 21.13088 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 1 -0.5811672 54 8 44.877 389
sp|P48739|PIPNB_HUMAN;sp|P48739-2|PIPNB_HUMAN;sp|Q00169|PIPNA_HUMANsp|P48739|PIPNB_HUMAN hosphatidylinositol transfer protein beta isoform OS=Homo sapiens GN=PITPNB PE=1 SV=2;sp|P48739-2|PIPNB_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Phosphatidylinositol transfer protein beta isoform OS=Homo sapiens GN=PITPNB;sp|Q00169|PIPNA_HUMAN Phosphatidy22.08073 21.485371 4 3 By MS/MS By M /MS 4 3 -0.5953598 53 15.9 31.54 271
sp|Q8WWI1-3|LMO7_HUMAN;sp|Q8WWI1-4|LMO7_HUMAN;sp|Q8WWI1-2|LMO7_HUMAN;sp|Q8WWI1|LMO7_HUMANsp|Q8WWI1-3|LMO7_HUMAN Isoform 3 of LIM domain only protein 7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=LMO7;sp|Q8WWI1-4|LMO7_HUMAN Isoform 4 of LIM domain only protein 7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=LMO7;sp|Q8WWI1-2|LMO7_HUMAN Isoform 2 of LIM domain only protein 7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=LMO21.29109 20.691748 4 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 3 -0.5993423 52 3.8 153.67 1349
sp|Q16643|DREB_HUMAN;sp|Q16643-3|DREB_HUMAN;sp|Q16643-2|DREB_HUMANsp|Q16643|DREB_HUMAN rebrin OS=Homo sapiens GN=D N1 PE=1 SV=4;sp|Q16643-3|DREB_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Drebrin OS=Homo sapiens GN=DBN1;sp|Q16643-2|DREB_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Drebrin OS=Homo sapiens GN=DBN123.728477 23.121788 5 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 3 -0.6066895 51 10 71.428 649





sp|Q16352|AINX_HUMANsp|Q16352|AINX_HUMAN Alpha-internexin OS=Homo sapiens GN=INA PE=1 SV=223.733141 23.110474 9 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 5 -0.6226673 49 20.6 55.39 499
sp|Q9H0U4|RAB1B_HUMAN;sp|Q92928|RAB1C_HUMAN;sp|P59190-2|RAB15_HUMAN;sp|P59190|RAB15_HUMANsp|Q9H0 4|RAB1B_HUMAN Ras-related protein Rab-1B OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB1B PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q92928|RAB1C_HUMAN Putative Ras-related protein Rab-1C OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB1C PE=5 SV=226.805258 26.171864 11 11 y MS/MS By MS/MS 13 13 -0.6333942 48 60.2 22.171 201
sp|Q96GC5|RM48_HUMANsp|Q96GC5|RM48_HUMAN 39S ribosomal protein L48, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=MRPL48 PE=1 SV=225.474167 24.832821 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 10 -0.641346 47 21.7 23.934 212
sp|O60292|SI1L3_HUMANsp|O60292|SI1L3_HUMAN Signal-induced proliferation-associated 1-like protein 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SIPA1L3 PE=1 SV=323.982941 23.335926 13 13 By MS/MS By MS/MS 22 9 -0.6470146 46 9.8 194.61 1781
sp|Q92614-4|MY18A_HUMAN;sp|Q92614|MY18A_HUMAN;sp|Q92614-3|MY18A_HUMAN;sp|Q92614-5|MY18A_HUMAN;sp|Q92614-2|MY18A_HUMANsp|Q92614-4|MY18A_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Unconventional myosin-XVIIIa OS=Homo sapiens GN=MYO18A;sp|Q92614| Y18A_ A  Unconventional myosin-XVIIIa OS=Homo sapiens GN=MYO18A PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q92614-3|MY18A_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Unconventional myosin-XVIIIa OS=Homo sap24.192873 23.52552 13 10 B  MS/MS By MS/MS 18 7 -0.66735 7 45 7.9 231.24 2039
sp|Q9GZZ1|NAA50_HUMAN;sp|Q9GZZ1-2|NAA50_HUMANsp|Q9GZZ1|NAA50_HUMAN N-alpha-acetyltransferase 50 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NAA50 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9GZZ1-2|NAA50_HUMAN Isoform 2 of N-alpha-acetyltransferase 50 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NAA5022.947441 2 .2771 7 4 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 3 -0.6703339 44 25.4 19.398 169
sp|Q9NWH9|SLTM_HUMANsp|Q9NWH9|SLTM_HUMAN SAFB-like transcription modulator OS=Homo sapiens GN=SLTM PE=1 SV=222.893284 22.213564 4 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 5 -0.6797199 43 5.9 117.15 1034
sp|Q13576-2|IQGA2_HUMAN;sp|Q13576|IQGA2_HUMANsp|Q13576-2|IQGA2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ras GTPase-activating-like protein IQGAP2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=IQGAP2;sp|Q13576|IQGA2_HUMAN Ras GTPase-activating-like protein IQGAP2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=IQGAP2 PE=1 SV=423.6610 22.966013 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 2 -0.6949997 42 3.2 122.8 1071
sp|Q96SI9-2|STRBP_HUMAN;sp|Q96SI9|STRBP_HUMANsp|Q96SI9-2|STRBP_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Spermatid perinuclear RNA-binding protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=STRBP;sp|Q96SI9|STRBP_HUMAN Spermatid perinuclear RNA-binding protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=STRBP PE=1 SV=122.410515 21.700495 7 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 3 -0.7100201 41 9.9 71.966 658
sp|P08670|VIME_HUMAN;sp|P17661|DESM_HUMAN;sp|P41219|PERI_HUMAN;sp|P41219-2|PERI_HUMAN;sp|P14136-3|GFAP_HUMAN;sp|P14136|GFAP_HUMAN;sp|P14136-2|GFAP_HUMAN;sp|P07197-2|NFM_HUMAN;sp|P07196|NFL_HUMAN;sp|P07197|NFM_HUMANsp|P08670|VIME_HUMAN Vimentin OS=Homo sapiens GN=VIM PE=1 SV=432.162701 31.431763 45 45 By MS/MS By MS/MS 154 118 -0.730938 40 73.8 53.651 46
sp|Q12905|ILF2_HUMANsp|Q12905|ILF2_HUMAN Interleukin enhancer-binding factor 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ILF2 PE=1 SV=226.498308 25.766077 8 8 By M /MS By MS/MS 25 16 -0.7322311 39 27.9 43.062 390
sp|Q8IVT2|MISP_HUMANsp|Q8IVT2|MISP_HUMAN Mitotic interactor and substrate of PLK1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MISP PE=1 SV=126.183571 25.44528 19 19 By MS/MS By MS/MS 33 27 -0.7382908 38 37.7 75.356 679
sp|Q9UHV9|PFD2_HUMANsp|Q9UHV9|PFD2_HUMAN Prefoldin subunit 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PFDN2 PE=1 SV=121.470406 20.70134 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 4 -0.7690659 37 16.9 16.648 154
sp|O60443|DFNA5_HUMANsp|O60443|DFNA5_HUMAN Non-syndromic hearing impairment protein 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DFNA5 PE=1 SV=222.166101 21.338377 3 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 6 -0.8277245 36 8.7 54.554 496
sp|P05976-2|MYL1_HUMAN;sp|P05976|MYL1_HUMAN;sp|P08590|MYL3_HUMANsp|P05976-2|MYL1_HUMAN Isoform LC3 of Myosin light chain 1/3, skeletal muscle isoform OS=Homo sapiens GN=MYL1;sp|P05976|MYL1_HUMAN Myosin light chain 1/3, skeletal muscle isoform OS=Homo sapiens GN=MYL1 PE=1 SV=3;sp|P08590|MYL3_HUMAN Myosin light chain 322.453121 21.623907 2 2 By S/MS By MS/MS 4 2 -0.8292141 35 10.7 16.684 150
sp|P31942-2|HNRH3_HUMAN;sp|P31942|HNRH3_HUMAN;sp|P31942-3|HNRH3_HUMAN;sp|P31942-4|HNRH3_HUMAN;sp|P31942-6|HNRH3_HUMAN;sp|P31942-5|HNRH3_HUMANsp|P31942-2|H RH3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein H3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPH3;sp|P31942|HNRH3_HUMA  Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein H3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPH3 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P31942-3|HNRH3_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Heterogene24.51635 3.682068 7 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 4 -0.8342819 34 25.1 35.238 331
sp|Q86V48-2|LUZP1_HUMAN;sp|Q86V48-3|LUZP1_HUMAN;sp|Q86V48|LUZP1_HUMANsp|Q86V48-2|LUZP1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Leucine zipper protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=LUZP1;sp|Q86V48-3|LUZP1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Leucine zipper protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=LUZP1;sp|Q86V48|LUZP1_HUMAN Leucine zipper protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=LUZP1 PE=1 SV=223.746735 22.902294 11 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 17 7 -0.8444405 33 14.9 114.59 1026
sp|Q6ZNW5|GDPP1_HUMANsp|Q6ZNW5|GDPP1_HUMAN GDP-D-glucose phosphorylase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GDPGP1 PE=1 SV=222.842091 21.98127 4 3 By M /MS By MS/MS 5 3 -0.8608208 32 12.5 42.362 385
sp|Q15149|PLEC_HUMAN;sp|Q15149-7|PLEC_HUMAN;sp|Q15149-9|PLEC_HUMAN;sp|Q15149-5|PLEC_HUMAN;sp|Q15149-6|PLEC_HUMAN;sp|Q15149-2|PLEC_HUMAN;sp|P58107|EPIPL_HUMANsp|Q15149|PLEC_HUMAN Plectin OS=Homo sapiens GN=PLEC PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q1 149-7|PLEC_HUMAN Isoform 7 of Plectin OS=Homo sapiens GN=PLEC; |Q15 49-9|PLEC_HUMAN Isoform 9 of Plectin OS=Homo sapiens GN=PLEC;sp|Q15149-5|PLEC_HUMAN Isoform 5 of Plectin OS=Homo sapie31.9212 7 31.040159 278 268 By MS/MS By MS/MS 568 481 -0.8810883 31 59.9 531.78 4684
sp|P28072|PSB6_HUMANsp|P28072|PSB6_HUMAN Proteasome subunit beta type-6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMB6 PE=1 SV=421.376925 20.488365 2 2 By MS/MS By matching 4 0 -0.8885593 30 8.8 25.357 239
sp|P30044-2|PRDX5_HUMAN;sp|P30044|PRDX5_HUMAN;sp|P30044-3|PRDX5_HUMAN;sp|P30044-4|PRDX5_HUMANsp|P30044-2|PRDX5_HUMAN Isoform Cytoplasmic+peroxisomal of Peroxiredoxin-5, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRDX5;sp|P30044|PRDX5_HUMAN Peroxiredoxin-5, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRDX5 PE=1 SV=4;sp|P30044-3|PRDX5_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Peroxiredoxin-5,23.191399 22.288557 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 8 -0.9028416 29 27.2 17.031 162
sp|Q9BZI7-2|REN3B_HUMAN;sp|Q9BZI7|REN3B_HUMANsp|Q9 ZI7-2|REN3B_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Regulator of nonsense transcripts 3B OS=Homo sapiens GN=UPF3B;sp|Q9BZI7|REN3B_HUMAN Regulator of nonsense transcripts 3B OS=Homo sapiens GN=UPF3B PE=1 SV=120.816675 19.827614 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/M 4 4 -0.9890614 28 5.1 56.213 470
sp|P31040|DHSA_HUMANsp|P31040|DHSA_HUMAN Succinate dehydrogenase [ubiquinone] flavoprotein subunit, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=SDHA PE=1 SV=221.068285 20.068794 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 2 -0.9994907 27 5.6 72.691 664
sp|P59998|ARPC4_HUMAN;sp|P59998-3|ARPC4_HUMAN;sp|P59998-2|ARPC4_HUMAN;sp|P59998-4|ARPC4_HUMANsp|P59998| RPC4_HUMAN ctin-related protein 2/3 complex subunit 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARPC4 PE=1 SV=3;sp|P59998-3|ARPC4_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Actin-related protein 2/3 complex subunit 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARPC4;sp|P59998-2|ARPC4_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Actin-relate21.933586 20.933874 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 4 -0.999712 26 11.3 19.667 168
sp|Q9P2K5|MYEF2_HUMAN;sp|Q9P2K5-2|MYEF2_HUMAN;sp|Q9P2K5-3|MYEF2_HUMAN;sp|Q9P2K5-4|MYEF2_HUMANsp|Q9P2K5|MYEF2_HUMAN Myelin expression factor 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MYEF2 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q9P2K5-2|MYEF2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Myelin expression factor 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MYEF2;sp|Q9P2K5-3|MYEF2_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Myelin expression factor 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=24.364059 23.289402 8 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 16 6 -1.0746574 25 16.2 64.121 600
sp|P09651-3|ROA1_HUMAN;sp|P09651-2|ROA1_HUMAN;sp|P09651|ROA1_HUMAN;sp|Q32P51|RA1L2_HUMANsp|P09651-3|ROA1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein  OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPA1;sp|P09651-2|ROA1_HUMAN Isoform A1-A of Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein A1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPA1;sp|P09651|ROA1_HUMAN Heterogeneous nuclea28.563036 27.483393 13 14 By MS/MS By MS/MS 37 28 -1.0796432 24 54.7 29.386 267
sp|Q12906|ILF3_HUMAN;sp|Q12906-7|ILF3_HUMAN;sp|Q12906-5|ILF3_HUMAN;sp|Q12906-4|ILF3_HUMAN;sp|Q12906-2|ILF3_HUMAN;sp|Q12906-6|ILF3_HUMAN;sp|Q12906-3|ILF3_HUMANsp|Q12906|ILF3_HUMAN Interleukin enhancer-binding factor 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ILF3 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q12906-7|ILF3_HUMAN Isoform 7 of Interleukin enhancer-binding factor 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ILF3;sp|Q12906-5|ILF3_HUMAN Isoform 5 of Interleukin enhancer-binding27.548485 26.458357 22 22 By M /MS By MS/MS 55 39 -1.0 1279 23 27.4 95.337 894
sp|P67809|YBOX1_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y2T7|YBOX2_HUMANsp|P67809|YBOX1_HUMAN Nuclease-sensitive element-binding protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=YBX1 PE=1 SV=328.96331 27.87109 13 14 By MS/MS By MS/MS 29 21 - .0922203 22 57.4 35.924 324
sp|Q13151|ROA0_HUMANsp|Q13151|ROA0_HUMAN Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein A0 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPA0 PE=1 SV=125.753483 24.658508 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 1 -1.0949745 21 28.5 30.84 305
sp|P46926|GNPI1_HUMAN;sp|Q8TDQ7-3|GNPI2_HUMAN;sp|Q8TDQ7-2|GNPI2_HUMAN;sp|Q8TDQ7|GNPI2_HUMANsp|P46926|G PI1_HUMAN Glucosamine-6-phosphate isomerase 1 OS=Homo sapiens =GNPDA1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q8TDQ7-3|GNPI2_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Glucosamine-6-phosphate isomerase 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GNPDA2;sp|Q8TDQ7-2|GNPI2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Glucosamine-6-phosphate is20.29549 19.172873 2 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 -1.1226177 20 7.6 32.668 289
sp|Q9UKM9-2|RALY_HUMAN;sp|Q9UKM9|RALY_HUMANsp|Q9UKM9-2|RALY_H MAN Isoform 1 of RNA-binding protein Raly OS=Homo sapiens GN=RALY;sp|Q9UKM9|RALY_HUMAN RNA-binding protein Raly OS=Homo sapiens GN=RALY PE=1 SV=125.319757 24.186617 9 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 15 10 -1.1331406 19 36.2 30.364 290
sp|Q9Y618-5|NCOR2_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y618-4|NCOR2_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y618-3|NCOR2_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y618|NCOR2_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y618-2|NCOR2_HUMANsp|Q9Y618-5|NCOR2_HUMAN Isoform 5 of Nuclear receptor corepressor 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NCOR2;sp| 9Y618-4| 2_ A  Isoform 4 of Nuclear receptor corepressor 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NCOR2;sp|Q9Y618-3|NCOR2_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Nuclear receptor corepressor 2 OS21.335327 20.168888 4 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 1 -1.1664391 18 1.9 268.36 2462
sp|Q9H2U1-3|DHX36_HUMAN;sp|Q9H2U1-2|DHX36_HUMAN;sp|Q9H2U1|DHX36_HUMAN;sp|Q6P158-2|DHX57_HUMAN;sp|Q6P158|DHX57_HUMANsp|Q9H2U1-3|DHX36_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Probable ATP-dependent RN  helicase DHX36 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DHX36;sp|Q9H2U1-2|DHX36_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Probable ATP-dependent RNA helicase DHX36 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DHX36;sp|Q9H2U1|DHX36_HUMAN Probable ATP-dependent RNA24.459578 23. 8785 12 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 19 3 -1.1717243 17 14.5 111.48 979
sp|Q13148|TADBP_HUMANsp|Q13148|TADBP_HUMAN TAR DNA-binding protein 43 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TARDBP PE=1 SV=125.396629 24.136726 7 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 13 -1.259903 16 18.6 44.739 414
sp|Q7L4I2-2|RSRC2_HUMAN;sp|Q7L4I2|RSRC2_HUMANsp|Q7L4I2-2|RSRC2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Arginine/serine-rich coiled-coil protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RSRC2;sp|Q7L4I2|RSRC2_HUMAN Arginine/serine-rich coiled-coil protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RSRC2 PE=1 SV=121.411213 20.099 32 2 1 By MS/MS By matching 3 0 -1.3119812 15 5.7 44.878 386
sp|P22626|ROA2_HUMAN;sp|P22626-2|ROA2_HUMANsp|P22626|ROA2_HUMAN Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoproteins A2/B1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPA2B1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P22626-2|ROA2_HUMAN Isoform A2 of Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoproteins A2/B1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPA2B130.0972 9 28.74275 20 19 By MS/MS By MS/MS 63 50 -1.3544788 14 54.7 37.429 353
sp|P52597|HNRPF_HUMANsp| 52597|H RPF_HUMAN Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein F OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPF PE=1 SV=325.750036 24.394669 9 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 8 -1.3553677 13 31.3 45.671 415
sp|O14880|MGST3_HUMANsp|O14880|MGST3_HUMAN Microsomal glutathione S-transferase 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MGST3 PE=1 SV=121.379889 19.936647 2 0 By MS/MS 3 0 -1.4432411 12 18.4 16.516 152
sp|P28290-2|SSFA2_HUMAN;sp|P28290|SSFA2_HUMAN;sp|P28290-3|SSFA2_HUMANsp|P28290-2|SSFA2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Sperm-specific antigen 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SSFA2;sp|P28290|SSFA2_HUMAN Sperm-specific antigen 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SSFA2 PE=1 SV=3;sp|P28290-3|SSFA2_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Sperm-specific antigen 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SSFA221.360407 19.509686 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 2 -1.8507214 11 3.3 121.45 1106
sp|P07910-2|HNRPC_HUMAN;sp|P07910|HNRPC_HUMAN;sp|P07910-4|HNRPC_HUMAN;sp|P07910-3|HNRPC_HUMAN;sp|O60812|HNRCL_HUMAN;sp|Q86SE5|RALYL_HUMANsp|P07910-2|H RPC_HUMAN Isoform C1 of Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoproteins C1/C2 OS=Homo apiens GN=HNRNPC;sp|P07910|HNRPC_HUMAN Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoproteins C1/C2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPC PE=1 SV=4;sp|P07910-4|HNRPC_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Het29.01254 27.147247 19 17 By MS/MS By MS/MS 54 29 -1.8652992 10 49. 32.337 293
sp|Q96DH6-2|MSI2H_HUMAN;sp|Q96DH6|MSI2H_HUMAN;sp|Q96DH6-3|MSI2H_HUMAN;sp|O43347|MSI1H_HUMANsp|Q96D 6-2|MSI2H_HUMAN Isoform 2 of RNA-binding protein Musashi homolog 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MSI2;sp|Q96DH6|MSI2H_HUMAN RNA-binding protein Musashi homolog 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MSI2 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q96DH6-3|MSI2H_HUMAN Isoform 3 of RNA-binding protein Musash26.26341 24.366264 8 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 18 6 -1.8971519 9 37.8 28.42 251
sp|Q9NXA8-4|SIR5_HUMAN;sp|Q9NXA8-3|SIR5_HUMAN;sp|Q9NXA8-2|SIR5_HUMAN;sp|Q9NXA8|SIR5_HUMANsp|Q9NXA8-4|SIR5_HUM N Isoform 4 of AD-dependent protein deacylase sirtuin-5, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=SIRT5;sp|Q9NXA8-3|SIR5_HUMAN Isoform 3 of NAD-dependent protein deacylase sirtuin-5, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=SIRT5;sp|Q9NXA8-2|SIR5_HUM22.135239 19.916 15 2 1 By MS/ S By MS/MS 4 2 -2.2187233 8 13.4 21.688 202
sp|P62633-2|CNBP_HUMAN;sp|P62633|CNBP_HUMAN;sp|P62633-3|CNBP_HUMAN;sp|P62633-5|CNBP_HUMAN;sp|P62633-4|CNBP_HUMAN;sp|P62633-6|CNBP_HUMANsp|P62633-2|CNBP_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Cellular nucleic acid-binding protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=CNBP;sp|P62633|CNBP_HUMAN Cellular nucleic acid-binding protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=CNBP PE=1 SV=1;sp|P62633-3|CNBP_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Cellular nucleic acid-binding26.132654 23.868254 9 7 By MS/MS By M /MS 23 7 -2.2644005 7 55.9 18.742 170
sp|Q9NPD3|EXOS4_HUMANsp|Q9NPD3|EXOS4_HUMAN Exosome complex component RRP41 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EXOSC4 PE=1 SV=321.7388 19.462503 2 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 2 -2.2762966 6 9 26.383 245
sp|P51991|ROA3_HUMANsp|P51991|ROA3_HUMAN Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein A3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPA3 PE=1 SV=229.170929 26.86278 15 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 50 21 -2.3081493 5 33.6 39.594 378
sp|O96008-2|TOM40_HUMAN;sp|O96008|TOM40_HUMANsp|O96008-2|TOM40_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Mitochondrial import receptor subunit TOM40 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=TOMM40;sp|O96008|TOM40_HUMAN Mitochondrial import receptor subunit TOM40 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=TOMM40 PE=1 SV=122.469833 20.080118 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 4 -2.3897152 4 6.7 34.441 329
sp|Q9NX63|CHCH3_HUMANsp|Q9NX63|CHCH3_HUMAN Coiled-coil-helix-coiled-coil-helix domain-containing protein 3, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=CHCHD3 PE=1 SV=122.550278 19.927525 3 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 3 -2.6227531 3 12.3 26.152 227
sp|Q12849-5|GRSF1_HUMAN;sp|Q12849|GRSF1_HUMANsp|Q12849-5|GRSF1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of G-rich sequence factor 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GRSF1;sp|Q12849|GRSF1_HUMAN G-rich sequence factor 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GRSF1 PE=1 SV=326.01 629 22.122847 11 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 21 2 -3.8887825 2 36.8 36.613 318
sp|Q96EP5-2|DAZP1_HUMAN;sp|Q96EP5|DAZP1_HUMANsp|Q96EP5-2|DAZP1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of DAZ-associated protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DAZAP1;sp|Q96EP5|DAZP1_HUMAN DAZ-associated protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DAZAP1 PE=1 SV=124.12486 19.513947 3 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 2 -4.61092 1 14 40.529 378
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sp|Q5TC12-3|ATPF1_HUMAN;sp|Q5TC12-2|ATPF1_HUMAN;sp|Q5TC12|ATPF1_HUMANsp|Q5TC12-3|ATPF1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of TP synthase mitochondrial F1 complex assembly factor 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATPAF1;sp|Q5TC12-2|ATPF1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of ATP synthase mitochondrial F1 complex assembly factor 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATPAF1;sp|Q5TC12|ATPF1_HU20.418373 4.984245 1 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 3 4.5658722 1043 10 27.438 240
sp|Q15020|SART3_HUMAN;sp|Q15020-2|SART3_HUMAN;sp|Q15020-3|SART3_HUMANsp|Q15020|SART3_HUMAN quamous cell carcinoma antigen recognized by T-cells 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SART3 PE=1 SV=123.95 534 27.645815 11 27 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 47 3.6902809 1042 31 109.93 963
sp|Q7L2E3-3|DHX30_HUMAN;sp|Q7L2E3|DHX30_HUMAN;sp|Q7L2E3-2|DHX30_HUMANsp|Q7L2E3-3|DHX30_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Putative ATP-dependent RN  helicase DHX30 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DHX30;sp|Q7L2E3|DHX30_HUMAN Putative ATP-dependent RNA helicase DHX30 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DHX30 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q7L2E3-2|DHX30_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Putative ATP-dep22.574017 25.60 624 8 15 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 25 3.0266075 1041 14.5 129.44 1155
sp|P16949|STMN1_HUMAN;sp|P16949-2|STMN1_HUMANsp|P16949|STMN1_HUMAN tathmin OS=Homo sapiens GN=STMN1 PE=1 SV=3;sp|P16949-2|STMN1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Stathmin OS=Homo sapiens GN=STMN120.588528 23.435045 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 5 2.8465176 1040 20.1 17.302 149
sp|Q6UN15-4|FIP1_HUMAN;sp|Q6UN15-3|FIP1_HUMAN;sp|Q6UN15-5|FIP1_HUMAN;sp|Q6UN15|FIP1_HUMANsp|Q6UN15-4|FIP1_H MAN Isoform 4 of Pre-mRNA 3-end-processing factor FIP1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FIP1L1;sp|Q6UN15-3|FIP1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Pre-mRNA 3-end-processing factor FIP1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FIP1L1;sp|Q6UN15-5|FIP1_HUMAN Isoform 5 of Pre-mRNA 3-end-pr20.523582 23.2798 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 0 2.756218 1039 10.1 40.834 378
sp|P16401|H15_HUMANsp|P16401|H15_HUMAN Histone H1.5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HIST1H1B PE=1 SV=320.568045 23.288839 2 3 By M /MS By MS/MS 2 4 2.7207947 1038 14.2 22.58 226
sp|Q969Q0|RL36L_HUMANsp|Q969Q0|RL36L_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L36a-like OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL36AL PE=1 SV=320.808378 23.380602 5 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 3 2.5722237 1037 38.7 12.469 106
sp|P51572|BAP31_HUMAN;sp|P51572-2|BAP31_HUMANsp|P51572|BAP31_HUMAN -cell receptor-associated protein 31 OS=Homo sapiens GN=BCAP31 PE=1 SV=3;sp|P51572-2|BAP31_HUMAN Isoform 2 of B-cell receptor-associated protein 31 OS=Homo sapiens GN=BCAP3120.372272 22.793802 1 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 4 2.4215298 1036 8.1 27.991 246
sp|Q9BRA2|TXD17_HUMANsp|Q9BRA2|TXD17_HUMAN Thioredoxin domain-containing protein 17 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TXNDC17 PE=1 SV=120.426613 22.460316 2 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 2 2.0337029 1035 19.5 13.941 123
sp|O14929-2|HAT1_HUMAN;sp|O14929|HAT1_HUMANsp|O 4929-2|HAT1_HUMAN Isoform B of Histone acetyltransferase type B catalytic subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=HAT1;sp|O14929|HAT1_HUMAN Histone acetyltransferase type B catalytic subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=HAT1 PE=1 SV=120.359257 22.363646 1 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 3 2.0043888 1034 6.9 39.786 334
sp|Q93045|STMN2_HUMAN;sp|Q93045-2|STMN2_HUMANsp|Q93045|STMN2_HUMAN tathmin-2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=STMN2 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q93045-2|STMN2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Stathmin-2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=STMN220.222336 22.003263 2 2 By MS/MS By M /MS 2 3 1.7809277 1033 10.6 20.828 179
sp|Q8N1G4|LRC47_HUMANsp|Q8N1G4|LRC47_HUMAN Leucine-rich repeat-containing protein 47 OS=Homo sapiens GN=LRRC47 PE=1 SV=120.14625 21.893488 3 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 1 1.7472382 1032 7.4 63.472 583
sp|O00425|IF2B3_HUMAN;sp|O00425-2|IF2B3_HUMANsp|O00425|IF2B3_HUMAN Insulin-like growth factor 2 mRNA-binding protein 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=IGF2BP3 PE=1 SV=224.75 99 26.431526 12 14 By MS/MS By MS/MS 13 18 1.677227 1031 30.7 63.704 579
sp|Q9Y6M1-1|IF2B2_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y6M1|IF2B2_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y6M1-5|IF2B2_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y6M1-6|IF2B2_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y6M1-3|IF2B2_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y6M1-4|IF2B2_HUMANsp|Q9Y6M1-1|IF2B2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Insulin-like growth factor 2 mRNA-binding protein  OS=Homo sapiens GN=IGF BP2;sp|Q9Y6M1|IF2B2_HUMAN Insulin-like growth factor 2 mRNA-binding protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=IGF2BP2 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9Y6M1-5|IF2B2_HUMAN Isofo24.34996 25.994316 10 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 19 1.6443558 1030 25.4 1.842 556
sp|Q7Z406-5|MYH14_HUMAN;sp|Q7Z406-4|MYH14_HUMAN;sp|Q7Z406|MYH14_HUMAN;sp|Q7Z406-6|MYH14_HUMAN;sp|Q7Z406-2|MYH14_HUMANsp|Q7Z406-5|MYH14_HUMAN Isoform 5 of Myo in-14 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MYH14;sp|Q7Z406-4| YH14_HUMAN Isoform  of Myosin-14 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MYH14;sp|Q7Z406|MYH14_HUMAN Myosin-14 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MYH14 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q7Z406-6|MYH14_HUMAN Isoform 6 of Myosin-120.391737 22.0265 8 3 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 2 1.6348114 1029 2.9 167.89 1478
sp|P29558-2|RBMS1_HUMAN;sp|P29558|RBMS1_HUMAN;sp|Q6XE24-3|RBMS3_HUMAN;sp|Q6XE24-4|RBMS3_HUMAN;sp|Q6XE24-5|RBMS3_HUMAN;sp|Q6XE24-2|RBMS3_HUMAN;sp|Q6XE24|RBMS3_HUMANsp|P29558-2|RBMS1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of RNA-binding motif, single-stranded-interacting protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBMS1;sp|P29558|RBMS1_HU AN RNA-binding motif, single-stranded-interacting protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBMS1 PE=1 SV=324.60919 26.160061 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 9 1.5508709 1028 14.9 44.136 40
sp|O95302|FKBP9_HUMANsp|O95302|FKBP9_HUMAN Peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase FKBP9 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FKBP9 PE=1 SV=220.745396 22.280283 2 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 6 1.5348873 1027 4.9 63.083 570
sp|Q9NZI8|IF2B1_HUMAN;sp|Q9NZI8-2|IF2B1_HUMANsp|Q9NZI8|IF2B1_HUMAN nsulin-like growth factor 2 mRNA-binding protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=IGF2BP1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9NZI8-2|IF2B1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Insulin-like growth factor 2 mRNA-binding protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=IGF2BP126.12459 7.624498 18 17 By MS/MS By MS/MS 27 27 1.4999065 1026 37.8 63.48 577
sp|Q9H223|EHD4_HUMANsp|Q9 223|EHD4_HUMAN EH domain-containing protein 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EHD4 PE=1 SV=120.789766 22.256954 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 2 1.4671879 1025 7.6 61.174 541
sp|Q14671-2|PUM1_HUMAN;sp|Q14671|PUM1_HUMAN;sp|Q14671-3|PUM1_HUMANsp|Q 4671-2|PUM1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Pumilio homolog 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PUM1;sp|Q14671|PUM1_HUMAN Pumilio homolog 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PUM1 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q14671-3|PUM1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Pumilio homolog 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PUM122.029987 23.462139 4 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 3 1.4321518 1024 3.4 124.42 1162
sp|Q12974|TP4A2_HUMAN;sp|Q12974-2|TP4A2_HUMAN;sp|Q12974-3|TP4A2_HUMAN;sp|Q93096|TP4A1_HUMANsp|Q12974|TP4A2_HUMAN Protein tyrosine phosphatase type IVA 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PTP4A2 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q12974-2|TP4A2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Protein tyrosine phosphatase type IVA 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PTP4A2;sp|Q12974-3|TP4A2_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Protein tyrosine p20.443405 21.815384 3 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 2 1.3719788 1023 18.6 19.127 167
sp|O43399|TPD54_HUMAN;sp|O43399-5|TPD54_HUMAN;sp|O43399-7|TPD54_HUMAN;sp|O43399-6|TPD54_HUMAN;sp|O43399-2|TPD54_HUMAN;sp|O43399-4|TPD54_HUMAN;sp|O43399-3|TPD54_HUMANsp|O43399|TPD54_HUMAN umor protein D54 S=Homo sapiens GN=TPD52L2 PE=1 SV=2;sp|O43399-5 TPD54_HUMAN Isoform 5 of Tumor protein D54 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TPD52L2;sp|O43399-7|TPD54_HUMAN Isoform 7 of Tumor protein D54 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TPD52L2;sp|O43399-6|TPD21.342398 22.614502 4 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 5 1.27210 3 1022 22.8 22.237 206
sp|P51570|GALK1_HUMANsp|P51570|GALK1_HUMAN Galactokinase OS=Homo sapiens GN=GALK1 PE=1 SV=120.445492 21.677839 1 2 By MS/MS By MS/M 2 3 1.2323475 1021 8.9 42.272 392
sp|Q9GZR2|REXO4_HUMANsp|Q9GZR2|REXO4_HUMAN RNA exonuclease 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=REXO4 PE=1 SV=221.69162 22.923557 4 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 5 1.2319374 1020 10.2 46.671 422
sp|O75608-2|LYPA1_HUMAN;sp|O75608|LYPA1_HUMANsp|O75608-2|LYPA1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Acyl-protein thioesterase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=LYPLA1;sp|O75608|LYPA1_HUMAN Acyl-protein thioesterase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=LYPLA1 PE=1 SV=127.330227 28.55 899 5 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 9 1.2216721 1019 29.9 22.875 214
sp|Q9UGI8-2|TES_HUMAN;sp|Q9UGI8|TES_HUMANsp|Q9UGI8-2|TES_H MAN Isoform 2 of Testin OS=Homo sapiens GN=TES;sp|Q9UGI8|TES_HUMAN Testin OS=Homo sapiens GN=TES PE=1 SV=123.912964 25.134417 9 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 13 12 1.2214527 1018 25.2 46.91 412
sp|Q08211|DHX9_HUMAN;sp|Q08211-2|DHX9_HUMANsp|Q08211|DHX9_HUMAN ATP-dependent RNA helicase A OS=Homo sapiens GN=DHX9 PE=1 SV=426.910221 28.116196 33 29 By MS/MS By MS/MS 58 41 1.2059746 1017 30.1 140.96 1270
sp|P07951-2|TPM2_HUMAN;sp|P07951|TPM2_HUMAN;sp|P07951-3|TPM2_HUMAN;sp|P09493-9|TPM1_HUMAN;sp|P09493-4|TPM1_HUMAN;sp|P09493-3|TPM1_HUMAN;sp|P09493-10|TPM1_HUMAN;sp|P09493|TPM1_HUMANsp|P07951-2|TPM2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Tropomyosin beta chain OS=Homo sapiens GN=TP 2;sp|P07951|TPM2_HUMAN Tropomyosin beta chain OS=Homo sapiens GN=TPM2 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P0795 -3|TPM2_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Tropomyosin beta chain OS=Homo sapiens GN=TPM2;sp|P09493-9|21.22 526 22.425549 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 4 1.1 80228 1016 13.7 32.989 284
sp|Q9NWU5-2|RM22_HUMAN;sp|Q9NWU5-3|RM22_HUMAN;sp|Q9NWU5|RM22_HUMANsp|Q9NW 5-2|RM22_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 39S ribosomal protein L22, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=MRPL22;sp|Q9NWU5-3|RM22_HUMAN Isoform 3 of 39S ribosomal protein L22, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=MRPL22;sp|Q9NWU5|RM22_HUMAN 39S ribosomal protein L22, mi20.524284 21.691662 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 1 1.1673775 1015 20 13.734 120
sp|Q99622|C10_HUMANsp|Q99622|C10_HUMAN Protein C10 OS=Homo sapiens GN=C12orf57 PE=1 SV=121.185135 22.339111 2 2 By MS/MS By M /MS 4 2 1.1539764 1014 22.2 13.178 126
sp|Q13148|TADBP_HUMANsp|Q13148|TADBP_HUMAN TAR DNA-binding protein 43 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TARDBP PE=1 SV=126.212265 27.325003 10 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 13 14 1.1127377 1013 27.3 44.739 414
sp|Q8IY37|DHX37_HUMANsp|Q8IY37|DHX37_HUMAN Probable ATP-dependent RNA helicase DHX37 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DHX37 PE=1 SV=123.46089 24.567381 10 9 By MS/MS By M /MS 7 11 1.1064911 012 9.4 129.54 1157
sp|P52594-2|AGFG1_HUMAN;sp|P52594-3|AGFG1_HUMAN;sp|P52594|AGFG1_HUMAN;sp|P52594-4|AGFG1_HUMANsp|P52594-2| GFG1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of rf-GA  domain and FG repeat-containing protein  OS=Homo sapiens GN=AGFG1;sp|P52594-3|AGFG1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Arf-GAP domain and FG repeat-containing protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=AGFG1;sp|P52594|AGFG1_HUMAN Arf-GAP do23.621761 24.705564 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 5 1.0838032 1011 14 54.181 522
sp|Q9H0D6-2|XRN2_HUMAN;sp|Q9H0D6|XRN2_HUMANsp|Q9H0D6-2|XRN2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 5-3 exoribonuclease 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=XRN2;sp|Q9H0D6|XRN2_HUMAN 5-3 exoribonuclease 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=XRN2 PE=1 SV=122.3063 1 23.364395 6 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 3 1.058094 1010 10.3 99.96 874
sp|Q9HD15|SRA1_HUMANsp|Q9 D15|SRA1_HUMAN Steroid receptor RNA activator 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRA1 PE=1 SV=12 .292383 22.348219 2 2 By matchingBy MS/MS 0 3 1.0558357 1009 8.9 25.673 236
sp|P62899|RL31_HUMAN;sp|P62899-3|RL31_HUMAN;sp|P62899-2|RL31_HUMANsp|P62899|RL31_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L31 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL31 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P62899-3|RL31_HUMAN Isoform 3 of 60S ribosomal protein L31 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL31;sp|P62899-2|RL31_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 60S ribosomal protein L31 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL3129.063528 0.108614 8 8 By S/MS By MS/MS 25 20 1.0450859 1008 48 14.463 125
sp|Q16181-2|SEPT7_HUMAN;sp|Q16181|SEPT7_HUMANsp|Q16181-2|SEPT7_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Septin-7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SEPT7;sp|Q16181|SEPT7_HUMAN Septin-7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SEPT7 PE=1 SV=221.290977 22.332817 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 5 1.0418396 1007 7.1 50.58 436
sp|Q9NQ88|TIGAR_HUMANsp|Q9NQ88|TIGAR_HUMAN Fructose-2,6-bisphosphatase TIGAR OS=Homo sapiens GN=TIGAR PE=1 SV=123.922615 24.952026 6 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 4 1.0294113 1006 24.1 30.062 270
sp|Q13428|TCOF_HUMAN;sp|Q13428-3|TCOF_HUMAN;sp|Q13428-4|TCOF_HUMAN;sp|Q13428-2|TCOF_HUMAN;sp|Q13428-8|TCOF_HUMAN;sp|Q13428-6|TCOF_HUMAN;sp|Q13428-7|TCOF_HUMAN;sp|Q13428-5|TCOF_HUMANsp|Q13428|TCOF_HUMAN reacle protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=TCOF1 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q13428-3|TCOF_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Treacle protein S= omo sapiens GN=TCOF1;sp|Q13428-4|TCOF_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Treacle protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=TCOF1;sp|Q13428-2|TCOF_HUMAN Isoform27.511 61 28.513184 39 39 By MS/MS By MS/MS 59 64 1.0019226 1005 27 152.1 1488
sp|P15531|NDKA_HUMAN;sp|P15531-2|NDKA_HUMANsp|P15531| DKA_HUMAN ucleoside diphosphate kinase A OS=Homo sapiens GN=NME1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P15531-2|NDKA_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Nucleoside diphosphate kinase A OS=Homo sapiens GN=NME122.672798 23.673252 7 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 3 1.0004539 1004 52.6 17.149 152
sp|P16989|YBOX3_HUMAN;sp|P16989-3|YBOX3_HUMAN;sp|P16989-2|YBOX3_HUMANsp|P16989|YBOX3_HUMAN -box-binding protein 3 OS=Homo sapiens G =YBX3 PE=1 SV=4;sp|P16989-3|YBOX3_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Y-box-binding protein 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=YBX3;sp|P16989-2|YBOX3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Y-box-binding protein 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=YBX325.339636 26.339006 11 10 y MS/MS By MS/MS 11 10 0.9993706 1003 45.4 40.089 372
sp|P21980|TGM2_HUMAN;sp|P21980-2|TGM2_HUMAN;sp|P21980-3|TGM2_HUMANsp|P21980|TGM2_HUMAN Protein-glutamine gamma-glutamyltransferase 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TGM2 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P21980-2|TGM2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Protein-glutamine gamma-glutamyltransferase 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TGM221.888071 22.886787 4 3 By MS/MS By M /MS 6 4 0.9987 64 1002 6.4 77.328 687
sp|P25788-2|PSA3_HUMAN;sp|P25788|PSA3_HUMANsp|P25788-2|PSA3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Proteasome subunit alpha type-3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMA3;sp|P25788|PSA3_HUMAN Proteasome subunit alpha type-3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMA3 PE=1 SV=221.86067 22.858 9 3 3 By MS/MS By M /MS 5 4 0.997612 1001 11.3 27.647 248
sp|P61158|ARP3_HUMAN;sp|Q9P1U1-2|ARP3B_HUMAN;sp|Q9P1U1|ARP3B_HUMANsp|P61158|ARP3_HUMAN Actin-related protein 3 OS=Homo sapiens G =ACTR3 PE=1 SV=321.800768 22.78941 3 2 By MS/ S By MS/MS 1 4 0.9886417 1000 9.8 47.371 418
sp|O00330-2|ODPX_HUMAN;sp|O00330|ODPX_HUMANsp|O00330-2|ODPX_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Pyruvate dehydrogenase protein X component, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=PDHX;sp|O00330|ODPX_HUMAN Pyruvate dehydrogenase protein X component, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=PDHX PE=1 SV=320.779966 21.762918 2 2 By matchingBy MS/MS 0 3 0.9829521 999 6.9 29.906 274
sp|Q9Y3I0|RTCB_HUMANsp|Q9Y3I0|RTCB_HUMAN tRNA-splicing ligase RtcB homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=RTCB PE=1 SV=122.686798 23.665031 5 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 8 0.9782333 998 17 55.21 505
sp|P29966|MARCS_HUMANsp|P29966|MARCS_HUMAN Myristoylated alanine-rich C-kinase substrate OS=Homo sapiens GN=MARCKS PE=1 SV=422.538223 23.5128 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 5 0.974577 997 11.1 31.554 332
sp|P20337|RAB3B_HUMANsp|P20337|RAB3B_HUMAN Ras-related protein Rab-3B OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB3B PE=1 SV=223.549925 24.51099 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 4 0.9610653 996 12.8 24.758 219
sp|Q99880|H2B1L_HUMAN;sp|Q99879|H2B1M_HUMAN;sp|Q99877|H2B1N_HUMAN;sp|Q93079|H2B1H_HUMAN;sp|Q5QNW6|H2B2F_HUMAN;sp|P62807|H2B1C_HUMAN;sp|P58876|H2B1D_HUMAN;sp|O60814|H2B1K_HUMAN;sp|Q5QNW6-2|H2B2F_HUMAN;sp|P57053|H2BFS_HUMAN;sp|Q96A08|H2B1A_HUMANsp|Q99880|H2B1L_HUMAN Histone H2B type 1-L OS= omo sapiens GN=HIST1H2BL PE=1 SV=3; | 99879|H2B1M_HUMAN Histone H2B type 1-M OS=Homo sapiens GN=HIST1H2BM PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q99877|H2B1N_HUMAN Histone H2B type 1-N OS=Homo sapiens GN=HIST1H2BN PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q93079|28.06979 29.017439 8 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 20 13 0.947649 995 53.2 13.952 126
sp|Q9NXA8-3|SIR5_HUMAN;sp|Q9NXA8-2|SIR5_HUMAN;sp|Q9NXA8|SIR5_HUMAN;sp|Q9NXA8-4|SIR5_HUMANsp|Q9NXA8-3|SIR5_HUM N Isoform 3 of AD-dependent protein deacylase sirtuin-5, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=SIRT5;sp|Q9NXA8-2|SIR5_HUMAN Isoform 2 of NAD-dependent protein deacylase sirtuin-5, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=SIRT5;sp|Q9NXA8|SIR5_HUMAN23.588865 24.525579 5 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 3 0.9367142 994 22.9 31.993 292
sp|Q96DB5|RMD1_HUMANsp|Q96DB5|RMD1_HUMAN Regulator of microtubule dynamics protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RMDN1 PE=1 SV=126.043371 26.978365 13 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 20 13 0.9349937 993 45.9 35.808 314
sp|O60832|DKC1_HUMAN;sp|O60832-2|DKC1_HUMANsp|O60832|DKC1_HUMAN H/A A ribonucleoprotein complex subunit 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DKC1 PE=1 SV=3;sp|O60832-2|DKC1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of H/ACA ribonucleoprotein complex subunit 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DKC125.08 976 26.020176 16 14 By MS/MS By MS/MS 20 19 0.9312 992 39.1 57.673 514
sp|Q92879-5|CELF1_HUMAN;sp|Q92879-2|CELF1_HUMAN;sp|Q92879-3|CELF1_HUMAN;sp|Q92879-6|CELF1_HUMAN;sp|Q92879|CELF1_HUMAN;sp|Q92879-4|CELF1_HUMANsp|Q92879-5|CELF1_HUMAN Isoform 5 of CUGBP Elav-like family member 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CELF1;sp|Q92879-2|CELF1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of CUGBP Elav-like family member 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CELF1;sp|Q92879-3|CELF1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of CUGBP Elav-like family member 122. 77126 3.097433 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 4 0.9203072 91 5.6 50.13 468
sp|Q9H9P8-2|L2HDH_HUMAN;sp|Q9H9P8|L2HDH_HUMANsp|Q9 9P8-2|L2HDH_HUMAN Isoform 2 of L-2-hydroxyglutarate dehydrogenase, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=L2HGDH;sp|Q9H9P8|L2HDH_HUMAN L-2-hydroxyglutarate dehydrogenase, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=L2HGDH PE=1 SV=33.262413 24.178129 8 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 9 0.9157162 990 22.4 48.505 441
sp|P62851|RS25_HUMANsp|P62851|RS25_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S25 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS25 PE=1 SV=130.279411 31.184944 7 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 24 26 0.9055328 989 36 13.742 125
sp|P49721|PSB2_HUMANsp|P49721|PSB2_HUMAN Proteasome subunit beta type-2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMB2 PE=1 SV=13.265421 24.157692 5 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 4 0.892271 988 25.4 22.836 201
sp|P52948-4|NUP98_HUMAN;sp|P52948-3|NUP98_HUMAN;sp|P52948-6|NUP98_HUMAN;sp|P52948-2|NUP98_HUMAN;sp|P52948-5|NUP98_HUMAN;sp|P52948|NUP98_HUMANsp| 52948-4|NUP98_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Nuclear pore complex protein up98-Nup96 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NUP98;sp|P52948-3|NUP98_HUMA  Isoform 3 of Nuclear pore complex protein Nup98-Nup96 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NUP98;sp|P52948-6|NUP98_HUMAN Isoform 6 of Nuclear pore21.130188 22.022118 3 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 2 0.8919296 987 4 96.073 920
sp|Q5BKY9|F133B_HUMAN;sp|Q5BKY9-2|F133B_HUMAN;sp|Q8N9E0|F133A_HUMANsp|Q5BKY9|F133B_HUMAN Protein FAM133B OS=Homo sapiens GN=FAM133B PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q5BKY9-2|F133B_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Protein FAM133B OS=Homo sapiens GN=FAM133B;sp|Q8N9E0|F133A_HUMAN Protein FAM133A OS=Homo sapiens GN=FAM133A PE=2 SV=123.316586 24.19768 3 3 By MS/ S By MS/MS 6 5 0.881094 986 11.7 28.385 247
sp|P05166|PCCB_HUMAN;sp|P05166-2|PCCB_HUMANsp|P05166|PCCB_HUMAN ropionyl-CoA carboxylase beta chain, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=PCCB PE=1 SV=3;sp|P05166-2|PCCB_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Propionyl-CoA carboxylase beta chain, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=PCCB23.411446 24.281359 4 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 5 0.8699131 985 13 58.215 539
sp|P13667|PDIA4_HUMANsp|P13667|PDIA4_HUMAN Protein disulfide-isomerase A4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PDIA4 PE=1 SV=222.591448 23.459139 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 3 0.867691 984 8.8 72.932 645
sp|Q01415-2|GALK2_HUMAN;sp|Q01415|GALK2_HUMANsp|Q01415-2|GALK2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of -acetylgalactosamine kinase OS=Homo sapiens GN=GALK2;sp|Q01415|GALK2_HUMAN N-acetylgalactosamine kinase OS=Homo sapiens GN=GALK2 PE=1 SV=124.69429 25.56148 7 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 8 0.867189 983 19 49.235 447
sp|P28074|PSB5_HUMAN;sp|P28074-3|PSB5_HUMAN;sp|P28074-2|PSB5_HUMANsp|P28074|PSB5_HUMAN roteasome subunit beta type-5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMB5 PE=1 SV=3;sp|P28074-3|PSB5_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Proteasome subunit beta type-5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMB5;sp|P28074-2|PSB5_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Proteasome subunit beta type-5 OS=Homo sa21.784885 22.646166 4 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 2 0.8612804 982 19.4 28.48 263
sp|Q9UBV8|PEF1_HUMANsp|Q9UBV8|PEF1_HUMAN Peflin OS=Homo sapiens GN=PEF1 PE=1 SV=123.730242 24.587492 6 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 4 0.8572502 981 18.7 30.381 284
sp|P49915|GUAA_HUMANsp|P49915|GUAA_HUMAN GMP synthase [glutamine-hydrolyzing] OS=Homo sapiens GN=GMPS PE=1 SV=122.410463 23.266851 5 5 By MS/M By MS/MS 3 6 0.8563881 980 9.1 76.715 693
sp|O00567|NOP56_HUMANsp|O00567|NOP56_HUMAN Nucleolar protein 56 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NOP56 PE=1 SV=421.781048 22.634735 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 3 0.8536873 979 6.1 66.049 594
sp|O15145|ARPC3_HUMANsp|O15145| RPC3_HUMAN Actin-related protein 2/3 complex subunit 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARPC3 PE=1 SV=322.553679 23.406654 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 4 0.8529758 978 33.1 20.546 178
sp|Q9UNF1|MAGD2_HUMAN;sp|Q9UNF1-2|MAGD2_HUMAN;sp|Q12816-2|TROP_HUMAN;sp|Q12816|TROP_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y5V3|MAGD1_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y5V3-2|MAGD1_HUMANsp|Q9UNF1|MAGD2_H MAN Melanoma-associated antigen D2 S= omo sapiens GN=MAGED2 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9UNF1-2|MAGD2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Melanoma-associated antigen D2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MAGED227.026226 7.873613 24 22 By M /MS By MS/MS 39 32 0.847387 977 42.6 64.953 606
sp|Q9NS69|TOM22_HUMANsp|Q9NS69|TOM22_HUMAN Mitochondrial import receptor subunit TOM22 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=TOMM22 PE=1 SV=323.599234 24.445564 4 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 1 0.8463306 976 48.6 15.521 142
sp|P31930|QCR1_HUMAN;sp|O75439|MPPB_HUMANsp|P31930|QCR1_HUMAN Cytochrome b-c1 complex subunit 1, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=UQCRC1 PE=1 SV=321.636 53 22.476994 4 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 2 0.840641 975 8.1 52.645 480
sp|P35268|RL22_HUMANsp|P35268|RL22_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L22 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL22 PE=1 SV=29.598484 30.429121 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 11 0.830637 974 31.2 14.787 128
sp|Q9BUJ2-4|HNRL1_HUMAN;sp|Q9BUJ2-2|HNRL1_HUMAN;sp|Q9BUJ2|HNRL1_HUMAN;sp|Q9BUJ2-3|HNRL1_HUMAN;sp|Q9BUJ2-5|HNRL1_HUMANsp|Q9BUJ2-4|H RL1_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein U like protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPUL1;sp|Q9BUJ2-2|HNRL1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein U-like protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPUL1;sp|Q9BUJ2|HN28.207832 29.037294 29 26 By MS/MS By MS/MS 56 42 0.8294621 973 42.9 84.793 756
sp|Q9H832|UBE2Z_HUMAN;sp|Q9H832-2|UBE2Z_HUMANsp|Q9H832|UBE2Z_HUMAN biquitin-conjugating enzyme E2 Z OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBE2Z PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9H832-2|UBE2Z_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E2 Z OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBE2Z25.0429 4 25.870935 9 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 19 1 0.828001 972 23.4 38.21 354
sp|Q01130|SRSF2_HUMAN;sp|Q9BRL6-2|SRSF8_HUMAN;sp|Q9BRL6|SRSF8_HUMANsp|Q01130|SRSF2_HUMAN Serine/arginine-rich splicing factor 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRSF2 PE=1 SV=423.3 3751 24.216526 3 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 2 0.8227749 971 18.1 25.476 221
sp|O95793-2|STAU1_HUMAN;sp|O95793|STAU1_HUMAN;sp|O95793-3|STAU1_HUMANsp|O95793-2|STAU1_HUMAN Isoform Short of Double-stranded RNA-binding protein Staufen homolog 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=STAU1;sp|O95793|STAU1_HUMAN Double-stranded RNA-binding protein Staufen homolog 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=STAU1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|O95793-3|STAU1_HUMAN I24.907475 25.724033 11 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 14 15 0.8165588 970 26.8 54.93 496
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sp|Q9UHV9|PFD2_HUMANsp|Q9UHV9|PFD2_HUMAN Prefoldin subunit 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PFDN2 PE=1 SV=12 .205322 23.017231 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 4 0.8119087 969 16.9 16.648 154
sp|P14314-2|GLU2B_HUMAN;sp|P14314|GLU2B_HUMANsp|P14314-2|GLU2B_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Glucosidase 2 subunit beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRKCSH;sp|P14314|GLU2B_HUMAN Glucosidase 2 subunit beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRKCSH PE=1 SV=223.0 30 23.824057 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 5 0.8110 66 968 10.7 59.177 525
sp|Q9BV86|NTM1A_HUMAN;sp|Q9BV86-2|NTM1A_HUMANsp|Q9BV86|NTM1A_HUMAN N-terminal Xaa-Pro-Lys N-methyltransferase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NTMT1 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q9BV86-2|NTM1A_HUMAN Isoform 2 of N-terminal Xaa-Pro-Lys N-methyltransferase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NTMT123.079607 23.889761 4 3 By MS/MS By M /MS 5 4 0.810154 967 24.7 25.387 223
sp|O15372|EIF3H_HUMANsp|O15372|EIF3H_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 3 subunit H OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF3H PE=1 SV=122.159801 22.966383 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 3 0.8065815 966 10.8 39.93 352
sp|P04632|CPNS1_HUMAN;sp|Q96L46|CPNS2_HUMANsp|P04632|CPNS1_HUMAN Calpain small subunit 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CAPNS1 PE=1 SV=124.355415 25.159657 6 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 0 9 0.8042412 965 28.4 28.315 268
sp|P26373|RL13_HUMAN;sp|P26373-2|RL13_HUMANsp|P26373|RL13_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L13 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL13 PE=1 SV=4;sp|P26373-2|RL13_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 60S ribosomal protein L13 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL1325.260799 26.058418 8 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 13 8 0.7976189 964 36.5 24.261 211
sp|P35080-2|PROF2_HUMAN;sp|P35080|PROF2_HUMANsp|P35080-2|PROF2_HUMAN Isoform IIb of Profilin-2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PFN2;sp|P35080|PROF2_HUMAN Profilin-2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PFN2 PE=1 SV=324.86 016 25.654362 4 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 6 0.7913456 963 32.1 15.088 140
sp|O43633|CHM2A_HUMANsp|O43633|CHM2A_HUMAN Charged multivesicular body protein 2a OS=Homo sapiens GN=CHMP2A PE=1 SV=124.259615 25.050924 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 12 0.7913094 962 23.9 25.104 222
sp|Q16186|ADRM1_HUMANsp|Q 6186| DRM1_HUMAN Proteasomal ubiquitin receptor ADRM1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ADRM1 PE=1 SV=225.472712 26.263794 9 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 13 7 0.7910824 961 23.6 42.153 407
sp|P62820|RAB1A_HUMAN;sp|P62820-2|RAB1A_HUMAN;sp|P62820-3|RAB1A_HUMANsp|P62820|RAB1A_HUMAN as-related protein Rab-1A OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB1A PE=1 SV=3;sp|P62820-2|RAB1A_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ras-related protein Rab-1A OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB1A28.711485 29.501234 11 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 27 28 0.7 97491 960 58.5 22.677 205
sp|O15371|EIF3D_HUMANsp|O15371|EIF3D_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 3 subunit D OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF3D PE=1 SV=121.789549 22.57856 4 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 3 0.78901 959 7.5 63.972 548
sp|Q13601-2|KRR1_HUMAN;sp|Q13601|KRR1_HUMANsp|Q 3601-2|KRR1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of KRR1 small subunit processome component homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=KRR1;sp|Q13601|KRR1_HUMAN KRR1 small subunit processome component homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=KRR1 PE=1 SV=422.971672 23.760506 4 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 3 0.7888336 958 14.5 36.788 324
sp|Q07955|SRSF1_HUMAN;sp|Q07955-3|SRSF1_HUMAN;sp|Q07955-2|SRSF1_HUMANsp|Q07955|SRSF1_HUMAN erine/arginine-rich splicing factor 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRSF1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q07955-3|SRSF1_HUMAN Isoform ASF-3 of Serine/arginine-rich splicing factor 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRSF1;sp|Q07955-2|SRSF1_HUMAN Isoform ASF-2 of Serine/arginin24.534512 25.322889 8 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 16 13 0.7883778 957 36.7 27.744 248
sp|P05165|PCCA_HUMAN;sp|P05165-2|PCCA_HUMAN;sp|P05165-3|PCCA_HUMANsp|P05165|PCCA_HUMAN ropionyl-CoA carboxylase alpha chain, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=PCCA PE=1 SV=4;sp|P05165-2|PCCA_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Propionyl-CoA carboxylase alpha chain, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=PCCA;sp|P05165-3|PCCA_HUMAN Isoform 3 of24.129906 24.910908 11 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 15 10 0.781002 956 18.3 80.058 728
sp|P61960|UFM1_HUMAN;sp|P61960-2|UFM1_HUMANsp|P61960|UFM1_HUMAN biquitin-fold modifier 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UFM1 PE=1 SV=123.922796 24.700283 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 5 0.7774868 955 60 9.1175 85
sp|P23786|CPT2_HUMANsp|P23786|CPT2_HUMAN Carnitine O-palmitoyltransferase 2, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=CPT2 PE=1 SV=22.412273 23.185997 5 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 3 0.7737236 954 7.1 73.776 658
sp|P49748-2|ACADV_HUMAN;sp|P49748|ACADV_HUMAN;sp|P49748-3|ACADV_HUMANsp|P49748-2| CADV_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Very long-chain specific acyl-CoA dehydrogenase, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACADVL;sp|P49748|ACADV_HUMAN Very long-chain specific acyl-CoA dehydrogenase, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACADVL PE=1 SV=1;sp|P4974822.801361 23.574154 7 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 4 0.7727928 953 12.3 68.058 633
sp|P05556|ITB1_HUMAN;sp|P05556-2|ITB1_HUMAN;sp|P05556-5|ITB1_HUMAN;sp|P05556-4|ITB1_HUMAN;sp|P05556-3|ITB1_HUMANsp|P05556|ITB1_HUMAN ntegrin beta-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ITGB1 PE=1 SV=221.7869 1 22.557564 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 1 0.7706432 952 3.8 88.414 798
sp|P61018|RAB4B_HUMAN;sp|P61018-2|RAB4B_HUMANsp|P61018|RAB4B_HUMAN as-related protein Rab-4B OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB4B PE=1 SV=1;sp|P61018-2|RAB4B_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ras-related protein Rab-4B OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB4B22.750071 23.520134 6 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 6 0.7700634 951 33.3 23.586 213
sp|P25685|DNJB1_HUMAN;sp|Q9UDY4|DNJB4_HUMANsp|P25685|D JB1_H MAN DnaJ homolog subfamily B member 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DNAJB1 PE=1 SV=423.104313 23.873802 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 2 0.769 893 950 20 38.044 340
sp|Q9H4A3-4|WNK1_HUMAN;sp|Q9H4A3-2|WNK1_HUMAN;sp|Q9H4A3|WNK1_HUMAN;sp|Q9H4A3-5|WNK1_HUMAN;sp|Q9H4A3-6|WNK1_HUMANsp|Q9H4A3-4|WNK1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Serine/threonine-protein kinase WNK1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=WNK1;sp|Q9H4A3-2|WNK1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Serine/threonine-protein kinase WNK1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=WNK1;sp|Q9H4A3|WNK1_HUMAN Serine/threonine-protein kinase WNK1 OS=H22.448315 3.215357 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 4 0.7670 22 9 9 2.9 206.64 1975
sp|P56182|RRP1_HUMANsp|P56182|RRP1_HUMAN Ribosomal RNA processing protein 1 homolog A OS=Homo sapiens GN=RRP1 PE=1 SV=121.61854 22.38208 2 2 By MS/MS By M /MS 5 2 0.7635403 948 5.4 52.839 461
sp|P35249|RFC4_HUMANsp|P35249|RFC4_HUMAN Replication factor C subunit 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RFC4 PE=1 SV=220.854603 21.615759 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 1 0.7611561 947 6.3 39.681 363
sp|P46087-2|NOP2_HUMAN;sp|P46087|NOP2_HUMAN;sp|P46087-4|NOP2_HUMAN;sp|P46087-3|NOP2_HUMANsp| 46087-2| OP2_HUMA  Isoform 2 of Putative ribosomal RNA methyltransferase NOP2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NOP2;sp|P46087|NOP2_HUMAN Putative ribosomal RNA methyltransferase NOP2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NOP2 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P46087-4|NOP2_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Putative ribo22.033152 22.791061 6 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 1 0.7579098 946 9.5 88.972 808
sp|P84077|ARF1_HUMAN;sp|P61204|ARF3_HUMANsp|P84077|ARF1_HUMAN ADP-ribosylation factor 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARF1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P61204|ARF3_HUMAN ADP-ribosylation factor 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARF3 PE=1 SV=228.054811 28.809374 8 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 14 14 0.7545624 945 54.7 20.697 181
sp|Q01105-3|SET_HUMAN;sp|Q01105-4|SET_HUMAN;sp|Q01105-2|SET_HUMAN;sp|Q01105|SET_HUMANsp|Q01105-3|SET_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Protein SET O =Homo sapiens GN=SET;sp|Q01105-4|SET_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Protein SET OS=Homo sapiens GN=SET;sp|Q01105-2|SET_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Protein SET OS=Homo sapiens GN=SET;sp|Q01105|SET_HUMAN Protein SET OS=Homo sapien23.745504 24.496677 3 3 By S/MS By M /MS 5 3 0.751173 944 12.8 30.992 265
sp|Q9UI10-3|EI2BD_HUMAN;sp|Q9UI10|EI2BD_HUMAN;sp|Q9UI10-2|EI2BD_HUMANsp|Q9UI10-3|EI2BD_H MAN Isoform 3 of Translation initiation factor eIF-2B subunit delta OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF2B4;sp|Q9UI10|EI2BD_HUMAN Translation initiation factor eIF-2B subunit delta OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF2B4 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9UI10-2|EI2BD_HUMAN Isoform 219.878719 20.626184 2 0 y MS/ S 3 0 0.7474651 943 4.4 57.457 522
sp|Q8WUF5|IASPP_HUMANsp|Q8WUF5|IASPP_HUMAN RelA-associated inhibitor OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPP1R13L PE=1 SV=425.42185 26.167334 17 17 By MS/MS By MS/MS 23 24 0.7454834 942 26 89.09 828
sp|O14737|PDCD5_HUMANsp|O14737|PDCD5_HUMAN Programmed cell death protein 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PDCD5 PE=1 SV=326.093758 26.836294 9 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 15 16 0.7425365 941 66.4 14.285 125
sp|P63220|RS21_HUMANsp|P63220|RS21_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S21 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS21 PE=1 SV=123.473827 24.216156 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 5 0.7423286 940 41 9.1113 83
sp|Q9NSE4|SYIM_HUMANsp|Q9NSE4|SYIM_HUMAN Isoleucine--tRNA ligase, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=IARS2 PE=1 SV=224.154373 24.895552 10 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 17 14 0.7411785 939 12.5 113.79 1012
sp|Q9HD42|CHM1A_HUMAN;sp|Q9HD42-2|CHM1A_HUMANsp|Q9HD42|CHM1A_HUMAN Charged multivesicular body protein 1a OS=Homo sapiens GN=CHMP1A PE=1 SV=125.051422 25.790371 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 8 0.7389488 938 24.5 21.703 196
sp|P62854|RS26_HUMAN;sp|Q5JNZ5|RS26L_HUMANsp|P62854|RS26_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S26 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS26 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q5JNZ5|RS26L_HUMAN Putative 40S ribosomal protein S26-like 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS26P11 PE=5 SV=127.020304 27.758371 4 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 6 0.738067 937 37.4 13.015 115
sp|P50552|VASP_HUMANsp| 50552|VASP_HUMAN Vasodilator-stimulated phosphoprotein OS=Homo sapiens GN=VASP PE=1 SV=323.794516 24.531303 8 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 5 0.7 67878 936 25.5 39.829 380
sp|Q9Y421|FA32A_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y421-2|FA32A_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y421-3|FA32A_HUMANsp|Q9Y421|FA32A_HUMAN Protein FAM32A OS=Homo sapiens GN=FAM32A PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9Y421-2|FA32A_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Protein FAM32A OS=Homo sapiens GN=FAM32A;sp|Q9Y421-3|FA32A_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Protein FAM32A OS=Homo sapiens GN=FAM32A3.045368 23.782068 4 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 3 0.7 67001 935 35.7 13.178 112
sp|Q9HAB8|PPCS_HUMAN;sp|Q9HAB8-2|PPCS_HUMANsp|Q9 AB8|PPCS_HUMAN Phosphopantothenate--cysteine ligase OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPCS PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9HAB8-2|PPCS_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Phosphopantothenate--cysteine ligase OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPCS22.941704 23.676161 6 6 By MS/M By MS/MS 5 4 0.734457 934 19.6 34.005 311
sp|Q02543|RL18A_HUMANsp|Q02543|RL18A_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L18a OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL18A PE=1 SV=222.494532 23.22826 3 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 4 0.7337284 933 15.9 20.762 176
sp|O60502|NCOAT_HUMAN;sp|O60502-2|NCOAT_HUMAN;sp|O60502-3|NCOAT_HUMANsp|O60502|NCOAT_HUMAN Bifunctional protein NCOAT OS=Homo sapiens GN=MGEA5 PE=1 SV=2;sp|O60502-2|NCOAT_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Bifunctional protein NCOAT OS=Homo sapiens GN=MGEA5;sp|O60502-3|NCOAT_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Bifunctional protein NCOAT OS=Homo sapiens GN=22.121014 22.852224 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 3 0.7312107 932 5.2 102.91 916
sp|Q8NBS9-2|TXND5_HUMAN;sp|Q8NBS9|TXND5_HUMANsp|Q8NBS9-2|TXND5_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Thioredoxin domain-containing protein 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TXNDC5;sp|Q8NBS9|TXND5_HUMAN Thioredoxin domain-containing protein 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TXNDC5 PE=1 SV=222.695576 23.424448 5 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 5 0.7288723 931 16.7 36.177 324
sp|Q9UMY1|NOL7_HUMAN;sp|Q9UMY1-2|NOL7_HUMANsp|Q9UMY1| OL7_H AN Nucleolar protein 7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NOL7 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9UMY1-2|NOL7_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Nucleolar protein 7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NOL723.958723 24.687098 7 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 4 0.7283745 930 26.8 29.426 257
sp|Q9H8Y8|GORS2_HUMAN;sp|Q9H8Y8-2|GORS2_HUMANsp|Q9H8Y8|GORS2_HUMAN Golgi reassembly-stacking protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GORASP2 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q9H8Y8-2|GORS2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Golgi reassembly-stacking protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GORASP223.367598 4.095711 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 4 0.72811 2 29 8.2 47.145 452
sp|P06753-3|TPM3_HUMAN;sp|P06753-2|TPM3_HUMAN;sp|P06753-4|TPM3_HUMAN;sp|P06753-5|TPM3_HUMAN;sp|P06753|TPM3_HUMAN;sp|A6NL28-2|TPM3L_HUMAN;sp|A6NL28|TPM3L_HUMAN;sp|P67936-2|TPM4_HUMAN;sp|P09493-2|TPM1_HUMAN;sp|P09493-5|TPM1_HUMAN;sp|P09493-8|TPM1_HUMAN;sp|P09493-7|TPM1_HUMAN;sp|P09493-6|TPM1_HUMANsp|P06753-3|TPM3_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Tro omyosin alpha-  chain OS=Homo sapiens GN=TPM3;sp|P06753-2|TPM3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Tropomyosin alpha-3 chain OS=Homo sapiens GN=TPM3;sp|P06753-4|TPM3_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Tropomyosin alpha-3 chain OS=Homo sapiens GN=TPM25.561974 26.2893 1 12 10 By MS/ S By MS/MS 19 15 0.727 579 928 41.7 28.955 247
sp|Q14331|FRG1_HUMAN;sp|Q9BZ01|FRG1B_HUMANsp|Q14331|FRG1_HUMAN Protein FRG1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FRG1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9BZ01|FRG1B_HUMAN Protein FRG1B OS=Homo sapiens GN=FRG1B PE=2 SV=126.465569 27.191971 10 7 By MS/MS By M /MS 22 12 0.7264023 927 41.5 29.172 258
sp|Q6P2Q9|PRP8_HUMANsp|Q6P2Q9|PRP8_HUMAN Pre-mRNA-processing-splicing factor 8 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRPF8 PE=1 SV=222.484856 23.203054 8 4 By MS/M By MS/MS 9 1 0.7181988 926 3.6 273.6 2335
sp|Q00577|PURA_HUMANsp|Q00577|PURA_HUMAN Transcriptional activator protein Pur-alpha OS=Homo sapiens GN=PURA PE=1 SV=227.257458 27.97558 10 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 17 14 0.7181225 925 39.8 34.91 322
sp|Q9Y3Y2-4|CHTOP_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y3Y2|CHTOP_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y3Y2-3|CHTOP_HUMANsp|Q9Y3Y2-4|CHTOP_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Chromatin target of PRMT1 protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=CHTOP;sp|Q9Y3Y2|CHTOP_HUMAN Chromatin target of PRMT1 protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=CHTOP PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9Y3Y2-3|CHTOP_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Chromatin target of PRMT1 protei24.465 42 25.182114 3 3 By MS/ S By MS/M 6 6 0.7161713 924 20.8 21.918 202
sp|Q01081|U2AF1_HUMAN;sp|Q01081-2|U2AF1_HUMAN;sp|Q01081-4|U2AF1_HUMAN;sp|Q8WU68-3|U2AF4_HUMAN;sp|Q8WU68|U2AF4_HUMAN;sp|Q01081-3|U2AF1_HUMAN;sp|Q8WU68-2|U2AF4_HUMANsp|Q01081|U2AF1_HUMAN Splicing factor U2AF 35 kDa subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=U2AF1 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q01081-2|U2AF1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Splicing factor U2AF 35 kDa subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=U2AF1;sp|Q01081-4|U2AF1_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Splicing factor U2AF 35 kDa23.62221 24.336472 5 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 4 0.714262 9 3 25 27.872 240
sp|P23588|IF4B_HUMANsp|P23588|IF4B_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 4B OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF4B PE=1 SV=222.572767 23.284185 4 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 5 0.7114182 922 12.3 69.15 611
sp|P06748|NPM_HUMAN;sp|P06748-3|NPM_HUMAN;sp|P06748-2|NPM_HUMANsp|P06748|NPM_HUMAN ucleophosmin OS=Homo sapiens GN= PM1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P06748-3|NPM_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Nucleophosmin OS=Homo sapiens GN=NPM1;sp|P06748-2|NPM_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Nucleophosmin OS=Homo sapiens GN=NPM125.881548 26.592777 8 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 15 11 0.7112293 921 34 32.575 294
sp|Q6YN16-2|HSDL2_HUMAN;sp|Q6YN16|HSDL2_HUMANsp|Q6YN16-2|HSDL2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase-like protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSDL2;sp|Q6YN16|HSDL2_HUMAN Hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase-like protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSDL2 PE=1 SV=123.31382 24.018522 7 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 5 0.7047024 920 22.6 37.32 345
sp|Q96GD0|PLPP_HUMANsp|Q96GD0|PLPP_HUMAN Pyridoxal phosphate phosphatase OS=Homo sapiens GN=PDXP PE=1 SV=223.137039 23.841629 4 4 By M /MS By MS/MS 7 7 0.7045898 919 18.6 31.698 296
sp|P55060-3|XPO2_HUMAN;sp|P55060|XPO2_HUMAN;sp|P55060-4|XPO2_HUMAN;sp|P55060-2|XPO2_HUMANsp|P55060-3|XPO2_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Exportin-2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CSE1L;sp|P55060|XPO2_HUMAN Exportin-2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CSE1L PE=1 SV=3;sp|P55060-4|XPO2_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Exportin-2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CSE1L27.567614 28. 70617 23 21 By MS/MS By MS/MS 38 31 0.7030029 918 30.5 107.78 945
sp|P61224-3|RAP1B_HUMAN;sp|P61224|RAP1B_HUMAN;sp|P61224-2|RAP1B_HUMAN;sp|P62834|RAP1A_HUMAN;sp|P61224-4|RAP1B_HUMAN;sp|A6NIZ1|RP1BL_HUMANsp| 61224-3|RAP1B_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Ras-related protein Rap-1b OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAP1B; | |RAP1B_HUMAN Ras-related protein Rap-1b OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAP1B PE=1 SV=1;sp|P61224-2|RAP1B_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ras-related protein Rap-1b OS=Homo sapiens GN=24.165533 24.867689 7 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 10 0.7021561 9 7 38.8 18.778 65
sp|P19338|NUCL_HUMANsp|P19338| UCL_HUMAN Nucleolin OS=Homo sapiens GN=NCL PE=1 SV=329.093859 29.793819 27 27 By MS/MS By MS/MS 49 39 0.6999607 916 32.4 76.613 710
sp|Q14919|NC2A_HUMAN;sp|Q14919-2|NC2A_HUMANsp|Q14919| C2A_HUMAN Dr1-associated corepressor OS=Homo sapiens GN=DRAP1 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q14919-2|NC2A_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Dr1-associated corepressor OS=Homo sapiens GN=DRAP123.998432 24.698164 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 4 0.6 97318 915 21 22.35 205
sp|P24941|CDK2_HUMAN;sp|P24941-2|CDK2_HUMANsp|P24941|CDK2_HUMAN yclin-dependent kinase 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CDK2 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P24941-2|CDK2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Cyclin-dependent kinase 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CDK221.43619 22.135866 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 3 0.6996765 914 10.4 33.929 298
sp|Q9NQ50|RM40_HUMANsp|Q9NQ50|RM40_HUMAN 39S ribosomal protein L40, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=MRPL40 PE=1 SV=124.337425 25.036449 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 9 0.6990242 913 24.8 24.49 206
sp|Q3YEC7|RABL6_HUMAN;sp|Q3YEC7-2|RABL6_HUMAN;sp|Q3YEC7-4|RABL6_HUMAN;sp|Q3YEC7-6|RABL6_HUMAN;sp|Q3YEC7-3|RABL6_HUMAN;sp|Q3YEC7-5|RABL6_HUMANsp|Q3YEC7|RABL6_HUMAN Rab-like protein 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=R BL6 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q3YEC7-2|RABL6_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Rab-like protein 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RABL6;sp|Q3YEC7-4|RABL6_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Rab-like protein 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RABL6;sp|Q3YEC7-6|RABL6_23.932199 24.625055 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 7 0.6928558 912 13.6 79.548 729
sp|P16403|H12_HUMAN;sp|P10412|H14_HUMAN;sp|P16402|H13_HUMAN;sp|P22492|H1T_HUMAN;sp|Q02539|H11_HUMANsp|P16403|H12_HUMAN Histone H1.2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HIST1H1C PE=1 SV=2; |P10412 4  Histone H1.4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HIST1H1E PE=1 SV=2;sp|P16402|H13_HUMAN Histone H1.3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HIST1H1D PE=1 SV=224.594856 25.286585 4 5 By M /MS By MS/ S 7 7 0.6917286 9 1 26.8 21.364 213
sp|P62841|RS15_HUMANsp|P62841|RS15_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S15 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS15 PE=1 SV=225.077328 25.768476 6 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 6 0.6911488 910 35.9 17.04 145
sp|P50502|F10A1_HUMAN;sp|Q8NFI4|F10A5_HUMAN;sp|Q8IZP2|ST134_HUMANsp|P50502|F10A1_HUMAN Hsc70-interacting protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=ST13 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q8NFI4|F10A5_HUMAN Putative protein FAM10A5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ST13P5 PE=5 SV=1;sp|Q8IZP2|ST134_HUMAN Putative protein FAM10A4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ST13P4 PE=5 SV=124.712824 25.401976 5 6 By S/MS By M /MS 10 12 0.6891518 909 19 41.331 369
sp|O43447|PPIH_HUMANsp|O43447|PPIH_HUMAN Peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase H OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPIH PE=1 SV=125.873192 26.562309 8 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 15 11 0.6891174 908 53.7 19.208 177
sp|Q16740|CLPP_HUMANsp|Q16740|CLPP_HUMAN Putative ATP-dependent Clp protease proteolytic subunit, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=CLPP PE=1 SV=125.375109 26.062725 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 9 0.6876163 907 27.1 30.18 277
sp|P50990|TCPQ_HUMANsp|P50990|TCPQ_HUMAN T-complex protein 1 subunit theta OS=Homo sapiens GN=CCT8 PE=1 SV=426.831228 27.515854 22 18 By MS/MS By MS/MS 38 32 0.6846256 906 45.1 59.62 548
sp|Q9BZZ5-2|API5_HUMAN;sp|Q9BZZ5-5|API5_HUMANsp|Q9BZZ5-2|API5_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Apoptosis inhibitor 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=API5;sp|Q9BZZ5-5|API5_HUMAN Isoform 5 of Apoptosis inhibitor 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=API527.726439 28.407909 18 18 By M /MS By MS/MS 34 25 0.6814709 905 42.7 56.769 504
sp|Q6NUK1|SCMC1_HUMAN;sp|Q6NUK1-2|SCMC1_HUMANsp|Q6NUK1|SCMC1_HUMAN Calcium-binding mitochondrial carrier protein SCaMC-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SLC25A24 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q6NUK1-2|SCMC1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Calcium-binding mitochondrial carrier protein SCaMC-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SLC25A2421.902128 2.579205 5 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 5 0.6770763 904 11.3 53.354 477
sp|Q12765-2|SCRN1_HUMAN;sp|Q12765|SCRN1_HUMAN;sp|Q12765-3|SCRN1_HUMANsp|Q12765-2|SCRN1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Secernin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SCRN1;sp|Q12765|SCRN1_HUMAN Secernin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SCRN1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q12765-3|SCRN1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Secernin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SCRN124.555962 25.232462 8 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 16 13 0.6765003 903 22.1 48.713 434
sp|Q9Y383|LC7L2_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y383-3|LC7L2_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y383-2|LC7L2_HUMAN;sp|Q96HJ9-2|CG055_HUMANsp|Q9Y383|LC7L2_HUMAN Putative RNA-binding protein uc7-like 2 OS=Homo sapiens N=LUC7L2 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9Y383-3|LC7L2_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Putative RNA-binding protein Luc7-like 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=LUC7L2;sp|Q9Y383-2|LC7L2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Putative RNA-bin4.70208 25.373981 10 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 10 0.6719017 02 26.3 46.513 392
sp|P46063|RECQ1_HUMANsp|P46063|RECQ1_HUMAN ATP-dependent DNA helicase Q1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RECQL PE=1 SV=321.982592 22.654078 4 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 5 0.6714859 901 6.5 73.457 649
sp|P51610-2|HCFC1_HUMAN;sp|P51610|HCFC1_HUMAN;sp|P51610-4|HCFC1_HUMAN;sp|P51610-3|HCFC1_HUMANsp|P5 610-2|HCFC1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Host cell factor 1 OS= omo sapiens GN=HCFC1;sp|P51610|HCFC1_HUMAN Host cell factor 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HCFC1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P51610-4|HCFC1_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Host cell factor 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HCFC124.534927 25.205681 11 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 14 11 0.6707535 900 8.9 201.85 1966
sp|O75400-2|PR40A_HUMAN;sp|O75400-3|PR40A_HUMAN;sp|O75400|PR40A_HUMANsp|O75400-2|PR40A_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Pre-mRNA-processing factor 40 homolog A OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRPF40A;sp|O75400-3|PR40A_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Pre-mRNA-processing factor 40 homolog A OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRPF40A;sp|O75400|PR40A_HUMAN Pre-mRNA-processing factor21.918999 22.587996 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 2 0.6689968 899 2.2 105.93 930
sp|P53004|BIEA_HUMANsp|P53004|BIEA_HUMAN Biliverdin reductase A OS=Homo sapiens GN=BLVRA PE=1 SV=226.55302 27.221312 12 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 24 10 0.6682911 898 40.2 33.428 296
sp|O15143|ARC1B_HUMANsp|O15143| RC1B_HUMAN Actin-related protein 2/3 complex subunit 1B OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARPC1B PE=1 SV=321.9949 22.662621 3 2 By MS/MS y MS/MS 5 3 0.6677208 897 12.9 40.949 372
sp|Q9NVU7-2|SDA1_HUMAN;sp|Q9NVU7|SDA1_HUMANsp|Q9NV 7-2|SDA1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Protein SDA1 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=SDAD1;sp|Q9NVU7|SDA1_HUMAN Protein SDA1 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=SDAD1 PE=1 SV=321.994104 22.661295 3 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 2 0.66 1906 896 5.8 68.455 590
sp|Q96C19|EFHD2_HUMANsp|Q96C19|EFHD2_HUMAN EF-hand domain-containing protein D2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EFHD2 PE=1 SV=125.981461 26.647326 13 10 By MS/M By MS/MS 23 16 0.6658649 895 50 26.697 240
sp|P19105|ML12A_HUMAN;sp|O14950|ML12B_HUMAN;sp|P24844|MYL9_HUMAN;sp|P24844-2|MYL9_HUMANsp|P19105|ML12A_HUMAN Myosin regulatory light chain 12A OS=Homo sapiens GN=MYL12  PE=1 SV=2;sp|O14950|ML12B_HUMAN Myosin regulatory light chain 12B OS=Homo sapiens GN=MYL12B PE=1 SV=2;sp|P24844|MYL9_HUMAN Myosin regulatory light polypeptide 9 OS=Homo sapie4.075859 24.741085 5 5 By S/MS By MS/MS 5 8 0.665226 894 29.8 19.794 171
sp|O43175|SERA_HUMANsp|O43175|SERA_HUMAN D-3-phosphoglycerate dehydrogenase OS=Homo sapiens GN=PHGDH PE=1 SV=429.065636 29.730738 18 18 By MS/MS By MS/MS 43 39 0.665102 893 38.8 56.65 533
sp|Q8N163-2|CCAR2_HUMAN;sp|Q8N163|CCAR2_HUMANsp|Q8N163-2|CCAR2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Cell cycle and apoptosis regulator protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CCAR2;sp|Q8N163|CCAR2_HUMAN Cell cycle and apoptosis regulator protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CCAR2 PE=1 SV=224.200527 24.865425 10 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 11 0.6648979 892 14.3 103.14 923
sp|P62158|CALM_HUMAN;sp|P27482|CALL3_HUMAN;sp|P02585|TNNC2_HUMANsp|P62158|CALM_HUMAN Calmodulin OS=Homo sapiens GN=CALM1 PE=1 SV=225.207655 25.872511 5 5 By S/MS By MS/MS 10 8 0.664856 891 32.2 16.837 149
sp|P11498|PYC_HUMANsp|P11498|PYC_HUMAN Pyruvate carboxylase, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=PC PE=1 SV=225.151937 25.815287 16 15 By M /MS By MS/MS 25 16 0.6633492 890 16.8 129.63 1178
sp|Q9H307|PININ_HUMAN;sp|Q9H307-2|PININ_HUMANsp|Q9 307|PININ_HUMAN Pinin OS=Homo sapiens GN=PNN PE=1 SV=4;sp|Q9H307-2|PININ_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Pinin OS=Homo sapiens GN=PNN22.258537 22.919708 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 6 0.661171 889 8.5 81.613 717
sp|Q9BRG1|VPS25_HUMANsp|Q9BRG1|VPS25_HUMAN Vacuolar protein-sorting-associated protein 25 OS=Homo sapiens GN=VPS25 PE=1 SV=121.456835 22.1168 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 2 0.6599655 888 11.4 20.747 176
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sp|Q99536|VAT1_HUMANsp|Q99536|VAT1_HUMAN Synaptic vesicle membrane protein VAT-1 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=VAT1 PE=1 SV=224.273626 24.933327 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 4 0.6597004 887 25.2 41.92 393
sp|P20618|PSB1_HUMANsp|P20618|PSB1_HUMAN Proteasome subunit beta type-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMB1 PE=1 SV=223.59366 24.251114 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 5 0.6574535 886 27.4 26.489 241
sp|Q9BWF3|RBM4_HUMAN;sp|Q9BWF3-3|RBM4_HUMAN;sp|Q9BWF3-4|RBM4_HUMAN;sp|Q9BWF3-2|RBM4_HUMAN;sp|Q9BQ04|RBM4B_HUMANsp|Q9BWF3|RBM4_HUMAN RNA-binding protein 4 OS=Homo sapiens G =RBM4 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9BWF3-3|RBM4_HUMAN Isoform 3 of RNA-binding protein 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBM4;sp|Q9BWF3-4|RBM4_HUMAN Isoform 4 of RNA-binding protein 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBM4;sp|Q9BWF3-2|RBM21.785324 22.438602 4 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 2 0.6532784 885 11.3 40.313 364
sp|P36957|ODO2_HUMANsp|P36957|ODO2_HUMAN Dihydrolipoyllysine-residue succinyltransferase component of 2-oxoglutarate dehydrogenase complex, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=DLST PE=1 SV=421.98732 22.637192 3 3 B  MS/MS By MS/MS 5 6 0.6498718 884 6 48.755 453
sp|P39019|RS19_HUMANsp|P39019|RS19_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S19 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS19 PE=1 SV=227.351612 27.999649 11 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 22 11 0.648037 883 56.6 16.06 145
sp|Q12872|SFSWA_HUMAN;sp|Q12872-2|SFSWA_HUMANsp|Q12872|SFSWA_HUMAN plicing factor, suppressor of white-apricot homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=SFSWAP PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q12872-2|SFSWA_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Splicing factor, suppressor of white-apricot homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=SFSWAP21.09152 21.7395 3 2 By MS/MS By atching 4 0 0.6479797 882 3 104.82 951
sp|Q8IY67-2|RAVR1_HUMAN;sp|Q8IY67|RAVR1_HUMAN;sp|Q8IY67-3|RAVR1_HUMANsp|Q8IY67-2|RAVR1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ribonucleoprotein PTB-binding 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAVER1;sp|Q8IY67|RAVR1_HUMAN Ribonucleoprotein PTB-binding 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAVER1 PE=1 SV=125.17873 25.823036 12 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 13 7 0.6443005 881 25 77.859 739
sp|P54727|RD23B_HUMAN;sp|P54727-2|RD23B_HUMANsp|P54727|RD23B_HUMAN UV excision repair protein RAD23 homolog B OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAD23B PE=1 SV=1;sp|P54727-2|RD23B_HUMAN Isoform 2 of UV excision repair protein RAD23 homolog B OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAD23B24.522829 25.167067 7 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 10 0.6442375 880 23.5 43.171 409
sp|P51148-2|RAB5C_HUMAN;sp|P51148|RAB5C_HUMAN;sp|P61020-2|RAB5B_HUMANsp|P 1148-2|RAB5C_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ras-related protein Rab-5C OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB5C;sp|P51148|RAB5C_HUMAN Ras-related protein Rab-5C OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB5C PE=1 SV=2;sp|P61020-2|RAB5B_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ras-related protein Rab-5B OS=Homo sapiens GN=23.730656 24.374645 6 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 4 0.6439896 879 28.9 27.035 249
sp|Q8IVF2|AHNK2_HUMAN;sp|Q8IVF2-3|AHNK2_HUMAN;sp|Q8IVF2-2|AHNK2_HUMANsp|Q8IVF2| HNK2_HUMAN Protein AHNAK2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=AH AK2 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q8IVF2-3|AHNK2_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Protein AHNAK2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=AHNAK225.09547 25.739336 11 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 16 1 0.6438656 878 10.3 616.62 5795
sp|Q8N0T1|CH059_HUMAN;sp|Q8N0T1-2|CH059_HUMANsp|Q8N0T1|CH059_HUMAN Uncharacterized protein C8orf59 OS=Homo sapiens GN=C8orf59 PE=1 SV=323.07488 23.718687 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 2 0.6438065 877 33.7 11.243 98
sp|Q7L2H7|EIF3M_HUMANsp|Q7L2H7|EIF3M_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 3 subunit M OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF3M PE=1 SV=124.397413 25.038963 7 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 7 0.6415501 876 25.4 42.502 374
sp|P61956-2|SUMO2_HUMAN;sp|P61956|SUMO2_HUMAN;sp|Q6EEV6|SUMO4_HUMAN;sp|P55854|SUMO3_HUMANsp|P61956-2|SUMO2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Small ubiquitin-related modifier 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SUMO2;sp|P61956|SUMO2_HUMAN Small ubiquitin-related modifier 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SUMO2 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q6EEV6|SUMO4_HUMAN Small ubiquitin-related modifier 4 OS=Homo sa24.281147 24.917068 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 3 0.6359215 875 31 8.1111 71
sp|Q14697-2|GANAB_HUMAN;sp|Q14697|GANAB_HUMAN;sp|Q14697-3|GANAB_HUMANsp|Q14697-2|GANAB_HUMAN Isoform 2 of eutral alpha glucosidase AB OS=Homo sapiens GN=GANAB;sp|Q14697|GANAB_HUMAN Neutral alpha-glucosidase AB OS=Homo sapiens GN=GANAB PE=1 SV=324.672064 25.305634 14 10 By MS/MS y MS/MS 20 9 0.6335697 874 16.5 109.44 966
sp|P61758|PFD3_HUMANsp|P61758|PFD3_HUMAN Prefoldin subunit 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=VBP1 PE=1 SV=321.595734 22.228113 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 2 0.6323795 873 15.7 22.658 197
sp|O43396|TXNL1_HUMANsp|O43396|TXNL1_HUMAN Thioredoxin-like protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TXNL1 PE=1 SV=323.85956 24.488979 6 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 3 0.6294193 872 30.8 32.251 289
sp|P22307-6|NLTP_HUMAN;sp|P22307-2|NLTP_HUMAN;sp|P22307-4|NLTP_HUMAN;sp|P22307-7|NLTP_HUMAN;sp|P22307-8|NLTP_HUMAN;sp|P22307|NLTP_HUMANsp|P22307-6| LTP_HUMAN Isoform 6 of on-specific lipid-transfer protein OS=Homo sapiens G =SC ;sp|P22307-2|NLTP_HUMAN Isoform SCP2 of on-specific lipid-transfer protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=SCP2;sp|P22307-4|NLTP_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Non-specific lipid-transf25.045019 25.674248 7 6 By MS/MS By M /MS 13 8 0.6292 86 871 57.9 15.079 140
sp|Q9Y266|NUDC_HUMANsp|Q9Y266| UDC_HUMAN Nuclear migration protein nudC OS=Homo sapiens GN=NUDC PE=1 SV=124.58285 25.208773 9 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 14 0.6259232 870 26.9 38.242 331
sp|Q8WUX9|CHMP7_HUMANsp|Q8WUX9|CHMP7_HUMAN Charged multivesicular body protein 7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CHMP7 PE=1 SV=119.847174 20.469677 1 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 3 0.6225033 869 4.9 50.91 453
sp|Q9UBQ5|EIF3K_HUMANsp|Q9UBQ5|EIF3K_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 3 subunit K OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF3K PE=1 SV=126.260477 26.881336 8 6 By MS/MS By MS/M 16 8 0.6208591 868 44 25.059 218
sp|P46379-2|BAG6_HUMAN;sp|P46379|BAG6_HUMAN;sp|P46379-3|BAG6_HUMAN;sp|P46379-5|BAG6_HUMAN;sp|P46379-4|BAG6_HUMANsp|P46379-2|BAG6_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Large proline-rich protein BAG6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=BAG6;sp|P46379|BAG6_HUMAN Large proline-rich protein BAG6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=BAG6 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P46379-3|BAG6_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Large proline-rich protein BAG6 OS=Homo s26.214 04 26.834126 22 15 By MS/MS By MS/MS 39 26 0.6198215 867 28.5 118.69 1126
sp|P47813|IF1AX_HUMAN;sp|O14602|IF1AY_HUMANsp|P47813|IF1AX_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 1A, X-chromosomal OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF1AX PE=1 SV=2;sp|O14602|IF1AY_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 1A, Y-chromosomal OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF1AY PE=1 SV=424.7618 4 25.380436 5 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 6 0.6186123 866 36.8 16.46 144
sp|Q99714|HCD2_HUMAN;sp|Q99714-2|HCD2_HUMANsp|Q99714|HCD2_HUMAN 3-hydroxyacyl-CoA dehydrogenase type-2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSD17B10 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q99714-2|HCD2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 3-hydroxyacyl-CoA dehydrogenase type-2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSD17B1022.166592 22.783947 4 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 3 .6173553 865 18.8 26.923 61
sp|Q15008|PSMD6_HUMAN;sp|Q15008-2|PSMD6_HUMANsp|Q15008|PSMD6_HUMAN 26S proteasome non-ATPase regulatory subunit 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMD6 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q15008-2|PSMD6_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 26S proteasome non-ATPase regulatory subunit 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMD623.792433 4.408533 7 4 By MS/MS By MS/M 12 4 0.6161003 864 23.7 45.531 389
sp|Q9BRJ6|CG050_HUMANsp|Q9BRJ6|CG050_HUMAN Uncharacterized protein C7orf50 OS=Homo sapiens GN=C7orf50 PE=1 SV=12 .226961 25.842445 5 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 1 0.6154842 863 45.9 22.083 194
sp|O60524-4|NEMF_HUMAN;sp|O60524-5|NEMF_HUMAN;sp|O60524-3|NEMF_HUMAN;sp|O60524|NEMF_HUMAN;sp|O60524-2|NEMF_HUMANsp|O60524-4| EMF_HUMAN Isoform 4 of uclear export mediator factor NEMF OS=Homo sapiens GN=NEMF;sp O60524-5|NEMF_HUMAN Isoform 5 of Nuclear export mediator factor NEMF OS=Homo sapiens GN=NEMF;sp|O60524-3|NEMF_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Nuclear export mediator fact23.255226 23.869007 5 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 9 0.613781 862 6.2 118.02 1034
sp|Q9Y3E7|CHMP3_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y3E7-2|CHMP3_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y3E7-4|CHMP3_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y3E7-3|CHMP3_HUMANsp|Q9Y3E7|CHMP3_HUMAN Charged multivesicular body protein 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN= P3 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q9Y3E7-2|CHMP3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Charged multivesicular body protein 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CHMP3;sp|Q9Y3E7-4|CHMP3_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Charged multivesicular b22.22382 22.836996 3 3 By S/MS By MS/MS 1 3 0.6131763 861 11.3 25.073 222
sp|Q99426|TBCB_HUMANsp|Q99426|TBCB_HUMAN Tubulin-folding cofactor B OS=Homo sapiens GN=TBCB PE=1 SV=226.235714 26.84697 10 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 16 10 0.6112556 860 37.7 27.325 244
sp|Q9Y230|RUVB2_HUMANsp|Q9Y230|RUVB2_HUMAN RuvB-like 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RUVBL2 PE=1 SV=325.614817 26.225767 15 14 By MS/MS By MS/MS 20 15 0.6109505 859 38 51.156 463
sp|P26640|SYVC_HUMANsp|P26640|SYVC_HUMAN Valine--tRNA ligase OS=Homo sapiens GN=VARS PE=1 SV=426.133223 26.743938 22 22 By MS/MS By MS/MS 41 25 0.6107159 858 22.1 140.47 1264
sp|P60900|PSA6_HUMANsp|P60900|PSA6_HUMAN Proteasome subunit alpha type-6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMA6 PE=1 SV=122.944996 23.552977 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 6 0.6079807 857 22.8 27.399 246
sp|P45974-2|UBP5_HUMAN;sp|P45974|UBP5_HUMAN;sp|Q92995-2|UBP13_HUMAN;sp|Q92995|UBP13_HUMANsp| 45974-2|UBP5_HUMAN Isoform Short of Ubiquitin carboxyl-terminal hydrolase 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=USP5;sp|P45974|UBP5_HUMAN Ubiquitin carboxyl-terminal hydrolase 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=USP5 PE=1 SV=229.613598 30.221472 34 26 By MS/MS By MS/MS 75 48 0.6078739 856 47.9 93.307 835
sp|P26196|DDX6_HUMANsp|P26196|DDX6_HUMAN Probable ATP-dependent RNA helicase DDX6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDX6 PE=1 SV=223.362925 23.967016 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 4 0.6040916 855 13 54.416 483
sp|Q8N392|RHG18_HUMAN;sp|Q8N392-2|RHG18_HUMANsp|Q N392|RHG18_HUMAN ho GTPase-activating protein 18 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARHGAP18 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q8N392-2|RHG18_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Rho GTPase-activating protein 18 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARHGAP1822.042534 22.646429 3 3 By M /MS By MS/MS 4 4 0.6038952 854 4.8 74.976 663
sp|Q15084|PDIA6_HUMAN;sp|Q15084-2|PDIA6_HUMANsp|Q15084|PDIA6_HUMAN rotein disulfide-isomerase A6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PDIA6 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q15084-2|PDIA6_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Protein disulfide-isomerase A6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PDIA624.762686 25.3 5864 6 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 8 0.603178 853 17.7 48.121 440
sp|P83876|TXN4A_HUMANsp|P83876|TXN4A_HUMAN Thioredoxin-like protein 4A OS=Homo sapiens GN=TXNL4A PE=1 SV=120.443747 21.041464 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 1 0.5977173 852 16.2 16.786 142
sp|O43143|DHX15_HUMANsp|O43143|DHX15_HUMAN Putative pre-mRNA-splicing factor ATP-dependent RNA helicase DHX15 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DHX15 PE=1 SV=223.347597 23.942884 6 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 7 0.5952873 851 7.9 90.932 795
sp|Q15907|RB11B_HUMAN;sp|P62491-2|RB11A_HUMAN;sp|P62491|RB11A_HUMAN;sp|P57735|RAB25_HUMANsp|Q15907|RB11B_HUMAN as-related protein Rab-1 B OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB11B PE=1 SV=4;sp|P62491-2|RB11A_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ras-related protein Rab-11A OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB11A;sp|P62491|RB11A_HUMAN Ras-related protein Rab-11A OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB11A PE=28.51623 29.11088 13 13 By MS/ S By MS/MS 32 32 0.5946503 850 61.5 24.488 218
sp|P51452|DUS3_HUMANsp|P51452|DUS3_HUMAN Dual specificity protein phosphatase 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DUSP3 PE=1 SV=124.361988 24.956375 6 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 6 0.5943871 849 43.2 20.478 185
sp|Q9BY44|EIF2A_HUMAN;sp|Q9BY44-2|EIF2A_HUMANsp|Q9BY44|EIF2A_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 2A OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF2A PE=1 SV=33.1667 23.760099 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 4 0.5933552 848 11.6 64.989 585
sp|P63000|RAC1_HUMAN;sp|P63000-2|RAC1_HUMAN;sp|P15153|RAC2_HUMAN;sp|P60763|RAC3_HUMAN;sp|Q9H4E5-2|RHOJ_HUMAN;sp|P17081|RHOQ_HUMAN;sp|Q9H4E5|RHOJ_HUMANsp|P63000|RAC1_HUMAN as-related C3 botulinum toxin substrate 1 OS=Homo sapiens G =RAC1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P63000-2|RAC1_HUMAN Isoform B of Ras-related C3 botulinum toxin substrate 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAC1;sp|P15153|RAC2_HUMAN Ras-related C3 botulinum toxin sub25.53647 26.129572 9 7 By S/MS By MS/MS 18 0 0.5931015 847 50 21.45 192
sp|Q15286|RAB35_HUMAN;sp|Q15286-2|RAB35_HUMANsp|Q15286|RAB35_HUMAN as-related protein Rab-35 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB35 PE=1 SV=124.68421 25.276539 7 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 13 7 0.592329 846 32.3 23.025 201
sp|O00442|RTCA_HUMAN;sp|O00442-2|RTCA_HUMANsp|O00442|RTCA_HUMAN NA 3-terminal phosphate cyclase OS=Homo sapiens GN=RTCA PE=1 SV=1;sp|O00442-2|RTCA_HUMAN Isoform 2 of RNA 3-terminal phosphate cyclase OS=Homo sapiens GN=RTCA24.859039 25.44982 9 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 18 10 0.5907803 845 34.4 39.336 366
sp|Q9BVM2|DPCD_HUMANsp|Q9BV 2|DPCD_HUMAN Protein DPCD OS=Homo sapiens GN=DPCD PE=1 SV=224.093456 24.683514 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 6 0.5900574 844 27.1 23.239 203
sp|P00367|DHE3_HUMAN;sp|P49448|DHE4_HUMANsp|P00367|DHE3_HUMAN Glutamate dehydrogenase 1, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=GLUD1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P49448|DHE4_HUMAN Glutamate dehydrogenase 2, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=GLUD2 PE=1 SV=221.967333 22.554218 4 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 3 0.5868855 843 8.2 61.397 558
sp|O43747|AP1G1_HUMAN;sp|O43747-2|AP1G1_HUMANsp|O43747| P1G1_HUMAN -1 complex subunit gamma-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=AP1G1 PE=1 SV=5;sp|O43747-2|AP1G1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of AP-1 complex subunit gamma-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=AP1G121.21389 21.797131 4 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 1 0.5832405 842 4.7 91.35 822
sp|Q10713|MPPA_HUMANsp|Q10713|MPPA_HUMAN Mitochondrial-processing peptidase subunit alpha OS=Homo sapiens GN=PMPCA PE=1 SV=223.716177 24.296841 8 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 10 0.5806637 841 16.8 58.252 525
sp|Q9NX24|NHP2_HUMANsp|Q9NX24| HP2_HUMAN H/ACA ribonucleoprotein complex subunit 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NHP2 PE=1 SV=123.375175 23.951626 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 5 0.5764503 840 31.4 17.201 153
sp|Q9UNZ2-4|NSF1C_HUMAN;sp|Q9UNZ2|NSF1C_HUMAN;sp|Q9UNZ2-5|NSF1C_HUMAN;sp|Q9UNZ2-6|NSF1C_HUMANsp|Q9UNZ2-4|NSF1C_H MAN Isoform 2 of SFL1 cofactor p47 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NSFL ;sp|Q9U Z2|NSF1C_HUMAN NSFL1 cofactor p47 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NSFL1C PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9UNZ2-5|NSF1C_HUMAN Isoform 3 of NSFL1 cofactor p47 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NSFL1C;sp|Q9UNZ2-6|NSF21.518742 22.095003 4 2 By MS/MS By matching 5 0 0.5762615 839 13.6 37.325 339
sp|Q96DI7|SNR40_HUMANsp|Q96DI7|S R40_HUMAN U5 small nuclear ribonucleoprotein 40 kDa protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=SNRNP40 PE=1 SV=12 .913422 21.489536 2 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 2 0.5761147 838 6.2 39.31 357
sp|P01116-2|RASK_HUMAN;sp|P01116|RASK_HUMAN;sp|P01111|RASN_HUMANsp|P01116-2|RASK_HUMAN Isoform 2B of GTPase K as OS=Homo sapiens GN=KRAS;sp|P01116|RASK_HUMAN GTPase KRas OS=Homo sapiens GN=KRAS PE=1 SV=1;sp|P01111|RASN_HUMAN GTPase NRas OS=Homo sapiens GN=NRAS PE=1 SV=121.72 422 22.29575 2 2 By S/MS By MS/MS 4 2 0.5743275 837 14.4 21.424 188
sp|P22102|PUR2_HUMAN;sp|P22102-2|PUR2_HUMANsp|P22102|PUR2_HUMAN Trifunctional purine biosynthetic protein adenosine-3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GART PE=1 SV=1;sp|P22102-2|PUR2_HUMAN Isoform Short of Trifunctional purine biosynthetic protein adenosine-3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GART7.925186 28.498764 26 20 By MS/MS By MS/MS 50 30 0.5735779 836 32.8 107.77 1010
sp|O15498|YKT6_HUMANsp|O15498|YKT6_HUMAN Synaptobrevin homolog YKT6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=YKT6 PE=1 SV=128.278393 28.849298 11 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 34 21 0.5709057 835 64.6 22.417 198
sp|Q16658|FSCN1_HUMANsp|Q16658|FSCN1_HUMAN Fascin OS=Homo sapiens GN=FSCN1 PE=1 SV=324.891523 25.46192 11 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 20 9 0.5703964 834 24.3 54.529 493
sp|P22234|PUR6_HUMAN;sp|P22234-2|PUR6_HUMANsp|P22234|PUR6_HUMAN Multifunctional protein ADE2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PAICS PE=1 SV=3;sp|P22234-2|PUR6_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Multifunctional protein ADE2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PAICS23.663187 24.232351 7 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 4 0.5691643 833 19.1 47.079 425
sp|Q96FW1|OTUB1_HUMAN;sp|Q96FW1-2|OTUB1_HUMANsp|Q96FW1|OTUB1_HUMAN Ubiquitin thioesterase OTUB1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=OTUB1 PE=1 SV=224.935936 5.504852 8 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 8 0.5689163 832 41.3 31.284 271
sp|P42704|LPPRC_HUMANsp|P42704|LPPRC_HUMAN Leucine-rich PPR motif-containing protein, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=LRPPRC PE=1 SV=325.570801 26.139442 23 19 By MS/MS By MS/MS 41 24 0.5686417 831 18.3 157.9 1394
sp|O60884|DNJA2_HUMANsp|O60884|D JA2_HUMAN DnaJ homolog subfamily A member 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DNAJA2 PE=1 SV=122.003263 22.570314 4 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 3 0.5670509 830 9.2 45.745 412
sp|P61011-2|SRP54_HUMAN;sp|P61011|SRP54_HUMANsp| 61011-2|SRP54_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Signal recognition particle 54 kDa protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRP54;sp|P61011|SRP54_HUMAN Signal recognition particle 54 kDa protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRP54 PE=1 SV=123.161 25 23.721924 5 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 4 0.5607986 829 13 50.369 455
sp|P00374|DYR_HUMAN;sp|Q86XF0|DYRL1_HUMANsp|P00374|DYR_HUMAN Dihydrofolate reductase OS=Homo sapiens GN=DHFR PE=1 SV=225.523787 26.084259 8 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 13 5 0.5604725 828 49.7 21.452 187
sp|P20290-2|BTF3_HUMAN;sp|P20290|BTF3_HUMAN;sp|Q96K17-3|BT3L4_HUMANsp|P20290-2|BTF3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Transcription factor BTF3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=BTF3;sp|P20290|BTF3_HUMAN Transcription factor BTF3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=BTF3 PE=1 SV=122.530506 2 .089405 3 2 By MS/M By MS/MS 6 2 0.5588989 827 22.8 17.699 162
sp|Q71DI3|H32_HUMAN;sp|Q16695|H31T_HUMAN;sp|P84243|H33_HUMAN;sp|P68431|H31_HUMAN;sp|Q6NXT2|H3C_HUMANsp|Q71DI3|H32_HUMAN Histone H3.2 OS=Homo sapiens G =HIST2H3A PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q1 695|H31T_HUMAN Histone H3.1t OS=Homo sapiens GN=HIST3H3 PE=1 SV=3;sp|P84243|H33_HUMAN Histone H3.3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=H3F3A PE=1 SV=2;sp|P68431|H31_HUMAN Histone H3.1 OS=Homo sapi24. 23884 25.18181 3 By M /MS By MS/MS 5 4 0.5579262 826 16.9 15.388 136
sp|P21283|VATC1_HUMANsp|P21283|VATC1_HUMAN V-type proton ATPase subunit C 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATP6V1C1 PE=1 SV=424.820847 25.378653 10 10 By M /MS By MS/MS 1 10 0.557806 825 28 43.941 382
sp|P13073|COX41_HUMANsp|P13073|COX41_HUMAN Cytochrome c oxidase subunit 4 isoform 1, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=COX4I1 PE=1 SV=122.938496 23.495214 5 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 4 0.5567188 824 30.8 19.576 169
sp|P26038|MOES_HUMAN;sp|P35241-4|RADI_HUMANsp|P26038|MOES_HUMAN Moesin OS=Homo sapiens GN=MSN PE=1 SV=324. 3 4 24.787907 17 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 11 0.5565071 823 25.6 67.819 577
sp|O75828|CBR3_HUMANsp|O75828|CBR3_HUMAN Carbonyl reductase [NADPH] 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CBR3 PE=1 SV=322.747677 23.303823 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 5 0.5561466 822 21.7 30.85 277
sp|P31948|STIP1_HUMANsp|P31948|STIP1_HUMAN Stress-induced-phosphoprotein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=STIP1 PE=1 SV=125.865826 26.420372 14 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 16 0.5545464 821 28.7 62.639 543
sp|Q9UBI6|GBG12_HUMANsp|Q9UBI6|GBG12_HUMAN Guanine nucleotide-binding protein G(I)/G(S)/G(O) subunit gamma-12 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GNG12 PE=1 SV=323.032579 23.583941 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 4 0.5513611 820 37.5 8.0061 72
sp|Q3KQU3-2|MA7D1_HUMAN;sp|Q3KQU3-4|MA7D1_HUMAN;sp|Q3KQU3|MA7D1_HUMAN;sp|Q3KQU3-3|MA7D1_HUMANsp|Q3KQU3-2|MA7D1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of AP7 domain-containing protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN= P7D1;sp|Q3KQU3-4|MA7D1_HUMAN Isoform 4 of MAP7 domain-containing protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MAP7D1;sp|Q3KQU3|MA7D1_HUMAN MAP7 domain-containing protein 1 OS=Homo s20.950346 21.501303 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/M 2 3 0.5509567 819 3. 88.725 803
sp|P40429|RL13A_HUMAN;sp|Q6NVV1|R13AX_HUMANsp|P40429|RL13A_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L13a OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL13A PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q6NVV1|R13AX_HUMAN Putative 60S ribosomal protein L13a-like MGC87657 OS=Homo sapiens PE=5 SV=123.033438 23.584055 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 6 0.5506172 818 14.8 23.577 203
sp|P28066|PSA5_HUMAN;sp|P28066-2|PSA5_HUMANsp|P28066|PSA5_HUMAN roteasome subunit alpha type-5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMA5 PE=1 SV=3;sp|P28066-2|PSA5_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Proteasome subunit alpha type-5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMA526.875959 27.426064 10 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 19 11 0.5501041 817 49.8 26.411 241
sp|Q8TEX9|IPO4_HUMAN;sp|Q8TEX9-2|IPO4_HUMANsp|Q8TEX9|IPO4_HUMAN Importin-4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=IPO4 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q8TEX9-2|IPO4_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Importin-4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=IPO422.033117 22.581367 4 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 5 0.5482502 816 3.8 118.71 1081
sp|P63208|SKP1_HUMAN;sp|P63208-2|SKP1_HUMANsp|P63208|SKP1_HUMAN -phase kinase-associated protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SKP1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P63208-2|SKP1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of S-phase kinase-associated protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SKP124.273981 24.819288 5 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 6 0.5453072 815 26.4 18.658 163
sp|P12004|PCNA_HUMANsp|P12004|PCNA_HUMAN Proliferating cell nuclear antigen OS=Homo sapiens GN=PCNA PE=1 SV=126.626589 27.171692 11 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 17 9 0.5451031 814 47.9 28.768 261
sp|Q8N9N7|LRC57_HUMANsp|Q8N9N7|LRC57_HUMAN Leucine-rich repeat-containing protein 57 OS=Homo sapiens GN=LRRC57 PE=1 SV=123.157276 23.701658 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 4 0.5443821 813 10.5 26.754 239
sp|P07814|SYEP_HUMANsp| 07814|SYEP_HUMAN Bifunctional glutamate/proline--tRNA ligase OS=Homo sapiens GN=EPRS PE=1 SV=525.378883 25.923248 24 18 By MS/MS By MS/MS 36 19 0.5443649 812 20.3 170.59 1512
sp|P78371|TCPB_HUMAN;sp|P78371-2|TCPB_HUMANsp|P78371|TCPB_HUMAN -complex protein 1 subunit beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=CCT2 PE=1 SV=4;sp|P78371-2|TCPB_HUMAN Isoform 2 of T-complex protein 1 subunit beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=CCT227.124651 27.668173 20 14 By MS/MS By MS/MS 33 15 0.5435219 811 46 57.488 535
sp|P46776|RL27A_HUMANsp|P46776|RL27A_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L27a OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL27A PE=1 SV=224.980154 25.519743 5 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 6 0.5395889 810 33.8 16.561 148
sp|P53396-2|ACLY_HUMAN;sp|P53396|ACLY_HUMANsp|P53396-2|ACLY_HUMAN Isoform 2 of ATP-citrate synthase OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACLY;sp|P53396|ACLY_HUMAN ATP-citrate synthase OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACLY PE=1 SV=323.5174 2 24.055153 10 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 13 9 0.5376606 809 12.1 119.77 1091
sp|P49589-2|SYCC_HUMAN;sp|P49589|SYCC_HUMAN;sp|P49589-3|SYCC_HUMANsp|P49589-2|SYCC_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Cysteine--tRNA ligase, cytoplasmic OS=Homo sapiens GN=CARS;sp|P49589|SYCC_HUMAN Cysteine--tRNA ligase, cytoplasmic OS=Homo sapiens GN=CARS PE=1 SV=3;sp|P49589-3|SYCC_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Cysteine--tRNA ligase, cytoplasmic21.605848 22.142954 3 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 1 0.5371056 808 5.4 82.845 726
sp|Q9Y285|SYFA_HUMANsp|Q9Y285|SYFA_HUMAN Phenylalanine--tRNA ligase alpha subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=FARSA PE=1 SV=324.224203 24.759438 7 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 3 0.5352345 807 19.1 57.563 508
sp|P62906|RL10A_HUMANsp|P62906|RL10A_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L10a OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL10A PE=1 SV=223.267853 23.802032 4 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 4 0.5341797 806 20.7 24.831 217
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sp|Q6NW29|RWDD4_HUMANsp|Q6NW29|RWDD4_HUMAN RWD domain-containing protein 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RWDD4 PE=1 SV=320.018623 20.552061 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 1 0.5 34377 805 10.6 21.25 188
sp|Q8WVM8|SCFD1_HUMAN;sp|Q8WVM8-2|SCFD1_HUMAN;sp|Q8WVM8-3|SCFD1_HUMANsp|Q8WVM8|SCFD1_HUMAN Sec1 family domain-containing protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SCFD1 PE=1 SV=4;sp|Q8WVM8-2|SCFD1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Sec1 family domain-containing protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SCFD1;sp|Q8WVM8-3|SCFD1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Sec1 family domain-c26. 4 643 26.681639 16 13 By MS/MS By MS/MS 31 18 0.5329952 04 33.8 72.379 642
sp|Q15691|MARE1_HUMAN;sp|Q9UPY8-2|MARE3_HUMAN;sp|Q9UPY8|MARE3_HUMANsp|Q 5691|MARE1_H MAN Microtubule-associated protein RP/EB family member 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MAPRE1 PE=1 SV=323.359711 23.892 59 6 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 5 0.5326481 803 29.5 29.999 268
sp|Q14847|LASP1_HUMAN;sp|Q14847-2|LASP1_HUMANsp|Q14847|LASP1_HUMAN IM and SH3 domain protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=LASP1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q14847-2|LASP1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of LIM and SH3 domain protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=LASP122.1 229 22.64456 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 5 0.530330 802 11.1 29.717 261
sp|Q96RQ3|MCCA_HUMANsp|Q96RQ3|MCCA_HUMAN Methylcrotonoyl-CoA carboxylase subunit alpha, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=MCCC1 PE=1 SV=325.376667 25.906832 8 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 13 9 0.5301647 801 17.1 80.472 725
sp|Q9Y3B7-2|RM11_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y3B7|RM11_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y3B7-3|RM11_HUMANsp|Q9Y3B7-2|RM11_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 39S ribosomal protein L11, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=MRPL11;sp|Q9Y3B7|RM11_HUMAN 39S ribosomal protein L11, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=MRPL11 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9Y3B7-3|RM11_HUMAN Isoform 3 of 39S ribosomal prote22.835629 23.363993 5 5 By MS/ S By MS/MS 6 3 0.5283642 800 33.7 18.205 166
sp|P38117|ETFB_HUMAN;sp|P38117-2|ETFB_HUMANsp|P38117|ETFB_HUMAN lectron transfer flavoprotein subunit beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=ETFB PE=1 SV=3;sp|P38117-2|ETFB_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Electron transfer flavoprotein subunit beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=ETFB23.255659 23.781868 5 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 3 0.5262089 799 22 27.843 255
sp|O00303|EIF3F_HUMANsp|O00303|EIF3F_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 3 subunit F OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF3F PE=1 SV=125.329439 25.853456 11 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 18 13 0.5240173 798 35.6 37.563 357
sp|Q15459|SF3A1_HUMANsp|Q15459|SF3A1_HUMAN Splicing factor 3A subunit 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SF3A1 PE=1 SV=12 .868799 22.39226 2 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 1 0.5234604 797 3.8 88.885 793
sp|Q9NUL3-6|STAU2_HUMAN;sp|Q9NUL3-8|STAU2_HUMAN;sp|Q9NUL3-3|STAU2_HUMAN;sp|Q9NUL3-7|STAU2_HUMAN;sp|Q9NUL3-2|STAU2_HUMAN;sp|Q9NUL3|STAU2_HUMAN;sp|Q9NUL3-4|STAU2_HUMANsp|Q9NUL3-6|STAU2_HUMAN Isoform 6 of Double-stranded RN -binding protein Staufen homolog 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=STAU2;sp|Q9NUL3-8|STAU2_HUMAN Isoform 8 of Double-stranded R A-binding protein Staufen homolog 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=STAU2;sp|Q9NUL3-3|STAU2_HUMAN22.268023 22.790743 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/M 6 2 0.5227203 796 1 .8 4 .31 398
sp|Q9UBT2|SAE2_HUMANsp|Q9UBT2|SAE2_HUMAN SUMO-activating enzyme subunit 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBA2 PE=1 SV=226.422861 26.945253 16 14 By MS/MS By MS/MS 26 21 0.5223923 795 31.6 71.223 640
sp|P61604|CH10_HUMANsp|P61604|CH10_HUMAN 10 kDa heat shock protein, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSPE1 PE=1 SV=222.743513 23.263704 4 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 3 0.5201912 794 42.2 10.932 102
sp|P52306-4|GDS1_HUMAN;sp|P52306|GDS1_HUMAN;sp|P52306-5|GDS1_HUMAN;sp|P52306-6|GDS1_HUMAN;sp|P52306-2|GDS1_HUMAN;sp|P52306-3|GDS1_HUMANsp|P52306-4|GDS1_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Rap1 GTPase-GDP dissociation stimulator 1 OS=Homo sa iens GN=RAP1GDS1;sp|P52306|GDS1_HUMAN Rap1 GTPase-GDP dissociation stimulator 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAP1GDS1 PE=1 SV=3;sp|P52306-5|GDS1_HUMAN Isoform 5 of Rap1 GTPase-G24.1 5 7 24.675461 1 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 15 8 0.5200844 793 1. 66.316 607
sp|Q99848|EBP2_HUMANsp|Q99848|EBP2_HUMAN Probable rRNA-processing protein EBP2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EBNA1BP2 PE=1 SV=221.430635 21.95031 3 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 3 0.5196743 792 11.4 34.852 306
sp|P26641|EF1G_HUMANsp|P26641|EF1G_HUMAN Elongation factor 1-gamma OS=Homo sapiens GN=EEF1G PE=1 SV=325.537004 26.05109 11 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 20 8 0.5140858 791 22 50.118 437
sp|Q96PK6|RBM14_HUMAN;sp|Q96PK6-3|RBM14_HUMAN;sp|Q96PK6-4|RBM14_HUMAN;sp|Q96PK6-2|RBM14_HUMANsp|Q96PK6|RBM14_HUMAN RNA-binding protein 14 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBM14 PE=1 SV=224.111158 24.622711 9 8 By S/MS By MS/ S 15 8 0.5115528 790 19.1 69.491 669
sp|Q7L0Y3|MRRP1_HUMANsp|Q7L0Y3|MRRP1_HUMAN Mitochondrial ribonuclease P protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TRMT10C PE=1 SV=225.973074 26.484514 16 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 30 13 0.5 14403 789 42.7 47.346 403
sp|Q9UHY1|NRBP_HUMANsp|Q9UHY1| RBP_HUMAN Nuclear receptor-binding protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=NRBP1 PE=1 SV=123.542032 24.053164 5 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 4 0.5111313 788 13.3 59.844 535
sp|Q16352|AINX_HUMANsp|Q16352|AINX_HUMAN Alpha-internexin OS=Homo sapiens GN=INA PE=1 SV=221.857189 22.367811 6 4 By MS/MS By M /MS 7 4 0.510622 787 13.8 55.39 499
sp|Q15370|ELOB_HUMAN;sp|Q15370-2|ELOB_HUMANsp|Q15370|ELOB_HUMAN Transcription elongation factor B polypeptide 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TCEB2 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q15370-2|ELOB_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Transcription elongation factor B polypeptide 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TCEB224. 0 016 24.61195 5 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 8 0.508934 786 35.6 13.133 118
sp|Q13200|PSMD2_HUMANsp|Q13200|PSMD2_HUMAN 26S proteasome non-ATPase regulatory subunit 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMD2 PE=1 SV=326.290018 .796993 21 15 By MS/MS By MS/M 37 21 0.5069752 785 30.9 100.2 908
sp|P62910|RL32_HUMANsp|P62910|RL32_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L32 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL32 PE=1 SV=24.495459 25.002087 5 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 3 0.506628 784 33.3 15.86 135
sp|P52292|IMA1_HUMANsp|P52292|IMA1_HUMAN Importin subunit alpha-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=KPNA2 PE=1 SV=124.785614 25.291862 7 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 4 0.5062485 783 20.6 57.861 529
sp|P25789|PSA4_HUMAN;sp|P25789-2|PSA4_HUMANsp|P25789|PSA4_HUMAN roteasome subunit alpha type-4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMA4 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P25789-2|PSA4_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Proteasome subunit alpha type-4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMA423.796696 24.302082 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 5 0.5053864 782 19.9 29.483 261
sp|P52788|SPSY_HUMAN;sp|P52788-2|SPSY_HUMANsp|P52788|SPSY_HUMAN permine synthase OS=Homo sapiens GN=SMS PE=1 SV=2;sp|P52788-2|SPSY_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Spermine synthase OS=Homo sapiens GN=SMS26.130476 26.635057 12 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 23 14 0.5045815 781 41 41.268 366
sp|Q9NY12-2|GAR1_HUMAN;sp|Q9NY12|GAR1_HUMANsp|Q9NY12-2|GAR1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of H/ACA ribonucleoprotein complex subunit 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GAR1;sp|Q9NY12|GAR1_HUMAN H/ACA ribonucleoprotein complex subunit 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GAR1 PE=1 SV=123.590237 24.094503 4 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 3 0.5042667 780 21.6 20.834 199
sp|P82979|SARNP_HUMANsp|P82979|SARNP_HUMAN SAP domain-containing ribonucleoprotein OS=Homo sapiens GN=SARNP PE=1 SV=324.415192 24.91798 7 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 9 0.5027885 779 33.3 23.671 210
sp|Q16543|CDC37_HUMANsp|Q16543|CDC37_HUMAN Hsp90 co-chaperone Cdc37 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CDC37 PE=1 SV=122.765106 23.267424 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 2 0.5023174 778 10.3 44.468 378
sp|P60953|CDC42_HUMAN;sp|P60953-1|CDC42_HUMANsp|P60953|CDC42_HUMAN ell division control protein 42 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=CDC42 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P60953-1|CDC42_HUMAN Isoform 1 of Cell division control protein 42 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=CDC4224.174477 24.675892 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 6 0.5014153 777 3 .5 21.258 191
sp|P84101-4|SERF2_HUMAN;sp|P84101|SERF2_HUMAN;sp|P84101-3|SERF2_HUMAN;sp|P84101-2|SERF2_HUMANsp|P84101-4|SERF2_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Small EDRK rich factor 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SERF2;sp|P84101|SERF2_HUMAN Small EDRK-rich factor 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SERF2 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P84101-3|SERF2_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Small EDRK-rich factor 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SERF2;22.669796 23.169483 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 3 0. 996872 776 40 5.2159 45
sp|P40227|TCPZ_HUMAN;sp|P40227-2|TCPZ_HUMAN;sp|Q92526|TCPW_HUMAN;sp|Q92526-2|TCPW_HUMAN;sp|Q92526-3|TCPW_HUMANsp|P40227|TCPZ_HUMAN -complex protein 1 subunit zeta OS=Homo sapiens GN=CCT6A PE=1 SV=3;sp|P40227-2|TCPZ_HUMAN Isoform 2 of T-complex protein 1 subunit zeta OS=Homo sapiens GN=CCT6A25.794317 26.293161 1 10 By S/MS By MS/MS 22 16 0.4988441 775 26.2 58.024 531
sp|P43897|EFTS_HUMAN;sp|P43897-2|EFTS_HUMAN;sp|P43897-4|EFTS_HUMAN;sp|P43897-3|EFTS_HUMANsp|P43897|EFTS_HUMAN longation factor Ts, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=TSFM PE=1 SV=2;sp|P43897-2|EFTS_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Elongation factor Ts, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=TSFM25.144 2 25.642569 9 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 17 14 0.4978466 774 36.6 35.39 325
sp|Q9NR31|SAR1A_HUMANsp|Q9NR31|SAR1A_HUMAN GTP-binding protein SAR1a OS=Homo sapiens GN=SAR1A PE=1 SV=126.09997 26.597614 7 5 By MS/MS By MS/M 12 9 0.4976444 773 40.9 22.367 198
sp|Q13435|SF3B2_HUMANsp|Q13435|SF3B2_HUMAN Splicing factor 3B subunit 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SF3B2 PE=1 SV=224.486588 24.984201 10 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 15 12 0.4976139 772 13.4 100.23 895
sp|P27816-2|MAP4_HUMAN;sp|P27816-6|MAP4_HUMAN;sp|P27816|MAP4_HUMAN;sp|P27816-5|MAP4_HUMAN;sp|P27816-4|MAP4_HUMANsp| 27816-2|MAP4_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Microtubule-associated protein 4 OS=Homo sapiens G =MA 4;sp|P27816-6|MAP4_HUMAN Isoform 6 of Microtubule-associated protein 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MAP4;sp|P27816|MAP4_HUMAN Microtubule-associated protein 4 OS=Homo sapiens22.652985 23.148024 5 4 By MS/MS By M /MS 6 1 0.495039 771 7.7 102.9 979
sp|Q00534|CDK6_HUMANsp|Q00534|CDK6_HUMAN Cyclin-dependent kinase 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CDK6 PE=1 SV=121.439388 21.933155 4 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 1 0.4937668 770 14.1 36.938 326
sp|P47756-2|CAPZB_HUMAN;sp|P47756|CAPZB_HUMANsp| 47756-2|CAPZB_HUMAN Isoform 2 of F-actin-capping protein subunit beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=CAPZB;sp|P47756|CAPZB_HUMAN F-actin-capping protein subunit beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=CAPZB PE=1 SV=423.436443 23.928499 7 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 7 0.4920559 69 27.2 30.628 272
sp|Q08J23|NSUN2_HUMAN;sp|Q08J23-2|NSUN2_HUMAN;sp|Q08J23-3|NSUN2_HUMANsp|Q08J23|NSUN2_HUMAN tRNA (cytosine(34)-C(5))-methyltransferase OS=Homo sapiens GN=NSUN2 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q08J23-2|NSUN2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of tRNA (cytosine(34)-C(5))-methyltransferase OS=Homo sapiens GN=NSUN2;sp|Q08J23-3|NSUN2_HUMAN Isoform 3 of tRNA (cytosine21.310968 21.80 387 3 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 1 0.4914188 768 4 86.47 767
sp|P28072|PSB6_HUMANsp|P28072|PSB6_HUMAN Proteasome subunit beta type-6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMB6 PE=1 SV=422.505331 22.995676 4 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 4 0.490345 767 15.5 25.357 239
sp|P49207|RL34_HUMANsp|P49207|RL34_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L34 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL34 PE=1 SV=322.459364 22.948154 4 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 2 0.4887905 766 28.2 13.293 117
sp|P14550|AK1A1_HUMANsp|P14550| K1A1_HUMAN Alcohol dehydrogenase [NADP(+)] OS=Homo sapiens GN=AKR1A1 PE=1 SV=324.707462 25.195166 12 10 By M /MS By MS/MS 19 13 0.4877033 765 40.3 36.573 325
sp|Q9H3K6|BOLA2_HUMAN;sp|Q9H3K6-2|BOLA2_HUMANsp|Q9H3K6|BOLA2_HUMAN BolA-like protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=BOLA2 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9H3K6-2|BOLA2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of BolA-like protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=BOLA223.944048 24.431414 3 3 By MS/MS y MS/MS 7 6 0.4873657 764 39.5 10.116 86
sp|Q14444-2|CAPR1_HUMAN;sp|Q14444|CAPR1_HUMANsp|Q14444-2|CAPR1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Caprin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CAPRIN1;sp|Q14444|CAPR1_HUMAN Caprin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CAPRIN1 PE=1 SV=221.992929 22.479881 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 4 0.4869518 763 4.3 76.861 694
sp|P05455|LA_HUMANsp|P05455|LA_HUMAN Lupus La protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=SSB PE=1 SV=226.253803 26.740726 16 10 By M /MS By MS/MS 26 11 0.4869232 762 41.7 46.836 408
sp|P06493|CDK1_HUMAN;sp|P06493-2|CDK1_HUMAN;sp|Q07002|CDK18_HUMAN;sp|Q9NYV4|CDK12_HUMAN;sp|Q9NYV4-2|CDK12_HUMAN;sp|Q14004-2|CDK13_HUMAN;sp|Q9NYV4-3|CDK12_HUMAN;sp|Q00536-2|CDK16_HUMAN;sp|Q00537|CDK17_HUMAN;sp|Q00537-2|CDK17_HUMAN;sp|Q07002-3|CDK18_HUMAN;sp|Q00536-3|CDK16_HUMAN;sp|Q00536|CDK16_HUMAN;sp|Q07002-2|CDK18_HUMAN;sp|O94921|CDK14_HUMAN;sp|Q00535-2|CDK5_HUMAN;sp|O94921-2|CDK14_HUMAN;sp|Q96Q40|CDK15_HUMAN;sp|Q96Q40-5|CDK15_HUMAN;sp|O94921-3|CDK14_HUMAN;sp|Q96Q40-3|CDK15_HUMAN;sp|Q96Q40-4|CDK15_HUMAN;sp|Q96Q40-2|CDK15_HUMAN;sp|Q00526|CDK3_HUMAN;sp|P11802|CDK4_HUMAN;sp|Q00535|CDK5_HUMAN;sp|Q14004|CDK13_HUMANsp|P06493|CDK1_HUMAN yclin-dependent kinase 1 OS=Homo sapiens G =CDK1 PE=1 SV=3;sp|P06493-2|CDK1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Cyclin-dependent kinase 1 OS=Homo sapiens G =CDK124.849525 25.336063 8 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 16 9 0.4865379 761 31 34.095 297
sp|Q96CT7|CC124_HUMANsp|Q96CT7|CC124_HUMAN Coiled-coil domain-containing protein 124 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CCDC124 PE=1 SV=123.174917 23.660252 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 7 0.4853344 760 27.4 25.835 223
sp|P23193|TCEA1_HUMAN;sp|P23193-2|TCEA1_HUMAN;sp|Q15560-2|TCEA2_HUMAN;sp|Q15560|TCEA2_HUMANsp|P23193|TCEA1_HUMAN ranscription elongation factor A protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TCEA1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P23193-2|TCEA1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Transcription elongation factor A protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TCEA123.914881 24.399565 8 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 14 6 0.484684 759 27.9 33.969 301
sp|Q9HAV4|XPO5_HUMANsp|Q9 AV4|XPO5_HUMAN Exportin-5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=XPO5 PE=1 SV=122.77338 23.257961 6 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 4 0.484581 758 5.9 136.31 1204
sp|P62081|RS7_HUMANsp|P62081|RS7_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS7 PE=1 SV=130.083853 30.567106 13 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 35 20 0.4832535 757 64.9 22.127 194
sp|Q9Y3U8|RL36_HUMANsp|Q9Y3U8|RL36_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L36 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL36 PE=1 SV=321.9797 22.46179 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 1 0.48209 756 18.1 12.254 105
sp|Q13347|EIF3I_HUMANsp|Q13347|EIF3I_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 3 subunit I OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF3I PE=1 SV=124.353868 24.835667 9 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 16 7 0.4817982 755 39.4 36.501 325
sp|O75874|IDHC_HUMAN;sp|P48735|IDHP_HUMANsp|O75874|IDHC_HUMAN Isocitrate dehydrogenase [NADP] cytoplasmic OS=Homo sapiens GN=IDH1 PE=1 SV=223.91 877 24.393883 10 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 6 0.4800053 754 27.8 46.659 414
sp|O60493|SNX3_HUMAN;sp|O60493-2|SNX3_HUMAN;sp|O60493-4|SNX3_HUMAN;sp|O60493-3|SNX3_HUMAN;sp|Q9UMY4-2|SNX12_HUMAN;sp|Q9UMY4|SNX12_HUMAN;sp|Q9UMY4-3|SNX12_HUMANsp|O60493|SNX3_HUMAN orting nexin-3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=S X3 PE=1 SV=3;sp|O60493-2|SNX3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Sorting nexin-3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SNX ;sp|O60493-4|S X3_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Sorting nexin-3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SNX3;sp|O60493-3|SNX3_HUMAN Isoform 325. 99011 26.178831 10 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 19 9 0.4798203 753 46.3 18.762 162
sp|Q12931|TRAP1_HUMANsp|Q12931|TRAP1_HUMAN Heat shock protein 75 kDa, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=TRAP1 PE=1 SV=323.565697 24.042349 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 4 0.4766521 752 9.8 80.109 704
sp|P51151|RAB9A_HUMAN;sp|Q9NP90|RAB9B_HUMANsp|P51151|RAB9A_HUMAN Ras-related protein Rab-9A OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB9A PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9NP90|RAB9B_HUMAN Ras-related protein Rab-9B OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB9B PE=1 SV=121.6 8503 22.175116 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 2 0.4766121 751 12.4 22.837 201
sp|P62280|RS11_HUMANsp|P62280|RS11_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S11 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS11 PE=1 SV=327.621077 28.096977 12 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 26 19 0.4759007 750 57.6 18.431 158
sp|P46783|RS10_HUMAN;sp|Q9NQ39|RS10L_HUMANsp|P46783|RS10_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S10 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS10 PE=1 SV=126.915 59 27.390345 8 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 20 12 0.4749851 749 39.4 18.898 165
sp|Q8NC96|NECP1_HUMAN;sp|Q8NC96-2|NECP1_HUMANsp|Q8NC96|NECP1_HUMAN Adaptin ear-binding coat-associated protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NECAP1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q8NC96-2|NECP1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Adaptin ear-binding coat-associated protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NECAP120.874552 21.34938 2 2 By MS/MS By M /MS 3 1 0.4748287 748 6.5 29.737 275
sp|Q9HCC0-2|MCCB_HUMAN;sp|Q9HCC0|MCCB_HUMANsp|Q9HCC0-2|MCCB_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Methylcrotonoyl-CoA carboxylase beta chain, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=MCCC2;sp|Q9HCC0|MCCB_HUMAN Methylcrotonoyl-CoA carboxylase beta chain, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=MCCC2 PE=1 SV=124.143047 24.616779 7 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 8 0.473732 747 19 57.518 525
sp|O60784-3|TOM1_HUMAN;sp|O60784-4|TOM1_HUMAN;sp|O60784|TOM1_HUMAN;sp|O60784-2|TOM1_HUMANsp|O60784-3|TOM1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Target of Myb protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TOM1;sp|O60784-4|TOM1_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Target of Myb protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TOM1;sp|O60784|TOM1_HUMAN Target of Myb protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TOM1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|O6078421.638651 22.112289 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 3 0.4736385 746 8.7 48.672 447
sp|P62753|RS6_HUMANsp|P62753|RS6_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS6 PE=1 SV=127.51968 27.991562 6 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 14 14 0.4718781 745 28.9 28.68 249
sp|Q16222-3|UAP1_HUMAN;sp|Q16222|UAP1_HUMAN;sp|Q16222-2|UAP1_HUMAN;sp|Q3KQV9|UAP1L_HUMANsp|Q 6222-3|UAP1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of UDP-N-acetylhexosamine pyrophosphorylase OS=Homo sapiens GN=UAP1;sp|Q16222|UAP1_HUMAN UDP-N-acetylhexosamine pyrophosphorylase OS=Homo sapiens GN=UAP1 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q16222-2|UAP1_HUMAN Isoform AGX1 of UDP-N-acetylhexosami24.288345 24.758726 8 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 14 8 0.4703808 744 19 58.681 521
sp|Q9Y262-2|EIF3L_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y262|EIF3L_HUMANsp|Q9Y262-2|EIF3L_HUMAN soform 2 of Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 3 subunit L OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF3L;sp|Q9Y262|EIF3L_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 3 subunit L OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF3L PE=1 SV=122.951057 23.420469 6 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 2 0.4694118 743 1 .8 61.013 516
sp|Q9BT78-2|CSN4_HUMAN;sp|Q9BT78|CSN4_HUMANsp|Q9BT78-2|CSN4_HUMAN Isoform 2 of COP9 signalosome complex subunit 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=COPS4;sp|Q9BT78|CSN4_HUMAN COP9 signalosome complex subunit 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=COPS4 PE=1 SV=121.668606 22.137806 3 3 By MS/MS By matching 4 0 0.4692001 742 11.6 40.1 6 352
sp|P56537|IF6_HUMAN;sp|P56537-2|IF6_HUMANsp|P56537|IF6_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF6 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P56537-2|IF6_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF62 .006653 26.475637 7 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 15 3 0.4689846 741 52.2 26.599 245
sp|Q8WUM4|PDC6I_HUMAN;sp|Q8WUM4-2|PDC6I_HUMANsp|Q8WUM4|PDC6I_HUMAN Programmed cell death 6-interacting protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=PDCD6IP PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q8WUM4-2|PDC6I_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Programmed cell death 6-interacting protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=PDCD6IP29.716187 30.184944 46 42 By MS/MS By MS/MS 109 92 0.4687576 740 57.6 96.022 868
sp|Q8N4Q0|ZADH2_HUMANsp|Q8N4Q0|ZADH2_HUMAN Zinc-binding alcohol dehydrogenase domain-containing protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ZADH2 PE=1 SV=123.187523 23.656109 5 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 4 0.468586 739 15.9 40.14 377
sp|P0CW22|RS17L_HUMAN;sp|P08708|RS17_HUMANsp|P0CW22|RS17L_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S17-like OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS17L PE=1 SV=1;sp|P08708|RS17_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S17 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS17 PE=1 SV=230.774626 3 .241215 11 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 29 21 0.466589 738 63 15.55 35
sp|P61026|RAB10_HUMANsp|P61026|RAB10_HUMAN Ras-related protein Rab-10 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB10 PE=1 SV=124.825756 25.292109 5 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 1 0.4663525 737 36 22.541 200
sp|P02545-2|LMNA_HUMAN;sp|P02545-6|LMNA_HUMAN;sp|P02545|LMNA_HUMAN;sp|P02545-3|LMNA_HUMAN;sp|P02545-5|LMNA_HUMAN;sp|P02545-4|LMNA_HUMANsp|P02545-2|LMNA_HUMAN Isoform C of Prelamin-A/C OS=Homo sapiens GN=LMNA;sp|P02545-6|LMNA_HUMAN Isoform 6 of Prelamin-A/C OS=Homo sapiens GN=LMNA;sp|P02545|LMNA_HUMAN Prelamin-A/C OS=Homo sapiens GN=LMNA PE=1 SV=1;sp|P02545-3|LMNA_HUMAN Isoform ADelta10 of25.8808 26.345383 19 18 By MS/MS By MS/MS 29 24 .4645824 736 42.1 65.134 572
sp|P07900|HS90A_HUMAN;sp|P07900-2|HS90A_HUMAN;sp|Q58FG0|HS905_HUMAN;sp|Q14568|HS902_HUMANsp|P07900|HS90A_HUMAN eat shock protein HSP 9 -alpha OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSP90AA1 PE=1 SV=5;sp|P07900-2|HS90A_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Heat shock protein HSP 90-alpha OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSP90AA130.445494 30.910065 39 30 By MS/ S By MS/MS 104 52 0.464571 735 52.7 84.659 732
sp|P55072|TERA_HUMANsp|P55072|TERA_HUMAN Transitional endoplasmic reticulum ATPase OS=Homo sapiens GN=VCP PE=1 SV=425.773113 26.236628 17 13 By MS/MS By MS/MS 26 20 0.4635143 734 24.3 89.321 806
sp|P11586|C1TC_HUMANsp|P11586|C1TC_HUMAN C-1-tetrahydrofolate synthase, cytoplasmic OS=Homo sapiens GN=MTHFD1 PE=1 SV=326.475838 26.938652 27 24 By MS/MS By MS/MS 40 31 0.4628143 733 33.3 101.56 935
sp|P49790|NU153_HUMANsp|P49790|NU153_HUMAN Nuclear pore complex protein Nup153 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NUP153 PE=1 SV=221.939877 22.401506 4 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 1 0.4616299 732 3.9 153.94 1475
sp|P12814-2|ACTN1_HUMAN;sp|P12814|ACTN1_HUMAN;sp|P12814-3|ACTN1_HUMAN;sp|P12814-4|ACTN1_HUMAN;sp|P35609|ACTN2_HUMAN;sp|Q08043|ACTN3_HUMANsp|P12814-2| CTN1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Alpha-actinin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACTN1;sp|P12814|ACTN1_HUM N Alpha-actinin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACTN1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P12814-3|ACTN1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Alpha-actinin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACTN1;sp|P12814-4|ACTN1_HUMAN Iso23.830648 24.29151 19 13 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 3 0.4608 31 731 28.2 102.71 887
sp|Q9Y490|TLN1_HUMANsp|Q9Y490|TLN1_HUMAN Talin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TLN1 PE=1 SV=322.407665 22.86784 5 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 4 0.4601746 730 2.4 269.76 2541
sp|Q9NYF8-4|BCLF1_HUMAN;sp|Q9NYF8-3|BCLF1_HUMAN;sp|Q9NYF8-2|BCLF1_HUMAN;sp|Q9NYF8|BCLF1_HUMANsp|Q9NYF8-4|BCLF1_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Bcl-2-associated transcription factor 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=BCLAF1;sp|Q9NYF8-3|BCLF1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Bcl-2-associated transcription factor 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=BCLAF1;sp|Q9NYF8-2|BCLF1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Bcl-2-associa21.689787 22.149698 3 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 2 0.4599113 729 4.7 85.936 747
sp|Q14738-3|2A5D_HUMAN;sp|Q14738-2|2A5D_HUMAN;sp|Q14738|2A5D_HUMAN;sp|Q13362-2|2A5G_HUMAN;sp|Q13362-3|2A5G_HUMAN;sp|Q13362|2A5G_HUMAN;sp|Q13362-4|2A5G_HUMAN;sp|Q13362-5|2A5G_HUMANsp|Q14738-3|2A5D_HUMAN Isoform Delta-3 of Serine/threonine-protein phosphatase 2A 56 kDa regulatory subunit delta isoform OS=Homo sapiens G =PPP2R5D;sp|Q14738-2|2A5D_HUMAN Isoform Delta-2 of Serine/threonine-protein phosphatase 2A 56 kDa regulatory subunit22.10865 2. 68321 5 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 2 0.4596634 728 11.7 58.452 496
sp|Q9Y2X3|NOP58_HUMANsp|Q9Y2X3|NOP58_HUMAN Nucleolar protein 58 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NOP58 PE=1 SV=122.740427 23.199869 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 4 0.4594421 727 10.2 59.578 529
sp|Q96QR8|PURB_HUMANsp|Q96QR8|PURB_HUMAN Transcriptional activator protein Pur-beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=PURB PE=1 SV=328.18182 28.641031 11 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 19 16 0.4592113 726 45.5 33.24 312
sp|Q9NTK5|OLA1_HUMAN;sp|Q9NTK5-3|OLA1_HUMAN;sp|Q9NTK5-2|OLA1_HUMANsp|Q9NTK5|OLA1_HUMAN Obg-like ATPase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=OLA1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9NTK5-3|OLA1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Obg-like ATPase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=OLA1;sp|Q9NTK5-2|OLA1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Obg-like ATPase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=OLA126.863251 27.32234 16 12 By MS/ S By MS/MS 27 19 0.4590893 725 47.5 44.743 396
sp|Q9UNM6|PSD13_HUMAN;sp|Q9UNM6-2|PSD13_HUMANsp|Q9UNM6|PSD13_H MAN 26  proteasome non-ATPase regulatory subunit 13 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMD13 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9UNM6-2|PSD13_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 26S proteasome non-ATPase regulatory subunit 13 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMD1324.479389 4.936924 9 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 13 10 0.4575348 724 22.1 42.945 376
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sp|P04406-2|G3P_HUMAN;sp|P04406|G3P_HUMANsp| 04406-2|G3P_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase OS=Homo sapiens GN=GAPDH;sp|P04406|G3P_HUMAN Glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase OS=Homo sapiens GN=GAPDH PE=1 SV=326.773918 27.231142 9 9 By MS/MS B  MS/MS 21 16 0.4572239 723 40.3 31.548 293
sp|P05387|RLA2_HUMANsp|P05387|RLA2_HUMAN 60S acidic ribosomal protein P2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPLP2 PE=1 SV=16.389622 26.845774 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 15 9 0.456152 722 76.5 11.665 115
sp|O43707|ACTN4_HUMAN;sp|O43707-2|ACTN4_HUMAN;sp|O43707-3|ACTN4_HUMANsp|O43707| CTN4_HUMAN lpha-actinin-4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACT 4 PE=1 SV=2;sp|O43707-2|ACTN4_HUMAN Isoform ACTN4ISO of Alpha-actinin-4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACTN427.574 76 28.029442 37 23 By MS/MS By MS/M 63 24 0.4546661 721 48.2 104.85 911
sp|P61163|ACTZ_HUMAN;sp|P42025|ACTY_HUMANsp|P61163|ACTZ_HUMAN Alpha-centractin OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACTR1A PE=1 SV=1;sp|P42025|ACTY_HUMAN Beta-centractin OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACTR1B PE=1 SV=123.129654 23.583481 6 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 1 0.4538269 720 15.4 42.613 376
sp|Q10567-3|AP1B1_HUMAN;sp|Q10567-2|AP1B1_HUMAN;sp|Q10567|AP1B1_HUMAN;sp|Q10567-4|AP1B1_HUMAN;sp|P63010|AP2B1_HUMAN;sp|P63010-2|AP2B1_HUMAN;sp|P63010-3|AP2B1_HUMANsp|Q10567-3| P1B1_HUMAN Isoform C of P-1 complex subunit beta-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=AP1B1;sp|Q10567-2|AP B1_HUMAN Isoform B of AP-1 complex subunit beta-1 OS= omo sapiens GN=AP1B1;sp|Q10567|AP1B1_HUMAN AP-1 complex subunit beta-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=AP1B1 P23.715025 24. 6852 8 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 13 5 0.453495 719 8.4 3.56 939
sp|Q9NUU7|DD19A_HUMAN;sp|Q9UMR2-2|DD19B_HUMAN;sp|Q9UMR2-4|DD19B_HUMAN;sp|Q9UMR2|DD19B_HUMAN;sp|Q9UMR2-3|DD19B_HUMAN;sp|Q9UHL0-2|DDX25_HUMAN;sp|Q9UHL0|DDX25_HUMANsp|Q9NU 7|DD19A_H AN ATP-dependent RNA helicase D X A OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDX19A PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9UMR2-2|DD19B_HUMAN Isoform 2 of ATP-dependent RNA helicase DDX19B OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDX19B;sp|Q9UMR2-4|DD19B_HUMAN Isoform 4 of ATP-dependent RNA helicase DDX25.512951 5.965168 12 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 19 12 0.4522171 718 27.6 53.974 478
sp|Q99541|PLIN2_HUMANsp|Q99541|PLIN2_HUMAN Perilipin-2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PLIN2 PE=1 SV=224.342859 24.795061 8 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 13 0.4522018 717 24 48.075 437
sp|Q92945|FUBP2_HUMANsp|Q92945|FUBP2_HUMAN Far upstream element-binding protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=KHSRP PE=1 SV=425.110722 25.562033 15 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 23 13 0.4513111 716 25.7 73.114 711
sp|Q92841-1|DDX17_HUMAN;sp|Q92841-3|DDX17_HUMAN;sp|Q92841|DDX17_HUMAN;sp|Q92841-2|DDX17_HUMANsp|Q92841-1|DDX17_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Probable ATP-dependent RNA helicase DDX17 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDX17;sp|Q92841-3|DDX17_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Probable ATP-dependent RNA helicase DDX17 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDX17;sp|Q92841|DDX17_HUMAN Probable ATP-dependent RNA22.831093 23.280367 12 9 By MS/MS By matching 8 0 0.4492741 715 20.9 72.371 650
sp|O00541-2|PESC_HUMAN;sp|O00541|PESC_HUMANsp|O00541-2|PESC_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Pescadillo homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=PES1;sp|O00541|PESC_HUMAN Pescadillo homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=PES1 PE=1 SV=122.522482 22.97076 4 3 By MS/MS By matching 5 0 0.4482784 714 7.9 67.455 583
sp|P63244|GBLP_HUMANsp| 63244|GBLP_HUMAN Guanine nucleotide-binding protein subunit beta-2-like 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GNB2L1 PE=1 SV=326.509783 26.958036 15 14 By MS/MS By MS/MS 26 27 0.4482536 713 54.9 35.076 317
sp|P20700|LMNB1_HUMANsp|P20700|LMNB1_HUMAN Lamin-B1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=LMNB1 PE=1 SV=223.242985 23.687632 6 6 By S/MS By MS/MS 6 5 0.4446468 712 11.6 66.408 586
sp|P63092-3|GNAS2_HUMAN;sp|P63092-2|GNAS2_HUMAN;sp|P63092|GNAS2_HUMAN;sp|P63092-4|GNAS2_HUMAN;sp|Q5JWF2-2|GNAS1_HUMAN;sp|Q5JWF2|GNAS1_HUMAN;sp|P11488|GNAT1_HUMAN;sp|P63096|GNAI1_HUMAN;sp|P19087|GNAT2_HUMAN;sp|P09471-2|GNAO_HUMAN;sp|P09471|GNAO_HUMAN;sp|P08754|GNAI3_HUMAN;sp|A8MTJ3|GNAT3_HUMAN;sp|P38405|GNAL_HUMAN;sp|P38405-2|GNAL_HUMANsp|P63092-3|G AS2_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Guanine nucleotide-binding protein G(s) subunit alpha isoforms short OS=Homo sapiens GN=GNAS;sp|P63092-2|GNAS2_HUMAN Isoform Gnas-2 of Guanine nucleotide-binding rotein G(s) subunit alpha isoforms short OS= omo sapiens21.679428 2.122311 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 2 0.4428825 711 5.3 44.179 379
sp|P30153|2AAA_HUMAN;sp|P30154-5|2AAB_HUMANsp|P30153|2AAA_HUMAN Serine/threonine-protein phosphatase 2A 65 kDa regulatory subunit A alpha isoform OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPP2R1A PE=1 SV=424.014782 24.456949 7 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 2 0.4421673 710 13.8 65.308 589
sp|P23284|PPIB_HUMANsp|P23284|PPIB_HUMAN Peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase B OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPIB PE=1 SV=224.388243 24.828518 6 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 4 0.4402752 709 27.8 23.742 216
sp|P49458|SRP09_HUMAN;sp|P49458-2|SRP09_HUMANsp|P49458|SRP09_HUMAN ignal recognition particle 9 kDa protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRP9 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P49458-2|SRP09_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Signal recognition particle 9 kDa protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRP924.291653 24.731743 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 4 0.4400902 708 54.7 10.112 86
sp|Q9UJZ1|STML2_HUMANsp|Q9UJZ1|STML2_HUMAN Stomatin-like protein 2, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=STOML2 PE=1 SV=121.707672 22.147682 2 2 By matchingBy MS/MS 0 3 0.4400101 707 7 38.534 356
sp|P84098|RL19_HUMANsp|P84098|RL19_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L19 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL19 PE=1 SV=124.493689 24.932741 3 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 2 0.4390526 706 13.8 23.466 196
sp|Q9Y324|FCF1_HUMANsp|Q9Y324|FCF1_HUMAN rRNA-processing protein FCF1 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=FCF1 PE=2 SV=123.242491 23.680996 3 3 By MS/M By MS/MS 6 3 0.4385052 705 14.6 23.369 198
sp|P60866|RS20_HUMAN;sp|P60866-2|RS20_HUMANsp|P60866|RS20_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S20 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS20 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P60866-2|RS20_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 40S ribosomal protein S20 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS2024.813086 25.251513 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 7 0.438427 704 36.1 13.373 119
sp|P24539|AT5F1_HUMANsp|P24539|AT5F1_HUMAN ATP synthase F(0) complex subunit B1, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATP5F1 PE=1 SV=220.459339 20.896704 2 0 By MS/MS 3 0 0.4373646 703 6.2 28.908 256
sp|Q9Y3A5|SBDS_HUMANsp|Q9Y3A5|SBDS_HUMAN Ribosome maturation protein SBDS OS=Homo sapiens GN=SBDS PE=1 SV=425.373251 25.809582 12 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 18 4 0.4363308 702 49.2 28.763 250
sp|P46976|GLYG_HUMAN;sp|P46976-2|GLYG_HUMAN;sp|P46976-3|GLYG_HUMANsp|P46976|GLYG_HUMAN lycogenin-1 OS=Homo sapiens N=GYG1 PE=1 SV=4;sp|P46976-2|GLYG_HUMAN Isoform GN-1 of Glycogenin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GYG1;sp|P46976-3|GLYG_HUMAN Isoform GN-1S of Glycogenin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GYG126.248817 26.684853 8 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 13 8 0.4360352 701 24.9 39.383 350
sp|O43684-2|BUB3_HUMAN;sp|O43684|BUB3_HUMANsp|O43684-2|BUB3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Mitotic checkpoint protein BUB3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=BUB3;sp|O43684|BUB3_HUMAN Mitotic checkpoint protein BUB3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=BUB3 PE=1 SV=123.095936 23.531006 7 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 5 0.43507 700 24.5 36.954 326
sp|Q9Y263|PLAP_HUMANsp|Q9Y263|PLAP_HUMAN Phospholipase A-2-activating protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=PLAA PE=1 SV=224.237392 24.671579 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 2 0.4341869 699 6.2 87.156 795
sp|O43615|TIM44_HUMANsp|O43615|TIM44_HUMAN Mitochondrial import inner membrane translocase subunit TIM44 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TIMM44 PE=1 SV=226.274549 26.708067 16 13 By MS/MS By MS/MS 28 14 0.4335175 698 39.4 51.355 452
sp|Q9NP64-2|NO40_HUMAN;sp|Q9NP64|NO40_HUMANsp|Q9NP64-2| O40_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Nucleolar protein of 40 kDa OS=Homo sapiens GN=ZCCHC17;sp|Q9NP64|NO40_HUMAN Nucleolar protein of 40 kDa OS=Homo sapiens GN=ZCCHC17 PE=1 SV=122.716051 23.149017 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 3 0.432 662 697 19.4 24.918 217
sp|P12236|ADT3_HUMAN;sp|P12235|ADT1_HUMANsp|P12236|ADT3_HUMAN ADP/ATP translocase 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SLC25A6 PE=1 SV=4;sp|P12235|ADT1_HUMAN ADP/ATP translocase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SLC25A4 PE=1 SV=422.760424 23.193235 10 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 3 0.4328117 696 33.6 32.866 298
sp|P84090|ERH_HUMANsp|P84090|ERH_HUMAN Enhancer of rudimentary homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=ERH PE=1 SV=124.776657 25.208288 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 4 0.4316311 695 27.9 12.259 104
sp|Q15029-2|U5S1_HUMAN;sp|Q15029|U5S1_HUMANsp|Q 5029-2|U5S1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 116 kDa U5 small nuclear ribonucleoprotein component OS=Homo sapiens GN=EFTUD2;sp|Q15029|U5S1_HUMAN 116 kDa U5 small nuclear ribonucleoprotein component OS=Homo sapiens GN=EFTUD2 PE=1 SV=123.230373 23.661665 8 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 2 0.4312916 694 9.9 105.38 937
sp|P22392-2|NDKB_HUMAN;sp|P22392|NDKB_HUMAN;sp|O60361|NDK8_HUMANsp|P22392-2| DKB_HUMA  Isoform 3 of Nucleoside diphosphate kinase B OS=Homo sapiens GN=NME2;sp|P22392|NDKB_HUMAN Nucleoside diphosphate kinase B OS=Homo sapiens GN=NME2 PE=1 SV=126.5 9888 26.961021 11 7 By S/MS By MS/MS 23 13 0.4311333 693 61 30.137 267
sp|P29692|EF1D_HUMAN;sp|P29692-3|EF1D_HUMAN;sp|P29692-2|EF1D_HUMAN;sp|P29692-4|EF1D_HUMANsp|P29692|EF1D_HUMAN longation factor 1-delta OS=Homo sapien  GN=EEF1D PE=1 SV=5;sp|P29692-3|EF1D_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Elongation factor 1-delta OS=Homo sapiens GN=EEF1D;sp|P29692-2|EF1D_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Elongation factor 1-delta OS=Homo sapiens GN=EEF1D;25.87009 26.301088 8 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 16 10 0.4 09978 692 37.7 31.121 281
sp|P35579|MYH9_HUMAN;sp|P35579-2|MYH9_HUMAN;sp|P35749-4|MYH11_HUMAN;sp|P35749-3|MYH11_HUMAN;sp|P35749|MYH11_HUMAN;sp|P35749-2|MYH11_HUMAN;REV__sp|Q9UKV3-5|ACINU_HUMAN;REV__sp|Q9UKV3|ACINU_HUMANsp|P35579|MYH9_HUMAN yosin-9 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MY 9 PE=1 SV=4;sp|P35579-2|MYH9_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Myosin-9 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MYH926.569715 27.000347 41 27 By MS/ S By MS/MS 7 29 0.4306316 691 26.9 2 6.53 1960
sp|Q9Y3F4|STRAP_HUMANsp|Q9Y3F4|STRAP_HUMAN Serine-threonine kinase receptor-associated protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=STRAP PE=1 SV=126.72208 27.152189 14 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 28 21 0.430109 690 56 38.438 350
sp|P60228|EIF3E_HUMANsp|P60228|EIF3E_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 3 subunit E OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF3E PE=1 SV=123.369463 23.79808 8 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 4 0.4286175 689 18 52.22 445
sp|O43324-2|MCA3_HUMAN;sp|O43324|MCA3_HUMANsp|O43324-2|MCA3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Eukaryotic translation elongation factor 1 epsilon-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EEF1E1;sp|O43324|MCA3_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation elongation factor 1 epsilon-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EEF1E1 PE=1 SV=123.397282 23.825611 5 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 4 0.4283295 688 35.3 15.548 139
sp|P55084|ECHB_HUMANsp|P55084|ECHB_HUMAN Trifunctional enzyme subunit beta, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=HADHB PE=1 SV=322.26948 22.696339 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 4 0.4268589 687 6.8 51.294 474
sp|P50991|TCPD_HUMAN;sp|P50991-2|TCPD_HUMANsp|P50991|TCPD_HUMAN -complex protein 1 subunit delta OS=Homo sapiens GN=CCT4 PE=1 SV=4;sp|P50991-2|TCPD_HUMAN Isoform 2 of T-complex protein 1 subunit delta OS=Homo sapiens GN=CCT427.886055 28.312073 21 19 By MS/MS By MS/MS 39 30 0.426 178 686 47.7 57.924 539
sp|P30101|PDIA3_HUMANsp|P30101|PDIA3_HUMAN Protein disulfide-isomerase A3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PDIA3 PE=1 SV=426.810417 27.236261 21 18 By MS/MS By MS/MS 34 27 0.4258442 685 48.7 56.782 505
sp|Q9UI30|TR112_HUMANsp|Q9UI30|TR112_HUMAN tRNA methyltransferase 112 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=TRMT112 PE=1 SV=12 .616724 23.040728 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 3 0.4240036 684 16.8 14.199 125
sp|P15170-2|ERF3A_HUMAN;sp|P15170-3|ERF3A_HUMAN;sp|P15170|ERF3A_HUMAN;sp|Q8IYD1|ERF3B_HUMANsp|P15170-2|ERF3A_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Eukaryotic peptide chain relea e factor GTP-binding subunit ERF3A OS=Homo sapiens GN=GSPT1;sp|P15170-3|ERF3A_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Eukaryotic peptide chain release factor GTP-binding subunit ERF3A OS=Homo sapiens GN=GSPT1;23.170141 23.591494 8 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 6 0.4213524 683 13.8 68.6 636
sp|Q13885|TBB2A_HUMANsp|Q13885|TBB2A_HUMAN Tubulin beta-2A chain OS=Homo sapiens GN=TUBB2A PE=1 SV=14.194754 24.61549 20 14 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 3 0.4207363 682 57.5 49.906 445
sp|Q8NC51-4|PAIRB_HUMAN;sp|Q8NC51-3|PAIRB_HUMAN;sp|Q8NC51-2|PAIRB_HUMAN;sp|Q8NC51|PAIRB_HUMANsp|Q8NC51-4|PAIRB_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Plasminogen activator inhibitor 1 RNA-binding protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=SERBP1;sp|Q8NC51-3|PAIRB_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Plasminogen activator inhibitor 1 RNA-binding protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=SERBP1;sp|Q8NC51-2|PAIRB_HUMA24.487385 24.906603 6 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 4 0.4192181 681 20.4 42.426 387
sp|P0CG12|CTF8A_HUMANsp|P0CG12|CTF8A_HUMAN Chromosome transmission fidelity protein 8 homolog isoform 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CHTF8 PE=1 SV=124.338242 24.756947 5 5 B  MS/MS By MS/MS 8 8 0.418705 680 13.9 51.391 524
sp|O43242|PSMD3_HUMANsp|O43242|PSMD3_HUMAN 26S proteasome non-ATPase regulatory subunit 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMD3 PE=1 SV=224.370993 4.789152 11 8 By MS/MS By MS/M 13 11 0.4181595 679 21.9 60.977 534
sp|Q9Y3D8-2|KAD6_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y3D8|KAD6_HUMANsp|Q9Y3D8-2|KAD6_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Adenylate kinase isoenzyme 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=AK6;sp|Q9Y3D8|KAD6_HUMAN Adenylate kinase isoenzyme 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=AK6 PE=1 SV=121.264992 21.68273 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 4 0.4177 99 78 11.2 19.805 169
sp|P55036|PSMD4_HUMAN;sp|P55036-2|PSMD4_HUMANsp|P55036|PSMD4_HUMAN 26S proteasome non-ATPase regulatory subunit 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMD4 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P55036-2|PSMD4_HUMAN Isoform Rpn10E of 26S proteasome non-ATPase regulatory subunit 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMD425.0401 4 5.457386 10 8 By MS/MS By MS/M 11 7 0.4172516 677 36.9 40.736 377
sp|Q00341|VIGLN_HUMAN;sp|Q00341-2|VIGLN_HUMANsp|Q00341|VIGLN_HUMAN igilin OS=Homo sapiens GN=HDLBP PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q00341-2|VIGLN_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Vigilin OS=Homo sapiens GN=HDLBP20.804752 21.221519 2 0 By MS/MS 3 0 0.4167671 676 2.4 141.45 1268
sp|P53990-2|IST1_HUMAN;sp|P53990|IST1_HUMAN;sp|P53990-4|IST1_HUMAN;sp|P53990-5|IST1_HUMAN;sp|P53990-3|IST1_HUMANsp|P53990-2|IST1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of IST1 homolog OS=Homo sa iens GN=IST1;sp|P53990|IST1_HUMAN IST1 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=IST1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P53990-4|IST1_HUMAN Isoform 4 of IST1 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=IST1;sp|P53990-5|IST1_HUMAN Isoform 5 of IST1 h24.880123 25.296841 7 7 By MS/MS By MS/M 12 0 .4167175 675 19.7 36.622 335
sp|P51149|RAB7A_HUMANsp|P51149|RAB7A_HUMAN Ras-related protein Rab-7a OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB7A PE=1 SV=129.128416 29.544125 18 17 By MS/MS By MS/MS 45 33 0.4157085 674 80.7 23.489 207
sp|Q9UBE0|SAE1_HUMAN;sp|Q9UBE0-2|SAE1_HUMAN;sp|Q9UBE0-3|SAE1_HUMANsp|Q9UBE0|SAE1_H MAN SUMO-activating enzyme subunit  OS=Homo sapiens GN=SAE1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9UBE0-2|SAE1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of SUMO-activating enzyme subunit 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SAE1;sp|Q9UBE0-3|SAE1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of SUMO-activating enzyme subunit 1 OS=Hom26.107613 26.523218 13 10 By MS/ S By MS/MS 22 6 0.4156055 673 39.3 38.449 346
sp|P55884|EIF3B_HUMAN;sp|P55884-2|EIF3B_HUMANsp|P55884|EIF3B_HUMAN ukaryotic translation initiation factor 3 subunit B OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF3B PE=1 SV=3;sp|P55884-2|EIF3B_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 3 subunit B OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF3B24.21 376 24.631842 10 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 17 11 0.4134655 672 16.8 92.48 814
sp|P21333-2|FLNA_HUMAN;sp|P21333|FLNA_HUMANsp|P21333-2|FLNA_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Filamin-A OS=Homo sapiens GN=FLNA;sp|P21333|FLNA_HUMAN Filamin-A OS=Homo sapiens GN=FLNA PE=1 SV=426.808945 27.221403 47 40 By MS/MS By MS/MS 69 39 0.4124584 671 23.5 280.01 2639
sp|O76094|SRP72_HUMAN;sp|O76094-2|SRP72_HUMANsp|O76094|SRP72_HUMAN ignal recognition particle subunit SRP72 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRP72 PE=1 SV=3;sp|O76094-2|SRP72_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Signal recognition particle subunit SRP72 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRP7225.512318 25.92 501 15 13 By MS/MS By MS/MS 26 15 0.410183 67 28.2 74.605 671
sp|Q99798|ACON_HUMANsp|Q99798|ACON_HUMAN Aconitate hydratase, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACO2 PE=1 SV=224.943602 25.351444 12 11 By M /MS By MS/MS 23 10 0.4078426 669 20.4 85.424 780
sp|Q9H0U4|RAB1B_HUMAN;sp|Q92928|RAB1C_HUMAN;sp|P59190-2|RAB15_HUMAN;sp|P59190|RAB15_HUMANsp|Q9H0 4|RAB1B_HUMAN Ras-related protein Rab-1B OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB1B PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q92928|RAB1C_HUMAN Putative Ras-related protein Rab-1C OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB1C PE=5 SV=226.75926 27. 64804 10 10 y MS/MS By MS/MS 7 8 0.4055443 668 60.2 22.171 201
sp|O14979|HNRDL_HUMAN;sp|O14979-3|HNRDL_HUMAN;sp|O14979-2|HNRDL_HUMANsp|O14979|H RDL_HUMAN eterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein D-like OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPDL PE=1 SV=3;sp|O14979-3|HNRDL_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein D-like OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPDL;sp|O14979-2|HNRDL_HUMAN Isoform 2 of He23.926691 24.331697 6 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 5 0.4050064 667 14.8 46.437 420
sp|P61978-3|HNRPK_HUMAN;sp|P61978|HNRPK_HUMAN;sp|P61978-2|HNRPK_HUMANsp|P61978-3|H RPK_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein K OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPK;sp|P61978|HNRPK_HUMAN Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein K OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPK PE=1 SV=1;sp|P61978-2|HNRPK_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Heterogeneous27.714567 28.117634 17 16 By MS/MS By MS/MS 36 32 0.4030666 666 46.1 48.562 440
sp|Q13509|TBB3_HUMANsp|Q13509|TBB3_HUMAN Tubulin beta-3 chain OS=Homo sapiens GN=TUBB3 PE=1 SV=225.873989 26.275812 18 14 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 17 0.401823 665 45.1 50.432 450
sp|P62263|RS14_HUMANsp|P62263|RS14_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S14 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS14 PE=1 SV=327.782255 28.183903 8 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 18 13 0.4016476 664 39.7 16.273 151
sp|O95433|AHSA1_HUMANsp|O95433| HSA1_HUMAN Activator of 90 kDa heat shock protein ATPase homolog 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=AHSA1 PE=1 SV=126.297663 26.6975 14 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 24 17 0.3998375 663 47.3 38.274 338
sp|P11216|PYGB_HUMAN;sp|P11217-2|PYGM_HUMAN;sp|P11217|PYGM_HUMANsp|P11216|PYGB_HUMAN Glycogen phosphorylase, brain form OS=Homo sapiens GN=PYGB PE=1 SV=523.44 2 8 23.841822 5 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 1 0.3995438 662 7.4 96.695 843
sp|Q13561|DCTN2_HUMAN;sp|Q13561-3|DCTN2_HUMAN;sp|Q13561-2|DCTN2_HUMANsp|Q13561|DCTN2_HUMAN ynactin subunit 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DCTN2 PE=1 SV=4;sp|Q13561-3|DCTN2_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Dynactin subunit 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DCTN2;sp|Q13561-2|DCTN2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Dynactin subunit 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DCTN222.551216 22.949169 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 2 0.397953 661 10.7 44.23 401
sp|Q13404|UB2V1_HUMAN;sp|Q13404-8|UB2V1_HUMAN;sp|Q13404-7|UB2V1_HUMAN;sp|Q13404-2|UB2V1_HUMAN;sp|Q13404-1|UB2V1_HUMAN;sp|Q13404-6|UB2V1_HUMANsp|Q13404|UB2V1_HUMAN biquitin-conjugating enzyme E2 variant 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBE2V1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q13404-8|UB2V1_HUMAN Isoform 6 of Ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E2 variant 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBE2V1;sp|Q13404-7|UB2V1_HUMAN Isoform 5 of Ubiquitin-conj23.281075 23.678955 4 2 y MS/MS By MS/MS 8 3 0.3978806 660 25.9 16.495 147
sp|P17655|CAN2_HUMAN;sp|P17655-2|CAN2_HUMANsp|P17655|CAN2_HUMAN alpain-2 catalytic subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=CAPN2 PE=1 SV=6;sp|P17655-2|CAN2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Calpain-2 catalytic subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=CAPN25.81970 26.217489 15 14 By MS/MS By MS/MS 25 17 0.3977871 659 20.9 79.994 700
sp|P06744|G6PI_HUMAN;sp|P06744-2|G6PI_HUMANsp|P06744|G6PI_HUMAN lucose-6-phosphate isomerase OS=Homo sapiens GN=GPI PE=1 SV=4;sp|P06744-2|G6PI_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Glucose-6-phosphate isomerase OS=Homo sapiens GN=GPI20.736118 21.132 92 3 1 By MS/MS By matching 4 0 .396574 658 6.1 63.146 558
sp|Q13263|TIF1B_HUMAN;sp|Q13263-2|TIF1B_HUMANsp|Q13263|TIF1B_HUMAN ranscription intermediary factor 1-beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=TRIM28 PE=1 SV=5;sp|Q13263-2|TIF1B_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Transcription intermediary factor 1-beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=TRIM2826.519 99 26.916159 16 15 By MS/MS By MS/MS 29 17 0.3964 96 657 25.5 88.549 835
sp|P60660|MYL6_HUMAN;sp|P60660-2|MYL6_HUMAN;sp|P14649|MYL6B_HUMANsp|P60660|MYL6_HUMAN yosin light polypeptide 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MYL6 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P60660-2|MYL6_HUMAN Isoform Smooth muscle of Myosin light polypeptide 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MYL625.70841 26.103376 7 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 10 0.3949661 656 41.7 16.93 151
sp|Q15126|PMVK_HUMANsp|Q15126|PMVK_HUMAN Phosphomevalonate kinase OS=Homo sapiens GN=PMVK PE=1 SV=325.958921 26.351933 12 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 16 0.3930111 655 59.9 21.995 192
sp|Q7L5D6|GET4_HUMAN;sp|Q7L5D6-2|GET4_HUMANsp|Q7L5D6|GET4_HUMAN olgi to ER traffic protein 4 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=GET4 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q7L5D6-2|GET4_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Golgi to ER traffic protein 4 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=GET425.378189 25.770393 8 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 10 0.3922043 654 25.4 36.504 327
sp|Q9NVI7-3|ATD3A_HUMAN;sp|Q5T2N8|ATD3C_HUMAN;sp|Q9NVI7-2|ATD3A_HUMAN;sp|Q5T9A4-3|ATD3B_HUMAN;sp|Q9NVI7|ATD3A_HUMAN;sp|Q5T9A4|ATD3B_HUMANsp|Q9NVI7-3| TD3A_HUMAN Isoform 3 of ATPase family AA domain-containing protein 3A OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATAD3A;sp|Q5T2N8|ATD3C_HUMAN ATPase family AAA domain-containing protein 3C OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATAD3C PE=2 SV=2;sp|Q9NVI7-2|ATD3A_HUMAN Isoform 2 of ATPa23.637547 24.029684 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 1 0.3921375 653 4.1 57.947 507
sp|P21589-2|5NTD_HUMAN;sp|P21589|5NTD_HUMANsp|P21589-2|5NTD_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 5-nucleotidase OS=Homo sapiens GN=NT5E;sp|P21589|5NTD_HUMAN 5-nucleotidase OS=Homo sapiens GN=NT5E PE=1 SV=123.828 1 24.2202 2 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 5 0.3914127 652 15.5 57.948 24
sp|Q8NAV1|PR38A_HUMANsp|Q8NAV1|PR38A_HUMAN Pre-mRNA-splicing factor 38A OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRPF38A PE=1 SV=121.364742 21.754381 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 3 0.3896389 651 6.4 37.476 312
sp|Q9Y265|RUVB1_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y265-2|RUVB1_HUMANsp|Q9Y265|RUVB1_HUMAN uvB-like 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RUVBL1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9Y265-2|RUVB1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of RuvB-like 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RUVBL125.856167 26.244543 15 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 25 17 0.3883762 650 41.4 50.227 456
sp|P11142|HSP7C_HUMAN;sp|P11142-2|HSP7C_HUMAN;sp|P54652|HSP72_HUMANsp|P11142|HSP7C_HUMAN eat shock cognate 71 kDa protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSPA8 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P11142-2|HSP7C_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Heat shock cognate 71 kDa protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSPA828.672968 29.060904 26 23 By MS/ S By MS/MS 63 50 0.3879356 649 44.3 70.897 646
sp|O43395|PRPF3_HUMANsp|O43395|PRPF3_HUMAN U4/U6 small nuclear ribonucleoprotein Prp3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRPF3 PE=1 SV=223.800947 2 .186617 7 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 7 0.3856697 648 16.3 77.528 683
sp|Q12792|TWF1_HUMAN;sp|Q12792-4|TWF1_HUMAN;sp|Q12792-3|TWF1_HUMANsp|Q12792|TWF1_HUMAN winfilin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TWF1 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q12792-4|TWF1_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Twinfilin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TWF1;sp|Q12792-3|TWF1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Twinfilin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TWF123.632896 24.017504 7 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 9 0.3846073 647 24 40.282 350
sp|Q92522|H1X_HUMANsp|Q92522|H1X_HUMAN Histone H1x OS=Homo sapiens GN=H1FX PE=1 SV=123.246338 23.629564 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 7 0.3832264 646 17.8 22.487 213
sp|O95391|SLU7_HUMANsp|O95391|SLU7_HUMAN Pre-mRNA-splicing factor SLU7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SLU7 PE=1 SV=221.320419 21.703411 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 3 0.3829918 645 3.8 68.386 586
sp|P55769|NH2L1_HUMANsp|P55769|NH2L1_HUMAN NHP2-like protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NHP2L1 PE=1 SV=323.312159 23.694874 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 4 0.3827152 644 18.8 14.173 128
sp|P29401|TKT_HUMAN;sp|P29401-2|TKT_HUMANsp|P29401|TKT_HUMAN ransketolase OS=Homo sapiens GN=TKT PE=1 SV=3;sp|P29401-2|TKT_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Transketolase OS=Homo sapiens GN=TKT21.7 3707 22.085567 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 2 0.3818607 643 8.2 67.877 623
sp|P54819-5|KAD2_HUMAN;sp|P54819-2|KAD2_HUMAN;sp|P54819|KAD2_HUMAN;sp|P54819-3|KAD2_HUMAN;sp|P54819-6|KAD2_HUMAN;sp|P54819-4|KAD2_HUMANsp|P54819-5|KAD2_HUMAN Isoform 5 of Adenylate kinase 2, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=AK2;sp|P54819-2|KAD2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Adenylate kinase 2, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=AK2;sp|P54819|KAD2_HUMAN Adenylate kinase 2, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens25.11787 25.499601 9 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 21 6 0.381731 642 50. 24.648 224
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sp|P31350|RIR2_HUMAN;sp|P31350-2|RIR2_HUMANsp|P31350|RIR2_HUMAN ibonucleoside-diphosphate reductase subunit M2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RRM2 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P31350-2|RIR2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ribonucleoside-diphosphate reductase subunit M2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RRM222.583366 2 .959166 4 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 3 0.3757992 641 12.9 44.877 389
sp|Q9Y5S9|RBM8A_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y5S9-2|RBM8A_HUMANsp|Q9Y5S9|RBM8A_HUMAN RNA-binding protein 8A OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBM8A PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9Y5S9-2|RBM8A_HUMAN Isoform 2 of RNA-binding protein 8A OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBM8A23.217785 23.59309 2 3 By MS/MS By MS/ S 2 3 0.3753052 640 20.7 19.889 174
sp|P11021|GRP78_HUMANsp|P11021|GRP78_HUMAN 78 kDa glucose-regulated protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSPA5 PE=1 SV=226.22332 26.598326 21 17 By MS/MS By MS/MS 32 17 0.3750057 639 37.3 72.332 654
sp|P13489|RINI_HUMANsp|P13489|RINI_HUMAN Ribonuclease inhibitor OS=Homo sapiens GN=RNH1 PE=1 SV=225.151009 25.52528 10 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 17 12 0.3742714 638 29.5 49.973 461
sp|P62277|RS13_HUMANsp|P62277|RS13_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S13 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS13 PE=1 SV=228.750629 29.124577 9 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 30 26 0.3739471 637 53 17.222 151
sp|P08865|RSSA_HUMANsp|P08865|RSSA_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein SA OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPSA PE=1 SV=425.550365 25.922184 9 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 15 11 0.3718185 636 40 32.854 295
sp|P04075|ALDOA_HUMAN;sp|P04075-2|ALDOA_HUMANsp|P04075| LDOA_HUMAN Fructose-bisphosphate aldolase A OS=Homo sapiens GN=ALDOA PE=1 SV=2;sp|P04075-2|ALDOA_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Fructose-bisphosphate aldolase A OS=Homo sapiens GN=ALDOA26.3 9889 26.681505 12 11 By M /MS By MS/MS 19 16 0.3716164 635 42.3 39.42 364
sp|Q66PJ3-3|AR6P4_HUMAN;sp|Q66PJ3-2|AR6P4_HUMAN;sp|Q66PJ3|AR6P4_HUMAN;sp|Q66PJ3-4|AR6P4_HUMAN;sp|Q66PJ3-5|AR6P4_HUMANsp|Q66PJ3-3| R6P4_HUMAN Isoform 3 of DP-ribosylation factor-like protein 6-interacting protein 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARL6IP4;sp|Q66PJ3-2|AR6P4_HUMAN Isoform 2 of ADP-ribosylation factor-like protein 6-interacting protein 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARL6IP4;sp|Q6624.668228 25.039381 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 8 0.3711529 634 19.1 3 .612 341
sp|P04792|HSPB1_HUMANsp|P04792|HSPB1_HUMAN Heat shock protein beta-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSPB1 PE=1 SV=228.217434 28.586563 13 13 By MS/MS By MS/MS 34 27 0.3691292 633 72.2 22.782 205
sp|Q15056-2|IF4H_HUMAN;sp|Q15056|IF4H_HUMANsp|Q15056-2|IF4H_HUMAN Isoform Short of Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 4H OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF4H;sp|Q15056|IF4H_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 4H OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF4H PE=1 SV=524.7334 25.101854 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 7 0.368454 632 28.9 25.2 228
sp|P46782|RS5_HUMANsp|P46782|RS5_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS5 PE=1 SV=430.213036 30.580286 14 13 By MS/MS By MS/MS 30 20 0.3672504 631 58.8 22.876 204
sp|P78358-2|CTG1B_HUMAN;sp|P78358|CTG1B_HUMANsp|P78358-2|CTG1B_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Cancer/testis antigen 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CTAG1A;sp|P78358|CTG1B_HUMAN Cancer/testis antigen 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CTAG1A PE=1 SV=126.024706 26.391804 3 3 By MS/M By MS/MS 7 2 0.3670979 630 38.1 16.192 168
sp|P48047|ATPO_HUMANsp|P48047|ATPO_HUMAN ATP synthase subunit O, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATP5O PE=1 SV=124.472775 24.839277 6 6 By MS/M By MS/MS 10 8 0.3665028 629 31 23.277 213
sp|P35250-2|RFC2_HUMAN;sp|P35250|RFC2_HUMANsp|P35250-2|RFC2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Replication factor C subunit 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RFC2;sp|P35250|RFC2_HUMAN Replication factor C subunit 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RFC2 PE=1 SV=321.802 69 22.166775 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 0.3645058 628 9.4 35.243 320
sp|P11908|PRPS2_HUMAN;sp|P11908-2|PRPS2_HUMAN;sp|P60891|PRPS1_HUMAN;sp|P21108|PRPS3_HUMANsp|P11908|PRPS2_HUMAN Ribose-phosphate pyrophosphokinase 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRPS2 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P11908-2|PRPS2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ribose-phosphate pyrophosphokinase 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRPS2;sp|P60891|PRPS1_HUMAN Ribose-phosphate pyrophosphokinase 1 OS=H22.546749 22.910643 4 3 By MS/ S By MS/MS 6 4 0.3638935 627 19.8 34.769 318
sp|P46779|RL28_HUMAN;sp|P46779-2|RL28_HUMAN;sp|P46779-3|RL28_HUMAN;sp|P46779-4|RL28_HUMAN;sp|P46779-5|RL28_HUMANsp|P46779|RL28_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L28 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL28 PE=1 SV=3; | -2|  Isoform 2 of 60S ribosomal protein L28 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL28;sp|P46779-3|RL28_HUMAN Isoform 3 of 60S ribosomal protein L28 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL28;24.366064 24.72962 3 3 By S/MS By MS/MS 6 5 0.3635559 626 19.7 15.747 137
sp|Q96GQ7|DDX27_HUMANsp|Q96GQ7|DDX27_HUMAN Probable ATP-dependent RNA helicase DDX27 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDX27 PE=1 SV=224.657419 25.017248 12 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 20 10 0.3598289 625 15.5 89.834 796
sp|O00231|PSD11_HUMAN;sp|O00231-2|PSD11_HUMANsp|O00231|PSD11_HUMAN 26S proteasome non-ATPase regulatory subunit 11 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMD11 PE=1 SV=3;sp|O00231-2|PSD11_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 26S proteasome non-ATPase regulatory subunit 11 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMD1126.17 164 26.528831 14 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 20 15 0.3586674 624 38.6 47.463 422
sp|Q00325-2|MPCP_HUMAN;sp|Q00325|MPCP_HUMANsp|Q00325-2|MPCP_HUMAN Isoform B of Phosphate carrier protein, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=SLC25A3;sp|Q00325|MPCP_HUMAN Phosphate carrier protein, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=SLC25A3 PE=1 SV=223.75959 24.118227 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 5 0.3586369 623 10 39.958 361
sp|P31939|PUR9_HUMAN;sp|P31939-2|PUR9_HUMANsp|P31939|PUR9_HUMAN Bifunctional purine biosynthesis protein PURH OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATIC PE=1 SV=3;sp|P31939-2|PUR9_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Bifunctional purine biosynthesis protein PURH OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATIC31.192781 31.550045 35 31 By MS/MS By MS/MS 111 75 0.3572636 622 75.7 64.615 592
sp|O60701|UGDH_HUMAN;sp|O60701-2|UGDH_HUMAN;sp|O60701-3|UGDH_HUMANsp|O60701|UGDH_HUMAN DP-glucose 6-dehydrogenase OS= omo sapiens GN=UGDH PE=1 SV=1;sp|O60701-2|UGDH_HUMAN Isoform 2 of UDP-glucose 6-dehydrogenase OS=Homo sapiens GN=UGDH;sp|O60701-3|UGDH_HUMAN Isoform 3 of UDP-glucose 6-dehydrogenase OS=Homo sapiens GN=UG24.9 0858 25.257998 13 10 By MS/ S By MS/MS 21 7 0.3571396 621 35.2 55.023 494
sp|Q96AY3|FKB10_HUMANsp|Q96AY3|FKB10_HUMAN Peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase FKBP10 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FKBP10 PE=1 SV=124.272913 24.629843 8 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 15 4 .3569298 620 16.2 64.244 582
sp|P24752|THIL_HUMANsp|P24752|THIL_HUMAN Acetyl-CoA acetyltransferase, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACAT1 PE=1 SV=128.69129 29.047834 19 18 By MS/MS By MS/MS 41 36 0.3565445 619 51.3 45.199 427
sp|P82914|RT15_HUMANsp|P82914|RT15_HUMAN 28S ribosomal protein S15, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=MRPS15 PE=1 SV=122.612793 22.9683 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 1 0.3555069 618 15.2 29.842 257
sp|Q9UNH7-2|SNX6_HUMAN;sp|Q9UNH7|SNX6_HUMANsp|Q9UNH7-2|SNX6_H MAN Isoform 2 of Sorting nexin-6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SNX6;sp|Q9UNH7|SNX6_HUMAN Sorting nexin-6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SNX6 PE=1 SV=120.735456 21.090899 2 0 By MS/MS 3 0 0.355442 617 7.6 33.57 290
sp|Q9NRX4-2|PHP14_HUMAN;sp|Q9NRX4|PHP14_HUMANsp|Q9NRX4-2|PHP14_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 14 kDa phosphohistidine phosphatase OS=Homo sapiens GN=PHPT1;sp|Q9NRX4|PHP14_HUMAN 14 kDa phosphohistidine phosphatase OS=Homo sapiens GN=PHPT1 PE=1 SV=122.353182 22.707651 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 3 0.3544693 616 25.8 13.671 124
sp|P62857|RS28_HUMANsp|P62857|RS28_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S28 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS28 PE=1 SV=123.553093 23.906097 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 5 0.3530045 615 46.4 7.8409 69
sp|Q02790|FKBP4_HUMANsp|Q02790|FKBP4_HUMAN Peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase FKBP4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FKBP4 PE=1 SV=326.665737 27.017653 19 16 By MS/MS By MS/MS 37 18 0.3519154 614 48.4 51.804 459
sp|O43765|SGTA_HUMANsp|O43765|SGTA_HUMAN Small glutamine-rich tetratricopeptide repeat-containing protein alpha OS=Homo sapiens GN=SGTA PE=1 SV=123.342859 23.694237 5 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 4 0.3513775 613 18.8 34.063 313
sp|O43681|ASNA_HUMANsp|O43681|ASNA_HUMAN ATPase ASNA1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ASNA1 PE=1 SV=225.200115 25.551422 7 4 By MS/M By MS/M 14 4 0.3513069 612 27.9 38.792 348
sp|Q9P2J5|SYLC_HUMANsp|Q9P2J5|SYLC_HUMAN Leucine--tRNA ligase, cytoplasmic OS=Homo sapiens GN=LARS PE=1 SV=225.543802 25.89296 19 13 By MS/MS By MS/MS 25 15 0.3491573 611 19.1 134.46 1176
sp|Q15149-7|PLEC_HUMAN;sp|Q15149-8|PLEC_HUMAN;sp|Q15149-9|PLEC_HUMAN;sp|Q15149-5|PLEC_HUMAN;sp|Q15149-4|PLEC_HUMAN;sp|Q15149-6|PLEC_HUMAN;sp|Q15149-3|PLEC_HUMAN;sp|Q15149-2|PLEC_HUMAN;sp|Q15149|PLEC_HUMANsp|Q15149-7|PLEC_HUMAN Isoform 7 of Plectin OS=Homo sapiens G =PLEC;sp|Q15149-8|PLEC_HUMAN Isoform 8 of Plectin OS=Homo sapiens GN=PLEC;sp|Q15149-9|PLEC_HUMAN Isoform 9 of Plectin OS=Homo sapiens GN=PLEC;sp|Q15149-5|PLEC_HUMAN Isoform 5 of Plectin OS=Homo26.621008 26.96983 67 53 By MS/ S By MS/MS 83 53 0.3488216 610 18 512.6 4515
sp|Q92572|AP3S1_HUMANsp|Q92572| P3S1_HUMAN AP-3 complex subunit sigma-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=AP3S1 PE=1 SV=121.460541 21.808489 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 3 0.3479481 609 10.4 21.732 193
sp|P50548|ERF_HUMANsp|P50548|ERF_HUMAN ETS domain-containing transcription factor ERF OS=Homo sapiens GN=ERF PE=1 SV=222.959448 23.307026 4 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 2 0.347578 608 14.4 58.702 548
sp|P49588|SYAC_HUMANsp|P49588|SYAC_HUMAN Alanine--tRNA ligase, cytoplasmic OS=Homo sapiens GN=AARS PE=1 SV=231.151766 31.499334 45 45 By MS/MS By MS/MS 134 114 0.3475685 607 59.3 106.81 968
sp|P46060|RAGP1_HUMANsp| 46060|RAGP1_HUMAN Ran GTPase-activating protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RANGAP1 PE=1 SV=125.068457 25.415546 12 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 18 11 0.3470898 606 24 63.541 587
sp|Q06830|PRDX1_HUMAN;sp|P32119|PRDX2_HUMANsp|Q06830|PRDX1_HUMAN Peroxiredoxin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRDX1 PE=1 SV=128.040407 28.38747 13 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 26 23 0.3470631 605 72.9 22.11 199
sp|Q07666-2|KHDR1_HUMAN;sp|Q07666|KHDR1_HUMAN;sp|Q07666-3|KHDR1_HUMAN;sp|Q5VWX1|KHDR2_HUMAN;sp|O75525-2|KHDR3_HUMAN;sp|O75525|KHDR3_HUMANsp|Q07666-2|KHDR1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of KH domain-containing, RNA-binding, signal transduction-associated protein 1 OS= omo sapiens GN= BS1;sp|Q07666|KHDR1_HUMAN KH domain-containing, RNA-binding, signal transduction-associated protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN23.164888 23.51 715 4 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 4 0.3468266 604 10.8 45.86 418
sp|P00338|LDHA_HUMAN;sp|P00338-3|LDHA_HUMAN;sp|P00338-5|LDHA_HUMAN;sp|P00338-4|LDHA_HUMAN;sp|P00338-2|LDHA_HUMAN;sp|Q6ZMR3|LDH6A_HUMAN;sp|P07864|LDHC_HUMANsp|P00338|LDHA_HUMAN -lactate dehydrogenase A chain OS=Homo sapiens GN=LDHA PE=1 SV=2;sp|P00338-3|LDHA_HUMAN Isoform 3 of L-lactate dehydrogenase A chain OS=Homo sapiens GN=LDHA;sp|P00338-5|LDHA_HUMAN Isoform 5 of L-lactate dehydrogenase A chain OS=Homo s27.482315 27.827417 14 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 28 14 0. 451023 603 39.8 6. 88 332
sp|P06733|ENOA_HUMAN;sp|P06733-2|ENOA_HUMAN;sp|P13929-3|ENOB_HUMAN;sp|P13929-2|ENOB_HUMAN;sp|P13929|ENOB_HUMANsp|P06733|ENOA_HUMAN Alpha-enolase OS=Homo sapiens GN=ENO1 PE=1 SV= ;sp|P06733-2|ENOA_HUMAN Isoform BP-1 of Alpha-enolase OS=Homo sapiens GN=ENO125.142 85 25.482931 8 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 9 0.3405457 602 24.2 47.168 434
sp|P62424|RL7A_HUMANsp|P62424|RL7A_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L7a OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL7A PE=1 SV=224.406979 24.745914 7 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 5 0.3389359 601 30.1 29.995 266
sp|Q9H6F5|CCD86_HUMANsp|Q9H6F5|CCD86_HUMAN Coiled-coil domain-containing protein 86 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CCDC86 PE=1 SV=123.67379 24.012056 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 3 0.3382664 600 17.2 40.235 360
sp|Q15393|SF3B3_HUMAN;sp|Q15393-3|SF3B3_HUMAN;sp|Q15393-2|SF3B3_HUMANsp|Q15393|SF3B3_HUMAN plicing factor 3B subunit 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SF3B3 PE=1 SV=424.333199 24.670931 14 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 20 7 0.3377323 599 12.2 135.58 1217
sp|Q14651|PLSI_HUMANsp|Q14651|PLSI_HUMAN Plastin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PLS1 PE=1 SV=224.7544 25.091642 10 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 13 9 0.3372421 598 21.8 70.253 629
sp|P61160|ARP2_HUMAN;sp|P61160-2|ARP2_HUMANsp|P61160|ARP2_HUMAN ctin-related protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACTR2 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P61160-2|ARP2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Actin-related protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACTR24.327728 24.664217 6 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 2 0.3364887 597 21.3 44.76 394
sp|Q99832-3|TCPH_HUMAN;sp|Q99832|TCPH_HUMAN;sp|Q99832-2|TCPH_HUMAN;sp|Q99832-4|TCPH_HUMANsp|Q99832-3|TCPH_HUMAN Isoform 3 of T-complex protein 1 subunit eta OS=Homo sapiens GN=CCT7;sp|Q99832|TCPH_HUMAN T-complex protein 1 subunit eta OS=Homo sapiens GN=CCT7 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q99832-2|TCPH_HUMAN Isoform 2 of T-complex protein 1 subunit eta OS=Homo s25.543036 25.879469 11 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 18 0.3364334 596 25.7 54.804 499
sp|Q07812-5|BAX_HUMAN;sp|Q07812-8|BAX_HUMAN;sp|Q07812|BAX_HUMAN;sp|Q07812-2|BAX_HUMAN;sp|Q07812-7|BAX_HUMAN;sp|Q07812-3|BAX_HUMAN;sp|Q07812-4|BAX_HUMANsp|Q07812-5|BAX_HUMAN Isoform Epsilon of Apoptosis regulator BAX OS=Homo sapiens GN=BAX;sp|Q07812-8|BAX_HUMAN Isoform Sigma of Apo tosis regulator BAX OS=Homo sapiens GN=BAX;sp|Q07812|BAX_HUMAN Apoptosis regulator BAX OS=Homo sapiens GN=BAX PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q022.94528 23.281218 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 4 0.3359375 595 21.3 18.129 164
sp|Q15366-6|PCBP2_HUMAN;sp|Q15366-3|PCBP2_HUMAN;sp|Q15366-4|PCBP2_HUMAN;sp|Q15366|PCBP2_HUMAN;sp|Q15366-2|PCBP2_HUMAN;sp|Q15366-5|PCBP2_HUMAN;sp|P57721-5|PCBP3_HUMAN;sp|P57721-4|PCBP3_HUMAN;sp|P57721|PCBP3_HUMAN;sp|P57721-2|PCBP3_HUMAN;sp|P57721-3|PCBP3_HUMANsp|Q15366-6|PCBP2_HUMAN Isoform 6 of Poly(rC)-binding protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PCBP2;sp|Q15366-3|PCBP2_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Poly(r )-binding protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PCBP2;sp|Q15366-4|PCBP2_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Poly(rC)-binding protein 2 OS=Homo apien26.731045 27.066406 10 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 18 15 0.3353615 594 45.7 38.15 361
sp|Q14764|MVP_HUMANsp|Q14764|MVP_HUMAN Major vault protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=MVP PE=1 SV=422.561415 22.895987 5 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 2 0.3345718 593 6.8 99.326 893
sp|Q9H7E9|CH033_HUMAN;sp|Q9H7E9-2|CH033_HUMANsp|Q9H7E9|CH033_HUMAN UPF0488 protein C8orf33 OS=Homo sapiens GN=C8orf33 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9H7E9-2|CH033_HUMAN Isoform 2 of UPF0488 protein C8orf33 OS=Homo sapiens GN=C8orf3322.317083 22.650949 3 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 1 0.3338661 592 21.8 24.992 229
sp|P51858|HDGF_HUMAN;sp|P51858-2|HDGF_HUMAN;sp|P51858-3|HDGF_HUMANsp|P51858|HDGF_HUMAN epatoma-derived growth factor OS=Homo sapiens GN=HDGF PE=1 SV=1;sp|P51858-2|HDGF_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Hepatoma-derived growth factor OS=Homo sapiens GN=HDGF;sp|P51858-3|HDGF_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Hepatoma-derived growth factor OS=Homo sapi22.506639 22.839344 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 3 0.3327045 591 22.1 26.788 240
sp|Q15417|CNN3_HUMAN;sp|Q99439-2|CNN2_HUMAN;sp|Q99439|CNN2_HUMANsp|Q15417|CNN3_HUMAN alponin-3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CNN3 PE=1 SV=122.515039 22.847509 4 4 By S/MS By MS/MS 7 4 0.3324699 590 13.4 36.413 329
sp|Q16539|MK14_HUMAN;sp|Q16539-3|MK14_HUMAN;sp|Q16539-2|MK14_HUMAN;sp|Q16539-4|MK14_HUMANsp|Q16539|MK14_HUMAN itogen-activated protein kinase 14 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MAPK14 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q16539-3|MK14_HUMAN Isoform Mxi2 of Mitogen-activated protein kinase 14 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MAPK14;sp|Q16539-2|MK14_HUMAN Isoform CSBP1 of Mitogen-activated prot22.417536 22.749376 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 2 0.3318405 589 12.8 41.293 360
sp|Q13177|PAK2_HUMAN;sp|O75914-2|PAK3_HUMAN;sp|Q13153|PAK1_HUMAN;sp|Q13153-2|PAK1_HUMAN;sp|O75914|PAK3_HUMAN;sp|O75914-4|PAK3_HUMAN;sp|O75914-3|PAK3_HUMANsp|Q13177|PAK2_HUMAN Serine/threonine-protein kinase PAK 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PAK2 PE=1 SV=327.941732 28.27142 24 21 By S/MS By MS/MS 47 28 0.3296871 588 57.4 58.042 524
sp|P10599-2|THIO_HUMAN;sp|P10599|THIO_HUMANsp|P10599-2|THIO_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Thioredoxin OS=Homo sapiens GN=TXN;sp|P10599|THIO_HUMAN Thioredoxin OS=Homo sapiens GN=TXN PE=1 SV=325.288698 25.617733 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 4 0.3290348 587 25.9 9.4519 85
sp|P00492|HPRT_HUMANsp|P00492|HPRT_HUMAN Hypoxanthine-guanine phosphoribosyltransferase OS=Homo sapiens GN=HPRT1 PE=1 SV=221.062433 21.388323 3 2 By MS/MS By matching 3 0 0.3258896 586 16.5 24.579 218
sp|P30050|RL12_HUMAN;sp|P30050-2|RL12_HUMANsp|P30050|RL12_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L12 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL12 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P30050-2|RL12_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 60S ribosomal protein L12 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL124.887392 25.213007 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 7 .3256149 585 50.3 17.818 165
sp|P49593|PPM1F_HUMANsp|P49593|PPM1F_HUMAN Protein phosphatase 1F OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPM1F PE=1 SV=325.297855 25.622627 10 7 By MS/MS By MS/ S 22 9 0.3247719 584 31.9 49.83 454
sp|P09960-2|LKHA4_HUMAN;sp|P09960|LKHA4_HUMAN;sp|P09960-3|LKHA4_HUMAN;sp|P09960-4|LKHA4_HUMANsp|P09960-2|LKHA4_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Leukotriene A-4 hydrolase OS=Homo sapiens GN=LTA4H;sp|P09960|LKHA4_HUMAN Leukotriene A-4 hydrolase OS=Homo sapiens GN=LTA4H PE=1 SV=2;sp|P09960-3|LKHA4_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Leukotriene A-4 hydrolase OS=Homo sapiens GN=LTA22.8634 7 23.188217 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 13 1 0.3247204 583 18 59.732 532
sp|O94906-2|PRP6_HUMAN;sp|O94906|PRP6_HUMANsp|O94906-2|PRP6_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Pre-mRNA-processing factor 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRPF6;sp|O94906|PRP6_HUMAN Pre-mRNA-processing factor 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRPF6 PE=1 SV=121.381208 21.705227 3 3 By MS/MS By matching 4 0 0.3240185 582 3.6 102.43 901
sp|P23919|KTHY_HUMANsp|P23919|KTHY_HUMAN Thymidylate kinase OS=Homo sapiens GN=DTYMK PE=1 SV=425.570801 25.891941 14 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 24 12 0.3211403 581 63.2 23.819 212
sp|Q9BU76-4|MMTA2_HUMAN;sp|Q9BU76|MMTA2_HUMAN;sp|Q9BU76-3|MMTA2_HUMAN;sp|Q9BU76-2|MMTA2_HUMANsp|Q9BU76-4|MMTA2_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Multiple myeloma tumor-associated protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MMTAG2;sp|Q9BU76|MMTA2_HUMAN Multiple myeloma tumor-associated protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MMTAG2 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9BU76-3|MMTA2_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Multiple m22.5 4778 22.845329 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 6 0.3205509 580 25.9 20.536 189
sp|Q9Y5K5-2|UCHL5_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y5K5-4|UCHL5_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y5K5-3|UCHL5_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y5K5|UCHL5_HUMANsp|Q9Y5K5-2|UCHL5_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ubiquitin carboxyl-terminal hydrola e isozyme L5 OS= omo sapiens GN=UCHL5;sp|Q9Y5K5-4|UCHL5_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Ubiquitin carboxyl-terminal hydrolase isozyme L5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UCHL5;sp|Q9Y5K5-3|UCHL5_HUMAN Isoform 323.891247 2 .211634 7 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 7 0.3203869 579 23.4 36.079 316
sp|Q9GZZ1|NAA50_HUMAN;sp|Q9GZZ1-2|NAA50_HUMANsp|Q9GZZ1|NAA50_HUMAN N-alpha-acetyltransferase 50 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NAA50 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9GZZ1-2|NAA50_HUMAN Isoform 2 of N-alpha-acetyltransferase 50 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NAA5023.950293 24.268137 7 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 6 0.3178444 578 38.5 19.398 169
sp|P38606|VATA_HUMANsp|P38606|VATA_HUMAN V-type proton ATPase catalytic subunit A OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATP6V1A PE=1 SV=222.26313 22.580908 4 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 2 0.3177776 577 10.5 68.303 617
sp|P46940|IQGA1_HUMAN;sp|Q86VI3|IQGA3_HUMANsp|P46940|IQGA1_HUMAN Ras GTPase-activating-like protein IQGAP1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=IQGAP1 PE=1 SV=127.896717 28.214008 45 40 By MS/MS By MS/MS 74 41 0.3172913 576 34.5 189.25 1657
sp|P39748|FEN1_HUMAN;sp|P39748-2|FEN1_HUMANsp|P39748|FEN1_HUMAN lap endonuclease 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FEN1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P39748-2|FEN1_HUMAN Isoform FENMIT of Flap endonuclease 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FEN127.029179 27.346043 3 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 25 9 0.316864 575 46.8 42.592 380
sp|Q8WU90|ZC3HF_HUMANsp|Q8WU90|ZC3HF_HUMAN Zinc finger CCCH domain-containing protein 15 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ZC3H15 PE=1 SV=123.780266 24.096676 4 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 2 0.316410 574 13.6 48.602 426
sp|O60664-4|PLIN3_HUMAN;sp|O60664|PLIN3_HUMAN;sp|O60664-3|PLIN3_HUMAN;sp|O60664-2|PLIN3_HUMANsp|O60664-4|PLIN3_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Perilipin-3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PLIN3;sp|O60664|PLIN3_HUMAN Perilipin-3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PLIN3 PE=1 SV=3;sp|O60664-3|PLIN3_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Perilipin-3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PLIN328.2247 4 28.54067 16 15 By MS/ S By MS/MS 34 24 0.3159103 573 55 45.803 422
sp|P61081|UBC12_HUMANsp|P61081|UBC12_HUMAN NEDD8-conjugating enzyme Ubc12 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBE2M PE=1 SV=127.306694 27.622194 8 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 14 14 0.3155003 572 51.4 20.9 183
sp|P35998|PRS7_HUMANsp|P35998|PRS7_HUMAN 26S protease regulatory subunit 7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMC2 PE=1 SV=326.278809 26.591637 22 17 By MS/MS By MS/MS 30 20 0.3128281 571 60.7 48.633 433
sp|P61254|RL26_HUMAN;sp|Q9UNX3|RL26L_HUMANsp|P61254|RL26_H MAN 60S ribosomal protein L26 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL26 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9UNX3|RL26L_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L26-like 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL26L1 PE=1 SV=126.645401 26.955156 8 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 16 11 0.3097553 570 35.2 17.258 145
sp|Q9NP79|VTA1_HUMANsp|Q9NP79|VTA1_HUMAN Vacuolar protein sorting-associated protein VTA1 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=VTA1 PE=1 SV=124.655727 24.963493 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 10 0.307766 569 22.5 33.879 307
sp|P54577|SYYC_HUMANsp|P54577|SYYC_HUMAN Tyrosine--tRNA ligase, cytoplasmic OS=Homo sapiens GN=YARS PE=1 SV=427.322512 27.62958 26 22 By M /MS By MS/MS 52 32 0.3070679 568 52.3 59.143 528
sp|Q9P2R7-2|SUCB1_HUMAN;sp|Q9P2R7|SUCB1_HUMANsp|Q9P2R7-2|SUCB1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Succinyl-CoA ligase [ADP-forming] subunit beta, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=SUCLA2;sp|Q9P2R7|SUCB1_HUMAN Succinyl-CoA ligase [ADP-forming] subunit beta, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=SUCLA2 PE=1 SV=324.056807 24.361788 7 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 9 0.3049812 567 17 48.039 441
sp|P14618|KPYM_HUMAN;sp|P14618-3|KPYM_HUMAN;sp|P14618-2|KPYM_HUMANsp|P14618|KPYM_HUMAN Pyruvate kinase PKM OS=Homo sapiens GN=PKM PE=1 SV=4;sp|P14618-3|KPYM_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Pyruvate kinase PKM OS=Homo sapiens GN=PKM;sp|P14618-2|KPYM_HUMAN Isoform M1 of Pyruvate kinase PKM OS=Homo sapiens GN=PKM30.7 9752 31.05213 38 30 By MS/MS By MS/MS 104 70 0.3023777 566 74.2 57.936 531
sp|Q7L1Q6-2|BZW1_HUMAN;sp|Q7L1Q6|BZW1_HUMAN;sp|Q7L1Q6-4|BZW1_HUMAN;sp|Q7L1Q6-3|BZW1_HUMANsp|Q7L1Q6-2|BZW1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Basic leucine zipper and W2 domain-containing protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=BZW1;sp|Q7L1Q6|BZW1_HUMAN Basic leucine zipper and W2 domain-containing protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=BZW1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q7L1Q6-4|BZW1_HUMAN Isofor22.733637 23.03231 4 4 By MS/ S By MS/MS 4 6 0.2986736 565 9.9 40.538 353
sp|O00410|IPO5_HUMAN;sp|O00410-3|IPO5_HUMAN;sp|O00410-2|IPO5_HUMAN;sp|O60518|RNBP6_HUMANsp|O00410|IPO5_HUMAN Importin-5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=IPO5 PE=1 SV=4;sp|O00410-3|IPO5_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Importin-5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=IPO5;sp|O00410-2|IPO5_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Importin-5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=IPO524.242491 24.538248 9 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 6 0.2957573 564 12.3 123.63 1097
sp|P18583-6|SON_HUMAN;sp|P18583-10|SON_HUMAN;sp|P18583-3|SON_HUMAN;sp|P18583-4|SON_HUMAN;sp|P18583-7|SON_HUMAN;sp|P18583|SON_HUMAN;sp|P18583-5|SON_HUMAN;sp|P18583-9|SON_HUMAN;sp|P18583-2|SON_HUMAN;sp|P18583-8|SON_HUMANsp|P18583-6|SON_HUMAN Isoform E of Protein SON O =Homo sapiens GN=SON;sp|P18583-10|SON_HUMAN Isoform J of Protein SON OS=Homo sa iens GN=SON;sp|P18583-3 SON_HUMAN Isoform B of rotein SON OS=Homo apiens GN= ;sp|P18583-4|SON_HUMAN Isoform C of Protein SO26. 07512 26.403179 13 13 By MS/MS By MS/MS 19 12 0.2956676 563 7.9 228.18 2 08
sp|P08559-3|ODPA_HUMAN;sp|P08559|ODPA_HUMAN;sp|P08559-2|ODPA_HUMAN;sp|P08559-4|ODPA_HUMAN;sp|P29803|ODPAT_HUMANsp| 08559-3|ODPA_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Pyruvate dehydrogenase E1 component subunit alpha, somatic form, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=PDHA1;sp|P08559|ODPA_HUMAN Pyruvate dehydrogenase E1 component subunit alpha, somatic form, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens24.457073 24.752155 11 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 17 10 0.2950821 562 30.4 40.188 359
sp|P62805|H4_HUMANsp|P62805|H4_HUMAN Histone H4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HIST1H4A PE=1 SV=228.712437 29.007208 7 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 28 22 0.2947712 561 52.4 11.367 103
sp|Q9UKY7|CDV3_HUMAN;sp|Q9UKY7-2|CDV3_HUMAN;sp|Q9UKY7-3|CDV3_HUMANsp|Q9UKY7|CDV3_H MAN Protein CDV3 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=CDV3 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9UKY7-2|CDV3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Protein CDV3 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=CDV3;sp|Q9UKY7-3|CDV3_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Protein CDV3 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=CDV324.694448 24.98889 4 4 By MS/ S By MS/MS 7 4 0. 944412 560 26.4 27.335 258
 127 
 
sp|P49773|HINT1_HUMANsp|P49773|HINT1_HUMAN Histidine triad nucleotide-binding protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HINT1 PE=1 SV=226.781067 27.075106 7 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 24 0 0.2940388 559 59.5 13.802 126
sp|P10768|ESTD_HUMANsp|P10768|ESTD_HUMAN S-formylglutathione hydrolase OS=Homo sapiens GN=ESD PE=1 SV=226.102736 26.39645 9 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 28 12 0.2937145 558 39.7 31.462 282
sp|Q16630-3|CPSF6_HUMAN;sp|Q16630|CPSF6_HUMAN;sp|Q16630-2|CPSF6_HUMANsp|Q1 630-3|CPSF6_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Cleavage and polyadenylation specificity factor subunit 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CPSF6;sp|Q16630|CPSF6_HUMAN Cleavage and polyadenylation specificity factor subunit 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CPSF6 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q16630-2|CPSF6_HUM22.425446 22.718248 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 1 0.2928028 557 8.6 52.325 478
sp|O14818|PSA7_HUMAN;sp|O14818-2|PSA7_HUMAN;sp|O14818-4|PSA7_HUMAN;sp|Q8TAA3-2|PSA7L_HUMAN;sp|Q8TAA3-5|PSA7L_HUMAN;sp|Q8TAA3|PSA7L_HUMANsp|O14818|PSA7_HUMAN roteasome subunit alpha type-7 OS=Homo sapiens GN= MA7 PE=1 SV=1;sp|O14818-2|PSA7_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Proteasome subunit alpha type-7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMA724.696201 24.987415 7 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 8 0.291214 556 32.7 27.887 248
sp|P35232|PHB_HUMANsp|P35232|PHB_HUMAN Prohibitin OS=Homo sapiens GN=PHB PE=1 SV=125.355482 25.645594 11 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 17 13 0.2901115 555 41.9 29.804 272
sp|Q8N8N7|PTGR2_HUMAN;sp|Q8N8N7-2|PTGR2_HUMANsp|Q8N8N7|PTGR2_HUMAN Prostaglandin reductase 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PTGR2 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q8N8N7-2|PTGR2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Prostaglandin reductase 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PTGR225.35323 25.642981 8 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 10 0.2897511 554 25.6 38.499 351
sp|P62195|PRS8_HUMAN;sp|P62195-2|PRS8_HUMAN;sp|Q8NB90-3|SPAT5_HUMAN;sp|Q8NB90-2|SPAT5_HUMAN;sp|Q8NB90|SPAT5_HUMANsp|P62195|PRS8_HUMAN 26S protease regulatory subunit 8 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMC  PE=1 SV=1;sp|P62195-2|PRS8_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 26S protease regulatory subunit 8 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMC525.539846 25.828785 15 11 By MS/ S By MS/MS 25 17 0.2 89385 5 3 47.3 45.626 406
sp|P08243|ASNS_HUMAN;sp|P08243-2|ASNS_HUMAN;sp|P08243-3|ASNS_HUMANsp|P08243|ASNS_HUMAN sparagine synthetase [glutamine-hydrolyzing] OS=Homo sapiens GN=ASNS PE=1 SV=4;sp|P08243-2|ASNS_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Asparagine synthetase [glutamine-hydrolyzing] OS=Homo sapiens GN=ASNS;sp|P08243-3|ASNS_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Asparagine sy26.108789 26.396662 16 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 26 13 0.2878723 552 32.1 64.369 561
sp|Q00688|FKBP3_HUMANsp|Q00688|FKBP3_HUMAN Peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase FKBP3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FKBP3 PE=1 SV=123.982506 24.270136 5 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 6 0.287630 551 25 25.177 224
sp|Q09666|AHNK_HUMANsp|Q09666|AHNK_HUMAN Neuroblast differentiation-associated protein AHNAK OS=Homo sapiens GN=AHNAK PE=1 SV=226.727413 27.014675 34 34 By MS/MS By MS/MS 54 24 0.287262 550 18.2 629.09 5890
sp|Q7L014|DDX46_HUMANsp|Q7L014|DDX46_HUMAN Probable ATP-dependent RNA helicase DDX46 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDX46 PE=1 SV=223.841053 24.128176 11 10 By MS/MS By M /MS 19 11 0.2871227 549 11.9 117.36 1031
sp|P53999|TCP4_HUMANsp|P53999|TCP4_HUMAN Activated RNA polymerase II transcriptional coactivator p15 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SUB1 PE=1 SV=324.778463 25.062828 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 7 0.2843647 548 37 14.395 127
sp|O75533|SF3B1_HUMANsp|O75533|SF3B1_HUMAN Splicing factor 3B subunit 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SF3B1 PE=1 SV=322.467695 22.750788 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 3 0.2830925 547 3.6 145.83 1304
sp|P60981|DEST_HUMAN;sp|P60981-2|DEST_HUMANsp|P60981|DEST_HUMAN estrin OS=Homo sapiens GN=DSTN PE=1 SV=3;sp|P60981-2|DEST_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Destrin OS=Homo sapiens GN=DSTN24.279448 24.560984 5 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 4 0.2815361 546 33.9 18.506 165
sp|P61619|S61A1_HUMAN;sp|P61619-3|S61A1_HUMAN;sp|Q9H9S3-2|S61A2_HUMAN;sp|Q9H9S3-3|S61A2_HUMAN;sp|Q9H9S3|S61A2_HUMANsp|P61619|S61A1_HUMAN Protein transport rotein Sec61 subunit alpha isoform 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SEC61A1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P61619-3|S61A1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Protein transport protein Sec61 subunit alpha isoform 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SEC61A1;sp|Q9H9S3-2|S61A2_HUM20.169 32 20.449884 2 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 1 0.2807522 545 4.2 52.264 476
sp|P61981|1433G_HUMANsp|P61981|1433G_HUMAN 14-3-3 protein gamma OS=Homo sapiens GN=YWHAG PE=1 SV=226.935396 27.21549 13 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 22 13 0.2800941 544 51 28.302 247
sp|Q96AE4|FUBP1_HUMAN;sp|Q96AE4-2|FUBP1_HUMANsp|Q96AE4|FUBP1_HUMAN Far upstream element-binding protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FUBP1 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q96AE4-2|FUBP1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Far upstream element-binding protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FUBP123.854908 24.132654 10 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 9 0.2777462 543 21.3 67.56 644
sp|O00762|UBE2C_HUMAN;sp|O00762-2|UBE2C_HUMAN;sp|O00762-3|UBE2C_HUMAN;sp|O00762-4|UBE2C_HUMANsp|O00762|UBE2C_HUMAN biquitin-conjugating enzyme E2 C OS=Homo apiens GN= 2  PE=1 SV=1;sp|O00762-2|UBE2C_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E2 C OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBE2C;sp|O00762-3|UBE2C_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E224.1722 4 24.448151 6 4 y MS/MS By MS/MS 12 4 0.2758865 542 41.3 19.652 179
sp|O00203|AP3B1_HUMANsp|O00203| P3B1_HUMAN AP-3 complex subunit beta-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=AP3B1 PE=1 SV=323.071562 23. 47328 6 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 6 0.2757664 541 7.9 121.32 1094
sp|P20073-2|ANXA7_HUMAN;sp|P20073|ANXA7_HUMANsp|P20073-2| XA7_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Annexin A7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ANXA7;sp|P20073|ANXA7_HUMAN Annexin A7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ANXA7 PE=1 SV=327.01 12 27.286921 19 17 By MS/MS By MS/MS 38 29 0.2749081 540 39.1 50.315 466
sp|O14980|XPO1_HUMANsp|O14980|XPO1_HUMAN Exportin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=XPO1 PE=1 SV=123.118244 23.393097 7 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 2 0.2748528 539 6.4 123.38 1071
sp|Q9Y696|CLIC4_HUMANsp|Q9Y696|CLIC4_HUMAN Chloride intracellular channel protein 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CLIC4 PE=1 SV=426.004446 26.277834 12 9 By MS/M By MS/MS 22 12 0.2733879 538 57.3 28.772 253
sp|P49368|TCPG_HUMAN;sp|P49368-2|TCPG_HUMANsp|P49368|TCPG_HUMAN -complex protein 1 subunit gamma OS=Homo sapiens GN=CCT3 PE=1 SV=4;sp|P49368-2|TCPG_HUMAN Isoform 2 of T-complex protein 1 subunit gamma OS=Homo sapiens GN=CCT326.559816 26.832436 21 17 By M /MS By MS/MS 35 24 0.27261 2 537 43.3 60.533 545
sp|Q99878|H2A1J_HUMAN;sp|Q16777|H2A2C_HUMAN;sp|Q9BTM1|H2AJ_HUMAN;sp|Q6FI13|H2A2A_HUMAN;sp|Q93077|H2A1C_HUMAN;sp|P0C0S8|H2A1_HUMAN;sp|Q96KK5|H2A1H_HUMAN;sp|P04908|H2A1B_HUMAN;sp|P20671|H2A1D_HUMAN;sp|Q7L7L0|H2A3_HUMAN;sp|Q96QV6|H2A1A_HUMAN;sp|Q9BTM1-2|H2AJ_HUMAN;sp|Q8IUE6|H2A2B_HUMAN;sp|P16104|H2AX_HUMAN;REV__sp|Q8NB25-2|F184A_HUMAN;REV__sp|Q8NB25-3|F184A_HUMAN;sp|Q71UI9-5|H2AV_HUMAN;REV__sp|Q8NB25-4|F184A_HUMAN;REV__sp|Q8NB25|F184A_HUMANsp|Q99878|H2A1J_HUMAN Histone H2  type 1-J OS= omo sapiens GN=HIST1 J PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q16777|H2A2C_HUMAN Histone H2A type 2-C OS=Homo sapiens GN=HIST2H2AC PE=1 SV=4;sp|Q9BTM1|H AJ_HUM N Histone H2A.J OS=Homo sapiens GN=H2AFJ PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q6FI13|H2A2A_HUMAN28.737183 29.008251 5 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 15 11 0.2 10686 536 38.3 13.936 128
sp|Q9Y2W2|WBP11_HUMANsp|Q9Y2W2|WBP11_HUMAN WW domain-binding protein 11 OS=Homo sapiens GN=WBP11 PE=1 SV=125.952826 26.223761 14 13 By MS/MS By MS/MS 23 11 0.2709351 535 26.1 69.997 641
sp|P20339|RAB5A_HUMANsp|P20339|RAB5A_HUMAN Ras-related protein Rab-5A OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB5A PE=1 SV=225.761368 26.03223 7 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 10 0.2708626 534 44.7 23.658 215
sp|P40937-2|RFC5_HUMAN;sp|P40937|RFC5_HUMANsp|P40937-2|RFC5_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Replication factor C subunit 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RFC5;sp|P40937|RFC5_HUMAN Replication factor C subunit 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RFC5 PE=1 SV=120.875303 21.14492 3 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 2 0.26961 1 533 11 36.104 319
sp|Q01813|K6PP_HUMAN;sp|Q01813-2|K6PP_HUMAN;sp|P17858|K6PL_HUMAN;sp|P08237-2|K6PF_HUMAN;sp|P08237|K6PF_HUMAN;sp|P17858-2|K6PL_HUMAN;sp|P08237-3|K6PF_HUMANsp|Q01813|K6PP_HUMAN 6-phosphofructokinase type C OS=Homo sapiens GN=PFKP PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q01813-2|K6PP_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 6-phosphofructokinase type C OS=Homo sapiens GN=PFKP22.840746 23.109613 5 4 By S/MS By MS/MS 7 1 0.26 8675 532 7.8 85.595 7 4
sp|Q9BZX2|UCK2_HUMAN;sp|Q9BZX2-2|UCK2_HUMAN;sp|Q9HA47-3|UCK1_HUMAN;sp|Q9HA47|UCK1_HUMANsp|Q9BZX2|UCK2_HUMAN Uridine-cytidine kinase 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UCK2 PE=1 SV=123. 70444 24.238487 4 4 By MS/ S By MS/MS 8 6 0.2680435 531 19.9 29.299 261
sp|P24666|PPAC_HUMAN;sp|P24666-3|PPAC_HUMAN;sp|P24666-2|PPAC_HUMANsp|P24666|PPAC_HUMAN Low molecular weight phosphotyrosine protein phosphatase OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACP1 PE=1 SV=3;sp|P24666-3|PPAC_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Low molecular weight phosphotyrosine protein phosphatase OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACP1;sp|P24666-2|PPAC_HUMAN Isof23.776054 24.043768 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 6 0.2677135 530 20.3 18.042 158
sp|O15305|PMM2_HUMAN;sp|Q92871|PMM1_HUMANsp|O15305|PMM2_HUMAN Phosphomannomutase 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PMM2 PE=1 SV=12 .567532 22.834145 3 4 By MS/MS By MS/ S 4 5 0.266613 529 15.9 28.082 246
sp|Q9Y2S6|TMA7_HUMANsp|Q9Y2S6|TMA7_HUMAN Translation machinery-associated protein 7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TMA7 PE=1 SV=123.366131 23.630232 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 3 0.264101 528 29.7 7.0662 64
sp|P18124|RL7_HUMANsp|P18124|RL7_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL7 PE=1 SV=123.644825 23.905455 6 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 2 0.2606297 527 27.8 29.225 248
sp|Q9NX58|LYAR_HUMANsp|Q9NX58|LYAR_HUMAN Cell growth-regulating nucleolar protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=LYAR PE=1 SV=227.452305 27.711945 18 13 By MS/M By MS/MS 40 27 0.2596397 526 46.2 43.614 379
sp|Q9BXJ9|NAA15_HUMAN;sp|Q6N069-5|NAA16_HUMAN;sp|Q6N069-4|NAA16_HUMAN;sp|Q6N069-3|NAA16_HUMAN;sp|Q9BXJ9-4|NAA15_HUMAN;sp|Q6N069-2|NAA16_HUMAN;sp|Q6N069|NAA16_HUMANsp|Q9BXJ9|NAA15_HUMAN -alpha-acetyltransferase 15, atA auxiliary subunit OS=Homo sapiens G =NAA15 PE=1 SV= ;sp|Q6N069-5|NAA16_HUM N Isoform 5 of N-alpha-acetyltransferase 16, NatA auxiliary subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=NAA16;sp|Q6N069-4|NAA16_HUMAN Isoform20.3 4635 20.624105 2 1 By MS/MS By matching 4 0 0.25 47 525 2 101.27 866
sp|Q14315-2|FLNC_HUMAN;sp|Q14315|FLNC_HUMANsp|Q14315-2|FLNC_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Filamin-C OS=Homo sapiens GN=FLNC;sp|Q14315|FLNC_HUMAN Filamin-C OS=Homo sapiens GN=FLNC PE=1 SV=325.471874 25.730371 26 24 By MS/MS By MS/MS 33 18 0.2584972 524 12.3 287.28 2692
sp|P60709|ACTB_HUMAN;sp|P63267-2|ACTH_HUMAN;sp|Q6S8J3|POTEE_HUMAN;sp|A5A3E0|POTEF_HUMAN;sp|P0CG38|POTEI_HUMAN;sp|Q562R1|ACTBL_HUMAN;sp|Q9BYX7|ACTBM_HUMAN;sp|P0CG39|POTEJ_HUMANsp|P60709|ACTB_HUMAN ctin, cytoplasmic 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACTB PE=1 SV=131.5028 31.760696 24 18 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 65 0.2578964 523 70.7 41.736 375
sp|Q9Y3C1|NOP16_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y3C1-2|NOP16_HUMANsp|Q9Y3C1|NOP16_HUMAN Nucleolar protein 16 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NOP16 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9Y3C1-2|NOP16_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Nucleolar protein 16 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NOP1623.447332 23.70 975 5 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 1 0. 546425 522 28.7 21.188 78
sp|P08670|VIME_HUMAN;sp|P17661|DESM_HUMAN;sp|P41219|PERI_HUMAN;sp|P41219-2|PERI_HUMAN;sp|P14136-3|GFAP_HUMAN;sp|P14136-2|GFAP_HUMAN;sp|P14136|GFAP_HUMAN;sp|Q14533|KRT81_HUMAN_contaminant;sp|P07196|NFL_HUMAN;sp|P07197-2|NFM_HUMAN;sp|P78386|KRT85_HUMAN_contaminant;sp|P78386|KRT85_HUMAN;sp|P78385|KRT83_HUMAN;sp|Q14533|KRT81_HUMAN;sp|P78385|KRT83_HUMAN_contaminant;sp|O43790|KRT86_HUMAN_contaminant;sp|O43790|KRT86_HUMAN;sp|P07197|NFM_HUMANsp|P08670|VIME_HUMAN Vimentin OS=Homo sapiens GN=VIM PE=1 SV=431.14 91 31.397186 46 38 By MS/MS By MS/MS 109 82 0.2509956 521 76 53.651 466
sp|O43172-2|PRP4_HUMAN;sp|O43172|PRP4_HUMANsp|O 3172-2|PRP4_HUMAN Isoform 2 of U4/U6 small nuclear ribonucleoprotein Prp4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRPF4;sp|O43172|PRP4_HUMAN U4/U6 small nuclear ribonucleoprotein Prp4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRPF4 PE=1 SV=224.594002 24.842398 13 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 22 4 0.2483959 520 34.4 58.32 521
sp|Q9NUQ9|FA49B_HUMAN;sp|Q9H0Q0|FA49A_HUMANsp|Q9NUQ9|FA49B_HUMAN Protein FAM49B OS=Homo sapiens GN=FAM49B PE=1 SV=126.214157 26.462467 11 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 23 12 0.2483101 519 46 36.748 324
sp|Q96GA3|LTV1_HUMANsp|Q96GA3|LTV1_HUMAN Protein LTV1 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=LTV1 PE=1 SV=124.301802 24.548691 7 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 0 6 0.2468891 518 17.7 54.854 475
sp|O00560|SDCB1_HUMAN;sp|O00560-3|SDCB1_HUMANsp|O00560|SDCB1_HUMAN yntenin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SDCBP PE=1 SV=1;sp|O00560-3|SDCB1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Syntenin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SDCBP27.6 1091 27.846432 7 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 16 12 0.2453403 517 40.6 32.444 298
sp|P30520|PURA2_HUMANsp|P30520|PURA2_HUMAN Adenylosuccinate synthetase isozyme 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ADSS PE=1 SV=327.118425 27.361687 14 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 28 23 0.2432613 516 36.8 50.097 456
sp|P13639|EF2_HUMANsp|P13639|EF2_HUMAN Elongation factor 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EEF2 PE=1 SV=428.880081 29.122431 36 31 By MS/MS By MS/M 75 52 0.2423496 515 45.8 95.337 858
sp|Q7LBR1|CHM1B_HUMANsp|Q7LBR1|CHM1B_HUMAN Charged multivesicular body protein 1b OS=Homo sapiens GN=CHMP1B PE=1 SV=123.79283 24.033554 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 5 0.2407246 514 12.6 22.109 199
sp|Q8N5F7|NKAP_HUMAN;sp|Q5M9Q1|NKAPL_HUMANsp|Q8N5F7| KAP_HUMAN NF-kappa-B-activating protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=NKAP PE=1 SV=122.058937 22.29961 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 4 0.2406731 513 6.3 47.138 415
sp|Q15181|IPYR_HUMANsp|Q15181|IPYR_HUMAN Inorganic pyrophosphatase OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPA1 PE=1 SV=223.45488 23.694981 5 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 1 0.2401009 512 29.1 32.66 289
sp|O00629|IMA3_HUMANsp|O00629|IMA3_HUMAN Importin subunit alpha-3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=KPNA4 PE=1 SV=121.647198 21.885468 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 1 0.2382698 511 6.1 57.886 521
sp|Q96I99|SUCB2_HUMAN;sp|Q96I99-2|SUCB2_HUMANsp|Q96I99|SUCB2_HUMAN uccinyl-CoA ligase [GDP-forming] subunit beta, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=SUCLG2 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q96I99-2|SUCB2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Succinyl-CoA ligase [GDP-forming] subunit beta, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=SUCLG223.215876 23.452997 8 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 2 0.2371216 510 7.8 46.51 432
sp|P51153|RAB13_HUMAN;sp|Q92930|RAB8B_HUMAN;sp|Q96E17|RAB3C_HUMANsp|P51153|RAB13_HUMAN Ras-related protein Rab-13 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB13 PE=1 SV=124.19858 24.435108 6 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 9 0.2365284 509 34.5 22.774 203
sp|P68371|TBB4B_HUMAN;sp|P04350|TBB4A_HUMANsp|P68371|TBB4B_HUMAN Tubulin beta-4B chain OS=Homo sapiens GN=TUBB4B PE=1 SV=1;sp|P04350|TBB4A_HUMAN Tubulin beta-4A chain OS=Homo sapiens GN=TUBB4A PE=1 SV=228.38315 28.618874 21 16 By MS/MS By MS/MS 16 14 0.2357235 508 61.3 49.83 445
sp|P37802|TAGL2_HUMANsp|P37802|TAGL2_HUMAN Transgelin-2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TAGLN2 PE=1 SV=323.266422 23.499966 6 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 5 0.2335434 507 29.1 22.391 199
sp|Q9UQ80|PA2G4_HUMANsp|Q9UQ80|PA2G4_HUMAN Proliferation-associated protein 2G4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PA2G4 PE=1 SV=38.595091 28.828476 21 16 By MS/MS By MS/MS 49 29 0.23 3851 506 58.6 43.786 394
sp|P62979|RS27A_HUMAN;sp|P62987|RL40_HUMAN;sp|P0CG47|UBB_HUMAN;sp|P0CG48|UBC_HUMANsp|P62979|RS27A_HUMAN Ubiquitin-40S ribosomal protein S27a OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS27A PE=1 SV=227.517132 27.747849 7 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 13 6 0.2307167 505 47.4 17.965 156
sp|P07237|PDIA1_HUMANsp|P07237|PDIA1_HUMAN Protein disulfide-isomerase OS=Homo sapiens GN=P4HB PE=1 SV=324.550747 24.781218 9 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 5 0.2304707 504 21.3 57.116 508
sp|Q15365|PCBP1_HUMANsp|Q15365|PCBP1_HUMAN Poly(rC)-binding protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PCBP1 PE=1 SV=225.092367 25.321583 7 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 5 0.2292156 503 29.2 37.497 356
sp|Q96AG4|LRC59_HUMANsp|Q 6AG4|LRC59_HUMAN Leucine-rich repeat-containing protein 59 OS=Homo sapiens GN=LRRC59 PE=1 SV=124.470604 24.695457 8 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 14 8 0.2248535 502 32.9 34.93 307
sp|P49914|MTHFS_HUMAN;sp|P49914-2|MTHFS_HUMANsp|P49914|MTHFS_HUMAN 5-formyltetrahydrofolate cyclo-ligase OS=Homo sapiens GN=MTHFS PE=1 SV=2;sp|P49914-2|MTHFS_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 5-formyltetrahydrofolate cyclo-ligase OS=Homo sapiens GN=MTHFS23.630009 23.853386 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 5 0.2233772 501 37.9 23.255 203
sp|P63241|IF5A1_HUMAN;sp|P63241-2|IF5A1_HUMAN;sp|Q6IS14|IF5AL_HUMAN;sp|Q9GZV4|IF5A2_HUMANsp|P63241|IF5A1_HUMAN Eukaryotic tran lation initiation factor 5A-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF5A PE=1 SV=2;sp|P63241-2|IF5A1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 5A-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF5A;sp|Q6IS14|IF5AL_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation27.098083 27.321222 8 6 By S/MS By MS/MS 23 13 0.2231388 500 51.9 16.832 154
sp|O60231|DHX16_HUMANsp|O60231|DHX16_HUMAN Putative pre-mRNA-splicing factor ATP-dependent RNA helicase DHX16 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DHX16 PE=1 SV=221.773863 21.99514 4 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 2 0.2212772 499 4.8 119.26 1041
sp|P51665|PSMD7_HUMANsp|P51665|PSMD7_HUMAN 26S proteasome non-ATPase regulatory subunit 7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMD7 PE=1 SV=223.535521 3.756235 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/M 5 3 0.220 146 498 19.8 37.025 324
sp|P23526|SAHH_HUMAN;sp|P23526-2|SAHH_HUMANsp|P23526|SAHH_HUMAN Adenosylhomocysteinase OS=Homo sapiens GN=AHCY PE=1 SV=4;sp|P23526-2|SAHH_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Adenosylhomocysteinase OS=Homo sapiens GN=AHCY24.547573 24.767847 10 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 15 3 0.220274 497 25.5 47.716 432
sp|Q13085-3|ACACA_HUMAN;sp|Q13085-2|ACACA_HUMAN;sp|Q13085|ACACA_HUMAN;sp|Q13085-4|ACACA_HUMAN;sp|O00763-2|ACACB_HUMAN;sp|O00763|ACACB_HUMANsp|Q13085-3| CACA_HUMAN Isoform 3 of cetyl-CoA carboxylase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACACA;sp|Q13085-2|ACACA_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Acetyl-CoA carboxylase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACACA;sp|Q13085|ACACA_HUMAN Acetyl-CoA carboxylase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACACA PE=1 SV=2;27.089319 27.308605 47 38 By MS/MS By MS/MS 78 37 0.219286 496 24.3 257.24 2268
sp|Q14232|EI2BA_HUMANsp|Q14232|EI2BA_HUMAN Translation initiation factor eIF-2B subunit alpha OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF2B1 PE=1 SV=124.270636 24.489897 9 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 3 0.2 92612 495 33.8 33.712 305
sp|O75083|WDR1_HUMAN;sp|O75083-3|WDR1_HUMANsp|O75083|WDR1_HUMAN  repeat-containing protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=WDR1 PE=1 SV=4;sp|O75083-3|WDR1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of WD repeat-containing protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=WDR124.8 9228 25.078264 11 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 17 10 0.219 361 494 26.7 66.193 606
sp|Q13247-3|SRSF6_HUMAN;sp|Q13247|SRSF6_HUMAN;sp|Q13247-2|SRSF6_HUMAN;sp|Q08170|SRSF4_HUMAN;sp|Q13243-3|SRSF5_HUMAN;sp|Q13243|SRSF5_HUMANsp|Q13247-3|SRSF6_HUMAN Isoform SRP55-3 of Serine/arginine-rich splicing factor 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRSF6;sp|Q13247|SRSF6_HUMAN Serine/arginine-rich splicing factor 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRSF6 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q13247-2|SRSF6_HUMAN Isoform SRP55-2 of Serine/arg23.31008 23.52898 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 5 0.2 89007 493 9.6 38.418 335
sp|P62306|RUXF_HUMANsp|P62306|RUXF_HUMAN Small nuclear ribonucleoprotein F OS=Homo sapiens GN=SNRPF PE=1 SV=123.59753 23.815678 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 3 0.2181473 492 24.4 9.7251 86
sp|P15311|EZRI_HUMAN;sp|P35241|RADI_HUMAN;sp|P35241-5|RADI_HUMAN;sp|P35241-3|RADI_HUMANsp|P15311|EZRI_HUMAN Ezrin OS=Homo sapiens GN=EZR PE=1 SV=425.898252 26.115948 17 13 By MS/MS By MS/MS 29 17 0.2176952 491 26.5 69.412 586
sp|Q07960|RHG01_HUMANsp|Q07960|RHG01_HUMAN Rho GTPase-activating protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARHGAP1 PE=1 SV=124.606876 24.824009 7 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 7 0.2171326 490 19.6 50.435 439
sp|P38159|RBMX_HUMAN;sp|P38159-2|RBMX_HUMAN;sp|Q96E39|RMXL1_HUMAN;sp|P38159-3|RBMX_HUMAN;sp|O75526|RMXL2_HUMAN;sp|Q8IZ40|RCOR2_HUMAN;sp|Q8N7X1|RMXL3_HUMANsp|P38159|RBMX_HUMAN NA-binding motif protein, X chromosome OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBMX PE=1 SV=3;sp|P38159-2|RBMX_HUMAN Isoform 2 of RNA-binding motif protein, X chromosome OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBMX;sp|Q96E39|RMXL1_HUMAN RNA binding motif protein, X-linked-lik25.1740 5 25.389885 15 13 By MS/MS By MS/MS 26 12 0.2157898 489 36. 42.331 391
sp|Q96DG6|CMBL_HUMANsp|Q96DG6|CMBL_HUMAN Carboxymethylenebutenolidase homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=CMBL PE=1 SV=121.018284 21.231497 2 1 By MS/MS By atching 3 0 0.213213 488 6.9 28.048 245
sp|Q13283|G3BP1_HUMANsp|Q13283|G3BP1_HUMAN Ras GTPase-activating protein-binding protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=G3BP1 PE=1 SV=123.148504 23.359844 6 4 By MS/MS By matching 11 0 0.21134 487 16.5 52.164 466
sp|Q99729-3|ROAA_HUMAN;sp|Q99729-4|ROAA_HUMAN;sp|Q99729-2|ROAA_HUMAN;sp|Q99729|ROAA_HUMANsp|Q99729-3|ROAA_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein A/B OS= omo sapiens GN=HNRNPAB;sp|Q99729-4|ROAA_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein A/B OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPAB;sp|Q99729-2|ROAA_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Hetero26.2032 4 26.4135 10 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 15 4 0.2102566 486 31.2 30.588 285
sp|P20042|IF2B_HUMANsp|P20042|IF2B_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 2 subunit 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF2S2 PE=1 SV=225.546425 25.756464 9 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 13 9 0.2100391 485 32.4 38.388 333
sp|P83881|RL36A_HUMANsp|P83881|RL36A_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L36a OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL36A PE=1 SV=225.369228 25.577961 6 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 7 0.2087326 484 38.7 12.441 106
sp|O75367-2|H2AY_HUMAN;sp|O75367-3|H2AY_HUMAN;sp|O75367|H2AY_HUMANsp|O75367-2|H2AY_HUMAN Isoform 1 of Core histone macro- 2A.1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=H2AFY;sp|O75367-3|H2AY_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Core histone macro-H2A.1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=H2AFY;sp|O75367|H2AY_HUMAN Core histone macro-H2A.1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=H2AFY PE=1 SV=421.567602 21.775995 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 2 0.2083931 483 13.8 39.183 369
sp|P59998|ARPC4_HUMAN;sp|P59998-3|ARPC4_HUMAN;sp|P59998-2|ARPC4_HUMAN;sp|P59998-4|ARPC4_HUMANsp|P59998| RPC4_HUMAN ctin-related protein 2/3 complex subunit 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARPC4 PE=1 SV=3;sp|P59998-3|ARPC4_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Actin-related protein 2/3 complex subunit 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARPC4;sp|P59998-2|ARPC4_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Actin-relate20.721088 20.928318 2 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 1 0.2072296 482 11.3 19.667 168
sp|P27708|PYR1_HUMANsp|P27708|PYR1_HUMAN CAD protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=CAD PE=1 SV=323.884182 24.090956 10 4 By MS/MS By matching 15 0 0.2067738 481 5.4 242.98 2225
sp|P30626-2|SORCN_HUMAN;sp|P30626|SORCN_HUMANsp|P30626-2|SORCN_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Sorcin OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRI;sp|P30626|SORCN_HUMAN Sorcin OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRI PE=1 SV=125.584198 25.789001 8 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 13 11 0.2048035 480 50.3 20.345 183
sp|Q8WVJ2|NUDC2_HUMANsp|Q8WVJ2|NUDC2_HUMAN NudC domain-containing protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NUDCD2 PE=1 SV=123.844122 24.048515 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 3 0.2043934 479 30.6 17.676 157
sp|Q9UHB9|SRP68_HUMAN;sp|Q9UHB9-4|SRP68_HUMAN;sp|Q9UHB9-2|SRP68_HUMAN;sp|Q9UHB9-3|SRP68_HUMANsp|Q9U B9|SRP68_H MAN Signal recognition article subunit SRP68 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRP68 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9UHB9-4|SRP68_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Signal recognition particle subunit SRP68 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRP68;sp|Q9UHB9-2|SRP68_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Signal recogniti24.525579 24.72962 7 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 9 0.2040405 478 14 70.729 627
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sp|P23528|COF1_HUMANsp|P23528|COF1_HUMAN Cofilin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CFL1 PE=1 SV=328.251467 28.45466 14 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 31 16 0.2031937 477 74.7 18.502 166
sp|P68104|EF1A1_HUMAN;sp|Q5VTE0|EF1A3_HUMANsp|P68104|EF1A1_HUMAN Elongation factor 1-alpha 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EEF1A1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q5VTE0|EF1A3_HUMAN Putative elongation factor 1-alpha-like 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EEF1A1P5 PE=5 SV=130.820692 31.023798 21 14 By MS/MS By MS/MS 104 38 0.2031 59 476 50.2 50.14 462
sp|O76003|GLRX3_HUMANsp|O76003|GLRX3_HUMAN Glutaredoxin-3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GLRX3 PE=1 SV=224.670282 24.872017 8 6 By MS/MS By MS/M 15 8 0.2017345 475 29.6 37.432 335
sp|Q2NL82|TSR1_HUMANsp|Q2NL82|TSR1_HUMAN Pre-rRNA-processing protein TSR1 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=TSR1 PE=1 SV=126.277462 26.478046 17 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 32 12 0.2005844 474 25.9 91.809 804
sp|Q92900-2|RENT1_HUMAN;sp|Q92900|RENT1_HUMANsp|Q92900-2|RENT1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Regulator of nonsense transcripts 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UPF1;sp|Q92900|RENT1_HUMAN Regulator of nonsense transcripts 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UPF1 PE=1 SV=221.844984 22.044535 5 2 By MS/MS By matching 5 0 0.1995506 473 4.7 123.03 1118
sp|Q04917|1433F_HUMANsp|Q04917|1433F_HUMAN 14-3-3 protein eta OS=Homo sapiens GN=YWHAH PE=1 SV=425.059944 25.257998 8 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 7 0.1980534 472 34.6 28.218 246
sp|P62701|RS4X_HUMAN;sp|Q8TD47|RS4Y2_HUMAN;sp|P22090|RS4Y1_HUMANsp|P62701|RS4X_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S4, X isoform OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS4X PE=1 SV=229.99712 30.193781 18 12 By S/MS By MS/MS 59 33 0.196661 471 56.7 29.597 263
sp|P40939|ECHA_HUMANsp|P40939|ECHA_HUMAN Trifunctional enzyme subunit alpha, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=HADHA PE=1 SV=224.024368 24.220814 7 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 3 0.1964455 470 14.9 82.999 763
sp|Q9UQ35|SRRM2_HUMAN;sp|Q9UQ35-3|SRRM2_HUMAN;sp|Q9UQ35-2|SRRM2_HUMANsp|Q9UQ35|SRRM2_H MAN Serine/arginine repetitive matrix protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRRM2 PE=1 SV=223.406004 23.601389 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 2 0.195385 469 3 299.61 2752
sp|P09012|SNRPA_HUMANsp| 09012|S RPA_HUMAN U1 small nuclear ribonucleoprotein A OS=Homo sapiens GN=SNRPA PE=1 SV=323.089922 23.285173 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 3 0.1952515 468 12.1 31.279 282
sp|Q99471|PFD5_HUMAN;sp|Q99471-3|PFD5_HUMANsp|Q99471|PFD5_HUMAN refoldin subunit 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PFDN5 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q99471-3|PFD5_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Prefoldin subunit 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PFDN522.544016 22.739109 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 2 0.1950932 467 19.5 17.328 154
sp|P38646|GRP75_HUMANsp|P38646|GRP75_HUMAN Stress-70 protein, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSPA9 PE=1 SV=226.808455 27.002279 22 22 By MS/MS By MS/MS 38 28 0.1938248 466 37.1 73.68 679
sp|P48643|TCPE_HUMANsp|P48643|TCPE_HUMAN T-complex protein 1 subunit epsilon OS=Homo sapiens GN=CCT5 PE=1 SV=126.005217 26.197287 21 15 By M /MS By MS/MS 33 20 0.19207 465 34.2 59.67 541
sp|O75643|U520_HUMAN;sp|O75643-2|U520_HUMANsp|O75643|U520_HUMAN  small nuclear ribonucleoprotein 200 kDa helicase OS=Homo sapiens GN=SNRNP200 PE=1 SV=223.873333 24.063404 17 10 By MS/MS By MS/M 21 7 0.1900711 464 8.8 244.5 2136
sp|P62917|RL8_HUMANsp|P62917|RL8_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L8 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL8 PE=1 SV=222.901667 23.091391 3 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 2 0.189724 463 13.6 28.024 257
sp|Q9BYG3|MK67I_HUMANsp|Q9BYG3|MK67I_HUMAN MKI67 FHA domain-interacting nucleolar phosphoprotein OS=Homo sapiens GN=NIFK PE=1 SV=125.690672 25.880356 12 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 21 7 0.1896839 462 40.6 34.222 293
sp|Q96E11-8|RRFM_HUMAN;sp|Q96E11-3|RRFM_HUMAN;sp|Q96E11|RRFM_HUMAN;sp|Q96E11-2|RRFM_HUMANsp|Q96E11-8|RRFM_HUMAN Isoform 8 of Ribosome-recycling factor, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=MRRF;sp|Q96E11-3|RRFM_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Ribosome-recycling factor, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=MRRF;sp|Q96E11|RRFM_HUMAN Ribosome-recycling factor, mitoch22.47 759 22.668476 2 3 By MS/ S By MS/MS 3 1 0.1887169 461 20 23.51 210
sp|Q96GC5|RM48_HUMANsp|Q96GC5|RM48_HUMAN 39S ribosomal protein L48, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=MRPL48 PE=1 SV=224.654745 24.840334 4 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 3 0.1855888 460 21.7 23.934 212
sp|P27144|KAD4_HUMANsp|P27144|KAD4_HUMAN Adenylate kinase 4, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=AK4 PE=1 SV=125.999788 26.183647 9 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 21 11 0.1838589 459 56.5 25.268 223
sp|P52209|6PGD_HUMANsp|P52209|6PGD_HUMAN 6-phosphogluconate dehydrogenase, decarboxylating OS=Homo sapiens GN=PGD PE=1 SV=329.415989 29.597527 19 15 By MS/MS By MS/MS 45 24 0.1815376 458 46.4 53.139 483
sp|O00273-2|DFFA_HUMAN;sp|O00273|DFFA_HUMANsp|O00273-2|DFFA_HUMAN Isoform DFF35 of DNA fragmentation factor subunit alpha OS=Homo sapiens GN=DFFA;sp|O00273|DFFA_HUMAN DNA fragmentation factor subunit alpha OS=Homo sapiens GN=DFFA PE=1 SV=121.756824 21.936968 4 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 2 0.1801434 457 19.4 29.41 268
sp|Q96TA1-2|NIBL1_HUMAN;sp|Q96TA1|NIBL1_HUMANsp|Q96TA1-2| IBL1_HUMAN soform 2 of Niban-like protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FAM129B;sp|Q96TA1|NIBL1_HUMAN Niban-like protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FAM129B PE=1 SV=322.382845 22.560295 4 3 By M /MS By MS/MS 5 4 0.1774502 456 6.1 82.682 733
sp|O00487|PSDE_HUMANsp|O00487|PSDE_HUMAN 26S proteasome non-ATPase regulatory subunit 14 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMD14 PE=1 SV=123.664923 23.84211 4 3 By MS/MS By MS/M 7 3 0.177187 455 16.8 34.577 310
sp|P20340-2|RAB6A_HUMAN;sp|P20340|RAB6A_HUMAN;sp|P20340-4|RAB6A_HUMAN;sp|P20340-3|RAB6A_HUMAN;sp|Q14964|RB39A_HUMAN;sp|Q9H0N0|RAB6C_HUMANsp|P20340-2|RAB6A_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ras-related protein Rab-6A OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB6 ;sp|P20340|RA 6A_HUMAN Ras-related protein Rab-6  OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB6A PE=1 SV=3;sp|P20340-4|RAB6A_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Ras-related protein Rab-6A OS=Homo sapiens GN=27.38245 27.556692 10 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 23 20 0.174242 454 49 23.548 208
sp|O43592|XPOT_HUMANsp|O43592|XPOT_HUMAN Exportin-T OS=Homo sapiens GN=XPOT PE=1 SV=224.451363 24.625446 11 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 13 4 0.1740837 453 12.8 109.96 962
sp|P54136|SYRC_HUMAN;sp|P54136-2|SYRC_HUMANsp|P54136|SYRC_HUMAN Arginine--tRNA ligase, cytoplasmic OS=Homo sapiens GN=RARS PE=1 SV=2;sp|P54136-2|SYRC_HUMAN Isoform Monomeric of Arginine--tRNA ligase, cytoplasmic OS=Homo sapiens GN=RARS25.89855 26.072592 17 14 By MS/MS By MS/MS 29 17 0.1740398 452 28.3 75.378 660
sp|Q9H2W6|RM46_HUMANsp|Q9 2W6|RM46_HUMAN 39S ribosomal protein L46, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=MRPL46 PE=1 SV=125.121592 25.294914 7 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 7 0.1733227 451 26.9 31.705 279
sp|P61106|RAB14_HUMANsp|P61106|RAB14_HUMAN Ras-related protein Rab-14 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB14 PE=1 SV=427.67499 27.848225 14 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 33 13 0.1732349 450 74.9 23.897 215
sp|Q6NZI2|PTRF_HUMAN;sp|Q6NZI2-2|PTRF_HUMANsp|Q6NZI2|PTRF_HUMAN olymerase I and transcript release factor OS=Homo sapiens GN=PTRF PE=1 SV=122.286697 22.459715 3 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 3 0.1730 75 449 10.3 43.476 390
sp|Q00796|DHSO_HUMANsp|Q00796|DHSO_HUMAN Sorbitol dehydrogenase OS=Homo sapiens GN=SORD PE=1 SV=426.476719 26.648148 12 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 27 10 0.1714287 448 40.9 38.324 357
sp|O60828-5|PQBP1_HUMAN;sp|O60828-4|PQBP1_HUMAN;sp|O60828-2|PQBP1_HUMAN;sp|O60828|PQBP1_HUMAN;sp|O60828-10|PQBP1_HUMAN;sp|O60828-9|PQBP1_HUMAN;sp|O60828-8|PQBP1_HUMAN;sp|O60828-7|PQBP1_HUMAN;sp|O60828-6|PQBP1_HUMAN;sp|O60828-3|PQBP1_HUMANsp|O60828-5|PQBP1_HUMAN Isoform 5 of Polyglutamine-binding protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PQBP1;sp|O60828-4|  Isoform 4 of olyglutamine-binding protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PQB 1;sp|O60828-2|PQBP1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Polyglutamine-binding protein 124.531183 24.70171 6 6 By MS/MS By M /MS 11 9 0. 705265 447 52.7 18.706 165
sp|Q13765-2|NACA_HUMAN;sp|Q13765|NACA_HUMAN;sp|Q9BZK3|NACP1_HUMANsp|Q13765-2| ACA_HUMA  Isoform 2 of Nascent polypeptide-associated complex subunit alpha OS=Homo sapiens GN=NACA;sp|Q13765|NACA_HUMAN Nascent polypeptide-associated complex subunit alpha OS=Homo sapiens GN=NACA PE=1 SV=125.991335 26.161446 4 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 5 0.1701107 446 5.9 94.664 925
sp|P68036-2|UB2L3_HUMAN;sp|P68036|UB2L3_HUMAN;sp|P68036-3|UB2L3_HUMANsp|P68036-2|UB2L3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E2 L3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBE2L3;sp|P68036|UB2L3_HUMAN Ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E2 L3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBE2L3 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P68036-3|UB2L3_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme24.19 331 24.366064 5 4 By MS/ S By MS/M 11 2 0.169733 445 47.5 14.121 122
sp|P49327|FAS_HUMANsp|P49327|FAS_HUMAN Fatty acid synthase OS=Homo sapiens GN=FASN PE=1 SV=327.499676 27.668242 55 41 By MS/MS By MS/MS 93 51 0.1685658 444 27.1 273.42 2511
sp|P62191|PRS4_HUMANsp|P62191|PRS4_HUMAN 26S protease regulatory subunit 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMC1 PE=1 SV=125.848404 26.015995 14 13 By MS/MS By MS/MS 28 14 0.1675911 443 35.5 49.184 440
sp|P08134|RHOC_HUMAN;sp|P62745|RHOB_HUMANsp|P08134|RHOC_HUMAN Rho-related GTP-binding protein RhoC OS=Homo sapiens GN=RHOC PE=1 SV=125.480867 25.646391 7 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 6 0.1655235 442 29 22.006 193
sp|Q92973-2|TNPO1_HUMAN;sp|Q92973|TNPO1_HUMAN;sp|Q92973-3|TNPO1_HUMAN;sp|O14787-2|TNPO2_HUMAN;sp|O14787|TNPO2_HUMANsp|Q92973-2|T PO1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Transportin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TNPO1;sp|Q92973|TNPO1_HUMAN Transportin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TNPO1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q92973-3|TNPO1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Transportin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TNPO123.960844 24.126366 6 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 6 0.1655216 441 9.9 101.31 890
sp|P25705|ATPA_HUMAN;sp|P25705-2|ATPA_HUMANsp|P25705|ATPA_HUMAN  synthase subunit alpha, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATP5A1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P25705-2|ATPA_HUMAN Isoform 2 of ATP synthase subunit alpha, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATP5A128.64048 28.805382 26 21 By MS/MS By MS/MS 52 36 0.1649017 440 48.5 59.75 553
sp|Q9BQG0|MBB1A_HUMAN;sp|Q9BQG0-2|MBB1A_HUMANsp|Q9BQG0|MBB1A_HUMAN Myb-binding protein 1A OS=Homo sapiens GN=MYBBP1A PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9BQG0-2|MBB1A_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Myb-binding protein 1A OS=Homo sapiens GN=MYBBP1A22.153446 2 .317966 4 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 2 0.16452 3 439 3.5 148.85 1328
sp|P00568|KAD1_HUMANsp|P00568|KAD1_HUMAN Adenylate kinase isoenzyme 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=AK1 PE=1 SV=323.701551 23.864292 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 5 0.1627407 438 28.4 21.635 194
sp|P83731|RL24_HUMANsp|P83731|RL24_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L24 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL24 PE=1 SV=126.318621 26.481022 7 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 8 0.1624012 437 36.3 17.779 157
sp|Q99873-3|ANM1_HUMAN;sp|Q99873-2|ANM1_HUMAN;sp|Q99873-4|ANM1_HUMAN;sp|Q99873|ANM1_HUMAN;sp|Q9NR22-2|ANM8_HUMAN;sp|Q9NR22|ANM8_HUMANsp|Q99873-3|ANM1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Protein arginine N-methyltransferase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRMT1;sp|Q99873-2|ANM1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Protein arginine N-methyltransferase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRMT1;sp|Q99873-4|ANM1_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Protein arginine N-m24.411188 24.570858 7 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 2 0.1596699 436 23 39.602 343
sp|P05161|ISG15_HUMANsp|P05161|ISG15_HUMAN Ubiquitin-like protein ISG15 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ISG15 PE=1 SV=521.815893 21.972986 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 1 0.157093 435 8.5 17.887 165
sp|P62330|ARF6_HUMANsp|P62330|ARF6_HUMAN ADP-ribosylation factor 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARF6 PE=1 SV=225.831591 25.986742 6 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 9 0.1551514 434 44.6 20.082 175
sp|Q12907|LMAN2_HUMANsp|Q12907|LMAN2_HUMAN Vesicular integral-membrane protein VIP36 OS=Homo sapiens GN=LMAN2 PE=1 SV=122.45661 22.608671 3 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 4 0.1520615 433 11.8 40.228 356
sp|P05198|IF2A_HUMANsp|P05198|IF2A_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 2 subunit 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF2S1 PE=1 SV=326.551861 26.70068 14 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 23 16 0.148819 432 49.8 36.112 315
sp|P27824|CALX_HUMANsp|P27824|CALX_HUMAN Calnexin OS=Homo sapiens GN=CANX PE=1 SV=224.550278 24.698534 10 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 14 4 0.1482563 431 21.8 67.567 592
sp|Q9Y3B4|PM14_HUMANsp|Q9Y3B4|PM14_HUMAN Pre-mRNA branch site protein p14 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SF3B14 PE=1 SV=120.106712 20.254766 2 1 By MS/MS By matching 3 0 0. 480541 430 20.8 14.585 125
sp|Q9NPD8|UBE2T_HUMANsp|Q9NPD8|UBE2T_HUMAN Ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E2 T OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBE2T PE=1 SV=121.843798 21.990196 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 3 0.1463985 429 10.7 22.521 197
sp|P08195-2|4F2_HUMAN;sp|P08195-3|4F2_HUMAN;sp|P08195|4F2_HUMAN;sp|P08195-4|4F2_HUMANsp|P08195-2|4F2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 4F2 cell-surface antigen heavy chain OS= omo sapiens GN=SLC3A2;sp|P08195-3|4F2_HUMAN Isoform 3 of 4F2 cell-surface antigen heavy chain OS=Homo sapiens GN=SLC3A2;sp|P08195|4F2_HUMAN 4F2 cell-surface antigen heavy chain OS=4.008554 24.154913 5 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 3 0.1463585 428 12.3 57.944 529
sp|Q01518-2|CAP1_HUMAN;sp|Q01518|CAP1_HUMANsp|Q01518-2|CAP1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Adenylyl cyclase-associated protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CAP1;sp|Q01518|CAP1_HUMAN Adenylyl cyclase-associated protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CAP1 PE=1 SV=526.033051 26. 77881 11 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 22 14 0.1448307 427 23.2 51.83 474
sp|P52272-2|HNRPM_HUMAN;sp|P52272|HNRPM_HUMANsp|P52272-2|H RPM_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein M OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPM;sp|P52272|HNRPM_HUMAN Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein M OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPM PE=1 SV=330.019163 30.160868 37 34 By MS/MS By MS/MS 95 61 0.1417046 426 60.5 73.62 691
sp|P16152|CBR1_HUMANsp|P16152|CBR1_HUMAN Carbonyl reductase [NADPH] 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CBR1 PE=1 SV=326.733374 26.874786 13 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 22 17 0.1414127 425 65.7 30.375 277
sp|Q8IYB3-2|SRRM1_HUMAN;sp|Q8IYB3|SRRM1_HUMANsp|Q8IYB3-2|SRRM1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Serine/arginine repetitive matrix protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRRM1;sp|Q8IYB3|SRRM1_HUMAN Serine/arginine repetitive matrix protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRRM1 PE=1 SV=221.054308 21.193882 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 2 0.1395741 424 2.3 102.12 902
sp|Q15287-3|RNPS1_HUMAN;sp|Q15287-2|RNPS1_HUMAN;sp|Q15287|RNPS1_HUMANsp|Q15287-3|R PS1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of R A-binding protein with serine-rich domain 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RNPS1;sp|Q15287-2|RNPS1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of RNA-binding protein with serine-rich domain 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RNPS1;sp|Q15287|RNPS1_HUMAN RNA-binding protei21.658182 1.7922 3 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 3 0.1340313 423 8.6 30.354 268
sp|P42677|RS27_HUMANsp|P42677|RS27_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S27 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS27 PE=1 SV=326.716858 26.849955 5 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 5 0.1330967 422 40.5 9.461 84
sp|Q99460-2|PSMD1_HUMAN;sp|Q99460|PSMD1_HUMANsp|Q99460-2|PSMD1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 26S proteasome non-ATPase regulatory subunit 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMD1;sp|Q99460|PSMD1_HUMAN 26S proteasome non-ATPase regulatory subunit 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMD1 PE=1 SV=224.70319 24.834221 10 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 19 10 0.131031 421 14.3 102.26 922
sp|P05141|ADT2_HUMAN;sp|Q9H0C2|ADT4_HUMANsp|P05141|ADT2_HUMAN ADP/ATP translocase 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SLC25A5 PE=1 SV=726.138 9 26.269316 11 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 23 15 0.1310253 420 33.9 32.852 298
sp|Q14204|DYHC1_HUMANsp|Q14204|DYHC1_HUMAN Cytoplasmic dynein 1 heavy chain 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DYNC1H1 PE=1 SV=526.183041 26.312141 45 31 By MS/MS By MS/MS 64 19 0.1291008 419 11.5 532.4 4646
sp|P02786|TFR1_HUMANsp|P02786|TFR1_HUMAN Transferrin receptor protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TFRC PE=1 SV=224.71382 24.842829 10 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 14 7 0.1290092 418 15.4 84.87 760
sp|Q6ZUT1-3|CK057_HUMAN;sp|Q6ZUT1|CK057_HUMAN;sp|Q6ZUT1-2|CK057_HUMANsp|Q6ZUT1-3|CK057_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Uncharacterized protein C11orf57 OS=Homo sapiens GN=C11orf57;sp|Q6ZUT1|CK057_HUMAN Uncharacterized protein C11orf57 OS=Homo sapiens GN=C11orf57 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q6ZUT1-2|CK057_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Uncharacterized protein C11o22.068022 22.191774 3 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 2 0.123 526 417 12.9 30.844 264
sp|Q9UL26|RB22A_HUMAN;sp|Q13636|RAB31_HUMANsp|Q9UL26|RB22A_HUMAN Ras-related protein Rab-22A OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB22A PE=1 SV=221.3 8159 21.440504 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 4 0.122345 416 14.9 21.855 194
sp|O95373|IPO7_HUMANsp|O95373|IPO7_HUMAN Importin-7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=IPO7 PE=1 SV=124.840477 24.962 88 8 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 14 0.1223106 415 9.6 119.52 1038
sp|P84085|ARF5_HUMANsp|P84085|ARF5_HUMAN ADP-ribosylation factor 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARF5 PE=1 SV=229.286215 29.408497 10 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 54 30 0.122282 414 64.4 20.529 180
sp|P78347-2|GTF2I_HUMAN;sp|P78347-4|GTF2I_HUMAN;sp|P78347-3|GTF2I_HUMAN;sp|P78347|GTF2I_HUMAN;sp|Q86UP8-3|GTD2A_HUMAN;sp|Q86UP8|GTD2A_HUMAN;sp|Q6EKJ0|GTD2B_HUMANsp|P78347-2|GTF2I_HUMAN Isoform 2 of General transcription factor II-I OS=Homo sapiens GN=GTF2I;sp|P7 347-4|GTF2I_HUMAN Isoform 4 of General tran cription factor II-I OS=Homo sapiens GN=GTF2I;sp|P78347-3|GTF2I_HUMAN Isoform 3 of General transcription facto23.280933 23.400412 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 7 0.1194782 413 6.5 107.97 957
sp|Q9UIJ7|KAD3_HUMAN;sp|Q9UIJ7-3|KAD3_HUMAN;sp|Q9UIJ7-2|KAD3_HUMANsp|Q9 IJ7|KAD3_H MAN GTP:AMP phosphotransferase AK3, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=AK3 PE=1 SV=4;sp|Q9UIJ7-3|KAD3_HUMAN Isoform 3 of GTP:AMP phosphotransferase AK3, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=AK3;sp|Q9UIJ7-2|KAD3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of GTP:AMP phospho24.01648 24.135475 8 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 6 0.1189919 412 40.5 25.565 227
sp|P48739|PIPNB_HUMAN;sp|P48739-2|PIPNB_HUMAN;sp|Q00169|PIPNA_HUMANsp|P48739|PIPNB_HUMAN hosphatidylino itol transfer protein beta isoform OS=Homo sapiens GN=PITPNB PE=1 SV=2;sp|P48739-2|PIPNB_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Phosphatidylinositol transfer protein beta isoform OS=Homo sapiens GN=PITPNB24.939615 25.058542 11 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 16 11 0.118927 411 47.2 31.54 271
sp|Q9UHX1-6|PUF60_HUMAN;sp|Q9UHX1-4|PUF60_HUMAN;sp|Q9UHX1-5|PUF60_HUMAN;sp|Q9UHX1-2|PUF60_HUMAN;sp|Q9UHX1-3|PUF60_HUMAN;sp|Q9UHX1|PUF60_HUMANsp|Q9UHX1-6|PUF60_H MAN Isoform 6 of Poly(U)-binding-splicing factor PUF60 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PUF60;sp|Q9UHX1-4|PUF60_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Poly(U)-binding-splicing factor PUF60 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PUF60;sp|Q9UHX1-5|PUF60_HUMAN Isoform 5 of Poly(U)-binding-spl27.153736 27.2715 7 18 18 By MS/MS By MS/MS 29 20 0.1177711 410 46.8 55.399 513
sp|Q9NTX5-6|ECHD1_HUMAN;sp|Q9NTX5-2|ECHD1_HUMAN;sp|Q9NTX5|ECHD1_HUMAN;sp|Q9NTX5-5|ECHD1_HUMANsp|Q9NTX5-6|ECHD1_HUMAN Isoform 6 of Ethylmalonyl-CoA decarboxylase OS=Homo sapiens GN=ECHDC1;sp|Q9NTX5-2|ECHD1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ethylmalonyl-CoA decarboxylase OS=Homo sapiens GN=ECHDC1;sp|Q9NTX5|ECHD1_HUMAN Ethylmalonyl-CoA decarboxylase OS=Homo sapiens26.68298 26.800699 9 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 18 12 0.1177197 409 43 31.089 284
sp|Q92530|PSMF1_HUMANsp|Q92530|PSMF1_HUMAN Proteasome inhibitor PI31 subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMF1 PE=1 SV=220.525986 20.642271 2 1 By M /MS By MS/MS 3 1 0.1162853 408 10 29.816 271
sp|P62937|PPIA_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y536|PAL4A_HUMAN;sp|F5H284|PAL4D_HUMAN;sp|A2BFH1|PAL4G_HUMANsp|P62937|PPIA_HUMAN Peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase A OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPIA PE=1 SV=232.018269 32.132866 13 13 By S/MS By MS/MS 107 75 0.1145973 407 71.5 18.012 165
sp|Q13310-2|PABP4_HUMAN;sp|Q13310|PABP4_HUMAN;sp|Q13310-3|PABP4_HUMAN;sp|P0CB38|PAB4L_HUMANsp|Q13310-2|PABP4_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Polyadenylate-binding protein 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PABPC4;sp|Q13310|PABP4_HUMAN Polyadenylate-binding protein 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PABPC4 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q13310-3|PABP4_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Polyadenylate-binding protein 4 OS23.152842 23.265135 11 8 By MS/MS By M /MS 7 3 0.1122932 406 18.9 69.578 631
sp|O75131|CPNE3_HUMAN;sp|Q96FN4|CPNE2_HUMAN;sp|Q8IYJ1|CPNE9_HUMAN;sp|Q96A23|CPNE4_HUMAN;sp|O95741|CPNE6_HUMAN;sp|Q9UBL6-2|CPNE7_HUMAN;sp|Q86YQ8|CPNE8_HUMAN;sp|Q96A23-2|CPNE4_HUMAN;sp|Q9HCH3|CPNE5_HUMAN;sp|Q9UBL6|CPNE7_HUMANsp|O75131|CPNE3_HUMAN Copine-3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CPNE3 PE=1 SV=122.639866 22.752155 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 7 0.1122894 405 9.5 60.13 537
sp|O43390-2|HNRPR_HUMAN;sp|O43390|HNRPR_HUMAN;sp|O43390-3|HNRPR_HUMANsp|O43390-2|H RPR_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein R OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPR;sp|O43390|HNRPR_HUMAN Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein R OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPR PE=1 SV=1;sp|O43390-3|HNRPR_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Heterogeneous23.978148 24.088451 10 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 1 0.1103039 404 18.6 71.214 636
sp|P47914|RL29_HUMANsp|P47914|RL29_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L29 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL29 PE=1 SV=224.007957 24.116564 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 3 0.1086063 403 14.5 17.752 159
sp|Q6PIU2-2|NCEH1_HUMAN;sp|Q6PIU2|NCEH1_HUMAN;sp|Q6PIU2-3|NCEH1_HUMANsp|Q6PIU2-2|NCEH1_HUMA  Isoform 2 of eutral cholesterol ester hydrolase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NCEH1;sp|Q6PIU2|NCEH1_HUMAN Neutral cholesterol ester hydrolase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NCEH1 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q6PIU2-3|NCEH1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Neutral cholesterol este23.195173 23.30257 3 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 2 0.1073971 402 9.6 46.626 416
sp|Q8NE71|ABCF1_HUMAN;sp|Q8NE71-2|ABCF1_HUMANsp|Q8NE71| BCF1_HUMAN ATP-binding cassette sub-family F member 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ABCF1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q8NE71-2|ABCF1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of ATP-binding cassette sub-family F member 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ABCF126.36142 26.467201 19 18 By MS/MS By MS/MS 32 19 0.1057816 401 24.7 95.925 845
sp|Q9NSD9|SYFB_HUMANsp|Q9NSD9|SYFB_HUMAN Phenylalanine--tRNA ligase beta subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=FARSB PE=1 SV=323.194557 23.300337 6 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 2 0.1057796 400 14.6 66.115 589
sp|P52815|RM12_HUMANsp|P52815|RM12_HUMAN 39S ribosomal protein L12, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=MRPL12 PE=1 SV=21.723633 21.828033 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 1 0. 044006 399 5.6 21.348 198
sp|P18754|RCC1_HUMAN;sp|P18754-2|RCC1_HUMANsp|P18754|RCC1_HUMAN egulator of chromosome condensation OS=Homo sapiens GN=RCC1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P18754-2|RCC1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Regulator of chromosome condensation OS=Homo sapiens GN=RCC124.662643 24.765116 6 5 By MS/M By MS/MS 10 9 0.1024723 398 18.3 44.969 421
sp|Q9NWB6|ARGL1_HUMAN;sp|Q9NWB6-2|ARGL1_HUMANsp|Q9NWB6| RGL1_HUMAN Arginine and glutamate-rich protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARGLU1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9NWB6-2|ARGL1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Arginine and glutamate-rich protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARGLU124.877317 24.97522 6 6 By MS/M By MS/MS 11 0 0.0979023 397 16.8 33.216 273
sp|Q9HBL8|NMRL1_HUMANsp|Q9HBL8|NMRL1_HUMAN NmrA-like family domain-containing protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NMRAL1 PE=1 SV=121.774508 21.871208 3 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 2 0.0967007 396 12.7 33.344 299
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sp|Q9H2H8|PPIL3_HUMAN;sp|Q9H2H8-2|PPIL3_HUMANsp|Q9 2H8|PPIL3_HUMAN Peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase-like 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPIL3 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9H2H8-2|PPIL3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase-like 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPIL32 .701447 23.794119 4 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 1 0.0926723 395 30.4 18.154 161
sp|O75390|CISY_HUMANsp|O75390|CISY_HUMAN Citrate synthase, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=CS PE=1 SV=222.670401 22.76219 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 3 0.0917892 394 8.2 51.712 466
sp|Q92598-2|HS105_HUMAN;sp|Q92598|HS105_HUMAN;sp|Q92598-3|HS105_HUMANsp|Q92598-2|HS105_HUMAN Isoform Beta of Heat shock protein 105 kDa OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSPH1;sp|Q92598|HS105_HUMAN Heat shock protein 105 kDa OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSPH1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q92598-3|HS105_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Heat shock protein 105 kDa OS=Homo sapiens26.800577 26.889599 24 22 By MS/MS By M /MS 41 24 0.0890217 393 41.6 92.115 814
sp|P20338|RAB4A_HUMANsp|P20338|RAB4A_HUMAN Ras-related protein Rab-4A OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB4A PE=1 SV=325.31105 25.400023 9 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 17 6 0.0889721 392 46.3 24.389 218
sp|P31153|METK2_HUMAN;sp|Q00266|METK1_HUMANsp|P31153|METK2_HUMAN S-adenosylmethionine synthase isoform type-2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MAT2A PE=1 SV=123.583595 23.670553 6 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 2 0.0869579 391 20.3 43.66 395
sp|O60841|IF2P_HUMANsp|O60841|IF2P_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 5B OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF5B PE=1 SV=426.244741 26.33144 23 18 By MS/MS By MS/MS 35 15 0.0866985 390 24.6 138.83 1220
sp|O43617-2|TPPC3_HUMAN;sp|O43617|TPPC3_HUMANsp|O4 617-2|TPPC3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Trafficking protein particle complex subunit 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TRAPPC3;sp|O43617|TPPC3_HUMAN Trafficking protein particle complex subunit 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TRAPPC3 PE=1 SV=122.760118 22.846516 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 3 0.0863972 389 29.1 15.005 134
sp|P35637-2|FUS_HUMAN;sp|P35637|FUS_HUMANsp|P35637-2|FUS_HUMAN Isoform Short of RNA-binding protein FUS OS=Homo sapiens GN=FUS;sp|P35637|FUS_HUMAN RNA-binding protein FUS OS=Homo sapiens GN=FUS PE=1 SV=124.528 85 24.614704 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 5 0.086319 388 11.8 53.354 525
sp|P49411|EFTU_HUMANsp|P49411|EFTU_HUMAN Elongation factor Tu, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=TUFM PE=1 SV=225.929605 26.01037 13 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 27 12 0.0807648 387 35.8 49.541 452
sp|O00299|CLIC1_HUMANsp|O00299|CLIC1_HUMAN Chloride intracellular channel protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CLIC1 PE=1 SV=428.485044 28.564928 13 10 By MS/M By MS/MS 24 15 0.0798836 386 70.1 26.922 241
sp|Q16629-3|SRSF7_HUMAN;sp|Q16629-2|SRSF7_HUMAN;sp|Q16629-4|SRSF7_HUMAN;sp|Q16629|SRSF7_HUMANsp|Q16629-3|SRSF7_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Serine/arginine-rich splicing factor 7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRSF7;sp|Q16629-2|SRSF7_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Serine/arginine-rich splicing factor 7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRSF7;sp|Q16629-4|SRSF7_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Serine/arginine-r24.00864 4.088369 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 4 0.0797291 385 33.3 15.257 132
sp|P46734-2|MP2K3_HUMAN;sp|P46734|MP2K3_HUMAN;sp|P46734-3|MP2K3_HUMAN;sp|P52564-2|MP2K6_HUMAN;sp|P52564|MP2K6_HUMANsp|P46734-2|MP2K3_HUMAN Isoform 1 of Dual specificity mitogen-activated protein kinase kinase 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN= P2K3;sp|P46734|MP2K3_HUMAN Dual specificity mitogen-activated protein kinase kinase 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MAP2K3 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P46734-3|MP2K35.38 04 25.465382 9 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 20 8 0.0793419 384 33 3 .172 318
sp|Q9BQ48|RM34_HUMANsp|Q9BQ48|RM34_HUMAN 39S ribosomal protein L34, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=MRPL34 PE=1 SV=122.816986 22.893599 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 3 0.0766125 383 23.9 10.165 92
sp|Q14019|COTL1_HUMANsp|Q14019|COTL1_HUMAN Coactosin-like protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=COTL1 PE=1 SV=324.086103 24.162617 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 8 0.0765133 382 27.5 15.945 142
sp|P61086|UBE2K_HUMAN;sp|P61086-2|UBE2K_HUMAN;sp|P61086-3|UBE2K_HUMANsp|P61086|UBE2K_HUMAN biquitin-conjugating enzyme E2 K OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBE2K PE=1 SV=3;sp|P61086-2|UBE2K_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E2 K OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBE2K;sp|P61086-3|UBE2K_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E25.833883 25.910358 9 6 y MS/MS By MS/MS 20 10 0.0764751 381 47.5 22.406 200
sp|P62316|SMD2_HUMAN;sp|P62316-2|SMD2_HUMANsp|P62316|SMD2_HUMAN mall nuclear ribonucleoprotein Sm D2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SNRPD2 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P62316-2|SMD2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Small nuclear ribonucleoprotein Sm D2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SNRPD224.226778 24.302849 6 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 5 0.0760708 80 55.9 13.527 118
sp|P62942|FKB1A_HUMANsp|P62942|FKB1A_HUMAN Peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase FKBP1A OS=Homo sapiens GN=FKBP1A PE=1 SV=223.955444 24.030022 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 4 0.0745773 379 25 11.951 108
sp|P15374|UCHL3_HUMANsp|P15374|UCHL3_HUMAN Ubiquitin carboxyl-terminal hydrolase isozyme L3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UCHL3 PE=1 SV=122.082129 22.155918 3 2 By MS/MS By matching 5 0 0.0737896 378 15.7 26.182 230
sp|Q16401-2|PSMD5_HUMAN;sp|Q16401|PSMD5_HUMANsp|Q16401-2|PSMD5_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 26S proteasome non-ATPase regulatory subunit 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMD5;sp|Q16401|PSMD5_HUMAN 26S proteasome non-ATPase regulatory subunit 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMD5 PE=1 SV=324.287359 24.361118 10 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 15 9 0.0737591 377 28 51.311 4 1
sp|Q15382|RHEB_HUMANsp|Q15382|RHEB_HUMAN GTP-binding protein Rheb OS=Homo sapiens GN=RHEB PE=1 SV=124.205309 24.278454 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 7 0.0731449 376 28.3 20.497 184
sp|P43490|NAMPT_HUMANsp| 43490|NAMPT_HUMAN Nicotinamide phosphoribosyltransferase OS=Homo sapiens GN=NAMPT PE=1 SV=124.018522 24.091036 8 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 3 0.0725136 375 21.2 55.52 491
sp|P23246|SFPQ_HUMAN;sp|P23246-2|SFPQ_HUMANsp|P23246|SFPQ_HUMAN plicing factor, proline- and glutamine-rich OS=Homo sapiens GN=SFPQ PE=1 SV=2;sp|P23246-2|SFPQ_HUMAN Isoform Short of Splicing factor, proline- and glutamine-rich OS=Homo sapiens GN=SFPQ23.850145 23.920254 4 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 4 0.0701084 7 7.6 76.149 707
sp|O43290|SNUT1_HUMANsp|O43290|S UT1_HUMAN U4/U6.U5 tri-snRNP-associated protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SART1 PE=1 SV=125.323336 25.39205 15 14 By MS/MS By MS/MS 26 12 0.0687141 373 23.4 90.254 800
sp|P41091|IF2G_HUMAN;sp|Q2VIR3|IF2GL_HUMAN;sp|Q2VIR3-2|IF2GL_HUMANsp|P41091|IF2G_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 2 subunit 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF2S3 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q2VIR3|IF2GL_HUMAN Putative eukaryotic translation initiation factor 2 subunit 3-like protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF2S3L PE=5 SV=2;sp|Q2VIR3-2|25.683434 25.749702 15 12 By S/MS By MS/MS 24 12 0.0662689 72 41.3 51.109 472
sp|P17987|TCPA_HUMANsp|P17987|TCPA_HUMAN T-complex protein 1 subunit alpha OS=Homo sapiens GN=TCP1 PE=1 SV=127.303911 27.367281 22 22 By MS/MS By MS/MS 36 32 0.0633698 371 48.6 60.343 556
sp|O00148|DX39A_HUMAN;sp|O00148-2|DX39A_HUMANsp|O00148|DX39A_HUMAN ATP-dependent RNA helicase DDX39A OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDX39A PE=1 SV=2;sp|O00148-2|DX39A_HUMAN Isoform 2 of ATP-dependent RNA helicase DDX39A OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDX39A23.5 72 4 23.568134 17 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 2 0.0608902 370 43.8 49.129 427
sp|P13804|ETFA_HUMAN;sp|P13804-2|ETFA_HUMANsp|P13804|ETFA_HUMAN lectron transfer flavoprotein subunit alpha, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=ETFA PE=1 SV=1;sp|P13804-2|ETFA_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Electron transfer flavoprotein subunit alpha, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=ETFA25.698217 25.759058 9 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 18 10 0.0608406 369 36.9 35.079 333
sp|P00558|PGK1_HUMAN;sp|P07205|PGK2_HUMANsp|P00558|PGK1_HUMAN Phosphoglycerate kinase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PGK1 PE=1 SV=332.04541 3 .105526 31 28 By MS/MS By MS/MS 109 74 0.0601158 368 69.1 44.614 417
sp|O14617-3|AP3D1_HUMAN;sp|O14617-4|AP3D1_HUMAN;sp|O14617-2|AP3D1_HUMAN;sp|O14617|AP3D1_HUMAN;sp|O14617-5|AP3D1_HUMANsp|O14617-3| P3D1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of P-3 complex subunit delta-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=AP3D1;sp|O14617-4|AP3D1_HUMAN Isoform 4 of AP-3 complex subunit delta-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=AP3D1;sp|O14617-2|AP3D1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of AP-3 complex subunit delta-1 OS=Homo22.881123 22.940718 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 1 0.059595 367 6.5 111.24 984
sp|P31946-2|1433B_HUMAN;sp|P31946|1433B_HUMANsp|P31946-2|1433B_HUMAN Isoform Short of 14-3-3 protein beta/alpha OS=Homo sapiens GN=YWHAB;sp|P31946|1433B_HUMAN 14-3-3 protein beta/alpha OS=Homo sapiens GN=YWHAB PE=1 SV=325.701578 25.760632 10 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 7 0.059053 66 41 27.85 244
sp|P41250|SYG_HUMANsp|P41250|SYG_HUMAN Glycine--tRNA ligase OS=Homo sapiens GN=GARS PE=1 SV=323.5291 23.586805 8 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 5 0.0577049 365 11.5 83.165 739
sp|Q9NPE3|NOP10_HUMANsp|Q9NPE3|NOP10_HUMAN H/ACA ribonucleoprotein complex subunit 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NOP10 PE=1 SV=12 .099762 21.155899 2 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 2 .056 371 364 32.8 7.7059 64
sp|Q9H0F7|ARL6_HUMAN;sp|Q9H0F7-2|ARL6_HUMANsp|Q9H0F7|ARL6_HUMAN ADP-ribosylation factor-like protein 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARL6 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9H0F7-2|ARL6_HUMAN Isoform 2 of ADP-ribosylation factor-like protein 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARL621.004562 21.059664 2 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 2 0.0551014 363 12.9 21.097 186
sp|Q15369|ELOC_HUMAN;sp|Q15369-2|ELOC_HUMANsp|Q15369|ELOC_HUMAN Transcription elongation factor B polypeptide 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TCEB1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q15369-2|ELOC_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Transcription elongation factor B polypeptide 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TCEB125.942974 25.996925 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 14 6 0.0539513 362 65.2 12.473 112
sp|O00622|CYR61_HUMANsp|O00622|CYR61_HUMAN Protein CYR61 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CYR61 PE=1 SV=122.528551 22.57955 2 3 By MS/MS By MS/M 3 3 0.0509987 361 9.7 42.026 381
sp|Q13363-2|CTBP1_HUMAN;sp|Q13363|CTBP1_HUMAN;sp|P56545|CTBP2_HUMAN;sp|P56545-2|CTBP2_HUMANsp|Q13363-2|CTBP1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of C-terminal-binding protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CTBP1;sp|Q13363|CTBP1_HUMAN C-terminal-binding protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CTBP1 PE=1 SV=222.790365 22.840593 5 3 By MS/ S By matching 8 0 0.0502281 360 15.4 46.404 429
sp|O00571-2|DDX3X_HUMAN;sp|O00571|DDX3X_HUMAN;sp|O15523|DDX3Y_HUMAN;sp|Q9NQI0-3|DDX4_HUMAN;sp|Q9NQI0-2|DDX4_HUMAN;sp|Q9NQI0-4|DDX4_HUMAN;sp|Q9NQI0|DDX4_HUMANsp|O00571-2|DDX3X_HUMAN Isoform 2 of ATP-dependent RNA helicase DDX3X OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDX3X;sp|O00571|DDX3X_HUMAN ATP-dependent RNA helicase DDX3X OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDX3X PE=1 SV=3;sp|O15523|DDX3Y_HUMAN ATP-dependent RNA helicase DDX3Y OS=Homo sapiens23.820749 23.870794 10 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 15 5 0.050045 359 18.4 71.354 646
sp|P61923|COPZ1_HUMANsp|P61923|COPZ1_HUMAN Coatomer subunit zeta-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=COPZ1 PE=1 SV=127.251421 27.297192 5 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 13 0.0457706 358 41.8 20.198 177
sp|Q8NHQ9|DDX55_HUMANsp|Q8N Q9|DDX55_HUMAN ATP-dependent RNA helicase DDX55 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDX55 PE=1 SV=322.640219 22.685066 4 4 By MS/M By MS/MS 5 5 0.0448475 357 8.7 68.546 600
sp|Q9NVZ3|NECP2_HUMAN;sp|Q9NVZ3-2|NECP2_HUMAN;sp|Q9NVZ3-3|NECP2_HUMAN;sp|Q9NVZ3-4|NECP2_HUMANsp|Q9NVZ3|NECP2_HUMAN Adaptin ear-binding coat-associated protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NEC P2 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9NVZ3-2|NECP2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Adaptin ear-binding coat-associated protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NECAP2;sp|Q9NVZ3-3|NECP2_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Adapti24.743708 24.785614 8 8 By MS/MS By M /MS 13 5 0.0419064 356 43.3 28.338 263
sp|P26639|SYTC_HUMAN;sp|P26639-2|SYTC_HUMANsp|P26639|SYTC_HUMAN Threonine--tR A ligase, cytoplasmic OS=Homo sapiens GN=TARS PE=1 SV=3;sp|P26639-2|SYTC_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Threonine--tRNA ligase, cytoplasmic OS=Homo sapiens GN=TARS21.38047 21.421984 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 1 0.0415134 355 3 83.434 723
sp|P10809|CH60_HUMANsp|P10809|CH60_HUMAN 60 kDa heat shock protein, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSPD1 PE=1 SV=232.192017 32.232407 38 31 By MS/MS By MS/MS 165 109 0.04039 354 68.8 61.054 573
sp|P07195|LDHB_HUMANsp|P07195|LDHB_HUMAN L-lactate dehydrogenase B chain OS=Homo sapiens GN=LDHB PE=1 SV=228.15122 28.191265 13 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 31 20 0.0400448 353 42.8 36.638 334
sp|P54578-2|UBP14_HUMAN;sp|P54578|UBP14_HUMANsp| 5 578-2|UBP14_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ubiquitin carboxyl-terminal hydrolase 14 OS=Homo sapiens GN=USP14;sp|P54578|UBP14_HUMAN Ubiquitin carboxyl-terminal hydrolase 14 OS=Homo sapiens GN=USP14 PE=1 SV=329.35 062 29.39403 28 29 By MS/MS By MS/MS 69 52 0.0389671 3 2 53.4 52.385 459
sp|P30085|KCY_HUMAN;sp|P30085-2|KCY_HUMANsp|P30085|KCY_HUMAN UMP-CMP kinase OS=Homo sapiens GN=CMPK1 PE=1 SV=3;sp|P30085-2|KCY_HUMAN Isoform 2 of UMP-CMP kinase OS=Homo sapiens GN=CMPK125.575684 25.612513 8 4 By MS/MS By MS/M 17 6 0.036829 351 53.1 22.222 196
sp|Q9P031|TAP26_HUMANsp|Q9P031|TAP26_HUMAN Thyroid transcription factor 1-associated protein 26 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CCDC59 PE=1 SV=222.376898 22.412298 4 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 2 0.0354004 350 15.8 28.669 241
sp|P60174|TPIS_HUMAN;sp|P60174-1|TPIS_HUMAN;sp|P60174-4|TPIS_HUMANsp|P60174|TPIS_HUMAN riosephosphate isomerase OS=Homo sapiens GN=TPI1 PE=1 SV=3;sp|P60174-1|TPIS_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Triosephosphate isomerase OS=Homo sapiens GN=TPI1;sp|P60174-4|TPIS_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Triosephosphate isomerase OS=Homo sapiens GN=TPI123.856808 23.889948 5 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 6 0.0331402 349 25.9 30.791 286
sp|Q9BVG4|PBDC1_HUMANsp|Q9BVG4|PBDC1_HUMAN Protein PBDC1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PBDC1 PE=1 SV=123.520014 23.552389 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 5 0.0323753 348 25.8 26.056 233
sp|P11177|ODPB_HUMAN;sp|P11177-2|ODPB_HUMAN;sp|P11177-3|ODPB_HUMANsp|P11177|ODPB_HUMAN Pyruvate dehydrogenase E1 component subunit beta, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=PDHB PE=1 SV=3;sp|P11177-2|ODPB_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Pyruvate dehydrogenase E1 component subunit beta, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=PDHB;sp|P11177-3|O26.59 351 26.622126 13 13 By MS/MS By MS/MS 27 17 0.0307751 347 42.9 39.233 359
sp|P15880|RS2_HUMANsp|P15880|RS2_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS2 PE=1 SV=227.621218 27.649588 8 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 15 12 0.0283699 346 31.4 31.324 293
sp|P35269|T2FA_HUMANsp|P35269|T2FA_HUMAN General transcription factor IIF subunit 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GTF2F1 PE=1 SV=220.903673 20.930099 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 1 0.0264263 345 5.6 58.24 517
sp|Q14498-3|RBM39_HUMAN;sp|Q14498-2|RBM39_HUMAN;sp|Q14498|RBM39_HUMAN;sp|Q86U06-3|RBM23_HUMAN;sp|Q86U06-4|RBM23_HUMAN;sp|Q86U06-5|RBM23_HUMAN;sp|Q86U06-2|RBM23_HUMAN;sp|Q86U06|RBM23_HUMANsp|Q14498-3|RBM39_HUMAN Isoform 3 of R A-binding protein 39 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBM39;sp|Q14498-2|RBM39_HUMAN Isoform 2 of RNA-binding protein 39 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBM39;sp|Q14498|RBM 9_HUMAN RNA-binding protein 39 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBM39 PE=1 SV=226.959917 6.985115 14 12 y MS/M By MS/MS 24 20 0.025198 344 32.1 57.089 508
sp|Q9BY77-2|PDIP3_HUMAN;sp|Q9BY77|PDIP3_HUMANsp|Q9BY77-2|PDIP3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Polymerase delta-interacting protein 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=POLDIP3;sp|Q9BY77|PDIP3_HUMAN Polymerase delta-interacting protein 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=POLDIP3 PE=1 SV=223.062696 23.08769 4 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 3 0.0249939 343 15.6 42.894 392
sp|P62888|RL30_HUMANsp|P62888|RL30_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L30 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL30 PE=1 SV=223.953671 23.978409 5 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 5 0.0247383 342 55.7 12.784 115
sp|P09936|UCHL1_HUMANsp|P09936|UCHL1_HUMAN Ubiquitin carboxyl-terminal hydrolase isozyme L1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UCHL1 PE=1 SV=228.489071 28.506918 10 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 25 20 0.0178471 341 53.4 24.824 223
sp|P36404|ARL2_HUMAN;sp|P36404-2|ARL2_HUMANsp|P36404|ARL2_HUMAN DP-ribosylation factor-like protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARL2 PE=1 SV=44.00530 24.02293 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 7 0.0176277 340 35.3 20.878 184
sp|P63173|RL38_HUMANsp|P63173|RL38_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L38 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL38 PE=1 SV=227.827295 27.844637 7 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 45 15 0.0173416 339 52.9 8.2178 70
sp|Q5GLZ8-6|HERC4_HUMAN;sp|Q5GLZ8-3|HERC4_HUMAN;sp|Q5GLZ8-2|HERC4_HUMAN;sp|Q5GLZ8|HERC4_HUMANsp|Q5GLZ8-6|HERC4_HUMAN Isoform 6 of Probable E3 ubiquitin-protein ligase HERC4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HERC4;sp|Q5GLZ8-3|HERC4_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Probable E3 ubiquitin-protein ligase HERC4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HERC4;sp|Q5GLZ8-2|HERC4_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Probable22.8 9 35 22.86565 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 2 0.0161152 338 6.1 106.71 947
sp|O94979-7|SC31A_HUMAN;sp|O94979-6|SC31A_HUMAN;sp|O94979-3|SC31A_HUMAN;sp|O94979-4|SC31A_HUMAN;sp|O94979-9|SC31A_HUMAN;sp|O94979-2|SC31A_HUMAN;sp|O94979|SC31A_HUMAN;sp|O94979-8|SC31A_HUMAN;sp|O94979-5|SC31A_HUMANsp|O94979-7|SC31A_HUMAN Isoform 7 of Protein transport protein Sec31A OS=Homo sapiens GN=SEC31A;sp|O94979-6|SC31A_HUMAN Isoform 6 of Protein transport protein Sec31A OS=Homo sapiens GN=SEC31A;sp|O94979-3|SC31A_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Protein transport protein S21.188459 21.204308 2 2 By MS/M By matching 3 0 0.0 58482 337 3.1 105. 5 969
sp|P13797|PLST_HUMAN;sp|P13796|PLSL_HUMANsp|P13797|PLST_HUMAN Plastin-3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PLS3 PE=1 SV=422.298716 22.31 875 7 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 2 0.0151596 336 14.6 70.81 630
sp|Q86VP6|CAND1_HUMAN;sp|Q86VP6-2|CAND1_HUMAN;sp|Q86VP6-3|CAND1_HUMANsp|Q86VP6|CAND1_HUMAN Cullin-associated NEDD8-dissociated protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CAND1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q86VP6-2|CAND1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Cullin-associated NEDD8-dissociated protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CAND126.773291 26.785688 24 18 By MS/MS By MS/MS 40 17 0.0123978 335 24.7 36.37 1230
sp|P34897-3|GLYM_HUMAN;sp|P34897|GLYM_HUMAN;sp|P34897-2|GLYM_HUMAN;sp|P34896-3|GLYC_HUMAN;sp|P34896-2|GLYC_HUMAN;sp|P34896|GLYC_HUMANsp|P34897-3|GLYM_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Serine hydroxymethyltransferase, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=SHMT2;sp|P34897|GLYM_HUMAN Serine hydroxymethyltransferase, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=SHMT2 PE=1 SV=3;sp|P34897-2|GLYM_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Serine hy24.896891 24.904123 10 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 20 13 0.00723 7 334 22.4 53.454 483
sp|P48147|PPCE_HUMANsp|P48147|PPCE_HUMAN Prolyl endopeptidase OS=Homo sapiens GN=PREP PE=1 SV=227.723122 27.722275 31 21 By MS/MS By MS/MS 57 20 -0.0008469 333 53.7 80.699 710
sp|P55010|IF5_HUMANsp|P55010|IF5_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF5 PE=1 SV=223.855099 23.853765 6 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 5 -0.0013332 332 17.4 49.222 431
sp|O15131|IMA6_HUMAN;sp|O60684|IMA7_HUMAN;sp|P52294|IMA5_HUMANsp|O15131|IMA6_HUMAN Importin subunit alpha-6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=KPNA5 PE=1 SV=2;sp|O60684|IMA7_HUMAN Importin subunit alpha-7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=KPNA6 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P52294|IMA5_HUMAN Importin subunit alpha-5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=KPNA1 PE=1 SV=320.613764 20.610001 2 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 2 -0.0037632 331 4.1 60.348 536
sp|P08107|HSP71_HUMAN;sp|P08107-2|HSP71_HUMANsp|P08107|HSP71_HUMAN eat shock 70 kDa protein 1A/1B OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSPA1A PE=1 SV=5;sp|P08107-2|HSP71_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Heat shock 70 kDa protein 1A/1B OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSPA1A26.71096 26.704247 19 16 By MS/MS By MS/MS 37 15 -0.0067139 330 34.8 70.051 641
sp|P51659|DHB4_HUMAN;sp|P51659-3|DHB4_HUMAN;sp|P51659-2|DHB4_HUMANsp|P51659|DHB4_HUMAN Peroxisomal multifunctional enzyme type 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSD17B4 PE=1 SV=3;sp|P51659-3|DHB4_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Peroxisomal multifunctional enzyme type 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSD17B4;sp|P51659-2|DHB4_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Peroxisomal mul22.988222 22.981165 5 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 6 -0.0070572 329 9.8 79.685 736
sp|Q5VW32|BROX_HUMANsp|Q5VW32|BROX_HUMAN BRO1 domain-containing protein BROX OS=Homo sapiens GN=BROX PE=1 SV=122.049696 22.040461 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 3 -0.0092354 328 6.3 46.476 411
sp|P13010|XRCC5_HUMANsp|P13010|XRCC5_HUMAN X-ray repair cross-complementing protein 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=XRCC5 PE=1 SV=322.636927 22.627161 5 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 2 -0.0097656 327 7.7 82.704 732
sp|P50995|ANX11_HUMAN;sp|P27216|ANX13_HUMAN;sp|P27216-2|ANX13_HUMANsp|P50995| X11_HUMAN Annexin A11 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ANXA11 PE=1 SV=126.459641 26.448498 14 13 By MS/MS By MS/MS 26 17 -0.0111427 326 33.3 54.389 505
sp|P10515|ODP2_HUMANsp|P10515|ODP2_HUMAN Dihydrolipoyllysine-residue acetyltransferase component of pyruvate dehydrogenase complex, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=DLAT PE=1 SV=323.912233 23.900305 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 5 -0.0119286 325 8.8 68.996 647
sp|P61803|DAD1_HUMANsp|P61803|DAD1_HUMAN Dolichyl-diphosphooligosaccharide--protein glycosyltransferase subunit DAD1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DAD1 PE=1 SV=320.992929 20.979795 2 1 By MS/MS By ma ching 3 0 -0.013134 324 19.5 2.497 113
sp|P06730|IF4E_HUMAN;sp|P06730-3|IF4E_HUMAN;sp|P06730-2|IF4E_HUMANsp|P06730|IF4E_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 4E OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF4E PE=1 SV=2;sp|P06730-3|IF4E_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 4E OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF4E;sp|P06730-2|IF4E_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Eukaryotic tran22.236692 22.219513 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 3 -0.0171795 23 8.8 25.097 217
sp|P17812|PYRG1_HUMANsp|P 7812|PYRG1_HUMAN CTP synthase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CTPS1 PE=1 SV=222.152889 22.135178 3 2 By MS/MS By matching 4 0 -0.0177116 322 5.1 66.69 591
sp|P09234|RU1C_HUMANsp|P09234|RU1C_HUMAN U1 small nuclear ribonucleoprotein C OS=Homo sapiens GN=SNRPC PE=1 SV=122.801992 22.782969 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 2 -0.0 90239 321 24.5 17.394 159
sp|Q13838|DX39B_HUMAN;sp|Q13838-2|DX39B_HUMANsp|Q13838|DX39B_HUMAN Spliceosome R A helicase DDX39B OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDX39B PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q13838-2|DX39B_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Spliceosome RNA helicase DDX39B OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDX39B27.2 4 42 27.193005 19 13 By MS/MS By MS/MS 37 18 -0.02 8372 20 45.6 48.991 428
sp|P40926|MDHM_HUMANsp|P40926|MDHM_HUMAN Malate dehydrogenase, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=MDH2 PE=1 SV=326.429564 26.4074 13 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 25 7 -0.0221634 319 45.6 35.503 338
sp|P14866|HNRPL_HUMAN;sp|P14866-2|HNRPL_HUMAN;sp|Q8WVV9-4|HNRLL_HUMAN;sp|Q8WVV9|HNRLL_HUMANsp| 14866|H RPL_HUMAN eterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein L OS=Homo sapiens GN= NRNPL PE=1 SV=2;sp|P14866-2|HNRPL_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein L OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPL25.677666 25.655481 15 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 23 5 -0.022 844 318 41.9 64.132 589
sp|P08238|HS90B_HUMAN;sp|Q58FF7|H90B3_HUMANsp|P08238|HS90B_HUMAN Heat shock protein HSP 90-beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSP90AB1 PE=1 SV=429.323092 29. 00707 39 31 By MS/MS By MS/MS 67 35 -0.0223846 317 53.3 83.263 724
sp|Q9Y4L1|HYOU1_HUMAN;sp|Q9BXT5|TEX15_HUMANsp|Q9Y4L1|HYOU1_HUMAN Hypoxia up-regulated protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HYOU1 PE=1 SV=127.983431 27.9 9696 33 31 By MS/MS By MS/MS 68 38 -0.023735 316 40.7 111.33 999
sp|Q86V81|THOC4_HUMANsp|Q86V81|THOC4_HUMAN THO complex subunit 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ALYREF PE=1 SV=324.765066 24.7365 5 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 8 -0.0285664 315 29.2 26.888 257
sp|P61019|RAB2A_HUMAN;sp|P61019-2|RAB2A_HUMAN;sp|Q8WUD1|RAB2B_HUMANsp|P61019|RAB2A_HUMAN as-related protein Rab-2A OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB2A PE=1 SV=1;sp|P61019-2|RAB2A_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ras-related protein Rab-2A OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB2A;sp|Q8WUD1|RAB2B_HUMAN Ras-related protein Rab-2B OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB2B PE=1 SV=14.670984 24.640032 6 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 6 -0.030 5 5 314 34 23.545 212
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sp|P62269|RS18_HUMANsp|P62269|RS18_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S18 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS18 PE=1 SV=328.91869 28.887218 12 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 33 19 -0.0314713 313 61.8 17.718 152
sp|P43487|RANG_HUMANsp|P43487|RANG_HUMAN Ran-specific GTPase-activating protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=RANBP1 PE=1 SV=125.306051 25.274336 4 4 By MS/M By MS/MS 7 5 -0.0317154 312 33.3 23.31 201
sp|Q14974|IMB1_HUMANsp|Q14974|IMB1_HUMAN Importin subunit beta-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=KPNB1 PE=1 SV=229.036062 29.002764 26 22 By MS/MS By MS/MS 65 40 -0.0332985 311 38.4 97.169 876
sp|Q8N9Q2|SR1IP_HUMANsp|Q8N9Q2|SR1IP_HUMAN Protein SREK1IP1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SREK1IP1 PE=1 SV=123.471224 23.43479 4 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 1 -0.0364342 310 25.2 18.177 155
sp|Q01469|FABP5_HUMAN;sp|A8MUU1|FB5L3_HUMANsp|Q01469|FABP5_HUMAN Fatty acid-binding protein, epidermal OS=Homo sapiens GN=FABP5 PE=1 SV=325.565989 2 .529427 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 7 -0.036562 309 54.1 15.164 135
sp|P48556|PSMD8_HUMANsp|P48556|PSMD8_HUMAN 26S proteasome non-ATPase regulatory subunit 8 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMD8 PE=1 SV=223.919071 23.88213 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/M 7 3 -0.0369415 308 12 39.611 350
sp|P49840|GSK3A_HUMAN;sp|P49841|GSK3B_HUMAN;sp|P49841-2|GSK3B_HUMANsp|P49840|GSK3A_HUMAN Glycogen synthase kinase-3 alpha OS=Homo sapiens GN=GSK3A PE=1 SV=2;sp|P49841|GSK3B_HUMAN Glycogen synthase kinase-3 beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=GSK3B PE=1 SV=2;sp|P49841-2|GSK3B_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Glycogen synthase kinase-3 beta OS=Homo24.1139 3 24.075615 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 6 -0.0383282 307 14.1 50.98 483
sp|P14868|SYDC_HUMANsp|P14868|SYDC_HUMAN Aspartate--tRNA ligase, cytoplasmic OS=Homo sapiens GN=DARS PE=1 SV=225.224314 25.183439 17 15 By MS/MS By MS/MS 33 9 -0.0408745 306 38.3 57.136 501
sp|P62913-2|RL11_HUMAN;sp|P62913|RL11_HUMANsp|P62913-2|RL11_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 60S ribosomal protein L11 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL11;sp|P62913|RL11_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L11 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL11 PE=1 SV=226.388605 26.347698 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 8 -0.0409069 305 26.6 20.124 177
sp|O14908|GIPC1_HUMAN;sp|O14908-2|GIPC1_HUMAN;sp|Q8TF64|GIPC3_HUMANsp|O14908|GIPC1_HUMAN PDZ domain-containing protein GIPC1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GIPC1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|O14908-2|GIPC1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of PDZ domain-containing protein GIPC1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GIPC122.946405 22.899511 4 4 By MS/M By matching 5 0 -0.0468941 304 16.2 36.049 333
sp|O95336|6PGL_HUMANsp|O95336|6PGL_HUMAN 6-phosphogluconolactonase OS=Homo sapiens GN=PGLS PE=1 SV=228.846043 28.798632 10 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 32 20 -0.047411 303 55 27.547 258
sp|P05388|RLA0_HUMAN;sp|Q8NHW5|RLA0L_HUMANsp|P05388|RLA0_HUMAN 60S acidic ribosomal protein P0 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPLP0 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q8NHW5|RLA0L_HUMAN 60S acidic ribosomal protein P0-like OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPLP0P6 PE=5 SV=126.086954 26.038105 9 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 18 13 -0.0488491 302 38.2 34.273 317
sp|Q04760-2|LGUL_HUMAN;sp|Q04760|LGUL_HUMANsp|Q04760-2|LGUL_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Lactoylglutathione lyase OS=Homo sapiens GN=GLO1;sp|Q04760|LGUL_HUMAN Lactoylglutathione lyase OS=Homo sapiens GN=GLO1 PE=1 SV=420.98933 20.938475 2 1 B  MS/M By matching 3 0 -0.0508556 301 11.2 19.043 169
sp|P61006|RAB8A_HUMANsp|P61006|RAB8A_HUMAN Ras-related protein Rab-8A OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB8A PE=1 SV=122.623594 22.572676 6 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 1 -0.0509186 300 29 23.668 207
sp|P27348|1433T_HUMANsp|P27348|1433T_HUMAN 14-3-3 protein theta OS=Homo sapiens GN=YWHAQ PE=1 SV=126.419054 26.366915 16 16 By MS/MS By MS/MS 19 19 -0.0521393 299 56.7 27.764 245
sp|P62750|RL23A_HUMANsp|P62750|RL23A_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L23a OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL23A PE=1 SV=129.18182 29.129007 11 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 30 21 -0.0528126 298 51.9 17.695 156
sp|P04844-2|RPN2_HUMAN;sp|P04844|RPN2_HUMANsp|P04844-2|RPN2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Dolichyl-diphosphooligosaccharide--protein glycosyltransferase subunit 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPN2;sp|P04844|RPN2_HUMAN Dolichyl-diphosphooligosaccharide--protein glycosyltransferase subunit 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPN2 PE=122.089388 22.035938 4 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 1 -0.0534496 297 10.1 67.7 3 615
sp|P62826|RAN_HUMANsp|P62826|RAN_HUMAN GTP-binding nuclear protein Ran OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAN PE=1 SV=326.496754 26.440441 7 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 15 11 -0.0563126 296 36.1 24.423 216
sp|Q9Y237|PIN4_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y237-2|PIN4_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y237-3|PIN4_HUMANsp|Q9Y237|PIN4_HUMAN Peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase NI -interacting 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PIN4 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9Y237-2|PIN4_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase NIMA-interacting 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PIN422.919107 22.861643 3 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 2 -0.057 646 295 25.2 13.81 131
sp|Q8WUA2|PPIL4_HUMANsp|Q8W A2|PPIL4_HUMAN Peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase-like 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPIL4 PE=1 SV=122.441214 22.382238 3 3 By MS/MS By matching 4 0 -0.0589752 294 7.7 57.224 492
sp|P17844|DDX5_HUMANsp|P17844|DDX5_HUMAN Probable ATP-dependent RNA helicase DDX5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDX5 PE=1 SV=126.489637 26.425776 20 17 By MS/MS By MS/MS 41 29 -0.0638618 293 33.9 69.147 614
sp|P53621|COPA_HUMAN;sp|P53621-2|COPA_HUMANsp|P53621|COPA_HUMAN oatomer subunit alpha OS=Homo sapiens GN=COPA PE=1 SV=2;sp|P53621-2|COPA_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Coatomer subunit alpha OS=Homo sapiens GN=COPA20.962822 20.896669 3 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 1 -0.0661526 292 3 138.34 1224
sp|P22087|FBRL_HUMAN;sp|A6NHQ2|FBLL1_HUMANsp|P22087|FBRL_HUMAN rRNA 2-O-methyltransferase fibrillarin OS=Homo sapiens GN=FBL PE=1 SV=223.911411 23.844601 7 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 4 -0.0668106 291 30.2 33.784 321
sp|P23396|RS3_HUMAN;sp|P23396-2|RS3_HUMANsp|P23396|RS3_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS3 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P23396-2|RS3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 40S ribosomal protein S3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS328.07 685 28.009613 14 14 By MS/MS By MS/MS 30 26 -0.0670719 290 63.8 26.688 24
sp|O60506-2|HNRPQ_HUMAN;sp|O60506|HNRPQ_HUMAN;sp|O60506-4|HNRPQ_HUMAN;sp|O60506-3|HNRPQ_HUMAN;sp|O60506-5|HNRPQ_HUMANsp|O60506-2|H RPQ_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleo rotein Q OS=Homo sapiens GN=SYNCRIP;sp|O60506|H RPQ_HUMAN Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein Q OS=Homo sapiens GN=SYNCRIP PE=1 SV=2;sp|O60506-4|HNRPQ_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Heterogeneou27.02485 26.949268 17 13 By MS/MS By MS/MS 32 19 -0.07558 3 289 34.9 65.681 588
sp|Q9H4A4|AMPB_HUMANsp|Q9 4A4|AMPB_HUMAN Aminopeptidase B OS=Homo sapiens GN=RNPEP PE=1 SV=225.358303 25.275864 13 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 23 9 -0.0824394 288 26.3 72.595 650
sp|O60749|SNX2_HUMANsp|O60749|SNX2_HUMAN Sorting nexin-2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SNX2 PE=1 SV=221.42219 21.338844 2 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 1 -0.0833454 287 5.8 58.47 519
sp|Q9UMS4|PRP19_HUMANsp|Q UMS4|PRP19_HUMAN Pre-mRNA-processing factor 19 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRPF19 PE=1 SV=126.343571 26.258501 11 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 26 4 -0.0850697 286 29.4 55.18 504
sp|P61077|UB2D3_HUMAN;sp|P61077-2|UB2D3_HUMAN;sp|P61077-3|UB2D3_HUMANsp|P61077|UB2D3_HUMAN biquitin-conjugating enzyme E2  OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBE2D3 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P61077-2|UB2D3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E2 D3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBE2D3;sp|P61077-3|UB2D3_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme24.615602 24.530411 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 5 -0.0851917 285 12.2 16.687 147
sp|Q9H0A0|NAT10_HUMANsp|Q9H0A0|NAT10_HUMAN N-acetyltransferase 10 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NAT10 PE=1 SV=221.303072 21.217266 3 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 1 -0.0858059 284 2.8 115.73 1025
sp|P12956|XRCC6_HUMANsp|P12956|XRCC6_HUMAN X-ray repair cross-complementing protein 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=XRCC6 PE=1 SV=224.303545 24.217194 8 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 13 7 -0.0863514 283 15.6 69.842 609
sp|P43358|MAGA4_HUMAN;sp|P43361|MAGA8_HUMAN;sp|P43363|MAGAA_HUMAN;sp|P43355|MAGA1_HUMAN;sp|P43362|MAGA9_HUMAN;sp|A2A368|MAGBG_HUMAN;sp|Q96M61|MAGBI_HUMAN;sp|Q8TD91-2|MAGC3_HUMAN;sp|O15480|MAGB3_HUMAN;sp|A8MXT2|MAGBH_HUMAN;sp|O60732|MAGC1_HUMANsp|P 3358|MAGA4_HUMAN Melanoma-associated antigen 4 OS=Homo apiens GN=MAGEA4 PE=1 SV=226.99010 26.900236 12 8 By MS/ S By MS/MS 26 11 -0.0898647 282 36.6 34.899 317
sp|Q9Y2Z0-2|SUGT1_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y2Z0|SUGT1_HUMANsp|Q9Y2Z0-2|SUGT1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Suppressor of G2 allele of SKP1 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=SUGT1;sp|Q9Y2Z0|SUGT1_HUMAN Suppressor of G2 allele of SKP1 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=SUGT1 PE=1 SV=323.066347 22.974405 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 4 -0.0919418 281 15.6 37.804 333
sp|P26599|PTBP1_HUMAN;sp|P26599-2|PTBP1_HUMAN;sp|P26599-3|PTBP1_HUMAN;sp|O95758-1|PTBP3_HUMAN;sp|O95758-6|PTBP3_HUMAN;sp|O95758-2|PTBP3_HUMAN;sp|O95758|PTBP3_HUMAN;sp|O95758-5|PTBP3_HUMAN;sp|O95758-4|PTBP3_HUMAN;sp|O95758-7|PTBP3_HUMANsp|P26599|PTBP1_HUMAN olypyrimidine tract-binding protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PTBP1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P2 599-2|PTBP1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Polypyrimidine tract-binding protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PTBP1;sp|P26 99-3|PTBP1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Polypyrimidine tract-b26.706488 26.612034 10 11 y MS/MS By MS/MS 18 13 -0.094453 280 26.2 57.221 531
sp|Q13155|AIMP2_HUMANsp|Q13155|AIMP2_HUMAN Aminoacyl tRNA synthase complex-interacting multifunctional protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=AIMP2 PE=1 SV=223.226835 23.131664 4 4 By MS/MS By a ching 6 0 -0.095171 279 20 35.348 320
sp|Q9NP97|DLRB1_HUMAN;sp|Q8TF09|DLRB2_HUMAN;sp|Q9NP97-2|DLRB1_HUMANsp|Q9NP97|DLRB1_HUMAN Dynein light chain roadblock-type  OS=Homo sapiens GN=DYNLRB1 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q8TF09|DLRB2_HUMAN Dynein light chain roadblock-type 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DYNLRB2 PE=1 SV=123.993 23.895136 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 4 -0.0978642 278 38.5 10.921 96
sp|Q9Y617|SERC_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y617-2|SERC_HUMANsp|Q9Y617|SERC_HUMAN Phosphoserine aminotransferase OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSAT1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9Y617-2|SERC_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Phosphoserine aminotransferase OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSAT124.601446 24.497957 9 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 13 9 -0.1034889 277 30 40.422 370
sp|P67809|YBOX1_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y2T7|YBOX2_HUMANsp|P67809|YBOX1_HUMAN Nuclease-sensitive element-binding protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=YBX1 PE=1 SV=329.38 49 29.277462 14 13 By MS/MS By MS/MS 39 25 -0.1050282 276 49.4 35.924 324
sp|Q9BRS2|RIOK1_HUMANsp|Q9BRS2|RIOK1_HUMAN Serine/threonine-protein kinase RIO1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RIOK1 PE=1 SV=223.936789 23.828905 7 3 By MS/M By MS/MS 10 2 -0.1078835 275 15.5 65.582 568
sp|O75369-2|FLNB_HUMAN;sp|O75369-9|FLNB_HUMAN;sp|O75369|FLNB_HUMAN;sp|O75369-8|FLNB_HUMAN;sp|O75369-6|FLNB_HUMAN;sp|O75369-3|FLNB_HUMAN;sp|O75369-5|FLNB_HUMAN;sp|O75369-4|FLNB_HUMAN;sp|O75369-7|FLNB_HUMANsp|O75369-2|FLNB_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Filamin-B OS=Homo sapiens GN=FLNB;sp|O75369-9|FLNB_HUMAN Isoform 9 of Filamin-B OS=Homo sapiens GN=FLNB;sp|O75369|FLNB_HUMAN Filamin-B OS= omo sapiens GN=FLNB PE=1 SV=2;sp|O75369-8|FLNB_HUMAN Isoform 8 of Filamin-B OS=Ho22.93792 22.827473 11 9 By MS/MS By matching 6 0 -0.1104469 274 5.1 275.66 2578
sp|Q05519-2|SRS11_HUMAN;sp|Q05519|SRS11_HUMANsp|Q05519-2|SRS11_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Serine/arginine-rich splicing factor 11 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRSF11;sp|Q05519|SRS11_HUMAN Serine/arginine-rich splicing factor 11 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRSF11 PE=1 SV=122.855972 22.744293 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 3 -0.1116791 273 6.4 53.413 483
sp|Q9NX40-3|OCAD1_HUMAN;sp|Q9NX40-2|OCAD1_HUMAN;sp|Q9NX40-4|OCAD1_HUMAN;sp|Q9NX40|OCAD1_HUMANsp|Q9NX40-3|OCAD1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of OCIA domain-containing protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=OCIAD1;sp|Q9NX40-2|OCAD1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of OCIA domain-containing protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=OCIAD1;sp|Q9NX40-4|OCAD1_HUMAN Isoform 4 of OCIA domain-containing prot22.2 0594 2 .09629 2 2 By MS/MS By matching 3 0 -0.1143036 272 15.5 20.637 187
sp|P12277|KCRB_HUMANsp|P12277|KCRB_HUMAN Creatine kinase B-type OS=Homo sapiens GN=CKB PE=1 SV=126.621845 26.503685 11 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 20 14 -0.1181602 271 37 42.644 381
sp|Q92616|GCN1L_HUMANsp|Q92616|GCN1L_HUMAN Translational activator GCN1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GCN1L1 PE=1 SV=622.569109 22.44824 9 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 14 2 -0.1208687 270 4.1 292.75 2671
sp|P62241|RS8_HUMANsp|P62241|RS8_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S8 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS8 PE=1 SV=227.037373 26.916386 9 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 24 15 -0.1209869 269 49.5 24.205 208
sp|Q9UJV9|DDX41_HUMANsp|Q9UJV9|DDX41_HUMAN Probable ATP-dependent RNA helicase DDX41 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDX41 PE=1 SV=22 .541737 24.419827 12 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 16 10 -0. 219101 268 23.3 69.837 622
sp|P62258|1433E_HUMAN;sp|P62258-2|1433E_HUMANsp|P62258|1433E_HUMAN -3-3 protein epsilon OS=Homo sapiens GN=YWHAE PE=1 SV=1;sp|P62258-2|1433E_HUMAN Isoform SV of 14-3-3 protein epsilon OS=Homo sapiens GN=YWHAE27.596336 27.473749 15 15 By MS/MS By MS/MS 27 20 -0.1225872 267 67.8 29.174 255
sp|P23381|SYWC_HUMAN;sp|P23381-2|SYWC_HUMANsp|P23381|SYWC_HUMAN Tryptophan--tRNA ligase, cytoplasmic OS=Homo sapiens GN=WARS PE=1 SV=2;sp|P23381-2|SYWC_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Tryptophan--tRNA ligase, cytoplasmic OS=Homo sapiens GN=WARS26.806 2 26.682711 17 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 31 13 -0.1234093 266 41.8 53.165 471
sp|Q9NX20|RM16_HUMANsp|Q9NX20|RM16_HUMAN 39S ribosomal protein L16, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=MRPL16 PE=1 SV=123.735209 23.611668 5 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 1 -0.1235409 265 24.7 28.449 251
sp|P68363|TBA1B_HUMAN;sp|P68366|TBA4A_HUMAN;sp|Q9H853|TBA4B_HUMANsp|P68363|TBA1B_HUMAN Tubulin alpha-1B chain OS=Homo sapiens GN=TUBA1B PE=1 SV=1;sp|P68366|TBA4A_HUMAN Tubulin alpha-4A chain OS=Homo sapiens GN=TUBA4A PE=1 SV=130.964233 30.836655 20 18 y MS/MS By MS/MS 68 37 -0.1275787 264 50.6 50.151 451
sp|P22061|PIMT_HUMAN;sp|P22061-2|PIMT_HUMANsp|P22061|PIMT_HUMAN rotein-L-isoaspartate(D-aspartate) O-methyltransferase OS=Homo sapiens GN=PCMT1 PE=1 SV=4;sp|P22061-2|PIMT_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Protein-L-isoaspartate(D-aspartate) O-methyltransferase OS=Homo sapiens GN=PCMT125.957506 25.823814 8 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 17 6 -0.1336918 263 53.7 24.636 227
sp|P18206|VINC_HUMAN;sp|P18206-2|VINC_HUMAN;sp|P18206-3|VINC_HUMANsp|P18206|VINC_HUMAN inculin OS=Homo sapiens G =VCL PE=1 SV=4;sp|P18206-2|VINC_HUMAN Isoform 1 of Vinculin OS=Homo sapiens GN=VCL27.0 5171 26.890875 35 34 By S/MS By MS/MS 56 41 -0.1342964 262 36.2 123.8 1134
sp|Q9HB07|MYG1_HUMANsp|Q9 B07|MYG1_HUMAN UPF0160 protein MYG1, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=C12orf10 PE=1 SV=226.142601 26. 05367 6 6 By MS/M By MS/MS 11 9 -0.1372337 261 22.3 42.449 376
sp|P11441|UBL4A_HUMANsp|P11441|UBL4A_HUMAN Ubiquitin-like protein 4A OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBL4A PE=1 SV=121.180651 21.042143 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 3 -0.1385078 260 17.8 17.776 157
sp|Q8WZA9|IRGQ_HUMANsp| 8WZA9|IRGQ_HUMAN Immunity-related GTPase family Q protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=IRGQ PE=1 SV=123.318792 23.177444 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 5 -0. 413479 259 13.2 62.717 623
sp|P43243|MATR3_HUMAN;sp|P43243-2|MATR3_HUMANsp|P43243|MATR3_HUMAN atrin-3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MATR3 PE=1 SV=226.85198 26.708857 22 19 By MS/MS By MS/MS 41 24 -0.1431236 258 28.8 94.622 847
sp|P45880|VDAC2_HUMAN;sp|P45880-2|VDAC2_HUMAN;sp|P45880-1|VDAC2_HUMANsp|P45880|VDAC2_HUMAN oltage-dependent anion-selective channel protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=VDAC2 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P45880-2|VDAC2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Voltage-dependent anion-selective channel protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=VDAC2;sp|P45880-1|VDAC2_HUMAN Isoform 124.36573 24.221182 7 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 3 -0.1445484 257 27.2 31.566 294
sp|P08758|ANXA5_HUMANsp|P08758| XA5_HUMAN Annexin A5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ANXA5 PE=1 SV=223.125875 22.980904 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 8 -0.1449718 256 11.9 35.936 320
sp|Q14103-3|HNRPD_HUMAN;sp|Q14103|HNRPD_HUMAN;sp|Q14103-4|HNRPD_HUMAN;sp|Q14103-2|HNRPD_HUMANsp|Q14103-3|H RPD_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein D0 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPD;sp|Q14103|HNRPD_HUMAN Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein D0 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPD PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q14103-4|HNRPD_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Heterogeneou26.35200 26.206203 11 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 20 14 -0.1457977 255 33.3 32.834 306
sp|P63104|1433Z_HUMAN;sp|P63104-2|1433Z_HUMANsp|P63104|1433Z_HUMAN -3-3 protein zeta/delta OS=Homo sapiens GN=YWHAZ PE=1 SV=1;sp|P63104-2|1433Z_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 14-3-3 protein zeta/delta OS=Homo sapiens GN=YWHAZ29.247623 29.100868 15 15 By MS/MS By MS/MS 37 24 -0.1 67552 254 61.2 27.745 245
sp|Q9Y3C6|PPIL1_HUMANsp|Q9Y3C6|PPIL1_HUMAN Peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase-like 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPIL1 PE=1 SV=123.424063 23.276398 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 1 -0.147665 253 31.3 18.237 166
sp|P48444|COPD_HUMAN;sp|P48444-2|COPD_HUMANsp|P48444|COPD_HUMAN oatomer subunit delta OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARCN1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P48444-2|COPD_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Coatomer subunit delta OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARCN122.075974 21.924265 3 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 1 -0.1517086 252 6.3 57.21 511
sp|Q9BUF5|TBB6_HUMANsp|Q9B F5|TBB6_HUMAN Tubulin beta-6 chain OS=Homo sapiens GN=TUBB6 PE=1 SV=125.929764 25.771654 17 14 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 6 -0.1581097 251 41.7 49.857 446
sp|Q02878|RL6_HUMANsp|Q02878|RL6_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL6 PE=1 SV=323.481361 23.31769 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 5 -0.1636715 250 12.5 32.728 288
sp|Q96A72|MGN2_HUMANsp|Q96A72|MGN2_HUMAN Protein mago nashi homolog 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MAGOHB PE=1 SV=123.061956 22.894951 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 4 -0.1670055 249 24.3 17.276 148
sp|Q04637-5|IF4G1_HUMAN;sp|Q04637-4|IF4G1_HUMAN;sp|Q04637-3|IF4G1_HUMAN;sp|Q04637|IF4G1_HUMAN;sp|Q04637-8|IF4G1_HUMAN;sp|Q04637-9|IF4G1_HUMAN;sp|Q04637-6|IF4G1_HUMAN;sp|Q04637-7|IF4G1_HUMAN;sp|O43432|IF4G3_HUMAN;sp|O43432-3|IF4G3_HUMANsp|Q04637-5|IF4G1_HUMAN Isoform D of Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 4 gamma 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF4G1;sp|Q04637-4|IF4G1_HUMAN Isoform C of Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 4 gamma 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF4G1;sp|Q04637-3|IF4G1_HUMAN Isof24. 6 387 23.989626 8 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 4 -0.1707611 2 8 158.52 1435
sp|P22314|UBA1_HUMANsp|P22314|UBA1_HUMAN Ubiquitin-like modifier-activating enzyme 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBA1 PE=1 SV=328.249523 28.076532 26 23 By MS/MS By MS/MS 59 36 -0.1729908 247 32.6 117.85 1058
sp|Q15645|PCH2_HUMAN;sp|Q15645-2|PCH2_HUMANsp|Q15645|PCH2_HUMAN achytene checkpoint protein 2 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=TRIP13 PE=1 SV=225.490847 25.317413 13 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 20 13 -0.1734333 246 38.2 48.55 432
sp|Q14152|EIF3A_HUMANsp|Q14152|EIF3A_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 3 subunit A OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF3A PE=1 SV=122.558451 22.381315 5 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 1 -0.1771355 245 4 166.57 1382
sp|O00154-6|BACH_HUMAN;sp|O00154-4|BACH_HUMAN;sp|O00154-5|BACH_HUMAN;sp|O00154-7|BACH_HUMAN;sp|O00154|BACH_HUMAN;sp|O00154-2|BACH_HUMAN;sp|O00154-3|BACH_HUMANsp|O00154-6|BACH_HUMAN Isoform 6 of Cytosolic acyl coenzyme A thioester hydrolase OS=Homo sa iens GN=ACOT7;sp|O00154-4|BACH_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Cytosolic acyl coenzyme A thioester hydrolase OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACOT7;sp|O00154-5|BACH_HUMAN Isoform 5 of Cytoso23.838171 23.661013 5 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 4 -0.177 84 244 8.2 36.567 329
sp|P04083|ANXA1_HUMANsp|P04083| XA1_HUMAN Annexin A1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ANXA1 PE=1 SV=229.697287 29.510677 22 21 By MS/MS By MS/MS 47 28 -0.1866093 243 65.3 38.714 346
sp|Q9BTD8-4|RBM42_HUMAN;sp|Q9BTD8-2|RBM42_HUMAN;sp|Q9BTD8-3|RBM42_HUMAN;sp|Q9BTD8|RBM42_HUMANsp|Q9BTD8-4|RBM42_HUMAN Isoform 4 of RNA-binding protein 42 OS=Homo apiens GN=RBM42;sp|Q9BTD8-2|RBM42_HUMAN Isoform 2 of RNA-binding protein 42 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBM42;sp|Q9BTD8-3|RBM42_HUMAN Isoform 3 of RNA-binding protein 42 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBM42;s26. 2075 26.228724 9 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 17 10 -0.1933517 42 30 47.025 446
sp|P17612|KAPCA_HUMAN;sp|P17612-2|KAPCA_HUMAN;sp|P22694-10|KAPCB_HUMAN;sp|P22612|KAPCG_HUMANsp|P17612|KAPCA_HUMAN c MP-dependent rotein kinase catalytic subunit alpha OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRKACA PE=1 SV=2;sp|P17612-2|KAPCA_HUMAN Isoform 2 of cAMP-dependent protein kinase catalytic subunit alpha OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRKACA;sp|P22694-10|KAPCB_HUMAN Is24.789848 24.592463 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 5 -0.1973858 241 13.7 40.589 351
sp|P31689-2|DNJA1_HUMAN;sp|P31689|DNJA1_HUMANsp|P3 689-2|D JA1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of DnaJ homolog subfamily A member 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DNAJA1;sp|P31689|DNJA1_HUMAN DnaJ homolog subfamily A member 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DNAJA1 PE=1 SV=223.36 859 23.164505 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 4 -0.1993542 240 14.8 37.044 331
sp|Q9NVP1|DDX18_HUMANsp|Q9NVP1|DDX18_HUMAN ATP-dependent RNA helicase DDX18 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDX18 PE=1 SV=225.52552 25.324677 12 11 By MS/M By MS/MS 20 15 -0.2008438 239 19.7 75.406 670
sp|Q9UMX0|UBQL1_HUMAN;sp|Q9UMX0-2|UBQL1_HUMANsp|Q9UMX0|UBQL1_H AN Ubiquilin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBQLN1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9UMX0-2|UBQL1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ubiquilin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBQLN126.877012 6.675461 10 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 26 14 -0.2015514 238 25.8 62.518 589
sp|P14625|ENPL_HUMAN;sp|Q58FF3|ENPLL_HUMANsp|P14625|ENPL_HUMAN Endoplasmin OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSP90B1 PE=1 SV=128.167105 27.958258 26 24 By MS/MS By MS/MS 52 31 -0.208847 237 35.9 92.468 803
sp|Q15185|TEBP_HUMANsp|Q15185|TEBP_HUMAN Prostaglandin E synthase 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PTGES3 PE=1 SV=124.773592 24.563662 6 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 6 -0.2099304 236 31.2 18.697 160
sp|P39656|OST48_HUMANsp|P39656|OST48_HUMAN Dolichyl-diphosphooligosaccharide--protein glycosyltransferase 48 kDa subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDOST PE=1 SV=420.962469 20.752243 2 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 1 -0.2102261 235 4.8 50.8 456
sp|Q9NWT1|PK1IP_HUMANsp|Q9NWT1|PK1IP_HUMAN p21-activated protein kinase-interacting protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PAK1IP1 PE=1 SV=225.131006 24.919525 8 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 16 6 -0.2114811 234 23.2 43.963 392
sp|P35659|DEK_HUMAN;sp|P35659-2|DEK_HUMANsp|P35659|DEK_HUMAN Protein DEK OS=Homo sapiens GN=DEK PE=1 SV=1;sp|P35659-2|DEK_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Protein DEK OS=Homo sapiens GN=DEK22.963158 22.748966 4 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 2 -0.2141914 233 12 42.674 375
sp|P24534|EF1B_HUMANsp|P24534|EF1B_HUMAN Elongation factor 1-beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=EEF1B2 PE=1 SV=324.907429 24.693119 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 4 -0.2143097 232 23.6 24.763 225
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sp|P36578|RL4_HUMANsp|P36578|RL4_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL4 PE=1 SV=524.815042 24.589951 10 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 20 3 -0.2250919 231 27.4 47.697 427
sp|Q96KR1|ZFR_HUMANsp|Q96KR1|ZFR_HUMAN Zinc finger RNA-binding protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=ZFR PE=1 SV=223.160402 22.935152 6 6 By MS/MS By matching 11 0 -0.2252502 230 6.6 117.01 1074
sp|Q15257-3|PTPA_HUMAN;sp|Q15257-2|PTPA_HUMAN;sp|Q15257|PTPA_HUMAN;sp|Q15257-4|PTPA_HUMANsp|Q15257-3|PTPA_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Serine/threonine-protein phosphatase 2A activator OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPP2R4;sp|Q15257-2|PTPA_HUMAN Isoform 1 of Serine/threonine-protein phosphatase 2A activator OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPP2R4;sp|Q15257|PTPA_HUMAN Serine/thre26.745092 26.518543 10 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 18 12 -0.2265491 229 41.8 33.467 294
sp|P39023|RL3_HUMAN;sp|Q92901|RL3L_HUMANsp|P39023|RL3_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL3 PE=1 SV=224.58795 24.35998 8 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 4 -0.2279701 228 18.6 46.108 403
sp|P43686-2|PRS6B_HUMAN;sp|P43686|PRS6B_HUMANsp|P43686-2|PRS6B_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 26S protease regulatory subunit 6B OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMC4;sp|P43686|PRS6B_HUMAN 26S protease regulatory subunit 6B OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMC4 PE=1 SV=224.940737 24.711512 10 9 By MS/MS By MS/M 15 11 -0.2292252 227 34.9 43.507 387
sp|P21796|VDAC1_HUMANsp|P21796|VDAC1_HUMAN Voltage-dependent anion-selective channel protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=VDAC1 PE=1 SV=225.069319 24.836245 8 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 14 6 -0.2330742 226 32.9 30.772 283
sp|P09382|LEG1_HUMANsp|P09382|LEG1_HUMAN Galectin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=LGALS1 PE=1 SV=227.458654 27.21586 8 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 20 12 -0.242794 225 71.9 14.716 135
sp|P62249|RS16_HUMANsp|P62249|RS16_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S16 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS16 PE=1 SV=228.494841 28.251692 12 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 28 23 -0.2431488 224 62.3 16.445 146
sp|P33993|MCM7_HUMAN;sp|P33993-3|MCM7_HUMAN;sp|P33993-2|MCM7_HUMANsp|P33993|MCM7_HUMAN DNA replication licensing factor CM7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MCM7 PE=1 SV=4;sp|P33993-3|MCM7_HUMAN Isoform 3 of DNA replication licensing factor MCM7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MCM725. 40416 25.096798 15 11 By S/MS By MS/MS 23 2 -0.243618 223 29.1 81.307 719
sp|P84103|SRSF3_HUMANsp|P84103|SRSF3_HUMAN Serine/arginine-rich splicing factor 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRSF3 PE=1 SV=12 .250334 23.005629 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 4 -0.2447052 222 18.9 19.329 164
sp|Q00839|HNRPU_HUMANsp|Q00839|H RPU_HUMAN Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein U OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPU PE=1 SV=628.854481 28.605902 24 22 By MS/MS By MS/MS 44 33 -0.248579 221 31.4 90.583 825
sp|Q99623|PHB2_HUMAN;sp|Q99623-2|PHB2_HUMANsp|Q99623|PHB2_HUMAN rohibitin-2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PHB2 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q99623-2|PHB2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Prohibitin-2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PHB225.819191 25.569933 14 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 11 -0.249258 220 50.2 33.296 299
sp|P08133-2|ANXA6_HUMAN;sp|P08133|ANXA6_HUMANsp|P08133-2| XA6_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Annexin A6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ANXA6;sp|P08133|ANXA6_HUMAN Annexin A6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ANXA6 PE=1 SV=320.401142 20.151775 2 2 By MS/MS By matching 4 0 -0.2493668 219 2.8 72.423 641
sp|P78344|IF4G2_HUMAN;sp|P78344-2|IF4G2_HUMANsp|P78344|IF4G2_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 4 gamma 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF4G2 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P78344-2|IF4G2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 4 gamma 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF4G225.06583 24.81245 15 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 22 6 -0.2533798 2 8 20 102.36 907
sp|O43665-2|RGS10_HUMAN;sp|O43665|RGS10_HUMAN;sp|O43665-3|RGS10_HUMANsp|O43665-2|RGS10_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Regulator of G-protein signaling 10 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RGS10;sp|O43665|RGS10_HUMAN Regulator of G-protein signaling 10 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RGS10 PE=1 SV=2;sp|O43665-3|RGS10_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Regulator of G-protein signa22.13044 21.875828 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/M 3 1 -0.254612 217 13.2 19.608 167
sp|Q9Y295|DRG1_HUMANsp|Q9Y295|DRG1_HUMAN Developmentally-regulated GTP-binding protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DRG1 PE=1 SV=125.208401 24.952782 8 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 15 8 -0.2556 9 216 33.8 40.542 367
sp|P50395|GDIB_HUMAN;sp|P50395-2|GDIB_HUMANsp|P50395|GDIB_HUMAN Rab GDP dissociation inhibitor beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=GDI2 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P50395-2|GDIB_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Rab GDP dissociation inhibitor beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=GDI223.873707 23.612906 7 5 By M /MS By MS/MS 10 3 -0.2608 13 215 18.4 50.663 445
sp|C4AMC7|WASH3_HUMAN;sp|Q6VEQ5|WASH2_HUMAN;sp|Q9NQA3|WASH6_HUMAN;sp|A8K0Z3|WASH1_HUMAN;sp|A8MWX3|WASH4_HUMANsp|C4AMC7|WASH3_HUMAN Putative WAS protein family homolog 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=WASH3P PE=2 SV=2;sp|Q6VEQ5|W SH2_HUMAN WAS protein family homolog 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=WASH2P PE=2 SV=2;sp|Q9NQA3|WASH6_HUMAN WAS protein family homolog 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=WAS20.877701 20.613783 2 2 By MS/MS By matching 3 0 -0.2639179 214 4.5 49.994 463
sp|P47897|SYQ_HUMANsp|P47897|SYQ_HUMAN Glutamine--tRNA ligase OS=Homo sapiens GN=QARS PE=1 SV=122.351971 22.087416 5 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 2 -0.264555 213 6.7 87.798 775
sp|P62244|RS15A_HUMANsp|P62244|RS15A_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S15a OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS15A PE=1 SV=227.401779 27.137215 6 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 18 13 -0.2645645 212 42.3 14.839 130
sp|P09525|ANXA4_HUMANsp|P09525| XA4_HUMAN Annexin A4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ANXA4 PE=1 SV=422.770721 22.504604 6 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 4 -0.2661171 211 21.3 35.882 319
sp|Q00610-2|CLH1_HUMAN;sp|Q00610|CLH1_HUMAN;sp|P53675-2|CLH2_HUMAN;sp|P53675|CLH2_HUMANsp|Q00610-2|CLH1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Clathrin heavy chain 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CLTC;sp|Q00610|CLH1_HUMAN Clathrin heavy chain 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CLTC PE=1 SV=527.592134 27.3236 7 39 31 By MS/MS By MS/MS 68 29 - .268507 210 28.7 187.89 1639
sp|O15144|ARPC2_HUMANsp|O15144| RPC2_HUMAN Actin-related protein 2/3 complex subunit 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARPC2 PE=1 SV=122.414545 22.144293 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 4 -0.2702522 209 9.3 34.333 300
sp|Q9HB71-3|CYBP_HUMAN;sp|Q9HB71|CYBP_HUMANsp|Q9HB71-3|CYBP_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Calcyclin-binding protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=CACYBP;sp|Q9HB71|CYBP_HUMAN Calcyclin-binding protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=CACYBP PE=1 SV=225.023479 24.752155 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 6 -0.2713242 208 43.2 21.228 185
sp|Q16576|RBBP7_HUMAN;sp|Q16576-2|RBBP7_HUMAN;sp|Q09028-4|RBBP4_HUMAN;sp|Q09028-2|RBBP4_HUMANsp|Q16576|RBBP7_HUMAN Histone-binding protein RBBP7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBBP7 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q16576-2|RBBP7_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Histone-binding protein RBBP7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBBP7;sp|Q09028-4|RBBP4_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Histone-binding protein RBBP4 OS=Homo sa24.89175 24.619637 8 6 y MS/MS By MS/MS 13 6 -0.2721195 207 23.1 47.82 425
sp|P55786|PSA_HUMAN;sp|A6NEC2|PSAL_HUMAN;sp|A6NEC2-2|PSAL_HUMAN;sp|A6NEC2-3|PSAL_HUMANsp|P55786|PSA_HUMAN Puromycin-sensitive aminopeptidase OS=Homo sapiens GN=NPEPPS PE=1 SV=22 .418653 26.142172 21 16 By /MS By MS/MS 34 16 -0.2764816 206 27.6 103.28 919
sp|Q9NUQ6-2|SPS2L_HUMAN;sp|Q9NUQ6|SPS2L_HUMANsp|Q9NUQ6-2|SPS2L_HUMAN Isoform 2 of SPATS2-like protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=SPATS2L;sp|Q9NUQ6|SPS2L_HUMAN SPATS2-like protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=SPATS2L PE=1 SV=221.701426 21.422297 2 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 1 -0.279129 205 5.5 54.178 489
sp|O00232|PSD12_HUMAN;sp|O00232-2|PSD12_HUMANsp|O00232|PSD12_HUMAN 26S proteasome non-ATPase regulatory subunit 12 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMD12 PE=1 SV=3;sp|O00232-2|PSD12_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 26S proteasome non-ATPase regulatory subunit 12 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMD1224.797686 24.51605 13 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 22 4 -0.2816353 204 3 .9 52.904 456
sp|Q15046|SYK_HUMAN;sp|Q15046-2|SYK_HUMANsp|Q15046|SYK_HUMAN Lysine--tRNA ligase OS=Homo sapiens GN=KARS PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q15046-2|SYK_HUMAN Isoform Mitochondrial of Lysine--tRNA ligase OS=Homo sapiens GN=KARS25.762205 25.479912 15 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 24 14 -0.2822933 203 28.6 68.047 597
sp|P35237|SPB6_HUMAN;sp|P50452-2|SPB8_HUMAN;sp|P50452|SPB8_HUMANsp|P35237|SPB6_HUMAN erpin B6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SERPINB6 PE=1 SV=322.357027 22.070251 3 2 By S/MS By MS/MS 5 1 -0.2867756 202 11.4 42.621 376
sp|Q13573|SNW1_HUMANsp|Q13573|SNW1_HUMAN SNW domain-containing protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SNW1 PE=1 SV=123.217459 22.930431 6 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 1 -0.2870274 201 12.3 61.494 536
sp|Q9NQR4|NIT2_HUMANsp|Q9NQR4|NIT2_HUMAN Omega-amidase NIT2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NIT2 PE=1 SV=121.093843 20.804358 2 By MS/MS By matching 3 0 -0.2894859 200 9.4 30.608 276
sp|Q9BSD7|NTPCR_HUMANsp|Q9BSD7|NTPCR_HUMAN Cancer-related nucleoside-triphosphatase OS=Homo sapiens GN=NTPCR PE=1 SV=122.06753 21.777159 3 2 By MS/MS By matching 5 0 -0.2903709 199 20.5 20.713 190
sp|P55263-3|ADK_HUMAN;sp|P55263-2|ADK_HUMAN;sp|P55263|ADK_HUMAN;sp|P55263-4|ADK_HUMANsp|P55263-3|ADK_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Adenosine kinase OS=Homo sapiens GN=ADK;sp|P55263-2|ADK_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Adenosine kinase OS=Homo sapiens GN=ADK;sp|P55263|ADK_HUMAN Adenosine kinase OS=Homo sapiens GN=ADK PE=1 SV=2;sp|P55263-4|ADK_HUMAN Isoform 4 of A23.186449 22.894468 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 2 -0.2919807 198 14.1 34.084 305
sp|Q9UNQ2|DIM1_HUMANsp|Q9UNQ2|DIM1_HUMAN Probable dimethyladenosine transferase OS=Homo sapiens GN=DIMT1 PE=1 SV=124.09989 23.800947 7 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 5 -0.2989426 197 24.9 35.236 313
sp|P09429|HMGB1_HUMAN;sp|B2RPK0|HGB1A_HUMANsp|P09429|HMGB1_HUMAN High mobility group protein B1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HMGB1 PE=1 SV=3;sp|B2RPK0|HGB1A_HUMAN Putative high mobility group protein B1-like 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HMGB1P1 PE=5 SV=124.88888 24.586119 5 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 1 -0.3027611 196 21.4 24.893 215
sp|Q9NVT9|ARMC1_HUMANsp|Q9NVT9| RMC1_HUMAN Armadillo repeat-containing protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARMC1 PE=1 SV=124.647352 24.344011 4 4 By MS/M By MS/MS 6 6 -0.3033409 195 15.6 31.28 282
sp|P22676|CALB2_HUMAN;sp|P05937|CALB1_HUMANsp|P22676|CALB2_HUMAN Calretinin OS=Homo sapiens GN=CALB2 PE=1 SV=22 .015463 21.710365 3 2 By MS/MS By matching 4 0 -0.3050976 194 12.9 31.54 271
sp|P06576|ATPB_HUMANsp|P06576|ATPB_HUMAN ATP synthase subunit beta, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATP5B PE=1 SV=327.625195 27.317173 18 14 By MS/MS By MS/MS 40 27 -0.3080215 193 45.4 56.559 529
sp|P07954-2|FUMH_HUMAN;sp|P07954|FUMH_HUMANsp|P07954-2|FUMH_HUMAN Isoform Cytoplasmic of Fumarate hydratase, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=FH;sp|P07954|FUMH_HUMAN Fumarate hydratase, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=FH PE=1 SV=323.3 563 22.994173 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 5 -0.3114605 192 16.5 50.212 467
sp|Q9BUQ8|DDX23_HUMANsp|Q9BUQ8|DDX23_HUMAN Probable ATP-dependent RNA helicase DDX23 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDX23 PE=1 SV=323.402756 23.088968 6 5 By MS/MS By matching 8 0 -0.3137875 191 9.4 95.581 820
sp|P49736|MCM2_HUMANsp|P49736|MCM2_HUMAN DNA replication licensing factor MCM2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MCM2 PE=1 SV=421.547127 21.233128 3 1 By S/MS By MS/MS 4 1 -0.3139992 190 3.5 101.89 904
sp|P78527|PRKDC_HUMAN;sp|P78527-2|PRKDC_HUMANsp|P78527|PRKDC_HUMAN DNA-dependent protein kinase catalytic subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRKDC PE=1 SV=3;sp|P78527-2|PRKDC_HUMAN Isoform 2 of DNA-dependent protein kinase catalytic subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRKDC24.422909 24.102936 20 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 26 8 -0.319973 189 5.6 469.08 4128
sp|P30044-2|PRDX5_HUMAN;sp|P30044|PRDX5_HUMAN;sp|P30044-3|PRDX5_HUMAN;sp|P30044-4|PRDX5_HUMANsp|P30044-2|PRDX5_HUMAN Isoform Cytoplasmic+peroxisomal of Peroxiredoxin-5, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRDX5;sp|P30044|PRDX5_HUMAN Peroxiredoxin-5, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRDX5 PE=1 SV=4;sp|P30044-3|PRDX5_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Peroxiredoxin-5,23.75674 23.433899 4 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 3 -0.3228455 188 27.2 17.031 162
sp|P46781|RS9_HUMANsp|P46781|RS9_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S9 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS9 PE=1 SV=328.770048 28.443361 17 14 By MS/MS By MS/MS 39 26 -0.3266869 187 61.9 22.591 194
sp|P52907|CAZA1_HUMAN;sp|P47755|CAZA2_HUMANsp|P52907|CAZA1_HUMAN F-actin-capping protein subunit alpha-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CAPZA1 PE=1 SV=323.46114 23.131021 6 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 3 -0.3301182 186 31.5 32.922 286
sp|P36542-2|ATPG_HUMAN;sp|P36542|ATPG_HUMANsp| 36542-2|ATPG_HUMAN Isoform Heart of ATP synthase subunit gamma, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATP5C1;sp|P36542|ATPG_HUMAN ATP synthase subunit gamma, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATP5C1 PE=1 SV=125.252018 24.919209 9 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 21 8 -0.3328094 185 30.3 32.881 297
sp|P18669|PGAM1_HUMAN;sp|P15259|PGAM2_HUMAN;sp|Q8N0Y7|PGAM4_HUMANsp|P 8669|PGAM1_HUMAN Phosphoglycerate mutase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PGAM1 PE=1 SV=226.753407 26.419827 12 8 By MS/ S By MS/MS 23 9 -0.33358 184 53.5 28.804 254
sp|P34932|HSP74_HUMANsp|P34932|HSP74_HUMAN Heat shock 70 kDa protein 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSPA4 PE=1 SV=425.569208 25.235458 14 14 By MS/MS By MS/MS 23 13 -0.3337498 183 24 94.33 840
sp|P30040|ERP29_HUMAN;sp|P30040-2|ERP29_HUMANsp|P30040|ERP29_HUMAN ndoplasmic reticulum resident protein 29 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ERP29 PE=1 SV=43.715967 23.376501 4 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 3 -0.3394661 182 16.1 28.993 261
sp|P18085|ARF4_HUMANsp|P18085|ARF4_HUMAN ADP-ribosylation factor 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARF4 PE=1 SV=329.893887 29.544327 9 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 49 20 -0.3495598 181 60.6 20.511 180
sp|P46777|RL5_HUMANsp|P46777|RL5_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL5 PE=1 SV=326.735054 26.385185 9 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 26 10 -0.3498688 180 36.7 34.362 297
sp|P27797|CALR_HUMANsp|P27797|CALR_HUMAN Calreticulin OS=Homo sapiens GN=CALR PE=1 SV=123.382845 23.031235 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 1 -0.3516102 179 15.3 48.141 417
sp|P41252|SYIC_HUMANsp|P41252|SYIC_HUMAN Isoleucine--tRNA ligase, cytoplasmic OS=Homo sapiens GN=IARS PE=1 SV=225.33115 24.979412 16 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 26 10 -0.351738 178 15.5 144.5 1262
sp|O75534-2|CSDE1_HUMAN;sp|O75534|CSDE1_HUMAN;sp|O75534-3|CSDE1_HUMANsp|O75534-2|CSDE1_HUMAN Isoform Short of Cold shock domain-containing protein E1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CSDE1;sp|O75534|CSDE1_HUMAN Cold shock domain-containing protein E1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CSDE1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|O75534-3|CSDE1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Cold shock domai21.30958 20.955324 2 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 1 -0.3542557 177 3.1 85.746 767
sp|Q99459|CDC5L_HUMANsp|Q99459|CDC5L_HUMAN Cell division cycle 5-like protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=CDC5L PE=1 SV=226.642513 26.287291 19 16 By MS/MS By MS/MS 32 19 -0.3552227 176 31.9 92.25 802
sp|P61247|RS3A_HUMANsp|P61247|RS3A_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S3a OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS3A PE=1 SV=231.492378 31.133265 20 20 By MS/MS By MS/MS 77 56 -0.3591137 175 64 29.945 264
sp|Q15233-2|NONO_HUMAN;sp|Q15233|NONO_HUMANsp|Q15233-2|NONO_HUMA  Isoform 2 of Non-POU domain-containing octamer-binding protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=NONO;sp|Q15233|NONO_HUMAN Non-POU domain-containing octamer-binding protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=NONO PE=1 SV=423.748884 23.389425 5 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 2 -0.3594589 174 14.7 43.866 382
sp|Q1KMD3|HNRL2_HUMANsp|Q1KMD3|H RL2_HUMAN Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein U-like protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPUL2 PE=1 SV=124.147791 23.785664 8 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 3 -0.3621273 173 13.5 85.104 747
sp|P17980|PRS6A_HUMANsp|P17980|PRS6A_HUMAN 26S protease regulatory subunit 6A OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMC3 PE=1 SV=325.173676 24.809116 11 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 15 8 -0.3645592 172 29.2 49.203 439
sp|P62136|PP1A_HUMAN;sp|P62136-2|PP1A_HUMAN;sp|P62136-3|PP1A_HUMAN;sp|P36873|PP1G_HUMAN;sp|P36873-2|PP1G_HUMANsp|P62136|PP1A_HUMAN Serine/threonine-protein phosphatase PP1-alpha catalytic subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPP1CA PE=1 SV=1;sp|P62136-2|PP1A_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Serine/threonine-protein phosphatase PP1-alpha catalytic subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPP1CA;sp|P62123.76314 23.392965 8 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 14 4 -0.3701763 171 26.4 37.512 330
sp|Q13868|EXOS2_HUMANsp|Q13868|EXOS2_HUMAN Exosome complex component RRP4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EXOSC2 PE=1 SV=221.815697 21.443796 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 2 -0.3719006 170 12.3 32.789 293
sp|O43776|SYNC_HUMANsp|O43776|SYNC_HUMAN Asparagine--tRNA ligase, cytoplasmic OS=Homo sapiens GN=NARS PE=1 SV=124.715916 24.341299 10 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 19 7 -0.3746166 169 21 62.942 548
sp|P50454|SERPH_HUMANsp| 50454|SERPH_HUMAN Serpin H1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SERPINH1 PE=1 SV=222.569387 22.19075 3 2 By MS/MS By matching 6 0 -0.3786373 168 9.6 46.44 418
sp|P61088|UBE2N_HUMAN;sp|Q5JXB2|UE2NL_HUMANsp|P61088|UBE2N_HUMAN Ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E2 N OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBE2N PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q5JXB2|UE2NL_HUMAN Putative ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E2 N-like OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBE2NL PE=1 SV=16.815189 26.428463 8 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 16 9 -0.3867264 167 53.9 17.138 152
sp|P26368-2|U2AF2_HUMAN;sp|P26368|U2AF2_HUMANsp|P26368-2|U2AF2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Splicing factor U2AF 65 kDa subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=U2AF2;sp|P26368|U2AF2_HUMAN Splicing factor U2AF 65 kDa subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=U2AF2 PE=1 SV=424.74 9 7 24.35434 5 4 By MS/MS By MS/M 8 3 -0.3885975 166 13 53.12 471
sp|O15446|RPA34_HUMAN;sp|O15446-2|RPA34_HUMANsp|O15446|RPA34_HUMAN DN -directed RNA polymerase I subunit RPA34 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CD3EAP PE=1 SV=1;sp|O15446-2|RPA34_HUMAN Isoform 2 of DNA-directed RNA polymerase I subunit RPA34 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CD3EAP22.74250 22.347193 3 3 By MS/MS By matching 5 0 -0.3953133 165 9.8 5 .985 510
sp|Q71UM5|RS27L_HUMANsp|Q71UM5|RS27L_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S27-like OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS27L PE=1 SV=33.116451 22.72061 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 2 -0.3958416 164 38.1 9.4771 84
sp|P14324-2|FPPS_HUMAN;sp|P14324|FPPS_HUMANsp| 14324-2|FPPS_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Farnesyl pyrophosphate synthase OS=Homo sapiens GN=FDPS;sp|P14324|FPPS_HUMAN Farnesyl pyrophosphate synthase OS=Homo sapiens GN=FDPS PE=1 SV=422.859407 22.461914 3 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 1 -0.397493 163 11.3 40.532 353
sp|Q86U90|YRDC_HUMANsp|Q86 90|YRDC_HUMAN YrdC domain-containing protein, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=YRDC PE=1 SV=125.851194 25.449726 10 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 14 12 -0.4014683 162 52.7 29.328 279
sp|P49756|RBM25_HUMAN;sp|P49756-2|RBM25_HUMAN;sp|P49756-3|RBM25_HUMANsp|P49756|RBM25_HUMAN NA-binding protein 25 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBM25 PE=1 SV=3;sp|P49756-2|RBM25_HUMAN Isoform 2 of RNA-binding protein 25 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBM25;sp|P49756-3|RBM25_HUMAN Isoform 3 of RNA-binding protein 25 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBM2523.284468 22.877756 7 3 y MS/MS By MS/MS 11 4 -0.4067116 161 11.3 100.18 843
sp|P62266|RS23_HUMANsp|P62266|RS23_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S23 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS23 PE=1 SV=327.232515 26.816288 7 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 15 8 -0.4162273 160 35.7 15.807 143
sp|P07741-2|APT_HUMAN;sp|P07741|APT_HUMANsp|P07741-2|APT_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Adenine phosphoribosyltransferase OS=Homo sapiens GN=APRT;sp|P07741|APT_HUMAN Adenine phosphoribosyltransferase OS=Homo sapiens GN=APRT PE=1 SV=222.506372 22.08997 3 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 2 -0.4164028 159 27.6 14.557 134
sp|Q9P287|BCCIP_HUMAN;sp|Q9P287-4|BCCIP_HUMAN;sp|Q9P287-3|BCCIP_HUMAN;sp|Q9P287-2|BCCIP_HUMANsp|Q9P287|BCCIP_HUMAN BR A2 and CDKN1A-interacting protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=BCCIP PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9P287-4|BCCIP_HUMAN Isoform 4 of BRCA2 and CDKN1A-interacting protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=BCCIP;sp|Q9P287-3|BCCIP_HUMAN Isoform 3 of BRCA2 and CDKN1A-interacti26.003975 25.568165 7 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 14 4 -0.4358 01 158 29 35.979 314
sp|P61313|RL15_HUMAN;sp|P61313-2|RL15_HUMANsp|P61313|RL15_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L15 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL15 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P61313-2|RL15_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 60S ribosomal protein L15 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL1522.55 849 22.116007 4 2 By MS/MS By matching 8 0 -0.4358425 157 14.7 24.146 204
sp|P62714|PP2AB_HUMAN;sp|P67775|PP2AA_HUMAN;sp|P67775-2|PP2AA_HUMANsp|P62714|PP2AB_HUMAN Serine/threonine-protein phosphatase 2A catalytic subunit beta isoform OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPP2CB PE=1 SV=1;sp|P67775|PP2AA_HUMAN Serine/threonine-protein phosphatase 2A catalytic subunit alpha isoform OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPP2CA PE=1 SV22.912872 22.477018 5 4 By MS/ S By MS/MS 6 1 -0.435854 156 0.1 35.575 309
sp|Q9UHD9|UBQL2_HUMANsp|Q9U D9|UBQL2_HUMAN Ubiquilin-2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBQLN2 PE=1 SV=223.355684 22.915756 7 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 2 -0.4399281 155 17 65.695 624
sp|O43809|CPSF5_HUMANsp|O43809|CPSF5_HUMAN Cleavage and polyadenylation specificity factor subunit 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NUDT21 PE=1 SV=123.556253 23.112352 4 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 3 -0.4439011 154 20.3 26.227 227
sp|Q8WWY3|PRP31_HUMAN;sp|Q8WWY3-2|PRP31_HUMAN;sp|Q8WWY3-3|PRP31_HUMANsp|Q8WWY3|PRP31_HUMAN U4/U6 small nuclear ribonucleoprotein Prp31 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRPF31 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q8WWY3-2|PRP31_HUMAN Isoform 2 of U4/U6 small nuclear ribonucleoprotein Prp31 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRPF31;sp|Q8WWY3-3|PRP31_HUMAN Isoform 3 of U4/U6 smal23.039272 2 .594412 4 3 By MS/MS By M /MS 6 1 -0.4448605 153 9.4 55.455 499
sp|Q9BZE4|NOG1_HUMANsp|Q9BZE4| OG1_HUMAN Nucleolar GTP-binding protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GTPBP4 PE=1 SV=324.341028 23.89245 13 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 20 1 -0.4485779 152 23.8 73.964 634
sp|O43768-6|ENSA_HUMAN;sp|O43768-5|ENSA_HUMAN;sp|O43768-2|ENSA_HUMAN;sp|O43768|ENSA_HUMAN;sp|O43768-9|ENSA_HUMAN;sp|O43768-7|ENSA_HUMAN;sp|O43768-3|ENSA_HUMAN;sp|O43768-4|ENSA_HUMAN;sp|P56211-2|ARP19_HUMAN;sp|P56211|ARP19_HUMANsp|O43768-6|ENSA_HUMAN Isoform 6 of Alpha-endosulfine OS= omo sapiens GN= ;sp|O43768-5|ENSA_HUMAN Isoform 5 of Alpha-endosulfine OS=Homo sapiens G =ENSA;sp|O43768-2|ENSA_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Alpha-endosulfine OS=Homo sapiens GN=ENSA;sp|O43768|ENSA_HUMAN A23.197666 22.748701 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 2 -0.4489651 151 24.8 12.404 113
sp|P33992|MCM5_HUMANsp|P33992|MCM5_HUMAN DNA replication licensing factor MCM5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MCM5 PE=1 SV=522.516676 22.066841 6 4 By S/MS By MS/MS 8 1 -0.4498348 150 11.3 82.285 734
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sp|P38919|IF4A3_HUMANsp|P38919|IF4A3_HUMAN Eukaryotic initiation factor 4A-III OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF4A3 PE=1 SV=424.841103 24.376236 12 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 16 9 -0.4648666 149 30.4 46.871 411
sp|O75934|SPF27_HUMANsp|O75934|SPF27_HUMAN Pre-mRNA-splicing factor SPF27 OS=Homo sapiens GN=BCAS2 PE=1 SV=13.808037 23.332516 5 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 2 -0.4755211 148 32.9 26.131 225
sp|P62829|RL23_HUMANsp|P62829|RL23_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L23 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL23 PE=1 SV=10.149889 29.663414 7 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 26 27 -0.486475 147 51.4 14.865 140
sp|Q16698|DECR_HUMANsp|Q16698|DECR_HUMAN 2,4-dienoyl-CoA reductase, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=DECR1 PE=1 SV=123.001373 22.514702 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 2 -0.48667 4 146 16.7 36.067 335
sp|Q9Y450-4|HBS1L_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y450|HBS1L_HUMANsp|Q9Y450-4|HBS1L_HUMAN Isoform 3 of HBS1-like protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=HBS1L;sp|Q9Y450|HBS1L_HUMAN HBS1-like protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=HBS1L PE=1 SV=121.627161 21.140488 2 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 2 -0.4866734 145 4.8 70.624 642
sp|P11940-2|PABP1_HUMAN;sp|P11940|PABP1_HUMAN;sp|Q9H361|PABP3_HUMAN;sp|Q4VXU2|PAP1L_HUMAN;sp|Q5JQF8|PAP1M_HUMAN;sp|Q96DU9-2|PABP5_HUMAN;sp|Q96DU9|PABP5_HUMANsp|P1 940-2|PABP1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Polyadenylate-binding protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PABPC1;sp|P11940|PABP1_HUMAN Polyadenylate-binding protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PABPC1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9H361|PABP3_HUMAN Polyadenylate-binding protein 3 OS=Homo sapiens G26.854 2 26.367397 19 13 y MS/ S By M /MS 39 13 -0.4867268 144 38.4 61.18 547
sp|P30041|PRDX6_HUMANsp|P30041|PRDX6_HUMAN Peroxiredoxin-6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRDX6 PE=1 SV=329.549898 29.041008 13 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 32 14 -0.5088902 143 60.7 25.035 224
sp|P32969|RL9_HUMANsp|P32969|RL9_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L9 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL9 PE=1 SV=126.874317 26.36187 6 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 15 4 -0.5124474 142 35.9 21.863 192
sp|Q9P2K5|MYEF2_HUMAN;sp|Q9P2K5-2|MYEF2_HUMAN;sp|Q9P2K5-3|MYEF2_HUMAN;sp|Q9P2K5-4|MYEF2_HUMANsp|Q9P2K5|MYEF2_HUMAN Myelin expression factor 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MYEF2 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q9P2K5-2|MYEF2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Myelin expression factor 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MYEF2;sp|Q9P2K5-3|MYEF2_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Myelin expression factor 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=25.133713 24.619301 11 10 By MS/MS By MS/ S 19 6 -0.5144119 141 21 64.121 600
sp|O75521-2|ECI2_HUMAN;sp|O75521|ECI2_HUMANsp|O75521-2|ECI2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Enoyl-CoA delta isomerase 2, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=ECI2;sp|O75521|ECI2_HUMAN Enoyl-CoA delta isomerase 2, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=ECI2 PE=1 SV=421.886955 21.371138 3 2 By MS/MS By matching 7 0 -0.5158176 140 9.5 39.609 359
sp|P14678-2|RSMB_HUMAN;sp|P63162|RSMN_HUMAN;sp|P14678|RSMB_HUMAN;sp|P14678-3|RSMB_HUMANsp|P14678-2|RSMB_HUMAN Isoform SM-B of Small nuclear ribonucleo rotein-associated proteins B and B OS=Homo sapiens GN=SNRPB;sp|P63162|RSMN_HUMAN Small nuclear ribonucleoprotein-associated protein N OS=Homo sapiens GN=SNRPN PE=1 SV=1;sp|P14678|RSMB_HUMAN S23.222641 22.696466 4 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 2 -0.5261745 139 19 23.656 231
sp|O75351|VPS4B_HUMAN;sp|Q9UN37|VPS4A_HUMAN;sp|Q6PIW4-2|FIGL1_HUMAN;sp|Q6PIW4|FIGL1_HUMANsp|O75351|VPS4B_H MAN Vacuolar protein sorting-associated protein 4B OS=Homo sapiens GN=VPS4B PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9UN37|VPS4A_HUMAN Vacuolar protein sorting-associated protein 4A OS=Homo sapiens GN=VPS4A PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q6PIW4-2|FIGL1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Fidgetin-li21.149855 20.621584 2 2 By MS/MS By matching 3 0 -0.5282707 138 5.6 49.301 444
sp|P07737|PROF1_HUMANsp|P07737|PROF1_HUMAN Profilin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PFN1 PE=1 SV=227.712929 27.183762 10 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 20 13 -0.5291672 137 70 15.054 140
sp|P21291|CSRP1_HUMANsp| 21291|CSRP1_HUMAN Cysteine and glycine-rich protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CSRP1 PE=1 SV=322.215786 21.682261 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 -0.5335255 136 19.2 20.567 193
sp|Q08752|PPID_HUMANsp|Q08752|PPID_HUMAN Peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase D OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPID PE=1 SV=321.043135 20.506216 2 1 By MS/MS By matching 4 0 -0.5369186 135 5.4 40.763 370
sp|P27635|RL10_HUMAN;sp|Q96L21|RL10L_HUMANsp|P27635|RL10_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L10 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL10 PE=1 SV=426.074083 25.535967 6 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 5 -0.5381165 134 32.2 24.604 214
sp|Q9UG63|ABCF2_HUMANsp|Q9UG63| BCF2_HUMAN ATP-binding cassette sub-family F member 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ABCF2 PE=1 SV=223.520134 22.979107 6 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 1 -0.5410271 133 11.2 71.289 623
sp|Q96SB4|SRPK1_HUMAN;sp|Q96SB4-3|SRPK1_HUMAN;sp|Q9UPE1-2|SRPK3_HUMAN;sp|Q9UPE1-3|SRPK3_HUMAN;sp|Q9UPE1-4|SRPK3_HUMAN;sp|Q9UPE1|SRPK3_HUMAN;sp|P78362|SRPK2_HUMAN;sp|P78362-2|SRPK2_HUMANsp|Q96SB4|SRPK1_HUMAN SRSF protein kinase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRPK1 =1 SV=2;sp|Q96SB4-3|SRPK1_HUMAN Isoform 1 of SRSF protein kinase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRPK124.381195 23.834703 5 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 2 -0.5464916 132 9.5 74.324 655
sp|Q13637|RAB32_HUMAN;sp|O14966|RAB7L_HUMAN;sp|P57729|RAB38_HUMANsp|Q13637|RAB32_HUMAN Ras-related protein Rab-32 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB32 PE=1 SV=322.946585 22.399082 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 3 -0.5475025 131 13.3 24.997 225
sp|P42766|RL35_HUMANsp|P42766|RL35_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L35 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL35 PE=1 SV=226.933821 26.386288 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 2 -0.547533 130 31.7 14.551 123
sp|P62333|PRS10_HUMANsp|P62333|PRS10_HUMAN 26S protease regulatory subunit 10B OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMC6 PE=1 SV=125.566074 25.006973 10 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 18 6 -0.5591011 129 28.3 44.172 389
sp|P11172|UMPS_HUMAN;sp|P11172-3|UMPS_HUMAN;sp|P11172-2|UMPS_HUMAN;sp|P11172-4|UMPS_HUMANsp|P11172|UMPS_HUMAN ridine 5-monophosphate synthase OS=Homo sapiens GN=UMPS PE=1 SV=1;sp|P11172-3|UMPS_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Uridine 5-monophosphate synthase OS=Homo sapiens GN=UMPS;sp|P11172-2|UMPS_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Uridine 5-monophosphate synthase OS=27.426 04 26.852934 18 16 By M /MS By MS/MS 31 23 -0.5737705 128 38.1 52.221 480
sp|P35270|SPRE_HUMANsp|P35270|SPRE_HUMAN Sepiapterin reductase OS=Homo sapiens GN=SPR PE=1 SV=126.22843 25.643173 8 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 10 -0.5852566 127 38.7 28.048 261
sp|Q9H9B4|SFXN1_HUMANsp|Q9H9B4|SFXN1_HUMAN Sideroflexin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SFXN1 PE=1 SV=421.068876 20.461231 2 1 By MS/MS By matching 3 0 -0.607645 126 8.4 35.619 322
sp|P30046|DOPD_HUMAN;sp|A6NHG4|DDTL_HUMANsp|P30046|DOPD_HUMAN -dopachrome decarboxylase OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDT PE=1 SV=3;sp|A6NHG4|DDTL_HUMAN D-dopachrome decarboxylase-like protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDTL PE=2 SV=122.219099 21.610992 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 2 -0.6081066 125 17.8 12.712 118
sp|Q9UHY7|ENOPH_HUMAN;sp|Q9UHY7-2|ENOPH_HUMANsp|Q9U Y7|E OPH_H MAN Enolase-phosphatase E1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ENOPH1 PE=1 SV=123.923159 3.303127 4 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 4 -0.6200314 124 24.5 28.932 261
sp|P04843|RPN1_HUMANsp|P04843|RPN1_HUMAN Dolichyl-diphosphooligosaccharide--protein glycosyltransferase subunit 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPN1 PE=1 SV=124.266638 23.639425 8 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 13 4 -0.6272125 123 4.2 68.569 607
sp|O75494-5|SRS10_HUMAN;sp|O75494-4|SRS10_HUMAN;sp|O75494-6|SRS10_HUMAN;sp|O75494-3|SRS10_HUMAN;sp|O75494-2|SRS10_HUMAN;sp|O75494|SRS10_HUMAN;sp|Q8WXF0|SRS12_HUMANsp|O75494-5|SRS10_HUMAN Isoform 5 of Serine/arginine-rich splicing factor 10 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRSF10;sp|O75494-4|SRS10_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Serine/arginine-rich splicing factor 10 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRSF10;sp|O75494-6|SRS10_HUMAN Isoform 6 of Serine/argini21.357887 20.727694 2 1 By MS/MS By matching 3 0 -0.6301937 122 13.3 20.117 165
sp|Q12904|AIMP1_HUMAN;sp|Q12904-2|AIMP1_HUMANsp|Q12904|AIMP1_HUMAN minoacyl tRNA synthase complex-interacting multifunctional protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=AIMP1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q12904-2|AIMP1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Aminoacyl tRNA synthase complex-interacting multifunctional protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=AIM23.917616 23.284891 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 2 -0.6327248 121 21.2 34.352 312
sp|Q15717|ELAV1_HUMANsp|Q15717|ELAV1_HUMAN ELAV-like protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ELAVL1 PE=1 SV=222.589916 21.954575 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 0 -0.6353416 120 8 36.091 326
sp|Q8WVY7|UBCP1_HUMANsp|Q8WVY7|UBCP1_HUMAN Ubiquitin-like domain-containing CTD phosphatase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBLCP1 PE=1 SV=222. 00563 21.463486 4 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 1 -0.6370773 1 9 11.6 36.804 318
sp|Q00059|TFAM_HUMAN;sp|Q00059-2|TFAM_HUMANsp|Q00059|TFAM_HUMAN ranscription factor A, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=TFAM PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q00059-2|TFAM_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Transcription factor A, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=TFAM23.177368 22.538721 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 3 -0.6386471 118 11.8 29.096 246
sp|Q99613|EIF3C_HUMAN;sp|B5ME19|EIFCL_HUMANsp|Q99613|EIF3C_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 3 subunit C OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF3C PE=1 SV=1;sp|B5ME19|EIFCL_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 3 subunit C-like protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF3CL PE=3 SV=123.433899 22.793207 6 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 3 -0.6406918 117 6.8 105.34 913
sp|P49591|SYSC_HUMANsp|P49591|SYSC_HUMAN Serine--tRNA ligase, cytoplasmic OS=Homo sapiens GN=SARS PE=1 SV=323.426497 22.785564 4 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 1 -0.6409321 116 10.7 58.777 514
sp|P31150|GDIA_HUMANsp|P31150|GDIA_HUMAN Rab GDP dissociation inhibitor alpha OS=Homo sapiens GN=GDI1 PE=1 SV=221.426241 20.772253 3 2 By MS/MS By matching 4 0 -0.6539879 115 7.8 50.582 447
sp|P52565|GDIR1_HUMAN;sp|P52565-2|GDIR1_HUMANsp|P52565|GDIR1_HUMAN Rho GDP-dissociation inhibitor 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARHGDIA PE=1 SV=3;sp|P52565-2|GDIR1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Rho GDP-dissociation inhibitor 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARHGDIA24.418 69 23.762331 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 3 -0.6563377 114 25.5 23.207 204
sp|Q14376|GALE_HUMANsp|Q14376|GALE_HUMAN UDP-glucose 4-epimerase OS=Homo sapiens GN=GALE PE=1 SV=224.054987 23.396629 6 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 1 -0.6583576 113 20.7 38.281 348
sp|Q15631|TSN_HUMAN;sp|Q15631-2|TSN_HUMANsp|Q15631|TSN_HUMAN ranslin OS=Homo sapiens GN=TSN PE=1 SV=122.181044 21.521667 3 3 By MS/M By MS/MS 4 2 -0.6593761 112 16.7 26.183 228
sp|P78330|SERB_HUMANsp|P78330|SERB_HUMAN Phosphoserine phosphatase OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSPH PE=1 SV=221.737976 21.075092 2 2 By MS/MS By matching 3 0 -0.6628838 111 10.2 25.007 225
sp|P31942-2|HNRH3_HUMAN;sp|P31942|HNRH3_HUMAN;sp|P31942-3|HNRH3_HUMAN;sp|P31942-4|HNRH3_HUMAN;sp|P31942-6|HNRH3_HUMAN;sp|P31942-5|HNRH3_HUMANsp|P31942-2|H RH3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein H3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPH3;sp|P31942|HNRH3_HUMA  eterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein H3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPH3 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P31942-3|HNRH3_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Heterogene25.222841 24.5597 7 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 1 -0.6631413 110 25.1 5. 38 331
sp|P10644|KAP0_HUMANsp|P10644|KAP0_HUMAN cAMP-dependent protein kinase type I-alpha regulatory subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRKAR1A PE=1 SV=121.431606 20.767202 2 0 By MS/MS 4 0 -0.6644039 109 6.6 42.981 381
sp|P37108|SRP14_HUMANsp|P37108|SRP14_HUMAN Signal recognition particle 14 kDa protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRP14 PE=1 SV=225.353868 24.6833 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 -0.6705685 108 44.9 14.57 136
sp|Q5BKZ1|ZN326_HUMAN;sp|Q5BKZ1-2|ZN326_HUMAN;sp|Q5BKZ1-3|ZN326_HUMANsp|Q5BKZ1|Z 326_HUMAN DBIRD complex ubunit ZNF 26 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ZNF326 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q5BKZ1-2|ZN326_HUMAN Isoform 2 of DBIRD complex subunit ZNF326 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ZNF326;sp|Q5BKZ1-3|ZN326_HUMAN Isoform 3 of DBIRD complex subunit ZNF326 OS=Homo sap21.606617 20.930702 2 2 By MS/MS By matching 3 0 -0.6759148 107 4.8 65.653 582
sp|P19623|SPEE_HUMANsp|P19623|SPEE_HUMAN Spermidine synthase OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRM PE=1 SV=124.334631 23.65731 6 4 By MS/MS By S/MS 11 3 -0.6773205 106 21.2 33.824 302
sp|Q5T280|CI114_HUMANsp|Q5T280|CI114_HUMAN Uncharacterized protein C9orf114 OS=Homo sapiens GN=C9orf114 PE=1 SV=322.500355 21.822327 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 5 -0.6780281 105 12.8 42.008 376
sp|Q9UBQ7|GRHPR_HUMANsp|Q9UBQ7|GRHPR_HUMAN Glyoxylate reductase/hydroxypyruvate reductase OS=Homo sapiens GN=GRHPR PE=1 SV=125.370792 24.670931 6 4 B  MS/MS By MS/MS 11 2 -0.6998615 104 28.7 35.668 328
sp|P56134-4|ATPK_HUMAN;sp|P56134-3|ATPK_HUMAN;sp|P56134-2|ATPK_HUMAN;sp|P56134|ATPK_HUMANsp| 56134-4|ATPK_HUMAN Isoform 4 of ATP synthase subunit f, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATP5J2;sp|P56134-3|ATPK_HUMAN Isoform 3 of ATP synthase subunit f, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATP5J2;sp|P56134-2|ATPK_HUMAN Isoform 2 of ATP synthase subunit21.412298 20.708393 2 0 By MS/ S 3 0 -0.7039051 10 49 5.7407 49
sp|Q96I24|FUBP3_HUMAN;sp|Q96I24-2|FUBP3_HUMANsp|Q96I24|FUBP3_HUMAN ar upstream element-binding protein 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FUBP3 PE=1 SV=22 .4488 5 22.69017 7 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 1 -0.7586746 102 18.5 61.64 572
sp|Q53H82|LACB2_HUMANsp|Q53 82|LACB2_HUMAN Beta-lactamase-like protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=LACTB2 PE=1 SV=225.758448 24.999594 8 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 15 2 -0.7588539 101 37.2 32.805 288
sp|P25398|RS12_HUMANsp|P25398|RS12_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S12 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS12 PE=1 SV=35.129669 24.369795 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 5 -0.7598743 100 45.5 14.515 132
sp|P56192|SYMC_HUMANsp|P56192|SYMC_HUMAN Methionine--tRNA ligase, cytoplasmic OS=Homo sapiens GN=MARS PE=1 SV=225.352892 24.574732 11 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 15 3 -0.7781601 99 18.3 101.11 900
sp|P30043|BLVRB_HUMANsp|P30043|BLVRB_HUMAN Flavin reductase (NADPH) OS=Homo sapiens GN=BLVRB PE=1 SV=325.831011 25.032251 7 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 15 7 -0.7987595 98 50 22.119 206
sp|P82909|RT36_HUMANsp|P82909|RT36_HUMAN 28S ribosomal protein S36, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=MRPS36 PE=1 SV=221.431606 20.631298 2 2 By MS/MS By atching 3 0 -0.8003082 97 27.2 11.466 103
sp|P13984|T2FB_HUMANsp|P13984|T2FB_HUMAN General transcription factor IIF subunit 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GTF2F2 PE=1 SV=221.553514 20.751509 2 1 By MS/MS By atching 4 0 -0.8020058 96 12 28.38 249
sp|P60842|IF4A1_HUMAN;sp|P60842-2|IF4A1_HUMAN;sp|Q14240|IF4A2_HUMAN;sp|Q14240-2|IF4A2_HUMANsp|P60842|IF4A1_HUMAN Eukaryotic initiation factor 4A-I OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF4A1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P60842-2|IF4A1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Eukaryotic initiation factor 4A-I OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF4A129.23185 28.422499 2 19 By S/MS By MS/MS 52 34 -0.8093529 95 47 46.153 406
sp|Q8N0V3|RBFA_HUMANsp|Q8N0V3|RBFA_HUMAN Putative ribosome-binding factor A, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBFA PE=1 SV=322.152889 21.33952 3 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 1 -0.8133698 94 8.5 38.359 343
sp|Q9H8S9|MOB1A_HUMAN;sp|Q7L9L4|MOB1B_HUMAN;sp|Q7L9L4-2|MOB1B_HUMAN;sp|Q9H8S9-2|MOB1A_HUMANsp|Q9H8S9|MOB1A_HUMAN MOB kinase activator 1A OS=Homo sapiens GN=MOB1A PE=1 SV=4;sp|Q7L9L4|MOB1B_HUMAN MOB kinase activator 1B OS=Homo sapiens GN=MOB1B PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q7L9L4-2|MOB1B_HUMAN Isoform 2 of MOB kinase activator 1B OS=Homo sapiens GN=MOB1B;sp|Q9H8S24.431351 23.614029 4 3 By MS/MS By MS/ S 7 2 -0.8173218 93 22.7 25.079 216
sp|O95816|BAG2_HUMANsp|O95816|BAG2_HUMAN BAG family molecular chaperone regulator 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=BAG2 PE=1 SV=122.071823 21.251476 2 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 2 -0.8203468 92 14.2 23.772 211
sp|Q9NPH2-2|INO1_HUMAN;sp|Q9NPH2-3|INO1_HUMAN;sp|Q9NPH2|INO1_HUMANsp|Q9NPH2-2|INO1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Inositol-3-phosphate synthase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ISYNA1;sp|Q9NPH2-3|INO1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Inositol-3-phosphate synthase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ISYNA1;sp|Q9NPH2|INO1_HUMAN Inositol-3-phosphate synthase 1 OS=Homo sapiens21.830782 20.974516 4 1 By MS/MS By matching 5 0 -0.856266 91 10.5 47.146 430
sp|A6ZKI3|F127A_HUMAN;sp|Q9BWD3|F127B_HUMANsp| 6ZKI3|F127A_HUMAN Protein FA 127A OS=Homo sapiens GN=FAM127A PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9BWD3|F127B_HUMAN Protein FAM127B OS=Homo sapiens GN=FAM127B PE=1 SV=321.845751 20.98679 2 1 By MS/MS By matching 3 0 -0.8589611 90 18.6 13.171 113
sp|Q14137|BOP1_HUMANsp|Q14137|BOP1_HUMAN Ribosome biogenesis protein BOP1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=BOP1 PE=1 SV=221.372946 20.509226 2 0 By M /MS 3 0 -0.8637199 89 4.4 83.629 746
sp|Q9UKM9-2|RALY_HUMAN;sp|Q9UKM9|RALY_HUMANsp|Q9UKM9-2|RALY_H MAN Isoform 1 of RNA-binding protein Raly OS=Homo sapiens GN=RALY;sp|Q9UKM9|RALY_HUMAN RNA-binding protein Raly OS=Homo sapiens GN=RALY PE=1 SV=125.755955 24.879328 11 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 15 10 -0.876627 88 32.1 30.364 290
sp|Q12906|ILF3_HUMAN;sp|Q12906-7|ILF3_HUMAN;sp|Q12906-5|ILF3_HUMAN;sp|Q12906-4|ILF3_HUMAN;sp|Q12906-2|ILF3_HUMAN;sp|Q12906-6|ILF3_HUMAN;sp|Q12906-3|ILF3_HUMANsp|Q12906|ILF3_HUMAN Interleukin enhancer-binding factor 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ILF3 PE=1 SV=3;sp Q12906-7|ILF3_HUMAN Isoform 7 of Interleukin enhancer-binding factor 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ILF3;sp|Q12906-5|ILF3_HUMAN Isoform 5 of Interleukin enhancer-binding28.109835 27.225454 5 24 By M /MS By MS/MS 57 30 -0.8843803 87 32.4 95.337 8 4
sp|O60869-2|EDF1_HUMAN;sp|O60869|EDF1_HUMANsp|O60869-2|EDF1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Endothelial differentiation-related factor 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EDF1;sp|O60869|EDF1_HUMAN Endothelial differentiation-related factor 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EDF1 PE=1 SV=122.285202 21.3768 5 2 1 By MS/MS By ma ching 3 0 -0.9083767 86 9.4 15.48 139
sp|P36405|ARL3_HUMANsp|P36405|ARL3_HUMAN ADP-ribosylation factor-like protein 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARL3 PE=1 SV=224.634171 23.722237 5 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 1 -0.9119339 85 40.7 20.455 182
sp|Q15843|NEDD8_HUMANsp|Q15843|NEDD8_HUMAN NEDD8 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NEDD8 PE=1 SV=125.036032 24.123053 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 5 -0.9129791 84 17.3 9.0714 81
sp|P07437|TBB5_HUMAN;sp|A6NNZ2|TBB8L_HUMAN;sp|A6NKZ8|YI016_HUMANsp|P07437|TBB5_HUMAN Tubulin beta chain OS=Homo sapiens GN=TUBB PE=1 SV=231.450468 30.534174 21 By S/MS y MS/MS 124 84 -0.9162941 83 61.5 49.67 444
sp|Q12905|ILF2_HUMANsp|Q12905|ILF2_HUMAN Interleukin enhancer-binding factor 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ILF2 PE=1 SV=227.787621 26.870794 11 10 By M /MS By MS/MS 33 21 -0.9168262 82 40.3 43.062 390
sp|Q96IU4|ABHEB_HUMAN;sp|Q96IU4-2|ABHEB_HUMANsp|Q96I 4| BHEB_HUMAN lpha/beta hydrolase domain-containing protein 14B OS=Homo sapiens GN=ABHD14B PE=1 SV=126.281446 25.363525 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 15 10 -0.91792 1 81 39.5 22.345 210
sp|Q9NZD2|GLTP_HUMANsp|Q9NZD2|GLTP_HUMAN Glycolipid transfer protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=GLTP PE=1 SV=321.782248 20.835066 2 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 1 -0.9471817 80 11.5 23.85 209
sp|Q9BWD1|THIC_HUMANsp|Q9BWD1|THIC_HUMAN Acetyl-CoA acetyltransferase, cytosolic OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACAT2 PE=1 SV=225.113386 24.153292 6 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 13 5 -0.9600945 79 24.9 41.35 397
sp|P52943|CRIP2_HUMAN;sp|P52943-2|CRIP2_HUMANsp|P52943|CRIP2_HUMAN ysteine-rich protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CRIP2 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P52943-2|CRIP2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Cysteine-rich protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CRIP223.167 79 22.191233 2 2 By MS/MS By matching 3 0 -0.9762459 78 24.5 22.492 208
sp|P12268|IMDH2_HUMAN;sp|P20839-2|IMDH1_HUMAN;sp|P20839-4|IMDH1_HUMAN;sp|P20839|IMDH1_HUMAN;sp|P20839-3|IMDH1_HUMAN;sp|P20839-7|IMDH1_HUMAN;sp|P20839-5|IMDH1_HUMAN;sp|P20839-6|IMDH1_HUMANsp|P12268|IMDH2_HUMAN nosine-5-monophosphate dehydrogenase 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=IMPDH2 PE=1 SV=25. 9144 24.109806 11 8 By MS/ S By MS/MS 8 3 -0.9816341 77 26.7 55.804 514
sp|Q5VYK3|ECM29_HUMANsp|Q5VYK3|ECM29_HUMAN Proteasome-associated protein ECM29 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=ECM29 PE=1 SV=223.228613 22.246382 8 2 By MS/MS By matching 11 0 -0.9822311 76 5.5 204.29 1845
sp|P61513|RL37A_HUMAN;sp|A6NKH3|RL37L_HUMANsp|P61513|RL37A_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L37a OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL37A PE=1 SV=226.095289 25.090511 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 7 -1.0047779 75 51.1 10.275 92
sp|P51114-3|FXR1_HUMAN;sp|P51114-2|FXR1_HUMAN;sp|P51114|FXR1_HUMAN;sp|Q06787-8|FMR1_HUMAN;sp|Q06787-6|FMR1_HUMAN;sp|Q06787-2|FMR1_HUMAN;sp|Q06787-4|FMR1_HUMAN;sp|Q06787-5|FMR1_HUMAN;sp|Q06787-7|FMR1_HUMAN;sp|Q06787-3|FMR1_HUMAN;sp|Q06787|FMR1_HUMAN;sp|P51116|FXR2_HUMANsp|P51114-3|FXR1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Fragile X mental retardation syndrome-related protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FXR1;sp|P51114-2|FXR1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Fragile X mental retardation syndrome-related protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FXR1;sp|P51114|FXR1_HUMAN Fra21.965855 20.959007 2 1 By MS/MS By matching 3 0 -1.0068474 74 4.9 59.9 9 536
sp|Q9NT62|ATG3_HUMAN;sp|Q9NT62-2|ATG3_HUMANsp|Q9NT62|ATG3_HUMAN Ubiquitin-like-conjugating enzyme ATG3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATG3 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9NT62-2|ATG3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ubiquitin-like-conjugating enzyme ATG3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATG323.030 95 22.001888 3 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 1 -1.0288067 73 12.1 35.864 314
sp|P31943|HNRH1_HUMAN;sp|P55795|HNRH2_HUMANsp|P31943|H RH1_HUMAN Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein H OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPH1 PE=1 SV=427.675123 26.641273 14 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 31 11 -1.0338497 72 38.8 49.229 449
sp|Q9BX68|HINT2_HUMANsp|Q9BX68|HINT2_HUMAN Histidine triad nucleotide-binding protein 2, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=HINT2 PE=1 SV=126.931231 25.889065 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 4 -1.0421658 71 37.4 17.162 163
sp|P62861|RS30_HUMANsp|P62861|RS30_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S30 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FAU PE=1 SV=130.926628 29.859688 6 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 23 17 -1.0669403 70 57.6 6.6478 59
sp|Q96SI9-2|STRBP_HUMAN;sp|Q96SI9|STRBP_HUMANsp|Q96SI9-2|STRBP_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Spermatid perinuclear RNA-binding protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=STRBP;sp|Q96SI9|STRBP_HUMAN Spermatid perinuclear RNA-binding protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=STRBP PE=1 SV=123.029381 21.913275 8 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 1 -1.116106 69 11.4 71.966 658





sp|Q9H2P9|DPH5_HUMAN;sp|Q9H2P9-5|DPH5_HUMAN;sp|Q9H2P9-3|DPH5_HUMAN;sp|Q9H2P9-2|DPH5_HUMAN;sp|Q9H2P9-6|DPH5_HUMAN;sp|Q9H2P9-4|DPH5_HUMANsp|Q9 2P9|DPH5_HUMAN Diphthine synthase OS=Homo sapiens GN=DPH5 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9H2P9-5|DP 5_HUMAN Isoform 5 of Diphthine synthase OS=Homo sapiens GN=DPH5;sp|Q9H2P9-3|DPH5_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Diphthine synthase OS=Homo sapiens GN=DPH5;sp|Q9H2P9-2|DPH5_HUMAN I2 .265707 24.119654 6 4 By MS/ S By MS/MS 11 2 -1.1460533 67 31.6 31.651 285
sp|P07910-2|HNRPC_HUMAN;sp|P07910|HNRPC_HUMAN;sp|P07910-4|HNRPC_HUMAN;sp|P07910-3|HNRPC_HUMAN;sp|O60812|HNRCL_HUMAN;sp|Q86SE5|RALYL_HUMANsp|P07910-2|H RPC_HUMAN Isoform C1 of Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoproteins C1/C2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPC;sp|P07910|HNRPC_HUMAN Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoproteins C1/C2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPC PE=1 SV=4;sp|P07910-4|HNRPC_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Het28.570982 27.391573 14 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 38 25 -1.179409 66 40.3 32.337 293
sp|P22626|ROA2_HUMAN;sp|P22626-2|ROA2_HUMANsp|P22626|ROA2_HUMAN Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoproteins A2/B1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPA2B1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P22626-2|ROA2_HUMAN Isoform A2 of Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoproteins A2/B1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPA2B130.04830 28.849596 19 15 By MS/MS By MS/MS 63 27 -1.1987057 65 54.4 37.4 9 353
sp|P52597|HNRPF_HUMANsp| 52597|H RPF_HUMAN Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein F OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPF PE=1 SV=325.204899 24.006159 8 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 1 -1.19874 64 25.5 45.671 415
sp|P82930|RT34_HUMANsp|P82930|RT34_HUMAN 28S ribosomal protein S34, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=MRPS34 PE=1 SV=222.183954 20.972475 2 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 2 -1.2114792 63 6.9 25.65 218
sp|P09651-2|ROA1_HUMAN;sp|P09651|ROA1_HUMAN;sp|P09651-3|ROA1_HUMAN;sp|Q32P51|RA1L2_HUMANsp|P09651-2|ROA1_HUMAN Isoform A1-A of Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein A1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPA1;sp|P09651|ROA1_HUMAN Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein A1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPA1 PE=1 SV=5;sp|P09651-3|ROA1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Heterogene29.091162 27.855846 17 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 51 10 -1.2353153 62 58.8 34.196 320
sp|P36507|MP2K2_HUMAN;sp|Q02750-2|MP2K1_HUMAN;sp|Q02750|MP2K1_HUMANsp|P36507|MP2K2_HUMAN Dual specificity mitogen-activated protein kinase kinase 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MAP2K2 PE=1 SV=122.069401 20.785799 4 1 By MS/ S By MS/MS 6 1 -1.2836018 61 10.2 44.424 400
sp|P16070-18|CD44_HUMAN;sp|P16070-12|CD44_HUMAN;sp|P16070-14|CD44_HUMAN;sp|P16070-13|CD44_HUMAN;sp|P16070-11|CD44_HUMAN;sp|P16070-10|CD44_HUMAN;sp|P16070-16|CD44_HUMAN;sp|P16070-8|CD44_HUMAN;sp|P16070-17|CD44_HUMAN;sp|P16070-6|CD44_HUMAN;sp|P16070-4|CD44_HUMAN;sp|P16070-3|CD44_HUMAN;sp|P16070-7|CD44_HUMAN;sp|P16070-5|CD44_HUMAN;sp|P16070|CD44_HUMANsp|P16070-18|CD44_HUMAN Isoform 18 of CD44 antigen OS=Homo sapiens GN=CD44;sp|P16070-12|CD44_HUMAN Isoform 12 of CD44 antigen OS=Homo sapiens GN=CD44;sp|P16070-14|CD44_HUMAN Isoform 14 of CD44 antigen OS=Homo sapiens GN=CD44;sp|P16070-13|CD44_HUMAN Isoform22.14 16 20.80210 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 1 -1.344059 60 7.1 37.277 340
sp|Q01780-2|EXOSX_HUMAN;sp|Q01780|EXOSX_HUMANsp|Q01780-2|EXOSX_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Exosome component 10 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EXOSC10;sp|Q01780|EXOSX_HUMAN Exosome component 10 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EXOSC10 PE=1 SV=222.179222 20.805006 3 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 1 -1.3742161 59 5.3 98.088 860
sp|P30048|PRDX3_HUMANsp|P30048|PRDX3_HUMAN Thioredoxin-dependent peroxide reductase, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRDX3 PE=1 SV=323.13954 21.750134 4 4 By MS/MS By matching 6 0 -1.3894062 58 23.8 27.692 256
sp|P62847-2|RS24_HUMAN;sp|P62847-3|RS24_HUMAN;sp|P62847|RS24_HUMAN;sp|P62847-4|RS24_HUMANsp|P62847-2|RS24_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 40S ribosomal protein S24 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS24;sp|P62847-3|RS24_HUMAN Isoform 3 of 40S ribosomal protein S24 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS24;sp|P62847|RS24_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S24 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS24 PE=1 SV=1;28.118 22 26.723904 5 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 18 7 -1.39 9184 57 36.2 15.069 130
sp|Q6ZN17|LN28B_HUMAN;sp|Q6ZN17-2|LN28B_HUMAN;sp|Q9H9Z2|LN28A_HUMANsp|Q6ZN17|L 28B_HUMAN Protein lin-28 homolog B OS=Homo sapiens GN=LIN28B PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q6ZN17-2|LN28B_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Protein lin-28 homolog B OS=Homo sapiens GN=LIN28B27.906786 26.465849 13 8 By MS/ S By MS/MS 33 13 -1.440937 56 63.2 27.083 250
sp|O75340|PDCD6_HUMAN;sp|O75340-2|PDCD6_HUMANsp|O75340|PDCD6_HUMAN rogrammed cell death protein 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PDCD6 PE=1 SV=1;sp|O75340-2|PDCD6_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Programmed cell death protein 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PDCD623.88073 22.424601 4 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 1 - .4561291 55 22.5 21.868 191
sp|Q9H4M9|EHD1_HUMANsp|Q9 4 9|EHD1_HUMAN EH domain-containing protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EHD1 PE=1 SV=222.225733 20.754221 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 3 -1.4715118 54 8.1 60.626 534
sp|Q96EY4|TMA16_HUMANsp|Q96EY4|TMA16_HUMAN Translation machinery-associated protein 16 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TMA16 PE=1 SV=222.396969 20.92083 2 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 2 -1.4761391 53 11.3 23.864 203
sp|O96008-2|TOM40_HUMAN;sp|O96008|TOM40_HUMANsp|O96008-2|TOM40_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Mitochondrial import receptor subunit TOM40 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=TOMM40;sp|O96008|TOM40_HUMAN Mitochondrial import receptor subunit TOM40 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=TOMM40 PE=1 SV=122.008196 20.496124 2 1 By MS/MS By matching 4 0 -1.5120716 52 6.7 34.441 329
sp|P05386|RLA1_HUMANsp|P05386|RLA1_HUMAN 60S acidic ribosomal protein P1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPLP1 PE=1 SV=124.600368 23.082096 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 1 -1.5182724 51 51.8 11.514 114
sp|Q9NPA8-2|ENY2_HUMAN;sp|Q9NPA8|ENY2_HUMANsp|Q9NPA8-2|ENY2_HUM N Isoform 2 of Transcription and mRNA export factor ENY2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ENY2;sp|Q9NPA8|ENY2_HUMAN Transcription and mRNA export factor ENY2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ENY2 PE=1 SV=121.995865 20.46373 2 1 By MS/MS By matching 4 0 -1.532135 50 25 10.984 96
sp|P51580|TPMT_HUMANsp|P51580|TPMT_HUMAN Thiopurine S-methyltransferase OS=Homo sapiens GN=TPMT PE=1 SV=121.93247 20.382545 3 1 By MS/MS By matching 5 0 -1.5499249 49 11.4 28.18 245
sp|Q6ZNW5|GDPP1_HUMANsp|Q6ZNW5|GDPP1_HUMAN GDP-D-glucose phosphorylase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GDPGP1 PE=1 SV=221.77322 20.220821 3 1 By M /MS By MS/MS 4 1 -1.5523987 48 10.6 42.362 385
sp|Q9HAV7|GRPE1_HUMANsp|Q9HAV7|GRPE1_HUMAN GrpE protein homolog 1, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=GRPEL1 PE=1 SV=224.748528 23.192091 3 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 3 -1.5564365 47 17.1 24.279 217
sp|Q9UL25|RAB21_HUMANsp|Q9UL25|RAB21_HUMAN Ras-related protein Rab-21 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB21 PE=1 SV=322.364689 20.725893 4 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 1 -1.6387959 46 23.6 24.347 225
sp|Q9BT73|PSMG3_HUMANsp|Q9BT73|PSMG3_HUMAN Proteasome assembly chaperone 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMG3 PE=1 SV=121.952267 20.302191 2 0 By MS/MS 4 0 -1.6500759 45 23 13.104 122
sp|Q8NF91-4|SYNE1_HUMAN;sp|Q8NF91|SYNE1_HUMAN;sp|Q8NF91-8|SYNE1_HUMAN;sp|Q8NF91-2|SYNE1_HUMAN;sp|Q8NF91-7|SYNE1_HUMAN;sp|Q8NF91-9|SYNE1_HUMAN;sp|Q8NF91-3|SYNE1_HUMANsp|Q8NF91-4|SYNE1_HUMAN Isoform 4 of esprin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SYNE1;sp|Q8NF9 |SYNE1_HUMA  Nesprin-1 OS= omo sa iens GN=SYNE1 PE=1 SV=4;sp|Q8NF91-8|SYNE1_HUMAN Isoform 8 of Nesprin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SYNE1;sp|Q8NF91-2|SYNE1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Nesprin-29.1 4061 27.414417 2 4 By MS/MS By M /MS 13 2 -1.6996441 44 0.5 1005.2 8749
sp|Q9Y281-3|COF2_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y281|COF2_HUMANsp|Q9Y281-3|COF2_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Cofilin-2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CFL2;sp|Q9Y281|COF2_HUMAN Cofilin-2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CFL2 PE=1 SV=123.156813 21.43782 4 2 By MS/MS By matching 3 0 -1.7189922 43 39.6 16.916 149
sp|P63165|SUMO1_HUMAN;sp|P63165-2|SUMO1_HUMANsp|P63165|SUMO1_HUMAN mall ubiquitin-related modifier 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SUMO1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P63165-2|SUMO1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Small ubiquitin-related modifier 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SUMO122.454754 20.706797 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 1 -1.7479572 42 27.7 11.557 101
sp|P68402|PA1B2_HUMAN;sp|P68402-3|PA1B2_HUMAN;sp|P68402-2|PA1B2_HUMAN;sp|P68402-4|PA1B2_HUMANsp|P68402|PA1B2_HUMAN latelet-activating factor acetylhydrolase IB subunit beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=PAFAH1B2 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P68402-3|PA1B2_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Platelet-activating factor acetylhydrolase IB subunit beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=PAFAH1B2;sp|P68402-2|P2 .915483 2 .14468 2 0 By MS/MS 4 0 -1.7708035 41 12.2 25.569 229
sp|P31949|S10AB_HUMANsp|P31949|S10AB_HUMAN Protein S100-A11 OS=Homo sapiens GN=S100A11 PE=1 SV=222.553608 20.78261 2 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 2 -1.770998 40 19 11.74 105
sp|Q9NPJ3-2|ACO13_HUMAN;sp|Q9NPJ3|ACO13_HUMANsp|Q9NPJ3-2| CO13_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Acyl-coenzyme A thioesterase 13 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACOT13;sp|Q9NPJ3|ACO13_HUMAN Acyl-coenzyme A thioesterase 13 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACOT13 PE=1 SV=123. 88625 21.394262 2 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 1 -1.794363 39 18.8 12.366 117
sp|Q14353|GAMT_HUMAN;sp|Q14353-2|GAMT_HUMANsp|Q14353|GAMT_HUMAN uanidinoacetate N-methyltransferase OS=Homo sapiens GN=GAMT PE=1 SV=122.487 56 20.685413 2 2 By MS/M By MS/MS 2 4 -1.8021431 38 20.3 26.318 236
sp|Q13151|ROA0_HUMANsp|Q13151|ROA0_HUMAN Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein A0 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPA0 PE=1 SV=126.039633 24.173943 7 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 15 4 -1.8656902 37 31.1 30.84 305
sp|P18621-2|RL17_HUMAN;sp|P18621|RL17_HUMAN;sp|P18621-3|RL17_HUMANsp|P18621-2|RL17_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 60S ribosomal protein L17 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL17;sp|P18621|RL17_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L17 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL17 PE=1 SV=3;sp|P18621-3|RL17_HUMAN Isoform 3 of 60S ribosomal protein L17 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL1726.881336 25.008041 6 5 By S/MS By MS/MS 12 4 - .8732948 36 51.4 17.094 146
sp|P11234|RALB_HUMAN;sp|P11233|RALA_HUMANsp|P11234|RALB_HUMAN Ras-related protein Ral-B OS=Homo sapiens GN=RALB PE=1 SV=1;sp|P11233|RALA_HUMAN Ras-related protein Ral-A OS=Homo sapiens GN=RALA PE=1 SV=122.33609 20.433466 2 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 2 -1.9026241 35 8.7 23.408 206
sp|O75394|RM33_HUMANsp|O75394|RM33_HUMAN 39S ribosomal protein L33, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=MRPL33 PE=1 SV=123.029903 21.112127 2 1 By MS/MS By atching 4 0 -1.9177761 34 38.5 7.6191 65
sp|P40616|ARL1_HUMANsp|P40616|ARL1_HUMAN ADP-ribosylation factor-like protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARL1 PE=1 SV=127.737312 25.778889 9 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 27 9 -1.9584236 33 64.1 20.417 181
sp|O75190-2|DNJB6_HUMAN;sp|O75190-3|DNJB6_HUMAN;sp|O75190|DNJB6_HUMAN;sp|Q8WWF6|DNJB3_HUMAN;sp|Q8NHS0|DNJB8_HUMAN;sp|P25686-2|DNJB2_HUMAN;sp|Q7Z6W7|DNJB7_HUMAN;sp|P25686|DNJB2_HUMANsp|O75190-2|D JB6_HUMAN Isoform B of DnaJ homolog subfamily B member 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DNAJB6;sp|O75190-3|DNJB6_HUMAN Isoform C of DnaJ homolog subfamily B member 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DNAJB6;sp|O75190|DNJB6_HUMAN DnaJ homolog subfamily B member 6 OS=Hom23.066988 21.069592 3 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 2 -1.9973965 32 20.3 26.899 241
sp|P63313|TYB10_HUMAN;sp|P62328|TYB4_HUMAN;sp|O14604|TYB4Y_HUMANsp|P63313|TYB10_HUMAN Thymosin beta-10 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TMSB10 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P62328|TYB4_HUMAN Thymosin beta-4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TMSB4X PE=1 SV=2;sp|O14604|TYB4Y_HUMAN Thymosin beta-4, Y-chromosomal OS=Homo sapiens GN=TMSB4Y PE=2 SV=322.9 8 11 20.897448 2 1 By S/MS By matching 3 0 -2.0307636 31 47.7 5.0256 44
sp|Q9GZZ9|UBA5_HUMAN;sp|Q9GZZ9-2|UBA5_HUMANsp|Q9GZZ9|UBA5_HUMAN Ubiquitin-like modifier-activating enzyme 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBA5 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9GZZ9-2|UBA5_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ubiquitin-like modifier-activating enzyme 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBA523.014629 20.832188 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 5 -2.1824417 30 10.6 44.863 404
sp|Q96DH6-2|MSI2H_HUMAN;sp|Q96DH6|MSI2H_HUMAN;sp|Q96DH6-3|MSI2H_HUMAN;sp|O43347|MSI1H_HUMANsp|Q96D 6-2|MSI2H_HUMAN Isoform 2 of RNA-binding protein Musashi homolog 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MSI2;sp|Q96DH6|MSI2H_HUMAN RNA-binding protein Musashi homolog 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MSI2 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q96DH6-3|MSI2H_HUMAN Isoform 3 of RNA-binding protein Musash27.015633 24.82357 8 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 17 6 -2.19206 4 29 41.4 28.42 251
sp|Q7Z478|DHX29_HUMANsp|Q7Z478|DHX29_HUMAN ATP-dependent RNA helicase DHX29 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DHX29 PE=1 SV=220.956123 18.698257 2 1 By MS/MS By matchi g 3 0 -2.2578659 28 1.8 155.23 1369
sp|P28676|GRAN_HUMANsp|P28676|GRAN_HUMAN Grancalcin OS=Homo sapiens GN=GCA PE=1 SV=223.167938 20.895037 5 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 1 -2.2729015 27 25.8 24.01 217
sp|P55209|NP1L1_HUMANsp|P55209|NP1L1_HUMAN Nucleosome assembly protein 1-like 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NAP1L1 PE=1 SV=125.095993 22.790524 4 2 By MS/M By MS/MS 6 2 -2.3054695 26 16.9 45.374 391
sp|P61353|RL27_HUMANsp|P61353|RL27_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L27 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL27 PE=1 SV=223.264133 20.943953 3 1 By MS/MS By matching 5 0 -2.3201809 25 27.9 15.798 136
sp|Q9H2U1-2|DHX36_HUMAN;sp|Q9H2U1|DHX36_HUMAN;sp|Q9H2U1-3|DHX36_HUMAN;sp|Q6P158-2|DHX57_HUMAN;sp|Q6P158|DHX57_HUMANsp|Q9H2U1-2|DHX36_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Probable ATP-dependent RN  helicase DHX36 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DHX36;sp|Q9H2U1|DHX36_HUMAN Probable ATP-dependent RNA helicase DHX36 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DHX36 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9H2U1-3|DHX36_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Probable ATP-dep26.957041 24.580725 18 7 By MS/MS By matching 31 0 -2.3763161 24 21.5 113.15 994
sp|Q7KZ85|SPT6H_HUMAN;sp|Q7KZ85-2|SPT6H_HUMANsp|Q7KZ85|SPT6H_HUMAN Transcription elongation factor SPT6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SUPT6H PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q7KZ85-2|SPT6H_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Transcription elongation factor SPT6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SUPT6H22.791656 20.408928 2 1 By MS/MS By matchi g 3 0 -2.3827286 23 1.3 199.07 1726
sp|Q5TFE4|NT5D1_HUMANsp|Q5TFE4|NT5D1_HUMAN 5-nucleotidase domain-containing protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NT5DC1 PE=1 SV=122.813469 20.429615 2 2 By MS/MS By matching 3 0 -2.3838539 22 5.3 51.844 455
sp|Q9NQC3-2|RTN4_HUMAN;sp|Q9NQC3-5|RTN4_HUMAN;sp|Q9NQC3|RTN4_HUMAN;sp|Q9NQC3-3|RTN4_HUMAN;sp|Q9NQC3-4|RTN4_HUMAN;sp|Q9NQC3-6|RTN4_HUMANsp|Q9NQC3-2|RTN4_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Reticulon-4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RTN4;sp|Q9 QC3-5|RTN4_HUMAN Isoform 5 of Reticulon-4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RTN4;sp|Q9NQC3|RTN4_HUMAN Reticulon-4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RTN4 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9NQC3-3|RTN4_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Reticulon23.33 737 20.843058 2 1 By MS/ S By MS/MS 5 4 -2.4 6679 21 7.2 40.317 373
sp|O60610-2|DIAP1_HUMAN;sp|O60610-3|DIAP1_HUMAN;sp|O60610|DIAP1_HUMANsp|O60610-2|DIAP1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Protein diaphanous homolog 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DIAPH1;sp|O60610-3|DIAP1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Protein diaphanous homolog 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DIAPH1;sp|O60610|DIAP1_HUMAN Protein diaphanous homolog 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DI22.94 405 20.386824 3 1 By MS/ S By matching 6 0 -2.5595818 20 3.2 138.91 1248
sp|P08621-2|RU17_HUMAN;sp|P08621|RU17_HUMAN;sp|P08621-3|RU17_HUMAN;sp|P08621-4|RU17_HUMANsp|P08621-2|RU17_HUMAN Isoform 2 of U1 small nuclear ribonucleoprotein 70 kDa OS= omo sapiens GN=SNRNP70;sp|P08621|RU17_HUMAN U1 small nuclear ribonucleoprotein 70 kDa OS=Homo sapiens GN=SNRNP70 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P08621-3|RU17_HUMAN Isoform 3 of U1 small nuclea23.115294 20.553375 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 1 -2.5619183 19 10 50.617 428
sp|O43598-2|DNPH1_HUMAN;sp|O43598|DNPH1_HUMANsp|O43598-2|D PH1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 2-deoxynucleoside 5-phosphate N-hydrolase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DNPH1;sp|O43598|DNPH1_HUMAN 2-deoxynucleoside 5-phosphate N-hydrolase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DNPH1 PE=1 SV=123.658836 21.086985 3 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 2 -2.5718517 18 25 6.187 148
sp|Q8WZ82|OVCA2_HUMANsp|Q8WZ82|OVCA2_HUMAN Ovarian cancer-associated gene 2 protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=OVCA2 PE=1 SV=122.928698 20.335169 3 1 By MS/MS By matching 7 0 -2.5935287 17 22.9 24.418 227
sp|P46778|RL21_HUMANsp|P46778|RL21_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L21 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL21 PE=1 SV=223.472836 20.701498 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 4 -2.7713375 16 20.6 18.565 160
sp|P51991|ROA3_HUMANsp|P51991|ROA3_HUMAN Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein A3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPA3 PE=1 SV=229.334942 26.545822 16 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 51 8 -2.7891197 15 36.2 39.594 378
sp|Q71UI9|H2AV_HUMAN;sp|P0C0S5|H2AZ_HUMAN;sp|Q71UI9-3|H2AV_HUMAN;sp|Q71UI9-4|H2AV_HUMAN;sp|Q71UI9-2|H2AV_HUMANsp|Q71UI9|H2AV_HUMAN Histone H2A.V OS=Homo sapiens GN=H2AFV PE=1 SV=3;sp|P0C0S5|H2AZ_HUMAN Histone H2A.Z OS=Homo sapiens GN=H2AFZ PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q71UI9-3|H2AV_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Histone H2A.V OS=Homo sapiens GN=H2AFV;sp|Q71UI9-4|H2AV_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Histo23.30619 20.500988 4 2 By S/MS By MS/MS 4 2 -2.8052025 14 31.2 13.509 128
sp|P63167|DYL1_HUMAN;sp|Q96FJ2|DYL2_HUMANsp|P63167|DYL1_HUMAN Dynein light chain 1, cytoplasmic OS=Homo sapiens GN=DYNLL1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q96FJ2|DYL2_HUMAN Dynein light chain 2, cytoplasmic OS=Homo sapiens GN=DYNLL2 PE=1 SV=123.80607 0.936365 2 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 4 -2.8697052 13 37.1 10.366 89
sp|Q16778|H2B2E_HUMAN;sp|P33778|H2B1B_HUMAN;sp|P23527|H2B1O_HUMAN;sp|P06899|H2B1J_HUMAN;sp|Q8N257|H2B3B_HUMAN;sp|Q6DRA6|H2B2D_HUMAN;sp|Q6DN03|H2B2C_HUMANsp|Q16778|H2B2E_HUMAN Histone H2B type 2-E OS=Homo sapiens GN=HIST2H2BE PE=1 SV=3;sp|P337 8|H2B1B_HUMAN Histone H2B type 1-B OS=Homo sapiens GN=HIST1H2BB PE=1 SV=2;sp|P23527|H2B1O_HUMAN Histone H2B type 1-O OS=Homo sapiens GN=HIST1H2BO PE=1 SV=3;sp|P06899|3.402885 20.469805 8 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 1 -2.9330807 12 53.2 13.92 126
sp|Q12849-5|GRSF1_HUMAN;sp|Q12849|GRSF1_HUMANsp|Q12849-5|GRSF1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of G-rich sequence factor 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GRSF1;sp|Q12849|GRSF1_HUMAN G-rich sequence factor 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GRSF1 PE=1 SV=323.760708 20.79 048 6 1 By MS/MS By matching 10 0 -2.9696598 11 25.2 36.613 318
sp|P62633-2|CNBP_HUMAN;sp|P62633|CNBP_HUMAN;sp|P62633-3|CNBP_HUMAN;sp|P62633-5|CNBP_HUMAN;sp|P62633-4|CNBP_HUMAN;sp|P62633-6|CNBP_HUMANsp|P62633-2|CNBP_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Cellular nucleic acid-binding protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=CNBP;sp|P62633|CNBP_HUMAN Cellular nucleic acid-binding protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=CNBP PE=1 SV=1;sp|P62633-3|CNBP_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Cellular nucleic acid-binding27.31 74 24.316101 10 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 23 2 -3.000639 10 60 18.742 170
sp|Q7Z7F7|RM55_HUMAN;sp|Q7Z7F7-2|RM55_HUMANsp|Q7Z7F7|RM55_HUMAN 39S ribosomal protein L55, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=MRPL55 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q7Z7F7-2|RM55_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 39S ribosomal protein L55, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=MRPL5523.944763 20.824507 2 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 1 -3. 202564 9 24.2 15.128 128
sp|Q15047-2|SETB1_HUMAN;sp|Q15047-3|SETB1_HUMAN;sp|Q15047|SETB1_HUMANsp|Q15047-2|SETB1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Histone-lysine N-methyltransferase SETDB1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SETDB1;sp|Q15047-3|SETB1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Histone-lysine N-methyltransferase SETDB1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SETDB1;sp|Q15047|SETB1_HUMAN Histone-lysine N-methylt24.135397 21.00433 2 1 By MS/MS By matching 3 0 -3.1310673 8 5. 44.688 397
sp|P62273|RS29_HUMAN;sp|P62273-2|RS29_HUMANsp|P62273|RS29_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S29 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS29 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P62273-2|RS29_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 40S ribosomal protein S29 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS2924.32196 21.119774 2 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 2 -3.2021866 7 32.1 6.6767 56
sp|O95372|LYPA2_HUMANsp|O95372|LYPA2_HUMAN Acyl-protein thioesterase 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=LYPLA2 PE=1 SV=124.05134 20.70178 2 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 1 -3.3495598 6 15.6 24.737 231
sp|P36915|GNL1_HUMAN;sp|P36915-2|GNL1_HUMANsp|P36915|GNL1_HUMAN uanine nucleotide-binding protein-like 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GNL1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P36915-2|GNL1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Guanine nucleotide-binding protein-like 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GNL124.321274 20.811262 4 1 By MS/MS By atching 4 0 -3.5100117 5 9.4 68.66 607
sp|Q96EP5-2|DAZP1_HUMAN;sp|Q96EP5|DAZP1_HUMANsp|Q96EP5-2|DAZP1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of DAZ-associated protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DAZAP1;sp|Q96EP5|DAZP1_HUMAN DAZ-associated protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DAZAP1 PE=1 SV=124.487507 20.269636 3 1 By MS/MS By matching 5 0 -4.2178707 4 14 40.529 378
sp|Q71U36-2|TBA1A_HUMAN;sp|Q71U36|TBA1A_HUMAN;sp|Q13748|TBA3C_HUMAN;sp|Q13748-2|TBA3C_HUMAN;sp|Q6PEY2|TBA3E_HUMANsp|Q71U36-2|TBA1A_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Tubulin alpha-1A chain OS=Homo sapiens GN=TUBA1A;sp|Q71U36|TBA1A_HUMAN Tubulin alpha-1A chain OS=Homo sapiens GN=TUBA1A PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q13748|TBA3C_HUMAN Tubulin alpha-3C/D chain OS=Homo sapiens GN=TUBA3C PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q1325.563982 21.29578 20 17 By MS/ By matching 5 0 -4.2682018 3 54.8 46.297 416
sp|P62318|SMD3_HUMANsp|P62318|SMD3_HUMAN Small nuclear ribonucleoprotein Sm D3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SNRPD3 PE=1 SV=125.077246 20.771027 3 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 2 -4.3062191 2 31.7 13.916 126
sp|Q9P1F3|ABRAL_HUMANsp|Q9P1F3| BRAL_HUMAN Costars family protein ABRACL OS=Homo sapiens GN=ABRACL PE=1 SV=127.359844 20.790174 2 0 By MS/MS 3 0 -6.5696697 1 35.8 9.0564 81
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sp|Q9NRW1|RAB6B_HUMAN;sp|Q9H0N0|RAB6C_HUMANsp|Q9NRW1|RAB6B_HUMAN Ras-related protein Rab-6B OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB6B PE=1 SV=120.34106 24.94204 7 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 10 4.6009731 1572 50.5 23.461 208
sp|Q15020|SART3_HUMAN;sp|Q15020-2|SART3_HUMAN;sp|Q15020-3|SART3_HUMANsp|Q15020|SART3_HUMAN quamous cell carcinoma antigen recognized by T-cells 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SART3 PE=1 SV=122.6834 7.11932 6 22 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 38 4.4359188 1571 24.2 109.93 963
sp|Q6P5R6|RL22L_HUMANsp|Q6P5R6|RL22L_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L22-like 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL22L1 PE=1 SV=220.83422 25.22582 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 4 4.3916073 1570 19.7 14.606 122
sp|P29558-2|RBMS1_HUMAN;sp|P29558|RBMS1_HUMAN;sp|Q6XE24-3|RBMS3_HUMAN;sp|Q6XE24-4|RBMS3_HUMAN;sp|Q6XE24-5|RBMS3_HUMAN;sp|Q6XE24-2|RBMS3_HUMAN;sp|Q6XE24|RBMS3_HUMANsp|P29558-2|RBMS1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of RNA-binding motif, single-stranded-interacting protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBMS1;sp|P29558|RBMS1_HU AN RNA-binding motif, single-stranded-interacting protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBMS1 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q6XE24-3|RBMS3_HUMAN20.17054 24.17043 1 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 3 3.9998932 1569 7.4 44.136 403
sp|P46976-3|GLYG_HUMAN;sp|P46976-2|GLYG_HUMAN;sp|P46976|GLYG_HUMANsp|P46976-3|GLYG_HUMAN Isoform GN-1S of Glycogenin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GYG1;sp|P46976-2|GLYG_HUMAN Isoform GN-1 of Glycogenin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GYG1;sp|P46976|GLYG_HUMAN Glycogenin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GYG1 PE=1 SV=419.71819 23.33946 1 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 3 3.6212788 1568 8.6 31.466 279
sp|O75190-2|DNJB6_HUMAN;sp|O75190-3|DNJB6_HUMAN;sp|O75190|DNJB6_HUMAN;sp|Q8NHS0|DNJB8_HUMAN;sp|P25686-2|DNJB2_HUMAN;sp|P25686|DNJB2_HUMANsp|O75190-2|D JB6_HUMAN Isoform B of DnaJ homolog subfamily B member 6 O =Homo sapiens GN=DNAJB ;sp|O75190-3|DNJB6_HUMAN Isoform C of DnaJ homolog subfamily B member 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DNAJB6;sp|O75190|DNJB6_HUMAN DnaJ homolog subfamily B member 6 OS=Hom19.92392 2 .5064 1 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 4 3.5824776 1567 8.7 26.899 241
sp|Q8N0T1|CH059_HUMAN;sp|Q8N0T1-2|CH059_HUMANsp|Q8N0T1|CH059_HUMAN Uncharacterized protein C8orf59 OS=Homo sapiens GN=C8orf59 PE=1 SV=320.68067 24.03481 2 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 6 3. 54147 1566 33.7 11.243 98
sp|Q9NVN8|GNL3L_HUMANsp|Q9NVN8|G L3L_HUMAN Guanine nucleotide-binding protein-like 3-like protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=GNL3L PE=1 SV=119.95677 23.16378 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 6 3.207010 1565 9.8 65.572 582
sp|Q96JB1-2|DYH8_HUMAN;sp|Q96JB1|DYH8_HUMANsp|Q96JB1-2|DYH8_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Dynein heavy chain 8, axonemal OS=Homo sapiens GN=DNAH8;sp|Q96JB1|DYH8_HUMAN Dynein heavy chain 8, axonemal OS=Homo sapiens GN=DNAH8 PE=1 SV=223.63622 26.80464 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 5 3.16 4246 1564 0.4 510.44 4454
sp|Q969Q5|RAB24_HUMANsp|Q969Q5|RAB24_HUMAN Ras-related protein Rab-24 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB24 PE=1 SV=120. 2614 23.58589 1 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 5 3.1597481 1563 13.8 23.124 203
sp|Q9NX24|NHP2_HUMANsp|Q9NX24| HP2_HUMAN H/ACA ribonucleoprotein complex subunit 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NHP2 PE=1 SV=120.99042 24.04585 1 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 3 3.0554295 1562 31.4 17.201 153
sp|O43395|PRPF3_HUMANsp|O43395|PRPF3_HUMAN U4/U6 small nuclear ribonucleoprotein Prp3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRPF3 PE=1 SV=220. 6414 23. 1648 2 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 6 3.0523415 1561 6.4 77.528 683
sp|P62273|RS29_HUMAN;sp|P62273-2|RS29_HUMANsp|P62273|RS29_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S29 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS29 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P62273-2|RS29_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 40S ribosomal protein S29 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS290.31704 23.30661 1 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 6 2.9895668 1560 32.1 6.6767 56
sp|P51668|UB2D1_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y2X8|UB2D4_HUMANsp|P51668|UB2D1_HUMAN Ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E2 D1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBE2D1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9Y2X8|UB2D4_HUMAN Ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E2 D4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBE2D4 PE=1 SV=10.79546 23.67627 2 2 By MS/M By MS/MS 3 3 2.8808 17 1559 12.2 16.602 147
sp|Q7L2E3-3|DHX30_HUMAN;sp|Q7L2E3|DHX30_HUMAN;sp|Q7L2E3-2|DHX30_HUMANsp|Q7L2E3-3|DHX30_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Putative ATP-dependent RN  helicase DHX30 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DHX30;sp|Q7L2E3|DHX30_HUMAN Putative ATP-dependent RNA helicase DHX30 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DHX30 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q7L2E3-2|DHX30_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Putative ATP-dep23.43441 26.150 3 8 19 By MS/MS By MS/MS 13 36 2.7159214 1558 19.7 129.44 1155
sp|Q9UII2|ATIF1_HUMANsp|Q9 II2|ATIF1_HUMAN ATPase inhibitor, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATPIF1 PE=1 SV=120.57191 23.18603 1 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 3 2.6141129 1557 17 12.249 106
sp|P35659|DEK_HUMAN;sp|P35659-2|DEK_HUMANsp|P35659|DEK_HUMAN Protein DEK OS=Homo sapiens GN=DEK PE=1 SV=1;sp|P35659-2|DEK_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Protein DEK OS=Homo sapiens GN=DEK20.78675 23.35568 1 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 7 2.5689297 1556 9.3 42.674 375
sp|Q99622|C10_HUMANsp|Q99622|C10_HUMAN Protein C10 OS=Homo sapiens GN=C12orf57 PE=1 SV=120.06434 22.63025 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 3 2.5659122 1555 22.2 13.178 126
sp|O95716|RAB3D_HUMANsp|O95716|RAB3D_HUMAN Ras-related protein Rab-3D OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB3D PE=1 SV=120.44135 22.92109 2 4 By matchingBy MS/MS 0 4 2.4797382 1554 15.5 24.267 219
sp|Q9NWT1|PK1IP_HUMANsp|Q9NWT1|PK1IP_HUMAN p21-activated protein kinase-interacting protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PAK1IP1 PE=1 SV=220.70238 23.18085 1 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 4 2.4784698 1553 8.2 43.963 392
sp|Q86TP1-2|PRUNE_HUMAN;sp|Q86TP1|PRUNE_HUMAN;sp|Q86TP1-5|PRUNE_HUMAN;sp|Q86TP1-4|PRUNE_HUMAN;sp|Q86TP1-3|PRUNE_HUMANsp|Q86TP1-2|PRUNE_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Protein prune homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRUNE;sp|Q86TP1|PRUNE_HUMA  Protein prune homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRUNE PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q86TP1-5|PRUNE_HUMAN Isoform 5 of Protein prune homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRUNE;sp|Q86TP119.77104 22.14228 2 0 By MS/MS 3 0 2.3712368 1552 5.4 42.455 386
sp|Q92530|PSMF1_HUMANsp|Q92530|PSMF1_HUMAN Proteasome inhibitor PI31 subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMF1 PE=1 SV=219.73173 22.04516 2 0 By MS/MS 3 0 2.3134308 1551 11.8 29.816 271
sp|Q9NSI2-2|F207A_HUMAN;sp|Q9NSI2|F207A_HUMANsp|Q9NSI2-2|F207A_HUMAN Isoform B of Protein FAM207A OS=Homo sapiens GN=FAM207A;sp|Q9NSI2|F207A_HUMAN Protein FAM207A OS=Homo sapiens GN=FAM207A PE=1 SV=220. 5717 3.05818 2 By M /MS By MS/MS 3 4 2.30101 1 1550 22.8 23.944 215
sp|Q9NP64-2|NO40_HUMAN;sp|Q9NP64|NO40_HUMANsp|Q9NP64-2| O40_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Nucleolar protein of 40 kDa OS=Homo sapiens GN=ZCCHC17;sp|Q9NP64|NO40_HUMAN Nucleolar protein of 40 kDa OS=Homo sapiens GN=ZCCHC17 PE=1 SV=121.284 5 23.55145 2 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 6 2.2665043 1549 23.5 24.918 217
sp|Q58FF8|H90B2_HUMANsp|Q58FF8|H90B2_HUMAN Putative heat shock protein HSP 90-beta 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSP90AB2P PE=1 SV=219.85095 22.10591 8 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 2 2.2549629 1548 18.4 44.348 381
sp|Q9Y388|RBMX2_HUMANsp|Q9Y388|RBMX2_HUMAN RNA-binding motif protein, X-linked 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBMX2 PE=1 SV=220.83073 23.02665 1 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 3 2. 959209 1547 6.8 37.335 322
sp|Q13112|CAF1B_HUMANsp|Q13112|CAF1B_HUMAN Chromatin assembly factor 1 subunit B OS=Homo sapiens GN=CHAF1B PE=1 SV=119.83084 21.96338 2 0 By MS/MS 3 0 2.1325474 1546 3.9 61.492 559
sp|O43598-2|DNPH1_HUMAN;sp|O43598|DNPH1_HUMANsp|O43598-2|D PH1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 2-deoxynucleoside 5-phosphate N-hydrolase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DNPH1;sp|O43598|DNPH1_HUMAN 2-deoxynucleoside 5-phosphate N-hydrolase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DNPH1 PE=1 SV=120.47297 22.54967 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 4 2.0766945 1545 13. 16.187 148
sp|Q9UHJ6|SHPK_HUMANsp|Q9UHJ6|SHPK_HUMAN Sedoheptulokinase OS=Homo sapiens GN=SHPK PE=1 SV=320.87996 22.94715 5 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 7 2.0671902 1544 20.5 51.49 478
sp|Q69YN2|C19L1_HUMAN;sp|Q69YN2-3|C19L1_HUMANsp|Q69YN2|C19L1_HUMAN CWF19-like protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CWF19L1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q69YN2-3|C19L1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of CWF19-like protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CWF19L119.78726 21.75954 2 0 By MS/MS 3 0 1.9722862 1543 4.1 60.618 538
sp|P13984|T2FB_HUMANsp|P13984|T2FB_HUMAN General transcription factor IIF subunit 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GTF2F2 PE=1 SV=220.37699 22.32509 0 2 By MS/MS 0 4 1.9481068 1542 7.6 28.38 249
sp|Q7KZ85|SPT6H_HUMAN;sp|Q7KZ85-2|SPT6H_HUMANsp|Q7KZ85|SPT6H_HUMAN Transcription elongation factor SPT6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SUPT6H PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q7KZ85-2|SPT6H_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Transcription elongation factor SPT6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SUPT6H20.51 01 22.46287 2 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 1 1.9458561 1541 1.7 199.07 1726
sp|Q15257-2|PTPA_HUMAN;sp|Q15257|PTPA_HUMAN;sp|Q15257-3|PTPA_HUMAN;sp|Q15257-4|PTPA_HUMANsp|Q15257-2|PTPA_HUMAN Isoform 1 of Serine/threonine-protein phosphatase 2A activator OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPP2R4;sp|Q15257|PTPA_HUMAN Serine/threonine-protein phosphatase 2A activator OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPP2R4 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q15257-3|PTPA_HUMAN Isoform 3 of S25.19753 27.11971 7 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 17 1.9221821 1540 33.4 36.775 323
sp|Q9Y2S6|TMA7_HUMANsp|Q9Y2S6|TMA7_HUMAN Translation machinery-associated protein 7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TMA7 PE=1 SV=123.72286 25.57453 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 5 1.8516674 1539 29.7 7.0662 64
sp|P84101-4|SERF2_HUMAN;sp|P84101|SERF2_HUMAN;sp|P84101-3|SERF2_HUMAN;sp|P84101-2|SERF2_HUMANsp|P84101-4|SERF2_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Small EDRK rich factor 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SERF2;sp|P84101|SERF2_HUMAN Small EDRK-rich factor 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SERF2 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P84101-3|SERF2_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Small EDRK-rich factor 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SERF2;22.33557 24.16806 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 4 1.8324871 1538 40 5.2159 45
sp|Q86VM9|ZCH18_HUMAN;sp|Q86VM9-2|ZCH18_HUMANsp|Q 6VM9|ZCH18_HUMAN Zinc finger CCCH domain-containing protein 18 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ZC3H18 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q86VM9-2|ZCH18_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Zinc finger CCCH domain-containing protein 18 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ZC3H1819.92342 21.69 2 0 By MS/MS 3 0 1.7665787 1537 2.2 106.38 953
sp|Q16740|CLPP_HUMANsp|Q16740|CLPP_HUMAN Putative ATP-dependent Clp protease proteolytic subunit, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=CLPP PE=1 SV=124.51677 26.26607 6 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 10 1.7492943 1536 32.9 30. 8 277
sp|Q9NZD2|GLTP_HUMANsp|Q9NZD2|GLTP_HUMAN Glycolipid transfer protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=GLTP PE=1 SV=323.2727 25.0089 3 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 6 1.7361965 1535 20.6 23.85 209
sp|Q9Y421|FA32A_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y421-3|FA32A_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y421-2|FA32A_HUMANsp|Q9Y421|FA32A_HUMAN Protein FAM32A OS=Homo sapiens GN=FAM32A PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9Y421-3|FA32A_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Protein FAM32A OS=Homo sapiens GN=FAM32A;sp|Q9Y421-2|FA32A_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Protein FAM32A OS=Homo sapiens GN=FAM32A21.91685 23.59206 2 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 6 1.6752129 1534 27.7 13.178 112
sp|Q9BZI7-2|REN3B_HUMAN;sp|Q9BZI7|REN3B_HUMANsp|Q9 ZI7-2|REN3B_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Regulator of nonsense transcripts 3B OS=Homo sapiens GN=UPF3B;sp|Q9BZI7|REN3B_HUMAN Regulator of nonsense transcripts 3B OS=Homo sapiens GN=UPF3B PE=1 SV=122.84544 24.51292 7 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 6 1.6674767 1533 17.9 56.213 470
sp|P00558|PGK1_HUMAN;sp|P07205|PGK2_HUMANsp|P00558|PGK1_HUMAN Phosphoglycerate kinase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PGK1 PE=1 SV=330.70298 32.3535 30 29 By MS/MS By MS/MS 87 98 1.6505241 1532 69.1 44.614 417
sp|P55196-2|AFAD_HUMAN;sp|P55196-6|AFAD_HUMAN;sp|P55196-3|AFAD_HUMAN;sp|P55196-1|AFAD_HUMAN;sp|P55196|AFAD_HUMAN;sp|P55196-5|AFAD_HUMANsp|P55196-2|AFAD_HUMAN Isoform 1 of Afadin OS=Homo sapiens G =MLLT4;sp|P55196-6|AFAD_HUMAN Isoform 6 of Afadin OS=Homo sapiens GN=MLLT4;sp|P55196-3|AFAD_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Afadin OS=Homo sapiens GN=MLLT4;sp|P55196-1|AFAD_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Afadin OS=Homo s20.76426 22.38882 3 0 By MS/MS 3 0 1.6245689 1531 2.5 182 1612
sp|P39019|RS19_HUMANsp|P39019|RS19_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S19 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS19 PE=1 SV=225.97533 27.59413 7 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 11 1.6188011 1530 41.4 16.06 145
sp|Q9UL40|ZN346_HUMAN;sp|Q9UL40-2|ZN346_HUMANsp|Q9UL40|Z 346_H MAN Zinc finger protein 346 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ZNF346 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9UL40-2|ZN346_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Zinc finger protein 346 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ZNF34620.74018 2.35097 1 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 4 1.610796 1529 8.8 32.932 294
sp|P07954-2|FUMH_HUMAN;sp|P07954|FUMH_HUMANsp|P07954-2|FUMH_HUMAN Isoform Cytoplasmic of Fumarate hydratase, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=FH;sp|P07954|FUMH_HUMAN Fumarate hydratase, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=FH PE=1 SV=323.25214 24.84929 4 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 9 1.597147 1528 16.5 50.212 467
sp|O43768-6|ENSA_HUMAN;sp|O43768-5|ENSA_HUMAN;sp|O43768-2|ENSA_HUMAN;sp|O43768|ENSA_HUMAN;sp|O43768-9|ENSA_HUMAN;sp|O43768-7|ENSA_HUMAN;sp|O43768-3|ENSA_HUMAN;sp|O43768-4|ENSA_HUMAN;sp|O43768-8|ENSA_HUMAN;sp|P56211-2|ARP19_HUMAN;sp|P56211|ARP19_HUMANsp|O43768-6|ENSA_HUMAN Isoform 6 of Alpha-endosulfine OS= omo sapiens GN= ;sp|O43768-5|ENSA_HUMAN Isoform 5 of Alpha-endosulfine OS=Homo sapiens G =ENSA;sp|O43768-2|ENSA_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Alpha-endosulfine OS=Homo sapiens GN=ENSA;sp|O43768|ENSA_HUMAN A24.76035 26.34315 4 5 By M /MS By MS/MS 10 10 1. 827942 1527 46.9 12.404 113
sp|P09960|LKHA4_HUMAN;sp|P09960-2|LKHA4_HUMAN;sp|P09960-4|LKHA4_HUMAN;sp|P09960-3|LKHA4_HUMANsp|P09960|LKHA4_HUMAN eukotriene -4 hydrolase OS= omo sapiens GN=LTA4H PE=1 SV=2;sp|P09960-2|LKHA4_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Leukotriene A-4 hydrolase OS=Homo sapiens GN=LTA4H;sp|P09960-4|LKHA4_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Leukotriene A-4 hydrolase OS=Homo sapiens GN=LTA23.92678 5.48809 10 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 18 15 1.5613 79 1526 24.1 69.284 611
sp|P62081|RS7_HUMANsp|P62081|RS7_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS7 PE=1 SV=128.84843 30.39754 12 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 28 25 1.5491104 1525 64.4 22.127 194
sp|P37837|TALDO_HUMANsp|P37837|TALDO_HUMAN Transaldolase OS=Homo sapiens GN=TALDO1 PE=1 SV=220.47234 22.01788 0 2 By MS/MS 0 3 1.545536 1524 7.1 37.54 337
sp|P62820|RAB1A_HUMAN;sp|P62820-2|RAB1A_HUMAN;sp|P62820-3|RAB1A_HUMANsp|P62820|RAB1A_HUMAN as-related protein Rab-1A OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB1A PE=1 SV=3;sp|P62820-2|RAB1A_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ras-related protein Rab-1A OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB1A28.94969 30.47827 10 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 26 26 1.5285835 1523 49.3 22.677 205
sp|Q9NTK5|OLA1_HUMAN;sp|Q9NTK5-2|OLA1_HUMAN;sp|Q9NTK5-3|OLA1_HUMANsp|Q9NTK5|OLA1_HUMAN Obg-like ATPase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=OLA1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9NTK5-2|OLA1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Obg-like ATPase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=OLA1;sp|Q9NTK5-3|OLA1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Obg-like ATPase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=OLA126.01357 7.54134 14 13 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 23 1.5277691 1522 47.2 44.743 396
sp|Q8NE71-2|ABCF1_HUMAN;sp|Q8NE71|ABCF1_HUMANsp|Q8NE71-2| BCF1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of ATP-binding cassette sub-family F member 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ABCF1;sp|Q8NE71|ABCF1_HUMAN ATP-binding cassette sub-family F member 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ABCF1 PE=1 SV=225.4174 26.93753 12 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 24 20 1.520052 1521 24.2 91.679 807
sp|P62841|RS15_HUMANsp|P62841|RS15_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S15 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS15 PE=1 SV=224.7641 26.27922 6 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 6 1.5151119 1520 35.9 17.04 145
sp|Q99798|ACON_HUMANsp|Q99798|ACON_HUMAN Aconitate hydratase, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACO2 PE=1 SV=223.08398 24.59719 6 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 8 1.5132103 1519 10.8 85.424 780
sp|Q15907|RB11B_HUMAN;sp|P62491-2|RB11A_HUMAN;sp|P62491|RB11A_HUMAN;sp|P57735|RAB25_HUMANsp|Q15907|RB11B_HUMAN as-related protein Rab-1 B OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB11B PE=1 SV=4;sp|P62491-2|RB11A_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ras-related protein Rab-11A OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB11A;sp|P62491|RB11A_HUMAN Ras-related protein Rab-11A OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB11A PE=27.95371 9.46 68 12 3 y MS/MS By MS/MS 6 32 1.507967 1518 61.5 24.488 218
sp|P60174|TPIS_HUMAN;sp|P60174-1|TPIS_HUMAN;sp|P60174-4|TPIS_HUMANsp|P60174|TPIS_HUMAN riosephosphate isomerase OS=Homo sapiens GN=TPI1 PE=1 SV=3;sp|P60174-1|TPIS_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Triosephosphate isomerase OS=Homo sapiens GN=TPI1;sp|P60174-4|TPIS_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Triosephosphate isomerase OS=Homo sapiens GN=TPI123.064 9 24.57092 3 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 12 1.5061302 1517 35 30.791 286
sp|P20338|RAB4A_HUMANsp|P20338|RAB4A_HUMAN Ras-related protein Rab-4A OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB4A PE=1 SV=326.58434 28.08583 10 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 23 24 1.5014877 1516 53.7 24.389 218
sp|Q8N9N7|LRC57_HUMANsp|Q8N9N7|LRC57_HUMAN Leucine-rich repeat-containing protein 57 OS=Homo sapiens GN=LRRC57 PE=1 SV=121.64623 23.13991 1 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 3 1.493679 1515 10.5 26.754 239
sp|P51148|RAB5C_HUMAN;sp|P51148-2|RAB5C_HUMANsp|P51148|RAB5C_HUMAN as-related protein Rab-5C OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB5C PE=1 SV=2;sp|P51148-2|RAB5C_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ras-related protein Rab-5C OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB5C26.56538 8.04479 8 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 18 21 1.4794121 1514 45.4 23.482 216
sp|Q7Z460-2|CLAP1_HUMAN;sp|Q7Z460-3|CLAP1_HUMAN;sp|Q7Z460|CLAP1_HUMAN;sp|O75122|CLAP2_HUMANsp|Q7Z460-2|CLAP1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of CLIP-associating protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CLASP1;sp|Q7Z460-3|CLAP1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of CLIP-associating protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CLASP1;sp|Q7Z460|CLAP1_HUMAN CLIP-associating protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CLASP1 P20.98531 22.44871 2 0 By MS/MS 3 0 1.4634056 1513 1.8 162.11 1471
sp|P49588|SYAC_HUMANsp|P49588|SYAC_HUMAN Alanine--tRNA ligase, cytoplasmic OS=Homo sapiens GN=AARS PE=1 SV=228.71937 30.15195 36 36 By MS/MS By MS/MS 73 76 1.4325733 1512 48.1 106.81 968
sp|Q12792-4|TWF1_HUMAN;sp|Q12792|TWF1_HUMAN;sp|Q12792-3|TWF1_HUMANsp|Q 2792-4|TWF1_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Twinfilin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TWF1;sp|Q12792|TWF1_HUMAN Twinfilin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TWF1 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q12792-3|TWF1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Twinfilin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TWF120.85041 22.2799 2 0 By MS/MS 3 0 1.4294834 1511 8.3 28.823 252
sp|Q9HAB8|PPCS_HUMAN;sp|Q9HAB8-2|PPCS_HUMANsp|Q9 AB8|PPCS_HUMAN Phosphopantothenate--cysteine ligase OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPCS PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9HAB8-2|PPCS_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Phosphopantothenate--cysteine ligase OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPCS21.14593 22.56709 0 4 By MS/MS 0 6 1.4211597 1510 12.9 34.005 311
sp|Q9H0U4|RAB1B_HUMAN;sp|Q92928|RAB1C_HUMAN;sp|P59190-2|RAB15_HUMAN;sp|P59190|RAB15_HUMANsp|Q9H0 4|RAB1B_HUMAN Ras-related protein Rab-1B OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB1B PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q92928|RAB1C_HUMAN Putative Ras-related protein Rab-1C OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB1C PE=5 SV=227.26562 28.68238 9 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 14 10 1.4167576 1509 50.7 22.171 201
sp|Q3YEC7|RABL6_HUMAN;sp|Q3YEC7-2|RABL6_HUMAN;sp|Q3YEC7-4|RABL6_HUMAN;sp|Q3YEC7-6|RABL6_HUMAN;sp|Q3YEC7-3|RABL6_HUMAN;sp|Q3YEC7-5|RABL6_HUMANsp|Q3YEC7|RABL6_HUMAN Rab-like protein 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=R BL6 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q3YEC7-2|RABL6_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Rab-like protein 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RABL6;sp|Q3YEC7-4|RABL6_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Rab-like protein 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RABL6;sp|Q3YEC7-6|RABL6_23.53754 24.95056 6 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 12 1.413023 1508 12.5 79.548 729
sp|Q9UNQ2|DIM1_HUMANsp|Q9UNQ2|DIM1_HUMAN Probable dimethyladenosine transferase OS=Homo sapiens GN=DIMT1 PE=1 SV=123.48259 24.88814 5 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 12 1.4055443 1507 32.6 35.236 313
sp|Q5TBB1|RNH2B_HUMANsp|Q5TBB1|R H2B_HUMAN Ribonuclease H2 subunit B OS=Homo sapiens GN=RNASEH2B PE=1 SV=121.24627 22.64957 3 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 2 1.4033012 1506 10.9 35.138 312
sp|Q8IY37|DHX37_HUMANsp|Q8IY37|DHX37_HUMAN Probable ATP-dependent RNA helicase DHX37 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DHX37 PE=1 SV=124.56993 25.97108 10 17 By MS/MS By MS/MS 15 29 1.4011478 1505 18.4 129.54 1157
sp|Q96I99|SUCB2_HUMAN;sp|Q96I99-2|SUCB2_HUMANsp|Q96I99|SUCB2_HUMAN uccinyl-CoA ligase [GDP-forming] subunit beta, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=SUCLG2 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q96I99-2|SUCB2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Succinyl-CoA ligase [GDP-forming] subunit beta, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=SUCLG223.1651 24.56139 5 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 10 1.3962879 1504 6 46.51 432
sp|Q9BUJ2-4|HNRL1_HUMAN;sp|Q9BUJ2-2|HNRL1_HUMAN;sp|Q9BUJ2|HNRL1_HUMAN;sp|Q9BUJ2-3|HNRL1_HUMAN;sp|Q9BUJ2-5|HNRL1_HUMANsp|Q9BUJ2-4|H RL1_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein U like protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPUL1;sp|Q9BUJ2-2|HNRL1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein U-like protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPUL1;sp|Q9BUJ2|HN25.89398 7.2826 16 17 By MS/MS By MS/MS 28 29 1.3886185 1503 29.1 84.793 756
sp|P51149|RAB7A_HUMANsp|P51149|RAB7A_HUMAN Ras-related protein Rab-7a OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB7A PE=1 SV=128.67933 30.06625 18 17 By MS/MS By MS/MS 41 47 1.3869267 1502 80.7 23.489 207
sp|P20340-2|RAB6A_HUMAN;sp|P20340|RAB6A_HUMAN;sp|P20340-4|RAB6A_HUMAN;sp|P20340-3|RAB6A_HUMAN;sp|Q14964|RB39A_HUMANsp|P20340-2|RAB6A_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ras-related protein Rab-6A OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB6 ;sp|P20340|RA 6A_HUMAN Ras-related protein Rab-6A OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB6A PE=1 SV=3;sp|P20340-4|RAB6A_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Ras-related protein Rab-6A OS=Homo sapiens GN=28.22062 29.58717 13 13 By MS/MS By MS/MS 31 38 1.366552 1501 54.3 23.548 208
sp|P63000|RAC1_HUMAN;sp|P63000-2|RAC1_HUMAN;sp|P60763|RAC3_HUMAN;sp|P15153|RAC2_HUMANsp|P63000|RAC1_HUMAN as-related C3 botulinum toxin substrate 1 OS=Homo sapiens G =RAC1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P63000-2|RAC1_HUMAN Isoform B of Ras-related C3 botulinum toxin substrate 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAC1;sp|P60763|RAC3_HUMAN Ras-related C3 botulinum toxin sub24.92139 26.28567 4 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 15 1.3642788 1500 39.1 21.45 192
sp|Q96EI5|TCAL4_HUMAN;sp|Q96EI5-2|TCAL4_HUMANsp|Q96EI5|TCAL4_HUMAN ranscription elongation factor A protein-like 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TCEAL4 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q96EI5-2|TCAL4_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Transcription elongation factor A protein-like 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TCEAL421.91601 23.27938 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 4 1.3633633 1499 20.5 24.647 215
sp|O00203|AP3B1_HUMANsp|O00203| P3B1_HUMAN AP-3 complex subunit beta-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=AP3B1 PE=1 SV=321.57454 22.9 67 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 6 1.3621616 1498 6.9 121.32 1094
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sp|P62851|RS25_HUMANsp|P62851|RS25_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S25 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS25 PE=1 SV=19.49135 3 .84393 8 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 23 24 1.3525867 1497 44.8 13.742 125
sp|P62899|RL31_HUMAN;sp|P62899-3|RL31_HUMAN;sp|P62899-2|RL31_HUMANsp|P62899|RL31_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L31 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL31 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P62899-3|RL31_HUMAN Isoform 3 of 60S ribosomal protein L31 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL31;sp|P62899-2|RL31_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 60S ribosomal protein L31 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL3128.8857 3 .23649 9 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 22 28 1.3506966 1496 48 14.463 125
sp|P10768|ESTD_HUMANsp|P10768|ESTD_HUMAN S-formylglutathione hydrolase OS=Homo sapiens GN=ESD PE=1 SV=226.28487 27.6309 8 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 24 26 1.3460236 1495 34 31.462 282
sp|P35268|RL22_HUMANsp|P35268|RL22_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L22 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL22 PE=1 SV=28.57748 29.92181 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 8 1.3443356 1494 18.8 14.787 128
sp|P61106|RAB14_HUMANsp|P61106|RAB14_HUMAN Ras-related protein Rab-14 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB14 PE=1 SV=427.61667 28.95382 12 14 By MS/MS By MS/MS 23 35 1.3371582 1493 71.2 23.897 215
sp|P49914|MTHFS_HUMAN;sp|P49914-2|MTHFS_HUMANsp|P49914|MTHFS_HUMAN 5-formyltetrahydrofolate cyclo-ligase OS=Homo sapiens GN=MTHFS PE=1 SV=2;sp|P49914-2|MTHFS_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 5-formyltetrahydrofolate cyclo-ligase OS=Homo sapiens GN=MTHFS24.02149 5.34838 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 10 1.3268852 92 33.5 23.255 203
sp|Q14651|PLSI_HUMANsp|Q14651|PLSI_HUMAN Plastin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PLS1 PE=1 SV=221.49453 22.8131 6 7 By M /MS By MS/MS 3 5 1.3185654 1491 12.9 70.253 629
sp|P54578-2|UBP14_HUMAN;sp|P54578|UBP14_HUMANsp| 5 578-2|UBP14_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ubiquitin carboxyl-terminal hydrolase 14 OS=Homo sapiens GN=USP14;sp|P54578|UBP14_HUMAN Ubiquitin carboxyl-terminal hydrolase 14 OS=Homo sapiens GN=USP14 PE=1 SV=327.60795 28.916 4 25 23 B  MS/MS B  MS/MS 43 43 1.3084946 1490 51.9 52.385 459
sp|Q99536|VAT1_HUMANsp|Q99536|VAT1_HUMAN Synaptic vesicle membrane protein VAT-1 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=VAT1 PE=1 SV=225.08659 26.39336 6 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 13 13 1.3067684 1489 30.8 41.92 393
sp|Q9NVI1|FANCI_HUMAN;sp|Q9NVI1-2|FANCI_HUMAN;sp|Q9NVI1-1|FANCI_HUMAN;sp|Q9NVI1-4|FANCI_HUMANsp|Q9NVI1|FANCI_HUMAN anconi anemia group I protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=FANCI PE=1 SV=4;sp|Q9NVI1-2|FANCI_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Fanconi anemia group I protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=FANCI;sp|Q9NVI1-1|FANCI_HUMAN Isoform 1 of Fanconi anemia group I protein OS=Homo20.5976 1.89315 3 0 By MS/MS 3 0 1.2 5557 1488 2.4 149.32 1328
sp|P18085|ARF4_HUMANsp|P18085|ARF4_HUMAN ADP-ribosylation factor 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARF4 PE=1 SV=328.54896 29.84121 9 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 23 31 1.2922459 1487 60.6 20.511 180
sp|Q8N8N7|PTGR2_HUMAN;sp|Q8N8N7-2|PTGR2_HUMANsp|Q8N8N7|PTGR2_HUMAN Prostaglandin reductase 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PTGR2 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q8N8N7-2|PTGR2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Prostaglandin reductase 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PTGR220.47619 21.76685 0 2 By MS/MS 0 3 1.2906513 1486 5.1 38.499 351
sp|P51151|RAB9A_HUMAN;sp|Q9NP90|RAB9B_HUMANsp|P51151|RAB9A_HUMAN Ras-related protein Rab-9A OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB9A PE=1 SV=122.53832 23.8259 4 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 8 1.2875824 1485 33.3 22.837 201
sp|P34949-2|MPI_HUMAN;sp|P34949|MPI_HUMANsp|P34949-2|MPI_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Mannose-6-phosphate isomerase OS=Homo sapiens GN=MPI;sp|P34949|MPI_HUMAN Mannose-6-phosphate isomerase OS=Homo sapiens GN=MPI PE=1 SV=221.18693 22.46755 1 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 3 1.2806149 1484 6.9 39.834 362
sp|Q9UNZ5|L10K_HUMANsp|Q9UNZ5|L10K_HUMAN Leydig cell tumor 10 kDa protein homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=C19orf53 PE=1 SV=122.22008 23.48898 4 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 5 1.2689037 1483 36.4 10.576 99
sp|Q07812-5|BAX_HUMAN;sp|Q07812-8|BAX_HUMAN;sp|Q07812|BAX_HUMAN;sp|Q07812-2|BAX_HUMAN;sp|Q07812-7|BAX_HUMAN;sp|Q07812-4|BAX_HUMAN;sp|Q07812-3|BAX_HUMAN;sp|Q07812-6|BAX_HUMANsp|Q07812-5|BAX_HUMAN Isoform Epsilon of Apoptosis regulator BAX OS=Homo sapiens GN=BAX;sp|Q07812-8|BAX_HUMAN Isoform Sigma of Apo tosis regulator BAX OS=Homo sapiens GN=BAX;sp|Q07812|BAX_HUMAN Apoptosis regulator BAX OS=Homo sapiens GN=BAX PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q025.32529 26.59235 6 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 1 .26 0536 1482 51.8 18.129 164
sp|Q13685|AAMP_HUMANsp|Q13685|AAMP_HUMAN Angio-associated migratory cell protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=AAMP PE=1 SV=220.35035 21.60203 2 0 By MS/MS 3 0 1.2516766 1481 6.2 46.75 434
sp|P33981-2|TTK_HUMAN;sp|P33981|TTK_HUMANsp|P33981-2|TTK_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Dual specificity protein kinase TTK OS=Homo sapiens GN=TTK;sp|P33981|TTK_HUMAN Dual specificity protein kinase TTK OS=Homo sapiens GN=TTK PE=1 SV=221.48734 22.7356 4 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 5 1.2482662 1480 7.2 96.943 856
sp|Q14331|FRG1_HUMAN;sp|Q9BZ01|FRG1B_HUMANsp|Q14331|FRG1_HUMAN Protein FRG1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FRG1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9BZ01|FRG1B_HUMAN Protein FRG1B OS=Homo sapiens GN=FRG1B PE=2 SV=125.4946 26.73944 8 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 15 15 1.2448349 1479 38.4 29.172 258
sp|O43447|PPIH_HUMANsp|O43447|PPIH_HUMAN Peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase H OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPIH PE=1 SV=126.78357 28.02786 7 9 By MS/M By MS/MS 14 6 1.2442951 1478 43.5 19.208 177
sp|P46782|RS5_HUMANsp|P46782|RS5_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS5 PE=1 SV=426.87021 28.10999 13 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 22 19 1.2397785 1477 49 22.876 204
sp|P20073-2|ANXA7_HUMAN;sp|P20073|ANXA7_HUMANsp|P20073-2| XA7_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Annexin A7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ANXA7;sp|P20073|ANXA7_HUMAN Annexin A7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ANXA7 PE=1 SV=326.7252 27.9635 16 17 By MS/MS By MS/MS 28 31 1.2383003 1476 37.6 50.315 466
sp|Q9NY12-2|GAR1_HUMAN;sp|Q9NY12|GAR1_HUMANsp|Q9NY12-2|GAR1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of H/ACA ribonucleoprotein complex subunit 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GAR1;sp|Q9NY12|GAR1_HUMAN H/ACA ribonucleoprotein complex subunit 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GAR1 PE=1 SV=122.90549 4.14196 3 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 4 1.2364655 1475 21.6 20.834 199
sp|P53004|BIEA_HUMANsp|P53004|BIEA_HUMAN Biliverdin reductase A OS=Homo sapiens GN=BLVRA PE=1 SV=226.09579 27.32997 12 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 21 21 1.2341785 1474 42.9 33.428 296
sp|Q8N4Q0|ZADH2_HUMANsp|Q8N4Q0|ZADH2_HUMAN Zinc-binding alcohol dehydrogenase domain-containing protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ZADH2 PE=1 SV=122.67556 23.90261 2 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 7 1.2270489 1473 15.9 40.14 377
sp|Q8NHQ9|DDX55_HUMANsp|Q8N Q9|DDX55_HUMAN ATP-dependent RNA helicase DDX55 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDX55 PE=1 SV=322.18065 23.40769 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 7 .2270393 1472 7.3 68.546 600
sp|Q9BRJ6|CG050_HUMANsp|Q9BRJ6|CG050_HUMAN Uncharacterized protein C7orf50 OS=Homo sapiens GN=C7orf50 PE=1 SV=123.58703 24.81333 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 5 1.2262974 1471 30.4 22.083 194
sp|P53990-2|IST1_HUMAN;sp|P53990|IST1_HUMAN;sp|P53990-4|IST1_HUMAN;sp|P53990-5|IST1_HUMAN;sp|P53990-3|IST1_HUMANsp|P53990-2|IST1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of IST1 homolog OS=Homo sa iens GN=IST1;sp|P53990|IST1_HUMAN IST1 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=IST1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P53990-4|IST1_HUMAN Isoform 4 of IST1 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=IST1;sp|P53990-5|IST1_HUMAN Isoform 5 of IST1 h24.2154 25.44063 7 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 13 1 1.22514 5 1470 19.7 36.622 335
sp|Q9Y2W2|WBP11_HUMANsp|Q9Y2W2|WBP11_HUMAN WW domain-binding protein 11 OS=Homo sapiens GN=WBP11 PE=1 SV=124. 9558 25.4158 8 7 By M /MS By MS/MS 16 12 .2202244 1469 19.2 69.997 641
sp|Q9UL26|RB22A_HUMAN;sp|Q13636|RAB31_HUMANsp|Q9UL26|RB22A_HUMAN Ras-related protein Rab-22A OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB22A PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q13636|RAB31_HUMAN Ras-related protein Rab-31 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB31 PE=1 SV=120.32815 21.5475 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 3 1.219 54 1468 11.3 21.855 194
sp|Q9UHY7|ENOPH_HUMANsp|Q9U Y7|E OPH_HUMAN Enolase-phosphatase E1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ENOPH1 PE=1 SV=122.7613 23.97027 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 4 1.208971 1467 9.2 28.932 261
sp|P30837|AL1B1_HUMAN;sp|P47895|AL1A3_HUMAN;sp|O94788-4|AL1A2_HUMAN;sp|P05091-2|ALDH2_HUMAN;sp|O94788-2|AL1A2_HUMAN;sp|O94788-3|AL1A2_HUMAN;sp|P00352|AL1A1_HUMAN;sp|P05091|ALDH2_HUMAN;sp|O94788|AL1A2_HUMANsp|P30837|AL1B1_HUMAN Aldehyde dehydrogenase X, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=ALDH1B1 PE=1 SV=3;sp|P47895|AL1A3_HUMAN Aldehyde dehydrogenase family 1 member A3 OS=Homo sapiens G =ALDH1A3 PE=1 SV=221.81308 23.02114 4 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 4 .2080593 1466 8.1 57.206 517
sp|Q15843|NEDD8_HUMANsp|Q15843|NEDD8_HUMAN NEDD8 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NEDD8 PE=1 SV=124.64108 25.84235 2 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 6 1.2012711 1465 28.4 9.0714 81
sp|Q9BVM2|DPCD_HUMANsp|Q9BV 2|DPCD_HUMAN Protein DPCD OS=Homo sapiens GN=DPCD PE=1 SV=224.20344 25.40454 7 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 9 1.2011013 1464 31.5 23.239 203
sp|O60841|IF2P_HUMANsp|O60841|IF2P_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 5B OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF5B PE=1 SV=425.89664 27.09497 17 20 By MS/MS By MS/MS 26 32 .1983299 1463 25.2 138.83 1220
sp|Q14696|MESD_HUMANsp|Q14696|MESD_HUMAN LDLR chaperone MESD OS=Homo sapiens GN=MESDC2 PE=1 SV=223.21505 24.40133 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/M 7 8 1.1862793 1462 31.2 26.076 234
sp|O43617-2|TPPC3_HUMAN;sp|O43617|TPPC3_HUMANsp|O4 617-2|TPPC3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Trafficking protein particle complex subunit 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TRAPPC3;sp|O43617|TPPC3_HUMAN Trafficking protein particle complex subunit 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TRAPPC3 PE=1 SV=123.15564 24.33395 5 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 7 1.1783104 1461 35.1 15.005 134
sp|P61081|UBC12_HUMANsp|P61081|UBC12_HUMAN NEDD8-conjugating enzyme Ubc12 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBE2M PE=1 SV=127.89764 29.0693 10 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 19 21 1.1716614 1460 51.9 20.9 183
sp|Q15286|RAB35_HUMAN;sp|Q15286-2|RAB35_HUMANsp|Q15286|RAB35_HUMAN as-related protein Rab-35 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB35 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q15286-2|RAB35_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ras-related protein Rab-35 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB3524.399 6 5.56935 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 0 1.1697884 1459 24.9 23.025 201
sp|Q7L0Y3|MRRP1_HUMANsp|Q7L0Y3|MRRP1_HUMAN Mitochondrial ribonuclease P protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TRMT10C PE=1 SV=226.51229 27.67223 17 16 By MS/MS By MS/MS 33 3 1.1599388 1458 52.6 47.346 403
sp|Q9BYG3|MK67I_HUMANsp|Q9BYG3|MK67I_HUMAN MKI67 FHA domain-interacting nucleolar phosphoprotein OS=Homo sapiens GN=NIFK PE=1 SV=123.63201 24.7886 6 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 5 1.1565971 1457 32.1 34.222 293
sp|P31939|PUR9_HUMAN;sp|P31939-2|PUR9_HUMANsp|P31939|PUR9_HUMAN Bifunctional purine biosynthesis protein PURH OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATIC PE=1 SV=3;sp|P31939-2|PUR9_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Bifunctional purine biosynthesis protein PURH OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATIC30.13931 31.28124 33 33 By MS/MS By MS/MS 94 94 1.141922 1456 73 64.615 592
sp|P51965-2|UB2E1_HUMAN;sp|P51965|UB2E1_HUMAN;sp|P51965-3|UB2E1_HUMAN;sp|Q96LR5|UB2E2_HUMAN;sp|Q969T4|UB2E3_HUMANsp|P5 965-2|UB2E1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E2 E1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBE2E1;sp|P51965|UB2E1_HUMAN Ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E2 E1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBE2E1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P51965-3|UB2E1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme24.687 25.8 748 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 5 1.140379 1455 23.1 18 160
sp|P62263|RS14_HUMANsp|P62263|RS14_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S14 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS14 PE=1 SV=327.45246 28.58928 8 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 16 15 1.136816 1454 41.7 16.273 151
sp|P82909|RT36_HUMANsp|P82909|RT36_HUMAN 28S ribosomal protein S36, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=MRPS36 PE=1 SV=221.54783 2.67665 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 2 1.1288223 1453 27.2 11.466 103
sp|O60832|DKC1_HUMAN;sp|O60832-2|DKC1_HUMANsp|O60832|DKC1_HUMAN H/A A ribonucleoprotein complex subunit 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DKC1 PE=1 SV=3;sp|O60832-2|DKC1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of H/ACA ribonucleoprotein complex subunit 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DKC124.6 411 25.79256 10 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 14 12 1.1284485 1452 30.2 57.673 514
sp|Q6IQ49-3|SDE2_HUMAN;sp|Q6IQ49-2|SDE2_HUMAN;sp|Q6IQ49|SDE2_HUMANsp|Q6IQ49-3|SDE2_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Protein SDE2 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=SDE2;sp|Q6IQ49-2|SDE2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Protein SDE2 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=SDE2;sp|Q6IQ49|SDE2_HUMAN Protein SDE2 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=SDE2 PE=1 SV=121.63227 2 .75981 4 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 2 1.1275387 1451 14.3 39.367 356
sp|Q15126|PMVK_HUMANsp|Q15126|PMVK_HUMAN Phosphomevalonate kinase OS=Homo sapiens GN=PMVK PE=1 SV=327.00249 28.12766 12 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 23 24 1.1251602 1450 61.5 21.995 192
sp|P22307-6|NLTP_HUMAN;sp|P22307-2|NLTP_HUMAN;sp|P22307-4|NLTP_HUMAN;sp|P22307-7|NLTP_HUMAN;sp|P22307-8|NLTP_HUMAN;sp|P22307|NLTP_HUMANsp|P22307-6| LTP_HUMAN Isoform 6 of on-specific lipid-transfer protein OS=Homo sapiens G =SC ;sp|P22307-2|NLTP_HUMAN Isoform SCP2 of on-specific lipid-transfer protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=SCP2;sp|P22307-4|NLTP_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Non-specific lipid-transf25.33 55 6.45615 6 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 12 1.1 36 1449 63.6 15.079 140
sp|P54727|RD23B_HUMAN;sp|P54727-2|RD23B_HUMANsp|P54727|RD23B_HUMAN UV excision repair protein RAD23 homolog B OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAD23B PE=1 SV=15.15627 6.27446 8 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 15 13 1.1181965 1448 25.9 43.171 409
sp|P61006|RAB8A_HUMANsp|P61006|RAB8A_HUMAN Ras-related protein Rab-8A OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB8A PE=1 SV=122.00374 23.1046 6 5 By MS/MS By matching 8 0 1.1008587 1447 31.9 23.668 207
sp|P05455|LA_HUMANsp|P05455|LA_HUMAN Lupus La protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=SSB PE=1 SV=225.78741 26.88658 11 11 By MS/M By MS/MS 20 15 1.0991707 1446 34.1 46.836 408
sp|P28676|GRAN_HUMANsp|P28676|GRAN_HUMAN Grancalcin OS=Homo sapiens GN=GCA PE=1 SV=223.37013 24.46855 4 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 10 1.0984268 1445 25.3 24.01 217
sp|O75150-4|BRE1B_HUMAN;sp|O75150|BRE1B_HUMAN;sp|O75150-3|BRE1B_HUMAN;sp|Q5VTR2|BRE1A_HUMANsp|O75150-4|BRE1B_HUMAN Isoform 4 of E3 ubiquitin-protein ligase BRE1B OS=Homo sapiens GN=RNF40;sp|O75150|BRE1B_HUMAN E3 ubiquitin-protein ligase BRE1B OS=Homo sapiens GN=RNF40 PE=1 SV=4;sp|O75150-3|BRE1B_HUMAN Isoform 3 of E3 ubiquitin-protein ligase BRE120.74246 21.8391 2 By MS/MS 3 0 1.096632 1444 2.8 102.05 901
sp|Q6ZUT1-3|CK057_HUMAN;sp|Q6ZUT1|CK057_HUMAN;sp|Q6ZUT1-2|CK057_HUMANsp|Q6ZUT1-3|CK057_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Uncharacterized protein C11orf57 OS=Homo sapiens GN=C11orf57;sp|Q6ZUT1|CK057_HUMAN Uncharacterized protein C11orf57 OS=Homo sapiens GN=C11orf57 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q6ZUT1-2|CK057_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Uncharacterized protein C11o20.55159 21.64808 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 1 .0964851 1443 8 30.844 264
sp|Q96EY4|TMA16_HUMANsp|Q96EY4|TMA16_HUMAN Translation machinery-associated protein 16 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TMA16 PE=1 SV=222.29449 23.38535 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 4 1.0908623 1442 11.3 23.864 203
sp|P13804|ETFA_HUMAN;sp|P13804-2|ETFA_HUMANsp|P13804|ETFA_HUMAN lectron transfer flavoprotein subunit alpha, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=ETFA PE=1 SV=1;sp|P13804-2|ETFA_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Electron transfer flavoprotein subunit alpha, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=ETFA24.79412 25.87961 8 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 14 13 1.0854893 1441 34.2 35.079 333
sp|P38117|ETFB_HUMAN;sp|P38117-2|ETFB_HUMANsp|P38117|ETFB_HUMAN lectron transfer flavoprotein subunit beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=ETFB PE=1 SV=3;sp|P38117-2|ETFB_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Electron transfer flavoprotein subunit beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=ETFB24.01478 25.10025 7 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 16 1.0854683 1440 39.2 27.843 255
sp|P21266|GSTM3_HUMAN;sp|P28161-2|GSTM2_HUMAN;sp|P46439|GSTM5_HUMAN;sp|P28161|GSTM2_HUMANsp|P21266|GSTM3_HUMAN lutathione S-transferase Mu 3 OS= omo sapiens GN= 3 PE=1 SV=321.11158 2.17545 1 2 By /MS By MS/MS 0 4 1.0638695 1439 13.8 26.559 225
sp|P36404|ARL2_HUMAN;sp|P36404-2|ARL2_HUMANsp|P36404|ARL2_HUMAN DP-ribosylation factor-like protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARL2 PE=1 SV=424. 5575 25.41687 6 6 By MS/M By MS/MS 13 10 1.0611153 1438 35.3 20.878 184
sp|O95793-2|STAU1_HUMAN;sp|O95793|STAU1_HUMAN;sp|O95793-3|STAU1_HUMAN;sp|Q9NUL3-4|STAU2_HUMANsp|O95793-2|STAU1_HUMAN Isoform Short of Double-stranded RNA-binding protein Staufen homolog 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=STAU1;sp|O95793|STAU1_HUMAN Double-stranded RNA-binding protein Staufen homolog 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=STAU1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|O95793-3|STAU1_HUMAN I24.38199 25.44304 8 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 18 .0610485 1437 29.6 54.93 496
sp|P62837|UB2D2_HUMAN;sp|P62837-2|UB2D2_HUMAN;sp|P61077|UB2D3_HUMAN;sp|P61077-2|UB2D3_HUMAN;sp|P61077-3|UB2D3_HUMANsp|P62837|UB2D2_HUMAN biquitin-conjugating enzyme E2 D2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBE2D2 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P62837-2|UB2D2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E2 D2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBE2D2;sp|P61077|UB2D3_HUMAN Ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E2 D3 OS=Homo4.43256 5.48993 2 2 y MS/M By MS/MS 4 4 1.0573654 14 6 12.2 16.735 147
sp|Q96QR8|PURB_HUMANsp|Q96QR8|PURB_HUMAN Transcriptional activator protein Pur-beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=PURB PE=1 SV=322.92846 23.98572 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 5 1.0572586 1435 11.5 33.24 312
sp|P62937|PPIA_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y536|PAL4A_HUMAN;sp|F5H284|PAL4D_HUMAN;sp|A2BFH1|PAL4G_HUMANsp|P62937|PPIA_HUMAN Peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase A OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPIA PE=1 SV=231.2259 32.28276 12 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 80 86 1.0568542 1434 70.9 18.012 165
sp|P62854|RS26_HUMAN;sp|Q5JNZ5|RS26L_HUMANsp|P62854|RS26_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S26 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS26 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q5JNZ5|RS26L_HUMAN Putative 40S ribosomal protein S26-like 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS26P11 PE=5 SV=1.07533 27.13173 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 8 1.0564022 1433 37.4 13.015 115
sp|Q9Y3B7|RM11_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y3B7-2|RM11_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y3B7-3|RM11_HUMANsp|Q9Y3B7|RM11_HUMAN 39S ribosomal protein L11, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=MRPL11 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9Y3B7-2|RM11_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 39S ribosomal protein L11, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=MRPL11;sp|Q9Y3B7-3|RM11_HUMAN Isoform 3 of 39S ribosomal prote24.40191 5.45804 8 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 13 8 1.0561333 1432 50 20.683 192
sp|Q9H2W6|RM46_HUMANsp|Q9 2W6|RM46_HUMAN 39S ribosomal protein L46, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=MRPL46 PE=1 SV=125.10322 26.15785 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 8 1.0546303 1431 29 31.705 279
sp|Q9Y2X3|NOP58_HUMANsp|Q9Y2X3|NOP58_HUMAN Nucleolar protein 58 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NOP58 PE=1 SV=121.02969 22.08343 1 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 3 1.0537376 1430 6.2 59.578 529
sp|Q9UQN3-2|CHM2B_HUMAN;sp|Q9UQN3|CHM2B_HUMANsp|Q9UQN3-2|CHM2B_H MAN Isoform 2 of Charged multivesicular body protein 2b OS=Homo sapiens GN=CHMP2B;sp|Q9UQN3|CHM2B_HUMAN Charged multivesicular body protein 2b OS=Homo sapiens GN=CHMP2B PE=1 SV=123.16572 24.21037 3 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 6 1.0446529 1429 22.1 19.1 172
sp|P20339|RAB5A_HUMANsp|P20339|RAB5A_HUMAN Ras-related protein Rab-5A OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB5A PE=1 SV=223.61717 24.6596 5 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 4 1.0424252 1428 33.5 23.658 215
sp|Q9Y696|CLIC4_HUMANsp|Q9Y696|CLIC4_HUMAN Chloride intracellular channel protein 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CLIC4 PE=1 SV=423.97237 25.01436 5 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 5 1.0419827 1427 28.5 28.772 253
sp|O75340|PDCD6_HUMAN;sp|O75340-2|PDCD6_HUMANsp|O75340|PDCD6_HUMAN rogrammed cell death protein 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PDCD6 PE=1 SV=1;sp|O75340-2|PDCD6_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Programmed cell death protein 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PDCD623.16578 24.20665 4 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 4 1.0408707 1426 22.5 21.868 191
sp|Q8TC12|RDH11_HUMAN;sp|Q8TC12-2|RDH11_HUMAN;sp|Q8TC12-3|RDH11_HUMANsp|Q8TC12|RDH11_HUMAN etinol dehydrogenase 11 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RDH11 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q8TC12-2|RDH11_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Retinol dehydrogenase 11 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RDH11;sp|Q8TC12-3|RDH11_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Retinol dehydrogenase 11 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RDH1121.54354 22.58343 2 0 By MS/MS 4 0 1.0398865 1425 8.2 35.386 318
sp|P0CW22|RS17L_HUMAN;sp|P08708|RS17_HUMANsp|P0CW22|RS17L_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S17-like OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS17L PE=1 SV=1;sp|P08708|RS17_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S17 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS17 PE=1 SV=228.65591 29.69574 10 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 19 .0398312 1424 63 15.55 35
sp|Q9ULX3|NOB1_HUMANsp|Q9ULX3| OB1_HUMAN RNA-binding protein NOB1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NOB1 PE=1 SV=122.1092 23.14882 3 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 3 1.0396156 1423 7.5 46.674 412
sp|Q13428-3|TCOF_HUMAN;sp|Q13428-8|TCOF_HUMAN;sp|Q13428|TCOF_HUMAN;sp|Q13428-4|TCOF_HUMAN;sp|Q13428-2|TCOF_HUMAN;sp|Q13428-7|TCOF_HUMAN;sp|Q13428-6|TCOF_HUMAN;sp|Q13428-5|TCOF_HUMANsp|Q13428-3|TCOF_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Treacle protein OS= omo sapiens GN=TCOF1;sp|Q13428-8 TCOF_HUMAN Isoform 8 of Treacle protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=T F1;sp|Q13428|TCOF_HUMAN Treacle protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=TCOF1 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q13428-4|TCOF_HUMAN Isoform26.92366 27.96102 29 30 By MS/MS By MS/MS 47 48 .037365 1422 25.4 152.2 1489
sp|Q99829|CPNE1_HUMANsp|Q99829|CPNE1_HUMAN Copine-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CPNE1 PE=1 SV=121. 6748 22.20387 2 0 By MS/MS 4 0 1.0363865 1421 4.7 59.058 537
sp|Q14C86-3|GAPD1_HUMAN;sp|Q14C86-4|GAPD1_HUMAN;sp|Q14C86-5|GAPD1_HUMAN;sp|Q14C86-2|GAPD1_HUMAN;sp|Q14C86|GAPD1_HUMAN;sp|Q14C86-6|GAPD1_HUMANsp|Q14C86-3|GAPD1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of GTPase-activating protein and VPS9 domain-containing protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GAPVD1;sp|Q14C86-4|GAPD1_HUMAN Isoform 4 of GTPase-activating protein and VPS9 domain-containing protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GAPVD1;sp|Q21.49 0 22.52664 3 0 By MS/MS 5 0 1.0356255 1420 2.3 159.75 1 33
sp|Q9BRG1|VPS25_HUMANsp|Q9BRG1|VPS25_HUMAN Vacuolar protein-sorting-associated protein 25 OS=Homo sapiens GN=VPS25 PE=1 SV=124.04285 25.06316 6 5 By MS/MS By MS/M 8 7 1.0203075 1419 33 20.747 176
sp|Q8IWS0-3|PHF6_HUMAN;sp|Q8IWS0|PHF6_HUMAN;sp|Q8IWS0-4|PHF6_HUMAN;sp|Q8IWS0-2|PHF6_HUMANsp|Q8IWS0-3|PHF6_HUMAN Isoform 3 of PHD finger protein 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PHF6;sp|Q8IWS0|PHF6_HUMAN PHD finger protein 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PHF6 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q8IWS0-4|PHF6_HUMAN Isoform 4 of PHD finger protein 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PHF6;sp|Q8IWS0-2|PHF6_H23.1628 24.17896 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 7 1.0161629 1418 17.6 41.219 364
sp|Q8WUD4|CCD12_HUMANsp|Q8WUD4|CCD12_HUMAN Coiled-coil domain-containing protein 12 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CCDC12 PE=1 SV=121.7324 22.74438 2 0 By MS/MS 3 0 1.01 9801 1417 21.1 19.181 166
sp|Q9H6T3|RPAP3_HUMAN;sp|Q9H6T3-2|RPAP3_HUMAN;sp|Q9H6T3-3|RPAP3_HUMANsp|Q9H6T3|RPAP3_HUMAN NA polymerase II-associated protein 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPAP3 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9H6T3-2|RPAP3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of RNA polymerase II-associated protein 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPAP3;sp|Q9H6T3-3|RPAP3_HUMAN Isoform 3 of RNA polymerase II-asso21.49375 2 .50256 3 0 By MS/MS 3 0 1.0088139 1416 6.5 75.718 665
sp|P84077|ARF1_HUMAN;sp|P61204|ARF3_HUMANsp|P84077|ARF1_HUMAN ADP-ribosylation factor 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARF1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P61204|ARF3_HUMAN ADP-ribosylation factor 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARF3 PE=1 SV=228.7 911 29.72691 8 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 19 20 1.0077972 1415 54.7 20.697 181
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sp|P0CG12|CTF8A_HUMANsp|P0CG12|CTF8A_HUMAN Chromosome transmission fidelity protein 8 homolog isoform 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CHTF8 PE=1 SV=123.60456 24.60998 2 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 7 1.0054188 1414 12 51.391 524
sp|Q5VW32|BROX_HUMANsp|Q5VW32|BROX_HUMAN BRO1 domain-containing protein BROX OS=Homo sapiens GN=BROX PE=1 SV=122.57448 23.57138 4 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 1 0.9969006 1413 13.4 46.476 411
sp|O95336|6PGL_HUMANsp|O95336|6PGL_HUMAN 6-phosphogluconolactonase OS=Homo sapiens GN=PGLS PE=1 SV=226.76155 27.75341 10 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 23 23 0.9918613 1412 55 27.547 258
sp|P16403|H12_HUMANsp|P16403|H12_HUMAN Histone H1.2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HIST1H1C PE=1 SV=24.72645 25.71743 6 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 6 0.9909801 1411 31.5 21.364 213
sp|O00560-3|SDCB1_HUMAN;sp|O00560|SDCB1_HUMANsp|O00560-3|SDCB1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Syntenin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SDCBP;sp|O00560|SDCB1_HUMAN Syntenin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SDCBP PE=1 SV=126.12729 27.11317 5 4 By MS/MS By MS/M 14 10 0.985878 1410 23.3 31.761 292
sp|Q9HD42|CHM1A_HUMAN;sp|Q9HD42-2|CHM1A_HUMANsp|Q9HD42|CHM1A_HUMAN Charged multivesicular body protein 1a OS=Homo sapiens GN=CHMP1A PE=1 SV=123.86457 4.8499 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 5 0.9853325 1409 12.8 21.703 196
sp|Q96C19|EFHD2_HUMANsp|Q96C19|EFHD2_HUMAN EF-hand domain-containing protein D2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EFHD2 PE=1 SV=123.62321 24.60252 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 11 0.9793072 1408 32.9 26.697 240
sp|O15498|YKT6_HUMANsp|O15498|YKT6_HUMAN Synaptobrevin homolog YKT6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=YKT6 PE=1 SV=128.15436 29.13114 11 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 33 28 0.9767799 1407 64.6 22.417 198
sp|Q96GC5|RM48_HUMANsp|Q96GC5|RM48_HUMAN 39S ribosomal protein L48, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=MRPL48 PE=1 SV=22 .92583 25.90233 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 9 0.9764996 1406 21.7 23.934 212
sp|P46783|RS10_HUMAN;sp|Q9NQ39|RS10L_HUMANsp|P46783|RS10_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S10 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS10 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9NQ39|RS10L_HUMAN Putative 40S ribosomal protein S10-like OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS10P5 PE=5 SV=125.31282 26.28602 6 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 6 0.9732037 1405 33.3 18.898 165
sp|Q00796|DHSO_HUMANsp|Q00796|DHSO_HUMAN Sorbitol dehydrogenase OS=Homo sapiens GN=SORD PE=1 SV=424.54363 25.51226 8 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 15 0.9686298 1404 32.2 38.324 357
sp|Q9NXA8-4|SIR5_HUMAN;sp|Q9NXA8-3|SIR5_HUMAN;sp|Q9NXA8-2|SIR5_HUMAN;sp|Q9NXA8|SIR5_HUMANsp|Q9NXA8-4|SIR5_HUM N Isoform 4 of AD-dependent protein deacylase sirtuin-5, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=SIRT5;sp|Q9NXA8-3|SIR5_HUMAN Isoform 3 of NAD-dependent protein deacylase sirtuin-5, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=SIRT5;sp|Q9NXA8-2|SIR5_HUM22.31498 23.28292 3 4 By MS/MS B  MS/MS 7 0.9679317 1403 24.8 21.688 202
sp|O00488|ZN593_HUMANsp|O00488|Z 593_HUMAN Zinc finger protein 593 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ZNF593 PE=1 SV=222.62259 23.59001 3 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 3 0.9674187 1402 32.1 15.199 134
sp|P62861|RS30_HUMANsp|P62861|RS30_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S30 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FAU PE=1 SV=129.73531 3 .70058 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 14 19 0.9652691 1401 33.9 6.6478 59
sp|Q8NFH5|NUP53_HUMANsp|Q8NFH5|NUP53_HUMAN Nucleoporin NUP53 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NUP35 PE=1 SV=121.28743 22.24944 2 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 2 0.9620113 1400 9.2 34.773 326
sp|Q9UMY1|NOL7_HUMAN;sp|Q9UMY1-2|NOL7_HUMANsp|Q9UMY1| OL7_H AN Nucleolar protein 7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NOL7 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9UMY1-2|NOL7_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Nucleolar protein 7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NOL724.07202 25.02851 7 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 5 0.9564857 1399 26.5 29.426 257
sp|Q9Y295|DRG1_HUMANsp|Q9Y295|DRG1_HUMAN Developmentally-regulated GTP-binding protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DRG1 PE=1 SV=125.22277 26.17839 9 10 By MS/MS By MS/M 17 16 0.9556274 398 36.8 40.542 367
sp|Q9BTD8-4|RBM42_HUMAN;sp|Q9BTD8-2|RBM42_HUMAN;sp|Q9BTD8-3|RBM42_HUMAN;sp|Q9BTD8|RBM42_HUMANsp|Q9BTD8-4|RBM42_HUMAN Isoform 4 of RNA-binding protein 42 OS=Homo apiens GN=RBM42;sp|Q9BTD8-2|RBM42_HUMAN Isoform 2 of RNA-binding protein 42 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBM42;sp|Q9BTD8-3|RBM42_HUMAN Isoform 3 of RNA-binding protein 42 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBM42;s24.70588 25.66006 7 6 By MS/ S By S/MS 13 7 0.9541798 1397 23.5 47.025 446
sp|O14562|UBFD1_HUMANsp|O14562|UBFD1_HUMAN Ubiquitin domain-containing protein UBFD1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBFD1 PE=1 SV=223.68067 24.63079 2 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 4 0.9501133 1396 10 33.382 309
sp|Q9NVZ3-3|NECP2_HUMAN;sp|Q9NVZ3|NECP2_HUMAN;sp|Q9NVZ3-2|NECP2_HUMAN;sp|Q9NVZ3-4|NECP2_HUMANsp|Q9NVZ3-3|NECP2_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Ada tin ear-binding coat-associated protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NECAP2;sp|Q9NVZ3|NECP2_HUMAN Adaptin ear-binding coat-associated protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NECAP2 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9NVZ3-2|NECP2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Adapti23.4884 24.4381 5 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 6 0.9496059 1395 47.1 19.419 172
sp|Q9BY77-2|PDIP3_HUMAN;sp|Q9BY77|PDIP3_HUMANsp|Q9BY77-2|PDIP3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Polymerase delta-interacting protein 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=POLDIP3;sp|Q9BY77|PDIP3_HUMAN Polymerase delta-interacting protein 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=POLDIP3 PE=1 SV=223.02318 23.97001 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 5 0.9468212 1394 18.1 42.894 392
sp|Q15031|SYLM_HUMANsp|Q15031|SYLM_HUMAN Probable leucine--tRNA ligase, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=LARS2 PE=1 SV=220.91583 21.86227 2 0 By MS/MS 3 0 0.9464378 1393 2.9 101.97 903
sp|Q96IU4|ABHEB_HUMAN;sp|Q96IU4-2|ABHEB_HUMANsp|Q96I 4| BHEB_HUMAN lpha/beta hydrolase domain-containing protein 14B OS=Homo sapiens GN=ABHD14B PE=1 SV=125.48594 6.43108 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 14 14 0.945137 1392 44.3 22.345 210
sp|P51398-2|RT29_HUMAN;sp|P51398-3|RT29_HUMAN;sp|P51398|RT29_HUMANsp|P51398-2|RT29_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 28S ribosomal protein S29, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=DAP3;sp|P51398-3|RT29_HUMAN Isoform 3 of 28S ribosomal protein S29, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=DAP3;sp|P51398|RT29_HUMAN 28S ribosomal protein S29, mitoch21.18035 22.1 512 2 0 By MS/MS 3 0 0.9447784 1391 6.4 41.044 357
sp|Q8WW12|PCNP_HUMAN;sp|Q8WW12-2|PCNP_HUMAN;sp|Q8WW12-3|PCNP_HUMANsp|Q8WW12|PCNP_HUMAN PEST proteolytic signal-containing nuclear protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=PCNP PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q8WW12-2|PCNP_HUMAN Isoform 2 of PEST proteolytic signal-containing nuclear protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=PCNP23.87 49 4.82148 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 11 0.9429932 1390 47.8 18.925 178
sp|Q16774-2|KGUA_HUMAN;sp|Q16774|KGUA_HUMAN;sp|Q16774-3|KGUA_HUMANsp|Q16774-2|KGUA_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Guanylate kinase OS=Homo sapiens GN=GUK1;sp|Q16774|KGUA_HUMAN Guanylate kinase OS=Homo sapiens GN=GUK1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q16774-3|KGUA_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Guanylate kinase OS=Homo sapiens GN=GUK124.03875 24.98159 6 5 By M /MS By MS/MS 10 9 0.9428387 1389 30.7 23.782 218
sp|Q9BRS2|RIOK1_HUMANsp|Q9BRS2|RIOK1_HUMAN Serine/threonine-protein kinase RIO1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RIOK1 PE=1 SV=224.71204 25.65185 9 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 15 14 0.9398117 1388 22.2 65.582 568
sp|P40616|ARL1_HUMANsp|P40616|ARL1_HUMAN ADP-ribosylation factor-like protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARL1 PE=1 SV=127.43897 28.37849 8 8 By MS/M By MS/MS 25 21 0.9395199 1387 51.4 20.417 181
sp|P30040|ERP29_HUMAN;sp|P30040-2|ERP29_HUMANsp|P30040|ERP29_HUMAN ndoplasmic reticulum resident protein 29 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ERP29 PE=1 SV=424.38706 5.31931 6 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 9 0.932251 1386 25.7 28.993 261
sp|P54577|SYYC_HUMANsp|P54577|SYYC_HUMAN Tyrosine--tRNA ligase, cytoplasmic OS=Homo sapiens GN=YARS PE=1 SV=427.67539 28.60756 30 24 By MS/MS By MS/MS 61 47 0.9321671 1385 58.1 59.143 528
sp|P61604|CH10_HUMANsp|P61604|CH10_HUMAN 10 kDa heat shock protein, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSPE1 PE=1 SV=222.31921 23.25077 4 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 4 0.9315605 1384 42.2 10.932 102
sp|P62750|RL23A_HUMANsp|P62750|RL23A_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L23a OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL23A PE=1 SV=17.79247 28.72329 9 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 24 18 0.9308167 1383 39.7 17.695 156
sp|O43633|CHM2A_HUMANsp|O43633|CHM2A_HUMAN Charged multivesicular body protein 2a OS=Homo sapiens GN=CHMP2A PE=1 SV=123.7063 24.62962 5 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 10 0.923317 1382 23.9 25.104 222
sp|Q8WUM4|PDC6I_HUMAN;sp|Q8WUM4-2|PDC6I_HUMANsp|Q8WUM4|PDC6I_HUMAN Programmed cell death 6-interacting protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=PDCD6IP PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q8WUM4-2|PDC6I_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Programmed cell death 6-interacting protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=PDCD6IP29.71486 30.63737 49 46 By MS/MS By MS/MS 116 103 0.9225121 381 60.7 96.022 868
sp|O60664-4|PLIN3_HUMAN;sp|O60664-3|PLIN3_HUMAN;sp|O60664|PLIN3_HUMAN;sp|O60664-2|PLIN3_HUMANsp|O60664-4|PLIN3_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Perilipin-3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PLIN3;sp|O60664-3|PLIN3_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Perilipin-3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PLIN3;sp|O60664|PLIN3_HUMAN Perilipin-3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PLIN3 PE=1 SV=3;sp|O60664-2|PLIN3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Pe25.82505 26.74701 8 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 15 16 0.9219627 1380 40 45.803 422
sp|Q9H4A4|AMPB_HUMANsp|Q9 4A4|AMPB_HUMAN Aminopeptidase B OS=Homo sapiens GN=RNPEP PE=1 SV=227.08294 28.00169 21 19 By MS/MS By MS/MS 41 30 0.9187489 1379 43.5 72.595 650
sp|P62266|RS23_HUMANsp|P62266|RS23_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S23 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS23 PE=1 SV=36.30673 27.22481 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 13 0.9180794 1378 30.1 15.807 143
sp|Q9UBV8|PEF1_HUMANsp|Q9UBV8|PEF1_HUMAN Peflin OS=Homo sapiens GN=PEF1 PE=1 SV=124.72151 25.63279 5 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 13 0.9112797 1377 18.7 30.381 284
sp|Q8WU79-3|SMAP2_HUMAN;sp|Q8WU79-2|SMAP2_HUMAN;sp|Q8WU79|SMAP2_HUMANsp|Q8WU79-3|SMAP2_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Stromal membrane-associated protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SMAP2;sp|Q8WU79-2|SMAP2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Stromal membrane-associated protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SMAP2;sp|Q8WU79|SMAP2_HUMAN Stromal membrane-associated protei22.67044 23.58164 5 3 By M /MS By S/MS 10 2 0.9111996 1376 16.6 37.697 349
sp|Q2NL82|TSR1_HUMANsp|Q2NL82|TSR1_HUMAN Pre-rRNA-processing protein TSR1 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=TSR1 PE=1 SV=125.5013 26.4118 15 13 By MS/MS By MS/MS 30 25 0.9104996 1375 24.1 91.809 804
sp|Q9UJW0-3|DCTN4_HUMAN;sp|Q9UJW0|DCTN4_HUMAN;sp|Q9UJW0-2|DCTN4_HUMANsp|Q9UJW0-3|DCTN4_H MAN Isoform 3 of Dynactin subunit 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DCTN4;sp|Q9UJW0|DCTN4_HUMAN Dynactin subunit 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DCTN4 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9UJW0-2|DCTN4_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Dynactin subunit 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DCTN420.78245 21.69181 2 0 By MS/MS 3 0 0.9093628 1374 4.7 53.151 467
sp|P62269|RS18_HUMANsp|P62269|RS18_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S18 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS18 PE=1 SV=327.8918 28.80073 10 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 24 23 0.9089279 1373 53.3 17.718 152
sp|P06454-2|PTMA_HUMAN;sp|P06454|PTMA_HUMANsp|P06454-2|PTMA_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Prothymosin alpha OS=Homo sapiens GN=PTMA;sp|P06454|PTMA_HUMAN Prothymosin alpha OS=Homo sapiens GN=PTMA PE=1 SV=225.00372 25.90653 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 5 0.9028168 1372 34.5 12.074 110
sp|P55786|PSA_HUMAN;sp|A6NEC2|PSAL_HUMAN;sp|A6NEC2-3|PSAL_HUMANsp|P55786|PSA_HUMAN Puromycin-sensitive aminopeptidase OS=Homo sapiens GN=NPEPPS PE=1 SV=223.43365 24.33572 6 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 12 0.9020767 1371 10.7 103.28 919
sp|O00541-2|PESC_HUMAN;sp|O00541|PESC_HUMANsp|O00541-2|PESC_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Pescadillo homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=PES1;sp|O00541|PESC_HUMAN Pescadillo homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=PES1 PE=1 SV=125.16756 26.06909 9 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 16 19 0.9015274 1370 21.1 67.455 583
sp|P61247|RS3A_HUMANsp|P61247|RS3A_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S3a OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS3A PE=1 SV=20.47702 31.37819 18 20 By MS/MS By MS/MS 61 62 0.9011707 1369 64 29.945 264
sp|O00762|UBE2C_HUMAN;sp|O00762-3|UBE2C_HUMAN;sp|O00762-2|UBE2C_HUMAN;sp|O00762-4|UBE2C_HUMANsp|O00762|UBE2C_HUMAN biquitin-conjugating enzyme E2 C OS=Homo apiens GN= 2  PE=1 SV=1;sp|O00762-3|UBE2C_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E2 C OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBE2C;sp|O00762-2|UBE2C_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E225.824 1 26.72117 6 8 By MS/M By MS/MS 14 12 0.8971577 1368 47.5 19.652 179
sp|P49773|HINT1_HUMANsp|P49773|HINT1_HUMAN Histidine triad nucleotide-binding protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HINT1 PE=1 SV=226.11761 27.01361 7 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 17 10 0.895998 1367 59.5 13.802 126
sp|Q9BVG4|PBDC1_HUMANsp|Q9BVG4|PBDC1_HUMAN Protein PBDC1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PBDC1 PE=1 SV=123.83016 24.72281 7 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 6 0.8926449 1366 30.9 26.056 233
sp|Q9NX58|LYAR_HUMANsp|Q9NX58|LYAR_HUMAN Cell growth-regulating nucleolar protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=LYAR PE=1 SV=225.86938 26.75761 15 13 By MS/MS By MS/MS 25 20 0.8882256 1365 44.1 43.614 379
sp|P62847-2|RS24_HUMAN;sp|P62847-3|RS24_HUMAN;sp|P62847|RS24_HUMAN;sp|P62847-4|RS24_HUMANsp|P62847-2|RS24_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 40S ribosomal protein S24 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS24;sp|P62847-3|RS24_HUMAN Isoform 3 of 40S ribosomal protein S24 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS24;sp|P62847|RS24_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S24 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS24 PE=1 SV=1;26.66112 27.54355 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 20 13 0.8824 1 1364 36.2 15.069 130
sp|P27144|KAD4_HUMANsp|P27144|KAD4_HUMAN Adenylate kinase 4, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=AK4 PE=1 SV=125.22306 26.09812 6 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 15 20 0.875061 1363 51.6 25.268 223
sp|Q96GA3|LTV1_HUMANsp|Q96GA3|LTV1_HUMAN Protein LTV1 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=LTV1 PE=1 SV=124.35763 25.23242 6 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 12 0.8747921 1362 19.4 54.854 475
sp|P48147|PPCE_HUMANsp|P48147|PPCE_HUMAN Prolyl endopeptidase OS=Homo sapiens GN=PREP PE=1 SV=225.9261 26.79749 18 21 By MS/MS By MS/MS 28 31 0.8713837 1361 40.4 80.699 710
sp|Q9Y6V7|DDX49_HUMANsp|Q Y6V7|DDX49_HUMAN Probable ATP-dependent RNA helicase DDX49 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDX49 PE=1 SV=120.84726 21.71528 0 2 By MS/MS 0 5 0.8680191 360 3.9 54.226 483
sp|P09429|HMGB1_HUMAN;sp|B2RPK0|HGB1A_HUMAN;sp|P26583|HMGB2_HUMANsp|P09429|HMGB1_HUMAN High mobility group protein B1 OS= omo sapiens GN=HMGB1 PE=1 SV=323.77 94 24.64047 5 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 4 0.8675346 1359 27.9 24.893 215
sp|P62244|RS15A_HUMANsp|P62244|RS15A_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S15a OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS15A PE=1 SV=226.9173 27.77925 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 18 19 0.8619556 1358 42.3 14.839 130
sp|Q86U90|YRDC_HUMANsp|Q86 90|YRDC_HUMAN YrdC domain-containing protein, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=YRDC PE=1 SV=125.31741 26.17807 10 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 17 14 0.8606586 1357 48.4 29.328 279
sp|Q6UN15-4|FIP1_HUMAN;sp|Q6UN15-3|FIP1_HUMAN;sp|Q6UN15-5|FIP1_HUMAN;sp|Q6UN15|FIP1_HUMANsp|Q6UN15-4|FIP1_H MAN Isoform 4 of Pre-mRNA 3-end-processing factor FIP1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FIP1L1;sp|Q6UN15-3|FIP1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Pre-mRNA 3-end-processing factor FIP1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FIP1L1;sp|Q6UN15-5|FIP1_HUMAN Isoform 5 of Pre-mRNA 3-end-pr22.04 57 22.90316 3 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 2 0.8565903 1356 9.3 40.834 378
sp|Q9H074-3|PAIP1_HUMAN;sp|Q9H074-2|PAIP1_HUMAN;sp|Q9H074|PAIP1_HUMANsp|Q9H074-3|PAIP1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Polyadenylate-binding protein-interacting protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PAIP1;sp|Q9H074-2|PAIP1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Polyadenylate-binding protein-interacting protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PAIP1;sp|Q9H074|PAIP1_HUMAN Polyad21.6184 22.47219 2 0 By MS/MS 3 0 0.8537903 1355 5. 42.006 367
sp|P24752|THIL_HUMANsp|P24752|THIL_HUMAN Acetyl-CoA acetyltransferase, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACAT1 PE=1 SV=129.00544 29.85899 21 20 By MS/MS By MS/MS 45 46 0.85355 1354 53.6 45.199 427
sp|P62942|FKB1A_HUMANsp|P62942|FKB1A_HUMAN Peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase FKBP1A OS=Homo sapiens GN=FKBP1A PE=1 SV=224.2717 25.12282 2 2 By MS/MS By M /MS 5 7 0.8511 24 1353 25 11.951 108
sp|P62330|ARF6_HUMANsp|P62330|ARF6_HUMAN ADP-ribosylation factor 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARF6 PE=1 SV=225.79057 26.64003 6 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 8 0.8494625 1352 44.6 20.082 175
sp|Q6YN16|HSDL2_HUMAN;sp|Q6YN16-2|HSDL2_HUMANsp|Q6YN16|HSDL2_HUMAN Hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase-like protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSDL2 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q6YN16-2|HSDL2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase-like protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSDL224.61818 25.46691 11 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 18 13 0.8487244 1351 34.2 45.394 418
sp|P11233|RALA_HUMAN;sp|P11234|RALB_HUMANsp|P11233|RALA_HUMAN Ras-related protein Ral-A OS=Homo sapiens GN=RALA PE=1 SV=124.42662 25.27419 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 0 9 0.8475704 1350 27.2 23.567 206
sp|P84085|ARF5_HUMANsp|P84085|ARF5_HUMAN ADP-ribosylation factor 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARF5 PE=1 SV=229.27999 30.12719 10 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 53 57 0.8472004 1349 64.4 20.529 180
sp|O95801|TTC4_HUMANsp|O95801|TTC4_HUMAN Tetratricopeptide repeat protein 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TTC4 PE=1 SV=321.58559 22.43186 2 0 By M /MS 0 0.8462677 1348 5.4 44.678 387
sp|P62249|RS16_HUMANsp|P62249|RS16_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S16 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS16 PE=1 SV=227.92801 28.76658 9 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 23 27 0.838562 1347 64.4 16.445 146
sp|Q9GZL7|WDR12_HUMANsp|Q9GZL7|WDR12_HUMAN Ribosome biogenesis protein WDR12 OS=Homo sapiens GN=WDR12 PE=1 SV=222.04263 22.87856 3 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 3 0.835928 1346 10.2 47.707 423
sp|Q9GZZ1|NAA50_HUMAN;sp|Q9GZZ1-2|NAA50_HUMANsp|Q9GZZ1|NAA50_HUMAN N-alpha-acetyltransferase 50 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NAA50 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9GZZ1-2|NAA50_HUMAN Isoform 2 of N-alpha-acetyltransferase 50 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NAA5024.56506 25.38828 7 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 13 10 0.8232193 1345 50.9 19.398 169
sp|P11498|PYC_HUMANsp|P11498|PYC_HUMAN Pyruvate carboxylase, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=PC PE=1 SV=227.89203 28.71358 32 26 By MS/MS By MS/MS 65 40 0.8215485 1344 37.5 129.63 1178
sp|P00374|DYR_HUMAN;sp|Q86XF0|DYRL1_HUMANsp|P00374|DYR_HUMAN Dihydrofolate reductase OS=Homo sapiens GN=DHFR PE=1 SV=225.17489 25.99192 9 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 15 10 0.8170242 1343 54 21.452 187
sp|Q9BQG0|MBB1A_HUMAN;sp|Q9BQG0-2|MBB1A_HUMANsp|Q9BQG0|MBB1A_HUMAN Myb-binding protein 1A OS=Homo sapiens GN=MYBBP1A PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9BQG0-2|MBB1A_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Myb-binding protein 1A OS=Homo sapiens GN=MYBBP1A23.63622 24.45268 9 6 By MS/MS By MS/ S 13 6 0.8164635 1342 8.7 148.85 1328
sp|P42766|RL35_HUMANsp|P42766|RL35_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L35 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL35 PE=1 SV=224.48505 25.29495 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 4 0.8098984 1341 18.7 14.551 123
sp|P63173|RL38_HUMANsp|P63173|RL38_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L38 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL38 PE=1 SV=22 .07383 28.88052 7 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 47 50 0.8066902 1340 52.9 8.2178 70
sp|Q7LBR1|CHM1B_HUMANsp|Q7LBR1|CHM1B_HUMAN Charged multivesicular body protein 1b OS=Homo sapiens GN=CHMP1B PE=1 SV=122.14408 22.94931 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 3 0.8052368 1339 8.5 22.109 199
sp|O43583|DENR_HUMANsp|O43583|DENR_HUMAN Density-regulated protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=DENR PE=1 SV=221.57034 22.37477 2 0 By MS/MS 4 0 0.8044281 1338 15.2 22.092 198
sp|Q14232|EI2BA_HUMANsp|Q14232|EI2BA_HUMAN Translation initiation factor eIF-2B subunit alpha OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF2B1 PE=1 SV=125.58741 26.39161 12 12 By MS/MS By MS/M 20 21 0.8042011 1337 46.9 33.712 305
sp|P23786|CPT2_HUMANsp|P23786|CPT2_HUMAN Carnitine O-palmitoyltransferase 2, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=CPT2 PE=1 SV=225.36403 26.16776 15 13 By MS/MS By MS/MS 27 22 0.8037281 1336 26.4 73.776 658
sp|O60271-5|JIP4_HUMAN;sp|O60271-3|JIP4_HUMAN;sp|O60271-4|JIP4_HUMAN;sp|O60271-2|JIP4_HUMAN;sp|O60271|JIP4_HUMAN;sp|Q9UPT6-2|JIP3_HUMAN;sp|Q9UPT6|JIP3_HUMANsp|O60271-5|JIP4_HUMAN Isoform 5 of C-Jun-amino-terminal kinase-interacting protein 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SPAG9 O60271-3|JI 4_  I oform 3 of C-Jun-amino-terminal kinase-interacting protein 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SPAG9;sp|O60271-4|JIP4_HUMAN Isoform 4 o20.36239 21.16489 2 0 By MS/ S 3 0 .8025055 1335 2 103.21 31
sp|P50395|GDIB_HUMAN;sp|P50395-2|GDIB_HUMANsp|P50395|GDIB_HUMAN Rab GDP dissociation inhibitor beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=GDI2 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P50395-2|GDIB_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Rab GDP dissociation inhibitor beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=GDI224.11751 24.91921 8 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 13 9 0.8016949 1334 21.8 50.663 445
sp|P32969|RL9_HUMANsp|P32969|RL9_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L9 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL9 PE=1 SV=125.62753 26.42747 5 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 8 0.7999363 1333 28.6 21.863 192
sp|Q86UK7-2|ZN598_HUMAN;sp|Q86UK7-3|ZN598_HUMAN;sp|Q86UK7|ZN598_HUMANsp|Q86UK7-2|Z 598_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Zinc finger protein 598 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ZNF598;sp|Q86UK7-3|ZN598_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Zinc finger protein 598 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ZNF598;sp|Q86UK7|ZN598_HUMAN Zinc finger protein 598 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ZNF598 PE=1 SV=120.3524 21.14775 2 1 By MS/MS By atching 3 0 0.7953491 1332 2.8 97.805 896
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sp|P28066|PSA5_HUMAN;sp|P28066-2|PSA5_HUMANsp|P28066|PSA5_HUMAN roteasome subunit alpha type-5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMA5 PE=1 SV=3;sp|P28066-2|PSA5_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Proteasome subunit alpha type-5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMA527.2683 28.06178 10 8 By M /MS By MS/MS 17 14 0.7934799 1331 49.8 26.411 241
sp|Q9H2H8|PPIL3_HUMAN;sp|Q9H2H8-2|PPIL3_HUMANsp|Q9 2H8|PPIL3_HUMAN Peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase-like 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPIL3 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9H2H8-2|PPIL3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase-like 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPIL321.96835 22.75986 4 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 3 0.791502 1330 30.4 18.154 161
sp|P61088|UBE2N_HUMAN;sp|Q5JXB2|UE2NL_HUMANsp|P61088|UBE2N_HUMAN Ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E2 N OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBE2N PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q5JXB2|UE2NL_HUMAN Putative ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E2 N-like OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBE2NL PE=1 SV=127.16892 27.95649 8 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 16 14 0.7875633 1329 53.9 17.138 152
sp|Q9UQ80|PA2G4_HUMANsp|Q9UQ80|PA2G4_HUMAN Proliferation-associated protein 2G4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PA2G4 PE=1 SV=327.08314 27.87033 15 14 By MS/MS By MS/MS 31 23 0.7871819 1328 46.2 43.786 394
sp|O60828-5|PQBP1_HUMAN;sp|O60828-4|PQBP1_HUMAN;sp|O60828-2|PQBP1_HUMAN;sp|O60828|PQBP1_HUMAN;sp|O60828-10|PQBP1_HUMAN;sp|O60828-9|PQBP1_HUMAN;sp|O60828-8|PQBP1_HUMAN;sp|O60828-7|PQBP1_HUMAN;sp|O60828-6|PQBP1_HUMAN;sp|O60828-3|PQBP1_HUMANsp|O60828-5|PQBP1_HUMAN Isoform 5 of Polyglutamine-binding protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PQBP1;sp|O60828-4|  Isoform 4 of olyglutamine-binding protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PQB 1;sp|O60828-2|PQBP1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Polyglutamine-binding protein 123.87615 24.65665 4 5 By MS/MS By S/MS 9 8 0.780508 327 52.7 18.706 165
sp|Q9NQ50|RM40_HUMANsp|Q9NQ50|RM40_HUMAN 39S ribosomal protein L40, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=MRPL40 PE=1 SV=12 .13899 24.91889 3 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 9 0.7798977 1326 25.2 24.49 206
sp|P51452|DUS3_HUMANsp|P51452|DUS3_HUMAN Dual specificity protein phosphatase 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DUSP3 PE=1 SV=125.854 26.62979 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 13 11 0.7757835 1325 43.2 20.478 185
sp|Q96SB4|SRPK1_HUMAN;sp|Q96SB4-3|SRPK1_HUMANsp|Q96SB4|SRPK1_HUMAN SRSF protein kinase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRPK1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q96SB4-3|SRPK1_HUMAN Isoform 1 of SRSF protein kinase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRPK122.72324 2 .49595 3 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 3 0.7727108 1324 7.3 74.324 655
sp|Q96DB5|RMD1_HUMANsp|Q96DB5|RMD1_HUMAN Regulator of microtubule dynamics protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RMDN1 PE=1 SV=122.98911 23.76081 4 3 By MS/MS By M /MS 8 6 0.7717037 1323 17.2 35.808 314
sp|Q99459|CDC5L_HUMANsp|Q99459|CDC5L_HUMAN Cell division cycle 5-like protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=CDC5L PE=1 SV=226.03572 26.80514 18 19 By M /MS By MS/MS 34 25 0.7694187 1322 30.9 92.25 802
sp|Q00577|PURA_HUMANsp|Q00577|PURA_HUMAN Transcriptional activator protein Pur-alpha OS=Homo sapiens GN=PURA PE=1 SV=224.80297 25.56927 5 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 6 0.7662964 1321 23.6 34.91 322
sp|Q8WUA2|PPIL4_HUMANsp|Q8W A2|PPIL4_HUMAN Peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase-like 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPIL4 PE=1 SV=124.4231 25.18737 5 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 11 0.7642708 1320 19.9 57.224 492
sp|Q9BZE1|RM37_HUMANsp|Q9BZE1|RM37_HUMAN 39S ribosomal protein L37, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=MRPL37 PE=1 SV=221.38179 22.13972 2 1 By MS/MS By matching 3 0 0.7579346 1319 7.3 48.117 423
sp|Q9BRX2|PELO_HUMANsp|Q9BRX2|PELO_HUMAN Protein pelota homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=PELO PE=1 SV=220.71574 21.46974 2 0 By MS/MS 3 0 0.7539997 1318 5.7 43.359 385
sp|P67809|YBOX1_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y2T7|YBOX2_HUMANsp|P67809|YBOX1_HUMAN Nuclease-sensitive element-binding protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=YBX1 PE=1 SV=328.42013 29.17145 11 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 24 25 0.7513218 1317 49.1 35.924 324
sp|Q00688|FKBP3_HUMANsp|Q00688|FKBP3_HUMAN Peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase FKBP3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FKBP3 PE=1 SV=124.69035 25.43698 5 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 9 0.7466316 1316 27.7 25.177 224
sp|P30520|PURA2_HUMANsp|P30520|PURA2_HUMAN Adenylosuccinate synthetase isozyme 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ADSS PE=1 SV=327.59142 28.3339 15 15 By MS/MS By MS/MS 35 29 0.7424774 1315 39.5 50.097 456
sp|Q9HC35|EMAL4_HUMAN;sp|Q9HC35-2|EMAL4_HUMANsp|Q9HC35|EMAL4_HUMAN Echinoderm microtubule-associated protein-like 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EML4 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q9HC35-2|EMAL4_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Echinoderm microtubule-associated protein-like 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EML420.43268 21.17097 2 0 By MS/MS 3 0 0.7382984 1314 2.9 108.91 981
sp|Q12974|TP4A2_HUMAN;sp|Q12974-2|TP4A2_HUMAN;sp|Q12974-3|TP4A2_HUMAN;sp|Q93096|TP4A1_HUMANsp|Q12974|TP4A2_HUMAN Protein tyrosine phosphatase type IVA 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PTP4A2 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q12974-2|TP4A2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Protein tyrosine phosphatase type IVA 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PTP4A2;sp|Q12974-3|TP4A2_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Protein tyrosine p22.83505 3.57335 3 2 B  MS/MS By MS/MS 5 4 0.7382946 1313 18.6 19.127 167
sp|Q9NVT9|ARMC1_HUMANsp|Q9NVT9| RMC1_HUMAN Armadillo repeat-containing protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARMC1 PE=1 SV=121.65294 22.38678 2 0 By MS/MS 3 0 0.7338409 1312 10.6 31.28 282
sp|Q9NPD8|UBE2T_HUMANsp|Q9NPD8|UBE2T_HUMAN Ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E2 T OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBE2T PE=1 SV=125.11012 25.83685 11 7 By MS/M By MS/MS 19 11 0.7267227 1311 57.9 22.521 197
sp|Q9H0A0|NAT10_HUMANsp|Q9H0A0|NAT10_HUMAN N-acetyltransferase 10 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NAT10 PE=1 SV=223.33211 24.05755 7 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 8 0.7254448 1310 10.4 115.73 1025
sp|Q9H0F7|ARL6_HUMAN;sp|Q9H0F7-2|ARL6_HUMANsp|Q9H0F7|ARL6_HUMAN ADP-ribosylation factor-like protein 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARL6 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9H0F7-2|ARL6_HUMAN Isoform 2 of ADP-ribosylation factor-like protein 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARL625.7119 26.43727 9 8 By MS/M By MS/MS 18 13 0.7253647 1309 74.2 21.097 186
sp|P62701|RS4X_HUMAN;sp|Q8TD47|RS4Y2_HUMAN;sp|P22090|RS4Y1_HUMANsp|P62701|RS4X_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S4, X isoform OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS4X PE=1 SV=229.46313 3 .18092 17 16 By MS/MS By MS/MS 56 38 0.7177944 1308 55.9 29.597 263
sp|Q9UKY7|CDV3_HUMAN;sp|Q9UKY7-2|CDV3_HUMAN;sp|Q9UKY7-3|CDV3_HUMANsp|Q9UKY7|CDV3_H MAN Protein CDV3 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=CDV3 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9UKY7-2|CDV3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Protein CDV3 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=CDV323.97937 24.69317 6 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 4 0.7138042 1307 37.6 27.335 258
sp|P49721|PSB2_HUMANsp|P49721|PSB2_HUMAN Proteasome subunit beta type-2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMB2 PE=1 SV=13.6739 24.3868 6 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 4 0.7128983 1306 31.8 22.836 201
sp|O00299|CLIC1_HUMANsp|O00299|CLIC1_HUMAN Chloride intracellular channel protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CLIC1 PE=1 SV=424.47927 25.19016 7 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 5 0.7108974 1305 46.9 26.922 241
sp|O75935-3|DCTN3_HUMAN;sp|O75935-2|DCTN3_HUMAN;sp|O75935|DCTN3_HUMANsp|O75935-3|DCTN3_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Dynactin subunit 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DCTN3;sp|O75935-2|DCTN3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Dynactin subunit 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DCTN3;sp|O75935|DCTN3_HUMAN Dynactin subunit 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DCTN3 PE=1 SV=120.57348 21.27373 2 0 By MS/MS 4 0 0.7002468 1304 11.4 18.001 158
sp|Q9NVU7-2|SDA1_HUMAN;sp|Q9NVU7|SDA1_HUMANsp|Q9NV 7-2|SDA1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Protein SDA1 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=SDAD1;sp|Q9NVU7|SDA1_HUMAN Protein SDA1 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=SDAD1 PE=1 SV=323.09381 23.78885 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 4 0.6950417 1303 7.3 68.455 590
sp|O43175|SERA_HUMANsp|O43175|SERA_HUMAN D-3-phosphoglycerate dehydrogenase OS=Homo sapiens GN=PHGDH PE=1 SV=431.79676 32.48934 28 25 By MS/MS By MS/MS 129 87 0.6925812 1302 54 56.65 533
sp|P19367-4|HXK1_HUMAN;sp|P19367-2|HXK1_HUMAN;sp|P19367|HXK1_HUMAN;sp|P19367-3|HXK1_HUMANsp|P 9367-4|HXK1_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Hexokinase-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HK1;sp|P19367-2|HXK1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Hexokinase-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HK1;sp|P19367|HXK1_HUMAN Hexokinase-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HK1 PE=1 SV=3;sp|P19367-3|HXK1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Hexokinas19.92418 20.61205 5 0 By MS/ S 5 0 0.6878719 1301 6.2 101.08 905
sp|Q5BKY9|F133B_HUMAN;sp|Q5BKY9-2|F133B_HUMAN;sp|Q8N9E0|F133A_HUMANsp|Q5BKY9|F133B_HUMAN Protein FAM133B OS=Homo sapiens GN=FAM133B PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q5BKY9-2|F133B_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Protein FAM133B OS=Homo sapiens GN=FAM133B;sp|Q8N9E0|F133A_HUMAN Protein FAM133A OS=Homo sapiens GN=FAM133A PE=2 SV=123.37093 24.05598 3 3 By MS/MS By S/MS 6 5 0.6850529 1300 11.7 28.385 247
sp|Q9Y3D8-2|KAD6_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y3D8|KAD6_HUMANsp|Q9Y3D8-2|KAD6_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Adenylate kinase isoenzyme 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=AK6;sp|Q9Y3D8|KAD6_HUMAN Adenylate kinase isoenzyme 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=AK6 PE=1 SV=121.55679 22.23972 2 0 By MS/MS 4 0 0.6829281 1299 11.2 19.805 169
sp|P45974-2|UBP5_HUMAN;sp|P45974|UBP5_HUMAN;sp|Q92995-2|UBP13_HUMAN;sp|Q92995|UBP13_HUMANsp| 45974-2|UBP5_HUMAN Isoform Short of Ubiquitin carboxyl-terminal hydrolase 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=USP5;sp|P45974|UBP5_HUMAN Ubiquitin carboxyl-terminal hydrolase 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=USP5 PE=1 SV=227.737 7 28.42041 23 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 55 39 0.6828423 1298 34.1 93.307 835
sp|P62277|RS13_HUMANsp|P62277|RS13_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S13 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS13 PE=1 SV=228.34202 29.02242 10 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 28 23 0.6804028 1297 60.3 17.222 151
sp|P52594-2|AGFG1_HUMAN;sp|P52594-3|AGFG1_HUMAN;sp|P52594|AGFG1_HUMAN;sp|P52594-4|AGFG1_HUMANsp|P52594-2| GFG1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of rf-GA  domain and FG repeat-containing protein  OS=Homo sapiens GN=AGFG1;sp|P52594-3|AGFG1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Arf-GAP domain and FG repeat-containing protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=AGFG1;sp|P52594|AGFG1_HUMAN Arf-GAP do24.505 25.18261 6 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 13 7 0.6776028 1296 2 54.181 522
sp|Q9UIJ7|KAD3_HUMAN;sp|Q9UIJ7-3|KAD3_HUMAN;sp|Q9UIJ7-2|KAD3_HUMANsp|Q9 IJ7|KAD3_H MAN GTP:AMP phosphotransferase AK3, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=AK3 PE=1 SV=4;sp|Q9UIJ7-3|KAD3_HUMAN Isoform 3 of GTP:AMP phosphotransferase AK3, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=AK3;sp|Q9UIJ7-2|KAD3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of GTP:AMP phospho22.54451 23.21864 4 3 By MS/ S By MS/MS 6 4 0.6741314 1295 25.6 25.565 227
sp|O75390|CISY_HUMANsp|O75390|CISY_HUMAN Citrate synthase, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=CS PE=1 SV=223.08932 23.76253 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 4 0.6732101 1294 8.2 51.712 466
sp|Q96RQ3|MCCA_HUMANsp|Q96RQ3|MCCA_HUMAN Methylcrotonoyl-CoA carboxylase subunit alpha, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=MCCC1 PE=1 SV=322.52676 23.19786 6 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 3 0.6710987 1293 11.4 80.472 725
sp|Q9NTX5-6|ECHD1_HUMAN;sp|Q9NTX5-2|ECHD1_HUMAN;sp|Q9NTX5|ECHD1_HUMAN;sp|Q9NTX5-5|ECHD1_HUMANsp|Q9NTX5-6|ECHD1_HUMAN Isoform 6 of Ethylmalonyl-CoA decarboxylase OS=Homo sapiens GN=ECHDC1;sp|Q9NTX5-2|ECHD1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ethylmalonyl-CoA decarboxylase OS=Homo sapiens GN=ECHDC1;sp|Q9NTX5|ECHD1_HUMAN Ethylmalonyl-CoA decarboxylase OS=Homo sapiens25.76583 26.43686 9 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 16 14 0.67103 1292 43 31.089 284
sp|Q9UBQ7|GRHPR_HUMANsp|Q9UBQ7|GRHPR_HUMAN Glyoxylate reductase/hydroxypyruvate reductase OS=Homo sapiens GN=GRHPR PE=1 SV=123.79778 24.45908 3 3 B  MS/MS By MS/MS 4 4 0.6612911 1291 21 35.668 328
sp|P61086|UBE2K_HUMAN;sp|P61086-2|UBE2K_HUMAN;sp|P61086-3|UBE2K_HUMANsp|P61086|UBE2K_HUMAN biquitin-conjugating enzyme E2 K OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBE2K PE=1 SV=3;sp|P61086-2|UBE2K_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E2 K OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBE2K;sp|P61086-3|UBE2K_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E225.39093 6.05142 9 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 20 17 0.6604881 1 90 47.5 22.406 200
sp|P16152|CBR1_HUMANsp|P16152|CBR1_HUMAN Carbonyl reductase [NADPH] 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CBR1 PE=1 SV=327.37534 28.03113 14 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 29 22 0.6557846 1289 64.6 30.375 277
sp|Q9NVP1|DDX18_HUMANsp|Q9NVP1|DDX18_HUMAN ATP-dependent RNA helicase DDX18 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDX18 PE=1 SV=225.10829 25.7602 11 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 15 12 0.6519108 1288 19.9 75.406 670
sp|P49006|MRP_HUMANsp|P49006|MRP_HUMAN MARCKS-related protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=MARCKSL1 PE=1 SV=224.65518 25.30598 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 4 0.6508007 1287 14.4 19.529 195
sp|O60493|SNX3_HUMAN;sp|O60493-2|SNX3_HUMAN;sp|O60493-4|SNX3_HUMAN;sp|O60493-3|SNX3_HUMANsp|O60493|SNX3_HUMAN orting nexin-3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=S X3 PE=1 SV=3;sp|O60493-2|SNX3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Sorting nexin-3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SNX3;sp|O60493-4|SNX3_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Sorting nexin-3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SNX325.13653 25.78104 6 6 By MS/M By MS/MS 11 11 0.6445103 1286 40.7 18.762 162
sp|Q9H2P9-3|DPH5_HUMAN;sp|Q9H2P9-2|DPH5_HUMAN;sp|Q9H2P9-4|DPH5_HUMAN;sp|Q9H2P9|DPH5_HUMAN;sp|Q9H2P9-5|DPH5_HUMAN;sp|Q9H2P9-6|DPH5_HUMANsp|Q9H2P9-3|DPH5_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Diphthine synthase OS=Homo sa iens GN= ;sp|Q9H2P9-2|DPH5_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Diphthine synthase OS=Homo sapiens GN=DPH5;sp|Q9H2P9-4|DPH5_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Diphthine synthase OS=Homo sapiens GN=DPH5;sp|Q9H2P9|DPH5_HUMA24.929 25.57014 6 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 14 8 0.6411381 1285 35.9 26.025 234
sp|Q9UNF1|MAGD2_HUMAN;sp|Q9UNF1-2|MAGD2_HUMAN;sp|Q12816-2|TROP_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y5V3|MAGD1_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y5V3-2|MAGD1_HUMAN;sp|Q12816|TROP_HUMANsp|Q9UNF1|MAGD2_H MAN Melanoma-associated antigen D2 S= omo sapiens GN= ED2 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9UNF1-2|MAGD2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Melanoma-associated antigen D2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MAGED226.17438 26.81078 16 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 29 18 0.6364021 1284 31.2 64.953 606
sp|Q14498-3|RBM39_HUMAN;sp|Q14498-2|RBM39_HUMAN;sp|Q14498|RBM39_HUMAN;sp|Q86U06-3|RBM23_HUMAN;sp|Q86U06-4|RBM23_HUMAN;sp|Q86U06-5|RBM23_HUMAN;sp|Q86U06-2|RBM23_HUMAN;sp|Q86U06|RBM23_HUMANsp|Q14498-3|RBM39_HUMAN Isoform 3 of R A-binding protein 39 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBM39;sp|Q14498-2|RBM39_HUMAN Isoform 2 of RNA-binding protein 39 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBM39;sp|Q14498|RBM 9_HUMAN RNA-binding protein 39 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBM39 PE=1 SV=226.88157 27.51209 11 13 By MS/MS By MS/MS 23 27 0.6305199 1283 32.1 57.089 508
sp|Q9HCS7|SYF1_HUMANsp|Q9 CS7|SYF1_HUMAN Pre-mRNA-splicing factor SYF1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=XAB2 PE=1 SV=220.52258 21.15234 3 0 By MS/MS 3 0 0.6297626 1282 3.5 100.01 855
sp|P07737|PROF1_HUMANsp|P07737|PROF1_HUMAN Profilin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PFN1 PE=1 SV=226.54603 27.17398 8 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 18 14 0.6279526 1281 70 15.054 140
sp|Q9Y617|SERC_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y617-2|SERC_HUMANsp|Q9Y617|SERC_HUMAN Phosphoserine aminotransferase OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSAT1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9Y617-2|SERC_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Phosphoserine aminotransferase OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSAT121.65679 2.27608 3 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 2 0.6192 89 1280 8.4 40.422 370
sp|P53999|TCP4_HUMANsp|P53999|TCP4_HUMAN Activated RNA polymerase II transcriptional coactivator p15 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SUB1 PE=1 SV=323.81831 24.43505 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 8 0.6167316 1279 37 14.395 127
sp|Q9BZE4|NOG1_HUMANsp|Q9BZE4| OG1_HUMAN Nucleolar GTP-binding protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GTPBP4 PE=1 SV=323.10164 23.71565 8 5 By M /MS By MS/MS 13 6 0.6140175 1278 15.9 73.964 634
sp|Q8IY67-2|RAVR1_HUMAN;sp|Q8IY67|RAVR1_HUMAN;sp|Q8IY67-3|RAVR1_HUMANsp|Q8IY67-2|RAVR1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ribonucleoprotein PTB-binding 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAVER1;sp|Q8IY67|RAVR1_HUMAN Ribonucleoprotein PTB-binding 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAVER1 PE=1 SV=125.72884 26.33926 13 9 By MS/MS By MS/M 23 14 0.6104202 1277 27.6 77.859 739
sp|P00568|KAD1_HUMANsp|P00568|KAD1_HUMAN Adenylate kinase isoenzyme 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=AK1 PE=1 SV=324.16392 24.77339 5 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 8 0.6094685 1276 27.3 21.635 194
sp|P09936|UCHL1_HUMANsp|P09936|UCHL1_HUMAN Ubiquitin carboxyl-terminal hydrolase isozyme L1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UCHL1 PE=1 SV=226.99572 27.60159 9 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 18 15 0.6058693 1275 53.4 24.824 223
sp|Q96AT1|K1143_HUMANsp|Q96AT1|K1143_HUMAN Uncharacterized protein KIAA1143 OS=Homo sapiens GN=KIAA1143 PE=1 SV=220.93919 21.54335 2 1 By MS/MS By matchi g 3 0 0.6041565 1274 14.3 17.465 154
sp|Q14839|CHD4_HUMAN;sp|Q14839-2|CHD4_HUMANsp|Q14839|CHD4_HUMAN hromodomain-helicase-DNA-binding protein 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CHD4 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q14839-2|CHD4_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Chromodomain-helicase-DNA-binding protein 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CHD422.15 78 22.75033 3 0 By MS/MS 5 0 0.5955544 1273 2.1 218 1912
sp|O14617-3|AP3D1_HUMAN;sp|O14617-4|AP3D1_HUMAN;sp|O14617-2|AP3D1_HUMAN;sp|O14617|AP3D1_HUMAN;sp|O14617-5|AP3D1_HUMANsp|O14617-3| P3D1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of P-3 complex subunit delta-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=AP3D1;sp|O14617-4|AP3D1_HUMAN Isoform 4 of AP-3 complex subunit delta-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=AP3D1;sp|O14617-2|AP3D1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of AP-3 complex subunit delta-1 OS=Homo22.58247 23.17016 6 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 6 0.58768 1272 8.5 111.24 984
sp|P52948-4|NUP98_HUMAN;sp|P52948-3|NUP98_HUMAN;sp|P52948-6|NUP98_HUMAN;sp|P52948-2|NUP98_HUMAN;sp|P52948-5|NUP98_HUMAN;sp|P52948|NUP98_HUMANsp| 52948-4|NUP98_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Nuclear pore complex protein up98-Nup96 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NUP98;sp|P52948-3|NUP98_HUMA  Isoform 3 of Nuclear pore complex protein Nup98-Nup96 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NUP98;sp|P52948-6|NUP98_HUMAN Isoform 6 of Nuclear pore22.73225 23.31893 4 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 6 0.5866814 1271 6.6 96.073 920
sp|Q66PJ3-3|AR6P4_HUMAN;sp|Q66PJ3-2|AR6P4_HUMAN;sp|Q66PJ3|AR6P4_HUMAN;sp|Q66PJ3-4|AR6P4_HUMAN;sp|Q66PJ3-5|AR6P4_HUMANsp|Q66PJ3-3| R6P4_HUMAN Isoform 3 of DP-ribosylation factor-like protein 6-interacting protein 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARL6IP4;sp|Q66PJ3-2|AR6P4_HUMAN Isoform 2 of ADP-ribosylation factor-like protein 6-interacting protein 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARL6IP4;sp|Q6624.82852 25.41496 5 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 6 0.58644 8 1270 19.6 3 .612 341
sp|P51153|RAB13_HUMAN;sp|Q92930|RAB8B_HUMAN;sp|P20337|RAB3B_HUMAN;sp|Q96E17|RAB3C_HUMANsp|P51153|RAB13_HUMAN Ras-related protein Rab-13 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB13 PE=1 SV=124.31659 24.90081 6 7 y MS/ S By MS/MS 9 8 0.5842247 1269 34.5 22.774 203
sp|P30626-2|SORCN_HUMAN;sp|P30626|SORCN_HUMANsp|P30626-2|SORCN_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Sorcin OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRI;sp|P30626|SORCN_HUMAN Sorcin OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRI PE=1 SV=125.73213 26.31204 8 8 By MS/MS By M /MS 13 15 0.5799065 1268 54.1 20.345 183
sp|Q9Y383|LC7L2_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y383-3|LC7L2_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y383-2|LC7L2_HUMAN;sp|Q96HJ9-2|CG055_HUMANsp|Q9Y383|LC7L2_HUMAN Putative RNA-binding protein uc7-like 2 OS=Homo sapiens N=LUC7L2 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9Y383-3|LC7L2_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Putative RNA-binding protein Luc7-like 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=LUC7L2;sp|Q9Y383-2|LC7L2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Putative RNA-bin27.21956 27. 991 18 16 By MS/MS By MS/MS 37 26 0.5795364 1267 42.9 46.513 392
sp|P42677|RS27_HUMANsp|P42677|RS27_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S27 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS27 PE=1 SV=36.73234 27.31155 5 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 7 0.5792141 1266 40.5 9.461 84
sp|O76094|SRP72_HUMAN;sp|O76094-2|SRP72_HUMANsp|O76094|SRP72_HUMAN ignal recognition particle subunit SRP72 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRP72 PE=1 SV=3;sp|O76094-2|SRP72_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Signal recognition particle subunit SRP72 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRP7224.60394 5.18234 12 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 19 13 0.5784035 12 5 19.7 74.605 671
sp|P08758|ANXA5_HUMANsp|P08758| XA5_HUMAN Annexin A5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ANXA5 PE=1 SV=223.45275 24.02758 7 3 By MS/MS By MS/M 12 4 0.574831 1264 22.8 35.936 320
sp|O75608-2|LYPA1_HUMAN;sp|O75608|LYPA1_HUMANsp|O75608-2|LYPA1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Acyl-protein thioesterase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=LYPLA1;sp|O75608|LYPA1_HUMAN Acyl-protein thioesterase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=LYPLA1 PE=1 SV=126.72611 27.29868 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 12 0.5725632 1263 29.9 22.875 214
sp|P50995|ANX11_HUMAN;sp|P27216|ANX13_HUMAN;sp|P27216-2|ANX13_HUMANsp|P50995| X11_HUMAN Annexin A11 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ANXA11 PE=1 SV=124.41854 24.98451 11 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 19 12 0.5659657 1262 28.9 54.389 505
sp|P14174|MIF_HUMANsp|P14174|MIF_HUMAN Macrophage migration inhibitory factor OS=Homo sapiens GN=MIF PE=1 SV=425.71892 26.28413 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 6 0.5652084 1261 17.4 12.476 115
sp|P35754|GLRX1_HUMANsp|P35754|GLRX1_HUMAN Glutaredoxin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GLRX PE=1 SV=221.508 22.07006 0 2 By MS/MS 0 3 0.5620518 1260 23.6 11.776 106
sp|Q9NWB6|ARGL1_HUMAN;sp|Q9NWB6-2|ARGL1_HUMANsp|Q9NWB6| RGL1_HUMAN Arginine and glutamate-rich protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARGLU1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9NWB6-2|ARGL1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Arginine and glutamate-rich protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARGLU123.78935 24.34428 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 7 0.55493 6 1259 11.4 33.216 273
sp|O75347|TBCA_HUMANsp|O75347|TBCA_HUMAN Tubulin-specific chaperone A OS=Homo sapiens GN=TBCA PE=1 SV=321.69247 22.2438 2 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 6 0.5513268 1258 17.6 12.855 108
sp|P34897-3|GLYM_HUMAN;sp|P34897|GLYM_HUMAN;sp|P34897-2|GLYM_HUMAN;sp|P34896-3|GLYC_HUMAN;sp|P34896-2|GLYC_HUMAN;sp|P34896|GLYC_HUMANsp|P34897-3|GLYM_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Serine hydroxymethyltransferase, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=SHMT2;sp|P34897|GLYM_HUMAN Serine hydroxymethyltransferase, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=SHMT2 PE=1 SV=3;sp|P34897-2|GLYM_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Serine hy25.39506 25.9423 12 10 By S/MS By MS/MS 23 18 0.547245 1257 28.2 53.454 483
sp|P30101|PDIA3_HUMANsp|P30101|PDIA3_HUMAN Protein disulfide-isomerase A3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PDIA3 PE=1 SV=426.43901 26.9862 18 14 By MS/MS By MS/MS 30 25 0.5471859 1256 47.3 56.782 505
sp|P06733|ENOA_HUMAN;sp|P06733-2|ENOA_HUMAN;sp|P13929-3|ENOB_HUMAN;sp|P13929-2|ENOB_HUMAN;sp|P13929|ENOB_HUMAN;sp|P09104|ENOG_HUMANsp|P06733|ENOA_HUMAN Alpha-enolase OS=Homo sapiens GN=ENO1 PE=1 SV= ;sp|P06733-2|ENOA_HUMAN Isoform BP-1 of Alpha-enolase OS=Homo sapiens GN=ENO125.18098 25.72752 9 9 By MS/MS By MS/M 17 11 0.5465412 1255 3 .4 47.168 434
sp|Q9UHD8-7|SEPT9_HUMAN;sp|Q9UHD8-2|SEPT9_HUMAN;sp|Q9UHD8-5|SEPT9_HUMAN;sp|Q9UHD8|SEPT9_HUMAN;sp|Q9UHD8-3|SEPT9_HUMAN;sp|Q9UHD8-4|SEPT9_HUMAN;sp|Q9UHD8-9|SEPT9_HUMAN;sp|Q9UHD8-8|SEPT9_HUMANsp|Q9UHD8-7|SEPT9_H MAN Isoform 7 of Septin-9 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SEPT9;sp|Q9UHD8-2|SEPT9_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Septin-9 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SEPT9; | -5|  Isoform 5 of Septin-9 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SEPT9;sp|Q9UHD8|SEPT9_HUMAN Septin-9 OS=Homo sapi21.40 97 21.95247 3 0 By M /MS 4 0 0.5425034 1254 6.5 63.502 567
sp|O14733|MP2K7_HUMAN;sp|O14733-4|MP2K7_HUMAN;sp|O14733-3|MP2K7_HUMAN;sp|O14733-2|MP2K7_HUMANsp|O14733|MP2K7_HUMAN Dual specificity mitogen-activated protein kina e kinase 7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MAP2K7 PE=1 SV=2;sp|O14733-4|MP2K7_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Dual specificity mitogen-activated protein kinase kinase 7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MAP2K7;sp|O14733-3|MP2K721.28472 21.82428 2 0 By MS/MS 4 0 0.5395565 1253 5.5 47.484 419
sp|Q9Y3C6|PPIL1_HUMANsp|Q9Y3C6|PPIL1_HUMAN Peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase-like 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPIL1 PE=1 SV=122.82747 23.36145 5 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 2 0.5339794 1252 33.1 18.237 166
sp|Q13148|TADBP_HUMANsp|Q13148|TADBP_HUMAN TAR DNA-binding protein 43 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TARDBP PE=1 SV=128.5921 29.12564 11 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 27 26 0.533535 1251 29.2 44.739 414
sp|P35269|T2FA_HUMANsp|P35269|T2FA_HUMAN General transcription factor IIF subunit 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GTF2F1 PE=1 SV=221.56871 22.10188 3 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 3 0.533165 1250 6.8 58.24 517
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sp|P12277|KCRB_HUMAN;sp|P06732|KCRM_HUMANsp|P12277|KCRB_HUMAN reatine kinase B-type OS=Homo sapiens GN=CKB PE=1 SV=128.3265 28.85614 17 16 By MS/MS By MS/MS 44 42 0.5296421 1249 58.5 42.644 381
sp|Q9UHB9|SRP68_HUMAN;sp|Q9UHB9-4|SRP68_HUMAN;sp|Q9UHB9-2|SRP68_HUMAN;sp|Q9UHB9-3|SRP68_HUMANsp|Q9U B9|SRP68_H MAN Signal recognition article subunit SRP68 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRP68 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9UHB9-4|SRP68_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Signal recognition particle subunit SRP68 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRP68;sp|Q9UHB9-2|SRP68_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Signal recogniti24.26299 24.79134 8 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 15 8 0.5283527 1248 16.7 70.729 627
sp|Q9UBE0|SAE1_HUMAN;sp|Q9UBE0-2|SAE1_HUMAN;sp|Q9UBE0-3|SAE1_HUMANsp|Q9UBE0|SAE1_H MAN SUMO-activating enzyme subunit  OS=Homo sapiens GN=SAE1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9UBE0-2|SAE1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of SUMO-activating enzyme subunit 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SAE1;sp|Q9UBE0-3|SAE1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of SUMO-activating enzyme subunit 1 OS=Hom25.3839 25.91093 11 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 23 13 0.5270309 1 47 37 38.449 346
sp|P14550|AK1A1_HUMANsp|P14550| K1A1_HUMAN Alcohol dehydrogenase [NADP(+)] OS=Homo sapiens GN=AKR1A1 PE=1 SV=325.02526 25.54646 11 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 22 17 0.5212002 1246 48.3 36.573 325
sp|O95391|SLU7_HUMANsp|O95391|SLU7_HUMAN Pre-mRNA-splicing factor SLU7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SLU7 PE=1 SV=220.73281 21.24851 2 0 By MS/MS 3 0 0.5156994 1245 3.8 68.386 586
sp|Q53FT3|HIKES_HUMANsp|Q53FT3|HIKES_HUMAN Protein Hikeshi OS=Homo sapiens GN=C11orf73 PE=1 SV=222.68859 23.20217 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 3 0.5135803 1244 14.7 21.627 197
sp|Q9UBF2|COPG2_HUMANsp|Q9UBF2|COPG2_HUMAN Coatomer subunit gamma-2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=COPG2 PE=1 SV=121.45031 21.96124 5 0 By MS/MS 4 0 0.5109386 1243 7.5 97.621 871
sp|Q15056-2|IF4H_HUMAN;sp|Q15056|IF4H_HUMANsp|Q15056-2|IF4H_HUMAN Isoform Short of Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 4H OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF4H;sp|Q15056|IF4H_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 4H OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF4H PE=1 SV=52 .44031 24.95065 7 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 6 0.510334 1242 36 25.2 228
sp|P46777|RL5_HUMANsp|P46777|RL5_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL5 PE=1 SV=325.37792 25.88656 7 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 17 14 0.5086327 1241 40.7 34.362 297
sp|P11441|UBL4A_HUMANsp|P11441|UBL4A_HUMAN Ubiquitin-like protein 4A OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBL4A PE=1 SV=123.46998 23.97771 5 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 6 0.5077286 1240 43.9 17.776 157
sp|P52209|6PGD_HUMANsp|P52209|6PGD_HUMAN 6-phosphogluconate dehydrogenase, decarboxylating OS=Homo sapiens GN=PGD PE=1 SV=329.26074 29.76735 20 17 By MS/MS By MS/MS 51 38 0.5066147 1239 50.9 53.139 483
sp|Q96AY3|FKB10_HUMANsp|Q96AY3|FKB10_HUMAN Peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase FKBP10 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FKBP10 PE=1 SV=125.445 25.95154 12 9 By MS/MS By M /MS 21 15 0.5065422 1238 24.9 64.244 582
sp|P14618|KPYM_HUMAN;sp|P14618-3|KPYM_HUMAN;sp|P14618-2|KPYM_HUMAN;sp|P30613-2|KPYR_HUMAN;sp|P30613|KPYR_HUMANsp|P14618|KPYM_HUMAN Pyruvate kinase PKM OS=Homo sapiens GN=PKM PE=1 SV=4;sp|P14618-3|KPYM_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Pyruvate kinase PKM OS=Homo sapiens GN=PKM;sp|P14618-2|KPYM_HUMAN Isoform M1 of Pyruvate kinase PKM OS=Homo sapiens GN=PKM29.2584 29.76218 30 28 By S/MS By MS/ S 67 57 0.5037766 1237 62.9 57.936 531
sp|Q5SW79-2|CE170_HUMAN;sp|Q5SW79-3|CE170_HUMAN;sp|Q5SW79|CE170_HUMAN;sp|Q96L14|C170L_HUMANsp|Q5SW79-2|CE170_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Centrosomal protein of 170 kDa OS=Homo sapiens GN=CEP170;sp|Q5SW79-3|CE170_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Centrosomal protein of 170 kDa OS=Homo sapiens GN=CEP170;sp|Q5SW79|CE170_HUMAN Centrosomal protein of 170 kDa OS=Homo sapiens20.7489 21.25147 3 2 By MS/MS By MS/M 4 1 0.5025253 1236 2.9 161.41 1460
sp|P00338|LDHA_HUMAN;sp|P00338-3|LDHA_HUMAN;sp|P00338-4|LDHA_HUMAN;sp|P00338-5|LDHA_HUMAN;sp|P00338-2|LDHA_HUMAN;sp|Q6ZMR3|LDH6A_HUMAN;sp|P07864|LDHC_HUMANsp|P00338|LDHA_HUMAN -lactate dehydrogenase A chain OS=Homo sapiens GN=LDHA PE=1 SV=2;sp|P00338-3|LDHA_HUMAN Isoform 3 of L-lactate dehydrogenase A chain OS=Homo sapiens GN=LDHA;sp|P00338-4|LDHA_HUMAN Isoform 4 of L-lactate dehydrogenase A chain OS=Homo s25.88542 26.3867 11 10 By M / S By MS/MS 20 17 .5012817 1235 37.3 36.688 332
sp|P05165|PCCA_HUMAN;sp|P05165-2|PCCA_HUMAN;sp|P05165-3|PCCA_HUMANsp|P05165|PCCA_HUMAN ropionyl-CoA carboxylase alpha chain, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=PCCA PE=1 SV=4;sp|P05165-2|PCCA_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Propionyl-CoA carboxylase alpha chain, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=PCCA;sp|P05165-3|PCCA_HUMAN Isoform 3 of25.27231 25.77327 14 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 25 21 0.5009575 1234 27.2 80.058 728
sp|Q99426|TBCB_HUMANsp|Q99426|TBCB_HUMAN Tubulin-folding cofactor B OS=Homo sapiens GN=TBCB PE=1 SV=224.20494 24.70525 7 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 5 0.5003128 1233 29.5 27.325 244
sp|O00330|ODPX_HUMAN;sp|O00330-2|ODPX_HUMANsp|O00330|ODPX_HUMAN Pyruvate dehydrogenase protein X component, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=PDHX PE=1 SV=3;sp|O00330-2|ODPX_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Pyruvate dehydrogenase protein X component, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=PDHX23.356 6 23.85405 7 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 5 0.4976959 1232 19.2 54.122 501
sp|Q13085-3|ACACA_HUMAN;sp|Q13085-2|ACACA_HUMAN;sp|Q13085|ACACA_HUMAN;sp|Q13085-4|ACACA_HUMAN;sp|O00763-2|ACACB_HUMAN;sp|O00763|ACACB_HUMANsp|Q13085-3| CACA_HUMAN Isoform 3 of cetyl-CoA carboxylase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACACA;sp|Q13085-2|ACACA_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Acetyl-CoA carboxylase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACACA;sp|Q13085|ACACA_HUMAN Acetyl-CoA carboxylase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACACA PE=1 SV=2;25.64408 26.13917 26 17 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 25 0.4950867 1231 16.8 257.24 2268
sp|Q9H9P8-2|L2HDH_HUMAN;sp|Q9H9P8|L2HDH_HUMANsp|Q9 9P8-2|L2HDH_HUMAN Isoform 2 of L-2-hydroxyglutarate dehydrogenase, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=L2HGDH;sp|Q9H9P8|L2HDH_HUMAN L-2-hydroxyglutarate dehydrogenase, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=L2HGDH PE=1 SV=323.51087 24.00196 6 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 8 0.4910889 1230 18.4 48.505 441
sp|Q15435-2|PP1R7_HUMAN;sp|Q15435|PP1R7_HUMAN;sp|Q15435-4|PP1R7_HUMAN;sp|Q15435-3|PP1R7_HUMANsp|Q15435-2|PP1R7_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Protein phosphatase 1 regulatory subunit 7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPP1R7;sp|Q15435|PP1R7_HUMAN Protein phosphatase 1 regulatory subunit 7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPP1R7 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q15435-4|PP1R7_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Protein phos21.00161 21.49165 2 0 By MS/MS 3 0 0.4900379 1229 6.3 36.837 317
sp|Q9Y314|NOSIP_HUMANsp|Q9Y314|NOSIP_HUMAN Nitric oxide synthase-interacting protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=NOSIP PE=1 SV=120.21798 20.70653 2 0 By MS/MS 3 0 0.488554 1228 10.3 33.172 301
sp|P61254|RL26_HUMAN;sp|Q9UNX3|RL26L_HUMANsp|P61254|RL26_H MAN 60S ribosomal protein L26 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL26 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9UNX3|RL26L_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L26-like 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL26L1 PE=1 SV=1.06634 26.55356 7 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 15 9 0.4872189 1227 35.2 17.258 145
sp|Q9BU76-4|MMTA2_HUMAN;sp|Q9BU76|MMTA2_HUMAN;sp|Q9BU76-3|MMTA2_HUMAN;sp|Q9BU76-2|MMTA2_HUMANsp|Q9BU76-4|MMTA2_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Multiple myeloma tumor-associated protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MMTAG2;sp|Q9BU76|MMTA2_HUMAN Multiple myeloma tumor-associated protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MMTAG2 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9BU76-3|MMTA2_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Multiple m24.15522 24.64124 7 5 By S/MS By MS/MS 11 10 0.4860229 1226 41.3 20.536 189
sp|Q14980-4|NUMA1_HUMAN;sp|Q14980-3|NUMA1_HUMAN;sp|Q14980-2|NUMA1_HUMAN;sp|Q14980|NUMA1_HUMAN;sp|Q9ULV0|MYO5B_HUMANsp|Q14980-4|NUMA1_HUMAN Isoform Numa-s of Nuclear mitotic apparatus protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NUMA1;sp|Q14980-3|NUMA1_HUMAN Isoform Numa-m of Nuclear mitotic apparatus protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NUMA1;sp|Q14980-2|NUMA1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Nuclear mitot21.92785 22.41166 2 0 By MS/MS 3 0 0.4838142 1225 1.3 200.09 1763
sp|Q9NQ29-2|LUC7L_HUMAN;sp|Q9NQ29|LUC7L_HUMAN;sp|Q9NQ29-3|LUC7L_HUMANsp|Q9NQ29-2|LUC7L_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Putative RNA binding protein Luc7-like 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=LUC7L;sp|Q9NQ29|LUC7L_HUMAN Putative RNA-binding protein Luc7-like 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=LUC7L PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9NQ29-3|LUC7L_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Putative RNA-bindi23.078 3.56174 11 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 5 0.4837456 1224 34.2 38.405 325
sp|Q9NUU7|DD19A_HUMAN;sp|Q9UHL0-2|DDX25_HUMAN;sp|Q9UHL0|DDX25_HUMANsp|Q9NU 7|DD19A_H MAN ATP-dependent RNA helicase DX19A OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDX19A PE=1 SV=127.2338 27.71162 20 18 By MS/MS By MS/MS 36 32 0.4778194 1223 52.9 53.974 478
sp|P61956-2|SUMO2_HUMAN;sp|P61956|SUMO2_HUMAN;sp|Q6EEV6|SUMO4_HUMAN;sp|P55854|SUMO3_HUMANsp|P61956-2|SUMO2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Small ubiquitin-related modifier 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SUMO2;sp|P61956|SUMO2_HUMAN Small ubiquitin-related modifier 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SUMO2 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q6EEV6|SUMO4_HUMAN Small ubiquitin-related modifier 4 OS=Homo sa24.67028 25.14748 2 2 By S/MS By MS/M 4 2 0.4771976 1222 31 8.1111 71
sp|P61020|RAB5B_HUMAN;sp|P61020-2|RAB5B_HUMANsp|P61020|RAB5B_HUMAN as-related protein Rab-5B OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB5B PE=1 SV=1;sp|P61020-2|RAB5B_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ras-related protein Rab-5B OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB5B23.10148 3.57773 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 3 0.4762554 1221 27.9 23.707 215
sp|P62913-2|RL11_HUMAN;sp|P62913|RL11_HUMANsp|P62913-2|RL11_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 60S ribosomal protein L11 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL11;sp|P62913|RL11_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L11 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL11 PE=1 SV=226.2535 26.72949 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 8 0.4759941 1220 26 20.124 177
sp|Q9UKD2|MRT4_HUMANsp|Q9UKD2|MRT4_HUMAN mRNA turnover protein 4 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=MRTO4 PE=1 SV=221.10649 21.58214 2 0 By MS/MS 3 0 0.4756546 1219 8.8 27.56 239
sp|Q9NVH2-3|INT7_HUMAN;sp|Q9NVH2-2|INT7_HUMAN;sp|Q9NVH2|INT7_HUMANsp|Q9NVH2-3|INT7_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Integrator complex subunit 7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=INTS7;sp|Q9NVH2-2|INT7_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Integrator complex subunit 7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=INTS7;sp|Q9NVH2|INT7_HUMAN Integrator complex subunit 7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=INTS7 P23.50312 23.97841 2 2 By MS/ S By MS/MS 3 2 0.4752846 1218 1.7 104.7 942
sp|Q13177|PAK2_HUMAN;sp|O75914-2|PAK3_HUMAN;sp|O75914|PAK3_HUMAN;sp|O75914-4|PAK3_HUMAN;sp|O75914-3|PAK3_HUMANsp|Q13177|PAK2_HUMAN Serine/threonine-protein kinase PAK 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PAK2 PE=1 SV=326.59149 27.06671 18 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 36 23 0.4752197 1217 48.7 58.042 524
sp|Q9H8S9|MOB1A_HUMAN;sp|Q7L9L4|MOB1B_HUMAN;sp|Q7L9L4-2|MOB1B_HUMAN;sp|Q9H8S9-2|MOB1A_HUMANsp|Q9H8S9|MOB1A_HUMAN MOB kinase activator 1A OS=Homo sapiens GN=MOB1A PE=1 SV=4;sp|Q7L9L4|MOB1B_HUMAN MOB kinase activator 1B OS=Homo sapiens GN=MOB1B PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q7L9L4-2|MOB1B_HUMAN Isoform 2 of MOB kinase activator 1B OS=Homo sapiens GN=MOB1B;sp|Q9H8S24.62662 25.10085 5 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 5 0.4742374 1216 22.7 25.079 216
sp|O75880|SCO1_HUMANsp|O75880|SCO1_HUMAN Protein SCO1 homolog, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=SCO1 PE=1 SV=122.3157 22.78907 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 3 0.4733715 1215 5.3 33.814 301
sp|Q16539|MK14_HUMAN;sp|Q16539-3|MK14_HUMAN;sp|Q16539-2|MK14_HUMAN;sp|Q16539-4|MK14_HUMANsp|Q16539|MK14_HUMAN itogen-activated protein kinase 14 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MAPK14 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q16539-3|MK14_HUMAN Isoform Mxi2 of Mitogen-activated protein kinase 14 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MAPK14;sp|Q16539-2|MK14_HUMAN Isoform CSBP1 of Mitogen-activated prot23.78945 24.25861 8 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 9 0.4691601 1214 24.2 41.293 360
sp|Q9Y4L1|HYOU1_HUMAN;sp|Q9BXT5|TEX15_HUMANsp|Q9Y4L1|HYOU1_HUMAN Hypoxia up-regulated protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HYOU1 PE=1 SV=128.32182 28.79011 35 31 By M /MS By MS/MS 80 49 0.4682865 1213 42.4 111.33 999
sp|P34932|HSP74_HUMANsp|P34932|HSP74_HUMAN Heat shock 70 kDa protein 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSPA4 PE=1 SV=425.21434 25.68185 16 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 23 14 0.4675121 1212 27 94.33 840
sp|Q14671-2|PUM1_HUMAN;sp|Q14671-3|PUM1_HUMANsp|Q 4671-2|PUM1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Pumilio homolog 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PUM1;sp|Q14671-3|PUM1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Pumilio homolog 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PUM124.74042 25.20717 11 9 By M /MS By MS/MS 20 11 0.4667549 1211 13.9 124.42 1162
sp|Q9H444|CHM4B_HUMANsp|Q9H444|CHM4B_HUMAN Charged multivesicular body protein 4b OS=Homo sapiens GN=CHMP4B PE=1 SV=122.55403 23.02051 3 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 2 0.4664764 1210 15.6 24.95 224
sp|Q9Y3A5|SBDS_HUMANsp|Q9Y3A5|SBDS_HUMAN Ribosome maturation protein SBDS OS=Homo sapiens GN=SBDS PE=1 SV=424.25846 24.72453 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 11 0.4660625 1209 35.6 28.763 250
sp|Q01469|FABP5_HUMANsp|Q01469|FABP5_HUMAN Fatty acid-binding protein, epidermal OS=Homo sapiens GN=FABP5 PE=1 SV=322.37677 22.84211 4 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 3 0.4653435 1208 30.4 15.164 135
sp|Q9BZZ5-2|API5_HUMAN;sp|Q9BZZ5-5|API5_HUMANsp|Q9BZZ5-2|API5_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Apoptosis inhibitor 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=API5;sp|Q9BZZ5-5|API5_HUMAN Isoform 5 of Apoptosis inhibitor 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=API529.76678 30.23192 27 24 By MS/MS By MS/MS 85 68 0.4651375 1207 51.8 56.769 504
sp|Q16222-2|UAP1_HUMAN;sp|Q16222-3|UAP1_HUMAN;sp|Q16222|UAP1_HUMAN;sp|Q3KQV9|UAP1L_HUMANsp|Q 6222-2|UAP1_HUMAN Isoform AGX1 of UDP-N-acetylhexosamine pyrophosphorylase OS=Homo sapiens GN=UAP1;sp|Q16222-3|UAP1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of UDP-N-acetylhexosamine pyrophosphorylase OS=Homo sapiens GN=UAP1;sp|Q16222|UAP1_HUMAN UDP-N-acetylhexosamine pyropho22.80103 2 .26184 4 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 5 0.4608154 1206 9.7 57.028 505
sp|Q9NR31|SAR1A_HUMANsp|Q9NR31|SAR1A_HUMAN GTP-binding protein SAR1a OS=Homo sapiens GN=SAR1A PE=1 SV=126.5665 27.02433 3 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 10 0.4578304 1205 25.3 22.367 198
sp|P10155-2|RO60_HUMAN;sp|P10155-3|RO60_HUMAN;sp|P10155-4|RO60_HUMAN;sp|P10155|RO60_HUMANsp|P10155-2|RO60_HUMAN Isoform Short of 60 kDa SS-A/Ro ribonucleo rotein OS=Homo sapiens GN=TROVE2;sp|P10155-3|RO60_HUMAN Isoform 3 of 60 kDa SS-A/Ro ribonucleoprotein OS=Homo sapiens GN=TROVE2;sp|P10155-4|RO60_HUMAN Isoform 4 of 60 kDa SS-A/Ro ribonucleop21.15246 21.60 64 2 0 By MS/MS 3 0 0.4541817 1204 9.8 23.299 2 5
sp|Q9H832|UBE2Z_HUMAN;sp|Q9H832-2|UBE2Z_HUMANsp|Q9H832|UBE2Z_HUMAN biquitin-conjugating enzyme E2 Z OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBE2Z PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9H832-2|UBE2Z_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E2 Z OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBE2Z23.53457 23.98746 7 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 7 0.4528866 1203 19.5 38.21 354
sp|Q9NP97|DLRB1_HUMAN;sp|Q8TF09|DLRB2_HUMAN;sp|Q9NP97-2|DLRB1_HUMANsp|Q9NP97|DLRB1_HUMAN Dynein light chain roadblock-type  OS=Homo sapiens GN=DYNLRB1 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q8TF09|DLRB2_HUMAN Dynein light chain roadblock-type 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DYNLRB2 PE=1 SV=123.92787 24.37948 3 2 B  MS/M By MS/MS 6 4 0.4516125 12 2 38.5 10.921 96
sp|Q5VVQ6-2|OTU1_HUMAN;sp|Q5VVQ6|OTU1_HUMANsp|Q5VVQ6-2|OTU1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ubiquitin thioesterase OTU1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=YOD1;sp|Q5VVQ6|OTU1_HUMAN Ubiquitin thioesterase OTU1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=YOD1 PE=1 SV=122.8 082 23.26241 4 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 4 0.4515896 1201 17.1 33.979 304
sp|P62805|H4_HUMANsp|P62805|H4_HUMAN Histone H4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HIST1H4A PE=1 SV=228.3241 28.77323 8 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 23 19 0.4491272 1200 59.2 11.367 103
sp|P83881|RL36A_HUMAN;sp|Q969Q0|RL36L_HUMANsp|P83881|RL36A_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L36a OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL36A PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q969Q0|RL36L_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L36a-like OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL36AL PE=1 SV=325.08776 25.53333 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 6 0.4455624 1199 32.1 12.441 106
sp|Q9UG63|ABCF2_HUMANsp|Q9UG63| BCF2_HUMAN ATP-binding cassette sub-family F member 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ABCF2 PE=1 SV=224.4957 24.94092 10 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 18 9 0.4452133 1198 19.6 71.289 623
sp|Q99880|H2B1L_HUMAN;sp|Q99879|H2B1M_HUMAN;sp|Q99877|H2B1N_HUMAN;sp|Q93079|H2B1H_HUMAN;sp|Q5QNW6|H2B2F_HUMAN;sp|P62807|H2B1C_HUMAN;sp|P58876|H2B1D_HUMAN;sp|O60814|H2B1K_HUMAN;sp|Q5QNW6-2|H2B2F_HUMAN;sp|P57053|H2BFS_HUMAN;sp|Q96A08|H2B1A_HUMANsp|Q99880|H2B1L_HUMAN Histone H2B type 1-L OS= omo sapiens GN=HIST1H2BL PE=1 SV=3; | 99879|H2B1M_HUMAN Histone H2B type 1-M OS=Homo sapiens GN=HIST1H2BM PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q99877|H2B1N_HUMAN Histone H2B type 1-N OS=Homo sapiens GN=HIST1H2BN PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q93079|27.37019 27.81531 8 7 y MS/ S By MS/MS 20 16 0.445118 1197 53.2 13.952 126
sp|Q96F45|ZN503_HUMAN;sp|Q96F45-2|ZN503_HUMAN;sp|Q96F45-3|ZN503_HUMANsp|Q96F45|Z 503_HUMAN inc finger protein 503 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ZNF503 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q96F45-2|ZN503_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Zinc finger protein 503 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ZNF50322.9929 3.43606 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 6 0.4431667 1196 5.1 62.554 646
sp|P30085|KCY_HUMAN;sp|P30085-2|KCY_HUMANsp|P30085|KCY_HUMAN UMP-CMP kinase OS=Homo sapiens GN=CMPK1 PE=1 SV=325.8501 26.29134 7 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 17 12 0.4412384 1195 42.9 22.222 196
sp|Q8WWY3|PRP31_HUMAN;sp|Q8WWY3-2|PRP31_HUMAN;sp|Q8WWY3-3|PRP31_HUMANsp|Q8WWY3|PRP31_HUMAN U4/U6 small nuclear ribonucleoprotein Prp31 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRPF31 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q8WWY3-2|PRP31_HUMAN Isoform 2 of U4/U6 small nuclear ribonucleoprotein Prp31 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRPF31;sp|Q8WWY3-3|PRP31_HUMAN Isoform 3 of U4/U6 smal22.95257 23.39349 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 5 0.4409218 1194 9.4 55.455 499
sp|Q9UHY1|NRBP_HUMANsp|Q9UHY1| RBP_HUMAN Nuclear receptor-binding protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=NRBP1 PE=1 SV=122.70174 23.14196 4 2 By M /MS By MS/MS 8 3 0.4402161 1193 11 59.844 535
sp|O43615|TIM44_HUMANsp|O43615|TIM44_HUMAN Mitochondrial import inner membrane translocase subunit TIM44 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TIMM44 PE=1 SV=225.92137 26.35765 16 14 By MS/MS By MS/MS 29 23 0.4362831 1192 40.3 51.355 452
sp|P62979|RS27A_HUMAN;sp|P62987|RL40_HUMAN;sp|P0CG47|UBB_HUMAN;sp|P0CG48|UBC_HUMANsp|P62979|RS27A_HUMAN Ubiquitin-40S ribosomal protein S27a OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS27A PE=1 SV=2;sp|P62987|RL40_HUMAN Ubiquitin-60S ribosomal protein L40 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBA52 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P0CG47|UBB_HUMAN Polyubiquitin-B OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBB PE=1 SV=1;.22269 27.65772 6 6 By S/MS By MS/MS 15 11 0.4350262 1191 42.9 17.965 156
sp|O75934|SPF27_HUMANsp|O75934|SPF27_HUMAN Pre-mRNA-splicing factor SPF27 OS=Homo sapiens GN=BCAS2 PE=1 SV=12.9192 23.3476 5 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 4 0.4283981 1190 26.7 26.131 225
sp|Q9H6Z4-3|RANB3_HUMAN;sp|Q9H6Z4-2|RANB3_HUMAN;sp|Q9H6Z4|RANB3_HUMANsp|Q9H6Z4-3|RANB3_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Ran-binding protein 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RANBP3;sp|Q9H6Z4-2|RANB3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ran-binding protein 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RANBP3;sp|Q9H6Z4|RANB3_HUMAN Ran-binding protein 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RANBP3 PE=1 SV=121.82842 22. 5659 3 0 By MS/MS 4 0 0.4281693 1189 7.2 53.41 499
sp|Q8TEQ6|GEMI5_HUMANsp|Q8TEQ6|GEMI5_HUMAN Gem-associated protein 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GEMIN5 PE=1 SV=321.26768 21.69384 3 0 By MS/MS 5 0 0.4261627 1188 2.5 168.59 1508
sp|Q15645|PCH2_HUMAN;sp|Q15645-2|PCH2_HUMANsp|Q15645|PCH2_HUMAN achytene checkpoint protein 2 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=TRIP13 PE=1 SV=224.7592 25.18291 12 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 24 4 0.4236736 1187 33.1 48.55 432
sp|P62829|RL23_HUMANsp|P62829|RL23_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L23 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL23 PE=1 SV=19.23519 29.65854 8 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 33 25 0.4233475 1186 52.1 14.865 140
sp|P05166|PCCB_HUMAN;sp|P05166-2|PCCB_HUMANsp|P05166|PCCB_HUMAN ropionyl-CoA carboxylase beta chain, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=PCCB PE=1 SV=3;sp|P05166-2|PCCB_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Propionyl-CoA carboxylase beta chain, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=PCCB24.98954 25.41254 12 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 18 12 0.4230061 1185 32.8 58.215 539
sp|Q5TC12|ATPF1_HUMAN;sp|Q5TC12-2|ATPF1_HUMANsp|Q5TC12|ATPF1_HUMAN ATP synthase mitochondrial F1 complex assembly factor 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATPAF1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q5TC12-2|ATPF1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of ATP synthase mitochondrial F1 complex assembly factor 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATPAF124.00744 24.43027 5 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 5 0.422821 1 84 17.7 36.436 328
sp|Q96CT7|CC124_HUMANsp|Q96CT7|CC124_HUMAN Coiled-coil domain-containing protein 124 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CCDC124 PE=1 SV=124.59895 25.02174 8 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 20 14 0.4227943 1183 40.8 25.835 223
sp|Q8NAV1|PR38A_HUMANsp|Q8NAV1|PR38A_HUMAN Pre-mRNA-splicing factor 38A OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRPF38A PE=1 SV=122.36399 22.78618 3 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 4 0.4221897 1182 10.9 37.476 312
sp|Q92522|H1X_HUMANsp|Q92522|H1X_HUMAN Histone H1x OS=Homo sapiens GN=H1FX PE=1 SV=123.35904 23.78047 2 3 By MS/MS By M /MS 1 5 0.4214249 1181 14.1 22.487 213
sp|Q96GD0|PLPP_HUMANsp|Q96GD0|PLPP_HUMAN Pyridoxal phosphate phosphatase OS=Homo sapiens GN=PDXP PE=1 SV=224.87244 25.28856 7 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 14 8 0.4161167 1180 34.5 31.698 296
sp|P54819-5|KAD2_HUMAN;sp|P54819-2|KAD2_HUMAN;sp|P54819|KAD2_HUMAN;sp|P54819-3|KAD2_HUMAN;sp|P54819-6|KAD2_HUMAN;sp|P54819-4|KAD2_HUMANsp|P54819-5|KAD2_HUMAN Isoform 5 of Adenylate kinase 2, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=AK2;sp|P54819-2|KAD2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Adenylate kinase 2, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=AK2;sp|P54819|KAD2_HUMAN Adenylate kinase 2, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens26.03 9 26.44658 11 9 By MS/ S By MS/M 4 15 0.4 10889 1179 64.3 24.648 224
sp|P62280|RS11_HUMANsp|P62280|RS11_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S11 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS11 PE=1 SV=327.48224 27.89157 11 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 23 20 0.4093323 1178 53.2 18.431 158
sp|P30533|AMRP_HUMANsp| 30533|AMRP_HUMAN Alpha-2-macroglobulin receptor-associated protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=LRPAP1 PE=1 SV=121.53017 21.93566 2 1 By MS/MS By matching 3 0 0.4054909 1177 6.4 41.465 357
sp|Q9UMS4|PRP19_HUMANsp|Q UMS4|PRP19_HUMAN Pre-mRNA-processing factor 19 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRPF19 PE=1 SV=126.77794 27.17807 15 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 33 19 0.400135 1176 46.4 55.18 504
sp|Q9UKA9|PTBP2_HUMAN;sp|Q9UKA9-2|PTBP2_HUMAN;sp|Q9UKA9-4|PTBP2_HUMAN;sp|Q9UKA9-3|PTBP2_HUMAN;sp|Q9UKA9-5|PTBP2_HUMAN;sp|Q9UKA9-6|PTBP2_HUMANsp|Q9UKA9|PTBP2_H M N Polypyrimidine tract-binding protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=  PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9UKA9-2|PTBP2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Polypyrimidine tract-binding protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PTBP2;sp|Q9UKA9-4|PTBP2_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Polypyrimidine tract-b22.87418 23.2737 7 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 1 0.3995209 1175 15.6 57.49 531
sp|Q9BV20|MTNA_HUMAN;sp|Q9BV20-2|MTNA_HUMANsp|Q9BV20|MTNA_HUMAN Methylthioribose-1-phosphate isomerase OS=Homo sapiens GN=MRI1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9BV20-2|MTNA_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Methylthioribose-1-phosphate isomerase OS=Homo sapiens GN=MRI121.3029 1.70151 3 0 By MS/MS 6 0 0.3986015 1174 8.7 39.149 369
sp|O43172-2|PRP4_HUMAN;sp|O43172|PRP4_HUMANsp|O 3172-2|PRP4_HUMAN Isoform 2 of U4/U6 small nuclear ribonucleoprotein Prp4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRPF4;sp|O43172|PRP4_HUMAN U4/U6 small nuclear ribonucleoprotein Prp4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRPF4 PE=1 SV=223.86032 24.25443 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 8 0.3941174 1173 19.2 58.32 521
sp|Q14012|KCC1A_HUMANsp|Q14012|KCC1A_HUMAN Calcium/calmodulin-dependent protein kinase type 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CAMK1 PE=1 SV=120.77362 21.16156 2 0 By MS/MS 3 0 0.3879375 172 7.6 41.337 370
sp|P82979|SARNP_HUMANsp|P82979|SARNP_HUMAN SAP domain-containing ribonucleoprotein OS=Homo sapiens GN=SARNP PE=1 SV=324.79803 25.18499 8 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 14 7 0.3869591 1171 42.4 23.671 210
sp|P23381|SYWC_HUMAN;sp|P23381-2|SYWC_HUMANsp|P23381|SYWC_HUMAN Tryptophan--tRNA ligase, cytoplasmic OS=Homo sapiens GN=WARS PE=1 SV=2;sp|P23381-2|SYWC_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Tryptophan--tRNA ligase, cytoplasmic OS=Homo sapiens GN=WARS25.808 6 26.19212 15 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 26 13 0.3837662 1 70 36.7 53.165 471
sp|P52815|RM12_HUMANsp|P52815|RM12_HUMAN 39S ribosomal protein L12, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=MRPL12 PE=1 SV=223.02509 23.40613 3 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 3 0.3810387 1169 10.1 21.348 198
sp|P04080|CYTB_HUMANsp|P04080|CYTB_HUMAN Cystatin-B OS=Homo sapiens GN=CSTB PE=1 SV=223.32045 23.69986 3 2 By MS/MS By M /MS 6 3 0.3794136 1168 45.9 11.139 98
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sp|O00442|RTCA_HUMAN;sp|O00442-2|RTCA_HUMANsp|O00442|RTCA_HUMAN NA 3-terminal phosphate cyclase OS=Homo sapiens GN=RTCA PE=1 SV=1;sp|O00442-2|RTCA_HUMAN Isoform 2 of RNA 3-terminal phosphate cyclase OS=Homo sapiens GN=RTCA23.4 691 23.78067 4 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 5 0.3737526 1167 19.1 39.336 366
sp|P24941|CDK2_HUMAN;sp|P24941-2|CDK2_HUMAN;sp|Q00526|CDK3_HUMANsp|P24941|CDK2_HUMAN yclin-dependent kinase 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CDK2 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P24941-2|CDK2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Cyclin-dependent kinase 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CDK223.64229 24.01453 7 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 4 0.3722343 1166 33.6 33.929 298
sp|O94826|TOM70_HUMANsp|O94826|TOM70_HUMAN Mitochondrial import receptor subunit TOM70 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TOMM70A PE=1 SV=120.78493 21.15521 3 0 By MS/MS 5 0 0.3702869 1165 4.6 67.454 608
sp|O95456-2|PSMG1_HUMAN;sp|O95456|PSMG1_HUMANsp|O95456-2|PSMG1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Proteasome assembly chaperone 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMG1;sp|O95456|PSMG1_HUMAN Proteasome assembly chaperone 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMG1 PE=1 SV=121.4 07 21.7791 3 1 By MS/MS By matching 4 0 0.3684025 1164 16.5 30.288 267
sp|P62826|RAN_HUMANsp|P62826|RAN_HUMAN GTP-binding nuclear protein Ran OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAN PE=1 SV=326.81238 27.16605 7 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 16 9 0.3536739 1163 36.1 24.423 216
sp|O75844|FACE1_HUMANsp|O75844|FACE1_HUMAN CAAX prenyl protease 1 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=ZMPSTE24 PE=1 SV=221.09899 21.45109 2 1 By MS/MS By matching 3 0 0.3521023 1162 4.6 54.812 475
sp|P43897|EFTS_HUMAN;sp|P43897-2|EFTS_HUMAN;sp|P43897-4|EFTS_HUMAN;sp|P43897-3|EFTS_HUMANsp|P43897|EFTS_HUMAN longation factor Ts, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=TSFM PE=1 SV=2;sp|P43897-2|EFTS_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Elongation factor Ts, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=TSFM26. 52 3 26.80267 13 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 27 14 0.3497391 1161 48.3 35.39 325
sp|P10809|CH60_HUMANsp|P10809|CH60_HUMAN 60 kDa heat shock protein, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSPD1 PE=1 SV=231.90103 32.24828 39 32 By MS/MS By MS/MS 163 110 0.3472481 1160 67 61.054 573
sp|Q14694|UBP10_HUMAN;sp|Q14694-3|UBP10_HUMAN;sp|Q14694-2|UBP10_HUMANsp|Q14694|UBP10_HUMAN biquitin carboxyl-terminal hydrolase 10 OS=Homo sapiens GN=USP10 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q14694-3|UBP10_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Ubiquitin carboxyl-terminal hydrolase 10 OS=Homo sapiens GN=USP10;sp|Q14694-2|UBP10_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ubiquitin carboxyl21.5700 21.91005 3 0 By MS/MS 4 0 0.3399906 15 5 87.133 798
sp|Q14165|MLEC_HUMANsp|Q14165|MLEC_HUMAN Malectin OS=Homo sapiens GN=MLEC PE=1 SV=121.46842 21.80773 2 0 By MS/MS 3 0 0.3393116 1158 8.9 32.233 292
sp|Q15369|ELOC_HUMAN;sp|Q15369-2|ELOC_HUMANsp|Q15369|ELOC_HUMAN Transcription elongation factor B polypeptide 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TCEB1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q15369-2|ELOC_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Transcription elongation factor B polypeptide 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TCEB125.84902 26.18733 6 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 13 7 0.3383102 1157 65.2 12.473 112
sp|Q8WVK2|SNR27_HUMANsp|Q8WVK2|S R27_HUMAN U4/U6.U5 small nuclear ribonucleoprotein 27 kDa protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=SNRNP27 PE=1 SV=121.33145 21.66688 2 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 1 0.3354282 1156 17.4 18.86 155
sp|Q9HDC9-2|APMAP_HUMAN;sp|Q9HDC9|APMAP_HUMANsp|Q9HDC9-2| PMAP_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Adipocyte plasma membrane-associated protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=APMAP;sp|Q9HDC9|APMAP_HUMAN Adipocyte plasma membrane-associated protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=APMAP PE=1 SV=221.92734 22.26246 3 0 By MS/MS 3 0 0.3351154 1155 10.4 32.161 289
sp|Q8WWH5|TRUB1_HUMANsp|Q8WWH5|TRUB1_HUMAN Probable tRNA pseudouridine synthase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TRUB1 PE=1 SV=123.7 649 24.05109 6 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 9 0.3345985 1154 24.9 37.252 349
sp|Q13765-2|NACA_HUMAN;sp|Q13765|NACA_HUMAN;sp|Q9BZK3|NACP1_HUMANsp|Q13765-2| ACA_HUMA  Isoform 2 of Nascent polypeptide-associated complex subunit alpha OS=Homo sapiens GN=NACA;sp|Q13765|NACA_HUMAN Nascent polypeptide-associated complex subunit alpha OS=Homo sapiens GN=NACA PE=1 SV=127.0402 27.36953 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 7 0.3293304 1153 5.9 94.664 925
sp|P35080-2|PROF2_HUMAN;sp|P35080|PROF2_HUMANsp|P35080-2|PROF2_HUMAN Isoform IIb of Profilin-2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PFN2;sp|P35080|PROF2_HUMAN Profilin-2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PFN2 PE=1 SV=324.78297 25.10984 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 7 0.3268757 1152 32.1 15.088 40
sp|Q15382|RHEB_HUMANsp|Q15382|RHEB_HUMAN GTP-binding protein Rheb OS=Homo sapiens GN=RHEB PE=1 SV=123.87774 24.20449 6 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 3 0.3267498 1151 28.3 20.497 184
sp|O43347|MSI1H_HUMANsp|O43347|MSI1H_HUMAN RNA-binding protein Musashi homolog 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MSI1 PE=1 SV=124.62906 24.94686 7 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 14 6 0.3177967 1150 29.6 39.124 362
sp|P40926|MDHM_HUMANsp|P40926|MDHM_HUMAN Malate dehydrogenase, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=MDH2 PE=1 SV=324.15815 24.46905 9 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 17 7 0.3108978 1149 33.7 35.503 338
sp|P07195|LDHB_HUMANsp|P07195|LDHB_HUMAN L-lactate dehydrogenase B chain OS=Homo sapiens GN=LDHB PE=1 SV=225.96739 26.27521 11 9 By M /MS By MS/MS 23 14 0.3078175 1148 38.9 36.638 334
sp|P53597|SUCA_HUMANsp|P53597|SUCA_HUMAN Succinyl-CoA ligase [ADP/GDP-forming] subunit alpha, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=SUCLG1 PE=1 SV=423.58658 23.88567 4 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 4 0.2990952 1147 15.9 36.249 346
sp|Q9NZI8|IF2B1_HUMAN;sp|Q9NZI8-2|IF2B1_HUMANsp|Q9NZI8|IF2B1_HUMAN nsulin-like growth factor 2 mRNA-binding protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=IGF2BP1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9NZI8-2|IF2B1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Insulin-like growth factor 2 mRNA-binding protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=IGF2BP126.14806 26.44071 15 14 By MS/MS By MS/MS 32 22 0.2926483 1146 35.4 63.48 577
sp|P23396|RS3_HUMAN;sp|P23396-2|RS3_HUMANsp|P23396|RS3_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS3 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P23396-2|RS3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 40S ribosomal protein S3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS327. 2294 27.61555 11 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 25 2 0. 926044 1145 45.3 26.688 24
sp|P23528|COF1_HUMANsp|P23528|COF1_HUMAN Cofilin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CFL1 PE=1 SV=327.88204 28.17136 14 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 32 19 0.2893219 1144 74.7 18.502 166
sp|Q06265-3|EXOS9_HUMAN;sp|Q06265-4|EXOS9_HUMAN;sp|Q06265|EXOS9_HUMAN;sp|Q06265-2|EXOS9_HUMANsp|Q06265-3|EXOS9_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Exo ome complex component RRP45 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EXOSC9;sp|Q06265-4|EXOS9_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Exosome complex component RRP45 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EXOSC9;sp|Q06265|EXOS9_HUMAN Exosome complex component RRP45 OS=Homo sapi21.34619 21.6341 2 0 By MS/MS 3 0 0.2879124 1143 5.9 39.234 355
sp|P36542-2|ATPG_HUMAN;sp|P36542|ATPG_HUMANsp| 36542-2|ATPG_HUMAN Isoform Heart of ATP synthase subunit gamma, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATP5C1;sp|P36542|ATPG_HUMAN ATP synthase subunit gamma, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATP5C1 PE=1 SV=125.58898 25.87479 8 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 21 14 0.2858067 1142 27.6 32.881 297
sp|Q96EY7-2|PTCD3_HUMAN;sp|Q96EY7|PTCD3_HUMANsp|Q96EY7-2|PTCD3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Pentatricopeptide repeat domain-containing protein 3, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=PTCD3;sp|Q96EY7|PTCD3_HUMAN Pentatricopeptide repeat domain-containing protein 3, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=PTCD3 PE=1 SV=321.52 97 21.80826 3 0 By MS/MS 4 0 0.2842922 1141 11.8 31.863 280
sp|Q9NQ88|TIGAR_HUMANsp|Q9NQ88|TIGAR_HUMAN Fructose-2,6-bisphosphatase TIGAR OS=Homo sapiens GN=TIGAR PE=1 SV=124.30814 24.58514 6 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 4 0.2770081 1140 30 30.062 270
sp|Q9Y3Y2-4|CHTOP_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y3Y2|CHTOP_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y3Y2-3|CHTOP_HUMANsp|Q9Y3Y2-4|CHTOP_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Chromatin target of PRMT1 protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=CHTOP;sp|Q9Y3Y2|CHTOP_HUMAN Chromatin target of PRMT1 protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=CHTOP PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9Y3Y2-3|CHTOP_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Chromatin target of PRMT1 protei24.26241 24.53931 3 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 4 0.2768993 1139 20.8 21.918 202
sp|Q14353|GAMT_HUMAN;sp|Q14353-2|GAMT_HUMANsp|Q14353|GAMT_HUMAN uanidinoacetate N-methyltransferase OS=Homo sapiens GN=GAMT PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q14353-2|GAMT_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Guanidinoacetate N-methyltransferase OS=Homo sapiens GN=GAMT25.155 4 25.43126 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 6 0.2759171 1138 30.1 26.318 236
sp|Q8WVJ2|NUDC2_HUMANsp|Q8WVJ2|NUDC2_HUMAN NudC domain-containing protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NUDCD2 PE=1 SV=122.91311 23.18786 3 1 By MS/MS By matching 5 0 0.2747478 1137 19.1 17.676 157
sp|Q12765-2|SCRN1_HUMAN;sp|Q12765|SCRN1_HUMAN;sp|Q12765-3|SCRN1_HUMANsp|Q12765-2|SCRN1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Secernin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SCRN1;sp|Q12765|SCRN1_HUMAN Secernin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SCRN1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q12765-3|SCRN1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Secernin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SCRN123.52612 23.79828 7 By MS/MS By MS/M 13 7 0.2721615 1136 22.1 48.713 434
sp|P48739|PIPNB_HUMAN;sp|P48739-2|PIPNB_HUMANsp|P48739|PIPNB_HUMAN hosphatidylinositol transfer protein beta isoform OS=Homo sapiens GN=PITPNB PE=1 SV=2;sp|P48739-2|PIPNB_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Phosphatidylinositol transfer protein beta isoform OS=Homo sapiens GN=PITPNB25.98046 26.25088 14 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 25 16 0.2704201 1135 61.6 31.54 271
sp|Q92879-4|CELF1_HUMAN;sp|Q92879-5|CELF1_HUMAN;sp|Q92879-2|CELF1_HUMAN;sp|Q92879-3|CELF1_HUMAN;sp|Q92879-6|CELF1_HUMAN;sp|Q92879|CELF1_HUMANsp|Q92879-4|CELF1_HUMAN Isoform 4 of CUGBP Elav-like family member 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CELF1;sp|Q92879-5|CELF1_HUMAN Isoform 5 of CUGBP Elav-like family member 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CELF1;sp|Q92879-2|CELF1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of CUGBP Elav-like family member 123.40106 23.66655 7 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 4 0.265485 1134 15.8 55 512
sp|O14737|PDCD5_HUMANsp|O14737|PDCD5_HUMAN Programmed cell death protein 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PDCD5 PE=1 SV=325.84074 26.10356 8 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 14 0 0.2628136 1133 67.2 14.285 125
sp|Q9Y3A3-2|PHOCN_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y3A3-3|PHOCN_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y3A3|PHOCN_HUMANsp|Q9Y3A3-2|PHOCN_HUMAN Isoform 2 of OB-like protein phocein OS=Homo sapiens GN=MOB4;sp|Q9Y3A3-3|PHOCN_HUMAN Isoform 3 of MOB-like protein phocein OS=Homo sapiens GN=MOB4;sp|Q9Y3A3|PHOCN_HUMAN MOB-like protein phocein OS=Homo sapiens GN=MOB4 PE=1 SV=120.93344 21.1961 2 0 By MS/MS 4 0 0.262661 1132 11.9 22.318 193
sp|O43290|SNUT1_HUMANsp|O43290|S UT1_HUMAN U4/U6.U5 tri-snRNP-associated protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SART1 PE=1 SV=122.99187 23.25379 5 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 6 0.2619114 1131 11.1 90.254 800
sp|P24666|PPAC_HUMAN;sp|P24666-3|PPAC_HUMAN;sp|P24666-2|PPAC_HUMANsp|P24666|PPAC_HUMAN Low molecular weight phosphotyrosine protein phosphatase OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACP1 PE=1 SV=3;sp|P24666-3|PPAC_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Low molecular weight phosphotyrosine protein phosphatase OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACP1;sp|P24666-2|PPAC_HUMAN Isof24.97596 25.23615 4 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 6 0.2601891 1130 31.6 18.042 158
sp|P63208|SKP1_HUMAN;sp|P63208-2|SKP1_HUMANsp|P63208|SKP1_HUMAN -phase kinase-associated protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SKP1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P63208-2|SKP1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of S-phase kinase-associated protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SKP124.71272 24.9682 5 4 By MS/M By MS/MS 8 5 0. 554855 1129 26.4 18.658 163
sp|P61011-2|SRP54_HUMAN;sp|P61011|SRP54_HUMANsp| 61011-2|SRP54_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Signal recognition particle 54 kDa protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRP54;sp|P61011|SRP54_HUMAN Signal recognition particle 54 kDa protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRP54 PE=1 SV=123.9136 24.1663 7 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 14 7 0.2526951 1128 1 .4 50.369 455
sp|Q7L4I2-2|RSRC2_HUMAN;sp|Q7L4I2|RSRC2_HUMANsp|Q7L4I2-2|RSRC2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Arginine/serine-rich coiled-coil protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RSRC2;sp|Q7L4I2|RSRC2_HUMAN Arginine/serine-rich coiled-coil protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RSRC2 PE=1 SV=122.24983 22.4915 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 2 0.2416725 1127 5.7 44.878 386
sp|Q8WUK0|PTPM1_HUMAN;sp|Q8WUK0-2|PTPM1_HUMAN;sp|Q8WUK0-3|PTPM1_HUMANsp|Q8WUK0|PTPM1_HUMAN Phosphatidylglycerophosphatase and protein-tyrosine phosphatase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PTPMT1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q8WUK0-2|PTPM1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Phosphatidylglycerophosphatase and protein-tyrosine phosphatase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PTPMT122.08826 22.3289 3 1 By MS/MS By S/MS 6 2 0.2406387 1126 20.4 22.843 2 1
sp|Q15370|ELOB_HUMAN;sp|Q15370-2|ELOB_HUMANsp|Q15370|ELOB_HUMAN Transcription elongation factor B polypeptide 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TCEB2 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q15370-2|ELOB_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Transcription elongation factor B polypeptide 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TCEB224.6 088 24.84173 6 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 7 0.2308464 1125 41.5 13.133 118
sp|Q9UMX0|UBQL1_HUMAN;sp|Q9UMX0-2|UBQL1_HUMANsp|Q9UMX0|UBQL1_H AN Ubiquilin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBQLN1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9UMX0-2|UBQL1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ubiquilin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBQLN126.4085 26.63907 8 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 18 11 0.230566 1124 22.4 62.518 589
sp|Q9NUQ9|FA49B_HUMAN;sp|Q9H0Q0|FA49A_HUMANsp|Q9NUQ9|FA49B_HUMAN Protein FAM49B OS=Homo sapiens GN=FAM49B PE=1 SV=125.44761 25.67772 8 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 13 9 0.2301064 1123 34.3 36.748 324
sp|O95232|LC7L3_HUMANsp|O95232|LC7L3_HUMAN Luc7-like protein 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=LUC7L3 PE=1 SV=223.53967 23.76759 6 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 3 0.2279243 1122 15 51.466 432
sp|P68036-2|UB2L3_HUMAN;sp|P68036|UB2L3_HUMAN;sp|P68036-3|UB2L3_HUMANsp|P68036-2|UB2L3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E2 L3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBE2L3;sp|P68036|UB2L3_HUMAN Ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E2 L3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBE2L3 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P68036-3|UB2L3_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme25.5 851 25.76418 6 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 13 8 0.2 5666 1121 65.6 14.121 122
sp|P04075|ALDOA_HUMAN;sp|P04075-2|ALDOA_HUMANsp|P04075| LDOA_HUMAN Fructose-bisphosphate aldolase A OS=Homo sapiens GN=ALDOA PE=1 SV=2;sp|P04075-2|ALDOA_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Fructose-bisphosphate aldolase A OS=Homo sapiens GN=ALDOA27.237 5 7.45889 15 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 27 19 0.2214413 1120 48.4 39.4 364
sp|Q9NRZ9-6|HELLS_HUMAN;sp|Q9NRZ9-5|HELLS_HUMAN;sp|Q9NRZ9-4|HELLS_HUMAN;sp|Q9NRZ9-3|HELLS_HUMAN;sp|Q9NRZ9-2|HELLS_HUMAN;sp|Q9NRZ9|HELLS_HUMAN;sp|Q9NRZ9-8|HELLS_HUMAN;sp|Q9NRZ9-7|HELLS_HUMANsp|Q9NRZ9-6|HELLS_HUMAN Isoform 6 of Lymphoid-specific helicase OS=Homo sapiens GN=HELLS;sp|Q9NRZ -5|HELLS_HUMAN Isoform 5 of Lymphoid-specific helicase OS=Homo sapiens GN=HELLS;sp|Q9NRZ9-4|HELLS_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Lymphoid-specific helicase OS=Homo sapien21.00792 21.22717 2 0 By MS/MS 3 0 0.21 2478 1119 3.4 81.636 708
sp|Q9BWF3|RBM4_HUMAN;sp|Q9BWF3-4|RBM4_HUMAN;sp|Q9BQ04|RBM4B_HUMAN;sp|Q9BWF3-3|RBM4_HUMAN;sp|Q9BWF3-2|RBM4_HUMANsp|Q9BWF3|RBM4_HUMAN RNA-binding protein 4 OS=Homo sapiens G =RBM4 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9BWF3-4|R M4_HUMAN Isoform 4 of RNA-binding protein 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBM4;sp|Q9BQ04|RBM4B_HUMAN RNA-binding protein 4B OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBM4B PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9BWF3-3|RBM4_25.24 56 25.46855 11 10 By MS/MS By MS/ S 19 14 0.2189941 1118 42.3 40.313 364
sp|Q99714|HCD2_HUMAN;sp|Q99714-2|HCD2_HUMANsp|Q99714|HCD2_HUMAN 3-hydroxyacyl-CoA dehydrogenase type-2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSD17B10 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q99714-2|HCD2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 3-hydroxyacyl-CoA dehydrogenase type-2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSD17B1025.46498 25.67866 9 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 20 9 0.213686 1117 53.3 26.923 261
sp|P20290-2|BTF3_HUMAN;sp|P20290|BTF3_HUMAN;sp|Q96K17-3|BT3L4_HUMANsp|P20290-2|BTF3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Transcription factor BTF3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=BTF3;sp|P20290|BTF3_HUMAN Transcription factor BTF3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=BTF3 PE=1 SV=123. 5407 23.56744 4 2 By MS/ S By MS/MS 9 3 .2133675 1116 22.8 17.699 162
sp|P37802|TAGL2_HUMAN;sp|Q9UI15|TAGL3_HUMANsp|P37802|TAGL2_H MAN Transgelin-2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TAGLN2 PE=1 SV=325.63414 25.84692 9 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 19 14 0.2127781 1115 54.3 22.391 199
sp|P49591|SYSC_HUMANsp|P49591|SYSC_HUMAN Serine--tRNA ligase, cytoplasmic OS=Homo sapiens GN=SARS PE=1 SV=324.32574 24.53765 9 3 By M /MS By MS/MS 14 4 0.211916 1114 21.4 58.777 514
sp|P47813|IF1AX_HUMAN;sp|O14602|IF1AY_HUMANsp|P47813|IF1AX_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 1A, X-chromosomal OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF1AX PE=1 SV=2;sp|O14602|IF1AY_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 1A, Y-chromosomal OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF1AY PE=1 SV=425.96737 26.17779 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 7 0.2104168 1113 45.1 16.46 144
sp|P30046|DOPD_HUMAN;sp|A6NHG4|DDTL_HUMANsp|P30046|DOPD_HUMAN -dopachrome decarboxylase OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDT PE=1 SV=3;sp|A6NHG4|DDTL_HUMAN D-dopachrome decarboxylase-like protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDTL PE=2 SV=121.80215 22.01209 2 0 By MS/MS 3 0 0.2099361 1112 17.8 12.712 118
sp|P30041|PRDX6_HUMANsp|P30041|PRDX6_HUMAN Peroxiredoxin-6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRDX6 PE=1 SV=327.77077 27.9758 11 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 24 16 0.2050266 1111 60.7 25.035 224
sp|P60953|CDC42_HUMAN;sp|P60953-1|CDC42_HUMAN;sp|P84095|RHOG_HUMAN;sp|Q9H4E5-2|RHOJ_HUMAN;sp|P17081|RHOQ_HUMAN;sp|Q9H4E5|RHOJ_HUMANsp|P60953|CDC42_HUMAN ell division control protein 42 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=CDC42 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P60953-1|CDC42_ UMAN Isoform 1 of Cell division control protein 42 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=CDC422 .18056 24.38 69 5 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 10 0.2041321 1110 32.5 21.258 191
sp|Q93009|UBP7_HUMANsp|Q93009|UBP7_HUMAN Ubiquitin carboxyl-terminal hydrolase 7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=USP7 PE=1 SV=221.89397 22.09794 3 0 By MS/MS 5 0 0.2039757 1109 2.7 128.3 1102
sp|Q9GZZ9|UBA5_HUMAN;sp|Q9GZZ9-2|UBA5_HUMANsp|Q9GZZ9|UBA5_HUMAN Ubiquitin-like modifier-activating enzyme 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBA5 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9GZZ9-2|UBA5_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ubiquitin-like modifier-activating enzyme 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBA523.97176 4.17181 5 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 4 0.2000465 1108 16.6 44.863 404
sp|P61962|DCAF7_HUMANsp|P61962|DCAF7_HUMAN DDB1- and CUL4-associated factor 7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DCAF7 PE=1 SV=123.0293 23.22917 5 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 5 0.1998749 1107 19.9 38.926 342
sp|Q7L014|DDX46_HUMANsp|Q7L014|DDX46_HUMAN Probable ATP-dependent RNA helicase DDX46 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDX46 PE=1 SV=224. 1549 24.81245 17 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 27 11 0.1969604 1106 20.8 117.36 1031
sp|Q9BQ61|CS043_HUMANsp|Q9BQ61|CS043_HUMAN Uncharacterized protein C19orf43 OS=Homo sapiens GN=C19orf43 PE=1 SV=122.79382 22.98725 5 2 By MS/MS By matchi g 6 0 0.193428 1105 25.6 18.419 176
sp|O95394|AGM1_HUMAN;sp|O95394-3|AGM1_HUMAN;sp|O95394-4|AGM1_HUMANsp|O95394|AGM1_HUMAN Phosphoacetylglucosamine mutase OS=Homo sapiens GN=PGM3 PE=1 SV=1;sp|O95394-3|AGM1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Phosphoacetylglucosamine mutase OS=Homo sapiens GN=PGM3;sp|O95394-4|AGM1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Phosphoacetylglucosamine mutase OS=Homo s21.67405 21.86706 3 1 By MS/MS By matchi g 5 0 0. 930103 1104 4.4 59.851 542
sp|O95816|BAG2_HUMANsp|O95816|BAG2_HUMAN BAG family molecular chaperone regulator 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=BAG2 PE=1 SV=121.61081 21.79624 2 0 By MS/MS 3 0 0.1854267 1103 9.5 23.772 211
sp|Q7Z2W4-3|ZCCHV_HUMAN;sp|Q7Z2W4-2|ZCCHV_HUMAN;sp|Q7Z2W4|ZCCHV_HUMANsp|Q7Z2W4-3|ZCCHV_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Zinc finger CCCH-type antiviral protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ZC3HAV1;sp|Q7Z2W4-2|ZCCHV_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Zinc finger CCCH-type antiviral protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ZC3HAV1;sp|Q7Z2W4|ZCCHV_HUMAN Zinc finger CCCH-type21.66778 21.85056 4 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 1 0.1827812 102 8.5 67.589 624
sp|P63244|GBLP_HUMANsp| 63244|GBLP_HUMAN Guanine nucleotide-binding protein subunit beta-2-like 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GNB2L1 PE=1 SV=326.98196 27.16087 12 14 By MS/MS By MS/MS 24 23 0.1789055 1101 61.2 35.076 317
sp|P15880|RS2_HUMANsp|P15880|RS2_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS2 PE=1 SV=27.16442 27.3413 8 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 18 12 0.176878 1100 31.4 31.324 293
sp|Q13523|PRP4B_HUMANsp|Q13523|PRP4B_HUMAN Serine/threonine-protein kinase PRP4 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRPF4B PE=1 SV=319.82949 20.00503 2 0 By MS/MS 3 0 0.1755409 1099 2 116.99 1007
sp|Q92696|PGTA_HUMANsp|Q92696|PGTA_HUMAN Geranylgeranyl transferase type-2 subunit alpha OS=Homo sapiens GN=RABGGTA PE=1 SV=221.39624 21.56448 4 0 By MS/MS 5 0 0.1682396 1098 8.5 65.071 567
sp|Q6GMV3|PTRD1_HUMANsp|Q6GMV3|PTRD1_HUMAN Putative peptidyl-tRNA hydrolase PTRHD1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PTRHD1 PE=1 SV=123.05719 23.22202 3 4 By MS/MS By M /MS 6 7 0.1648369 1097 30.7 15.805 140
sp|Q71DI3|H32_HUMAN;sp|Q16695|H31T_HUMAN;sp|P68431|H31_HUMAN;sp|P84243|H33_HUMAN;sp|Q6NXT2|H3C_HUMANsp|Q71DI3|H32_HUMAN Histone H3.2 OS=Homo sapiens G =HIST2H3A PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q1 695|H31T_HUMAN Histone H3.1t OS=Homo sapiens GN=HIST3H3 PE=1 SV=3;sp|P68431|H31_HUMAN Histone H3.1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HIST1H3A PE=1 SV=2;sp|P84243|H33_HUMAN Histone H3.3 OS=Homo s4.84819 25.01154 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 4 0.1633549 1096 29.4 15.388 136
sp|P15374|UCHL3_HUMANsp|P15374|UCHL3_HUMAN Ubiquitin carboxyl-terminal hydrolase isozyme L3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UCHL3 PE=1 SV=124.63101 24.78955 7 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 13 7 0.1585388 1095 43.5 26.182 230
sp|P39748|FEN1_HUMAN;sp|P39748-2|FEN1_HUMANsp|P39748|FEN1_HUMAN lap endonuclease 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FEN1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P39748-2|FEN1_HUMAN Isoform FENMIT of Flap endonuclease 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FEN128.56924 28.72715 16 13 By MS/MS By MS/MS 40 32 0.1579094 1094 56.3 42.592 380
sp|Q9BZX2|UCK2_HUMAN;sp|Q9BZX2-2|UCK2_HUMAN;sp|Q9HA47-3|UCK1_HUMAN;sp|Q9HA47|UCK1_HUMANsp|Q9BZX2|UCK2_HUMAN Uridine-cytidine kinase 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UCK2 PE=1 SV=124.90889 5.06542 6 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 11 0.1565266 1093 28.7 29.299 261
sp|P51610-4|HCFC1_HUMANsp|P5 610-4|HCFC1_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Host cell factor 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HCFC126.40451 26.55805 25 16 By M /MS By MS/MS 48 28 0.1535416 1092 17 213.4 2079
sp|P11172|UMPS_HUMAN;sp|P11172-3|UMPS_HUMAN;sp|P11172-2|UMPS_HUMAN;sp|P11172-4|UMPS_HUMANsp|P11172|UMPS_HUMAN ridine 5-monophosphate synthase OS=Homo sapiens GN=UMPS PE=1 SV=1;sp|P11172-3|UMPS_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Uridine 5-monophosphate synthase OS=Homo sapiens GN=UMPS;sp|P11172-2|UMPS_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Uridine 5-monophosphate synthase OS=25.53908 25.6911 13 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 22 13 0.15202 4 1091 31.9 52.221 480
sp|P46781|RS9_HUMANsp|P46781|RS9_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S9 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS9 PE=1 SV=327.28003 27.4279 14 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 24 19 0.147871 1090 53.1 22.591 194
sp|Q9UBS4|DJB11_HUMANsp|Q9UBS4|DJB11_HUMAN DnaJ homolog subfamily B member 11 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DNAJB11 PE=1 SV=121.48454 21.62692 2 0 By MS/MS 3 0 0.1423817 1089 8.7 40.513 358
sp|P10644|KAP0_HUMAN;sp|P31321|KAP1_HUMANsp|P10644|KAP0_HUMAN cAMP-dependent protein kinase type I-alpha regulatory subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRKAR1A PE=1 SV=123.31921 23.46001 7 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 2 0.1408081 1088 20.7 42.981 381
sp|P61586|RHOA_HUMAN;sp|P08134|RHOC_HUMANsp|P61586|RHOA_HUMAN Transforming protein RhoA OS=Homo sapiens GN=RHOA PE=1 SV=1;sp|P08134|RHOC_HUMAN Rho-related GTP-binding protein RhoC OS=Homo sapiens GN=RHOC PE=1 SV=124.48241 24.62299 5 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 5 0.140583 1087 23.8 21.768 193
sp|P19338|NUCL_HUMANsp|P19338| UCL_HUMAN Nucleolin OS=Homo sapiens GN=NCL PE=1 SV=329.23986 29.37731 28 27 By MS/MS By MS/MS 49 41 0.1374454 1086 31.7 76.613 710
 140 
 
sp|P22102|PUR2_HUMAN;sp|P22102-2|PUR2_HUMANsp|P22102|PUR2_HUMAN Trifunctional purine biosynthetic protein adenosine-3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GART PE=1 SV=1;sp|P22102-2|PUR2_HUMAN Isoform Short of Trifunctional purine biosynthetic protein adenosine-3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GART28.75194 28.88829 34 27 By MS/MS By MS/MS 67 49 0.1363525 1085 43.3 107.77 1010
sp|P42166|LAP2A_HUMANsp|P42166|LAP2A_HUMAN Lamina-associated polypeptide 2, isoform alpha OS=Homo sapiens GN=TMPO PE=1 SV=221.48748 21.6224 5 2 By MS/MS By m tching 3 0 0.1349201 1084 9.4 75.491 694
sp|Q6IBS0|TWF2_HUMANsp|Q6IBS0|TWF2_HUMAN Twinfilin-2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TWF2 PE=1 SV=222.34768 22.48178 2 0 By MS/MS 3 0 0.1341 1083 10.3 39.548 349
sp|P11177|ODPB_HUMAN;sp|P11177-2|ODPB_HUMAN;sp|P11177-3|ODPB_HUMANsp|P11177|ODPB_HUMAN Pyruvate dehydrogenase E1 component subunit beta, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=PDHB PE=1 SV=3;sp|P11177-2|ODPB_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Pyruvate dehydrogenase E1 component subunit beta, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=PDHB;sp|P11177-3|O27.6 779 27.75187 14 14 By MS/MS By MS/MS 33 26 0.1340866 1082 46.2 39.233 359
sp|Q8WUX9|CHMP7_HUMANsp|Q8WUX9|CHMP7_HUMAN Charged multivesicular body protein 7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CHMP7 PE=1 SV=122.5418 22.67077 2 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 6 0.128973 1081 7.7 50.91 453
sp|P23919|KTHY_HUMANsp|P23919|KTHY_HUMAN Thymidylate kinase OS=Homo sapiens GN=DTYMK PE=1 SV=425.58543 25.71348 11 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 20 17 0.128046 1080 62.7 23.819 212
sp|P62834|RAP1A_HUMANsp|P62834|RAP1A_HUMAN Ras-related protein Rap-1A OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAP1A PE=1 SV=124.41319 24.54056 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 6 0.1273651 1079 34.2 20.987 184
sp|O15145|ARPC3_HUMANsp|O15145| RPC3_HUMAN Actin-related protein 2/3 complex subunit 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARPC3 PE=1 SV=323.97351 24.10029 6 5 By MS/MS By M /MS 12 5 0.1267776 1078 37.1 20.546 178
sp|P35250-2|RFC2_HUMAN;sp|P35250|RFC2_HUMANsp|P35250-2|RFC2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Replication factor C subunit 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RFC2;sp|P35250|RFC2_HUMAN Replication factor C subunit 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RFC2 PE=1 SV=322.50 68 22.63022 3 0 By MS/MS 6 0 0.1265411 1077 12.5 35.243 3 0
sp|P12004|PCNA_HUMANsp|P12004|PCNA_HUMAN Proliferating cell nuclear antigen OS=Homo sapiens GN=PCNA PE=1 SV=127.83334 27.95599 11 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 22 14 0.1226482 1076 53.3 28.768 261
sp|Q9P2R7-2|SUCB1_HUMAN;sp|Q9P2R7|SUCB1_HUMANsp|Q9P2R7-2|SUCB1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Succinyl-CoA ligase [ADP-forming] subunit beta, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=SUCLA2;sp|Q9P2R7|SUCB1_HUMAN Succinyl-CoA ligase [ADP-forming] subunit beta, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=SUCLA2 PE=1 SV=325.66601 25.77799 10 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 19 12 0.1119785 1075 25.2 48.039 44
sp|P52306-4|GDS1_HUMAN;sp|P52306|GDS1_HUMAN;sp|P52306-5|GDS1_HUMAN;sp|P52306-6|GDS1_HUMAN;sp|P52306-2|GDS1_HUMAN;sp|P52306-3|GDS1_HUMANsp|P52306-4|GDS1_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Rap1 GTPase-GDP dissociation stimulator 1 OS=Homo sa iens GN=RAP1GDS1;sp|P52306|GDS1_HUMAN Rap1 GTPase-GDP dissociation stimulator 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAP1GDS1 PE=1 SV=3;sp|P52306-5|GDS1_HUMAN Isoform 5 of Rap1 GTPase-G24.62901 24.74026 12 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 18 11 0.1112537 1074 23.4 66.316 607
sp|Q99878|H2A1J_HUMAN;sp|Q16777|H2A2C_HUMAN;sp|Q9BTM1|H2AJ_HUMAN;sp|Q6FI13|H2A2A_HUMAN;sp|Q93077|H2A1C_HUMAN;sp|P0C0S8|H2A1_HUMAN;sp|Q96KK5|H2A1H_HUMAN;sp|P04908|H2A1B_HUMAN;sp|P20671|H2A1D_HUMAN;sp|Q7L7L0|H2A3_HUMAN;sp|Q96QV6|H2A1A_HUMAN;sp|Q9BTM1-2|H2AJ_HUMAN;sp|Q8IUE6|H2A2B_HUMAN;sp|P16104|H2AX_HUMAN;REV__sp|Q8NB25-2|F184A_HUMAN;REV__sp|Q8NB25-3|F184A_HUMAN;sp|Q71UI9-5|H2AV_HUMAN;REV__sp|Q8NB25-4|F184A_HUMAN;REV__sp|Q8NB25|F184A_HUMANsp|Q99878|H2A1J_HUMAN Histone H2  type 1-J OS= omo sapiens GN=HIST1 J PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q16777|H2A2C_HUMAN Histone H2A type 2-C OS=Homo sapiens GN=HIST2H2AC PE=1 SV=4;sp|Q9BTM1|H AJ_HUM N Histone H2A.J OS=Homo sapiens GN=H2AFJ PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q6FI13|H2A2A_HUMAN26.76522 26.87338 5 5 By MS/ S By MS/MS 16 10 0.1081619 1073 38.3 3.936 128
sp|Q6Y7W6-4|PERQ2_HUMAN;sp|Q6Y7W6|PERQ2_HUMAN;sp|Q6Y7W6-3|PERQ2_HUMANsp|Q6Y7W6-4|PERQ2_HUMAN Isoform 3 of PERQ amino acid-rich with GYF domain-containing protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GIGYF2;sp|Q6Y7W6|PERQ2_HUMAN PERQ amino acid-rich with GYF domain-containing protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GIGYF2 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q6Y7W6-3|PERQ2_H22.15675 22.26393 4 2 By MS/MS By matching 7 0 0.1071815 1072 3.8 148.63 1286
sp|O95573|ACSL3_HUMANsp|O95573| CSL3_HUMAN Long-chain-fatty-acid--CoA ligase 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACSL3 PE=1 SV=321.55112 21.65731 2 0 By MS/M 5 0 0.106184 1071 3.6 80.419 720
sp|P61923|COPZ1_HUMANsp|P61923|COPZ1_HUMAN Coatomer subunit zeta-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=COPZ1 PE=1 SV=127.28109 27.38714 4 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 8 0.1060486 1070 32.8 20.198 177
sp|P78330|SERB_HUMANsp|P78330|SERB_HUMAN Phosphoserine phosphatase OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSPH PE=1 SV=222.98153 23.08512 4 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 0 0.1035843 1069 19.6 25.007 225
sp|P38646|GRP75_HUMANsp|P38646|GRP75_HUMAN Stress-70 protein, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSPA9 PE=1 SV=226.79328 26.89585 20 15 By M /MS By MS/MS 43 24 0.1025753 1068 33.6 73.68 679
sp|Q9HCC0-2|MCCB_HUMAN;sp|Q9HCC0|MCCB_HUMANsp|Q9HCC0-2|MCCB_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Methylcrotonoyl-CoA carboxylase beta chain, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=MCCC2;sp|Q9HCC0|MCCB_HUMAN Methylcrotonoyl-CoA carboxylase beta chain, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=MCCC2 PE=1 SV=122.64654 22.74082 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 4 0.0942783 1067 11.8 57.518 525
sp|Q01518-2|CAP1_HUMAN;sp|Q01518|CAP1_HUMAN;sp|P40123|CAP2_HUMANsp|Q01518-2|CAP1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Adenylyl cyclase-associated protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CAP1;sp|Q01518|CAP1_HUMAN Adenylyl cyclase-associated protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CAP1 PE=1 SV=525.41051 25.503 12 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 26 13 0.092495 1066 26.6 51.83 474
sp|Q96DI7|SNR40_HUMANsp|Q96DI7|S R40_HUMAN U5 small nuclear ribonucleoprotein 40 kDa protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=SNRNP40 PE=1 SV=123.09679 23.18847 4 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 3 0.0916843 1065 22.4 39.31 357
sp|P52272-2|HNRPM_HUMAN;sp|P52272|HNRPM_HUMANsp|P52272-2|H RPM_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein M OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPM;sp|P52272|HNRPM_HUMAN Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein M OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPM PE=1 SV=329.62661 29.71632 34 30 By MS/MS By MS/MS 89 65 0.0897121 1064 54.8 73.62 691
sp|Q16186|ADRM1_HUMANsp|Q 6186| DRM1_HUMAN Proteasomal ubiquitin receptor ADRM1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ADRM1 PE=1 SV=224.83026 24.91734 7 5 By MS/ S By MS/MS 11 2 0.0870819 1063 21.4 42.153 407
sp|P51580|TPMT_HUMANsp|P51580|TPMT_HUMAN Thiopurine S-methyltransferase OS=Homo sapiens GN=TPMT PE=1 SV=121.00683 21.08578 2 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 0.0789509 1062 10.2 28.18 245
sp|Q9H0D6-2|XRN2_HUMAN;sp|Q9H0D6|XRN2_HUMANsp|Q9H0D6-2|XRN2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 5-3 exoribonuclease 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=XRN2;sp|Q9H0D6|XRN2_HUMAN 5-3 exoribonuclease 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=XRN2 PE=1 SV=123.67109 23.74345 8 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 13 6 .0723572 1061 12 99.96 874
sp|Q96J01|THOC3_HUMANsp|Q96J01|THOC3_HUMAN THO complex subunit 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=THOC3 PE=1 SV=124.50706 24.57842 8 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 14 7 0.0713596 1060 30.8 38.771 351
sp|O43765|SGTA_HUMANsp|O43765|SGTA_HUMAN Small glutamine-rich tetratricopeptide repeat-containing protein alpha OS=Homo sapiens GN=SGTA PE=1 SV=123.94101 24.01223 5 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 4 0.0712204 1059 18.8 34.063 313
sp|Q53H96|P5CR3_HUMANsp|Q53 96|P5CR3_HUMAN Pyrroline-5-carboxylate reductase 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PYCRL PE=1 SV=222.11617 22.18353 3 0 By MS/MS 5 0 0.0673637 1058 17.2 28.649 274
sp|Q14974|IMB1_HUMANsp|Q14974|IMB1_HUMAN Importin subunit beta-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=KPNB1 PE=1 SV=228.43098 28.49415 28 24 By MS/MS By MS/MS 59 40 0.0631771 1057 40.6 97.169 876
sp|Q96PK6|RBM14_HUMAN;sp|Q96PK6-2|RBM14_HUMAN;sp|Q96PK6-3|RBM14_HUMAN;sp|Q96PK6-4|RBM14_HUMANsp|Q96PK6|RBM14_HUMAN RNA-binding protein 14 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBM14 PE=1 SV=224.43294 24.49088 10 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 19 7 0.0579338 1056 18.7 69.491 669
sp|P14324-2|FPPS_HUMAN;sp|P14324|FPPS_HUMANsp| 14324-2|FPPS_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Farnesyl pyrophosphate synthase OS=Homo sapiens GN=FDPS;sp|P14324|FPPS_HUMAN Farnesyl pyrophosphate synthase OS=Homo sapiens GN=FDPS PE=1 SV=422.57332 22.6246 3 2 By MS/MS By MS/M 4 2 0.0512753 1055 10.5 40.532 353
sp|Q6ZRS2-3|SRCAP_HUMAN;sp|Q6ZRS2-2|SRCAP_HUMAN;sp|Q6ZRS2|SRCAP_HUMANsp|Q6ZRS2-3|SRCAP_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Helicase SRCAP OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRCAP;sp|Q6ZRS2-2|SRCAP_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Helicase SRCAP OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRCAP;sp|Q6ZRS2|SRCAP_HUMAN Helicase SRCAP OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRCAP PE=1 SV=323.39924 23.44708 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 1 0.0478401 1054 0.6 327.83 3072
sp|Q6IQ22|RAB12_HUMANsp|Q6IQ22|RAB12_HUMAN Ras-related protein Rab-12 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB12 PE=1 SV=321.64245 21.68934 3 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 2 0.0468903 1053 11.1 27.248 244
sp|P09132|SRP19_HUMAN;sp|P09132-2|SRP19_HUMANsp|P09132|SRP19_HUMAN ignal recognition particle 19 kDa protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRP19 PE=1 SV=3;sp|P09132-2|SRP19_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Signal recognition particle 19 kDa protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRP192 .73016 1.772 7 2 By MS/MS By matching 3 0 0.0428085 1052 18.8 16.156 144
sp|Q9Y5Q8-2|TF3C5_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y5Q8|TF3C5_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y5Q8-3|TF3C5_HUMANsp|Q9Y5Q8-2|TF3C5_HUMAN Isoform 2 of General transcription factor 3C polypeptide 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GTF3C5;sp|Q9Y5Q8|TF3C5_HUMAN General transcription factor 3C polypeptide 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GTF3C5 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9Y5Q8-3|TF3C5_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Genera21.01597 21.04759 2 0 By MS/MS 6 0 0.0316162 10 1 5.3 58.266 509
sp|Q96A26|F162A_HUMANsp|Q96A26|F162A_HUMAN Protein FAM162A OS=Homo sapiens GN=FAM162A PE=1 SV=21.8688 21.89918 2 1 By MS/MS By matching 4 0 0.0303783 1050 11.7 17.342 154
sp|P55263|ADK_HUMAN;sp|P55263-3|ADK_HUMAN;sp|P55263-2|ADK_HUMAN;sp|P55263-4|ADK_HUMANsp|P55263|ADK_HUMAN denosine kinase OS=Homo sapiens GN=ADK PE=1 SV=2;sp|P55263-3|ADK_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Adenosine kinase OS=Homo sapiens GN=ADK;sp|P55263-2|ADK_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Adenosine kinase OS=Homo sapiens GN=ADK;sp|P55263-4|ADK_HUMAN Isoform 4 of A23.95234 23.97885 8 5 By S/MS By MS/MS 14 5 0.0265083 1049 24.6 40.545 362
sp|Q92947-2|GCDH_HUMAN;sp|Q92947|GCDH_HUMANsp|Q92947-2|GCDH_HUMAN Isoform Short of Glutaryl-CoA dehydrogenase, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=GCDH;sp|Q92947|GCDH_HUMAN Glutaryl-CoA dehydrogenase, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=GCDH PE=1 SV=121.62163 21.64329 2 0 By MS/MS 4 0 0.0216656 1048 4.4 47.355 428
sp|Q8N1G4|LRC47_HUMANsp|Q8N1G4|LRC47_HUMAN Leucine-rich repeat-containing protein 47 OS=Homo sapiens GN=LRRC47 PE=1 SV=123.92732 23.94566 8 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 14 5 0.0183315 1047 22.5 63.472 583
sp|Q08752|PPID_HUMANsp|Q08752|PPID_HUMAN Peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase D OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPID PE=1 SV=323.17687 23.1911 5 4 By MS/M By MS/MS 10 6 0.0142307 1046 15.9 40.763 370
sp|Q9UL25|RAB21_HUMANsp|Q9UL25|RAB21_HUMAN Ras-related protein Rab-21 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB21 PE=1 SV=322. 7365 22.18653 4 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 2 0.0128727 1045 23.6 24.347 225
sp|Q9NVG8-2|TBC13_HUMAN;sp|Q9NVG8|TBC13_HUMANsp|Q9NVG8-2|TBC13_HUMAN Isoform 2 of TBC1 domain family member 13 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TBC1D13;sp|Q9NVG8|TBC13_HUMAN TBC1 domain family member 13 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TBC1D13 PE=1 SV=321.75902 21.76962 3 0 By MS/MS 4 0 0.010601 1044 14.9 32.171 275
sp|Q8WU90|ZC3HF_HUMANsp|Q8WU90|ZC3HF_HUMAN Zinc finger CCCH domain-containing protein 15 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ZC3H15 PE=1 SV=124.61723 24.62767 6 3 By MS/MS By MS/M 8 5 0.0104465 1043 22.1 48.602 426
sp|Q9Y2R9|RT07_HUMANsp|Q9Y2R9|RT07_HUMAN 28S ribosomal protein S7, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=MRPS7 PE=1 SV=221.17042 21.17739 2 0 By MS/MS 3 0 0.0069714 1042 9.5 28.134 242
sp|Q9Y5K5-2|UCHL5_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y5K5-4|UCHL5_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y5K5-3|UCHL5_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y5K5|UCHL5_HUMANsp|Q9Y5K5-2|UCHL5_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ubiquitin carboxyl-terminal hydrola e isozyme L5 OS= omo sapiens GN=UCHL5;sp|Q9Y5K5-4|UCHL5_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Ubiquitin carboxyl-terminal hydrolase isozyme L5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UCHL5;sp|Q9Y5K5-3|UCHL5_HUMAN Isoform 326.06118 26.06667 12 8 By MS/MS By S/MS 22 12 0.0054913 1041 46.5 36.079 316
sp|Q9UHI6|DDX20_HUMANsp|Q9UHI6|DDX20_HUMAN Probable ATP-dependent RNA helicase DDX20 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDX20 PE=1 SV=222.171 22.17568 4 1 By MS/MS By matching 7 0 0. 046825 1040 6.2 92.239 824
sp|Q8NBF2|NHLC2_HUMAN;sp|Q8NBF2-2|NHLC2_HUMANsp|Q8NBF2|NHLC2_HUMAN NHL repeat-containing protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NHLRC2 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q8NBF2-2|NHLC2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of NHL repeat-containing protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NHLRC223.4462 23.44796 7 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 5 0.0017662 1039 10.9 79.443 726
sp|P30519|HMOX2_HUMANsp|P30519|HMOX2_HUMAN Heme oxygenase 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HMOX2 PE=1 SV=221.86408 21.85909 3 0 By MS/MS 5 0 -0.0049973 1038 10.8 36.032 316
sp|P06493|CDK1_HUMAN;sp|P06493-2|CDK1_HUMANsp|P06493|CDK1_HUMAN yclin-dependent kinase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CDK1 PE=1 SV=3;sp|P06493-2|CDK1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Cyclin-dependent kinase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CDK125.86356 25.85845 9 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 18 11 -0.0051136 1037 37 34.095 297
sp|Q14697|GANAB_HUMAN;sp|Q14697-2|GANAB_HUMANsp|Q14697|GANAB_HUMAN Neutral alpha-glucosidase AB OS=Homo sapiens GN=GANAB PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q14697-2|GANAB_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Neutral alpha-glucosidase AB OS=Homo sapiens GN=GANAB25.506 25.49601 17 8 y MS/MS By MS/MS 30 16 -0.0099945 1036 21 106.87 944
sp|P20042|IF2B_HUMANsp|P20042|IF2B_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 2 subunit 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF2S2 PE=1 SV=224.56454 24.55327 8 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 6 -0.0112667 1035 29.1 38.388 333
sp|Q6ZNW5|GDPP1_HUMANsp|Q6ZNW5|GDPP1_HUMAN GDP-D-glucose phosphorylase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GDPGP1 PE=1 SV=222.40231 22.38672 3 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 4 -0.0155945 1034 9.6 42.362 385
sp|P28074|PSB5_HUMAN;sp|P28074-3|PSB5_HUMAN;sp|P28074-2|PSB5_HUMANsp|P28074|PSB5_HUMAN roteasome subunit beta type-5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMB5 PE=1 SV=3;sp|P28074-3|PSB5_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Proteasome subunit beta type-5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMB5;sp|P28074-2|PSB5_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Proteasome subunit beta type-5 OS=Homo sa23.86231 23.84537 6 3 By MS/ S By MS/MS 12 5 -0.0169392 1033 26.2 28.48 263
sp|Q71UI9|H2AV_HUMAN;sp|P0C0S5|H2AZ_HUMAN;sp|Q71UI9-3|H2AV_HUMAN;sp|Q71UI9-4|H2AV_HUMAN;sp|Q71UI9-2|H2AV_HUMANsp|Q71UI9|H2AV_HUMAN Histone H2A.V OS=Homo sapiens GN=H2AFV PE=1 SV=3;sp|P0C0S5|H2AZ_HUMAN Histone H2A.Z OS=Homo sapiens GN=H2AFZ PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q71UI9-3|H2AV_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Histone H2A.V OS=Homo sapiens GN=H2AFV;sp|Q71UI9-4|H2AV_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Histo23.1866 3.16857 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 4 -0.0180359 1032 31.2 13.509 128
sp|O95295|SNAPN_HUMANsp|O95295|S APN_HUMAN SNARE-associated protein Snapin OS=Homo sapiens GN=SNAPIN PE=1 SV=122.00117 21.98231 2 0 By MS/MS 4 0 -0.0188541 1031 25.7 14.874 136
sp|P31350|RIR2_HUMAN;sp|P31350-2|RIR2_HUMANsp|P31350|RIR2_HUMAN ibonucleoside-diphosphate reductase subunit M2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RRM2 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P31350-2|RIR2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ribonucleoside-diphosphate reductase subunit M2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RRM225. 2889 25.30866 11 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 17 6 -0.0 0235 1030 37.5 44.877 389
sp|P18583-2|SON_HUMAN;sp|P18583-10|SON_HUMAN;sp|P18583-3|SON_HUMAN;sp|P18583-4|SON_HUMAN;sp|P18583-7|SON_HUMAN;sp|P18583|SON_HUMAN;sp|P18583-5|SON_HUMAN;sp|P18583-9|SON_HUMAN;sp|P18583-6|SON_HUMAN;sp|P18583-8|SON_HUMANsp|P18583-2|SON_HUMAN Isoform A of Protein SON O =Homo sapiens GN=SON;sp|P18583-10|SON_HUMAN Isoform J of Protein SON OS=Homo sa iens GN=SON;sp|P18583-3 SON_HUMAN Isoform B of rotein SON OS=Homo apiens GN= ;sp|P18583-4|SON_HUMAN Isoform C of Protein SO25.05982 25.03725 10 7 By MS/ S By MS/MS 18 6 -0.0225735 1029 6.7 232.3 2140
sp|Q9BSD7|NTPCR_HUMANsp|Q9BSD7|NTPCR_HUMAN Cancer-related nucleoside-triphosphatase OS=Homo sapiens GN=NTPCR PE=1 SV=124.11791 24.09378 6 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 3 -0.0241318 1028 43.7 20.713 190
sp|P02786|TFR1_HUMANsp|P02786|TFR1_HUMAN Transferrin receptor protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TFRC PE=1 SV=224.73769 24.7112 10 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 18 12 -0.0264893 1027 21.3 84.87 760
sp|P10515|ODP2_HUMANsp|P10515|ODP2_HUMAN Dihydrolipoyllysine-residue acetyltransferase component of pyruvate dehydrogenase complex, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=DLAT PE=1 SV=325.78571 25.75085 11 6 B  MS/MS By MS/MS 21 11 -0.0348587 1026 22.7 68.996 647
sp|P62753|RS6_HUMANsp|P62753|RS6_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS6 PE=1 SV=127.12514 27.08851 7 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 14 10 -0.0366325 1025 28.9 28.68 249
sp|P06730|IF4E_HUMAN;sp|P06730-3|IF4E_HUMAN;sp|P06730-2|IF4E_HUMANsp|P06730|IF4E_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 4E OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF4E PE=1 SV=2;sp|P06730-3|IF4E_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 4E OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF4E;sp|P06730-2|IF4E_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Eukaryotic tran23.11258 23.07501 2 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 5 -0.0375652 1024 15.2 25.097 217
sp|Q9Y285|SYFA_HUMANsp|Q9Y285|SYFA_HUMAN Phenylalanine--tRNA ligase alpha subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=FARSA PE=1 SV=323.23418 23.19477 5 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 1 -0.0394115 1023 12 57.563 508
sp|P35573-2|GDE_HUMAN;sp|P35573-3|GDE_HUMAN;sp|P35573|GDE_HUMANsp|P35573-2|GDE_HUMAN Isoform 5 of Glycogen debranching enzyme OS=Homo sapiens GN=AGL;sp|P35573-3|GDE_HUMAN Isoform 6 of Glycogen debranching enzyme OS=Homo sapiens GN=AGL;sp|P35573|GDE_HUMAN Glycogen debranching enzyme OS=Homo sapiens GN=AGL PE=1 SV=321.17219 21.12785 3 0 By MS/MS 4 0 -0.044342 1022 2.2 172.62 1515
sp|P49593|PPM1F_HUMANsp|P49593|PPM1F_HUMAN Protein phosphatase 1F OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPM1F PE=1 SV=325.33146 25.28648 9 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 17 8 -0.0449772 1021 31.3 49.83 454
sp|P56537|IF6_HUMAN;sp|P56537-2|IF6_HUMANsp|P56537|IF6_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF6 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P56537-2|IF6_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF623.60569 23.55953 4 2 By MS/M By MS/MS 7 3 -0.0461636 1020 22.9 6.599 245
sp|Q13895|BYST_HUMANsp|Q13895|BYST_HUMAN Bystin OS=Homo sapiens GN=BYSL PE=1 SV=322.75685 22.70826 6 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 6 -0.048584 1019 24.9 49.601 437
sp|P25789|PSA4_HUMAN;sp|P25789-2|PSA4_HUMANsp|P25789|PSA4_HUMAN roteasome subunit alpha type-4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMA4 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P25789-2|PSA4_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Proteasome subunit alpha type-4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMA426.01225 25.95925 9 6 By M /MS By MS/MS 16 11 -0.0529938 1018 42.1 29.483 261
sp|P78406|RAE1L_HUMANsp|P78406|RAE1L_HUMAN mRNA export factor OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAE1 PE=1 SV=123.43619 23.37981 5 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 2 -0.0563812 1017 22.6 40.968 368
sp|P61960|UFM1_HUMAN;sp|P61960-2|UFM1_HUMANsp|P61960|UFM1_HUMAN biquitin-fold modifier 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UFM1 PE=1 SV=124.41332 24.35414 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/ S 6 4 -0.0591812 1016 60 9.1175 85
sp|P49458|SRP09_HUMAN;sp|P49458-2|SRP09_HUMANsp|P49458|SRP09_HUMAN ignal recognition particle 9 kDa protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRP9 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P49458-2|SRP09_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Signal recognition particle 9 kDa protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRP925.85415 25.7933 6 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 6 -0.0608463 1015 62.8 10.112 86
sp|P18206|VINC_HUMAN;sp|P18206-2|VINC_HUMAN;sp|P18206-3|VINC_HUMANsp|P18206|VINC_HUMAN inculin OS=Homo sapiens G =VCL PE=1 SV=4;sp|P18206-2|VINC_HUMAN Isoform 1 of Vinculin OS=Homo sapiens GN=VCL26. 5354 26.08989 30 16 By MS/MS By MS/MS 50 16 -0.0636559 1014 33.6 123.8 1134
sp|Q9UBT2|SAE2_HUMANsp|Q9UBT2|SAE2_HUMAN SUMO-activating enzyme subunit 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBA2 PE=1 SV=226.25344 26.18448 13 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 26 8 -0.0689621 1013 27.5 71.223 640
sp|P62158|CALM_HUMAN;sp|P27482|CALL3_HUMAN;sp|P02585|TNNC2_HUMANsp|P62158|CALM_HUMAN Calmodulin OS=Homo sapiens GN=CALM1 PE=1 SV=225.5 25.4309 5 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 6 -0.0690918 1012 32.2 16.837 149
sp|Q02790|FKBP4_HUMANsp|Q02790|FKBP4_HUMAN Peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase FKBP4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FKBP4 PE=1 SV=327.99091 27.91479 25 17 By MS/MS By MS/MS 50 34 -0.0761223 1011 58.8 51.804 459
sp|P18031|PTN1_HUMANsp|P18031|PTN1_HUMAN Tyrosine-protein phosphatase non-receptor type 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PTPN1 PE=1 SV=12 .78489 21.70841 3 0 By MS/MS 4 0 -0.0764751 1010 7.6 49.966 435
sp|P48047|ATPO_HUMANsp|P48047|ATPO_HUMAN ATP synthase subunit O, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATP5O PE=1 SV=124.11004 24.03322 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 5 -0.0768261 1009 24.4 23.277 213
sp|Q04917|1433F_HUMANsp|Q04917|1433F_HUMAN 14-3-3 protein eta OS=Homo sapiens GN=YWHAH PE=1 SV=425.10562 25.02665 11 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 16 10 -0.0789661 1008 52.8 28.218 246
sp|P48634-2|PRC2A_HUMAN;sp|P48634-3|PRC2A_HUMAN;sp|P48634|PRC2A_HUMAN;sp|P48634-4|PRC2A_HUMANsp|P48634-2|PRC2A_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Protein PRRC2A OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRRC2A;sp|P48634-3|PRC2A_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Protein PRRC2A OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRRC2A;sp|P48634|PRC2A_HUMAN Protein PRRC2A OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRRC2A PE=1 SV=3;sp|P48634-4|PRC2A_HUMAN Iso21.06861 20.9848 3 2 By M /MS By matching 3 0 -0.0837898 1007 1.6 227.84 2144
sp|Q9BWD1|THIC_HUMANsp|Q9BWD1|THIC_HUMAN Acetyl-CoA acetyltransferase, cytosolic OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACAT2 PE=1 SV=226.48941 26.40471 12 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 24 5 -0.0846996 1006 44.8 41.35 397
sp|P25788-2|PSA3_HUMAN;sp|P25788|PSA3_HUMANsp|P25788-2|PSA3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Proteasome subunit alpha type-3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMA3;sp|P25788|PSA3_HUMAN Proteasome subunit alpha type-3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMA3 PE=1 SV=223.44506 23.35609 5 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 3 -0.0889721 1005 19.4 27.647 248
sp|P18621-2|RL17_HUMAN;sp|P18621|RL17_HUMAN;sp|P18621-3|RL17_HUMANsp|P18621-2|RL17_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 60S ribosomal protein L17 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL17;sp|P18621|RL17_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L17 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL17 PE=1 SV=3;sp|P18621-3|RL17_HUMAN Isoform 3 of 60S ribosomal protein L17 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL1725.8169 25.72682 6 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 8 -0.0900822 1004 51.4 17.094 146
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sp|O75663-2|TIPRL_HUMAN;sp|O75663|TIPRL_HUMANsp|O75663-2|TIPRL_HUMAN Isoform 2 of TIP41-like protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=TIPRL;sp|O75663|TIPRL_HUMAN TIP41-like protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=TIPRL PE=1 SV=221.06802 20.97408 2 0 By M /MS 3 0 -0.0939445 1003 10.7 20.214 178
sp|P27348|1433T_HUMANsp|P27348|1433T_HUMAN 14-3-3 protein theta OS=Homo sapiens GN=YWHAQ PE=1 SV=126.7442 26.64924 16 14 By MS/MS By MS/MS 29 14 -0.0949516 1002 61.2 27.764 245
sp|P07237|PDIA1_HUMANsp|P07237|PDIA1_HUMAN Protein disulfide-isomerase OS=Homo sapiens GN=P4HB PE=1 SV=325.24107 25.14612 12 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 25 12 -0.0949516 1001 26.8 57.116 508
sp|P32119|PRDX2_HUMAN;sp|P32119-2|PRDX2_HUMANsp|P32119|PRDX2_HUMAN eroxiredoxin-2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRDX2 PE=1 SV=528.4124 28.3103 8 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 16 12 -0.1021023 1000 46 21.892 198
sp|Q00839|HNRPU_HUMANsp|Q00839|H RPU_HUMAN Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein U OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPU PE=1 SV=629.16971 29.06605 26 20 By MS/MS By M /MS 57 34 -0.1036644 999 31.9 90.583 825
sp|P52294|IMA5_HUMANsp|P52294|IMA5_HUMAN Importin subunit alpha-5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=KPNA1 PE=1 SV=320.60069 20.49161 4 0 By MS/MS 4 0 -0.1090755 998 8.2 60.221 538
sp|Q8WXA9-2|SREK1_HUMAN;sp|Q8WXA9|SREK1_HUMANsp|Q8WXA9-2|SREK1_HUM N Isoform 2 of Splicing regulatory glutamine/lysine-rich protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SREK1;sp|Q8WXA9|SREK1_HUMAN Splicing regulatory glutamine/lysine-rich protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SREK1 PE=1 SV=122.16315 22.04856 3 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 1 -0.1145954 997 6.1 71.649 624
sp|Q9P2I0|CPSF2_HUMANsp|Q9P2I0|CPSF2_HUMAN Cleavage and polyadenylation specificity factor subunit 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CPSF2 PE=1 SV=221.46663 21.34807 2 0 By MS/MS 3 0 -0.1185513 996 3.7 88.486 782
sp|O95372|LYPA2_HUMANsp|O95372|LYPA2_HUMAN Acyl-protein thioesterase 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=LYPLA2 PE=1 SV=123.40678 23.28799 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 5 -0.1187897 995 26 24.737 231
sp|P29966|MARCS_HUMANsp|P29966|MARCS_HUMAN Myristoylated alanine-rich C-kinase substrate OS=Homo sapiens GN=MARCKS PE=1 SV=424.40347 24.28107 4 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 4 -0.1223965 994 25.3 31.554 332
sp|Q8ND56-2|LS14A_HUMAN;sp|Q8ND56|LS14A_HUMANsp|Q8ND56-2|LS14A_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Protein LSM14 homolog A OS=Homo sapiens GN=LSM14A;sp|Q8ND56|LS14A_HUMAN Protein LSM14 homolog A OS=Homo sapiens GN=LSM14A PE=1 SV=322.81921 22.69615 4 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 3 -0.1230621 993 9.9 50.553 463
sp|O60762|DPM1_HUMANsp|O60762|DPM1_HUMAN Dolichol-phosphate mannosyltransferase OS=Homo sapiens GN=DPM1 PE=1 SV=121.64403 21.51974 2 0 By MS/MS 4 0 -0.1242962 992 8.5 29.634 260
sp|Q9BV86|NTM1A_HUMAN;sp|Q9BV86-2|NTM1A_HUMANsp|Q9BV86|NTM1A_HUMAN N-terminal Xaa-Pro-Lys N-methyltransferase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NTMT1 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q9BV86-2|NTM1A_HUMAN Isoform 2 of N-terminal Xaa-Pro-Lys N-methyltransferase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NTMT123.51364 23.38772 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 3 -0.1259251 991 18.4 25.387 223
sp|Q13257|MD2L1_HUMAN;sp|Q13257-2|MD2L1_HUMANsp|Q13257|MD2L1_HUMAN itotic spindle assembly checkpoint protein MAD2A OS=Homo sapiens GN=MAD2L1 PE=1 SV=125.73446 25.6082 7 4 By MS/MS By S/MS 14 8 -0.1262569 990 31.7 23.51 205
sp|Q9UHV9|PFD2_HUMANsp|Q9UHV9|PFD2_HUMAN Prefoldin subunit 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PFDN2 PE=1 SV=123.47766 23.34881 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 5 -0.1288471 989 29.2 16.648 154
sp|P27797|CALR_HUMANsp|P27797|CALR_HUMAN Calreticulin OS=Homo sapiens GN=CALR PE=1 SV=124.81411 24.68448 6 5 By MS/MS By M /MS 15 4 -0.1296368 988 24.9 48.141 417
sp|Q86SX6|GLRX5_HUMANsp|Q86SX6|GLRX5_HUMAN Glutaredoxin-related protein 5, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=GLRX5 PE=1 SV=224.61307 24.47754 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 3 -0.1355362 987 21 16.628 157
sp|O15305|PMM2_HUMANsp|O15305|PMM2_HUMAN Phosphomannomutase 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PMM2 PE=1 SV=121.31202 21.17487 2 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 2 -0.1371479 986 9.3 28.082 246
sp|P23284|PPIB_HUMANsp|P23284|PPIB_HUMAN Peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase B OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPIB PE=1 SV=224.85072 24.71015 7 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 14 7 -0.1405716 985 34.3 23.742 216
sp|Q9H8Y8|GORS2_HUMAN;sp|Q9H8Y8-2|GORS2_HUMANsp|Q9H8Y8|GORS2_HUMAN Golgi reassembly-stacking protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GORASP2 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q9H8Y8-2|GORS2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Golgi reassembly-stacking protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GORASP225.19107 25.05038 6 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 6 -0.1406822 984 18.1 47.145 452
sp|P25786|PSA1_HUMAN;sp|P25786-2|PSA1_HUMANsp|P25786|PSA1_HUMAN roteasome subunit alpha type-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMA1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P25786-2|PSA1_HUMAN Isoform Long of Proteasome subunit alpha type-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMA123.38877 23.24012 5 3 By M /MS By MS/MS 9 2 -0.1486511 983 20.5 29.555 263
sp|P22314|UBA1_HUMANsp|P22314|UBA1_HUMAN Ubiquitin-like modifier-activating enzyme 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBA1 PE=1 SV=328.57033 28.41997 29 25 By MS/MS By MS/MS 65 49 -0.1503582 982 33.7 117.85 1058
sp|Q9NQG5|RPR1B_HUMANsp|Q9NQG5|RPR1B_HUMAN Regulation of nuclear pre-mRNA domain-containing protein 1B OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPRD1B PE=1 SV=122.47038 22.31945 3 1 By MS/MS By m tching 3 0 -0.1509304 981 11.3 36.899 326
sp|P61981|1433G_HUMANsp|P61981|1433G_HUMAN 14-3-3 protein gamma OS=Homo sapiens GN=YWHAG PE=1 SV=226.07472 25.92318 11 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 12 -0.151535 980 47 28.302 247
sp|Q7L5D6|GET4_HUMAN;sp|Q7L5D6-2|GET4_HUMANsp|Q7L5D6|GET4_HUMAN olgi to ER traffic protein 4 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=GET4 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q7L5D6-2|GET4_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Golgi to ER traffic protein 4 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=GET424.504 2 24.3503 5 3 By MS/M By MS/MS 9 5 -0. 542206 979 19.3 36.504 327
sp|P31946-2|1433B_HUMAN;sp|P31946|1433B_HUMANsp|P31946-2|1433B_HUMAN Isoform Short of 14-3-3 protein beta/alpha OS=Homo sapiens GN=YWHAB;sp|P31946|1433B_HUMAN 14-3-3 protein beta/alpha OS=Homo sapiens GN=YWHAB PE=1 SV=325.49026 25. 327 10 9 By MS/MS By M /MS 12 7 -0.1569977 978 41 27.85 244
sp|P78344|IF4G2_HUMAN;sp|P78344-2|IF4G2_HUMANsp|P78344|IF4G2_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 4 gamma 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF4G2 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P78344-2|IF4G2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 4 gamma 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF4G224.78227 24.62483 12 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 18 14 -0.1574364 977 18.7 102.36 907
sp|P14625|ENPL_HUMAN;sp|Q58FF3|ENPLL_HUMANsp|P14625|ENPL_HUMAN Endoplasmin OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSP90B1 PE=1 SV=128.31367 28.15523 29 22 By MS/MS By MS/MS 61 33 -0.1584415 976 36 92.468 803
sp|Q9Y2Z4|SYYM_HUMANsp|Q9Y2Z4|SYYM_HUMAN Tyrosine--tRNA ligase, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=YARS2 PE=1 SV=221.28844 21.12511 3 0 By MS/M 6 0 -0.1633301 975 8.8 53.198 477
sp|Q16630-3|CPSF6_HUMAN;sp|Q16630|CPSF6_HUMAN;sp|Q16630-2|CPSF6_HUMANsp|Q1 630-3|CPSF6_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Cleavage and polyadenylation specificity factor subunit 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CPSF6;sp|Q16630|CPSF6_HUMAN Cleavage and polyadenylation specificity factor subunit 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CPSF6 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q16630-2|CPSF6_HUM24.17896 24.01402 6 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 5 -0.1649494 974 15.9 52.325 478
sp|P04406-2|G3P_HUMAN;sp|P04406|G3P_HUMANsp| 04406-2|G3P_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase OS=Homo sapiens GN=GAPDH;sp|P04406|G3P_HUMAN Glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase OS=Homo sapiens GN=GAPDH PE=1 SV=326.22558 26.05325 9 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 15 5 -0.1723347 973 40.3 31.548 293
sp|P25705|ATPA_HUMAN;sp|P25705-2|ATPA_HUMANsp|P25705|ATPA_HUMAN  synthase subunit alpha, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATP5A1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P25705-2|ATPA_HUMAN Isoform 2 of ATP synthase subunit alpha, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATP5A128.24645 28.07368 22 15 By MS/MS By MS/MS 41 26 -0.1727715 972 41.6 59.75 553
sp|P61758|PFD3_HUMANsp|P61758|PFD3_HUMAN Prefoldin subunit 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=VBP1 PE=1 SV=324.83634 24.65992 8 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 16 9 -0.1764183 971 37.6 22.658 197
sp|P83731|RL24_HUMANsp|P83731|RL24_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L24 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL24 PE=1 SV=15.94704 25.76643 6 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 7 -0.1806068 970 32.5 17.779 157
sp|Q9UHD9|UBQL2_HUMANsp|Q9U D9|UBQL2_HUMAN Ubiquilin-2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBQLN2 PE=1 SV=223.82483 23.64174 7 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 4 -0.1830921 969 17 65.695 624
sp|Q13404|UB2V1_HUMAN;sp|Q13404-8|UB2V1_HUMAN;sp|Q13404-7|UB2V1_HUMAN;sp|Q13404-2|UB2V1_HUMAN;sp|Q13404-1|UB2V1_HUMAN;sp|Q13404-6|UB2V1_HUMANsp|Q13404|UB2V1_HUMAN biquitin-conjugating enzyme E2 variant 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBE2V1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q13404-8|UB2V1_HUMAN Isoform 6 of Ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E2 variant 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBE2V1;sp|Q13404-7|UB2V1_HUMAN Isoform 5 of Ubiquitin-conj4.67965 24.49619 5 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 5 -0.1834621 968 32.7 16. 95 147
sp|Q86VP6|CAND1_HUMAN;sp|Q86VP6-2|CAND1_HUMAN;sp|Q86VP6-3|CAND1_HUMAN;sp|O75155-2|CAND2_HUMAN;sp|O75155|CAND2_HUMANsp|Q86VP6|CAND1_HUMAN Cullin-associated NEDD8-dissociated protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CAND1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q86VP6-2|CAND1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Cullin-associated NEDD8-dissociated protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CAND127.53927 27.35481 32 21 By MS/MS By MS/M 65 30 -0.18445 8 967 30 36.37 1230
sp|P41091|IF2G_HUMAN;sp|Q2VIR3|IF2GL_HUMAN;sp|Q2VIR3-2|IF2GL_HUMANsp|P41091|IF2G_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 2 subunit 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF2S3 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q2VIR3|IF2GL_HUMAN Putative eukaryotic translation initiation factor 2 subunit 3-like protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF2S3L PE=5 SV=2;sp|Q2VIR3-2|25.6262 5.43924 13 7 By MS/MS By MS/M 24 8 -0.186962 966 8.1 51.109 472
sp|P23258|TBG1_HUMAN;sp|Q9NRH3|TBG2_HUMANsp|P23258|TBG1_HUMAN Tubulin gamma-1 chain OS=Homo sapiens GN=TUBG1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9NRH3|TBG2_HUMAN Tubulin gamma-2 chain OS=Homo sapiens GN=TUBG2 PE=1 SV=120.93236 20.74292 2 0 By MS/MS 4 0 -0.1894379 965 4.9 51.169 451
sp|P46060|RAGP1_HUMANsp| 46060|RAGP1_HUMAN Ran GTPase-activating protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RANGAP1 PE=1 SV=126.71856 26.52892 16 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 30 18 -0.1896362 964 31 63.541 587
sp|Q05519-2|SRS11_HUMAN;sp|Q05519|SRS11_HUMANsp|Q05519-2|SRS11_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Serine/arginine-rich splicing factor 11 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRSF11;sp|Q05519|SRS11_HUMAN Serine/arginine-rich splicing factor 11 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRSF11 PE=1 SV=124.23666 24.04093 4 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 4 -0.195734 963 11 53.413 483
sp|Q9NRN7|ADPPT_HUMANsp|Q9NRN7| DPPT_HUMAN L-aminoadipate-semialdehyde dehydrogenase-phosphopantetheinyl transferase OS=Homo sapiens GN=AASDHPPT PE=1 SV=223.41545 23.21716 5 2 By MS/MS By matching 7 0 -0.1982861 962 16.2 35.776 309
sp|Q6W2J9-4|BCOR_HUMAN;sp|Q6W2J9-2|BCOR_HUMAN;sp|Q6W2J9|BCOR_HUMAN;sp|Q6W2J9-3|BCOR_HUMANsp|Q6W2J9-4|BCOR_HUMAN Isoform 4 of BCL-6 corepressor OS=Homo sa iens GN=BCOR;sp|Q6W2J9-2|BCOR_HUMAN Isoform 2 of BCL-6 corepressor OS=Homo sapiens GN=BCOR;sp|Q6W2J9|BCOR_HUMAN BCL-6 corepressor OS=Homo sapiens GN=BCOR PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q6W2J9-3|BCOR_HUMAN Isof22.44551 22. 4528 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 2 -0.2002354 961 6.9 186.23 1703
sp|P47985|UCRI_HUMAN;sp|P0C7P4|UCRIL_HUMANsp|P47985|UCRI_HUMAN ytochrome b-c1 complex subunit Rieske, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=UQCRFS1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P0C7P4|UCRIL_HUMAN Putative cytochrome b-c1 complex subunit Rieske-like protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UQCRFS1P1 PE=5 SV=122.46144 22.25673 3 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 1 -0.2047138 960 11.3 29.668 274
sp|O00303|EIF3F_HUMANsp|O00303|EIF3F_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 3 subunit F OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF3F PE=1 SV=126.5148 26.30454 10 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 22 18 -0.2102623 959 30.5 37.563 357
sp|O14908|GIPC1_HUMAN;sp|O14908-2|GIPC1_HUMAN;sp|Q8TF64|GIPC3_HUMANsp|O14908|GIPC1_HUMAN PDZ domain-containing protein GIPC1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GIPC1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|O14908-2|GIPC1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of PDZ domain-containing protein GIPC1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GIPC124.05092 3.83345 7 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 3 -0.2174759 958 30 36.049 333
sp|P43243|MATR3_HUMAN;sp|P43243-2|MATR3_HUMANsp|P43243|MATR3_HUMAN atrin-3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MATR3 PE=1 SV=227.87923 7.65915 28 22 By S/MS By M /MS 67 32 -0.2200851 957 39.1 94.622 847
sp|Q9UHX1-6|PUF60_HUMAN;sp|Q9UHX1-4|PUF60_HUMAN;sp|Q9UHX1-5|PUF60_HUMAN;sp|Q9UHX1-2|PUF60_HUMAN;sp|Q9UHX1-3|PUF60_HUMAN;sp|Q9UHX1|PUF60_HUMANsp|Q9UHX1-6|PUF60_H MAN Isoform 6 of Poly(U)-binding-splicing factor PUF60 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PUF60;sp|Q9UHX1-4|PUF60_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Poly(U)-binding-splicing factor PUF60 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PUF60;sp|Q9UHX1-5|PUF60_HUMAN Isoform 5 of Poly(U)-binding-spl26.5 983 26.34604 15 7 By MS/MS By S/MS 26 12 -0.2237873 956 47.4 55.399 513
sp|Q13185|CBX3_HUMAN;sp|P83916|CBX1_HUMANsp|Q13185|CBX3_HUMAN Chromobox protein homolog 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CBX3 PE=1 SV=424.18865 23.96429 6 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 2 -0.2243671 955 36.1 20.811 183
sp|Q9BUL8|PDC10_HUMANsp|Q9BUL8|PDC10_HUMAN Programmed cell death protein 10 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PDCD10 PE=1 SV=121.45473 21.22574 2 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 1 -0.2289848 954 10.4 24.701 212
sp|Q9Y5J9|TIM8B_HUMANsp|Q9Y5J9|TIM8B_HUMAN Mitochondrial import inner membrane translocase subunit Tim8 B OS=Homo sapiens GN=TIMM8B PE=1 SV=121.50523 21.27553 2 0 By MS/MS 4 0 -0.229702 953 26.5 9.3435 83
sp|O43491|E41L2_HUMAN;sp|O43491-4|E41L2_HUMAN;sp|O43491-2|E41L2_HUMAN;sp|O43491-3|E41L2_HUMANsp|O43491|E41L2_HUMAN Band 4.1-like protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EPB41L2 P =  SV=1;sp|O43491-4|E41L2_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Band 4.1-like protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EPB41L2;sp|O43491-2|E41L2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Band 4.1-like protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EPB4122.55551 22.321 8 4 0 By MS/MS 6 0 -0.2340279 952 5.2 112.59 1005
sp|P26368-2|U2AF2_HUMAN;sp|P26368|U2AF2_HUMANsp|P26368-2|U2AF2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Splicing factor U2AF 65 kDa subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=U2AF2;sp|P26368|U2AF2_HUMAN Splicing factor U2AF 65 kDa subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=U2AF2 PE=1 SV=426.21865 25.98264 8 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 24 9 -0. 360172 951 29.1 53.12 471
sp|Q5JPE7-2|NOMO2_HUMAN;sp|Q15155|NOMO1_HUMAN;sp|P69849|NOMO3_HUMAN;sp|Q5JPE7|NOMO2_HUMANsp|Q5JPE7-2|NOMO2_HUMA  Isoform 2 of odal modulator 2 S= omo sa iens GN= ;sp|Q15155|NOMO1_HUMAN Nodal modulator 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NOMO1 PE=1 SV=5;sp|P69849|NOMO3_HUMAN Nodal modulator 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NOMO3 PE=2 SV=2;sp|Q5JPE7|NOMO2_HUMAN Noda21.44142 21.20489 3 0 By MS/MS 3 0 -0.2365303 950 2.9 134.19 1222
sp|P62258|1433E_HUMAN;sp|P62258-2|1433E_HUMANsp|P62258|1433E_HUMAN -3-3 protein epsilon OS=Homo sapiens GN=YWHAE PE=1 SV=1;sp|P62258-2|1433E_HUMAN Isoform SV of 14-3-3 protein epsilon OS=Homo sapiens GN=YWHAE29.2153 28.97858 20 15 By MS/MS By MS/MS 47 33 -0.2367668 949 72.9 29.174 255
sp|P00918|CAH2_HUMANsp|P00918|CAH2_HUMAN Carbonic anhydrase 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CA2 PE=1 SV=223.64801 23.41106 5 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 3 -0.2369518 948 25.4 29.246 260
sp|P51659|DHB4_HUMAN;sp|P51659-3|DHB4_HUMAN;sp|P51659-2|DHB4_HUMANsp|P51659|DHB4_HUMAN Peroxisomal multifunctional enzyme type 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSD17B4 PE=1 SV=3;sp|P51659-3|DHB4_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Peroxisomal multifunctional enzyme type 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSD17B4;sp|P51659-2|DHB4_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Peroxisomal mul25.01899 24.77997 10 5 B  MS/ S By MS/MS 20 8 -0.2390232 947 22 79.685 736
sp|Q9UN37|VPS4A_HUMAN;sp|Q6PIW4-2|FIGL1_HUMAN;sp|Q6PIW4|FIGL1_HUMANsp|Q9UN37|VPS4A_HUMAN Vacuolar protein sorting-associated protein 4A OS=Homo sapiens GN=VPS4A PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q6PIW4-2|FIGL1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Fidgetin-like protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FIGNL1;sp|Q6PIW4|FIGL1_HUMAN Fidgetin-like protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=21.60282 21.36077 2 0 By MS/MS 4 0 -0.2420425 946 5.3 48.897 437
sp|Q13620-3|CUL4B_HUMAN;sp|Q13620-1|CUL4B_HUMAN;sp|Q13620|CUL4B_HUMAN;sp|Q13619-2|CUL4A_HUMAN;sp|Q13619|CUL4A_HUMANsp|Q13620-3|CUL4B_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Cullin-4B OS=Homo sapiens GN=CUL4B;sp|Q13620-1|CUL4B_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Cullin-4B OS=Homo sapiens GN=CUL4B;sp|Q13620|CUL4B_HUMAN Cullin-4B OS=Homo sapiens GN=CUL4B PE=1 SV=424.34881 24.10629 12 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 19 5 -0.2425194 945 17.7 84.016 717
sp|P09110|THIK_HUMAN;sp|P09110-2|THIK_HUMANsp|P09110|THIK_HUMAN 3-ketoacyl-CoA thiolase, peroxisomal OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACAA1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P09110-2|THIK_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 3-ketoacyl-CoA thiolase, peroxisomal OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACAA124.43 48 24.1879 5 4 By MS/M By MS/MS 10 4 -0. 43578 944 21 44.292 424
sp|Q9Y4C2-2|F115A_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y4C2|F115A_HUMANsp|Q9Y4C2-2|F115A_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Protein FAM115A OS=Homo sapiens GN=FAM115A;sp|Q9Y4C2|F115A_HUMAN Protein FAM115A OS=Homo sapiens GN=FAM115A PE=1 SV=32 .81761 21.57263 3 1 By MS/MS By matching 5 0 -0.244978 943 3.7 101.89 919
sp|Q13573|SNW1_HUMANsp|Q13573|SNW1_HUMAN SNW domain-containing protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SNW1 PE=1 SV=123.38759 23.14012 7 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 2 -0.2474689 942 17.4 61.494 536
sp|Q5TFE4|NT5D1_HUMANsp|Q5TFE4|NT5D1_HUMAN 5-nucleotidase domain-containing protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NT5DC1 PE=1 SV=121.99666 21.74394 3 0 By MS/MS 5 0 -0.2527218 941 8.1 51.844 455
sp|P46778|RL21_HUMANsp|P46778|RL21_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L21 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL21 PE=1 SV=24.32574 24.06981 4 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 3 -0.2559299 940 25 18.565 160
sp|Q99729-3|ROAA_HUMAN;sp|Q99729-2|ROAA_HUMAN;sp|Q99729-4|ROAA_HUMAN;sp|Q99729|ROAA_HUMANsp|Q99729-3|ROAA_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein A/B OS= omo sapiens GN=HNRNPAB;sp|Q99729-2|ROAA_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein A/B OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPAB;sp|Q99729-4|ROAA_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Hetero27.44127 27.18338 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 22 10 -0.2578831 939 31.9 30.588 285
sp|O75436|VP26A_HUMAN;sp|O75436-2|VP26A_HUMANsp|O75436|VP26A_HUMAN acuolar protein sorting-associated protein 26A OS=Homo sapiens GN=VPS26A PE=1 SV=2;sp|O75436-2|VP26A_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Vacuolar protein sorting-associated protein 26A OS=Homo sapiens GN=VPS26A2.10 48 1.84752 2 0 By MS/MS 4 0 -0. 599545 938 8.9 38.169 327
sp|P17655|CAN2_HUMAN;sp|P17655-2|CAN2_HUMANsp|P17655|CAN2_HUMAN alpain-2 catalytic subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=CAPN2 PE=1 SV=6;sp|P17655-2|CAN2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Calpain-2 catalytic subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=CAPN223.61762 23.35461 6 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 7 -0.2630119 937 11.9 79.994 700
sp|Q99471|PFD5_HUMAN;sp|Q99471-3|PFD5_HUMANsp|Q99471|PFD5_HUMAN refoldin subunit 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PFDN5 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q99471-3|PFD5_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Prefoldin subunit 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PFDN523.76557 23.50106 4 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 4 -0.2645111 936 29.2 17.328 154
sp|O43684-2|BUB3_HUMAN;sp|O43684|BUB3_HUMANsp|O43684-2|BUB3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Mitotic checkpoint protein BUB3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=BUB3;sp|O43684|BUB3_HUMAN Mitotic checkpoint protein BUB3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=BUB3 PE=1 SV=124.97189 24.7052 8 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 16 10 -0.266695 935 32.5 36.954 326
sp|Q96AT9|RPE_HUMAN;sp|Q96AT9-2|RPE_HUMAN;sp|Q96AT9-3|RPE_HUMANsp|Q96AT9|RPE_HUMAN ibulose-phosphate 3-epimerase OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPE PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q96AT9-2|RPE_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ribulose-phosphate 3-epimerase OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPE;sp|Q96AT9-3|RPE_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Ribulose-phosphate 3-epimerase OS=Homo sapiens G22.0869 21.81472 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 -0.272274 934 11.4 24.927 228
sp|Q6P3W7|SCYL2_HUMANsp|Q6P3W7|SCYL2_HUMAN SCY1-like protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SCYL2 PE=1 SV=123.31161 23.039 6 6 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 2 -0.2724495 933 8.4 103.71 929
sp|P60866|RS20_HUMAN;sp|P60866-2|RS20_HUMANsp|P60866|RS20_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S20 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS20 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P60866-2|RS20_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 40S ribosomal protein S20 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS204.99455 24.71565 5 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 5 - .2789001 932 36.1 13.373 119
sp|Q7L576|CYFP1_HUMAN;sp|Q7L576-2|CYFP1_HUMAN;sp|Q96F07-2|CYFP2_HUMAN;sp|Q7L576-3|CYFP1_HUMAN;sp|Q96F07|CYFP2_HUMANsp|Q7L576|CYFP1_HUMAN ytoplasmic FMR1-interacting protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CYFIP1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q7L576-2|CYFP1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Cytoplasmic FMR1-interacting protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CYFIP1;sp|Q96F07-2|CYFP2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Cytoplasmic FMR1-int21. 0527 0.82535 3 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 2 -0.279 225 931 3.3 145.18 1253
sp|Q16763|UBE2S_HUMANsp|Q16763|UBE2S_HUMAN Ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E2 S OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBE2S PE=1 SV=223.96446 23.68432 6 2 By M /M By MS/MS 9 3 -0.2801456 930 43.2 23.845 222
sp|P52788|SPSY_HUMAN;sp|P52788-2|SPSY_HUMANsp|P52788|SPSY_HUMAN permine synthase OS=Homo sapiens GN=SMS PE=1 SV=2;sp|P52788-2|SPSY_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Spermine synthase OS=Homo sapiens GN=SMS24.36766 24.08707 7 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 3 -0.2805901 929 19.7 41.268 366
sp|P22061|PIMT_HUMAN;sp|P22061-2|PIMT_HUMANsp|P22061|PIMT_HUMAN rotein-L-isoaspartate(D-aspartate) O-methyltransferase OS=Homo sapiens GN=PCMT1 PE=1 SV=4;sp|P22061-2|PIMT_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Protein-L-isoaspartate(D-aspartate) O-methyltransferase OS=Homo sapiens GN=PCMT126.8 1 5 26.54072 11 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 25 11 -0.2809315 928 62.6 24.636 227
sp|P61160|ARP2_HUMAN;sp|P61160-2|ARP2_HUMANsp|P61160|ARP2_HUMAN ctin-related protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACTR2 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P61160-2|ARP2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Actin-related protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACTR224.98433 24.70197 8 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 6 - . 823582 927 27.9 44.76 394
sp|O95747|OXSR1_HUMAN;sp|Q9UEW8|STK39_HUMANsp|O95747|OXSR1_H MAN erine/threonine-protein kinase OSR1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=OXSR1 PE=1 SV=123.89032 23.60671 8 3 By M /MS By MS/MS 17 1 -0.2836 13 926 19.2 58.022 527
sp|P60709|ACTB_HUMAN;sp|P63267-2|ACTH_HUMAN;sp|Q6S8J3|POTEE_HUMAN;sp|A5A3E0|POTEF_HUMAN;sp|P0CG38|POTEI_HUMAN;sp|Q562R1|ACTBL_HUMAN;sp|Q9BYX7|ACTBM_HUMAN;sp|P0CG39|POTEJ_HUMANsp|P60709|ACTB_HUMAN ctin, cytoplasmic 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACTB PE=1 SV=131.54563 31.26086 23 20 By MS/ S By MS/MS 103 58 - .2847729 925 74.9 41.736 375
sp|P46379-2|BAG6_HUMAN;sp|P46379|BAG6_HUMAN;sp|P46379-3|BAG6_HUMAN;sp|P46379-4|BAG6_HUMAN;sp|P46379-5|BAG6_HUMANsp|P46379-2|BAG6_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Large proline-rich protein BAG6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=BAG6;sp|P46379|BAG6_HUMAN Large proline-rich protein BAG6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=BAG6 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P46379-3|BAG6_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Large proline-rich protein BAG6 OS=Homo s26.13675 25.8484 19 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 40 16 -0.2883415 924 24.4 118.69 1126
sp|P82930|RT34_HUMANsp|P82930|RT34_HUMAN 28S ribosomal protein S34, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=MRPS34 PE=1 SV=222.41049 2.11985 4 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 1 -0.2906361 923 17.4 25.65 218
sp|P57678|GEMI4_HUMANsp|P57678|GEMI4_HUMAN Gem-associated protein 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GEMIN4 PE=1 SV=221.09359 20.7996 2 0 By MS/MS 5 0 -0.2939873 922 2.5 120.04 1058
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sp|Q5VTL8|PR38B_HUMAN;sp|Q5VTL8-2|PR38B_HUMANsp|Q5VTL8|PR38B_HUMAN Pre-mRNA-splicing factor 38B OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRPF38B PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q5VTL8-2|PR38B_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Pre-mRNA-splicing factor 38B OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRPF38B21.57 29 21.280 7 3 0 y MS/MS 6 0 -0.2944145 921 6.2 64.467 546
sp|Q06830|PRDX1_HUMANsp|Q06830|PRDX1_HUMAN Peroxiredoxin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRDX1 PE=1 SV=129.54097 29.24579 14 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 37 27 -0.2951813 920 73.4 22.11 199
sp|Q7Z6Z7-2|HUWE1_HUMAN;sp|Q7Z6Z7-3|HUWE1_HUMAN;sp|Q7Z6Z7|HUWE1_HUMANsp|Q7Z6Z7-2|HUWE1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of E3 ubiquitin-protein ligase HUWE1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HUWE1;sp|Q7Z6Z7-3|HUWE1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of E3 ubiquitin-protein ligase HUWE1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HUWE1;sp|Q7Z6Z7|HUWE1_HUMAN E3 ubiquitin-protein ligase HUWE1 OS=Homo22.82 41 22.5246 6 0 By MS/MS 10 0 -0.2968063 919 1.7 480.19 4358
sp|Q9UJV9|DDX41_HUMANsp|Q9UJV9|DDX41_HUMAN Probable ATP-dependent RNA helicase DDX41 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDX41 PE=1 SV=223.62667 23.32882 9 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 5 -0.2978477 918 18.5 69.837 622
sp|Q9Y3F4|STRAP_HUMANsp|Q9Y3F4|STRAP_HUMAN Serine-threonine kinase receptor-associated protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=STRAP PE=1 SV=126.99561 26.69378 15 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 37 17 -0.3018265 917 52.9 38.438 350
sp|O95861|BPNT1_HUMAN;sp|O95861-2|BPNT1_HUMANsp|O95861|BPNT1_HUMAN 3(2),5-bisphosphate nucleotidase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=BPNT1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|O95861-2|BPNT1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 3(2),5-bisphosphate nucleotidase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=BPNT121.374 9 1.07032 3 0 By MS/M 5 0 -0.3042717 916 10.1 33.39 308
sp|Q9NYL9|TMOD3_HUMANsp|Q9NYL9|TMOD3_HUMAN Tropomodulin-3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TMOD3 PE=1 SV=121.8112 21.49863 3 0 By MS/MS 5 0 -0.3125629 915 8.5 39.594 352
sp|Q96FW1|OTUB1_HUMAN;sp|Q96FW1-2|OTUB1_HUMANsp|Q96FW1|OTUB1_HUMAN Ubiquitin thioesterase OTUB1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=OTUB1 PE=1 SV=225.82917 25.5159 8 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 15 9 -0.3132725 914 36.2 31.284 271
sp|Q09028-3|RBBP4_HUMAN;sp|Q09028|RBBP4_HUMAN;sp|Q09028-2|RBBP4_HUMAN;sp|Q09028-4|RBBP4_HUMANsp|Q09028-3|RBBP4_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Hi tone-binding protein RBBP4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBBP4;sp|Q09028|RBBP4_HUMAN Histone-binding protein RBBP4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBBP4 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q09028-2|RBBP4_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Histone-binding protein RBBP4 OS=Homo sa26.92558 26.61147 12 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 23 18 -0.3141117 913 32.7 46.158 410
sp|P62857|RS28_HUMANsp|P62857|RS28_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S28 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS28 PE=1 SV=15.29327 24.97417 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 5 -0.3190975 912 46.4 7.8409 69
sp|P61019|RAB2A_HUMAN;sp|P61019-2|RAB2A_HUMAN;sp|Q8WUD1|RAB2B_HUMANsp|P61019|RAB2A_HUMAN as-related protein Rab-2A OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB2A PE=1 SV=1;sp|P61019-2|RAB2A_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ras-related protein Rab-2A OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB2A;sp|Q8WUD1|RAB2B_HUMAN Ras-related protein Rab-2B OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB2B PE=1 SV=124.03297 3.71377 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 5 -0.3191986 911 24.1 23.545 212
sp|P62306|RUXF_HUMANsp|P62306|RUXF_HUMAN Small nuclear ribonucleoprotein F OS=Homo sapiens GN=SNRPF PE=1 SV=124.9865 24.66253 3 2 By M /MS By MS/MS 4 1 -0.3239689 910 32.6 9.7251 86
sp|Q86TB9-2|PATL1_HUMAN;sp|Q86TB9-4|PATL1_HUMAN;sp|Q86TB9|PATL1_HUMANsp|Q86TB9-2|PATL1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Protein PA 1 homolog 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PATL1;sp|Q86TB9-4|PATL1_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Protein PAT1 homolog 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PATL1;sp|Q86TB9|PATL1_HUMAN Protein PAT1 homolog 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PATL1 PE=1 SV=220.58298 20.25836 2 0 By MS/MS 3 0 -0.3246193 909 3 70.638 627
sp|P60900|PSA6_HUMANsp|P60900|PSA6_HUMAN Proteasome subunit alpha type-6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMA6 PE=1 SV=124.22037 23.89301 7 4 By M /MS By MS/MS 12 5 -0.3273621 908 33.7 27.399 246
sp|O95433|AHSA1_HUMANsp|O95433| HSA1_HUMAN Activator of 90 kDa heat shock protein ATPase homolog 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=AHSA1 PE=1 SV=126.97836 26.64883 14 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 29 19 -0.3295307 907 52.7 38.274 338
sp|P22392-2|NDKB_HUMAN;sp|P22392|NDKB_HUMAN;sp|O60361|NDK8_HUMANsp|P22392-2| DKB_HUMA  Isoform 3 of Nucleoside diphosphate kinase B OS=Homo sapiens GN=NME2;sp|P22392|NDKB_HUMAN Nucleoside diphosphate kinase B OS=Homo sapiens GN=NME2 PE=1 SV=127.771 8 27.44063 12 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 26 17 -0.3306446 906 68.2 30.137 267
sp|P30048|PRDX3_HUMANsp|P30048|PRDX3_HUMAN Thioredoxin-dependent peroxide reductase, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRDX3 PE=1 SV=325.16419 24.83326 7 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 15 5 -0.3309345 905 36.3 27.692 256
sp|P19623|SPEE_HUMANsp|P19623|SPEE_HUMAN Spermidine synthase OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRM PE=1 SV=126.07637 25.74499 10 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 23 9 -0.3313789 904 43.4 33.824 302
sp|P16949|STMN1_HUMAN;sp|P16949-2|STMN1_HUMAN;sp|Q9NZ72|STMN3_HUMAN;sp|Q9H169|STMN4_HUMAN;sp|Q9H169-2|STMN4_HUMAN;REV__sp|P36956-3|SRBP1_HUMAN;REV__sp|P36956-2|SRBP1_HUMAN;REV__sp|P36956|SRBP1_HUMAN;REV__sp|P36956-4|SRBP1_HUMAN;sp|H7BZ55|CROL3_HUMANsp|P16949|STMN1_HUMAN tathmin OS=Homo sapiens GN=STMN1 PE=1 SV=3;sp P16949-2|STM 1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Stathmin OS=Homo sapiens GN=STMN125.07034 4.73717 7 6 By MS/ S By MS/MS 15 8 -0.333 718 903 42.3 17.302 149
sp|P62241|RS8_HUMANsp|P62241|RS8_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S8 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS8 PE=1 SV=227.04218 26.70767 10 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 22 9 -0.3345108 902 54.8 24.205 208
sp|P30044-2|PRDX5_HUMAN;sp|P30044|PRDX5_HUMAN;sp|P30044-3|PRDX5_HUMAN;sp|P30044-4|PRDX5_HUMANsp|P30044-2|PRDX5_HUMAN Isoform Cytoplasmic+peroxisomal of Peroxiredoxin-5, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRDX5;sp|P30044|PRDX5_HUMAN Peroxiredoxin-5, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRDX5 PE=1 SV=4;sp|P30044-3|PRDX5_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Peroxiredoxin-5,24.855 8 24.51899 5 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 5 -0.3363895 901 37 17.031 162
sp|P63104|1433Z_HUMAN;sp|P63104-2|1433Z_HUMANsp|P63104|1433Z_HUMAN -3-3 protein zeta/delta OS=Homo sapiens GN=YWHAZ PE=1 SV=1;sp|P63104-2|1433Z_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 14-3-3 protein zeta/delta OS=Homo sapiens GN=YWHAZ27.23973 26.903 15 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 18 9 -0.3367271 900 57.1 27.745 245
sp|Q6P1J9|CDC73_HUMANsp|Q6P1J9|CDC73_HUMAN Parafibromin OS=Homo sapiens GN=CDC73 PE=1 SV=121.43186 21.09487 3 0 By MS/MS 4 0 -0.3369923 899 5.5 60.576 531
sp|O00154-6|BACH_HUMAN;sp|O00154-4|BACH_HUMAN;sp|O00154-7|BACH_HUMAN;sp|O00154|BACH_HUMAN;sp|O00154-5|BACH_HUMAN;sp|O00154-2|BACH_HUMAN;sp|O00154-3|BACH_HUMAN;sp|Q6ZUV0|BACHL_HUMANsp|O00154-6|BACH_HUMAN Isoform 6 of Cytosolic acyl coenzyme A thioester hydrolase OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACOT7;sp|O00154-4|BACH_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Cytosolic acyl coenzyme A thioester hydrolase OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACOT7;sp|O00154-7|BACH_HUMAN Isoform 7 of Cytoso23.66915 23.32828 6 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 2 -0.3408718 898 23.1 36.567 329
sp|P13797|PLST_HUMAN;sp|P13796|PLSL_HUMANsp|P13797|PLST_HUMAN Plastin-3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PLS3 PE=1 SV=427.4684 27.12524 24 18 By M /MS By MS/MS 51 28 -0.3431568 897 47.6 70.81 630
sp|P84103|SRSF3_HUMANsp|P84103|SRSF3_HUMAN Serine/arginine-rich splicing factor 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRSF3 PE=1 SV=125.01474 24.67147 5 3 By MS/M By MS/MS 8 4 -0.3432693 896 31.1 19.329 164
sp|Q8N163-2|CCAR2_HUMAN;sp|Q8N163|CCAR2_HUMANsp|Q8N163-2|CCAR2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Cell cycle and apoptosis regulator protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CCAR2;sp|Q8N163|CCAR2_HUMAN Cell cycle and apoptosis regulator protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CCAR2 PE=1 SV=224.0380 2 .68977 11 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 17 5 -0.3483181 895 15.6 103.14 923
sp|O75439|MPPB_HUMANsp|O75439|MPPB_HUMAN Mitochondrial-processing peptidase subunit beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=PMPCB PE=1 SV=221.48562 21.13682 3 0 By MS/MS 4 0 -0.3488007 894 7.2 54.366 489
sp|Q92598-2|HS105_HUMAN;sp|Q92598|HS105_HUMAN;sp|Q92598-3|HS105_HUMANsp|Q92598-2|HS105_HUMAN Isoform Beta of Heat shock protein 105 kDa OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSPH1;sp|Q92598|HS105_HUMAN Heat shock protein 105 kDa OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSPH1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q92598-3|HS105_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Heat shock protein 105 kDa OS=Homo sapiens27.34841 26.9982 29 19 By MS/MS By MS/MS 57 23 -0.3502121 893 45.2 92.115 814
sp|Q9H910-2|HN1L_HUMAN;sp|Q9H910|HN1L_HUMANsp|Q9H910-2|HN1L_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Hematological and neurological expressed 1-like protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=HN1L;sp|Q9H910|HN1L_HUMAN Hematological and neurological expressed 1-like protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=HN1L PE=1 SV=124.49582 24.14274 6 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 9 -0.3530884 892 47.1 18.416 174
sp|Q9GZT3-2|SLIRP_HUMAN;sp|Q9GZT3|SLIRP_HUMANsp|Q9GZT3-2|SLIRP_HUMAN Isoform 2 of SRA stem-loop-interacting RNA-binding protein, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=SLIRP;sp|Q9GZT3|SLIRP_HUMAN SRA stem-loop-interacting RNA-binding protein, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=SLIRP PE=1 SV=122.34137 21.98777 3 0 By MS/MS 6 0 -0.3535938 891 35.5 12.122 107
sp|P25398|RS12_HUMANsp|P25398|RS12_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S12 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS12 PE=1 SV=325.17585 24.82182 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 7 -0.3540249 890 45.5 14.515 132
sp|O60869-2|EDF1_HUMAN;sp|O60869|EDF1_HUMANsp|O60869-2|EDF1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Endothelial differentiation-related factor 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EDF1;sp|O60869|EDF1_HUMAN Endothelial differentiation-related factor 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EDF1 PE=1 SV=123.30313 22.93591 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 3 -0.3672199 889 19.4 15.48 139
sp|O75937|DNJC8_HUMANsp|O75937|D JC8_HUMAN DnaJ homolog subfamily C member 8 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DNAJC8 PE=1 SV=224.75929 24.38988 6 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 3 -0.3694019 888 23.3 29.841 253
sp|Q8IWX8|CHERP_HUMANsp|Q8IWX8|CHERP_HUMAN Calcium homeostasis endoplasmic reticulum protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=CHERP PE=1 SV=322.80835 22.42909 3 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 3 -0.3792629 887 4.5 103.7 916
sp|Q01081|U2AF1_HUMAN;sp|Q01081-2|U2AF1_HUMAN;sp|Q01081-4|U2AF1_HUMAN;sp|Q8WU68-3|U2AF4_HUMAN;sp|Q8WU68|U2AF4_HUMAN;sp|Q01081-3|U2AF1_HUMAN;sp|Q8WU68-2|U2AF4_HUMANsp|Q01081|U2AF1_HUMAN Splicing factor U2AF 35 kDa subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=U2AF1 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q01081-2|U2AF1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Splicing factor U2AF 35 kDa subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=U2AF1;sp|Q01081-4|U2AF1_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Splicing factor U2AF 35 kDa25.35252 4.973 6 7 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 11 -0.3793602 886 34.2 27.872 240
sp|P26639|SYTC_HUMAN;sp|P26639-2|SYTC_HUMANsp|P26639|SYTC_HUMAN Threonine--tR A ligase, cytoplasmic OS=Homo sapiens GN=TARS PE=1 SV=3;sp|P26639-2|SYTC_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Threonine--tRNA ligase, cytoplasmic OS=Homo sapiens GN=TARS22.11633 21.73657 4 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 2 -0.3797531 885 6.4 83.434 723
sp|Q12931|TRAP1_HUMANsp|Q12931|TRAP1_HUMAN Heat shock protein 75 kDa, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=TRAP1 PE=1 SV=325.72941 25.34425 14 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 26 12 -0.385164 884 27.4 80.109 704
sp|Q9H4A3-2|WNK1_HUMAN;sp|Q9H4A3|WNK1_HUMAN;sp|Q9H4A3-5|WNK1_HUMAN;sp|Q9H4A3-6|WNK1_HUMAN;sp|Q9H4A3-4|WNK1_HUMAN;sp|Q96J92-2|WNK4_HUMAN;sp|Q96J92-3|WNK4_HUMAN;sp|Q96J92|WNK4_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y3S1-3|WNK2_HUMAN;sp|Q9BYP7-3|WNK3_HUMAN;sp|Q9BYP7-4|WNK3_HUMAN;sp|Q9BYP7-2|WNK3_HUMAN;sp|Q9BYP7|WNK3_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y3S1-2|WNK2_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y3S1-4|WNK2_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y3S1|WNK2_HUMANsp|Q9H4A3-2|WNK1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Serine/threonine-protein kinase WNK1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=WNK1;sp|Q9H4A3|WNK1_HUMAN Serine/threonine-protein kinase WNK1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=WNK1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9H4A3-5|WNK1_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Serine/threonine-protein kinase22.7477 22.36024 5 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 1 -0.3874569 883 3.7 225.56 2135
sp|Q15366-6|PCBP2_HUMAN;sp|Q15366-3|PCBP2_HUMAN;sp|Q15366|PCBP2_HUMAN;sp|Q15366-2|PCBP2_HUMAN;sp|Q15366-4|PCBP2_HUMAN;sp|Q15366-5|PCBP2_HUMAN;sp|P57721-5|PCBP3_HUMAN;sp|P57721-4|PCBP3_HUMAN;sp|P57721|PCBP3_HUMAN;sp|P57721-2|PCBP3_HUMAN;sp|P57721-3|PCBP3_HUMANsp|Q15366-6|PCBP2_HUMAN Isoform 6 of Poly(rC)-binding protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PCBP2;sp|Q15366-3|PCBP2_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Poly(r )-binding protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PCBP2;sp|Q15366|PCBP2_HUMAN Poly(rC)-binding protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PCB 2 PE=128.48451 28.0932 13 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 37 2 -0.391 021 882 50.4 38.15 361
sp|Q9Y376|CAB39_HUMANsp|Q9Y376|CAB39_HUMAN Calcium-binding protein 39 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CAB39 PE=1 SV=122.00024 21.60533 4 0 By MS/MS 4 0 -0.394907 881 10 39.869 341
sp|Q9Y3A6|TMED5_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y3A6-2|TMED5_HUMANsp|Q9Y3A6|TMED5_HUMAN Transmembrane emp24 domain-containing protein 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TMED5 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9Y3A6-2|TMED5_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Transmembrane emp24 domain-containing protein 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TMED522.83906 2 .43937 2 0 By MS/MS 4 0 -0.3996868 880 10 26.005 229
sp|P49005|DPOD2_HUMANsp|P49005|DPOD2_HUMAN DNA polymerase delta subunit 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=POLD2 PE=1 SV=121.81378 21.412 2 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 1 -0.4017849 879 6.6 51.289 469
sp|Q9UI30|TR112_HUMANsp|Q9UI30|TR112_HUMAN tRNA methyltransferase 112 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=TRMT112 PE=1 SV=124.72198 24.31797 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 5 -0.4040089 878 27.2 14.199 125
sp|P08107|HSP71_HUMAN;sp|P08107-2|HSP71_HUMANsp|P08107|HSP71_HUMAN eat shock 70 kDa protein 1A/1B OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSPA1A PE=1 SV=5;sp|P08107-2|HSP71_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Heat shock 70 kDa protein 1A/1B OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSPA1A29.50563 9.10097 26 23 By MS/MS By MS/MS 67 39 -0.404665 877 48.5 70.051 641
sp|Q9H078-4|CLPB_HUMAN;sp|Q9H078-2|CLPB_HUMAN;sp|Q9H078|CLPB_HUMAN;sp|Q9H078-3|CLPB_HUMANsp|Q9H078-4|CLPB_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Ca einolytic peptidase B protein homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=CLPB;sp|Q9H078-2|CLPB_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Caseinolytic peptidase B protein homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=CLPB;sp|Q9H078|CLPB_HUMAN Caseinolytic peptidase B protein22.39702 21.99122 4 0 By MS/MS 4 0 -0.4058018 876 8.5 74.542 662
sp|P18669|PGAM1_HUMAN;sp|P15259|PGAM2_HUMAN;sp|Q8N0Y7|PGAM4_HUMANsp|P 8669|PGAM1_HUMAN Phosphoglycerate mutase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PGAM1 PE=1 SV=227.06815 26.65963 11 11 By S/MS By MS/MS 26 20 -0.4085236 875 53.5 28.804 254
sp|O43809|CPSF5_HUMANsp|O43809|CPSF5_HUMAN Cleavage and polyadenylation specificity factor subunit 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NUDT21 PE=1 SV=125.03578 24.62584 6 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 7 -0.4099445 874 33.9 26.227 227
sp|P11142|HSP7C_HUMAN;sp|P11142-2|HSP7C_HUMAN;sp|P54652|HSP72_HUMANsp|P11142|HSP7C_HUMAN eat shock cognate 71 kDa protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSPA8 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P11142-2|HSP7C_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Heat shock cognate 71 kDa protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSPA830.21431 9.80334 32 30 By MS/M By MS/MS 101 60 -0.4109745 873 54.8 70.897 646
sp|P15531|NDKA_HUMAN;sp|P15531-2|NDKA_HUMANsp|P15531| DKA_HUMAN ucleoside diphosphate kinase A OS=Homo sapiens GN=NME1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P15531-2|NDKA_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Nucleoside diphosphate kinase A OS=Homo sapiens GN=NME124.15862 23.74684 8 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 3 -0.411781 872 65.1 17.149 152
sp|Q14978|NOLC1_HUMAN;sp|Q14978-3|NOLC1_HUMAN;sp|Q14978-2|NOLC1_HUMANsp|Q14978|NOLC1_HUMAN ucleolar and coiled-body phosphoprotein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NOLC1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q14978-3|NOLC1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Nucleolar and coiled-body phosphoprotein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NOLC1;sp|Q14978-2|NOLC1_HUMAN Isoform Beta of Nucleolar a21.70 21 21.28767 2 0 By MS/MS 3 0 -0.4135456 871 2.6 73.602 699
sp|Q86UE4|LYRIC_HUMANsp|Q86UE4|LYRIC_HUMAN Protein LYRIC OS=Homo sapiens GN=MTDH PE=1 SV=221.00258 20.58878 2 0 By MS/MS 3 0 -0.4137974 870 4.5 63.836 582
sp|Q9UBM7|DHCR7_HUMANsp|Q9UBM7|DHCR7_HUMAN 7-dehydrocholesterol reductase OS=Homo sapiens GN=DHCR7 PE=1 SV=122.01379 21.59787 3 0 By MS/MS 4 0 -0.4159241 869 5.1 54.489 475
sp|P04818|TYSY_HUMAN;sp|P04818-2|TYSY_HUMAN;sp|P04818-3|TYSY_HUMANsp|P04818|TYSY_HUMAN hymidylate synthase OS=Homo sapiens GN=TYMS PE=1 SV=3;sp|P04818-2|TYSY_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Thymidylate synthase OS=Homo sapiens GN=TYMS;sp|P04818-3|TYSY_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Thymidylate synthase OS=Homo sapiens GN=TYMS24.14864 23.73169 7 3 By MS/ S By MS/MS 12 4 -0.4169521 868 29.7 35.716 313
sp|Q9UBQ5|EIF3K_HUMANsp|Q9UBQ5|EIF3K_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 3 subunit K OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF3K PE=1 SV=125.24423 24.82576 4 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 4 -0.418478 867 21.1 25.059 218
sp|P52434|RPAB3_HUMANsp|P52434|RPAB3_HUMAN DNA-directed RNA polymerases I, II, and III subunit RPABC3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=POLR2H PE=1 SV=421.7326 21.31191 2 2 By MS/MS By matching 4 0 -0.4206924 866 14.7 17.143 150
sp|P17844|DDX5_HUMANsp|P17844|DDX5_HUMAN Probable ATP-dependent RNA helicase DDX5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDX5 PE=1 SV=127.777 27.35557 24 19 By MS/MS By M /MS 49 36 -0.42 4306 865 39.6 69.147 614
sp|P22234|PUR6_HUMAN;sp|P22234-2|PUR6_HUMANsp|P22234|PUR6_HUMAN Multifunctional protein ADE2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PAICS PE=1 SV=3;sp|P22234-2|PUR6_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Multifunctional protein ADE2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PAICS27.09637 26.67492 17 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 38 13 -0.4 1 535 864 44 47.079 425
sp|Q99613|EIF3C_HUMAN;sp|B5ME19|EIFCL_HUMANsp|Q99613|EIF3C_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 3 subunit C OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF3C PE=1 SV=1;sp|B5ME19|EIFCL_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 3 subunit C-like protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF3CL PE=3 SV=125.32065 24.89892 15 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 29 11 -0.4217319 863 16.5 105.34 913
sp|O60884|DNJA2_HUMANsp|O60884|D JA2_HUMAN DnaJ homolog subfamily A member 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DNAJA2 PE=1 SV=123.48025 23.04693 9 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 2 -0.4333172 862 18.9 45.745 412
sp|Q96EK5|KBP_HUMANsp|Q96EK5|KBP_HUMAN KIF1-binding protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=KIAA1279 PE=1 SV=121.65992 21.2183 3 0 By MS/MS 4 0 -0.4416275 861 7.2 71.813 621
sp|Q92769|HDAC2_HUMANsp|Q92769|HDAC2_HUMAN Histone deacetylase 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HDAC2 PE=1 SV=224.63556 24.19325 7 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 6 -0.4423046 860 19.1 55.364 488
sp|P68104|EF1A1_HUMAN;sp|Q5VTE0|EF1A3_HUMAN;sp|Q05639|EF1A2_HUMANsp|P68104|EF1A1_HUMAN Elongation factor 1-alpha 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EEF1A1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q5VTE0|EF1A3_HUMAN Putative elongation factor 1-alpha-like 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EEF1A1P5 PE=5 SV=131.20897 30.7624 21 7 By MS/ S By MS/MS 07 51 -0.4465714 859 50.2 50.14 462
sp|P27635|RL10_HUMAN;sp|Q96L21|RL10L_HUMANsp|P27635|RL10_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L10 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL10 PE=1 SV=425.294 24.84096 6 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 15 3 -0.4530449 858 32.2 24.604 214
sp|P63172|DYLT1_HUMANsp|P63172|DYLT1_HUMAN Dynein light chain Tctex-type 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DYNLT1 PE=1 SV=122.15943 21.70621 2 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 2 -0.4532204 857 23 12.452 113
sp|P06576|ATPB_HUMANsp|P06576|ATPB_HUMAN ATP synthase subunit beta, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATP5B PE=1 SV=328.85168 28.39473 19 16 By MS/MS By MS/MS 61 35 -0.4569569 856 45.7 56.559 529
sp|Q14103-3|HNRPD_HUMAN;sp|Q14103|HNRPD_HUMAN;sp|Q14103-4|HNRPD_HUMAN;sp|Q14103-2|HNRPD_HUMANsp|Q14103-3|H RPD_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein D0 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPD;sp|Q14103|HNRPD_HUMAN Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein D0 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPD PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q14103-4|HNRPD_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Heterogeneou28.54598 28.08704 14 14 By MS/MS By MS/MS 31 20 -0.4589405 855 40.2 32.834 306
sp|Q15054|DPOD3_HUMANsp|Q15054|DPOD3_HUMAN DNA polymerase delta subunit 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=POLD3 PE=1 SV=221.93905 21.47681 2 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 1 -0.4622421 854 5.6 51.4 466
sp|P62879|GBB2_HUMANsp|P62879|GBB2_HUMAN Guanine nucleotide-binding protein G(I)/G(S)/G(T) subunit beta-2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GNB2 PE=1 SV=322.7872 22.32438 4 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 1 -0.4628181 853 14.4 37.331 340
sp|P42704|LPPRC_HUMANsp|P42704|LPPRC_HUMAN Leucine-rich PPR motif-containing protein, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=LRPPRC PE=1 SV=326.53384 26.07096 35 15 By MS/MS By MS/MS 64 20 -0.4628887 852 24.4 157.9 1394
sp|P18754|RCC1_HUMAN;sp|P18754-2|RCC1_HUMANsp|P18754|RCC1_HUMAN egulator of chromosome condensation OS=Homo sapiens GN=RCC1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P18754-2|RCC1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Regulator of chromosome condensation OS=Homo sapiens GN=RCC126.20924 25.74612 10 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 17 9 -0.4631195 851 32.1 44.969 421
sp|P15311|EZRI_HUMAN;sp|P35241-3|RADI_HUMANsp|P15311|EZRI_HUMAN Ezrin OS=Homo sapiens GN=EZR PE=1 SV=424.93418 24.46874 15 7 By MS/M By MS/MS 26 7 -0.4654408 850 22.2 69.412 586
sp|P09661|RU2A_HUMANsp|P09661|RU2A_HUMAN U2 small nuclear ribonucleoprotein A OS=Homo sapiens GN=SNRPA1 PE=1 SV=24.37577 23.90545 6 4 By MS/M By MS/MS 11 7 -0.4703178 849 24.7 28.415 255
sp|Q13951-2|PEBB_HUMAN;sp|Q13951|PEBB_HUMANsp|Q13951-2|PEBB_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Core-binding factor subunit beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=CBFB;sp|Q13951|PEBB_HUMAN Core-binding factor subunit beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=CBFB PE=1 SV=223.60625 23.13519 4 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 4 -0.4710617 848 28.9 21.991 187
sp|P37108|SRP14_HUMANsp|P37108|SRP14_HUMAN Signal recognition particle 14 kDa protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRP14 PE=1 SV=224.02791 23.55649 5 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 1 -0.471426 847 33.8 14.57 136
sp|Q9UGI8-2|TES_HUMAN;sp|Q9UGI8|TES_HUMANsp|Q9UGI8-2|TES_H MAN Isoform 2 of Testin OS=Homo sapiens GN=TES;sp|Q9UGI8|TES_HUMAN Testin OS=Homo sapiens GN=TES PE=1 SV=123.71471 23.24091 6 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 5 -0.4738045 846 18.7 46.91 412
sp|Q8N0X7|SPG20_HUMANsp|Q8N0X7|SPG20_HUMAN Spartin OS=Homo sapiens GN=SPG20 PE=1 SV=122.04383 21.5698 3 1 By MS/MS By matching 4 0 -0.4740353 845 6 72.832 666
sp|Q92600|RCD1_HUMANsp|Q92600|RCD1_HUMAN Cell differentiation protein RCD1 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=RQCD1 PE=1 SV=120.75662 20.28252 3 0 By MS/MS 4 0 -0.474102 844 10.4 33.631 299
sp|Q08211|DHX9_HUMAN;sp|Q08211-2|DHX9_HUMANsp|Q08211|DHX9_HUMAN ATP-dependent RNA helicase A OS=Homo sapiens GN=DHX9 PE=1 SV=427.96505 27.48846 38 22 By MS/MS By MS/MS 78 35 -0.4765873 843 35 140.96 1270
sp|P52292|IMA1_HUMANsp|P52292|IMA1_HUMAN Importin subunit alpha-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=KPNA2 PE=1 SV=126.07239 25.59548 12 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 24 8 -0.4769058 842 28.7 57.861 529
sp|Q15185|TEBP_HUMANsp|Q15185|TEBP_HUMAN Prostaglandin E synthase 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PTGES3 PE=1 SV=125.3114 24.83437 7 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 15 6 -0.4770317 841 41.9 18.697 160
sp|O95218-2|ZRAB2_HUMAN;sp|O95218|ZRAB2_HUMANsp|O95218-2|ZRAB2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Zinc finger Ran-binding domain-containing protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ZRANB2;sp|O95218|ZRAB2_HUMAN Zinc finger Ran-binding domain-containing protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ZRANB2 PE=1 SV=224.07194 23.59252 6 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 4 -0.4794178 840 18.4 36.318 320
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sp|P51116|FXR2_HUMAN;sp|Q06787-8|FMR1_HUMAN;sp|Q06787-6|FMR1_HUMAN;sp|Q06787-2|FMR1_HUMAN;sp|Q06787-4|FMR1_HUMAN;sp|Q06787-5|FMR1_HUMAN;sp|Q06787-7|FMR1_HUMAN;sp|Q06787-3|FMR1_HUMAN;sp|Q06787|FMR1_HUMANsp|P51116|FXR2_HUMAN ragile X mental retardation syndrome-related protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FXR2 PE=  SV=220.95893 20.47815 3 0 By MS/ S 3 0 -0.480 873 839 4.8 74.222 673
sp|O43660-2|PLRG1_HUMAN;sp|O43660|PLRG1_HUMANsp|O43660-2|PLRG1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Pleiotropic regulator 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PLRG1;sp|O43660|PLRG1_HUMAN Pleiotropic regulator 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PLRG1 PE=1 SV=121.74201 21.25854 3 1 By MS/MS By atching 6 0 -0.4834671 838 8.7 56.289 505
sp|Q8TEM1|PO210_HUMAN;sp|Q8TEM1-2|PO210_HUMANsp|Q8TEM1|PO210_HUMAN Nuclear pore membrane glycoprotein 210 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NUP210 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q8TEM1-2|PO210_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Nuclear pore membrane glycoprotein 210 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NUP2102 .44726 21.9637 4 1 By MS/MS By matching 4 0 -0.4835491 837 2.7 205.11 1887
sp|O75521-2|ECI2_HUMAN;sp|O75521|ECI2_HUMANsp|O75521-2|ECI2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Enoyl-CoA delta isomerase 2, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=ECI2;sp|O75521|ECI2_HUMAN Enoyl-CoA delta isomerase 2, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=ECI2 PE=1 SV=422.87093 22.38593 4 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 1 -0.4849968 836 12 39.609 359
sp|P05198|IF2A_HUMANsp|P05198|IF2A_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 2 subunit 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF2S1 PE=1 SV=324.6418 24.1553 7 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 13 6 -0.486496 835 25.1 36.112 315
sp|P29401|TKT_HUMAN;sp|P29401-2|TKT_HUMANsp|P29401|TKT_HUMAN ransketolase OS=Homo sapiens GN=TKT PE=1 SV=3;sp|P29401-2|TKT_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Transketolase OS=Homo sapiens GN=TKT25.23187 24.74294 9 5 By MS/MS By M /MS 19 5 -0.4889374 834 22.3 67.877 623
sp|P60981|DEST_HUMAN;sp|P60981-2|DEST_HUMANsp|P60981|DEST_HUMAN estrin OS=Homo sapiens GN=DSTN PE=1 SV=3;sp|P60981-2|DEST_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Destrin OS=Homo sapiens GN=DSTN24.33415 23.84201 6 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 2 -0.4921398 833 38.2 18.506 165
sp|P10599-2|THIO_HUMAN;sp|P10599|THIO_HUMANsp|P10599-2|THIO_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Thioredoxin OS=Homo sapiens GN=TXN;sp|P10599|THIO_HUMAN Thioredoxin OS=Homo sapiens GN=TXN PE=1 SV=327.10899 26.61681 5 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 6 -0.4921799 832 49.4 9.4519 85
sp|Q13126-4|MTAP_HUMAN;sp|Q13126|MTAP_HUMAN;sp|Q13126-3|MTAP_HUMAN;sp|Q13126-2|MTAP_HUMAN;sp|Q13126-7|MTAP_HUMAN;sp|Q13126-6|MTAP_HUMAN;sp|Q13126-5|MTAP_HUMANsp|Q13126-4|MTAP_HUMAN Isoform 4 of S-methyl-5-thioadenosine phosphorylase OS=Homo sapiens GN=MTAP;sp|Q13126|MTAP_HUMAN S-methyl-5-thioadenosine phosphorylase OS=Homo sapiens GN=MTAP PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q13126-3|MTAP_HUMAN Isoform 3 of S-methyl-5-thioadenosine22.7685 22.27364 5 2 By MS/MS By matching 10 0 -0.4948 35 8 24.6 30.837 280
sp|P50502|F10A1_HUMAN;sp|Q8NFI4|F10A5_HUMAN;sp|Q8IZP2|ST134_HUMANsp|P50502|F10A1_HUMAN Hsc70-interacting protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=ST13 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q8NFI4|F10A5_HUMAN Putative protein FAM10A5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ST13P5 PE=5 SV=1;sp|Q8IZP2|ST134_HUMAN Putative protein FAM10A4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ST13P4 PE=5 SV=126.91479 26.41475 8 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 20 13 -0.500 362 830 29 41.331 369
sp|Q9H2G2-2|SLK_HUMAN;sp|Q9H2G2|SLK_HUMANsp|Q9 2G2-2|SLK_HUMAN Isoform 2 of STE20-like serine/threonine-protein kinase OS=Homo sapiens GN=SLK;sp|Q9H2G2|SLK_HUMAN STE20-like serine/threonine-protein kinase OS=Homo sapiens GN=SLK PE=1 SV=121.85361 21.35254 4 0 By MS/MS 5 0 -0.50107 829 4 138.99 1204
sp|P46776|RL27A_HUMANsp|P46776|RL27A_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L27a OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL27A PE=1 SV=25.44266 24.93953 5 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 7 -0.5031319 828 29.1 16.561 148
sp|Q9BV38|WDR18_HUMANsp|Q9BV38|WDR18_HUMAN WD repeat-containing protein 18 OS=Homo sapiens GN=WDR18 PE=1 SV=222.09149 21.58826 3 0 By MS/MS 4 0 -0.5032272 827 7.9 47.405 432
sp|O43747|AP1G1_HUMAN;sp|O43747-2|AP1G1_HUMANsp|O43747| P1G1_HUMAN -1 complex subunit gamma-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=AP1G1 PE=1 SV=5;sp|O43747-2|AP1G1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of AP-1 complex subunit gamma-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=AP1G122.51992 22.01519 3 0 By M /MS 4 0 -0.5047264 826 3.8 91.35 822
sp|Q9H773|DCTP1_HUMANsp|Q9H773|DCTP1_HUMAN dCTP pyrophosphatase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DCTPP1 PE=1 SV=122.7099 22.20449 4 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 2 -0.5054169 825 26.5 18.681 170
sp|P39687|AN32A_HUMAN;sp|O43423|AN32C_HUMANsp|P39687| 32A_HUMAN Acidic leucine-rich nuclear phosphoprotein 32 family member A OS=Homo sapiens GN=ANP32A PE=1 SV=124.11894 23.61043 5 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 1 -0.5085106 824 22.5 28.585 249
sp|P49643|PRI2_HUMANsp|P49643|PRI2_HUMAN DNA primase large subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRIM2 PE=1 SV=221.54906 21.03769 3 0 By MS/MS 4 0 -0.5113659 823 7.7 58.805 509
sp|P11021|GRP78_HUMANsp|P11021|GRP78_HUMAN 78 kDa glucose-regulated protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSPA5 PE=1 SV=226. 5305 26.33819 23 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 48 21 -0.5148621 822 38.8 72.332 654
sp|Q9Y2Z0-2|SUGT1_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y2Z0|SUGT1_HUMANsp|Q9Y2Z0-2|SUGT1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Suppressor of G2 allele of SKP1 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=SUGT1;sp|Q9Y2Z0|SUGT1_HUMAN Suppressor of G2 allele of SKP1 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=SUGT1 PE=1 SV=324.92406 24.4075 9 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 17 8 -0.5165672 821 33 37.804 333
sp|Q92747|ARC1A_HUMANsp|Q92747| RC1A_HUMAN Actin-related protein 2/3 complex subunit 1A OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARPC1A PE=1 SV=222.28864 21.76623 3 0 By MS/MS 5 0 -0.52241 3 820 11.6 41.569 370
sp|Q13838|DX39B_HUMAN;sp|Q13838-2|DX39B_HUMANsp|Q13838|DX39B_HUMAN Spliceosome R A helicase DDX39B OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDX39B PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q13838-2|DX39B_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Spliceosome RNA helicase DDX39B OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDX39B28.41474 7.89018 22 16 By MS/M By MS/MS 53 27 -0.5245609 819 49.3 48.991 428
sp|O75312|ZPR1_HUMANsp|O75312|ZPR1_HUMAN Zinc finger protein ZPR1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ZNF259 PE=1 SV=12 .95081 21.42156 3 0 By MS/MS 5 0 -0.5292435 818 8.7 50.925 459
sp|Q9NSE4|SYIM_HUMANsp|Q9NSE4|SYIM_HUMAN Isoleucine--tRNA ligase, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=IARS2 PE=1 SV=226.2833 25.75379 24 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 45 16 -0.5295143 817 29.4 113.79 1012
sp|P23526-2|SAHH_HUMAN;sp|P23526|SAHH_HUMANsp|P23526-2|SAHH_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Adenosylhomocysteinase OS=Homo sapiens GN=AHCY;sp|P23526|SAHH_HUMAN Adenosylhomocysteinase OS=Homo sapiens GN=AHCY PE=1 SV=424.4318 23.89467 9 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 20 6 -0.5371246 816 27.5 44.658 404
sp|P55060-3|XPO2_HUMAN;sp|P55060|XPO2_HUMAN;sp|P55060-4|XPO2_HUMAN;sp|P55060-2|XPO2_HUMANsp|P55060-3|XPO2_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Exportin-2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CSE1L;sp|P55060|XPO2_HUMAN Exportin-2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CSE1L PE=1 SV=3;sp|P55060-4|XPO2_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Exportin-2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CSE1L27.75475 27.21669 29 14 By MS/MS By MS/M 57 17 -0.5380516 815 33.7 107.78 945
sp|Q8WVM8|SCFD1_HUMAN;sp|Q8WVM8-2|SCFD1_HUMAN;sp|Q8WVM8-3|SCFD1_HUMANsp|Q8WVM8|SCFD1_HUMAN Sec1 family domain-containing protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SCFD1 PE=1 SV=4;sp|Q8WVM8-2|SCFD1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Sec1 family domain-containing protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SCFD1;sp|Q8WVM8-3|SCFD1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Sec1 family domain-c26.23402 25.69543 17 9 By M /MS By S/MS 32 14 -0.5385857 14 34.3 72.379 642
sp|P60228|EIF3E_HUMANsp|P60228|EIF3E_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 3 subunit E OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF3E PE=1 SV=125.14472 24.59923 14 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 25 6 -0.5454884 813 33.7 52.22 445
sp|P13807-2|GYS1_HUMAN;sp|P13807|GYS1_HUMANsp|P 3807-2|GYS1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Glycogen [starch] synthase, muscle OS=Homo sapiens GN=GYS1;sp|P13807|GYS1_HUMAN Glycogen [starch] synthase, muscle OS=Homo sapiens GN=GYS1 PE=1 SV=221.72605 21.17901 3 0 By MS/MS 5 0 -0.547039 812 4.8 76.482 673
sp|Q7Z4W1|DCXR_HUMANsp|Q7Z4W1|DCXR_HUMAN L-xylulose reductase OS=Homo sapiens GN=DCXR PE=1 SV=221.9798 21.42827 3 0 By MS/MS 4 0 -0.5515327 811 14.3 25.913 244
sp|Q9BVA1|TBB2B_HUMANsp|Q9BVA1|TBB2B_HUMAN Tubulin beta-2B chain OS=Homo sapiens GN=TUBB2B PE=1 SV=124.26213 23.70904 20 16 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 3 -0.5530853 810 55.3 49.953 445
sp|P20700|LMNB1_HUMANsp|P20700|LMNB1_HUMAN Lamin-B1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=LMNB1 PE=1 SV=226.35175 25.79635 20 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 34 10 -0.5553989 809 38.6 66.408 586
sp|Q06203|PUR1_HUMANsp|Q06203|PUR1_HUMAN Amidophosphoribosyltransferase OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPAT PE=1 SV=121.82256 21.2665 3 0 By M /MS 4 0 -0.5560551 808 6.4 57.398 517
sp|P27816-6|MAP4_HUMAN;sp|P27816|MAP4_HUMAN;sp|P27816-2|MAP4_HUMAN;sp|P27816-5|MAP4_HUMAN;sp|P27816-4|MAP4_HUMAN;sp|P27816-7|MAP4_HUMANsp| 27816-6|MAP4_HUMAN Isoform 6 of Microtubule-associated protein 4 OS=Homo sapiens G =MA 4;sp|P27816|MAP4_HUMAN Microtubule-associated protein 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MAP4 PE=1 SV=3;sp|P27816-2|MAP4_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Microtubule-associated protein 4 OS=Hom25.0933 24.5322 17 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 30 7 -0.56 1801 807 19.8 119.96 1135
sp|O14818|PSA7_HUMAN;sp|O14818-2|PSA7_HUMAN;sp|Q8TAA3-2|PSA7L_HUMAN;sp|Q8TAA3-5|PSA7L_HUMAN;sp|Q8TAA3|PSA7L_HUMAN;sp|O14818-4|PSA7_HUMANsp|O14818|PSA7_HUMAN roteasome subunit alpha type-7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSM  PE=1 SV=1;sp|O14818-2|PSA7_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Proteasome subunit alpha type-7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMA725.090 8 24.52091 7 6 By M /MS By MS/MS 10 8 -0.5699635 806 43.5 27.887 248
sp|Q13547|HDAC1_HUMANsp|Q13547|HDAC1_HUMAN Histone deacetylase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HDAC1 PE=1 SV=123.38416 22.81071 7 3 By MS/MS By matching 6 0 -0.5734596 805 21.2 55.102 482
sp|Q9Y5P6|GMPPB_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y5P6-2|GMPPB_HUMANsp|Q9Y5P6|GMPPB_HUMAN Mannose-1-phosphate guanyltransferase beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=GMPPB PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9Y5P6-2|GMPPB_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Mannose-1-phosphate guanyltransferase beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=GMPPB22.35359 21.77974 4 0 By MS/MS 6 0 -0.5738449 804 12. 39.834 360
sp|P50991|TCPD_HUMAN;sp|P50991-2|TCPD_HUMANsp|P50991|TCPD_HUMAN -complex protein 1 subunit delta OS=Homo sapiens GN=CCT4 PE=1 SV=4;sp|P50991-2|TCPD_HUMAN Isoform 2 of T-complex protein 1 subunit delta OS=Homo sapiens GN=CCT429.13846 28.56282 28 22 By M /MS By MS/MS 62 36 -0.57 6416 803 57.5 57.924 539
sp|P00491|PNPH_HUMANsp|P00491|PNPH_HUMAN Purine nucleoside phosphorylase OS=Homo sapiens GN=PNP PE=1 SV=221.40494 20.8288 2 0 By M /MS 4 0 -0.5761356 802 9.7 32.118 289
sp|P08754|GNAI3_HUMANsp|P08754|GNAI3_HUMAN Guanine nucleotide-binding protein G(k) subunit alpha OS=Homo sapiens GN=GNAI3 PE=1 SV=322.05732 21.46827 3 1 By MS/MS By matching 3 0 -0.5890503 801 9.9 40.532 354
sp|P12814-2|ACTN1_HUMAN;sp|P12814|ACTN1_HUMAN;sp|P12814-3|ACTN1_HUMAN;sp|P12814-4|ACTN1_HUMANsp|P12814-2| CTN1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Alpha-actinin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACTN1;sp|P12814|ACTN1_HUMAN Alpha-actinin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACTN1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P12814-3|ACTN1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Alpha-actinin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACTN1;sp|P12814-4|ACTN1_HUMAN Iso21.99047 21.39503 9 1 By MS/MS By matching 3 0 -0.5954456 800 12.1 102.71 887
sp|P05387|RLA2_HUMANsp|P05387|RLA2_HUMAN 60S acidic ribosomal protein P2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPLP2 PE=1 SV=127.86762 27.27195 7 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 18 9 -0.5956631 799 77.4 11.665 115
sp|Q8IWZ3|ANKH1_HUMAN;sp|Q8IWZ3-4|ANKH1_HUMAN;sp|Q8IWZ3-6|ANKH1_HUMANsp|Q8IWZ3| KH1_HUMAN Ankyrin repeat and KH domain-containing protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ANKHD1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q8IWZ3-4|ANKH1_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Ankyrin repeat and KH domain-containing protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ANKHD1;sp|Q8IWZ3-6|ANKH1_HUMAN Isoform 6 o21.48242 20.88509 8 1 By MS/MS By matching 3 0 -0.5973282 798 4 269.45 2542
sp|Q13263|TIF1B_HUMAN;sp|Q13263-2|TIF1B_HUMANsp|Q13263|TIF1B_HUMAN ranscription intermediary factor 1-beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=TRIM28 PE=1 SV=5;sp|Q13263-2|TIF1B_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Transcription intermediary factor 1-beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=TRIM2828.15 88 27.54606 23 16 By MS/MS By MS/MS 46 20 -0.6078243 797 35 88.549 835
sp|Q92688-2|AN32B_HUMAN;sp|Q92688|AN32B_HUMANsp|Q92688-2| 32B_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Acidic leucine-rich nuclear phosphoprotein 32 family member B OS=Homo sapiens GN=ANP32B;sp|Q92688|AN32B_HUMAN Acidic leucine-rich nuclear phosphoprotein 32 family member B OS=Homo sapiens GN=ANP32B PE=1 SV=122.98233 22.37441 5 2 By MS/MS By matching 6 0 -0.6079254 796 30.3 22.276 195
sp|P54920|SNAA_HUMAN;sp|Q9H115|SNAB_HUMANsp|P54920|SNAA_HUMAN Alpha-soluble NSF attachment protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=NAPA PE=1 SV=324.33606 23.72401 10 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 19 7 -0.6120567 795 45.8 33.232 295
sp|Q04760-2|LGUL_HUMAN;sp|Q04760|LGUL_HUMANsp|Q04760-2|LGUL_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Lactoylglutathione lyase OS=Homo sapiens GN=GLO1;sp|Q04760|LGUL_HUMAN Lactoylglutathione lyase OS=Homo sapiens GN=GLO1 PE=1 SV=422.61731 22.00213 4 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 2 -0.6151733 794 25.4 19.043 169
sp|P11940|PABP1_HUMAN;sp|P11940-2|PABP1_HUMAN;sp|Q9H361|PABP3_HUMAN;sp|Q4VXU2|PAP1L_HUMAN;sp|Q96DU9-2|PABP5_HUMAN;sp|Q96DU9|PABP5_HUMANsp| 11940|PABP1_HUMAN olyadenylate-binding protein 1 OS= omo sapiens GN=PABPC1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P11940-2|PABP1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Polyadenylate-binding protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PABPC127.70728 7.09063 24 14 By M /MS By MS/MS 56 29 -0.61 6439 793 41.4 70.67 636
sp|Q92599-3|SEPT8_HUMAN;sp|Q92599-2|SEPT8_HUMAN;sp|Q92599|SEPT8_HUMANsp|Q92599-3|SEPT8_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Septin-8 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SEPT8;sp|Q92599-2|SEPT8_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Septin-8 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SEPT8;sp|Q92599|SEPT8_HUMAN Septin-8 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SEPT8 PE=1 SV=420.95497 20.33494 3 0 By MS/MS 4 0 -0.6200218 79 9.5 43.519 369
sp|O76003|GLRX3_HUMANsp|O76003|GLRX3_HUMAN Glutaredoxin-3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GLRX3 PE=1 SV=225.09571 24.47383 8 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 16 6 -0.6218834 791 26.3 37.432 335
sp|Q16527|CSRP2_HUMANsp|Q16527|CSRP2_HUMAN Cysteine and glycine-rich protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CSRP2 PE=1 SV=322.66447 22.03456 3 0 By MS/M 5 0 -0.6299095 790 20.7 20.954 193
sp|Q8NFH4|NUP37_HUMANsp|Q8NFH4|NUP37_HUMAN Nucleoporin Nup37 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NUP37 PE=1 SV=122.07401 21.4371 3 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 1 -0.6369152 789 12.3 36.707 326
sp|Q9HB71|CYBP_HUMAN;sp|Q9HB71-3|CYBP_HUMAN;sp|Q9HB71-2|CYBP_HUMANsp|Q9 B71|CYBP_HUMAN Calcyclin-binding rotein OS=Homo sapiens GN=CACYBP PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9HB71-3|CYBP_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Calcyclin-binding protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=CACYBP27.37086 26.73389 14 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 28 11 -0.6369686 788 60.1 26.21 228
sp|P40937-2|RFC5_HUMAN;sp|P40937|RFC5_HUMANsp|P40937-2|RFC5_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Replication factor C subunit 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RFC5;sp|P40937|RFC5_HUMAN Replication factor C subunit 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RFC5 PE=1 SV=122.06536 21.42796 3 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 2 -0.63740 3 787 10.3 36.104 319
sp|P67870|CSK2B_HUMANsp|P67870|CSK2B_HUMAN Casein kinase II subunit beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=CSNK2B PE=1 SV=123.29278 22.65479 3 0 By MS/MS 5 0 -0.637991 786 16.7 24.942 215
sp|P23368|MAOM_HUMAN;sp|P23368-2|MAOM_HUMANsp|P23368|MAOM_HUMAN N D-dependent malic enzyme, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=ME2 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P23368-2|MAOM_HUMAN Isoform 2 of NAD-dependent malic enzyme, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=ME221.66275 21.02419 2 0 By MS/MS 3 0 -0.6385574 785 3.9 65.443 584
sp|O15160-2|RPAC1_HUMAN;sp|O15160|RPAC1_HUMANsp|O15160-2|RPAC1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of DNA-directed RNA polymerases I and III subunit RPAC1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=POLR1C;sp|O15160|RPAC1_HUMAN DNA-directed RNA polymerases I and III subunit RPAC1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=POLR1C PE=1 SV=122.77429 22.13428 4 0 By MS/MS 6 0 -0.640007 784 14 38.646 342
sp|P13489|RINI_HUMANsp|P13489|RINI_HUMAN Ribonuclease inhibitor OS=Homo sapiens GN=RNH1 PE=1 SV=225.29 24.64971 12 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 21 5 -0.6402893 783 34.3 49.973 461
sp|P00492|HPRT_HUMANsp|P00492|HPRT_HUMAN Hypoxanthine-guanine phosphoribosyltransferase OS=Homo sapiens GN=HPRT1 PE=1 SV=222.27455 21.6258 5 0 By MS/MS 5 0 -0.6487446 782 26.1 24.579 218
sp|Q0VDF9|HSP7E_HUMANsp|Q0VDF9|HSP7E_HUMAN Heat shock 70 kDa protein 14 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSPA14 PE=1 SV=122.61174 21.95498 4 0 By MS/MS 5 0 -0.6567593 781 10.8 54.794 509
sp|Q10471|GALT2_HUMAN;sp|Q8N4A0-2|GALT4_HUMAN;sp|Q8N4A0|GALT4_HUMANsp|Q10471|GALT2_HUMAN Polypeptide N-acetylgalactosaminyltransferase 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GALNT2 PE=1 SV=121.44202 20.77471 3 0 By MS/MS 4 0 -0.6673164 780 5.1 64.732 571
sp|Q13868|EXOS2_HUMANsp|Q13868|EXOS2_HUMAN Exosome complex component RRP4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EXOSC2 PE=1 SV=222.03942 21.3702 2 0 By MS/MS 3 0 -0.6692181 779 10.9 32.789 293
sp|Q9Y520-6|PRC2C_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y520-4|PRC2C_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y520-5|PRC2C_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y520|PRC2C_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y520-7|PRC2C_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y520-2|PRC2C_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y520-3|PRC2C_HUMAN;sp|Q5JSZ5-5|PRC2B_HUMAN;sp|Q5JSZ5|PRC2B_HUMANsp|Q9Y520-6|PRC2C_HUMAN Isoform 6 of Protein PRRC2C OS=Homo sapien  GN=PRRC2C;sp|Q9Y520-4|PRC2C_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Protein PRRC2C OS= omo sa iens GN=PR 2 ;sp|Q9Y520-5|PRC2C_HUMAN Isoform 5 of Protein RC2C OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRRC2C;sp|Q9Y520|PRC2C_HUMAN23.85215 3.18183 12 3 By M /MS By S/MS 16 2 -0.6703148 778 6 301.57 752
sp|Q2TAY7|SMU1_HUMANsp|Q2TAY7|SMU1_HUMAN WD40 repeat-containing protein SMU1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SMU1 PE=1 SV=224.52701 23.853 10 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 19 4 -0.6740074 777 21.4 57.543 513
sp|Q96P16|RPR1A_HUMAN;sp|Q96P16-3|RPR1A_HUMANsp|Q96P16|RPR1A_HUMAN egulation of nuclear pre-mRNA domain-containing protein 1A OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPRD1A PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q96P16-3|RPR1A_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Regulation of nuclear pre-mRNA domain-containing protein 1A OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPRD1A23.39689 22.71768 5 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 0 -0.6792068 776 20.5 35.719 312
sp|P60660|MYL6_HUMAN;sp|P60660-2|MYL6_HUMAN;sp|P14649|MYL6B_HUMANsp|P60660|MYL6_HUMAN yosin light polypeptide 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MYL6 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P60660-2|MYL6_HUMAN Isoform Smooth muscle of Myosin light polypeptide 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MYL62 .39128 25.70922 8 5 By MS/ S By MS/ S 16 8 -0.68 0545 775 60.3 16.93 151
sp|Q9Y6E2|BZW2_HUMANsp|Q9Y6E2|BZW2_HUMAN Basic leucine zipper and W2 domain-containing protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=BZW2 PE=1 SV=121.79685 21.10508 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 2 -0.6917744 774 6.2 48.162 419
sp|P55084|ECHB_HUMANsp|P55084|ECHB_HUMAN Trifunctional enzyme subunit beta, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=HADHB PE=1 SV=323.81147 23.1174 8 2 By MS/MS By MS/M 16 4 -0.694067 773 18.1 51.294 474
sp|Q8TCJ2|STT3B_HUMANsp|Q8TCJ2|STT3B_HUMAN Dolichyl-diphosphooligosaccharide--protein glycosyltransferase subunit STT3B OS=Homo sapiens GN=STT3B PE=1 SV=121.14675 20.44908 2 0 By MS/MS 3 0 -0.6976662 772 3.3 93.673 826
sp|P41567|EIF1_HUMAN;sp|O60739|EIF1B_HUMANsp|P41567|EIF1_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|O60739|EIF1B_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 1b OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF1B PE=1 SV=225. 89 24.39139 6 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 3 -0.6985111 771 64.6 12.732 113
sp|P13639|EF2_HUMANsp|P13639|EF2_HUMAN Elongation factor 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EEF2 PE=1 SV=430.36505 29.66487 43 30 By MS/MS By MS/MS 116 56 -0.7001781 770 47.1 95.337 858
sp|Q96IJ6|GMPPA_HUMAN;sp|Q96IJ6-2|GMPPA_HUMANsp|Q96IJ6|GMPPA_HUMAN Mannose-1-phosphate guanyltransferase alpha OS=Homo sapiens GN=GMPPA PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q96IJ6-2|GMPPA_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Mannose-1-phosphate guanyltransferase alpha OS=Homo sapiens GN=GMPPA21.17115 0.46754 2 0 By MS/MS 4 0 -0.7036076 769 6.2 46.291 420
sp|Q9NVQ4|FAIM1_HUMAN;sp|Q9NVQ4-3|FAIM1_HUMAN;sp|Q9NVQ4-2|FAIM1_HUMANsp|Q9NVQ4|FAIM1_HUMAN Fas apoptotic inhibitory molecule 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FAIM PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9NVQ4-3|FAIM1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Fas apoptotic inhibitory molecule 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FAIM;sp|Q9NVQ4-2|FAIM1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Fas apoptotic inhibitory molec20.98483 20.27162 2 1 By MS/M By matching 3 0 -0.7132111 768 11.2 20.215 179
sp|Q9BPU6|DPYL5_HUMANsp|Q9BP 6|DPYL5_HUMAN Dihydropyrimidinase-related protein 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DPYSL5 PE=1 SV=121.94771 21.23283 2 0 By MS/MS 4 0 -0.7148819 767 4.8 61.421 564
sp|O75306-2|NDUS2_HUMAN;sp|O75306|NDUS2_HUMANsp|O75306-2|NDUS2_HUMA  Isoform 2 of ADH dehydrogenase [ubiquinone] iron-sulfur protein 2, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=NDUFS2;sp|O75306|NDUS2_HUMAN NADH dehydrogenase [ubiquinone] iron-sulfur protein 2, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=NDUFS2 PE=1 SV21.8756 21.15883 3 0 By MS/MS 4 0 -0.7167702 766 6.1 51.851 457
sp|P06753-2|TPM3_HUMAN;sp|P06753-5|TPM3_HUMAN;sp|P06753-3|TPM3_HUMAN;sp|P06753-4|TPM3_HUMAN;sp|A6NL28-2|TPM3L_HUMAN;sp|A6NL28|TPM3L_HUMAN;sp|P06753|TPM3_HUMAN;sp|P67936-2|TPM4_HUMAN;sp|P09493-5|TPM1_HUMAN;sp|P09493-2|TPM1_HUMAN;sp|P09493-8|TPM1_HUMAN;sp|P09493-10|TPM1_HUMAN;sp|P09493-3|TPM1_HUMAN;sp|P09493-4|TPM1_HUMAN;sp|P09493-6|TPM1_HUMAN;sp|P09493-7|TPM1_HUMAN;sp|P09493|TPM1_HUMAN;sp|P09493-9|TPM1_HUMANsp|P06753-2|TPM3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Tro omyosin alpha-  chain OS=Homo sapiens GN=TPM3;sp|P06753-5|TPM3_HUMAN Isoform 5 of Tropomyosin alpha-3 chain OS=Homo sapiens GN=TPM3;sp|P06753-3|TPM3_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Tropomyosin alpha-3 chain OS=Homo sapiens GN=TPM26.01941 25.30208 14 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 25 8 -0.717 309 765 46.4 29.032 248
sp|Q13427-2|PPIG_HUMAN;sp|Q13427|PPIG_HUMANsp|Q13427-2|PPIG_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase G OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPIG;sp|Q13427|PPIG_HUMAN Peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase G OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPIG PE=1 SV=221.03993 20.32172 2 0 By MS/MS 3 0 -0.7182083 64 5.9 40.299 357
sp|P48556|PSMD8_HUMANsp|P48556|PSMD8_HUMAN 26S proteasome non-ATPase regulatory subunit 8 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMD8 PE=1 SV=224.25068 23.52993 6 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 3 -0.720747 763 14 39.611 350
sp|P47756-2|CAPZB_HUMAN;sp|P47756|CAPZB_HUMANsp| 47756-2|CAPZB_HUMAN Isoform 2 of F-actin-capping protein subunit beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=CAPZB;sp|P47756|CAPZB_HUMAN F-actin-capping protein subunit beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=CAPZB PE=1 SV=425.05188 24.33074 10 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 19 8 -0.7211399 62 46.3 30.628 272
sp|Q9H3K6|BOLA2_HUMAN;sp|Q9H3K6-2|BOLA2_HUMANsp|Q9H3K6|BOLA2_HUMAN BolA-like protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=BOLA2 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9H3K6-2|BOLA2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of BolA-like protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=BOLA224.97255 24.25075 4 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 6 0.721796 761 61.6 10.116 86
sp|Q9NQ48-3|LZTL1_HUMAN;sp|Q9NQ48-2|LZTL1_HUMAN;sp|Q9NQ48|LZTL1_HUMANsp|Q9NQ48-3|LZTL1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Leucine zipper transcription factor-like protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=LZTFL1;sp|Q9NQ48-2|LZTL1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Leucine zipper transcription factor-like protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=LZTFL1;sp|Q9NQ48|LZTL1_HUMAN Leucin22.30691 21.57457 3 1 By MS/MS By matching 3 0 -0.7323437 760 14.5 29.332 256
sp|Q14157-4|UBP2L_HUMAN;sp|Q14157-1|UBP2L_HUMAN;sp|Q14157-3|UBP2L_HUMAN;sp|Q14157|UBP2L_HUMAN;sp|Q14157-5|UBP2L_HUMANsp|Q14157-4|UBP2L_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Ubiquitin-associated protein 2-like OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBAP2L;sp|Q14157-1|UBP2L_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ubiquitin-associated protein 2-like OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBAP2L;sp|Q14157-3|UBP2L_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Ubiquitin-associated24.25883 23.52468 6 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 1 -0.734 23 759 8.8 103.17 976
sp|O00178|GTPB1_HUMANsp|O00178|GTPB1_HUMAN GTP-binding protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GTPBP1 PE=1 SV=322.52049 21.78519 4 0 By MS/MS 7 0 -0.7353039 758 7.5 72.453 669
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sp|Q13363-2|CTBP1_HUMAN;sp|Q13363|CTBP1_HUMANsp|Q13363-2|CTBP1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of C-terminal-binding protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CTBP1;sp|Q13363|CTBP1_HUMAN C-terminal-binding protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CTBP1 PE=1 SV=223.466 22.72835 6 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 3 -0.7376499 757 18.4 46.404 429
sp|O14929-2|HAT1_HUMAN;sp|O14929|HAT1_HUMANsp|O 4929-2|HAT1_HUMAN Isoform B of Histone acetyltransferase type B catalytic subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=HAT1;sp|O14929|HAT1_HUMAN Histone acetyltransferase type B catalytic subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=HAT1 PE=1 SV=124.94512 24.20576 4 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 4 -0.7393646 756 17.1 39.786 334
sp|Q86V81|THOC4_HUMANsp|Q86V81|THOC4_HUMAN THO complex subunit 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ALYREF PE=1 SV=325.74008 25.00024 6 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 14 6 -0.7398415 755 30.4 26.888 257
sp|Q9BU61|NDUF3_HUMAN;sp|Q9BU61-2|NDUF3_HUMANsp|Q9BU61|NDUF3_HUMAN NADH dehydrogenase [ubiquinone] 1 alpha subcomplex assembly factor 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NDUFAF3 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9BU61-2|NDUF3_HUMAN Isoform b of NADH dehydrogenase [ubiquinone] 1 alpha subcomplex assembly factor 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NDU23.27199 2 .52689 3 0 By MS/MS 4 0 -0.7450962 754 17.4 20.35 184
sp|Q13283|G3BP1_HUMANsp|Q13283|G3BP1_HUMAN Ras GTPase-activating protein-binding protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=G3BP1 PE=1 SV=125. 4126 24.39093 10 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 18 6 -0.7503223 753 28.5 52.164 466
sp|Q8N183|MIMIT_HUMANsp|Q8N183|MIMIT_HUMAN Mimitin, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=NDUFAF2 PE=1 SV=121.35278 20.60014 3 0 By MS/MS 3 0 -0.7526417 752 13.6 19.856 169
sp|P36543|VATE1_HUMAN;sp|P36543-2|VATE1_HUMAN;sp|P36543-3|VATE1_HUMANsp|P36543|VATE1_HUMAN -type proton ATPase subunit E 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATP6V1E1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P36543-2|VATE1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of V-type proton ATPase subunit E 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATP6V1E1;sp|P36543-3|VATE1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of V-type proton ATPase subunit22.06549 1.30733 2 0 By MS/MS 3 0 -0.758 673 751 11.9 26.145 226
sp|Q15428|SF3A2_HUMANsp|Q15428|SF3A2_HUMAN Splicing factor 3A subunit 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SF3A2 PE=1 SV=223.10113 22.34267 4 By MS/MS By matching 7 0 -0.7584572 750 12.5 49.255 464
sp|Q14240|IF4A2_HUMAN;sp|Q14240-2|IF4A2_HUMANsp|Q14240|IF4A2_HUMAN Eukaryotic initiation factor 4A-II OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF4A2 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q14240-2|IF4A2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Eukaryotic initiation factor 4A-II OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF4A221.52931 20.77037 11 9 By MS/MS By matching 4 0 -0.7589 7 749 24.1 46.402 407
sp|Q9NRR5|UBQL4_HUMAN;sp|Q9NRR5-2|UBQL4_HUMANsp|Q9NRR5|UBQL4_HUMAN Ubiquilin-4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBQLN4 PE=1 SV=222.39045 21.62992 5 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 2 -0.7605305 748 11.3 63.852 601
sp|P46940|IQGA1_HUMANsp|P46940|IQGA1_HUMAN Ras GTPase-activating-like protein IQGAP1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=IQGAP1 PE=1 SV=126.13831 25.37687 31 8 By MS/MS By M /MS 56 13 -0.7614441 747 23.4 189.25 1657
sp|P11586|C1TC_HUMANsp|P11586|C1TC_HUMAN C-1-tetrahydrofolate synthase, cytoplasmic OS=Homo sapiens GN=MTHFD1 PE=1 SV=327.53993 26.77781 33 17 By MS/MS By MS/MS 66 28 -0.7621231 746 38.7 101.56 935
sp|P31153|METK2_HUMANsp|P31153|METK2_HUMAN S-adenosylmethionine synthase isoform type-2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MAT2A PE=1 SV=124.72515 23.9612 7 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 8 -0.7639542 745 20 43.66 395
sp|P43034|LIS1_HUMANsp|P43034|LIS1_HUMAN Platelet-activating factor acetylhydrolase IB subunit alpha OS=Homo sapiens GN=PAFAH1B1 PE=1 SV=221.96289 21.19736 2 0 B  MS/MS 4 0 -0.7655315 744 6.6 46.637 410
sp|O95163|ELP1_HUMANsp|O95163|ELP1_HUMAN Elongator complex protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=IKBKAP PE=1 SV=322.10824 21.34271 5 0 By MS/MS 6 0 -0.7655315 743 4.8 150.25 1332
sp|P23588|IF4B_HUMANsp|P23588|IF4B_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 4B OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF4B PE=1 SV=224.58663 23.81978 9 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 16 2 -0.7668571 742 17.8 69.15 611
sp|Q9P035|HACD3_HUMANsp|Q9P035|HACD3_HUMAN Very-long-chain (3R)-3-hydroxyacyl-[acyl-carrier protein] dehydratase 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PTPLAD1 PE=1 SV=222.01124 21.24268 4 0 B  MS/MS 6 0 -0.7685547 741 11.6 43.159 362
sp|P14314-2|GLU2B_HUMAN;sp|P14314|GLU2B_HUMANsp|P14314-2|GLU2B_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Glucosidase 2 subunit beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRKCSH;sp|P14314|GLU2B_HUMAN Glucosidase 2 subunit beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRKCSH PE=1 SV=224.65851 23.88679 8 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 4 -0.7717209 740 21.9 59.177 525
sp|P04637-4|P53_HUMAN;sp|P04637|P53_HUMAN;sp|P04637-5|P53_HUMAN;sp|P04637-6|P53_HUMAN;sp|P04637-2|P53_HUMAN;sp|P04637-3|P53_HUMAN;sp|P04637-7|P53_HUMAN;sp|P04637-8|P53_HUMAN;sp|P04637-9|P53_HUMANsp|P04637-4|P53_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Cellular tumor antigen p53 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TP53;sp|P04637|P53_HUMAN Cellular tumor antigen p53 OS=Homo sapiens G =TP53 PE=1 SV=4;sp|P04637-5|P5 _HUMAN Isoform 5 of Cellular tumor antigen p53 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TP53;sp|23.40054 22.62729 5 1 By MS/MS By matching 6 0 0.7 2506 739 16.9 39.32 354
sp|Q9Y6H1|CHCH2_HUMAN;sp|Q5T1J5|CHCH9_HUMANsp|Q9Y6H1|CHCH2_HUMAN Coiled-coil-helix-coiled-coil-helix domain-containing protein 2, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=CHCHD2 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q5T1J5|CHCH9_HUMAN Putative coiled-coil-helix-coiled-coil-helix domain-containing protein CHCHD2P9, mitochondrial OS22.24278 21.46738 2 0 By MS/MS 4 0 -0.7753983 738 22.5 15.512 151
sp|Q9P287|BCCIP_HUMAN;sp|Q9P287-4|BCCIP_HUMAN;sp|Q9P287-3|BCCIP_HUMAN;sp|Q9P287-2|BCCIP_HUMANsp|Q9P287|BCCIP_HUMAN BR A2 and CDKN1A-interacting protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=BCCIP PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9P287-4|BCCIP_HUMAN Isoform 4 of BRCA2 and CDKN1A-interacting protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=BCCIP;sp|Q9P287-3|BCCIP_HUMAN Isoform 3 of BRCA2 and CDKN1A-interacti23.0593 22.27841 5 1 By MS/MS By matching 9 0 -0.7808952 737 18.8 35.979 314
sp|P26641|EF1G_HUMANsp|P26641|EF1G_HUMAN Elongation factor 1-gamma OS=Homo sapiens GN=EEF1G PE=1 SV=328.02897 27.2469 19 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 44 18 -0.7820702 736 41.4 50.118 437
sp|P63241|IF5A1_HUMAN;sp|P63241-2|IF5A1_HUMAN;sp|Q6IS14|IF5AL_HUMAN;sp|Q9GZV4|IF5A2_HUMANsp|P63241|IF5A1_HUMAN Eukaryotic tran lation initiation factor 5A-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF5A PE=1 SV=2;sp|P63241-2|IF5A1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 5A-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF5A;sp|Q6IS14|IF5AL_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation28.41792 27.63506 9 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 33 17 -0.7828636 735 57.1 16.832 154
sp|Q01085-2|TIAR_HUMAN;sp|Q01085|TIAR_HUMANsp|Q01085-2|TIAR_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Nucleolysin TIAR OS=Homo sapiens GN=TIAL1;sp|Q01085|TIAR_HUMAN Nucleolysin TIAR OS=Homo sapiens GN=TIAL1 PE=1 SV=123.32292 22.52476 5 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 0 3 -0.7981625 734 20.7 43.448 392
sp|P05023-3|AT1A1_HUMAN;sp|P05023-4|AT1A1_HUMAN;sp|P05023|AT1A1_HUMAN;sp|P05023-2|AT1A1_HUMAN;sp|P13637|AT1A3_HUMAN;sp|P13637-2|AT1A3_HUMAN;sp|P13637-3|AT1A3_HUMAN;sp|P50993|AT1A2_HUMAN;sp|Q13733|AT1A4_HUMAN;sp|P20648|ATP4A_HUMAN;sp|P54707|AT12A_HUMAN;sp|P54707-2|AT12A_HUMANsp|P05023-3|AT1A1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Sodium/potassium-transporting ATPase subunit alpha-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATP1A1;sp|P05023-4|AT1A1_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Sodium/potas ium-transporting ATPase subunit alpha-  OS=Homo sa iens GN=ATP1A1;sp|P05023|AT1A1_HUMAN So25.63691 2 .83812 17 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 32 7 -0.7987881 733 21.8 109.55 992
sp|P08238|HS90B_HUMAN;sp|Q58FF7|H90B3_HUMANsp|P08238|HS90B_HUMAN Heat shock protein HSP 90-beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSP90AB1 PE=1 SV=43 .80078 29.999 37 28 By MS/MS By MS/MS 109 62 -0.801775 732 52.2 83.263 724
sp|Q15813|TBCE_HUMANsp|Q15813|TBCE_HUMAN Tubulin-specific chaperone E OS=Homo sapiens GN=TBCE PE=1 SV=122.05976 21.24959 3 0 By MS/MS 5 0 -0.8101692 731 6.8 59.345 527
sp|Q96CW1-2|AP2M1_HUMAN;sp|Q96CW1|AP2M1_HUMANsp|Q96CW1-2| P2M1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of AP-2 complex subunit mu OS=Homo sapiens GN=AP2M1;sp|Q96CW1|AP2M1_HUMAN AP-2 complex subunit mu OS=Homo sapiens GN=AP2M1 PE=1 SV=222.11054 21.29948 5 0 By MS/MS 5 0 -0.8110619 730 12.2 49.389 433
sp|P28072|PSB6_HUMANsp|P28072|PSB6_HUMAN Proteasome subunit beta type-6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMB6 PE=1 SV=422.9253 22.10805 3 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 2 -0.8172455 729 12.6 25.357 239
sp|Q04637-8|IF4G1_HUMAN;sp|Q04637-7|IF4G1_HUMAN;sp|Q04637-5|IF4G1_HUMAN;sp|Q04637-4|IF4G1_HUMAN;sp|Q04637-3|IF4G1_HUMAN;sp|Q04637|IF4G1_HUMAN;sp|Q04637-9|IF4G1_HUMAN;sp|Q04637-6|IF4G1_HUMAN;sp|O43432|IF4G3_HUMAN;sp|O43432-3|IF4G3_HUMANsp|Q04637-8|IF4G1_HUMAN Isoform 8 of Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 4 gamma 1 OS=Homo apiens GN=EIF4G1;sp|Q04637-7|IF4G1_HUMAN Isoform 7 of Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 4 gamma 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF4G1;sp|Q04637-5|IF4G1_HUMAN Isof25.99239 25.17242 24 13 By MS/MS By MS/MS 39 7 -0.8199768 728 18.6 1 5.62 1600
sp|O60784-3|TOM1_HUMAN;sp|O60784-4|TOM1_HUMAN;sp|O60784|TOM1_HUMAN;sp|O60784-2|TOM1_HUMANsp|O60784-3|TOM1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Target of Myb protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TOM1;sp|O60784-4|TOM1_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Target of Myb protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TOM1;sp|O60784|TOM1_HUMAN Target of Myb protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TOM1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|O6078423.32636 22.50258 4 1 By MS/MS By atching 7 0 - . 237782 727 11. 48.672 447
sp|O75964|ATP5L_HUMANsp|O75964|ATP5L_HUMAN ATP synthase subunit g, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATP5L PE=1 SV=322.33713 21.51315 2 0 By MS/MS 5 0 -0.8239746 726 23.3 11.428 103
sp|Q01105-3|SET_HUMAN;sp|Q01105-4|SET_HUMAN;sp|Q01105-2|SET_HUMAN;sp|Q01105|SET_HUMANsp|Q01105-3|SET_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Protein SET O =Homo sapiens GN=SET;sp|Q01105-4|SET_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Protein SET OS=Homo sapiens GN=SET;sp|Q01105-2|SET_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Protein SET OS=Homo sapiens GN=SET;sp|Q01105|SET_HUMAN Protein SET OS=Homo sapien25.853 5 25.02821 7 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 14 4 -0.8249378 725 30.6 30.992 265
sp|P45880|VDAC2_HUMAN;sp|P45880-2|VDAC2_HUMAN;sp|P45880-1|VDAC2_HUMANsp|P45880|VDAC2_HUMAN oltage-dependent anion-selective channel protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=VDAC2 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P45880-2|VDAC2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Voltage-dependent anion-selective channel protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=VDAC2;sp|P45880-1|VDAC2_HUMAN Isoform 125.32598 4.49796 8 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 16 2 -0.828022 724 29.6 31.566 294
sp|P31948|STIP1_HUMANsp|P31948|STIP1_HUMAN Stress-induced-phosphoprotein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=STIP1 PE=1 SV=127.12514 26.29537 26 14 By MS/MS By MS/MS 50 11 -0.8297729 723 43.1 62.639 543
sp|P31930|QCR1_HUMANsp|P31930|QCR1_HUMAN Cytochrome b-c1 complex subunit 1, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=UQCRC1 PE=1 SV=325.10949 24.27519 12 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 21 5 -0.8342953 722 32.9 52.645 480
sp|Q9UNH7-2|SNX6_HUMAN;sp|Q9UNH7|SNX6_HUMANsp|Q9UNH7-2|SNX6_H MAN Isoform 2 of Sorting nexin-6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SNX6;sp|Q9UNH7|SNX6_HUMAN Sorting nexin-6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SNX6 PE=1 SV=121. 515 20.81485 2 0 By MS/MS 4 0 -0.8366489 721 7.2 33.57 290
sp|Q9BZK7|TBL1R_HUMAN;sp|O60907-2|TBL1X_HUMAN;sp|O60907|TBL1X_HUMANsp|Q9BZK7|TBL1R_HUMAN F-box-like/WD repeat-containing protein TBL1XR1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TBL1XR1 PE=1 SV=122.5839 21.74719 3 1 y MS/MS By matching 5 0 -0.8367939 720 10.5 55.594 514
sp|O00170|AIP_HUMANsp|O00170|AIP_HUMAN AH receptor-interacting protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=AIP PE=1 SV=223.24296 22.40427 5 0 By MS/MS 12 0 -0.8386822 719 17.3 37.636 330
sp|Q92945|FUBP2_HUMANsp|Q92945|FUBP2_HUMAN Far upstream element-binding protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=KHSRP PE=1 SV=427.65444 26.81274 24 14 By MS/MS By MS/MS 51 19 -0.8416996 718 43.5 73.114 711
sp|O43670-2|ZN207_HUMAN;sp|O43670|ZN207_HUMAN;sp|O43670-4|ZN207_HUMAN;sp|O43670-3|ZN207_HUMANsp|O43670-2|Z 207_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Zinc finger protein 207 OS=Homo sapiens G =ZNF207;sp|O43670|ZN207_HUMAN Zinc finger protein 207 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ZNF207 PE=1 SV=1;sp|O43670-4|ZN207_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Zinc finger protein 207 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ZNF207;23.2919 22.44544 3 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 1 -0.8464947 717 8.2 49.692 463
sp|P18077|RL35A_HUMANsp|P18077|RL35A_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L35a OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL35A PE=1 SV=224.40191 23.55532 5 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 1 -0.8465919 716 38.2 12.538 110
sp|Q92541|RTF1_HUMANsp|Q92541|RTF1_HUMAN RNA polymerase-associated protein RTF1 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=RTF1 PE=1 SV=42 .50795 20.65811 4 0 By MS/MS 5 0 -0.8498344 715 6.1 80.313 710
sp|P60842|IF4A1_HUMAN;sp|P60842-2|IF4A1_HUMANsp|P60842|IF4A1_HUMAN Eukaryotic initiation factor 4A-I OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF4A1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P60842-2|IF4A1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Eukaryotic initiation factor 4A-I OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF4A129.78544 28.93534 22 18 By MS/MS By MS/MS 65 36 -0.8501015 714 52.7 46.153 406
sp|P46779|RL28_HUMAN;sp|P46779-2|RL28_HUMAN;sp|P46779-3|RL28_HUMAN;sp|P46779-4|RL28_HUMAN;sp|P46779-5|RL28_HUMANsp|P46779|RL28_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L28 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL28 PE=1 SV=3; | -2|  Isoform 2 of 60S ribosomal protein L28 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL28;sp|P46779-3|RL28_HUMAN Isoform 3 of 60S ribosomal protein L28 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL28;4.346 2 23.49326 4 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 1 -0.8534565 713 27.7 15.747 137
sp|Q9UKK9|NUDT5_HUMANsp|Q9UKK9|NUDT5_HUMAN ADP-sugar pyrophosphatase OS=Homo sapiens GN=NUDT5 PE=1 SV=122.14102 21.28673 3 0 By MS/MS 6 0 -0.85429 712 20.1 24.327 219
sp|Q16576|RBBP7_HUMAN;sp|Q16576-2|RBBP7_HUMANsp|Q16576|RBBP7_HUMAN Histone-binding protein RBBP7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBBP7 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q16576-2|RBBP7_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Histone-binding protein RBBP7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBBP725.26653 24.41222 11 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 6 -0.8543091 711 35.1 47.82 425
sp|P01111|RASN_HUMAN;sp|P01112-2|RASH_HUMAN;sp|P01112|RASH_HUMANsp|P01111|RASN_HUMAN GTPase NRas OS=Homo sapiens GN=NRAS PE=1 SV=122.17998 21.32418 3 1 By MS/MS By MS/M 5 2 -0.8558025 710 16.9 21.229 189
sp|P61221|ABCE1_HUMANsp|P61221| BCE1_HUMAN ATP-binding cassette sub-family E member 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ABCE1 PE=1 SV=125. 8986 24.32882 9 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 14 6 -0.8610382 709 24.2 67.314 599
sp|O60506-2|HNRPQ_HUMAN;sp|O60506|HNRPQ_HUMAN;sp|O60506-4|HNRPQ_HUMAN;sp|O60506-3|HNRPQ_HUMAN;sp|O60506-5|HNRPQ_HUMANsp|O60506-2|H RPQ_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleo rotein Q OS=Homo sapiens GN=SYNCRIP;sp|O60506|H RPQ_HUMAN Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein Q OS=Homo sapiens GN=SYNCRIP PE=1 SV=2;sp|O60506-4|HNRPQ_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Heterogeneou27.12829 2 .26667 17 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 34 10 -0.8616219 708 28.4 65.681 588
sp|Q6PKG0-3|LARP1_HUMAN;sp|Q6PKG0|LARP1_HUMANsp|Q6 KG0-3|LARP1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of La-related protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=LARP1;sp|Q6PKG0|LARP1_HUMAN La-related protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=LARP1 PE=1 SV=222.2787 21.41474 3 0 By MS/M 5 0 -0.8639565 707 3 116.46 1019
sp|P20618|PSB1_HUMANsp|P20618|PSB1_HUMAN Proteasome subunit beta type-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMB1 PE=1 SV=224.04402 23.1763 6 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 2 -0.8677139 706 31.5 26.489 241
sp|Q15014|MO4L2_HUMANsp|Q15014|MO4L2_HUMAN Mortality factor 4-like protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MORF4L2 PE=1 SV=121.41926 20.55139 2 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 1 -0.8678684 705 11.1 32.307 288
sp|P11717|MPRI_HUMANsp|P11717|MPRI_HUMAN Cation-independent mannose-6-phosphate receptor OS=Homo sapiens GN=IGF2R PE=1 SV=322.2676 21.39812 5 0 By MS/MS 5 0 -0.8694782 704 2.7 274.37 2491
sp|P07900|HS90A_HUMAN;sp|P07900-2|HS90A_HUMAN;sp|Q58FG0|HS905_HUMAN;sp|Q14568|HS902_HUMANsp|P07900|HS90A_HUMAN eat shock protein HSP 9 -alpha OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSP90AA1 PE=1 SV=5;sp|P07900-2|HS90A_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Heat shock protein HSP 90-alpha OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSP90AA128.63471 7.76452 34 24 By MS/MS By MS/MS 62 31 -0.8701878 703 50.4 84.659 732
sp|Q6NXE6-2|ARMC6_HUMAN;sp|Q6NXE6|ARMC6_HUMANsp|Q6NXE6-2| RMC6_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Armadillo repeat-containing protein 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARMC6;sp|Q6NXE6|ARMC6_HUMAN Armadillo repeat-containing protein 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARMC6 PE=1 SV=221.73401 20.86338 4 0 By MS/MS 3 0 -0.8706322 702 9.7 51.547 476
sp|O00629|IMA3_HUMANsp|O00629|IMA3_HUMAN Importin subunit alpha-3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=KPNA4 PE=1 SV=121.73032 20.85754 5 0 By MS/MS 3 0 -0.8727798 701 11.7 57.886 521
sp|Q9H3P7|GCP60_HUMANsp|Q9H3P7|GCP60_HUMAN Golgi resident protein GCP60 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACBD3 PE=1 SV=421.98012 21.10431 3 0 By MS/MS 5 0 -0.875803 700 8.1 60.593 528
sp|Q9GZS3|WDR61_HUMANsp|Q9GZS3|WDR61_HUMAN WD repeat-containing protein 61 OS=Homo sapiens GN=WDR61 PE=1 SV=123.20207 22.32619 3 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 2 -0.8758774 699 14.1 33.58 305
sp|Q9P258|RCC2_HUMANsp|Q9P258|RCC2_HUMAN Protein RCC2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RCC2 PE=1 SV=224.87891 23.99662 11 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 22 5 -0.8822842 698 26.6 56.084 522
sp|O00422|SAP18_HUMANsp|O00422|SAP18_HUMAN Histone deacetylase complex subunit SAP18 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SAP18 PE=1 SV=122.74409 21.85859 3 2 By MS/M By matching 6 0 -0.8854942 697 15 17.561 153
sp|P43487|RANG_HUMANsp|P43487|RANG_HUMAN Ran-specific GTPase-activating protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=RANBP1 PE=1 SV=127.37683 26.49118 7 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 18 7 -0.8856487 696 58.7 23.31 201
sp|P29692|EF1D_HUMAN;sp|P29692-3|EF1D_HUMAN;sp|P29692-2|EF1D_HUMAN;sp|P29692-4|EF1D_HUMANsp|P29692|EF1D_HUMAN longation factor 1-delta OS=Homo sapien  GN=EEF1D PE=1 SV=5;sp|P29692-3|EF1D_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Elongation factor 1-delta OS=Homo sapiens GN=EEF1D;sp|P29692-2|EF1D_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Elongation factor 1-delta OS=Homo sapiens GN=EEF1D;26.67317 25.78679 8 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 13 -0.886385 695 37.7 31.121 281
sp|P49419-4|AL7A1_HUMAN;sp|P49419-2|AL7A1_HUMAN;sp|P49419|AL7A1_HUMANsp|P49419-4|AL7A1_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Alpha-aminoadipic semialdehyde dehydrogenase OS=Homo sapiens GN=ALDH7A1;sp|P49419-2|AL7A1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Alpha-aminoadipic semialdehyde dehydrogenase OS=Homo sapiens GN=ALDH7A1;sp|P49419|AL7A1_HUMAN Alpha-aminoadipi21.65975 20.77207 2 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 2 -0.8876781 694 8.4 53.986 502
sp|Q5H9R7-3|PP6R3_HUMAN;sp|Q5H9R7-4|PP6R3_HUMAN;sp|Q5H9R7-6|PP6R3_HUMAN;sp|Q5H9R7-2|PP6R3_HUMAN;sp|Q5H9R7|PP6R3_HUMAN;sp|Q5H9R7-5|PP6R3_HUMANsp|Q5H9R7-3|PP6R3_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Serine/threonine-protein phosphatase 6 regulatory subunit 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPP6R3;sp|Q5H9R7-4| P6R3_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Serine/threonine-protein phosphatase 6 regulatory subunit 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPP6R3;sp|Q5H9R7-21.8927 20.99188 3 0 By MS/MS 4 0 -0.9008675 693 4.9 88. 08 791
sp|P26640|SYVC_HUMANsp|P26640|SYVC_HUMAN Valine--tRNA ligase OS=Homo sapiens GN=VARS PE=1 SV=425.4651 24.56395 16 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 31 7 -0.9011478 692 17.9 140.47 1264
sp|Q13200|PSMD2_HUMANsp|Q13200|PSMD2_HUMAN 26S proteasome non-ATPase regulatory subunit 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMD2 PE=1 SV=325.96574 25.06435 20 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 37 11 -0.9013901 691 27.5 100.2 908
sp|P27695|APEX1_HUMANsp|P27695| PEX1_HUMAN DNA-(apurinic or apyrimidinic site) lyase OS=Homo sapiens GN=APEX1 PE=1 SV=222.00984 21.10094 2 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 2 -0.9088974 690 8.2 35.554 318
sp|Q9BW83-2|IFT27_HUMAN;sp|Q9BW83|IFT27_HUMANsp|Q9BW83-2|IFT27_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Intraflagellar transport protein 27 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=IFT27;sp|Q9BW83|IFT27_HUMAN Intraflagellar transport protein 27 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=IFT27 PE=1 SV=121.91181 20.99822 2 0 By MS/MS 4 0 -0.9135933 689 13.5 20.423 185
sp|Q9Y3C8|UFC1_HUMANsp|Q9Y3C8|UFC1_HUMAN Ubiquitin-fold modifier-conjugating enzyme 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UFC1 PE=1 SV=321.7516 20.83533 2 0 By MS/MS 3 0 -0.9 62788 688 13.2 19.458 167
sp|P31689|DNJA1_HUMAN;sp|P31689-2|DNJA1_HUMANsp|P31689|D JA1_HUMAN naJ homolog subfamily A member 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DNAJA1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P31689-2|DNJA1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of DnaJ homolog subfamily A member 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DNAJA126.06396 5.14573 10 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 20 5 -0.9182281 687 34.5 44.868 397
sp|Q13423|NNTM_HUMANsp|Q13423| NTM_HUMAN NAD(P) transhydrogenase, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=NNT PE=1 SV=321.91368 20.9947 3 0 By MS/MS 4 0 -0.9189758 686 3.4 113.89 1086
sp|A6ZKI3|F127A_HUMAN;sp|Q9BWD3|F127B_HUMANsp| 6ZKI3|F127A_HUMAN Protein FA 127A OS=Homo sapiens GN=FAM127A PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9BWD3|F127B_HUMAN Protein FAM127B OS=Homo sapiens GN=FAM127B PE=1 SV=321.46996 20.54795 2 0 By MS/MS 3 0 -0.9220104 685 18.6 13.171 113
sp|Q15417|CNN3_HUMAN;sp|Q99439-2|CNN2_HUMAN;sp|Q99439|CNN2_HUMANsp|Q15417|CNN3_HUMAN alponin-3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CNN3 PE=1 SV=124.1 768 23.27412 7 5 By MS/MS By M /MS 10 6 -0.9235554 684 24.6 36.413 329
sp|P02545-2|LMNA_HUMAN;sp|P02545-6|LMNA_HUMAN;sp|P02545-3|LMNA_HUMAN;sp|P02545|LMNA_HUMAN;sp|P02545-5|LMNA_HUMAN;sp|P02545-4|LMNA_HUMANsp|P02545-2|LMNA_HUMAN Isoform C of Prelamin-A/C OS=Homo sapiens GN=LMNA;sp|P02545-6|LMNA_HUMAN Isoform 6 of Prelamin-A/C OS=Homo sapiens GN=LMNA;sp|P02545-3|LMNA_HUMAN Isoform ADelta10 of Prelamin-A/C OS=Homo sapiens GN=LMNA;sp|P02545|LMNA_HUMAN Prelamin-22.83297 21.9079 7 1 By MS/MS By matching 10 0 -0.9250622 683 13.6 65.134 572
sp|Q15181|IPYR_HUMANsp|Q15181|IPYR_HUMAN Inorganic pyrophosphatase OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPA1 PE=1 SV=227.02062 26.09541 14 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 27 9 -0.9252129 682 65.4 32.66 289
sp|Q9Y450|HBS1L_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y450-4|HBS1L_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y450-2|HBS1L_HUMANsp|Q9Y450|HBS1L_HUMAN BS1-like protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=HBS1L PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9Y450-4|HBS1L_HUMAN Isoform 3 of HBS1-like protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=HBS1L23.0608 22.131 7 6 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 1 -0.9296284 681 14 75.472 684
sp|Q9NYF8-2|BCLF1_HUMAN;sp|Q9NYF8|BCLF1_HUMAN;sp|Q9NYF8-3|BCLF1_HUMAN;sp|Q9NYF8-4|BCLF1_HUMANsp|Q9NYF8-2|BCLF1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Bcl-2-associated transcription factor 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=BCLAF1;sp|Q9NYF8|BCLF1_HUMAN Bcl-2-associated transcription factor 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=BCLAF1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9NYF8-3|BCLF1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Bcl-2-associated t25.0935 24.16339 12 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 16 2 -0.9301109 680 12.3 105.95 918
sp|Q9UNE7|CHIP_HUMAN;sp|Q9UNE7-2|CHIP_HUMANsp|Q9UNE7|CHIP_H MAN E3 ubiquitin-protein ligase CHIP OS=Homo sapiens GN=STUB1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9UNE7-2|CHIP_HUMAN Isoform 2 of E3 ubiquitin-protein ligase CHIP OS=Homo sapiens GN=STUB123.56744 2.63358 7 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 2 -0.9338551 679 26.7 34.856 303
sp|O76071|CIAO1_HUMANsp|O76071|CIAO1_HUMAN Probable cytosolic iron-sulfur protein assembly protein CIAO1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CIAO1 PE=1 SV=121.74267 20.8082 2 1 By MS/MS By matching 3 0 -0.9344711 678 7.4 37.84 339
sp|P36507|MP2K2_HUMANsp|P36507|MP2K2_HUMAN Dual specificity mitogen-activated protein kinase kinase 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MAP2K2 PE=1 SV=14.63506 23.69594 12 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 18 1 -0.9391212 677 28.2 44.424 400
sp|Q8NBS9|TXND5_HUMAN;sp|Q8NBS9-2|TXND5_HUMANsp|Q8NBS9|TXND5_HUMAN Thioredoxin domain-containing protein 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TXNDC5 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q8NBS9-2|TXND5_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Thioredoxin domain-containing protein 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TXNDC524.76142 23.82026 9 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 14 9 -0.9411545 676 25.9 47.628 432
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sp|P14854|CX6B1_HUMANsp|P14854|CX6B1_HUMAN Cytochrome c oxidase subunit 6B1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=COX6B1 PE=1 SV=222.93049 21.98888 2 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 2 -0.9416027 675 26.7 10.192 86
sp|Q8WZA9|IRGQ_HUMANsp| 8WZA9|IRGQ_HUMAN Immunity-related GTPase family Q protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=IRGQ PE=1 SV=122.67299 21.73125 5 1 B MS/MS By MS/MS 7 1 -0.94174 9 674 10.6 62.717 623
sp|Q9NP79|VTA1_HUMANsp|Q9NP79|VTA1_HUMAN Vacuolar protein sorting-associated protein VTA1 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=VTA1 PE=1 SV=124.45845 23.51449 6 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 5 -0.943964 673 22.5 33.879 307
sp|P09496-2|CLCA_HUMAN;sp|P09496-4|CLCA_HUMAN;sp|P09496-3|CLCA_HUMAN;sp|P09496|CLCA_HUMAN;sp|P09496-5|CLCA_HUMANsp|P09496-2|CLCA_HUMAN Isoform Non-brain of Clathrin light chain A OS=Homo sapiens GN=CLTA;sp|P09496-4| LCA_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Clathrin light chain A OS=Homo sapiens GN=CLTA;sp|P09496-3|CLCA_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Clathrin light chain A OS=Homo sapiens GN=CLTA23.17589 22.22626 3 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 2 - .94 6288 672 11 23.662 218
sp|Q9Y3D9|RT23_HUMANsp|Q9Y3D9|RT23_HUMAN 28S ribosomal protein S23, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=MRPS23 PE=1 SV=221.02925 20.07728 3 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 -0.9519711 671 15.8 21.77 190
sp|O75153|CLU_HUMANsp|O75153|CLU_HUMAN Clustered mitochondria protein homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=CLUH PE=1 SV=222.69213 21.7374 5 0 By MS/MS 7 0 -0.9547329 670 4.4 146.67 1309
sp|Q9UKX7-2|NUP50_HUMAN;sp|Q9UKX7|NUP50_HUMANsp|Q9UKX7-2|NUP50_H MAN Isoform 2 of uclear pore complex protein Nup50 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NUP50;sp|Q9UKX7|NUP50_HUMAN Nuclear pore complex protein Nup50 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NUP50 PE=1 SV=223.14562 22.1876 5 0 By MS/MS 9 0 -0.9580154 669 14.3 46.862 440
sp|P19105|ML12A_HUMAN;sp|O14950|ML12B_HUMAN;sp|P24844|MYL9_HUMAN;sp|P24844-2|MYL9_HUMANsp|P19105|ML12A_HUMAN Myosin regulatory light chain 12A OS=Homo sapiens GN=MYL12  PE=1 SV=2;sp|O14950|ML12B_HUMAN Myosin regulatory light chain 12B OS=Homo sapiens GN=MYL12B PE=1 SV=2;sp|P24844|MYL9_HUMAN Myosin regulatory light polypeptide 9 OS=Homo sapie25.48118 24.52001 6 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 6 -0.9611626 668 40.4 19.794 171
sp|Q9BVC6|TM109_HUMANsp|Q BVC6|TM109_HUMAN Transmembrane protein 109 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TMEM109 PE=1 SV=120.62161 19.66007 2 1 By MS/MS By matching 3 0 -0.9615402 667 8.6 26.21 243
sp|P49207|RL34_HUMANsp|P49207|RL34_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L34 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL34 PE=1 SV=323.87811 22.90951 4 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 2 -0.968605 666 36.8 13.293 117
sp|O15347|HMGB3_HUMANsp|O15347|HMGB3_HUMAN High mobility group protein B3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HMGB3 PE=1 SV=422.46139 21.48713 2 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 2 -0.9742584 665 13.5 22.98 200
sp|P62316|SMD2_HUMAN;sp|P62316-2|SMD2_HUMANsp|P62316|SMD2_HUMAN mall nuclear ribonucleoprotein Sm D2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SNRPD2 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P62316-2|SMD2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Small nuclear ribonucleoprotein Sm D2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SNRPD225.16833 24.19348 6 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 14 4 -0.9748535 664 55.9 13.527 118
sp|Q99961|SH3G1_HUMAN;sp|Q99961-3|SH3G1_HUMAN;sp|Q99961-2|SH3G1_HUMAN;sp|Q99962|SH3G2_HUMANsp|Q99961|SH3G1_HUMAN Endophilin-A2 OS=Homo sapiens N=SH3GL1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q99961-3|SH3G1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Endophilin-A2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SH3GL123.04618 22.0710 5 0 By MS/M 6 0 -0.975172 663 17.1 41.489 368
sp|Q9HBM1|SPC25_HUMANsp|Q9HBM1|SPC25_HUMAN Kinetochore protein Spc25 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SPC25 PE=1 SV=121.27162 20.29486 2 0 By MS/MS 3 0 -0.9767609 662 10.3 26.152 224
sp|P23193|TCEA1_HUMAN;sp|P23193-2|TCEA1_HUMAN;sp|Q15560-2|TCEA2_HUMAN;sp|Q15560|TCEA2_HUMANsp|P23193|TCEA1_HUMAN ranscription elongation factor A protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TCEA1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P23193-2|TCEA1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Transcription elongation factor A protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TCEA124.14406 3.16481 9 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 16 1 -0.979248 66 30.2 33.969 301
sp|P53396-2|ACLY_HUMAN;sp|P53396|ACLY_HUMANsp|P53396-2|ACLY_HUMAN Isoform 2 of ATP-citrate synthase OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACLY;sp|P53396|ACLY_HUMAN ATP-citrate synthase OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACLY PE=1 SV=327.13927 26.1536 38 14 By MS/MS By MS/MS 70 10 -0.9856663 660 41.5 119.77 1091
sp|O95373|IPO7_HUMANsp|O95373|IPO7_HUMAN Importin-7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=IPO7 PE=1 SV=124.89222 23.90582 10 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 18 6 -0.9863968 659 11.7 119.52 1038
sp|Q92552|RT27_HUMANsp|Q92552|RT27_HUMAN 28S ribosomal protein S27, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=MRPS27 PE=1 SV=32.53032 1.54225 4 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 2 -0.9880619 658 9.2 47.611 414
sp|P38159|RBMX_HUMAN;sp|P38159-2|RBMX_HUMAN;sp|Q96E39|RMXL1_HUMAN;sp|P38159-3|RBMX_HUMAN;sp|O75526|RMXL2_HUMAN;sp|Q8IZ40|RCOR2_HUMAN;sp|Q8N7X1|RMXL3_HUMANsp|P38159|RBMX_HUMAN NA-binding motif protein, X chromosome OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBMX PE=1 SV=3;sp|P38159-2|RBMX_HUMAN Isoform 2 of RNA-binding motif protein, X chromosome OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBMX;sp|Q96E39|RMXL1_HUMAN RNA binding motif protein, X-linked-lik27.35683 26.36805 18 16 By MS/MS By MS/MS 39 21 -0.9887791 657 45.8 42.331 391
sp|P50990|TCPQ_HUMANsp|P50990|TCPQ_HUMAN T-complex protein 1 subunit theta OS=Homo sapiens GN=CCT8 PE=1 SV=428.35347 27.36277 29 21 By MS/MS By MS/MS 64 28 -0.9906921 656 60 59.62 548
sp|Q9Y266|NUDC_HUMANsp|Q9Y266| UDC_HUMAN Nuclear migration protein nudC OS=Homo sapiens GN=NUDC PE=1 SV=125.15178 24.16077 8 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 13 5 -0.9910107 655 32.3 38.242 331
sp|P09884|DPOLA_HUMANsp|P09884|DPOLA_HUMAN DNA polymerase alpha catalytic subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=POLA1 PE=1 SV=222.9061 21.9036 3 0 By MS/MS 3 0 -1.0024948 654 1.9 165.91 1462
sp|Q96DH6|MSI2H_HUMAN;sp|Q96DH6-2|MSI2H_HUMAN;sp|Q96DH6-3|MSI2H_HUMANsp|Q96DH6|MSI2H_HUMAN RNA-binding protein Musashi homolog 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MSI2 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q96DH6-2|MSI2H_HUMAN Isoform 2 of RNA-binding protein Musashi homolog 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MSI2;sp|Q96DH6-3|MSI2H_HUMAN Isoform 3 of RNA-binding protein Musash25.77708 4.7741 6 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 13 3 - .0029888 653 27.1 35.196 328
sp|Q9P013|CWC15_HUMANsp|Q9P013|CWC15_HUMAN Spliceosome-associated protein CWC15 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=CWC15 PE=1 SV=221.27105 20.26791 2 1 By MS/MS By matching 3 0 -1.0031338 65 7.9 26.624 229
sp|Q15365|PCBP1_HUMANsp|Q15365|PCBP1_HUMAN Poly(rC)-binding protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PCBP1 PE=1 SV=226.70147 25.6937 12 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 19 6 -1.0077686 651 57.3 37.497 356
sp|Q13098-5|CSN1_HUMAN;sp|Q13098|CSN1_HUMAN;sp|Q13098-7|CSN1_HUMAN;sp|Q13098-6|CSN1_HUMANsp|Q 3098-5|CSN1_HUMAN Isoform 4 of COP9 signalosome complex ubunit 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GPS1;sp|Q13098|CSN1_HUMAN COP9 signalosome complex subunit 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GPS1 PE=1 SV=4;sp|Q13098-7|CSN1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of COP9 signalosome complex subunit 123.0084 21.99386 5 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 1 -1.0145397 650 11.3 55.092 487
sp|Q15785|TOM34_HUMANsp|Q15785|TOM34_HUMAN Mitochondrial import receptor subunit TOM34 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TOMM34 PE=1 SV=221.96279 20.94818 3 0 By MS/MS 4 0 -1.0146103 649 11 34.559 309
sp|P08559-3|ODPA_HUMAN;sp|P08559|ODPA_HUMAN;sp|P08559-2|ODPA_HUMAN;sp|P08559-4|ODPA_HUMAN;sp|P29803|ODPAT_HUMANsp| 08559-3|ODPA_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Pyruvate dehydrogenase E1 component subunit alpha, somatic form, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=PDHA1;sp|P08559|ODPA_HUMAN Pyruvate dehydrogenase E1 component subunit alpha, somatic form, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens25.05627 24.04068 14 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 26 9 -1.0155907 648 33.4 40.188 359
sp|P51812|KS6A3_HUMAN;sp|Q15418-3|KS6A1_HUMAN;sp|Q15418|KS6A1_HUMAN;sp|Q15418-2|KS6A1_HUMAN;sp|O60307|MAST3_HUMAN;sp|O15021-1|MAST4_HUMAN;sp|O15021-3|MAST4_HUMAN;sp|O15021-2|MAST4_HUMAN;sp|Q6P0Q8|MAST2_HUMAN;sp|Q6P0Q8-2|MAST2_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y2H9|MAST1_HUMAN;sp|Q96GX5-3|GWL_HUMAN;sp|Q96GX5|GWL_HUMAN;sp|Q15349|KS6A2_HUMAN;sp|Q96GX5-2|GWL_HUMAN;sp|Q15349-2|KS6A2_HUMAN;sp|Q9UK32|KS6A6_HUMAN;sp|Q15349-3|KS6A2_HUMAN;sp|O15021|MAST4_HUMANsp|P51812|KS6A3_HUMAN Ribosomal protein S6 kinase alpha-3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS6KA3 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q15418-3|KS6A1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Ribosomal protein S6 kinase alpha-1 S=Homo sapiens GN=RPS6KA1;sp|Q15418|KS6A1_HUMAN Ribosomal protein S6 kinase alpha-1 O =22.13458 21.11451 3 0 By MS/MS 4 0 -1.0200729 647 5.1 83.735 740
sp|Q9BWJ5|SF3B5_HUMANsp|Q9BWJ5|SF3B5_HUMAN Splicing factor 3B subunit 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SF3B5 PE=1 SV=12 .56767 22.54672 3 0 By MS/MS 4 0 -1.0209541 646 43 10.135 86
sp|P35613-3|BASI_HUMAN;sp|P35613-4|BASI_HUMAN;sp|P35613-2|BASI_HUMAN;sp|P35613|BASI_HUMANsp|P35613-3|BASI_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Basigin OS=Homo sapiens GN=BSG;sp|P35613-4|B SI_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Basigin OS=Homo sapiens GN=BSG;sp|P35613-2|BASI_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Basigin OS=Homo sapiens GN=BSG;sp|P35613|BASI_HUMAN Basigin OS=Homo sapiens GN=BSG PE=25.10053 24.07684 5 3 By MS/ S By M /MS 10 7 -1.0236931 645 38.1 19.438 176
sp|O00571-2|DDX3X_HUMAN;sp|O00571|DDX3X_HUMAN;sp|O15523|DDX3Y_HUMAN;sp|Q9NQI0-3|DDX4_HUMAN;sp|Q9NQI0-2|DDX4_HUMAN;sp|Q9NQI0-4|DDX4_HUMAN;sp|Q9NQI0|DDX4_HUMANsp|O00571-2|DDX3X_HUMAN Isoform 2 of ATP-dependent RNA helicase DDX3X OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDX3X;sp|O00571|DDX3X_HUMAN ATP-dependent RNA helicase DDX3X OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDX3X PE=1 SV=3;sp|O15523|DDX3Y_HUMAN ATP-dependent RNA helicase DDX3Y OS=Homo sapiens25.59375 24.57005 16 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 30 7 -1.0236988 6 4 28 71.354 646
sp|Q99707|METH_HUMANsp|Q99707|METH_HUMAN Methionine synthase OS=Homo sapiens GN=MTR PE=1 SV=222.61639 21.59036 4 2 By MS/MS By S/MS 9 2 -1.0260239 643 5.5 140.53 1265
sp|P19404|NDUV2_HUMANsp|P19404|NDUV2_HUMAN NADH dehydrogenase [ubiquinone] flavoprotein 2, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=NDUFV2 PE=1 SV=222. 3392 21.20478 2 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 1 -1.0291386 642 9.6 27.391 249
sp|Q9Y3I0|RTCB_HUMANsp|Q9Y3I0|RTCB_HUMAN tRNA-splicing ligase RtcB homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=RTCB PE=1 SV=125.08136 24.04718 10 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 17 7 - .0341721 641 29.7 55.21 505
sp|P98179|RBM3_HUMANsp|P98179|RBM3_HUMAN Putative RNA-binding protein 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBM3 PE=1 SV=124.01299 22.9729 5 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 -1.0400944 640 31.8 17.17 157
sp|P28288|ABCD3_HUMAN;sp|P28288-2|ABCD3_HUMAN;sp|P28288-3|ABCD3_HUMANsp|P28288| BCD3_HUMAN TP-binding cas ette sub-family D member 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ABCD3 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P28288-2|ABCD3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of ATP-binding cassette sub-family D member 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ABCD321.75638 0.71456 3 0 By MS/MS 4 0 -1.0418 29 639 4.7 75.475 659
sp|P35998|PRS7_HUMANsp|P35998|PRS7_HUMAN 26S protease regulatory subunit 7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMC2 PE=1 SV=325.96667 4.92357 16 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 24 2 -1.0430984 638 44.6 48.633 433
sp|P61353|RL27_HUMANsp|P61353|RL27_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L27 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL27 PE=1 SV=24.94775 23.90279 3 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 7 -1.0449619 637 36 15.798 136
sp|Q01581|HMCS1_HUMAN;sp|P54868-3|HMCS2_HUMAN;sp|P54868-2|HMCS2_HUMAN;sp|P54868|HMCS2_HUMANsp|Q01581|HMCS1_HUMAN ydroxymethylglutaryl-CoA synthase, cytoplasmic OS=Homo sapiens G =HMGCS1 PE=1 SV=223.91934 22.862 8 0 By MS/MS 12 0 -1.0571404 636 18.5 57.293 520
sp|P21333-2|FLNA_HUMAN;sp|P21333|FLNA_HUMAN;sp|Q14315-2|FLNC_HUMAN;sp|Q14315|FLNC_HUMANsp|P21333-2|FLNA_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Filamin-A OS=Homo sapiens GN=FLNA;sp|P21333|FLNA_HUMAN Filamin-A OS=Homo sapiens GN=FLNA PE=1 SV=427.51089 26.45021 56 14 By MS/ S By MS/MS 94 4 -1.0606709 635 28.5 280.01 2639
sp|P06748|NPM_HUMAN;sp|P06748-3|NPM_HUMAN;sp|P06748-2|NPM_HUMANsp|P06748|NPM_HUMAN ucleophosmin OS=Homo sapiens GN= PM1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P06748-3|NPM_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Nucleophosmin OS=Homo sapiens GN=NPM1;sp|P06748-2|NPM_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Nucleophosmin OS=Homo sapiens GN=NPM127.29737 26.23586 1 7 By MS/MS By MS/M 2 6 -1.0615044 6 4 36.7 32.575 294
sp|Q9NZL9-3|MAT2B_HUMAN;sp|Q9NZL9|MAT2B_HUMAN;sp|Q9NZL9-4|MAT2B_HUMAN;sp|Q9NZL9-2|MAT2B_HUMAN;sp|Q9NZL9-5|MAT2B_HUMANsp|Q9NZL9-3|MAT2B_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Methionine adenosyltransferase 2 subunit beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=MAT2B;sp|Q9NZL9|MAT2B_HUMAN Methionine adenosyltransferase 2 subunit beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=MAT2B PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9NZL9-4|MAT2B_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Methioni21.97813 20.91206 3 0 By MS/MS 3 0 -1.0660706 633 14.3 28.954 259
sp|P49321-4|NASP_HUMAN;sp|P49321|NASP_HUMAN;sp|P49321-3|NASP_HUMAN;sp|P49321-2|NASP_HUMANsp|P49321-4| ASP_HUMA  Isoform 4 of Nuclear autoantigenic sperm protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=NASP;sp|P49321|NASP_HUMAN Nuclear autoantigenic sperm protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=NASP PE=1 SV=2;sp|P49321-3|NASP_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Nuclear autoantigenic sperm prote25.921 24.85381 16 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 34 7 -1.0671902 632 33.1 78.449 724
sp|Q7Z4V5-2|HDGR2_HUMAN;sp|Q7Z4V5|HDGR2_HUMAN;sp|Q7Z4V5-3|HDGR2_HUMANsp|Q7Z4V5-2|HDGR2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Hepatoma-derived growth factor-related protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HDGFRP2;sp|Q7Z4V5|HDGR2_HUMAN Hepatoma-derived growth factor-related protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HDGFRP2 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q7Z4V5-3|HDGR2_HUMAN Isoform 3 o22.5996 21.53054 2 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 1 -1.0690575 631 3.6 74.229 670
sp|P35520|CBS_HUMAN;sp|P35520-2|CBS_HUMANsp|P35520|CBS_HUMAN ystathionine beta-synthase OS=Homo sapiens GN=CBS PE=1 SV=2;sp|P35520-2|CBS_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Cystathionine beta-synthase OS=Homo sapiens GN=CBS25.30494 24.23542 12 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 22 6 -1.0695171 630 25.2 60.586 551
sp|P25685|DNJB1_HUMAN;sp|Q9UDY4|DNJB4_HUMANsp|P25685|D JB1_H MAN DnaJ homolog subfamily B member 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DNAJB1 PE=1 SV=423.30966 22.23853 4 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 1 - .0711365 629 17.9 38.044 340
sp|Q9Y230|RUVB2_HUMANsp|Q9Y230|RUVB2_HUMAN RuvB-like 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RUVBL2 PE=1 SV=327.03181 25.95874 19 9 By MS/MS y MS/MS 38 11 -1.0730667 628 45.6 51.156 463
sp|O43813|LANC1_HUMANsp|O43813|LANC1_HUMAN LanC-like protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=LANCL1 PE=1 SV=121. 6834 20.09097 2 0 By MS/MS 4 0 -1.0773659 627 5 45.283 399
sp|Q8NC51-3|PAIRB_HUMAN;sp|Q8NC51|PAIRB_HUMAN;sp|Q8NC51-4|PAIRB_HUMAN;sp|Q8NC51-2|PAIRB_HUMANsp|Q8NC51-3|PAIRB_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Plasminogen activator inhibitor 1 RNA-binding protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=SERBP1;sp|Q8NC51|PAIRB_HUMAN Plasminogen activator inhibitor 1 RNA-binding protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=SERBP1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q8NC51-4|PAIRB_HUMAN Iso27.74471 26.66438 19 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 35 18 -1.080328 626 50.4 43.135 393
sp|P25787|PSA2_HUMANsp|P25787|PSA2_HUMAN Proteasome subunit alpha type-2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMA2 PE=1 SV=223.05252 21.96424 3 1 By M /MS By MS/MS 5 1 -1.0882759 625 18.4 25.898 234
sp|P61978-3|HNRPK_HUMANsp|P61978-3|H RPK_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein K OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPK28.55472 27.46115 20 15 By MS/MS By MS/MS 51 26 -1.0935631 624 49.3 48.562 440
sp|P10321|1C07_HUMAN;sp|P01892|1A02_HUMAN;sp|P30505|1C08_HUMAN;sp|P30480|1B42_HUMAN;sp|Q29865|1C18_HUMAN;sp|P10316|1A69_HUMAN;sp|P30499|1C01_HUMAN;sp|Q31612|1B73_HUMAN;sp|P30479|1B41_HUMAN;sp|P30504|1C04_HUMAN;sp|P30508|1C12_HUMAN;sp|P30510|1C14_HUMAN;sp|Q07000|1C15_HUMAN;sp|Q29963|1C06_HUMAN;sp|P30460|1B08_HUMAN;sp|P30512|1A29_HUMAN;sp|Q29960|1C16_HUMAN;sp|Q9TNN7|1C05_HUMAN;sp|P30501|1C02_HUMAN;sp|P04222|1C03_HUMAN;sp|Q29960-2|1C16_HUMAN;sp|P16190|1A33_HUMAN;sp|P30459|1A74_HUMAN;sp|P30453|1A34_HUMAN;sp|P16188|1A30_HUMAN;sp|P10314|1A32_HUMAN;sp|P16189|1A31_HUMAN;sp|P01891|1A68_HUMAN;sp|P18463|1B37_HUMAN;sp|P01889|1B07_HUMAN;sp|P30462|1B14_HUMAN;sp|P30466|1B18_HUMAN;sp|P30492|1B54_HUMAN;sp|P30493|1B55_HUMAN;sp|Q04826|1B40_HUMAN;sp|Q29940|1B59_HUMAN;sp|Q95604|1C17_HUMANsp|P10321|1C07_HUMAN HLA class I histocompatibility antigen, Cw-7 alpha chain OS=Homo sapiens GN=HLA-C PE=1 SV=3;sp|P01892|1A02_HUMAN HLA class I histocompatibility antigen, A-2 alpha chain OS=Homo sapiens GN=HLA-A PE=1 SV=1;sp|P30505|1C08_HUMAN HLA class22. 3607 20.94224 3 0 By MS/MS 5 0 -1.0938301 623 10.7 40.648 366
sp|P26599|PTBP1_HUMAN;sp|P26599-2|PTBP1_HUMAN;sp|P26599-3|PTBP1_HUMAN;sp|O95758-1|PTBP3_HUMAN;sp|O95758-6|PTBP3_HUMAN;sp|O95758-2|PTBP3_HUMAN;sp|O95758|PTBP3_HUMAN;sp|O95758-5|PTBP3_HUMAN;sp|O95758-4|PTBP3_HUMAN;sp|O95758-7|PTBP3_HUMANsp|P26599|PTBP1_HUMAN olypyrimidine tract-binding protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PTBP1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P2 599-2|PTBP1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Polypyrimidine tract-binding protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PTBP1;sp|P26 99-3|PTBP1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Polypyrimidine tract-b27.32071 6.22238 12 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 30 11 -1.0983257 622 29.9 57.2 1 531
sp|P50454|SERPH_HUMANsp| 50454|SERPH_HUMAN Serpin H1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SERPINH1 PE=1 SV=225.12762 24.02471 11 5 By M /MS By MS/MS 19 4 -1.1029186 621 33.7 46.44 418
sp|O00273|DFFA_HUMAN;sp|O00273-2|DFFA_HUMANsp|O00273|DFFA_HUMAN NA fragmentation factor subunit alpha OS=Homo sapiens GN=DFFA PE=1 SV=1;sp|O00273-2|DFFA_HUMAN Isoform DFF35 of DNA fragmentation factor subunit alpha OS=Homo sapiens GN=DFFA24.22236 23.11782 8 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 2 -1.1045456 620 32.3 36.521 331
sp|Q9NX63|CHCH3_HUMANsp|Q9NX63|CHCH3_HUMAN Coiled-coil-helix-coiled-coil-helix domain-containing protein 3, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=CHCHD3 PE=1 SV=121.94707 20.84061 3 0 By MS/MS 5 0 -1.1064548 619 15.4 26.152 227
sp|Q9NRA8-2|4ET_HUMAN;sp|Q9NRA8|4ET_HUMAN;sp|Q9NRA8-3|4ET_HUMANsp|Q9NRA8-2|4ET_HUM N Isoform 2 of Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 4E transporter OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF4ENIF1;sp|Q9NRA8|4ET_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 4E transporter OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF4ENIF1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9NRA8-3|4ET_HUMAN21.37809 20.26886 2 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 1 -1.10923 618 3 8.225 811
sp|P24534|EF1B_HUMANsp|P24534|EF1B_HUMAN Elongation factor 1-beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=EEF1B2 PE=1 SV=327.09899 25.98755 5 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 3 -1.1114426 617 27.6 24.763 225
sp|Q14257|RCN2_HUMANsp|Q14257|RCN2_HUMAN Reticulocalbin-2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RCN2 PE=1 SV=122.37488 21.26208 2 1 By MS/MS By matching 3 0 -1.1128063 616 7.3 36.876 317
sp|P68371|TBB4B_HUMANsp|P68371|TBB4B_HUMAN Tubulin beta-4B chain OS=Homo sapiens GN=TUBB4B PE=1 SV=131.17164 30.05659 22 18 By MS/MS By MS/MS 137 68 -1.1150494 615 65.2 49.83 445
sp|P56134-4|ATPK_HUMAN;sp|P56134-3|ATPK_HUMAN;sp|P56134-2|ATPK_HUMAN;sp|P56134|ATPK_HUMANsp| 56134-4|ATPK_HUMAN Isoform 4 of ATP synthase subunit f, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATP5J2;sp|P56134-3|ATPK_HUMAN Isoform 3 of ATP synthase subunit f, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATP5J2;sp|P56134-2|ATPK_HUMAN Isoform 2 of ATP synthase subunit22.9062 21.7887 2 0 By MS/MS 3 0 -1.117 098 4 49 5.7407 49
sp|P84090|ERH_HUMANsp|P84090|ERH_HUMAN Enhancer of rudimentary homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=ERH PE=1 SV=126.15263 25.03511 4 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 2 -1.1175251 613 44.2 12.259 104
sp|Q9UBB6-2|NCDN_HUMAN;sp|Q9UBB6|NCDN_HUMAN;sp|Q9UBB6-3|NCDN_HUMANsp|Q9UBB6-2| CDN_H MAN Isoform 2 of Neurochondrin OS=Homo sapiens GN=NCDN;sp|Q9UBB6|NCDN_HUMAN Neurochondrin OS=Homo sapiens GN=NCDN PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9UBB6-3|NCDN_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Neurochondrin OS=Homo sapiens GN=NCDN21.36357 20.24488 4 1 By MS/MS By matching 3 0 -1.1186829 612 7 77.242 712
sp|Q53GS9-2|SNUT2_HUMAN;sp|Q53GS9|SNUT2_HUMAN;sp|Q53GS9-3|SNUT2_HUMANsp|Q53GS9-2|S UT2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of U4/U6.U5 tri-snRNP-associated protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=USP39;sp|Q53GS9|SNUT2_HUMAN U4/U6.U5 tri-snRNP-associated protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=USP39 PE=1 SV=221.67517 20.55392 3 0 By MS/MS 5 0 -1.1212482 611 8.4 53.51 462
sp|O75947-2|ATP5H_HUMAN;sp|O75947|ATP5H_HUMANsp|O75947-2| TP5H_HUMAN Isoform 2 of ATP synthase subunit d, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATP5H;sp|O75947|ATP5H_HUMAN ATP synthase subunit d, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATP5H PE=1 SV=322.64046 21.51311 3 0 By MS/MS 6 0 -1.1273479 610 20.4 15.773 137
sp|Q9Y265|RUVB1_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y265-2|RUVB1_HUMANsp|Q9Y265|RUVB1_HUMAN uvB-like 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RUVBL1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9Y265-2|RUVB1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of RuvB-like 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RUVBL126.88099 25.74973 17 6 By MS/MS y MS/MS 35 8 -1.131258 609 41.4 50.227 456
sp|O60524-4|NEMF_HUMAN;sp|O60524-5|NEMF_HUMAN;sp|O60524-3|NEMF_HUMAN;sp|O60524|NEMF_HUMAN;sp|O60524-2|NEMF_HUMANsp|O60524-4| EMF_HUMAN Isoform 4 of uclear export mediator factor NEMF OS=Homo sapiens GN=NEMF;sp O60524-5|NEMF_HUMAN Isoform 5 of Nuclear export mediator factor NEMF OS=Homo sapiens GN=NEMF;sp|O60524-3|NEMF_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Nuclear export mediator fact21.93373 20.79961 4 3 By S/MS By MS/ S 6 4 -1.1341248 608 4.3 118.02 1034
sp|O14745|NHRF1_HUMANsp|O14745|NHRF1_HUMAN Na(+)/H(+) exchange regulatory cofactor NHE-RF1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SLC9A3R1 PE=1 SV=422.34795 21.2133 3 0 B  MS/MS 3 0 -1.1346512 607 10.6 38.868 358
sp|P49790|NU153_HUMANsp|P49790|NU153_HUMAN Nuclear pore complex protein Nup153 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NUP153 PE=1 SV=222.65698 21.5211 5 0 By MS/MS 6 0 - .1358871 606 4 153.94 1475
sp|Q9NQW7-3|XPP1_HUMAN;sp|Q9NQW7-2|XPP1_HUMAN;sp|Q9NQW7|XPP1_HUMANsp|Q9NQW7-3|XPP1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Xaa-Pro aminopeptidase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=XPNPEP1;sp|Q9NQW7-2|XPP1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Xaa-Pro aminopeptidase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=XPNPEP1;sp|Q9NQW7|XPP1_HUMAN Xaa-Pro aminopeptidase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=XPNPEP1 PE=1 SV21.66362 20.52639 4 0 By MS/MS 5 0 - .1372299 605 7.4 74.797 666
sp|Q92890-1|UFD1_HUMAN;sp|Q92890|UFD1_HUMAN;sp|Q92890-3|UFD1_HUMANsp|Q92890-1|UFD1_HUMAN Isoform Long of Ubiquitin fusion degradation protein 1 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=UFD1L;sp|Q92890|UFD1_HUMAN Ubiquitin fusion degradation protein 1 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=UFD1L PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q92890-3|UFD1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Ubiqui21.37692 20.23946 2 0 By MS/ S 4 0 -1.1374664 604 7.9 38.725 343
sp|Q15393|SF3B3_HUMAN;sp|Q15393-3|SF3B3_HUMAN;sp|Q15393-2|SF3B3_HUMANsp|Q15393|SF3B3_HUMAN plicing factor 3B subunit 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SF3B3 PE=1 SV=426.90667 25.76843 27 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 46 15 -1.1382446 603 25.4 135.58 1217
sp|P12532|KCRU_HUMAN;sp|P12532-2|KCRU_HUMAN;sp|P17540|KCRS_HUMANsp|P12532|KCRU_HUMAN Creatine kinase U-type, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=CKMT1A PE=1 SV=1;sp|P12532-2|KCRU_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Creatine kinase U-type, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=CKMT1A24.67072 23.53184 6 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 2 - .1388779 602 21.3 47.036 417
sp|O43324-2|MCA3_HUMAN;sp|O43324|MCA3_HUMANsp|O43324-2|MCA3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Eukaryotic translation elongation factor 1 epsilon-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EEF1E1;sp|O43324|MCA3_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation elongation factor 1 epsilon-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EEF1E1 PE=1 SV=124.11132 22.96895 5 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 1 -1.1423683 601 36.7 15.548 139
sp|P00387-2|NB5R3_HUMAN;sp|P00387|NB5R3_HUMAN;sp|P00387-3|NB5R3_HUMANsp|P00387-2|NB5R3_HUMA  Isoform 2 of NADH-cytochrome b5 reductase 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CYB5R3;sp|P00387|NB5R3_HUMAN NADH-cytochrome b5 reductase 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CYB5R3 PE=1 SV=3;sp|P00387-3|NB5R3_HUMAN Isoform 3 of NADH-cytochrome b5 reductase 3 OS=Ho22.35159 21.20616 3 1 By MS/MS By matching 5 0 -1.1454334 600 10.1 31.628 278
sp|Q5T8P6-3|RBM26_HUMAN;sp|Q5T8P6-2|RBM26_HUMAN;sp|Q5T8P6|RBM26_HUMAN;sp|Q5T8P6-5|RBM26_HUMAN;sp|Q5T8P6-4|RBM26_HUMAN;sp|Q5T8P6-6|RBM26_HUMAN;sp|Q9P2N5|RBM27_HUMANsp|Q5T8P6-3|RBM26_HUMAN Isoform 3 of R A-binding protein  OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBM26;sp|Q5T8P6-2|RBM26_HUMAN Isoform 2 of RNA-binding protein 26 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBM26;sp|Q5T8P6|RBM26_HUMAN RNA-binding protein 26 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBM26 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q5T22.45382 21.30751 4 0 By MS/MS 7 0 -1.14631 7 599 5 110.6 980
sp|P55072|TERA_HUMANsp|P55072|TERA_HUMAN Transitional endoplasmic reticulum ATPase OS=Homo sapiens GN=VCP PE=1 SV=425.72962 24.58274 17 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 24 7 -1.1468849 598 25.2 89.321 806
sp|P07437|TBB5_HUMAN;sp|A6NNZ2|TBB8L_HUMAN;sp|A6NKZ8|YI016_HUMAN;sp|Q9H4B7|TBB1_HUMANsp|P07437|TBB5_HUMAN Tubulin beta chain OS=Homo sapiens GN=TUBB PE=1 SV=229.33922 28.18721 21 18 By MS/MS By MS/MS 30 7 -1.1520081 597 61.5 49.67 444
sp|P08621|RU17_HUMAN;sp|P08621-2|RU17_HUMAN;sp|P08621-3|RU17_HUMAN;sp|P08621-4|RU17_HUMANsp|P08621|RU17_HUMAN U1 small nuclear ribonucleoprotein 70 kDa OS=Homo sapiens GN=S RNP70 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P08621-2|RU17_HUMAN Isoform 2 of U1 small nuclear ribonucleoprotein 70 kDa OS=Homo sapiens GN=SNRNP70;sp|P08621-3|RU17_HUMAN Isoform 3 of U1 small nuclea25. 1474 23.85814 9 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 20 4 -1.1566029 596 9 51.556 437
sp|Q9Y6G9|DC1L1_HUMANsp|Q9Y6G9|DC1L1_HUMAN Cytoplasmic dynein 1 light intermediate chain 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DYNC1LI1 PE=1 SV=322.83005 21.66752 4 0 By MS/MS 4 0 -1.1625252 595 10.1 56.578 523
sp|Q00610-2|CLH1_HUMAN;sp|Q00610|CLH1_HUMAN;sp|P53675-2|CLH2_HUMAN;sp|P53675|CLH2_HUMANsp|Q00610-2|CLH1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Clathrin heavy chain 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CLTC;sp|Q00610|CLH1_HUMAN Clathrin heavy chain 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CLTC PE=1 SV=528. 6495 27.00217 47 21 By MS/ By MS/MS 90 25 - .1627769 594 34.2 187.89 1639
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sp|P27824|CALX_HUMANsp|P27824|CALX_HUMAN Calnexin OS=Homo sapiens GN=CANX PE=1 SV=226.85804 25.69155 17 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 35 8 -1.1664925 593 30.9 67.567 592
sp|P40227|TCPZ_HUMAN;sp|P40227-2|TCPZ_HUMAN;sp|Q92526|TCPW_HUMAN;sp|Q92526-2|TCPW_HUMAN;sp|Q92526-3|TCPW_HUMANsp|P40227|TCPZ_HUMAN -complex protein 1 subunit zeta OS=Homo sapiens GN=CCT6A PE=1 SV=3;sp|P40227-2|TCPZ_HUMAN Isoform 2 of T-complex protein 1 subunit zeta OS=Homo sapiens GN=CCT6A27.26078 26.094 16 9 By M /MS By MS/MS 33 13 -1.16678 4 592 37.5 58.024 531
sp|P08865|RSSA_HUMANsp|P08865|RSSA_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein SA OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPSA PE=1 SV=427.29562 26.12776 10 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 20 12 -1.1678543 591 40 32.854 295
sp|O14654|IRS4_HUMANsp|O14654|IRS4_HUMAN Insulin receptor substrate 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=IRS4 PE=1 SV=12 .01137 22.83628 10 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 17 3 -1.1750889 590 10.1 133.77 1257
sp|O00233-2|PSMD9_HUMAN;sp|O00233|PSMD9_HUMANsp|O00233-2|PSMD9_HUMAN Isoform p27-S of 26S proteasome non-ATPase regulatory subunit 9 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMD9;sp|O00233|PSMD9_HUMAN 26S proteasome non-ATPase regulatory subunit 9 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMD9 PE=1 SV=322.30791 21.12955 2 0 By MS/MS 3 0 -1.1783676 589 12 22.764 209
sp|Q9BXW7-2|CECR5_HUMAN;sp|Q9BXW7|CECR5_HUMANsp|Q9BXW7-2|CECR5_HUMAN Isoform 1 of Cat eye syndrome critical region protein 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CECR5;sp|Q9BXW7|CECR5_HUMAN Cat eye syndrome critical region protein 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CECR5 PE=1 SV=123.10351 21.92478 3 0 By MS/MS 4 0 -1.17873 588 15 43.588 393
sp|P51572|BAP31_HUMAN;sp|P51572-2|BAP31_HUMANsp|P51572|BAP31_HUMAN -cell receptor-associated protein 31 OS=Homo sapiens GN=BCAP31 PE=1 SV=3;sp|P51572-2|BAP31_HUMAN Isoform 2 of B-cell receptor-associated protein 31 OS=Homo sapiens GN=BCAP3125.11339 3.93148 7 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 4 - .1819077 587 28.9 27.991 246
sp|Q7Z5L9-2|I2BP2_HUMAN;sp|Q7Z5L9|I2BP2_HUMANsp|Q7Z5L9-2|I2BP2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Interferon regulatory factor 2-binding protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=IRF2BP2;sp|Q7Z5L9|I2BP2_HUMAN Interferon regulatory factor 2-binding protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=IRF2BP2 PE=1 SV=21.64751 20.46 2 1 By MS/MS By matching 5 0 -1.1875114 586 6.3 59.48 571
sp|P09234|RU1C_HUMANsp|P09234|RU1C_HUMAN U1 small nuclear ribonucleoprotein C OS=Homo sapiens GN=SNRPC PE=1 SV=124.20456 23.01626 3 2 By MS/M By MS/MS 5 2 -1.1883011 585 24.5 17.394 159
sp|O43719|HTSF1_HUMANsp|O43719|HTSF1_HUMAN HIV Tat-specific factor 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HTATSF1 PE=1 SV=123.40691 22.21614 6 0 By MS/MS 9 0 -1.1907768 584 7.7 85.852 755
sp|P21281|VATB2_HUMAN;sp|P15313|VATB1_HUMANsp|P21281|VATB2_HUMAN V-type proton ATPase subunit B, brain isoform OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATP6V1B2 PE=1 SV=322.48886 21.29736 4 0 By MS/MS 7 0 -1. 91494 58 11.2 56.5 511
sp|Q86U42-2|PABP2_HUMAN;sp|Q86U42|PABP2_HUMAN;sp|Q92843-2|B2CL2_HUMANsp|Q86U42-2|PABP2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Polyadenylate-binding protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PABPN1;sp|Q86U42|PABP2_HUMAN Polyadenylate-binding protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PABPN1 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q92843-2|B2CL2_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Bcl-2-like protein 2 OS=Homo sapie23.83026 2 .63547 5 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 2 -1.1947937 582 17.9 31.496 296
sp|P49411|EFTU_HUMANsp|P49411|EFTU_HUMAN Elongation factor Tu, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=TUFM PE=1 SV=227.0277 25.83193 18 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 36 10 -1.195776 581 46.7 49.541 452
sp|Q05048|CSTF1_HUMANsp|Q05048|CSTF1_HUMAN Cleavage stimulation factor subunit 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CSTF1 PE=1 SV=122.54302 21.34619 3 0 By MS/MS 5 0 -1.1968307 580 10 48.357 431
sp|Q14677-3|EPN4_HUMAN;sp|Q14677|EPN4_HUMAN;sp|Q14677-2|EPN4_HUMANsp|Q14677-3|EPN4_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Clathrin interactor 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CLINT1;sp|Q14677|EPN4_HUMAN Clathrin interactor 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CLINT1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q14677-2|EPN4_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Clathrin interactor 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CLINT122.93907 21.73684 4 1 By MS/MS By m tching 7 0 -1.2022285 579 8.4 70.294 643
sp|Q5JTZ9|SYAM_HUMANsp|Q5JTZ9|SYAM_HUMAN Alanine--tRNA ligase, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=AARS2 PE=1 SV=122.1428 20.9389 4 0 By MS/MS 4 0 -1.2039013 578 6 107.34 985
sp|Q9BZL1|UBL5_HUMANsp|Q9BZL1|UBL5_HUMAN Ubiquitin-like protein 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBL5 PE=1 SV=122.34789 21.14132 2 1 By MS/MS By matching 4 0 -1.2065697 577 24.7 8.5468 73
sp|Q15084|PDIA6_HUMAN;sp|Q15084-2|PDIA6_HUMANsp|Q15084|PDIA6_HUMAN rotein disulfide-isomerase A6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PDIA6 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q15084-2|PDIA6_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Protein disulfide-isomerase A6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PDIA625.98137 4.76223 8 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 15 6 -1.2191429 576 28.4 48.121 440
sp|Q9Y5A9|YTHD2_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y5A9-2|YTHD2_HUMAN;sp|Q9BYJ9|YTHD1_HUMAN;sp|Q7Z739|YTHD3_HUMAN;sp|Q9BYJ9-2|YTHD1_HUMANsp|Q9Y5A9|YTHD2_HUMAN YTH domain family protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=YTHDF2 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9Y5A9-2|YTHD2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of YTH domain family protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=YTHDF2;sp|Q9BYJ9|YTHD1_HUMAN YTH domain family protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=YTHDF1 PE=23.66253 2 .44198 6 0 By MS/MS 9 0 -1.2205 82 575 11.4 62.333 579
sp|Q13347|EIF3I_HUMANsp|Q13347|EIF3I_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 3 subunit I OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF3I PE=1 SV=125.85055 24.62918 12 4 By MS/MS By MS/M 28 5 -1.2213764 574 47.7 36.501 325
sp|O00264|PGRC1_HUMANsp|O00264|PGRC1_HUMAN Membrane-associated progesterone receptor component 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PGRMC1 PE=1 SV=324.87825 23.65665 3 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 5 -1.2215977 573 20 21.671 195
sp|P09012|SNRPA_HUMANsp| 09012|S RPA_HUMAN U1 small nuclear ribonucleoprotein A OS=Homo sapiens GN=SNRPA PE=1 SV=325.25951 24.02901 7 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 14 3 -1.2304974 572 29.4 31.279 282
sp|P22695|QCR2_HUMANsp|P22695|QCR2_HUMAN Cytochrome b-c1 complex subunit 2, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=UQCRC2 PE=1 SV=324.17737 22.94136 7 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 13 2 -1.2360039 571 20.8 48.442 453
sp|O15355|PPM1G_HUMANsp|O15355|PPM1G_HUMAN Protein phosphatase 1G OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPM1G PE=1 SV=122.91647 21.67917 6 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 1 -1.2372971 570 14.7 59.271 546
sp|P68363|TBA1B_HUMAN;sp|P68366|TBA4A_HUMAN;sp|Q9H853|TBA4B_HUMANsp|P68363|TBA1B_HUMAN Tubulin alpha-1B chain OS=Homo sapiens GN=TUBA1B PE=1 SV=1;sp|P68366|TBA4A_HUMAN Tubulin alpha-4A chain OS=Homo sapiens GN=TUBA4A PE=1 SV=131.1471 29.90742 20 14 By MS/ S By MS/MS 83 36 -1.2396851 569 50.6 50.151 451
sp|P11171-5|41_HUMAN;sp|P11171-2|41_HUMAN;sp|P11171|41_HUMAN;sp|P11171-6|41_HUMAN;sp|P11171-4|41_HUMAN;sp|P11171-3|41_HUMAN;sp|P11171-7|41_HUMANsp|P11171-5|41_HUMAN Isoform 5 of Protein 4.1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EPB41;sp|P1117 -2|41_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Protein 4.1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EPB41;sp|P11171|41_HUMAN Protein 4.1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EPB41 PE=1 SV=4;sp|P11171-6|41_HUMAN Isoform 6 of Protein 4.1 OS22.1225 20.87778 4 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 1 -1.2447205 568 7.7 86.602 775
sp|O94905|ERLN2_HUMAN;sp|O75477|ERLN1_HUMANsp|O94905|ERLN2_HUMAN Erlin-2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ERLIN2 PE=1 SV=122.601 7 21.35312 3 0 By MS/MS 4 0 -1.2484512 567 10.6 37.839 339
sp|Q12907|LMAN2_HUMANsp|Q12907|LMAN2_HUMAN Vesicular integral-membrane protein VIP36 OS=Homo sapiens GN=LMAN2 PE=1 SV=123.47271 22.22122 4 0 By MS/MS 9 0 -1.2514915 566 11.5 40.228 356
sp|Q99832|TCPH_HUMAN;sp|Q99832-3|TCPH_HUMAN;sp|Q99832-4|TCPH_HUMAN;sp|Q99832-2|TCPH_HUMANsp|Q99832|TCPH_HUMAN -complex protein 1 subunit eta OS=Homo sapiens GN=C T7 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q99832-3|TCPH_HUMAN Isoform 3 of T-complex protein 1 subunit eta OS=Homo sapiens GN=CCT7;sp|Q99832-4|TCPH_HUMAN Isoform 4 of T-complex protein 1 subunit eta OS=Homo s27.26 01 26.0174 18 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 36 7 -1.2516155 565 40.5 59.366 543
sp|P51571|SSRD_HUMANsp|P51571|SSRD_HUMAN Translocon-associated protein subunit delta OS=Homo sapiens GN=SSR4 PE=1 SV=122.87476 21.62243 3 1 By MS/MS By matching 4 0 -1.252325 564 19.1 18.998 173
sp|Q86Y56|HEAT2_HUMAN;sp|Q86Y56-2|HEAT2_HUMAN;sp|Q86Y56-3|HEAT2_HUMANsp|Q86Y56|HEAT2_HUMAN EAT repeat-containing protein 2 OS= omo sapiens GN=HEATR2 PE=1 SV=4;sp|Q86Y56-2|HEAT2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of HEAT repeat-containing protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HEATR2;sp|Q86Y56-3|HEAT2_HUMAN Isoform 3 of HEAT repeat-containing protein 222.12726 20.86783 4 0 By MS/MS 6 0 -1.2594337 563 4.7 93.5 855
sp|Q9Y5L0-5|TNPO3_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y5L0-3|TNPO3_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y5L0|TNPO3_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y5L0-1|TNPO3_HUMANsp|Q9Y5L0-5|T PO3_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Tran ortin-3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TNPO3;sp|Q9Y5L0-3|T PO3_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Transportin-3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TNPO3;sp|Q9Y5L0|TNPO3_HUMAN Transportin-3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TNPO3 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q9Y5L0-1|TNPO3_HUMAN Isoform 121.4806 2 .22079 2 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 1 -1.2598076 562 4.7 97.371 859
sp|Q16181|SEPT7_HUMAN;sp|Q16181-2|SEPT7_HUMAN;sp|Q6ZU15|SEP14_HUMANsp|Q16181|SEPT7_HUMAN eptin-7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SEPT7 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q16181-2|SEPT7_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Septin-7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SEPT724.4927 3.22874 9 3 By MS/MS By M /MS 17 2 -1.2639675 561 20.1 50.679 437
sp|Q01130|SRSF2_HUMAN;sp|Q9BRL6-2|SRSF8_HUMAN;sp|Q9BRL6|SRSF8_HUMANsp|Q01130|SRSF2_HUMAN Serine/arginine-rich splicing factor 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRSF2 PE=1 SV=426.67 49 25.41545 6 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 4 -1.2640438 560 30.8 25.476 221
sp|Q8NCA5-2|FA98A_HUMAN;sp|Q8NCA5|FA98A_HUMANsp|Q NCA5-2|FA98A_HUM N Isoform 2 of Protein FAM98A OS=Homo sapiens GN=FAM98A;sp|Q8NCA5|FA98A_HUMAN Protein FAM98A OS=Homo sapiens GN=FAM98A PE=1 SV=122.22467 20.95 93 2 0 By M /MS 3 0 -1.26474 559 7.5 55.272 518
sp|P40222|TXLNA_HUMANsp|P40222|TXLNA_HUMAN Alpha-taxilin OS=Homo sapiens GN=TXLNA PE=1 SV=324.16484 22.89797 8 0 By MS/MS 14 0 -1.2668724 558 16.7 61.89 546
sp|Q9NRX4-2|PHP14_HUMAN;sp|Q9NRX4|PHP14_HUMANsp|Q9NRX4-2|PHP14_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 14 kDa phosphohistidine phosphatase OS=Homo sapiens GN=PHPT1;sp|Q9NRX4|PHP14_HUMAN 14 kDa phosphohistidine phosphatase OS=Homo sapiens GN=PHPT1 PE=1 SV=122.9355 21.66455 2 0 By MS/MS 3 0 -1.271036 557 16.1 13.671 124
sp|Q9Y5Y2|NUBP2_HUMANsp|Q9Y5Y2|NUBP2_HUMAN Cytosolic Fe-S cluster assembly factor NUBP2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NUBP2 PE=1 SV=121.97032 20.69357 3 0 By MS/MS 5 0 -1.2767544 556 14 28.825 271
sp|P49720|PSB3_HUMANsp|P49720|PSB3_HUMAN Proteasome subunit beta type-3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMB3 PE=1 SV=222.54736 21.26929 2 0 By MS/MS 3 0 -1.2780743 555 14.6 22.949 205
sp|Q9UNM6|PSD13_HUMAN;sp|Q9UNM6-2|PSD13_HUMANsp|Q9UNM6|PSD13_H MAN 26  proteasome non-ATPase regulatory subunit 13 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMD13 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9UNM6-2|PSD13_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 26S proteasome non-ATPase regulatory subunit 13 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMD1324.97036 23.6921 9 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 16 5 -1.2782478 554 28.7 42.945 376
sp|O43264|ZW10_HUMANsp|O43264|ZW10_HUMAN Centromere/kinetochore protein zw10 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=ZW10 PE=1 SV=322.38102 21.10111 3 0 By MS/MS 5 0 -1.279911 553 4.6 88.828 779
sp|Q14CX7-2|NAA25_HUMAN;sp|Q14CX7|NAA25_HUMANsp|Q14CX7-2|NAA25_HUMAN Isoform 2 of -alpha-acetyltransferase 25, NatB auxiliary subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=NAA25;sp|Q14CX7|NAA25_HUMAN N-alpha-acetyltransferase 25, NatB auxiliary subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=NAA25 PE=1 SV=121.63214 20.35153 3 0 By MS/MS 4 0 -1.2806129 552 4.4 99.268 859
sp|P39023|RL3_HUMAN;sp|Q92901|RL3L_HUMANsp|P39023|RL3_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL3 PE=1 SV=225.56459 24.28214 11 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 20 2 -1.2824554 551 25.1 46.108 403
sp|P26038|MOES_HUMANsp|P26038|MOES_HUMAN Moesin OS=Homo sapiens GN=MSN PE=1 SV=322.46777 21.18172 12 5 By MS/MS By matching 7 0 -1.2860508 550 19.4 67.819 577
sp|Q14011|CIRBP_HUMANsp|Q14011|CIRBP_HUMAN Cold-inducible RNA-binding protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=CIRBP PE=1 SV=122.30586 21.01676 2 0 By MS/MS 3 0 -1.289093 549 12.8 18.648 172
sp|P14868|SYDC_HUMANsp|P14868|SYDC_HUMAN Aspartate--tRNA ligase, cytoplasmic OS=Homo sapiens GN=DARS PE=1 SV=226.13829 24.84738 21 9 By MS/M By MS/MS 41 12 -1. 909145 548 51.1 57.136 501
sp|P49841|GSK3B_HUMAN;sp|P49841-2|GSK3B_HUMANsp|P49841|GSK3B_HUMAN lycogen synthase kinase-3 beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=GSK3B PE=1 SV=2;sp|P49841-2|GSK3B_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Glycogen synthase kinase-3 beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=GSK3B22.2733 0.98225 4 0 By MS/MS 3 0 -1.2911377 547 12.4 46.744 420
sp|Q16778|H2B2E_HUMAN;sp|P33778|H2B1B_HUMAN;sp|P23527|H2B1O_HUMAN;sp|P06899|H2B1J_HUMAN;sp|Q8N257|H2B3B_HUMAN;sp|Q6DRA6|H2B2D_HUMAN;sp|Q6DN03|H2B2C_HUMANsp|Q16778|H2B2E_HUMAN Histone H2B type 2-E OS=Homo sapiens GN=HIST2H2BE PE=1 SV=3;sp|P337 8|H2B1B_HUMAN Histone H2B type 1-B OS=Homo sapiens GN=HIST1H2BB PE=1 SV=2;sp|P23527|H2B1O_HUMAN Histone H2B type 1-O OS=Homo sapiens GN=HIST1H2BO PE=1 SV=3;sp|P06899|23.45325 2 .15923 8 6 By MS/ S By matching 4 0 -1. 940216 546 53.2 13.92 126
sp|P49903-2|SPS1_HUMAN;sp|P49903-4|SPS1_HUMAN;sp|P49903|SPS1_HUMAN;sp|P49903-3|SPS1_HUMANsp|P49903-2|SPS1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Selenide, water dikinase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SEPHS1;sp|P49903-4|SPS1_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Selenide, water dikinase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SEPHS1;sp|P49903|SPS1_HUMAN Selenide, water dikinase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SEPHS1 PE=121.63276 20.33484 2 1 By MS/ S By matching 3 0 -1.297 202 545 7.2 35.479 321
sp|Q16555-2|DPYL2_HUMAN;sp|Q16555|DPYL2_HUMAN;sp|Q14194|DPYL1_HUMAN;sp|Q14194-2|DPYL1_HUMANsp|Q16555-2|DPYL2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Dihydropyrimidinase-related protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DPYSL2;sp|Q16555|DPYL2_HUMAN Dihydropyrimidinase-related protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DPYSL2 PE=1 SV=122.35119 21.05111 5 0 By MS/MS 4 0 -1.3000755 544 12.9 58.162 536
sp|Q5VWZ2-2|LYPL1_HUMAN;sp|Q5VWZ2|LYPL1_HUMANsp|Q5VWZ2-2|LYPL1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Lysophospholipase-like protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=LYPLAL1;sp|Q5VWZ2|LYPL1_HUMAN Lysophospholipase-like protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=LYPLAL1 PE=1 SV=322.91903 21.61858 5 0 By MS/MS 6 0 -1.3004589 543 26.7 24.476 221
sp|P51570|GALK1_HUMANsp|P51570|GALK1_HUMAN Galactokinase OS=Homo sapiens GN=GALK1 PE=1 SV=121.94792 20.64573 4 0 By MS/MS 5 0 -1.3021889 542 12 42.272 392
sp|Q07065|CKAP4_HUMANsp|Q07065|CKAP4_HUMAN Cytoskeleton-associated protein 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CKAP4 PE=1 SV=222.97561 21.67031 7 0 By MS/MS 12 0 -1.3052998 541 15.8 66.022 602
sp|Q12905|ILF2_HUMANsp|Q12905|ILF2_HUMAN Interleukin enhancer-binding factor 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ILF2 PE=1 SV=227.53222 26.22663 11 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 32 8 -1.3055935 540 30.8 43.062 390
sp|P38606|VATA_HUMANsp|P38606|VATA_HUMAN V-type proton ATPase catalytic subunit A OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATP6V1A PE=1 SV=223.34042 22.03432 4 0 By MS/MS 7 0 -1.3060913 539 9.9 68.303 617
sp|Q9UBW8|CSN7A_HUMANsp|Q9UBW8|CSN7A_HUMAN COP9 signalosome complex subunit 7a OS=Homo sapiens GN=COPS7A PE=1 SV=121. 0611 20.3997 2 0 By MS/MS 3 0 -1.3063202 538 9.5 30.276 275
sp|P13010|XRCC5_HUMANsp|P13010|XRCC5_HUMAN X-ray repair cross-complementing protein 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=XRCC5 PE=1 SV=324.9428 23.63179 14 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 23 1 -1.3110104 537 19.1 82.704 732
sp|Q9BVK6|TMED9_HUMANsp|Q BVK6|TMED9_HUMAN Transmembrane emp24 domain-containing protein 9 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TMED9 PE=1 SV=223.10281 21.7916 3 1 By MS/MS By matching 5 0 -1.311203 536 12.8 27.277 235
sp|P63220|RS21_HUMANsp|P63220|RS21_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S21 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS21 PE=1 SV=15.07361 23.76 5 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 4 -1.3136177 535 66.3 9.1113 83
sp|P78371|TCPB_HUMAN;sp|P78371-2|TCPB_HUMANsp|P78371|TCPB_HUMAN -complex protein 1 subunit beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=CCT2 PE=1 SV=4;sp|P78371-2|TCPB_HUMAN Isoform 2 of T-complex protein 1 subunit beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=CCT228.22706 26.91216 26 11 By M /MS By MS/MS 59 14 -1.314 9 5 534 53.6 57.488 535
sp|P07814|SYEP_HUMANsp| 07814|SYEP_HUMAN Bifunctional glutamate/proline--tRNA ligase OS=Homo sapiens GN=EPRS PE=1 SV=527.42085 26.1052 38 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 73 14 -1.3156586 533 31.2 170.59 1512
sp|P82970|HMGN5_HUMANsp|P82970|HMGN5_HUMAN High mobility group nucleosome-binding domain-containing protein 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HMGN5 PE=1 SV=122.42401 21.10796 3 1 By MS/MS By mat hi g 3 0 -1.3160515 532 14.2 31.524 282
sp|P08670|VIME_HUMAN;sp|P17661|DESM_HUMAN;sp|P41219|PERI_HUMAN;sp|P41219-2|PERI_HUMAN;sp|P14136-3|GFAP_HUMAN;sp|P14136-2|GFAP_HUMAN;sp|P14136|GFAP_HUMAN;sp|Q14533|KRT81_HUMAN_contaminant;sp|P07196|NFL_HUMAN;sp|P07197-2|NFM_HUMAN;sp|P78386|KRT85_HUMAN_contaminant;sp|P78386|KRT85_HUMAN;sp|P78385|KRT83_HUMAN_contaminant;sp|Q14533|KRT81_HUMAN;sp|Q16352|AINX_HUMAN;sp|P78385|KRT83_HUMAN;sp|O43790|KRT86_HUMAN_contaminant;sp|O43790|KRT86_HUMAN;sp|P07197|NFM_HUMANsp|P08670|VIME_HUMAN Vimentin OS=Homo sapiens GN=VIM PE=1 SV=429.9549 28.63665 35 29 By S/MS By MS/MS 85 51 -1. 182583 531 6 .5 53.651 466
sp|Q07666-2|KHDR1_HUMAN;sp|Q07666|KHDR1_HUMAN;sp|Q5VWX1|KHDR2_HUMAN;sp|Q07666-3|KHDR1_HUMAN;sp|O75525-2|KHDR3_HUMAN;sp|O75525|KHDR3_HUMAN;sp|Q9UBC1-2|IKBL1_HUMAN;sp|Q9UBC1-3|IKBL1_HUMAN;sp|Q9UBC1|IKBL1_HUMANsp|Q07666-2|KHDR1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of KH domain-containing, RNA-binding, signal transduction-associated protein 1 OS= omo sapiens GN= BS1;sp|Q07666|KHDR1_HUMAN KH domain-containing, RNA-binding, signal transduction-associated protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN25.87209 24.54887 7 3 By MS/MS By matching 14 0 -1.3232212 530 15.1 45.86 418
sp|Q7L2H7|EIF3M_HUMANsp|Q7L2H7|EIF3M_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 3 subunit M OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF3M PE=1 SV=126.10699 24.78377 10 3 By MS/MS By MS/ S 21 4 -1. 23225 529 34.5 42.502 374
sp|P46734-2|MP2K3_HUMAN;sp|P46734|MP2K3_HUMAN;sp|P46734-3|MP2K3_HUMANsp|P46734-2|MP2K3_HUMAN Isoform 1 of Dual specificity mitogen-activated protein kinase kinase 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MAP2K3;sp|P46734|MP2K3_HUMAN Dual specificity mitogen-activated protein kinase kinase 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MAP2K3 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P46734-3|MP2K322.33965 21.01574 3 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 1 -1.3239136 528 12. 36.172 318
sp|P60520|GBRL2_HUMANsp|P60520|GBRL2_HUMAN Gamma-aminobutyric acid receptor-associated protein-like 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GABARAPL2 PE=1 SV=122.57126 21.24476 3 0 By MS/MS 4 0 -1.3264999 527 29.9 13.667 117
sp|P15104|GLNA_HUMANsp|P15104|GLNA_HUMAN Glutamine synthetase OS=Homo sapiens GN=GLUL PE=1 SV=421.86234 20.53302 2 0 By MS/MS 5 0 -1.3293209 526 9.9 42.064 373
sp|P51114|FXR1_HUMAN;sp|P51114-2|FXR1_HUMAN;sp|P51114-3|FXR1_HUMANsp|P51114|FXR1_HUMAN ragile X mental retardation syndrome-related protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FXR1 PE=1 SV=3;sp|P51114-2|FXR1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Fragile X mental retardation syndrome-related protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FXR1;sp|P51114-3|FXR1_HUMAN Isofor22.7 678 21.38675 4 0 By MS/MS 6 0 -1.3300343 525 7.9 69.72 621
sp|P12268|IMDH2_HUMAN;sp|P20839-2|IMDH1_HUMAN;sp|P20839-4|IMDH1_HUMAN;sp|P20839|IMDH1_HUMAN;sp|P20839-3|IMDH1_HUMAN;sp|P20839-7|IMDH1_HUMAN;sp|P20839-5|IMDH1_HUMAN;sp|P20839-6|IMDH1_HUMANsp|P12268|IMDH2_HUMAN nosine-5-monophosphate dehydrogenase 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=IMPDH2 PE=1 SV=226.53439 25.20195 19 7 By MS/MS By M /MS 37 7 -1.3324451 524 43.4 55.804 514
sp|P27361|MK03_HUMAN;sp|P27361-2|MK03_HUMAN;sp|P27361-3|MK03_HUMANsp|P27361|MK03_HUMAN itogen-activated protein kinase 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MAPK3 PE=1 SV=4;sp|P27361-2|MK03_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Mitogen-activated protein kinase 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MAPK3;sp|P27361-3|MK03_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Mitogen-activated protein kinase21.76887 20.4 637 4 2 By MS/ S By MS/MS 4 1 -1.3324986 523 16.1 43.135 379
sp|Q9BRA2|TXD17_HUMANsp|Q9BRA2|TXD17_HUMAN Thioredoxin domain-containing protein 17 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TXNDC17 PE=1 SV=123.03337 21.69696 3 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 1 -1.3364048 522 26.8 13.941 123
sp|P48444|COPD_HUMAN;sp|P48444-2|COPD_HUMANsp|P48444|COPD_HUMAN oatomer subunit delta OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARCN1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P48444-2|COPD_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Coatomer subunit delta OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARCN124.80 8 23.46799 11 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 3 -1.3404846 521 24.3 57.21 511
sp|Q13451-2|FKBP5_HUMAN;sp|Q13451|FKBP5_HUMANsp|Q13451-2|FKBP5_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase FKBP5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FKBP5;sp|Q13451|FKBP5_HUMAN Peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase FKBP5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FKBP5 PE=1 SV=222.1438 20.79934 3 0 By MS/MS 3 0 -1.3444576 520 16 30.032 268
sp|P13861|KAP2_HUMAN;sp|P31323|KAP3_HUMANsp|P13861|KAP2_HUMAN cAMP-dependent protein kinase type II-alpha regulatory subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRKAR2A PE=1 SV=224.03892 22.68974 9 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 14 2 -1.3491783 519 26 45.518 404
sp|P26373|RL13_HUMAN;sp|P26373-2|RL13_HUMANsp|P26373|RL13_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L13 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL13 PE=1 SV=4;sp|P26373-2|RL13_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 60S ribosomal protein L13 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL1325.9026 24.54804 7 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 4 -1.3545856 518 36.5 24.261 211
sp|P55265-5|DSRAD_HUMAN;sp|P55265|DSRAD_HUMAN;sp|P55265-4|DSRAD_HUMAN;sp|P55265-3|DSRAD_HUMAN;sp|P55265-2|DSRAD_HUMANsp|P55265-5|DSRAD_HUMAN Isoform 5 of Double-stranded RNA-specific adenosine deaminase OS=Homo sapiens GN=ADAR;sp|P55265|DSRAD_HUMAN Double-stranded RNA-specific adenosine deaminase OS=Homo sapiens GN=ADAR PE=1 SV=4;sp|P55265-4|DSRAD_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Doub23.08987 21.73116 4 0 By MS/MS 6 0 -1.358717 517 .7 103.64 931
sp|Q9UBB4|ATX10_HUMAN;sp|Q9UBB4-2|ATX10_HUMANsp|Q9UBB4|ATX10_H MAN Ataxin-10 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATXN10 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9UBB4-2|ATX10_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ataxin-10 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATXN1025.51761 24.15615 12 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 22 5 -1.3614635 516 31.4 53.488 475
sp|Q9H7E9|CH033_HUMAN;sp|Q9H7E9-2|CH033_HUMANsp|Q9H7E9|CH033_HUMAN UPF0488 protein C8orf33 OS=Homo sapiens GN=C8orf33 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9H7E9-2|CH033_HUMAN Isoform 2 of UPF0488 protein C8orf33 OS=Homo sapiens GN=C8orf3322.48829 1.1259 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 3 -1.3623943 515 21.8 24.992 229
sp|Q8NI27|THOC2_HUMANsp|Q8NI27|THOC2_HUMAN THO complex subunit 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=THOC2 PE=1 SV=222.36674 21.00431 2 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 1 -1.3624325 514 1.4 182.77 1593
sp|Q14320|FA50A_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y247|FA50B_HUMANsp|Q14320|FA50A_HUMAN Protein FAM50A OS=Homo sapiens GN=FAM50A PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9Y247|FA50B_HUMAN Protein FAM50B OS=Homo sapiens GN=FAM50B PE=1 SV=122.76616 21.3954 3 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 1 -1.3707542 513 10 40.241 339
sp|P38919|IF4A3_HUMANsp|P38919|IF4A3_HUMAN Eukaryotic initiation factor 4A-III OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF4A3 PE=1 SV=426.56081 25.18643 19 13 By M /MS By MS/MS 29 17 -1.3743801 512 40.4 46.871 411
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sp|P40939|ECHA_HUMANsp|P40939|ECHA_HUMAN Trifunctional enzyme subunit alpha, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=HADHA PE=1 SV=225.35181 23.97229 12 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 22 6 -1.379528 511 20.6 82.999 763
sp|P05388|RLA0_HUMAN;sp|Q8NHW5|RLA0L_HUMANsp|P05388|RLA0_HUMAN 60S acidic ribosomal protein P0 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPLP0 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q8NHW5|RLA0L_HUMAN 60S acidic ribosomal protein P0-like OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPLP0P6 PE=5 SV=127.25332 25.87352 10 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 7 -1.379797 510 42.3 34.273 317
sp|Q96EY8|MMAB_HUMANsp|Q96EY8|MMAB_HUMAN Cob(I)yrinic acid a,c-diamide adenosyltransferase, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=MMAB PE=1 SV=121.75715 20.36782 3 1 By MS/MS By m tching 6 0 -1.389328 509 14.4 27.388 250
sp|Q15008|PSMD6_HUMAN;sp|Q15008-2|PSMD6_HUMANsp|Q15008|PSMD6_HUMAN 26S proteasome non-ATPase regulatory subunit 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMD6 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q15008-2|PSMD6_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 26S proteasome non-ATPase regulatory subunit 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMD625. 8464 24.29369 15 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 26 5 -1.3909512 508 41.4 45.531 389
sp|Q12906-7|ILF3_HUMAN;sp|Q12906|ILF3_HUMAN;sp|Q12906-4|ILF3_HUMAN;sp|Q12906-6|ILF3_HUMAN;sp|Q12906-5|ILF3_HUMAN;sp|Q12906-2|ILF3_HUMAN;sp|Q12906-3|ILF3_HUMANsp|Q12906-7|ILF3_HUMAN Isoform 7 of Interleukin enhancer-binding factor 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ILF3;sp|Q12906|ILF3_HUMAN Interleukin enhancer-binding factor 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ILF3 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q12906-4|ILF3_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Interleukin enhancer-binding28.36641 26.97323 26 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 56 19 -1.393177 507 36.3 95.807 898
sp|Q8IX12-2|CCAR1_HUMAN;sp|Q8IX12|CCAR1_HUMANsp|Q8IX12-2|CCAR1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Cell division cycle and apoptosis regulator protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CCAR1;sp|Q8IX12|CCAR1_HUMAN Cell division cycle and apoptosis regulator protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CCAR1 PE=1 SV=221.75111 0.35786 3 0 By MS/MS 5 0 -1.3932514 506 2.7 131.04 1135
sp|P49327|FAS_HUMANsp|P49327|FAS_HUMAN Fatty acid synthase OS=Homo sapiens GN=FASN PE=1 SV=328.96331 27.56718 72 32 By MS/MS By MS/MS 144 39 -1.3961315 505 35.8 273.42 2511
sp|Q8WVX9|FACR1_HUMANsp|Q8WVX9|FACR1_HUMAN Fatty acyl-CoA reductase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FAR1 PE=1 SV=121.44309 20.04691 2 0 By MS/MS 3 0 -1.3961754 504 4.9 59.356 515
sp|P49368|TCPG_HUMAN;sp|P49368-2|TCPG_HUMANsp|P49368|TCPG_HUMAN -complex protein 1 subunit gamma OS=Homo sapiens GN=CCT3 PE=1 SV=4;sp|P49368-2|TCPG_HUMAN Isoform 2 of T-complex protein 1 subunit gamma OS=Homo sapiens GN=CCT328.13428 26.73505 29 17 By MS/MS By MS/MS 61 25 -1.3992252 503 51.7 60.533 545
sp|Q9NW64-2|RBM22_HUMAN;sp|Q9NW64|RBM22_HUMANsp|Q9NW64-2|RBM22_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Pre-mRNA-splicing factor RBM22 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBM22;sp|Q9NW64|RBM22_HUMAN Pre-mRNA-splicing factor RBM22 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBM22 PE=1 SV=122.71423 21.31428 4 0 By MS/MS 6 0 -1.3999481 502 11.1 41.151 371
sp|Q96B26|EXOS8_HUMANsp|Q96B26|EXOS8_HUMAN Exosome complex component RRP43 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EXOSC8 PE=1 SV=121.72721 20.31749 2 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 2 -1.4097233 501 8.7 30.039 276
sp|Q9H9B4|SFXN1_HUMANsp|Q9H9B4|SFXN1_HUMAN Sideroflexin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SFXN1 PE=1 SV=423.41931 22.00507 3 1 By MS/MS By matching 6 0 -1.414238 500 13 35.619 322
sp|O14979-3|HNRDL_HUMAN;sp|O14979-2|HNRDL_HUMANsp|O14979-3|H RDL_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein D-like OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPDL;sp|O14979-2|HNRDL_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein D-like OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPDL26.79971 25.38162 9 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 18 7 -1.418087 499 29.1 27.191 244
sp|P22087|FBRL_HUMANsp|P22087|FBRL_HUMAN rRNA 2-O-methyltransferase fibrillarin OS=Homo sapiens GN=FBL PE=1 SV=222.59031 21.16514 4 0 By MS/M 7 0 -1.4251633 498 17.8 33.784 321
sp|Q9Y570|PPME1_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y570-3|PPME1_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y570-2|PPME1_HUMANsp|Q9Y570|PPME1_HUMAN Protein phosphatase methylesterase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPME1 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q9Y570-3|PPME1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Protein phosphatase methylesterase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPME1;sp|Q9Y570-2|PPME1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Protein phosphatase methyl22.77006 21.34362 3 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 2 -1.4264355 49 9.3 42.315 386
sp|Q9Y2T2|AP3M1_HUMANsp|Q9Y2T2| P3M1_HUMAN AP-3 complex subunit mu-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=AP3M1 PE=1 SV=122.42188 20.99473 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 2 -1.4271488 496 8.4 46.939 418
sp|P35579|MYH9_HUMAN;sp|P35579-2|MYH9_HUMAN;REV__sp|Q9UKV3-5|ACINU_HUMAN;REV__sp|Q9UKV3|ACINU_HUMANsp|P35579|MYH9_HUMAN yosin-9 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MYH9 PE=1 SV=4 sp|P35579-2|MYH9_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Myosin-9 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MYH928.183 26.7537 69 23 By S/MS By MS/MS 136 22 -1.4292164 495 39.8 226.53 1960
sp|O75607|NPM3_HUMANsp|O75607| PM3_HUMAN Nucleoplasmin-3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NPM3 PE=1 SV=323.08411 21.65216 2 0 By MS/MS 3 0 -1.4319496 494 17.4 19.343 178
sp|P35232|PHB_HUMANsp|P35232|PHB_HUMAN Prohibitin OS=Homo sapiens GN=PHB PE=1 SV=125.97963 24.5451 12 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 22 7 -1.4345284 493 49.3 29.804 272
sp|Q96C36|P5CR2_HUMANsp|Q96C36|P5CR2_HUMAN Pyrroline-5-carboxylate reductase 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PYCR2 PE=1 SV=123.01373 21.57827 3 0 By MS/MS 5 0 -1.4354534 492 12.5 33.637 320
sp|P13995|MTDC_HUMANsp|P13995|MTDC_HUMAN Bifunctional methylenetetrahydrofolate dehydrogenase/cyclohydrolase, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=MTHFD2 PE=1 SV=222.47746 21.04181 3 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 1 -1.4356556 491 12.6 37.895 350
sp|Q08170|SRSF4_HUMANsp|Q08170|SRSF4_HUMAN Serine/arginine-rich splicing factor 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRSF4 PE=1 SV=223.34557 21.90832 8 3 By MS/MS By matching 4 0 -1.437254 490 16.8 56.678 494
sp|P40925-2|MDHC_HUMAN;sp|P40925|MDHC_HUMAN;sp|P40925-3|MDHC_HUMANsp|P40925-2|MDHC_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Malate dehydrogenase, cytoplasmic OS=Homo sapiens GN=MDH1;sp|P40925|MDHC_HUMAN Malate dehydrogenase, cytoplasmic OS=Homo sapiens GN=MDH1 PE=1 SV=4;sp|P40925-3|MDHC_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Malate dehydrogenase, cytoplasmic OS=22.41988 20.97922 2 0 By MS/MS 3 0 -1.4406624 489 10.6 27.025 245
sp|Q13243|SRSF5_HUMAN;sp|Q13243-3|SRSF5_HUMAN;sp|Q13243-2|SRSF5_HUMANsp|Q13243|SRSF5_HUMAN erine/arginine-rich splicing factor 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRSF5 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q13243-3|SRSF5_HUMAN Isoform SRP40-4 of Serine/arginine-rich splicing factor 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRSF523.81 27 22.37056 5 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 2 -1.4407139 488 19.9 31.263 272
sp|Q3MHD2|LSM12_HUMAN;sp|Q3MHD2-2|LSM12_HUMANsp|Q3M D2|LSM12_HUMAN Protein LSM12 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=LSM12 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q3MHD2-2|LSM12_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Protein LSM12 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=LSM1222.61995 1.17819 2 0 By MS/MS 4 0 -1.4417648 487 13.8 21.701 195
sp|Q7Z478|DHX29_HUMANsp|Q7Z478|DHX29_HUMAN ATP-dependent RNA helicase DHX29 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DHX29 PE=1 SV=220.62475 19.18168 2 1 By MS/MS By atching 3 0 -1.4430714 486 1.8 155.23 1369
sp|Q4VCS5|AMOT_HUMAN;sp|Q4VCS5-2|AMOT_HUMAN;sp|Q8IY63-2|AMOL1_HUMAN;sp|Q8IY63|AMOL1_HUMANsp|Q4VCS5|AMOT_HUMAN Angiomotin OS=Homo sapiens GN=AMOT PE=1 SV=1;sp Q4VCS5-2|AMOT_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Angiomotin OS=Homo sapiens GN=AMOT22.66103 21.21526 4 1 By MS/ S By MS/MS 7 2 -1.4457779 485 5.9 118.08 1084
sp|P61313|RL15_HUMAN;sp|P61313-2|RL15_HUMANsp|P61313|RL15_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L15 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL15 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P61313-2|RL15_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 60S ribosomal protein L15 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL152 .03086 23.58348 6 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 3 -1.4473839 484 28.9 24.146 204
sp|P46977|STT3A_HUMANsp|P46977|STT3A_HUMAN Dolichyl-diphosphooligosaccharide--protein glycosyltransferase subunit STT3A OS=Homo sapiens GN=STT3A PE=1 SV=222.5243 21.07344 3 0 By MS/MS 6 0 -1.4508629 483 4 80.529 705
sp|P11413|G6PD_HUMAN;sp|P11413-3|G6PD_HUMAN;sp|P11413-2|G6PD_HUMANsp|P11413|G6PD_HUMAN lucose-6-phosphate 1-dehydrogenase OS=Homo sapiens GN=G6PD PE=1 SV=4;sp|P11413-3|G6PD_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Glucose-6-phosphate 1-dehydrogenase OS=Homo sapiens GN=G6PD;sp|P11413-2|G6PD_HUMAN Isoform Long of Glucose-6-phosphate 1-dehydrog23.63123 22.17824 7 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 1 -1.4529877 482 17.3 59.256 515
sp|P13073|COX41_HUMANsp|P13073|COX41_HUMAN Cytochrome c oxidase subunit 4 isoform 1, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=COX4I1 PE=1 SV=124.69317 23.23945 5 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 4 -1.4537239 481 30.8 19.576 169
sp|P26358-2|DNMT1_HUMAN;sp|P26358|DNMT1_HUMAN;sp|P26358-3|DNMT1_HUMANsp|P26358-2|D MT1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of DNA (cytosine-5)-methyltransferase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DNMT1;sp|P26358|DNMT1_HUMAN DNA (cytosine-5)-methyltransferase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DNMT1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P26358-3|DNMT1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of DNA (cytosine-5)-methyltra22.45683 20.99172 6 0 By S/MS 7 0 -1.4651165 480 4.8 184.82 1632
sp|Q13247|SRSF6_HUMAN;sp|Q13247-3|SRSF6_HUMAN;sp|Q13247-2|SRSF6_HUMANsp|Q13247|SRSF6_HUMAN erine/arginine-rich splicing factor 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRSF6 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q13247-3|SRSF6_HUMAN Isoform SRP55-3 of Serine/arginine-rich splicing factor 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRSF6;sp|Q13247-2|SRSF6_HUMAN Isoform SRP55-2 of Serine/arg25.90479 24.43708 10 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 22 5 -1.4677105 479 26.2 39.586 344
sp|P63092-3|GNAS2_HUMAN;sp|P63092-2|GNAS2_HUMAN;sp|P63092|GNAS2_HUMAN;sp|P63092-4|GNAS2_HUMAN;sp|Q5JWF2-2|GNAS1_HUMAN;sp|Q5JWF2|GNAS1_HUMANsp|P63092-3|G AS2_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Guanine nucleotide-binding protein G(s) subunit alpha isoforms short OS=Homo sapiens GN=GNAS;sp|P63092-2|GNAS2_HUMAN Isoform Gnas-2 of Guanine nucleotide-binding protein G(s) subunit alpha isoforms short OS=Homo sapiens22.77225 1.30424 3 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 2 -1.468008 478 8.7 44.179 379
sp|P55036|PSMD4_HUMAN;sp|P55036-2|PSMD4_HUMAN;sp|A2A3N6|PIPSL_HUMANsp|P55036|PSMD4_HUMAN 26S proteasome non-ATPase regulatory subunit 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMD4 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P55036-2|PSMD4_HUMAN Isoform Rpn10E of 26S proteasome non-ATPase regulatory subunit 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMD425.28863 3.81088 10 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 18 3 -1.4777451 477 34 40.736 377
sp|P59998|ARPC4_HUMAN;sp|P59998-3|ARPC4_HUMAN;sp|P59998-2|ARPC4_HUMAN;sp|P59998-4|ARPC4_HUMANsp|P59998| RPC4_HUMAN ctin-related protein 2/3 complex subunit 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARPC4 PE=1 SV=3;sp|P59998-3|ARPC4_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Actin-related protein 2/3 complex subunit 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARPC4;sp|P59998-2|ARPC4_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Actin-relate22.36509 20.88292 2 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 2 -1.4821682 476 11.3 19.667 168
sp|Q13045-2|FLII_HUMAN;sp|Q13045-3|FLII_HUMAN;sp|Q13045|FLII_HUMANsp|Q13045-2|FLII_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Protein flightless-1 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=FLII;sp|Q13045-3|FLII_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Protein flightless-1 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=FLII;sp|Q13045|FLII_HUMAN Protein flightless-1 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=FLII PE=122.15592 20.66991 4 0 By S/MS 6 0 -1.4860058 475 4.3 138.49 1214
sp|P09497-2|CLCB_HUMAN;sp|P09497|CLCB_HUMANsp|P09497-2|CLCB_HUMAN Isoform Non-brain of Clathrin light chain B OS=Homo sapiens GN=CLTB;sp|P09497|CLCB_HUMAN Clathrin light chain B OS=Homo sapiens GN=CLTB PE=1 SV=123.18953 21.69865 5 0 By MS/MS 9 0 -1.49087 2 474 20.9 23.181 211
sp|P63165|SUMO1_HUMAN;sp|P63165-2|SUMO1_HUMANsp|P63165|SUMO1_HUMAN mall ubiquitin-related modifier 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SUMO1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P63165-2|SUMO1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Small ubiquitin-related modifier 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SUMO122.4712 20.97894 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 3 -1.49226 473 27.7 11.557 101
sp|P49589-2|SYCC_HUMAN;sp|P49589|SYCC_HUMAN;sp|P49589-3|SYCC_HUMANsp|P49589-2|SYCC_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Cysteine--tRNA ligase, cytoplasmic OS=Homo sapiens GN=CARS;sp|P49589|SYCC_HUMAN Cysteine--tRNA ligase, cytoplasmic OS=Homo sapiens GN=CARS PE=1 SV=3;sp|P49589-3|SYCC_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Cysteine--tRNA ligase, cytoplasmic22.58964 21.09131 4 0 By MS/MS 6 0 -1.4983349 472 6.7 82.845 726
sp|P62140|PP1B_HUMANsp|P62140|PP1B_HUMAN Serine/threonine-protein phosphatase PP1-beta catalytic subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPP1CB PE=1 SV=322.32861 20.82844 7 1 By MS/MS By matching 7 0 -1.500164 471 30 37.186 327
sp|Q96A72|MGN2_HUMANsp|Q96A72|MGN2_HUMAN Protein mago nashi homolog 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MAGOHB PE=1 SV=125.09756 23.59651 5 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 3 - .5010548 470 43.2 17.276 148
sp|P21796|VDAC1_HUMANsp|P21796|VDAC1_HUMAN Voltage-dependent anion-selective channel protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=VDAC1 PE=1 SV=225.45337 23.95091 7 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 17 4 -1.5024586 469 32.9 30.772 283
sp|Q9H3N1|TMX1_HUMANsp|Q9 3N1|TMX1_HUMAN Thioredoxin-related transmembrane protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TMX1 PE=1 SV=123.25537 21.75281 4 0 By MS/MS 6 0 -1.5025597 468 14.6 31.791 280
sp|P17987|TCPA_HUMANsp|P17987|TCPA_HUMAN T-complex protein 1 subunit alpha OS=Homo sapiens GN=TCP1 PE=1 SV=127.92553 26.42272 23 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 54 18 -1.5028095 467 49.6 60.343 556
sp|O75083|WDR1_HUMAN;sp|O75083-3|WDR1_HUMANsp|O75083|WDR1_HUMAN  repeat-containing protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=WDR1 PE=1 SV=4;sp|O75083-3|WDR1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of WD repeat-containing protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=WDR123.3 411 21.86839 5 1 By MS/MS By matching 8 0 -1.505722 466 13.9 66.193 606
sp|O43852|CALU_HUMAN;sp|O43852-3|CALU_HUMAN;sp|O43852-5|CALU_HUMAN;sp|O43852-10|CALU_HUMAN;sp|O43852-6|CALU_HUMAN;sp|O43852-2|CALU_HUMAN;sp|O43852-4|CALU_HUMAN;sp|O43852-13|CALU_HUMAN;sp|O43852-14|CALU_HUMAN;sp|O43852-9|CALU_HUMAN;sp|O43852-15|CALU_HUMAN;sp|O43852-11|CALU_HUMAN;sp|O43852-12|CALU_HUMAN;sp|O43852-7|CALU_HUMAN;sp|O43852-8|CALU_HUMANsp|O43852|CALU_HUMAN alumenin OS=Homo sapiens GN=CALU PE=1 SV=2;sp|O43852-3|CALU_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Calumenin OS=Homo sapiens GN=CALU;sp|O43852-5|CALU_HUMAN Isoform 5 of Calumenin OS=Homo sapiens GN=CALU;sp| 43852-10|CALU_HUMAN Isoform 10 of Calumenin OS=23.9162 22.41039 8 2 By MS/MS By M /MS 1 1 -1.5058632 465 32. 37.106 315
sp|Q92990-2|GLMN_HUMAN;sp|Q92990|GLMN_HUMANsp|Q92990-2|GLMN_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Glomulin OS=Homo sapiens GN=GLMN;sp|Q92990|GLMN_HUMAN Glomulin OS=Homo sapiens GN=GLMN PE=1 SV=222.19487 20.6859 3 0 By MS/MS 6 0 -1.508976 464 8.2 48.166 417
sp|P14866|HNRPL_HUMAN;sp|P14866-2|HNRPL_HUMAN;sp|Q8WVV9-4|HNRLL_HUMAN;sp|Q8WVV9|HNRLL_HUMANsp| 14866|H RPL_HUMAN eterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein L OS=Homo sapiens GN= NRNPL PE=1 SV=2;sp|P14866-2|HNRPL_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein L OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPL27.38993 5.87956 19 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 36 5 -1.5103722 463 46.3 64.132 589
sp|P09874|PARP1_HUMANsp| 09874|PARP1_HUMAN Poly [ADP-ribose] polymerase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PARP1 PE=1 SV=422.82613 21.31537 6 1 By M /MS By MS/MS 10 2 -1.5107632 462 7.9 113.08 1014
sp|Q9Y6A9|SPCS1_HUMANsp|Q9Y6A9|SPCS1_HUMAN Signal peptidase complex subunit 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SPCS1 PE=1 SV=421.73281 20.21987 2 0 By MS/MS 3 0 -1.5129356 461 31.4 11.805 102
sp|Q99873-3|ANM1_HUMAN;sp|Q99873-2|ANM1_HUMAN;sp|Q99873-4|ANM1_HUMAN;sp|Q99873|ANM1_HUMAN;sp|Q9NR22-2|ANM8_HUMAN;sp|Q9NR22|ANM8_HUMANsp|Q99873-3|ANM1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Protein arginine N-methyltransferase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRMT1;sp|Q99873-2|ANM1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Protein arginine N-methyltransferase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRMT1;sp|Q99873-4|ANM1_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Protein arginine N-m26.1322 24.61863 12 7 By S/MS By MS/MS 23 10 -1.5135727 460 39.7 39.602 343
sp|P62424|RL7A_HUMANsp|P62424|RL7A_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L7a OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL7A PE=1 SV=226.3576 24.84125 14 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 27 7 -1.5163536 459 43.6 29.995 266
sp|P62495|ERF1_HUMANsp|P62495|ERF1_HUMAN Eukaryotic peptide chain release factor subunit 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ETF1 PE=1 SV=322.83659 21.31841 4 1 By MS/MS By MS/M 4 2 -1.518177 458 12.6 49.03 437
sp|P83876|TXN4A_HUMANsp|P83876|TXN4A_HUMAN Thioredoxin-like protein 4A OS=Homo sapiens GN=TXNL4A PE=1 SV=121.95635 20.43513 2 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 2 -1.5212135 457 16.2 16.786 142
sp|P52701-2|MSH6_HUMAN;sp|P52701|MSH6_HUMANsp|P52701-2|MSH6_HUMAN Isoform GTBP-alt of DNA mismatch repair protein Msh6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MSH6;sp|P52701|MSH6_HUMAN DNA mismatch repair protein Msh6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MSH6 PE=1 SV=222.200 1 20.66605 4 0 By MS/MS 6 0 -1.5341644 4 6 4.7 120.56 1068
sp|P05141|ADT2_HUMAN;sp|Q9H0C2|ADT4_HUMANsp|P05141|ADT2_HUMAN ADP/ATP translocase 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SLC25A5 PE=1 SV=727.32036 25.78494 15 7 By MS/MS By M /MS 31 9 -1.5354195 455 42.6 32.852 298
sp|P49959-2|MRE11_HUMAN;sp|P49959|MRE11_HUMANsp|P49959-2|MRE11_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Double-strand break repair protein MRE11A OS=Homo sapiens GN=MRE11A;sp|P49959|MRE11_HUMAN Double-strand break repair protein MRE11A OS=Homo sapiens GN=MRE11A PE=1 SV=322.220 20.6837 3 0 By MS/MS 3 0 -1.5372028 454 5.1 77.641 680
sp|P36551|HEM6_HUMANsp|P36551|HEM6_HUMAN Coproporphyrinogen-III oxidase, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=CPOX PE=1 SV=322.07434 20.53533 4 0 By MS/MS 7 0 -1.5390091 453 10.6 50.151 454
sp|Q16718|NDUA5_HUMANsp|Q16718|NDUA5_HUMAN NADH dehydrogenase [ubiquinone] 1 alpha subcomplex subunit 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NDUFA5 PE=1 SV=322.48738 20.94188 2 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 1 -1.5455055 452 22.4 13.459 116
sp|P60468|SC61B_HUMANsp|P60468|SC61B_HUMAN Protein transport protein Sec61 subunit beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=SEC61B PE=1 SV=222.63043 21.08294 3 1 By MS/MS By matching 5 0 - .5474873 451 37.5 9.9743 96
sp|P13693|TCTP_HUMAN;sp|Q56UQ5|TPT1L_HUMANsp|P13693|TCTP_HUMAN Translationally-controlled tumor protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=TPT1 PE=1 SV=123.1219 21.57356 3 0 By MS/MS 6 0 -1.5483398 450 23.3 19.595 172
sp|Q9Y5X3|SNX5_HUMANsp|Q9Y5X3|SNX5_HUMAN Sorting nexin-5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SNX5 PE=1 SV=122.05199 20.50059 4 0 By MS/MS 4 0 -1.5513935 449 11.1 46.816 404
sp|Q08J23|NSUN2_HUMAN;sp|Q08J23-2|NSUN2_HUMAN;sp|Q08J23-3|NSUN2_HUMANsp|Q08J23|NSUN2_HUMAN tRNA (cytosine(34)-C(5))-methyltransferase OS=Homo sapiens GN=NSUN2 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q08J23-2|NSUN2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of tRNA (cytosine(34)-C(5))-methyltransferase OS=Homo sapiens GN=NSUN2;sp|Q08J23-3|NSUN2_HUMAN Isoform 3 of tRNA (cytosine23.87 33 22.31235 9 1 B  MS/MS By matching 13 0 -1.5579796 448 14.3 86.47 767
sp|O75832|PSD10_HUMAN;sp|O75832-2|PSD10_HUMANsp|O75832|PSD10_HUMAN 26S proteasome non-ATPase regulatory subunit 10 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMD10 PE=1 SV=1;sp|O75832-2|PSD10_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 26S proteasome non-ATPase regulatory subunit 10 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMD1025.29604 3.73614 5 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 14 2 -1.5598965 447 30.1 24.428 226
sp|Q9UKM9-2|RALY_HUMAN;sp|Q9UKM9|RALY_HUMANsp|Q9UKM9-2|RALY_H MAN Isoform 1 of RNA-binding protein Raly OS=Homo sapiens GN=RALY;sp|Q9UKM9|RALY_HUMAN RNA-binding protein Raly OS=Homo sapiens GN=RALY PE=1 SV=124.148 5 22.58834 6 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 1 -1.5606155 446 23.4 30.364 290
sp|P30050|RL12_HUMAN;sp|P30050-2|RL12_HUMANsp|P30050|RL12_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L12 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL12 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P30050-2|RL12_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 60S ribosomal protein L12 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL1226. 6443 24.80006 6 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 5 -1. 643692 445 50.3 17.818 165
sp|Q00169|PIPNA_HUMANsp|Q00169|PIPNA_HUMAN Phosphatidylinositol transfer protein alpha isoform OS=Homo sapiens GN=PITPNA PE=1 SV=222.636 21.06674 6 2 By MS/MS By matching 4 0 -1.5692596 444 24.8 31.806 270
sp|Q15436|SC23A_HUMAN;sp|Q15437|SC23B_HUMANsp|Q15436|SC23A_HUMAN Protein transport protein Sec23A OS=Homo sapiens GN=SEC23A PE=1 SV=2.377 6 21.80167 4 0 By MS/MS 7 0 -1.5758915 443 6.4 86.16 765
sp|P30042|ES1_HUMAN;sp|P30042-2|ES1_HUMANsp|P30042|ES1_HUMAN  protein homolog, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=C21orf33 PE=1 SV=3;sp|P30042-2|ES1_HUMAN Isoform Short of ES1 protein homolog, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=C21orf3323. 5335 21.47222 2 0 By MS/MS 4 0 -1.581131 442 13.1 28.17 268
sp|Q96CX2|KCD12_HUMANsp|Q96CX2|KCD12_HUMAN BTB/POZ domain-containing protein KCTD12 OS=Homo sapiens GN=KCTD12 PE=1 SV=122.45307 20.86925 2 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 1 -1.5838261 441 7.4 35.7 325
sp|Q99614|TTC1_HUMANsp|Q99614|TTC1_HUMAN Tetratricopeptide repeat protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TTC1 PE=1 SV=122.1653 20.57993 3 0 By M /MS 5 0 -1.585371 440 11.6 33.526 292
sp|Q9H6F5|CCD86_HUMANsp|Q9H6F5|CCD86_HUMAN Coiled-coil domain-containing protein 86 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CCDC86 PE=1 SV=121.93182 20.34387 2 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 2 -1.5879536 439 4.7 40.235 360
sp|O94925-3|GLSK_HUMAN;sp|O94925|GLSK_HUMANsp|O94925-3|GLSK_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Glutaminase kidney isoform, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=GLS;sp|O94925|GLSK_HUMAN Glutaminase kidney isoform, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=GLS PE=1 SV=122.03986 20.44879 3 0 By MS/MS 5 0 -1.5910721 438 5.4 65.459 598
sp|P35637-2|FUS_HUMAN;sp|P35637|FUS_HUMANsp|P35637-2|FUS_HUMAN Isoform Short of RNA-binding protein FUS OS=Homo sapiens GN=FUS;sp|P35637|FUS_HUMAN RNA-binding protein FUS OS=Homo sapiens GN=FUS PE=1 SV=126.40742 24.81499 8 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 17 6 -1.5924206 437 19 53.354 525
sp|P36776|LONM_HUMANsp|P36776|LONM_HUMAN Lon protease homolog, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=LONP1 PE=1 SV=222.03466 20.44213 4 0 By MS/M 5 0 -1.5925331 436 5.2 106.49 959
sp|P33316-2|DUT_HUMAN;sp|P33316|DUT_HUMANsp|P33316-2|DUT_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Deoxyuridine 5-triphosphate nucleotidohydrolase, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=DUT;sp|P33316|DUT_HUMAN Deoxyuridine 5-triphosphate nucleotidohydrolase, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=DUT PE=1 SV=424.58749 22.99407 6 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 3 -1.5934219 435 46.3 17.748 164
sp|Q86UP2-2|KTN1_HUMAN;sp|Q86UP2-3|KTN1_HUMAN;sp|Q86UP2|KTN1_HUMANsp|Q86UP2-2|KTN1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Kinectin OS=Homo sapiens GN=KTN1;sp|Q86UP2-3|KTN1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Kinectin OS=Homo sapiens GN=KTN1;sp|Q86UP2|KTN1_HUMAN Kinectin OS=Homo sapiens GN=KTN1 PE=1 SV=123.30187 1.70388 8 0 By MS/MS 12 0 -1.59799 434 7.8 149.61 1300
sp|P26196|DDX6_HUMANsp|P26196|DDX6_HUMAN Probable ATP-dependent RNA helicase DDX6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDX6 PE=1 SV=224.8189 23.21845 7 2 By MS/MS By M /MS 13 3 -1.6004486 433 18.6 54.416 483
sp|Q9UMY4|SNX12_HUMAN;sp|Q9UMY4-2|SNX12_HUMAN;sp|Q9UMY4-3|SNX12_HUMANsp|Q9UMY4|S X12_H AN Sorting nexin-12 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SNX12 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q9UMY4-2|SNX12_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Sorting nexin-12 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SNX12;sp|Q9UMY4-3|SNX12_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Sorting nexin-12 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SNX1223.3664 21.76109 7 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 3 -1.6053104 432 37.8 19.73 172
sp|Q9NVJ2|ARL8B_HUMANsp|Q9NVJ2| RL8B_HUMAN ADP-ribosylation factor-like protein 8B OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARL8B PE=1 SV=122.13013 20.52145 2 0 By MS/MS 4 0 -1.6086769 431 17.2 21.539 186
sp|Q13409-6|DC1I2_HUMAN;sp|Q13409-3|DC1I2_HUMAN;sp|Q13409-2|DC1I2_HUMAN;sp|Q13409-5|DC1I2_HUMAN;sp|Q13409|DC1I2_HUMANsp|Q13409-6|DC1I2_HUMAN Isoform 2F of Cytoplasmic dynein 1 intermediate chain 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DYNC1I2;sp|Q13409-3|DC1I2_HUMAN Isoform 2C of Cytoplasmic dynein 1 intermediate chain 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DYNC1I2;sp|Q13409-2|DC1I2_HUMAN Isoform 2B of Cyto22.28909 20.67927 2 1 By MS/MS By m tching 3 0 -1.609827 430 3.9 68.297 611
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sp|Q6ZN17|LN28B_HUMAN;sp|Q6ZN17-2|LN28B_HUMANsp|Q6ZN17|L 28B_HUMAN Protein lin-28 homolog B OS=Homo sapiens GN=LIN28B PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q6ZN17-2|LN28B_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Protein lin-28 homolog B OS=Homo sapiens GN=LIN28B4.77107 23.15879 8 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 13 3 -1.6 22875 429 45.2 27.083 250
sp|P62888|RL30_HUMANsp|P62888|RL30_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L30 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL30 PE=1 SV=225.30692 23.69158 6 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 4 -1.615345 428 66.1 12.784 115
sp|P33240-2|CSTF2_HUMAN;sp|P33240|CSTF2_HUMAN;sp|Q9H0L4|CSTFT_HUMANsp|P33240-2|CSTF2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Cleavage stimulation factor subunit 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CSTF2;sp|P33240|CSTF2_HUMAN Cleavage stimulation factor subunit 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CSTF2 PE=1 SV=122.908 2 21.275 7 4 0 By MS/MS 8 0 -1.6330509 427 7.7 59.251 560
sp|P30153|2AAA_HUMAN;sp|P30154-4|2AAB_HUMAN;sp|P30154|2AAB_HUMAN;sp|P30154-3|2AAB_HUMAN;sp|P30154-2|2AAB_HUMAN;sp|P30154-5|2AAB_HUMANsp|P30153|2AAA_HUMAN Serine/threonine-protein phosphatase 2A 65 kDa regulatory subunit A alpha isoform OS= omo sapiens GN=PPP2R1A PE=1 SV=426.30433 4.66953 18 5 y MS/MS By MS/MS 34 3 - .6348038 426 39.7 65.308 589
sp|O75396|SC22B_HUMANsp|O75396|SC22B_HUMAN Vesicle-trafficking protein SEC22b OS=Homo sapiens GN=SEC22B PE=1 SV=43.66828 22.03134 5 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 1 -1.6369457 425 25.1 24.593 215
sp|O00429-4|DNM1L_HUMAN;sp|O00429-5|DNM1L_HUMAN;sp|O00429-3|DNM1L_HUMAN;sp|O00429-2|DNM1L_HUMAN;sp|O00429|DNM1L_HUMAN;sp|O00429-6|DNM1L_HUMANsp|O00429-4|D M1L_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Dynamin-1-like protein OS=Homo apiens GN= ;sp|O00429-5|DNM1L_HUMAN Isoform 5 of Dynamin-1-like protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=DNM1L;sp|O00429-3|DNM1L_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Dynamin-1-like protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=DNM1L;s23.48431 21.84706 4 0 By MS/MS 6 0 -1.637249 424 7.7 78.0 9 699
sp|Q9P2E9|RRBP1_HUMAN;sp|Q9P2E9-2|RRBP1_HUMAN;sp|Q9P2E9-3|RRBP1_HUMANsp|Q9P2E9|RRBP1_HUMAN Ribosome-binding rotein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RRBP1 PE=1 SV=4;sp|Q9P2E9-2|RRBP1_HUMAN Isoform 1 of Ribosome-binding protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RRBP1;sp|Q9P2E9-3|RRBP1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ribosome-binding protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=22.94658 21.30695 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 1 -1.6396351 423 14.9 152.47 1410
sp|P09651-2|ROA1_HUMAN;sp|P09651|ROA1_HUMAN;sp|P09651-3|ROA1_HUMAN;sp|Q32P51|RA1L2_HUMANsp|P09651-2|ROA1_HUMAN Isoform A1-A of Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein A1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPA1;sp|P09651|ROA1_HUMAN Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein A1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPA1 PE=1 SV=5;sp|P09651-3|ROA1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Heterogene29.67753 28.03659 18 13 By MS/MS By MS/MS 53 19 -1.6409416 422 62.2 34.196 320
sp|Q02543|RL18A_HUMANsp|Q02543|RL18A_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L18a OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL18A PE=1 SV=226.13868 24.49497 5 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 -1.6437111 421 35.8 20.762 176
sp|P48643|TCPE_HUMANsp|P48643|TCPE_HUMAN T-complex protein 1 subunit epsilon OS=Homo sapiens GN=CCT5 PE=1 SV=127.35523 25.70491 28 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 60 8 -1.6503239 420 45.1 59.67 541
sp|P17612-2|KAPCA_HUMAN;sp|P17612|KAPCA_HUMAN;sp|P22694-10|KAPCB_HUMAN;sp|P22612|KAPCG_HUMANsp| 17612-2|KAPCA_HUMAN Isoform 2 of cAM -dependent protein kinase catalytic subunit alpha OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRKACA;sp|P17612|KAPCA_HUMAN cAMP-dependent protein kinase catalytic subunit alpha OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRKACA PE=1 SV=2;sp|P22694-10|KAPCB_HUMAN Is22.8498 1.19876 3 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 2 -1.6510448 419 13.4 39.821 343
sp|Q07955|SRSF1_HUMAN;sp|Q07955-3|SRSF1_HUMAN;sp|Q07955-2|SRSF1_HUMANsp|Q07955|SRSF1_HUMAN erine/arginine-rich splicing factor 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRSF1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q07955-3|SRSF1_HUMAN Isoform ASF-3 of Serine/arginine-rich splicing factor 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRSF1;sp|Q07955-2|SRSF1_HUMAN Isoform ASF-2 of Serine/arginin27. 831 25.53178 13 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 41 11 -1.6514149 418 48 27.744 248
sp|O14828-2|SCAM3_HUMAN;sp|O14828|SCAM3_HUMANsp|O14828-2|SCAM3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Secretory carrier-associated membrane protein 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SCAMP3;sp|O14828|SCAM3_HUMAN Secretory carrier-associated membrane protein 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SCAMP3 PE=1 SV=323.11802 21.46552 2 0 By MS/MS 6 0 -1.652504 417 10 35.201 321
sp|Q96AG4|LRC59_HUMANsp|Q 6AG4|LRC59_HUMAN Leucine-rich repeat-containing protein 59 OS=Homo sapiens GN=LRRC59 PE=1 SV=124.82837 23.17396 9 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 16 2 -1.6544151 416 41 34.93 307
sp|Q9BY44|EIF2A_HUMAN;sp|Q9BY44-2|EIF2A_HUMANsp|Q9BY44|EIF2A_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 2A OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF2A PE=1 SV=323.47457 21.81986 8 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 1 -1.6547108 415 17.4 64.989 585
sp|P11908|PRPS2_HUMAN;sp|P11908-2|PRPS2_HUMANsp|P11908|PRPS2_HUMAN Ribose-phosphate pyrophosphokinase 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRPS2 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P11908-2|PRPS2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ribose-phosphate pyrophosphokinase 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRPS225.82384 4.16216 9 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 16 4 -1.66168 1 414 39.9 34.769 318
sp|P43686|PRS6B_HUMAN;sp|P43686-2|PRS6B_HUMANsp|P43686|PRS6B_HUMAN 26S protease regulatory subunit 6B OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMC4 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P43686-2|PRS6B_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 26S protease regulatory subunit 6B OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMC425.33504 3. 7314 11 4 By MS/M By MS/MS 19 5 -1.6618977 413 35.6 47.366 418
sp|Q9Y2W1|TR150_HUMANsp|Q9Y2W1|TR150_HUMAN Thyroid hormone receptor-associated protein 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=THRAP3 PE=1 SV=224.5944 22.93151 13 3 By MS/MS By MS/M 21 1 -1.6628857 412 13.4 108.66 955
sp|Q13526|PIN1_HUMANsp|Q13526|PIN1_HUMAN Peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase NIMA-interacting 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PIN1 PE=1 SV=123.62634 21.95657 4 0 By MS/MS 8 0 -1.6697655 411 35 18.243 163
sp|Q96IK1|BOD1_HUMAN;sp|Q96IK1-2|BOD1_HUMAN;sp|Q8NFC6|BD1L1_HUMAN;sp|Q8IYS8|BD1L2_HUMANsp|Q96IK1|BOD1_HUMAN iorientation of chromosomes in cell division protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=BOD1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q96IK1-2|BOD1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Biorientation of chromosomes in cell division protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=BOD1;sp|Q8NFC6|BD1L1_HUMAN Biorien22.67 96 21.006 4 1 By MS/ S By MS/M 5 2 -1.6709595 410 25.4 19.196 185
sp|Q10713|MPPA_HUMANsp|Q10713|MPPA_HUMAN Mitochondrial-processing peptidase subunit alpha OS=Homo sapiens GN=PMPCA PE=1 SV=226.3676 24.69514 7 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 3 -1.6724586 409 16.2 58.252 525
sp|Q99733|NP1L4_HUMANsp|Q99733|NP1L4_HUMAN Nucleosome assembly protein 1-like 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NAP1L4 PE=1 SV=123.75735 22.08265 5 0 By MS/MS 7 0 -1.6746998 408 16.8 42.823 375
sp|P50914|RL14_HUMANsp|P50914|RL14_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L14 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL14 PE=1 SV=42 .05912 22.384 3 0 By MS/MS 6 0 -1.6751156 407 15.8 23.432 215
sp|Q12972|PP1R8_HUMAN;sp|Q12972-2|PP1R8_HUMAN;sp|Q12972-3|PP1R8_HUMANsp|Q12972|PP1R8_HUMAN Nuclear inhibitor of protein phosphatase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPP1R8 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q12972-2|PP1R8_HUMAN Isoform Beta of Nuclear inhibitor of protein phosphatase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPP1R8;sp|Q12972-3|PP1R8_HUMAN Isoform Gamma of Nucle21.9976 0.31995 3 0 By MS/MS 3 0 -1.6777458 406 9.4 38.478 351
sp|Q93008-1|USP9X_HUMAN;sp|Q93008|USP9X_HUMAN;sp|O00507-2|USP9Y_HUMAN;sp|O00507|USP9Y_HUMANsp|Q 3008-1|USP9X_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Probable ubiquitin carboxyl-terminal hydrolase FAF-X OS=Homo sapiens GN=USP9X;sp|Q93008|USP9X_HUMAN Probable ubiquitin carboxyl-terminal hydrolase FAF-X OS=Homo sapiens GN=USP9X PE=1 SV=323.31327 21.63118 8 1 By MS/MS By matching 10 0 -1.682085 405 4 290.46 2554
sp|Q9UJY5-4|GGA1_HUMAN;sp|Q9UJY5-3|GGA1_HUMAN;sp|Q9UJY5|GGA1_HUMAN;sp|Q9UJY5-2|GGA1_HUMAN;sp|Q9UJY4|GGA2_HUMAN;sp|Q9NZ52-4|GGA3_HUMAN;sp|Q9NZ52|GGA3_HUMANsp|Q9UJY5-4|GGA1_H MAN Isoform 4 of DP-ribosylation factor-binding rotein GGA1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=G A1;sp|Q9UJY5-3 GGA1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of ADP-ribosylation factor-binding protein GGA1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GGA1;sp|Q9UJY5|GGA1_HUMAN ADP-ribosylation factor-b22.9 885 21.23285 4 1 By MS/MS By matching 7 0 -1.6860085 404 6.3 61.378 552
sp|P14859-4|PO2F1_HUMAN;sp|P14859-5|PO2F1_HUMAN;sp|P14859-3|PO2F1_HUMAN;sp|P14859|PO2F1_HUMAN;sp|P14859-2|PO2F1_HUMAN;sp|Q9UKI9-3|PO2F3_HUMAN;sp|Q9UKI9|PO2F3_HUMAN;sp|Q9UKI9-2|PO2F3_HUMAN;sp|P09086-4|PO2F2_HUMAN;sp|P09086-3|PO2F2_HUMAN;sp|P09086-2|PO2F2_HUMAN;sp|P09086|PO2F2_HUMAN;sp|P09086-5|PO2F2_HUMANsp|P14859-4|PO2F1_HUMAN Isoform 4 of POU domain, class 2, transcription factor 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=POU2F1;sp|P14859-5|PO2F1_HUMAN Isoform 5 of POU domain, class 2, transcription factor 1 OS= omo sa iens GN=POU 1;sp|P14859-3|PO2F1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of POU d23.68902 22.00157 5 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 1 -1.687 523 403 11.3 68.143 653
sp|P33176|KINH_HUMAN;sp|O60282|KIF5C_HUMAN;sp|Q12840|KIF5A_HUMAN;sp|O60282-2|KIF5C_HUMANsp|P33176|KINH_HUMAN Kinesin-1 heavy chain OS=Homo sapiens GN=KIF5B PE=1 SV=123.27895 21.58796 8 0 By MS/MS 12 0 -1.6909885 402 9.7 109.68 963
sp|P07910-2|HNRPC_HUMAN;sp|P07910|HNRPC_HUMAN;sp|P07910-4|HNRPC_HUMAN;sp|P07910-3|HNRPC_HUMAN;sp|O60812|HNRCL_HUMAN;sp|Q86SE5|RALYL_HUMANsp|P07910-2|H RPC_HUMAN Isoform C1 of Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoproteins C1/C2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPC;sp|P07910|HNRPC_HUMAN Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoproteins C1/C2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPC PE=1 SV=4;sp|P07910-4|HNRPC_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Het29.27017 27.57881 17 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 52 20 -1.6913 5 401 44.4 32.337 293
sp|Q9BVL2-2|NUPL1_HUMAN;sp|Q9BVL2-3|NUPL1_HUMAN;sp|Q9BVL2|NUPL1_HUMANsp|Q9BVL2-2|NUPL1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Nucleoporin p58/p45 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NUPL1;sp|Q9BVL2-3|NUPL1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Nucleoporin p58/p45 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NUPL1;sp|Q9BVL2|NUPL1_HUMAN Nucleoporin p58/p45 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NUPL1 PE=1 SV=122.77966 21.07794 3 1 By MS/M By MS/MS 5 3 -1.7017269 400 7.6 50.21 485
sp|Q15046|SYK_HUMAN;sp|Q15046-2|SYK_HUMANsp|Q15046|SYK_HUMAN Lysine--tRNA ligase OS=Homo sapiens GN=KARS PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q15046-2|SYK_HUMAN Isoform Mitochondrial of Lysine--tRNA ligase OS=Homo sapiens GN=KARS25.0 151 23.34908 10 4 By MS/MS By M /MS 17 3 -1.7024231 399 21.8 68.047 597
sp|Q9BTE3|MCMBP_HUMAN;sp|Q9BTE3-2|MCMBP_HUMAN;sp|Q9BTE3-3|MCMBP_HUMANsp|Q9BTE3|MCMBP_HUMAN Mini-chromosome maintenance complex-binding protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=MCMBP PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9BTE3-2|MCMBP_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Mini-chromosome maintenance complex-binding protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=MCMBP;sp|Q9BTE3-3|MCMBP_HUMAN Isoform 322.67868 20.97141 6 1 By MS/ S By matching 12 0 -1.707262 398 10 72.979 642
sp|Q02809|PLOD1_HUMANsp|Q02809|PLOD1_HUMAN Procollagen-lysine,2-oxoglutarate 5-dioxygenase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PLOD1 PE=1 SV=222.40432 20.69069 5 0 By MS/MS 9 0 -1.7136307 397 8.5 83.549 727
sp|P49915|GUAA_HUMANsp|P49915|GUAA_HUMAN GMP synthase [glutamine-hydrolyzing] OS=Homo sapiens GN=GMPS PE=1 SV=124.59372 22.88004 10 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 17 2 -1.7136784 396 16.7 76.715 693
sp|P35270|SPRE_HUMANsp|P35270|SPRE_HUMAN Sepiapterin reductase OS=Homo sapiens GN=SPR PE=1 SV=123.07266 21.35768 5 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 1 -1.714983 395 24.1 28.048 261
sp|P62877|RBX1_HUMANsp|P62877|RBX1_HUMAN E3 ubiquitin-protein ligase RBX1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBX1 PE=1 SV=122.84159 21.1252 2 0 By MS/MS 3 0 -1.7163887 394 24.1 12.274 108
sp|Q9Y263|PLAP_HUMANsp|Q9Y263|PLAP_HUMAN Phospholipase A-2-activating protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=PLAA PE=1 SV=222.53286 20.80563 4 0 By MS/M 5 0 -1.7272282 393 6.3 87.156 795
sp|P24539|AT5F1_HUMANsp|P24539|AT5F1_HUMAN ATP synthase F(0) complex subunit B1, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATP5F1 PE=1 SV=223.55508 21.82462 6 2 By MS/MS By matching 11 0 -1.7304649 392 24.2 28.908 256
sp|P30049|ATPD_HUMANsp|P30049|ATPD_HUMAN ATP synthase subunit delta, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATP5D PE=1 SV=223.26456 21.5325 2 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 2 -1.7320671 391 17.3 17.49 168
sp|Q9UM54-6|MYO6_HUMAN;sp|Q9UM54-5|MYO6_HUMAN;sp|Q9UM54-2|MYO6_HUMAN;sp|Q9UM54-4|MYO6_HUMAN;sp|Q9UM54-1|MYO6_HUMAN;sp|Q9UM54|MYO6_HUMANsp|Q9UM54-6|MYO6_H AN Isoform 6 of Unconventional myosin-VI OS=Homo sapiens GN=MYO6;sp|Q9UM54-5|MYO6_HUMAN Isoform 5 of Unconventional myosin-VI OS=Homo sapiens GN=MYO6;sp|Q9UM54-2|MYO6_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Unconventional myosin-VI OS=Homo sapiens GN=MYO6;s22.45418 20.72097 4 0 By S/MS 5 0 -1.73320 6 390 4.2 148.66 1285
sp|Q7RTV0|PHF5A_HUMANsp|Q7RTV0|PHF5A_HUMAN PHD finger-like domain-containing protein 5A OS=Homo sapiens GN=PHF5A PE=1 SV=122.98294 21.24497 3 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 1 -1.7379665 389 25.5 12.405 110
sp|Q00535-2|CDK5_HUMAN;sp|Q00535|CDK5_HUMANsp|Q00535-2|CDK5_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Cyclin-dependent kinase 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CDK5;sp|Q00535|CDK5_HUMAN Cyclin-dependent kinase 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CDK5 PE=1 SV=322.63573 20.89638 4 1 By MS/MS By matching 4 0 -1.7393513 388 16.2 29.544 260
sp|Q15003|CND2_HUMANsp|Q15003|CND2_HUMAN Condensin complex subunit 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NCAPH PE=1 SV=322.98916 21.24851 4 0 By MS/MS 6 0 -1.7406464 387 9.3 82.562 741
sp|Q7Z7H5-3|TMED4_HUMAN;sp|Q7Z7H5-2|TMED4_HUMAN;sp|Q7Z7H5|TMED4_HUMANsp|Q7Z7 5-3|TMED4_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Tran membrane emp24 domain-containing protein 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TMED4;sp|Q7Z7H5-2|TMED4_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Transmembrane emp24 domain-containing protein 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TMED4;sp|Q7Z7H5|TMED4_HUMAN Transmembrane21.62996 19.8853 2 0 By S/MS 3 0 -1.7446671 386 10.8 20.781 186
sp|P37198|NUP62_HUMANsp|P37198|NUP62_HUMAN Nuclear pore glycoprotein p62 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NUP62 PE=1 SV=322.66815 20.91856 3 0 By MS/MS 6 0 -1.7495937 385 9.2 53.254 522
sp|Q9P000-2|COMD9_HUMAN;sp|Q9P000|COMD9_HUMANsp|Q9P000-2|COMD9_HUMAN Isoform 2 of COMM domain-containing protein 9 OS=Homo sapiens GN=COMMD9;sp|Q9P000|COMD9_HUMAN COMM domain-containing protein 9 OS=Homo sapiens GN=COMMD9 PE=1 SV=222.54811 2 .79361 3 0 By MS/MS 4 0 -1.754509 384 30.1 17.333 156
sp|P51665|PSMD7_HUMANsp|P51665|PSMD7_HUMAN 26S proteasome non-ATPase regulatory subunit 7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMD7 PE=1 SV=224.15908 22.40387 7 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 13 1 -1.7552052 383 26.5 37.025 324
sp|P50402|EMD_HUMANsp|P50402|EMD_HUMAN Emerin OS=Homo sapiens GN=EMD PE=1 SV=123.08907 21.3326 4 0 By MS/MS 6 0 -1.7564621 382 18.9 28.994 254
sp|Q96CP2|FWCH2_HUMANsp|Q96CP2|FWCH2_HUMAN FLYWCH family member 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FLYWCH2 PE=1 SV=122.60155 20.843 4 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 1 -1.7585468 381 55 14.563 140
sp|Q96E11-8|RRFM_HUMAN;sp|Q96E11-3|RRFM_HUMAN;sp|Q96E11|RRFM_HUMAN;sp|Q96E11-2|RRFM_HUMANsp|Q96E11-8|RRFM_HUMAN Isoform 8 of Ribosome-recycling factor, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=MRRF;sp|Q96E11-3|RRFM_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Ribosome-recycling factor, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=MRRF;sp|Q96E11|RRFM_HUMAN Ribosome-recycling factor, mitoch21.7553 9.99217 2 0 By S/MS 3 0 -1.7631912 380 14.8 23.51 210
sp|Q8NB37|PDDC1_HUMAN;sp|Q8NB37-3|PDDC1_HUMAN;sp|Q8NB37-2|PDDC1_HUMANsp|Q8NB37|PDDC1_HUMAN Parkinson disease 7 domain containing protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PDDC1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q8NB37-3|PDDC1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Parkinson disease 7 domain-containing protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PDDC1;sp|Q8NB37-2|PDDC1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Park22.99795 21.22946 3 0 By MS/MS 6 0 -1.7684937 379 24.5 23.297 220
sp|P35244|RFA3_HUMANsp|P35244|RFA3_HUMAN Replication protein A 14 kDa subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPA3 PE=1 SV=12 .94271 22.17112 4 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 1 -1.7715893 378 47.9 13.569 121
sp|Q14008-2|CKAP5_HUMAN;sp|Q14008|CKAP5_HUMAN;sp|Q14008-3|CKAP5_HUMANsp|Q14008-2|CKAP5_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Cytoskeleton-associated protein 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CKAP5;sp|Q14008|CKAP5_HUMAN Cytoskeleton-associated protein 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CKAP5 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q14008-3|CKAP5_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Cytoskeleton-associated protein25.33385 23.56034 21 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 33 4 -1.773 043 377 13.8 218.52 1972
sp|P30419-2|NMT1_HUMAN;sp|P30419|NMT1_HUMANsp|P30419-2| MT1_HUMA  Isoform Short of Glycylpeptide N-tetradecanoyltransferase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NMT1;sp|P30419|NMT1_HUMAN Glycylpeptide N-tetradecanoyltransferase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NMT1 PE=1 SV=222.03466 20.25942 2 0 By MS/MS 3 0 -1.7752457 376 7.7 48.14 416
sp|Q15036-2|SNX17_HUMAN;sp|Q15036|SNX17_HUMANsp|Q 5036-2|S X17_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Sorting nexin-17 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SNX17;sp|Q15036|SNX17_HUMAN Sorting nexin-17 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SNX17 PE=1 SV=123.0627 21.28688 4 1 By M /MS By MS/MS 6 1 -1.7758121 375 9.2 49.998 445
sp|P55884|EIF3B_HUMAN;sp|P55884-2|EIF3B_HUMANsp|P55884|EIF3B_HUMAN ukaryotic translation initiation factor 3 subunit B OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF3B PE=1 SV=3;sp|P55884-2|EIF3B_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 3 subunit B OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF3B25.76395 23.98772 18 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 32 10 -1.7762337 74 26.5 92.48 814
sp|P08237|K6PF_HUMAN;sp|P08237-3|K6PF_HUMAN;sp|P08237-2|K6PF_HUMAN;sp|Q01813-2|K6PP_HUMANsp|P08237|K6PF_HUMAN 6-phosphofructokinase, muscle type OS=Homo sapiens GN=PFK  PE=1 SV=2;sp|P08237-3|K6PF_HUMAN Isoform 3 of 6-phosphofructokinase, muscle type OS=Homo sapiens GN=PFKM;sp|P08237-2|K6PF_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 6-phosphofructokinase, muscle type23.3453 21.56834 7 0 By MS/MS 9 0 -1.7769547 373 11.5 85.182 780
sp|O94906|PRP6_HUMAN;sp|O94906-2|PRP6_HUMANsp|O94906|PRP6_HUMAN re-mRNA-processing factor 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRPF6 PE=1 SV=1;sp|O94906-2|PRP6_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Pre-mRNA-processing factor 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRPF623.1 012 21.40455 8 0 By MS/MS 13 0 -1.7855625 372 8.4 106.92 941
sp|Q6L8Q7-2|PDE12_HUMAN;sp|Q6L8Q7|PDE12_HUMANsp|Q6L8Q7-2|PDE12_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 2,5-phosphodiesterase 12 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PDE12;sp|Q6L8Q7|PDE12_HUMAN 2,5-phosphodiesterase 12 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PDE12 PE=1 SV=222.69691 20.90259 3 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 -1.7943268 371 10.7 58.889 535
sp|O00410|IPO5_HUMAN;sp|O00410-3|IPO5_HUMAN;sp|O00410-2|IPO5_HUMAN;sp|O60518|RNBP6_HUMANsp|O00410|IPO5_HUMAN Importin-5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=IPO5 PE=1 SV=4;sp|O00410-3|IPO5_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Importin-5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=IPO5;sp|O00410-2|IPO5_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Importin-5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=IPO526.63603 24.82934 24 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 46 9 -1.8066845 370 29.4 123.63 1097
sp|Q14166|TTL12_HUMANsp|Q14166|TTL12_HUMAN Tubulin--tyrosine ligase-like protein 12 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TTLL12 PE=1 SV=224.17135 22.36007 7 0 By MS/MS 10 0 -1.811 736 369 17.7 74.403 644
sp|O75179-6|ANR17_HUMAN;sp|O75179-2|ANR17_HUMAN;sp|O75179|ANR17_HUMAN;sp|O75179-4|ANR17_HUMAN;sp|O75179-5|ANR17_HUMAN;sp|O75179-3|ANR17_HUMAN;sp|Q8IWZ3-5|ANKH1_HUMAN;sp|Q8IWZ3-2|ANKH1_HUMAN;sp|Q8IWZ3-3|ANKH1_HUMANsp|O75179-6| R17_HUMAN Isoform 6 of nkyrin repeat domain-containing protein 17 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ANKRD17;sp|O75179-2|ANR17_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ankyrin repeat domain-containing protein 17 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ANKRD17;sp|O75179|ANR17_HUMAN Ankyrin repeat dom23.52253 21.70434 10 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 16 2 -1.8181934 368 5.5 246.75 2352
sp|Q96RP9|EFGM_HUMAN;sp|Q96RP9-2|EFGM_HUMANsp|Q96RP9|EFGM_HUMAN Elongation factor G, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=GFM1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q96RP9-2|EFGM_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Elongation factor G, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=GFM122.8921 21.06827 7 0 By MS/MS 11 0 -1.8238277 367 10.4 83.471 751
sp|P40429|RL13A_HUMAN;sp|Q6NVV1|R13AX_HUMANsp|P40429|RL13A_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L13a OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL13A PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q6NVV1|R13AX_HUMAN Putative 60S ribosomal protein L13a-like MGC87657 OS=Homo sapiens PE=5 SV=124.26413 22.43865 4 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 3 -1.82548 4 366 20.2 23.577 203
sp|O00116|ADAS_HUMANsp|O00116|ADAS_HUMAN Alkyldihydroxyacetonephosphate synthase, peroxisomal OS=Homo sapiens GN=AGPS PE=1 SV=122.68723 20.86149 3 0 By MS/MS 5 0 -1.8257313 365 6.8 72.911 658
sp|Q86XP3-2|DDX42_HUMAN;sp|Q86XP3|DDX42_HUMANsp|Q86XP3-2|DDX42_HUMAN Isoform 2 of ATP-dependent RNA helicase DDX42 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDX42;sp|Q86XP3|DDX42_HUMAN ATP-dependent RNA helicase DDX42 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDX42 PE=1 SV=122.2935 20.46229 4 0 By MS/MS 6 0 -1.8312187 364 5 90.067 819
sp|Q16658|FSCN1_HUMANsp|Q16658|FSCN1_HUMAN Fascin OS=Homo sapiens GN=FSCN1 PE=1 SV=322.78802 20.95565 2 0 By MS/MS 3 0 -1.8323708 363 5.1 54.529 493
sp|Q9UJS0|CMC2_HUMAN;sp|Q9UJS0-2|CMC2_HUMAN;sp|O75746|CMC1_HUMANsp|Q9UJS0|CMC2_H MAN Calcium-binding mitochondrial carrier protein Aralar2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SLC25A13 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9UJS0-2|CMC2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Calcium-binding mitochondrial carrier protein Aralar2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SLC25A1321.94392 0.10843 3 0 By MS/ S 4 0 -1.8354874 362 5 74.175 675
sp|Q13151|ROA0_HUMANsp|Q13151|ROA0_HUMAN Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein A0 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPA0 PE=1 SV=126.44766 24.61003 8 4 By MS/MS By M /MS 20 7 -1.8376274 361 33.8 30.84 305
sp|Q13435|SF3B2_HUMANsp|Q13435|SF3B2_HUMAN Splicing factor 3B subunit 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SF3B2 PE=1 SV=226.01633 24.17737 17 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 33 9 -1.8389664 360 25.8 100.23 895
sp|P50897|PPT1_HUMAN;sp|P50897-2|PPT1_HUMANsp|P50897|PPT1_HUMAN almitoyl-protein thioesterase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPT1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P50897-2|PPT1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Palmitoyl-protein thioesterase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPT123.209 21.36982 2 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 2 -1.83918 359 10.8 34.193 306
sp|O94776|MTA2_HUMAN;sp|Q13330-2|MTA1_HUMAN;sp|Q9BTC8-2|MTA3_HUMAN;sp|Q9BTC8|MTA3_HUMAN;sp|Q13330-3|MTA1_HUMAN;sp|Q13330|MTA1_HUMANsp|O94776|MTA2_HUMAN etastasis-associated protein MTA2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MTA2 PE=1 SV=123.44177 21.59919 8 2 By MS/M By MS/MS 16 2 - .8425827 358 13.8 75.022 668
sp|Q15637-6|SF01_HUMANsp|Q15637-6|SF01_HUMAN Isoform 6 of Splicing factor 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SF123.58543 21.7344 5 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 3 -1.8510284 357 12.8 61.888 571
sp|P33992|MCM5_HUMANsp|P33992|MCM5_HUMAN DNA replication licensing factor MCM5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MCM5 PE=1 SV=525.62561 23.76344 20 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 38 5 -1.8621674 356 33 82.285 734
sp|O15144|ARPC2_HUMANsp|O15144| RPC2_HUMAN Actin-related protein 2/3 complex subunit 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARPC2 PE=1 SV=123.38982 21.52361 5 0 By MS/MS 7 0 -1.8662071 355 15.7 34.333 300
sp|P61457|PHS_HUMANsp|P61457|PHS_HUMAN Pterin-4-alpha-carbinolamine dehydratase OS=Homo sapiens GN=PCBD1 PE=1 SV=222.56421 20.69702 3 0 By MS/MS 5 0 -1.8671875 354 28.8 11.999 104
sp|Q5RKV6|EXOS6_HUMANsp|Q5RKV6|EXOS6_HUMAN Exosome complex component MTR3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EXOSC6 PE=1 SV=122.1 601 20.29244 2 3 By S/MS By MS/MS 4 1 -1.8735695 353 14.7 28.235 272
sp|O60232|SSA27_HUMANsp|O60232|SSA27_HUMAN Sjoegren syndrome/scleroderma autoantigen 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SSSCA1 PE=1 SV=122.59982 20.7231 3 0 By MS/MS 5 0 -1.8767242 352 22.1 21.474 199
sp|P62917|RL8_HUMANsp|P62917|RL8_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L8 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL8 PE=1 SV=225.90626 24.01912 5 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 3 -1.8871422 351 28.4 28.024 257
sp|Q8WZ82|OVCA2_HUMANsp|Q8WZ82|OVCA2_HUMAN Ovarian cancer-associated gene 2 protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=OVCA2 PE=1 SV=123.15047 21.25711 4 2 By MS/MS By M /MS 7 2 -1.8933678 350 30.4 24.418 227
sp|P36873|PP1G_HUMAN;sp|P36873-2|PP1G_HUMANsp|P36873|PP1G_HUMAN Serine/threonine-protein phosphatase PP1-gamma catalytic subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPP1CC PE=1 SV=1;sp|P36873-2|PP1G_HUMAN Isoform Gamma-2 of Serine/threonine-protein phosphatase PP1-gamma catalytic subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPP1CC22.8409 20.94696 7 2 By MS/MS By atching 4 0 -1.89394 349 30.7 36.983 323
sp|Q9NVI7-3|ATD3A_HUMAN;sp|Q9NVI7-2|ATD3A_HUMAN;sp|Q9NVI7|ATD3A_HUMAN;sp|Q5T9A4-3|ATD3B_HUMAN;sp|Q5T9A4|ATD3B_HUMAN;sp|Q5T9A4-2|ATD3B_HUMAN;sp|Q5T2N8|ATD3C_HUMANsp|Q9NVI7-3| TD3A_HUMAN Isoform 3 of TPase family AA domain-containing protein 3A OS=Homo apiens GN=ATAD3A;sp|Q9NVI7-2|ATD3A_HUMAN Isoform 2 of ATPase family AAA domain-containing protein 3A OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATAD3A;sp|Q9NVI7|ATD3A_HUMAN ATPase family23.24797 21.35209 5 0 By MS/MS 8 0 -1.8958797 348 11.6 57.947 507
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sp|P52732|KIF11_HUMANsp|P52732|KIF11_HUMAN Kinesin-like protein KIF11 OS=Homo sapiens GN=KIF11 PE=1 SV=222.85557 20.95863 4 0 By MS/MS 6 0 -1.8969421 347 4.8 119.16 1056
sp|P61803|DAD1_HUMANsp|P61803|DAD1_HUMAN Dolichyl-diphosphooligosaccharide--protein glycosyltransferase subunit DAD1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DAD1 PE=1 SV=322.84408 20.94594 3 1 By MS/MS By matching 4 0 -1.8981457 346 28.3 12.497 113
sp|Q92734-2|TFG_HUMAN;sp|Q92734|TFG_HUMANsp|Q92734-2|TFG_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Protein TFG OS=Homo sapiens GN=TFG;sp|Q92734|TFG_HUMAN Protein TFG OS=Homo sapiens GN=TFG PE=1 SV=223.0096 21.11097 3 0 By MS/MS 5 0 -1.8986301 345 11.1 43.02 396
sp|P17858|K6PL_HUMAN;sp|Q01813|K6PP_HUMAN;sp|P17858-2|K6PL_HUMANsp|P17858|K6PL_HUMAN -phosphofructokinase, liver type OS=Homo sapiens GN=PFKL PE=1 SV=6;sp|Q01813|K6PP_HUMAN 6-phosphofructokinase type C OS=Homo sapiens GN=PFKP PE=1 SV=2;sp|P17858-2|K6PL_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 6-phosphofructokinase, liver type OS=Homo sapie22.66147 20.76258 4 0 By M /MS 3 0 -1.8988876 344 6.7 85.018 780
sp|P51970|NDUA8_HUMANsp|P51970|NDUA8_HUMAN NADH dehydrogenase [ubiquinone] 1 alpha subcomplex subunit 8 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NDUFA8 PE=1 SV=323.18023 21.28001 3 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 1 -1.9002132 343 30.2 20.105 172
sp|P61201|CSN2_HUMAN;sp|P61201-2|CSN2_HUMANsp|P61201|CSN2_HUMAN OP9 signalosome complex subunit 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=COPS2 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P61201-2|CSN2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of COP9 signalosome complex subunit 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=COPS22 .61158 20.69912 2 0 By MS/MS 3 0 -1.9124584 34 6.5 51.596 443
sp|P39656|OST48_HUMANsp|P39656|OST48_HUMAN Dolichyl-diphosphooligosaccharide--protein glycosyltransferase 48 kDa subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDOST PE=1 SV=42 .18541 22.27023 6 0 By MS/MS 8 0 -1.9151745 341 14.7 50.8 456
sp|O75489|NDUS3_HUMANsp|O75489|NDUS3_HUMAN NADH dehydrogenase [ubiquinone] iron-sulfur protein 3, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=NDUFS3 PE=1 SV=123.71628 21.79972 4 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 1 -1.9165592 340 20.5 30.241 264
sp|Q13123|RED_HUMANsp|Q13123|RED_HUMAN Protein Red OS=Homo sapiens GN=IK PE=1 SV=323.05442 21.12928 7 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 2 -1.9251442 339 16.9 65.601 557
sp|P54709|AT1B3_HUMANsp|P54709|AT1B3_HUMAN Sodium/potassium-transporting ATPase subunit beta-3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATP1B3 PE=1 SV=123.66546 21.73962 5 0 By MS/MS 9 0 -1.9258442 338 19.7 31.512 279
sp|Q9BSJ8|ESYT1_HUMAN;sp|Q9BSJ8-2|ESYT1_HUMANsp|Q9BSJ8|ESYT1_HUMAN Extended synaptotagmin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ESYT1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9BSJ8-2|ESYT1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Extended synaptotagmin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ESYT123.08367 21.15419 6 0 By MS/MS 8 0 -1. 294 15 337 7.5 122.85 1104
sp|Q15459|SF3A1_HUMANsp|Q15459|SF3A1_HUMAN Splicing factor 3A subunit 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SF3A1 PE=1 SV=125.23352 23.29936 14 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 25 2 -1.934164 336 22.7 88.885 793
sp|Q9NX55|HYPK_HUMAN;sp|Q9NX55-3|HYPK_HUMANsp|Q9NX55|HYPK_HUMAN Huntingtin-interacting protein K OS=Homo sapiens GN=HYPK PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9NX55-3|HYPK_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Huntingtin-interacting protein K OS=Homo sapiens GN=HYPK23.00926 21.07498 2 0 By MS/MS 3 0 -1.9342804 335 19.4 14.665 129
sp|Q13595|TRA2A_HUMAN;sp|Q13595-2|TRA2A_HUMANsp|Q13595|TRA2A_HUMAN ransformer-2 protein homolog alpha OS=Homo sapiens GN=TRA2A PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q13595-2|TRA2A_HUMAN Isoform Short of Transformer-2 protein homolog alpha OS=Homo sapiens GN=TRA2A23.743 1.80743 4 0 By MS/MS 8 0 -1.9359169 334 13.8 32.688 282
sp|O60256-3|KPRB_HUMAN;sp|O60256|KPRB_HUMAN;sp|O60256-2|KPRB_HUMANsp|O60256-3|KPRB_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Phosphoribosyl pyrophosphate synthase-associated protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRPSAP2;sp|O60256|KPRB_HUMAN Phosphoribosyl pyrophosphate synthase-associated protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRPSAP2 PE=1 SV=1;sp|O60256-2|KPRB_23.14446 21.20141 3 0 By MS/MS 6 0 -1.943058 333 12.2 35.547 320
sp|P31943|HNRH1_HUMANsp|P31943|H RH1_HUMAN Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein H OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPH1 PE=1 SV=428.47904 26.53497 11 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 32 13 -1.9440689 332 30.7 49.229 449
sp|P17980|PRS6A_HUMANsp|P17980|PRS6A_HUMAN 26S protease regulatory subunit 6A OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMC3 PE=1 SV=325.86498 23.92071 12 3 By MS/M By MS/MS 22 3 -1.9442692 331 35.1 49.203 439
sp|O75792|RNH2A_HUMANsp|O75792|R H2A_HUMAN Ribonuclease H2 subunit A OS=Homo sapiens GN=RNASEH2A PE=1 SV=222.94931 21.00465 4 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 1 -1.9446602 330 18.1 33.395 299
sp|Q8WWM7-6|ATX2L_HUMAN;sp|Q8WWM7-8|ATX2L_HUMAN;sp|Q8WWM7-5|ATX2L_HUMAN;sp|Q8WWM7-4|ATX2L_HUMAN;sp|Q8WWM7-9|ATX2L_HUMAN;sp|Q8WWM7-2|ATX2L_HUMAN;sp|Q8WWM7|ATX2L_HUMAN;sp|Q8WWM7-3|ATX2L_HUMAN;sp|Q8WWM7-7|ATX2L_HUMANsp|Q8WWM7-6|ATX2L_HUMAN Isoform 6 of Ataxin-2-like protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATXN2L;sp|Q8WW 7-8|ATX2L_HUMAN Isoform 8 of Ataxin-2-like protein OS= omo sa iens GN=ATXN ;sp|Q8WWM7-5|ATX2L_HUMAN Isoform 5 of Ataxin-2-like protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATXN2L;s23.54 27 21.59505 6 1 By MS/MS By atching 9 0 -1.9472198 329 7.6 102.89 968
sp|P22626|ROA2_HUMAN;sp|P22626-2|ROA2_HUMANsp|P22626|ROA2_HUMAN Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoproteins A2/B1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPA2B1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P22626-2|ROA2_HUMAN Isoform A2 of Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoproteins A2/B1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPA2B130.98936 29.03991 19 15 By MS/MS By MS/M 70 30 -1.9494476 328 62 37.429 353
sp|O43488|ARK72_HUMAN;sp|Q8NHP1|ARK74_HUMAN;sp|O95154|ARK73_HUMANsp|O43488| RK72_HUMAN Aflatoxin B1 aldehyde reductase member 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=AKR7A2 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q8NHP1|ARK74_HUMAN Aflatoxin B1 aldehyde reductase member 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=AKR7L PE=2 SV=623.18976 21.23847 4 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 1 -1.9512863 327 15.9 39.589 359
sp|P52564|MP2K6_HUMAN;sp|P52564-2|MP2K6_HUMANsp|P52564|MP2K6_HUMAN Dual specificity mitogen-activated protein kinase kinase 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MAP2K6 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P52564-2|MP2K6_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Dual specificity mitogen-activated protein kinase kinase 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MAP2K63.00033 1.02807 4 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 1 -1.9722538 326 15 37.492 334
sp|Q9NQP4|PFD4_HUMANsp|Q9NQP4|PFD4_HUMAN Prefoldin subunit 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PFDN4 PE=1 SV=122.03016 20.05388 2 1 By MS/MS By matching 4 0 -1.9762726 325 20.1 15.314 134
sp|P52789|HXK2_HUMAN;sp|P52790|HXK3_HUMANsp|P52789|HXK2_HUMAN Hexokinase-2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HK2 PE=1 SV=22 .72109 20.74052 9 0 By MS/MS 11 0 -1.9805717 324 12.1 102.38 917
sp|P41250|SYG_HUMANsp|P41250|SYG_HUMAN Glycine--tRNA ligase OS=Homo sapiens GN=GARS PE=1 SV=323.2228 21.23413 6 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 1 -1.9886723 323 8.9 83.165 739
sp|Q9BVP2-2|GNL3_HUMAN;sp|Q9BVP2|GNL3_HUMANsp|Q9BVP2-2|GNL3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Guanine nucleotide-binding protein-like 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GNL3;sp|Q9BVP2|GNL3_HUMAN Guanine nucleotide-binding protein-like 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GNL3 PE=1 SV=222.69381 20.694 5 4 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 3 -1.999458 322 11.7 60.54 537
sp|Q13618-3|CUL3_HUMAN;sp|Q13618-2|CUL3_HUMAN;sp|Q13618|CUL3_HUMANsp|Q13618-3|CUL3_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Cullin-3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CUL3;sp|Q13618-2|CUL3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Cullin-3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CUL3;sp|Q13618|CUL3_HUMAN Cullin-3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CUL3 PE=1 SV=222.91543 20.91521 5 0 By MS/ S 7 0 -2.0002193 321 8.8 81.092 702
sp|Q13509|TBB3_HUMANsp|Q13509|TBB3_HUMAN Tubulin beta-3 chain OS=Homo sapiens GN=TUBB3 PE=1 SV=222.31399 20.29885 13 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 1 -2.0151367 320 30 50.432 450
sp|P61619|S61A1_HUMAN;sp|P61619-3|S61A1_HUMAN;sp|Q9H9S3-2|S61A2_HUMAN;sp|Q9H9S3-3|S61A2_HUMAN;sp|Q9H9S3|S61A2_HUMANsp|P61619|S61A1_HUMAN Protein transport rotein Sec61 subunit alpha isoform 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SEC61A1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P61619-3|S61A1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Protein transport protein Sec61 subunit alpha isoform 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SEC61A122.579 2 20.562 6 3 0 By MS/MS 5 0 -2.0174618 319 6.3 52.264 476
sp|Q8NI60-3|ADCK3_HUMAN;sp|Q8NI60|ADCK3_HUMAN;sp|Q8NI60-4|ADCK3_HUMAN;sp|Q8NI60-2|ADCK3_HUMANsp|Q8NI60-3| DCK3_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Chaperone activity of bc1 complex-like, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=ADCK3;sp|Q8NI60|ADCK3_HUMAN Chaperone activity of bc1 complex-like, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=ADCK3 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q8NI60-4|ADCK3_HUMAN Isofo22.73101 20.70446 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 7 -2.0265522 318 8.2 66.626 595
sp|P17812|PYRG1_HUMANsp|P 7812|PYRG1_HUMAN CTP synthase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CTPS1 PE=1 SV=225.56485 23.52013 5 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 4 -2.0447197 317 29.3 66.69 591
sp|Q9NRG7-2|D39U1_HUMAN;sp|Q9NRG7|D39U1_HUMANsp|Q9NRG7-2|D39U1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Epimerase family protein SDR39U1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SDR39U1;sp|Q9NRG7|D39U1_HUMAN Epimerase family protein SDR39U1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SDR39U1 PE=1 SV=221.85091 19.79802 2 1 By MS/MS By matching 4 0 -2.0528927 316 6.1 31.076 293
sp|P78347-2|GTF2I_HUMAN;sp|P78347-4|GTF2I_HUMAN;sp|P78347-3|GTF2I_HUMAN;sp|P78347|GTF2I_HUMAN;sp|Q86UP8-3|GTD2A_HUMAN;sp|Q86UP8|GTD2A_HUMAN;sp|Q6EKJ0|GTD2B_HUMANsp|P78347-2|GTF2I_HUMAN Isoform 2 of General transcription factor II-I OS=Homo sapiens GN=GTF2I;sp|P7 347-4|GTF2I_HUMAN Isoform 4 of General tran cription factor II-I OS=Homo sapiens GN=GTF2I;sp|P78347-3|GTF2I_HUMAN Isoform 3 of General transcription facto25.37481 23.30605 16 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 25 4 -2.0 87599 315 21.9 107.97 957
sp|Q99615|DNJC7_HUMAN;sp|Q99615-2|DNJC7_HUMANsp|Q99615|D JC7_HUMAN naJ homolog subfamily C member 7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DNAJC7 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q99615-2|DNJC7_HUMAN Isoform 2 of DnaJ homolog subfamily C member 7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DNAJC724.19513 2.11829 8 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 1 -2.0768375 314 20.9 56.44 494
sp|Q16629-3|SRSF7_HUMAN;sp|Q16629-2|SRSF7_HUMAN;sp|Q16629-4|SRSF7_HUMAN;sp|Q16629|SRSF7_HUMANsp|Q16629-3|SRSF7_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Serine/arginine-rich splicing factor 7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRSF7;sp|Q16629-2|SRSF7_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Serine/arginine-rich splicing factor 7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRSF7;sp|Q16629-4|SRSF7_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Serine/arginine-r26.52154 24.43619 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 2 -2.0853519 313 44.7 15.257 132
sp|P23246|SFPQ_HUMAN;sp|P23246-2|SFPQ_HUMANsp|P23246|SFPQ_HUMAN plicing factor, proline- and glutamine-rich OS=Homo sapiens GN=SFPQ PE=1 SV=2;sp|P23246-2|SFPQ_HUMAN Isoform Short of Splicing factor, proline- and glutamine-rich OS=Homo sapiens GN=SFPQ26.27874 24.18722 16 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 27 4 -2.0915184 312 26.4 76.149 707
sp|Q9NX20|RM16_HUMANsp|Q9NX20|RM16_HUMAN 39S ribosomal protein L16, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=MRPL16 PE=1 SV=123.19686 21.09854 4 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 2 -2.09832 311 20.7 28.449 251
sp|P35221-2|CTNA1_HUMAN;sp|P35221|CTNA1_HUMAN;sp|P35221-3|CTNA1_HUMANsp|P35221-2|CTNA1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Catenin alpha-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CTNNA1;sp|P35221|CTNA1_HUMAN Catenin alpha-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CTNNA1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P35221-3|CTNA1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Catenin alpha-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CTNNA122.79697 20.69269 4 1 By MS/MS By matching 6 0 -2.1042843 310 6.2 102.63 930
sp|Q14444-2|CAPR1_HUMAN;sp|Q14444|CAPR1_HUMANsp|Q14444-2|CAPR1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Caprin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CAPRIN1;sp|Q14444|CAPR1_HUMAN Caprin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CAPRIN1 PE=1 SV=223.04081 20.93515 4 0 By MS/MS 4 0 -2.1056633 309 5.6 76.861 694
sp|O00148|DX39A_HUMAN;sp|O00148-2|DX39A_HUMANsp|O00148|DX39A_HUMAN ATP-dependent RNA helicase DDX39A OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDX39A PE=1 SV=2;sp|O00148-2|DX39A_HUMAN Isoform 2 of ATP-dependent RNA helicase DDX39A OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDX39A23.85148 1.74483 18 12 By MS/MS By matching 10 0 -2. 066456 308 45.9 49.129 427
sp|Q9BUF5|TBB6_HUMANsp|Q9B F5|TBB6_HUMAN Tubulin beta-6 chain OS=Homo sapiens GN=TUBB6 PE=1 SV=123.65742 21.54898 12 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 3 -2.1084423 307 29.8 49.857 446
sp|Q13310-2|PABP4_HUMAN;sp|Q13310|PABP4_HUMAN;sp|Q13310-3|PABP4_HUMANsp|Q13310-2|PABP4_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Polyadenylate-binding protein 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PABPC4;sp|Q13310|PABP4_HUMAN Polyadenylate-binding protein 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PABPC4 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q13310-3|PABP4_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Polyadenylate-binding protein 4 OS23.7238 21.61376 13 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 2 -2.1100426 306 22.3 69.578 631
sp|P49840|GSK3A_HUMANsp|P49840|GSK3A_HUMAN Glycogen synthase kinase-3 alpha OS=Homo sapiens GN=GSK3A PE=1 SV=223.66047 21.54774 5 1 By MS/M By MS/MS 7 2 -2.1127338 305 12 50.98 483
sp|Q5BKZ1|ZN326_HUMAN;sp|Q5BKZ1-2|ZN326_HUMAN;sp|Q5BKZ1-3|ZN326_HUMANsp|Q5BKZ1|Z 326_HUMAN DBIRD complex ubunit ZNF 26 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ZNF326 PE=1 SV=223.83971 21.72534 5 0 By M /MS 9 0 -2.1143665 304 11.7 65.653 582
sp|P36957|ODO2_HUMANsp|P36957|ODO2_HUMAN Dihydrolipoyllysine-residue succinyltransferase component of 2-oxoglutarate dehydrogenase complex, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=DLST PE=1 SV=423.12359 21.00446 4 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 2 -2.1191254 303 9.1 48.755 453
sp|Q12874|SF3A3_HUMANsp|Q12874|SF3A3_HUMAN Splicing factor 3A subunit 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SF3A3 PE=1 SV=124.72187 22.59596 7 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 2 -2.1259117 302 17.6 58.848 501
sp|P55795|HNRH2_HUMANsp|P55795|H RH2_HUMAN Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein H2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPH2 PE=1 SV=123.72244 21.58953 8 4 By MS/MS By matching 6 0 -2.1329155 301 23.4 49.263 449
sp|Q04323|UBXN1_HUMAN;sp|Q04323-2|UBXN1_HUMANsp|Q04323|UBXN1_HUMAN  domain-containing protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBXN1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q04323-2|UBXN1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of UBX domain-containing protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBXN122.62979 20.49604 2 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 1 -2.1337509 300 6.7 33.325 297
sp|Q8WXF1-2|PSPC1_HUMAN;sp|Q8WXF1|PSPC1_HUMANsp|Q8WXF1-2|PSPC1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Paraspeckle component 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSPC1;sp|Q8WXF1|PSPC1_HUMAN Paraspeckle component 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSPC1 PE=1 SV=122.99971 20.86297 3 1 By MS/MS By matching 4 0 -2.1367378 299 11.7 45.57 393
sp|Q9NQC3-2|RTN4_HUMAN;sp|Q9NQC3-5|RTN4_HUMAN;sp|Q9NQC3|RTN4_HUMAN;sp|Q9NQC3-3|RTN4_HUMAN;sp|Q9NQC3-4|RTN4_HUMAN;sp|Q9NQC3-6|RTN4_HUMANsp|Q9NQC3-2|RTN4_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Reticulon-4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RTN4;sp|Q9 QC3-5|RTN4_HUMAN Isoform 5 of Reticulon-4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RTN4;sp|Q9NQC3|RTN4_HUMAN Reticulon-4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RTN4 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9NQC3-3|RTN4_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Reticulon22.78558 20.64729 2 0 By MS/MS 4 0 -2.1382885 298 7.2 40.317 373
sp|Q9Y5M8|SRPRB_HUMANsp|Q9Y5M8|SRPRB_HUMAN Signal recognition particle receptor subunit beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRPRB PE=1 SV=323.46762 21.32775 7 0 By MS/MS 11 0 -2.1398716 297 30.6 29.702 271
sp|Q92900-2|RENT1_HUMAN;sp|Q92900|RENT1_HUMANsp|Q92900-2|RENT1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Regulator of nonsense transcripts 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UPF1;sp|Q92900|RENT1_HUMAN Regulator of nonsense transcripts 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UPF1 PE=1 SV=224.01512 21.86432 10 0 By MS/MS 15 0 -2.1507969 296 10.1 123.03 1118
sp|Q9H2U2-6|IPYR2_HUMAN;sp|Q9H2U2-3|IPYR2_HUMAN;sp|Q9H2U2|IPYR2_HUMAN;sp|Q9H2U2-2|IPYR2_HUMAN;sp|Q9H2U2-4|IPYR2_HUMANsp|Q9H2U2-6|IPYR2_HUMAN Isoform 5 of Inorganic pyrophosphatase 2, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPA2;sp|Q9H2 2-3|IPYR2_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Inorganic pyrophosphatase 2, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPA2;sp|Q9H2U2|IPYR2_HUMAN Inorganic pyrophosphatase22.49106 20.33746 3 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 1 -2.1536007 295 16.8 25.991 2 2
sp|Q06210-2|GFPT1_HUMAN;sp|Q06210|GFPT1_HUMAN;sp|O94808|GFPT2_HUMANsp|Q06210-2|GFPT1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Glutamine--fructose-6-phosphate aminotransferase [isomerizing] 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GFPT1;sp|Q06210|GFPT1_HUMAN Glutamine--fructose-6-phosphate aminotransferase [isomerizing] 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GFPT1 PE=1 SV=323.29558 21.14043 4 0 By MS/MS 3 0 -2.155 456 294 8.7 76.758 681
sp|P27694|RFA1_HUMANsp|P27694|RFA1_HUMAN Replication protein A 70 kDa DNA-binding subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPA1 PE=1 SV=225.06612 22.90916 12 3 By MS/MS By MS/M 22 3 -2. 569576 293 27.4 68.137 616
sp|Q9UNZ2|NSF1C_HUMAN;sp|Q9UNZ2-5|NSF1C_HUMAN;sp|Q9UNZ2-4|NSF1C_HUMAN;sp|Q9UNZ2-6|NSF1C_HUMANsp|Q9UNZ2|NSF1C_H MAN NSFL1 cofactor p47 OS=Homo sapiens GN= SFL1C PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9UNZ2-5|NSF1C_HUMAN Isoform 3 of NSFL1 cofactor p47 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NSFL1C;sp|Q9UNZ2-4|NSF1C_HUMAN Isoform 2 of NSFL1 cofactor p47 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NSFL1C;sp|Q9UNZ2-6|NSF24.10741 21.94481 7 2 By MS/MS By M /MS 13 2 -2.1626015 292 26.8 40.572 3 0
sp|P04632|CPNS1_HUMAN;sp|Q96L46|CPNS2_HUMANsp|P04632|CPNS1_HUMAN Calpain small subunit 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CAPNS1 PE=1 SV=123.3098 21.1451 5 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 2 -2.1647072 291 20.1 28.315 268
sp|Q99627-2|CSN8_HUMAN;sp|Q99627|CSN8_HUMANsp|Q99627-2|CSN8_HUMAN Isoform 2 of COP9 signalosome complex subunit 8 OS=Homo sapiens GN=COPS8;sp|Q99627|CSN8_HUMAN COP9 signalosome complex subunit 8 OS=Homo sapiens GN=COPS8 PE=1 SV=123.75154 21.58392 4 0 By MS/MS 5 0 -2.1676273 290 39.4 17.909 160
sp|P52565|GDIR1_HUMAN;sp|P52565-2|GDIR1_HUMANsp|P52565|GDIR1_HUMAN Rho GDP-dissociation inhibitor 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARHGDIA PE=1 SV=3;sp|P52565-2|GDIR1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Rho GDP-dissociation inhibitor 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARHGDIA23.733 5 21.56395 4 1 By M /MS By MS/MS 6 2 -2.1696014 89 21.1 23.207 204
sp|P05386|RLA1_HUMANsp|P05386|RLA1_HUMAN 60S acidic ribosomal protein P1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPLP1 PE=1 SV=126.62394 24.45387 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 3 -2.1700649 288 51.8 11.514 114
sp|P49756|RBM25_HUMAN;sp|P49756-2|RBM25_HUMAN;sp|P49756-3|RBM25_HUMANsp|P49756|RBM25_HUMAN NA-binding protein 25 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBM25 PE=1 SV=3;sp|P49756-2|RBM25_HUMAN Isoform 2 of RNA-binding protein 25 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBM25;sp|P49756-3|RBM25_HUMAN Isoform 3 of RNA-binding protein 25 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBM2524.27142 2.09997 6 1 By S/MS By MS/MS 11 2 -2.1714478 287 9.1 100.18 843
sp|P35249|RFC4_HUMANsp|P35249|RFC4_HUMAN Replication factor C subunit 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RFC4 PE=1 SV=222.51294 20.34017 6 0 By MS/MS 7 0 -2.1727695 286 16.8 39.681 363
sp|O95831-3|AIFM1_HUMAN;sp|O95831|AIFM1_HUMAN;sp|O95831-2|AIFM1_HUMAN;sp|O95831-5|AIFM1_HUMAN;sp|O95831-6|AIFM1_HUMAN;sp|O95831-4|AIFM1_HUMANsp|O95831-3|AIFM1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Apoptosis-inducing factor 1, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=AIFM1;sp|O95831| IFM1_HUMAN Apoptosis-inducing factor 1, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=AIFM1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|O95831-2|AIFM1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Apoptosis-indu24.95841 22.78463 13 3 By S/MS By MS/MS 22 1 -2.1737862 285 26.6 66.294 609
sp|A5YKK6-2|CNOT1_HUMAN;sp|A5YKK6|CNOT1_HUMAN;sp|A5YKK6-4|CNOT1_HUMAN;sp|A5YKK6-3|CNOT1_HUMANsp|A5YKK6-2|C OT1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of CCR4-NOT transcription complex subunit 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CNOT1;sp|A5YKK6|CNOT1_HUMAN CCR4-NOT transcription complex subunit 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CNOT1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|A5YKK6-4|CNOT1_HUMAN Isoform 4 of CCR4-NOT transcrip22.62709 20.44853 5 0 By MS/MS 10 0 -2.178566 284 2.4 266.38 2371
sp|P61513|RL37A_HUMAN;sp|A6NKH3|RL37L_HUMANsp|P61513|RL37A_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L37a OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL37A PE=1 SV=223.14429 20.95963 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 4 -2.1846638 283 31.5 10.275 92
sp|P30043|BLVRB_HUMANsp|P30043|BLVRB_HUMAN Flavin reductase (NADPH) OS=Homo sapiens GN=BLVRB PE=1 SV=322.94965 20.7622 3 0 By MS/MS 5 0 -2.1874561 282 18.9 22.119 206
sp|Q96I25|SPF45_HUMANsp|Q96I25|SPF45_HUMAN Splicing factor 45 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBM17 PE=1 SV=122.66932 20.47872 3 0 By MS/MS 5 0 -2.1905975 281 9.5 44.961 401
sp|P52597|HNRPF_HUMANsp| 52597|H RPF_HUMAN Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein F OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPF PE=1 SV=326.04806 23.85671 10 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 18 3 -2.1913433 280 37.1 45.671 415
sp|Q92621|NU205_HUMANsp|Q92621|NU205_HUMAN Nuclear pore complex protein Nup205 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NUP205 PE=1 SV=323.1475 20.95352 7 0 By MS/MS 10 0 -2.1939735 279 3.9 227.92 2012
sp|Q96KR1|ZFR_HUMANsp|Q96KR1|ZFR_HUMAN Zinc finger RNA-binding protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=ZFR PE=1 SV=222.74944 20.55518 4 0 By MS/MS 4 0 -2.1942616 278 5.1 117.01 1074
sp|Q99623|PHB2_HUMAN;sp|Q99623-2|PHB2_HUMANsp|Q99623|PHB2_HUMAN rohibitin-2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PHB2 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q99623-2|PHB2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Prohibitin-2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PHB226.22496 24.01376 12 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 23 5 -2.2111969 277 44.1 33.296 299
sp|Q8N335|GPD1L_HUMANsp|Q8N335|GPD1L_HUMAN Glycerol-3-phosphate dehydrogenase 1-like protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=GPD1L PE=1 SV=122.62689 20.41479 4 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 4 -2.2120991 276 20.8 38.418 351
sp|P62906|RL10A_HUMANsp|P62906|RL10A_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L10a OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL10A PE=1 SV=225.4556 23.23973 8 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 15 4 -2.2158756 275 39.2 24.831 217
sp|P08133-2|ANXA6_HUMAN;sp|P08133|ANXA6_HUMANsp|P08133-2| XA6_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Annexin A6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ANXA6;sp|P08133|ANXA6_HUMAN Annexin A6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ANXA6 PE=1 SV=324.29053 22.07319 9 0 By MS/MS 15 0 -2.2173328 274 17 72.423 641
sp|O43242|PSMD3_HUMANsp|O43242|PSMD3_HUMAN 26S proteasome non-ATPase regulatory subunit 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMD3 PE=1 SV=225.97983 23.74427 17 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 32 4 -2.2355537 273 32.8 60.977 534
sp|Q9BUQ8|DDX23_HUMANsp|Q9BUQ8|DDX23_HUMAN Probable ATP-dependent RNA helicase DDX23 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDX23 PE=1 SV=322.89929 20.66093 6 0 By MS/MS 8 0 -2. 83595 272 7.3 95.581 820
sp|Q96HS1|PGAM5_HUMAN;sp|Q96HS1-2|PGAM5_HUMANsp|Q96 S1|PGAM5_HUMAN Serine/threonine-protein phosphatase PGAM5, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=PGAM5 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q96HS1-2|PGAM5_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Serine/threonine-protein phosphatase PGAM5, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=PGAM523.10953 20.86413 5 0 By MS/MS 7 0 -2.2454071 271 19 32.004 289
sp|P49257|LMAN1_HUMANsp|P49257|LMAN1_HUMAN Protein ERGIC-53 OS=Homo sapiens GN=LMAN1 PE=1 SV=222.95253 20.70628 4 0 By MS/MS 8 0 -2.246254 270 9.6 57.548 510
sp|Q52LJ0|FA98B_HUMAN;sp|Q52LJ0-2|FA98B_HUMANsp|Q52LJ0|FA98B_HUMAN Protein FA 98B OS=Homo sapiens GN=FAM98B PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q52LJ0-2|FA98B_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Protein FAM98B OS=Homo sapiens GN=FAM98B22.57499 0.31968 3 0 By MS/MS 6 0 -2.2553062 269 10.9 37.19 330
sp|O15173|PGRC2_HUMAN;sp|O15173-2|PGRC2_HUMANsp|O15173|PGRC2_HUMAN Membrane-associated progesterone receptor component 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PGRMC2 PE=1 SV=1;sp|O15173-2|PGRC2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Membrane-associated progesterone receptor component 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PGRMC222.66897 20.40651 4 1 By MS/MS By matching 5 0 -2.2624626 268 22.4 23.818 223
sp|P13667|PDIA4_HUMANsp|P13667|PDIA4_HUMAN Protein disulfide-isomerase A4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PDIA4 PE=1 SV=225.90155 23.63898 17 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 33 2 -2.2625656 267 29.3 72.932 645
sp|P54136|SYRC_HUMAN;sp|P54136-2|SYRC_HUMANsp|P54136|SYRC_HUMAN Arginine--tRNA ligase, cytoplasmic OS=Homo sapiens GN=RARS PE=1 SV=2;sp|P54136-2|SYRC_HUMAN Isoform Monomeric of Arginine--tRNA ligase, cytoplasmic OS=Homo sapiens GN=RARS26.74753 24.47426 25 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 44 6 - .2732677 266 40.8 75.378 660
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sp|Q96I24|FUBP3_HUMAN;sp|Q96I24-2|FUBP3_HUMANsp|Q96I24|FUBP3_HUMAN ar upstream element-binding protein 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FUBP3 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q96I24-2|FUBP3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Far upstream element-binding protein 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FUBP324.77243 22.4968 12 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 16 4 -2.2756348 65 28.3 61.64 572
sp|P15170-2|ERF3A_HUMAN;sp|P15170-3|ERF3A_HUMAN;sp|P15170|ERF3A_HUMAN;sp|Q8IYD1|ERF3B_HUMANsp|P15170-2|ERF3A_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Eukaryotic peptide chain relea e factor GTP-binding subunit ERF3A OS=Homo sapiens GN=GSPT1;sp|P15170-3|ERF3A_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Eukaryotic peptide chain release factor GTP-binding subunit ERF3A OS=Homo sapiens GN=GSPT1;25.49302 23.1904 14 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 22 3 -2.3026123 264 27.2 68.6 636
sp|Q9NT62|ATG3_HUMAN;sp|Q9NT62-2|ATG3_HUMANsp|Q9NT62|ATG3_HUMAN Ubiquitin-like-conjugating enzyme ATG3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATG3 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9NT62-2|ATG3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ubiquitin-like-conjugating enzyme ATG3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATG323.38258 21.07697 4 0 By MS/MS 8 0 -2.3056068 263 16.2 35.864 314
sp|P62195|PRS8_HUMAN;sp|P62195-2|PRS8_HUMAN;sp|Q8NB90-3|SPAT5_HUMAN;sp|Q8NB90-2|SPAT5_HUMAN;sp|Q8NB90|SPAT5_HUMANsp|P62195|PRS8_HUMAN 26S protease regulatory subunit 8 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMC  PE=1 SV=1;sp|P62195-2|PRS8_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 26S protease regulatory subunit 8 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMC525.91793 3.61088 20 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 38 6 -2.3070545 262 53.2 45.626 406
sp|O00151|PDLI1_HUMANsp|O00151|PDLI1_HUMAN PDZ and LIM domain protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PDLIM1 PE=1 SV=424.39931 22.0902 6 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 13 1 -2.3091087 261 25.2 36.071 329
sp|P07919|QCR6_HUMANsp|P07919|QCR6_HUMAN Cytochrome b-c1 complex subunit 6, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=UQCRH PE=1 SV=222.97771 20.66611 4 1 By MS/MS By matching 5 0 -2.3116016 260 38.5 10.739 91
sp|P56545|CTBP2_HUMAN;sp|P56545-2|CTBP2_HUMANsp|P56545|CTBP2_HUMAN -terminal-binding protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CTBP2 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P56545-2|CTBP2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of C-terminal-binding protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CTBP222.38132 20.0636 4 2 By MS/MS By matching 4 0 -2.31771 8 259 13 48.944 445
sp|P36405|ARL3_HUMANsp|P36405|ARL3_HUMAN ADP-ribosylation factor-like protein 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARL3 PE=1 SV=22 .18038 20.85863 4 2 By MS/M By MS/MS 5 4 - .321743 258 39.6 20.455 182
sp|Q8N1F7|NUP93_HUMAN;sp|Q8N1F7-2|NUP93_HUMANsp|Q8N1F7|NUP93_HUMAN uclear pore complex protein Nup93 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NUP93 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q8N1F7-2|NUP93_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Nuclear pore complex protein Nup93 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NUP9323.18276 20.86082 6 0 By MS/MS 12 0 -2.3219357 257 8.8 93.487 819
sp|O43837|IDH3B_HUMAN;sp|O43837-2|IDH3B_HUMAN;sp|O43837-3|IDH3B_HUMANsp|O43837|IDH3B_HUMAN Isocitrate dehydrogenase [NA ] subunit beta, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=IDH3B PE=1 SV=2;sp|O43837-2|IDH3B_HUMAN Isoform A of Isocitrate dehydrogenase [NAD] subunit beta, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=IDH3B22.88662 0.56425 3 0 By MS/MS 5 0 -2.3223763 256 13.8 42.183 385
sp|Q9C0C9|UBE2O_HUMANsp|Q9C0C9|UBE2O_HUMAN Ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E2 O OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBE2O PE=1 SV=323.73024 21.39789 8 0 By MS/MS 11 0 -2.3323536 255 10.1 141.29 1292
sp|P31150|GDIA_HUMANsp|P31150|GDIA_HUMAN Rab GDP dissociation inhibitor alpha OS=Homo sapiens GN=GDI1 PE=1 SV=222.04387 19.70288 5 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 2 - .340992 254 15 50.582 447
sp|O00425|IF2B3_HUMAN;sp|O00425-2|IF2B3_HUMANsp|O00425|IF2B3_HUMAN Insulin-like growth factor 2 mRNA-binding protein 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=IGF2BP3 PE=1 SV=223.44367 21.09972 6 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 1 -2.3439522 253 18.1 63.704 579
sp|P04843|RPN1_HUMANsp|P04843|RPN1_HUMAN Dolichyl-diphosphooligosaccharide--protein glycosyltransferase subunit 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPN1 PE=1 SV=125.70938 23.35971 18 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 35 3 -2.3496723 252 32.9 68.569 607
sp|P48735|IDHP_HUMANsp|P48735|IDHP_HUMAN Isocitrate dehydrogenase [NADP], mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=IDH2 PE=1 SV=224.07382 21.72313 10 0 By MS/MS 15 0 - .3506851 251 26.1 50.909 452
sp|P25205|MCM3_HUMANsp|P25205|MCM3_HUMAN DNA replication licensing factor MCM3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MCM3 PE=1 SV=325.74047 23.38377 17 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 31 4 -2.3567009 250 24.9 90.98 808
sp|O75940|SPF30_HUMANsp|O75940|SPF30_HUMAN Survival of motor neuron-related-splicing factor 30 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SMNDC1 PE=1 SV=12 .61493 21.25307 3 0 By MS/MS 6 0 -2.3618546 249 24.4 26.711 238
sp|P42771|CD2A1_HUMAN;sp|P42771-4|CD2A1_HUMAN;sp|P42771-2|CD2A1_HUMAN;sp|P42771-3|CD2A1_HUMAN;sp|P42772|CDN2B_HUMANsp|P42771|CD2A1_HUMAN yclin-dependent kinase inhibitor 2A, isoform  1/2/3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CDKN2A PE=1 SV=2;sp|P42771-4|CD2A1_HUMAN Isoform 5 of Cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor 2A, isoforms 1/2/3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CDKN2A;sp|P42771-2|CD2A1_HUMAN Isofo4.54946 22.1776 3 0 By MS/MS 7 0 -2.37185 9 48 32. 16.532 156
sp|Q13442|HAP28_HUMANsp|Q13442|HAP28_HUMAN 28 kDa heat- and acid-stable phosphoprotein OS=Homo sapiens GN=PDAP1 PE=1 SV=122.73277 20.36074 3 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 1 -2.3720245 247 22.1 20.63 181
sp|Q9UHD1-2|CHRD1_HUMAN;sp|Q9UHD1|CHRD1_HUMANsp|Q9UHD1-2|CHRD1_H MAN Isoform 2 of Cysteine and histidine-rich domain-containing protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CHORDC1;sp|Q9UHD1|CHRD1_HUMAN Cysteine and histidine-rich domain-containing protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CHORDC1 PE=1 SV=223.63898 21.26418 5 0 By MS/MS 8 0 -2.3748055 246 17.9 35.286 313
sp|Q96AE4|FUBP1_HUMAN;sp|Q96AE4-2|FUBP1_HUMANsp|Q96AE4|FUBP1_HUMAN Far upstream element-binding protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FUBP1 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q96AE4-2|FUBP1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Far upstream element-binding protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FUBP126.2888 23.91333 16 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 24 4 -2.375473 245 30.7 67.56 644
sp|P55735-2|SEC13_HUMAN;sp|P55735|SEC13_HUMANsp|P55735-2|SEC13_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Protein SEC13 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=SEC13;sp|P55735|SEC13_HUMAN Protein SEC13 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=SEC13 PE=1 SV=323.804 9 21.41853 3 By MS/MS By matching 6 0 -2.3860645 244 15.9 34.011 308
sp|P51991|ROA3_HUMANsp|P51991|ROA3_HUMAN Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein A3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPA3 PE=1 SV=228.93106 26.54407 15 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 40 11 -2. 8699 5 243 38.6 39.594 378
sp|P28340|DPOD1_HUMANsp|P28340|DPOD1_HUMAN DNA polymerase delta catalytic subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=POLD1 PE=1 SV=223.80025 21.4122 10 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 16 2 -2.3880596 242 11.3 123.63 1107
sp|O75131|CPNE3_HUMAN;sp|Q96FN4|CPNE2_HUMAN;sp|Q8IYJ1|CPNE9_HUMAN;sp|Q96A23|CPNE4_HUMAN;sp|O95741|CPNE6_HUMAN;sp|Q9UBL6-2|CPNE7_HUMAN;sp|Q86YQ8|CPNE8_HUMAN;sp|Q96A23-2|CPNE4_HUMAN;sp|Q9HCH3|CPNE5_HUMAN;sp|Q9UBL6|CPNE7_HUMANsp|O75131|CPNE3_HUMAN Copine-3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CPNE3 PE=1 SV=123.27555 20.8713 5 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 3 -2.4042416 241 8.9 60.13 537
sp|Q9NTZ6|RBM12_HUMANsp|Q9NTZ6|RBM12_HUMAN RNA-binding protein 12 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBM12 PE=1 SV=123.10631 20.70031 4 0 By MS/MS 8 0 -2.4059982 240 5.5 97.394 932
sp|Q9H9A6|LRC40_HUMANsp|Q9H9A6|LRC40_HUMAN Leucine-rich repeat-containing protein 40 OS=Homo sapiens GN=LRRC40 PE=1 SV=123. 5664 20.65044 7 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 1 -2.4062004 239 12.1 68.249 602
sp|Q9HAV4|XPO5_HUMANsp|Q9 AV4|XPO5_HUMAN Exportin-5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=XPO5 PE=1 SV=124.38601 21.9767 11 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 15 1 -2.4093113 238 11 136.31 1204
sp|P55769|NH2L1_HUMANsp|P55769|NH2L1_HUMAN NHP2-like protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NHP2L1 PE=1 SV=34.17684 21.7604 3 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 2 -2.4164333 237 27.3 14.173 128
sp|Q15293|RCN1_HUMANsp|Q15293|RCN1_HUMAN Reticulocalbin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RCN1 PE=1 SV=124.01478 21.59818 8 1 By MS/MS By matching 13 0 -2.4165993 236 28.1 38.89 331
sp|P12956|XRCC6_HUMANsp|P12956|XRCC6_HUMAN X-ray repair cross-complementing protein 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=XRCC6 PE=1 SV=226.28799 23.86863 18 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 36 6 -2.419363 235 32.5 69.842 609
sp|O15067|PUR4_HUMANsp|O15067|PUR4_HUMAN Phosphoribosylformylglycinamidine synthase OS=Homo sapiens GN=PFAS PE=1 SV=422.60316 20.18376 4 1 By MS/MS By M /MS 4 1 -2.4193974 234 4.3 144.73 1338
sp|O14579-3|COPE_HUMAN;sp|O14579|COPE_HUMAN;sp|O14579-2|COPE_HUMANsp|O14579-3|COPE_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Coatomer subunit epsilon OS=Homo sapiens GN=COPE;sp|O14579|COPE_HUMAN Coatomer subunit epsilon OS=Homo sapiens GN=COPE PE=1 SV=3;sp|O14579-2|COPE_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Coatomer subunit epsilon OS=Homo sapiens GN=COPE22.97427 20.5527 4 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 1 -2. 215679 233 18.4 28.772 256
sp|O60231|DHX16_HUMANsp|O60231|DHX16_HUMAN Putative pre-mRNA-splicing factor ATP-dependent RNA helicase DHX16 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DHX16 PE=1 SV=223.05297 20.63081 8 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 3 -2.4221573 232 8.7 119.26 1041
sp|P55010|IF5_HUMANsp|P55010|IF5_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF5 PE=1 SV=224.61459 22.18568 5 2 By MS/M By MS/MS 10 1 -2.4289074 231 15.5 49.222 431
sp|Q14739|LBR_HUMANsp|Q14739|LBR_HUMAN Lamin-B receptor OS=Homo sapiens GN=LBR PE=1 SV=223.87615 21.44078 7 0 By MS/MS 10 0 -2.4353657 230 13.3 70.702 615
sp|Q9BT78-2|CSN4_HUMAN;sp|Q9BT78|CSN4_HUMANsp|Q9BT78-2|CSN4_HUMAN Isoform 2 of COP9 signalosome complex subunit 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=COPS4;sp|Q9BT78|CSN4_HUMAN COP9 signalosome complex subunit 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=COPS4 PE=1 SV=124.08545 21.6 56 6 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 1 -2.4398518 229 25.3 40.1 6 352
sp|Q02878|RL6_HUMANsp|Q02878|RL6_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL6 PE=1 SV=325.96754 23.51003 10 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 18 6 -2.4575195 228 39.2 32.728 288
sp|P62318|SMD3_HUMANsp|P62318|SMD3_HUMAN Small nuclear ribonucleoprotein Sm D3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SNRPD3 PE=1 SV=124.48892 22.03064 2 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 2 -2.4582748 227 24.6 13.916 126
sp|Q7L5N1|CSN6_HUMANsp|Q7L5N1|CSN6_HUMAN COP9 signalosome complex subunit 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=COPS6 PE=1 SV=123.39598 20.93514 4 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 2 -2.4608307 226 19 36.163 327
sp|Q02750|MP2K1_HUMAN;sp|Q02750-2|MP2K1_HUMANsp|Q02750|MP2K1_HUMAN Dual specificity mitogen-activated protein kinase kinase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MAP2K1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q02750-2|MP2K1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Dual specificity mitogen-activated protein kinase kinase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MAP2K123.47 11 21.00482 8 0 By MS/MS 8 0 -2.4652882 225 18.6 43.439 393
sp|Q9H307|PININ_HUMAN;sp|Q9H307-2|PININ_HUMANsp|Q9 307|PININ_HUMAN Pinin OS=Homo sapiens GN=PNN PE=1 SV=4;sp|Q9H307-2|PININ_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Pinin OS=Homo sapiens GN=PNN24.8334 2.36626 13 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 25 2 -2.4671364 224 20.8 81.613 717
sp|P11802|CDK4_HUMAN;sp|Q07002-2|CDK18_HUMAN;sp|Q9NYV4|CDK12_HUMAN;sp|Q9NYV4-2|CDK12_HUMAN;sp|Q14004-2|CDK13_HUMAN;sp|Q9NYV4-3|CDK12_HUMAN;sp|Q00536-2|CDK16_HUMAN;sp|Q07002-3|CDK18_HUMAN;sp|Q00536-3|CDK16_HUMAN;sp|Q00536|CDK16_HUMAN;sp|Q07002|CDK18_HUMAN;sp|Q00534|CDK6_HUMAN;sp|O94921|CDK14_HUMAN;sp|O94921-2|CDK14_HUMAN;sp|Q96Q40|CDK15_HUMAN;sp|Q96Q40-5|CDK15_HUMAN;sp|O94921-3|CDK14_HUMAN;sp|Q96Q40-3|CDK15_HUMAN;sp|Q96Q40-4|CDK15_HUMAN;sp|Q96Q40-2|CDK15_HUMAN;sp|Q14004|CDK13_HUMANsp|P11802|CDK4_HUMAN yclin-dependent kinase 4 OS=Homo sapien  GN=CDK  PE=1 SV=223.12256 20.6497 4 1 By MS/MS By matching 6 0 -2.4728622 22 15.2 33.729 303
sp|Q9BXS5|AP1M1_HUMAN;sp|Q9BXS5-2|AP1M1_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y6Q5|AP1M2_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y6Q5-2|AP1M2_HUMANsp|Q9BXS5| P1M1_HUMAN AP-  complex subunit mu-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=AP1M1 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q9BXS5-2|AP1M1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of AP-1 complex subunit mu-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=AP1M122.78151 20.30429 3 0 By MS/MS 4 0 -2.4772129 222 8 48.586 423
sp|P43246|MSH2_HUMAN;sp|P43246-2|MSH2_HUMANsp|P43246|MSH2_HUMAN DNA mismatch repair protein Msh2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MSH2 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P43246-2|MSH2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of DNA mismatch repair protein Msh2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MSH223.7263 21.24109 8 0 By MS/MS 10 0 -2.4852009 221 9.7 104.74 934
sp|O14776|TCRG1_HUMAN;sp|O14776-2|TCRG1_HUMAN;sp|Q5VWI1|TCRGL_HUMANsp|O14776|TCRG1_HUMAN ranscription elongation regulator 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TCERG1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|O14776-2|TCRG1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Transcription elongation regulator 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TCERG122.89354 20.39838 7 0 By MS/M 11 0 -2.4951649 220 7.2 123.9 1098
sp|P62314|SMD1_HUMANsp|P62314|SMD1_HUMAN Small nuclear ribonucleoprotein Sm D1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SNRPD1 PE=1 SV=124.08643 21.58712 2 0 By MS/MS 4 0 -2.4993057 219 20.2 13.281 119
sp|Q96PU8-5|QKI_HUMAN;sp|Q96PU8-9|QKI_HUMAN;sp|Q96PU8-8|QKI_HUMAN;sp|Q96PU8-6|QKI_HUMAN;sp|Q96PU8-3|QKI_HUMAN;sp|Q96PU8|QKI_HUMANsp|Q96PU8-5|QKI_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Protein quaking OS=Homo sa iens GN=QKI;sp|Q96PU8-9 KI_HUMAN Isoform 6 of Protein quaking OS=Homo sapiens GN=QKI;sp|Q96PU8-8|QKI_HUMAN Isoform 5 of Protein quaking OS=Homo sapiens GN=QKI;sp|Q96PU8-6|QKI_HUMAN Isoform 4 of23.41403 20.90493 4 0 By MS/MS 6 0 -2.5090981 218 15.5 35.232 317
sp|Q9Y277|VDAC3_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y277-2|VDAC3_HUMANsp|Q9Y277|VDAC3_HUMAN Voltage-dependent anion-selective channel protein 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=VDAC3 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9Y277-2|VDAC3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Voltage-dependent anion-selective channel protein 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=VDAC323.62734 21.11061 3 0 By MS/MS 5 0 -2.5167332 217 12.4 30.658 283
sp|Q6UB35|C1TM_HUMAN;sp|Q6UB35-2|C1TM_HUMANsp|Q6UB35|C1TM_H MAN Monofunctional C1-tetrahydrofolate synthase, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=MTHFD1L PE=1 SV=123.97158 1.44966 10 0 By MS/MS 15 0 -2.5219212 216 2 105.79 978
sp|O00231|PSD11_HUMAN;sp|O00231-2|PSD11_HUMANsp|O00231|PSD11_HUMAN 26S proteasome non-ATPase regulatory subunit 11 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMD11 PE=1 SV=3;sp|O00231-2|PSD11_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 26S proteasome non-ATPase regulatory subunit 11 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMD1127. 1446 4.59052 18 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 38 8 -2.5239372 215 46.4 47.463 422
sp|Q13162|PRDX4_HUMANsp|Q13162|PRDX4_HUMAN Peroxiredoxin-4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRDX4 PE=1 SV=123.37637 20.84653 4 2 By MS/MS By matching 4 0 -2.5298405 214 17 30.54 271
sp|Q7Z406|MYH14_HUMAN;sp|Q7Z406-6|MYH14_HUMAN;sp|Q7Z406-2|MYH14_HUMAN;sp|Q7Z406-4|MYH14_HUMAN;sp|Q7Z406-5|MYH14_HUMANsp|Q7Z406|MYH14_HUMAN yosin-14 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MY 14 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q7Z406-6|MYH14_HUMAN Isoform 6 of Myosin-14 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MYH14;sp|Q7Z406-2|MYH14_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Myosin-14 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MYH14;sp|Q7Z406-4|MYH14_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Myosin-123.15491 20.61576 7 2 By MS/MS By matching 4 0 -2.539156 213 4.1 227.87 1995
sp|O15372|EIF3H_HUMANsp|O15372|EIF3H_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 3 subunit H OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF3H PE=1 SV=123.73934 21.19588 4 0 By MS/MS 6 0 -2.5434513 212 13.9 39.93 352
sp|P49821-2|NDUV1_HUMAN;sp|P49821|NDUV1_HUMANsp|P49821-2|NDUV1_HUMA  Isoform 2 of ADH dehydrogenase [ubiquinone] flavoprotein 1, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=NDUFV1;sp|P49821|NDUV1_HUMAN NADH dehydrogenase [ubiquinone] flavoprotein 1, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=NDUFV1 PE=1 SV=422.49167 9.94761 4 0 By MS/MS 7 0 -2.5440636 211 9.9 49.867 455
sp|Q9BQA1|MEP50_HUMANsp|Q9BQA1|MEP50_HUMAN Methylosome protein 50 OS=Homo sapiens GN=WDR77 PE=1 SV=124.01801 21.47122 6 1 By MS/MS By matching 11 0 -2.546793 210 24.6 36.724 342
sp|O43592|XPOT_HUMANsp|O43592|XPOT_HUMAN Exportin-T OS=Homo sapiens GN=XPOT PE=1 SV=224.99925 22.4472 13 2 By MS/MS By M /MS 21 3 -2.5520458 209 14.9 109.96 962
sp|Q10567-3|AP1B1_HUMAN;sp|Q10567-2|AP1B1_HUMAN;sp|Q10567|AP1B1_HUMAN;sp|Q10567-4|AP1B1_HUMANsp|Q10567-3| P1B1_HUMAN Isoform C of P-1 complex subunit beta-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=AP1B1;sp|Q10567-2|AP1B1_HUMAN Isoform B of AP-1 complex subunit beta-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=AP1B1;sp|Q10567|AP1B1_HUMAN AP-1 complex subunit beta-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=AP1B1 P25.70224 23.15007 18 5 By MS/MS By M /MS 33 3 -2.5521698 208 21.5 103.56 939
sp|O75400-2|PR40A_HUMAN;sp|O75400-3|PR40A_HUMAN;sp|O75400|PR40A_HUMANsp|O75400-2|PR40A_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Pre-mRNA-processing factor 40 homolog A OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRPF40A;sp|O75400-3|PR40A_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Pre-mRNA-processing factor 40 homolog A OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRPF40A;sp|O75400|PR40A_HUMAN Pre-mRNA-processing factor23.179 20.62352 6 By MS/MS 10 0 -2.5554771 207 5.5 105.93 930
sp|P06737|PYGL_HUMAN;sp|P06737-2|PYGL_HUMAN;sp|P11217-2|PYGM_HUMANsp|P06737|PYGL_HUMAN Glycogen phosphorylase, liver form OS=Homo sapiens GN=PYGL PE=1 SV=4;sp|P06737-2|PYGL_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Glycogen phosphorylase, liver form OS=Homo sapiens GN=PYGL24.79754 22.23996 15 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 23 3 -2.557579 206 21 97.147 847
sp|Q14318-2|FKBP8_HUMAN;sp|Q14318|FKBP8_HUMAN;sp|Q14318-3|FKBP8_HUMANsp|Q14318-2|FKBP8_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Pe tidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase FKBP8 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FKBP8;sp|Q14318|FKBP8_HUMAN Peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase FKBP8 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FKBP8 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q14318-3|FKBP8_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Peptidyl-prolyl22.28407 19.72218 2 0 By MS/MS 3 0 -2.5618973 205 7.7 44.648 413
sp|Q14566|MCM6_HUMANsp|Q14566|MCM6_HUMAN DNA replication licensing factor MCM6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MCM6 PE=1 SV=125.77251 23.19411 21 4 By MS/MS By matching 38 0 -2.5784035 204 29.6 92.888 821
sp|Q92841-1|DDX17_HUMAN;sp|Q92841-3|DDX17_HUMAN;sp|Q92841|DDX17_HUMAN;sp|Q92841-2|DDX17_HUMANsp|Q92841-1|DDX17_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Probable ATP-dependent RNA helicase DDX17 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDX17;sp|Q92841-3|DDX17_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Probable ATP-dependent RNA helicase DDX17 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDX17;sp|Q92841|DDX17_HUMAN Probable ATP-dependent RNA26.44282 23.8639 24 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 35 5 -2.5789032 203 .8 72.371 650
sp|Q03252|LMNB2_HUMANsp|Q03252|LMNB2_HUMAN Lamin-B2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=LMNB2 PE=1 SV=323.54816 20.96449 11 3 By MS/MS By matching 15 0 -2.5836754 202 19 67.688 600
sp|P28482|MK01_HUMAN;sp|P28482-2|MK01_HUMANsp|P28482|MK01_HUMAN itogen-activated protein kinase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MAPK1 PE=1 SV=3;sp|P28482-2|MK01_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Mitogen-activated protein kinase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MAPK123.74673 21.15652 5 0 By MS/MS 9 0 -2.590213 201 16.7 41.389 360
sp|Q9UQE7|SMC3_HUMANsp|Q9UQE7|SMC3_HUMAN Structural maintenance of chromosomes protein 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SMC3 PE=1 SV=223.72349 21.12934 12 0 By MS/MS 17 0 -2.5941467 200 11.3 141.54 1217
sp|Q96C01|F136A_HUMANsp|Q96C01|F136A_HUMAN Protein FAM136A OS=Homo sapiens GN=FAM136A PE=1 SV=122.52998 19.93485 3 0 By MS/MS 5 0 -2.5951309 199 18.8 15.641 138
sp|O75534-2|CSDE1_HUMAN;sp|O75534|CSDE1_HUMAN;sp|O75534-3|CSDE1_HUMANsp|O75534-2|CSDE1_HUMAN Isoform Short of Cold shock domain-containing protein E1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CSDE1;sp|O75534|CSDE1_HUMAN Cold shock domain-containing protein E1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CSDE1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|O75534-3|CSDE1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Cold shock domai25.18669 22.58024 14 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 28 2 -2.606451 98 20.3 85.746 767
sp|O43143|DHX15_HUMANsp|O43143|DHX15_HUMAN Putative pre-mRNA-splicing factor ATP-dependent RNA helicase DHX15 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DHX15 PE=1 SV=225.99951 23.39153 16 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 29 -2.6079826 197 20.5 90.932 795
sp|Q9BQ52-3|RNZ2_HUMAN;sp|Q9BQ52-4|RNZ2_HUMAN;sp|Q9BQ52|RNZ2_HUMANsp|Q9BQ52-3|RNZ2_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Zinc phosphodiesterase ELAC protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ELAC2;sp|Q9BQ52-4|RNZ2_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Zinc phosphodiesterase ELAC protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ELAC2;sp|Q9BQ52|RNZ2_HUMAN Zinc phosphodiesterase ELAC protein 223.8 289 1.2085 7 1 By MS/MS By matching 8 0 -2.6143703 196 19.6 50.615 454
sp|Q02978-2|M2OM_HUMAN;sp|Q02978|M2OM_HUMANsp|Q02978-2|M2OM_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Mitochondrial 2-oxoglutarate/malate carrier protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=SLC25A11;sp|Q02978|M2OM_HUMAN Mitochondrial 2-oxoglutarate/malate carrier protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=SLC25A11 PE=1 SV=323.73345 21.11665 6 0 By MS/MS 10 0 -2.6168041 195 27.8 28.494 263
sp|P23921|RIR1_HUMANsp|P23921|RIR1_HUMAN Ribonucleoside-diphosphate reductase large subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=RRM1 PE=1 SV=125.19955 22.57798 15 3 By MS/MS By matching 26 0 -2.6215706 194 20.2 90.069 792
sp|O15511|ARPC5_HUMAN;sp|O15511-2|ARPC5_HUMANsp|O15511| RPC5_HUMAN ctin-related protein 2/3 complex subunit 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARPC5 PE=1 SV=3;sp|O15511-2|ARPC5_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Actin-related protein 2/3 complex subunit 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARPC524.06 02 21.43919 3 1 By MS/MS By M /MS 5 2 -2.62183 193 39.7 16.32 151
sp|P16989-2|YBOX3_HUMAN;sp|P16989-3|YBOX3_HUMAN;sp|P16989|YBOX3_HUMANsp|P16989-2|YBOX3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Y-box-binding protein 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=YBX3;sp|P16989-3|YBOX3_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Y-box-binding protein 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=YBX3;sp|P16989|YBOX3_HUMAN Y-box-binding protein 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=YBX3 PE=1 SV=424.00992 21.38499 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 5 -2.6249313 192 45.2 31.947 303
sp|Q15021|CND1_HUMANsp|Q15021|CND1_HUMAN Condensin complex subunit 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NCAPD2 PE=1 SV=324.48738 21.85623 11 0 By MS/MS 14 0 -2.6311531 191 11.2 157.18 1401
sp|Q9UQ35|SRRM2_HUMAN;sp|Q9UQ35-2|SRRM2_HUMAN;sp|Q9UQ35-3|SRRM2_HUMANsp|Q9UQ35|SRRM2_H MAN Serine/arginine repetitive matrix protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRRM2 PE=1 SV=226.1872 23.54946 21 3 By MS/MS By S/MS 37 5 -2.6377449 190 11.5 299.61 2752
sp|P15927|RFA2_HUMAN;sp|P15927-2|RFA2_HUMAN;sp|P15927-3|RFA2_HUMANsp|P15927|RFA2_HUMAN eplication protein A 3  kDa subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPA2 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P15927-2|RFA2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Replication protein A 32 kDa subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPA2;sp|P15927-3|RFA2_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Replication protein A 32 kDa su23.54 2 20.90885 2 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 2 -2.6403732 189 12.6 29.247 270
sp|O95202|LETM1_HUMAN;sp|O95202-2|LETM1_HUMAN;sp|O95202-3|LETM1_HUMANsp|O95202|LETM1_HUMAN  and EF-hand domain-containing protein 1, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=LETM1 PE=1 SV=123.75715 1.11336 6 0 By MS/MS 8 0 -2.6437874 188 9.2 83.353 739
sp|Q969Z0|TBRG4_HUMAN;sp|Q969Z0-2|TBRG4_HUMANsp|Q969Z0|TBRG4_HUMAN Protein TBRG4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TBRG4 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q969Z0-2|TBRG4_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Protein TBRG4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TBRG423.71 21 21.07013 2 0 By MS/MS 3 0 -2.6490803 187 5.1 70.737 631
sp|Q15233|NONO_HUMAN;sp|Q15233-2|NONO_HUMANsp|Q15233|NONO_HUMAN on-POU domain-containing octamer-binding protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=NONO PE=1 SV=4;sp|Q15233-2|NONO_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Non-POU domain-containing octamer-binding protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=NONO26.95349 4.30194 18 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 40 3 -2.6515503 186 39.5 54.231 471
sp|O60610-2|DIAP1_HUMAN;sp|O60610-3|DIAP1_HUMAN;sp|O60610|DIAP1_HUMANsp|O60610-2|DIAP1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Protein diaphanous homolog 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DIAPH1;sp|O60610-3|DIAP1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Protein diaphanous homolog 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DIAPH1;sp|O60610|DIAP1_HUMAN Protein diaphanous homolog 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DI24.03607 21.37254 10 0 By MS/MS 14 0 -2.66353 1 185 9.2 138.91 1248
sp|Q9Y678|COPG1_HUMANsp|Q9Y678|COPG1_HUMAN Coatomer subunit gamma-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=COPG1 PE=1 SV=124.24931 21.57855 10 0 By MS/MS 3 0 -2.6707554 184 16.8 97.717 874
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sp|P12236|ADT3_HUMANsp|P12236|ADT3_HUMAN ADP/ATP translocase 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SLC25A6 PE=1 SV=424.05978 21.38279 13 5 By MS/MS By M /MS 8 2 -2.6769924 183 39.6 32.866 298
sp|P50213|IDH3A_HUMAN;sp|P50213-2|IDH3A_HUMANsp|P50213|IDH3A_HUMAN socitrate dehydrogenase [NAD] subunit alpha, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=IDH3A PE=1 SV=1;sp|P50213-2|IDH3A_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Isocitrate dehydrogenase [NAD] subunit alpha, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=IDH3A23.58474 20.90578 5 0 By MS/MS 7 0 -2.6789684 182 3.9 39.591 366
sp|Q53GQ0|DHB12_HUMANsp|Q53GQ0|DHB12_HUMAN Estradiol 17-beta-dehydrogenase 12 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSD17B12 PE=1 SV=223.42675 20.74533 5 0 By MS/MS 7 0 -2.6814251 181 18.6 34.324 312
sp|P61026|RAB10_HUMANsp|P61026|RAB10_HUMAN Ras-related protein Rab-10 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB10 PE=1 SV=122.69799 20.00795 5 3 By MS/MS By matching 7 0 -2.6900425 180 35.5 22.541 200
sp|Q13561|DCTN2_HUMAN;sp|Q13561-3|DCTN2_HUMAN;sp|Q13561-2|DCTN2_HUMANsp|Q13561|DCTN2_HUMAN ynactin subunit 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DCTN2 PE=1 SV=4;sp|Q13561-3|DCTN2_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Dynactin subunit 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DCTN2;sp|Q13561-2|DCTN2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Dynactin subunit 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DCTN224.72463 22.02741 9 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 15 1 2.6972198 179 31.7 44.23 401
sp|P68400|CSK21_HUMAN;sp|Q8NEV1|CSK23_HUMAN;sp|P68400-2|CSK21_HUMANsp|P68400|CSK21_HUMAN Casein kinase II subunit alpha OS=Homo sapiens GN=CSNK2A1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q8NEV1|CSK23_HUMAN Casein kinase II subunit alpha 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CSNK2A3 PE=1 SV=224.05117 21.35386 7 1 By MS/MS By matching 13 0 -2.6973171 178 22.8 45.143 391
sp|Q14683|SMC1A_HUMANsp|Q14683|SMC1A_HUMAN Structural maintenance of chromosomes protein 1A OS=Homo sapiens GN=SMC1A PE=1 SV=224.10117 21.38942 13 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 19 1 -2.7117577 177 12 143.23 1233
sp|Q04726-2|TLE3_HUMAN;sp|Q04726-3|TLE3_HUMAN;sp|Q04726-5|TLE3_HUMAN;sp|Q04726-4|TLE3_HUMAN;sp|Q04726|TLE3_HUMAN;sp|Q04725-2|TLE2_HUMAN;sp|Q04725|TLE2_HUMANsp|Q04726-2|TLE3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Transducin-like enhancer protein 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TLE3;sp|Q04726-3|TLE3_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Transducin-like enhancer protein 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TLE3;sp|Q04726-5|TLE3_HUMAN Isoform 5 of Transducin-like enhancer prote22.55593 19.83691 4 0 By MS/MS 7 0 -2.7190189 176 5.9 82.221 76
sp|Q96QK1|VPS35_HUMANsp|Q96QK1|VPS35_HUMAN Vacuolar protein sorting-associated protein 35 OS=Homo sapiens GN=VPS35 PE=1 SV=224.26814 21.54057 6 0 By MS/MS 13 0 -2.7275677 175 9.3 91.706 796
sp|O75494-5|SRS10_HUMAN;sp|O75494-4|SRS10_HUMAN;sp|O75494-6|SRS10_HUMAN;sp|O75494-3|SRS10_HUMAN;sp|O75494-2|SRS10_HUMAN;sp|O75494|SRS10_HUMAN;sp|Q8WXF0|SRS12_HUMANsp|O75494-5|SRS10_HUMAN Isoform 5 of Serine/arginine-rich splicing factor 10 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRSF10;sp|O75494-4|SRS10_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Serine/arginine-rich splicing factor 10 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRSF10;sp|O75494-6|SRS10_HUMAN Isoform 6 of Serine/argini23.83403 21.10487 5 0 By MS/MS 9 0 -2.7291584 17 27.9 20.117 165
sp|Q9NR30|DDX21_HUMAN;sp|Q9NR30-2|DDX21_HUMANsp|Q9NR30|DDX21_HUMAN Nucleolar RN  helicase 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDX21 PE=1 SV=5;sp|Q9NR30-2|DDX21_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Nucleolar RNA helicase 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDX2124.33525 21.60376 8 1 By MS/MS By matching 14 0 -2.7314854 173 12 87.343 783
sp|Q1KMD3|HNRL2_HUMANsp|Q1KMD3|H RL2_HUMAN Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein U-like protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPUL2 PE=1 SV=123.82997 21.09284 5 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 1 -2.7371273 172 8.8 85.104 747
sp|Q9NZL4|HPBP1_HUMAN;sp|Q9NZL4-2|HPBP1_HUMANsp|Q9NZL4|HPBP1_HUMAN sp70-binding protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSPBP1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9NZL4-2|HPBP1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Hsp70-binding protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSPBP123.79 86 1.0423 5 2 By MS/MS By MS/M 7 2 -2.7575645 171 16.9 39.474 362
sp|P62308|RUXG_HUMAN;sp|A8MWD9|RUXGL_HUMANsp|P62308|RUXG_HUMAN Small nuclear ribonucleoprotein G OS=Homo sapiens GN=SNRPG PE=1 SV=1;sp|A8MWD9|RUXGL_HUMAN Small nuclear ribonucleoprotein G-like protein OS=Homo sapiens PE=3 SV=223.94136 21.17321 3 0 By MS/MS 5 0 -2.7681541 170 26.3 8.496 76
sp|Q93034|CUL5_HUMANsp|Q93034|CUL5_HUMAN Cullin-5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CUL5 PE=1 SV=423.97412 21.20162 7 0 By MS/MS 11 0 -2.7725086 169 9.9 90.954 780
sp|P62995-3|TRA2B_HUMAN;sp|P62995|TRA2B_HUMANsp|P62995-3|TRA2B_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Transformer-2 protein homolog beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=TRA2B;sp|P62995|TRA2B_HUMAN Transformer-2 protein homolog beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=TRA2B PE=1 SV=123.87183 21.09721 4 0 By MS/MS 5 0 -2.7746181 168 24.5 21.935 188
sp|O60749|SNX2_HUMAN;sp|Q13596-2|SNX1_HUMAN;sp|Q13596|SNX1_HUMAN;sp|Q13596-3|SNX1_HUMANsp|O60749|SNX2_HUMAN orting nexin-2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SNX2 PE=1 SV=224.616 21.81746 11 2 By MS/M By MS/MS 20 2 -2.7985401 167 24.9 58.47 519
sp|Q15691|MARE1_HUMAN;sp|Q9UPY8-2|MARE3_HUMAN;sp|Q9UPY8|MARE3_HUMANsp|Q 5691|MARE1_H MAN Microtubule-associated protein RP/EB family member 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MAPRE1 PE=1 SV=325. 0 73 2 .30151 9 1 By MS/MS By matching 15 0 -2.8082161 166 40.3 29.999 268
sp|P08195-2|4F2_HUMAN;sp|P08195-3|4F2_HUMAN;sp|P08195|4F2_HUMAN;sp|P08195-4|4F2_HUMANsp|P08195-2|4F2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 4F2 cell-surface antigen heavy chain OS= omo sapiens GN=SLC3A2;sp|P08195-3|4F2_HUMAN Isoform 3 of 4F2 cell-surface antigen heavy chain OS=Homo sapiens GN=SLC3A2;sp|P08195|4F2_HUMAN 4F2 cell-surface antigen heavy chain OS=3.5745 20.76074 4 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 2 -2.8137569 165 12.3 57.944 529
sp|Q9NS69|TOM22_HUMANsp|Q9NS69|TOM22_HUMAN Mitochondrial import receptor subunit TOM22 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=TOMM22 PE=1 SV=324.26778 21.45139 4 0 By MS/MS 7 0 -2.8163929 164 48.6 15.521 142
sp|Q09161|NCBP1_HUMANsp|Q09161|NCBP1_HUMAN Nuclear cap-binding protein subunit 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NCBP1 PE=1 SV=123.62845 20.81148 7 0 By MS/MS 13 0 -2.8169765 163 10.9 91.838 790
sp|O94979-6|SC31A_HUMAN;sp|O94979-3|SC31A_HUMAN;sp|O94979-4|SC31A_HUMAN;sp|O94979-9|SC31A_HUMAN;sp|O94979-2|SC31A_HUMAN;sp|O94979|SC31A_HUMAN;sp|O94979-8|SC31A_HUMAN;sp|O94979-7|SC31A_HUMAN;sp|O94979-5|SC31A_HUMANsp|O94979-6|SC31A_HUMAN Isoform 6 of Protein transport protein Sec31A OS=Homo sapiens GN=SEC31A;sp|O94979-3|SC31A_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Protein transport protein Sec31A OS=Homo sapiens GN=SEC31A;sp|O94979-4|SC31A_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Protein transport protein S23.56232 20.74515 7 0 By MS/MS 13 0 -2.817173 162 8.6 117.67 1067
sp|Q15836|VAMP3_HUMAN;sp|P63027|VAMP2_HUMANsp|Q15836|VAMP3_HUMAN Vesicle-associated membrane protein 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=VAMP3 PE=1 SV=3;sp|P63027|VAMP2_HUMAN Vesicle-associated membrane protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=VAMP2 PE=1 SV=323.28023 20.45551 2 0 By MS/MS 3 0 -2.8247166 161 33 11.309 100
sp|P20674|COX5A_HUMANsp|P20674|COX5A_HUMAN Cytochrome c oxidase subunit 5A, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=COX5A PE=1 SV=223.93265 21.09307 2 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 1 -2.8395824 160 26.7 16.762 150
sp|Q5VYK3|ECM29_HUMANsp|Q5VYK3|ECM29_HUMAN Proteasome-associated protein ECM29 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=ECM29 PE=1 SV=224.12652 21.28512 11 1 By MS/ S By matching 20 0 -2.8414021 159 7.9 204.29 1845
sp|Q13242|SRSF9_HUMANsp|Q13242|SRSF9_HUMAN Serine/arginine-rich splicing factor 9 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRSF9 PE=1 SV=124. 1251 22.06942 7 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 0 -2.8430901 158 32.1 25.542 221
sp|P08579|RU2B_HUMANsp|P08579|RU2B_HUMAN U2 small nuclear ribonucleoprotein B OS=Homo sapiens GN=SNRPB2 PE=1 SV=13.38667 20.53431 4 2 By MS/M By MS/MS 7 2 -2.852356 157 17.3 25.486 225
sp|P21283|VATC1_HUMANsp|P21283|VATC1_HUMAN V-type proton ATPase subunit C 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATP6V1C1 PE=1 SV=423.70946 20.84857 7 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 13 3 -2.8608875 156 20.7 43.941 382
sp|Q8N684-2|CPSF7_HUMAN;sp|Q8N684|CPSF7_HUMAN;sp|Q8N684-3|CPSF7_HUMANsp|Q8N684-2|CPSF7_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Cleavage and polyadenylation specificity factor subunit 7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CPSF7;sp|Q8N684|CPSF7_HUMAN Cleavage and polyadenylation specificity factor subunit 7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CPSF7 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q8N684-3|CPSF7_HUM23.32882 20.43242 5 0 By MS/MS 10 0 -2.8963985 155 12.6 51.095 462
sp|Q15717|ELAV1_HUMANsp|Q15717|ELAV1_HUMAN ELAV-like protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ELAVL1 PE=1 SV=224.98611 22.08187 7 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 13 1 -2.9042435 154 25.8 36.091 326
sp|O95347-2|SMC2_HUMAN;sp|O95347|SMC2_HUMANsp|O95347-2|SMC2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Structural maintenance of chromosomes protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SMC2;sp|O95347|SMC2_HUMAN Structural maintenance of chromosomes protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SMC2 PE=1 SV=223.78935 20.88446 10 0 By MS/MS 18 0 -2.9048882 153 10.9 124.92 1099
sp|Q9NR45|SIAS_HUMANsp|Q9NR45|SIAS_HUMAN Sialic acid synthase OS=Homo sapiens GN=NANS PE=1 SV=223.536 20.62402 4 0 By MS/MS 6 0 -2.9119778 152 15.9 40.307 359
sp|Q15287-3|RNPS1_HUMAN;sp|Q15287-2|RNPS1_HUMAN;sp|Q15287|RNPS1_HUMANsp|Q15287-3|R PS1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of R A-binding protein with serine-rich domain 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RNPS1;sp|Q15287-2|RNPS1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of RNA-binding protein with serine-rich domain 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RNPS1;sp|Q15287|RNPS1_HUMAN RNA-binding protei24.08942 21.17649 2 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 2 -2.9129295 151 13.1 30.354 268
sp|Q13642-1|FHL1_HUMAN;sp|Q13642-5|FHL1_HUMAN;sp|Q13642-4|FHL1_HUMAN;sp|Q13642-3|FHL1_HUMAN;sp|Q13642|FHL1_HUMANsp|Q13642-1|FHL1_HUMAN Isoform 1 of Four and a half LIM domains protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FHL1;sp|Q 3642-5|FHL1_HUMAN Isoform 5 of Four and a half LIM domains protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FHL1;sp|Q13642-4|FHL1_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Four and a half LIM doma24.33327 21.41765 5 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 2 -2.9156132 150 21.1 31.895 280
sp|O15371|EIF3D_HUMANsp|O15371|EIF3D_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 3 subunit D OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF3D PE=1 SV=123.92579 21.00519 6 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 2 -2.9205971 49 14.2 63.972 548
sp|P84098|RL19_HUMANsp|P84098|RL19_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L19 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL19 PE=1 SV=124.67363 21.74903 3 1 By MS/MS By matching 5 0 -2.9246006 148 18.4 23.466 196
sp|Q9BS26|ERP44_HUMANsp|Q9BS26|ERP44_HUMAN Endoplasmic reticulum resident protein 44 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ERP44 PE=1 SV=123.77946 20.84633 4 1 By MS/MS By matching 7 0 -2.9331379 147 12.3 46.971 406
sp|Q92973|TNPO1_HUMAN;sp|Q92973-2|TNPO1_HUMAN;sp|Q92973-3|TNPO1_HUMANsp|Q92973|T PO1_HUMAN ransportin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TNPO1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q92973-2|TNPO1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Transportin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TNPO1;sp|Q92973-3|TNPO1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Transportin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TNPO124.97793 22.04089 8 1 By MS/MS By matching 15 0 -2.9370384 146 11.4 102.35 898
sp|Q13155|AIMP2_HUMANsp|Q13155|AIMP2_HUMAN Aminoacyl tRNA synthase complex-interacting multifunctional protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=AIMP2 PE=1 SV=224.43917 21.50173 6 0 By MS/MS 12 0 -2.937439 145 24.7 35.348 320
sp|Q6P2E9|EDC4_HUMAN;sp|Q6P2E9-2|EDC4_HUMANsp|Q6P2E9|EDC4_HUMAN Enhancer of mRNA-decapping protein 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EDC4 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q6P2E9-2|EDC4_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Enhancer of mRNA-decapping protein 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EDC424.29796 21.3603 12 0 By MS/MS 19 0 -2.9376583 144 12.3 151.66 1401
sp|P53621|COPA_HUMAN;sp|P53621-2|COPA_HUMANsp|P53621|COPA_HUMAN oatomer subunit alpha OS=Homo sapiens GN=COPA PE=1 SV=2;sp|P53621-2|COPA_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Coatomer subunit alpha OS=Homo sapiens GN=COPA24.9478 22.00823 17 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 22 2 - .9395676 143 15.4 138.34 1224
sp|Q9NSD9|SYFB_HUMANsp|Q9NSD9|SYFB_HUMAN Phenylalanine--tRNA ligase beta subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=FARSB PE=1 SV=323.97097 21.02668 7 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 2 -2.9442921 142 12.1 66.115 589
sp|Q00325-2|MPCP_HUMAN;sp|Q00325|MPCP_HUMANsp|Q00325-2|MPCP_HUMAN Isoform B of Phosphate carrier protein, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=SLC25A3;sp|Q00325|MPCP_HUMAN Phosphate carrier protein, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=SLC25A3 PE=1 SV=224.16154 21.21112 3 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 1 -2.9504223 141 7.5 39.958 361
sp|P14735|IDE_HUMAN;sp|P14735-2|IDE_HUMANsp|P14735|IDE_HUMAN nsulin-degrading enzyme OS=Homo sapiens GN=IDE PE=1 SV=4;sp|P14735-2|IDE_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Insulin-degrading enzyme OS=Homo sapiens GN=IDE23.15815 20.20363 7 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 1 .9545212 140 7.9 117.97 1019
sp|P61158|ARP3_HUMANsp|P61158|ARP3_HUMAN Actin-related protein 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACTR3 PE=1 SV=32 .08866 20.13243 4 0 By MS/MS 5 0 -2.9562321 139 11.2 47.371 418
sp|Q9Y3U8|RL36_HUMANsp|Q9Y3U8|RL36_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L36 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL36 PE=1 SV=324.20105 21.23205 2 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 2 -2.9689999 138 18.1 12.254 105
sp|O95757|HS74L_HUMANsp|O95757|HS74L_HUMAN Heat shock 70 kDa protein 4L OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSPA4L PE=1 SV=325.05486 22.08239 17 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 20 2 -2.9724751 137 26.5 94.511 839
sp|Q15029-2|U5S1_HUMAN;sp|Q15029|U5S1_HUMANsp|Q 5029-2|U5S1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 116 kDa U5 small nuclear ribonucleoprotein component OS=Homo sapiens GN=EFTUD2;sp|Q15029|U5S1_HUMAN 116 kDa U5 small nuclear ribonucleoprotein component OS=Homo sapiens GN=EFTUD2 PE=1 SV=126. 4872 23.17204 23 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 37 4 -2.9766865 136 33 105.38 937
sp|Q7L1Q6|BZW1_HUMAN;sp|Q7L1Q6-4|BZW1_HUMAN;sp|Q7L1Q6-3|BZW1_HUMAN;sp|Q7L1Q6-2|BZW1_HUMANsp|Q7L1Q6|BZW1_HUMAN Basic leucine zip er and W2 domain-containing protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=BZW1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q7L1Q6-4|BZW1_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Basic leucine zipper and W2 domain-containing protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=BZW1;sp|Q7L1Q6-3|BZW1_HUMAN Isofor24.05697 21.079 7 8 1 y MS/MS By matching 16 0 -2.9778042 135 16.9 8.043 419
sp|Q9P0L0|VAPA_HUMAN;sp|Q9P0L0-2|VAPA_HUMANsp|Q9P0L0|VAPA_HUMAN Vesicle-associated membrane protein-associated protein A OS=Homo sapiens GN=VAPA PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q9P0L0-2|VAPA_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Vesicle-associated membrane protein-associated protein A OS=Homo sapiens GN=VAPA22.62317 19.63568 3 0 By MS/MS 4 0 -2.9874859 134 11.2 27.893 249
sp|Q9BQE3|TBA1C_HUMANsp|Q9BQE3|TBA1C_HUMAN Tubulin alpha-1C chain OS=Homo sapiens GN=TUBA1C PE=1 SV=124.47791 21.48787 9 13 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 1 -2.9900417 133 45.4 49.895 449
sp|P36578|RL4_HUMANsp|P36578|RL4_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL4 PE=1 SV=526.91045 23.91789 15 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 33 5 -2.9925613 132 41.9 47.697 427
sp|P10606|COX5B_HUMANsp|P10606|COX5B_HUMAN Cytochrome c oxidase subunit 5B, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=COX5B PE=1 SV=224.08651 21.08497 4 1 By MS/MS By matching 8 0 -3.0015392 131 24.8 13.696 129
sp|Q9NVA2|SEP11_HUMAN;sp|Q9NVA2-2|SEP11_HUMAN;sp|Q14141-2|SEPT6_HUMAN;sp|Q14141-4|SEPT6_HUMAN;sp|Q14141|SEPT6_HUMAN;sp|Q14141-3|SEPT6_HUMANsp|Q9NVA2|SEP11_HUM N Septin-11 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SEPT11 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q9NVA2-2|SEP11_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Septin-11 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SEPT11;sp|Q14141-2|SEPT6_HUMAN Isoform I of Septin-6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SEPT6;sp|Q14141-4|SEPT6_HUMAN Isoform V of Septin-24.43695 1.42866 7 0 By MS/MS 13 0 -3.0082912 130 20.3 49.398 429
sp|O00193|SMAP_HUMANsp|O00193|SMAP_HUMAN Small acidic protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=SMAP PE=1 SV=123.64471 20.61427 2 0 By MS/MS 3 0 -3.0304413 129 9.3 20.332 183
sp|Q9UJZ1|STML2_HUMANsp|Q9UJZ1|STML2_HUMAN Stomatin-like protein 2, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=STOML2 PE=1 SV=123.81147 20.78092 7 0 By MS/MS 11 0 -3.0305481 128 26.4 38.534 356
sp|Q9Y224|CN166_HUMANsp|Q9Y224|C 166_HUMAN UPF0568 protein C14orf166 OS=Homo sapiens GN=C14orf166 PE=1 SV=124.00153 20.95787 7 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 1 -3.0436611 127 32.8 28.068 244
sp|P24043|LAMA2_HUMANsp|P24043|LAMA2_HUMAN Laminin subunit alpha-2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=LAMA2 PE=1 SV=423.42842 20.37681 2 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 1 -3.0516014 126 0.7 343.9 3122
sp|Q96CN7|ISOC1_HUMANsp|Q96CN7|ISOC1_HUMAN Isochorismatase domain-containing protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ISOC1 PE=1 SV=321.78509 18.72949 3 0 By MS/MS 5 0 -3.0555973 125 13.4 32.236 298
sp|P49755|TMEDA_HUMANsp|P49755|TMEDA_HUMAN Transmembrane emp24 domain-containing protein 10 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TMED10 PE=1 SV=223.59821 20.53045 3 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 1 -3.0677567 24 13.7 24.976 219
sp|Q6FI81|CPIN1_HUMAN;sp|Q6FI81-3|CPIN1_HUMAN;sp|Q6FI81-2|CPIN1_HUMANsp|Q6FI81|CPIN1_HUMAN Anamorsin OS=Homo sapiens G =CIAPIN1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q6FI81-3|CPIN1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Anamorsin OS=Homo sapiens GN=CIAPIN124.25645 21.1886 9 1 By MS/MS By matching 11 0 -3.0678501 123 32.1 33.582 312
sp|O14744|ANM5_HUMAN;sp|O14744-2|ANM5_HUMANsp|O14744|ANM5_HUMAN Protein arginine N-methyltransferase 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRMT5 PE=1 SV=4;sp|O14744-2|ANM5_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Protein arginine N-methyltransferase 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRMT525.58703 22.51162 8 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 16 2 -3.075 166 122 16.5 72.683 637
sp|P14406|CX7A2_HUMANsp|P14406|CX7A2_HUMAN Cytochrome c oxidase subunit 7A2, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=COX7A2 PE=1 SV=123.06661 19.95098 2 0 By MS/MS 3 0 -3.1156 54 121 27.7 9.3959 83
sp|P68402|PA1B2_HUMAN;sp|P68402-3|PA1B2_HUMAN;sp|P68402-2|PA1B2_HUMAN;sp|P68402-4|PA1B2_HUMANsp|P68402|PA1B2_HUMAN latelet-activating factor acetylhydrolase IB subunit beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=PAFAH1B2 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P68402-3|PA1B2_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Platelet-activating factor acetylhydrolase IB subunit beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=PAFAH1B2;sp|P68402-2|P23.54875 20.43131 2 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 1 -3.1174374 1 0 12.2 25.569 229
sp|Q5U5X0|LYRM7_HUMANsp|Q5U5X0|LYRM7_HUMAN Complex III assembly factor LYRM7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=LYRM7 PE=1 SV=124.35555 21.2368 3 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 2 -3.1187496 119 40.4 11.955 104
sp|O43396|TXNL1_HUMANsp|O43396|TXNL1_HUMAN Thioredoxin-like protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TXNL1 PE=1 SV=324.14079 21.01472 6 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 1 -3.1260624 118 31.8 32.251 289
sp|Q9BX68|HINT2_HUMANsp|Q9BX68|HINT2_HUMAN Histidine triad nucleotide-binding protein 2, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=HINT2 PE=1 SV=124.50767 21.37651 3 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 4 -3.1311569 1 7 27 17.162 163
sp|Q7KZF4|SND1_HUMANsp|Q7KZF4|SND1_HUMAN Staphylococcal nuclease domain-containing protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SND1 PE=1 SV=124.87844 21.74704 15 1 By MS/MS By matching 27 0 -3.1313992 116 18.7 102 910
sp|O15042|SR140_HUMAN;sp|O15042-2|SR140_HUMAN;sp|O15042-3|SR140_HUMANsp|O15042|SR140_HUMAN U2 snRNP-associated SURP motif-containing protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=U2SURP PE=1 SV=2;sp|O15042-2|SR140_HUMAN Isoform 2 of U2 snRNP-associated SURP motif-containing protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=U2SURP;sp|O15042-3|SR140_HUMAN Isoform 3 o23.6049 0.46925 7 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 4 -3.1356506 15 13.5 118.29 1029
sp|Q9H3U1|UN45A_HUMAN;sp|Q9H3U1-2|UN45A_HUMAN;sp|Q9H3U1-3|UN45A_HUMANsp|Q9H3 1|U 45A_HUMAN Protein unc-45 homolog A OS=Homo sapiens GN=UNC45A PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9H3U1-2|UN45A_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Protein unc-45 homolog A OS=Homo sapiens GN=UNC45A25.00838 21.85777 13 1 By MS/MS By matching 19 0 -3.15061 114 16.6 103.08 944
sp|Q9UKV3-5|ACINU_HUMAN;sp|Q9UKV3|ACINU_HUMAN;sp|Q9UKV3-3|ACINU_HUMAN;sp|Q9UKV3-2|ACINU_HUMANsp|Q9 KV3-5|ACINU_H MAN Isoform 4 of Apoptotic chromatin condensation inducer in the nucleus OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACIN1;sp|Q9UKV3|ACINU_HUMAN Apoptotic chromatin condensation inducer in the nucleus OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACIN1 PE=1 SV=223.4725 20.32063 7 0 By MS/MS 10 0 -3.1519527 113 7.4 150.56 1328
sp|Q16531|DDB1_HUMANsp|Q16531|DDB1_HUMAN DNA damage-binding protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDB1 PE=1 SV=125.13465 21.97102 12 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 23 2 -3.1636295 112 14.3 126.97 1140
sp|P19388|RPAB1_HUMANsp|P19388|RPAB1_HUMAN DNA-directed RNA polymerases I, II, and III subunit RPABC1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=POLR2E PE=1 SV=424.05821 20.87351 5 1 By MS/MS By matching 7 0 -3.1847 111 27.1 24.551 210
sp|P08243|ASNS_HUMAN;sp|P08243-2|ASNS_HUMAN;sp|P08243-3|ASNS_HUMANsp|P08243|ASNS_HUMAN sparagine synthetase [glutamine-hydrolyzing] OS=Homo sapiens GN=ASNS PE=1 SV=4;sp|P08243-2|ASNS_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Asparagine synthetase [glutamine-hydrolyzing] OS=Homo sapiens GN=ASNS;sp|P08243-3|ASNS_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Asparagine sy25.82177 22.6342 13 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 27 1 -3.1875668 110 24.8 64.369 561
sp|Q9BXJ9|NAA15_HUMAN;sp|Q9BXJ9-4|NAA15_HUMAN;sp|Q6N069|NAA16_HUMAN;sp|Q6N069-5|NAA16_HUMAN;sp|Q6N069-4|NAA16_HUMAN;sp|Q6N069-3|NAA16_HUMAN;sp|Q6N069-2|NAA16_HUMANsp|Q9BXJ9|NAA15_HUMAN N-alpha-acetyltransferase 15, NatA auxiliary ubunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=NAA15 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9BXJ9-4| AA15_HUMAN Isoform 2 of -alpha-acetyltransferase 15, NatA auxiliary subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=NAA1524.97272 21.78023 16 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 25 1 -3.1924934 109 17.6 101.27 866
sp|Q92616|GCN1L_HUMANsp|Q92616|GCN1L_HUMAN Translational activator GCN1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GCN1L1 PE=1 SV=624.17615 20.98089 14 0 By MS/MS 21 0 -3.1952591 108 6.7 292.75 2671
sp|Q96EP5-2|DAZP1_HUMAN;sp|Q96EP5|DAZP1_HUMANsp|Q96EP5-2|DAZP1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of DAZ-associated protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DAZAP1;sp|Q96EP5|DAZP1_HUMAN DAZ-associated protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DAZAP1 PE=1 SV=124.83441 21.6319 4 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 3 -3.2025089 107 18 40.529 378
sp|Q15631|TSN_HUMAN;sp|Q15631-2|TSN_HUMANsp|Q15631|TSN_HUMAN ranslin OS=Homo sapiens GN=TSN PE=1 SV=123.80361 20.58951 5 0 By MS/MS 8 0 -3.214098 106 29.8 26.183 228
sp|O60684|IMA7_HUMAN;sp|O15131|IMA6_HUMANsp|O60684|IMA7_HUMAN Importin subunit alpha-7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=KPNA6 PE=1 SV=1;sp|O15131|IMA6_HUMAN Importin subunit alpha-6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=KPNA5 PE=1 SV=223.70957 20.49517 6 0 By MS/MS 8 0 -3.2143936 105 14.7 60.029 536
sp|P15121|ALDR_HUMAN;sp|C9JRZ8-2|AK1BF_HUMAN;sp|C9JRZ8|AK1BF_HUMANsp|P15121|ALDR_HUMAN ldose reductase OS=Homo sapiens GN=AKR1B1 PE=1 SV=324.29894 21.08273 5 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 2 -3.2162132 104 17.1 35.853 316
sp|Q8IYB3-2|SRRM1_HUMAN;sp|Q8IYB3|SRRM1_HUMANsp|Q8IYB3-2|SRRM1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Serine/arginine repetitive matrix protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRRM1;sp|Q8IYB3|SRRM1_HUMAN Serine/arginine repetitive matrix protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRRM1 PE=1 SV=224.46911 21.25206 6 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 2 -3.2170544 103 11.1 102.12 902
sp|P46109|CRKL_HUMANsp|P46109|CRKL_HUMAN Crk-like protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=CRKL PE=1 SV=124.01827 20.79199 6 0 By MS/MS 10 0 -3.2262745 102 27.1 33.777 303
 152 
 
sp|P62191|PRS4_HUMANsp|P62191|PRS4_HUMAN 26S protease regulatory subunit 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMC1 PE=1 SV=125.30236 2.06927 12 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 21 2 -3.2330914 101 33.2 49.184 440
sp|Q96SI9-2|STRBP_HUMAN;sp|Q96SI9|STRBP_HUMANsp|Q96SI9-2|STRBP_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Spermatid perinuclear RNA-binding protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=STRBP;sp|Q96SI9|STRBP_HUMAN Spermatid perinuclear RNA-binding protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=STRBP PE=1 SV=123.85728 20.6063 10 1 By MS/MS By matching 9 0 -3.2509785 100 15.2 71.966 658
sp|Q9BPX3|CND3_HUMANsp|Q9BPX3|CND3_HUMAN Condensin complex subunit 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NCAPG PE=1 SV=123.38495 20.1057 6 0 By MS/MS 9 0 -3.279253 99 7.5 114.33 1015
sp|P41252|SYIC_HUMANsp|P41252|SYIC_HUMAN Isoleucine--tRNA ligase, cytoplasmic OS=Homo sapiens GN=IARS PE=1 SV=226.49567 23.18769 22 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 42 5 -3.3079834 98 20.8 144.5 1262
sp|P42167|LAP2B_HUMAN;sp|P42167-2|LAP2B_HUMANsp|P42167|LAP2B_HUMAN amina-associated polypeptide 2, isoforms beta/gamma OS=Homo sapiens GN=TMPO PE=1 SV=2;sp|P42167-2|LAP2B_HUMAN Isoform Gamma of Lamina-associated polypeptide 2, isoforms beta/gamma OS=Homo sapiens GN=TMPO25.07716 1.76539 6 2 By MS/MS By MS MS 12 2 -3.3117771 97 19. 50.67 454
sp|Q99460|PSMD1_HUMAN;sp|Q99460-2|PSMD1_HUMANsp|Q99460|PSMD1_HUMAN 26S proteasome non-ATPase regulatory subunit 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMD1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q99460-2|PSMD1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 26S proteasome non-ATPase regulatory subunit 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMD126.34 35 23.00821 23 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 41 2 -3.3411407 96 31.2 105.84 953
sp|P35606|COPB2_HUMANsp|P35606|COPB2_HUMAN Coatomer subunit beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=COPB2 PE=1 SV=224.75165 21.38025 11 2 By MS/MS By matching 17 0 -3.3713932 95 15.7 102.49 906
sp|Q15404-2|RSU1_HUMAN;sp|Q15404|RSU1_HUMANsp|Q 5404-2|RSU1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ras suppressor protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RSU1;sp|Q15404|RSU1_HUMAN Ras suppressor protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RSU1 PE=1 SV=323.98155 20.5962 3 0 By MS/MS 3 0 -3.3853436 94 14.7 25.545 224
sp|O00487|PSDE_HUMANsp|O00487|PSDE_HUMAN 26S proteasome non-ATPase regulatory subunit 14 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMD14 PE=1 SV=124.02918 20.63346 3 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 2 -3.3957233 93 11.6 34.577 310
sp|O00505|IMA4_HUMANsp|O00505|IMA4_HUMAN Importin subunit alpha-4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=KPNA3 PE=1 SV=223.66297 20.24564 6 0 By MS/MS 0 0 -3.4173298 92 11.7 57.81 521
sp|P46459|NSF_HUMANsp|P46459|NSF_HUMAN Vesicle-fusing ATPase OS=Homo sapiens GN=NSF PE=1 SV=323.81519 20.38681 10 0 By MS/MS 15 0 -3.428381 91 15.3 82.593 744
sp|Q07960|RHG01_HUMANsp|Q07960|RHG01_HUMAN Rho GTPase-activating protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARHGAP1 PE=1 SV=124.58055 21.15209 8 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 2 -3.4284649 90 22.1 50.435 439
sp|O15294|OGT1_HUMAN;sp|O15294-2|OGT1_HUMAN;sp|O15294-3|OGT1_HUMAN;sp|O15294-4|OGT1_HUMANsp|O15294|OGT1_HUMAN UDP-N-acetylglucosamine--peptide N-acetylglucosaminyltransferase 110 kDa subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=OGT PE=1 SV=3;sp|O15294-2|OGT1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of UDP-N-acetylglucosamine--peptide N-acetylglucosaminyltransferase 110 kDa subunit OS=H23.79184 20.30833 8 0 By MS/MS 12 -3.4835091 89 10.6 116.92 1046
sp|P43490|NAMPT_HUMANsp| 43490|NAMPT_HUMAN Nicotinamide phosphoribosyltransferase OS=Homo sapiens GN=NAMPT PE=1 SV=125.22115 21.73353 12 1 By MS/MS By matching 21 0 -3.4876194 88 27.5 55.52 491
sp|P16615|AT2A2_HUMAN;sp|P16615-5|AT2A2_HUMAN;sp|P16615-2|AT2A2_HUMAN;sp|P16615-3|AT2A2_HUMAN;sp|P16615-4|AT2A2_HUMAN;sp|Q93084-4|AT2A3_HUMAN;sp|Q93084-2|AT2A3_HUMAN;sp|Q93084-3|AT2A3_HUMAN;sp|Q93084-7|AT2A3_HUMAN;sp|Q93084|AT2A3_HUMAN;sp|Q93084-6|AT2A3_HUMAN;sp|Q93084-5|AT2A3_HUMANsp|P16615|AT2A2_HUMAN Sarcoplasmic/endoplasmic reticulum calcium AT ase 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATP2A2 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P16615-5|AT2A _HUMAN Isoform 5 of Sarcoplasmic/endoplasmic reticulum calcium ATPase 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATP2A2;sp|P16615-2| T2A2_HUMAN Isoform4.58302 21.09354 11 0 By MS/MS 18 0 -3.4894867 87 12.6 11 .76 1042
sp|Q96P70|IPO9_HUMANsp|Q96P70|IPO9_HUMAN Importin-9 OS=Homo sapiens GN=IPO9 PE=1 SV=324.26392 20.76664 10 1 By MS/MS By matching 13 0 -3.4972763 86 12 115.96 1041
sp|O75821|EIF3G_HUMANsp|O75821|EIF3G_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 3 subunit G OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF3G PE=1 SV=225.35632 21.84846 11 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 19 1 -3.5078583 85 38.4 35.611 320
sp|P49792|RBP2_HUMAN;sp|Q7Z3J3|RGPD4_HUMAN;sp|A6NKT7|RGPD3_HUMAN;sp|P0DJD0|RGPD1_HUMAN;sp|P0DJD1|RGPD2_HUMAN;sp|Q99666|RGPD5_HUMAN;sp|O14715|RGPD8_HUMAN;sp|Q99666-2|RGPD5_HUMANsp|P49792|RBP2_HUMAN E3 SUMO-protein ligase RanB 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RANBP2 PE=1 SV=224.50488 20.99479 16 2 By M / S By matching 26 0 -3.510088 84 7.8 358.2 3224
sp|Q96CS3|FAF2_HUMANsp|Q96CS3|FAF2_HUMAN FAS-associated factor 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FAF2 PE=1 SV=223.70525 20.1697 4 0 By MS/MS 6 0 -3.5355434 83 13.9 52.623 445
sp|P62633-2|CNBP_HUMAN;sp|P62633|CNBP_HUMAN;sp|P62633-3|CNBP_HUMAN;sp|P62633-5|CNBP_HUMAN;sp|P62633-4|CNBP_HUMAN;sp|P62633-6|CNBP_HUMANsp|P62633-2|CNBP_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Cellular nucleic acid-binding protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=CNBP;sp|P62633|CNBP_HUMAN Cellular nucleic acid-binding protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=CNBP PE=1 SV=1;sp|P62633-3|CNBP_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Cellular nucleic acid-binding26.07 9 22.53462 9 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 19 2 -3.5382805 82 55.9 18.742 170
sp|P62333|PRS10_HUMANsp|P62333|PRS10_HUMAN 26S protease regulatory subunit 10B OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMC6 PE=1 SV=125.79568 2 .23809 10 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 19 2 -3.5575886 81 31.1 44.172 389
sp|P53618|COPB_HUMANsp|P53618|COPB_HUMAN Coatomer subunit beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=COPB1 PE=1 SV=324.74617 21.17787 11 0 By MS/MS 17 0 -3.5683041 80 14.7 107.14 953
sp|Q16643|DREB_HUMAN;sp|Q16643-2|DREB_HUMAN;sp|Q16643-3|DREB_HUMANsp|Q16643|DREB_HUMAN rebrin OS=Homo sapiens GN=D N1 PE=1 SV=4;sp|Q16643-2|DREB_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Drebrin OS=Homo sapiens GN=DBN1;sp|Q16643-3|DREB_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Drebrin OS=Homo sapiens GN=DBN123.92922 20.35388 6 0 By MS/MS 10 0 -3.575346 79 14 71.428 649
sp|P52907|CAZA1_HUMANsp|P52907|CAZA1_HUMAN F-actin-capping protein subunit alpha-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CAPZA1 PE=1 SV=325.62472 22.04234 8 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 3 -3.5823784 78 49.3 32.922 286
sp|Q8N8S7|ENAH_HUMAN;sp|Q8N8S7-2|ENAH_HUMAN;sp|Q9UI08|EVL_HUMANsp|Q8N8S7|ENAH_HUMAN Protein enabled homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=ENAH PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q8N8S7-2|ENAH_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Protein enabled homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=ENAH23.62299 0.03916 6 0 By MS/MS 10 0 -3.5838318 77 11. 66.509 591
sp|P35580|MYH10_HUMAN;sp|P35580-2|MYH10_HUMAN;sp|P35580-3|MYH10_HUMAN;sp|P35580-4|MYH10_HUMANsp|P35580|MYH10_HUMAN yosin-10 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MY 10 PE=1 SV=3;sp|P35580-2|MYH10_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Myosin-10 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MYH10;sp|P35580-3|MYH10_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Myosin-10 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MYH10;sp|P35580-4|MYH10_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Myosin-125.9983 2.40247 32 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 4 -3.5958347 76 19.6 229 1976
sp|Q9ULC4-3|MCTS1_HUMAN;sp|Q9ULC4|MCTS1_HUMAN;sp|Q9ULC4-2|MCTS1_HUMANsp|Q9ULC4-3|MCTS1_H MAN Isoform 3 of Malignant T-cell-amplified sequence 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MCTS1;sp|Q9ULC4|MCTS1_HUMAN Malignant T-cell-amplified sequence 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MCTS1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9ULC4-2|MCTS1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Malignant T-cell-amplifi24.22898 20.62954 6 0 By MS/MS 9 0 -3.5994453 75 38.5 20.55 182
sp|Q9UNS2|CSN3_HUMAN;sp|Q9UNS2-2|CSN3_HUMANsp|Q9UNS2|CSN3_H MAN COP9 signalosome complex subunit 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=COPS3 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q9UNS2-2|CSN3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of COP9 signalosome complex subunit 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=COPS324.51147 20.89399 8 0 By MS/MS 14 0 -3.6174812 74 20.3 47.873 423
sp|P30566|PUR8_HUMAN;sp|P30566-2|PUR8_HUMANsp|P30566|PUR8_HUMAN Adenylosuccinate lyase OS=Homo sapiens GN=ADSL PE=1 SV=2;sp|P30566-2|PUR8_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Adenylosuccinate lyase OS=Homo sapiens GN=ADSL24.10374 20.4769 6 0 By MS/MS 9 0 -3.626833 73 17.8 54.889 484
sp|P67775|PP2AA_HUMAN;sp|P62714|PP2AB_HUMAN;sp|P67775-2|PP2AA_HUMANsp|P67775|PP2AA_HUMAN Serine/threonine-protein phosphatase 2A catalytic subunit alpha isoform OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPP2CA PE=1 SV=1;sp|P62714|PP2AB_HUMAN Serine/threonine-protein phosphatase 2A catalytic subunit beta isoform OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPP2CB PE=1 SV5.02956 21.38532 9 0 By MS/MS 18 0 -3.6442337 72 38.8 35.594 309
sp|Q07020|RL18_HUMANsp|Q07020|RL18_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L18 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL18 PE=1 SV=225.52901 21.86478 4 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 2 -3.6642303 71 22.3 21.634 188
sp|P28331-4|NDUS1_HUMAN;sp|P28331-5|NDUS1_HUMAN;sp|P28331|NDUS1_HUMAN;sp|P28331-2|NDUS1_HUMAN;sp|P28331-3|NDUS1_HUMANsp|P28331-4|NDUS1_HUMAN Isoform 4 of NADH-ubiquinone oxidoreducta e 75 kDa subunit, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN= DUFS1;sp|P28331-5|NDUS1_HUMAN Isoform 5 of NADH-ubiquinone oxidoreductase 75 kDa subunit, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=NDUFS1;sp|P283324.2065 20.52076 12 2 By M /MS By matching 16 0 -3.68574 70 25.8 73.527 670
sp|O00232|PSD12_HUMAN;sp|O00232-2|PSD12_HUMANsp|O00232|PSD12_HUMAN 26S proteasome non-ATPase regulatory subunit 12 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMD12 PE=1 SV=3;sp|O00232-2|PSD12_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 26S proteasome non-ATPase regulatory subunit 12 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMD1225.34347 1. 4192 13 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 27 3 -3.7015514 69 32.5 52.904 456
sp|Q92922|SMRC1_HUMAN;sp|Q8TAQ2-2|SMRC2_HUMAN;sp|Q8TAQ2-3|SMRC2_HUMAN;sp|Q8TAQ2|SMRC2_HUMANsp|Q92922|SMRC1_HUMAN SWI/SNF complex subunit SMARCC1 OS=Homo apiens GN=SMARCC1 PE=1 SV=323.95961 20.25588 8 0 By MS/MS 14 0 -3.7037258 68 9.5 122.87 1105
sp|P33991|MCM4_HUMAN;sp|Q9UJA3-2|MCM8_HUMAN;sp|Q9UJA3-3|MCM8_HUMAN;sp|Q9UJA3|MCM8_HUMAN;sp|Q9UJA3-4|MCM8_HUMANsp|P33991|MCM4_H MAN DNA replication licensing factor MCM4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MCM4 PE=1 SV=525.20765 21.5037 13 1 By S/MS By MS/MS 24 1 -3.7039566 67 18.3 96.557 863
sp|O43707|ACTN4_HUMAN;sp|O43707-2|ACTN4_HUMAN;sp|O43707-3|ACTN4_HUMAN;sp|P35609|ACTN2_HUMAN;sp|Q08043|ACTN3_HUMANsp|O43707| CTN4_HUMAN lpha-actinin-4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACT 4 PE=1 SV=2;sp|O43707-2|ACTN4_HUM N Isoform CTN4ISO of Alpha-actinin-4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACTN4;sp|O43707-3|ACTN4_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Alpha-actinin-4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACTN426.67828 2.96342 26 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 42 -3.7148609 66 37.3 104.85 911
sp|Q14203-5|DCTN1_HUMAN;sp|Q14203-2|DCTN1_HUMAN;sp|Q14203-3|DCTN1_HUMAN;sp|Q14203-4|DCTN1_HUMAN;sp|Q14203-6|DCTN1_HUMAN;sp|Q14203|DCTN1_HUMANsp|Q14203-5|DCTN1_HUMAN Isoform 5 of Dynactin subunit 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DCTN1;sp|Q14203-2|DCTN1_HUMAN Isoform p135 of Dynactin subunit 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DCTN1;sp|Q14203-3|DCTN1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Dynactin subunit 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DCTN1;sp|Q14203-24.20859 20.48866 12 2 By MS/MS By m tching 21 0 -3.7199249 65 14.7 26.73 1139
sp|Q14247|SRC8_HUMAN;sp|Q14247-3|SRC8_HUMAN;sp|Q14247-2|SRC8_HUMANsp|Q14247|SRC8_HUMAN rc substrate cortactin OS=Homo sapiens GN=CTTN PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q14247-3|SRC8_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Src substrate cortactin OS=Homo sapiens GN=CTTN;sp|Q14247-2|SRC8_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Src substrate cortactin OS=Homo sapiens GN=CTTN24.54375 20.81972 12 2 By MS/MS By matching 20 0 -3.7240276 64 23.1 61.585 550
sp|Q9P2J5|SYLC_HUMANsp|Q9P2J5|SYLC_HUMAN Leucine--tRNA ligase, cytoplasmic OS=Homo sapiens GN=LARS PE=1 SV=225.86564 22.12332 21 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 35 2 -3.7423153 63 19.3 134.46 1176
sp|Q8TEX9|IPO4_HUMAN;sp|Q8TEX9-2|IPO4_HUMANsp|Q8TEX9|IPO4_HUMAN Importin-4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=IPO4 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q8TEX9-2|IPO4_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Importin-4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=IPO424.6 282 20.94041 8 0 By MS/MS 14 0 -3.7424068 62 8 118.71 1081
sp|Q14152|EIF3A_HUMANsp|Q14152|EIF3A_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 3 subunit A OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF3A PE=1 SV=126.32521 22.5795 27 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 48 2 -3.7457047 61 20.5 166.57 1382
sp|P42285|SK2L2_HUMANsp|P42285|SK2L2_HUMAN Superkiller viralicidic activity 2-like 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SKIV2L2 PE=1 SV=33.59434 19.84439 6 1 By MS/MS By matching 9 0 -3.7499485 60 7.9 117.8 1042
sp|Q16891-3|IMMT_HUMAN;sp|Q16891-2|IMMT_HUMAN;sp|Q16891-4|IMMT_HUMAN;sp|Q16891|IMMT_HUMANsp|Q16891-3|IMMT_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Mitochondrial inner membrane protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=IMMT;sp|Q16891-2|IMMT_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Mitochondrial inner membrane protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=IMMT;sp|Q16891-4|IMMT_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Mitochondrial inner membra25.28982 21.53856 9 0 By MS/MS 12 0 -3.7512684 59 12 80.026 726
sp|Q9Y262-2|EIF3L_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y262|EIF3L_HUMANsp|Q9Y262-2|EIF3L_HUMAN soform 2 of Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 3 subunit L OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF3L;sp|Q9Y262|EIF3L_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 3 subunit L OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF3L PE=1 SV=125.00136 1.22296 11 1 By MS/MS By m tching 20 0 -3.7784004 58 25 61.013 516
sp|Q13813-3|SPTN1_HUMAN;sp|Q13813|SPTN1_HUMAN;sp|Q13813-2|SPTN1_HUMANsp|Q13813-3|SPTN1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Spectrin alpha chain, non-erythrocytic 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SPTAN1;sp|Q13813|SPTN1_HUMAN Spectrin alpha chain, non-erythrocytic 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SPTAN1 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q13813-2|SPTN1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Spectrin alpha c26.10007 22.296 35 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 53 2 -3.8040695 57 18.7 282.28 2452
sp|P31040|DHSA_HUMANsp|P31040|DHSA_HUMAN Succinate dehydrogenase [ubiquinone] flavoprotein subunit, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=SDHA PE=1 SV=223.96957 20.14414 6 0 By MS/MS 11 0 -3.825428 56 12 72.691 664
sp|Q15424|SAFB1_HUMAN;sp|Q15424-4|SAFB1_HUMAN;sp|Q15424-3|SAFB1_HUMAN;sp|Q15424-2|SAFB1_HUMANsp|Q15424|SAFB1_HUMAN caffold attachment factor B1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SAFB PE=  SV=4;sp|Q15424-4|SAFB1_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Scaffold attachment factor B1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SAFB;sp|Q15424-3|SAFB1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Scaffold attachment factor B1 OS=Homo sapi25.32728 21.5013 10 2 By MS/MS By matching 19 0 -3.82 9792 55 18.3 102.64 915
sp|Q01082|SPTB2_HUMAN;sp|Q01082-3|SPTB2_HUMAN;sp|Q01082-2|SPTB2_HUMAN;sp|O15020-2|SPTN2_HUMAN;sp|O15020|SPTN2_HUMAN;sp|Q9H254-2|SPTN4_HUMAN;sp|P11277-3|SPTB1_HUMAN;sp|P11277|SPTB1_HUMAN;sp|Q9H254-4|SPTN4_HUMAN;sp|P11277-2|SPTB1_HUMAN;sp|Q9H254|SPTN4_HUMANsp|Q01082|SPTB2_HUMAN pectrin beta chain, non-erythrocytic 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SPTBN1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q01082-3|SPTB2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Spectrin beta chain, non-erythrocytic 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SPTBN1;sp Q01082-2|SPTB2_HUMAN Isoform Short of Spectrin beta25. 1967 21.36608 25 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 36 2 -3.8535919 54 12.4 274.61 2364
sp|Q12849-5|GRSF1_HUMAN;sp|Q12849|GRSF1_HUMANsp|Q12849-5|GRSF1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of G-rich sequence factor 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GRSF1;sp|Q12849|GRSF1_HUMAN G-rich sequence factor 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GRSF1 PE=1 SV=324.78806 20.91975 7 0 By MS/MS 13 0 -3.8683052 53 27 36.613 318
sp|P54886-2|P5CS_HUMAN;sp|P54886|P5CS_HUMANsp|P54886-2|P5CS_HUMAN Isoform Short of Delta-1-pyrroline-5-carboxylate synthase OS=Homo sapiens GN=ALDH18A1;sp|P54886|P5CS_HUMAN Delta-1-pyrroline-5-carboxylate synthase OS=Homo sapiens GN=ALDH18A1 PE=1 SV=226.08 35 22.21647 18 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 34 3 -3.8688869 52 23.6 87.088 793
sp|P04844-2|RPN2_HUMAN;sp|P04844|RPN2_HUMANsp|P04844-2|RPN2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Dolichyl-diphosphooligosaccharide--protein glycosyltransferase subunit 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPN2;sp|P04844|RPN2_HUMAN Dolichyl-diphosphooligosaccharide--protein glycosyltransferase subunit 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPN2 PE=125.061 7 21.17467 6 0 By MS/MS 14 0 -3.8868027 51 16.1 67.723 615
sp|P47897|SYQ_HUMANsp|P47897|SYQ_HUMAN Glutamine--tRNA ligase OS=Homo sapiens GN=QARS PE=1 SV=125.29439 21.40058 17 2 By MS/MS By MS/M 30 1 -3.8938122 50 25.9 87.798 775
sp|P41227-2|NAA10_HUMAN;sp|P41227|NAA10_HUMAN;sp|Q9BSU3|NAA11_HUMANsp|P41227-2|NAA10_HUMA  Isoform 2 of N-alpha-acetyltransferase 10 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NAA10;sp|P41227|NAA10_HUMAN N-alpha-acetyltransferase 10 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NAA10 PE=1 SV=124.51929 20.59019 7 2 By MS/MS By M /MS 17 3 -3.9291 49 32.7 24.783 220
sp|O75533|SF3B1_HUMAN;sp|O75533-2|SF3B1_HUMANsp|O75533|SF3B1_HUMAN plicing factor 3B subunit 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SF3B1 PE=1 SV=326.26801 2.32578 28 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 51 1 -3.9422321 48 26.2 145.83 1304
sp|Q12904|AIMP1_HUMAN;sp|Q12904-2|AIMP1_HUMANsp|Q12904|AIMP1_HUMAN minoacyl tRNA synthase complex-interacting multifunctional protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=AIMP1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q12904-2|AIMP1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Aminoacyl tRNA synthase complex-interacting multifunctional protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=AIM24.41474 0.46266 7 0 By MS/MS 11 0 -3.952076 47 33.7 34.352 312
sp|Q9HAV7|GRPE1_HUMANsp|Q9HAV7|GRPE1_HUMAN GrpE protein homolog 1, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=GRPEL1 PE=1 SV=224.38172 20.40869 3 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 4 -3.9730358 46 21.7 24.279 217
sp|P47914|RL29_HUMANsp|P47914|RL29_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L29 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL29 PE=1 SV=24.35151 2 .37603 2 1 By MS/MS By matching 4 0 -3.975481 45 14.5 17.752 159
sp|Q9H2U1-3|DHX36_HUMAN;sp|Q9H2U1-2|DHX36_HUMAN;sp|Q9H2U1|DHX36_HUMANsp|Q9H2U1-3|DHX36_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Probable ATP-dependent RN  helicase DHX36 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DHX36;sp|Q9H2U1-2|DHX36_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Probable ATP-dependent RNA helicase DHX36 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DHX36;sp|Q9H2U1|DHX36_HUMAN Probable ATP-dependent RNA23.6 068 19.65165 5 0 By MS/MS 8 0 -3.979023 44 6.1 111.48 979
sp|P62910|RL32_HUMANsp|P62910|RL32_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L32 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL32 PE=1 SV=224.00067 2 .00287 4 0 By MS/MS 10 0 -3.9977989 43 28.1 15.86 135
sp|Q8NF91-8|SYNE1_HUMAN;sp|Q8NF91-2|SYNE1_HUMAN;sp|Q8NF91-4|SYNE1_HUMAN;sp|Q8NF91|SYNE1_HUMAN;sp|Q8NF91-9|SYNE1_HUMAN;sp|Q8NF91-3|SYNE1_HUMANsp|Q8NF91-8|SYNE1_HUMAN Isoform 8 of Nesprin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SYNE1;sp|Q8NF9 -2|SYNE1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Nesprin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SYNE1;sp|Q8NF91-4|SYNE1_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Nesprin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SYNE1;sp|Q8NF91|SYNE1_HUMAN Nesprin-1 OS=Homo24.99839 20.97915 2 0 By MS/MS 4 0 -4.0192413 42 0.9 367.87 3212
sp|Q07021|C1QBP_HUMANsp|Q07021|C1QBP_HUMAN Complement component 1 Q subcomponent-binding protein, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=C1QBP PE=1 SV=124.83166 20.79201 3 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 2 -4.0396538 41 19.1 31.362 282
sp|Q9NTJ3-2|SMC4_HUMAN;sp|Q9NTJ3|SMC4_HUMANsp|Q9NTJ3-2|SMC4_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Structural maintenance of chromosomes protein 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SMC4;sp|Q9NTJ3|SMC4_HUMAN Structural maintenance of chromosomes protein 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SMC4 PE=1 SV=224.39067 20.31079 11 1 By MS/MS By atching 18 0 -4.0798874 40 9.4 140.28 1230
sp|Q15019|SEPT2_HUMAN;sp|Q15019-2|SEPT2_HUMANsp|Q15019|SEPT2_HUMAN eptin-2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SEPT2 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q15019-2|SEPT2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Septin-2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SEPT224.89569 0.78628 7 0 By MS/MS 13 0 -4.1094093 39 9.6 41.487 361
sp|Q9Y5S9-2|RBM8A_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y5S9|RBM8A_HUMANsp|Q9Y5S9-2|RBM8A_HUMAN Isoform 2 of RNA-binding protein 8A OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBM8A;sp|Q9Y5S9|RBM8A_HUMAN RNA-binding protein 8A OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBM8A PE=1 SV=125.1 681 21.04304 4 0 By MS/MS 7 0 -4.1437626 38 35.3 19.76 173
sp|P09972|ALDOC_HUMANsp|P09972| LDOC_HUMAN Fructose-bisphosphate aldolase C OS=Homo sapiens GN=ALDOC PE=1 SV=225.23184 21.05435 2 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 1 -4.1774845 37 14 39.455 364
sp|P60891|PRPS1_HUMANsp|P60891|PRPS1_HUMAN Ribose-phosphate pyrophosphokinase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRPS1 PE=1 SV=224.72151 20.53973 9 2 By MS/MS By matching 7 0 -4. 8177 2 36 38.7 34.834 318
sp|O75531|BAF_HUMANsp|O75531|BAF_HUMAN Barrier-to-autointegration factor OS=Homo sapiens GN=BANF1 PE=1 SV=124.76091 20.564 3 0 By MS/MS 6 0 -4.196909 35 42.7 10.058 89
sp|Q00341|VIGLN_HUMAN;sp|Q00341-2|VIGLN_HUMANsp|Q00341|VIGLN_HUMAN igilin OS=Homo sapiens GN=HDLBP PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q00341-2|VIGLN_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Vigilin OS=Homo sapiens GN=HDLBP23.97202 19.70869 9 1 By MS/MS By matching 12 0 -4.2633362 34 8.9 141.45 1268
sp|P55209|NP1L1_HUMANsp|P55209|NP1L1_HUMAN Nucleosome assembly protein 1-like 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NAP1L1 PE=1 SV=125.45836 21.18241 6 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 2 -4.2759438 33 19.7 45.374 391
sp|Q9BXP5-5|SRRT_HUMAN;sp|Q9BXP5-4|SRRT_HUMAN;sp|Q9BXP5-2|SRRT_HUMAN;sp|Q9BXP5-3|SRRT_HUMAN;sp|Q9BXP5|SRRT_HUMANsp|Q9BXP5-5|SRRT_HUMAN Isoform 5 of Serrate RNA effector molecule homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRRT;sp Q9BXP5-4|SRRT_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Serrate RNA effector molecule homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRRT;sp|Q9BXP5-2|SRRT_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Serrate RNA effector mol24.80725 20.46911 11 2 By MS/MS By matchin 22 0 -4.3381386 32 15.7 96.221 839
sp|P58546|MTPN_HUMANsp|P58546|MTPN_HUMAN Myotrophin OS=Homo sapiens GN=MTPN PE=1 SV=225.35988 21.01164 4 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 2 -4.3482361 31 33.9 12.895 118
sp|Q15758|AAAT_HUMAN;sp|Q15758-3|AAAT_HUMAN;sp|Q15758-2|AAAT_HUMANsp|Q15758|AAAT_HUMAN Neutral amino acid transporter B(0) OS=Homo sapiens GN=SLC1A5 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q15758-3|AAAT_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Neutral amino acid transporter B(0) OS=Homo sapiens GN=SLC1A5;sp|Q15758-2|AAAT_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Neutral amino acid transporte25.22162 20.87307 6 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 1 -4.3485584 30 13.9 56.598 541
sp|O14980|XPO1_HUMANsp|O14980|XPO1_HUMAN Exportin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=XPO1 PE=1 SV=125.91791 21.50441 18 3 By MS/MS By matching 34 0 -4.4135017 29 17.6 123.38 1071
sp|O75643|U520_HUMAN;sp|O75643-2|U520_HUMANsp|O75643|U520_HUMAN  small nuclear ribonucleoprotein 200 kDa helicase OS=Homo sapiens GN=SNRNP200 PE=1 SV=26.95127 22.49316 46 2 By MS/MS By matching 77 0 -4.458107 28 25.8 244.5 2136
sp|P63167|DYL1_HUMAN;sp|Q96FJ2|DYL2_HUMANsp|P63167|DYL1_HUMAN Dynein light chain 1, cytoplasmic OS=Homo sapiens GN=DYNLL1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q96FJ2|DYL2_HUMAN Dynein light chain 2, cytoplasmic OS=Homo sapiens GN=DYNLL2 PE=1 SV=125.68523 21.21268 2 1 By M /MS By MS/MS 6 1 -4.4725418 27 37.1 10.366 89
sp|P33993|MCM7_HUMAN;sp|P33993-3|MCM7_HUMAN;sp|P33993-2|MCM7_HUMANsp|P33993|MCM7_HUMAN DNA replication licensing factor CM7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MCM7 PE=1 SV=4;sp|P33993-3|MCM7_HUMAN Isoform 3 of DNA replication licensing factor MCM7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MCM726.2 701 21.76036 17 0 By MS/MS 32 0 -4.4766541 26 32.1 81.307 719
sp|P14678-2|RSMB_HUMAN;sp|P63162|RSMN_HUMAN;sp|P14678|RSMB_HUMAN;sp|P14678-3|RSMB_HUMANsp|P14678-2|RSMB_HUMAN Isoform SM-B of Small nuclear ribonucleo rotein-associated proteins B and B OS=Homo sapiens GN=SNRPB;sp|P63162|RSMN_HUMAN Small nuclear ribonucleoprotein-associated protein N OS=Homo sapiens GN=SNRPN PE=1 SV=1;sp|P14678|RSMB_HUMAN S24.85467 20.35946 6 1 By MS/ S By MS/MS 13 1 -4.4952068 25 25.5 23.656 231
sp|P49736|MCM2_HUMANsp|P49736|MCM2_HUMAN DNA replication licensing factor MCM2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MCM2 PE=1 SV=425.38673 20.88219 14 1 By MS/MS By atching 26 0 -4.50 5376 24 18.6 101.89 904
sp|P27708|PYR1_HUMANsp|P27708|PYR1_HUMAN CAD protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=CAD PE=1 SV=326.27023 21.75886 26 2 By MS/MS By matching 43 0 -4.5113659 23 14.6 242.98 2225
sp|P56192|SYMC_HUMANsp|P56192|SYMC_HUMAN Methionine--tRNA ligase, cytoplasmic OS=Homo sapiens GN=MARS PE=1 SV=226.2557 21.67051 19 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 32 0 -4.585186 22 27.8 101.11 900
sp|Q9Y5L4|TIM13_HUMANsp|Q9Y5L4|TIM13_HUMAN Mitochondrial import inner membrane translocase subunit Tim13 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TIMM13 PE=1 SV=125.7082 21.07699 2 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 1 -4.6312103 2 26.3 10.5 95





sp|Q6P2Q9|PRP8_HUMANsp|Q6P2Q9|PRP8_HUMAN Pre-mRNA-processing-splicing factor 8 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRPF8 PE=1 SV=226.71843 22.01335 37 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 62 2 -4.7050743 19 19.4 273.6 2335
sp|P78527|PRKDC_HUMAN;sp|P78527-2|PRKDC_HUMANsp|P78527|PRKDC_HUMAN DNA-dependent protein kinase catalytic subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRKDC PE=1 SV=3;sp|P78527-2|PRKDC_HUMAN Isoform 2 of DNA-dependent protein kinase catalytic subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRKDC25.04 0.28349 26 0 By MS/MS 38 0 -4.7643623 18 7.3 469.08 4128
sp|P62136-2|PP1A_HUMAN;sp|P62136|PP1A_HUMAN;sp|P62136-3|PP1A_HUMANsp|P62136-2|PP1A_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Serine/threonine-protein phosphatase PP1-alpha catalytic subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPP1CA;sp|P62136|PP1A_HUMAN Serine/threonine-protein phosphatase PP1-alpha catalytic subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPP1CA PE=1 SV=1;sp|P62125.0367 20.26546 8 1 By MS/ S By MS/MS 13 2 -4.7712421 17 31.1 38.631 341
sp|P51858-2|HDGF_HUMAN;sp|P51858|HDGF_HUMAN;sp|P51858-3|HDGF_HUMANsp|P51858-2|HDGF_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Hepatoma-derived growth factor OS=Homo sapiens GN=HDGF;sp|P51858|HDGF_HUMAN Hepatoma-derived growth factor OS=Homo sapiens GN=HDGF PE=1 SV=1;sp|P51858-3|HDGF_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Hepatoma-derived growth factor OS=Homo sapi25.16377 20.28852 9 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 16 1 -4.875246 16 51.1 25.537 233
sp|Q9Y2L1|RRP44_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y2L1-2|RRP44_HUMANsp|Q9Y2L1|RRP44_HUMAN Exosome complex exonuclease RRP44 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DIS3 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9Y2L1-2|RRP44_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Exosome complex exonuclease RRP44 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DIS325.25083 20.37055 16 1 By MS/MS By matching 25 0 -4.880 719 5 23.4 109 958
sp|P31942-2|HNRH3_HUMAN;sp|P31942|HNRH3_HUMAN;sp|P31942-3|HNRH3_HUMAN;sp|P31942-4|HNRH3_HUMAN;sp|P31942-6|HNRH3_HUMAN;sp|P31942-5|HNRH3_HUMANsp|P31942-2|H RH3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein H3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPH3;sp|P31942|HNRH3_HUMA  eterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein H3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPH3 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P31942-3|HNRH3_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Heterogene26.0021 1.01252 7 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 14 2 -4.98958 14 28.7 5. 38 331
sp|P61289|PSME3_HUMAN;sp|P61289-2|PSME3_HUMANsp|P61289|PSME3_HUMAN roteasome activator complex subunit 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSME3 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P61289-2|PSME3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Proteasome activator complex subunit 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSME325.465 9 0.47039 7 0 By MS/MS 14 0 -4.9948044 13 27.2 29.506 254
sp|Q16543|CDC37_HUMANsp|Q16543|CDC37_HUMAN Hsp90 co-chaperone Cdc37 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CDC37 PE=1 SV=125.68541 20.62641 6 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 1 -5.059 12 21.4 44.468 378
sp|P61163|ACTZ_HUMAN;sp|P42025|ACTY_HUMANsp|P61163|ACTZ_HUMAN Alpha-centractin OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACTR1A PE=1 SV=1;sp|P42025|ACTY_HUMAN Beta-centractin OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACTR1B PE=1 SV=125.5 641 20.44445 10 1 By MS/MS By matching 18 0 -5.0819645 11 31.1 42.613 376
sp|P18124|RL7_HUMANsp|P18124|RL7_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL7 PE=1 SV=125.82765 20.72511 12 0 By MS/MS 19 0 -5.1025391 10 40.7 29.225 248
sp|O75369-2|FLNB_HUMAN;sp|O75369-9|FLNB_HUMAN;sp|O75369|FLNB_HUMAN;sp|O75369-8|FLNB_HUMAN;sp|O75369-6|FLNB_HUMAN;sp|O75369-3|FLNB_HUMAN;sp|O75369-5|FLNB_HUMAN;sp|O75369-4|FLNB_HUMAN;sp|O75369-7|FLNB_HUMANsp|O75369-2|FLNB_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Filamin-B OS=Homo sapiens GN=FLNB;sp|O75369-9|FLNB_HUMAN Isoform 9 of Filamin-B OS=Homo sapiens GN=FLNB;sp|O75369|FLNB_HUMAN Filamin-B OS= omo sapiens GN=FLNB PE=1 SV=2;sp|O75369-8|FLNB_HUMAN Isoform 8 of Filamin-B OS=Ho25.60391 20.47389 28 3 By MS/ S By matching 3 0 -5.1300182 9 14.2 275.66 2578
sp|Q92499|DDX1_HUMANsp|Q92499|DDX1_HUMAN ATP-dependent RNA helicase DDX1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDX1 PE=1 SV=225.46535 20.29044 17 1 By MS/MS By matchi g 31 0 -5.1749077 8 27.8 82.431 740
sp|P00367|DHE3_HUMAN;sp|P49448|DHE4_HUMANsp|P00367|DHE3_HUMAN Glutamate dehydrogenase 1, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=GLUD1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P49448|DHE4_HUMAN Glutamate dehydrogenase 2, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=GLUD2 PE=1 SV=225.06365 19.61891 13 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 24 1 -5.444742 7 29 61.397 558
sp|P12270|TPR_HUMANsp|P12270|TPR_HUMAN Nucleoprotein TPR OS=Homo sapiens GN=TPR PE=1 SV=325.47664 19.938 22 1 By MS/MS By matching 36 0 -5.5386448 6 12.3 267.29 2363
sp|O43390-2|HNRPR_HUMAN;sp|O43390|HNRPR_HUMAN;sp|O43390-3|HNRPR_HUMANsp|O43390-2|H RPR_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein R OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPR;sp|O43390|HNRPR_HUMAN Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein R OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPR PE=1 SV=1;sp|O43390-3|HNRPR_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Heterogeneous26.08042 20.52638 17 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 22 2 -5.5540428 5 28.3 71.214 636
sp|Q9Y490|TLN1_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y4G6|TLN2_HUMANsp|Q9Y490|TLN1_HUMAN Talin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TLN1 PE=1 SV=326.10219 20.35947 35 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 51 2 -5.7427273 4 18.7 269.76 2541
sp|Q3ZCM7|TBB8_HUMANsp|Q3ZC 7|TBB8_HUMAN Tubulin beta-8 chain OS=Homo sapiens GN=TUBB8 PE=1 SV=226.82214 20.93755 11 7 By MS/MS By matching 3 0 -5.8845863 3 24.5 49.775 444
sp|P68133|ACTS_HUMAN;sp|P68032|ACTC_HUMAN;sp|P63267|ACTH_HUMAN;sp|P62736|ACTA_HUMANsp|P68133|ACTS_HUMAN Actin, alpha skeletal muscle OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACTA1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P68032|ACTC_HUMAN Actin, alpha cardiac muscle 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACTC1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P63267|ACTH_HUMAN Actin, gamma-enteric smooth muscle OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACTG2 PE=128.435 22.45389 13 11 By S/MS By MS/MS 6 3 -5.9811058 2 30.2 42.051 377
sp|Q14204|DYHC1_HUMANsp|Q14204|DYHC1_HUMAN Cytoplasmic dynein 1 heavy chain 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DYNC1H1 PE=1 SV=527.01382 20.29681 55 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 97 2 -6.7170105 1 14.6 532.4 4646
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sp|P62633-2|CNBP_HUMAN;sp|P62633|CNBP_HUMAN;sp|P62633-3|CNBP_HUMAN;sp|P62633-5|CNBP_HUMAN;sp|P62633-6|CNBP_HUMANsp|P62633-2|CNBP_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Cellular nucleic acid-binding protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=CNBP;sp|P62633|CNBP_HUMAN Cellular nucleic acid-binding protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=CNBP PE=1 SV=1;sp|P62633-3|CNBP_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Cellular nucleic acid-binding20.859428 27.80673 1 11 By matching By MS/MS 0 29 6.9473057 1659 70 18.742 170
sp|P38159|RBMX_HUMAN;sp|P38159-2|RBMX_HUMAN;sp|P38159-3|RBMX_HUMAN;sp|O75526|RMXL2_HUMAN;sp|Q8IZ40|RCOR2_HUMAN;sp|Q8N7X1|RMXL3_HUMANsp|P38159|RBMX_HUMAN NA-binding motif protein, X chromosome OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBMX PE=1 SV=3;sp|P38159-2|RBMX_HUMAN Isoform 2 of RNA-binding motif protein, X chromosome OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBMX24.46594 31.33602 9 32 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 1 5 6.8700752 1658 62.1 42.331 391
sp|P51991|ROA3_HUMANsp|P51991|ROA3_HUMAN Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein A3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPA3 PE=1 SV=226.100893 32.29052 10 30 By MS/M By MS/MS 15 131 6.1896305 1657 58.7 39.594 378
sp|Q12849|GRSF1_HUMAN;sp|Q12849-5|GRSF1_HUMANsp|Q12849|GRSF1_HUMAN -rich sequence factor 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GRSF1 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q12849-5|GRSF1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of G-rich sequence factor 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GRSF122.595688 28.72 56 5 24 By matching By MS/MS 0 59 6.1258717 1656 69.2 53.126 480
sp|Q00577|PURA_HUMANsp|Q00577|PURA_HUMAN Transcriptional activator protein Pur-alpha OS=Homo sapiens GN=PURA PE=1 SV=220.456503 26.34962 0 9 By MS/MS 0 18 5.8931198 1655 37.6 34.91 322
sp|A6NHL2-2|TBAL3_HUMAN;sp|A6NHL2|TBAL3_HUMANsp| 6NHL2-2|TBAL3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Tubulin alpha chain-like 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TUBAL3;sp|A6NHL2|TBAL3_HUMAN Tubulin alpha chain-like 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TUBAL3 PE=1 SV=220.418318 26.11591 5 5 By matching By MS/MS 0 4 5.6975899 1654 11.3 45.517 406
sp|P22626|ROA2_HUMAN;sp|P22626-2|ROA2_HUMANsp|P22626|ROA2_HUMAN Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoproteins A2/B1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPA2B1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P22626-2|ROA2_HUMAN Isoform A2 of Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoproteins A2/B1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPA2B18.197981 33.66903 21 37 By MS/MS By MS/MS 32 168 5.4710445 1653 79.6 37.429 353
sp|Q02809|PLOD1_HUMANsp|Q02809|PLOD1_HUMAN Procollagen-lysine,2-oxoglutarate 5-dioxygenase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PLOD1 PE=1 SV=219.929548 25.24924 2 18 By matching By MS/MS 0 32 5.3196869 1652 45.3 83.549 727
sp|P51991-2|ROA3_HUMANsp|P51991-2|ROA3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein A3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPA320.202557 25.20859 8 26 By matching By MS/MS 0 7 5.0060291 1651 57 37.029 356
sp|P31942|HNRH3_HUMAN;sp|P31942-3|HNRH3_HUMAN;sp|P31942-2|HNRH3_HUMAN;sp|P31942-4|HNRH3_HUMAN;sp|P31942-5|HNRH3_HUMAN;sp|P31942-6|HNRH3_HUMANsp|P31942|H RH3_HUMAN eterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein H3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNR PH3 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P31942-3|HNRH3_HUMA  Isoform 3 of Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein H3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPH3;sp|P31942-2|HNRH3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Heterogene24.723591 29.35302 9 16 By S/MS By MS/MS 9 56 4.6294327 1650 75.4 36.926 346
sp|Q13242|SRSF9_HUMANsp|Q13242|SRSF9_HUMAN Serine/arginine-rich splicing factor 9 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRSF9 PE=1 SV=121.01503 25.57586 0 11 By MS/MS 0 27 4.5608273 1649 56.1 25.542 221
sp|P09651-2|ROA1_HUMANsp|P09651-2|ROA1_HUMAN Isoform A1-A of Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein A1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPA120.603598 25.01086 16 28 By matching By MS/MS 0 3 4.4072628 1648 83.1 34.196 320
sp|Q96QR8|PURB_HUMANsp|Q96QR8|PURB_HUMAN Transcriptional activator protein Pur-beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=PURB PE=1 SV=320.524933 24.84503 0 6 By MS/MS 0 11 4.3200989 1647 26.3 33.24 312
sp|P09651|ROA1_HUMAN;sp|P09651-3|ROA1_HUMAN;sp|Q32P51|RA1L2_HUMANsp|P09651|ROA1_HUMAN Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein A1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPA1 PE=1 SV=5;sp|P09651-3|ROA1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein A1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPA1;sp|Q32P51|RA1L2_HUMAN Heterogeneous nuclear ribon27.680164 31.99628 16 28 By MS/M By MS/MS 26 110 4.3161125 1646 68.3 38.746 372
sp|O14776|TCRG1_HUMAN;sp|O14776-2|TCRG1_HUMAN;sp|Q5VWI1|TCRGL_HUMANsp|O14776|TCRG1_HUMAN ranscription elongation regulator 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TCERG1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|O14776-2|TCRG1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Transcription elongation regulator 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TCERG120.2403 24.54351 0 3 By MS/MS 0 3 4.303133 645 22.5 123.9 1098
sp|O75494-5|SRS10_HUMAN;sp|O75494-4|SRS10_HUMAN;sp|O75494-6|SRS10_HUMAN;sp|O75494-3|SRS10_HUMAN;sp|O75494-2|SRS10_HUMAN;sp|O75494|SRS10_HUMAN;sp|Q8WXF0|SRS12_HUMANsp|O75494-5|SRS10_HUMAN Isoform 5 of Serine/arginine-rich splicing factor 10 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRSF10;sp|O75494-4|SRS10_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Serine/arginine-rich splicing factor 10 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRSF10;sp|O75494-6|SRS10_HUMAN Isoform 6 of Serine/argini20.601971 24.89514 1 6 By matching By M /MS 0 17 .2931652 1644 54.5 20.117 165
sp|Q96T76-9|MMS19_HUMAN;sp|Q96T76|MMS19_HUMAN;sp|Q96T76-8|MMS19_HUMAN;sp|Q96T76-5|MMS19_HUMAN;sp|Q96T76-7|MMS19_HUMANsp|Q96T76-9|MMS19_HUMAN Isoform 6 of MMS19 nucleotide excision repair protein homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=MMS19;sp|Q96T76|MMS19_HUMAN MMS19 nucleotide excision repair protein homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=MMS19 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q96T76-8|MMS19_HUMAN Isoform 5 of MM20.790215 24.85771 0 2 By MS/MS 0 3 4.06 4953 1643 8.6 108.38 987
sp|Q13151|ROA0_HUMANsp|Q13151|ROA0_HUMAN Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein A0 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPA0 PE=1 SV=125.44566 29.38913 9 15 By MS/M By MS/MS 5 42 3.9434738 1642 59 30.84 305
sp|Q6ZN17|LN28B_HUMAN;sp|Q6ZN17-2|LN28B_HUMANsp|Q6ZN17|L 28B_HUMAN Protein lin-28 homolog B OS=Homo sapiens GN=LIN28B PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q6ZN17-2|LN28B_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Protein lin-28 homolog B OS=Homo sapiens GN=LIN28B22.715801 26.65417 4 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 26 3.9383698 1641 62 27.083 250
sp|P07910-2|HNRPC_HUMAN;sp|P07910-4|HNRPC_HUMANsp|P07910-2|H RPC_HUMAN Isoform C1 of Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoproteins C1/C2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPC;sp|P07910-4|HNRPC_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoproteins C1/C2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPC27.735636 31.09478 19 23 By MS/MS By MS/MS 26 77 3.3591423 1639 78.8 32.337 293
sp|P47914|RL29_HUMANsp|P47914|RL29_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L29 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL29 PE=1 SV=221.895597 25.13688 2 By matching By MS/MS 0 4 3.2412853 1638 29.6 17.752 159
sp|Q12906|ILF3_HUMAN;sp|Q12906-5|ILF3_HUMAN;sp|Q12906-2|ILF3_HUMAN;sp|Q12906-3|ILF3_HUMANsp|Q12906|ILF3_HUMAN Interleukin enhancer-binding factor 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ILF3 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q12906-5|ILF3_HUMAN Isoform 5 of Interleukin enhancer-binding factor 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ILF3;sp|Q12906-2|ILF3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Interleukin enhancer-binding20.475187 23.65371 35 43 By matching By MS/MS 0 3 3.1785202 1637 71 95.337 894
sp|Q03252|LMNB2_HUMANsp|Q03252|LMNB2_HUMAN Lamin-B2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=LMNB2 PE=1 SV=320.368191 23.43161 3 7 By matching By MS/MS 0 4 3.0634155 1636 59.2 67.688 600
sp|Q6P3X3|TTC27_HUMANsp|Q6P3X3|TTC27_HUMAN Tetratricopeptide repeat protein 27 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TTC27 PE=1 SV=10.133749 22.94169 1 2 By matching By MS/MS 0 4 2.8079376 1635 3.4 96.631 843
sp|P31943|HNRH1_HUMANsp|P31943|H RH1_HUMAN Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein H OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPH1 PE=1 SV=427.797672 30.49524 17 20 By MS/M By MS/MS 25 87 2.6975689 1634 63.3 49.229 449
sp|P11216|PYGB_HUMANsp|P11216|PYGB_HUMAN Glycogen phosphorylase, brain form OS=Homo sapiens GN=PYGB PE=1 SV=520.855907 23.54687 1 6 By matching By MS/MS 0 4 2.6909599 1633 16.6 96.695 843
sp|P52597|HNRPF_HUMANsp| 52597|H RPF_HUMAN Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein F OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPF PE=1 SV=325.350973 28.01744 13 18 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 40 2.6664658 1632 71.6 45.671 415
sp|Q96EP5-2|DAZP1_HUMAN;sp|Q96EP5|DAZP1_HUMANsp|Q96EP5-2|DAZP1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of DAZ-associated protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DAZAP1;sp|Q96EP5|DAZP1_HUMAN DAZ-associated protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DAZAP1 PE=1 SV=123.796299 26.31055 4 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 23 2.5142498 1631 38.9 40.529 378
sp|Q96HE7|ERO1A_HUMAN;sp|Q86YB8|ERO1B_HUMANsp|Q96 E7|ERO1A_HUMAN ERO1-like protein alpha OS=Homo sapiens GN=ERO1L PE=1 SV=220.524607 23.03532 0 2 By MS/MS 0 3 2.5107117 1630 43.2 54.392 468
sp|Q8TD19|NEK9_HUMANsp|Q8TD19| EK9_HUMAN Serine/threonine-protein kinase Nek9 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NEK9 PE=1 SV=220.444118 22.93526 1 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 10 2.4911423 1629 12.5 107.17 979
sp|Q04726-2|TLE3_HUMAN;sp|Q04726-3|TLE3_HUMAN;sp|Q04726-5|TLE3_HUMAN;sp|Q04726-4|TLE3_HUMAN;sp|Q04726|TLE3_HUMAN;sp|Q04725-2|TLE2_HUMAN;sp|Q04725|TLE2_HUMAN;sp|Q04725-3|TLE2_HUMANsp|Q04726-2|TLE3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Transducin-like enhancer protein 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TLE3;sp|Q04726-3|TLE3_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Transducin-like enhancer protein 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TLE3;sp|Q04726-5|TLE3_HUMAN Isoform 5 of Transducin-like enhancer prote20.313152 22.80249 1 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 7 2.4893341 1628 10.8 82.221 760
sp|P62308|RUXG_HUMAN;sp|A8MWD9|RUXGL_HUMANsp|P62308|RUXG_HUMAN Small nuclear ribonucleoprotein G OS=Homo sapiens GN=SNRPG PE=1 SV=1;sp|A8MWD9|RUXGL_HUMAN Small nuclear ribonucleoprotein G-like protein OS=Homo sapiens PE=3 SV=220.68755 23.12728 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 5 2.4397202 1627 35.5 8.496 76
sp|Q96E39|RMXL1_HUMANsp|Q96E39|RMXL1_HUMAN RNA binding motif protein, X-linked-like-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBMXL1 PE=1 SV=120.526604 22.89084 4 26 By matching By MS/MS 0 8 2.3642349 1626 53.6 42.141 390
sp|Q6NXE6-2|ARMC6_HUMAN;sp|Q6NXE6|ARMC6_HUMANsp|Q6NXE6-2| RMC6_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Armadillo repeat-containing protein 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARMC6;sp|Q6NXE6|ARMC6_HUMAN Armadillo repeat-containing protein 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARMC6 PE=1 SV=220.500 64 22.85125 1 5 By matching By M /MS 0 8 2.3505878 1625 16.4 51.547 476
sp|P20674|COX5A_HUMANsp|P20674|COX5A_HUMAN Cytochrome c oxidase subunit 5A, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=COX5A PE=1 SV=220.894958 23.22157 1 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 6 2.3266068 1624 52.7 16.762 150
sp|Q12906-7|ILF3_HUMAN;sp|Q12906-4|ILF3_HUMAN;sp|Q12906-6|ILF3_HUMANsp|Q12906-7|ILF3_HUMAN Isoform 7 of Interleukin enhancer-binding factor 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ILF3;sp|Q12906-4|ILF3_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Interleukin enhancer-binding factor 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ILF3;sp|Q12906-6|ILF3_HUMAN Isoform 6 of Interleukin enhancer-bin28.712601 31.03453 37 44 By MS/MS By MS/MS 47 134 2.321928 1623 71.6 95.807 898
sp|P82933|RT09_HUMANsp|P82933|RT09_HUMAN 28S ribosomal protein S9, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=MRPS9 PE=1 SV=220.45657 22.7234 1 5 By matching By MS/MS 0 7 2.2668343 1622 54 45.834 396
sp|Q9UKM9|RALY_HUMAN;sp|Q9UKM9-2|RALY_HUMANsp|Q9UK 9|RALY_H MAN RN -binding protein Raly OS=Homo sapiens GN=RALY PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9UKM9-2|RALY_HUMAN Isoform 1 of RNA-binding protein Raly OS=Homo sapiens GN=RALY24.12084 26.27999 8 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 5 2.1591549 1621 75.2 32.463 306
sp|Q9BR76|COR1B_HUMANsp|Q9BR76|COR1B_HUMAN Coronin-1B OS=Homo sapiens GN=CORO1B PE=1 SV=120.160475 22.26822 1 4 By matching By MS/MS 0 5 2.107748 1620 16.2 54.234 489
sp|Q9Y6Y8|S23IP_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y6Y8-2|S23IP_HUMANsp|Q9Y6Y8|S23IP_HUMAN SEC23-interacting protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=SEC23IP PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9Y6Y8-2|S23IP_HUMAN Isoform 2 of SEC23-interacting protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=SEC23IP20.576212 2 .68228 1 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 0 4 2.1060696 1619 14.6 111.08 1000
sp|Q12905|ILF2_HUMANsp|Q12905|ILF2_HUMAN Interleukin enhancer-binding factor 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ILF2 PE=1 SV=228.130407 30.23203 19 0 By MS/MS By MS/MS 35 83 2.1016273 1618 89.2 43.062 390
sp|Q9NZB2|F120A_HUMAN;sp|Q9NZB2-6|F120A_HUMAN;sp|Q9NZB2-4|F120A_HUMAN;sp|Q9NZB2-2|F120A_HUMAN;sp|Q9NZB2-5|F120A_HUMAN;sp|Q5T035|CI129_HUMAN;sp|Q9NX05|F120C_HUMANsp|Q9NZB2|F120A_HUMAN Constitutive coactivator of PPAR-gamma-like protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FAM120A PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9NZB2-6|F120A_HUMAN I oform F of Constitutive coactivator of PPAR-gamma-like protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FAM120A;sp|Q9NZB2-4|F120A_HUMAN I23.875677 25.95514 9 27 By matching By MS/MS 0 55 .0794582 1617 33.7 121.89 1118
sp|Q8IX01|SUGP2_HUMAN;sp|Q8IX01-4|SUGP2_HUMAN;sp|Q8IX01-3|SUGP2_HUMANsp|Q8IX01|SUGP2_HUMAN R  and G-patch domain-containing protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SUGP2 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q8IX01-4|SUGP2_HUMAN Isoform 4 of SURP and G-patch domain-containing protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SUGP2;sp|Q8IX01-3|SUGP2_HUMAN Isoform 3 of SURP and G20.257402 22.33631 1 5 By matching By MS/MS 0 8 2.0789051 1616 40.4 120.21 1082
sp|P35637-2|FUS_HUMAN;sp|P35637|FUS_HUMANsp|P35637-2|FUS_HUMAN Isoform Short of RNA-binding protein FUS OS=Homo sapiens GN=FUS;sp|P35637|FUS_HUMAN RNA-binding protein FUS OS=Homo sapiens GN=FUS PE=1 SV=120.643827 22.69857 3 5 By matching By MS/MS 0 6 2.054739 1615 26.5 53.354 525
sp|Q9HC35-2|EMAL4_HUMAN;sp|Q9HC35|EMAL4_HUMANsp|Q9HC35-2|EMAL4_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Echinoderm microtubule-associated protein-like 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EML4;sp|Q9HC35|EMAL4_HUMAN Echinoderm microtubule-associated protein-like 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EML4 PE=1 SV=320.468529 22.51427 1 6 By matching By MS/MS 0 11 2.0457401 1614 13.4 102.44 923
sp|Q9Y5Q9|TF3C3_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y5Q9-2|TF3C3_HUMANsp|Q9Y5Q9|TF3C3_HUMAN General transcription factor 3C polypeptide 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GTF3C3 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9Y5Q9-2|TF3C3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of General transcription factor 3C polypeptide 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GTF3C320.21102 22.25425 1 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 7 2.0432262 1613 13.5 101. 7 886
sp|Q1KMD3|HNRL2_HUMANsp|Q1KMD3|H RL2_HUMAN Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein U-like protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPUL2 PE=1 SV=124.095388 26.11462 7 19 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 33 2.0192299 1612 43.4 85.104 747
sp|P55795|HNRH2_HUMANsp|P55795|H RH2_HUMAN Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein H2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPH2 PE=1 SV=124.117355 26.13548 12 13 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 15 2.0181198 1611 49.7 49.263 449
sp|Q9H2U1|DHX36_HUMAN;sp|Q9H2U1-2|DHX36_HUMAN;sp|Q9H2U1-3|DHX36_HUMANsp|Q9H2 1|DHX36_HUMAN Probable ATP-dependent RNA helicase DHX36 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DHX36 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9H2U1-2|DHX36_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Probable ATP-dependent RNA helicase DHX36 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DHX36;sp|Q9H2U1-3|DHX36_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Probable ATP-dep26.105076 28.11282 25 40 By MS/MS By MS/MS 13 86 2.0077438 1610 49.5 114.76 1008
sp|P67870|CSK2B_HUMANsp|P67870|CSK2B_HUMAN Casein kinase II subunit beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=CSNK2B PE=1 SV=11.061361 23.06658 2 4 By m tching By M /MS 0 3 2.0052166 1609 61.9 24.942 215
sp|O76071|CIAO1_HUMANsp|O76071|CIAO1_HUMAN Probable cytosolic iron-sulfur protein assembly protein CIAO1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CIAO1 PE=1 SV=120.449875 22.44121 1 2 By matching By MS/MS 0 5 1.9913387 1608 14.5 37.84 339
sp|O43390|HNRPR_HUMAN;sp|O43390-3|HNRPR_HUMANsp|O43390|H RPR_HUMAN eterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein R OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPR PE=1 SV=1;sp|O43390-3|HNRPR_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein R OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPR26.5 6 9 28.52981 23 29 By MS/M By MS/MS 20 69 1.9861088 1607 53.6 70.942 633
sp|O00567|NOP56_HUMANsp|O00567|NOP56_HUMAN Nucleolar protein 56 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NOP56 PE=1 SV=420.057323 22.04317 1 3 By matching By MS/M 0 3 1.9858437 1606 13.8 66.049 594
sp|P56545|CTBP2_HUMAN;sp|P56545-2|CTBP2_HUMANsp|P56545|CTBP2_HUMAN -terminal-binding protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CTBP2 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P56545-2|CTBP2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of C-terminal-binding protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CTBP220.6 3 18 22.61219 3 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 3 1.9487686 1604 31.7 48.944 445
sp|P52948-6|NUP98_HUMAN;sp|P52948-5|NUP98_HUMAN;sp|P52948|NUP98_HUMAN;sp|P52948-2|NUP98_HUMAN;sp|P52948-4|NUP98_HUMAN;sp|P52948-3|NUP98_HUMANsp| 52948-6|NUP98_HUMAN Isoform 6 of Nuclear pore complex protein Nup98-Nup96 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NUP98;sp|P52948-5|NUP98_HUMA  Isoform 5 of Nuclear pore complex protein Nup98-Nup96 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NUP98;sp|P52948|NUP98_HUMAN Nuclear pore complex protein20.02 86 21.94724 1 4 By matching By MS/MS 0 6 1.9213 1 1603 26.6 186.27 1714
sp|Q9Y4P1-6|ATG4B_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y4P1|ATG4B_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y4P1-2|ATG4B_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y4P1-4|ATG4B_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y4P1-3|ATG4B_HUMANsp|Q9Y4P1-6| TG4B_HUMAN Isoform 6 of Cy teine protease ATG4B OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATG4B;sp|Q9Y4P1|ATG4B_HUMAN Cysteine protease ATG4B OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATG4B PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9Y4P1-2|ATG4B_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Cysteine protease ATG4B OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATG4B;sp|20.873709 22.78149 1 4 y MS/MS By MS/MS 2 6 1.9077797 1602 19.2 42.621 380
sp|O15511|ARPC5_HUMAN;sp|O15511-2|ARPC5_HUMANsp|O15511| RPC5_HUMAN ctin-related protein 2/3 complex subunit 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARPC5 PE=1 SV=3;sp|O15511-2|ARPC5_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Actin-related protein 2/3 complex subunit 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARPC520.7931 4 22.69 38 1 2 By MS/M By MS/MS 2 4 1.9022694 1601 16.6 16.32 151
sp|P00387-2|NB5R3_HUMAN;sp|P00387|NB5R3_HUMAN;sp|P00387-3|NB5R3_HUMANsp|P00387-2|NB5R3_HUMA  Isoform 2 of NADH-cytochrome b5 reductase 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CYB5R3;sp|P00387|NB5R3_HUMAN NADH-cytochrome b5 reductase 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CYB5R3 PE=1 SV=3;sp|P00387-3|NB5R3_HUMAN Isoform 3 of NADH-cytochrome b5 reductase 3 OS=Ho20.71 34 22.59204 2 By matching By MS/MS 0 4 1.8816929 1600 62.9 31.628 278
sp|Q13576-2|IQGA2_HUMAN;sp|Q13576|IQGA2_HUMANsp|Q13576-2|IQGA2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ras GTPase-activating-like protein IQGAP2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=IQGAP2;sp|Q13576|IQGA2_HUMAN Ras GTPase-activating-like protein IQGAP2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=IQGAP2 PE=1 SV=420.63 8 9 22.51309 2 3 By matching By MS/MS 0 4 1.881 294 1599 3.6 122.8 1071
sp|O43719|HTSF1_HUMANsp|O43719|HTSF1_HUMAN HIV Tat-specific factor 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HTATSF1 PE=1 SV=120.24474 22.12591 1 4 By matching By MS/MS 0 5 1.8811684 1598 39.2 85.852 755
sp|Q29RF7|PDS5A_HUMAN;sp|Q29RF7-3|PDS5A_HUMANsp|Q29RF7|PDS5A_HUMAN Sister chromatid cohesion protein PDS5 homolog A OS=Homo sapiens GN=PDS5A PE=1 SV=120.13497 21.98649 1 4 By matchin By MS/MS 0 7 1.851509 1597 24.1 150.83 1337
sp|P14406|CX7A2_HUMANsp|P14406|CX7A2_HUMAN Cytochrome c oxidase subunit 7A2, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=COX7A2 PE=1 SV=120.089195 21.91903 1 2 By matching By MS/MS 0 3 1.8298397 1596 27.7 9.3959 83
sp|O95292|VAPB_HUMAN;sp|O95292-2|VAPB_HUMANsp|O95292|VAPB_HUMAN esicle-associated membrane protein-associated protein B/C OS=Homo sapiens GN=VAPB PE=1 SV=320.69 068 22.50766 3 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 4 1.815588 1595 30.9 27.228 243
sp|O43847|NRDC_HUMAN;sp|O43847-2|NRDC_HUMANsp|O43847| RDC_HUMAN ardilysin OS=Homo sapiens GN=NRD1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|O43847-2|NRDC_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Nardilysin OS=Homo sapiens GN=NRD120.370 28 22.18356 0 3 By MS/MS 0 4 1.8131313 1594 3.6 131.57 1150
sp|O75306-2|NDUS2_HUMAN;sp|O75306|NDUS2_HUMANsp|O75306-2|NDUS2_HUMA  Isoform 2 of ADH dehydrogenase [ubiquinone] iron-sulfur protein 2, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=NDUFS2;sp|O75306|NDUS2_HUMAN NADH dehydrogenase [ubiquinone] iron-sulfur protein 2, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=NDUFS2 PE=1 SV20.254492 22.06609 0 4 By MS/MS 0 6 1.811594 1593 53 1.851 457
sp|Q9Y315|DEOC_HUMANsp|Q9Y315|DEOC_HUMAN Putative deoxyribose-phosphate aldolase OS=Homo sapiens GN=DERA PE=1 SV=220.213434 22.02422 0 4 By MS/MS 0 7 1.8107815 1592 22.3 35.23 318
sp|Q8NCA5-2|FA98A_HUMAN;sp|Q8NCA5|FA98A_HUMANsp|Q NCA5-2|FA98A_HUM N Isoform 2 of Protein FAM98A OS=Homo sapiens GN=FAM98A;sp|Q8NCA5|FA98A_HUMAN Protein FAM98A OS=Homo sapiens GN=FAM98A PE=1 SV=122.26359 24.07276 5 7 By match ng By MS/MS 0 15 1.809166 1591 30.3 55.272 518
sp|Q9BXW6|OSBL1_HUMAN;sp|Q9BXW6-2|OSBL1_HUMAN;sp|Q9BXW6-4|OSBL1_HUMANsp|Q9BXW6|OSBL1_HUMAN Oxysterol-binding protein-related protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=OSBPL1A PE=1 SV=220.718916 22.5186 1 2 y MS/M By MS/MS 2 3 1.7996807 1590 4.5 108.47 950
sp|Q9P2I0|CPSF2_HUMANsp|Q9P2I0|CPSF2_HUMAN Cleavage and polyadenylation specificity factor subunit 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CPSF2 PE=1 SV=219.978689 21.77595 0 2 By MS/MS 0 4 1.7972641 1589 46.5 88.486 782
sp|P18031|PTN1_HUMANsp|P18031|PTN1_HUMAN Tyrosine-protein phosphatase non-receptor type 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PTPN1 PE=1 SV=120.139112 21.93186 1 5 By matching By MS/MS 0 7 .7927437 1588 62.5 49.966 435
sp|Q96KR1|ZFR_HUMANsp|Q96KR1|ZFR_HUMAN Zinc finger RNA-binding protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=ZFR PE=1 SV=225.386732 27.17826 18 32 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 65 1.7915287 1587 49.3 117.01 1074
sp|Q6UN15|FIP1_HUMAN;sp|Q6UN15-5|FIP1_HUMAN;sp|Q6UN15-4|FIP1_HUMANsp|Q6 N15|FIP1_H MAN Pre-mRNA 3-end-processing factor FIP1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FIP1L1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q6UN15-5|FIP1_HUMAN Isoform 5 of Pre-mRNA 3-end-processing factor FIP1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FIP1L1;sp|Q6UN15-4|FIP1_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Pre-mRNA 3-end-process20.81346 22.59785 3 By matching By MS/MS 0 5 1.7843838 1586 27.8 66.526 594
sp|P12955-3|PEPD_HUMAN;sp|P12955|PEPD_HUMAN;sp|P12955-2|PEPD_HUMANsp| 12955-3|PEPD_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Xaa-Pro dipeptidase OS=Homo sapiens GN=PEPD;sp|P12955|PEPD_HUMAN Xaa-Pro dipeptidase OS=Homo sapiens GN=PEPD PE=1 SV=3;sp|P12955-2|PEPD_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Xaa-Pro dipeptidase OS=Homo sapiens GN=PEPD20.63 576 22.39885 0 3 By MS/MS 0 4 1.7662716 1585 9.8 47.261 429
sp|Q6ZRS2-3|SRCAP_HUMAN;sp|Q6ZRS2-2|SRCAP_HUMAN;sp|Q6ZRS2|SRCAP_HUMANsp|Q6ZRS2-3|SRCAP_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Helicase SRCAP OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRCAP;sp|Q6ZRS2-2|SRCAP_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Helicase SRCAP OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRCAP;sp|Q6ZRS2|SRCAP_HUMAN Helicase SRCAP OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRCAP PE=1 SV=321.133003 2 .86507 1 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 4 1.7320633 1584 0.9 327.83 3072
sp|Q9P2R3|ANFY1_HUMAN;sp|Q9P2R3-2|ANFY1_HUMAN;sp|Q9P2R3-4|ANFY1_HUMANsp|Q9P2R3| FY1_HUMAN Ankyrin repeat and FYVE domain-containing protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ANKFY1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9P2R3-2|ANFY1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ankyrin repeat and FYVE domain-containing protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ANKFY1;sp|Q9P2R3-4|ANFY1_HUMAN Isoform20.712156 22.42637 2 4 By matching By MS/MS 0 5 1.7142 24 1583 9.3 128.4 1169




sp|O00411|RPOM_HUMANsp|O00411|RPOM_HUMAN DNA-directed RNA polymerase, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=POLRMT PE=1 SV=220.368422 22.03396 1 2 By matching By MS/MS 0 3 1.6655369 1580 21.1 138.62 1230
sp|P46821|MAP1B_HUMAN;sp|P78559|MAP1A_HUMAN;sp|P78559-2|MAP1A_HUMANsp|P46821|MAP1B_HUMAN Microtubule-as ociated protein 1B OS=Homo sapiens GN=MAP1B PE=1 SV=220.2000 4 21.86408 1 4 By matching By MS/MS 0 5 1.6640301 1579 4.2 270.63 2468
sp|O95758|PTBP3_HUMAN;sp|O95758-5|PTBP3_HUMAN;sp|O95758-1|PTBP3_HUMAN;sp|O95758-6|PTBP3_HUMAN;sp|O95758-4|PTBP3_HUMAN;sp|O95758-7|PTBP3_HUMAN;sp|O95758-2|PTBP3_HUMANsp|O95758|PTBP3_HUMAN olypyrimidine tract-binding protein 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PTBP3 PE=1 SV=2;sp|O95758-5|PTBP3_HUMAN Isoform 5 of Polypyrimidine tract-binding protein 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PTBP3;sp|O95758-1|PTBP3_HUMAN Isoform 1 of Polypyrimidine tract-b20.52890 22.18643 4 6 By matching By MS/MS 0 6 1.657526 1578 33.7 59.689 552
sp|Q09161|NCBP1_HUMANsp|Q09161|NCBP1_HUMAN Nuclear cap-binding protein subunit 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NCBP1 PE=1 SV=120.491543 22.09848 1 4 By matching By MS/MS 0 7 1.6069336 1577 49.6 91.838 790
sp|Q15435-2|PP1R7_HUMAN;sp|Q15435|PP1R7_HUMAN;sp|Q15435-4|PP1R7_HUMAN;sp|Q15435-3|PP1R7_HUMANsp|Q15435-2|PP1R7_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Protein phosphatase 1 regulatory subunit 7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPP1R7;sp|Q15435|PP1R7_HUMAN Protein phosphatase 1 regulatory subunit 7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPP1R7 PE=1 SV=120.506708 22. 0923 1 4 By matching By MS/MS 0 7 1.6025238 1576 12.3 36.837 317
sp|Q6NZY4|ZCHC8_HUMAN;sp|Q6NZY4-2|ZCHC8_HUMANsp|Q6NZY4|ZCHC8_HUMAN Zinc finger CCHC domain-containing protein 8 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ZCCHC8 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q6NZY4-2|ZCHC8_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Zinc finger CCHC domain-containing protein 8 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ZCCHC820.735867 22.2993 1 3 By matching By MS/MS 0 5 1.5634365 1575 10.6 78.576 707
sp|Q96F07-2|CYFP2_HUMAN;sp|Q96F07|CYFP2_HUMANsp|Q96F07-2|CYFP2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Cytoplasmic FMR1-interacting protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CYFIP2;sp|Q96F07|CYFP2_HUMAN Cytoplasmic FMR1-interacting protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CYFIP2 PE=1 SV=220.184189 21.73777 2 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 4 1.5535793 1574 14 145.67 1253
sp|P19387|RPB3_HUMANsp|P19387|RPB3_HUMAN DNA-directed RNA polymerase II subunit RPB3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=POLR2C PE=1 SV=220.219305 21.76943 0 3 By MS/MS 0 4 1.5501251 1573 44.4 31.441 275
sp|Q99729-3|ROAA_HUMAN;sp|Q99729-2|ROAA_HUMAN;sp|Q99729-4|ROAA_HUMAN;sp|Q99729|ROAA_HUMANsp|Q99729-3|ROAA_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein A/B OS= omo sapiens GN=HNRNPAB;sp|Q99729-2|ROAA_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein A/B OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPAB;sp|Q99729-4|ROAA_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Hetero26.024559 7.55859 13 13 By MS/MS By MS/MS 13 27 1.5340328 1572 51.2 30.588 285
sp|P19338|NUCL_HUMANsp|P19338| UCL_HUMAN Nucleolin OS=Homo sapiens GN=NCL PE=1 SV=328.081823 29.60611 30 34 By MS/MS By MS/MS 44 74 1.5242901 1571 37.3 76.613 710
sp|Q9Y3I0|RTCB_HUMANsp|Q9Y3I0|RTCB_HUMAN tRNA-splicing ligase RtcB homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=RTCB PE=1 SV=125.751108 27.26776 16 20 By MS/MS By MS/MS 20 45 1.516655 1570 56 55.21 505
sp|O60231|DHX16_HUMANsp|O60231|DHX16_HUMAN Putative pre-mRNA-splicing factor ATP-dependent RNA helicase DHX16 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DHX16 PE=1 SV=219.738691 21.25194 1 4 By matching By MS/MS 0 5 1.5132465 1569 13.8 119.26 1041
sp|Q92688-2|AN32B_HUMAN;sp|Q92688|AN32B_HUMANsp|Q92688-2| 32B_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Acidic leucine-rich nuclear phosphoprotein 32 family member B OS=Homo sapiens GN=ANP32B;sp|Q92688|AN32B_HUMAN Acidic leucine-rich nuclear phosphoprotein 32 family member B OS=Homo sapiens GN=ANP32B PE=1 SV=120.173368 21.6747 3 4 By matching By MS/MS 0 3 1.5013275 1568 26.2 22.276 195
sp|P08621|RU17_HUMAN;sp|P08621-2|RU17_HUMAN;sp|P08621-3|RU17_HUMAN;sp|P08621-4|RU17_HUMANsp|P08621|RU17_HUMAN U1 small nuclear ribonucleoprotein 70 kDa OS=Homo sapiens GN=S RNP70 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P08621-2|RU17_HUMAN Isoform 2 of U1 small nuclear ribonucleoprotein 70 kDa OS=Homo sapiens GN=SNRNP70;sp|P08621-3|RU17_HUMAN Isoform 3 of U1 small nuclea22.175238 23.66319 3 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 12 1.4879494 1567 48.3 51.556 437
sp|Q9P2K5|MYEF2_HUMAN;sp|Q9P2K5-4|MYEF2_HUMANsp|Q9P2K5|MYEF2_HUMAN Myelin expression factor 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MYEF2 PE=1 SV=323.629009 25.11172 6 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 22 1.482708 1566 27.8 64.121 600
sp|O75531|BAF_HUMANsp|O75531|BAF_HUMAN Barrier-to-autointegration factor OS=Homo sapiens GN=BANF1 PE=1 SV=122.44718 23.9247 2 3 By m tching By MS/MS 0 7 1.47752 1565 58.4 10.058 89
sp|P42224-2|STAT1_HUMAN;sp|P42224|STAT1_HUMANsp|P42224-2|STAT1_HUMAN Isoform Beta of Signal transducer and activator of transcription 1-alpha/beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=STAT1;sp|P42224|STAT1_HUMAN Signal transducer and activator of transcription 1-alpha/beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=STAT1 PE=1 SV=220.300068 21.76304 2 3 By matching By MS/MS 0 4 1.4629726 1564 9.4 83.042 712
sp|Q8TC12|RDH11_HUMAN;sp|Q8TC12-2|RDH11_HUMAN;sp|Q8TC12-3|RDH11_HUMAN;sp|Q96NR8|RDH12_HUMANsp|Q8TC12|RDH11_HUMAN etinol dehydrogenase 11 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RDH11 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q8TC12-2|RDH11_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Retinol dehydrogenase 11 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RDH11;sp|Q8TC12-3|RDH11_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Retinol dehydrogenase 11 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RDH1120.443485 21.89267 2 3 By matching By MS/MS 0 3 1.449 882 1563 44 35.386 3 8
sp|Q9NZL9-3|MAT2B_HUMAN;sp|Q9NZL9-4|MAT2B_HUMAN;sp|Q9NZL9-2|MAT2B_HUMAN;sp|Q9NZL9|MAT2B_HUMAN;sp|Q9NZL9-5|MAT2B_HUMANsp|Q9NZL9-3|MAT2B_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Methionine adenosyltransferase 2 subunit beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=MAT2B;sp|Q9NZL9-4|MAT2B_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Methionine adenosyltransferase 2 subunit beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=MAT2B;sp|Q9NZL9-2|MAT2B_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Met20.549288 21.99127 1 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 5 1.4419823 1562 18.1 28.954 259
sp|Q9BZE1|RM37_HUMANsp|Q9BZE1|RM37_HUMAN 39S ribosomal protein L37, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=MRPL37 PE=1 SV=220.945757 22.37082 1 2 By matching By MS/MS 0 5 1.4250622 1561 56 48.117 423
sp|Q92572|AP3S1_HUMANsp|Q92572| P3S1_HUMAN AP-3 complex subunit sigma-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=AP3S1 PE=1 SV=120.249439 21.6734 1 2 By match ng By MS/MS 0 4 1.4239635 1560 13 21.732 193
sp|Q9Y2W1|TR150_HUMANsp|Q9Y2W1|TR150_HUMAN Thyroid hormone receptor-associated protein 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=THRAP3 PE=1 SV=221.69311 23.1158 3 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 13 1.4226913 1559 34.5 108.66 955
sp|Q6PKG0|LARP1_HUMAN;sp|Q6PKG0-3|LARP1_HUMAN;sp|Q659C4-7|LAR1B_HUMAN;sp|Q659C4-6|LAR1B_HUMAN;sp|Q659C4-5|LAR1B_HUMAN;sp|Q659C4-2|LAR1B_HUMAN;sp|Q659C4|LAR1B_HUMAN;sp|Q659C4-9|LAR1B_HUMANsp|Q6PKG0|LARP1_HUMAN La-related protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=LARP1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q6PKG0-3|LARP1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of La-related protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=LARP121.095844 22.51797 1 6 By matching By MS/MS 0 10 1.4221287 1558 25.2 123.51 1096
sp|Q9NTZ6|RBM12_HUMANsp|Q9NTZ6|RBM12_HUMAN RNA-binding protein 12 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBM12 PE=1 SV=120.492252 21.88327 0 3 y MS/MS 0 5 1.391016 1557 10.4 97.394 932
sp|Q93008-1|USP9X_HUMAN;sp|Q93008|USP9X_HUMAN;sp|O00507|USP9Y_HUMAN;sp|O00507-2|USP9Y_HUMANsp|Q 3008-1|USP9X_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Probable ubiquitin carboxyl-terminal hydrolase FAF-X OS=Homo sapiens GN=USP9X;sp|Q93008|USP9X_HUMAN Probable ubiquitin carboxyl-terminal hydrolase FAF-X OS=Homo sapiens GN=USP9X PE=1 SV=3;sp|O00507|USP9Y_HUMAN Probable22.06398 23.45375 3 9 By S/MS By MS/MS 1 14 1.3897705 1556 14.8 290.46 2554
sp|Q9NU22|MDN1_HUMANsp|Q9N 22|MDN1_HUMAN Midasin OS=Homo sapiens GN=MDN1 PE=1 SV=220.529753 21.91649 2 5 By matching By MS/MS 0 5 1.386734 1555 30.8 632.81 5596
sp|P68400|CSK21_HUMAN;sp|Q8NEV1|CSK23_HUMAN;sp|P68400-2|CSK21_HUMANsp|P68400|CSK21_HUMAN Casein kinase II subunit alpha OS=Homo sapiens GN=CSNK2A1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q8NEV1|CSK23_HUMAN Casein kinase II subunit alpha 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CSNK2A3 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P68400-2|CSK21_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Casein kinase II subunit alpha OS=Hom20.448332 21.8 457 0 4 By MS/MS 0 5 1.3862362 1554 52.2 45.143 91
sp|Q9BVK6|TMED9_HUMANsp|Q BVK6|TMED9_HUMAN Transmembrane emp24 domain-containing protein 9 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TMED9 PE=1 SV=222.619167 23.9771 4 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 10 1.3579311 1553 33.2 27.277 235
sp|O60716|CTND1_HUMAN;sp|O60716-17|CTND1_HUMAN;sp|O60716-2|CTND1_HUMAN;sp|O60716-4|CTND1_HUMAN;sp|O60716-6|CTND1_HUMAN;sp|O60716-3|CTND1_HUMAN;sp|O60716-5|CTND1_HUMAN;sp|O60716-7|CTND1_HUMAN;sp|O60716-9|CTND1_HUMAN;sp|O60716-8|CTND1_HUMAN;sp|O60716-10|CTND1_HUMAN;sp|O60716-12|CTND1_HUMAN;sp|O60716-14|CTND1_HUMAN;sp|O60716-11|CTND1_HUMAN;sp|O60716-13|CTND1_HUMAN;sp|O60716-15|CTND1_HUMAN;sp|O60716-18|CTND1_HUMAN;sp|O60716-16|CTND1_HUMAN;sp|O60716-20|CTND1_HUMAN;sp|O60716-22|CTND1_HUMAN;sp|O60716-19|CTND1_HUMAN;sp|O60716-21|CTND1_HUMAN;sp|O60716-23|CTND1_HUMAN;sp|O60716-24|CTND1_HUMAN;sp|O60716-31|CTND1_HUMAN;sp|O60716-25|CTND1_HUMAN;sp|O60716-26|CTND1_HUMAN;sp|O60716-28|CTND1_HUMAN;sp|O60716-30|CTND1_HUMAN;sp|O60716-27|CTND1_HUMAN;sp|O60716-29|CTND1_HUMAN;sp|O60716-32|CTND1_HUMANsp|O60716|CTND1_HUMAN Catenin delta-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CTNND1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|O60716-17|CTND1_HUMAN Isoform 3ABC of Catenin delta-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CTNND1;sp|O60716-2|CTND1_HUMAN Isoform 1AB of Catenin delta-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CTNND1;sp|O60716-4|CTND1_20.54 43 21.88878 1 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 8 .348341 1552 39 08.17 968
sp|Q96EY7|PTCD3_HUMAN;sp|Q96EY7-2|PTCD3_HUMANsp|Q96EY7|PTCD3_HUMAN Pentatricopeptide repeat domain-containing protein 3, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=PTCD3 PE=1 SV=320.819525 2.16441 1 4 By matching By MS/MS 0 8 1.3448887 1551 43.4 78.549 689
sp|P85037|FOXK1_HUMAN;sp|P85037-2|FOXK1_HUMANsp|P85037|FOXK1_HUMAN orkhead box protein K1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FOXK1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P85037-2|FOXK1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Forkhead box protein K1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FOXK120.219181 21.54345 1 3 By matching By MS/MS 0 6 1.3242683 1550 6.8 75.456 733
sp|Q00839|HNRPU_HUMANsp|Q00839|H RPU_HUMAN Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein U OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPU PE=1 SV=629.714321 31.02195 38 42 By MS/MS By MS/MS 63 114 1.3076248 1549 59.8 90.583 825
sp|P61421|VA0D1_HUMANsp|P61421|VA0D1_HUMAN V-type proton ATPase subunit d 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATP6V0D1 PE=1 SV=120.955399 22.25857 1 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 4 1.3031673 1548 38.5 40.329 351
sp|O43252|PAPS1_HUMAN;sp|O95340|PAPS2_HUMAN;sp|O95340-2|PAPS2_HUMANsp|O43252|PAPS1_HUMAN Bifunctional 3-phosphoadenosine 5-phosphosulfate synthase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PAPSS1 PE=1 SV=220.8400 2 22.13765 2 5 By matching By MS/MS 0 4 1.2976074 1547 17.3 70.832 624
sp|O60524-4|NEMF_HUMAN;sp|O60524-5|NEMF_HUMAN;sp|O60524-3|NEMF_HUMAN;sp|O60524|NEMF_HUMANsp|O60524-4| EMF_HUMAN Isoform 4 of uclear export mediator factor NEMF OS=Homo sapiens GN=NEMF;sp|O60524-5|NEMF_HUMAN Isoform 5 of Nuclear export mediator factor NEMF OS=Homo sapiens GN=NEMF;sp|O60524-3|NEMF_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Nuclear export mediator fact20.677519 21.97008 1 4 By S/MS By MS/MS 1 5 1.2925568 1546 5.1 118.02 1034
sp|Q9BXP5-4|SRRT_HUMAN;sp|Q9BXP5-2|SRRT_HUMAN;sp|Q9BXP5-3|SRRT_HUMAN;sp|Q9BXP5|SRRT_HUMAN;sp|Q9BXP5-5|SRRT_HUMANsp|Q9BXP5-4|SRRT_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Serrate RNA effector molecule homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRRT;sp Q9BXP5-2|SRRT_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Serrate RNA effector molecule homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRRT;sp|Q9BXP5-3|SRRT_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Serrate RNA effector mol22.358746 3.6446 2 9 By matching By MS/MS 0 12 1.2858582 1545 39.5 100.15 871
sp|P23246|SFPQ_HUMAN;sp|P23246-2|SFPQ_HUMANsp|P23246|SFPQ_HUMAN plicing factor, proline- and glutamine-rich OS=Homo sapiens GN=SFPQ PE=1 SV=2;sp|P23246-2|SFPQ_HUMAN Isoform Short of Splicing factor, proline- and glutamine-rich OS=Homo sapiens GN=SFPQ24.1 6805 25.41445 12 15 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 28 1.2776451 1544 55.4 76.149 707
sp|Q9UNX3|RL26L_HUMANsp|Q9UNX3|RL26L_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L26-like 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL26L1 PE=1 SV=10.466787 21.74222 8 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 3 1.2754307 1543 35.9 17.256 145
sp|Q9Y3A6|TMED5_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y3A6-2|TMED5_HUMANsp|Q9Y3A6|TMED5_HUMAN Transmembrane emp24 domain-containing protein 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TMED5 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9Y3A6-2|TMED5_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Transmembrane emp24 domain-containing protein 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TMED520.562086 1.83283 1 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 4 1.2707443 1542 29.7 26.005 229
sp|Q9BQ67|GRWD1_HUMANsp|Q9BQ67|GRWD1_HUMAN Glutamate-rich WD repeat-containing protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GRWD1 PE=1 SV=120.160606 21.4095 1 3 By ma ching By MS/MS 0 6 1.2488976 1541 17.7 49.419 446
sp|Q6P158|DHX57_HUMAN;sp|Q6P158-2|DHX57_HUMAN;sp|Q6P158-3|DHX57_HUMANsp|Q6P158|DHX57_HUMAN Putative ATP-dependent RNA helicase DHX57 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DHX57 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q6P158-2|DHX57_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Putative ATP-dependent RNA helicase DHX57 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DHX5720.572292 21.81847 2 5 By matching By MS/MS 0 7 1.2461777 1540 4.5 155.6 1386
sp|Q92499|DDX1_HUMANsp|Q92499|DDX1_HUMAN ATP-dependent RNA helicase DDX1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDX1 PE=1 SV=224.802771 26.0425 15 29 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 57 1.2397251 1539 58 82.431 740
sp|P28072|PSB6_HUMANsp|P28072|PSB6_HUMAN Proteasome subunit beta type-6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMB6 PE=1 SV=420.707056 21.93575 1 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 3 1.2286911 1538 29.3 25.357 239
sp|Q04206-2|TF65_HUMAN;sp|Q04206-3|TF65_HUMAN;sp|Q04206-4|TF65_HUMAN;sp|Q04206|TF65_HUMANsp|Q04206-2|TF65_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Transcription factor p65 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RELA;sp|Q04206-3|TF65_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Transcription factor p65 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RELA;sp|Q04206-4|TF65_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Transcription factor p65 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RELA;s20.66 131 21.88394 1 3 By matching By MS/MS 0 4 1.2198086 1537 8.2 58.806 537
sp|O60341|KDM1A_HUMAN;sp|O60341-2|KDM1A_HUMANsp|O60341|KDM1A_HUMAN Lysine-specific histone demethylase 1A OS=Homo sapiens GN=KDM1A PE=1 SV=2;sp|O60341-2|KDM1A_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Lysine-specific histone demethylase 1A OS=Homo sapiens GN=KDM1A20.524679 21.74394 1 5 By matching By MS/MS 0 3 1.219265 1536 32 9 .902 852
sp|Q9UGY1|NOL12_HUMANsp|Q9UGY1|NOL12_HUMAN Nucleolar protein 12 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NOL12 PE=1 SV=120.688507 21.90445 1 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 4 1.2159386 1535 18.3 24.663 213
sp|P63220|RS21_HUMANsp|P63220|RS21_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S21 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS21 PE=1 SV=120.8715 22.08696 1 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 3 1.2154617 1534 72.3 9.1113 83
sp|Q92734-2|TFG_HUMAN;sp|Q92734|TFG_HUMANsp|Q92734-2|TFG_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Protein TFG OS=Homo sapiens GN=TFG;sp|Q92734|TFG_HUMAN Protein TFG OS=Homo sapiens GN=TFG PE=1 SV=220.543242 21.74694 1 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 3 1.2036972 1533 7.3 43.02 396
sp|Q9ULT8|HECD1_HUMANsp|Q9ULT8|HECD1_HUMAN E3 ubiquitin-protein ligase HECTD1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HECTD1 PE=1 SV=320.521599 21.69702 1 4 By matching By MS/MS 0 5 1.1754189 1532 6.1 289.38 2610
sp|Q15773|MLF2_HUMANsp|Q15773|MLF2_HUMAN Myeloid leukemia factor 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MLF2 PE=1 SV=120.859917 22.01611 1 3 By matching By MS/MS 0 5 1.1561928 1531 15.7 28.147 248
sp|Q96DI7|SNR40_HUMANsp|Q96DI7|S R40_HUMAN U5 small nuclear ribonucleoprotein 40 kDa protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=SNRNP40 PE=1 SV=122.671568 23.82104 3 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 12 1.1494751 1530 56.6 39.31 357
sp|Q9Y224|CN166_HUMANsp|Q9Y224|C 166_HUMAN UPF0568 protein C14orf166 OS=Homo sapiens GN=C14orf166 PE=1 SV=123.136227 24.28327 6 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 13 1.1470413 1529 73.4 28.068 244
sp|P13807-2|GYS1_HUMAN;sp|P13807|GYS1_HUMANsp|P 3807-2|GYS1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Glycogen [starch] synthase, muscle OS=Homo sapiens GN=GYS1;sp|P13807|GYS1_HUMAN Glycogen [starch] synthase, muscle OS=Homo sapiens GN=GYS1 PE=1 SV=222.157091 23.29221 3 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 1 1. 51223 1528 19.8 76.482 673
sp|Q96SI9|STRBP_HUMAN;sp|Q96SI9-2|STRBP_HUMANsp|Q96SI9|STRBP_HUMAN permatid perinuclear RNA-binding protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=STRBP PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q96SI9-2|STRBP_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Spermatid perinuclear RNA-binding protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=STRBP25.340994 26.47118 19 25 By MS/M By MS/MS 15 42 1.1301842 1527 48.4 73.652 672
sp|Q9Y296|TPPC4_HUMANsp|Q9Y296|TPPC4_HUMAN Trafficking protein particle complex subunit 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TRAPPC4 PE=1 SV=120.630247 21.74135 1 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 3 1.1111069 1526 11.4 24.34 219
sp|P46734-2|MP2K3_HUMAN;sp|P46734|MP2K3_HUMAN;sp|P46734-3|MP2K3_HUMANsp|P46734-2|MP2K3_HUMAN Isoform 1 of Dual specificity mitogen-activated protein kinase kinase 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MAP2K3;sp|P46734|MP2K3_HUMAN Dual specificity mitogen-activated protein kinase kinase 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MAP2K3 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P46734-3|MP2K320.343334 21.45186 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 5 1.10853 1525 21.4 36.172 318
sp|O75717|WDHD1_HUMANsp|O75717|WDHD1_HUMAN WD repeat and HMG-box DNA-binding protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=WDHD1 PE=1 SV=120.494162 21.58994 0 3 By MS/MS 0 4 1.0957775 1524 11.2 125.97 1129
sp|P42025|ACTY_HUMANsp|P42025|ACTY_HUMAN Beta-centractin OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACTR1B PE=1 SV=120.311279 21.4053 3 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 3 1.0940247 1523 34 42.293 376
sp|Q13405|RM49_HUMANsp|Q13405|RM49_HUMAN 39S ribosomal protein L49, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=MRPL49 PE=1 SV=120.510405 21.60069 0 2 By MS/MS 0 3 1.0902805 1522 45.8 19.198 166
sp|P37837|TALDO_HUMANsp|P37837|TALDO_HUMAN Transaldolase OS=Homo sapiens GN=TALDO1 PE=1 SV=220.427668 21.51331 2 3 By matching By MS/MS 0 3 1.085638 1521 12.5 37.54 337
sp|Q9H0D6|XRN2_HUMAN;sp|Q9H0D6-2|XRN2_HUMANsp|Q9 0D6|XRN2_HUMAN 5-3 exoribonuclease 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=XRN2 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9H0D6-2|XRN2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 5-3 exoribonuclease 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=XRN24.9302 26.00065 16 24 By MS/MS By MS/M 8 47 1.0703888 1520 40.7 108.58 950
sp|Q8N5N7|RM50_HUMANsp|Q8N5N7|RM50_HUMAN 39S ribosomal protein L50, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=MRPL50 PE=1 SV=219.900917 20.97071 0 3 By MS/MS 0 5 1.0697899 1519 56.3 18.325 158
sp|P57678|GEMI4_HUMANsp|P57678|GEMI4_HUMAN Gem-associated protein 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GEMIN4 PE=1 SV=220.443211 21.50625 0 4 By MS/MS 0 5 1.0630417 1518 12.8 120.04 1058
sp|Q9Y3D0|MIP18_HUMANsp|Q9Y3D0|MIP18_HUMAN Mitotic spindle-associated MMXD complex subunit MIP18 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FAM96B PE=1 SV=120.599688 21.65491 2 2 By matching By MS/MS 0 3 1.0552216 15 7 17.8 17.663 163
sp|Q9NZ01|TECR_HUMAN;sp|Q9NZ01-2|TECR_HUMANsp|Q9NZ01|TECR_HUMAN Very-long-chain enoyl-CoA reductase OS=Homo sapiens GN=TECR PE=1 SV=121.143454 22.19814 2 2 By matching By MS/MS 0 5 1.0546913 1516 24.4 36.034 308
sp|P63151|2ABA_HUMAN;sp|P63151-2|2ABA_HUMAN;sp|Q00005-6|2ABB_HUMAN;sp|Q00005|2ABB_HUMAN;sp|Q00005-2|2ABB_HUMAN;sp|Q00005-3|2ABB_HUMAN;sp|Q66LE6|2ABD_HUMAN;sp|Q00005-4|2ABB_HUMAN;sp|Q00005-5|2ABB_HUMAN;sp|Q00005-7|2ABB_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y2T4-3|2ABG_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y2T4-4|2ABG_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y2T4-2|2ABG_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y2T4|2ABG_HUMANsp|P63151|2ABA_HUMAN Serine/threonine-protein phosphatase 2  55 kDa regulatory subunit B alpha isoform OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPP2R2A PE=1 SV=1;sp|P63151-2|2ABA_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Serine/threonine-protein phosphatase 2A 55 kDa regulatory subunit B alpha isofor20.65517 21.68693 3 By MS/MS 0 5 1.0317535 1515 26.6 51.691 447
sp|Q8TDN6|BRX1_HUMANsp|Q8TDN6|BRX1_HUMAN Ribosome biogenesis protein BRX1 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=BRIX1 PE=1 SV=220.705084 21.73496 1 3 By matching By MS/MS 0 5 1.0298767 1514 37.7 41.401 353
sp|Q08211|DHX9_HUMAN;sp|Q08211-2|DHX9_HUMANsp|Q08211|DHX9_HUMAN ATP-dependent RNA helicase A OS=Homo sapiens GN=DHX9 PE=1 SV=429. 33991 30.04921 53 61 By MS/MS By MS/MS 75 147 1.0152206 1513 62.2 140.96 1270
sp|Q10570|CPSF1_HUMANsp|Q10570|CPSF1_HUMAN Cleavage and polyadenylation specificity factor subunit 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CPSF1 PE=1 SV=221.154789 22.15481 2 3 By matching By MS/MS 0 3 1.0000172 1512 29.7 160.88 1443
sp|Q9Y314|NOSIP_HUMANsp|Q9Y314|NOSIP_HUMAN Nitric oxide synthase-interacting protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=NOSIP PE=1 SV=123.002903 24.0023 4 6 By matching By MS/MS 0 9 0.9993992 1511 50.8 33.172 301
sp|Q2TAY7|SMU1_HUMANsp|Q2TAY7|SMU1_HUMAN WD40 repeat-containing protein SMU1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SMU1 PE=1 SV=222.088936 23.08356 4 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 9 0.9946213 1510 53.8 57.543 513
sp|P84090|ERH_HUMANsp|P84090|ERH_HUMAN Enhancer of rudimentary homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=ERH PE=1 SV=124.508211 25.48124 4 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 8 0.9730263 1509 52.9 12.259 104
sp|Q9NRW7|VPS45_HUMANsp|Q9NRW7|VPS45_HUMAN Vacuolar protein sorting-associated protein 45 OS=Homo sapiens GN=VPS45 PE=1 SV=119.907518 20.88039 1 3 By matching By MS/MS 0 4 0.9728756 1508 15.4 65.076 570
sp|Q14257|RCN2_HUMANsp|Q14257|RCN2_HUMAN Reticulocalbin-2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RCN2 PE=1 SV=122.890577 23.86164 5 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 11 0.9710655 1507 44.2 36.876 317
sp|P31689|DNJA1_HUMAN;sp|P31689-2|DNJA1_HUMANsp|P31689|D JA1_HUMAN naJ homolog subfamily A member 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DNAJA1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P31689-2|DNJA1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of DnaJ homolog subfamily A member 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DNAJA125.290773 26.2594 12 13 By MS/MS By MS/MS 17 24 0.968626 1506 64.2 44.868 397
sp|O15305|PMM2_HUMANsp|O15305|PMM2_HUMAN Phosphomannomutase 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PMM2 PE=1 SV=120.382107 21.34435 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 3 0.962244 1505 15.9 28.082 246
sp|P55265-5|DSRAD_HUMAN;sp|P55265|DSRAD_HUMAN;sp|P55265-4|DSRAD_HUMANsp|P55265-5|DSRAD_HUMAN Isoform 5 of Double-stranded RNA-specific adenosine deaminase OS=Homo sapiens GN=ADAR;sp|P55265|DSRAD_HUMAN Double-stranded RNA-specific adenosine deaminase OS=Homo sapiens GN=ADAR PE=1 SV=4;sp|P55265-4|DSRAD_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Doub23.332243 24.28334 7 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 17 0.9510956 1504 59.7 103.64 931
sp|Q13126-4|MTAP_HUMAN;sp|Q13126|MTAP_HUMAN;sp|Q13126-3|MTAP_HUMAN;sp|Q13126-2|MTAP_HUMAN;sp|Q13126-7|MTAP_HUMAN;sp|Q13126-6|MTAP_HUMAN;sp|Q13126-5|MTAP_HUMANsp|Q13126-4|MTAP_HUMAN Isoform 4 of S-methyl-5-thioadenosine phosphorylase OS=Homo sapiens GN=MTAP;sp|Q13126|MTAP_HUMAN S-methyl-5-thioadenosine phosphorylase OS=Homo sapiens GN=MTAP PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q13126-3|MTAP_HUMAN Isoform 3 of S-methyl-5-thioadenosine20.204086 21.14936 1 2 By MS/MS By MS/ S 1 4 0.9452705 1503 25.7 30.837 80
sp|Q12907|LMAN2_HUMANsp|Q12907|LMAN2_HUMAN Vesicular integral-membrane protein VIP36 OS=Homo sapiens GN=LMAN2 PE=1 SV=122.988066 23.92904 3 7 By MS/M By MS/MS 1 1 0.9409752 1502 58.4 40.228 356
sp|P30566|PUR8_HUMAN;sp|P30566-2|PUR8_HUMANsp|P30566|PUR8_HUMAN Adenylosuccinate lyase OS=Homo sapiens GN=ADSL PE=1 SV=2;sp|P30566-2|PUR8_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Adenylosuccinate lyase OS=Homo sapiens GN=ADSL21.010998 21.94888 3 4 By matching By MS/MS 0 6 0.9378872 1501 37.8 54.889 484
sp|Q9NP77|SSU72_HUMAN;sp|Q9NP77-2|SSU72_HUMANsp|Q9NP77|SSU72_HUMAN RNA polymerase II subunit A C-terminal domain phosphatase SSU72 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SSU72 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9NP77-2|SSU72_HUMAN Isoform 2 of RNA polymerase II subunit A C-terminal domain phosphatase SSU72 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SSU7220.519758 1.450 5 0 3 By MS/MS 0 4 0.9304962 1500 36.6 22.574 194
sp|O75694|NU155_HUMAN;sp|O75694-2|NU155_HUMANsp|O75694|NU155_HUMAN uclear pore complex protein Nup155 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NUP155 PE=1 SV=1;sp|O75694-2|NU155_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Nuclear pore complex protein Nup155 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NUP15521.390266 22.31852 2 7 By matching By MS/MS 0 9 0.9282513 499 39.1 155.2 1391
sp|O15260-2|SURF4_HUMAN;sp|O15260|SURF4_HUMANsp|O15260-2|SURF4_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Surfeit locus protein 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SURF4;sp|O15260|SURF4_HUMAN Surfeit locus protein 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SURF4 PE=1 SV=321.988256 22.91468 2 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 4 0.926424 1498 41.5 17.97 159
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sp|Q16881-5|TRXR1_HUMAN;sp|Q16881-2|TRXR1_HUMAN;sp|Q16881-4|TRXR1_HUMAN;sp|Q16881-3|TRXR1_HUMAN;sp|Q16881-6|TRXR1_HUMAN;sp|Q16881|TRXR1_HUMAN;sp|Q9NNW7-2|TRXR2_HUMAN;sp|Q9NNW7|TRXR2_HUMANsp|Q16881-5|TRXR1_HUMAN Isoform 5 of Thioredoxin reductase 1, cytopla mic OS=Homo sapiens GN=TXNRD1;sp|Q16881-2|TRXR1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Thioredoxin reductase 1, cytoplasmic OS=Homo sapiens GN=TXNRD1;sp|Q16881-4|TRXR1_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Thioredoxin reducta20.56951 21.49253 1 3 By matching By MS/MS 0 6 0.9230 94 1497 8.2 54.753 49
sp|Q8IY81|SPB1_HUMANsp|Q8IY81|SPB1_HUMAN pre-rRNA processing protein FTSJ3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FTSJ3 PE=1 SV=220.580013 21.50125 1 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 3 0.9212399 1496 14.8 96.557 847
sp|O75436|VP26A_HUMAN;sp|O75436-2|VP26A_HUMANsp|O75436|VP26A_HUMAN acuolar protein sorting-associated protein 26A OS=Homo sapiens GN=VPS26A PE=1 SV=2;sp|O75436-2|VP26A_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Vacuolar protein sorting-associated protein 26A OS=Homo sapiens GN=VPS26A21.017523 21.93236 1 2 By matching By MS/MS 0 3 0.9148388 1495 38.5 38.169 327
sp|P49590|SYHM_HUMANsp|P49590|SYHM_HUMAN Probable histidine--tRNA ligase, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=HARS2 PE=1 SV=120.271093 21.18507 1 2 By matching By MS/MS 0 3 0.9 39805 1494 30.8 56.888 506
sp|Q9NR30|DDX21_HUMAN;sp|Q9NR30-2|DDX21_HUMANsp|Q9NR30|DDX21_HUMAN Nucleolar RN  helicase 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDX21 PE=1 SV=5;sp|Q9NR30-2|DDX21_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Nucleolar RNA helicase 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDX2125.60628 6.50907 19 25 By MS/MS By MS/MS 16 51 0.90 7901 1493 48.7 87.343 783
sp|P68133|ACTS_HUMAN;sp|P68032|ACTC_HUMAN;sp|P63267|ACTH_HUMAN;sp|P62736|ACTA_HUMAN;sp|P63267-2|ACTH_HUMANsp|P68133|ACTS_HUMAN Actin, alpha skeletal muscle OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACTA1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P68032|ACTC_HUMAN Actin, alpha cardiac muscle 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACTC1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P63267|ACTH_HUMAN Actin, gamma-enteric smooth muscle OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACTG2 PE=127.693983 28.59552 13 14 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 4 0.901535 1492 37.9 42.051 377
sp|Q9Y676|RT18B_HUMANsp|Q9Y676|RT18B_HUMAN 28S ribosomal protein S18b, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=MRPS18B PE=1 SV=120.798935 1.69753 0 2 By MS/MS 0 3 0.898592 1491 54.3 29.395 258
sp|Q9BQ52|RNZ2_HUMAN;sp|Q9BQ52-4|RNZ2_HUMAN;sp|Q9BQ52-3|RNZ2_HUMAN;sp|Q9BQ52-2|RNZ2_HUMANsp|Q9BQ52|RNZ2_HUMAN Zinc phosphodiesterase ELAC protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ELAC2 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9BQ52-4|RNZ2_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Zinc phosphodiesterase ELAC protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ELAC2;sp|Q9BQ52-3|RNZ2_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Zinc phosphodiesterase ELAC2 .5573 4 23.45375 3 8 By M /MS By MS/MS 1 11 0.8963966 1490 61.3 92.218 826
sp|O60506|HNRPQ_HUMAN;sp|O60506-2|HNRPQ_HUMANsp|O60506|H RPQ_HUMAN eterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein Q OS=Homo sapiens GN=SYNCRIP PE=1 SV=2;sp|O60506-2|HNRPQ_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein Q OS=Homo sapiens GN=SYNCRIP25.692482 26.58506 23 25 By MS/MS By MS/MS 14 37 0.8925762 1489 55.7 69.602 623
sp|P51003|PAPOA_HUMAN;sp|P51003-2|PAPOA_HUMAN;sp|Q9NRJ5|PAPOB_HUMAN;sp|Q9BWT3|PAPOG_HUMANsp|P51003|PAPOA_HUMAN oly(A) polymera e alpha OS=Homo sapiens GN=PAPOLA PE=1 SV=4;sp|P51003-2|PAPOA_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Poly(A) polymerase alpha OS=Homo sapiens GN=PAPOLA21.4407 6 22.33315 3 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 7 0.8924389 1488 12.5 82.842 745
sp|Q5T6V5|CI064_HUMANsp|Q5T6V5|CI064_HUMAN UPF0553 protein C9orf64 OS=Homo sapiens GN=C9orf64 PE=1 SV=120.815744 21.70565 1 2 By matching By MS/MS 0 3 0.889904 1487 7.6 39.028 341
sp|Q8N0V3|RBFA_HUMAN;sp|Q8N0V3-2|RBFA_HUMANsp|Q8N0V3|RBFA_HUMAN Putative ribosome-binding factor A, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBFA PE=1 SV=320.353809 21.24028 1 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 4 0.8864689 1486 12.2 38.359 343
sp|Q15020|SART3_HUMAN;sp|Q15020-2|SART3_HUMAN;sp|Q15020-3|SART3_HUMANsp|Q15020|SART3_HUMAN quamous cell carcinoma antigen recognized by T-cells 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SART3 PE=1 SV=123.49814 24.38364 7 17 By matching By MS/MS 0 26 0.8854961 1485 23.8 109.93 963
sp|Q53H96|P5CR3_HUMANsp|Q53 96|P5CR3_HUMAN Pyrroline-5-carboxylate reductase 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PYCRL PE=1 SV=221.980328 22.8655 4 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 10 0.8851719 1484 40.5 28.649 274
sp|O43660|PLRG1_HUMAN;sp|O43660-2|PLRG1_HUMANsp|O43660|PLRG1_HUMAN leiotropic regulator 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PLRG1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|O43660-2|PLRG1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Pleiotropic regulator 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PLRG121.7 9887 22.63367 3 4 By matching By MS/MS 0 7 0.8837852 1483 56.4 57.193 514
sp|Q07666|KHDR1_HUMAN;sp|Q07666-2|KHDR1_HUMAN;sp|Q07666-3|KHDR1_HUMAN;sp|Q5VWX1|KHDR2_HUMAN;sp|Q9UBC1-2|IKBL1_HUMAN;sp|Q9UBC1-3|IKBL1_HUMAN;sp|Q9UBC1|IKBL1_HUMANsp|Q07666|KHDR1_HUMAN  domain-containing, RNA binding, signal transduction-associated protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=KHDRBS1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q07666-2 KHDR1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of KH domain-containing, RNA-binding, signal transduction-associated protein 1 OS=Homo24.68255 25.56596 5 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 16 0.8834076 1482 42.2 48.227 443
sp|Q05048|CSTF1_HUMANsp|Q05048|CSTF1_HUMAN Cleavage stimulation factor subunit 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CSTF1 PE=1 SV=121.785404 22.66171 3 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 9 0.8763046 1481 36 48.357 431
sp|P52272|HNRPM_HUMAN;sp|P52272-2|HNRPM_HUMANsp| 52272|H RPM_HUMAN eterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein M OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPM PE=1 SV=3;sp|P52272-2|HNRPM_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein M OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPM30.135529 30.9949 49 50 By MS/MS By MS/MS 84 139 0.8593674 1479 82.2 77.515 730
sp|P14866|HNRPL_HUMAN;sp|P14866-2|HNRPL_HUMANsp| 14866|H RPL_HUMAN eterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein L OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPL PE=1 SV=2;sp|P14866-2|HNRPL_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein L OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPL25.9250 2 26.78107 15 17 By MS/M By MS/MS 17 30 0.8560047 1478 83.7 64.132 589
sp|P50750|CDK9_HUMAN;sp|P50750-2|CDK9_HUMANsp|P50750|CDK9_HUMAN yclin-dependent kinase 9 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CDK9 PE=1 SV=3;sp|P50750-2|CDK9_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Cyclin-dependent kinase 9 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CDK920.319206 21.17066 2 4 By matching By MS/MS 0 4 0.8514557 1477 21.8 42.777 372
sp|Q6P2Q9|PRP8_HUMANsp|Q6P2Q9|PRP8_HUMAN Pre-mRNA-processing-splicing factor 8 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRPF8 PE=1 SV=225.506548 26.35542 29 49 By M /MS By MS/MS 10 78 0.8488674 1476 55.4 273.6 2335
sp|P60604-2|UB2G2_HUMAN;sp|P60604|UB2G2_HUMANsp|P60604-2|UB2G2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E2 G2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBE2G2;sp|P60604|UB2G2_HUMAN Ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E2 G2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBE2G2 PE=1 SV=120.867449 21.71553 1 2 By matching By M /MS 0 4 0.8480797 1475 44.5 15.614 137
sp|P55209|NP1L1_HUMANsp|P55209|NP1L1_HUMAN Nucleosome assembly protein 1-like 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NAP1L1 PE=1 SV=124.662806 25.50987 7 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 18 0.8470669 1474 32.5 45.374 391
sp|Q9BVI4|NOC4L_HUMANsp|Q9BVI4|NOC4L_HUMAN Nucleolar complex protein 4 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=NOC4L PE=1 SV=122.610722 23.45362 4 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 15 0.8429031 1473 25.2 58.467 516
sp|Q9BV38|WDR18_HUMANsp|Q9BV38|WDR18_HUMAN WD repeat-containing protein 18 OS=Homo sapiens GN=WDR18 PE=1 SV=220. 82341 21.71716 0 4 By MS/MS 0 7 0.8348198 1472 28.9 47.405 432
sp|Q14980-2|NUMA1_HUMAN;sp|Q14980|NUMA1_HUMAN;sp|Q14980-4|NUMA1_HUMAN;sp|Q14980-3|NUMA1_HUMANsp|Q14980-2|NUMA1_HUMA  Isoform 2 of uclear mitotic apparatus protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN= UMA1;sp|Q14980|NUMA1_HUMAN Nuclear mitotic apparatus protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NUMA1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q14980-4|NUMA1_HUMAN Isoform Numa-s of Nuclear mitotic apparat20.670 85 21.50402 0 3 By MS/MS 0 3 0.8338375 1471 41.4 236.51 2101
sp|P67809|YBOX1_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y2T7|YBOX2_HUMANsp|P67809|YBOX1_HUMAN Nuclease-sensitive element-binding protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=YBX1 PE=1 SV=330.189074 31.02175 17 16 By MS/MS By MS/MS 34 85 0.832674 1470 71.9 35.924 324
sp|O75153|CLU_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y5I4-2|PCDC2_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y5I4|PCDC2_HUMANsp|O75153|CLU_HUMAN Clustered mitochondria protein homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=CLUH PE=1 SV=221.9640 2 22.77962 4 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 13 0.8156033 1468 23.1 146.67 1309
sp|Q9Y5L0-3|TNPO3_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y5L0|TNPO3_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y5L0-5|TNPO3_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y5L0-1|TNPO3_HUMANsp|Q9Y5L0-3|T PO3_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Transportin-3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TNPO3;sp|Q9Y5L0|TNPO3_HUMAN Transportin-3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TNPO3 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q9Y5L0-5|TNPO3_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Transportin-3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TNPO3;sp|Q9Y5L0-1|TNPO3_HUMAN Isoform 121.556839 22.36626 3 6 By m tching By MS/MS 0 6 0.8094254 1467 19 102.54 909
sp|Q96DH6-2|MSI2H_HUMAN;sp|Q96DH6|MSI2H_HUMAN;sp|Q96DH6-3|MSI2H_HUMANsp|Q96D 6-2|MSI2H_HUMAN Isoform 2 of RNA-binding protein Musashi homolog 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MSI2;sp|Q96DH6|MSI2H_HUMAN RNA-binding protein Musashi homolog 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MSI2 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q96DH6-3|MSI2H_HUMAN Isoform 3 of RNA-binding protein Musash26.15694 26.96058 9 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 14 19 0.8036385 1466 51.8 28.42 251
sp|P54646|AAPK2_HUMAN;sp|Q13131|AAPK1_HUMAN;sp|Q13131-2|AAPK1_HUMANsp|P54646| APK2_HUMAN 5-AMP-activated protein kinase catalytic subunit alpha-2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRKAA2 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q13131|AAPK1_HUMAN 5-AMP-activated protein kinase catalytic subunit alpha-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRKAA1 PE=1 SV=4;sp|Q13131-2|AAPK1_HUMAN20.620375 21.42096 2 3 By matchi g By MS/MS 0 4 0.8005829 1465 8.2 62.319 552
sp|P49959-2|MRE11_HUMAN;sp|P49959|MRE11_HUMANsp|P49959-2|MRE11_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Double-strand break repair protein MRE11A OS=Homo sapiens GN=MRE11A;sp|P49959|MRE11_HUMAN Double-strand break repair protein MRE11A OS=Homo sapiens GN=MRE11A PE=1 SV=320.964516 21.74862 2 5 By matching By MS/MS 0 8 0.7841034 1464 30 77.641 680
sp|P08133|ANXA6_HUMAN;sp|P08133-2|ANXA6_HUMANsp|P08133| XA6_HUMAN nnexin A6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ANXA6 PE=1 SV=3;sp|P08133-2|ANXA6_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Annexin A6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ANXA620.476597 21.25989 1 3 By matching By MS/MS 0 5 0.7832909 1463 18.1 75.872 673
sp|Q86X55|CARM1_HUMAN;sp|Q86X55-1|CARM1_HUMAN;sp|Q86X55-2|CARM1_HUMANsp|Q86X55|CARM1_HUMAN Histone-arginine methyltransferase CARM1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CARM1 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q86X55-1|CARM1_HUMAN Isoform 1 of Histone-arginine methyltransferase CARM1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CARM1;sp|Q86X55-2|CARM1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Histone-arginine m20.701717 21.48444 1 2 By matching By MS/MS 0 4 0.7827206 1462 17.8 65.853 608
sp|Q8TDD1|DDX54_HUMAN;sp|Q8TDD1-2|DDX54_HUMANsp|Q8TDD1|DDX54_HUMAN ATP-dependent RNA helicase DDX54 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDX54 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q8TDD1-2|DDX54_HUMAN Isoform 2 of ATP-dependent RNA helicase DDX54 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDX5420.701736 1.47 56 0 5 By MS/MS 0 4 0.7738228 1461 15.4 98.594 881
sp|Q9Y5Q8-2|TF3C5_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y5Q8|TF3C5_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y5Q8-3|TF3C5_HUMANsp|Q9Y5Q8-2|TF3C5_HUMAN Isoform 2 of General transcription factor 3C polypeptide 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GTF3C5;sp|Q9Y5Q8|TF3C5_HUMAN General transcription factor 3C polypeptide 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GTF3C5 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9Y5Q8-3|TF3C5_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Genera21.278837 22.04986 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 4 0.7710247 1460 25.5 58.266 509
sp|Q5T4S7-3|UBR4_HUMAN;sp|Q5T4S7-4|UBR4_HUMAN;sp|Q5T4S7|UBR4_HUMAN;sp|Q5T4S7-2|UBR4_HUMAN;sp|Q5T4S7-5|UBR4_HUMANsp|Q5T4S7-3|UBR4_HUMAN Isoform 3 of E3 ubiquitin-protein ligase UBR4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBR4;sp|Q5T4S7-4|UBR4_HUMAN Isoform 4 of E3 ubiquitin-protein ligase UBR4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBR4;sp|Q5T4S7|UBR4_HUMAN E3 ubiquitin-protein ligase UBR4 OS=Homo sapiens20.646524 21.41431 1 3 By matching By MS/MS 0 4 0.7677898 1459 2.4 571.85 5159
sp|Q9NVA2|SEP11_HUMAN;sp|Q9NVA2-2|SEP11_HUMAN;sp|Q9P0V9-3|SEP10_HUMAN;sp|Q9P0V9|SEP10_HUMAN;sp|Q9P0V9-2|SEP10_HUMANsp|Q9NVA2|SEP11_HUM N Septin-11 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SEPT11 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q9NVA2-2|SEP11_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Septin-11 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SEPT112 .791737 22.558 3 5 By matching By MS/MS 0 7 0.7663651 1457 28.4 49.398 429
sp|Q9UGV2-3|NDRG3_HUMAN;sp|Q9UGV2-2|NDRG3_HUMAN;sp|Q9UGV2|NDRG3_HUMANsp|Q9UGV2-3|NDRG3_H MAN Isoform 3 of Protein NDR 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NDRG3;sp|Q9UGV2-2|NDRG3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Protein NDRG3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NDRG3;sp|Q9UGV2|NDRG3_HUMAN Protein NDRG3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NDRG3 PE=1 SV=220.998175 21.76118 2 3 By atching By MS/MS 0 5 0.7630005 1456 17.5 31.484 286
sp|P00918|CAH2_HUMANsp|P00918|CAH2_HUMAN Carbonic anhydrase 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CA2 PE=1 SV=224.256451 25.01695 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 12 0.7605 1455 46.2 29.246 260
sp|Q9UL40|ZN346_HUMAN;sp|Q9UL40-2|ZN346_HUMANsp|Q9UL40|Z 346_H MAN Zinc finger protein 346 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ZNF346 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9UL40-2|ZN346_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Zinc finger protein 346 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ZNF34620.772409 21.5296 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 3 0.7571907 1454 27.9 32.932 294
sp|O75419-2|CDC45_HUMAN;sp|O75419|CDC45_HUMAN;sp|O75419-3|CDC45_HUMANsp|O7 419-2|CDC45_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Cell division control protein 45 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=CDC45;sp|O75419|CDC45_HUMAN Cell division control protein 45 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=CDC45 PE=1 SV=1;sp|O75419-3|CDC45_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Cell division cont20.615084 21.37066 1 3 By matching By MS/MS 0 4 0.7555 2 1453 9.6 60.244 520
sp|P10606|COX5B_HUMANsp|P10606|COX5B_HUMAN Cytochrome c oxidase subunit 5B, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=COX5B PE=1 SV=221.701002 22.45508 3 5 By matching By MS/MS 0 6 0.7540779 1452 46.5 13.696 129
sp|Q15021|CND1_HUMAN;REV__sp|Q02790|FKBP4_HUMANsp|Q15021|CND1_HUMAN Condensin complex subunit 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NCAPD2 PE=1 SV=323.880636 24.63345 11 18 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 31 0.7528133 1451 35.2 157.18 1401
sp|O00139-2|KIF2A_HUMAN;sp|O00139-1|KIF2A_HUMAN;sp|O00139-5|KIF2A_HUMAN;sp|O00139|KIF2A_HUMAN;sp|O00139-4|KIF2A_HUMAN;sp|Q8N4N8|KIF2B_HUMANsp|O00139-2|KIF2A_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Kinesin-like protein KIF2A OS=Homo sapiens GN=KIF2 ;sp|O0 139-1|KIF2A_HUMAN Isoform 1 of inesin-like protein KIF2A OS=Homo sapiens GN=KIF2A;sp|O00139-5|KIF2A_HUMAN Isoform 5 of Kinesin-like protein KIF2A OS=Homo sapien20.567 9 21.31915 1 By matching By MS/MS 0 4 0.7519608 1450 22.6 75.042 660
sp|Q06210-2|GFPT1_HUMAN;sp|Q06210|GFPT1_HUMAN;sp|O94808|GFPT2_HUMANsp|Q06210-2|GFPT1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Glutamine--fructose-6-phosphate aminotransferase [isomerizing] 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GFPT1;sp|Q06210|GFPT1_HUMAN Glutamine--fructose-6-phosphate aminotransferase [isomerizing] 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GFPT1 PE=1 SV=323.902975 24.65436 9 14 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 25 0.7513866 1449 30.7 76.758 681
sp|Q9BZK7|TBL1R_HUMAN;sp|O60907-2|TBL1X_HUMAN;sp|O60907|TBL1X_HUMAN;sp|Q9BQ87|TBL1Y_HUMANsp|Q9BZK7|TBL1R_HUMAN F-box-like/WD repeat-containing protein TBL1XR1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TBL1XR1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|O60907-2|TBL1X_HUMAN Isoform 2 of F-box-like/WD repeat-containing protein TBL1X OS=Homo sapiens GN=TBL1X;sp|O60907|TBL1X_HUMAN F-box-like/WD repea21.695532 22.44612 2 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 5 0.7505875 1448 19.6 55.594 514
sp|Q93009|UBP7_HUMANsp|Q93009|UBP7_HUMAN Ubiquitin carboxyl-terminal hydrolase 7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=USP7 PE=1 SV=220.847431 21.59732 1 3 By matching By MS/MS 0 3 0.7498932 1447 34.9 128.3 1102
sp|P28288|ABCD3_HUMAN;sp|P28288-2|ABCD3_HUMAN;sp|P28288-3|ABCD3_HUMANsp|P28288| BCD3_HUMAN TP-binding cas ette sub-family D member 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ABCD3 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P28288-2|ABCD3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of ATP-binding cassette sub-family D member 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ABCD320.871733 21.61953 1 3 By matching By MS/MS 0 5 0.7477932 1446 20.5 75.475 659
sp|P56134-3|ATPK_HUMAN;sp|P56134|ATPK_HUMAN;sp|P56134-4|ATPK_HUMAN;sp|P56134-2|ATPK_HUMANsp| 56134-3|ATPK_HUMAN Isoform 3 of AT  synthase subunit f, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATP5J2;sp|P56134|ATPK_HUMAN ATP synthase subunit f, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATP5J2 PE=1 SV=3;sp|P56134-4|ATPK_HUMAN Isoform 4 of ATP synthase subunit f, m21.582058 22.32248 2 3 By MS/MS By M /MS 1 0.7404251 1445 67.3 6.2953 55
sp|Q13547|HDAC1_HUMANsp|Q13547|HDAC1_HUMAN Histone deacetylase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HDAC1 PE=1 SV=124.144527 24.88465 9 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 14 0.7401199 1444 56 55.102 482
sp|O15371|EIF3D_HUMANsp|O15371|EIF3D_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 3 subunit D OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF3D PE=1 SV=124.451237 25.17965 10 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 22 0.7284 07 1443 48.7 63.972 548
sp|P11766|ADHX_HUMANsp|P11766|ADHX_HUMAN Alcohol dehydrogenase class-3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ADH5 PE=1 SV=422.416094 23.14362 2 5 By matching By MS/MS 0 10 0.7275295 1442 18.2 39.724 374
sp|P51398|RT29_HUMAN;sp|P51398-2|RT29_HUMAN;sp|P51398-3|RT29_HUMANsp|P51398|RT29_HUMAN 28S ribosomal protein S29, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=DAP3 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P51398-2|RT29_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 28S ribosomal protein S29, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=DAP3;sp|P51398-3|RT29_HUMAN Isoform 3 of 28S ribosomal protein S21.05 139 21.78385 1 3 By matching By MS/MS 0 4 0.7247086 1441 60.6 45.566 398
sp|O14979|HNRDL_HUMANsp|O14979|H RDL_HUMAN Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein D-like OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPDL PE=1 SV=325.906143 26.6284 12 15 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 29 0.7222538 1440 41.9 46.437 420
sp|Q15654|TRIP6_HUMANsp|Q15654|TRIP6_HUMAN Thyroid receptor-interacting protein 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TRIP6 PE=1 SV=320.262751 20.98412 0 2 By MS/MS 0 3 0.7213726 1439 13.4 50.287 476
sp|Q9UKF6|CPSF3_HUMANsp|Q9UKF6|CPSF3_HUMAN Cleavage and polyadenylation specificity factor subunit 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CPSF3 PE=1 SV=121.296701 22.01478 2 3 By matching By MS/MS 0 3 0.7180805 1438 43.9 77.485 684
sp|P61313|RL15_HUMAN;sp|P61313-2|RL15_HUMANsp|P61313|RL15_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L15 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL15 PE=1 SV=224.816557 25.526 7 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 14 0.7094402 1437 51.5 24.146 204
sp|P36957|ODO2_HUMANsp|P36957|ODO2_HUMAN Dihydrolipoyllysine-residue succinyltransferase component of 2-oxoglutarate dehydrogenase complex, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=DLST PE=1 SV=421.112694 21.82205 2 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 3 0.7093601 1436 40.2 48.755 453
sp|Q07020|RL18_HUMANsp|Q07020|RL18_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L18 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL18 PE=1 SV=224.925606 25.63478 4 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 11 0.7091751 1435 42 21.634 188
sp|Q96BM9|ARL8A_HUMANsp|Q96BM9| RL8A_HUMAN ADP-ribosylation factor-like protein 8A OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARL8A PE=1 SV=120.115192 20.82384 2 4 By M /MS By MS/MS 1 3 0.7086506 1434 45.2 21.416 186
sp|Q8IWC1-2|MA7D3_HUMAN;sp|Q8IWC1-4|MA7D3_HUMAN;sp|Q8IWC1|MA7D3_HUMAN;sp|Q8IWC1-3|MA7D3_HUMANsp|Q8IWC1-2|MA7D3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of MAP7 domain-containing protein 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MAP7D3;sp|Q8IWC1-4|MA7D3_HUMAN Isoform 4 of MAP7 domain-containing protein 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MAP7D3;sp|Q8IWC1|MA7D3_HUMAN MAP7 domain-containing protein 3 OS=Homo s20.3641 21.07117 2 2 By matching By MS/MS 0 3 0.7070694 1433 3.4 93.784 835
sp|Q96EY4|TMA16_HUMANsp|Q96EY4|TMA16_HUMAN Translation machinery-associated protein 16 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TMA16 PE=1 SV=222.470381 23.17522 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 6 0.7048416 1432 16.7 23.864 203
sp|O96008|TOM40_HUMAN;sp|O96008-2|TOM40_HUMANsp|O96008|TOM40_HUMAN Mitochondrial import receptor subunit TOM40 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=TOMM40 PE=1 SV=1;sp|O96008-2|TOM40_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Mitochondrial import receptor subunit TOM40 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=TOMM4020.41575 21.11674 2 3 By matching By MS/MS 0 4 0.7009792 431 45.2 37.893 361
sp|P08670|VIME_HUMAN;sp|P17661|DESM_HUMAN;sp|P41219|PERI_HUMAN;sp|P41219-2|PERI_HUMAN;sp|P14136-3|GFAP_HUMAN;sp|P14136|GFAP_HUMAN;sp|P14136-2|GFAP_HUMAN;sp|P78386|KRT85_HUMAN_contaminant;sp|P78386|KRT85_HUMANsp|P08670|VIME_HUMAN Vimentin OS=Homo sapiens GN=VIM PE=1 SV=429.181108 29.8807 40 42 By MS/MS By MS/MS 64 93 0.6995869 1430 87.3 53.651 466
sp|Q9UBD5-2|ORC3_HUMAN;sp|Q9UBD5|ORC3_HUMAN;sp|Q9UBD5-3|ORC3_HUMANsp|Q9UBD5-2|ORC3_H MAN Isoform 2 of Origin recognition complex subunit 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ORC3;sp|Q9UBD5|ORC3_HUMAN Origin recognition complex subunit 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ORC3 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9UBD5-3|ORC3_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Origin recognition complex subu20.545658 21.24272 0 2 By M /MS 0 4 0.6 70654 1429 12.6 82.324 712
sp|Q9UNE7|CHIP_HUMAN;sp|Q9UNE7-2|CHIP_HUMANsp|Q9UNE7|CHIP_H MAN E3 ubiquitin-protein ligase CHIP OS=Homo sapiens GN=STUB1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9UNE7-2|CHIP_HUMAN Isoform 2 of E3 ubiquitin-protein ligase CHIP OS=Homo sapiens GN=STUB121.436544 22.13248 3 4 By matching By MS/MS 0 7 0.6959362 1428 55.8 34.856 303
sp|P61970|NTF2_HUMANsp|P61970| TF2_HUMAN Nuclear transport factor 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NUTF2 PE=1 SV=12.171883 22.86648 3 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 8 0.6945992 1427 51.2 14.478 127
sp|Q6PI48|SYDM_HUMANsp|Q6PI48|SYDM_HUMAN Aspartate--tRNA ligase, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=DARS2 PE=1 SV=120.514614 21.20717 2 3 By matching By MS/MS 0 3 0.6925583 1426 55.7 73.562 645
sp|Q16637-4|SMN_HUMAN;sp|Q16637-2|SMN_HUMAN;sp|Q16637-3|SMN_HUMAN;sp|Q16637|SMN_HUMANsp|Q16637-4|SMN_HUMAN Isoform SMN-delta57 of Survival motor neuron protein OS= omo sapiens GN=SMN1;sp|Q16637-2|SMN_HUMAN Isoform SMN-delta5 of Survival motor neuron protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=SMN1;sp|Q16637-3|SMN_HUMAN Isoform SMN-delta7 of Survival motor21.5909 22.28241 2 3 By matching By MS/MS 0 4 0.6915054 1425 18.8 27.135 250
sp|Q8TCG1|CIP2A_HUMAN;sp|Q8TCG1-2|CIP2A_HUMANsp|Q8TCG1|CIP2A_HUMAN Protein CIP2  OS=Homo sapiens GN=KIAA1524 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q8TCG1-2|CIP2A_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Protein CIP2A OS=Homo sapiens GN=KIAA152422.039625 2.73099 4 9 By matching By MS/MS 0 12 0.6913624 1424 15.1 102.18 905
sp|P09211|GSTP1_HUMANsp| 09211|GSTP1_HUMAN Glutathione S-transferase P OS=Homo sapiens GN=GSTP1 PE=1 SV=225.406199 26.09652 6 5 By MS/MS By M /MS 10 12 0.6903172 1423 41.4 23.356 210
sp|Q9Y3Y2-4|CHTOP_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y3Y2|CHTOP_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y3Y2-3|CHTOP_HUMANsp|Q9Y3Y2-4|CHTOP_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Chromatin target of PRMT1 protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=CHTOP;sp|Q9Y3Y2|CHTOP_HUMAN Chromatin target of PRMT1 protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=CHTOP PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9Y3Y2-3|CHTOP_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Chromatin target of PRMT1 protei25.333097 6.02094 5 7 By MS/ S By MS/MS 6 13 0.6878414 1422 37.1 21.918 202
sp|Q9UN86-2|G3BP2_HUMAN;sp|Q9UN86|G3BP2_HUMANsp|Q9UN86-2|G3BP2_H MAN Isoform B of Ras GTPase-activating protein-binding protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=G3BP2;sp|Q9UN86|G3BP2_HUMAN Ras GTPase-activating protein-binding protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=G3BP2 PE=1 SV=222.07855 22.76569 4 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 9 0.6871433 1421 27.6 50.817 449
sp|Q7Z2W4|ZCCHV_HUMAN;sp|Q7Z2W4-2|ZCCHV_HUMAN;sp|Q7Z2W4-3|ZCCHV_HUMAN;sp|Q7Z2W4-4|ZCCHV_HUMAN;sp|Q7Z2W4-5|ZCCHV_HUMANsp|Q7Z2W4|ZCCHV_HUMAN Zinc finger CCCH-type antiviral protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ZC3HAV1 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q7Z2W4-2|ZCCHV_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Zinc finger CCCH-type antiviral protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ZC3HAV124.182985 24.86995 15 17 By MS/ S By MS/MS 4 29 0.686964 1420 35.7 101.43 902
sp|Q9NY12-2|GAR1_HUMAN;sp|Q9NY12|GAR1_HUMANsp|Q9NY12-2|GAR1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of H/ACA ribonucleoprotein complex subunit 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GAR1;sp|Q9NY12|GAR1_HUMAN H/ACA ribonucleoprotein complex subunit 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GAR1 PE=1 SV=123.792334 24.47407 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 7 0.6817398 1419 25.1 20.834 199
sp|P18124|RL7_HUMANsp|P18124|RL7_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL7 PE=1 SV=125.10964 25.79069 8 11 By MS/MS By MS/M 14 22 0.6810474 1418 51.6 29.225 248
sp|Q8N3C0|ASCC3_HUMAN;sp|Q8N3C0-4|ASCC3_HUMANsp|Q8N3C0| SCC3_HUMAN Activating signal cointegrator 1 complex subunit 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ASCC3 PE=1 SV=321.139788 21.81968 1 4 By matching By MS/MS 0 5 0.6798916 1417 6.2 251.46 2202
sp|P46977|STT3A_HUMANsp|P46977|STT3A_HUMAN Dolichyl-diphosphooligosaccharide--protein glycosyltransferase subunit STT3A OS=Homo sapiens GN=STT3A PE=1 SV=221.750992 22.42693 2 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 6 0.6759396 1416 18.9 80.529 705
sp|P09884|DPOLA_HUMANsp|P09884|DPOLA_HUMAN DNA polymerase alpha catalytic subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=POLA1 PE=1 SV=221.225058 21.90025 2 3 By matching By MS/MS 0 4 0.6751919 1415 10.7 165.91 1462
sp|Q9Y2Z4|SYYM_HUMANsp|Q9Y2Z4|SYYM_HUMAN Tyrosine--tRNA ligase, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=YARS2 PE=1 SV=220.529648 21.20419 0 3 By MS/MS 0 6 0.6745415 1414 46.3 53.198 477
sp|P43034|LIS1_HUMAN;sp|P43034-2|LIS1_HUMANsp|P43034|LIS1_HUMAN Platelet-activating factor acetylhydrolase IB subunit alpha OS=Homo sapiens GN=PAFAH1B1 PE=1 SV=223.14057 23.81216 6 7 By MS/MS By MS/M 1 12 0.671587 1413 26.3 46.637 410
sp|O94906|PRP6_HUMAN;sp|O94906-2|PRP6_HUMANsp|O94906|PRP6_HUMAN re-mRNA-processing factor 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRPF6 PE=1 SV=1;sp|O94906-2|PRP6_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Pre-mRNA-processing factor 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRPF621.63183 22.30251 3 6 By matchi g By MS/MS 0 0.6706829 1412 31.3 106.92 941
sp|Q9H307|PININ_HUMAN;sp|Q9H307-2|PININ_HUMANsp|Q9 307|PININ_HUMAN Pinin OS=Homo sapiens GN=PNN PE=1 SV=4;sp|Q9H307-2|PININ_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Pinin OS=Homo sapiens GN=PNN22.686991 23.35448 3 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 10 0.6674843 1411 38.6 81.613 717
sp|P35606|COPB2_HUMANsp|P35606|COPB2_HUMAN Coatomer subunit beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=COPB2 PE=1 SV=225.036953 25.70411 17 20 By MS/MS By MS/MS 13 35 0.6671619 1410 34.9 102.49 906
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sp|Q5H9R7-3|PP6R3_HUMAN;sp|Q5H9R7-4|PP6R3_HUMAN;sp|Q5H9R7-6|PP6R3_HUMAN;sp|Q5H9R7-2|PP6R3_HUMAN;sp|Q5H9R7|PP6R3_HUMAN;sp|Q5H9R7-5|PP6R3_HUMANsp|Q5H9R7-3|PP6R3_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Serine/threonine-protein phosphatase 6 regulatory subunit 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPP6R3;sp|Q5H9R7-4| P6R3_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Serine/threonine-protein phosphatase 6 regulatory subunit 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPP6R3;sp|Q5H9R7-21.929005 22.5943 3 5 By matching By MS/MS 0 8 0.6652927 1409 11.6 88.908 791
sp|P52701|MSH6_HUMAN;sp|P52701-2|MSH6_HUMANsp|P52701|MSH6_HUMAN DNA mismatch repair protein Msh6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MSH6 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P52701-2|MSH6_HUMAN Isoform GTBP-alt of DNA mismatch repair protein Msh6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MSH624.111795 24.7757 11 22 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 33 0.663908 1408 31 152.78 1360
sp|O95573|ACSL3_HUMANsp|O95573| CSL3_HUMAN Long-chain-fatty-acid--CoA ligase 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACSL3 PE=1 SV=320.654472 21.31661 2 3 By matching By MS/MS 0 4 0.6621399 1407 49.3 80.419 720
sp|Q16643|DREB_HUMAN;sp|Q16643-3|DREB_HUMAN;sp|Q16643-2|DREB_HUMANsp|Q16643|DREB_HUMAN rebrin OS=Homo sapiens GN=D N1 PE=1 SV=4;sp|Q16643-3|DREB_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Drebrin OS=Homo sapiens GN=DBN1;sp|Q16643-2|DREB_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Drebrin OS=Homo sapiens GN=DBN122.5 1508 23.22061 3 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 7 0.6590977 1406 49.8 71.428 649
sp|Q9BQ69|MACD1_HUMANsp|Q9BQ69|MACD1_HUMAN O-acetyl-ADP-ribose deacetylase MACROD1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MACROD1 PE=1 SV=220.992653 21.65084 2 2 By matching By MS/MS 0 4 0.658186 1405 22.8 35.505 325
sp|Q3ZCM7|TBB8_HUMANsp|Q3ZC 7|TBB8_HUMAN Tubulin beta-8 chain OS=Homo sapiens GN=TUBB8 PE=1 SV=227.684317 28.3407 11 11 By MS/MS By MS/M 2 7 0.6563873 1404 24.5 49.775 444
sp|P49770|EI2BB_HUMANsp|P49770|EI2BB_HUMAN Translation initiation factor eIF-2B subunit beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF2B2 PE=1 SV=322.730864 23.38139 4 6 By matching By MS/MS 0 10 0.6505299 1403 22.8 38.989 351
sp|Q15029|U5S1_HUMAN;sp|Q15029-2|U5S1_HUMANsp|Q15029|U5S1_HUMAN 116 kDa U5 small nuclear ribonucleoprotein component OS=Homo sapiens GN=EFTUD2 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q15029-2|U5S1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 116 kDa U5 small nuclear ribonucleoprotein component OS=Homo sapiens GN=EFTUD225.6 1409 26.2971 25 28 By MS/MS By MS/MS 17 49 0.6456947 1402 72.3 109.43 972
sp|Q96P16|RPR1A_HUMAN;sp|Q96P16-3|RPR1A_HUMANsp|Q96P16|RPR1A_HUMAN egulation of nuclear pre-mRNA domain-containing protein 1A OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPRD1A PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q96P16-3|RPR1A_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Regulation of nuclear pre-mRNA domain-containing protein 1A OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPRD1A22.928898 23.56709 4 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 9 0.6381931 1401 58.7 35.719 312
sp|O95782-2|AP2A1_HUMAN;sp|O95782|AP2A1_HUMANsp|O95782-2| P2A1_HUMAN Isoform B of AP-2 complex subunit alpha-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=AP2A1;sp|O95782|AP2A1_HUMAN AP-2 complex subunit alpha-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=AP2A1 PE=1 SV=320.411482 21.0486 4 9 By matching By MS/MS 0 4 0.6371174 1400 26.8 105.36 955
sp|O43324|MCA3_HUMAN;sp|O43324-2|MCA3_HUMANsp|O43324|MCA3_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation elongation factor 1 epsilon-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EEF1E1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|O43324-2|MCA3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Eukaryotic translation elongation factor 1 epsilon-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EEF1E123. 6533 24.00187 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 0 0.6365414 1399 65.5 19.81 174
sp|P39656|OST48_HUMANsp|P39656|OST48_HUMAN Dolichyl-diphosphooligosaccharide--protein glycosyltransferase 48 kDa subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDOST PE=1 SV=423.909946 24.54032 7 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 15 0.630373 1398 49. 50.8 456
sp|P49821-2|NDUV1_HUMAN;sp|P49821|NDUV1_HUMANsp|P49821-2|NDUV1_HUMA  Isoform 2 of ADH dehydrogenase [ubiquinone] flavoprotein 1, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=NDUFV1;sp|P49821|NDUV1_HUMAN NADH dehydrogenase [ubiquinone] flavoprotein 1, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=NDUFV1 PE=1 SV=420.378708 21.00642 2 3 By matching By MS/MS 0 4 0.6277084 1397 62.6 49.867 455
sp|Q9H4M9|EHD1_HUMAN;sp|Q9NZN3|EHD3_HUMANsp|Q9 4 9|EHD1_HUMAN EH domain-containing protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EHD1 PE=1 SV=22 .239056 21.86401 2 4 By matching By MS/MS 0 6 0.6249523 1396 34.6 60.626 534
sp|Q14152|EIF3A_HUMANsp|Q14152|EIF3A_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 3 subunit A OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF3A PE=1 SV=125.402723 26.02316 25 31 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 59 0.6204395 1395 47 166.57 1382
sp|P05388|RLA0_HUMAN;sp|Q8NHW5|RLA0L_HUMANsp|P05388|RLA0_HUMAN 60S acidic ribosomal protein P0 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPLP0 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q8NHW5|RLA0L_HUMAN 60S acidic ribosomal protein P0-like OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPLP0P6 PE=5 SV=126.441851 27.06178 9 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 21 0.6199284 1394 47.6 34.273 317
sp|Q15233|NONO_HUMAN;sp|Q15233-2|NONO_HUMANsp|Q15233|NONO_HUMAN on-POU domain-containing octamer-binding protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=NONO PE=1 SV=4;sp|Q15233-2|NONO_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Non-POU domain-containing octamer-binding protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=NONO25.60964 26.22735 17 18 By MS/MS By M /MS 14 29 0.6 77063 1393 64.1 54.231 471
sp|P30519|HMOX2_HUMANsp|P30519|HMOX2_HUMAN Heme oxygenase 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HMOX2 PE=1 SV=220.605661 21.21774 0 2 By MS/MS 0 3 0.6120777 1392 49.7 36.032 316
sp|Q6P1J9|CDC73_HUMANsp|Q6P1J9|CDC73_HUMAN Parafibromin OS=Homo sapiens GN=CDC73 PE=1 SV=121.433798 22.0455 3 5 By matching By MS/MS 0 7 0.6117039 1391 36.7 60.576 531
sp|Q58FF8|H90B2_HUMANsp|Q58FF8|H90B2_HUMAN Putative heat shock protein HSP 90-beta 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSP90AB2P PE=1 SV=224.501909 25.11052 8 10 By MS/M By MS/MS 2 5 0.6086121 1390 25.2 44.348 381
sp|O43347|MSI1H_HUMANsp|O43347|MSI1H_HUMAN RNA-binding protein Musashi homolog 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MSI1 PE=1 SV=125.531719 26.13581 9 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 15 27 0.6040878 1389 53.3 39.124 362
sp|Q8NBT2|SPC24_HUMANsp|Q8NBT2|SPC24_HUMAN Kinetochore protein Spc24 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SPC24 PE=1 SV=220.468481 21.07156 1 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 3 0.6030807 1388 32.5 22.478 197
sp|P18077|RL35A_HUMANsp|P18077|RL35A_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L35a OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL35A PE=1 SV=224.14546 24.74627 7 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 13 0.6008129 1387 52.7 12.538 110
sp|Q13045-2|FLII_HUMAN;sp|Q13045-3|FLII_HUMAN;sp|Q13045|FLII_HUMANsp|Q13045-2|FLII_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Protein flightless-1 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=FLII;sp|Q13045-3|FLII_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Protein flightless-1 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=FLII;sp|Q13045|FLII_HUMAN Protein flightless-1 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=FLII PE=122.479561 23.07902 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 14 0.5994606 1386 14.3 138.49 1214
sp|Q14444-2|CAPR1_HUMAN;sp|Q14444|CAPR1_HUMANsp|Q14444-2|CAPR1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Caprin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CAPRIN1;sp|Q14444|CAPR1_HUMAN Caprin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CAPRIN1 PE=1 SV=222.7 368 23.31202 4 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 11 0.5983372 1385 22.2 76.861 694
sp|Q15019|SEPT2_HUMAN;sp|Q15019-2|SEPT2_HUMANsp|Q15019|SEPT2_HUMAN eptin-2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SEPT2 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q15019-2|SEPT2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Septin-2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SEPT223.9409 6 24.53866 8 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 18 0.5977459 1384 58.2 41.487 361
sp|P27635|RL10_HUMAN;sp|Q96L21|RL10L_HUMANsp|P27635|RL10_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L10 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL10 PE=1 SV=427.065584 27.66248 10 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 21 28 0.5968952 1383 47.2 24.604 214
sp|Q6IA86-2|ELP2_HUMAN;sp|Q6IA86-3|ELP2_HUMAN;sp|Q6IA86-5|ELP2_HUMAN;sp|Q6IA86|ELP2_HUMAN;sp|Q6IA86-6|ELP2_HUMAN;sp|Q6IA86-4|ELP2_HUMAN;sp|Q6IA86-7|ELP2_HUMANsp|Q6IA86-2|ELP2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Elongator complex protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ELP2;sp|Q6IA86-3|ELP2_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Elongator complex protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ELP2;sp|Q6IA86-5|ELP2_HUMAN Isoform 5 of Elongator complex protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens20.6281 5 21.2 506 2 5 By matching By MS/MS 0 0.5968723 1382 10.4 84.887 756
sp|P53621|COPA_HUMAN;sp|P53621-2|COPA_HUMANsp|P53621|COPA_HUMAN oatomer subunit alpha OS=Homo sapiens GN=COPA PE=1 SV=2;sp|P53621-2|COPA_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Coatomer subunit alpha OS=Homo sapiens GN=COPA25.69352 26.28942 25 36 By MS/MS By MS/MS 17 63 0.5958996 1381 52 138.34 1224
sp|P04181|OAT_HUMAN;sp|P04181-2|OAT_HUMANsp|P04181|OAT_HUMAN rnithine aminotransferase, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=OAT PE=1 SV=1;sp|P04181-2|OAT_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ornithine aminotransferase, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=OAT24.320585 24.91588 8 9 By M /MS By MS/MS 8 8 0.5952988 1380 71.1 48.534 439
sp|P62136-2|PP1A_HUMAN;sp|P62136|PP1A_HUMAN;sp|P62136-3|PP1A_HUMANsp|P62136-2|PP1A_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Serine/threonine-protein phosphatase PP1-alpha catalytic subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPP1CA;sp|P62136|PP1A_HUMAN Serine/threonine-protein phosphatase PP1-alpha catalytic subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPP1CA PE=1 SV=1;sp|P62123.835379 24.42784 7 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 13 0.5924606 1379 56 38.631 341
sp|Q01082|SPTB2_HUMAN;sp|Q01082-2|SPTB2_HUMANsp|Q01082|SPTB2_HUMAN pectrin beta chain, non-erythrocytic 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SPTBN1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q01082-2|SPTB2_HUMAN Isoform Short of Spectrin beta chain, non-erythrocytic 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SPTBN126.215954 26.80796 19 32 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 46 0.592 086 1378 62.1 274.61 2364
sp|P30042|ES1_HUMAN;sp|P30042-2|ES1_HUMANsp|P30042|ES1_HUMAN  protein homolog, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=C21orf33 PE=1 SV=3;sp|P30042-2|ES1_HUMAN Isoform Short of ES1 protein homolog, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=C21orf3322.937166 23.52731 4 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 6 0.5901451 1377 57.8 28.17 268
sp|Q9BPX3|CND3_HUMANsp|Q9BPX3|CND3_HUMAN Condensin complex subunit 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NCAPG PE=1 SV=122.760464 23.34787 5 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 12 0.5874043 1376 24.6 114.33 1015
sp|P36578|RL4_HUMANsp|P36578|RL4_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL4 PE=1 SV=526.53602 27.12307 16 18 By MS/MS By MS/M 23 35 0.5870457 1375 49.4 47.697 427
sp|O75534-2|CSDE1_HUMAN;sp|O75534|CSDE1_HUMAN;sp|O75534-3|CSDE1_HUMANsp|O75534-2|CSDE1_HUMAN Isoform Short of Cold shock domain-containing protein E1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CSDE1;sp|O75534|CSDE1_HUMAN Cold shock domain-containing protein E1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CSDE1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|O75534-3|CSDE1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Cold shock domai25.4 7994 25.99953 20 25 By MS/MS By MS/MS 14 44 0.5815372 137 53.3 85.746 767
sp|Q96A72|MGN2_HUMANsp|Q96A72|MGN2_HUMAN Protein mago nashi homolog 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MAGOHB PE=1 SV=124.034479 24.61257 5 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 15 0.5780888 1373 62.8 17.276 148
sp|Q14683|SMC1A_HUMANsp|Q14683|SMC1A_HUMAN Structural maintenance of chromosomes protein 1A OS=Homo sapiens GN=SMC1A PE=1 SV=222.891117 23.46812 6 12 By matching By M /MS 0 19 0.5770016 1372 48.7 143.23 1233
sp|O00571|DDX3X_HUMAN;sp|O00571-2|DDX3X_HUMAN;sp|O15523|DDX3Y_HUMAN;sp|Q9NQI0-3|DDX4_HUMAN;sp|Q9NQI0-2|DDX4_HUMAN;sp|Q9NQI0-4|DDX4_HUMAN;sp|Q9NQI0|DDX4_HUMANsp|O00571|DDX3X_HUMAN ATP-dependent RNA helicase DDX3X OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDX3X PE=1 SV=3;sp|O00571-2|DDX3X_HUMAN Isoform 2 of ATP-de endent RNA helicase DDX3X OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDX3X;sp|O15523|DDX3Y_HUMAN ATP-dependent RNA helicase DDX3Y OS=Homo sapiens26.41398 26.98923 19 24 By S/MS By MS/MS 22 47 0.5752544 1 71 67.4 73.243 662
sp|P67775|PP2AA_HUMAN;sp|P62714|PP2AB_HUMAN;sp|P67775-2|PP2AA_HUMANsp|P67775|PP2AA_HUMAN Serine/threonine-protein phosphatase 2A catalytic subunit alpha isoform OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPP2CA PE=1 SV=1;sp|P62714|PP2AB_HUMAN Serine/threonine-protein phosphatase 2A catalytic subunit beta isoform OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPP2CB PE=1 SV24.29 986 24.86806 8 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 17 0.575079 1370 46.6 35.594 309
sp|Q14739|LBR_HUMANsp|Q14739|LBR_HUMAN Lamin-B receptor OS=Homo sapiens GN=LBR PE=1 SV=223.252096 23.82677 4 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 9 0.5746784 1369 26 70.702 615
sp|Q9Y6M1-1|IF2B2_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y6M1|IF2B2_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y6M1-5|IF2B2_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y6M1-6|IF2B2_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y6M1-3|IF2B2_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y6M1-4|IF2B2_HUMANsp|Q9Y6M1-1|IF2B2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Insulin-like growth factor 2 mRNA-binding protein  OS=Homo sapiens GN=IGF BP2;sp|Q9Y6M1|IF2B2_HUMAN Insulin-like growth factor 2 mRNA-binding protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=IGF2BP2 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9Y6M1-5|IF2B2_HUMAN Isofo23.839996 24.41467 11 14 By S/MS By MS/MS 3 22 0.5746784 1368 33.1 61.842 556
sp|Q14166|TTL12_HUMANsp|Q14166|TTL12_HUMAN Tubulin--tyrosine ligase-like protein 12 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TTLL12 PE=1 SV=224.702187 25.27512 13 17 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 27 0.5729313 1367 48.6 74.403 644
sp|Q9UBF2|COPG2_HUMANsp|Q9UBF2|COPG2_HUMAN Coatomer subunit gamma-2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=COPG2 PE=1 SV=122.191624 22.76272 6 8 By m tching By MS/MS 0 10 0.5710926 1366 28.7 97.621 871
sp|P00390-2|GSHR_HUMAN;sp|P00390-3|GSHR_HUMAN;sp|P00390|GSHR_HUMAN;sp|P00390-5|GSHR_HUMAN;sp|P00390-4|GSHR_HUMANsp|P00390-2|GSHR_HUMAN Isoform Cytopla mic of Glutathione reductase, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=GS ;sp|P00390-3|GSHR_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Glutathione reductase, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=GSR;sp|P00390|GSHR_HUMAN Glutathione reductase, mitochondr20.203432 20.77435 1 2 By MS/MS By MS/M 1 5 0.5709133 1365 25.3 51.7 479
sp|P49257|LMAN1_HUMANsp|P49257|LMAN1_HUMAN Protein ERGIC-53 OS=Homo sapiens GN=LMAN1 PE=1 SV=222.198744 22.76905 3 3 By MS/ S By MS/MS 2 4 0.570303 1364 39.6 57.548 510
sp|P62917|RL8_HUMANsp|P62917|RL8_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L8 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL8 PE=1 SV=225.153368 25.71793 9 10 By MS/MS By MS/M 10 22 0.5645618 1363 47.5 28.024 257
sp|Q9UQE7|SMC3_HUMANsp|Q9UQE7|SMC3_HUMAN Structural maintenance of chromosomes protein 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SMC3 PE=1 SV=223.545101 24.10837 11 15 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 18 0.5632687 1362 46.2 141.54 1217
sp|P35579|MYH9_HUMAN;sp|P35579-2|MYH9_HUMAN;REV__sp|Q9UKV3-5|ACINU_HUMAN;REV__sp|Q9UKV3|ACINU_HUMANsp|P35579|MYH9_HUMAN yosin-9 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MYH9 PE=1 SV=4 sp|P35579-2|MYH9_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Myosin-9 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MYH927. 6659 27.91701 56 70 By MS/M By MS/MS 41 129 0.5603523 1361 53 226.53 1960
sp|Q9Y3D9|RT23_HUMANsp|Q9Y3D9|RT23_HUMAN 28S ribosomal protein S23, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=MRPS23 PE=1 SV=221.001888 21.55824 2 4 By matching By MS/MS 0 6 0.5563526 1360 66.8 21.77 190
sp|Q9BS26|ERP44_HUMANsp|Q9BS26|ERP44_HUMAN Endoplasmic reticulum resident protein 44 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ERP44 PE=1 SV=122.646011 23.19823 5 6 By MS/M By MS/MS 3 12 0.5522232 1359 49.3 46.971 406
sp|Q9H9Q2|CSN7B_HUMAN;sp|Q9H9Q2-2|CSN7B_HUMAN;sp|Q9H9Q2-3|CSN7B_HUMANsp|Q9H9Q2|CSN7B_HUMAN COP9 signalosome complex subunit 7b OS=Homo sapiens GN=COPS7B PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9H9Q2-2|CSN7B_HUMAN Isoform 2 of COP9 signalosome complex subunit 7b OS=Homo sapiens GN=COPS7B20.484045 21.03436 1 2 By MS/ S By MS/MS 1 3 0.5503159 1358 15.2 29.622 264
sp|Q92900-2|RENT1_HUMAN;sp|Q92900|RENT1_HUMANsp|Q92900-2|RENT1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Regulator of nonsense transcripts 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UPF1;sp|Q92900|RENT1_HUMAN Regulator of nonsense transcripts 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UPF1 PE=1 SV=224.589895 25.13856 15 18 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 33 0.5486679 357 37.5 123.03 1118
sp|P10155-3|RO60_HUMAN;sp|P10155-4|RO60_HUMAN;sp|P10155|RO60_HUMAN;sp|P10155-2|RO60_HUMANsp|P10155-3|RO60_HUMAN Isoform 3 of 60 kDa SS-A/ o ribonucleoprotein OS=Homo sapiens GN=TROVE2;sp|P10155-4|RO60_HUMAN Isoform 4 of 60 kDa SS-A/Ro ribonucleoprotein OS=Homo sapiens GN=TROVE2;sp|P10155|RO60_HUMAN 60 kDa SS-A/Ro ribonucleoprotein OS=Homo sapi22.596712 23.14526 4 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 14 0.548 458 1356 21.6 58.482 518
sp|Q13418|ILK_HUMANsp|Q13418|ILK_HUMAN Integrin-linked protein kinase OS=Homo sapiens GN=ILK PE=1 SV=220.961763 21.50882 2 5 By matching By MS/MS 0 6 0.5470524 1355 22.1 51.419 452
sp|P60174|TPIS_HUMAN;sp|P60174-1|TPIS_HUMAN;sp|P60174-4|TPIS_HUMANsp|P60174|TPIS_HUMAN riosephosphate isomerase OS=Homo sapiens GN=TPI1 PE=1 SV=3;sp|P60174-1|TPIS_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Triosephosphate isomerase OS=Homo sapiens GN=TPI1;sp|P60174-4|TPIS_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Triosephosphate isomerase OS=Homo sapiens GN=TPI127. 61573 27.60837 15 15 By MS/MS By MS/MS 28 39 0.5467987 1354 65.7 30.791 286
sp|Q12904|AIMP1_HUMAN;sp|Q12904-2|AIMP1_HUMANsp|Q12904|AIMP1_HUMAN minoacyl tRNA synthase complex-interacting multifunctional protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=AIMP1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q12904-2|AIMP1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Aminoacyl tRNA synthase complex-interacting multifunctional protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=AIM24.95682 25.50325 8 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 19 0.5464268 1353 70.5 34.352 312
sp|Q16181|SEPT7_HUMAN;sp|Q16181-2|SEPT7_HUMAN;sp|Q6ZU15|SEP14_HUMANsp|Q16181|SEPT7_HUMAN eptin-7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SEPT7 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q16181-2|SEPT7_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Septin-7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SEPT722.199045 22.74476 3 By S/MS By MS/MS 3 9 0.5457191 1352 38.9 50.679 437
sp|O43707|ACTN4_HUMAN;sp|O43707-2|ACTN4_HUMAN;sp|O43707-3|ACTN4_HUMANsp|O43707| CTN4_HUMAN lpha-actinin-4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACT 4 PE=1 SV=2;sp|O43707-2|ACTN4_HUMAN Isoform ACTN4ISO of Alpha-actinin-4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACTN4;sp|O43707-3|ACTN4_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Alpha-actinin-4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACTN425.9126 26.45609 27 31 By MS/MS By MS/MS 23 54 0.5434875 1351 65.3 10 .85 911
sp|P42166|LAP2A_HUMANsp|P42166|LAP2A_HUMAN Lamina-associated polypeptide 2, isoform alpha OS=Homo sapiens GN=TMPO PE=1 SV=224.06546 24.60603 9 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 17 0.5405693 1350 46.1 75.491 694
sp|Q9UHI6|DDX20_HUMANsp|Q9UHI6|DDX20_HUMAN Probable ATP-dependent RNA helicase DDX20 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDX20 PE=1 SV=222.978199 23.51653 4 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 16 0.538332 1349 23.5 92.239 824
sp|Q92841|DDX17_HUMAN;sp|Q92841-1|DDX17_HUMAN;sp|Q92841-3|DDX17_HUMAN;sp|Q92841-2|DDX17_HUMANsp|Q92841|DDX17_HUMAN Probable ATP-dependent RNA helicase DDX17 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDX17 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q92841-1|DDX17_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Probable ATP-dependent RNA helicase DDX17 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDX17;sp|Q92841-3|DDX17_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Probable ATP-dep25.764433 26.30121 24 27 By MS/MS By MS/MS 22 31 0.5367775 1348 51.4 80.272 729
sp|O75643|U520_HUMAN;sp|O75643-2|U520_HUMANsp|O75643|U520_HUMAN  small nuclear ribonucleoprotein 200 kDa helicase OS=Homo sapiens GN=SNRNP200 PE=1 SV=226.054178 26.58964 36 50 By MS/MS By MS/MS 29 85 .5354595 1347 58.8 244.5 2136
sp|P26639|SYTC_HUMAN;sp|P26639-2|SYTC_HUMANsp|P26639|SYTC_HUMAN Threonine--tR A ligase, cytoplasmic OS=Homo sapiens GN=TARS PE=1 SV=3;sp|P26639-2|SYTC_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Threonine--tRNA ligase, cytoplasmic OS=Homo sapiens GN=TARS24.719784 25.25364 17 23 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 38 0.5338573 1346 49.8 83.434 723
sp|P22087|FBRL_HUMAN;sp|A6NHQ2|FBLL1_HUMANsp|P22087|FBRL_HUMAN rRNA 2-O-methyltransferase fibrillarin OS=Homo sapiens GN=FBL PE=1 SV=224.838747 25.36766 8 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 19 0.5289173 1345 51.1 33.784 321
sp|P50570-3|DYN2_HUMAN;sp|P50570-2|DYN2_HUMAN;sp|P50570-5|DYN2_HUMAN;sp|P50570-4|DYN2_HUMAN;sp|P50570|DYN2_HUMAN;sp|Q9UQ16-2|DYN3_HUMAN;sp|Q9UQ16-3|DYN3_HUMAN;sp|Q9UQ16|DYN3_HUMAN;sp|Q9UQ16-4|DYN3_HUMANsp|P50570-3|DYN2_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Dynamin-2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DNM2;sp|P50570-2|DYN2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Dynamin-2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DNM2;sp|P50570-5|DY 2_HUMAN Isoform 5 of Dynamin-2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DNM2;sp|P50570-4|DYN2_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Dynamin-222.638056 23.16642 6 8 By matching By MS/MS 0 14 0.5 83661 1344 29.1 97.553 866
sp|P19105|ML12A_HUMAN;sp|O14950|ML12B_HUMAN;sp|P24844|MYL9_HUMAN;sp|P24844-2|MYL9_HUMANsp|P19105|ML12A_HUMAN Myosin regulatory light chain 12A OS=Homo sapiens GN=MYL12  PE=1 SV=2;sp|O14950|ML12B_HUMAN Myosin regulatory light chain 12B OS=Homo sapiens GN=MYL12B PE=1 SV=2;sp|P24844|MYL9_HUMAN Myosin regulatory light polypeptide 9 OS=Homo sapie4.129669 24.65764 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 15 0.5279675 1343 55 19.794 171
sp|P55884|EIF3B_HUMAN;sp|P55884-2|EIF3B_HUMANsp|P55884|EIF3B_HUMAN ukaryotic translation initiation factor 3 subunit B OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF3B PE=1 SV=3;sp|P55884-2|EIF3B_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 3 subunit B OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF3B25.401161 25.92764 19 23 By MS/MS By MS/MS 20 45 0.5264797 1342 53.4 92.48 814
sp|Q12789-3|TF3C1_HUMAN;sp|Q12789|TF3C1_HUMANsp|Q12789-3|TF3C1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of General transcription factor 3C polypeptide 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GTF3C1;sp|Q12789|TF3C1_HUMAN General transcription factor 3C polypeptide 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GTF3C1 PE=1 SV=421.4198 21.94557 2 6 By matching By MS/MS 0 10 0.5256882 1341 19.4 236.28 2084
sp|P13674-3|P4HA1_HUMAN;sp|P13674-2|P4HA1_HUMAN;sp|P13674|P4HA1_HUMANsp|P13674-3|P4HA1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Prolyl 4-hydroxylase subunit alpha-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=P4HA1;sp|P13674-2|P4HA1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Prolyl 4-hydroxylase subunit alpha-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=P4HA1;sp|P13674|P4HA1_HUMAN Prolyl 4-hydroxylase subunit alpha-121.2047 1.72933 1 3 By ma ching By M /MS 0 3 0.5245609 1340 38.4 58.957 516
sp|P30876|RPB2_HUMANsp|P30876|RPB2_HUMAN DNA-directed RNA polymerase II subunit RPB2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=POLR2B PE=1 SV=123.827841 24.34949 8 17 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 27 0.5216484 1339 39.4 133.9 1174
sp|P78527|PRKDC_HUMAN;sp|P78527-2|PRKDC_HUMANsp|P78527|PRKDC_HUMAN DNA-dependent protein kinase catalytic subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRKDC PE=1 SV=3;sp|P78527-2|PRKDC_HUMAN Isoform 2 of DNA-dependent protein kinase catalytic subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRKDC25.417 11 25.93834 28 53 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 83 0.5208263 1338 46.6 469.08 4128
sp|Q9NVN8|GNL3L_HUMANsp|Q9NVN8|G L3L_HUMAN Guanine nucleotide-binding protein-like 3-like protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=GNL3L PE=1 SV=121.316557 21.83322 3 4 By matching By MS/MS 0 6 0.5166607 1337 13.9 65.572 582
sp|P82650|RT22_HUMANsp|P82650|RT22_HUMAN 28S ribosomal protein S22, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=MRPS22 PE=1 SV=12.909527 23.42573 5 7 By M /MS By MS/MS 1 12 0.516201 1336 57.2 41.28 360
sp|Q13724-2|MOGS_HUMAN;sp|Q13724|MOGS_HUMANsp|Q13724-2|MOGS_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Mannosyl-oligosaccharide glucosidase OS=Homo sapiens GN=MOGS;sp|Q13724|MOGS_HUMAN Mannosyl-oligosaccharide glucosidase OS=Homo sapiens GN=MOGS PE=1 SV=520.775026 21.29075 1 2 By matching By MS/MS 0 4 0.5157261 1335 24.1 80.702 731
sp|Q92665|RT31_HUMANsp|Q92665|RT31_HUMAN 28S ribosomal protein S31, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=MRPS31 PE=1 SV=320.907051 21.42116 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 0 5 0.5141125 1334 43.8 45.318 395
sp|P09496-2|CLCA_HUMAN;sp|P09496-4|CLCA_HUMAN;sp|P09496-3|CLCA_HUMAN;sp|P09496|CLCA_HUMAN;sp|P09496-5|CLCA_HUMANsp|P09496-2|CLCA_HUMAN Isoform Non-brain of Clathrin light chain A OS=Homo sapiens GN=CLTA;sp|P09496-4| LCA_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Clathrin light chain A OS=Homo sapiens GN=CLTA;sp|P09496-3|CLCA_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Clathrin light chain A OS=Homo sapiens GN=CLTA22.9817 2 23.4957 4 4 By MS/M By MS/MS 4 6 0.5139103 1333 35.3 23.662 218
sp|Q13813-3|SPTN1_HUMAN;sp|Q13813|SPTN1_HUMAN;sp|Q13813-2|SPTN1_HUMANsp|Q13813-3|SPTN1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Spectrin alpha chain, non-erythrocytic 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SPTAN1;sp|Q13813|SPTN1_HUMAN Spectrin alpha chain, non-erythrocytic 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SPTAN1 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q13813-2|SPTN1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Spectrin alpha c24.864008 25.37716 24 36 By MS/MS By MS/M 5 56 0.513155 1332 66 282.28 2452
sp|P18754|RCC1_HUMAN;sp|P18754-2|RCC1_HUMANsp|P18754|RCC1_HUMAN egulator of chromosome condensation OS=Homo sapiens GN=RCC1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P18754-2|RCC1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Regulator of chromosome condensation OS=Homo sapiens GN=RCC126.287149 26.79872 10 11 By M /MS By MS/MS 17 26 0.511 738 331 53.2 44.969 421
sp|P28482|MK01_HUMAN;sp|P28482-2|MK01_HUMANsp|P28482|MK01_HUMAN itogen-activated protein kinase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MAPK1 PE=1 SV=3;sp|P28482-2|MK01_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Mitogen-activated protein kinase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MAPK121.978619 22.48795 2 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 7 0.5093307 1330 50.8 41.389 360
sp|P54709|AT1B3_HUMANsp|P54709|AT1B3_HUMAN Sodium/potassium-transporting ATPase subunit beta-3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATP1B3 PE=1 SV=122.804142 23.31285 5 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 11 0.5087109 1329 41.9 31.512 279
sp|P15880|RS2_HUMANsp|P15880|RS2_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS2 PE=1 SV=228.80962 29.30656 13 15 By MS/MS By MS/MS 29 43 0.4969444 1328 57.7 31.324 293
sp|P17844|DDX5_HUMANsp|P17844|DDX5_HUMAN Probable ATP-dependent RNA helicase DDX5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDX5 PE=1 SV=127.420454 27.91525 27 29 By MS/MS By MS/MS 44 57 0.4947929 1327 64.2 69.147 614
sp|P07437|TBB5_HUMAN;sp|A6NNZ2|TBB8L_HUMAN;sp|A6NKZ8|YI016_HUMAN;sp|Q9H4B7|TBB1_HUMANsp|P07437|TBB5_HUMAN Tubulin beta chain OS=Homo sapiens GN=TUBB PE=1 SV=229.408943 29.90369 24 25 By MS/MS By MS/MS 23 35 0.4947433 1326 62.6 49.67 444
sp|Q13283|G3BP1_HUMANsp|Q13283|G3BP1_HUMAN Ras GTPase-activating protein-binding protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=G3BP1 PE=1 SV=124.976093 25.46877 10 13 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 25 0.4926777 1325 57.7 52.164 466
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sp|Q9NYK5|RM39_HUMAN;sp|Q9NYK5-2|RM39_HUMANsp|Q9NYK5|RM39_HUMAN 39S ribosomal protein L39, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=MRPL39 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q9NYK5-2|RM39_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 39S ribosomal protein L39, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=MRPL3920.601183 21.09165 1 2 By matching By MS/MS 0 4 0.4904671 1324 52.1 38.711 338
sp|P49207|RL34_HUMANsp|P49207|RL34_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L34 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL34 PE=1 SV=323.730448 24.21564 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 6 0.4851913 1323 35.9 13.293 117
sp|Q96N67-4|DOCK7_HUMAN;sp|Q96N67-3|DOCK7_HUMAN;sp|Q96N67-5|DOCK7_HUMAN;sp|Q96N67-2|DOCK7_HUMAN;sp|Q96N67-6|DOCK7_HUMAN;sp|Q96N67|DOCK7_HUMAN;sp|Q96HP0|DOCK6_HUMANsp|Q96N67-4|DOCK7_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Dedicator of cytokinesis protein 7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DOCK7;sp|Q96N67-3|DOCK7_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Dedicator of cytokinesis protein 7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DOCK7;sp|Q96N67-5|DOCK7_HUMAN Isoform 5 of Dedicator of cytokinesis22.893673 23.37822 6 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 14 0.4845486 1322 12.1 238.2 2098
sp|Q9BQ70|TCF25_HUMANsp|Q9BQ70|TCF25_HUMAN Transcription factor 25 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TCF25 PE=1 SV=121.086281 21.56997 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 5 0.4836864 1321 9.6 76.666 676
sp|Q9UI36-4|DACH1_HUMAN;sp|Q9UI36-3|DACH1_HUMAN;sp|Q9UI36-2|DACH1_HUMAN;sp|Q9UI36|DACH1_HUMAN;sp|Q96NX9-2|DACH2_HUMAN;sp|Q96NX9|DACH2_HUMANsp|Q9UI36-4|DACH1_H MAN Isoform 4 of Dachshund homolog 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DACH1;sp|Q9UI36-3|DACH1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Dachshund homolog 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DACH1;sp|Q9UI36-2|DACH1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Dachshund homolog 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DACH1;sp|Q9UI36|21.566162 22.04923 2 3 By matching By MS/MS 0 5 0.4830685 1320 12.5 5 .005 506
sp|Q15293|RCN1_HUMANsp|Q15293|RCN1_HUMAN Reticulocalbin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RCN1 PE=1 SV=122.540047 23.02215 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 8 0.4821053 1319 60.1 38.89 331
sp|O95801|TTC4_HUMANsp|O95801|TTC4_HUMAN Tetratricopeptide repeat protein 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TTC4 PE=1 SV=323.276398 23.75827 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 14 0.4818726 1318 31.8 44.678 387
sp|O95202|LETM1_HUMAN;sp|O95202-2|LETM1_HUMAN;sp|O95202-3|LETM1_HUMANsp|O95202|LETM1_HUMAN  and EF-hand domain-containing protein 1, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=LETM1 PE=1 SV=121.728333 22.20798 3 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 8 0.4796429 1317 46.1 83.353 739
sp|P13010|XRCC5_HUMANsp|P13010|XRCC5_HUMAN X-ray repair cross-complementing protein 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=XRCC5 PE=1 SV=324.724319 25.20023 14 15 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 27 0.4759083 1316 60.4 82.704 732
sp|P46459|NSF_HUMANsp|P46459|NSF_HUMAN Vesicle-fusing ATPase OS=Homo sapiens GN=NSF PE=1 SV=323.891153 24.36453 11 15 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 24 0.4733753 1315 40.1 82.593 744
sp|P43307|SSRA_HUMAN;sp|P43307-2|SSRA_HUMANsp|P43307|SSRA_HUMAN Translocon-associated protein subunit alpha OS=Homo sapiens GN=SSR1 PE=1 SV=3;sp|P43307-2|SSRA_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Translocon-associated protein subunit alpha OS=Homo sapiens GN=SSR121.991131 22.46164 2 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 5 0.4705086 1314 26.9 32.235 286
sp|P35249|RFC4_HUMANsp|P35249|RFC4_HUMAN Replication factor C subunit 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RFC4 PE=1 SV=222.600981 23.06889 3 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 9 0.4679108 1313 33.1 39.681 363
sp|P61158|ARP3_HUMAN;sp|Q9P1U1-2|ARP3B_HUMAN;sp|Q9P1U1|ARP3B_HUMAN;sp|Q9C0K3|ARP3C_HUMAN;sp|Q9P1U1-3|ARP3B_HUMANsp|P61158|ARP3_HUMAN Actin-related protein 3 OS=Homo sapiens G =ACTR3 PE=1 SV=322.744066 23.2111 4 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 8 0.4670 34 1312 55 47.371 418
sp|Q96H79|ZCCHL_HUMAN;sp|Q96H79-2|ZCCHL_HUMANsp|Q96 79|ZCCHL_HUMAN Zinc finger CCCH-type antiviral protein 1-like OS=Homo sapiens GN=ZC3HAV1L PE=1 SV=221.489885 21.95681 3 4 By matching By MS/MS 0 4 0.4669 47 1311 18.3 32.962 300
sp|Q9ULV4|COR1C_HUMAN;sp|Q9ULV4-2|COR1C_HUMAN;sp|Q9ULV4-3|COR1C_HUMAN;sp|Q6QEF8-4|CORO6_HUMAN;sp|Q6QEF8-3|CORO6_HUMAN;sp|Q6QEF8-2|CORO6_HUMAN;sp|P31146|COR1A_HUMAN;sp|Q6QEF8-5|CORO6_HUMAN;sp|Q6QEF8|CORO6_HUMANsp|Q9ULV4|COR1C_H MAN Coronin-1C OS=Homo sapiens GN=CORO1C PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9ULV4-2|COR1C_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Coronin-1C OS=Homo sapiens GN=CORO1C;sp|Q9ULV4-3|COR1C_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Coronin-1C OS=Homo sapiens GN=CORO1C2 .858555 2.32479 2 5 By MS/ S By MS/MS 1 10 0.4662 8 1310 44.9 53.248 474
sp|P54886|P5CS_HUMAN;sp|P54886-2|P5CS_HUMANsp|P54886|P5CS_HUMAN Delta-1-pyrroline-5-carboxylate synthase OS=Homo sapiens GN=ALDH18A1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P54886-2|P5CS_HUMAN Isoform Short of Delta-1-pyrroline-5-carboxylate synthase OS=Homo sapiens GN=ALDH18A12 .59095 26.05484 15 19 By MS/MS By MS/MS 19 41 0.463892 1309 62 87.301 795
sp|Q8NFP7|NUD10_HUMAN;sp|Q96G61|NUD11_HUMAN;sp|Q9NZJ9|NUDT4_HUMANsp|Q8NFP7|NUD10_HUMAN Diphosphoinositol polyphosphate phosphohydrolase 3-alpha OS=Homo sapiens GN=NUDT10 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q96G61|NUD11_HUMAN Diphosphoinositol polyphosphate phosphohydrolase 3-beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=NUDT11 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9NZJ9|NUDT4_HUMAN Dipho2 .75901 21.22282 1 2 By matching By MS/MS 0 3 0.4638081 1308 21.3 18.5 164
sp|O00422|SAP18_HUMANsp|O00422|SAP18_HUMAN Histone deacetylase complex subunit SAP18 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SAP18 PE=1 SV=120.508526 20.97148 2 2 By matching By MS/MS 0 3 0.4629536 1307 70.6 17.561 153
sp|Q9P035|HACD3_HUMANsp|Q9P035|HACD3_HUMAN Very-long-chain (3R)-3-hydroxyacyl-[acyl-carrier protein] dehydratase 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PTPLAD1 PE=1 SV=222.871265 23.33415 4 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 9 0.4628887 1306 33.4 43.159 362
sp|P40938|RFC3_HUMAN;sp|P40938-2|RFC3_HUMANsp|P40938|RFC3_HUMAN eplication factor C subunit 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RFC3 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P40938-2|RFC3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Replication factor C subunit 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RFC322.399187 22.86202 4 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 6 0.4628353 1305 36.2 40.556 356
sp|Q15738|NSDHL_HUMANsp|Q15738|NSDHL_HUMAN Sterol-4-alpha-carboxylate 3-dehydrogenase, decarboxylating OS=Homo sapiens GN=NSDHL PE=1 SV=220.678919 21.140 6 1 2 By m tching By MS/MS 0 3 0.4615421 304 39.4 41.9 373
sp|Q9P2J5|SYLC_HUMANsp|Q9P2J5|SYLC_HUMAN Leucine--tRNA ligase, cytoplasmic OS=Homo sapiens GN=LARS PE=1 SV=226.564098 27.02559 31 34 By MS/MS By MS/MS 33 61 0.4614944 1303 52.9 134.46 1176
sp|Q9Y4R8|TELO2_HUMANsp|Q9Y4R8|TELO2_HUMAN Telomere length regulation protein TEL2 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=TELO2 PE=1 SV=222.195293 22.65594 3 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 13 0.4606419 1302 22.5 91.746 837
sp|Q8TEM1|PO210_HUMAN;sp|Q8TEM1-2|PO210_HUMANsp|Q8TEM1|PO210_HUMAN Nuclear pore membrane glycoprotein 210 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NUP210 PE=1 SV=30.836946 1.29726 0 4 By MS/MS 0 5 0.4603138 1301 22.8 205.11 1887
sp|P62906|RL10A_HUMANsp|P62906|RL10A_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L10a OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL10A PE=1 SV=225.301628 25.7587 7 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 14 23 0.4570732 1300 48.4 24.831 217
sp|P60468|SC61B_HUMANsp|P60468|SC61B_HUMAN Protein transport protein Sec61 subunit beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=SEC61B PE=1 SV=220.931786 21.38858 2 2 By ma ching By MS/MS 0 5 0.4567986 1299 45.8 9.9743 96
sp|Q969Z0|TBRG4_HUMAN;sp|Q969Z0-2|TBRG4_HUMANsp|Q969Z0|TBRG4_HUMAN Protein TBRG4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TBRG4 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q969Z0-2|TBRG4_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Protein TBRG4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TBRG420.823 99 21.27884 2 5 By matching By MS/MS 0 5 0.4548378 1298 52.3 70.737 631
sp|Q96PK6|RBM14_HUMAN;sp|Q96PK6-2|RBM14_HUMAN;sp|Q96PK6-3|RBM14_HUMAN;sp|Q96PK6-4|RBM14_HUMANsp|Q96PK6|RBM14_HUMAN RNA-binding protein 14 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBM14 PE=1 SV=225.370327 5.82498 16 16 By MS/ S By MS/MS 17 34 0.4546528 1297 35 69.491 669
sp|Q96CW1-2|AP2M1_HUMAN;sp|Q96CW1|AP2M1_HUMANsp|Q96CW1-2| P2M1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of AP-2 complex subunit mu OS=Homo sapiens GN=AP2M1;sp|Q96CW1|AP2M1_HUMAN AP-2 complex subunit mu OS=Homo sapiens GN=AP2M1 PE=1 SV=221.309359 2 .76353 3 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 5 0.4541683 1296 27.3 49.389 433
sp|Q8NFH4|NUP37_HUMANsp|Q8NFH4|NUP37_HUMAN Nucleoporin Nup37 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NUP37 PE=1 SV=121.860374 22.3144 2 4 By matching By MS/MS 0 6 0.4540272 1295 28.5 36.707 326
sp|Q02543|RL18A_HUMANsp|Q02543|RL18A_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L18a OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL18A PE=1 SV=225.419409 25.87145 8 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 15 0.4520454 1294 52.3 20.762 176
sp|Q99627-2|CSN8_HUMAN;sp|Q99627|CSN8_HUMANsp|Q99627-2|CSN8_HUMAN Isoform 2 of COP9 signalosome complex subunit 8 OS=Homo sapiens GN=COPS8;sp|Q99627|CSN8_HUMAN COP9 signalosome complex subunit 8 OS=Homo sapiens GN=COPS8 PE=1 SV=122.80949 23.26141 3 3 By MS/MS By M /MS 3 8 0.4519196 1293 55.6 17.909 160
sp|O95347|SMC2_HUMAN;sp|O95347-2|SMC2_HUMANsp|O95347|SMC2_HUMAN tructural maintenance of chromosomes protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SMC2 PE=1 SV=2;sp|O95347-2|SMC2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Structural maintenance of chromosomes protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SMC223.870136 24.3 196 10 15 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 24 0.4518242 1292 37.4 135.65 1197
sp|P27708|PYR1_HUMAN;sp|P31327-2|CPSM_HUMAN;sp|P31327|CPSM_HUMAN;sp|P31327-3|CPSM_HUMANsp|P27708|PYR1_HUMAN AD protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=CAD PE=1 SV=326.450874 26.90162 36 46 By MS/MS By MS/MS 25 91 0.4507427 1291 38.1 242.98 2225
sp|Q9BQ39|DDX50_HUMANsp|Q9BQ39|DDX50_HUMAN ATP-dependent RNA helicase DDX50 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDX50 PE=1 SV=121.506784 21.95646 4 8 By matching By MS/MS 0 9 0.4496708 1290 35 82.564 737
sp|Q5T8P6-3|RBM26_HUMAN;sp|Q5T8P6-2|RBM26_HUMAN;sp|Q5T8P6|RBM26_HUMAN;sp|Q5T8P6-5|RBM26_HUMAN;sp|Q5T8P6-4|RBM26_HUMAN;sp|Q5T8P6-6|RBM26_HUMANsp|Q5T8P6-3|RBM26_HUMAN Isoform 3 of R A-binding protein  OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBM26;sp|Q5T8P6-2|RBM26_HUMAN Isoform 2 of RNA-binding protein 26 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBM26;sp|Q5T8P6|RBM26_HUMAN RNA-binding protein 26 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBM26 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q5T21.747309 2 .19674 3 4 By M /MS By MS/MS 1 5 0.449 267 1289 24.2 110. 6 980
sp|Q9NWH9|SLTM_HUMANsp|Q9NWH9|SLTM_HUMAN SAFB-like transcription modulator OS=Homo sapiens GN=SLTM PE=1 SV=222.102776 22.55169 3 4 By MS/MS By MS/M 1 4 0.4489098 1288 13.2 117.15 1034
sp|Q9Y3Z3-4|SAMH1_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y3Z3-2|SAMH1_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y3Z3|SAMH1_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y3Z3-3|SAMH1_HUMANsp|Q9Y3Z3-4|SAMH1_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Deoxynucleoside triphosphate triphosphohydrolase SAMHD1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SAMHD1;sp|Q9Y3Z3-2|SAMH1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Deoxynucleoside triphosphate triphosphohydrolase SAMHD1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SAMHD1;sp|Q9Y3Z3|SAMH1_HU22.997 86 23.44468 6 9 By matching By MS/MS 0 13 0.4466953 1287 33.7 68.121 591
sp|Q9NVI1|FANCI_HUMAN;sp|Q9NVI1-2|FANCI_HUMAN;sp|Q9NVI1-1|FANCI_HUMAN;sp|Q9NVI1-4|FANCI_HUMANsp|Q9NVI1|FANCI_HUMAN anconi anemia group I protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=FANCI PE=1 SV=4;sp|Q9NVI1-2|FANCI_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Fanconi anemia group I protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=FANCI;sp|Q9NVI1-1|FANCI_HUMAN Isoform 1 of Fanconi anemia group I protein OS=Homo21.421316 21.86786 4 5 By match ng By MS/MS 0 6 0.4465408 1286 16.7 149.32 1328
sp|Q9Y262|EIF3L_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y262-2|EIF3L_HUMANsp|Q9Y262|EIF3L_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 3 subunit L OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF3L PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9Y262-2|EIF3L_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 3 subunit L OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF3L25.020855 25.46494 15 16 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 31 0.4440899 1285 42.6 66.726 564
sp|Q7Z2W9|RM21_HUMAN;sp|Q7Z2W9-2|RM21_HUMANsp|Q7Z2W9|RM21_HUMAN 39S ribosomal protein L21, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=MRPL21 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q7Z2W9-2|RM21_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 39S ribosomal protein L21, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=MRPL2120.80357 21.24719 2 2 By matching By MS/MS 0 3 0.4436226 1284 49.8 22.814 205
sp|P25786|PSA1_HUMAN;sp|P25786-2|PSA1_HUMANsp|P25786|PSA1_HUMAN roteasome subunit alpha type-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMA1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P25786-2|PSA1_HUMAN Isoform Long of Proteasome subunit alpha type-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMA124.76223 25.20568 9 12 By MS/MS By MS/M 10 24 0.4434509 1283 61.6 29.555 263
sp|Q9Y277|VDAC3_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y277-2|VDAC3_HUMANsp|Q9Y277|VDAC3_HUMAN Voltage-dependent anion-selective channel protein 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=VDAC3 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9Y277-2|VDAC3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Voltage-dependent anion-selective channel protein 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=VDAC324.730604 25.17257 7 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 15 0.4419651 1282 58.7 30.658 283
sp|O00148|DX39A_HUMAN;sp|O00148-2|DX39A_HUMANsp|O00148|DX39A_HUMAN ATP-dependent RNA helicase DDX39A OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDX39A PE=1 SV=2;sp|O00148-2|DX39A_HUMAN Isoform 2 of ATP-dependent RNA helicase DDX39A OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDX39A23.425217 23.8658 19 17 By M /MS By MS/MS 5 8 0.4405861 1281 59.7 49.129 427
sp|Q8WVX9|FACR1_HUMANsp|Q8WVX9|FACR1_HUMAN Fatty acyl-CoA reductase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FAR1 PE=1 SV=120.650534 21.08965 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 4 0.4391136 1280 23.5 59.356 515
sp|Q86Y56|HEAT2_HUMAN;sp|Q86Y56-2|HEAT2_HUMAN;sp|Q86Y56-3|HEAT2_HUMANsp|Q86Y56|HEAT2_HUMAN EAT repeat-containing protein 2 OS= omo sapiens GN=HEATR2 PE=1 SV=4;sp|Q86Y56-2|HEAT2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of HEAT repeat-containing protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HEATR223.367865 23.80646 8 13 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 19 0.4385986 1279 38 93.52 855
sp|P05455|LA_HUMANsp|P05455|LA_HUMAN Lupus La protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=SSB PE=1 SV=227.484852 27.92167 25 31 By MS/MS By MS/MS 34 67 0.436821 1278 59.1 46.836 408
sp|O43143|DHX15_HUMANsp|O43143|DHX15_HUMAN Putative pre-mRNA-splicing factor ATP-dependent RNA helicase DHX15 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DHX15 PE=1 SV=225.824179 26.26044 17 22 By MS/MS By MS/MS 32 43 0.4362621 1277 50.1 90.932 795
sp|P05091|ALDH2_HUMAN;sp|P05091-2|ALDH2_HUMAN;sp|P00352|AL1A1_HUMANsp|P05091| LDH2_HUMAN ldehyde dehydrogenase, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=ALDH2 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P05091-2|ALDH2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Aldehyde dehydrogenase, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=ALDH221.558615 21.99462 4 4 By matching By MS/MS 0 5 0.4360 85 1276 51.6 56.381 517
sp|P09874|PARP1_HUMANsp| 09874|PARP1_HUMAN Poly [ADP-ribose] polymerase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PARP1 PE=1 SV=424.556547 24.99222 13 21 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 36 0.4356747 1275 52 113.08 1014
sp|O95163|ELP1_HUMANsp|O95163|ELP1_HUMAN Elongator complex protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=IKBKAP PE=1 SV=323.128002 23.5636 5 12 By matching By MS/MS 0 20 0.4356022 1274 23.9 150.25 1332
sp|O14980|XPO1_HUMANsp|O14980|XPO1_HUMAN Exportin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=XPO1 PE=1 SV=126.241364 26.6768 26 34 By MS/MS By MS/MS 31 67 0.435442 1273 49.5 123.38 1071
sp|P00367|DHE3_HUMAN;sp|P49448|DHE4_HUMANsp|P00367|DHE3_HUMAN Glutamate dehydrogenase 1, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=GLUD1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P49448|DHE4_HUMAN Glutamate dehydrogenase 2, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=GLUD2 PE=1 SV=223.01993 23.45325 5 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 16 0.4333172 1272 60.8 61.397 558
sp|Q8IZ69-2|TRM2A_HUMAN;sp|Q8IZ69|TRM2A_HUMANsp|Q8IZ69-2|TRM2A_HUMAN Isoform 2 of tRNA (uracil-5-)-methyltransferase homolog A OS=Homo sapiens GN=TRMT2A;sp|Q8IZ69|TRM2A_HUMAN tRNA (uracil-5-)-methyltransferase homolog A OS=Homo sapiens GN=TRMT2A PE=1 SV=220.462101 20.89497 1 3 By matching By MS/MS 0 5 0.4328671 1271 7.1 61.978 562
sp|P04843|RPN1_HUMANsp|P04843|RPN1_HUMAN Dolichyl-diphosphooligosaccharide--protein glycosyltransferase subunit 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPN1 PE=1 SV=124.74868 25.18128 12 15 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 29 0.4326 1270 61 68.569 607
sp|Q8TC07-2|TBC15_HUMAN;sp|Q8TC07-3|TBC15_HUMAN;sp|Q8TC07|TBC15_HUMANsp|Q8TC07-2|TBC15_HUMAN Isoform 2 of TBC1 domain family member 15 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TBC1D15;sp|Q8TC07-3|TBC15_HUMAN Isoform 3 of TBC1 domain family member 15 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TBC1D15;sp|Q8TC07|TBC15_HUMAN TBC1 domain family member 15 OS=Homo sapiens GN=20.881666 21.31307 1 4 By matching By MS/MS 0 6 0.4314079 269 11.1 77.394 674
sp|Q9NVP2|ASF1B_HUMANsp|Q9NVP2| SF1B_HUMAN Histone chaperone ASF1B OS=Homo sapiens GN=ASF1B PE=1 SV=120.845661 21.27464 1 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 4 0.4289742 1268 11.4 22.433 202
sp|Q00610-2|CLH1_HUMAN;sp|Q00610|CLH1_HUMAN;sp|P53675-2|CLH2_HUMAN;sp|P53675|CLH2_HUMANsp|Q00610-2|CLH1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Clathrin heavy chain 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CLTC;sp|Q00610|CLH1_HUMAN Clathrin heavy chain 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CLTC PE=1 SV=528.402431 28.83068 61 67 By MS/MS By MS/MS 83 153 0.4282532 1267 68.3 187.89 1639
sp|Q16512|PKN1_HUMAN;sp|Q16512-2|PKN1_HUMANsp|Q16512|PKN1_HUMAN Serine/threonine-protein kinase N1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PKN1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q16512-2|PKN1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Serine/threonine-protein kinase N1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PKN120.277874 20.70354 2 3 By matching By MS/MS 0 3 0.4256649 1266 3.3 103.93 942
sp|Q99613|EIF3C_HUMAN;sp|B5ME19|EIFCL_HUMANsp|Q99613|EIF3C_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 3 subunit C OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF3C PE=1 SV=1;sp|B5ME19|EIFCL_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 3 subunit C-like protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF3CL PE=3 SV=125.04576 25.47119 12 19 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 32 0.4254246 1265 35 105.34 913
sp|P13798|ACPH_HUMANsp|P13798|ACPH_HUMAN Acylamino-acid-releasing enzyme OS=Homo sapiens GN=APEH PE=1 SV=420.729797 21.15431 0 3 By MS/MS 0 4 0.4245148 1264 4.9 81.224 732
sp|P78347-2|GTF2I_HUMAN;sp|P78347-4|GTF2I_HUMAN;sp|P78347-3|GTF2I_HUMAN;sp|P78347|GTF2I_HUMAN;sp|Q86UP8-3|GTD2A_HUMAN;sp|Q86UP8|GTD2A_HUMAN;sp|Q6EKJ0|GTD2B_HUMANsp|P78347-2|GTF2I_HUMAN Isoform 2 of General transcription factor II-I OS=Homo sapiens GN=GTF2I;sp|P7 347-4|GTF2I_HUMAN Isoform 4 of General tran cription factor II-I OS=Homo sapiens GN=GTF2I;sp|P78347-3|GTF2I_HUMAN Isoform 3 of General transcription facto25.47908 25.90336 18 25 By S/MS By MS/MS 19 50 0.424284 1263 53.5 107.97 957
sp|O75190-2|DNJB6_HUMAN;sp|O75190-3|DNJB6_HUMAN;sp|O75190|DNJB6_HUMAN;sp|Q8WWF6|DNJB3_HUMANsp|O75190-2|D JB6_HUMAN Isoform B of DnaJ homolog subfamily B member 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DNAJB6;sp|O75190-3|DNJB6_HUMAN Isoform C of DnaJ homolog subfamily B member 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DNAJB6;sp|O75190|DNJB6_HUMAN DnaJ homolog subfamily B member 6 OS=Hom21.480892 21.90375 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 4 0.4228535 1262 19.9 26.899 241
sp|Q9Y5S9|RBM8A_HUMANsp|Q9Y5S9|RBM8A_HUMAN RNA-binding protein 8A OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBM8A PE=1 SV=123.290949 23.71356 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 6 0.4226093 1261 76.4 19.889 174
sp|P09001|RM03_HUMANsp|P09001|RM03_HUMAN 39S ribosomal protein L3, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=MRPL3 PE=1 SV=122.005835 22.42437 2 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 8 0.4185352 1260 56.9 38.632 348
sp|P07814|SYEP_HUMANsp| 07814|SYEP_HUMAN Bifunctional glutamate/proline--tRNA ligase OS=Homo sapiens GN=EPRS PE=1 SV=528.213778 28.63031 53 60 By MS/MS By MS/MS 66 132 0.4165306 1259 62.3 170.59 1512
sp|P39023|RL3_HUMAN;sp|Q92901|RL3L_HUMANsp|P39023|RL3_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL3 PE=1 SV=225.97563 26.39189 14 14 By MS/MS By MS/M 16 28 0.4162502 1258 40.2 46.108 403
sp|P12814-2|ACTN1_HUMAN;sp|P12814|ACTN1_HUMAN;sp|P12814-3|ACTN1_HUMAN;sp|P12814-4|ACTN1_HUMAN;sp|P35609|ACTN2_HUMAN;sp|Q08043|ACTN3_HUMANsp|P12814-2| CTN1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Alpha-actinin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACTN1;sp|P12814|ACTN1_HUM N Alpha-actinin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACTN1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P12814-3|ACTN1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Alpha-actinin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACTN1;sp|P12814-4|ACTN1_HUMAN Iso22.876 59 23.29207 15 20 By matchi g By MS/MS 0 1 0.4158154 1257 46.4 102.71 887
sp|Q14566|MCM6_HUMANsp|Q14566|MCM6_HUMAN DNA replication licensing factor MCM6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MCM6 PE=1 SV=125.290386 25.70498 19 22 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 42 0.4145985 1256 55.1 92.888 821
sp|Q9ULX6|AKP8L_HUMAN;sp|Q9ULX6-2|AKP8L_HUMANsp|Q9ULX6| KP8L_H MAN A-kinase anchor protein 8-like OS=Homo sapiens GN=AKAP8L PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q9ULX6-2|AKP8L_HUMAN Isoform 2 of A-kinase anchor protein 8-like OS=Homo sapiens GN=AKAP8L22.44607 22.8589 3 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 6 0.41 8265 1255 16.4 71.648 646
sp|Q8WUM0|NU133_HUMANsp|Q8WUM0|NU133_HUMAN Nuclear pore complex protein Nup133 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NUP133 PE=1 SV=222.622969 23.03547 4 6 By M /MS By MS/MS 1 7 0.4125004 1254 40.5 128.98 1156
sp|Q8N163|CCAR2_HUMAN;sp|Q8N163-2|CCAR2_HUMANsp|Q8N163|CCAR2_HUMAN ell cycle and apoptosis regulator protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CCAR2 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q8N163-2|CCAR2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Cell cycle and apoptosis regulator protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CCAR225.205309 25.616 5 14 18 By MS/MS By MS/MS 15 30 0.4109383 1253 37.5 102.9 923
sp|Q92878-2|RAD50_HUMAN;sp|Q92878|RAD50_HUMAN;sp|Q92878-3|RAD50_HUMANsp|Q92878-2|RAD50_HUMAN Isoform 2 of DNA repair protein RAD50 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAD50;sp|Q92878|RAD50_HUMAN DNA repair protein RAD50 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAD50 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q92878-3|RAD50_HUMAN Isoform 3 of DNA repair protein RAD50 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAD5020.940262 21.35105 1 3 By matching By MS/MS 0 3 0.4107914 1252 18.3 1 4.59 1318
sp|P49736|MCM2_HUMANsp|P49736|MCM2_HUMAN DNA replication licensing factor MCM2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MCM2 PE=1 SV=424.947174 25.35461 13 16 By MS/MS By MS/MS 13 26 0.4074345 1251 58.5 101.89 904
sp|O75150|BRE1B_HUMAN;sp|O75150-3|BRE1B_HUMAN;sp|O75150-4|BRE1B_HUMANsp|O75150|BRE1B_HUMAN E3 ubiquitin-protein ligase BRE1B OS= omo sapiens GN=RNF40 PE=1 SV=4;sp|O75150-3|BRE1B_HUMAN Isoform 3 of E3 ubiquitin-protein ligase BRE1B OS=Homo sapiens GN=RNF40;sp|O75150-4|BRE1B_HUMAN Isoform 4 of E3 ubiquitin-protein ligase BRE120.243608 20.65062 0 2 By MS/MS 0 3 0.4 70129 1250 15.9 113.65 1001
sp|P53618|COPB_HUMANsp|P53618|COPB_HUMAN Coatomer subunit beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=COPB1 PE=1 SV=325.502941 25.90892 16 18 By MS/MS By MS/MS 13 31 0.4059753 1249 37.9 107.14 953
sp|P16435|NCPR_HUMANsp|P16435| CPR_HUMAN NADPH--cytochrome P450 reductase OS=Homo sapiens GN=POR PE=1 SV=221.784966 22.1903 2 5 By matching By MS/MS 0 6 0.4053326 1248 39.3 76.689 677
sp|Q15758|AAAT_HUMAN;sp|Q15758-3|AAAT_HUMAN;sp|Q15758-2|AAAT_HUMANsp|Q15758|AAAT_HUMAN Neutral amino acid transporter B(0) OS=Homo sapiens GN=SLC1A5 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q15758-3|AAAT_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Neutral amino acid transporter B(0) OS=Homo sapiens GN=SLC1A5;sp|Q15758-2|AAAT_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Neutral amino acid transporte20.795 6 21.19874 3 2 By matching By MS/M 0 3 0.4031582 1247 20 56.598 541
sp|Q9NRX2|RM17_HUMANsp|Q9NRX2|RM17_HUMAN 39S ribosomal protein L17, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=MRPL17 PE=1 SV=120.124014 20.52688 1 2 By matching By MS/MS 0 4 0.4028683 1246 42.3 20.05 175
sp|O94979-6|SC31A_HUMAN;sp|O94979-3|SC31A_HUMAN;sp|O94979-4|SC31A_HUMAN;sp|O94979-9|SC31A_HUMAN;sp|O94979-2|SC31A_HUMAN;sp|O94979|SC31A_HUMAN;sp|O94979-8|SC31A_HUMAN;sp|O94979-7|SC31A_HUMAN;sp|O94979-5|SC31A_HUMAN;sp|Q9NQW1-2|SC31B_HUMAN;sp|Q9NQW1-4|SC31B_HUMANsp|O94979-6|SC31A_HUMAN Isoform 6 of Protein transport protein Sec31A OS=Homo sapiens GN=SEC31A;sp|O94979-3|SC31A_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Protein transport protein Sec31A OS=Homo sapiens GN=SEC31A;sp|O94979-4|SC31A_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Protein transport protein S2 .437714 23.83961 5 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 14 0.4018 93 245 26.3 17.67 1067
sp|Q92621|NU205_HUMANsp|Q92621|NU205_HUMAN Nuclear pore complex protein Nup205 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NUP205 PE=1 SV=323.24612 23.64724 7 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 21 0.4011211 1244 34.2 227.92 2012
sp|Q5SW79-2|CE170_HUMAN;sp|Q5SW79-3|CE170_HUMAN;sp|Q5SW79|CE170_HUMAN;sp|Q96L14|C170L_HUMANsp|Q5SW79-2|CE170_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Centrosomal protein of 170 kDa OS=Homo sapiens GN=CEP170;sp|Q5SW79-3|CE170_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Centrosomal protein of 170 kDa OS=Homo sapiens GN=CEP170;sp|Q5SW79|CE170_HUMAN Centrosomal protein of 170 kDa OS=Homo sapiens22.894432 2 .2946 5 12 By MS/ S By MS/MS 1 15 0.4001675 1243 10.8 161.41 1460
sp|O00264|PGRC1_HUMANsp|O00264|PGRC1_HUMAN Membrane-associated progesterone receptor component 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PGRMC1 PE=1 SV=324.335791 24.73407 5 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 12 0.3982811 1242 61.5 21.671 195
sp|P21796|VDAC1_HUMANsp|P21796|VDAC1_HUMAN Voltage-dependent anion-selective channel protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=VDAC1 PE=1 SV=224.913055 25.31005 9 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 15 20 0.3969898 1241 75.3 30.772 283
sp|O00429-4|DNM1L_HUMAN;sp|O00429-5|DNM1L_HUMAN;sp|O00429-3|DNM1L_HUMAN;sp|O00429-2|DNM1L_HUMAN;sp|O00429|DNM1L_HUMAN;sp|O00429-6|DNM1L_HUMANsp|O00429-4|D M1L_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Dynamin-1-like protein OS=Homo apiens GN= ;sp|O00429-5|DNM1L_HUMAN Isoform 5 of Dynamin-1-like protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=DNM1L;sp|O00429-3|DNM1L_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Dynamin-1-like protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=DNM1L;s22.3798 8 22.77529 4 6 By MS/ S By MS/MS 1 8 0.3 5483 1240 43.2 78.099 699
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sp|Q13155|AIMP2_HUMANsp|Q13155|AIMP2_HUMAN Aminoacyl tRNA synthase complex-interacting multifunctional protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=AIMP2 PE=1 SV=224.883482 25.27877 7 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 16 0.3952923 1239 64.4 35.348 320
sp|Q01105-3|SET_HUMAN;sp|Q01105-4|SET_HUMAN;sp|Q01105-2|SET_HUMAN;sp|Q01105|SET_HUMANsp|Q01105-3|SET_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Protein SET O =Homo sapiens GN=SET;sp|Q01105-4|SET_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Protein SET OS=Homo sapiens GN=SET;sp|Q01105-2|SET_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Protein SET OS=Homo sapiens GN=SET;sp|Q01105|SET_HUMAN Protein SET OS=Homo sapien23.404446 23.79956 4 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 7 0.3951187 1238 37 30.992 265
sp|P35580|MYH10_HUMAN;sp|P35580-2|MYH10_HUMAN;sp|P35580-3|MYH10_HUMAN;sp|P35580-4|MYH10_HUMANsp|P35580|MYH10_HUMAN yosin-10 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MY 10 PE=1 SV=3;sp|P35580-2|MYH10_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Myosin-10 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MYH10;sp|P35580-3|MYH10_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Myosin-10 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MYH10;sp|P35580-4|MYH10_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Myosin-125.252 94 25.64697 32 46 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 57 0.3943729 1237 46.6 229 1976
sp|P55786|PSA_HUMAN;sp|A6NEC2|PSAL_HUMAN;sp|A6NEC2-2|PSAL_HUMAN;sp|A6NEC2-3|PSAL_HUMANsp|P55786|PSA_HUMAN Puromycin-sensitive aminopeptidase OS=Homo sapiens GN=NPEPPS PE=1 SV=225.294319 25.68763 18 20 By MS/MS By MS/MS 17 35 0.3933125 1236 29.5 103.28 919
sp|P27797|CALR_HUMANsp|P27797|CALR_HUMAN Calreticulin OS=Homo sapiens GN=CALR PE=1 SV=125.026817 25.41976 12 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 17 0.3929443 1235 60 48.141 417
sp|P15121|ALDR_HUMAN;sp|C9JRZ8-2|AK1BF_HUMAN;sp|C9JRZ8|AK1BF_HUMANsp|P15121|ALDR_HUMAN ldose reductase OS=Homo sapiens GN=AKR1B1 PE=1 SV=325.009153 25.40152 11 13 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 29 0.3923664 1234 52.5 35.853 316
sp|P49327|FAS_HUMANsp|P49327|FAS_HUMAN Fatty acid synthase OS=Homo sapiens GN=FASN PE=1 SV=329.841551 30.23215 95 103 By MS/MS By M /MS 149 240 0.3905983 1233 64.2 273.42 2511
sp|P17858|K6PL_HUMAN;sp|P17858-2|K6PL_HUMANsp|P17858|K6PL_HUMAN 6-phosphofructokinase, liver type OS=Homo sapiens GN=PFKL PE=1 SV=6;sp|P17858-2|K6PL_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 6-phosphofructokinase, liver type OS=Homo sapiens GN=PFKL23.512678 23.90316 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 1 0.39048 1232 25.3 85.018 780
sp|P16989|YBOX3_HUMAN;sp|P16989-3|YBOX3_HUMANsp|P16989|YBOX3_HUMAN -box-binding protein 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=YBX3 PE=1 SV=4;sp|P16989-3|YBOX3_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Y-box-binding protein 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=YBX325.923702 26.31404 11 13 By MS/MS y MS/MS 12 19 0.3903427 1231 65.9 40.089 372
sp|Q9H857-2|NT5D2_HUMAN;sp|Q9H857|NT5D2_HUMAN;sp|Q9H857-3|NT5D2_HUMAN;sp|Q9H857-4|NT5D2_HUMANsp|Q9H857-2|NT5D2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 5-nucleotidase domain-containing protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NT5DC2;sp|Q9H857|NT5D2_HUMAN 5-nucleotidase domain-containing protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NT5DC2 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9H857-3|NT5D2_HUMAN Isoform 3 of 5-nucleot20.472885 20.86159 2 2 By matchi By MS/MS 0 3 0.3887024 1230 73.3 57.203 486
sp|P19388|RPAB1_HUMANsp|P19388|RPAB1_HUMAN DNA-directed RNA polymerases I, II, and III subunit RPABC1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=POLR2E PE=1 SV=423.123983 23.51159 4 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 8 0.3876095 1229 58.1 24.551 210
sp|Q9BQE3|TBA1C_HUMANsp|Q9BQE3|TBA1C_HUMAN Tubulin alpha-1C chain OS=Homo sapiens GN=TUBA1C PE=1 SV=126.170488 26.55649 26 26 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 13 0.3859997 1228 83.5 49.895 449
sp|P04350|TBB4A_HUMANsp|P04350|TBB4A_HUMAN Tubulin beta-4A chain OS=Homo sapiens GN=TUBB4A PE=1 SV=223.361855 23.74694 24 24 By MS/MS y MS/MS 2 6 0.3850842 1227 63.1 49.585 444
sp|Q6UB35|C1TM_HUMAN;sp|Q6UB35-2|C1TM_HUMANsp|Q6UB35|C1TM_H MAN Monofunctional C1-tetrahydrofolate synthase, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=MTHFD1L PE=1 SV=123.563488 23.94824 10 13 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 22 0.3847561 1226 48.9 105.79 978
sp|P41252|SYIC_HUMANsp|P41252|SYIC_HUMAN Isoleucine--tRNA ligase, cytoplasmic OS=Homo sapiens GN=IARS PE=1 SV=227.03223 27.41683 37 41 By MS/MS By MS/MS 33 79 0.3846035 1225 54.7 144.5 1262
sp|P49755|TMEDA_HUMANsp|P49755|TMEDA_HUMAN Transmembrane emp24 domain-containing protein 10 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TMED10 PE=1 SV=222.63356 23.0166 3 4 By matching By MS/MS 0 6 0.3830414 1224 35.2 24.976 219
sp|Q13409-6|DC1I2_HUMAN;sp|Q13409-3|DC1I2_HUMAN;sp|Q13409-2|DC1I2_HUMAN;sp|Q13409-5|DC1I2_HUMAN;sp|Q13409|DC1I2_HUMANsp|Q13409-6|DC1I2_HUMAN Isoform 2F of Cytoplasmic dynein 1 intermediate chain 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DYNC1I2;sp|Q13409-3|DC1I2_HUMAN Isoform 2C of Cytoplasmic dynein 1 intermediate chain 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DYNC1I2;sp|Q13409-2|DC1I2_HUMAN Isoform 2B of Cyto22.092554 22.47246 2 6 By matching By MS/MS 0 9 0.3799095 1223 30.6 68.297 611
sp|P12532|KCRU_HUMAN;sp|P12532-2|KCRU_HUMAN;sp|P17540|KCRS_HUMANsp|P12532|KCRU_HUMAN Creatine kinase U-type, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=CKMT1A PE=1 SV=1;sp|P12532-2|KCRU_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Creatine kinase U-type, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=CKMT1A23.997915 24.37756 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 10 0.3796444 1222 55.4 47.036 417
sp|O75351|VPS4B_HUMAN;sp|Q6PIW4-2|FIGL1_HUMAN;sp|Q6PIW4|FIGL1_HUMANsp|O75351|VPS4B_HUMAN Vacuolar protein sorting-associated protein 4B OS=Homo sapiens GN=VPS4B PE=1 SV=220.531855 20.91094 3 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 3 0.3790817 1221 11.3 49.301 444
sp|Q14203-3|DCTN1_HUMAN;sp|Q14203-4|DCTN1_HUMAN;sp|Q14203-6|DCTN1_HUMAN;sp|Q14203|DCTN1_HUMAN;sp|Q14203-5|DCTN1_HUMAN;sp|Q14203-2|DCTN1_HUMANsp|Q14203-3|DCTN1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Dynactin subunit 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DCTN1;sp|Q14203-4|DCTN1_HUMA  Isoform 4 of Dynactin subunit 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DCTN1;sp|Q14203-6|DCTN1_HUMAN Isoform 6 of Dynactin subunit 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DCTN1;sp|Q14203|DCT24.031284 24.40983 11 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 22 .3785439 1220 39.1 136.82 1236
sp|O43264|ZW10_HUMANsp|O43264|ZW10_HUMAN Centromere/kinetochore protein zw10 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=ZW10 PE=1 SV=322.890671 23.26742 5 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 14 0. 767529 1219 32.5 88.828 779
sp|P16615|AT2A2_HUMAN;sp|P16615-5|AT2A2_HUMAN;sp|P16615-2|AT2A2_HUMAN;sp|P16615-3|AT2A2_HUMAN;sp|P16615-4|AT2A2_HUMAN;sp|O14983-2|AT2A1_HUMAN;sp|O14983|AT2A1_HUMAN;sp|Q93084-4|AT2A3_HUMAN;sp|Q93084-2|AT2A3_HUMAN;sp|Q93084-3|AT2A3_HUMAN;sp|Q93084-7|AT2A3_HUMAN;sp|Q93084|AT2A3_HUMAN;sp|Q93084-6|AT2A3_HUMAN;sp|Q93084-5|AT2A3_HUMANsp|P16615|AT2A2_HUMAN Sarcoplasmic/endoplasmic reticulum calcium AT ase 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATP2A2 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P16615-5|AT2A _HUMAN Isoform 5 of Sarcoplasmic/endoplasmic reticulum calcium ATPase 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATP2A2;sp|P16615-2| T2A2_HUMAN Isoform24.357498 24.73154 11 14 By S/MS By MS/MS 6 23 0.3740387 1218 42.9 114.76 1042
sp|Q12874|SF3A3_HUMANsp|Q12874|SF3A3_HUMAN Splicing factor 3A subunit 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SF3A3 PE=1 SV=122.568878 22.94251 4 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 11 0.3736305 1217 65.7 58.848 501
sp|Q92973|TNPO1_HUMAN;sp|Q92973-2|TNPO1_HUMAN;sp|Q92973-3|TNPO1_HUMANsp|Q92973|T PO1_HUMAN ransportin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TNPO1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q92973-2|TNPO1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Transportin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TNPO1;sp|Q92973-3|TNPO1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Transportin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TNPO125.41754 25.78925 13 17 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 35 0.3717079 1216 43 102.35 898
sp|P30043|BLVRB_HUMANsp|P30043|BLVRB_HUMAN Flavin reductase (NADPH) OS=Homo sapiens GN=BLVRB PE=1 SV=323.110506 23.48148 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 12 0.3709774 1215 30.6 22.119 206
sp|P23526|SAHH_HUMAN;sp|P23526-2|SAHH_HUMANsp|P23526|SAHH_HUMAN Adenosylhomocysteinase OS=Homo sapiens GN=AHCY PE=1 SV=4;sp|P23526-2|SAHH_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Adenosylhomocysteinase OS=Homo sapiens GN=AHCY25.8 8652 26.20799 14 18 By MS/MS By MS/MS 18 35 0.369339 1214 51.2 47.716 432
sp|P00505|AATM_HUMANsp|P00505|AATM_HUMAN Aspartate aminotransferase, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=GOT2 PE=1 SV=325.012526 25.38014 14 16 By MS/MS By MS/MS 14 27 0.3676128 1213 64.9 47.517 430
sp|O15160-2|RPAC1_HUMAN;sp|O15160|RPAC1_HUMANsp|O15160-2|RPAC1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of DNA-directed RNA polymerases I and III subunit RPAC1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=POLR1C;sp|O15160|RPAC1_HUMAN DNA-directed RNA polymerases I and III subunit RPAC1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=POLR1C PE=1 SV=122.8 5287 23.18279 5 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 12 0.3675003 1212 49.7 38.646 342
sp|O95793-2|STAU1_HUMAN;sp|O95793|STAU1_HUMAN;sp|O95793-3|STAU1_HUMANsp|O95793-2|STAU1_HUMAN Isoform Short of Double-stranded RNA-binding protein Staufen homolog 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=STAU1;sp|O95793|STAU1_HUMAN Double-stranded RNA-binding protein Staufen homolog 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=STAU1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|O95793-3|STAU1_HUMAN I26.210129 26.57759 19 20 By MS/MS By MS/MS 24 42 0.3674583 1211 5 .4 54.933 496
sp|O94776|MTA2_HUMANsp|O94776|MTA2_HUMAN Metastasis-associated protein MTA2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MTA2 PE=1 SV=123.608288 23.9757 7 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 19 0.3674126 1210 38.3 75.022 668
sp|O95104|SFR15_HUMAN;sp|O95104-3|SFR15_HUMAN;sp|O95104-2|SFR15_HUMANsp|O95104|SFR15_HUMAN plicing factor, arginine/serine-rich 15 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SCAF4 PE=1 SV=3;sp|O95104-3|SFR15_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Splicing factor, arginine/serine-rich 15 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SCAF4;sp|O95104-2|SFR15_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Splicing factor, a22.363672 22.72964 3 3 By S/MS By MS/MS 1 5 0.3659668 1209 15.7 125.87 1147
sp|P04406|G3P_HUMAN;sp|P04406-2|G3P_HUMAN;sp|O14556|G3PT_HUMANsp|P04406|G3P_HUMAN lyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase OS=Homo sapiens GN=GAPDH PE=1 SV=3;sp|P04406-2|G3P_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase OS=Homo sapiens GN=GAPDH28.904003 29.26964 17 18 By MS/M By MS/MS 33 55 0.365633 1208 85.1 36.053 335
sp|Q02878|RL6_HUMANsp|Q02878|RL6_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL6 PE=1 SV=325.623466 25.98837 9 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 13 24 0.3649025 1207 47.6 32.728 288
sp|P11940|PABP1_HUMAN;sp|P11940-2|PABP1_HUMAN;sp|Q9H361|PABP3_HUMAN;sp|Q4VXU2|PAP1L_HUMANsp| 11940|PABP1_HUMAN olyadenylate-binding protein 1 OS= omo sapiens GN=PABPC1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P11940-2|PABP1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Polyadenylate-binding protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PABPC127.4845 5 27.8481 26 26 By S/MS By MS/MS 40 61 0.3635597 1206 59.9 70.67 636
sp|Q9H3U1|UN45A_HUMAN;sp|Q9H3U1-2|UN45A_HUMAN;sp|Q9H3U1-3|UN45A_HUMANsp|Q9H3 1|U 45A_HUMAN Protein unc-45 homolog A OS=Homo sapiens GN=UNC45A PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9H3U1-2|UN45A_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Protein unc-45 homolog A OS=Homo sapiens GN=UNC45A24.143126 4.50652 9 16 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 29 0.3633919 1205 37.2 103.08 944
sp|Q9UI26|IPO11_HUMAN;sp|Q9UI26-2|IPO11_HUMANsp|Q9UI26|IPO11_H MAN mportin-11 OS=Homo sapiens GN=IPO11 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9UI26-2|IPO11_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Importin-11 OS=Homo sapiens GN=IPO1120.808134 21. 7127 2 3 By matching By MS/MS 0 4 0.3631382 1204 6.4 112.53 975
sp|P25205|MCM3_HUMANsp|P25205|MCM3_HUMAN DNA replication licensing factor MCM3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MCM3 PE=1 SV=325.05817 25.42066 20 21 By MS/MS By MS/MS 15 9 0.3624916 1203 74 90.98 808
sp|Q14204|DYHC1_HUMANsp|Q14204|DYHC1_HUMAN Cytoplasmic dynein 1 heavy chain 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DYNC1H1 PE=1 SV=527.78706 28.14904 100 128 By MS/MS By MS/MS 76 228 0.3619823 1202 51.2 532.4 4646
sp|Q96T37-2|RBM15_HUMAN;sp|Q96T37-3|RBM15_HUMAN;sp|Q96T37|RBM15_HUMANsp|Q96T37-2|RBM15_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Putative RNA-binding protein 15 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBM15;sp|Q96T37-3|RBM15_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Putative RNA-binding protein 15 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBM15;sp|Q96T37|RBM15_HUMAN Putative RNA-binding protein 15 OS=Homo sapien20.320141 20.68209 0 2 By MS/MS 0 4 0.361948 1201 19.1 104.75 957
sp|P56192|SYMC_HUMANsp|P56192|SYMC_HUMAN Methionine--tRNA ligase, cytoplasmic OS=Homo sapiens GN=MARS PE=1 SV=226.30304 26.66099 20 24 By MS/MS By MS/MS 22 48 0.3579464 1200 53.2 101.11 900
sp|P50402|EMD_HUMANsp|P50402|EMD_HUMAN Emerin OS=Homo sapiens GN=EMD PE=1 SV=123.345299 23.7025 6 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 13 0.3572044 1199 51.2 28.994 254
sp|P41227|NAA10_HUMAN;sp|P41227-2|NAA10_HUMAN;sp|Q9BSU3|NAA11_HUMANsp|P41227|NAA10_HUMAN -alpha-acetyltransferase 10 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NAA10 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P41227-2|NAA10_HUMAN Isoform 2 of N-alpha-acetyltransferase 10 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NAA1023.639755 23.99636 6 7 By S/MS By MS/MS 9 12 0.3566093 1198 65.5 26.458 235
sp|P11802|CDK4_HUMANsp|P11802|CDK4_HUMAN Cyclin-dependent kinase 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CDK4 PE=1 SV=223.785465 24.14149 7 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 16 0.3560238 1197 51.8 33.729 303
sp|P36871|PGM1_HUMAN;sp|P36871-2|PGM1_HUMAN;sp|P36871-3|PGM1_HUMANsp|P36871|PGM1_HUMAN hosphoglucomutase-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PGM1 PE=1 SV=3;sp|P36871-2|PGM1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Phosphoglucomutase-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PGM1;sp|P36871-3|PGM1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Phosphoglucomutase-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PGM123.020695 23.37504 5 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 15 0.3543472 1196 19.6 61.448 562
sp|Q96S55-2|WRIP1_HUMAN;sp|Q96S55|WRIP1_HUMAN;sp|Q96S55-3|WRIP1_HUMAN;sp|Q96S55-4|WRIP1_HUMANsp|Q96S55-2|WRIP1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of ATPase WRNIP1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=WRNIP1;sp|Q96S55|WRIP1_HUMAN ATPase WRNIP1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=WRNIP1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q96S55-3|WRIP1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of ATPase WRNIP1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=WRNIP120.301088 20.65377 1 2 By atching By M /MS 0 3 0.352684 1195 6.4 69.458 640
sp|O75390|CISY_HUMANsp|O75390|CISY_HUMAN Citrate synthase, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=CS PE=1 SV=224.240309 24.59292 7 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 17 0.3526096 1194 59.4 51.712 466
sp|P62888|RL30_HUMANsp|P62888|RL30_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L30 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL30 PE=1 SV=224.460703 24.81279 7 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 14 0.3520889 1193 67 12.784 115
sp|Q15005|SPCS2_HUMANsp|Q15005|SPCS2_HUMAN Signal peptidase complex subunit 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SPCS2 PE=1 SV=321.846706 22.19851 3 3 By matching By MS/MS 0 3 0.351799 1192 47.8 25.003 226
sp|Q8NI27|THOC2_HUMAN;sp|Q8NI27-2|THOC2_HUMANsp|Q8NI27|THOC2_HUMAN  complex subunit 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=THOC2 PE=1 SV=222.2781 8 22.62816 2 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 5 0.3500366 1191 27.9 182.77 1593
sp|Q9NQG5|RPR1B_HUMANsp|Q9NQG5|RPR1B_HUMAN Regulation of nuclear pre-mRNA domain-containing protein 1B OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPRD1B PE=1 SV=122.333363 22.68155 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 7 0.3481903 1190 39.9 36.899 326
sp|O00151|PDLI1_HUMANsp|O00151|PDLI1_HUMAN PDZ and LIM domain protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PDLIM1 PE=1 SV=420.643251 20.9912 0 2 By MS/MS 0 3 0.34795 1189 69 36.071 329
sp|P08238|HS90B_HUMAN;sp|Q58FF7|H90B3_HUMANsp|P08238|HS90B_HUMAN Heat shock protein HSP 90-beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSP90AB1 PE=1 SV=430.996649 31.34186 44 48 By MS/MS By MS/M 88 147 0.3452129 1188 73.9 83.263 724
sp|Q9HD33|RM47_HUMAN;sp|Q9HD33-2|RM47_HUMAN;sp|Q9HD33-3|RM47_HUMANsp|Q9 D33|RM47_HUMAN 39S ribosomal protein L47, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=MRPL47 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9HD33-2|RM47_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 39S ribosomal protein L47, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=MRPL47;sp|Q9HD33-3|RM47_HUMAN Isoform 3 of 39S ribosomal prote20.635458 20.9 953 1 3 By matching By MS/MS 0 4 0.3440685 1187 33.2 29.45 250
sp|Q14C86-3|GAPD1_HUMAN;sp|Q14C86-4|GAPD1_HUMAN;sp|Q14C86-2|GAPD1_HUMAN;sp|Q14C86-6|GAPD1_HUMAN;sp|Q14C86-5|GAPD1_HUMAN;sp|Q14C86|GAPD1_HUMANsp|Q14C86-3|GAPD1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of GTPase-activating protein and VPS9 domain-containing protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=G PVD1;sp|Q14C86-4|GAPD1_HUMAN Isoform 4 of GTPase-activating protein and VPS9 domain-containing protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GAPVD1;sp|Q23.29726 23.64053 9 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 12 0.3432674 1 86 16. 159.75 1433
sp|P62191|PRS4_HUMANsp|P62191|PRS4_HUMAN 26S protease regulatory subunit 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMC1 PE=1 SV=125.489223 25.83113 14 16 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 26 0.3419075 1185 55.7 49.184 440
sp|Q9UNS2|CSN3_HUMAN;sp|Q9UNS2-2|CSN3_HUMANsp|Q9UNS2|CSN3_H MAN COP9 signalosome complex subunit 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=COPS3 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q9UNS2-2|CSN3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of COP9 signalosome complex subunit 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=COPS324.488304 24.82881 7 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 14 0.3405056 1184 50.8 47.873 423
sp|P57740|NU107_HUMANsp|P57740|NU107_HUMAN Nuclear pore complex protein Nup107 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NUP107 PE=1 SV=121.583572 21.92183 2 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 7 0.3382607 1183 36.4 106.37 925
sp|P41240|CSK_HUMAN;sp|P42679-3|MATK_HUMAN;sp|P42679|MATK_HUMAN;sp|P42679-2|MATK_HUMANsp|P41240|CSK_HUMAN Tyrosine-protein kinase CSK OS= omo sapiens GN=CSK PE=1 SV=122.743162 23.07796 8 By matching By S/MS 0 14 0.3348007 1182 23.3 50.704 450
sp|Q13043-2|STK4_HUMAN;sp|Q13043|STK4_HUMAN;sp|Q13188|STK3_HUMANsp|Q13043-2|STK4_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Serine/threonine-protein kinase 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=STK4;sp|Q13043|STK4_HUMAN Serine/threonine-protein kinase 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=STK4 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q13188|STK3_HUMAN Serine/threonine-protein kinase 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN20.394503 20.72841 0 3 By MS/MS 0 4 .3339119 1181 11.3 52.335 462
sp|Q9NTJ3|SMC4_HUMAN;sp|Q9NTJ3-2|SMC4_HUMANsp|Q9NTJ3|SMC4_HUMAN Structural maintenance of chromosomes protein 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SMC4 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9NTJ3-2|SMC4_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Structural maintenance of chromosomes protein 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SMC42 .331697 24.66546 10 17 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 28 0.3337669 1180 30.9 147.18 1288
sp|O00410|IPO5_HUMAN;sp|O00410-3|IPO5_HUMAN;sp|O00410-2|IPO5_HUMAN;sp|O60518|RNBP6_HUMANsp|O00410|IPO5_HUMAN Importin-5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=IPO5 PE=1 SV=4;sp|O00410-3|IPO5_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Importin-5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=IPO5;sp|O00410-2|IPO5_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Importin-5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=IPO527.083956 27.41506 32 34 By MS/M By MS/MS 49 75 0.3 11062 1179 56 123.63 1097
sp|Q96FW1|OTUB1_HUMAN;sp|Q96FW1-2|OTUB1_HUMANsp|Q96FW1|OTUB1_HUMAN Ubiquitin thioesterase OTUB1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=OTUB1 PE=1 SV=226. 03416 26.43365 10 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 17 30 0.3302288 1178 58.7 31.284 271
sp|P61803|DAD1_HUMANsp|P61803|DAD1_HUMAN Dolichyl-diphosphooligosaccharide--protein glycosyltransferase subunit DAD1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DAD1 PE=1 SV=322.12915 22.45919 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 4 0.33004 1177 28.3 12.497 113
sp|P00403|COX2_HUMANsp|P00403|COX2_HUMAN Cytochrome c oxidase subunit 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MT-CO2 PE=1 SV=122.892174 23.22215 2 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 4 0.3299809 1176 44.9 25.565 227
sp|P50914|RL14_HUMANsp|P50914|RL14_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L14 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL14 PE=1 SV=424.43428 24.76213 4 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 11 0.3278484 1174 27.9 23.432 215
sp|Q9NW64|RBM22_HUMAN;sp|Q9NW64-2|RBM22_HUMANsp|Q9NW64|RBM22_HUMAN Pre-mRNA-splicing factor RBM22 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBM22 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9NW64-2|RBM22_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Pre-mRNA-splicing factor RBM22 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBM2220.641682 20.96303 1 3 By matching By MS/MS 0 4 0.321352 1173 31.7 46.895 420
sp|Q14103-3|HNRPD_HUMAN;sp|Q14103|HNRPD_HUMANsp|Q14103-3|H RPD_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein D0 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPD;sp|Q14103|HNRPD_HUMAN Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein D0 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPD PE=1 SV=127.362606 27.68258 13 14 By MS/MS By MS/MS 20 23 0.3199711 172 56.9 32.834 306
sp|P33176|KINH_HUMAN;sp|O60282|KIF5C_HUMAN;sp|Q12840|KIF5A_HUMAN;sp|O60282-2|KIF5C_HUMANsp|P33176|KINH_HUMAN Kinesin-1 heavy chain OS=Homo sapiens GN=KIF5B PE=1 SV=123.275686 23.59468 7 8 By MS/MS y MS/M 3 9 0.3189983 1171 32.9 109.68 963
sp|Q16576|RBBP7_HUMAN;sp|Q16576-2|RBBP7_HUMANsp|Q16576|RBBP7_HUMAN Histone-binding protein RBBP7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBBP7 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q16576-2|RBBP7_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Histone-binding protein RBBP7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBBP727.027809 27.34469 12 16 By MS/MS By MS/MS 24 36 0.3168793 1170 72 47.82 425
sp|O43491-4|E41L2_HUMAN;sp|O43491|E41L2_HUMAN;sp|O43491-3|E41L2_HUMAN;sp|O43491-2|E41L2_HUMANsp|O43491-4|E41L2_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Band .1-like protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EPB41L2;sp|O43491|E41L2_HUMAN Band 4.1-like protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EPB41L2 PE=1 SV=1;sp|O43491-3|E41L2_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Band 4.1-like protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EPB4122.926004 23.24198 5 10 By matching By MS/MS 0 15 0.3159771 1169 34.7 95.541 852
sp|Q96C36|P5CR2_HUMANsp|Q96C36|P5CR2_HUMAN Pyrroline-5-carboxylate reductase 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PYCR2 PE=1 SV=123.692961 24.00881 6 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 18 0.3158512 1168 48.1 33.637 320
sp|P35573|GDE_HUMAN;sp|P35573-2|GDE_HUMAN;sp|P35573-3|GDE_HUMANsp|P35573|GDE_HUMAN lycogen debranching enzyme OS=Homo sapiens GN=AGL PE=1 SV=3;sp|P35573-2|GDE_HUMAN Isoform 5 of Glycogen debranching enzyme OS=Homo sapiens GN=AGL;sp|P35573-3|GDE_HUMAN Isoform 6 of Glycogen debranching enzyme OS=Homo sapiens GN=AGL20.90243 21.21502 0 3 By MS/MS 0 5 0.3125858 1167 14 174.76 1532
sp|Q96A26|F162A_HUMANsp|Q96A26|F162A_HUMAN Protein FAM162A OS=Homo sapiens GN=FAM162A PE=1 SV=21.753035 22.06507 2 2 By matching By MS/M 0 4 0.3120308 1166 31.8 17.342 154
sp|Q13610|PWP1_HUMANsp|Q13610|PWP1_HUMAN Periodic tryptophan protein 1 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=PWP1 PE=1 SV=120.796045 21.10693 1 2 By matching By MS/MS 0 4 0.3108883 1165 10.4 55.827 501
sp|O75915|PRAF3_HUMANsp|O75915|PRAF3_HUMAN PRA1 family protein 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARL6IP5 PE=1 SV=120.492968 20.80136 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 4 0.3083935 1164 21.3 21.614 188
sp|Q9Y678|COPG1_HUMANsp|Q9Y678|COPG1_HUMAN Coatomer subunit gamma-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=COPG1 PE=1 SV=124.13516 24.43981 9 13 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 22 0.3046474 1163 40.2 97.717 874
sp|P58107|EPIPL_HUMANsp|P58107|EPIPL_HUMAN Epiplakin OS=Homo sapiens GN=EPPK1 PE=1 SV=220.749266 21.05345 3 4 By matching By MS/MS 0 3 0.3041801 1162 29.9 555.61 5090
sp|P23258|TBG1_HUMAN;sp|Q9NRH3|TBG2_HUMANsp|P23258|TBG1_HUMAN Tubulin gamma-1 chain OS=Homo sapiens GN=TUBG1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9NRH3|TBG2_HUMAN Tubulin gamma-2 chain OS=Homo sapiens GN=TUBG2 PE=1 SV=123.226997 23.53101 6 7 By MS/MS y MS/MS 1 12 0.3040085 1161 74.3 51.169 451
sp|P51571|SSRD_HUMANsp|P51571|SSRD_HUMAN Translocon-associated protein subunit delta OS=Homo sapiens GN=SSR4 PE=1 SV=123.06551 23.36946 4 4 By MS/M By MS/MS 4 8 0.3039532 1160 36.4 18.998 173
sp|Q9BWF3|RBM4_HUMAN;sp|Q9BWF3-4|RBM4_HUMAN;sp|Q9BWF3-3|RBM4_HUMAN;sp|Q9BWF3-2|RBM4_HUMANsp|Q9BWF3|RBM4_HUMAN RNA-binding protein 4 OS=Homo sapiens G =RBM4 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9BWF3-4|RBM4_HUMAN Isoform 4 of RNA-binding protein 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBM4;sp|Q9BWF3-3|RBM4_HUMAN Isoform 3 of RNA-binding protein 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBM4;sp|Q9BWF3-2|RBM24.737583 25.04131 13 16 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 29 0.3037224 1159 50.8 40.313 364
sp|P47897|SYQ_HUMANsp|P47897|SYQ_HUMAN Glutamine--tRNA ligase OS=Homo sapiens GN=QARS PE=1 SV=125.948332 26.25204 25 28 By MS/MS By MS/M 30 57 0.3037033 1158 65.2 87.798 775
sp|Q96KB5|TOPK_HUMANsp|Q96KB5|TOPK_HUMAN Lymphokine-activated killer T-cell-originated protein kinase OS=Homo sapiens GN=PBK PE=1 SV=321.998623 22.30212 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 5 0.30350 1 1157 22.7 36.085 322
sp|Q92616|GCN1L_HUMANsp|Q92616|GCN1L_HUMAN Translational activator GCN1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GCN1L1 PE=1 SV=625.370394 25.67357 27 43 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 75 0.3031807 1156 29.6 292.75 2671
sp|Q9P258|RCC2_HUMANsp|Q9P258|RCC2_HUMAN Protein RCC2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RCC2 PE=1 SV=223.232176 23.53481 7 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 17 0.3026333 1155 65.1 56.084 522
sp|P21333-2|FLNA_HUMAN;sp|P21333|FLNA_HUMANsp|P21333-2|FLNA_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Filamin-A OS=Homo sapiens GN=FLNA;sp|P21333|FLNA_HUMAN Filamin-A OS=Homo sapiens GN=FLNA PE=1 SV=427.065687 27.36786 60 67 By MS/MS By MS/MS 37 118 0.3021774 1154 56.4 280.01 2639
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sp|Q9Y263|PLAP_HUMANsp|Q9Y263|PLAP_HUMAN Phospholipase A-2-activating protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=PLAA PE=1 SV=223.228422 23.52946 6 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 14 0.3010349 1153 21.3 87.156 795
sp|P40227|TCPZ_HUMAN;sp|P40227-2|TCPZ_HUMANsp|P40227|TCPZ_HUMAN -complex protein 1 subunit zeta OS=Homo sapiens GN=CCT6A PE=1 SV=3;sp|P40227-2|TCPZ_HUMAN Isoform 2 of T-complex protein 1 subunit zeta OS=Homo sapiens GN=CCT6A26.788679 27.08912 15 16 By MS/MS By MS/MS 19 33 0.3004379 1152 62.3 58.024 531
sp|P28161-2|GSTM2_HUMAN;sp|P28161|GSTM2_HUMAN;sp|Q03013-3|GSTM4_HUMAN;sp|P09488-2|GSTM1_HUMAN;sp|Q03013-2|GSTM4_HUMAN;sp|Q03013|GSTM4_HUMAN;sp|P09488|GSTM1_HUMANsp|P28161-2|GSTM2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Glutathione S-transferase u 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GSTM2;sp|P28161 2  Glutathione S-transferase Mu 2 OS=Homo sapiens G =GSTM2 PE=1 SV=221.494629 21.7946 2 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 3 .2999668 1151 29.3 22.644 191
sp|P25787|PSA2_HUMANsp|P25787|PSA2_HUMAN Proteasome subunit alpha type-2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMA2 PE=1 SV=222.149698 22.4494 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/M 2 6 0.2996998 1150 54.7 25.898 234
sp|P06748|NPM_HUMAN;sp|P06748-3|NPM_HUMAN;sp|P06748-2|NPM_HUMANsp|P06748|NPM_HUMAN ucleophosmin OS=Homo sapiens GN= PM1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P06748-3|NPM_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Nucleophosmin OS=Homo sapiens GN=NPM1;sp|P06748-2|NPM_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Nucleophosmin OS=Homo sapiens GN=NPM124.849669 25.14876 8 By S/MS By MS/MS 13 15 0.2990913 1149 74.5 32.575 294
sp|P06744|G6PI_HUMAN;sp|P06744-2|G6PI_HUMAN;sp|Q8N196|SIX5_HUMANsp|P06744|G6PI_HUMAN lucose-6-pho hate isomerase OS=Homo sapiens GN=GPI PE=1 SV=4;sp|P06744-2|G6PI_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Glucose-6-phosphate isomerase OS=Homo sapiens GN=GPI25.738821 26.03544 10 15 By MS/MS By MS/MS 15 28 0.2966232 1148 42.7 63.146 558
sp|P27824|CALX_HUMANsp|P27824|CALX_HUMAN Calnexin OS=Homo sapiens GN=CANX PE=1 SV=226.163021 26.45914 16 18 By MS/MS By MS/MS 14 34 0.2961178 1147 56.6 67.567 592
sp|O43684-2|BUB3_HUMAN;sp|O43684|BUB3_HUMANsp|O43684-2|BUB3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Mitotic checkpoint protein BUB3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=BUB3;sp|O43684|BUB3_HUMAN Mitotic checkpoint protein BUB3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=BUB3 PE=1 SV=124.165457 24.46151 7 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 17 0.2960567 1146 54.6 36.954 326
sp|P60228|EIF3E_HUMANsp|P60228|EIF3E_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 3 subunit E OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF3E PE=1 SV=124.835329 25.1268 12 15 By MS/MS By MS/MS 13 29 0.2914696 1145 53.9 52.22 445
sp|O60264|SMCA5_HUMANsp|O60264|SMCA5_HUMAN SWI/SNF-related matrix-associated actin-dependent regulator of chromatin subfamily A member 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SMARCA5 PE=1 SV=120.833828 21.12502 1 4 By matching By MS/MS 0 3 0.2911968 1144 28.8 121.9 1052
sp|P07900|HS90A_HUMAN;sp|P07900-2|HS90A_HUMAN;sp|Q58FG0|HS905_HUMAN;sp|Q14568|HS902_HUMANsp|P07900|HS90A_HUMAN eat shock protein HSP 9 -alpha OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSP90AA1 PE=1 SV=5;sp|P07900-2|HS90A_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Heat shock protein HSP 90-alpha OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSP90AA129.07411 29.36509 39 45 By MS/MS By MS/MS 45 76 0.2909813 1143 63.9 84.659 732
sp|Q9UIA9|XPO7_HUMANsp|Q9UIA9|XPO7_HUMAN Exportin-7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=XPO7 PE=1 SV=321.526022 21.815 2 3 By matching By MS/MS 0 6 0.2896748 1142 19.6 123.91 1087
sp|P40925-3|MDHC_HUMAN;sp|P40925|MDHC_HUMAN;sp|P40925-2|MDHC_HUMANsp|P40925-3|MDHC_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Malate dehydrogenase, cytoplasmic OS=Homo sapiens GN=MDH1;sp|P40925|MDHC_HUMAN Malate dehydrogenase, cytoplasmic OS=Homo sapiens GN=MDH1 PE=1 SV=4;sp|P40925-2|MDHC_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Malate dehydrogenase, cytoplasmic OS=24.331354 24.61958 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 0 0.2882271 1141 21.9 38.627 352
sp|P60660|MYL6_HUMAN;sp|P60660-2|MYL6_HUMAN;sp|P14649|MYL6B_HUMANsp|P60660|MYL6_HUMAN yosin light polypeptide 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MYL6 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P60660-2|MYL6_HUMAN Isoform Smooth muscle of Myosin light polypeptide 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MYL625.580465 25.86778 9 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 14 17 0.2873173 1140 60.3 16.93 151
sp|Q92974-3|ARHG2_HUMAN;sp|Q92974-2|ARHG2_HUMAN;sp|Q92974|ARHG2_HUMANsp|Q92974-3| RHG2_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Rho guanine nucleotide exchange factor 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARHGEF2;sp|Q92974-2|ARHG2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Rho guanine nucleotide exchange factor 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARHGEF2;sp|Q92974|ARHG2_HUMAN Rho guanine nucleotide e20.154291 0.4401 0 2 By MS/MS 0 3 0.2858067 1139 2.8 108.24 958
sp|P14868|SYDC_HUMANsp|P14868|SYDC_HUMAN Aspartate--tRNA ligase, cytoplasmic OS=Homo sapiens GN=DARS PE=1 SV=226.656492 26.94213 23 28 By MS/MS By MS/MS 38 58 0.2856331 1138 71.9 57.136 501
sp|P33992|MCM5_HUMANsp|P33992|MCM5_HUMAN DNA replication licensing factor MCM5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MCM5 PE=1 SV=524.555435 24.84101 13 16 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 27 0.2855701 1137 60.9 82.285 734
sp|O60884|DNJA2_HUMANsp|O60884|D JA2_HUMAN DnaJ homolog subfamily A member 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DNAJA2 PE=1 SV=123.471596 23.75522 9 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 18 0.2836208 1136 56.3 45.745 412
sp|Q9Y5A9|YTHD2_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y5A9-2|YTHD2_HUMAN;sp|Q9BYJ9-2|YTHD1_HUMANsp|Q9Y5A9|YTHD2_HUMAN YTH domain family protein 2 OS= omo sapiens GN=YTHDF2 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9Y5A9-2|YTHD2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of YTH domain family protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=YTHDF223.043852 3.32745 4 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 10 0. 836018 1135 19.7 62.333 579
sp|Q13263|TIF1B_HUMAN;sp|Q13263-2|TIF1B_HUMANsp|Q13263|TIF1B_HUMAN ranscription intermediary factor 1-beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=TRIM28 PE=1 SV=5;sp|Q13263-2|TIF1B_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Transcription intermediary factor 1-beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=TRIM2828. 9452 28.67711 30 34 By M /MS By MS/MS 32 75 0.282589 1 34 73.5 88.549 835
sp|Q14318-2|FKBP8_HUMAN;sp|Q14318|FKBP8_HUMAN;sp|Q14318-3|FKBP8_HUMANsp|Q14318-2|FKBP8_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Pe tidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase FKBP8 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FKBP8;sp|Q14318|FKBP8_HUMAN Peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase FKBP8 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FKBP8 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q14318-3|FKBP8_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Peptidyl-prolyl21.550465 21.83013 2 2 By matching By MS/MS 0 3 0.2796612 1133 38.5 44.648 413
sp|P43243|MATR3_HUMAN;sp|P43243-2|MATR3_HUMANsp|P43243|MATR3_HUMAN atrin-3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MATR3 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P43243-2|MATR3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Matrin-3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MATR327.986418 28.26387 35 34 By MS/MS By MS/MS 49 78 0.2774563 1132 63.2 94.622 847
sp|P31150|GDIA_HUMANsp|P31150|GDIA_HUMAN Rab GDP dissociation inhibitor alpha OS=Homo sapiens GN=GDI1 PE=1 SV=223.28898 23.56593 8 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 10 0.2769489 1131 32.2 50.582 447
sp|P35613|BASI_HUMAN;sp|P35613-2|BASI_HUMAN;sp|P35613-4|BASI_HUMANsp|P35613|BASI_HUMAN asigin OS=Homo sapiens GN=BSG PE=1 SV=2;sp|P35613-2|BASI_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Basigin OS=Homo sapiens GN=BSG;sp|P35613-4|BASI_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Basigin OS=Homo sapiens GN=BSG24.013845 24.29039 5 5 By M /MS By MS/MS 8 6 0.2765408 1130 37.9 42.2 385
sp|Q9BTY7|F203A_HUMAN;sp|P0CB43|F203B_HUMANsp|Q9BTY7|F203A_HUMAN Protein FAM203A OS=Homo sapiens GN=FAM203A PE=1 SV=1;sp|P0CB43|F203B_HUMAN Protein FAM203B OS=Homo sapiens GN=FAM203B PE=1 SV=120.3101 6 .58637 1 3 By matching By MS/M 0 4 0.2762241 1129 14.6 42.129 390
sp|Q86U42-2|PABP2_HUMAN;sp|Q86U42|PABP2_HUMAN;sp|Q92843-2|B2CL2_HUMAN;sp|A6NDY0-2|EPAB2_HUMAN;sp|A6NDY0|EPAB2_HUMAN;sp|A6NDY0-4|EPAB2_HUMANsp|Q86U42-2|PABP2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Polyadenylate-binding protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PABPN1;sp|Q86U42|PABP2_HUMAN Polyadenylate-binding protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PABPN1 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q92843-2|B2CL2_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Bcl-2-like protein 2 OS=Homo sapie21.743532 22.01774 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 4 0.2742081 1128 53.4 31.496 296
sp|Q0VDF9|HSP7E_HUMANsp|Q0VDF9|HSP7E_HUMAN Heat shock 70 kDa protein 14 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSPA14 PE=1 SV=122.034697 22.30705 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 7 0.272356 1127 20 54.794 509
sp|P49411|EFTU_HUMANsp|P49411|EFTU_HUMAN Elongation factor Tu, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=TUFM PE=1 SV=226.962126 27.2327 22 23 By MS/MS By MS/MS 32 54 0.2705727 1126 71.2 49.541 452
sp|Q15424|SAFB1_HUMAN;sp|Q15424-3|SAFB1_HUMAN;sp|Q15424-4|SAFB1_HUMAN;sp|Q15424-2|SAFB1_HUMANsp|Q15424|SAFB1_HUMAN caffold attachment factor B1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SAFB PE=  SV=4;sp|Q15424-3|SAFB1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Scaffold attachment factor B1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SAFB;sp|Q15424-4|SAFB1_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Scaffold attachment factor B1 OS=Homo sapi23.132339 23.40263 4 8 By matching By MS/MS 0 11 0.2702866 1125 48.6 102.64 915
sp|O14929|HAT1_HUMAN;sp|O14929-2|HAT1_HUMANsp|O14929|HAT1_HUMAN istone acetyltransferase type B catalytic subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=HAT1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|O14929-2|HAT1_HUMAN Isoform B of Histone acetyltransferase type B catalytic subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=HAT124.63356 24.9033 5 6 B  MS/MS By MS/MS 7 13 0.2697353 1124 35.6 49.512 419
sp|O14744|ANM5_HUMAN;sp|O14744-2|ANM5_HUMANsp|O14744|ANM5_HUMAN Protein arginine N-methyltransferase 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRMT5 PE=1 SV=4;sp|O14744-2|ANM5_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Protein arginine N-methyltransferase 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRMT524.430586 24.69986 10 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 22 0.2692738 1123 35.5 72.683 637
sp|P63261|ACTG_HUMANsp|P63261|ACTG_HUMAN Actin, cytoplasmic 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACTG1 PE=1 SV=131.23415 31.50304 21 23 By MS/MS By MS/M 72 101 0.2688866 1122 77.6 41.792 375
sp|P04844-2|RPN2_HUMAN;sp|P04844|RPN2_HUMANsp|P04844-2|RPN2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Dolichyl-diphosphooligosaccharide--protein glycosyltransferase subunit 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPN2;sp|P04844|RPN2_HUMAN Dolichyl-diphosphooligosaccharide--protein glycosyltransferase subunit 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPN2 PE=124.36713 24.63478 7 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 14 0.2676506 1121 48.3 67.723 615
sp|Q99623|PHB2_HUMAN;sp|Q99623-2|PHB2_HUMANsp|Q99623|PHB2_HUMAN rohibitin-2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PHB2 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q99623-2|PHB2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Prohibitin-2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PHB225.3055 1 25.57309 11 13 By MS/MS By MS/MS 16 18 0.2675552 1120 74.6 33.296 299
sp|Q9NRN7|ADPPT_HUMANsp|Q9NRN7| DPPT_HUMAN L-aminoadipate-semialdehyde dehydrogenase-phosphopantetheinyl transferase OS=Homo sapiens GN=AASDHPPT PE=1 SV=223.991875 24.25516 5 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 11 0.2632809 1119 24.3 35.776 309
sp|P36551|HEM6_HUMANsp|P36551|HEM6_HUMAN Coproporphyrinogen-III oxidase, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=CPOX PE=1 SV=321.992758 22.25598 3 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 7 0.2632179 1118 48.2 50.151 454
sp|P17980|PRS6A_HUMANsp|P17980|PRS6A_HUMAN 26S protease regulatory subunit 6A OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMC3 PE=1 SV=326.158712 .42191 16 18 By MS/MS By MS/MS 23 36 0.2632008 1117 73.3 49.203 439
sp|P15311|EZRI_HUMANsp|P15311|EZRI_HUMAN Ezrin OS=Homo sapiens GN=EZR PE=1 SV=424.083834 24.34469 12 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 19 0.2608547 1116 45.6 69.412 586
sp|P13639|EF2_HUMANsp|P13639|EF2_HUMAN Elongation factor 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EEF2 PE=1 SV=429.780035 30.03944 45 48 By MS/MS By MS/MS 88 127 0.2594051 1115 74.5 95.337 858
sp|Q8IWX8|CHERP_HUMANsp|Q8IWX8|CHERP_HUMAN Calcium homeostasis endoplasmic reticulum protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=CHERP PE=1 SV=323.963669 24.22288 7 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 15 0.2592087 1114 34.5 103.7 916
sp|P31483-2|TIA1_HUMANsp|P31483-2|TIA1_HUMAN Isoform Short of Nucleolysin TIA-1 isoform p40 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TIA120.035906 20.2921 4 4 By matching By MS/MS 0 3 0.2561951 1113 36.8 41.8 375
sp|P57088|TMM33_HUMANsp|P57088|TMM33_HUMAN Transmembrane protein 33 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TMEM33 PE=1 SV=222.178766 22.43359 2 5 By MS/MS By S/MS 2 8 0.2548275 1112 38.9 27.978 247
sp|Q96AG4|LRC59_HUMANsp|Q 6AG4|LRC59_HUMAN Leucine-rich repeat-containing protein 59 OS=Homo sapiens GN=LRRC59 PE=1 SV=123.499966 23.75471 5 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 2 0.2547417 1111 52.8 34.93 307
sp|Q8NFF5-4|FAD1_HUMAN;sp|Q8NFF5-5|FAD1_HUMAN;sp|Q8NFF5-3|FAD1_HUMAN;sp|Q8NFF5-2|FAD1_HUMAN;sp|Q8NFF5|FAD1_HUMANsp|Q8NFF5-4|FAD1_HUMAN Isoform 4 of FAD synthase OS=Homo sapiens GN=FLAD1;sp|Q8NFF5-5|FAD1_HUMAN Isoform 5 of FAD synthase OS=Homo sapiens GN=FLAD1;sp|Q8NFF5-3|FAD1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of FAD synthase OS=Homo sapiens GN=FLAD1;sp|Q8NFF5-2|FAD1_HUMAN Isoform 2 o20.482904 20.73752 1 2 By matching By MS/MS 0 3 0.2546177 1110 37.1 32.369 294
sp|Q96ST3|SIN3A_HUMANsp|Q96ST3|SIN3A_HUMAN Paired amphipathic helix protein Sin3a OS=Homo sapiens GN=SIN3A PE=1 SV=220.376537 20.63085 0 2 By MS/MS 0 3 0.2543163 1109 21.2 145.17 1273
sp|P08243|ASNS_HUMAN;sp|P08243-2|ASNS_HUMAN;sp|P08243-3|ASNS_HUMANsp|P08243|ASNS_HUMAN sparagine synthetase [glutamine-hydrolyzing] OS=Homo sapiens GN=ASNS PE=1 SV=4;sp|P08243-2|ASNS_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Asparagine synthetase [glutamine-hydrolyzing] OS=Homo sapiens GN=ASNS;sp|P08243-3|ASNS_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Asparagine sy26. 03653 26.25785 17 19 By MS/MS By MS/MS 18 36 0.2542019 1108 41.2 64.369 561
sp|Q9Y230|RUVB2_HUMANsp|Q9Y230|RUVB2_HUMAN RuvB-like 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RUVBL2 PE=1 SV=326.249886 26.50343 18 18 By MS/MS By MS/MS 24 39 0.2535419 1107 60.3 51.156 463
sp|P62241|RS8_HUMANsp|P62241|RS8_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S8 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS8 PE=1 SV=227.740597 27.99383 13 13 By MS/MS By MS/MS 19 29 0.253233 1106 58.7 24.205 208
sp|Q86UP2|KTN1_HUMAN;sp|Q86UP2-2|KTN1_HUMAN;sp|Q86UP2-3|KTN1_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y4F3-3|MARF1_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y4F3-4|MARF1_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y4F3-5|MARF1_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y4F3|MARF1_HUMANsp|Q86 P2|KTN1_HUMAN Kinectin OS=Homo sapiens GN=KTN1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q86UP2-2|KTN1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Kinectin OS=Homo sapiens GN=KTN1;sp|Q86UP2-3|KTN1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Kinectin OS=Homo sapiens GN=KTN123.747452 24.00007 9 2 By MS/MS By MS/ S 1 17 0.252615 1105 61. 56.27 1357
sp|Q00325-2|MPCP_HUMAN;sp|Q00325|MPCP_HUMANsp|Q00325-2|MPCP_HUMAN Isoform B of Phosphate carrier protein, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=SLC25A3;sp|Q00325|MPCP_HUMAN Phosphate carrier protein, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=SLC25A3 PE=1 SV=223.76658 24.01852 5 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 8 0.2519398 1104 44.3 39.958 361
sp|Q53GQ0|DHB12_HUMANsp|Q53GQ0|DHB12_HUMAN Estradiol 17-beta-dehydrogenase 12 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSD17B12 PE=1 SV=222.49741 22.74927 5 5 By matching By MS/MS 0 9 0.2518635 1103 42.9 34.324 312
sp|Q13310-3|PABP4_HUMAN;sp|Q13310-2|PABP4_HUMAN;sp|Q13310|PABP4_HUMAN;sp|P0CB38|PAB4L_HUMANsp|Q13310-3|PABP4_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Polyadenylate-binding protein 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PABPC4;sp|Q13310-2|PABP4_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Polyadenylate-binding protein 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PABPC4;sp|Q13310|PABP4_HUMAN Polyadenylate-binding protein 4 OS=Homo sapi24.05722 24.30793 17 19 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 17 0.2507076 1102 39.8 72.39 660
sp|P62318|SMD3_HUMANsp|P62318|SMD3_HUMAN Small nuclear ribonucleoprotein Sm D3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SNRPD3 PE=1 SV=123.888462 24.13806 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 8 0.2495937 1101 53.2 13.916 126
sp|P68371|TBB4B_HUMANsp|P68371|TBB4B_HUMAN Tubulin beta-4B chain OS=Homo sapiens GN=TUBB4B PE=1 SV=131.416895 31.66522 25 27 By MS/MS y MS/MS 112 138 0.2483253 1100 66.7 49.83 445
sp|P19525|E2AK2_HUMAN;sp|P19525-2|E2AK2_HUMANsp|P19525|E2AK2_HUMAN Interferon-induced, double-stranded RNA-activated protein kinase OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF2AK2 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P19525-2|E2AK2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Interferon-induced, double-stranded RNA-activated protein kinase OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF2AK222.443972 2 .69196 4 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 9 0.2479877 1099 31.8 62.094 551
sp|Q86V81|THOC4_HUMANsp|Q86V81|THOC4_HUMAN THO complex subunit 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ALYREF PE=1 SV=322.027391 22.27483 2 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 7 0.2474422 1098 53.3 26.888 257
sp|Q9UN37|VPS4A_HUMANsp|Q9UN37|VPS4A_HUMAN Vacuolar protein sorting-associated protein 4A OS=Homo sapiens GN=VPS4A PE=1 SV=121.73078 21.97736 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 6 0.246582 1097 17.6 48.897 437
sp|Q5JRX3|PREP_HUMAN;sp|Q5JRX3-2|PREP_HUMAN;sp|Q5JRX3-3|PREP_HUMANsp|Q5JRX3|PREP_HUMAN Presequence protease, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=PITRM1 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q5JRX3-2|PREP_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Presequence protease, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=PITRM1;sp|Q5JRX3-3|PREP_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Presequence protease, mitocho21.867104 22.11254 2 5 By S/MS By MS/MS 2 6 0.2454395 1096 49 117.41 1037
sp|O15042|SR140_HUMAN;sp|O15042-2|SR140_HUMAN;sp|O15042-3|SR140_HUMANsp|O15042|SR140_HUMAN U2 snRNP-associated SURP motif-containing protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=U2SURP PE=1 SV=2;sp|O15042-2|SR140_HUMAN Isoform 2 of U2 snRNP-associated SURP motif-containing protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=U2SURP;sp|O15042-3|SR140_HUMAN Isoform 3 o23.856333 24. 0165 9 2 By S/MS By MS/MS 7 17 0.2453213 1095 44.3 118.29 1029
sp|P04637-4|P53_HUMAN;sp|P04637|P53_HUMAN;sp|P04637-7|P53_HUMAN;sp|P04637-5|P53_HUMAN;sp|P04637-6|P53_HUMAN;sp|P04637-2|P53_HUMAN;sp|P04637-3|P53_HUMAN;sp|P04637-8|P53_HUMAN;sp|P04637-9|P53_HUMANsp|P04637-4|P53_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Cellular tumor antigen p53 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TP53;sp|P04637|P53_HUMAN Cellular tumor antigen p53 OS=Homo sapiens G =TP53 PE=1 SV=4;sp|P04637-7|P5 _HUMAN Isoform 7 of Cellular tumor antigen p53 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TP53;sp|23.989019 24.23367 8 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 17 0.244648 1094 65.5 9. 2 354
sp|Q9GZT3-2|SLIRP_HUMAN;sp|Q9GZT3|SLIRP_HUMANsp|Q9GZT3-2|SLIRP_HUMAN Isoform 2 of SRA stem-loop-interacting RNA-binding protein, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=SLIRP;sp|Q9GZT3|SLIRP_HUMAN SRA stem-loop-interacting RNA-binding protein, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=SLIRP PE=1 SV=124.677881 24.92162 4 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 9 0.2437344 1093 79.4 12.122 107
sp|Q15287-3|RNPS1_HUMAN;sp|Q15287-2|RNPS1_HUMAN;sp|Q15287|RNPS1_HUMANsp|Q15287-3|R PS1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of R A-binding protein with serine-rich domain 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RNPS1;sp|Q15287-2|RNPS1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of RNA-binding protein with serine-rich domain 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RNPS1;sp|Q15287|RNPS1_HUMAN RNA-binding protei22.65914 2 .90091 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 4 0.2417736 1092 29.1 30.354 268
sp|Q8WU79|SMAP2_HUMAN;sp|Q8WU79-2|SMAP2_HUMAN;sp|Q8WU79-3|SMAP2_HUMANsp|Q8WU79|SMAP2_HUMAN Stromal membrane-associated protein  OS=Homo sapiens GN=SMAP2 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q8WU79-2|SMAP2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Stromal membrane-associated protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SMAP2;sp|Q8WU79-3|SMAP2_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Stromal membrane-associa22.452116 2 .69332 4 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 8 0.2412052 1091 12.8 46.785 429
sp|O00170|AIP_HUMANsp|O00170|AIP_HUMAN AH receptor-interacting protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=AIP PE=1 SV=223.003315 23.24402 5 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 12 0.2407017 1090 41.5 37.636 330
sp|O43852|CALU_HUMAN;sp|O43852-3|CALU_HUMAN;sp|O43852-5|CALU_HUMAN;sp|O43852-6|CALU_HUMAN;sp|O43852-15|CALU_HUMAN;sp|O43852-10|CALU_HUMAN;sp|O43852-9|CALU_HUMAN;sp|O43852-13|CALU_HUMAN;sp|O43852-14|CALU_HUMAN;sp|O43852-11|CALU_HUMAN;sp|O43852-12|CALU_HUMANsp|O43852|CALU_HUMAN alumenin OS=Homo sapiens GN=CALU PE=1 SV=2;sp|O43852-3|C LU_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Calumenin OS=Homo sapiens GN=CALU;sp|O43852-5|CAL _HUMAN Isoform 5 of Calumenin OS=Homo sapiens GN=CALU;sp|O43852-6|CALU_HUMAN Isoform 6 of Calumenin OS=Ho22.74 783 22.9889 3 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 1 0.2401142 1089 71.7 37.106 315
sp|Q13098-5|CSN1_HUMAN;sp|Q13098|CSN1_HUMAN;sp|Q13098-7|CSN1_HUMAN;sp|Q13098-6|CSN1_HUMANsp|Q 3098-5|CSN1_HUMAN Isoform 4 of COP9 signalosome complex ubunit 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GPS1;sp|Q13098|CSN1_HUMAN COP9 signalosome complex subunit 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GPS1 PE=1 SV=4;sp|Q13098-7|CSN1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of COP9 signalosome complex subunit 124.440821 24.68046 8 10 By MS/MS By M /MS 8 22 0.2396393 088 31.4 55.092 487
sp|P30153|2AAA_HUMANsp|P30153|2AAA_HUMAN Serine/threonine-protein phosphatase 2A 65 kDa regulatory subunit A alpha isoform OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPP2R1A PE=1 SV=426.774044 27.01244 19 19 By MS/MS By MS/MS 30 45 0.2383957 1087 57.9 65.308 589
sp|P63244|GBLP_HUMANsp| 63244|GBLP_HUMAN Guanine nucleotide-binding protein subunit beta-2-like 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GNB2L1 PE=1 SV=328.086184 28.32341 18 19 By MS/MS By MS/MS 35 43 0.2372303 1086 76.7 35.076 317
sp|O95373|IPO7_HUMANsp|O95373|IPO7_HUMAN Importin-7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=IPO7 PE=1 SV=126.442688 26.67976 23 23 By MS/M By MS/MS 21 42 0.2370739 1085 35.2 119.52 1038
sp|O75396|SC22B_HUMANsp|O75396|SC22B_HUMAN Vesicle-trafficking protein SEC22b OS=Homo sapiens GN=SEC22B PE=1 SV=422.998518 23.23406 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 6 0.2355442 1084 47.4 24.593 215
sp|P24534|EF1B_HUMANsp|P24534|EF1B_HUMAN Elongation factor 1-beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=EEF1B2 PE=1 SV=325.868465 26.10358 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 13 0.2351112 1083 64 24.763 225
sp|Q9BQA1|MEP50_HUMANsp|Q9BQA1|MEP50_HUMAN Methylosome protein 50 OS=Homo sapiens GN=WDR77 PE=1 SV=124.352186 24.58629 7 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 12 0.2341042 1082 40.9 36.724 342
sp|P51970|NDUA8_HUMANsp|P51970|NDUA8_HUMAN NADH dehydrogenase [ubiquinone] 1 alpha subcomplex subunit 8 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NDUFA8 PE=1 SV=320.488401 20.72184 1 2 By matching By MS/MS 0 3 0.2334385 1081 72.1 20.105 172
sp|P68363|TBA1B_HUMAN;sp|P68366|TBA4A_HUMAN;sp|Q9H853|TBA4B_HUMANsp|P68363|TBA1B_HUMAN Tubulin alpha-1B chain OS=Homo sapiens GN=TUBA1B PE=1 SV=1;sp|P68366|TBA4A_HUMAN Tubulin alpha-4A chain OS=Homo sapiens GN=TUBA4A PE=1 SV=131.587412 31.82046 26 26 By MS/MS By MS/MS 72 127 0.2330513 1080 83.6 50.151 451
sp|O43837|IDH3B_HUMAN;sp|O43837-2|IDH3B_HUMAN;sp|O43837-3|IDH3B_HUMANsp|O43837|IDH3B_HUMAN Isocitrate dehydrogenase [NA ] subunit beta, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=IDH3B PE=1 SV=2;sp|O43837-2|IDH3B_HUMAN Isoform A of Isocitrate dehydrogenase [NAD] subunit beta, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=IDH3B24.445122 24.67799 9 10 By S/MS By MS/MS 11 13 0.2328663 1079 51.4 42.183 385
sp|Q15046|SYK_HUMAN;sp|Q15046-2|SYK_HUMANsp|Q15046|SYK_HUMAN Lysine--tRNA ligase OS=Homo sapiens GN=KARS PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q15046-2|SYK_HUMAN Isoform Mitochondrial of Lysine--tRNA ligase OS=Homo sapiens GN=KARS23.936 99 24.16837 9 12 By MS/MS By M /MS 10 16 0.2316685 1078 53.9 68.047 597
sp|Q9Y2A7|NCKP1_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y2A7-2|NCKP1_HUMANsp|Q9Y2A7|NCKP1_HUMAN Nck-associated protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NCKAP1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9Y2A7-2|NCKP1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Nck-associated protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NCKAP121.103096 1.33374 2 3 By matching By MS/MS 0 4 0.230648 1077 14.5 128.79 1128
sp|P55072|TERA_HUMANsp|P55072|TERA_HUMAN Transitional endoplasmic reticulum ATPase OS=Homo sapiens GN=VCP PE=1 SV=426.534483 26.76509 27 28 By MS/MS By MS/MS 29 54 0.230608 1076 61.8 89.321 806
sp|P33991|MCM4_HUMANsp|P33991|MCM4_HUMAN DNA replication licensing factor MCM4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MCM4 PE=1 SV=52 .535343 24.76284 13 14 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 25 0.2274952 1075 62.5 96.557 863
sp|Q13347|EIF3I_HUMANsp|Q13347|EIF3I_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 3 subunit I OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF3I PE=1 SV=125.458733 25.68622 12 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 14 21 0.2274837 1074 65.8 36.501 325
sp|O75122|CLAP2_HUMAN;sp|O75122-2|CLAP2_HUMANsp|O75122|CLAP2_HUMAN IP-associating protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CLASP2 PE=1 SV=222.250666 22.47808 8 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 9 0.2274151 1073 11.4 141.13 1294
sp|Q7KZF4|SND1_HUMANsp|Q7KZF4|SND1_HUMAN Staphylococcal nuclease domain-containing protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SND1 PE=1 SV=124.838844 25.06452 14 22 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 38 0.2256718 1072 59 102 910
sp|Q5VTU8|AT5EL_HUMAN;sp|P56381|ATP5E_HUMANsp|Q5VT 8|AT5EL_HUMAN ATP synthase subunit epsilon-like protein, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATP5EP2 PE=3 SV=1;sp|P56381|ATP5E_HUMAN ATP synthase subunit epsilon, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATP5E PE=1 SV=220.732449 20.95702 1 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 4 0.2245731 1071 45.1 5.8068 51
sp|P38919|IF4A3_HUMANsp|P38919|IF4A3_HUMAN Eukaryotic initiation factor 4A-III OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF4A3 PE=1 SV=425.231289 25.45381 15 19 By MS/MS By MS/MS 13 28 0.2225246 1070 68.4 46.871 411
sp|Q9Y613|FHOD1_HUMANsp|Q9Y613|FHOD1_HUMAN FH1/FH2 domain-containing protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FHOD1 PE=1 SV=322.353048 22.57221 2 5 By matching By MS/MS 0 7 0.2191639 1069 5.4 126.55 1164
 161 
 
sp|P55010|IF5_HUMANsp|P55010|IF5_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF5 PE=1 SV=223.142035 23.35984 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 10 0.2178097 1068 31.6 49.222 431
sp|Q96EE3|SEH1_HUMAN;sp|Q96EE3-1|SEH1_HUMANsp|Q96EE3|SEH1_HUMAN Nucleoporin SEH1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SEH1L PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q96EE3-1|SEH1_HUMAN Isoform B of Nucleoporin SEH1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SEH1L20.064329 20.28127 0 2 By MS/MS 0 3 0.2169437 1067 40.8 39.648 360
sp|O75964|ATP5L_HUMANsp|O75964|ATP5L_HUMAN ATP synthase subunit g, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATP5L PE=1 SV=322.190449 22.40738 4 3 By M /MS By MS/MS 1 6 0.2169304 1066 53.4 11.428 103
sp|Q4VCS5|AMOT_HUMAN;sp|Q4VCS5-2|AMOT_HUMAN;sp|Q8IY63-2|AMOL1_HUMAN;sp|Q8IY63|AMOL1_HUMANsp|Q4VCS5|AMOT_HUMAN Angiomotin OS=Homo sapiens GN=AMOT PE=1 SV=1;sp Q4VCS5-2|AMOT_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Angiomotin OS=Homo sapiens GN=AMOT24.284397 24.50094 13 15 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 23 0.2165413 1065 33.6 118.08 1084
sp|Q15813|TBCE_HUMANsp|Q15813|TBCE_HUMAN Tubulin-specific chaperone E OS=Homo sapiens GN=TBCE PE=1 SV=122.04903 22.26545 4 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 7 0.2164192 1064 24.7 59.345 527
sp|P09960|LKHA4_HUMAN;sp|P09960-4|LKHA4_HUMANsp|P09960|LKHA4_HUMAN eukotriene -4 hydrolase OS=Homo sapiens GN=LTA4H PE=1 SV=2;sp|P09960-4|LKHA4_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Leukotriene A-4 hydrolase OS=Homo sapiens GN=LTA4H25.663431 25.87945 18 18 By MS/MS By MS/MS 21 33 0.2160149 1063 46.6 69.284 611
sp|P62333|PRS10_HUMANsp|P62333|PRS10_HUMAN 26S protease regulatory subunit 10B OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMC6 PE=1 SV=126.112513 .32787 15 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 20 32 0.215353 1062 58.9 44.172 389
sp|P30837|AL1B1_HUMAN;sp|P47895|AL1A3_HUMANsp|P30837|AL1B1_HUMAN Aldehyde dehydrogenase X, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=ALDH1B1 PE=1 SV=323.846899 24.06184 8 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 9 0.214941 1061 57.6 57.206 517
sp|Q16891-2|IMMT_HUMANsp|Q16891-2|IMMT_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Mitochondrial inner membrane protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=IMMT23.344215 23.55848 8 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 11 0.2142601 1060 60.5 82.624 747
sp|Q96I24|FUBP3_HUMAN;sp|Q96I24-2|FUBP3_HUMANsp|Q96I24|FUBP3_HUMAN ar upstream element-binding protein 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FUBP3 PE=1 SV=225.4434 7 25.65747 13 17 By M /MS By MS/MS 17 31 0.2140255 1059 60 61.64 572
sp|Q92747|ARC1A_HUMANsp|Q92747| RC1A_HUMAN Actin-related protein 2/3 complex subunit 1A OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARPC1A PE=1 SV=221.636042 21.84953 2 3 By matching By MS/MS 0 4 0.2134933 1058 29.7 41.569 370
sp|Q8IWS0-3|PHF6_HUMAN;sp|Q8IWS0|PHF6_HUMAN;sp|Q8IWS0-4|PHF6_HUMAN;sp|Q8IWS0-2|PHF6_HUMANsp|Q8IWS0-3|PHF6_HUMAN Isoform 3 of PHD finger protein 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PHF6;sp|Q8IWS0|PHF6_HUMAN PHD finger protein 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PHF6 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q8IWS0-4|PHF6_HUMAN Isoform 4 of PHD finger protein 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PHF6;sp|Q8IWS0-2|PHF6_H22. 4 998 22.8 208 4 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 0.2130814 1057 31.9 41.219 364
sp|Q15436|SC23A_HUMANsp|Q15436|SC23A_HUMAN Protein transport protein Sec23A OS=Homo sapiens GN=SEC23A PE=1 SV=223.947887 24.15923 6 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 14 0.2113457 1056 26 86.16 765
sp|P63167|DYL1_HUMANsp|P63167|DYL1_HUMAN Dynein light chain 1, cytoplasmic OS=Homo sapiens GN=DYNLL1 PE=1 SV=124.030865 24.24162 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 6 0.2107525 1055 44.9 10.366 89
sp|Q15003|CND2_HUMANsp|Q15003|CND2_HUMAN Condensin complex subunit 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NCAPH PE=1 SV=322.613108 22.82202 5 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 8 0.2089081 1054 27 82.562 741
sp|Q8N5K1|CISD2_HUMANsp|Q8N5K1|CISD2_HUMAN CDGSH iron-sulfur domain-containing protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CISD2 PE=1 SV=120.948065 21.15672 2 2 By matching By MS/MS 0 3 0.2086544 1053 47.4 15.278 135
sp|P24539|AT5F1_HUMANsp|P24539|AT5F1_HUMAN ATP synthase F(0) complex subunit B1, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATP5F1 PE=1 SV=222.91057 23.11666 4 8 y MS/MS By MS/MS 2 12 0.2060871 1052 39.8 28.908 256
sp|P51114|FXR1_HUMAN;sp|P51114-2|FXR1_HUMAN;sp|P51114-3|FXR1_HUMANsp|P51114|FXR1_HUMAN ragile X mental retardation syndrome-related protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FXR1 PE=1 SV=3;sp|P51114-2|FXR1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Fragile X mental retardation syndrome-related protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FXR1;sp|P51114-3|FXR1_HUMAN Isofor22.765713 22.97178 4 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 11 0.2060642 1051 20.6 69.72 621
sp|Q8NBS9|TXND5_HUMAN;sp|Q8NBS9-2|TXND5_HUMANsp|Q8NBS9|TXND5_HUMAN Thioredoxin domain-containing protein 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TXNDC5 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q8NBS9-2|TXND5_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Thioredoxin domain-containing protein 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TXNDC523.484314 23.6887 8 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 15 0.2043 39 1050 58.6 47.628 432
sp|P59998|ARPC4_HUMAN;sp|P59998-3|ARPC4_HUMAN;sp|P59998-4|ARPC4_HUMAN;sp|P59998-2|ARPC4_HUMANsp|P59998| RPC4_HUMAN ctin-related protein 2/3 complex subunit 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARPC4 PE=1 SV=3;sp|P59998-3|ARPC4_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Actin-related protein 2/3 complex subunit 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARPC4;sp|P59998-4|ARPC4_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Actin-relate23.014 17 23.21826 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 5 0.2033405 1049 47.6 19.667 168
sp|Q13642-1|FHL1_HUMAN;sp|Q13642-5|FHL1_HUMAN;sp|Q13642-4|FHL1_HUMAN;sp|Q13642|FHL1_HUMAN;sp|Q13642-3|FHL1_HUMANsp|Q13642-1|FHL1_HUMAN Isoform 1 of Four and a half LIM domains protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FHL1;sp|Q 3642-5|FHL1_HUMAN Isoform 5 of Four and a half LIM domains protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FHL1;sp|Q13642-4|FHL1_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Four and a half LIM doma22.6030 22.80625 4 6 By matching By M /MS 0 10 0.203 28 048 50.4 31.895 280
sp|Q9BYD3|RM04_HUMAN;sp|Q9BYD3-2|RM04_HUMANsp|Q9BYD3|RM04_HUMAN 39S ribosomal protein L4, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=MRPL4 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9BYD3-2|RM04_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 39S ribosomal protein L4, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=MRPL422.563837 22.76223 2 4 By matching By MS/MS 0 8 0.1983929 1047 55.9 34.919 311
sp|O15144|ARPC2_HUMANsp|O15144| RPC2_HUMAN Actin-related protein 2/3 complex subunit 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARPC2 PE=1 SV=123.020727 23.21833 4 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 14 0. 976051 1046 28.7 34.333 300
sp|P43487|RANG_HUMAN;sp|Q9C010|IPKB_HUMAN;sp|Q9C010-2|IPKB_HUMANsp|P43487|RANG_HUMAN Ran-specific GTPase-activating protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=RANBP1 PE=1 SV=125.469858 25.66663 6 6 By M /MS By MS/MS 5 15 0.1967716 1045 68.7 23.31 201
sp|P12956|XRCC6_HUMANsp|P12956|XRCC6_HUMAN X-ray repair cross-complementing protein 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=XRCC6 PE=1 SV=226.029621 26.22542 21 25 By MS/MS By MS/MS 22 46 0.195797 1044 59.6 69.842 609
sp|O96019|ACL6A_HUMAN;sp|O96019-2|ACL6A_HUMANsp|O96019| CL6A_HUMAN ctin-like protein 6A OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACTL6A PE=1 SV=1;sp|O96019-2|ACL6A_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Actin-like protein 6A OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACTL6A21.44965 21. 435 2 3 By matching By MS/MS 0 3 0.1938534 1043 19.3 47.46 429
sp|P26196|DDX6_HUMANsp|P26196|DDX6_HUMAN Probable ATP-dependent RNA helicase DDX6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDX6 PE=1 SV=224.821674 25.01512 11 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 23 0.1934471 1042 44.7 54.416 483
sp|Q13509|TBB3_HUMANsp|Q13509|TBB3_HUMAN Tubulin beta-3 chain OS=Homo sapiens GN=TUBB3 PE=1 SV=220.00572 20.19893 15 16 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 3 0.1932049 1041 38.7 50.432 450
sp|Q8NFH3|NUP43_HUMANsp|Q8NFH3|NUP43_HUMAN Nucleoporin Nup43 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NUP43 PE=1 SV=122.771408 22.96372 2 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 6 0.1923141 1040 35 42.15 380
sp|P17812|PYRG1_HUMANsp|P 7812|PYRG1_HUMAN CTP synthase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CTPS1 PE=1 SV=225.328756 25.52025 15 18 By MS/M By M /MS 10 28 0.1914978 1039 57 66.69 591
sp|Q00341|VIGLN_HUMAN;sp|Q00341-2|VIGLN_HUMANsp|Q00341|VIGLN_HUMAN igilin OS=Homo sapiens GN=HDLBP PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q00341-2|VIGLN_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Vigilin OS=Homo sapiens GN=HDLBP24.442909 24.63439 14 18 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 27 0.1914825 1038 35.6 141.45 1268
sp|Q00535|CDK5_HUMAN;sp|Q00535-2|CDK5_HUMANsp|Q00535|CDK5_HUMAN yclin-dependent kinase 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CDK5 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q00535-2|CDK5_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Cyclin-dependent kinase 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CDK523.388769 23.58015 8 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 12 0.1913795 1037 41.8 33.304 292
sp|Q92769|HDAC2_HUMANsp|Q92769|HDAC2_HUMAN Histone deacetylase 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HDAC2 PE=1 SV=225.427584 25.61818 11 13 By MS/MS By MS/MS 18 24 0.1905975 1036 53.5 55.364 488
sp|Q9Y3A3-2|PHOCN_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y3A3-3|PHOCN_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y3A3|PHOCN_HUMANsp|Q9Y3A3-2|PHOCN_HUMAN Isoform 2 of OB-like protein phocein OS=Homo sapiens GN=MOB4;sp|Q9Y3A3-3|PHOCN_HUMAN Isoform 3 of MOB-like protein phocein OS=Homo sapiens GN=MOB4;sp|Q9Y3A3|PHOCN_HUMAN MOB-like protein phocein OS=Homo sapiens GN=MOB4 PE=1 SV=120.986465 21.17676 0 2 By MS/MS 0 3 0.1902943 1035 33.7 22.318 193
sp|P82663|RT25_HUMANsp|P82663|RT25_HUMAN 28S ribosomal protein S25, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=MRPS25 PE=1 SV=122.00905 22.19715 2 4 By matching By MS/MS 0 8 0.1881046 1034 65.3 20.116 173
sp|O75083|WDR1_HUMAN;sp|O75083-3|WDR1_HUMANsp|O75083|WDR1_HUMAN  repeat-containing protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=WDR1 PE=1 SV=4;sp|O75083-3|WDR1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of WD repeat-containing protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=WDR123.963758 24.15105 5 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 16 0.1872883 1033 47.2 66.193 606
sp|Q92797|SYMPK_HUMAN;sp|Q92797-2|SYMPK_HUMANsp|Q92797|SYMPK_HUMAN ymplekin OS=Homo sapiens GN=SYMPK PE=1 SV=222.135553 22.32149 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 5 0.1859398 1032 36.2 141.15 1274
sp|Q9BUJ2-4|HNRL1_HUMAN;sp|Q9BUJ2-2|HNRL1_HUMAN;sp|Q9BUJ2|HNRL1_HUMAN;sp|Q9BUJ2-3|HNRL1_HUMAN;sp|Q9BUJ2-5|HNRL1_HUMANsp|Q9BUJ2-4|H RL1_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein U like protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPUL1;sp|Q9BUJ2-2|HNRL1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein U-like protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPUL1;sp|Q9BUJ2|HN27.543699 7.72936 24 24 By MS/MS By MS/MS 39 57 0.1856613 1031 47.9 84.793 756
sp|Q8TEQ6|GEMI5_HUMANsp|Q8TEQ6|GEMI5_HUMAN Gem-associated protein 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GEMIN5 PE=1 SV=323.249264 23.43466 6 14 By matching By MS/MS 0 25 0.1854 1030 20.7 168.59 1508
sp|O75369-2|FLNB_HUMAN;sp|O75369-9|FLNB_HUMAN;sp|O75369|FLNB_HUMAN;sp|O75369-8|FLNB_HUMAN;sp|O75369-6|FLNB_HUMAN;sp|O75369-3|FLNB_HUMAN;sp|O75369-7|FLNB_HUMAN;sp|O75369-5|FLNB_HUMAN;sp|O75369-4|FLNB_HUMANsp|O75369-2|FLNB_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Filamin-B OS=Homo sapiens GN=FLNB;sp|O75369-9|FLNB_HUMAN Isoform 9 of Filamin-B OS=Homo sapiens GN=FLNB;sp|O75369|FLNB_HUMAN Filamin-B OS= omo sapiens GN=FLNB PE=1 SV=2;sp|O75369-8|FLNB_HUMAN Isoform 8 of Filamin-B OS=Ho25.124985 25.30966 33 40 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 49 0.184679 1029 59 275.66 25 8
sp|P36776|LONM_HUMANsp|P36776|LONM_HUMAN Lon protease homolog, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=LONP1 PE=1 SV=220.900244 21.08349 1 3 By matching By MS/MS 0 3 0.1832485 1028 54 106.49 959
sp|A5YKK6-2|CNOT1_HUMAN;sp|A5YKK6|CNOT1_HUMAN;sp|A5YKK6-3|CNOT1_HUMAN;sp|A5YKK6-4|CNOT1_HUMANsp|A5YKK6-2|C OT1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of CCR4-NOT transcription complex subunit 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CNOT1;sp|A5YKK6|CNOT1_HUMAN CCR4-NOT transcription complex subunit 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CNOT1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|A5YKK6-3|CNOT1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of CCR4-NOT transcrip22.988689 23.17156 6 11 By MS/ S By MS/MS 3 19 0.1828728 1027 11.1 266.38 2371
sp|P13693|TCTP_HUMAN;sp|Q56UQ5|TPT1L_HUMANsp|P13693|TCTP_HUMAN Translationally-controlled tumor protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=TPT1 PE=1 SV=124.502396 24.68292 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 10 0.1805286 1026 37.2 19.595 172
sp|Q9Y2L1|RRP44_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y2L1-2|RRP44_HUMANsp|Q9Y2L1|RRP44_HUMAN Exosome complex exonuclease RRP44 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DIS3 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9Y2L1-2|RRP44_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Exosome complex exonuclease RRP44 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DIS326.237612 26.41778 25 27 By MS/MS By MS/MS 29 55 0.18017 1025 49.9 109 958
sp|O14654|IRS4_HUMANsp|O14654|IRS4_HUMAN Insulin receptor substrate 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=IRS4 PE=1 SV=124.387257 24.56645 10 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 23 0.1791954 1024 33.7 133.77 1257
sp|Q7Z460-2|CLAP1_HUMAN;sp|Q7Z460-3|CLAP1_HUMAN;sp|Q7Z460|CLAP1_HUMANsp|Q7Z460-2|CLAP1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of CLIP-associating protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CLASP1;sp|Q7Z460-3|CLAP1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of CLIP-associating protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CLASP1;sp|Q7Z460|CLAP1_HUMAN CLIP-associating protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CLASP1 P23.222391 23.40054 8 10 By matching By MS/MS 0 13 0.1781521 1023 11.1 162.11 1471
sp|P09972|ALDOC_HUMANsp|P09972| LDOC_HUMAN Fructose-bisphosphate aldolase C OS=Homo sapiens GN=ALDOC PE=1 SV=224.573866 24.75027 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 5 0.1763992 1022 18.7 39.455 364
sp|P07195|LDHB_HUMANsp|P07195|LDHB_HUMAN L-lactate dehydrogenase B chain OS=Homo sapiens GN=LDHB PE=1 SV=228.175789 28.35136 16 17 By MS/MS By MS/MS 31 39 0.1755714 1021 56.9 36.638 334
sp|O94905|ERLN2_HUMAN;sp|O94905-2|ERLN2_HUMAN;sp|O94905-3|ERLN2_HUMANsp|O94905|ERLN2_HUMAN rlin-2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ERLIN2 PE=1 SV=122.857397 23.03171 5 6 By MS/M By MS/MS 1 10 0.1743088 1020 53.4 37.839 339
sp|Q14738-3|2A5D_HUMAN;sp|Q14738-2|2A5D_HUMAN;sp|Q14738|2A5D_HUMANsp|Q14738-3|2A5D_HUMAN Isoform Delta-3 of Serine/threonine-protein phosphatase 2A 56 kDa regulatory subunit delta isoform OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPP2R5D;sp|Q14738-2|2A5D_HUMAN Isoform Delta-2 of Serine/threonine-protein phosphatase 2A 56 kDa regulatory subunit22.421471 2 .59548 4 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 9 0.1740112 1019 21.2 58.452 496
sp|P51553|IDH3G_HUMANsp|P51553|IDH3G_HUMAN Isocitrate dehydrogenase [NAD] subunit gamma, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=IDH3G PE=1 SV=121.760118 21.93254 2 2 By matching By MS/MS 0 3 0.1724243 1018 44.5 42.794 393
sp|Q14008-2|CKAP5_HUMAN;sp|Q14008|CKAP5_HUMAN;sp|Q14008-3|CKAP5_HUMANsp|Q14008-2|CKAP5_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Cytoskeleton-associated protein 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CKAP5;sp|Q14008|CKAP5_HUMAN Cytoskeleton-associated protein 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CKAP5 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q14008-3|CKAP5_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Cytoskeleton-associated protein25.3903 5 25.56218 23 32 By MS/MS By MS/MS 15 55 0.171833 1017 34 218.52 1972
sp|Q96HS1|PGAM5_HUMAN;sp|Q96HS1-2|PGAM5_HUMANsp|Q96 S1|PGAM5_HUMAN Serine/threonine-protein phosphatase PGAM5, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=PGAM5 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q96HS1-2|PGAM5_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Serine/threonine-protein phosphatase PGAM5, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=PGAM522.448265 22.61984 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 4 0.1715736 016 49.1 32.004 289
sp|P29558-2|RBMS1_HUMAN;sp|P29558|RBMS1_HUMAN;sp|Q15434|RBMS2_HUMAN;sp|Q6XE24-3|RBMS3_HUMAN;sp|Q6XE24-4|RBMS3_HUMAN;sp|Q6XE24-5|RBMS3_HUMAN;sp|Q6XE24-2|RBMS3_HUMAN;sp|Q6XE24|RBMS3_HUMANsp|P29558-2|RBMS1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of RNA-binding motif, single-stranded-interacting protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBMS1;sp|P29558|RBMS1_HUMAN RNA-binding motif, single-stranded-interacting protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBMS1 PE=1 SV=323.926329 24.09772 3 3 By S/MS By MS/MS 8 8 0.1713924 10 5 9.9 44.136 403
sp|Q99733|NP1L4_HUMANsp|Q99733|NP1L4_HUMAN Nucleosome assembly protein 1-like 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NAP1L4 PE=1 SV=122.702778 22.87081 4 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 7 0.1680355 1014 32.5 42.823 375
sp|Q9BVP2-2|GNL3_HUMAN;sp|Q9BVP2|GNL3_HUMANsp|Q9BVP2-2|GNL3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Guanine nucleotide-binding protein-like 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GNL3;sp|Q9BVP2|GNL3_HUMAN Guanine nucleotide-binding protein-like 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GNL3 PE=1 SV=224.235277 24.40158 7 8 By MS/MS By MS/M 6 11 0.1663074 101 29.6 60.54 537
sp|P62487|RPB7_HUMANsp|P62487|RPB7_HUMAN DNA-directed RNA polymerase II subunit RPB7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=POLR2G PE=1 SV=121.030205 21.19622 1 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 3 0.1660194 1012 40.7 19.294 172
sp|P12270|TPR_HUMANsp|P12270|TPR_HUMAN Nucleoprotein TPR OS=Homo sapiens GN=TPR PE=1 SV=323.308969 23.47246 7 16 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 8 0.1634941 1011 50.3 267.29 2363
sp|P05023-4|AT1A1_HUMAN;sp|P05023|AT1A1_HUMAN;sp|P05023-3|AT1A1_HUMAN;sp|P05023-2|AT1A1_HUMAN;sp|P20648|ATP4A_HUMANsp|P05023-4|AT1A1_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Sodium/potassium-transporting ATPase subunit alpha-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATP1A1;sp|P05023|AT1A1_HUMAN Sodium/potassium-transporting ATPase subunit alpha-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATP1A1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P05023-3|AT1A1_HUMAN Isofo25.275118 25.438 15 24 By S/MS By MS/MS 1 37 0.1628819 0 0 50 113 1023
sp|P33993|MCM7_HUMAN;sp|P33993-3|MCM7_HUMAN;sp|P33993-2|MCM7_HUMANsp|P33993|MCM7_HUMAN DNA replication licensing factor CM7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MCM7 PE=1 SV=4;sp|P33993-3|MCM7_HUMAN Isoform 3 of DNA replication licensing factor MCM7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MCM726.1944 3 26.35679 21 23 By MS/MS By MS/MS 27 5 0.1623592 1009 55.5 81.307 719
sp|Q6L8Q7-2|PDE12_HUMAN;sp|Q6L8Q7|PDE12_HUMANsp|Q6L8Q7-2|PDE12_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 2,5-phosphodiesterase 12 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PDE12;sp|Q6L8Q7|PDE12_HUMAN 2,5-phosphodiesterase 12 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PDE12 PE=1 SV=223.43911 23.60048 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 10 0.1613712 1008 47.3 58.889 535
sp|P46940|IQGA1_HUMAN;sp|Q86VI3|IQGA3_HUMANsp|P46940|IQGA1_HUMAN Ras GTPase-activating-like protein IQGAP1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=IQGAP1 PE=1 SV=126.600311 26.76053 41 44 By MS/MS By MS/MS 39 81 0.1602192 1007 51.4 189.25 1657
sp|Q6P2E9|EDC4_HUMAN;sp|Q6P2E9-2|EDC4_HUMANsp|Q6P2E9|EDC4_HUMAN Enhancer of mRNA-decapping protein 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EDC4 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q6P2E9-2|EDC4_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Enhancer of mRNA-decapping protein 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EDC42 .837498 24.9974 13 19 By M /MS By MS/MS 5 32 0.1599026 1006 34.2 151.66 1401
sp|Q9Y3U8|RL36_HUMANsp|Q9Y3U8|RL36_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L36 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL36 PE=1 SV=322.81642 22.97544 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 2 0.1590176 1005 30.5 12.254 105
sp|Q7Z6Z7-2|HUWE1_HUMAN;sp|Q7Z6Z7-3|HUWE1_HUMAN;sp|Q7Z6Z7|HUWE1_HUMANsp|Q7Z6Z7-2|HUWE1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of E3 ubiquitin-protein ligase HUWE1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HUWE1;sp|Q7Z6Z7-3|HUWE1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of E3 ubiquitin-protein ligase HUWE1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HUWE1;sp|Q7Z6Z7|HUWE1_HUMAN E3 ubiquitin-protein ligase HUWE1 OS=Homo24.450481 24.60913 12 20 By MS/ S By MS/MS 6 3 0.158 514 1004 14.6 480.19 4358
sp|O15226|NKRF_HUMAN;sp|O15226-2|NKRF_HUMANsp|O15226| KRF_HUMAN F-kappa-B-repressing factor OS=Homo sapiens GN=NKRF PE=1 SV=2;sp|O15226-2|NKRF_HUMAN Isoform 2 of NF-kappa-B-repressing factor OS=Homo sapiens GN=NKRF23.4 5883 23.61403 6 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 12 0.1581459 1003 19.6 77.672 690
sp|Q9H3N1|TMX1_HUMANsp|Q9 3N1|TMX1_HUMAN Thioredoxin-related transmembrane protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TMX1 PE=1 SV=12 .326138 21.4839 2 3 By matching By MS/MS 0 5 0.1577587 1002 34.6 31.791 280
sp|P51812|KS6A3_HUMAN;sp|Q9UK32|KS6A6_HUMAN;sp|Q15349|KS6A2_HUMAN;sp|Q15349-3|KS6A2_HUMAN;sp|Q15349-2|KS6A2_HUMANsp|P51812|KS6A3_H MAN Ribosomal protein S6 kinase alpha-3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS6K 3 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9UK32|KS6A6_HUMAN Ribosomal protein S6 kinase alpha-6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS6KA6 PE=1 SV=121.4 7604 21.65491 2 4 By matching By MS/MS 0 5 0.1573048 1001 6.4 83.735 740
sp|Q8WVY7|UBCP1_HUMANsp|Q8WVY7|UBCP1_HUMAN Ubiquitin-like domain-containing CTD phosphatase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBLCP1 PE=1 SV=221.203831 21.36019 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 5 0.1563625 1000 10.4 36.804 318
sp|P45880|VDAC2_HUMAN;sp|P45880-2|VDAC2_HUMAN;sp|P45880-1|VDAC2_HUMANsp|P45880|VDAC2_HUMAN oltage-dependent anion-selective channel protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=VDAC2 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P45880-2|VDAC2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Voltage-dependent anion-selective channel protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=VDAC2;sp|P45880-1|VDAC2_HUMAN Isoform 125.25 947 25.41203 11 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 18 0.1560802 999 73.1 31.566 294
sp|P53992|SC24C_HUMANsp|P53992|SC24C_HUMAN Protein transport protein Sec24C OS=Homo sapiens GN=SEC24C PE=1 SV=322.785425 22.94126 5 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 9 0.1558304 998 15.4 118.32 1094
sp|Q8WWM7-6|ATX2L_HUMAN;sp|Q8WWM7-8|ATX2L_HUMAN;sp|Q8WWM7-5|ATX2L_HUMAN;sp|Q8WWM7-4|ATX2L_HUMAN;sp|Q8WWM7-9|ATX2L_HUMAN;sp|Q8WWM7-2|ATX2L_HUMAN;sp|Q8WWM7|ATX2L_HUMAN;sp|Q8WWM7-3|ATX2L_HUMAN;sp|Q8WWM7-7|ATX2L_HUMANsp|Q8WWM7-6|ATX2L_HUMAN Isoform 6 of Ataxin-2-like protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATXN2L;sp|Q8WW 7-8|ATX2L_HUMAN Isoform 8 of Ataxin-2-like protein OS= omo sa iens GN=ATXN ;sp|Q8WWM7-5|ATX2L_HUMAN Isoform 5 of Ataxin-2-like protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATXN2L;s22.185528 22.33971 2 3 By matching By MS/MS 0 4 0.1541824 997 11 102.89 968
sp|P14324-2|FPPS_HUMAN;sp|P14324|FPPS_HUMANsp| 14324-2|FPPS_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Farnesyl pyrophosphate synthase OS=Homo sapiens GN=FDPS;sp|P14324|FPPS_HUMAN Farnesyl pyrophosphate synthase OS=Homo sapiens GN=FDPS PE=1 SV=422.9 33 23.06748 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 4 0.1531467 996 7.6 40.532 353
sp|O00203|AP3B1_HUMAN;sp|Q13367|AP3B2_HUMANsp|O00203| P3B1_HUMAN AP-3 complex subunit beta-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=AP3B1 PE=1 SV=322.086054 22.23821 3 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 7 0.1521568 995 11.6 121.32 1094
sp|Q13685|AAMP_HUMANsp|Q13685|AAMP_HUMAN Angio-associated migratory cell protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=AAMP PE=1 SV=221.914589 22.06582 3 4 By M /MS By MS/MS 2 6 0.1512337 994 14.7 46.75 434
sp|Q14839|CHD4_HUMAN;sp|Q14839-2|CHD4_HUMAN;sp|Q8TDI0|CHD5_HUMAN;sp|Q12873-2|CHD3_HUMAN;sp|Q12873|CHD3_HUMAN;sp|Q12873-3|CHD3_HUMANsp|Q14839|CHD4_HUMAN hromodomain-helicase-DNA-binding protein 4 OS=Homo sapiens G =CHD4 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q14839-2|CHD4_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Chromodomain-helicase-DNA-binding protein 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CHD423.668 3 23.81773 7 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 18 0.148798 993 25.7 218 1912
sp|P14854|CX6B1_HUMANsp|P14854|CX6B1_HUMAN Cytochrome c oxidase subunit 6B1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=COX6B1 PE=1 SV=221.214008 21.36255 2 2 By matching By MS/MS 0 4 0.1485405 992 65.1 10.192 86
sp|P62316|SMD2_HUMAN;sp|P62316-2|SMD2_HUMANsp|P62316|SMD2_HUMAN mall nuclear ribonucleoprotein Sm D2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SNRPD2 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P62316-2|SMD2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Small nuclear ribonucleoprotein Sm D2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SNRPD224.37 716 24.52013 7 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 10 0.1464176 990 61.9 13.527 118
sp|O15355|PPM1G_HUMANsp|O15355|PPM1G_HUMAN Protein phosphatase 1G OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPM1G PE=1 SV=123.120207 23.26585 7 8 By MS/MS By S/MS 1 12 0.1456432 989 27.1 59.271 546
sp|Q16513|PKN2_HUMAN;sp|Q16513-4|PKN2_HUMAN;sp|Q16513-3|PKN2_HUMAN;sp|Q16513-2|PKN2_HUMAN;sp|Q16513-5|PKN2_HUMAN;sp|Q6P5Z2|PKN3_HUMANsp|Q16513|PKN2_HUMAN Serine/threonine-protein kinase 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PKN2 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q16513-4|PKN2_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Serine/threonine-protein kinase N2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PKN2;sp|Q16513-3|PKN2_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Serine/threonine-protein kinase N223. 0402 23.30591 5 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 1 0.1455097 988 28.6 112.03 984
sp|P31040|DHSA_HUMANsp|P31040|DHSA_HUMAN Succinate dehydrogenase [ubiquinone] flavoprotein subunit, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=SDHA PE=1 SV=223.216911 23.36239 7 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 10 0.1454773 987 61.3 72.691 664
sp|P62879|GBB2_HUMAN;sp|Q9HAV0|GBB4_HUMAN;sp|Q9BRK4|LZTS2_HUMANsp|P62879|GBB2_HUMAN Guanine nucleotide-binding protein G(I)/G(S)/G(T) subunit beta-2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GNB2 PE=1 SV=323.863157 24.00556 6 7 By M /MS By MS/MS 7 11 0.1424026 986 50.9 37.331 340
sp|P29401|TKT_HUMAN;sp|P29401-2|TKT_HUMANsp|P29401|TKT_HUMAN ransketolase OS=Homo sapiens GN=TKT PE=1 SV=3;sp|P29401-2|TKT_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Transketolase OS=Homo sapiens GN=TKT26.712797 26.85412 18 18 By MS/MS By MS/MS 19 42 0.1413269 985 69.3 67.877 623
sp|P12268|IMDH2_HUMANsp|P12268|IMDH2_HUMAN Inosine-5-monophosphate dehydrogenase 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=IMPDH2 PE=1 SV=225.869267 26.00996 12 14 By MS/MS By MS/MS 19 32 0.1406975 984 71 55.804 514
sp|P43246|MSH2_HUMAN;sp|P43246-2|MSH2_HUMANsp|P43246|MSH2_HUMAN DNA mismatch repair protein Msh2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MSH2 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P43246-2|MSH2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of DNA mismatch repair protein Msh2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MSH222.674049 22.81441 3 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 7 0.140358 983 35.3 104.74 934
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sp|O15372|EIF3H_HUMANsp|O15372|EIF3H_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 3 subunit H OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF3H PE=1 SV=121.233858 21.37305 2 4 By match ng By MS/MS 0 8 0.1391945 982 62.8 39.93 352
sp|Q2TAL8|QRIC1_HUMANsp|Q2TAL8|QRIC1_HUMAN Glutamine-rich protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=QRICH1 PE=1 SV=123.361719 23.49984 8 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 14 0.1381245 981 14.6 86.435 776
sp|Q15365|PCBP1_HUMANsp|Q15365|PCBP1_HUMAN Poly(rC)-binding protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PCBP1 PE=1 SV=226.076166 26.21312 9 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 15 0.1369514 980 70.5 37.497 356
sp|Q8TEX9|IPO4_HUMAN;sp|Q8TEX9-2|IPO4_HUMANsp|Q8TEX9|IPO4_HUMAN Importin-4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=IPO4 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q8TEX9-2|IPO4_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Importin-4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=IPO424.398457 24.53433 9 16 By MS/M By MS/MS 9 27 0.1358776 979 43.4 118.71 1081
sp|P53041|PPP5_HUMANsp|P53041|PPP5_HUMAN Serine/threonine-protein phosphatase 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPP5C PE=1 SV=123.255226 23.39074 4 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 6 0.1355114 978 18 56.878 499
sp|Q9H223|EHD4_HUMANsp|Q9 223|EHD4_HUMAN EH domain-containing protein 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EHD4 PE=1 SV=121.208601 21.34294 2 3 By matching By MS/MS 0 4 0.1343403 977 17.6 61.174 541
sp|P48735|IDHP_HUMANsp|P48735|IDHP_HUMAN Isocitrate dehydrogenase [NADP], mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=IDH2 PE=1 SV=224.509844 24.64306 13 13 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 25 0.1332188 976 52.4 50.909 452
sp|Q6NUK1|SCMC1_HUMAN;sp|Q6NUK1-2|SCMC1_HUMANsp|Q6NUK1|SCMC1_HUMAN Calcium-binding mitochondrial carrier protein SCaMC-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SLC25A24 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q6NUK1-2|SCMC1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Calcium-binding mitochondrial carrier protein SCaMC-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SLC25A2420.488163 20.61854 1 3 By MS/MS By MS/M 2 6 0.1303768 975 39 53.354 477
sp|Q8N1F7|NUP93_HUMAN;sp|Q8N1F7-2|NUP93_HUMANsp|Q8N1F7|NUP93_HUMAN uclear pore complex protein Nup93 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NUP93 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q8N1F7-2|NUP93_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Nuclear pore complex protein Nup93 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NUP9324.65316 24.783 7 16 22 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 33 0.1302071 974 59.2 93.487 819
sp|P35658-2|NU214_HUMAN;sp|P35658-4|NU214_HUMAN;sp|P35658|NU214_HUMAN;sp|P35658-3|NU214_HUMAN;sp|P35658-5|NU214_HUMANsp|P35658-2|NU214_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Nuclear pore complex protein Nup214 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NUP214;sp|P35658-4|NU214_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Nuclear pore complex protein Nup214 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NUP214;sp|P35658|NU214_HUMAN Nuclear pore complex protein Nup21421.370234 21.49965 3 3 By matching By M /MS 0 0.1294 5 973 18.4 212.57 2079
sp|Q9UQ35|SRRM2_HUMAN;sp|Q9UQ35-2|SRRM2_HUMAN;sp|Q9UQ35-3|SRRM2_HUMANsp|Q9UQ35|SRRM2_H MAN Serine/arginine repetitive matrix protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRRM2 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9UQ35-2|SRRM2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Serine/arginine repetitive matrix protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRRM225.164766 25.29127 13 16 By MS/M By MS/MS 9 24 0.12649 2 972 21.2 299.61 2752
sp|Q9HAV4|XPO5_HUMANsp|Q9 AV4|XPO5_HUMAN Exportin-5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=XPO5 PE=1 SV=125.023396 25.14938 15 20 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 33 0.1259861 971 38.7 136.31 1204
sp|Q8N684-2|CPSF7_HUMAN;sp|Q8N684|CPSF7_HUMAN;sp|Q8N684-3|CPSF7_HUMANsp|Q8N684-2|CPSF7_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Cleavage and polyadenylation specificity factor subunit 7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CPSF7;sp|Q8N684|CPSF7_HUMAN Cleavage and polyadenylation specificity factor subunit 7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CPSF7 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q8N684-3|CPSF7_HUM22.12133 22.24693 3 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 5 0.1256008 970 41.1 51.095 462
sp|Q92530|PSMF1_HUMANsp|Q92530|PSMF1_HUMAN Proteasome inhibitor PI31 subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMF1 PE=1 SV=221.567091 21.6926 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 5 0.1255074 969 16.2 29.816 271
sp|Q9UG63|ABCF2_HUMANsp|Q9UG63| BCF2_HUMAN ATP-binding cassette sub-family F member 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ABCF2 PE=1 SV=225.942036 26.06602 18 21 By MS/MS By MS/MS 22 40 0.1239796 968 35.6 71.289 623
sp|Q9BXJ9|NAA15_HUMAN;sp|Q9BXJ9-4|NAA15_HUMAN;sp|Q6N069|NAA16_HUMAN;sp|Q6N069-5|NAA16_HUMAN;sp|Q6N069-4|NAA16_HUMAN;sp|Q6N069-3|NAA16_HUMAN;sp|Q6N069-2|NAA16_HUMANsp|Q9BXJ9|NAA15_HUMAN N-alpha-acetyltransferase 15, NatA auxiliary ubunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=NAA15 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9BXJ9-4| AA15_HUMAN Isoform 2 of -alpha-acetyltransferase 15, NatA auxiliary subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=NAA1525.039299 25.16308 14 22 By S/MS By MS/MS 10 42 0.1237793 967 51.2 01.27 86
sp|P11021|GRP78_HUMANsp|P11021|GRP78_HUMAN 78 kDa glucose-regulated protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSPA5 PE=1 SV=225.57992 25.70361 20 20 By MS/MS By MS/MS 17 35 0.1236935 966 56.4 72.332 654
sp|Q9NP79|VTA1_HUMANsp|Q9NP79|VTA1_HUMAN Vacuolar protein sorting-associated protein VTA1 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=VTA1 PE=1 SV=124.790146 24.91383 7 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 12 0. 236858 965 30.6 33.879 307
sp|Q07866-8|KLC1_HUMAN;sp|Q07866-2|KLC1_HUMAN;sp|Q07866-3|KLC1_HUMAN;sp|Q07866|KLC1_HUMAN;sp|Q07866-7|KLC1_HUMAN;sp|Q07866-5|KLC1_HUMAN;sp|Q07866-10|KLC1_HUMAN;sp|Q07866-6|KLC1_HUMAN;sp|Q07866-4|KLC1_HUMAN;sp|Q07866-9|KLC1_HUMAN;sp|Q9NSK0-4|KLC4_HUMAN;sp|Q9NSK0|KLC4_HUMAN;sp|Q9NSK0-3|KLC4_HUMANsp|Q07866-8|KLC1_HUMAN Isoform S of Kinesin light chain  OS=Homo sapiens GN=KLC1;sp|Q07866-2|KLC1_HUMAN Isoform C of Kinesin light chain 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=KLC1;sp|Q078 6-3|KLC1_HUMAN Isoform G of Kinesin light chain 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=KLC1;sp|Q07866|22.112671 22.23433 2 4 By matching By MS/MS 0 6 0.1216545 964 21.2 62.825 551
sp|Q6UXN9|WDR82_HUMANsp|Q6UXN9|WDR82_HUMAN WD repeat-containing protein 82 OS=Homo sapiens GN=WDR82 PE=1 SV=121.610136 21.73115 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 4 0.1210175 963 31 35.079 313
sp|Q9NPE3|NOP10_HUMANsp|Q9NPE3|NOP10_HUMAN H/ACA ribonucleoprotein complex subunit 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NOP10 PE=1 SV=121.532789 21.65347 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 5 0. 20676 962 57.8 7.7059 64
sp|P62140|PP1B_HUMANsp|P62140|PP1B_HUMAN Serine/threonine-protein phosphatase PP1-beta catalytic subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPP1CB PE=1 SV=321.279234 21.39947 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 3 0.1202393 961 51.1 37.186 327
sp|Q9H2G2|SLK_HUMAN;sp|Q9H2G2-2|SLK_HUMAN;sp|O94804|STK10_HUMANsp|Q9H2G2|SLK_HUMAN STE20-like serine/threonine-protein kinase OS=Homo sapiens GN=SLK PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9H2G2-2|SLK_HUMAN Isoform 2 of STE20-like serine/threonine-protein kinase OS=Homo sapiens GN=SLK22.721401 22.84151 4 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 8 0.1201134 960 8.7 142.69 1235
sp|Q9NT62|ATG3_HUMAN;sp|Q9NT62-2|ATG3_HUMANsp|Q9NT62|ATG3_HUMAN Ubiquitin-like-conjugating enzyme ATG3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATG3 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9NT62-2|ATG3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ubiquitin-like-conjugating enzyme ATG3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATG32 .364662 23.48419 5 5 By M /MS By MS/MS 6 10 0.1195297 959 29.3 35.864 314
sp|Q9BUF5|TBB6_HUMANsp|Q9B F5|TBB6_HUMAN Tubulin beta-6 chain OS=Homo sapiens GN=TUBB6 PE=1 SV=125.232643 25.35175 21 20 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 17 0.1191044 958 63 49.857 446
sp|P14678-2|RSMB_HUMAN;sp|P14678|RSMB_HUMAN;sp|P14678-3|RSMB_HUMAN;sp|P63162|RSMN_HUMANsp|P14678-2|RSMB_HUMAN Isoform SM-B of Small nuclear ribonucleoprotein-associated proteins B and B OS=Homo sapiens GN=SNRPB;sp|P14678|RSMB_HUMAN Small nuclear ribonucleoprotein-associated proteins B and B OS=Homo sapiens GN=SNRPB PE=1 SV=2;sp|P14678-3|RS23.723486 23.84153 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 7 0.1180477 957 26 23.656 231
sp|Q96AC1-2|FERM2_HUMAN;sp|Q96AC1|FERM2_HUMAN;sp|Q96AC1-3|FERM2_HUMANsp|Q96AC1-2|FERM2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Fermitin family homolog 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FERMT2;sp|Q96AC1|FERM2_HUMAN Fermitin family homolog 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FERMT2 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q96AC1-3|FERM2_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Fermitin family homolog 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=F21.006075 21.12206 2 3 By matching By MS/MS 0 5 0.11598 1 956 12.6 72.397 633
sp|P61011|SRP54_HUMAN;sp|P61011-2|SRP54_HUMANsp|P61011|SRP54_HUMAN ignal recognition particle 54 kDa protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRP54 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P61011-2|SRP54_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Signal recognition particle 54 kDa protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRP5421.656481 21.77229 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 4 0.1158 23 95 35.3 55.704 504
sp|P35611-2|ADDA_HUMAN;sp|P35611|ADDA_HUMAN;sp|P35611-3|ADDA_HUMAN;sp|P35612-2|ADDB_HUMAN;sp|P35612-8|ADDB_HUMAN;sp|P35612-4|ADDB_HUMAN;sp|P35612-3|ADDB_HUMAN;sp|P35612|ADDB_HUMANsp|P35611-2|ADDA_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Al ha-adducin OS=Homo sapiens GN=ADD1;sp|P35611|ADDA_HUMAN Alpha-adducin OS=Homo sapiens GN= DD1 E=1 SV=2;sp|P35611-3|ADDA_HUM N Isoform 3 of Alpha-adducin OS=Homo sapiens GN=ADD122.304464 22.4199 5 6 By matching By MS/MS 0 7 0.1154385 954 29.6 69.984 6 1
sp|P51580|TPMT_HUMANsp|P51580|TPMT_HUMAN Thiopurine S-methyltransferase OS=Homo sapiens GN=TPMT PE=1 SV=120.453146 20.56755 0 2 By MS/ S 0 4 0.1144085 953 7.8 28.18 245
sp|Q14694|UBP10_HUMAN;sp|Q14694-3|UBP10_HUMAN;sp|Q14694-2|UBP10_HUMANsp|Q14694|UBP10_HUMAN biquitin carboxyl-terminal hydrolase 10 OS=Homo sapiens GN=USP10 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q14694-3|UBP10_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Ubiquitin carboxyl-terminal hydrolase 10 OS=Homo sapiens GN=USP10;sp|Q14694-2|UBP10_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ubiquitin carboxyl21.16881 21.28314 1 3 By matching By MS/MS 3 0.1143265 952 16.3 87.133 798
sp|P40429|RL13A_HUMAN;sp|Q6NVV1|R13AX_HUMANsp|P40429|RL13A_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L13a OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL13A PE=1 SV=225.280333 25.39421 7 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 13 17 0.1138783 951 40.9 23.577 203
sp|Q9Y3D8|KAD6_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y3D8-2|KAD6_HUMANsp|Q9Y3D8|KAD6_HUMAN Adenylate kinase isoenzyme 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=AK6 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9Y3D8-2|KAD6_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Adenylate kinase isoenzyme 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=AK622.520733 22.63451 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 7 0.113781 950 28.5 20.061 172
sp|P46776|RL27A_HUMANsp|P46776|RL27A_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L27a OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL27A PE=1 SV=226.409052 26.52246 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 11 0.1134033 949 37.8 16.561 148
sp|Q86TX2|ACOT1_HUMANsp|Q86TX2| COT1_HUMAN Acyl-coenzyme A thioesterase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACOT1 PE=1 SV=122.691002 22.80231 4 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 9 0.1113071 948 34.7 46.277 421
sp|P39687|AN32A_HUMAN;sp|O95626|AN32D_HUMAN;sp|O43423|AN32C_HUMANsp|P39687| 32A_HUMAN Acidic leucine-rich nuclear phosphoprotein 32 family member A OS=Homo sapiens GN=ANP32A PE=1 SV=12.606119 22.71488 4 4 By MS/MS B  MS/MS 1 8 0.1087589 947 18.5 28.585 249
sp|Q14CX7|NAA25_HUMAN;sp|Q14CX7-2|NAA25_HUMANsp|Q14CX7|NAA25_HUMAN N-alpha-acetyltransferase 25, NatB auxiliary subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=NAA25 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q14CX7-2|NAA25_HUMAN Isoform 2 of N-alpha-acetyltransferase 25, NatB auxiliary subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=NAA252.51951 2.62761 4 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 8 0.1080971 946 15.5 112.29 972
sp|P26641|EF1G_HUMANsp|P26641|EF1G_HUMAN Elongation factor 1-gamma OS=Homo sapiens GN=EEF1G PE=1 SV=327.802057 27.90959 20 22 By MS/MS By MS/MS 35 51 0.1075344 945 71.2 50.118 437
sp|P06737-2|PYGL_HUMAN;sp|P06737|PYGL_HUMAN;sp|P11217-2|PYGM_HUMAN;sp|P11217|PYGM_HUMANsp|P06737-2|PYGL_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Glycogen phosphorylase, liver form OS=Homo sapiens GN=PYGL;sp|P06737|PYGL_HUMAN Glycogen phosphorylase, liver form OS=Homo sapiens GN=PYGL PE=1 SV=424.947441 25.05461 6 20 By MS/MS By MS/MS 14 36 0.10 172 944 51.7 93.133 813
sp|P30050|RL12_HUMAN;sp|P30050-2|RL12_HUMANsp|P30050|RL12_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L12 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL12 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P30050-2|RL12_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 60S ribosomal protein L12 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL125.716177 25.82277 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 14 0.1065922 943 63.6 17.818 165
sp|Q96EK5|KBP_HUMANsp|Q96EK5|KBP_HUMAN KIF1-binding protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=KIAA1279 PE=1 SV=123.519054 23.62455 5 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 13 0.1054993 942 25.3 71.813 621
sp|Q9H4A3-2|WNK1_HUMAN;sp|Q9H4A3|WNK1_HUMAN;sp|Q9H4A3-5|WNK1_HUMAN;sp|Q9H4A3-6|WNK1_HUMAN;sp|Q9H4A3-4|WNK1_HUMANsp|Q9H4A3-2|WNK1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Serine/threonine-protein kinase WNK1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=WNK1;sp|Q9H4A3|WNK1_HUMAN Serine/threonine-protein kinase WNK1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=WNK1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9H4A3-5|WNK1_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Serine/threonine-protein kinase21.506784 21.61203 3 3 By S/MS By MS/MS 1 5 0.1052437 941 2.3 225.56 2135
sp|O95831-3|AIFM1_HUMAN;sp|O95831|AIFM1_HUMAN;sp|O95831-2|AIFM1_HUMAN;sp|O95831-5|AIFM1_HUMAN;sp|O95831-6|AIFM1_HUMAN;sp|O95831-4|AIFM1_HUMANsp|O95831-3|AIFM1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Apoptosis-inducing factor 1, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=AIFM1;sp|O95831| IFM1_HUMAN Apoptosis-inducing factor 1, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=AIFM1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|O95831-2|AIFM1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Apoptosis-indu23.588865 23.69296 8 9 By S/MS By MS/MS 3 16 0. 040955 940 52.4 66.294 609
sp|P49756|RBM25_HUMAN;sp|P49756-2|RBM25_HUMAN;sp|P49756-3|RBM25_HUMAN;sp|P49756-4|RBM25_HUMANsp|P49756|RBM25_HUMAN NA-binding protein 25 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBM25 PE=1 SV=321.9 7495 22.05122 3 5 By MS/MS y MS/MS 2 5 0.1037292 939 36.1 100.18 843
sp|P24928|RPB1_HUMANsp|P24928|RPB1_HUMAN DNA-directed RNA polymerase II subunit RPB1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=POLR2A PE=1 SV=222.049961 22.1528 3 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 5 0.1028347 938 32.8 217.17 1970
sp|O76021|RL1D1_HUMANsp|O76021|RL1D1_HUMAN Ribosomal L1 domain-containing protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RSL1D1 PE=1 SV=322.610992 22.71333 4 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 0.102335 937 36.1 54.972 490
sp|Q99873-4|ANM1_HUMAN;sp|Q99873-3|ANM1_HUMAN;sp|Q99873-2|ANM1_HUMAN;sp|Q99873|ANM1_HUMAN;sp|Q9NR22-2|ANM8_HUMAN;sp|Q9NR22|ANM8_HUMANsp|Q99873-4|ANM1_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Protein arginine N-methyltransferase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRMT1;sp|Q99873-3|ANM1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Protein arginine N-methyltransferase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRMT1;sp|Q99873-2|ANM1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Protein arginine N-m23.50 03 23.61178 7 11 B  S/MS By MS/MS 3 17 0.1018772 936 68.6 40.548 353
sp|Q13200|PSMD2_HUMANsp|Q13200|PSMD2_HUMAN 26S proteasome non-ATPase regulatory subunit 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMD2 PE=1 SV=326.845655 26.94748 26 31 By MS/MS By MS/MS 38 58 0.1018295 935 55.6 100.2 908
sp|Q9Y265|RUVB1_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y265-2|RUVB1_HUMANsp|Q9Y265|RUVB1_HUMAN uvB-like 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RUVBL1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9Y265-2|RUVB1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of RuvB-like 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RUVBL126.233339 26.335 6 18 20 By MS/MS By MS/MS 20 36 0.10182 934 67.3 50.227 456
sp|P26368-2|U2AF2_HUMAN;sp|P26368|U2AF2_HUMANsp|P26368-2|U2AF2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Splicing factor U2AF 65 kDa subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=U2AF2;sp|P26368|U2AF2_HUMAN Splicing factor U2AF 65 kDa subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=U2AF2 PE=1 SV=426.19745 26.29877 11 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 18 21 0.101 0 8 933 52.4 53.12 471
sp|Q92696|PGTA_HUMANsp|Q92696|PGTA_HUMAN Geranylgeranyl transferase type-2 subunit alpha OS=Homo sapiens GN=RABGGTA PE=1 SV=222.954912 23.0559 5 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 11 0.1009846 932 16.4 65.071 567
sp|Q9UBB6-2|NCDN_HUMAN;sp|Q9UBB6|NCDN_HUMAN;sp|Q9UBB6-3|NCDN_HUMANsp|Q9UBB6-2| CDN_H MAN Isoform 2 of Neurochondrin OS=Homo sapiens GN=NCDN;sp|Q9UBB6|NCDN_HUMAN Neurochondrin OS=Homo sapiens GN=NCDN PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9UBB6-3|NCDN_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Neurochondrin OS=Homo sapiens GN=NCDN22.206903 22.30772 4 5 By S/MS By MS/MS 1 7 0.1008167 931 13.1 77.242 712
sp|P07237|PDIA1_HUMANsp|P07237|PDIA1_HUMAN Protein disulfide-isomerase OS=Homo sapiens GN=P4HB PE=1 SV=325.495337 25.59352 18 20 By MS/MS By MS/MS 14 34 0.0981808 930 74.6 57.116 508
sp|Q01081|U2AF1_HUMAN;sp|Q01081-4|U2AF1_HUMAN;sp|Q8WU68-3|U2AF4_HUMAN;sp|Q8WU68|U2AF4_HUMAN;sp|Q01081-3|U2AF1_HUMAN;sp|Q8WU68-2|U2AF4_HUMAN;sp|Q86Y38|XYLT1_HUMAN;REV__sp|Q86Y38|XYLT1_HUMANsp|Q01081|U2AF1_HUMAN Splicing factor U2AF 35 kDa subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=U2AF1 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q01081-4|U2AF1_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Splicing factor U2AF 35 kDa subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=U2AF125.25375 25.35 51 6 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 19 0.0977612 929 61.2 27.872 240
sp|P00338|LDHA_HUMAN;sp|P00338-3|LDHA_HUMAN;sp|P00338-4|LDHA_HUMAN;sp|P00338-5|LDHA_HUMAN;sp|P00338-2|LDHA_HUMAN;sp|Q6ZMR3|LDH6A_HUMAN;sp|P07864|LDHC_HUMANsp|P00338|LDHA_HUMAN -lactate dehydrogenase A chain OS=Homo sapiens GN=LDHA PE=1 SV=2;sp|P00338-3|LDHA_HUMAN Isoform 3 of L-lactate dehydrogenase A chain OS=Homo sapiens GN=LDHA;sp|P00338-4|LDHA_HUMAN Isoform 4 of L-lactate dehydrogenase A chain OS=Homo s26.940445 27.03674 15 15 By MS/MS By MS/MS 25 31 0.0962982 928 66.9 36.688 332
sp|O43290|SNUT1_HUMANsp|O43290|S UT1_HUMAN U4/U6.U5 tri-snRNP-associated protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SART1 PE=1 SV=123.283339 23.37955 7 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 7 0.0962067 927 30.9 90.254 800
sp|P62424|RL7A_HUMANsp|P62424|RL7A_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L7a OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL7A PE=1 SV=226.155416 26.25131 13 13 By MS/MS By MS/MS 16 23 0.0958958 926 53.8 29.995 266
sp|Q13363-2|CTBP1_HUMAN;sp|Q13363|CTBP1_HUMANsp|Q13363-2|CTBP1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of C-terminal-binding protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CTBP1;sp|Q13363|CTBP1_HUMAN C-terminal-binding protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CTBP1 PE=1 SV=223.453247 23.54851 4 4 By MS/M By MS/MS 6 9 0.0952663 925 41.5 46.404 429
sp|Q5VWZ2|LYPL1_HUMAN;sp|Q5VWZ2-2|LYPL1_HUMANsp|Q5VWZ2|LYPL1_HUMAN Lysophospholipase-like protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=LYPLAL1 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q5VWZ2-2|LYPL1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Lysophospholipase-like protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=LYPLAL124.156534 24.24981 7 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 14 0.0932789 924 54.4 26.316 237
sp|P13073|COX41_HUMANsp|P13073|COX41_HUMAN Cytochrome c oxidase subunit 4 isoform 1, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=COX4I1 PE=1 SV=123.884275 23.97614 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 9 0.09 8617 923 53.8 19.576 169
sp|Q9UI10-3|EI2BD_HUMAN;sp|Q9UI10|EI2BD_HUMAN;sp|Q9UI10-2|EI2BD_HUMANsp|Q9UI10-3|EI2BD_H MAN Isoform 3 of Translation initiation factor eIF-2B subunit delta OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF2B4;sp|Q9UI10|EI2BD_HUMAN Translation initiation factor eIF-2B subunit delta OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF2B4 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9UI10-2|EI2BD_HUMAN Isoform 21.163124 21.25448 2 3 By matching By MS/MS 0 3 0.0913525 922 9.6 57.457 522
sp|P22695|QCR2_HUMANsp|P22695|QCR2_HUMAN Cytochrome b-c1 complex subunit 2, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=UQCRC2 PE=1 SV=325.020134 25.10753 11 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 23 0.0873985 921 49 48.442 453
sp|P55735|SEC13_HUMAN;sp|P55735-2|SEC13_HUMANsp|P55735|SEC13_HUMAN Protein SEC13 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=SEC13 PE=1 SV=3;sp|P55735-2|SEC13_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Protein SEC13 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=SEC1324.684477 24.77102 6 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 13 0.0865479 920 61.5 35.54 322
sp|Q9Y2R5|RT17_HUMANsp|Q9Y2R5|RT17_HUMAN 28S ribosomal protein S17, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=MRPS17 PE=2 SV=122.986521 23.07256 2 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 0.0860386 919 51.5 14.502 130
sp|P13489|RINI_HUMANsp|P13489|RINI_HUMAN Ribonuclease inhibitor OS=Homo sapiens GN=RNH1 PE=1 SV=225.663105 25.74804 13 15 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 25 0.0849361 918 52.3 49.973 461
sp|P61619|S61A1_HUMAN;sp|P61619-3|S61A1_HUMAN;sp|Q9H9S3-2|S61A2_HUMAN;sp|Q9H9S3-3|S61A2_HUMAN;sp|Q9H9S3|S61A2_HUMANsp|P61619|S61A1_HUMAN Protein transport rotein Sec61 subunit alpha isoform 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SEC61A1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P61619-3|S61A1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Protein transport protein Sec61 subunit alpha isoform 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SEC61A1;sp|Q9H9S3-2|S61A2_HUM2 .445665 21.52993 3 3 By S/MS By M /M 1 5 0.0842686 917 27.7 52.264 476
sp|Q9H9B4|SFXN1_HUMANsp|Q9H9B4|SFXN1_HUMAN Sideroflexin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SFXN1 PE=1 SV=423.476919 23.55988 4 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 10 0.0829563 916 45.3 35.619 322
sp|Q92922|SMRC1_HUMANsp|Q92922|SMRC1_HUMAN SWI/SNF complex subunit SMARCC1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SMARCC1 PE=1 SV=324.510748 24.59155 9 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 16 0.0808029 915 39.2 122.87 1105
sp|Q9P0L0|VAPA_HUMAN;sp|Q9P0L0-2|VAPA_HUMANsp|Q9P0L0|VAPA_HUMAN Vesicle-associated membrane protein-associated protein A OS=Homo sapiens GN=VAPA PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q9P0L0-2|VAPA_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Vesicle-associated membrane protein-associated protein A OS=Homo sapiens GN=VAPA22.633915 22.71463 4 4 By matching By MS/MS 0 6 0.0807114 914 37.8 27.893 249
sp|Q5SY16|NOL9_HUMANsp|Q5SY16| OL9_HUMAN Polynucleotide 5-hydroxyl-kinase NOL9 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NOL9 PE=1 SV=120.544958 20.62507 1 2 By matching By MS/MS 0 3 0.0801086 913 21.4 79.322 702
sp|P49368|TCPG_HUMAN;sp|P49368-2|TCPG_HUMANsp|P49368|TCPG_HUMAN -complex protein 1 subunit gamma OS=Homo sapiens GN=CCT3 PE=1 SV=4;sp|P49368-2|TCPG_HUMAN Isoform 2 of T-complex protein 1 subunit gamma OS=Homo sapiens GN=CCT327.544806 27.62471 27 30 By MS/MS By MS/MS 43 58 0.0799007 912 72.8 60.533 545
sp|Q96D46|NMD3_HUMANsp|Q96D46| MD3_HUMAN 60S ribosomal export protein NMD3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NMD3 PE=1 SV=121.970953 22.0493 4 4 By matching By MS/MS 0 5 0.0783443 911 34.4 57.603 503
sp|Q5VT52-3|RPRD2_HUMAN;sp|Q5VT52|RPRD2_HUMAN;sp|Q5VT52-2|RPRD2_HUMAN;sp|Q5VT52-4|RPRD2_HUMANsp|Q5VT52-3|RPRD2_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Regulation of nuclear pre-mRNA domain-containing protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPRD2;sp|Q5VT52|RPRD2_HUMAN Regulation of nuclear pre-mRNA domain-containing protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPRD2 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q5VT52-2|RPRD2_H20.134706 20.20986 2 2 By matching By MS/MS 0 3 0.0751553 909 12.8 15 .87 1435
sp|O43251-6|RFOX2_HUMAN;sp|O43251-8|RFOX2_HUMAN;sp|O43251-9|RFOX2_HUMAN;sp|Q9NWB1-3|RFOX1_HUMAN;sp|O43251-4|RFOX2_HUMAN;sp|O43251-5|RFOX2_HUMAN;sp|O43251-10|RFOX2_HUMAN;sp|O43251-2|RFOX2_HUMAN;sp|O43251|RFOX2_HUMAN;sp|Q9NWB1-4|RFOX1_HUMAN;sp|Q9NWB1-5|RFOX1_HUMAN;sp|Q9NWB1|RFOX1_HUMAN;sp|O43251-7|RFOX2_HUMAN;sp|Q9NWB1-2|RFOX1_HUMAN;sp|A6NFN3|RFOX3_HUMAN;sp|O43251-3|RFOX2_HUMANsp| 43251-6|RFOX2_HUMAN Isoform 6 of R A binding protein fox-1 homolog 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBFOX2;sp|O43251-8|RFOX2_HUMAN Isoform 8 of RNA binding protein fox-1 homolog 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBFOX2;sp|O43251-9|  Isoform 9 of RNA binding protein f21.401819 21.47462 2 2 By MS/ S By M /MS 2 3 0.0727997 908 20.9 47.215 450
sp|P41091|IF2G_HUMAN;sp|Q2VIR3|IF2GL_HUMAN;sp|Q2VIR3-2|IF2GL_HUMANsp|P41091|IF2G_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 2 subunit 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF2S3 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q2VIR3|IF2GL_HUMAN Putative eukaryotic translation initiation factor 2 subunit 3-like protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF2S3L PE=5 SV=2;sp|Q2VIR3-2|25.040176 25.11128 11 14 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 24 0.0711021 907 58.7 51.109 472
sp|P61163|ACTZ_HUMANsp|P61163|ACTZ_HUMAN Alpha-centractin OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACTR1A PE=1 SV=123.746325 23.81705 5 8 By MS/MS By M /MS 2 14 0.0707207 906 55.1 42.613 376
sp|O15173|PGRC2_HUMAN;sp|O15173-2|PGRC2_HUMANsp|O15173|PGRC2_HUMAN Membrane-associated progesterone receptor component 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PGRMC2 PE=1 SV=1;sp|O15173-2|PGRC2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Membrane-associated progesterone receptor component 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PGRMC222.119463 22.19015 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 6 0.0706844 905 39 23.818 223
sp|Q9BTW9|TBCD_HUMAN;sp|Q9BTW9-4|TBCD_HUMAN;sp|Q9BTW9-5|TBCD_HUMAN;sp|Q9BTW9-3|TBCD_HUMANsp|Q9BTW9|TBCD_HUMAN Tubulin-specific chaperone D OS=Homo sapiens GN=TBCD PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9BTW9-4|TBCD_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Tubulin-specific chaperone D OS=Homo sapiens GN=TBCD;sp|Q9BTW9-5|TBCD_HUMAN Isoform 5 of Tubulin-specific chaperone D OS=Homo sapiens GN20.524805 20.59459 0 2 By MS/MS 0 3 0.0697899 904 5.8 132.6 1192
sp|Q9Y2R9|RT07_HUMANsp|Q9Y2R9|RT07_HUMAN 28S ribosomal protein S7, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=MRPS7 PE=1 SV=223.137728 23.20635 5 6 By M /MS By MS/MS 3 11 0.0686245 903 53.7 28.134 242
sp|P40937-2|RFC5_HUMAN;sp|P40937|RFC5_HUMANsp|P40937-2|RFC5_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Replication factor C subunit 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RFC5;sp|P40937|RFC5_HUMAN Replication factor C subunit 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RFC5 PE=1 SV=123.20 092 23.26742 3 7 By MS/M By MS/MS 3 10 0.0673313 902 44.8 36.104 319
sp|O43488|ARK72_HUMAN;sp|Q8NHP1|ARK74_HUMAN;sp|O95154|ARK73_HUMANsp|O43488| RK72_HUMAN Aflatoxin B1 aldehyde reductase member 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=AKR7A2 PE=1 SV=324.008726 24.07602 6 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 12 0.067297 901 32.6 39.589 359
sp|Q99615|DNJC7_HUMAN;sp|Q99615-2|DNJC7_HUMANsp|Q99615|D JC7_HUMAN naJ homolog subfamily C member 7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DNAJC7 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q99615-2|DNJC7_HUMAN Isoform 2 of DnaJ homolog subfamily C member 7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DNAJC723.5 41 6 23.66123 8 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 15 0.0671 39 900 48.2 56.44 494
sp|P51665|PSMD7_HUMANsp|P51665|PSMD7_HUMAN 26S proteasome non-ATPase regulatory subunit 7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMD7 PE=1 SV=224.531719 24.59713 9 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 17 0.0654125 899 70.7 37.025 324
sp|P61160|ARP2_HUMAN;sp|P61160-2|ARP2_HUMANsp|P61160|ARP2_HUMAN ctin-related protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACTR2 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P61160-2|ARP2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Actin-related protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACTR225.50206 25.56741 7 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 24 0.0653477 898 34.5 44.76 394
sp|P54136|SYRC_HUMANsp|P54136|SYRC_HUMAN Arginine--tRNA ligase, cytoplasmic OS=Homo sapiens GN=RARS PE=1 SV=227.197418 27.26177 34 38 By MS/MS By MS/MS 45 75 0.0643501 897 66.4 75.378 660
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sp|P06493|CDK1_HUMAN;sp|P06493-2|CDK1_HUMAN;sp|Q07002|CDK18_HUMAN;sp|Q14004-2|CDK13_HUMAN;sp|Q00536-2|CDK16_HUMAN;sp|Q00537-2|CDK17_HUMAN;sp|Q00537|CDK17_HUMAN;sp|Q07002-3|CDK18_HUMAN;sp|Q00536-3|CDK16_HUMAN;sp|Q00536|CDK16_HUMAN;sp|Q07002-2|CDK18_HUMAN;sp|O94921|CDK14_HUMAN;sp|O94921-2|CDK14_HUMAN;sp|Q96Q40|CDK15_HUMAN;sp|Q96Q40-5|CDK15_HUMAN;sp|O94921-3|CDK14_HUMAN;sp|Q96Q40-3|CDK15_HUMAN;sp|Q96Q40-4|CDK15_HUMAN;sp|Q96Q40-2|CDK15_HUMAN;sp|Q00534|CDK6_HUMAN;sp|Q14004|CDK13_HUMANsp|P06493|CDK1_HUMAN yclin-dependent kinase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CDK1 PE=1 SV=3;sp|P06493-2|CDK1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Cyclin-dependent kinase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CDK126.444239 26.50856 12 13 By MS/MS By MS/MS 24 9 0.0643215 896 65.7 34.095 29
sp|Q9NX63|CHCH3_HUMANsp|Q9NX63|CHCH3_HUMAN Coiled-coil-helix-coiled-coil-helix domain-containing protein 3, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=CHCHD3 PE=1 SV=121.677151 21.73785 3 3 By matching By MS/MS 0 4 0.0607014 895 43.2 26.152 227
sp|Q9UGI8-2|TES_HUMAN;sp|Q9UGI8|TES_HUMANsp|Q9UGI8-2|TES_H MAN Isoform 2 of Testin OS=Homo sapiens GN=TES;sp|Q9UGI8|TES_HUMAN Testin OS=Homo sapiens GN=TES PE=1 SV=123.280226 23.34028 4 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 15 0.0600548 894 23.8 46.91 412
sp|P15170-2|ERF3A_HUMAN;sp|P15170-3|ERF3A_HUMAN;sp|P15170|ERF3A_HUMAN;sp|Q8IYD1|ERF3B_HUMANsp|P15170-2|ERF3A_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Eukaryotic peptide chain relea e factor GTP-binding subunit ERF3A OS=Homo sapiens GN=GSPT1;sp|P15170-3|ERF3A_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Eukaryotic peptide chain release factor GTP-binding subunit ERF3A OS=Homo sapiens GN=GSPT1;24.172798 24.23264 10 13 By S/MS By MS/MS 8 22 0.059845 893 36.9 68.6 636
sp|P84098|RL19_HUMANsp|P84098|RL19_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L19 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL19 PE=1 SV=125.837425 25.89684 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 11 0.0594196 892 31.6 23.466 196
sp|Q04637-5|IF4G1_HUMAN;sp|Q04637-4|IF4G1_HUMAN;sp|Q04637-3|IF4G1_HUMAN;sp|Q04637|IF4G1_HUMAN;sp|Q04637-8|IF4G1_HUMAN;sp|Q04637-9|IF4G1_HUMAN;sp|Q04637-6|IF4G1_HUMAN;sp|Q04637-7|IF4G1_HUMAN;sp|O43432|IF4G3_HUMAN;sp|O43432-3|IF4G3_HUMANsp|Q04637-5|IF4G1_HUMAN Isoform D of Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 4 gamma 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF4G1;sp|Q04637-4|IF4G1_HUMAN Isoform C of Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 4 gamma 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF4G1;sp|Q04637-3|IF4G1_HUMAN Isof26.289948 26.3487 25 28 By MS/MS By MS/MS 19 46 0.0587482 891 3 .4 158.52 14 5
sp|P62495|ERF1_HUMANsp|P62495|ERF1_HUMAN Eukaryotic peptide chain release factor subunit 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ETF1 PE=1 SV=323.491428 23.54934 7 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 11 0.057909 890 33.6 49.03 437
sp|O60763|USO1_HUMAN;sp|O60763-2|USO1_HUMAN;REV__sp|Q5VZ89-5|DEN4C_HUMANsp|O60763|USO1_HUMAN General vesicular tran ort factor p115 OS= omo sapiens GN=USO1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|O60763-2|USO1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of General vesicular transport factor p115 OS=Homo sapiens GN=USO124.0 4961 24.06201 9 14 By M /MS By MS/MS 2 23 0.057045 889 34.6 107.89 962
sp|Q7L014|DDX46_HUMANsp|Q7L014|DDX46_HUMAN Probable ATP-dependent RNA helicase DDX46 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDX46 PE=1 SV=223.907658 23.96385 10 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 14 18 0.0561886 888 29.3 117.36 1031
sp|Q15637-6|SF01_HUMAN;sp|Q15637-4|SF01_HUMAN;sp|Q15637-3|SF01_HUMAN;sp|Q15637-2|SF01_HUMAN;sp|Q15637|SF01_HUMAN;sp|Q15637-5|SF01_HUMAN;sp|Q15637-7|SF01_HUMANsp|Q15637-6|SF01_HUMAN Isoform 6 of Splicing factor 1 OS= omo sapiens GN=SF1;sp|Q15637-4|SF0 _HUMAN Isoform 4 of Splicing factor 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SF1;sp|Q15637-3|SF01_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Splicing factor 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SF1;sp|Q15637-2|SF01_HUMAN Is21.946281 22. 0192 2 4 By MS/MS By M /MS 1 5 0.0556412 887 39.1 61.888 571
sp|P51116|FXR2_HUMANsp|P51116|FXR2_HUMAN Fragile X mental retardation syndrome-related protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FXR2 PE=1 SV=20.424191 20.47902 4 4 By matching By MS/MS 0 3 0.0548286 886 14 74.222 673
sp|Q8N1G4|LRC47_HUMANsp|Q8N1G4|LRC47_HUMAN Leucine-rich repeat-containing protein 47 OS=Homo sapiens GN=LRRC47 PE=1 SV=123.38047 23.43492 6 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 2 0.0544472 885 37.6 63.472 583
sp|P35232|PHB_HUMANsp|P35232|PHB_HUMAN Prohibitin OS=Homo sapiens GN=PHB PE=1 SV=125.801859 25.85562 11 14 By MS/MS By MS/MS 18 30 0.0537624 884 85.3 29.804 272
sp|P11142|HSP7C_HUMAN;sp|P11142-2|HSP7C_HUMAN;sp|P54652|HSP72_HUMANsp|P11142|HSP7C_HUMAN eat shock cognate 71 kDa protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSPA8 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P11142-2|HSP7C_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Heat shock cognate 71 kDa protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSPA829.19 311 29.24347 3 35 By MS/MS By MS/MS 58 74 0.0521641 883 75.5 70.897 646
sp|Q9BVA1|TBB2B_HUMANsp|Q9BVA1|TBB2B_HUMAN Tubulin beta-2B chain OS=Homo sapiens GN=TUBB2B PE=1 SV=126.047518 26.09967 25 25 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 20 0.0521507 882 69 49.953 445
sp|P35998|PRS7_HUMANsp|P35998|PRS7_HUMAN 26S protease regulatory subunit 7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMC2 PE=1 SV=326.131868 26.18052 20 19 By MS/MS By MS/MS 24 42 0.0486526 881 61.4 48.633 433
sp|Q9C0C9|UBE2O_HUMANsp|Q9C0C9|UBE2O_HUMAN Ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E2 O OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBE2O PE=1 SV=323.897537 23.9461 9 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 15 0.0485649 880 22.8 141.29 1292
sp|P43686|PRS6B_HUMAN;sp|P43686-2|PRS6B_HUMANsp|P43686|PRS6B_HUMAN 26S protease regulatory subunit 6B OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMC4 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P43686-2|PRS6B_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 26S protease regulatory subunit 6B OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMC426.062252 26.1105 20 20 By MS/MS By MS/MS 29 36 0.04 2502 879 73.7 47.366 418
sp|P11413|G6PD_HUMAN;sp|P11413-2|G6PD_HUMAN;sp|P11413-3|G6PD_HUMANsp|P11413|G6PD_HUMAN lucose-6-phosphate 1-dehydrogenase OS=Homo sapiens GN=G6PD PE=1 SV=4;sp|P11413-2|G6PD_HUMAN Isoform Long of Glucose-6-phosphate 1-dehydrogenase OS=Homo sapiens GN=G6PD;sp|P11413-3|G6PD_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Glucose-6-phosphate 1-dehydrog24.5800 4 24.62795 0 13 By M /MS By MS/MS 14 20 0.0479183 878 31.7 59.256 515
sp|Q9BT78|CSN4_HUMAN;sp|Q9BT78-2|CSN4_HUMANsp|Q9BT78|CSN4_HUMAN OP9 signalosome complex subunit 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=COPS4 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9BT78-2|CSN4_HUMAN Isoform 2 of COP9 signalosome complex subunit 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=COPS42 .205309 24.25176 8 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 15 0.0464554 877 50.5 46.268 406
sp|P24666|PPAC_HUMAN;sp|P24666-3|PPAC_HUMAN;sp|P24666-2|PPAC_HUMANsp|P24666|PPAC_HUMAN Low molecular weight phosphotyrosine protein phosphatase OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACP1 PE=1 SV=3;sp|P24666-3|PPAC_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Low molecular weight phosphotyrosine protein phosphatase OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACP1;sp|P24666-2|PPAC_HUMAN Isof23.61178 23.65633 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 7 0.044548 876 32.3 18.042 158
sp|P42285|SK2L2_HUMANsp|P42285|SK2L2_HUMAN Superkiller viralicidic activity 2-like 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SKIV2L2 PE=1 SV=324.330399 24.37299 11 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 16 0.0425873 875 40.9 117.8 1042
sp|Q96P70|IPO9_HUMANsp|Q96P70|IPO9_HUMAN Importin-9 OS=Homo sapiens GN=IPO9 PE=1 SV=325.557745 25.60014 16 19 By MS/M By MS/MS 16 32 0.0423965 874 29.2 115.96 1041
sp|Q9UM00-2|TMCO1_HUMAN;sp|Q9UM00|TMCO1_HUMANsp|Q9UM00-2|TMCO1_H AN Isoform 2 of Transmembrane and coiled-coil domain-containing protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TMCO1;sp|Q9UM00|TMCO1_HUMAN Transmembrane and coiled-coil domain-containing protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TMCO1 PE=1 SV=120.1749 20.21703 0 2 By MS/MS 0 3 0.0421295 873 18.9 18.766 169
sp|P14314-2|GLU2B_HUMAN;sp|P14314|GLU2B_HUMANsp|P14314-2|GLU2B_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Glucosidase 2 subunit beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRKCSH;sp|P14314|GLU2B_HUMAN Glucosidase 2 subunit beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRKCSH PE=1 SV=224.774899 24.81441 10 10 By MS/M By MS/MS 12 15 0.0395088 872 49.5 59.177 525
sp|Q96QK1|VPS35_HUMANsp|Q96QK1|VPS35_HUMAN Vacuolar protein sorting-associated protein 35 OS=Homo sapiens GN=VPS35 PE=1 SV=224.408922 24.44714 11 13 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 25 0.038 195 871 37.1 91.706 796
sp|Q9NRZ9-6|HELLS_HUMAN;sp|Q9NRZ9-5|HELLS_HUMAN;sp|Q9NRZ9-3|HELLS_HUMAN;sp|Q9NRZ9-2|HELLS_HUMAN;sp|Q9NRZ9|HELLS_HUMAN;sp|Q9NRZ9-4|HELLS_HUMAN;sp|Q9NRZ9-8|HELLS_HUMAN;sp|Q9NRZ9-7|HELLS_HUMAN;sp|Q9NRZ9-9|HELLS_HUMANsp|Q9NRZ9-6|HELLS_HUMAN Isoform 6 of Lymphoid-specific helicase OS=Homo sapiens GN=HELLS;sp|Q9NRZ -5|HELLS_HUMAN Isoform 5 of Lymphoid-specific helicase OS=Homo sapiens GN=HELLS;sp|Q9NRZ9-3|HELLS_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Lymphoid-specific helicase OS=Homo sapien22.125 71 22.16383 5 5 By MS/M By MS/MS 3 7 0.037859 870 31.8 81.636 708
sp|Q13616|CUL1_HUMANsp|Q13616|CUL1_HUMAN Cullin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CUL1 PE=1 SV=223.103319 23.14105 6 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 18 0.0377331 869 39.6 89.677 776
sp|Q9BW83-2|IFT27_HUMAN;sp|Q9BW83|IFT27_HUMANsp|Q9BW83-2|IFT27_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Intraflagellar transport protein 27 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=IFT27;sp|Q9BW83|IFT27_HUMAN Intraflagellar transport protein 27 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=IFT27 PE=1 SV=122.515882 22.5526 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 3 0.0367184 868 13 20.423 185
sp|Q99707|METH_HUMANsp|Q99707|METH_HUMAN Methionine synthase OS=Homo sapiens GN=MTR PE=1 SV=224.164997 24.19948 12 15 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 20 0.034481 867 19.2 140.53 1265
sp|P06733|ENOA_HUMAN;sp|P06733-2|ENOA_HUMAN;sp|P13929-3|ENOB_HUMAN;sp|P13929-2|ENOB_HUMAN;sp|P13929|ENOB_HUMAN;sp|P09104|ENOG_HUMANsp|P06733|ENOA_HUMAN Alpha-enolase OS=Homo sapiens GN=ENO1 PE=1 SV= ;sp|P06733-2|ENOA_HUMAN Isoform BP-1 of Alpha-enolase OS=Homo sapiens GN=ENO126.720907 26.75532 15 14 By MS/MS By MS/MS 22 30 0.0344105 866 50.7 47.168 434
sp|O75821|EIF3G_HUMANsp|O75821|EIF3G_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 3 subunit G OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF3G PE=1 SV=223.161909 23.19179 4 4 By matching By MS/MS 0 8 0.0298805 865 43.8 35.611 320
sp|P51570|GALK1_HUMANsp|P51570|GALK1_HUMAN Galactokinase OS=Homo sapiens GN=GALK1 PE=1 SV=123.47172 23.4996 5 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 14 0.0278816 864 24.2 42.272 392
sp|P48444|COPD_HUMAN;sp|P48444-2|COPD_HUMANsp|P48444|COPD_HUMAN oatomer subunit delta OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARCN1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P48444-2|COPD_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Coatomer subunit delta OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARCN123.800156 23.82803 9 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 17 0.0278778 863 34.1 57.21 511
sp|Q08J23|NSUN2_HUMAN;sp|Q08J23-2|NSUN2_HUMAN;sp|Q08J23-3|NSUN2_HUMANsp|Q08J23|NSUN2_HUMAN tRNA (cytosine(34)-C(5))-methyltransferase OS=Homo sapiens GN=NSUN2 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q08J23-2|NSUN2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of tRNA (cytosine(34)-C(5))-methyltransferase OS=Homo sapiens GN=NSUN2;sp|Q08J23-3|NSUN2_HUMAN Isoform 3 of tRNA (cytosine24.632175 24.658 4 12 16 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 24 0.0260601 862 43.7 86.47 767
sp|Q9Y2X3|NOP58_HUMANsp|Q9Y2X3|NOP58_HUMAN Nucleolar protein 58 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NOP58 PE=1 SV=123.300058 23.32581 7 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 13 0.0257492 861 45.6 59.578 529
sp|Q96I25|SPF45_HUMANsp|Q96I25|SPF45_HUMAN Splicing factor 45 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBM17 PE=1 SV=122.313875 22.33925 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 3 0.0253716 860 28.9 44.961 401
sp|Q71DI3|H32_HUMANsp|Q71DI3|H32_HUMAN Histone H3.2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HIST2H3A PE=1 SV=326.060667 26.0858 5 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 6 0.0251331 859 52.2 15.388 136
sp|P28074|PSB5_HUMAN;sp|P28074-3|PSB5_HUMAN;sp|P28074-2|PSB5_HUMANsp|P28074|PSB5_HUMAN roteasome subunit beta type-5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMB5 PE=1 SV=3;sp|P28074-3|PSB5_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Proteasome subunit beta type-5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMB523.968775 23.99187 6 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 14 0.0230999 858 48.3 28.48 263
sp|P61962|DCAF7_HUMANsp|P61962|DCAF7_HUMAN DDB1- and CUL4-associated factor 7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DCAF7 PE=1 SV=123.04805 23.06856 6 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 8 0.0205135 857 27.2 38.926 342
sp|P52789|HXK2_HUMAN;sp|P52790|HXK3_HUMAN;sp|Q2TB90-3|HKDC1_HUMAN;sp|Q2TB90-2|HKDC1_HUMANsp|P52789|HXK2_HUMAN Hexokinase-2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HK2 PE=1 SV=223.400934 2 .41957 8 11 By MS/MS y MS/MS 3 11 0.0186348 856 26 102.38 917
sp|Q07065|CKAP4_HUMANsp|Q07065|CKAP4_HUMAN Cytoskeleton-associated protein 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CKAP4 PE=1 SV=223.041264 23.05859 5 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 10 0.0173283 855 60.6 66.022 602
sp|P38606|VATA_HUMANsp|P38606|VATA_HUMAN V-type proton ATPase catalytic subunit A OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATP6V1A PE=1 SV=224.657909 24.67411 10 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 8 0.0162048 854 42.5 68.303 617
sp|Q9BY77|PDIP3_HUMAN;sp|Q9BY77-2|PDIP3_HUMANsp|Q9BY77|PDIP3_HUMAN Polymerase delta-interacting protein 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=POLDIP3 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9BY77-2|PDIP3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Polymerase delta-interacting protein 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=POLDIP324.29705 24.31237 7 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 14 0.015316 853 47 46.089 421
sp|Q9Y266|NUDC_HUMANsp|Q9Y266| UDC_HUMAN Nuclear migration protein nudC OS=Homo sapiens GN=NUDC PE=1 SV=123.90564 23.92071 6 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 11 0.0150681 852 51.4 38.242 331
sp|P09622|DLDH_HUMANsp|P09622|DLDH_HUMAN Dihydrolipoyl dehydrogenase, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=DLD PE=1 SV=221.850107 21.8651 4 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 7 0.0149956 851 37.9 54.177 509
sp|P62304|RUXE_HUMANsp|P62304|RUXE_HUMAN Small nuclear ribonucleoprotein E OS=Homo sapiens GN=SNRPE PE=1 SV=124.518034 24.53285 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 3 0.0148144 850 52.2 10.803 92
sp|Q9UBW8|CSN7A_HUMANsp|Q9UBW8|CSN7A_HUMAN COP9 signalosome complex subunit 7a OS=Homo sapiens GN=COPS7A PE=1 SV=121.557961 21.56946 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 3 0.0114956 849 21.1 30.276 275
sp|P14618|KPYM_HUMAN;sp|P14618-3|KPYM_HUMAN;sp|P14618-2|KPYM_HUMAN;sp|P30613-2|KPYR_HUMAN;sp|P30613|KPYR_HUMANsp|P14618|KPYM_HUMAN Pyruvate kinase PKM OS=Homo sapiens GN=PKM PE=1 SV=4;sp|P14618-3|KPYM_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Pyruvate kinase PKM OS=Homo sapiens GN=PKM;sp|P14618-2|KPYM_HUMAN Isoform M1 of Pyruvate kinase PKM OS=Homo sapiens GN=PKM30.7983 4 30.80786 39 41 By MS/MS By MS/MS 83 114 0.0094719 848 77.4 57.936 531
sp|P42167|LAP2B_HUMAN;sp|P42167-2|LAP2B_HUMANsp|P42167|LAP2B_HUMAN amina-associated polypeptide 2, isoforms beta/gamma OS=Homo sapiens GN=TMPO PE=1 SV=2;sp|P42167-2|LAP2B_HUMAN Isoform Gamma of Lamina-associated polypeptide 2, isoforms beta/gamma OS=Homo sapiens GN=TMPO22.66906 22.67717 9 9 By MS/MS By MS/M 2 7 0.008 12 847 54.6 50.67 454
sp|P30101|PDIA3_HUMANsp|P30101|PDIA3_HUMAN Protein disulfide-isomerase A3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PDIA3 PE=1 SV=426.013079 26.0209 21 22 By MS/MS By MS/MS 32 29 0.0078182 846 66.7 56.782 505
sp|P50897|PPT1_HUMAN;sp|P50897-2|PPT1_HUMANsp|P50897|PPT1_HUMAN almitoyl-protein thioesterase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPT1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P50897-2|PPT1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Palmitoyl-protein thioesterase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPT123.145397 23.15238 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 6 0.0069809 845 24.2 34.193 306
sp|Q9BTE3|MCMBP_HUMAN;sp|Q9BTE3-2|MCMBP_HUMAN;sp|Q9BTE3-3|MCMBP_HUMANsp|Q9BTE3|MCMBP_HUMAN Mini-chromosome maintenance complex-binding protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=MCMBP PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9BTE3-2|MCMBP_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Mini-chromosome maintenance complex-binding protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=MCMBP;sp|Q9BTE3-3|MCMBP_HUMAN Isoform 320.592028 20.5986 1 2 By matching By MS/MS 0 3 0.0065708 844 31 72.979 642
sp|O60610|DIAP1_HUMAN;sp|O60610-2|DIAP1_HUMAN;sp|O60610-3|DIAP1_HUMANsp|O60610|DIAP1_HUMAN Protein diaphanous homolog 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DIAPH1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|O60610-2|DIAP1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Protein diaphanous homolog 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DIAPH1;sp|O60610-3|DIAP1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Protein diaphanous homolog 1 OS=Homo sap25.603117 25.60956 20 24 By S/MS By MS/MS 19 39 0.0064392 843 5.1 141.35 1272
sp|P50579|MAP2_HUMANsp|P50579|MAP2_HUMAN Methionine aminopeptidase 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=METAP2 PE=1 SV=120.436636 20.44304 1 2 By matching By S/MS 0 3 0.0064011 842 43.3 52.891 478
sp|O75439|MPPB_HUMANsp|O75439|MPPB_HUMAN Mitochondrial-processing peptidase subunit beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=PMPCB PE=1 SV=222.722174 22.72546 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 8 0.0032902 841 44 54.366 489
sp|Q9Y6C9|MTCH2_HUMANsp|Q9Y6C9|MTCH2_HUMAN Mitochondrial carrier homolog 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MTCH2 PE=1 SV=120.369009 20.37124 2 2 By atching By MS/ S 0 4 0.0022354 840 59.4 33.331 303
sp|P52306-4|GDS1_HUMAN;sp|P52306|GDS1_HUMAN;sp|P52306-5|GDS1_HUMAN;sp|P52306-6|GDS1_HUMAN;sp|P52306-2|GDS1_HUMAN;sp|P52306-3|GDS1_HUMANsp|P52306-4|GDS1_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Rap1 GTPase-GDP dissociation stimulator 1 OS=Homo sa iens GN=RAP1GDS1;sp|P52306|GDS1_HUMAN Rap1 GTPase-GDP dissociation stimulator 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAP1GDS1 PE=1 SV=3;sp|P52306-5|GDS1_HUMAN Isoform 5 of Rap1 GTPase-G25.152441 25.15449 1 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 17 19 0.0020485 839 31.8 66.316 607
sp|Q14997|PSME4_HUMAN;sp|Q14997-3|PSME4_HUMAN;sp|Q14997-2|PSME4_HUMANsp|Q14997|PSME4_HUMAN roteasome activator complex subunit 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSME4 PE=1 SV=221.259542 21.26 2 3 By matching By MS/MS 0 3 0.0004597 838 3.6 211.33 1843
sp|Q99460|PSMD1_HUMAN;sp|Q99460-2|PSMD1_HUMANsp|Q99460|PSMD1_HUMAN 26S proteasome non-ATPase regulatory subunit 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMD1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q99460-2|PSMD1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 26S proteasome non-ATPase regulatory subunit 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMD126.774799 26.77493 24 27 By MS/MS By MS/MS 35 53 0.0001259 837 52.7 105.84 953
sp|O60256|KPRB_HUMAN;sp|O60256-3|KPRB_HUMAN;sp|O60256-2|KPRB_HUMANsp|O60256|KPRB_HUMAN Phosphoribosyl pyrophosphate synthase-associated protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRPSAP2 PE=1 SV=1;sp|O60256-3|KPRB_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Phosphoribosyl pyrophosphate synthase-associated protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRPSAP2;sp|O60256-2|KPRB_20.319944 20.31926 1 2 By matching By MS/MS 0 3 -0.0006828 836 29.8 40.925 369
sp|P05141|ADT2_HUMAN;sp|Q9H0C2|ADT4_HUMANsp|P05141|ADT2_HUMAN ADP/ATP translocase 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SLC25A5 PE=1 SV=77.636648 27.63423 15 16 By MS/MS By MS/MS 29 33 -0.0024223 835 48.7 32.852 298
sp|Q10567-3|AP1B1_HUMAN;sp|Q10567-2|AP1B1_HUMAN;sp|Q10567|AP1B1_HUMAN;sp|Q10567-4|AP1B1_HUMANsp|Q10567-3| P1B1_HUMAN Isoform C of P-1 complex subunit beta-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=AP1B1;sp|Q10567-2|AP1B1_HUMAN Isoform B of AP-1 complex subunit beta-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=AP1B1;sp|Q10567|AP1B1_HUMAN AP-1 complex subunit beta-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=AP1B1 P25.270849 25.26649 19 20 By MS/MS By MS/MS 19 38 -0.0043545 834 44.2 03.56 939
sp|P61353|RL27_HUMANsp|P61353|RL27_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L27 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL27 PE=1 SV=225.588579 25.58405 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 11 -0.0045242 833 48.5 15.798 136
sp|Q15185|TEBP_HUMANsp|Q15185|TEBP_HUMAN Prostaglandin E synthase 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PTGES3 PE=1 SV=125.266352 25.26091 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 11 -0.0054436 832 51.2 18.697 160
sp|Q15388|TOM20_HUMANsp|Q15388|TOM20_HUMAN Mitochondrial import receptor subunit TOM20 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=TOMM20 PE=1 SV=123.060423 23.05472 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 4 -0. 0570 1 831 57.9 16.298 145
sp|P61978|HNRPK_HUMAN;sp|P61978-2|HNRPK_HUMANsp| 61978|H RPK_HUMAN eterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein K OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPK PE=1 SV=1;sp|P61978-2|HNRPK_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein K OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPK27.622 63 27.61702 17 18 By MS/MS By MS/MS 34 52 -0.0059452 830 66.1 50.976 463
sp|Q9GZS3|WDR61_HUMANsp|Q9GZS3|WDR61_HUMAN WD repeat-containing protein 61 OS=Homo sapiens GN=WDR61 PE=1 SV=124.859039 24.85262 8 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 16 -0.0064144 829 50.5 33.58 305
sp|P54105|ICLN_HUMANsp|P54105|ICLN_HUMAN Methylosome subunit pICln OS=Homo sapiens GN=CLNS1A PE=1 SV=122.88571 22.87884 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 3 -0.0068684 828 38.4 26.215 237
sp|P62306|RUXF_HUMANsp|P62306|RUXF_HUMAN Small nuclear ribonucleoprotein F OS=Homo sapiens GN=SNRPF PE=1 SV=123.67831 23.67131 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 4 -0.0070019 827 48.8 9.7251 86
sp|P48634|PRC2A_HUMAN;sp|P48634-3|PRC2A_HUMAN;sp|P48634-2|PRC2A_HUMAN;sp|P48634-4|PRC2A_HUMAN;REV__sp|Q15233-2|NONO_HUMAN;REV__sp|Q9NUQ3-2|TXLNG_HUMAN;REV__sp|Q15233|NONO_HUMAN;REV__sp|Q9NUQ3|TXLNG_HUMAN;REV__sp|P23246-2|SFPQ_HUMAN;REV__sp|P23246|SFPQ_HUMAN;sp|Q9HCE9-2|ANO8_HUMAN;sp|Q9HCE9|ANO8_HUMANsp|P48634|PRC2A_HUMAN rotein PRRC2A OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRRC2A PE=1 SV=3;sp|P48634-3|PRC2A_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Protein PRRC2A OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRRC2A;sp|P48634-2|PRC2A_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Protein PRRC2A OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRRC2A;sp|P48634-4|PRC2A_HUMAN Iso22.621002 22.61297 5 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 7 -0.0080299 826 11.5 228.86 2157
sp|Q15631|TSN_HUMAN;sp|Q15631-2|TSN_HUMANsp|Q15631|TSN_HUMAN ranslin OS=Homo sapiens GN=TSN PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q15631-2|TSN_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Translin OS=Homo sapiens GN=TSN23. 604 23.5552 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 11 -0.0084038 825 41.7 26.183 228
sp|Q86W42|THOC6_HUMAN;sp|Q86W42-2|THOC6_HUMAN;sp|Q86W42-3|THOC6_HUMANsp|Q86W42|THOC6_HUMAN THO complex subunit 6 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=THOC6 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q86W42-2|THOC6_HUMAN Isoform 2 of THO complex subunit 6 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=THOC6;sp|Q86W42-3|THOC6_HUMAN Isoform 3 of THO complex subunit 6 homolog OS=Homo sa22.407017 22.3972 4 4 By MS/ S By MS/MS 2 7 -0.0098133 824 58.4 37.535 341
sp|Q9NX24|NHP2_HUMANsp|Q9NX24| HP2_HUMAN H/ACA ribonucleoprotein complex subunit 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NHP2 PE=1 SV=123.711143 23.70071 3 3 By MS/M By MS/MS 4 7 -0.010437 823 31.4 17.201 153
sp|Q92552|RT27_HUMANsp|Q92552|RT27_HUMAN 28S ribosomal protein S27, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=MRPS27 PE=1 SV=322.443695 22.43171 3 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 8 -0.0119877 822 52.4 47.611 414
sp|Q8NE71|ABCF1_HUMAN;sp|Q8NE71-2|ABCF1_HUMANsp|Q8NE71| BCF1_HUMAN ATP-binding cassette sub-family F member 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ABCF1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q8NE71-2|ABCF1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of ATP-binding cassette sub-family F member 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ABCF124.858469 4.84642 11 13 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 24 -0.0120487 821 41.2 95.925 845
sp|A0AVT1|UBA6_HUMAN;sp|A0AVT1-2|UBA6_HUMAN;sp|A0AVT1-4|UBA6_HUMAN;sp|A0AVT1-3|UBA6_HUMANsp|A0AVT1|UBA6_HUMAN biquitin-like modifier-activating enzyme 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBA6 PE=1 SV=1;sp|A0AVT1-2|UBA6_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ubiquitin-like modifier-activating enzyme 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBA622.355013 22.34232 4 4 By matching By MS/MS 0 6 -0.0126953 820 10.4 117.97 1052
sp|P62158|CALM_HUMAN;sp|P27482|CALL3_HUMAN;sp|P02585|TNNC2_HUMANsp|P62158|CALM_HUMAN Calmodulin OS=Homo sapiens GN=CALM1 PE=1 SV=224.61902 24.60592 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 10 -0.0131035 819 57.7 16.837 149
sp|Q9UMS4|PRP19_HUMANsp|Q UMS4|PRP19_HUMAN Pre-mRNA-processing factor 19 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRPF19 PE=1 SV=126.704641 26.69126 14 15 By MS/MS By MS/MS 18 26 -0.0133839 818 59.9 55.18 504
sp|P60891|PRPS1_HUMANsp|P60891|PRPS1_HUMAN Ribose-phosphate pyrophosphokinase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRPS1 PE=1 SV=224.466688 24.45318 8 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 17 -0.013504 817 49.7 34.834 318
sp|P83731|RL24_HUMANsp|P83731|RL24_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L24 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL24 PE=1 SV=127.368862 27.3538 8 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 14 10 -0.0150604 816 41.4 17.779 157
sp|Q9UNM6|PSD13_HUMAN;sp|Q9UNM6-2|PSD13_HUMANsp|Q9UNM6|PSD13_H MAN 26  proteasome non-ATPase regulatory subunit 13 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMD13 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9UNM6-2|PSD13_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 26S proteasome non-ATPase regulatory subunit 13 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMD1325.422396 25.40708 10 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 28 -0.0153198 815 67 42.945 376
sp|Q9Y6E2|BZW2_HUMANsp|Q9Y6E2|BZW2_HUMAN Basic leucine zipper and W2 domain-containing protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=BZW2 PE=1 SV=12.51771 22.50181 4 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 6 -0.0158978 814 30.8 48.162 419
sp|O95757|HS74L_HUMANsp|O95757|HS74L_HUMAN Heat shock 70 kDa protein 4L OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSPA4L PE=1 SV=324.419119 24.40295 12 17 By MS/MS By MS/MS 13 23 -0.0161686 813 44.1 94.511 839
sp|P17987|TCPA_HUMANsp|P17987|TCPA_HUMAN T-complex protein 1 subunit alpha OS=Homo sapiens GN=TCP1 PE=1 SV=127.948656 27.93101 22 22 By MS/MS By MS/MS 33 49 -0.0176506 812 75.9 60.343 556
 164 
 
sp|O60684|IMA7_HUMANsp|O60684|IMA7_HUMAN Importin subunit alpha-7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=KPNA6 PE=1 SV=123.362255 23.34123 5 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 11 -0.0210247 811 32.8 60.029 536
sp|Q15031|SYLM_HUMANsp|Q15031|SYLM_HUMAN Probable leucine--tRNA ligase, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=LARS2 PE=1 SV=222.186314 22.16521 5 5 By matching By MS/MS 0 7 -0.0211029 810 52.7 101.97 903
sp|Q9UBM7|DHCR7_HUMANsp|Q9UBM7|DHCR7_HUMAN 7-dehydrocholesterol reductase OS=Homo sapiens GN=DHCR7 PE=1 SV=121.951021 21.92651 3 6 By matching By MS/MS 0 10 -0.0245113 809 18.5 54.489 475
sp|P57737-3|CORO7_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y3D7|TIM16_HUMAN;sp|P57737-2|CORO7_HUMAN;sp|P57737-4|CORO7_HUMAN;sp|P57737|CORO7_HUMANsp|P57737-3|CORO7_HUMAN soform 3 of Coronin-  OS=Homo sapiens GN=CORO7;sp|Q9Y3D7|TI 16_HUMAN Mitochondrial import inner membrane translocase subunit TIM16 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PAM16 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P57737-2|CORO7_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Coronin-7 OS=Homo sapiens GN21.402 64 21.37804 2 3 By matching By MS/MS 0 4 -0.0249271 808 11 114.16 1048
sp|P42704|LPPRC_HUMAN;sp|Q9NP80-3|PLPL8_HUMAN;sp|Q9NP80-2|PLPL8_HUMAN;sp|Q9NP80|PLPL8_HUMANsp|P42704|LPPRC_HUMAN Leucine-rich PPR motif-containing protein, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=LRPPRC PE=1 SV=327.873438 27.84554 56 59 By MS/MS By MS/MS 68 114 -0.0279026 807 75.8 157.9 1394
sp|O60749|SNX2_HUMANsp|O60749|SNX2_HUMAN Sorting nexin-2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SNX2 PE=1 SV=224.850574 24.82216 12 13 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 25 -0.0284138 806 31.4 58.47 519
sp|Q9UHB9|SRP68_HUMAN;sp|Q9UHB9-4|SRP68_HUMAN;sp|Q9UHB9-2|SRP68_HUMAN;sp|Q9UHB9-3|SRP68_HUMANsp|Q9U B9|SRP68_H MAN Signal recognition article subunit SRP68 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRP68 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9UHB9-4|SRP68_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Signal recognition particle subunit SRP68 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRP68;sp|Q9UHB9-2|SRP68_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Signal recogniti24.425535 24.39526 10 11 By MS/ By MS/MS 10 22 -0.0302792 805 35.1 70.729 627
sp|P35244|RFA3_HUMANsp|P35244|RFA3_HUMAN Replication protein A 14 kDa subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPA3 PE=1 SV=123.120461 23.09008 3 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 9 -0.0303764 804 67.8 13.569 121
sp|Q9NQC3-2|RTN4_HUMAN;sp|Q9NQC3-5|RTN4_HUMAN;sp|Q9NQC3|RTN4_HUMAN;sp|Q9NQC3-4|RTN4_HUMAN;sp|Q9NQC3-3|RTN4_HUMAN;sp|Q9NQC3-6|RTN4_HUMANsp|Q9NQC3-2|RTN4_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Reticulon-4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RTN4;sp|Q9 QC3-5|RTN4_HUMAN Isoform 5 of Reticulon-4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RTN4;sp|Q9NQC3|RTN4_HUMAN Reticulon-4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RTN4 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9NQC3-4|RTN4_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Reticulon22.927361 22.89695 3 3 By S/MS By MS/MS 3 5 -0.03041 6 803 60.9 40.317 373
sp|Q9Y617|SERC_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y617-2|SERC_HUMANsp|Q9Y617|SERC_HUMAN Phosphoserine aminotransferase OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSAT1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9Y617-2|SERC_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Phosphoserine aminotransferase OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSAT125.98035 25.94929 14 14 By MS/MS By MS/M 20 26 -0.0310612 802 46.2 40.422 370
sp|Q52LJ0-2|FA98B_HUMAN;sp|Q52LJ0|FA98B_HUMANsp|Q52LJ0-2|FA98B_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Protein FAM98B OS=Homo sapiens GN=FAM98B;sp|Q52LJ0|FA98B_HUMAN Protein FAM98B OS=Homo sapiens GN=FAM98B PE=1 SV=122.709419 22.67745 3 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 -0.0319672 801 32.8 45.547 433
sp|P42677|RS27_HUMANsp|P42677|RS27_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S27 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS27 PE=1 SV=327.019032 26.98414 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 11 -0.0348949 800 40.5 9.461 84
sp|Q9H0U4|RAB1B_HUMAN;sp|Q92928|RAB1C_HUMANsp|Q9H0 4|RAB1B_HUMAN Ras-related protein Rab-1B OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB1B PE=1 SV=126.219576 26.18452 13 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 8 -0.035059 799 74.1 22.171 201
sp|Q92947|GCDH_HUMAN;sp|Q92947-2|GCDH_HUMANsp|Q92947|GCDH_HUMAN lutaryl-CoA dehydrogenase, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=GCDH PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q92947-2|GCDH_HUMAN Isoform Short of Glutaryl-CoA dehydrogenase, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=GCDH22.602295 22.56509 3 4 By MS/M By MS/MS 2 6 -0.03720 8 798 35.2 48.127 438
sp|P49591|SYSC_HUMANsp|P49591|SYSC_HUMAN Serine--tRNA ligase, cytoplasmic OS=Homo sapiens GN=SARS PE=1 SV=321.193521 21.15592 2 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 6 -0.0376034 797 37.7 58.777 514
sp|P51572|BAP31_HUMAN;sp|P51572-2|BAP31_HUMANsp|P51572|BAP31_HUMAN -cell receptor-associated protein 31 OS=Homo sapiens GN=BCAP31 PE=1 SV=3;sp|P51572-2|BAP31_HUMAN Isoform 2 of B-cell receptor-associated protein 31 OS=Homo sapiens GN=BCAP3123.904169 23.86561 5 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 7 -0.038 551 796 41.5 27.991 246
sp|P00492|HPRT_HUMANsp|P00492|HPRT_HUMAN Hypoxanthine-guanine phosphoribosyltransferase OS=Homo sapiens GN=HPRT1 PE=1 SV=222.370075 22.33058 4 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 9 -0.0394993 795 56 24.579 218
sp|P08865|RSSA_HUMANsp|P08865|RSSA_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein SA OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPSA PE=1 SV=425.187069 25.14725 8 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 14 -0.0398216 794 62.4 32.854 295
sp|P04049|RAF1_HUMAN;sp|P04049-2|RAF1_HUMAN;sp|P15056|BRAF_HUMANsp|P04049|RAF1_HUMAN  proto-oncogene serine/threonine-protein kinase OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAF1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P04049-2|RAF1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of RAF proto-oncogene serine/threonine-protein kinase OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAF1;sp|P15056|BRAF_HUMAN Serine/threonine-p22.103704 22.06237 2 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 7 -0.0413361 793 7.6 73.051 648
sp|Q96CS3|FAF2_HUMANsp|Q96CS3|FAF2_HUMAN FAS-associated factor 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FAF2 PE=1 SV=221.039873 20.99776 1 3 By matching By MS/MS 0 3 -0.0421124 792 49 52.623 445
sp|Q14157-4|UBP2L_HUMAN;sp|Q14157-1|UBP2L_HUMAN;sp|Q14157-3|UBP2L_HUMAN;sp|Q14157|UBP2L_HUMAN;sp|Q14157-5|UBP2L_HUMANsp|Q14157-4|UBP2L_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Ubiquitin-associated protein 2-like OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBAP2L;sp|Q14157-1|UBP2L_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ubiquitin-associated protein 2-like OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBAP2L;sp|Q14157-3|UBP2L_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Ubiquitin-associated24.055731 24.01265 7 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 14 -0.04307 5 791 31.6 103.17 976
sp|Q9P289-2|MST4_HUMAN;sp|Q9P289|MST4_HUMAN;sp|Q9P289-3|MST4_HUMAN;sp|O00506|STK25_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y6E0-2|STK24_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y6E0|STK24_HUMANsp|Q9P289-2|MST4_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Serine/threonine-protein kinase MST4 O =Homo sapiens GN=MST4;sp|Q9P289|MST4_HUMAN Serine/threonine-protein kinase MST4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MST4 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9P289-3|MST4_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Serine/threonine-protein kinase22.7141 5 22.66891 4 5 By m tching By M /MS 0 9 -0.045 156 790 24.8 37.77 339
sp|Q9BXS5|AP1M1_HUMAN;sp|Q9BXS5-2|AP1M1_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y6Q5|AP1M2_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y6Q5-2|AP1M2_HUMANsp|Q9BXS5| P1M1_HUMAN AP-  complex subunit mu-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=AP1M1 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q9BXS5-2|AP1M1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of AP-1 complex subunit mu-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=AP1M123.63 093 23.59332 7 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 11 -0.0457745 789 30.7 48.586 423
sp|P56537|IF6_HUMAN;sp|P56537-2|IF6_HUMANsp|P56537|IF6_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF6 PE=1 SV=12 .7 64 23.67982 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 8 -0.0465851 788 46.5 26.599 245
sp|Q9Y295|DRG1_HUMANsp|Q9Y295|DRG1_HUMAN Developmentally-regulated GTP-binding protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DRG1 PE=1 SV=124.779615 24.73034 10 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 16 -0.0492706 787 45.8 40.542 367
sp|P48507|GSH0_HUMANsp|P48507|GSH0_HUMAN Glutamate--cysteine ligase regulatory subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=GCLM PE=1 SV=123.204041 23.1542 3 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 8 -0.0498371 786 19.7 30.727 274
sp|P68104|EF1A1_HUMAN;sp|Q5VTE0|EF1A3_HUMANsp|P68104|EF1A1_HUMAN Elongation factor 1-alpha 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EEF1A1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q5VTE0|EF1A3_HUMAN Putative elongation factor 1-alpha-like 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EEF1A1P5 PE=5 SV=130.762638 30.71276 21 23 By MS/MS By MS/MS 59 73 -0.0498734 785 76.6 50.14 462
sp|P46777|RL5_HUMANsp|P46777|RL5_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL5 PE=1 SV=325.51198 25.46189 8 8 By MS/MS By MS/M 14 16 -0.0500965 784 43.4 34.362 297
sp|Q16539|MK14_HUMAN;sp|Q16539-3|MK14_HUMAN;sp|Q16539-4|MK14_HUMAN;sp|Q16539-2|MK14_HUMANsp|Q16539|MK14_HUMAN itogen-activated protein kinase 14 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MAPK14 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q16539-3|MK14_HUMAN Isoform Mxi2 of Mitogen-activated protein kinase 14 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MAPK14;sp|Q16539-4|MK14_HUMAN Isoform Exip of Mitogen-activated prote23.303823 23.25234 5 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 11 -0.0514812 783 19.2 41.293 360
sp|Q9UI12-2|VATH_HUMAN;sp|Q9UI12|VATH_HUMANsp|Q9UI12-2|VATH_H MAN Isoform 2 of V-type proton ATPase subunit H OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATP6V1H;sp|Q9UI12|VATH_HUMAN V-type proton ATPase subunit H OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATP6V1H PE=1 SV=122.090359 22.03842 2 4 By matching By MS/MS 0 4 -0.051939 782 23.9 54.151 465
sp|Q09028-3|RBBP4_HUMAN;sp|Q09028|RBBP4_HUMAN;sp|Q09028-2|RBBP4_HUMAN;sp|Q09028-4|RBBP4_HUMANsp|Q09028-3|RBBP4_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Hi tone-binding protein RBBP4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBBP4;sp|Q09028|RBBP4_HUMAN Histone-binding protein RBBP4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBBP4 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q09028-2|RBBP4_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Histone-binding protein RBBP4 OS=Homo sa26.0169 3 25.96464 12 13 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 15 -0.0523529 781 82.4 46.158 410
sp|P62195|PRS8_HUMAN;sp|P62195-2|PRS8_HUMANsp|P62195|PRS8_HUMAN 26S protease regulatory subunit 8 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMC5 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P62195-2|PRS8_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 26S protease regulatory subunit 8 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMC52 .27606 26.22151 17 20 By MS/MS By MS/MS 25 39 -0.0545464 780 64.8 45.626 406
sp|Q9UM54-6|MYO6_HUMAN;sp|Q9UM54-5|MYO6_HUMAN;sp|Q9UM54-2|MYO6_HUMAN;sp|Q9UM54-4|MYO6_HUMAN;sp|Q9UM54-1|MYO6_HUMAN;sp|Q9UM54|MYO6_HUMANsp|Q9UM54-6|MYO6_H AN Isoform 6 of Unconventional myosin-VI OS=Homo sapiens GN=MYO6;sp|Q9UM54-5|MYO6_HUMAN Isoform 5 of Unconventional myosin-VI OS=Homo sapiens GN=MYO6;sp|Q9UM54-2|MYO6_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Unconventional myosin-VI OS=Homo sapiens GN=MYO6;s23.575541 23.52037 8 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 10 -0.055 82 779 17.5 148.66 1285
sp|P30084|ECHM_HUMANsp|P30084|ECHM_HUMAN Enoyl-CoA hydratase, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=ECHS1 PE=1 SV=422.818743 22.76357 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 7 -0.0551758 778 46.9 31.387 290
sp|Q3MHD2|LSM12_HUMAN;sp|Q3MHD2-2|LSM12_HUMANsp|Q3M D2|LSM12_HUMAN Protein LSM12 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=LSM12 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q3MHD2-2|LSM12_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Protein LSM12 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=LSM1221.787001 21.73136 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 4 -0.0556393 777 20 21.701 195
sp|Q9BYD1|RM13_HUMANsp|Q9BYD1|RM13_HUMAN 39S ribosomal protein L13, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=MRPL13 PE=1 SV=120.533236 20.47744 0 2 By MS/MS 0 3 -0.0557976 776 70.2 20.692 178
sp|P12277|KCRB_HUMAN;sp|P06732|KCRM_HUMANsp|P12277|KCRB_HUMAN reatine kinase B-type OS=Homo sapiens GN=CKB PE=1 SV=128.505556 28.44833 20 19 By MS/MS y MS/MS 40 49 -0.0572243 775 83.2 42.644 381
sp|Q6P996|PDXD1_HUMAN;sp|Q6P996-2|PDXD1_HUMAN;sp|Q6P474|PDXD2_HUMANsp|Q6P996|PDXD1_HUMAN Pyridoxal-dependent decarboxylase domain-containing protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PDXDC1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q6P996-2|PDXD1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Pyridoxal-dependent decarboxylase domain-containing protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PDXDC1;sp|Q6P474|P21.268173 21.20628 1 3 By tching By MS/MS 0 4 -0.0618954 774 6. 86.706 788
sp|P49792|RBP2_HUMANsp|P49792|RBP2_HUMAN E3 SUMO-protein ligase RanBP2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RANBP2 PE=1 SV=225.790892 25.72702 13 21 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 34 -0.0638676 773 45.6 358.2 3224
sp|Q9UHV9|PFD2_HUMANsp|Q9UHV9|PFD2_HUMAN Prefoldin subunit 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PFDN2 PE=1 SV=12 .420572 22.35571 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 3 -0.0648613 772 29.2 16.648 154
sp|O43592|XPOT_HUMANsp|O43592|XPOT_HUMAN Exportin-T OS=Homo sapiens GN=XPOT PE=1 SV=225.704826 25.63492 18 21 By MS/MS By MS/MS 19 41 -0.0699081 771 30.5 109.96 962
sp|O75947|ATP5H_HUMAN;sp|O75947-2|ATP5H_HUMANsp|O75947| TP5H_HUMAN  synthase subunit d, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATP5H PE=1 SV=3;sp|O75947-2|ATP5H_HUMAN Isoform 2 of ATP synthase subunit d, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATP5H20.968811 20.89822 2 2 By matching By MS/MS 0 3 -0.070591 770 72.7 18.491 161
sp|O75934|SPF27_HUMANsp|O75934|SPF27_HUMAN Pre-mRNA-splicing factor SPF27 OS=Homo sapiens GN=BCAS2 PE=1 SV=124.083427 24.01248 5 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 10 -0.0709457 769 75.6 26.131 225
sp|P20042|IF2B_HUMANsp|P20042|IF2B_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 2 subunit 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF2S2 PE=1 SV=223.226791 23.15553 5 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 10 -0.071 605 768 44.1 38.388 333
sp|A4D1E9|GTPBA_HUMAN;sp|A4D1E9-2|GTPBA_HUMANsp|A4D1E9|GTPBA_HUMAN TP-binding protein 10 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GTPBP10 PE=1 SV=1;sp|A4D1E9-2|GTPBA_HUMAN Isoform 2 of GTP-binding protein 10 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GTPBP1020.652109 0.57792 2 3 By matching By MS/MS 0 5 -0.074194 767 31.8 42.932 387
sp|O43681|ASNA_HUMANsp|O43681|ASNA_HUMAN ATPase ASNA1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ASNA1 PE=1 SV=222.915884 22.84126 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 9 -0.0746193 766 21.8 38.792 348
sp|Q07021|C1QBP_HUMANsp|Q07021|C1QBP_HUMAN Complement component 1 Q subcomponent-binding protein, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=C1QBP PE=1 SV=122.426931 22.35176 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 5 -0.0751762 765 51.4 31.362 282
sp|Q9BZI7-2|REN3B_HUMAN;sp|Q9BZI7|REN3B_HUMANsp|Q9 ZI7-2|REN3B_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Regulator of nonsense transcripts 3B OS=Homo sapiens GN=UPF3B;sp|Q9BZI7|REN3B_HUMAN Regulator of nonsense transcripts 3B OS=Homo sapiens GN=UPF3B PE=1 SV=121.142767 21.06494 2 3 By mat hing By MS/MS 0 4 -0.0778313 764 19.8 56.213 470
sp|P28331|NDUS1_HUMAN;sp|P28331-2|NDUS1_HUMAN;sp|P28331-4|NDUS1_HUMAN;sp|P28331-5|NDUS1_HUMAN;sp|P28331-3|NDUS1_HUMANsp|P28331|NDUS1_HUMAN ADH-ubiquinone oxidoreductase 75 kDa subunit, mitochondrial OS=Homo apiens GN= FS1 PE=1 SV=3;sp|P28331-2|NDUS1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of NADH-ubiquinone oxidoreductase 75 kDa subunit, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=NDUFS1;sp|P28331-4|N23.6 6783 23.54745 9 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 13 -0.0793285 763 53.4 79.467 727
sp|O14579|COPE_HUMAN;sp|O14579-2|COPE_HUMAN;sp|O14579-3|COPE_HUMANsp|O14579|COPE_HUMAN oatomer subunit epsilon OS=Homo sapiens GN=COPE PE=1 SV=3;sp|O14579-2|COPE_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Coatomer subunit epsilon OS=Homo sapiens GN=COPE;sp|O14579-3|COPE_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Coatomer subunit epsilon OS=Homo sapiens GN=COPE24.090147 24.01001 7 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 6 -0.0801392 762 43.5 34.482 308
sp|Q9UI30|TR112_HUMANsp|Q9UI30|TR112_HUMAN tRNA methyltransferase 112 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=TRMT112 PE=1 SV=124.500391 24.4188 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 8 -0.0815926 761 66.4 14.199 125
sp|P30041|PRDX6_HUMANsp|P30041|PRDX6_HUMAN Peroxiredoxin-6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRDX6 PE=1 SV=327.245722 27.16279 15 16 By MS/MS By M /MS 18 29 -0.0829315 760 74.6 25.035 224
sp|Q99878|H2A1J_HUMAN;sp|Q96KK5|H2A1H_HUMAN;sp|Q9BTM1|H2AJ_HUMAN;sp|Q16777|H2A2C_HUMAN;sp|Q93077|H2A1C_HUMAN;sp|Q7L7L0|H2A3_HUMAN;sp|Q6FI13|H2A2A_HUMAN;sp|P20671|H2A1D_HUMAN;sp|P0C0S8|H2A1_HUMAN;sp|P04908|H2A1B_HUMAN;sp|Q9BTM1-2|H2AJ_HUMAN;sp|Q71UI9-5|H2AV_HUMAN;REV__sp|Q8NB25-4|F184A_HUMAN;REV__sp|Q8NB25-2|F184A_HUMAN;REV__sp|Q8NB25-3|F184A_HUMAN;REV__sp|Q8NB25|F184A_HUMANsp|Q99878|H2A1J_HUMAN Histone H2  type 1-J OS= omo sapiens GN=HIST1H2AJ PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q96KK5|H2A1H_HUMAN Histone H2A type 1-H OS=Homo sapiens GN=HIST1H2AH PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q9BTM1|H2AJ_HUMAN istone H2A.J OS= omo sapiens GN=H2AFJ PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q16777|H2A2C_ UMAN26.062706 5.97959 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 4 -0.0831184 759 2.8 13.936 128
sp|Q9BVJ6-3|UT14A_HUMAN;sp|Q9BVJ6|UT14A_HUMAN;sp|Q9BVJ6-2|UT14A_HUMAN;sp|Q5TAP6|UT14C_HUMANsp|Q9BVJ6-3|UT14A_HUMAN Isoform 3 of U3 small nucleolar RNA-associated protein 14 homolog  OS=Homo sapiens GN=UTP14A;sp|Q9BVJ6|UT14A_HUMAN U3 small nucleolar RNA-associated protein 14 homolog A OS=Homo sapiens GN=UTP14A PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9BVJ6-2|UT14A_HUMAN I23.034 66 22.95159 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 8 -0.083374 758 29. 82.004 719
sp|P05387|RLA2_HUMAN;sp|P05386-2|RLA1_HUMANsp|P05387|RLA2_HUMAN 60S acidic ribosomal protein P2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPLP2 PE=1 SV=126.9069 26.82311 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 14 15 -0.0837917 757 92.2 11.665 115
sp|P07737|PROF1_HUMANsp|P07737|PROF1_HUMAN Profilin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PFN1 PE=1 SV=226.372753 26.28842 7 7 By MS/M By MS/MS 9 14 -0.0843372 755 87.9 15.054 140
sp|Q5VYK3|ECM29_HUMANsp|Q5VYK3|ECM29_HUMAN Proteasome-associated protein ECM29 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=ECM29 PE=1 SV=224. 72418 24.88511 15 20 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 34 -0.0873051 754 30.3 204.29 1845
sp|O15294|OGT1_HUMAN;sp|O15294-3|OGT1_HUMAN;sp|O15294-2|OGT1_HUMAN;sp|O15294-4|OGT1_HUMANsp|O15294|OGT1_HUMAN UDP-N-acetylglucosamine--peptide N-acetylglucosaminyltransferase 110 kDa subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=OGT PE=1 SV=3;sp|O15294-3|OGT1_HUMAN Isoform 1 of UDP-N-acetylglucosamine--peptide N-acetylglucosaminyltransferase 110 kDa subunit OS=H24.009068 23.92171 9 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 18 -0.0873604 753 32.3 116.92 1046
sp|P17174|AATC_HUMANsp|P17174|AATC_HUMAN Aspartate aminotransferase, cytoplasmic OS=Homo sapiens GN=GOT1 PE=1 SV=321.312353 21.22359 2 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 4 -0.088768 752 10.7 46.247 413
sp|O95747|OXSR1_HUMAN;sp|Q9UEW8|STK39_HUMANsp|O95747|OXSR1_H MAN erine/threonine-protein kinase OSR1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=OXSR1 PE=1 SV=123.860033 23.77032 10 9 By M /MS By MS/MS 6 21 -0.0897141 751 26.4 58.022 527
sp|P60981|DEST_HUMAN;sp|P60981-2|DEST_HUMANsp|P60981|DEST_HUMAN estrin OS=Homo sapiens GN=DSTN PE=1 SV=3;sp|P60981-2|DEST_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Destrin OS=Homo sapiens GN=DSTN24.670336 24.57934 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 12 -0.090992 750 38.2 18.506 165
sp|P84077|ARF1_HUMAN;sp|P61204|ARF3_HUMANsp|P84077|ARF1_HUMAN ADP-ribosylation factor 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARF1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P61204|ARF3_HUMAN ADP-ribosylation factor 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARF3 PE=1 SV=227.77549 27.68392 9 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 14 19 -0.0915737 749 58.6 20.697 181
sp|Q14671|PUM1_HUMANsp|Q14671|PUM1_HUMAN Pumilio homolog 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PUM1 PE=1 SV=324.772837 24.68078 13 15 By MS/MS By M /MS 17 24 -0.0920563 748 20.5 126.47 1186
sp|Q15459|SF3A1_HUMANsp|Q15459|SF3A1_HUMAN Splicing factor 3A subunit 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SF3A1 PE=1 SV=124.412222 24.31921 12 13 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 21 -0.0930157 747 48.7 88.885 793
sp|P10644|KAP0_HUMAN;sp|P31321|KAP1_HUMANsp|P10644|KAP0_HUMAN cAMP-dependent protein kinase type I-alpha regulatory subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRKAR1A PE=1 SV=123.592405 23.49802 7 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 17 -0.0943871 746 23.4 42.981 381
sp|P11586|C1TC_HUMANsp|P11586|C1TC_HUMAN C-1-tetrahydrofolate synthase, cytoplasmic OS=Homo sapiens GN=MTHFD1 PE=1 SV=328.184423 28.08937 39 41 By MS/MS By MS/MS 62 86 -0.0950527 745 67.2 101.56 935
sp|Q8WWY3|PRP31_HUMAN;sp|Q8WWY3-2|PRP31_HUMAN;sp|Q8WWY3-3|PRP31_HUMANsp|Q8WWY3|PRP31_HUMAN U4/U6 small nuclear ribonucleoprotein Prp31 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRPF31 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q8WWY3-2|PRP31_HUMAN Isoform 2 of U4/U6 small nuclear ribonucleoprotein Prp31 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRPF31;sp|Q8WWY3-3|PRP31_HUMAN Isoform 3 of U4/U6 smal22.31642 22.2204 3 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 8 -0.0959911 744 34.9 55.455 99
sp|P50502|F10A1_HUMAN;sp|Q8NFI4|F10A5_HUMAN;sp|Q8IZP2|ST134_HUMANsp|P50502|F10A1_HUMAN Hsc70-interacting protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=ST13 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q8NFI4|F10A5_HUMAN Putative protein FAM10A5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ST13P5 PE=5 SV=1;sp|Q8IZP2|ST134_HUMAN Putative protein FAM10A4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ST13P4 PE=5 SV=125.6859 7 25.57926 10 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 18 2 -0.1066895 743 44.2 41.331 369
sp|O00154-4|BACH_HUMAN;sp|O00154-6|BACH_HUMAN;sp|O00154-7|BACH_HUMAN;sp|O00154|BACH_HUMAN;sp|O00154-5|BACH_HUMAN;sp|O00154-2|BACH_HUMAN;sp|O00154-3|BACH_HUMAN;sp|Q6ZUV0|BACHL_HUMANsp|O00154-4|BACH_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Cytosolic acyl coenzyme A thioester hydrolase OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACOT7;sp|O00154-6|BACH_HUMAN Isoform 6 of Cytosolic acyl coenzyme A thioester hydrolase OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACOT7;sp|O00154-7|BACH_HUMAN Isoform 7 of Cytoso25.834631 25.72697 12 12 By S/MS By MS/MS 16 29 -0.1076584 742 47.6 37.419 338
sp|P35520|CBS_HUMAN;sp|P35520-2|CBS_HUMANsp|P35520|CBS_HUMAN ystathionine beta-synthase OS=Homo sapiens GN=CBS PE=1 SV=2;sp|P35520-2|CBS_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Cystathionine beta-synthase OS=Homo sapiens GN=CBS24.94087 24.83302 12 13 By MS/MS By MS/MS 14 7 -0.1078548 741 51.9 60.586 551
sp|P29692|EF1D_HUMAN;sp|P29692-3|EF1D_HUMAN;sp|P29692-2|EF1D_HUMAN;sp|P29692-4|EF1D_HUMANsp|P29692|EF1D_HUMAN longation factor 1-delta OS=Homo sapien  GN=EEF1D PE=1 SV=5;sp|P29692-3|EF1D_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Elongation factor 1-delta OS=Homo sapiens GN=EEF1D;sp|P29692-2|EF1D_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Elongation factor 1-delta OS=Homo sapiens GN=EEF1D;26.546455 26.43754 10 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 13 20 -0.1089172 740 65.5 31. 21 281
sp|Q9NRF8|PYRG2_HUMANsp|Q9NRF8|PYRG2_HUMAN CTP synthase 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CTPS2 PE=1 SV=121. 23467 21.11445 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 4 -0.1090145 739 22.2 65.677 586
sp|P55036|PSMD4_HUMAN;sp|P55036-2|PSMD4_HUMANsp|P55036|PSMD4_HUMAN 26S proteasome non-ATPase regulatory subunit 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMD4 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P55036-2|PSMD4_HUMAN Isoform Rpn10E of 26S proteasome non-ATPase regulatory subunit 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMD425.44461 25.33354 10 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 13 21 -0.1 10764 738 36.1 40.736 377
sp|Q6Y7W6-4|PERQ2_HUMAN;sp|Q6Y7W6|PERQ2_HUMAN;sp|Q6Y7W6-3|PERQ2_HUMANsp|Q6Y7W6-4|PERQ2_HUMAN Isoform 3 of PERQ amino acid-rich with GYF domain-containing protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GIGYF2;sp|Q6Y7W6|PERQ2_HUMAN PERQ amino acid-rich with GYF domain-containing protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GIGYF2 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q6Y7W6-3|PERQ2_H22.18059 22.06888 3 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 8 -0.1117134 737 8.9 148.63 1286
sp|P20700|LMNB1_HUMANsp|P20700|LMNB1_HUMAN Lamin-B1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=LMNB1 PE=1 SV=225.456478 25.34354 18 21 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 36 -0.1129417 736 72.9 66.408 586
sp|Q16531|DDB1_HUMANsp|Q16531|DDB1_HUMAN DNA damage-binding protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDB1 PE=1 SV=122.80357 22.68996 5 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 6 -0.1136131 735 40.4 126.97 1140
sp|Q9BRJ6|CG050_HUMANsp|Q9BRJ6|CG050_HUMAN Uncharacterized protein C7orf50 OS=Homo sapiens GN=C7orf50 PE=1 SV=123.281218 23.16713 3 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 4 -0.11409 734 41.8 22.083 194
sp|Q15370|ELOB_HUMAN;sp|Q15370-2|ELOB_HUMANsp|Q15370|ELOB_HUMAN Transcription elongation factor B polypeptide 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TCEB2 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q15370-2|ELOB_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Transcription elongation factor B polypeptide 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TCEB224.4750 2 24.36052 6 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 11 -0.1144867 733 78.8 13.133 118
sp|Q9UJZ1|STML2_HUMANsp|Q9UJZ1|STML2_HUMAN Stomatin-like protein 2, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=STOML2 PE=1 SV=122.822735 22.70691 4 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 9 -0.1158199 732 63.5 38.534 356
sp|P49321|NASP_HUMAN;sp|P49321-3|NASP_HUMAN;sp|P49321-4|NASP_HUMAN;sp|P49321-2|NASP_HUMANsp| 49321| ASP_HUMAN uclear autoantigenic sperm protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=NASP PE=1 SV=2;sp|P49321-3|NASP_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Nuclear autoantigenic sperm protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=NASP;sp|P49321-4|NASP_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Nuclear autoantigenic sperm prote25.181431 25.0648 12 12 By MS/MS By MS/M 1 20 -0.1 66267 731 27.4 85.237 788
sp|P43490|NAMPT_HUMANsp| 43490|NAMPT_HUMAN Nicotinamide phosphoribosyltransferase OS=Homo sapiens GN=NAMPT PE=1 SV=125.413448 25.29267 15 17 By MS/MS By MS/MS 19 34 -0.120779 730 58 55.52 491
sp|P82930|RT34_HUMANsp|P82930|RT34_HUMAN 28S ribosomal protein S34, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=MRPS34 PE=1 SV=223.576002 23.45501 7 8 By M /MS By MS/MS 6 14 -0.1209965 729 62.4 25.65 218
sp|P46063|RECQ1_HUMANsp|P46063|RECQ1_HUMAN ATP-dependent DNA helicase Q1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RECQL PE=1 SV=322.445515 22.32449 3 5 By matching By MS/MS 0 8 -0.1210251 728 30.8 73.457 649
sp|O75179-6|ANR17_HUMAN;sp|O75179-2|ANR17_HUMAN;sp|O75179|ANR17_HUMAN;sp|O75179-3|ANR17_HUMAN;sp|O75179-4|ANR17_HUMAN;sp|O75179-5|ANR17_HUMANsp|O75179-6| R17_HUMAN Isoform 6 of nkyrin repeat domain-containing protein 17 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ANKRD17;sp|O75179-2|ANR17_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ankyrin repeat domain-containing protein 17 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ANKRD17;sp|O75179|ANR17_HUMAN Ankyrin repeat dom23.089081 22.96793 6 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 12 -0.121149 72 8.5 246.75 2352
sp|Q2NL82|TSR1_HUMANsp|Q2NL82|TSR1_HUMAN Pre-rRNA-processing protein TSR1 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=TSR1 PE=1 SV=124.279375 24.15738 9 2 By MS/M By MS/MS 11 22 -0.1219921 726 28.6 91.809 804
 165 
 
sp|P08107|HSP71_HUMAN;sp|P08107-2|HSP71_HUMANsp|P08107|HSP71_HUMAN eat shock 70 kDa protein 1A/1B OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSPA1A PE=1 SV=5;sp|P08107-2|HSP71_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Heat shock 70 kDa protein 1A/1B OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSPA1A28.717087 28.59427 26 28 By MS/MS By MS/MS 52 72 - . 228142 725 70.7 70.051 641
sp|Q9NQW7-2|XPP1_HUMAN;sp|Q9NQW7|XPP1_HUMAN;sp|Q9NQW7-3|XPP1_HUMANsp|Q9NQW7-2|XPP1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Xaa-Pro aminopeptidase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=XPNPEP1;sp|Q9NQW7|XPP1_HUMAN Xaa-Pro aminopeptidase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=XPNPEP1 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q9NQW7-3|XPP1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Xaa-Pro aminopeptidase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=XPNPE23.004154 22.88 2 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 5 -0.1229572 724 17.4 67.226 599
sp|Q7L5N1|CSN6_HUMANsp|Q7L5N1|CSN6_HUMAN COP9 signalosome complex subunit 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=COPS6 PE=1 SV=124.363659 24.23922 8 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 13 -0.1244431 723 49.2 36.163 327
sp|Q15149-7|PLEC_HUMAN;sp|Q15149-8|PLEC_HUMAN;sp|Q15149-9|PLEC_HUMAN;sp|Q15149-5|PLEC_HUMAN;sp|Q15149-4|PLEC_HUMAN;sp|Q15149-6|PLEC_HUMAN;sp|Q15149-3|PLEC_HUMAN;sp|Q15149-2|PLEC_HUMAN;sp|Q15149|PLEC_HUMANsp|Q15149-7|PLEC_HUMAN Isoform 7 of Plectin OS=Homo sapiens G =PLEC;sp|Q15149-8|PLEC_HUMAN Isoform 8 of Plectin OS=Homo sapiens GN=PLEC;sp|Q15149-9|PLEC_HUMAN Isoform 9 of Plectin OS=Homo sapiens GN=PLEC;sp|Q15149-5|PLEC_HUMAN Isoform 5 of Plectin OS=Homo23.927143 23.80243 2 6 By S/MS By MS/MS 1 6 -0.1247158 722 25.1 512.6 4515
sp|Q8IX12-2|CCAR1_HUMAN;sp|Q8IX12|CCAR1_HUMANsp|Q8IX12-2|CCAR1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Cell division cycle and apoptosis regulator protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CCAR1;sp|Q8IX12|CCAR1_HUMAN Cell division cycle and apoptosis regulator protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CCAR1 PE=1 SV=221.219631 21.0912 2 3 By matching By MS/MS 0 3 -0.1284332 721 35.8 131.04 1135
sp|Q8N6R0-3|MET13_HUMAN;sp|Q8N6R0|MET13_HUMAN;sp|Q8N6R0-1|MET13_HUMAN;sp|Q8N6R0-2|MET13_HUMAN;sp|Q8N6R0-4|MET13_HUMANsp|Q8N6R0-3|MET13_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Methyltransferase-like protein 13 OS=Homo sapiens GN= ETTL13;sp|Q8N6R0|MET13_HUMAN Methyltransferase-like protein 13 OS=Homo sapiens GN=METTL13 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q8N6R0-1|MET13_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Methyltransferase-like prote21.696043 21.567 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 6 -0.1290455 720 17.1 68.689 613
sp|P04818|TYSY_HUMAN;sp|P04818-2|TYSY_HUMAN;sp|P04818-3|TYSY_HUMANsp|P04818|TYSY_HUMAN hymidylate synthase OS=Homo sapiens GN=TYMS PE=1 SV=3;sp|P04818-2|TYSY_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Thymidylate synthase OS=Homo sapiens GN=TYMS24.662588 24.53273 9 9 By MS/MS By MS/M 13 16 -0.129858 719 34.2 35.716 313
sp|P46060|RAGP1_HUMANsp| 46060|RAGP1_HUMAN Ran GTPase-activating protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RANGAP1 PE=1 SV=127.197325 27.06528 22 22 By MS/MS By MS/MS 33 47 -0.1320496 718 62.5 63.541 587
sp|Q9BSJ8|ESYT1_HUMAN;sp|Q9BSJ8-2|ESYT1_HUMANsp|Q9BSJ8|ESYT1_HUMAN Extended synaptotagmin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ESYT1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9BSJ8-2|ESYT1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Extended synaptotagmin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ESYT122.362522 2.23046 6 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 6 -0.132061 717 44.8 122.85 1104
sp|Q8TDX7|NEK7_HUMANsp|Q8TDX7| EK7_HUMAN Serine/threonine-protein kinase Nek7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NEK7 PE=1 SV=120.801006 20.66735 1 2 By matching By MS/MS 0 3 -0.1336555 716 9.3 34.551 302
sp|P54920|SNAA_HUMAN;sp|Q9H115|SNAB_HUMANsp|P54920|SNAA_HUMAN Alpha-soluble NSF attachment protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=NAPA PE=1 SV=324.118227 23.98303 8 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 15 16 -0.1351986 715 53.9 33.232 295
sp|P30154|2AAB_HUMAN;sp|P30154-2|2AAB_HUMAN;sp|P30154-4|2AAB_HUMAN;sp|P30154-5|2AAB_HUMAN;sp|P30154-3|2AAB_HUMANsp|P30154|2AAB_HUMAN Serine/threonine-protein phosphatase 2  65 kDa regulatory subunit A beta isoform OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPP2R1B PE=1 SV=3;sp|P30154-2|2AAB_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Serine/threonine-protein phosphatase 2A 65 kDa regulatory subunit A beta isoform22.611803 22.47388 7 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 2 -0.1379261 714 26.5 66.213 601
sp|P61221|ABCE1_HUMANsp|P61221| BCE1_HUMAN ATP-binding cassette sub-family E member 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ABCE1 PE=1 SV=125.615742 25.4772 10 13 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 26 -0.1385441 713 44.9 67.314 599
sp|Q13838|DX39B_HUMAN;sp|Q13838-2|DX39B_HUMANsp|Q13838|DX39B_HUMAN Spliceosome R A helicase DDX39B OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDX39B PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q13838-2|DX39B_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Spliceosome RNA helicase DDX39B OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDX39B28.32658 28.18603 22 25 By MS/MS By MS/MS 38 50 -0. 40558 712 69.2 48.991 428
sp|Q9Y3F4|STRAP_HUMANsp|Q9Y3F4|STRAP_HUMAN Serine-threonine kinase receptor-associated protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=STRAP PE=1 SV=127.055277 26.91354 15 16 By MS/MS By MS/MS 29 34 -0.1417408 711 67.7 38.438 350
sp|Q5UIP0-2|RIF1_HUMAN;sp|Q5UIP0|RIF1_HUMANsp|Q5UIP0-2|RIF1_H MAN Isoform 2 of Telomere-associated protein RIF1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RIF1;sp|Q5UIP0|RIF1_HUMAN Telomere-associated protein RIF1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RIF1 PE=1 SV=222.496752 22.35431 3 7 By matching By MS/MS 0 9 -0.1424389 710 15.6 271.69 2446
sp|P28676|GRAN_HUMANsp|P28676|GRAN_HUMAN Grancalcin OS=Homo sapiens GN=GCA PE=1 SV=222.733059 22.59056 5 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 6 -0.1425018 709 25.3 24.01 217
sp|Q13185|CBX3_HUMAN;sp|P83916|CBX1_HUMANsp|Q13185|CBX3_HUMAN Chromobox protein homolog 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CBX3 PE=1 SV=422.72 515 22.58701 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 8 -0.1425037 708 49.7 20.811 183
sp|Q5TFE4|NT5D1_HUMANsp|Q5TFE4|NT5D1_HUMAN 5-nucleotidase domain-containing protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NT5DC1 PE=1 SV=122.999912 22.85626 4 4 By MS/M By MS/MS 8 -0.1436539 707 11.6 51.844 455
sp|Q9ULC4|MCTS1_HUMAN;sp|Q9ULC4-3|MCTS1_HUMAN;sp|Q9ULC4-2|MCTS1_HUMANsp|Q9ULC4|MCTS1_H MAN Malignant T-cell-amplified sequence 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MCTS1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9ULC4-3|MCTS1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Malignant T-cell-amplified sequence 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MCTS1;sp|Q9ULC4-2|MCTS1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Malignant T-cell-amplifi21.409504 21.26488 2 2 By matching By MS/MS 0 3 -0.1446266 706 60.8 20.555 181
sp|Q7Z4Q2|HEAT3_HUMAN;sp|Q7Z4Q2-2|HEAT3_HUMAN;sp|Q7Z4Q2-3|HEAT3_HUMANsp|Q7Z4Q2|HEAT3_HUMAN HEAT repeat-containing protein 3 OS= omo sapiens GN=HEATR3 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q7Z4Q2-2|HEAT3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of HEAT repeat-containing protein 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HEATR321.864536 1.71875 2 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 7 -0.1457863 705 14.9 74.582 680
sp|Q9UBB4|ATX10_HUMAN;sp|Q9UBB4-2|ATX10_HUMANsp|Q9UBB4|ATX10_H MAN Ataxin-10 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATXN10 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9UBB4-2|ATX10_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ataxin-10 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATXN1026.144138 5.99734 17 17 By MS/MS By MS/MS 20 35 -0.1468029 704 52.8 53.488 475
sp|Q99832|TCPH_HUMAN;sp|Q99832-3|TCPH_HUMAN;sp|Q99832-4|TCPH_HUMAN;sp|Q99832-2|TCPH_HUMANsp|Q99832|TCPH_HUMAN -complex protein 1 subunit eta OS=Homo sapiens GN=C T7 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q99832-3|TCPH_HUMAN Isoform 3 of T-complex protein 1 subunit eta OS=Homo sapiens GN=CCT7;sp|Q99832-4|TCPH_HUMAN Isoform 4 of T-complex protein 1 subunit eta OS=Homo s27.3 6973 27.2498 23 26 By MS/MS By MS/MS 35 51 -0.1471767 703 75.1 59.366 543
sp|P46926|GNPI1_HUMAN;sp|Q8TDQ7-3|GNPI2_HUMAN;sp|Q8TDQ7-2|GNPI2_HUMAN;sp|Q8TDQ7|GNPI2_HUMANsp|P46926|GNPI1_HUMAN Glucosamine-6-phosphate isomerase 1 OS=Homo sapiens =GNPDA1 PE=1 SV=122.702145 22.55384 3 5 By M /MS By MS/MS 5 10 -0.1483021 702 17.6 32.668 289
sp|P36542|ATPG_HUMAN;sp|P36542-2|ATPG_HUMANsp|P36542|ATPG_HUMAN  synthase subunit gamma, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATP5C1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P36542-2|ATPG_HUMAN Isoform Heart of ATP synthase subunit gamma, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATP5C125.00054 24.85158 7 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 13 17 -0.1489639 701 51.3 32.996 298
sp|P42771|CD2A1_HUMAN;sp|P42771-4|CD2A1_HUMAN;sp|P42771-2|CD2A1_HUMAN;sp|P42772|CDN2B_HUMAN;sp|P42771-3|CD2A1_HUMANsp|P42771|CD2A1_HUMAN yclin-dependent kinase inhibitor 2A, isoform  1/2/3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CDKN2A PE=1 SV=2;sp|P42771-4|CD2A1_HUMAN Isoform 5 of Cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor 2A, isoforms 1/2/3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CDKN2A;sp|P42771-2|CD2A1_HUMAN Isofo23.654909 23.50276 4 By S/MS By MS/MS 4 9 -0.1521492 700 44.9 16.532 156
sp|Q15392|DHC24_HUMANsp|Q15392|DHC24_HUMAN Delta(24)-sterol reductase OS=Homo sapiens GN=DHCR24 PE=1 SV=220.943602 20.79138 0 2 By MS/MS 0 4 -0.1522217 699 30.4 60.101 516
sp|Q9UKG1|DP13A_HUMANsp|Q9UKG1|DP13A_HUMAN DCC-interacting protein 13-alpha OS=Homo sapiens GN=APPL1 PE=1 SV=120.105387 19.95191 0 2 By MS/MS 0 3 -0.1534767 698 4.4 79.663 709
sp|Q9BZE4|NOG1_HUMANsp|Q9BZE4| OG1_HUMAN Nucleolar GTP-binding protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GTPBP4 PE=1 SV=325.697741 25.54283 17 16 By MS/MS By MS/MS 28 32 -0.154911 697 38.5 73.964 634
sp|P46779|RL28_HUMAN;sp|P46779-2|RL28_HUMAN;sp|P46779-3|RL28_HUMAN;sp|P46779-4|RL28_HUMAN;sp|P46779-5|RL28_HUMANsp|P46779|RL28_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L28 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL28 PE=1 SV=3; | -2|  Isoform 2 of 60S ribosomal protein L28 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL28;sp|P46779-3|RL28_HUMAN Isoform 3 of 60S ribosomal protein L28 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL28;26. 92587 26.53712 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 15 -0.1554642 696 46 15.747 137
sp|P49005|DPOD2_HUMANsp|P49005|DPOD2_HUMAN DNA polymerase delta subunit 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=POLD2 PE=1 SV=123.668499 23.51208 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 7 -0.1564236 695 28.6 51.289 469
sp|Q9UJV9|DDX41_HUMANsp|Q9UJV9|DDX41_HUMAN Probable ATP-dependent RNA helicase DDX41 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDX41 PE=1 SV=22 .475065 24.31734 12 13 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 19 -0.1577206 694 40 69.837 622
sp|O43172-2|PRP4_HUMAN;sp|O43172|PRP4_HUMANsp|O 3172-2|PRP4_HUMAN Isoform 2 of U4/U6 small nuclear ribonucleoprotein Prp4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRPF4;sp|O43172|PRP4_HUMAN U4/U6 small nuclear ribonucleoprotein Prp4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRPF4 PE=1 SV=224.993216 24.83287 10 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 17 17 -0.1603451 693 49.1 58.32 521
sp|Q10471|GALT2_HUMAN;sp|Q8N4A0-2|GALT4_HUMAN;sp|Q8N4A0|GALT4_HUMANsp|Q10471|GALT2_HUMAN Polypeptide N-acetylgalactosaminyltransferase 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GALNT2 PE=1 SV=120.520 22 20.35875 0 2 By MS/MS 0 4 -0.1616764 692 36.4 64.732 571
sp|P62854|RS26_HUMAN;sp|Q5JNZ5|RS26L_HUMANsp|P62854|RS26_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S26 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS26 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q5JNZ5|RS26L_HUMAN Putative 40S ribosomal protein S26-like 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS26P11 PE=5 SV=127.514124 7.35035 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 7 -0.1637745 691 37.4 13.015 115
sp|O43395|PRPF3_HUMANsp|O43395|PRPF3_HUMAN U4/U6 small nuclear ribonucleoprotein Prp3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRPF3 PE=1 SV=224.262486 24.0982 9 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 23 -0.1642818 690 34.4 77.528 683
sp|P46778|RL21_HUMANsp|P46778|RL21_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L21 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL21 PE=1 SV=226.281517 26.117 8 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 14 -0.1645184 689 47.5 18.565 160
sp|P18669|PGAM1_HUMAN;sp|P15259|PGAM2_HUMAN;sp|Q8N0Y7|PGAM4_HUMANsp|P 8669|PGAM1_HUMAN Phosphoglycerate mutase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PGAM1 PE=1 SV=228.061367 27.89672 15 15 By S/MS By MS/MS 32 37 -0.16465 688 69.7 28.804 254
sp|P52788|SPSY_HUMAN;sp|P52788-2|SPSY_HUMANsp|P52788|SPSY_HUMAN permine synthase OS=Homo sapiens GN=SMS PE=1 SV=2;sp|P52788-2|SPSY_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Spermine synthase OS=Homo sapiens GN=SMS24. 32314 24.36686 7 6 By MS/ S By M /MS 6 8 -0.165451 687 26 41.268 366
sp|P60900|PSA6_HUMANsp|P60900|PSA6_HUMAN Proteasome subunit alpha type-6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMA6 PE=1 SV=123.869007 23.70271 6 5 By MS/MS By MS/M 9 10 -0.1662922 686 39 27.399 246
sp|P60520|GBRL2_HUMANsp|P60520|GBRL2_HUMAN Gamma-aminobutyric acid receptor-associated protein-like 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GABARAPL2 PE=1 SV=120.564953 20.39843 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 4 -0.166523 685 48.7 13.667 117
sp|O94973-2|AP2A2_HUMAN;sp|O94973|AP2A2_HUMAN;sp|O94973-3|AP2A2_HUMANsp|O94973-2| P2A2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of AP-2 complex subunit alpha-2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=AP2A2;sp|O94973|AP2A2_HUMAN AP-2 complex subunit alpha-2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=AP2A2 PE=1 SV=2;sp|O94973-3|AP2A2_HUMAN Isoform 3 of AP-2 complex subunit alpha-2 OS=Homo sapie23.359844 23.19057 7 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 17 -0.1692753 684 39.9 104.09 940
sp|P51659|DHB4_HUMAN;sp|P51659-3|DHB4_HUMAN;sp|P51659-2|DHB4_HUMANsp|P51659|DHB4_HUMAN Peroxisomal multifunctional enzyme type 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSD17B4 PE=1 SV=3;sp|P51659-3|DHB4_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Peroxisomal multifunctional enzyme type 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSD17B4;sp|P51659-2|DHB4_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Peroxisomal mul24.400217 24.22986 0 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 20 -0.1703568 683 62.6 79.685 736
sp|P53396|ACLY_HUMAN;sp|P53396-2|ACLY_HUMANsp|P53396|ACLY_HUMAN TP-citrate synthase OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACLY PE=1 SV=3;sp|P53396-2|ACLY_HUMAN Isoform 2 of ATP-citrate synthase OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACLY28.62631 28.4556 49 49 By MS/MS By MS/MS 81 113 -0.1707096 682 55.2 120.84 1101
sp|P26640|SYVC_HUMANsp|P26640|SYVC_HUMAN Valine--tRNA ligase OS=Homo sapiens GN=VARS PE=1 SV=426.644165 26.47219 28 30 By MS/MS By MS/MS 32 63 -0.1719799 681 43.2 140.47 1264
sp|O75489|NDUS3_HUMANsp|O75489|NDUS3_HUMAN NADH dehydrogenase [ubiquinone] iron-sulfur protein 3, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=NDUFS3 PE=1 SV=122.464609 22.29233 4 3 By matching By MS/MS 0 3 -0.1722832 680 65.2 30.241 264
sp|Q13162|PRDX4_HUMANsp|Q13162|PRDX4_HUMAN Peroxiredoxin-4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRDX4 PE=1 SV=120.950048 20.77732 3 3 By MS/MS By M /MS 3 2 -0.1727295 679 55 30.54 271
sp|Q92945|FUBP2_HUMANsp|Q92945|FUBP2_HUMAN Far upstream element-binding protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=KHSRP PE=1 SV=426.361403 26.18837 19 19 By M /MS By MS/MS 21 36 -0.1730309 678 60.6 73.114 711
sp|P25788-2|PSA3_HUMAN;sp|P25788|PSA3_HUMANsp|P25788-2|PSA3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Proteasome subunit alpha type-3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMA3;sp|P25788|PSA3_HUMAN Proteasome subunit alpha type-3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMA3 PE=1 SV=224.808 73 24.6345 7 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 13 14 -0.1742706 677 32.7 27.647 248
sp|Q8NI60-3|ADCK3_HUMAN;sp|Q8NI60|ADCK3_HUMAN;sp|Q8NI60-4|ADCK3_HUMAN;sp|Q8NI60-2|ADCK3_HUMANsp|Q8NI60-3| DCK3_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Chaperone activity of bc1 complex-like, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=ADCK3;sp|Q8NI60|ADCK3_HUMAN Chaperone activity of bc1 complex-like, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=ADCK3 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q8NI60-4|ADCK3_HUMAN Isofo23.829292 23.6548 6 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 10 -0.1744938 676 23.7 66.626 595
sp|Q16186|ADRM1_HUMANsp|Q 6186| DRM1_HUMAN Proteasomal ubiquitin receptor ADRM1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ADRM1 PE=1 SV=222.788973 22.61434 3 4 By M /MS By MS/MS 3 7 -0.1746292 675 13 42.153 407
sp|P63092-3|GNAS2_HUMAN;sp|P63092-2|GNAS2_HUMAN;sp|P63092|GNAS2_HUMAN;sp|P63092-4|GNAS2_HUMAN;sp|Q5JWF2-2|GNAS1_HUMAN;sp|Q5JWF2|GNAS1_HUMAN;sp|P38405|GNAL_HUMAN;sp|P38405-2|GNAL_HUMANsp|P63092-3|G AS2_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Guanine nucleotide-binding protein G(s) subunit alpha isoforms short OS=Homo sapiens GN=GNAS;sp|P63092-2|GNAS2_HUMAN Isoform Gnas-2 of Guanine nucleotide-binding protein G(s) subunit alpha isoforms short OS=Homo sapiens22.607113 22.43222 6 6 By matching By MS/MS 0 7 -0.1748943 674 42.5 44. 79 379
sp|O00330|ODPX_HUMAN;sp|O00330-2|ODPX_HUMANsp|O00330|ODPX_HUMAN Pyruvate dehydrogenase protein X component, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=PDHX PE=1 SV=323.19771 23.0204 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 6 -0.1773052 673 31.5 54.122 501
sp|Q96RP9|EFGM_HUMAN;sp|Q96RP9-2|EFGM_HUMANsp|Q96RP9|EFGM_HUMAN Elongation factor G, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=GFM1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q96RP9-2|EFGM_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Elongation factor G, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=GFM122.654625 22.47591 4 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 8 -0.1787186 672 48.1 83.471 751
sp|O43747|AP1G1_HUMAN;sp|O43747-2|AP1G1_HUMANsp|O43747| P1G1_HUMAN -1 complex subunit gamma-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=AP1G1 PE=1 SV=5;sp|O43747-2|AP1G1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of AP-1 complex subunit gamma-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=AP1G123.35608 23.17729 7 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 14 -0.1787949 671 21.3 91.35 822
sp|Q96G46|DUS3L_HUMAN;sp|Q96G46-3|DUS3L_HUMAN;sp|Q96G46-2|DUS3L_HUMANsp|Q96G46|DUS3L_HUMAN tRNA-dihydrouridine(47) synthase [NAD(P)(+)]-like OS=Homo sapiens GN=DUS3L PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q96G46-3|DUS3L_HUMAN Isoform 3 of tRNA-dihydrouridine(47) synthase [NAD(P)(+)]-like OS=Homo sapiens GN=DUS3L;sp|Q96G46-2|DUS3L_HUMAN Isoform 2 of21.643768 21.46 69 2 3 By matching By MS/MS 0 4 -0.1800823 670 9.1 72.593 650
sp|Q00796|DHSO_HUMANsp|Q00796|DHSO_HUMAN Sorbitol dehydrogenase OS=Homo sapiens GN=SORD PE=1 SV=424.252342 24.07128 9 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 15 -0.1810589 669 33.1 38.324 357
sp|P48643|TCPE_HUMANsp|P48643|TCPE_HUMAN T-complex protein 1 subunit epsilon OS=Homo sapiens GN=CCT5 PE=1 SV=126.495352 26.31358 22 22 By MS/MS By MS/MS 35 40 -0.1817722 668 78.7 59.67 541
sp|P61019|RAB2A_HUMAN;sp|P61019-2|RAB2A_HUMAN;sp|Q8WUD1|RAB2B_HUMANsp|P61019|RAB2A_HUMAN as-related protein Rab-2A OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB2A PE=1 SV=1;sp|P61019-2|RAB2A_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ras-related protein Rab-2A OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB2A;sp|Q8WUD1|RAB2B_HUMAN Ras-related protein Rab-2B OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB2B PE=1 SV=123.8704 23.68624 7 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 11 -0.1841755 667 59.9 23.545 212
sp|Q96F86|EDC3_HUMANsp|Q96F86|EDC3_HUMAN Enhancer of mRNA-decapping protein 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EDC3 PE=1 SV=121.506687 21.32191 3 3 By matching By MS/MS 0 4 -0.184782 666 24.2 56.077 508
sp|Q86UY6|NAA40_HUMANsp|Q86UY6|NAA40_HUMAN N-alpha-acetyltransferase 40 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NAA40 PE=2 SV=122.242664 22.05715 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 4 -0.1855106 665 18.6 27.194 237
sp|P62263|RS14_HUMANsp|P62263|RS14_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S14 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS14 PE=1 SV=328.185133 27.99938 9 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 19 25 -0.1857529 664 68.2 16.273 151
sp|P34897-3|GLYM_HUMAN;sp|P34897|GLYM_HUMAN;sp|P34897-2|GLYM_HUMAN;sp|P34896-3|GLYC_HUMAN;sp|P34896-2|GLYC_HUMAN;sp|P34896|GLYC_HUMANsp|P34897-3|GLYM_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Serine hydroxymethyltransferase, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=SHMT2;sp|P34897|GLYM_HUMAN Serine hydroxymethyltransferase, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=SHMT2 PE=1 SV=3;sp|P34897-2|GLYM_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Serine hy26.503563 26.31745 17 17 By MS/MS By MS/MS 23 36 -0.1861153 663 75.6 53.454 483
sp|Q9NYF8|BCLF1_HUMAN;sp|Q9NYF8-2|BCLF1_HUMAN;sp|Q9NYF8-4|BCLF1_HUMANsp|Q9NYF8|BCLF1_HUMAN Bcl-2-associated transcription factor 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=BCLAF1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9NYF8-2|BCLF1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Bcl-2-associated transcription factor 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=BCLAF1;sp|Q9NYF8-4|BCLF1_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Bcl-2-associated t22.905474 22.71936 5 7 By matching By MS/MS 0 13 -0.1861172 662 42.9 106.12 920
sp|P63208|SKP1_HUMAN;sp|P63208-2|SKP1_HUMANsp|P63208|SKP1_HUMAN -phase kinase-associated protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SKP1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P63208-2|SKP1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of S-phase kinase-associated protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SKP123.287994 23. 0175 3 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 6 -0.186245 661 50.9 18.658 163
sp|Q9ULX3|NOB1_HUMANsp|Q9ULX3| OB1_HUMAN RNA-binding protein NOB1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NOB1 PE=1 SV=123.12389 22.9376 4 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 14 -0.1862926 660 19.7 46.674 412
sp|O00442|RTCA_HUMAN;sp|O00442-2|RTCA_HUMANsp|O00442|RTCA_HUMAN NA 3-terminal phosphate cyclase OS=Homo sapiens GN=RTCA PE=1 SV=1;sp|O00442-2|RTCA_HUMAN Isoform 2 of RNA 3-terminal phosphate cyclase OS=Homo sapiens GN=RTCA24.557 82 24.37073 7 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 14 17 -0.1867561 659 33.9 9.336 366
sp|Q12931|TRAP1_HUMANsp|Q12931|TRAP1_HUMAN Heat shock protein 75 kDa, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=TRAP1 PE=1 SV=327.036116 26.84613 2 23 By MS/MS By MS/MS 40 41 -0.1899834 658 54.5 80.109 704
sp|Q6ZNW5|GDPP1_HUMANsp|Q6ZNW5|GDPP1_HUMAN GDP-D-glucose phosphorylase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GDPGP1 PE=1 SV=223.375042 23.18385 3 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 11 -0.1911945 657 19 42.362 385
sp|Q9Y3I1|FBX7_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y3I1-3|FBX7_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y3I1-2|FBX7_HUMANsp|Q9Y3I1|FBX7_HUMAN -box only protein 7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FBXO7 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9Y3I1-3|FBX7_HUMAN Isoform 3 of F-box only protein 7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FBXO7;sp|Q9Y3I1-2|FBX7_HUMAN Isoform 2 of F-box only protein 7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FBXO722.72134 22.52836 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 -0.1929798 656 11.1 58.502 522
sp|O00232|PSD12_HUMAN;sp|O00232-2|PSD12_HUMANsp|O00232|PSD12_HUMAN 26S proteasome non-ATPase regulatory subunit 12 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMD12 PE=1 SV=3;sp|O00232-2|PSD12_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 26S proteasome non-ATPase regulatory subunit 12 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMD1225.933416 5.74001 17 15 By MS/MS By M /MS 25 29 -0.1934109 655 57 52.904 456
sp|P09661|RU2A_HUMANsp|P09661|RU2A_HUMAN U2 small nuclear ribonucleoprotein A OS=Homo sapiens GN=SNRPA1 PE=1 SV=222.323584 2.12887 3 5 By matching By MS/MS 0 8 -0.1947155 654 55.7 28.415 255
sp|P32322|P5CR1_HUMAN;sp|P32322-2|P5CR1_HUMANsp|P32322|P5CR1_HUMAN yrroline-5-carboxylate reductase 1, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=PYCR1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P32322-2|P5CR1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Pyrroline-5-carboxylate reductase 1, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=PYCR122.684082 22.48792 4 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 6 -0.1961575 653 47.3 33.36 319
sp|Q9H6S0|YTDC2_HUMANsp|Q9H6S0|YTDC2_HUMAN Probable ATP-dependent RNA helicase YTHDC2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=YTHDC2 PE=1 SV=223.400023 23.20377 8 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 14 -0. 962509 652 9.5 160.25 1430
sp|P31153|METK2_HUMAN;sp|Q00266|METK1_HUMANsp|P31153|METK2_HUMAN S-adenosylmethionine synthase isoform type-2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MAT2A PE=1 SV=126.067698 25.86854 13 15 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 27 -0.199 615 651 48.6 43.66 395
sp|Q9Y5M8|SRPRB_HUMANsp|Q9Y5M8|SRPRB_HUMAN Signal recognition particle receptor subunit beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRPRB PE=1 SV=322.589735 22.38964 3 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 7 -0.2000999 650 59.8 29.702 271
sp|Q99459|CDC5L_HUMANsp|Q99459|CDC5L_HUMAN Cell division cycle 5-like protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=CDC5L PE=1 SV=225.698879 25.49835 18 21 By MS/MS By MS/MS 17 32 -0.2005253 649 59.7 92.25 802
sp|Q15645|PCH2_HUMAN;sp|Q15645-2|PCH2_HUMANsp|Q15645|PCH2_HUMAN achytene checkpoint protein 2 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=TRIP13 PE=1 SV=225.5 0629 25.34864 12 15 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 25 -0.2019844 648 36.8 48.55 432
sp|O43242|PSMD3_HUMANsp|O43242|PSMD3_HUMAN 26S proteasome non-ATPase regulatory subunit 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMD3 PE=1 SV=226.376053 26.17268 22 22 By MS/MS By MS/MS 27 42 -0.2033691 647 57.1 60.977 534
sp|O00303|EIF3F_HUMANsp|O00303|EIF3F_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 3 subunit F OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF3F PE=1 SV=126.45673 26.25148 11 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 21 19 -0.2052536 646 48.5 37.563 357
sp|Q07960|RHG01_HUMANsp|Q07960|RHG01_HUMAN Rho GTPase-activating protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARHGAP1 PE=1 SV=124.130142 23.92479 8 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 18 -0.2053528 645 20.7 50.435 439
sp|O76003|GLRX3_HUMANsp|O76003|GLRX3_HUMAN Glutaredoxin-3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GLRX3 PE=1 SV=225.758778 25.55283 10 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 15 20 -0.2059479 644 35.5 37.432 335
sp|P62826|RAN_HUMANsp|P62826|RAN_HUMAN GTP-binding nuclear protein Ran OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAN PE=1 SV=327.977983 27.77203 9 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 15 19 -0.2059517 643 48.1 24.423 216
sp|O60841|IF2P_HUMANsp|O60841|IF2P_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 5B OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF5B PE=1 SV=425.150118 24.94391 12 14 By M /MS By MS/MS 15 26 -0.2062035 642 29.1 138.83 1220
sp|P55060-3|XPO2_HUMAN;sp|P55060|XPO2_HUMAN;sp|P55060-4|XPO2_HUMAN;sp|P55060-2|XPO2_HUMANsp|P55060-3|XPO2_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Exportin-2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CSE1L;sp|P55060|XPO2_HUMAN Exportin-2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CSE1L PE=1 SV=3;sp|P55060-4|XPO2_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Exportin-2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CSE1L28.90518 28.69893 37 39 By MS/MS By MS/MS 57 92 -0.206255 641 65 107.78 945
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sp|Q5JTH9|RRP12_HUMAN;sp|Q5JTH9-2|RRP12_HUMAN;sp|Q5JTH9-3|RRP12_HUMANsp|Q5JTH9|RRP12_HUMAN P12-like protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=RRP12 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q5JTH9-2|RRP12_HUMAN Isoform 2 of RRP12-like protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=RRP12;sp|Q5JTH9-3|RRP12_HUMAN Isoform 3 of RRP12-like protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=RRP1224.608456 24.40 78 16 17 By MS/MS By MS/MS 13 26 -0.2066765 640 27.7 143.7 1297
sp|Q96AE4|FUBP1_HUMANsp|Q96AE4|FUBP1_HUMAN Far upstream element-binding protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FUBP1 PE=1 SV=323.668715 23.45563 8 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 12 -0.2130814 639 54.2 67.56 644
sp|P18621-3|RL17_HUMAN;sp|P18621|RL17_HUMAN;sp|P18621-2|RL17_HUMANsp|P18621-3|RL17_HUMAN Isoform 3 of 60S ribosomal protein L17 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL17;sp|P18621|RL17_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L17 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL17 PE=1 SV=3;sp|P18621-2|RL17_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 60S ribosomal protein L17 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL1727.144138 26.93044 8 8 By M /MS By MS/MS 15 3 -0.2136974 638 38.2 26.372 228
sp|Q9Y520-4|PRC2C_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y520-5|PRC2C_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y520|PRC2C_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y520-7|PRC2C_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y520-6|PRC2C_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y520-3|PRC2C_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y520-2|PRC2C_HUMANsp|Q9Y520-4|PRC2C_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Protein PRRC2C OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRRC2C;sp|Q9Y520-5|PRC2C_HUMAN Isoform 5 of Protein PRRC2C OS= omo sa iens GN=PR 2 ;sp|Q9Y520|PRC2C_HUMAN Protein PRRC2C OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRRC2C PE=1 SV=4;sp|Q9Y520-7|PRC2C_HUMAN Iso24.63217 24.417 13 17 By MS/MS By MS/MS 25 -0. 151794 637 11.4 308.6 2817
sp|Q96J01|THOC3_HUMANsp|Q96J01|THOC3_HUMAN THO complex subunit 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=THOC3 PE=1 SV=125.448088 25.23191 8 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 13 16 -0.2161751 636 45 38.771 351
sp|P52292|IMA1_HUMANsp|P52292|IMA1_HUMAN Importin subunit alpha-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=KPNA2 PE=1 SV=125.62369 25.40711 12 13 By MS/MS By MS/MS 18 27 -0.2165813 635 73.7 57.861 529
sp|Q9Y5P6|GMPPB_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y5P6-2|GMPPB_HUMANsp|Q9Y5P6|GMPPB_HUMAN Mannose-1-phosphate guanyltransferase beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=GMPPB PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9Y5P6-2|GMPPB_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Mannose-1-phosphate guanyltransferase beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=GMPPB24.593775 24.37564 7 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 13 -0.2181358 634 28.6 39.834 360
sp|P62753|RS6_HUMANsp|P62753|RS6_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS6 PE=1 SV=128.478733 28.25966 8 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 15 25 -0.2190723 633 42.2 28.68 249
sp|Q9NVI7-2|ATD3A_HUMAN;sp|Q9NVI7|ATD3A_HUMAN;sp|Q9NVI7-3|ATD3A_HUMANsp|Q9NVI7-2| TD3A_HUMAN Isoform 2 of ATPase family AA domain-containing protein 3A OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATAD3A;sp|Q9NVI7|ATD3A_HUMAN ATPase family AAA domain-containing protein 3A OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATAD3A PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9NVI7-3|ATD3A_HUMAN Isoform 3 of ATPa24.005302 23.78506 10 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 16 -0.2202377 632 49.3 66.217 586
sp|P47756-2|CAPZB_HUMAN;sp|P47756|CAPZB_HUMANsp| 47756-2|CAPZB_HUMAN Isoform 2 of F-actin-capping protein subunit beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=CAPZB;sp|P47756|CAPZB_HUMAN F-actin-capping protein subunit beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=CAPZB PE=1 SV=423.43619 23.21509 7 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 10 -0.2210999 631 60.3 30.628 272
sp|Q9Y6G9|DC1L1_HUMANsp|Q9Y6G9|DC1L1_HUMAN Cytoplasmic dynein 1 light intermediate chain 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DYNC1LI1 PE=1 SV=325.170507 24.94855 1 15 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 24 -0.2219524 630 63.5 56.578 523
sp|P50454|SERPH_HUMANsp| 50454|SERPH_HUMAN Serpin H1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SERPINH1 PE=1 SV=223.87755 23.65327 6 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 16 -0.2242813 629 57.4 46.44 418
sp|Q9Y490|TLN1_HUMANsp|Q9Y490|TLN1_HUMAN Talin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TLN1 PE=1 SV=324.30271 24.07668 12 20 By M /MS By MS/MS 4 30 -0.2260342 628 42.8 269.76 2541
sp|P62314|SMD1_HUMANsp|P62314|SMD1_HUMAN Small nuclear ribonucleoprotein Sm D1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SNRPD1 PE=1 SV=124.729671 24.5024 3 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 9 -0.2272758 627 54.6 13.281 119
sp|Q9HCC0|MCCB_HUMAN;sp|Q9HCC0-2|MCCB_HUMANsp|Q9 CC0|MCCB_HUMAN Methylcrotonoyl-CoA carboxylase beta chain, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=MCCC2 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9HCC0-2|MCCB_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Methylcrotonoyl-CoA carboxylase beta chain, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=MCCC223.255804 23.02818 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 7 -0.2276192 626 60.4 61.332 563
sp|Q9H9A6|LRC40_HUMANsp|Q9H9A6|LRC40_HUMAN Leucine-rich repeat-containing protein 40 OS=Homo sapiens GN=LRRC40 PE=1 SV=123.375971 23.14827 5 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 13 -0.2276993 625 22.9 68.249 602
sp|Q7L2H7|EIF3M_HUMANsp|Q7L2H7|EIF3M_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 3 subunit M OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF3M PE=1 SV=125.472031 25.24343 9 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 14 20 -0.2285957 624 68.4 42.502 374
sp|Q9BYT8|NEUL_HUMANsp|Q9BYT8| EUL_HUMAN Neurolysin, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=NLN PE=1 SV=121.082647 20.85278 3 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 3 -0.2298717 623 4.3 80.651 704
sp|Q14697|GANAB_HUMAN;sp|Q14697-3|GANAB_HUMANsp|Q14697|GANAB_HUMAN Neutral alpha-glucosidase AB OS=Homo sapiens GN=GANAB PE=1 SV=326.456055 26.22407 28 27 By MS/MS By MS/MS 40 51 -0.2319813 622 56.7 106.87 944
sp|P13861|KAP2_HUMANsp|P13861|KAP2_HUMAN cAMP-dependent protein kinase type II-alpha regulatory subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRKAR2A PE=1 SV=223.725153 23.49265 6 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 13 -0.232502 62 70 45.518 404
sp|P62877|RBX1_HUMANsp|P62877|RBX1_HUMAN E3 ubiquitin-protein ligase RBX1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBX1 PE=1 SV=122.925877 22.69085 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 4 -0.2350235 620 24.1 12.274 108
sp|P78316|NOP14_HUMAN;sp|P78316-2|NOP14_HUMANsp|P78316|NOP14_HUMAN ucleolar protein 14 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NOP14 PE=1 SV=3;sp|P78316-2|NOP14_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Nucleolar protein 14 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NOP1422.85 175 22.62263 3 6 By MS/MS By MS/M 2 11 -0.2355423 619 12.3 97.667 857
sp|P19367|HXK1_HUMAN;sp|P19367-4|HXK1_HUMAN;sp|P19367-2|HXK1_HUMAN;sp|P19367-3|HXK1_HUMAN;sp|Q2TB90|HKDC1_HUMANsp|P19367|HXK1_HUMAN exokinase-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HK1 PE=1 SV=3;sp|P19367-4|HXK1_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Hexokinase-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HK1;sp|P19367-2|HXK1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Hexokinase-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HK1;sp|P19367-3|HXK1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Hexokinas23.88632 23.6479 12 14 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 21 -0.2384224 618 50.1 102.48 917
sp|P07954-2|FUMH_HUMAN;sp|P07954|FUMH_HUMANsp|P07954-2|FUMH_HUMAN Isoform Cytoplasmic of Fumarate hydratase, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=FH;sp|P07954|FUMH_HUMAN Fumarate hydratase, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=FH PE=1 SV=324.202696 23.96208 6 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 15 -0.2406139 617 64.5 50.212 467
sp|P35250|RFC2_HUMAN;sp|P35250-2|RFC2_HUMANsp|P35250|RFC2_HUMAN eplication factor C subunit 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RFC2 PE=1 SV=3;sp|P35250-2|RFC2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Replication factor C subunit 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RFC23.274408 23.03342 4 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 13 -0.2409878 616 36.7 39.157 354
sp|Q9Y3C6|PPIL1_HUMANsp|Q9Y3C6|PPIL1_HUMAN Peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase-like 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPIL1 PE=1 SV=121.870569 21.62703 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 3 -0.2435417 615 27.1 18.237 166
sp|P25685|DNJB1_HUMAN;sp|Q9UDY4|DNJB4_HUMANsp|P25685|D JB1_H MAN DnaJ homolog subfamily B member 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DNAJB1 PE=1 SV=423.440758 23.19701 7 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 10 -0.2437515 614 37.4 38.044 340
sp|Q59GN2|R39L5_HUMAN;sp|P62891|RL39_HUMANsp|Q59GN2|R39L5_HUMAN Putative 60S ribosomal protein L39-like 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL39P5 PE=5 SV=2;sp|P62891|RL39_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L39 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL39 PE=1 SV=225.136923 24.89208 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 -0. 448425 613 19.6 6.3225 51
sp|P08559|ODPA_HUMAN;sp|P08559-4|ODPA_HUMAN;sp|P08559-3|ODPA_HUMAN;sp|P08559-2|ODPA_HUMAN;sp|P29803|ODPAT_HUMANsp|P08559|ODPA_HUMAN Pyruvate dehydrogenase E1 component subunit alpha, somatic form, mitochondrial S=Homo sapiens GN=PDHA1 PE=1 SV=3;sp|P08559-4|ODPA_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Pyruvate dehydrogenase E1 component subunit alpha, somatic form, mitochondrial OS=Hom24.6 173 24.43847 11 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 13 17 -0.2466984 612 64.6 43.295 390
sp|P31946-2|1433B_HUMAN;sp|P31946|1433B_HUMANsp|P31946-2|1433B_HUMAN Isoform Short of 14-3-3 protein beta/alpha OS=Homo sapiens GN=YWHAB;sp|P31946|1433B_HUMAN 14-3-3 protein beta/alpha OS=Homo sapiens GN=YWHAB PE=1 SV=325.587378 25. 3967 11 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 12 -0.2477093 611 56.1 27.85 244
sp|Q9P031|TAP26_HUMANsp|Q9P031|TAP26_HUMAN Thyroid transcription factor 1-associated protein 26 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CCDC59 PE=1 SV=221.154249 20.90544 2 2 By MS/MS By M /MS 3 4 -0.2488117 610 7.5 28.669 241
sp|P40939|ECHA_HUMANsp|P40939|ECHA_HUMAN Trifunctional enzyme subunit alpha, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=HADHA PE=1 SV=225.448183 25.19764 19 20 By MS/MS By MS/MS 18 33 -0.2505398 609 59.6 82.999 763
sp|P08758|ANXA5_HUMANsp|P08758| XA5_HUMAN Annexin A5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ANXA5 PE=1 SV=224.201799 23.94949 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 11 -0.2523098 608 27.2 35.936 320
sp|P78406|RAE1L_HUMANsp|P78406|RAE1L_HUMAN mRNA export factor OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAE1 PE=1 SV=122.92334 22.66921 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 4 -0.2541275 607 37 40.968 368
sp|Q9NRR5|UBQL4_HUMAN;sp|Q9NRR5-2|UBQL4_HUMANsp|Q9NRR5|UBQL4_HUMAN Ubiquilin-4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBQLN4 PE=1 SV=222.584352 22.32817 5 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 4 -0.2561855 606 19.3 63.852 601
sp|P61201|CSN2_HUMAN;sp|P61201-2|CSN2_HUMANsp|P61201|CSN2_HUMAN OP9 signalosome complex subunit 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=COPS2 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P61201-2|CSN2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of COP9 signalosome complex subunit 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=COPS223.796894 23.54038 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 0 -0.2565 55 605 25.1 51.5 6 443
sp|Q05519-2|SRS11_HUMAN;sp|Q05519|SRS11_HUMANsp|Q05519-2|SRS11_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Serine/arginine-rich splicing factor 11 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRSF11;sp|Q05519|SRS11_HUMAN Serine/arginine-rich splicing factor 11 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRSF11 PE=1 SV=123.263704 23.00696 3 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 9 -0.2567406 604 18.4 53.413 483
sp|P62913|RL11_HUMAN;sp|P62913-2|RL11_HUMANsp|P62913|RL11_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L11 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL11 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P62913-2|RL11_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 60S ribosomal protein L11 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL112 .26803 26.01118 5 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 11 -0.2568493 603 37.6 20.252 178
sp|Q9NP97|DLRB1_HUMAN;sp|Q8TF09|DLRB2_HUMAN;sp|Q9NP97-2|DLRB1_HUMANsp|Q9NP97|DLRB1_HUMAN Dynein light chain roadblock-type  OS=Homo sapiens GN=DYNLRB1 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q8TF09|DLRB2_HUMAN Dynein light chain roadblock-type 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DYNLRB2 PE=1 SV=122.743963 22.48677 2 2 By S/MS By MS/MS 3 4 -0.2571926 602 60.4 10.921 96
sp|P24941|CDK2_HUMAN;sp|P24941-2|CDK2_HUMAN;sp|Q00526|CDK3_HUMANsp|P24941|CDK2_HUMAN yclin-dependent kinase 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CDK2 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P24941-2|CDK2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Cyclin-dependent kinase 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CDK224.851671 24.59343 10 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 13 15 -0.2582397 601 44 33.929 298
sp|P48739|PIPNB_HUMAN;sp|P48739-2|PIPNB_HUMANsp|P48739|PIPNB_HUMAN hosphatidylinositol transfer protein beta isoform OS=Homo sapiens GN=PITPNB PE=1 SV=2;sp|P48739-2|PIPNB_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Phosphatidylinositol transfer protein beta isoform OS=Homo sapiens GN=PITPNB26.244198 25.98379 13 13 By MS/MS By MS/MS 18 23 -0.2604084 600 59.8 31.54 271
sp|P50990|TCPQ_HUMANsp|P50990|TCPQ_HUMAN T-complex protein 1 subunit theta OS=Homo sapiens GN=CCT8 PE=1 SV=427.636232 27.37493 29 32 By MS/MS By MS/MS 39 58 -0.2613049 599 80.1 59.62 548
sp|O95394|AGM1_HUMAN;sp|O95394-3|AGM1_HUMAN;sp|O95394-4|AGM1_HUMANsp|O95394|AGM1_HUMAN Phosphoacetylglucosamine mutase OS=Homo sapiens GN=PGM3 PE=1 SV=1;sp|O95394-3|AGM1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Phosphoacetylglucosamine mutase OS=Homo sapiens GN=PGM3;sp|O95394-4|AGM1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Phosphoacetylglucosamine mutase OS=Homo s22.543047 22.28051 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 -0.262537 598 15.1 59.851 542
sp|Q13123|RED_HUMANsp|Q13123|RED_HUMAN Protein Red OS=Homo sapiens GN=IK PE=1 SV=320.973864 20.70944 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 4 -0.2644234 597 37.5 65.601 557
sp|Q9UHY1|NRBP_HUMANsp|Q9UHY1| RBP_HUMAN Nuclear receptor-binding protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=NRBP1 PE=1 SV=122.85148 22.58261 3 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 9 -0.2688713 596 13.6 59.844 535
sp|P22314|UBA1_HUMANsp|P22314|UBA1_HUMAN Ubiquitin-like modifier-activating enzyme 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBA1 PE=1 SV=328.759134 28.48991 36 36 By MS/MS By MS/MS 59 87 -0.2692223 595 54.7 117.85 1058
sp|Q14677-3|EPN4_HUMAN;sp|Q14677|EPN4_HUMAN;sp|Q14677-2|EPN4_HUMANsp|Q14677-3|EPN4_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Clathrin interactor 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CLINT1;sp|Q14677|EPN4_HUMAN Clathrin interactor 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CLINT1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q14677-2|EPN4_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Clathrin interactor 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CLINT121.065395 20.79495 2 2 By matching By MS/MS 0 3 -0.270443 594 13.2 70.294 643
sp|Q9UL25|RAB21_HUMANsp|Q9UL25|RAB21_HUMAN Ras-related protein Rab-21 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB21 PE=1 SV=321.071627 20.79954 2 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 5 -0.2720833 593 47.6 24.347 225
sp|Q9UNQ2|DIM1_HUMANsp|Q9UNQ2|DIM1_HUMAN Probable dimethyladenosine transferase OS=Homo sapiens GN=DIMT1 PE=1 SV=123.610205 23.3362 6 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 11 -0.2740059 592 26.2 35.236 313
sp|P62330|ARF6_HUMANsp|P62330|ARF6_HUMAN ADP-ribosylation factor 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARF6 PE=1 SV=225.563343 25.28849 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 10 -0.2748566 591 44.6 20.082 175
sp|Q86VP6|CAND1_HUMAN;sp|Q86VP6-2|CAND1_HUMAN;sp|Q86VP6-3|CAND1_HUMANsp|Q86VP6|CAND1_HUMAN Cullin-associated NEDD8-dissociated protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CAND1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q86VP6-2|CAND1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Cullin-associated NEDD8-dissociated protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CAND127.871265 7.59626 32 35 By MS/ S By MS/MS 58 75 -0.2750015 590 43.4 136.37 1230
sp|Q9UHX1-6|PUF60_HUMAN;sp|Q9UHX1-4|PUF60_HUMAN;sp|Q9UHX1-5|PUF60_HUMAN;sp|Q9UHX1-2|PUF60_HUMAN;sp|Q9UHX1-3|PUF60_HUMAN;sp|Q9UHX1|PUF60_HUMANsp|Q9UHX1-6|PUF60_H MAN Isoform 6 of Poly(U)-binding-splicing factor PUF60 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PUF60;sp|Q9UHX1-4|PUF60_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Poly(U)-binding-splicing factor PUF60 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PUF60;sp|Q9UHX1-5|PUF60_HUMAN Isoform 5 of Poly(U)-binding-spl26.535521 26.2603 18 19 By MS/MS By MS/MS 23 35 -0.2752228 589 57.3 55.399 513
sp|P42126|ECI1_HUMAN;sp|P42126-2|ECI1_HUMANsp|P42126|ECI1_HUMAN noyl-CoA delta isomerase 1, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=ECI1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P42126-2|ECI1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Enoyl-CoA delta isomerase 1, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=ECI122.57757 22.30129 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 4 -0.276 833 588 38.7 32.816 302
sp|P53004|BIEA_HUMANsp|P53004|BIEA_HUMAN Biliverdin reductase A OS=Homo sapiens GN=BLVRA PE=1 SV=224.001871 23.72546 6 7 By MS/MS By MS/M 4 14 -0.2764072 587 26 33.428 296
sp|P22234|PUR6_HUMAN;sp|P22234-2|PUR6_HUMANsp|P22234|PUR6_HUMAN Multifunctional protein ADE2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PAICS PE=1 SV=3;sp|P22234-2|PUR6_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Multifunctional protein ADE2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PAICS27.332619 27.05538 19 21 By MS/MS By MS/MS 27 47 -0.2772388 586 68 47.079 425
sp|P14859-4|PO2F1_HUMAN;sp|P14859-5|PO2F1_HUMAN;sp|P14859-3|PO2F1_HUMAN;sp|P14859|PO2F1_HUMAN;sp|P14859-2|PO2F1_HUMAN;sp|P09086-4|PO2F2_HUMAN;sp|Q9UKI9-3|PO2F3_HUMAN;sp|Q9UKI9|PO2F3_HUMAN;sp|Q9UKI9-2|PO2F3_HUMAN;sp|P09086-3|PO2F2_HUMAN;sp|P09086-2|PO2F2_HUMAN;sp|P09086|PO2F2_HUMAN;sp|P09086-5|PO2F2_HUMANsp|P14859-4|PO2F1_HUMAN Isoform 4 of POU domain, class 2, transcription factor 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=POU2F1;sp|P14859-5|PO2F1_HUMAN Isoform 5 of POU domain, class 2, transcri tion factor 1 OS=Homo sa iens GN=POU 1;sp|P14859-3|PO2F1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of POU d23.6569 2 23.37901 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 9 -0. 779675 85 11.5 68.143 653
sp|Q9NUL3-6|STAU2_HUMAN;sp|Q9NUL3-8|STAU2_HUMAN;sp|Q9NUL3-3|STAU2_HUMAN;sp|Q9NUL3-7|STAU2_HUMAN;sp|Q9NUL3-2|STAU2_HUMAN;sp|Q9NUL3|STAU2_HUMAN;sp|Q9NUL3-4|STAU2_HUMANsp|Q9NUL3-6|STAU2_HUMAN Isoform 6 of Double-stranded RN -binding protein Staufen homolog 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=STAU2;sp|Q9NUL3-8|STAU2_HUMAN Isoform 8 of Double-stranded R A-binding protein Staufen homolog 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=STAU2;sp|Q9NUL3-3|STAU2_HUMAN23.191608 22.91346 6 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 11 -0.2781506 584 22.6 43.31 398
sp|Q9NTK5|OLA1_HUMAN;sp|Q9NTK5-2|OLA1_HUMAN;sp|Q9NTK5-3|OLA1_HUMANsp|Q9NTK5|OLA1_HUMAN Obg-like ATPase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=OLA1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9NTK5-2|OLA1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Obg-like ATPase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=OLA1;sp|Q9NTK5-3|OLA1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Obg-like ATPase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=OLA126.141529 25.86273 15 14 By MS/MS By MS/MS 25 28 -0.2787971 583 45.5 44.743 396
sp|Q14320|FA50A_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y247|FA50B_HUMANsp|Q14320|FA50A_HUMAN Protein FAM50A OS=Homo sapiens GN=FAM50A PE=1 SV=221.9770 21.69825 3 3 By MS/ S By MS/MS 1 3 -0.2787991 582 24.8 40.241 339
sp|P68402|PA1B2_HUMAN;sp|P68402-3|PA1B2_HUMAN;sp|P68402-2|PA1B2_HUMAN;sp|P68402-4|PA1B2_HUMANsp|P68402|PA1B2_HUMAN latelet-activating factor acetylhydrolase IB subunit beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=PAFAH1B2 PE=1 SV=123.375441 23.09547 3 3 By S/MS By MS/MS 4 5 -0.2799702 581 34.1 25.569 229
sp|O15067|PUR4_HUMANsp|O15067|PUR4_HUMAN Phosphoribosylformylglycinamidine synthase OS=Homo sapiens GN=PFAS PE=1 SV=424.152363 23.87239 8 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 21 -0.2799702 580 16.7 144.73 1338
sp|Q04917|1433F_HUMANsp|Q04917|1433F_HUMAN 14-3-3 protein eta OS=Homo sapiens GN=YWHAH PE=1 SV=425.242672 24.96182 13 14 By MS/MS By MS/MS 13 17 -0.2808552 579 59.3 28.218 246
sp|Q9UJS0|CMC2_HUMAN;sp|Q9UJS0-2|CMC2_HUMANsp|Q9UJS0|CMC2_H MAN Calcium-binding mitochondrial carrier protein Aralar2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SLC25A13 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9UJS0-2|CMC2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Calcium-binding mitochondrial carrier protein Aralar2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SLC25A132 .882523 22.59989 5 8 By MS/MS By M /MS 1 14 -0.2826309 578 53 74.175 675
sp|P31930|QCR1_HUMANsp|P31930|QCR1_HUMAN Cytochrome b-c1 complex subunit 1, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=UQCRC1 PE=1 SV=325.564215 25.28097 10 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 16 22 -0.2832451 577 54 52.645 480
sp|Q13561|DCTN2_HUMAN;sp|Q13561-3|DCTN2_HUMAN;sp|Q13561-2|DCTN2_HUMANsp|Q13561|DCTN2_HUMAN ynactin subunit 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DCTN2 PE=1 SV=4;sp|Q13561-3|DCTN2_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Dynactin subunit 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DCTN2;sp|Q13561-2|DCTN2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Dynactin subunit 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DCTN223.492895 23.20964 6 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 13 -0.2832527 576 49.1 44.23 401
sp|P14625|ENPL_HUMAN;sp|Q58FF3|ENPLL_HUMANsp|P14625|ENPL_HUMAN Endoplasmin OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSP90B1 PE=1 SV=129. 6168 29.30012 38 40 By MS/MS By MS/MS 59 79 -0.2860489 575 60.6 92.468 803
sp|Q9UDR5|AASS_HUMANsp|Q9UDR5|AASS_HUMAN Alpha-aminoadipic semialdehyde synthase, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=AASS PE=1 SV=122.582241 22.29594 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 4 -0.2862968 574 35.5 102.13 926
sp|Q9NZL4|HPBP1_HUMAN;sp|Q9NZL4-2|HPBP1_HUMANsp|Q9NZL4|HPBP1_HUMAN sp70-binding protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSPBP1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9NZL4-2|HPBP1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Hsp70-binding protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSPBP124.445313 24.15692 8 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 14 -0.2883911 573 38.1 39.474 362
sp|P21266|GSTM3_HUMANsp|P21266|GSTM3_HUMAN Glutathione S-transferase Mu 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GSTM3 PE=1 SV=323.163277 22.87433 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/M 4 11 -0.28895 572 43.6 26.559 225
sp|P40616|ARL1_HUMANsp|P40616|ARL1_HUMAN ADP-ribosylation factor-like protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARL1 PE=1 SV=127.141899 26.85246 8 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 19 -0.2894421 571 72.9 20.417 181
sp|P78371|TCPB_HUMAN;sp|P78371-2|TCPB_HUMANsp|P78371|TCPB_HUMAN -complex protein 1 subunit beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=CCT2 PE=1 SV=4;sp|P78371-2|TCPB_HUMAN Isoform 2 of T-complex protein 1 subunit beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=CCT227.142874 26.85305 23 26 By MS/MS By MS/MS 34 46 -0.2898216 570 81.9 57.488 535
sp|Q5TC12-3|ATPF1_HUMAN;sp|Q5TC12|ATPF1_HUMAN;sp|Q5TC12-2|ATPF1_HUMANsp|Q5TC12-3|ATPF1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of ATP synthase mitochondrial F1 complex assembly factor 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATPAF1;sp|Q5TC12|ATPF1_HUMAN ATP synthase mitochondrial F1 complex assembly factor 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATPAF1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q5TC12-2|ATPF1_HUMAN24.699541 24.40957 7 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 14 -0.2899723 569 50 27.438 240
sp|Q6GMV3|PTRD1_HUMANsp|Q6GMV3|PTRD1_HUMAN Putative peptidyl-tRNA hydrolase PTRHD1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PTRHD1 PE=1 SV=122.868631 22.57796 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 6 -0.2906704 568 58.6 15.805 140
sp|O14617-3|AP3D1_HUMAN;sp|O14617-4|AP3D1_HUMAN;sp|O14617-2|AP3D1_HUMAN;sp|O14617|AP3D1_HUMAN;sp|O14617-5|AP3D1_HUMANsp|O14617-3| P3D1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of P-3 complex subunit delta-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=AP3D1;sp|O14617-4|AP3D1_HUMAN Isoform 4 of AP-3 complex subunit delta-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=AP3D1;sp|O14617-2|AP3D1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of AP-3 complex subunit delta-1 OS=Homo23.64163 23.35016 6 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 19 -0.2914677 567 20.3 111.24 984
sp|Q9UHD1|CHRD1_HUMAN;sp|Q9UHD1-2|CHRD1_HUMANsp|Q9U D1|CHRD1_H MAN Cysteine and histidine-rich domain-containing protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CHORDC1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9UHD1-2|CHRD1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Cysteine and histidine-rich domain-containing protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CHORDC122.50 758 22.2174 3 4 By MS/MS By MS/M 3 5 -0.2923431 566 57.8 37.489 332
sp|Q71UM5|RS27L_HUMANsp|Q71UM5|RS27L_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S27-like OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS27L PE=1 SV=33.928951 23.63644 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/M 3 4 -0.292511 565 39.3 9.4771 84
sp|P52434|RPAB3_HUMANsp|P52434|RPAB3_HUMAN DNA-directed RNA polymerases I, II, and III subunit RPABC3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=POLR2H PE=1 SV=422.077017 21.78213 3 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 2 -0.2948895 564 40.7 17.143 150
sp|O00487|PSDE_HUMANsp|O00487|PSDE_HUMAN 26S proteasome non-ATPase regulatory subunit 14 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMD14 PE=1 SV=124.458889 24.16262 7 9 B  MS/MS By MS/MS 11 15 -0.2962723 563 54.5 34.577 310
sp|Q9Y285|SYFA_HUMANsp|Q9Y285|SYFA_HUMAN Phenylalanine--tRNA ligase alpha subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=FARSA PE=1 SV=325.053289 24.7544 12 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 18 19 -0.2988892 562 59.8 57.563 508
sp|P23921|RIR1_HUMANsp|P23921|RIR1_HUMAN Ribonucleoside-diphosphate reductase large subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=RRM1 PE=1 SV=123.818022 23.51881 11 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 4 -0.2992077 561 46.1 90.069 792
sp|Q9BRG1|VPS25_HUMANsp|Q9BRG1|VPS25_HUMAN Vacuolar protein-sorting-associated protein 25 OS=Homo sapiens GN=VPS25 PE=1 SV=122.624464 22.3249 4 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 3 -0.2995625 560 33 20.747 176
sp|Q9H0A0|NAT10_HUMANsp|Q9H0A0|NAT10_HUMAN N-acetyltransferase 10 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NAT10 PE=1 SV=225.021955 24.72213 16 18 By MS/MS By MS/MS 16 23 -0.2998238 559 24.7 115.73 1025
sp|P12236|ADT3_HUMANsp|P12236|ADT3_HUMAN ADP/ATP translocase 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SLC25A6 PE=1 SV=424.347666 24.04535 14 15 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 11 -0.3023129 558 62.4 32.866 298
sp|Q6FI81|CPIN1_HUMAN;sp|Q6FI81-3|CPIN1_HUMAN;sp|Q6FI81-2|CPIN1_HUMANsp|Q6FI81|CPIN1_HUMAN Anamorsin OS=Homo sapiens G =CIAPIN1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q6FI81-3|CPIN1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Anamorsin OS=Homo sapiens GN=CIAPIN123.763041 23.45926 6 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 9 -0.3037758 557 26.9 33.582 312
sp|Q8WZ82|OVCA2_HUMANsp|Q8WZ82|OVCA2_HUMAN Ovarian cancer-associated gene 2 protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=OVCA2 PE=1 SV=121.454729 21.14967 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 3 -0.3050613 556 13.2 24.418 227
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sp|P50213|IDH3A_HUMAN;sp|P50213-2|IDH3A_HUMANsp|P50213|IDH3A_HUMAN socitrate dehydrogenase [NAD] subunit alpha, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=IDH3A PE=1 SV=1;sp|P50213-2|IDH3A_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Isocitrate dehydrogenase [NAD] subunit alpha, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=IDH3A25. 54207 25.24703 10 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 15 13 -0.3071804 555 50.5 39.591 366
sp|P04075|ALDOA_HUMAN;sp|P04075-2|ALDOA_HUMAN;sp|P05062|ALDOB_HUMANsp|P04075| LDOA_HUMAN Fructose-bisphosphate aldolase A OS=Homo sapiens GN=ALDOA PE=1 SV=2;sp|P04075-2|ALDOA_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Fructose-bisphosphate aldolase A OS=Homo sapiens GN=ALDOA28.1 3 27.83352 22 22 By S/MS By MS/MS 39 48 -0.307209 554 81.3 39.42 364
sp|P15531|NDKA_HUMAN;sp|P15531-2|NDKA_HUMANsp|P15531| DKA_HUMAN ucleoside diphosphate kinase A OS=Homo sapiens GN=NME1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P15531-2|NDKA_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Nucleoside diphosphate kinase A OS=Homo sapiens GN=NME123.296421 22.98642 6 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 4 -0.3100033 553 65.8 17.149 152
sp|P26599|PTBP1_HUMAN;sp|P26599-2|PTBP1_HUMAN;sp|P26599-3|PTBP1_HUMANsp|P26599|PTBP1_HUMAN olypyrimidine tract-binding protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PTBP1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P26599-2|PTBP1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Polypyrimidine tract-binding protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PTBP1;sp|P26599-3|PTBP1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Polypyrimidine tract-b26.775553 26.4646 13 15 By S/MS By MS/MS 23 32 -0.3109512 552 69.9 57.221 531
sp|Q6P3W7|SCYL2_HUMANsp|Q6P3W7|SCYL2_HUMAN SCY1-like protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SCYL2 PE=1 SV=124.067596 23.75644 6 6 By MS/M By MS/M 6 9 -0.3111591 551 9.7 103.71 929
sp|P13667|PDIA4_HUMANsp|P13667|PDIA4_HUMAN Protein disulfide-isomerase A4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PDIA4 PE=1 SV=22 .310982 23.99921 10 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 17 -0.3117752 550 56.6 72.932 645
sp|Q99436|PSB7_HUMANsp|Q99436|PSB7_HUMAN Proteasome subunit beta type-7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMB7 PE=1 SV=121.702652 21.39063 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 4 -0.3120193 549 32.1 29.965 277
sp|Q92598-2|HS105_HUMAN;sp|Q92598|HS105_HUMAN;sp|Q92598-3|HS105_HUMANsp|Q92598-2|HS105_HUMAN Isoform Beta of Heat shock protein 105 kDa OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSPH1;sp|Q92598|HS105_HUMAN Heat shock protein 105 kDa OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSPH1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q92598-3|HS105_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Heat shock protein 105 kDa OS=Homo sapiens27.334581 27.02094 31 34 By S/MS By MS/MS 39 74 -0.3136425 548 61.4 92. 1 814
sp|P83881|RL36A_HUMANsp|P83881|RL36A_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L36a OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL36A PE=1 SV=225.870302 25.55637 7 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 11 -0.3139305 547 48.1 12.441 106
sp|Q9Y5A7-2|NUB1_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y5A7|NUB1_HUMANsp|Q9Y5A7-2| UB1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of NEDD8 ultimate buster 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NUB1;sp|Q9Y5A7|NUB1_HUMAN NEDD8 ultimate buster 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NUB1 PE=1 SV=220.284607 19.97057 1 2 By M /MS By MS/MS 1 4 -0.3140411 546 5.2 69.118 601
sp|Q9UNZ2|NSF1C_HUMAN;sp|Q9UNZ2-5|NSF1C_HUMAN;sp|Q9UNZ2-4|NSF1C_HUMAN;sp|Q9UNZ2-6|NSF1C_HUMANsp|Q9UNZ2|NSF1C_H MAN NSFL1 cofactor p47 OS=Homo sapiens GN= SFL1C PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9UNZ2-5|NSF1C_HUMAN Isoform 3 of NSFL1 cofactor p47 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NSFL1C;sp|Q9UNZ2-4|NSF1C_HUMAN Isoform 2 of NSFL1 cofactor p47 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NSFL1C;sp|Q9UNZ2-6|NSF23.438856 23.12289 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 7 -0.3159618 545 26.5 40.572 370
sp|Q6YN16|HSDL2_HUMAN;sp|Q6YN16-2|HSDL2_HUMANsp|Q6YN16|HSDL2_HUMAN Hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase-like protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSDL2 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q6YN16-2|HSDL2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase-like protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSDL224.676105 4.35991 8 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 14 -0.3161926 544 35.4 45.394 418
sp|P17612|KAPCA_HUMAN;sp|P17612-2|KAPCA_HUMAN;sp|P22694-10|KAPCB_HUMAN;sp|P22694-4|KAPCB_HUMAN;sp|P22694-3|KAPCB_HUMAN;sp|P22694|KAPCB_HUMAN;sp|P22694-5|KAPCB_HUMAN;sp|P22694-7|KAPCB_HUMAN;sp|P22694-6|KAPCB_HUMAN;sp|P22694-9|KAPCB_HUMAN;sp|P22694-2|KAPCB_HUMAN;sp|P22694-8|KAPCB_HUMANsp|P17612|KAPCA_HUMAN c MP-dependent rotein kinase catalytic subunit alpha OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRKACA PE=1 SV=2;sp|P17612- |KAPCA_HUMAN Isoform  of cAMP-dependent protein kinase catalytic subunit al ha OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRKACA22.801243 22.48436 4 5 B  MS/MS By MS/M 1 9 -0.3168793 543 18.8 40.589 351
sp|Q9NQ29-2|LUC7L_HUMAN;sp|Q9NQ29|LUC7L_HUMAN;sp|Q9NQ29-3|LUC7L_HUMANsp|Q9NQ29-2|LUC7L_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Putative RNA binding protein Luc7-like 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=LUC7L;sp|Q9NQ29|LUC7L_HUMAN Putative RNA-binding protein Luc7-like 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=LUC7L PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9NQ29-3|LUC7L_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Putative RNA-bindi22.359497 22.04186 10 10 By MS/MS By MS/M 5 6 -0.3176327 542 38.8 38.405 325
sp|Q96PU8-5|QKI_HUMAN;sp|Q96PU8-9|QKI_HUMAN;sp|Q96PU8-8|QKI_HUMAN;sp|Q96PU8-6|QKI_HUMAN;sp|Q96PU8-3|QKI_HUMAN;sp|Q96PU8|QKI_HUMANsp|Q96PU8-5|QKI_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Protein quaking OS=Homo sa iens GN=QKI;sp|Q96PU8-9 KI_HUMAN Isoform 6 of Protein quaking OS=Homo sapiens GN=QKI;sp|Q96PU8-8|QKI_HUMAN Isoform 5 of Protein quaking OS=Homo sapiens GN=QKI;sp|Q96PU8-6|QKI_HUMAN Isoform 4 of21.80361 21.48567 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 3 -0.3179436 541 25.2 35.232 317
sp|P11177|ODPB_HUMAN;sp|P11177-2|ODPB_HUMAN;sp|P11177-3|ODPB_HUMANsp|P11177|ODPB_HUMAN Pyruvate dehydrogenase E1 component subunit beta, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=PDHB PE=1 SV=3;sp|P11177-2|ODPB_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Pyruvate dehydrogenase E1 component subunit beta, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=PDHB;sp|P11177-3|O27.4 41 5 27.09467 14 14 By MS/MS By MS/MS 24 35 -0.3195095 540 74.7 39.233 359
sp|Q9NSE4|SYIM_HUMANsp|Q9NSE4|SYIM_HUMAN Isoleucine--tRNA ligase, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=IARS2 PE=1 SV=227.226282 26.90644 26 26 By MS/MS By MS/MS 43 57 -0.3198395 539 51.4 113.79 1012
sp|O95232|LC7L3_HUMAN;sp|O95232-2|LC7L3_HUMANsp|O95232|LC7L3_HUMAN uc7-like protein 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=LUC7L3 PE=1 SV=22 .771528 23.45036 6 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 10 -0.3211727 538 36.3 51.466 432
sp|P62249|RS16_HUMANsp|P62249|RS16_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S16 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS16 PE=1 SV=228.986633 28.6616 15 15 By MS/MS By MS/MS 34 38 -0.325037 537 74.7 16.445 146
sp|Q9Y5K5-2|UCHL5_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y5K5-4|UCHL5_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y5K5-3|UCHL5_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y5K5|UCHL5_HUMANsp|Q9Y5K5-2|UCHL5_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ubiquitin carboxyl-terminal hydrola e isozyme L5 OS= omo sapiens GN=UCHL5;sp|Q9Y5K5-4|UCHL5_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Ubiquitin carboxyl-terminal hydrolase isozyme L5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UCHL5;sp|Q9Y5K5-3|UCHL5_HUMAN Isoform 326.880053 26.5544 14 14 By MS/MS By MS/MS 17 29 -0.3256569 536 57.9 36.079 316
sp|Q8IY67-2|RAVR1_HUMAN;sp|Q8IY67|RAVR1_HUMAN;sp|Q8IY67-3|RAVR1_HUMANsp|Q8IY67-2|RAVR1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ribonucleoprotein PTB-binding 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAVER1;sp|Q8IY67|RAVR1_HUMAN Ribonucleoprotein PTB-binding 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAVER1 PE=1 SV=125.867546 25.53949 17 16 y MS/MS By MS/MS 16 26 -0.3280563 535 45.3 77.859 739
sp|O60832|DKC1_HUMAN;sp|O60832-2|DKC1_HUMANsp|O60832|DKC1_HUMAN H/A A ribonucleoprotein complex subunit 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DKC1 PE=1 SV=3;sp|O60832-2|DKC1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of H/ACA ribonucleoprotein complex subunit 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DKC125.435839 25.10633 16 16 By MS/M By MS/MS 17 30 -0.329504 534 47.3 57.673 514
sp|P34932|HSP74_HUMANsp|P34932|HSP74_HUMAN Heat shock 70 kDa protein 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSPA4 PE=1 SV=427.006887 26.67694 27 33 By MS/MS By M /MS 37 56 -0.3299465 533 55.4 94.33 840
sp|O00483|NDUA4_HUMANsp|O00483|NDUA4_HUMAN NADH dehydrogenase [ubiquinone] 1 alpha subcomplex subunit 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NDUFA4 PE=1 SV=122.998518 22.66664 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 5 -0.3318825 532 55.6 9.3697 81
sp|Q9Y570|PPME1_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y570-2|PPME1_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y570-3|PPME1_HUMANsp|Q9Y570|PPME1_HUMAN Protein phosphatase methylesterase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPME1 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q9Y570-2|PPME1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Protein phosphatase methylesterase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPME1;sp|Q9Y570-3|PPME1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Protein phosphatase methyl23.394405 3.06245 5 5 By MS/ S By MS/MS 7 9 -0.331955 531 17.6 42.315 386
sp|Q7LBR1|CHM1B_HUMANsp|Q7LBR1|CHM1B_HUMAN Charged multivesicular body protein 1b OS=Homo sapiens GN=CHMP1B PE=1 SV=120.962046 20.62996 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 3 -0.3320808 530 8.5 22.109 199
sp|Q9H9P8-2|L2HDH_HUMAN;sp|Q9H9P8|L2HDH_HUMANsp|Q9 9P8-2|L2HDH_HUMAN Isoform 2 of L-2-hydroxyglutarate dehydrogenase, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=L2HGDH;sp|Q9H9P8|L2HDH_HUMAN L-2-hydroxyglutarate dehydrogenase, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=L2HGDH PE=1 SV=32.893 6 22.56006 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 6 -0.3339062 529 23.4 48.505 441
sp|P62280|RS11_HUMANsp|P62280|RS11_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S11 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS11 PE=1 SV=328.585453 28.24989 13 14 By MS/MS By MS/MS 32 34 -0.3355675 528 60.1 18.431 158
sp|Q9BXW7-2|CECR5_HUMAN;sp|Q9BXW7|CECR5_HUMANsp|Q9BXW7-2|CECR5_HUMAN Isoform 1 of Cat eye syndrome critical region protein 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CECR5;sp|Q9BXW7|CECR5_HUMAN Cat eye syndrome critical region protein 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CECR5 PE=1 SV=124.369661 24.03313 8 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 19 -0.3365269 527 59.8 43.588 393
sp|Q9P2R7-2|SUCB1_HUMAN;sp|Q9P2R7|SUCB1_HUMANsp|Q9P2R7-2|SUCB1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Succinyl-CoA ligase [ADP-forming] subunit beta, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=SUCLA2;sp|Q9P2R7|SUCB1_HUMAN Succinyl-CoA ligase [ADP-forming] subunit beta, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=SUCLA2 PE=1 SV=325.807276 25.47066 9 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 17 19 -0.3366108 526 35.8 48.039 441
sp|P14735|IDE_HUMAN;sp|P14735-2|IDE_HUMANsp|P14735|IDE_HUMAN nsulin-degrading enzyme OS=Homo sapiens GN=IDE PE=1 SV=4;sp|P14735-2|IDE_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Insulin-degrading enzyme OS=Homo sapiens GN=IDE25.963692 25.62675 20 24 By MS/MS By MS/MS 19 39 -0.336937 525 27.1 117.97 1019
sp|Q9NUQ9|FA49B_HUMAN;sp|Q9H0Q0|FA49A_HUMANsp|Q9NUQ9|FA49B_HUMAN Protein FAM49B OS=Homo sapiens GN=FAM49B PE=1 SV=122.733099 22.39571 4 4 By MS/ S By MS/MS 3 5 -0.3373852 524 21.6 36.748 324
sp|P06576|ATPB_HUMANsp|P06576|ATPB_HUMAN ATP synthase subunit beta, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATP5B PE=1 SV=328.104446 27.76642 16 16 By MS/MS By MS/MS 28 42 -0.338028 523 79.6 56.559 529
sp|Q9NPA8-2|ENY2_HUMAN;sp|Q9NPA8|ENY2_HUMANsp|Q9NPA8-2|ENY2_HUM N Isoform 2 of Transcription and mRNA export factor ENY2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ENY2;sp|Q9NPA8|ENY2_HUMAN Transcription and mRNA export factor ENY2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ENY2 PE=1 SV=121.038654 20.69922 2 3 By matching By MS/MS 0 4 -0.3394318 522 41.7 10.984 96
sp|P11310|ACADM_HUMAN;sp|P11310-2|ACADM_HUMANsp|P11310| CADM_HUMAN Medium-chain specific acyl-CoA dehydrogenase, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACADM PE=1 SV=1;sp|P11310-2|ACADM_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Medium-chain specific acyl-CoA dehydrogenase, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACADM24. 6806 23.82803 8 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 15 -0.3400269 521 50.8 46.588 421
sp|P02786|TFR1_HUMANsp|P02786|TFR1_HUMAN Transferrin receptor protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TFRC PE=1 SV=224.986286 24.64614 15 17 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 26 -0.3401432 520 38.9 84.87 760
sp|Q15717|ELAV1_HUMAN;sp|Q12926-2|ELAV2_HUMAN;sp|Q12926|ELAV2_HUMAN;sp|P26378-4|ELAV4_HUMAN;sp|P26378-2|ELAV4_HUMAN;sp|P26378-5|ELAV4_HUMAN;sp|P26378|ELAV4_HUMAN;sp|P26378-3|ELAV4_HUMANsp|Q15717|ELAV1_HUMAN -like protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ELAVL1 PE=1 SV=224.48 777 24.1425 7 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 11 -0.3402729 519 55.2 36.091 326
sp|Q9Y3E7|CHMP3_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y3E7-2|CHMP3_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y3E7-4|CHMP3_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y3E7-3|CHMP3_HUMANsp|Q9Y3E7|CHMP3_HUMAN Charged multivesicular body protein 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN= P3 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q9Y3E7-2|CHMP3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Charged multivesicular body protein 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CHMP3;sp|Q9Y3E7-4|CHMP3_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Charged multivesicular b22.23093 1.89015 3 3 By M / S By MS/MS 3 6 -0.3407784 518 12.6 5.073 222
sp|Q15008|PSMD6_HUMAN;sp|Q15008-2|PSMD6_HUMANsp|Q15008|PSMD6_HUMAN 26S proteasome non-ATPase regulatory subunit 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMD6 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q15008-2|PSMD6_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 26S proteasome non-ATPase regulatory subunit 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMD626.310999 25.9675 22 21 By MS/MS By MS/MS 29 36 -0.3434982 517 50.9 45.531 389
sp|Q9NS69|TOM22_HUMANsp|Q9NS69|TOM22_HUMAN Mitochondrial import receptor subunit TOM22 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=TOMM22 PE=1 SV=324.191895 23.84833 4 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 8 -0.3435631 516 66.2 15.521 142
sp|Q13620-3|CUL4B_HUMAN;sp|Q13620-1|CUL4B_HUMAN;sp|Q13620|CUL4B_HUMANsp|Q13620-3|CUL4B_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Cullin-4B OS=Homo sapiens GN=CUL4B;sp|Q13620-1|CUL4B_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Cullin-4B OS=Homo sapiens GN=CUL4B;sp|Q13620|CUL4B_HUMAN Cullin-4B OS=Homo sapiens GN=CUL4B PE=1 SV=42 .17234 23.82813 9 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 22 -0.3442097 515 31.5 84.016 717
sp|P11441|UBL4A_HUMANsp|P11441|UBL4A_HUMAN Ubiquitin-like protein 4A OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBL4A PE=1 SV=122.872993 22.52843 4 By MS/MS y MS/MS 3 6 -0.3445606 514 46.5 17.776 157
sp|P46379-2|BAG6_HUMAN;sp|P46379|BAG6_HUMAN;sp|P46379-3|BAG6_HUMAN;sp|P46379-4|BAG6_HUMAN;sp|P46379-5|BAG6_HUMANsp|P46379-2|BAG6_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Large proline-rich protein BAG6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=BAG6;sp|P46379|BAG6_HUMAN Large proline-rich protein BAG6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=BAG6 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P46379-3|BAG6_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Large proline-rich protein BAG6 OS=Homo s25.934092 25.58927 19 20 By MS/MS By MS/MS 23 38 -0.3448257 513 29.5 118.69 1126
sp|P55039|DRG2_HUMANsp|P55039|DRG2_HUMAN Developmentally-regulated GTP-binding protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DRG2 PE=1 SV=122.614277 22.26865 5 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 5 -0.3456249 512 18.4 40.746 364
sp|Q9UBT2|SAE2_HUMANsp|Q9UBT2|SAE2_HUMAN SUMO-activating enzyme subunit 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBA2 PE=1 SV=225.981026 25.63506 15 16 By MS/MS By MS/MS 24 30 -0.3459682 511 53 71.223 640
sp|Q9Y2W2|WBP11_HUMANsp|Q9Y2W2|WBP11_HUMAN WW domain-binding protein 11 OS=Homo sapiens GN=WBP11 PE=1 SV=123.306051 22.95931 6 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 10 -0.3467445 510 30.6 69.997 641
sp|Q08752|PPID_HUMANsp|Q08752|PPID_HUMAN Peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase D OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPID PE=1 SV=323.447079 23.09957 4 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 6 -0.3475094 509 16.5 40.763 370
sp|Q9H5Q4|TFB2M_HUMANsp|Q9H5Q4|TFB2M_HUMAN Dimethyladenosine transferase 2, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=TFB2M PE=1 SV=121.841917 21.4936 2 3 By matching By MS/MS 0 3 -0.3483 43 508 36.1 45.348 396
sp|P50995|ANX11_HUMANsp|P50995| X11_HUMAN Annexin A11 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ANXA11 PE=1 SV=123.985636 23.63721 6 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 13 -0.3484211 507 19.6 54.389 505
sp|O75340-2|PDCD6_HUMAN;sp|O75340|PDCD6_HUMANsp|O75340-2|PDCD6_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Programmed cell death protein 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PDCD6;sp|O75340|PDCD6_HUMAN Programmed cell death protein 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PDCD6 PE=1 SV=123.311882 22.96342 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 6 -0.3484592 506 15.3 21.664 189
sp|O43776|SYNC_HUMANsp|O43776|SYNC_HUMAN Asparagine--tRNA ligase, cytoplasmic OS=Homo sapiens GN=NARS PE=1 SV=124.445881 24.09732 9 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 19 -0.3485603 505 44.3 62.942 548
sp|P27348|1433T_HUMANsp|P27348|1433T_HUMAN 14-3-3 protein theta OS=Homo sapiens GN=YWHAQ PE=1 SV=126.907589 26.55758 15 16 By MS/MS By MS/M 21 29 -0.3500042 504 56.7 27.764 245
sp|Q14974|IMB1_HUMANsp|Q14974|IMB1_HUMAN Importin subunit beta-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=KPNB1 PE=1 SV=228.653181 28.3016 30 27 By MS/MS By MS/MS 56 71 -0.3515797 503 56.7 97.169 876
sp|P23396|RS3_HUMAN;sp|P23396-2|RS3_HUMANsp|P23396|RS3_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS3 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P23396-2|RS3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 40S ribosomal protein S3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS39.21278 28.85825 19 19 By MS/MS By MS/MS 31 40 -0.3545303 502 78.2 26.688 243
sp|P49720|PSB3_HUMANsp|P49720|PSB3_HUMAN Proteasome subunit beta type-3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMB3 PE=1 SV=223.189846 22.83476 3 4 By matching By MS/MS 0 6 -0.3550854 501 38.5 22.949 205
sp|O75521-2|ECI2_HUMAN;sp|O75521|ECI2_HUMANsp|O75521-2|ECI2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Enoyl-CoA delta isomerase 2, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=ECI2;sp|O75521|ECI2_HUMAN Enoyl-CoA delta isomerase 2, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=ECI2 PE=1 SV=424.3529 6 23.99783 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 8 -0.3550968 500 38.7 39.609 359
sp|O00299|CLIC1_HUMANsp|O00299|CLIC1_HUMAN Chloride intracellular channel protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CLIC1 PE=1 SV=425.015421 24.6596 9 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 15 -0.3558235 499 59.3 26.922 241
sp|Q9NZI8|IF2B1_HUMAN;sp|Q9NZI8-2|IF2B1_HUMAN;sp|Q15517|CDSN_HUMAN;REV__sp|Q15833|STXB2_HUMANsp|Q9NZI8|IF2B1_HUMAN nsulin-like growth factor 2 mR A-binding protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=IGF2BP1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9NZI8-2|IF2B1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Insulin-like growth factor 2 mRNA-binding protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=IGF2BP128.091793 27.73525 23 23 By MS/MS By MS/MS 40 54 -0.3565445 498 53 63.48 577
sp|O75832|PSD10_HUMAN;sp|O75832-2|PSD10_HUMANsp|O75832|PSD10_HUMAN 26S proteasome non-ATPase regulatory subunit 10 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMD10 PE=1 SV=1;sp|O75832-2|PSD10_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 26S proteasome non-ATPase regulatory subunit 10 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMD1026.780441 .42355 10 9 By MS/MS By M /MS 23 24 -0.3568916 497 48.7 24.428 226
sp|Q00169|PIPNA_HUMANsp|Q00169|PIPNA_HUMAN Phosphatidylinositol transfer protein alpha isoform OS=Homo sapiens GN=PITPNA PE=1 SV=223.456385 23.09804 6 6 By matching By MS/MS 0 8 -0.358341 496 27.8 31.806 270
sp|P26373|RL13_HUMAN;sp|P26373-2|RL13_HUMANsp|P26373|RL13_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L13 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL13 PE=1 SV=4;sp|P26373-2|RL13_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 60S ribosomal protein L13 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL1327.414095 27.05092 8 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 13 19 -0.3631706 494 47.9 24.261 211
sp|P50395|GDIB_HUMAN;sp|P50395-2|GDIB_HUMANsp|P50395|GDIB_HUMAN Rab GDP dissociation inhibitor beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=GDI2 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P50395-2|GDIB_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Rab GDP dissociation inhibitor beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=GDI226.237431 25.87211 17 18 By MS/MS By MS/MS 16 33 -0.3653202 493 53.5 50.663 445
sp|Q10713|MPPA_HUMANsp|Q10713|MPPA_HUMAN Mitochondrial-processing peptidase subunit alpha OS=Homo sapiens GN=PMPCA PE=1 SV=225.245831 24.87984 13 15 By MS/MS By MS/MS 14 22 -0.3659878 492 48.4 58.252 525
sp|Q9BRA2|TXD17_HUMANsp|Q9BRA2|TXD17_HUMAN Thioredoxin domain-containing protein 17 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TXNDC17 PE=1 SV=123.237524 22.87104 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 7 -0.3664837 491 61 13.941 123
sp|O60502|NCOAT_HUMAN;sp|O60502-2|NCOAT_HUMAN;sp|O60502-3|NCOAT_HUMANsp|O60502|NCOAT_HUMAN Bifunctional protein NCOAT OS=Homo sapiens GN=MGEA5 PE=1 SV=2;sp|O60502-2|NCOAT_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Bifunctional protein NCOAT OS=Homo sapiens GN=MGEA5;sp|O60502-3|NCOAT_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Bifunctional protein NCOAT OS=Homo sapiens GN=23.457386 23.09054 6 9 By MS/MS By S/MS 1 11 -0.3668499 490 13 102.91 916
sp|P27144|KAD4_HUMANsp|P27144|KAD4_HUMAN Adenylate kinase 4, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=AK4 PE=1 SV=125.793598 25.42566 10 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 19 13 -0.3679333 489 65.9 25.268 223
sp|Q96CX2|KCD12_HUMAN;sp|Q68DU8|KCD16_HUMANsp|Q96CX2|KCD12_HUMAN BTB/POZ domain-containing protein KCTD12 OS=Homo sapiens GN=KCTD12 PE=1 SV=122.924789 22.55658 3 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 6 -0.3682079 488 13.5 35.7 325
sp|P18583-5|SON_HUMAN;sp|P18583-7|SON_HUMAN;sp|P18583|SON_HUMAN;sp|P18583-9|SON_HUMAN;sp|P18583-2|SON_HUMAN;sp|P18583-10|SON_HUMAN;sp|P18583-4|SON_HUMAN;sp|P18583-3|SON_HUMAN;sp|P18583-6|SON_HUMAN;sp|P18583-8|SON_HUMANsp|P18583-5|SON_HUMAN Isoform D of Protein SON S= omo sapiens GN=SON;sp|P18583-7|SON_HUMAN Isoform G of rotein SON S= omo sapiens GN=SON;sp|P18583|SON_HUMAN Protein SO  OS=Homo sapiens GN=SON E=1 SV=4;sp|P18583-9|SON_HUMAN Isoform I of Protein SON OS=H25.341095 24.96974 10 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 20 -0.3713531 4 7 27.5 267.03 2459
sp|P25705|ATPA_HUMAN;sp|P25705-2|ATPA_HUMANsp|P25705|ATPA_HUMAN  synthase subunit alpha, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATP5A1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P25705-2|ATPA_HUMAN Isoform 2 of ATP synthase subunit alpha, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATP5A127.870853 27.49434 18 22 By MS/MS By MS/MS 30 44 -0.3765087 486 61.3 59.75 553
sp|Q9NVU7|SDA1_HUMAN;sp|Q9NVU7-2|SDA1_HUMANsp|Q9NVU7|SDA1_HUMAN Protein SDA1 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=SDAD1 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q9NVU7-2|SDA1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Protein SDA1 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=SDAD124.239216 23.86268 9 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 15 -0.3765316 485 15.9 79.87 687
sp|Q6DKI1|RL7L_HUMANsp|Q6DKI1|RL7L_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L7-like 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL7L1 PE=1 SV=121.382952 21.00628 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 3 -0.3766727 484 16.3 28.661 246
sp|Q96GA3|LTV1_HUMANsp|Q96GA3|LTV1_HUMAN Protein LTV1 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=LTV1 PE=1 SV=125.569788 25.19257 10 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 19 -0.3772144 483 30.7 54.854 475
sp|Q9BRS2|RIOK1_HUMANsp|Q9BRS2|RIOK1_HUMAN Serine/threonine-protein kinase RIO1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RIOK1 PE=1 SV=225.934046 25.55655 14 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 20 24 -0.3774986 482 30.6 65.582 568
sp|Q15366-3|PCBP2_HUMAN;sp|Q15366-6|PCBP2_HUMAN;sp|P57721-5|PCBP3_HUMAN;sp|P57721-4|PCBP3_HUMAN;sp|P57721|PCBP3_HUMANsp|Q15366-3|PCBP2_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Poly(rC)-binding protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PCBP2;sp|Q15366-6|PCBP2_HUMAN Isoform 6 of Poly(rC)-binding protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PCBP228.315445 27.93764 17 16 By MS/ S By MS/MS 27 34 -0.3778019 481 71.8 38.221 36
sp|Q14498-2|RBM39_HUMAN;sp|Q14498|RBM39_HUMAN;sp|Q14498-3|RBM39_HUMAN;sp|Q86U06-4|RBM23_HUMAN;sp|Q86U06-5|RBM23_HUMAN;sp|Q86U06-2|RBM23_HUMAN;sp|Q86U06|RBM23_HUMAN;sp|Q86U06-3|RBM23_HUMANsp|Q14498-2|RBM39_HUMAN Isoform 2 of RNA-binding protein 39 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBM39;sp|Q14498|RBM39_HU AN RNA-binding protein 39 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBM39 PE=1 SV=2;sp| 14498- | 39  Isoform 3 of RNA-binding protein 39 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBM3927.449631 27.07061 17 17 By MS/MS By MS/MS 27 35 -0. 790226 480 49.6 58.656 524
sp|Q8NBF2|NHLC2_HUMAN;sp|Q8NBF2-2|NHLC2_HUMANsp|Q8NBF2|NHLC2_HUMAN NHL repeat-containing protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NHLRC2 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q8NBF2-2|NHLC2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of NHL repeat-containing protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NHLRC221.952835 1.57214 3 3 By atching By MS/MS 0 6 -0.3806915 479 6.1 79.443 726
sp|Q96GM8|TOE1_HUMANsp|Q96G 8|TOE1_HUMAN Target of EGR1 protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TOE1 PE=1 SV=122.182652 21.8018 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 4 -0.3808556 478 8.8 56.547 510
sp|P46781|RS9_HUMANsp|P46781|RS9_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S9 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS9 PE=1 SV=330.208624 29.8257 18 17 By MS/MS By MS/MS 45 41 -0.3829193 476 62.4 22.591 194
sp|P62244|RS15A_HUMANsp|P62244|RS15A_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S15a OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS15A PE=1 SV=228.06543 27.68224 8 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 15 20 -0.3831882 475 62.3 14.839 130
sp|Q96M27|PRRC1_HUMAN;sp|Q96M27-3|PRRC1_HUMAN;sp|Q96M27-2|PRRC1_HUMAN;sp|Q96M27-4|PRRC1_HUMAN;sp|Q96M27-5|PRRC1_HUMANsp|Q96M27|PRRC1_HU AN Protein PRRC1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRRC1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q96M27-3|PRRC1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Protein PRRC1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRRC1;sp|Q96M27-2|PRRC1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Protein PRRC1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRRC1;sp|Q96M27-4|PRRC1_HUMAN Isoform 423.107843 22.72436 5 4 By MS/ S By M /MS 5 3 -0.383482 474 14.8 46.701 445
sp|P09936|UCHL1_HUMANsp|P09936|UCHL1_HUMAN Ubiquitin carboxyl-terminal hydrolase isozyme L1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UCHL1 PE=1 SV=226.59078 26.20613 9 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 14 20 -0.3846512 473 53.4 24.824 223
sp|Q15054|DPOD3_HUMANsp|Q15054|DPOD3_HUMAN DNA polymerase delta subunit 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=POLD3 PE=1 SV=222.202307 21.81644 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 4 -0.3858662 472 8.6 51.4 466
sp|P49721|PSB2_HUMANsp|P49721|PSB2_HUMAN Proteasome subunit beta type-2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMB2 PE=1 SV=123.614927 23.22888 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 6 -0.3860493 471 35.3 22.836 201
sp|P60842|IF4A1_HUMAN;sp|P60842-2|IF4A1_HUMANsp|P60842|IF4A1_HUMAN Eukaryotic initiation factor 4A-I OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF4A1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P60842-2|IF4A1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Eukaryotic initiation factor 4A-I OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF4A129.86747 29.47976 24 25 By MS/MS By MS/MS 57 76 -0.3877144 470 73.6 46.153 406
sp|Q16740|CLPP_HUMANsp|Q16740|CLPP_HUMAN Putative ATP-dependent Clp protease proteolytic subunit, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=CLPP PE=1 SV=124.530649 24.14219 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 7 -0.3884583 469 33.9 30.18 277
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sp|P48147|PPCE_HUMANsp|P48147|PPCE_HUMAN Prolyl endopeptidase OS=Homo sapiens GN=PREP PE=1 SV=226.41445 26.02593 25 25 By MS/MS By MS/MS 33 41 -0.3885193 468 44.5 80.699 710
sp|P23284|PPIB_HUMANsp|P23284|PPIB_HUMAN Peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase B OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPIB PE=1 SV=223.235014 22.84579 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 5 -0.389225 467 55.1 23.742 216
sp|Q9UJY5-4|GGA1_HUMAN;sp|Q9UJY5-3|GGA1_HUMAN;sp|Q9UJY5|GGA1_HUMAN;sp|Q9UJY5-2|GGA1_HUMAN;sp|Q9UJY4|GGA2_HUMAN;sp|Q9NZ52-4|GGA3_HUMAN;sp|Q9NZ52|GGA3_HUMANsp|Q9UJY5-4|GGA1_H MAN Isoform 4 of DP-ribosylation factor-binding rotein GGA1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=G A1;sp|Q9UJY5-3 GGA1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of ADP-ribosylation factor-binding protein GGA1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GGA1;sp|Q9UJY5|GGA1_HUMAN ADP-ribosylation factor-b23.314236 22.92463 3 4 By S/MS By MS/MS 2 5 -0.3896084 466 9.4 61.378 552
sp|O75874|IDHC_HUMANsp|O75874|IDHC_HUMAN Isocitrate dehydrogenase [NADP] cytoplasmic OS=Homo sapiens GN=IDH1 PE=1 SV=222.611938 22.21881 4 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 9 -0.3931332 465 19.6 46.659 414
sp|P82914|RT15_HUMANsp|P82914|RT15_HUMAN 28S ribosomal protein S15, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=MRPS15 PE=1 SV=124.07798 23.68378 8 6 By M /MS By MS/MS 5 8 -0.3941975 464 31.5 29.842 257
sp|Q13564-2|ULA1_HUMAN;sp|Q13564|ULA1_HUMANsp|Q 3564-2|ULA1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of NEDD8-activating enzyme E1 regulatory subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=NAE1;sp|Q13564|ULA1_HUMAN NEDD8-activating enzyme E1 regulatory subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=NAE1 PE=1 SV=122.127483 21.73298 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 3 -0.3945084 4 3 10.4 59.42 528
sp|P56556|NDUA6_HUMANsp|P56556|NDUA6_HUMAN NADH dehydrogenase [ubiquinone] 1 alpha subcomplex subunit 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NDUFA6 PE=1 SV=323.233068 22.83815 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 7 -0.3949165 462 24 17.871 154
sp|Q02790|FKBP4_HUMANsp|Q02790|FKBP4_HUMAN Peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase FKBP4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FKBP4 PE=1 SV=328.263964 27.86874 30 31 By MS/M By MS/MS 47 71 -0.3952274 461 74.1 51.804 459
sp|P27816-6|MAP4_HUMAN;sp|P27816|MAP4_HUMAN;sp|P27816-2|MAP4_HUMAN;sp|P27816-4|MAP4_HUMAN;sp|P27816-5|MAP4_HUMANsp| 27816-6|MAP4_HUMAN Isoform 6 of Microtubule-associated protein 4 OS=Homo sapiens G =MA 4;sp|P27816|MAP4_HUMAN Microtubule-associated protein 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MAP4 PE=1 SV=3;sp|P27816-2|MAP4_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Microtubule-associated protein 4 OS=Hom22.820555 22.42447 4 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 4 -0.3960819 460 20 119.96 1135
sp|P00491|PNPH_HUMANsp|P00491|PNPH_HUMAN Purine nucleoside phosphorylase OS=Homo sapiens GN=PNP PE=1 SV=224.940332 24.54339 7 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 21 -0.3969421 459 55.7 32.118 289
sp|Q9BSH4|TACO1_HUMANsp|Q9BSH4|TACO1_HUMAN Translational activator of cytochrome c oxidase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TACO1 PE=1 SV=122.369383 21.97179 2 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 4 -0.3975887 458 50.2 32.477 297
sp|O95372|LYPA2_HUMANsp|O95372|LYPA2_HUMAN Acyl-protein thioesterase 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=LYPLA2 PE=1 SV=123.880075 23.47865 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 8 -0.4014282 457 44.6 24.737 231
sp|Q15084|PDIA6_HUMAN;sp|Q15084-2|PDIA6_HUMANsp|Q15084|PDIA6_HUMAN rotein disulfide-isomerase A6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PDIA6 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q15084-2|PDIA6_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Protein disulfide-isomerase A6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PDIA624.81201 24.40925 6 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 12 -0.4027634 456 50 48.121 440
sp|O60784|TOM1_HUMAN;sp|O60784-2|TOM1_HUMAN;sp|O60784-3|TOM1_HUMAN;sp|O60784-4|TOM1_HUMANsp|O60784|TOM1_HUMAN arget of yb protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TOM1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|O60784-2|TOM1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Target of Myb protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TOM1;sp|O60784-3|TOM1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Target of Myb protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TOM1;sp|O6078423.775953 23.37305 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 11 -0.4029007 455 23 53.818 492
sp|Q9BV86|NTM1A_HUMAN;sp|Q9BV86-2|NTM1A_HUMANsp|Q9BV86|NTM1A_HUMAN N-terminal Xaa-Pro-Lys N-methyltransferase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NTMT1 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q9BV86-2|NTM1A_HUMAN Isoform 2 of N-terminal Xaa-Pro-Lys N-methyltransferase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NTMT124.014271 3.61122 4 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 9 -0.4030533 454 28.7 25.387 223
sp|P11171-2|41_HUMAN;sp|P11171|41_HUMAN;sp|P11171-4|41_HUMAN;sp|P11171-3|41_HUMAN;sp|P11171-7|41_HUMAN;sp|P11171-5|41_HUMAN;sp|P11171-6|41_HUMANsp|P11171-2|41_HUMAN Isoform 2 of rotein 4.1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EPB41;sp|P1117 |41_HUMAN Protein 4.1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EPB41 PE=1 SV=4;sp|P11171-4|41_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Protein 4.1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EPB41;sp|P11171-3|41_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Protein 4.1 OS2 .837227 21.43303 3 5 By matching y MS/MS 0 6 -0 4041939 453 25.8 93.237 831
sp|Q01085|TIAR_HUMAN;sp|Q01085-2|TIAR_HUMANsp|Q01085|TIAR_HUMAN Nucleolysin TIAR OS=Homo sapiens GN=TIAL1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q01085-2|TIAR_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Nucleolysin TIAR OS=Homo sapiens GN=TIAL123.614479 23.21027 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 4 -0.404213 452 42.7 41.59 375
sp|Q9BV20|MTNA_HUMAN;sp|Q9BV20-2|MTNA_HUMANsp|Q9BV20|MTNA_HUMAN Methylthioribose-1-phosphate isomerase OS=Homo sapiens GN=MRI1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9BV20-2|MTNA_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Methylthioribose-1-phosphate isomerase OS=Homo sapiens GN=MRI123.992134 23.58509 7 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 10 -0.4070473 451 32.8 39.149 369
sp|Q1ED39|KNOP1_HUMANsp|Q ED39|K OP1_HUMAN Lysine-rich nucleolar protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=KNOP1 PE=1 SV=121.802782 21.39535 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 3 -0.4074345 450 5.7 51.588 458
sp|P58546|MTPN_HUMANsp|P58546|MTPN_HUMAN Myotrophin OS=Homo sapiens GN=MTPN PE=1 SV=223.486034 23.07845 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 3 -0.4075832 449 64.4 12.895 118
sp|Q8WVJ2|NUDC2_HUMANsp|Q8WVJ2|NUDC2_HUMAN NudC domain-containing protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NUDCD2 PE=1 SV=122.12038 21.71268 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 5 -0.4077034 448 24.2 17.676 157
sp|P28340|DPOD1_HUMANsp|P28340|DPOD1_HUMAN DNA polymerase delta catalytic subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=POLD1 PE=1 SV=224.02132 23.61246 9 13 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 22 -0.408865 447 27.7 123.63 1107
sp|Q99426|TBCB_HUMANsp|Q99426|TBCB_HUMAN Tubulin-folding cofactor B OS=Homo sapiens GN=TBCB PE=1 SV=224.37438 23.96367 5 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 10 -0.4107113 446 27.9 27.325 244
sp|P49915|GUAA_HUMANsp|P49915|GUAA_HUMAN GMP synthase [glutamine-hydrolyzing] OS=Homo sapiens GN=GMPS PE=1 SV=123.105112 22.69398 6 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 6 -0.4111309 445 37.4 76.715 693
sp|Q5JTZ9|SYAM_HUMANsp|Q5JTZ9|SYAM_HUMAN Alanine--tRNA ligase, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=AARS2 PE=1 SV=123.190569 22.77429 7 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 10 -0.4162827 444 41.7 107.34 985
sp|O60216|RAD21_HUMAN;sp|Q9H4I0|RD21L_HUMANsp|O60216|RAD21_HUMAN ouble-strand-break repair protein rad21 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAD21 PE=1 SV=220.711571 20.29424 1 2 By matching By MS/MS 0 3 -0.4173355 443 32.6 71.689 631
sp|Q14684|RRP1B_HUMAN;sp|Q14684-2|RRP1B_HUMANsp|Q14684|RRP1B_HUMAN ibosomal RNA processing protein 1 homolog B OS=Homo sapiens GN=RRP1B PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q14684-2|RRP1B_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ribosomal RNA processing protein 1 homolog B OS=Homo sapiens GN=RRP1B23.28898 22.87104 5 6 By atching By MS/MS 0 8 -0.4179401 442 19 84.427 758
sp|P51153|RAB13_HUMANsp|P51153|RAB13_HUMAN Ras-related protein Rab-13 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB13 PE=1 SV=123.403927 22.98595 6 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 4 -0.4179783 441 33.5 22.774 203
sp|Q9GZL7|WDR12_HUMANsp|Q9GZL7|WDR12_HUMAN Ribosome biogenesis protein WDR12 OS=Homo sapiens GN=WDR12 PE=1 SV=222.618876 22.1979 3 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 8 -0.4209709 440 29.1 47.707 423
sp|O43615|TIM44_HUMANsp|O43615|TIM44_HUMAN Mitochondrial import inner membrane translocase subunit TIM44 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TIMM44 PE=1 SV=225.420372 24.99792 13 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 20 -0.4224567 439 43.1 51.355 452
sp|P55084|ECHB_HUMANsp|P55084|ECHB_HUMAN Trifunctional enzyme subunit beta, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=HADHB PE=1 SV=325.098404 24.67422 9 13 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 23 -0.4241829 438 61.8 51.294 474
sp|P28838-2|AMPL_HUMAN;sp|P28838|AMPL_HUMANsp| 28838-2|AMPL_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Cytosol aminopeptidase OS=Homo sapiens GN=LAP3;sp|P28838|AMPL_HUMAN Cytosol aminopeptidase OS=Homo sapiens GN=LAP3 PE=1 SV=323.916248 23.48751 8 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 13 -0.4287415 437 55.9 52.771 488
sp|Q9UQ80|PA2G4_HUMANsp|Q9UQ80|PA2G4_HUMAN Proliferation-associated protein 2G4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PA2G4 PE=1 SV=37.392885 26.96389 20 22 By MS/MS By MS/MS 35 46 -0.4289951 436 68.3 43.786 394
sp|P49419-2|AL7A1_HUMAN;sp|P49419|AL7A1_HUMAN;sp|P49419-4|AL7A1_HUMAN;sp|P49419-3|AL7A1_HUMANsp|P49419-2|AL7A1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Alpha-aminoadipic semialdehyde dehydrogenase OS=Homo sapiens GN=ALDH7A1;sp|P49419|AL7A1_HUMAN Alpha-aminoadipic semialdehyde dehydrogenase OS=Homo sapiens GN=ALDH7A1 PE=1 SV=5;sp|P49419-4|AL7A1_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Alpha-23.22357 22.79438 5 4 By S/MS By MS/MS 5 5 -0.4291935 435 27.2 55.366 511
sp|P38646|GRP75_HUMANsp|P38646|GRP75_HUMAN Stress-70 protein, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSPA9 PE=1 SV=226.946592 26.51583 25 24 By MS/MS By MS/M 30 44 -0.4307671 434 71.7 73.68 679
sp|Q9NVQ4|FAIM1_HUMAN;sp|Q9NVQ4-3|FAIM1_HUMAN;sp|Q9NVQ4-2|FAIM1_HUMANsp|Q9NVQ4|FAIM1_HUMAN Fas apoptotic inhibitory molecule 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FAIM PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9NVQ4-3|FAIM1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Fas apoptotic inhibitory molecule 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FAIM;sp|Q9NVQ4-2|FAIM1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Fas apoptotic inhibitory molec23.592178 23.16109 4 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 4 -0.4310837 433 39.7 20.215 179
sp|Q9P000-2|COMD9_HUMAN;sp|Q9P000|COMD9_HUMANsp|Q9P000-2|COMD9_HUMAN Isoform 2 of COMM domain-containing protein 9 OS=Homo sapiens GN=COMMD9;sp|Q9P000|COMD9_HUMAN COMM domain-containing protein 9 OS=Homo sapiens GN=COMMD9 PE=1 SV=222.328358 21.89704 4 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 6 -0.4313183 432 71.8 17.333 156
sp|Q7L0Y3|MRRP1_HUMANsp|Q7L0Y3|MRRP1_HUMAN Mitochondrial ribonuclease P protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TRMT10C PE=1 SV=227.336624 26.90507 23 22 By M /MS By MS/MS 41 49 -0.4315586 431 64.5 47.346 403
sp|Q13823|NOG2_HUMANsp|Q13823| OG2_HUMAN Nucleolar GTP-binding protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GNL2 PE=1 SV=13.02577 22.59117 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 4 -0.434597 430 12.6 83.654 731
sp|Q15369|ELOC_HUMAN;sp|Q15369-2|ELOC_HUMANsp|Q15369|ELOC_HUMAN Transcription elongation factor B polypeptide 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TCEB1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q15369-2|ELOC_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Transcription elongation factor B polypeptide 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TCEB125.910976 25.47627 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 12 -0.4347057 429 58 12.473 112
sp|P54819-2|KAD2_HUMAN;sp|P54819|KAD2_HUMAN;sp|P54819-5|KAD2_HUMAN;sp|P54819-3|KAD2_HUMAN;sp|P54819-6|KAD2_HUMAN;sp|P54819-4|KAD2_HUMANsp|P54819-2|KAD2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Adenylate kinase 2, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=AK2;sp|P54819|KAD2_HUMAN Adenylate kinase 2, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=AK2 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P54819-5|KAD2_HUMAN Isoform 5 of Adenylate kinase 2, mitochondrial OS=Ho26.162155 25.72726 10 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 15 21 -0.4348984 428 77.6 25.614 232
sp|P36507|MP2K2_HUMANsp|P36507|MP2K2_HUMAN Dual specificity mitogen-activated protein kinase kinase 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MAP2K2 PE=1 SV=126.199366 25.7638 14 15 By MS/MS By MS/MS 23 34 -0.4355659 427 45 44.424 400
sp|Q8WVM8|SCFD1_HUMAN;sp|Q8WVM8-2|SCFD1_HUMAN;sp|Q8WVM8-3|SCFD1_HUMANsp|Q8WVM8|SCFD1_HUMAN Sec1 family domain-containing protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SCFD1 PE=1 SV=4;sp|Q8WVM8-2|SCFD1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Sec1 family domain-containing protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SCFD1;sp|Q8WVM8-3|SCFD1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Sec1 family domain-c26.203686 25.76752 16 17 By MS/MS By MS/MS 20 31 -0.4361687 426 40.5 72.379 642
sp|Q9BU76-4|MMTA2_HUMAN;sp|Q9BU76|MMTA2_HUMAN;sp|Q9BU76-3|MMTA2_HUMAN;sp|Q9BU76-2|MMTA2_HUMANsp|Q9BU76-4|MMTA2_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Multiple myeloma tumor-associated protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MMTAG2;sp|Q9BU76|MMTA2_HUMAN Multiple myeloma tumor-associated protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MMTAG2 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9BU76-3|MMTA2_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Multiple m24.733192 24.29439 7 7 By MS/ S By MS/MS 13 14 -0.4388027 425 39.7 20.536 189
sp|Q96A33-2|CCD47_HUMAN;sp|Q96A33|CCD47_HUMANsp|Q96A33-2|CCD47_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Coiled-coil domain-containing protein 47 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CCDC47;sp|Q96A33|CCD47_HUMAN Coiled-coil domain-containing protein 47 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CCDC47 PE=1 SV=120.826656 20.3869 1 2 By matching By MS/MS 0 3 -0.4397545 424 41 55.317 480
sp|Q99880|H2B1L_HUMAN;sp|Q99879|H2B1M_HUMAN;sp|Q99877|H2B1N_HUMAN;sp|Q93079|H2B1H_HUMAN;sp|Q5QNW6|H2B2F_HUMAN;sp|P62807|H2B1C_HUMAN;sp|P58876|H2B1D_HUMAN;sp|O60814|H2B1K_HUMAN;sp|Q5QNW6-2|H2B2F_HUMAN;sp|P57053|H2BFS_HUMAN;sp|Q96A08|H2B1A_HUMANsp|Q99880|H2B1L_HUMAN Histone H2B type 1-L OS= omo sapiens GN=HIST1H2BL PE=1 SV=3; | 99879|H2B1M_HUMAN Histone H2B type 1-M OS=Homo sapiens GN=HIST1H2BM PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q99877|H2B1N_HUMAN Histone H2B type 1-N OS=Homo sapiens GN=HIST1H2BN PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q93079|28.234024 7.79321 8 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 17 -0.4408112 423 53.2 13.952 1 6
sp|Q93034|CUL5_HUMANsp|Q93034|CUL5_HUMAN Cullin-5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CUL5 PE=1 SV=422.723883 22.2826 4 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 7 -0.4412804 422 8.6 90.954 780
sp|P63241|IF5A1_HUMAN;sp|P63241-2|IF5A1_HUMAN;sp|Q6IS14|IF5AL_HUMAN;sp|Q9GZV4|IF5A2_HUMANsp|P63241|IF5A1_HUMAN Eukaryotic tran lation initiation factor 5A-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF5A PE=1 SV=2;sp|P63241-2|IF5A1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 5A-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF5A;sp|Q6IS14|IF5AL_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation27.409651 26.96829 8 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 16 26 -0.4413586 421 87.7 16.832 154
sp|Q8WUA2|PPIL4_HUMANsp|Q8W A2|PPIL4_HUMAN Peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase-like 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPIL4 PE=1 SV=123.846706 23.40328 4 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 9 -0.4434299 420 30.1 57.224 492
sp|Q9NW13-2|RBM28_HUMAN;sp|Q9NW13|RBM28_HUMANsp|Q9NW13-2|RBM28_HUMAN Isoform 2 of RNA-binding protein 28 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBM28;sp|Q9NW13|RBM28_HUMAN RNA-binding protein 28 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBM28 PE=1 SV=320.931072 20.48513 1 2 By matching By MS/MS 0 4 -0.4459457 419 4.9 69.922 618
sp|Q9UMY4|SNX12_HUMAN;sp|Q9UMY4-2|SNX12_HUMAN;sp|Q9UMY4-3|SNX12_HUMANsp|Q9UMY4|S X12_H AN Sorting nexin-12 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SNX12 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q9UMY4-2|SNX12_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Sorting nexin-12 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SNX12;sp|Q9UMY4-3|SNX12_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Sorting nexin-12 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SNX1222.835995 22.38995 5 5 By MS/ S By MS/MS 5 6 -0.4460449 418 32.6 19.73 172
sp|Q7Z4H3-3|HDDC2_HUMAN;sp|Q7Z4H3-2|HDDC2_HUMAN;sp|Q7Z4H3|HDDC2_HUMANsp|Q7Z4 3-3|HDDC2_HUMAN Isoform 3 of HD domain-containing protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HDDC2;sp|Q7Z4H3-2|HDDC2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of HD domain-containing protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HDDC2;sp|Q7Z4H3|HDDC2_HUMAN HD domain-containing protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens G21.111271 20.66414 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 3 -0. 471 83 417 29.6 8.1635 71
sp|P62841|RS15_HUMANsp|P62841|RS15_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S15 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS15 PE=1 SV=228.114262 27.66641 6 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 21 24 -0.4478474 416 69.7 17.04 145
sp|Q96IU4|ABHEB_HUMAN;sp|Q96IU4-2|ABHEB_HUMANsp|Q96I 4| BHEB_HUMAN lpha/beta hydrolase domain-containing protein 14B OS=Homo sapiens GN=ABHD14B PE=1 SV=125.07 511 24.62817 8 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 18 19 -0.4483376 415 58.6 22.345 210
sp|P22059|OSBP1_HUMAN;sp|Q969R2|OSBP2_HUMANsp| 22059|OSBP1_HUMAN Oxysterol-binding protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=OSBP PE=1 SV=121.804083 21.35552 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 4 -0.4485588 414 17.7 89.42 807
sp|Q9UBE0|SAE1_HUMAN;sp|Q9UBE0-2|SAE1_HUMAN;sp|Q9UBE0-3|SAE1_HUMANsp|Q9UBE0|SAE1_H MAN SUMO-activating enzyme subunit  OS=Homo sapiens GN=SAE1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9UBE0-2|SAE1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of SUMO-activating enzyme subunit 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SAE1;sp|Q9UBE0-3|SAE1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of SUMO-activating enzyme subunit 1 OS=Hom25.043894 24.59092 11 8 By S/MS By MS/MS 17 16 -0.4529724 413 49.7 38.449 346
sp|O00231|PSD11_HUMAN;sp|O00231-2|PSD11_HUMANsp|O00231|PSD11_HUMAN 26S proteasome non-ATPase regulatory subunit 11 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMD11 PE=1 SV=3;sp|O00231-2|PSD11_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 26S proteasome non-ATPase regulatory subunit 11 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMD1126.674519 .22131 19 19 By MS/MS By M /MS 28 37 -0.453207 412 54.3 47.463 42
sp|Q14353|GAMT_HUMAN;sp|Q14353-2|GAMT_HUMANsp|Q14353|GAMT_HUMAN uanidinoacetate N-methyltransferase OS=Homo sapiens GN=GAMT PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q14353-2|GAMT_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Guanidinoacetate N-methyltransferase OS=Homo sapiens GN=GAMT25.362522 24.90747 5 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 2 -0.4550476 411 50.4 26.318 236
sp|Q96AY3|FKB10_HUMANsp|Q96AY3|FKB10_HUMAN Peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase FKBP10 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FKBP10 PE=1 SV=124.752615 24.29649 8 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 14 17 -0.4561234 410 21.8 64.244 582
sp|Q9NUU7|DD19A_HUMAN;sp|Q9UHL0-2|DDX25_HUMAN;sp|Q9UHL0|DDX25_HUMANsp|Q9NU 7|DD19A_H MAN ATP-dependent RNA helicase DX19A OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDX19A PE=1 SV=127.045727 6.58907 22 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 36 40 -0.4566612 409 59 53.974 478
sp|P47985|UCRI_HUMAN;sp|P0C7P4|UCRIL_HUMANsp|P47985|UCRI_HUMAN ytochrome b-c1 complex subunit Rieske, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=UQCRFS1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P0C7P4|UCRIL_HUMAN Putative cytochrome b-c1 complex subunit Rieske-like protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UQCRFS1P1 PE=5 SV=122.683353 22.22606 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 5 -0.4572964 408 30.7 29.668 274
sp|Q66PJ3-3|AR6P4_HUMAN;sp|Q66PJ3-2|AR6P4_HUMAN;sp|Q66PJ3|AR6P4_HUMAN;sp|Q66PJ3-5|AR6P4_HUMAN;sp|Q66PJ3-4|AR6P4_HUMANsp|Q66PJ3-3| R6P4_HUMAN Isoform 3 of DP-ribosylation factor-like protein 6-interacting protein 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARL6IP4;sp|Q66PJ3-2|AR6P4_HUMAN Isoform 2 of ADP-ribosylation factor-like protein 6-interacting protein 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARL6IP4;sp|Q6624.4732 9 24.01495 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 6 -0.4583168 407 11.7 36.612 341
sp|P61923|COPZ1_HUMANsp|P61923|COPZ1_HUMAN Coatomer subunit zeta-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=COPZ1 PE=1 SV=126.039591 25.57877 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 13 13 -0.4608231 406 51.4 20.198 177
sp|P41567|EIF1_HUMANsp|P41567|EIF1_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF1 PE=1 SV=124.577271 24.11529 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 7 -0.461977 405 76.1 12.732 113
sp|Q99798|ACON_HUMANsp|Q99798|ACON_HUMAN Aconitate hydratase, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACO2 PE=1 SV=223.309942 22.84577 4 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 7 -0.4641724 404 50.5 85.424 780
sp|Q9UMX0|UBQL1_HUMAN;sp|Q9UMX0-2|UBQL1_HUMANsp|Q9UMX0|UBQL1_H AN Ubiquilin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBQLN1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9UMX0-2|UBQL1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ubiquilin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBQLN126.062212 25.59551 8 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 22 -0.4667015 403 21.2 62.518 589
sp|Q92905|CSN5_HUMANsp|Q92905|CSN5_HUMAN COP9 signalosome complex subunit 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=COPS5 PE=1 SV=422.00491 21.53374 3 4 By matching By MS/MS 0 7 -0.4711685 402 22.2 37.578 334
sp|P78344|IF4G2_HUMAN;sp|P78344-2|IF4G2_HUMANsp|P78344|IF4G2_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 4 gamma 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF4G2 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P78344-2|IF4G2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 4 gamma 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF4G225.6 5333 25.21382 17 21 By MS/MS By MS/MS 24 36 -0.4715099 401 34.1 102.36 907
sp|P39748|FEN1_HUMAN;sp|P39748-2|FEN1_HUMANsp|P39748|FEN1_HUMAN lap endonuclease 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FEN1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P39748-2|FEN1_HUMAN Isoform FENMIT of Flap endonuclease 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FEN128.351528 27.87935 16 17 By MS/MS By MS/MS 33 39 -0.4721775 400 54.5 42.592 380
sp|O60762|DPM1_HUMANsp|O60762|DPM1_HUMAN Dolichol-phosphate mannosyltransferase OS=Homo sapiens GN=DPM1 PE=1 SV=122.485863 22.01359 3 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 6 -0.4722729 399 46.5 29.634 260
sp|Q96IJ6|GMPPA_HUMAN;sp|Q96IJ6-2|GMPPA_HUMANsp|Q96IJ6|GMPPA_HUMAN Mannose-1-phosphate guanyltransferase alpha OS=Homo sapiens GN=GMPPA PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q96IJ6-2|GMPPA_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Mannose-1-phosphate guanyltransferase alpha OS=Homo sapiens GN=GMPPA23.453247 22.97914 5 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 3 -0.4741058 398 20 46.291 420
sp|Q15126|PMVK_HUMANsp|Q15126|PMVK_HUMAN Phosphomevalonate kinase OS=Homo sapiens GN=PMVK PE=1 SV=326.263113 25.78659 10 9 By MS/MS By S/MS 19 20 -0.4765263 397 54.7 21.995 192
sp|P54577|SYYC_HUMANsp|P54577|SYYC_HUMAN Tyrosine--tRNA ligase, cytoplasmic OS=Homo sapiens GN=YARS PE=1 SV=427.441027 26.96444 29 30 By MS/MS By MS/MS 52 60 -0.4765854 396 73.3 59.143 528
sp|P08397-4|HEM3_HUMAN;sp|P08397-3|HEM3_HUMAN;sp|P08397-2|HEM3_HUMAN;sp|P08397|HEM3_HUMANsp|P08397-4|HEM3_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Por hobilinogen deaminase OS=Homo sapiens GN=HMBS;sp|P08397-3|HEM3_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Porphobilinogen deaminase OS=Homo sapiens GN=HMBS;sp|P08397-2|HEM3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Porphobilinogen deaminase OS=Homo sapiens GN=HMB22.805834 22.32893 4 4 By matching By MS/MS 0 6 -0.4769001 395 14.8 33.264 304
sp|Q13765-2|NACA_HUMAN;sp|Q13765|NACA_HUMAN;sp|Q9BZK3|NACP1_HUMANsp|Q13765-2| ACA_HUMA  Isoform 2 of Nascent polypeptide-associated complex subunit alpha OS=Homo sapiens GN=NACA;sp|Q13765|NACA_HUMAN Nascent polypeptide-associated complex subunit alpha OS=Homo sapiens GN=NACA PE=1 SV=125.352489 24.87516 4 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 9 -0.4773273 394 8.3 94.664 925
sp|P61254|RL26_HUMANsp|P61254|RL26_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L26 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL26 PE=1 SV=127.384016 26.90196 9 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 14 13 -0.4820538 393 35.9 17.258 145
sp|P27694|RFA1_HUMANsp|P27694|RFA1_HUMAN Replication protein A 70 kDa DNA-binding subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPA1 PE=1 SV=224.422651 23.93841 8 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 19 -0.4842453 392 51.6 68.137 616
sp|Q969Q0|RL36L_HUMANsp|Q969Q0|RL36L_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L36a-like OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL36AL PE=1 SV=322.074112 21.58985 7 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 3 -0.4842625 391 48.1 12.469 106
sp|Q15056-2|IF4H_HUMAN;sp|Q15056|IF4H_HUMANsp|Q15056-2|IF4H_HUMAN Isoform Short of Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 4H OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF4H;sp|Q15056|IF4H_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 4H OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF4H PE=1 SV=524.440821 23.95651 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 6 -0. 843121 390 48.7 25.2 228
sp|P49589-2|SYCC_HUMAN;sp|P49589|SYCC_HUMAN;sp|P49589-3|SYCC_HUMANsp|P49589-2|SYCC_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Cysteine--tRNA ligase, cytoplasmic OS=Homo sapiens GN=CARS;sp|P49589|SYCC_HUMAN Cysteine--tRNA ligase, cytoplasmic OS=Homo sapiens GN=CARS PE=1 SV=3;sp|P49589-3|SYCC_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Cysteine--tRNA ligase, cytoplasmic23.327454 22.84259 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 10 -0.4848652 389 17.2 82.845 726
sp|O00762|UBE2C_HUMAN;sp|O00762-2|UBE2C_HUMAN;sp|O00762-3|UBE2C_HUMAN;sp|O00762-4|UBE2C_HUMANsp|O00762|UBE2C_HUMAN biquitin-conjugating enzyme E2 C OS=Homo apiens GN= 2  PE=1 SV=1;sp|O00762-2|UBE2C_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E2 C OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBE2C;sp|O00762-3|UBE2C_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E225.265314 24.77901 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 10 - .4862995 388 49.2 19.652 179
sp|P21283|VATC1_HUMANsp|P21283|VATC1_HUMAN V-type proton ATPase subunit C 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATP6V1C1 PE=1 SV=423.611217 23.12348 5 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 9 -0.4877396 387 23.6 43.941 382
sp|Q9BYD6|RM01_HUMANsp|Q9BYD6|RM01_HUMAN 39S ribosomal protein L1, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=MRPL1 PE=1 SV=222.14591 21.65766 3 4 By M /MS By MS/MS 3 4 -0.4882507 386 34.2 36.908 325
sp|Q16763|UBE2S_HUMANsp|Q16763|UBE2S_HUMAN Ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E2 S OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBE2S PE=1 SV=224.596733 24.10797 4 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 12 -0.4887619 385 38.3 23.845 222
sp|P36405|ARL3_HUMANsp|P36405|ARL3_HUMAN ADP-ribosylation factor-like protein 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARL3 PE=1 SV=223.474073 22.98484 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 6 -0.4892368 384 39 20.455 182
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sp|P23381|SYWC_HUMAN;sp|P23381-2|SYWC_HUMANsp|P23381|SYWC_HUMAN Tryptophan--tRNA ligase, cytoplasmic OS=Homo sapiens GN=WARS PE=1 SV=2;sp|P23381-2|SYWC_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Tryptophan--tRNA ligase, cytoplasmic OS=Homo sapiens GN=WARS26. 95055 25.80504 13 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 18 2 -0.4900188 383 48.6 53.165 471
sp|Q9Y3C1|NOP16_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y3C1-2|NOP16_HUMANsp|Q9Y3C1|NOP16_HUMAN Nucleolar protein 16 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NOP16 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9Y3C1-2|NOP16_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Nucleolar protein 16 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NOP1622.872168 22.3819 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 4 -0.4902725 382 16.3 21. 88 178
sp|P30085|KCY_HUMAN;sp|P30085-2|KCY_HUMANsp|P30085|KCY_HUMAN UMP-CMP kinase OS=Homo sapiens GN=CMPK1 PE=1 SV=3;sp|P30085-2|KCY_HUMAN Isoform 2 of UMP-CMP kinase OS=Homo sapiens GN=CMPK125.382483 24.89013 7 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 15 -0.4923496 381 61.7 22.222 196
sp|P30040|ERP29_HUMAN;sp|P30040-2|ERP29_HUMANsp|P30040|ERP29_HUMAN ndoplasmic reticulum resident protein 29 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ERP29 PE=1 SV=422.822697 22.3 89 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 6 -0.4928055 380 47.5 28.993 261
sp|P12004|PCNA_HUMANsp|P12004|PCNA_HUMAN Proliferating cell nuclear antigen OS=Homo sapiens GN=PCNA PE=1 SV=127.308693 26.81519 12 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 20 31 -0.4935036 379 52.9 28.768 261
sp|Q8WU90|ZC3HF_HUMANsp|Q8WU90|ZC3HF_HUMAN Zinc finger CCCH domain-containing protein 15 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ZC3H15 PE=1 SV=123.853956 23.36025 7 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 13 -0.4937096 378 33.6 48.602 426
sp|P62266|RS23_HUMANsp|P62266|RS23_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S23 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS23 PE=1 SV=327.516155 27.02232 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 14 -0.4938393 377 49.7 15.807 143
sp|Q13435|SF3B2_HUMANsp|Q13435|SF3B2_HUMAN Splicing factor 3B subunit 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SF3B2 PE=1 SV=226.163424 25.66842 24 20 By MS/MS By MS/MS 27 36 -0.4950066 376 51.7 100.23 895
sp|O75608-2|LYPA1_HUMAN;sp|O75608|LYPA1_HUMANsp|O75608-2|LYPA1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Acyl-protein thioesterase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=LYPLA1;sp|O75608|LYPA1_HUMAN Acyl-protein thioesterase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=LYPLA1 PE=1 SV=126.42907 25.93143 5 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 9 -0.4976368 375 42.1 22.875 214
sp|Q9NYY8-2|FAKD2_HUMAN;sp|Q9NYY8|FAKD2_HUMANsp|Q9NYY8-2|FAKD2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of FAST kinase domain-containing protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FASTKD2;sp|Q9NYY8|FAKD2_HUMAN FAST kinase domain-containing protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FASTKD2 PE=1 SV=120.157221 19.65676 0 2 By MS/MS 0 3 -0.5004616 374 27.5 74.535 648
sp|P42765|THIM_HUMANsp|P42765|THIM_HUMAN 3-ketoacyl-CoA thiolase, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACAA2 PE=1 SV=222.682796 22.18232 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 6 -0.5004787 373 46.1 41.924 397
sp|O43809|CPSF5_HUMANsp|O43809|CPSF5_HUMAN Cleavage and polyadenylation specificity factor subunit 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NUDT21 PE=1 SV=124.35676 23.85624 5 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 7 -0.5005207 372 72.7 26.227 227
sp|O00767|ACOD_HUMANsp|O00767|ACOD_HUMAN Acyl-CoA desaturase OS=Homo sapiens GN=SCD PE=1 SV=222.915211 22.41449 2 2 By MS/M By MS/MS 1 4 -0.5007172 371 17.8 41.522 359
sp|Q15286|RAB35_HUMAN;sp|Q15286-2|RAB35_HUMANsp|Q15286|RAB35_HUMAN as-related protein Rab-35 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB35 PE=1 SV=123.74 504 23.24372 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 4 -0.5017796 370 40.8 23.025 201
sp|P17655|CAN2_HUMAN;sp|P17655-2|CAN2_HUMANsp|P17655|CAN2_HUMAN alpain-2 catalytic subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=CAPN2 PE=1 SV=6;sp|P17655-2|CAN2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Calpain-2 catalytic subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=CAPN225.559029 25.05556 14 13 By MS/MS By MS/MS 14 24 -0.5034637 369 23.4 79.994 700
sp|Q15393|SF3B3_HUMAN;sp|Q15393-3|SF3B3_HUMAN;sp|Q15393-2|SF3B3_HUMANsp|Q15393|SF3B3_HUMAN plicing factor 3B subunit 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SF3B3 PE=1 SV=426.807472 26.3029 28 29 By S/MS By MS/MS 43 52 -0.5045719 368 48.6 135.58 1217
sp|O75533|SF3B1_HUMAN;sp|O75533-2|SF3B1_HUMANsp|O75533|SF3B1_HUMAN plicing factor 3B subunit 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SF3B1 PE=1 SV=326.401194 25.89657 27 29 By MS/MS By MS/MS 27 50 -0.5046253 367 62 145.83 1304
sp|Q96GD0|PLPP_HUMANsp|Q96GD0|PLPP_HUMAN Pyridoxal phosphate phosphatase OS=Homo sapiens GN=PDXP PE=1 SV=224.406069 23.90095 6 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 11 -0.5051193 366 34.1 31.698 296
sp|Q9H4A4|AMPB_HUMANsp|Q9 4A4|AMPB_HUMAN Aminopeptidase B OS=Homo sapiens GN=RNPEP PE=1 SV=227.226465 26.71973 22 23 By MS/MS By MS/MS 30 44 -0.5067329 365 46.2 72.595 650
sp|Q01518|CAP1_HUMAN;sp|Q01518-2|CAP1_HUMANsp|Q01518|CAP1_HUMAN Adenylyl cyclase-associated protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CAP1 PE=1 SV=5;sp|Q01518-2|CAP1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Adenylyl cyclase-associated protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CAP125.251295 24.74448 11 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 14 23 -0.506 169 364 44.4 51.901 475
sp|P50851-2|LRBA_HUMAN;sp|P50851|LRBA_HUMANsp|P50851-2|LRBA_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Lipopolysaccharide-responsive and beige-like anchor protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=LRBA;sp|P50851|LRBA_HUMAN Lipopolysaccharide-responsive and beige-like anchor protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=LRBA PE=1 SV=420.204605 19.69705 1 2 By matchi g By MS/MS 0 3 -0.5075531 363 0.8 317.7 2851
sp|Q58FF6|H90B4_HUMANsp|Q58FF6|H90B4_HUMAN Putative heat shock protein HSP 90-beta 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSP90AB4P PE=5 SV=125.241072 24.7335 8 By MS/M By MS/MS 2 5 -0.5075684 362 14.3 58.264 505
sp|Q9Y3B4|PM14_HUMANsp|Q9Y3B4|PM14_HUMAN Pre-mRNA branch site protein p14 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SF3B14 PE=1 SV=123.526237 23.01633 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/M 2 5 -0.5099068 361 44.8 14.585 125
sp|Q9BSD7|NTPCR_HUMANsp|Q9BSD7|NTPCR_HUMAN Cancer-related nucleoside-triphosphatase OS=Homo sapiens GN=NTPCR PE=1 SV=125.410185 24.89901 8 8 By MS/M By MS/MS 15 6 -0.5111713 360 65.3 20.713 190
sp|Q9Y2Z0-2|SUGT1_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y2Z0|SUGT1_HUMANsp|Q9Y2Z0-2|SUGT1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Suppressor of G2 allele of SKP1 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=SUGT1;sp|Q9Y2Z0|SUGT1_HUMAN Suppressor of G2 allele of SKP1 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=SUGT1 PE=1 SV=325.4 8573 24.90605 13 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 17 17 -0.5 25217 359 55.9 37.804 333
sp|P35080-2|PROF2_HUMANsp|P35080-2|PROF2_HUMAN Isoform IIb of Profilin-2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PFN224.815874 24.30313 5 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 9 -0.5127468 358 39.3 15.088 140
sp|O75367-2|H2AY_HUMAN;sp|O75367-3|H2AY_HUMAN;sp|O75367|H2AY_HUMAN;sp|Q9P0M6|H2AW_HUMANsp|O75367-2|H2AY_HUMAN Isoform 1 of Core histone macro- 2A.1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=H2AFY;sp|O75367-3|H2AY_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Core histone macro-H2A.1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=H2AFY;sp|O75367|H2AY_HUMAN Core histone macro-H2A.1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=H2AFY PE=1 SV=42.282631 21.76983 3 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 5 -0.5127964 357 20.9 39.183 369
sp|P10768|ESTD_HUMANsp|P10768|ESTD_HUMAN S-formylglutathione hydrolase OS=Homo sapiens GN=ESD PE=1 SV=224.940109 24.42669 4 4 By MS/MS By M /MS 6 10 -0.513422 356 38.3 31.462 282
sp|P61088|UBE2N_HUMAN;sp|Q5JXB2|UE2NL_HUMANsp|P61088|UBE2N_HUMAN Ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E2 N OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBE2N PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q5JXB2|UE2NL_HUMAN Putative ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E2 N-like OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBE2NL PE=1 SV=126.86207 26.34712 9 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 19 21 -0.514946 355 59.2 17.138 152
sp|P48556|PSMD8_HUMANsp|P48556|PSMD8_HUMAN 26S proteasome non-ATPase regulatory subunit 8 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMD8 PE=1 SV=224.798229 24.282 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 10 -0.5 62334 354 20.9 39.611 350
sp|P40926|MDHM_HUMANsp|P40926|MDHM_HUMAN Malate dehydrogenase, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=MDH2 PE=1 SV=326.878065 26.36164 18 16 By MS/MS By MS/MS 34 34 -0.516428 353 67.8 35.503 338
sp|Q9BZX2|UCK2_HUMAN;sp|Q9BZX2-2|UCK2_HUMAN;sp|Q9HA47-3|UCK1_HUMAN;sp|Q9HA47|UCK1_HUMANsp|Q9BZX2|UCK2_HUMAN Uridine-cytidine kinase 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UCK2 PE=1 SV=125.659735 25.14137 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 13 -0.518362 352 31.4 29.299 261
sp|O00541|PESC_HUMAN;sp|O00541-2|PESC_HUMANsp|O00541|PESC_HUMAN escadillo homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=PES1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|O00541-2|PESC_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Pescadillo homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=PES124.768099 24.24924 10 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 16 -0.5188637 351 38.3 68.002 588
sp|P18085|ARF4_HUMANsp|P18085|ARF4_HUMAN ADP-ribosylation factor 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARF4 PE=1 SV=329.595394 29.0762 10 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 30 42 -0.5191936 350 64.4 20.511 180
sp|P52907|CAZA1_HUMANsp|P52907|CAZA1_HUMAN F-actin-capping protein subunit alpha-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CAPZA1 PE=1 SV=323.171761 22.64656 3 5 By matching By MS/MS 0 10 -0.5251999 349 60.8 32.922 286
sp|P62081|RS7_HUMANsp|P62081|RS7_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS7 PE=1 SV=129.138388 28.61034 12 13 By MS/MS By MS/MS 23 28 -0.5280437 348 71.6 22.127 194
sp|P16152|CBR1_HUMANsp|P16152|CBR1_HUMAN Carbonyl reductase [NADPH] 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CBR1 PE=1 SV=327.35018 26.82068 15 15 By MS/MS By MS/MS 27 32 -0.5295029 347 74.7 30.375 277
sp|P43897|EFTS_HUMAN;sp|P43897-2|EFTS_HUMAN;sp|P43897-4|EFTS_HUMAN;sp|P43897-3|EFTS_HUMANsp|P43897|EFTS_HUMAN longation factor Ts, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=TSFM PE=1 SV=2;sp|P43897-2|EFTS_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Elongation factor Ts, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=TSFM26.841581 26.31135 10 10 By MS/MS By MS/M 18 20 -0.5302353 346 61.5 35.39 325
sp|Q9BWD1|THIC_HUMANsp|Q9BWD1|THIC_HUMAN Acetyl-CoA acetyltransferase, cytosolic OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACAT2 PE=1 SV=226.022972 25.49253 12 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 17 16 -0.5304432 345 59.2 41.35 397
sp|Q9H0F7|ARL6_HUMAN;sp|Q9H0F7-2|ARL6_HUMANsp|Q9H0F7|ARL6_HUMAN ADP-ribosylation factor-like protein 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARL6 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9H0F7-2|ARL6_HUMAN Isoform 2 of ADP-ribosylation factor-like protein 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARL626.194715 25.66392 12 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 18 22 -0.5307961 344 79 21.097 186
sp|Q96DB5|RMD1_HUMANsp|Q96DB5|RMD1_HUMAN Regulator of microtubule dynamics protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RMDN1 PE=1 SV=122.729931 22.198 3 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 2 -0.5319347 343 19.4 35.808 314
sp|P84085|ARF5_HUMANsp|P84085|ARF5_HUMAN ADP-ribosylation factor 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARF5 PE=1 SV=226.541353 26.00595 10 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 10 -0.535408 342 64.4 20.529 180
sp|Q9H8Y8|GORS2_HUMAN;sp|Q9H8Y8-2|GORS2_HUMAN;sp|Q9BQQ3-2|GORS1_HUMAN;sp|Q9BQQ3|GORS1_HUMANsp|Q9H8Y8|GORS2_HUMAN Golgi reassembly- tacking protein 2 OS= omo sapiens GN=GORA P2 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q9H8Y8-2|GORS2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Golgi reassembly-stacking protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GORASP224.827356 24.29109 3 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 8 -0.5362663 341 14.2 47.145 452
sp|P50991|TCPD_HUMAN;sp|P50991-2|TCPD_HUMANsp|P50991|TCPD_HUMAN -complex protein 1 subunit delta OS=Homo sapiens GN=CCT4 PE=1 SV=4;sp|P50991-2|TCPD_HUMAN Isoform 2 of T-complex protein 1 subunit delta OS=Homo sapiens GN=CCT429.131756 28.59381 30 30 By MS/MS By MS/MS 58 7 -0.5379467 340 72.7 57.924 539
sp|O43396|TXNL1_HUMANsp|O43396|TXNL1_HUMAN Thioredoxin-like protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TXNL1 PE=1 SV=322.623861 22.08476 2 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 4 -0.5391045 339 36.7 32.251 289
sp|P32969|RL9_HUMANsp|P32969|RL9_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L9 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL9 PE=1 SV=126.788055 26.24849 6 7 By MS/MS By MS/M 15 16 -0.5395622 338 61.5 21.863 192
sp|P62847-2|RS24_HUMAN;sp|P62847-3|RS24_HUMAN;sp|P62847|RS24_HUMAN;sp|P62847-4|RS24_HUMANsp|P62847-2|RS24_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 40S ribosomal protein S24 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS24;sp|P62847-3|RS24_HUMAN Isoform 3 of 40S ribosomal protein S24 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS24;sp|P62847|RS24_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S24 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS24 PE=1 SV=1;8.59078 28.05077 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 18 18 -0.5400105 337 36.2 15.069 130
sp|Q9H8S9|MOB1A_HUMAN;sp|Q7L9L4|MOB1B_HUMAN;sp|Q7L9L4-2|MOB1B_HUMAN;sp|Q9H8S9-2|MOB1A_HUMANsp|Q9H8S9|MOB1A_HUMAN MOB kinase activator 1A OS=Homo sapiens GN=MOB1A PE=1 SV=4;sp|Q7L9L4|MOB1B_HUMAN MOB kinase activator 1B OS=Homo sapiens GN=MOB1B PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q7L9L4-2|MOB1B_HUMAN Isoform 2 of MOB kinase activator 1B OS=Homo sapiens GN=MOB1B;sp|Q9H8S24.080339 23.53659 4 4 y MS/MS By MS/MS 8 8 -0.5437508 336 19.4 25.079 216
sp|O43617-2|TPPC3_HUMAN;sp|O43617|TPPC3_HUMANsp|O4 617-2|TPPC3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Trafficking protein particle complex subunit 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TRAPPC3;sp|O43617|TPPC3_HUMAN Trafficking protein particle complex subunit 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TRAPPC3 PE=1 SV=122.535686 21.99189 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 6 -0.5437946 3 5 17.2 15.005 134
sp|Q9HAV7|GRPE1_HUMANsp|Q9HAV7|GRPE1_HUMAN GrpE protein homolog 1, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=GRPEL1 PE=1 SV=224.398653 23.85453 6 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 12 -0.5441246 334 55.3 24.279 217
sp|P62258|1433E_HUMAN;sp|P62258-2|1433E_HUMANsp|P62258|1433E_HUMAN -3-3 protein epsilon OS=Homo sapiens GN=YWHAE PE=1 SV=1;sp|P62258-2|1433E_HUMAN Isoform SV of 14-3-3 protein epsilon OS=Homo sapiens GN=YWHAE29.371338 28.8272 20 20 By MS/MS By MS/MS 40 5 -0.5441341 333 77.3 29.174 255
sp|P62979|RS27A_HUMAN;sp|P0CG47|UBB_HUMAN;sp|P0CG48|UBC_HUMANsp|P62979|RS27A_HUMAN Ubiquitin-40S ribosomal protein S27a OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS27A PE=1 SV=2;sp|P0CG47|UBB_HUMAN Polyubiquitin-B OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBB PE=1 SV=1;sp|P0CG48|UBC_HUMAN Polyubiquitin-C OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBC PE=1 SV=328.426304 27.87894 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 18 -0.5473614 331 42.9 17.965 156
sp|Q96RQ3|MCCA_HUMANsp|Q96RQ3|MCCA_HUMAN Methylcrotonoyl-CoA carboxylase subunit alpha, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=MCCC1 PE=1 SV=324.150814 23.60252 6 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 8 -0.5482922 330 25.8 80.472 725
sp|P05198|IF2A_HUMANsp|P05198|IF2A_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 2 subunit 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF2S1 PE=1 SV=322.921415 22.37226 4 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 6 -0.54916 329 67.6 36.112 315
sp|Q9NTX5-6|ECHD1_HUMAN;sp|Q9NTX5-2|ECHD1_HUMAN;sp|Q9NTX5|ECHD1_HUMAN;sp|Q9NTX5-5|ECHD1_HUMANsp|Q9NTX5-6|ECHD1_HUMAN Isoform 6 of Ethylmalonyl-CoA decarboxylase OS=Homo sapiens GN=ECHDC1;sp|Q9NTX5-2|ECHD1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ethylmalonyl-CoA decarboxylase OS=Homo sapiens GN=ECHDC1;sp|Q9NTX5|ECHD1_HUMAN Ethylmalonyl-CoA decarboxylase OS=Homo sapiens25.9 8776 25.36943 10 10 By MS/ S By MS/MS 15 2 -0.5493469 328 56 31.089 284
sp|P61006|RAB8A_HUMAN;sp|P20337|RAB3B_HUMAN;sp|Q96E17|RAB3C_HUMANsp|P61006|RAB8A_HUMAN Ras-related protein Rab-8A OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB8A PE=1 SV=122.83869 22.28757 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 6 -0.5511189 327 42.5 23.668 207
sp|Q9BY32|ITPA_HUMAN;sp|Q9BY32-3|ITPA_HUMAN;sp|Q9BY32-2|ITPA_HUMANsp|Q9BY32|ITPA_HUMAN Inosine triphosphate pyrophosphatase OS=Homo sapiens GN=ITPA PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9BY32-3|ITPA_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Inosine triphosphate pyrophosphatase OS=Homo sapiens GN=ITPA;sp|Q9BY32-2|ITPA_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Inosine triphosphate pyrophosph24.154682 23.60264 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 5 -0.5520458 326 37.1 21.445 194
sp|P63104|1433Z_HUMAN;sp|P63104-2|1433Z_HUMANsp|P63104|1433Z_HUMAN -3-3 protein zeta/delta OS=Homo sapiens GN=YWHAZ PE=1 SV=1;sp|P63104-2|1433Z_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 14-3-3 protein zeta/delta OS=Homo sapiens GN=YWHAZ27.70385 27.15045 16 16 By MS/MS By MS/MS 20 22 -0.5534039 325 6 . 27.745 245
sp|P31350|RIR2_HUMAN;sp|P31350-2|RIR2_HUMAN;sp|Q7LG56-2|RIR2B_HUMAN;sp|Q7LG56|RIR2B_HUMAN;sp|Q7LG56-6|RIR2B_HUMANsp|P31350|RIR2_HUMAN ibonucleoside-diphosphate reductase subunit M2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RRM2 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P31350-2|RIR2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ribonucleoside-diphosphate reductase subunit M2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RRM24.089745 23.53528 7 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 11 -0.5544605 324 27 44.877 389
sp|P22392-2|NDKB_HUMAN;sp|P22392|NDKB_HUMAN;sp|O60361|NDK8_HUMANsp|P22392-2| DKB_HUMA  Isoform 3 of Nucleoside diphosphate kinase B OS=Homo sapiens GN=NME2;sp|P22392|NDKB_HUMAN Nucleoside diphosphate kinase B OS=Homo sapiens GN=NME2 PE=1 SV=127.091238 26.53616 11 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 21 26 -0.5550785 323 78.7 30.137 267
sp|P23528|COF1_HUMANsp|P23528|COF1_HUMAN Cofilin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CFL1 PE=1 SV=327.425104 26.86985 14 15 By MS/MS By MS/MS 18 29 -0.5552502 322 80.1 18.502 166
sp|Q9BU61|NDUF3_HUMAN;sp|Q9BU61-2|NDUF3_HUMANsp|Q9BU61|NDUF3_HUMAN NADH dehydrogenase [ubiquinone] 1 alpha subcomplex assembly factor 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NDUFAF3 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9BU61-2|NDUF3_HUMAN Isoform b of NADH dehydrogenase [ubiquinone] 1 alpha subcomplex assembly factor 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NDU21.571819 1.01502 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 5 -0.5567989 321 50.5 20.35 184
sp|P51610|HCFC1_HUMAN;sp|P51610-2|HCFC1_HUMAN;sp|P51610-4|HCFC1_HUMAN;sp|P51610-3|HCFC1_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y5Z7|HCFC2_HUMANsp|P51610|HCFC1_HUMAN ost cell factor 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HCFC1 PE=  SV=2;sp|P51610-2|HCFC1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Host cell factor 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HCFC1;sp|P51610-4|HCFC1_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Host cell factor 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HCFC126.480021 25.9227 2 28 By S/MS By MS/MS 33 49 -0.5573158 320 26.3 208.73 2035
sp|Q9BTD8-4|RBM42_HUMAN;sp|Q9BTD8-2|RBM42_HUMAN;sp|Q9BTD8-3|RBM42_HUMAN;sp|Q9BTD8|RBM42_HUMANsp|Q9BTD8-4|RBM42_HUMAN Isoform 4 of RNA-binding protein 42 OS=Homo apiens GN=RBM42;sp|Q9BTD8-2|RBM42_HUMAN Isoform 2 of RNA-binding protein 42 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBM42;sp|Q9BTD8-3|RBM42_HUMAN Isoform 3 of RNA-binding protein 42 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBM42;s25.172531 24.61403 6 7 By M /MS By MS/MS 8 13 -0.5585022 319 34.5 47.025 446
sp|Q9NQ88|TIGAR_HUMANsp|Q9NQ88|TIGAR_HUMAN Fructose-2,6-bisphosphatase TIGAR OS=Homo sapiens GN=TIGAR PE=1 SV=124.689125 24.12959 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 1 -0.5595341 318 32.6 30.062 270
sp|Q3YEC7|RABL6_HUMAN;sp|Q3YEC7-2|RABL6_HUMAN;sp|Q3YEC7-4|RABL6_HUMAN;sp|Q3YEC7-6|RABL6_HUMAN;sp|Q3YEC7-3|RABL6_HUMAN;sp|Q3YEC7-5|RABL6_HUMANsp|Q3YEC7|RABL6_HUMAN Rab-like protein 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=R BL6 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q3YEC7-2|RABL6_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Rab-like protein 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RABL6;sp|Q3YEC7-4|RABL6_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Rab-like protein 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RABL6;sp|Q3YEC7-6|RABL6_23.669796 3.10998 7 7 By MS/ S By MS/MS 13 13 -0.5598164 317 1 .3 79.548 729
sp|Q86U90|YRDC_HUMANsp|Q86 90|YRDC_HUMAN YrdC domain-containing protein, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=YRDC PE=1 SV=125.63431 25.07329 11 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 14 22 -0.5610218 316 50.5 29.328 279
sp|Q9UHD9|UBQL2_HUMANsp|Q9U D9|UBQL2_HUMAN Ubiquilin-2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBQLN2 PE=1 SV=222.764032 22.20042 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 5 -0.5636101 315 14.9 65.695 624
sp|Q16222-3|UAP1_HUMAN;sp|Q16222|UAP1_HUMAN;sp|Q16222-2|UAP1_HUMAN;sp|Q3KQV9|UAP1L_HUMANsp|Q 6222-3|UAP1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of UDP-N-acetylhexosamine pyrophosphorylase OS=Homo sapiens GN=UAP1;sp|Q16222|UAP1_HUMAN UDP-N-acetylhexosamine pyrophosphorylase OS=Homo sapiens GN=UAP1 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q16222-2|UAP1_HUMAN Isoform AGX1 of UDP-N-acetylhexosami22.51157 21.94592 3 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 4 -0.5656452 314 7.7 58.681 521
sp|Q9GZZ1|NAA50_HUMAN;sp|Q9GZZ1-2|NAA50_HUMANsp|Q9GZZ1|NAA50_HUMAN N-alpha-acetyltransferase 50 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NAA50 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9GZZ1-2|NAA50_HUMAN Isoform 2 of N-alpha-acetyltransferase 50 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NAA502 .508966 4.94221 10 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 18 23 -0.5667515 313 65.7 19.398 169
sp|P14174|MIF_HUMANsp|P14174|MIF_HUMAN Macrophage migration inhibitory factor OS=Homo sapiens GN=MIF PE=1 SV=425.752335 25.18526 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 3 -0.5670795 312 17.4 12.476 115
sp|Q02978|M2OM_HUMAN;sp|Q02978-2|M2OM_HUMANsp|Q02978|M2OM_HUMAN itochondrial 2-oxoglutarate/malate carrier protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=SLC25A11 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q02978-2|M2OM_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Mitochondrial 2-oxoglutarate/malate carrier protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=SLC25A1123.847759 23.28065 5 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 13 -0.567 082 311 69.4 34.061 314
sp|Q9BQG0|MBB1A_HUMAN;sp|Q9BQG0-2|MBB1A_HUMANsp|Q9BQG0|MBB1A_HUMAN Myb-binding protein 1A OS=Homo sapiens GN=MYBBP1A PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9BQG0-2|MBB1A_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Myb-binding protein 1A OS=Homo sapiens GN=MYBBP1A24.724112 24.15592 16 15 By MS/MS By MS/MS 19 20 -0.5681934 310 3.6 148.85 1328
sp|Q86TU7|SETD3_HUMAN;sp|Q86TU7-3|SETD3_HUMAN;sp|Q86TU7-2|SETD3_HUMANsp|Q86T 7|SETD3_HUMAN Histone-lysine -methyltransferase setd3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SETD3 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q86TU7-3|SETD3_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Histone-lysine N-methyltransferase setd3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SETD3;sp|Q86TU7-2|SETD3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Histone-lysine N-m20.5 0793 20.011 1 2 By matching By MS/MS 0 3 -0.5697956 309 9.6 67.256 594
sp|P41250|SYG_HUMANsp|P41250|SYG_HUMAN Glycine--tRNA ligase OS=Homo sapiens GN=GARS PE=1 SV=323.131586 22.5613 4 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 8 -0.5702877 308 43.3 83.165 739
sp|Q15691|MARE1_HUMANsp|Q 5691|MARE1_HUMAN Microtubule-associated protein RP/EB family member 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MAPRE1 PE=1 SV=324.58153 24.00967 8 6 By MS/MS By MS/M 13 11 -0.5718632 07 60.8 29.999 268
sp|Q14240|IF4A2_HUMAN;sp|Q14240-2|IF4A2_HUMANsp|Q14240|IF4A2_HUMAN Eukaryotic initiation factor 4A-II OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF4A2 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q14240-2|IF4A2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Eukaryotic initiation factor 4A-II OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF4A223.415836 22.84249 16 17 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 8 -0.5733 33 306 45.7 46.402 407
sp|Q15036|SNX17_HUMAN;sp|Q15036-2|SNX17_HUMANsp|Q15036|S X17_HUMAN orting nexin-17 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SNX17 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q15036-2|SNX17_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Sorting nexin-17 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SNX1722.481411 21.90767 3 3 By M /MS By M /MS 4 3 -0.5737362 305 7.4 52.901 470
sp|Q9GZZ9|UBA5_HUMAN;sp|Q9GZZ9-2|UBA5_HUMANsp|Q9GZZ9|UBA5_HUMAN Ubiquitin-like modifier-activating enzyme 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBA5 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9GZZ9-2|UBA5_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ubiquitin-like modifier-activating enzyme 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBA524.520674 23.9453 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 9 -0.5753746 304 25.7 44.863 404
sp|P15927|RFA2_HUMAN;sp|P15927-2|RFA2_HUMAN;sp|P15927-3|RFA2_HUMANsp|P15927|RFA2_HUMAN eplication protein A 3  kDa subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPA2 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P15927-2|RFA2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Replication protein A 32 kDa subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPA2;sp|P15927-3|RFA2_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Replication protein A 32 kDa su4.262199 23.68368 3 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 6 -0.5 85236 303 41.9 29.247 270
sp|Q8TD30|ALAT2_HUMAN;sp|Q8TD30-2|ALAT2_HUMAN;sp|P24298|ALAT1_HUMANsp|Q8TD30|ALAT2_HUMAN Alanine aminotransferase 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GPT2 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q8TD30-2|ALAT2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Alanine aminotransferase 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GPT222.899973 22.32133 4 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 6 -0.5786457 302 29.8 57.903 523
sp|Q92990|GLMN_HUMAN;sp|Q92990-2|GLMN_HUMANsp|Q92990|GLMN_HUMAN lomulin OS=Homo sapiens GN=GLMN PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q92990-2|GLMN_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Glomulin OS=Homo sapiens GN=GLMN23.598665 23.01849 6 5 By MS/M By MS/MS 6 9 -0.5801773 301 21.7 68.207 594
sp|P15374|UCHL3_HUMANsp|P15374|UCHL3_HUMAN Ubiquitin carboxyl-terminal hydrolase isozyme L3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UCHL3 PE=1 SV=125.415771 24.83538 8 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 13 17 -0.5803928 300 65.2 26.182 230
sp|Q13423|NNTM_HUMANsp|Q13423| NTM_HUMAN NAD(P) transhydrogenase, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=NNT PE=1 SV=322.193039 21.61095 4 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 4 -0.5820923 299 33.8 113.89 1086
sp|Q9Y5R8|TPPC1_HUMANsp|Q9Y5R8|TPPC1_HUMAN Trafficking protein particle complex subunit 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TRAPPC1 PE=1 SV=122.333008 21.74866 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 3 -0.5843487 298 20 16.831 145
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sp|Q01130|SRSF2_HUMANsp|Q01130|SRSF2_HUMAN Serine/arginine-rich splicing factor 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRSF2 PE=1 SV=423.261124 22.67638 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 2 -0.5847473 297 33.9 25.476 221
sp|Q04837|SSBP_HUMANsp|Q04837|SSBP_HUMAN Single-stranded DNA-binding protein, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=SSBP1 PE=1 SV=122.839228 22.25185 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 6 -0.5873775 296 44.6 17.259 148
sp|Q9NVZ3|NECP2_HUMAN;sp|Q9NVZ3-2|NECP2_HUMAN;sp|Q9NVZ3-3|NECP2_HUMAN;sp|Q9NVZ3-4|NECP2_HUMANsp|Q9NVZ3|NECP2_HUMAN Adaptin ear-binding coat-associated protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NEC P2 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9NVZ3-2|NECP2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Adaptin ear-binding coat-associated protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NECAP2;sp|Q9NVZ3-3|NECP2_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Adapti23.921524 3.33293 5 5 By MS/ S By MS/MS 7 10 -0.5885983 295 33.1 28.338 263
sp|P35268|RL22_HUMANsp|P35268|RL22_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L22 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL22 PE=1 SV=29.582296 28.99162 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 8 -0.5906811 294 39.8 14.787 128
sp|Q9HC38|GLOD4_HUMAN;sp|Q9HC38-2|GLOD4_HUMAN;sp|Q9HC38-3|GLOD4_HUMANsp|Q9HC38|GLOD4_HUMAN Glyoxalase domain-containing protein 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GLOD4 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9HC38-2|GLOD4_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Glyoxalase domain-containing protein 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GLOD422.506905 1.91616 2 4 By MS/ S By MS/MS 1 7 -0.5907459 293 12.8 34.793 313
sp|Q9BY44|EIF2A_HUMAN;sp|Q9BY44-2|EIF2A_HUMANsp|Q9BY44|EIF2A_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 2A OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF2A PE=1 SV=35.31430 24.7 239 13 13 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 20 -0.5919113 292 49.9 64.989 585
sp|Q9BYG3|MK67I_HUMANsp|Q9BYG3|MK67I_HUMAN MKI67 FHA domain-interacting nucleolar phosphoprotein OS=Homo sapiens GN=NIFK PE=1 SV=125.436029 24.84182 10 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 19 -0.5942078 291 41.6 34.222 293
sp|Q9Y4L1|HYOU1_HUMAN;sp|Q9BXT5|TEX15_HUMANsp|Q9Y4L1|HYOU1_HUMAN Hypoxia up-regulated protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HYOU1 PE=1 SV=128.45089 27.8565 36 37 By MS/MS By MS/MS 62 77 -0.594389 290 54.9 111.33 999
sp|P20340-2|RAB6A_HUMAN;sp|P20340|RAB6A_HUMAN;sp|P20340-4|RAB6A_HUMAN;sp|P20340-3|RAB6A_HUMAN;sp|Q9NRW1|RAB6B_HUMAN;sp|Q9H0N0|RAB6C_HUMAN;sp|Q14964|RB39A_HUMANsp|P20340-2|RAB6A_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ras-related protein Rab-6A OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB6 ;sp|P20340|RAB6A_HUMAN Ra -related protein Rab-6A OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB6A PE=1 SV=3;sp|P20340-4|RAB6A_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Ras-related protein Rab-6A OS=Homo sapiens GN=27.368612 26.77404 8 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 14 25 -0.5945683 289 55.3 23.548 208
sp|Q53H12|AGK_HUMAN;sp|Q53H12-2|AGK_HUMANsp|Q53H12|AGK_HUMAN Acylglycerol kinase, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=AGK PE=1 SV=222.753605 22.15765 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 4 -0.5959587 288 53.8 47.137 422
sp|O00743-3|PPP6_HUMAN;sp|O00743|PPP6_HUMAN;sp|O00743-2|PPP6_HUMANsp|O00743-3|PPP6_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Serine/threonine-protein phosphatase 6 catalytic subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPP6C;sp|O00743|PPP6_HUMAN Serine/threonine-protein phosphatase 6 catalytic subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPP6C PE=1 SV=1;sp|O00743-2|PPP6_HUMAN Is20.877613 20.28116 1 2 By matc ing By MS/MS 0 3 -0.5964527 287 23.4 38.946 342
sp|Q9Y4C2-2|F115A_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y4C2|F115A_HUMANsp|Q9Y4C2-2|F115A_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Protein FAM115A OS=Homo sapiens GN=FAM115A;sp|Q9Y4C2|F115A_HUMAN Protein FAM115A OS=Homo sapiens GN=FAM115A PE=1 SV=323.52001 22.92171 6 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 15 -0.5983067 286 14.3 101.89 919
sp|P13797|PLST_HUMAN;sp|P13796|PLSL_HUMANsp|P13797|PLST_HUMAN Plastin-3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PLS3 PE=1 SV=427.832737 27.23352 27 26 By MS/MS By MS/MS 43 51 -0.5992146 285 59 70.81 630
sp|Q7L1Q6|BZW1_HUMAN;sp|Q7L1Q6-4|BZW1_HUMAN;sp|Q7L1Q6-3|BZW1_HUMAN;sp|Q7L1Q6-2|BZW1_HUMANsp|Q7L1Q6|BZW1_HUMAN Basic leucine zip er and W2 domain-containing protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=BZW1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q7L1Q6-4|BZW1_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Basic leucine zipper and W2 domain-containing protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=BZW1;sp|Q7L1Q6-3|BZW1_HUMAN Isofor24.821091 24.21963 11 1 By S/MS By MS/MS 18 20 -0.6014595 284 33.4 48.043 19
sp|P46783|RS10_HUMAN;sp|Q9NQ39|RS10L_HUMANsp|P46783|RS10_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S10 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS10 PE=1 SV=127.265261 26.66058 10 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 21 23 -0.6046829 283 53.9 18.898 165
sp|Q9NX58|LYAR_HUMANsp|Q9NX58|LYAR_HUMAN Cell growth-regulating nucleolar protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=LYAR PE=1 SV=227.281712 26.67317 15 16 By MS/MS By MS/MS 27 37 -0.6085415 282 46.4 43.614 379
sp|P30044-2|PRDX5_HUMAN;sp|P30044|PRDX5_HUMAN;sp|P30044-3|PRDX5_HUMAN;sp|P30044-4|PRDX5_HUMANsp|P30044-2|PRDX5_HUMAN Isoform Cytoplasmic+peroxisomal of Peroxiredoxin-5, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRDX5;sp|P30044|PRDX5_HUMAN Peroxiredoxin-5, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRDX5 PE=1 SV=4;sp|P30044-3|PRDX5_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Peroxiredoxin-5,24.648943 24.04009 5 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 10 -0.6088505 281 58.6 17.031 162
sp|Q13404|UB2V1_HUMAN;sp|Q13404-8|UB2V1_HUMAN;sp|Q13404-7|UB2V1_HUMAN;sp|Q13404-2|UB2V1_HUMAN;sp|Q13404-1|UB2V1_HUMAN;sp|Q13404-6|UB2V1_HUMANsp|Q13404|UB2V1_HUMAN biquitin-conjugating enzyme E2 variant 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBE2V1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q13404-8|UB2V1_HUMAN Isoform 6 of Ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E2 variant 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBE2V1;sp|Q13404-7|UB2V1_HUMAN Isoform 5 of Ubiquitin-conj24.99671 24.38732 5 5 By MS/M By MS/MS 6 10 - .6093864 280 3 .6 16.495 147
sp|P14550|AK1A1_HUMANsp|P14550| K1A1_HUMAN Alcohol dehydrogenase [NADP(+)] OS=Homo sapiens GN=AKR1A1 PE=1 SV=325.437428 24.82716 12 13 By MS/MS By MS/MS 18 26 -0.6102657 279 55.1 36.573 325
sp|P22061|PIMT_HUMAN;sp|P22061-2|PIMT_HUMANsp|P22061|PIMT_HUMAN rotein-L-isoaspartate(D-aspartate) O-methyltransferase OS=Homo sapiens GN=PCMT1 PE=1 SV=4;sp|P22061-2|PIMT_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Protein-L-isoaspartate(D-aspartate) O-methyltransferase OS=Homo sapiens GN=PCMT127.8 501 27.19357 12 13 By MS/MS By MS/MS 23 29 -0.6114426 278 65.6 24.636 227
sp|P23919|KTHY_HUMANsp|P23919|KTHY_HUMAN Thymidylate kinase OS=Homo sapiens GN=DTYMK PE=1 SV=425.829824 25.21653 11 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 20 21 -0.6132984 277 70.3 23.819 212
sp|P07741-2|APT_HUMAN;sp|P07741|APT_HUMANsp|P07741-2|APT_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Adenine phosphoribosyltransferase OS=Homo sapiens GN=APRT;sp|P07741|APT_HUMAN Adenine phosphoribosyltransferase OS=Homo sapiens GN=APRT PE=1 SV=223.1089 2 22.49543 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 8 -0.6 34777 276 35.1 14.557 134
sp|P37802|TAGL2_HUMAN;sp|Q9UI15|TAGL3_HUMANsp|P37802|TAGL2_H MAN Transgelin-2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TAGLN2 PE=1 SV=325.330158 24.71156 10 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 14 -0.6185951 275 59.8 22.391 199
sp|Q8N9N7|LRC57_HUMANsp|Q8N9N7|LRC57_HUMAN Leucine-rich repeat-containing protein 57 OS=Homo sapiens GN=LRRC57 PE=1 SV=123.88446 23.26069 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 12 -0.6237679 274 27.2 26.754 239
sp|P31948|STIP1_HUMANsp|P31948|STIP1_HUMAN Stress-induced-phosphoprotein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=STIP1 PE=1 SV=122.903122 22.27767 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 4 -0.6254482 273 65.9 62.639 543
sp|Q8IYB3-2|SRRM1_HUMAN;sp|Q8IYB3|SRRM1_HUMANsp|Q8IYB3-2|SRRM1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Serine/arginine repetitive matrix protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRRM1;sp|Q8IYB3|SRRM1_HUMAN Serine/arginine repetitive matrix protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRRM1 PE=1 SV=223.270706 22.64262 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 4 -0.6280842 272 12.2 102.12 902
sp|P52564|MP2K6_HUMAN;sp|P52564-2|MP2K6_HUMANsp|P52564|MP2K6_HUMAN Dual specificity mitogen-activated protein kinase kinase 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MAP2K6 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P52564-2|MP2K6_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Dual specificity mitogen-activated protein kinase kinase 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MAP2K622.875 46 22.2474 5 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 5 -0.628149 27 26.9 37.492 334
sp|Q53FT3|HIKES_HUMANsp|Q53FT3|HIKES_HUMAN Protein Hikeshi OS=Homo sapiens GN=C11orf73 PE=1 SV=223.208378 22.58008 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 3 -0.6282978 270 19.3 21.627 197
sp|Q9Y696|CLIC4_HUMANsp|Q9Y696|CLIC4_HUMAN Chloride intracellular channel protein 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CLIC4 PE=1 SV=42 .510387 23.88194 8 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 9 -0.6284447 269 36.8 28.772 253
sp|O14818|PSA7_HUMAN;sp|O14818-2|PSA7_HUMAN;sp|O14818-4|PSA7_HUMAN;sp|Q8TAA3-2|PSA7L_HUMAN;sp|Q8TAA3-5|PSA7L_HUMAN;sp|Q8TAA3|PSA7L_HUMANsp|O14818|PSA7_HUMAN roteasome subunit alpha type-7 OS=Homo sapiens GN= MA7 PE=1 SV=1;sp|O14818-2|PSA7_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Proteasome subunit alpha type-7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMA725. 4408 24.81 10 12 By MS/MS By MS/M 2 15 -0.6340809 268 59.3 27.887 248
sp|O60493|SNX3_HUMAN;sp|O60493-2|SNX3_HUMAN;sp|O60493-4|SNX3_HUMAN;sp|O60493-3|SNX3_HUMANsp|O60493|SNX3_HUMAN orting nexin-3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=S X3 PE=1 SV=3;sp|O60493-2|SNX3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Sorting nexin-3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SNX3;sp|O60493-4|SNX3_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Sorting nexin-3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SNX324.766582 24.13132 6 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 7 -0.6352634 267 34 18.762 162
sp|P62701|RS4X_HUMAN;sp|Q8TD47|RS4Y2_HUMAN;sp|P22090|RS4Y1_HUMANsp|P62701|RS4X_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S4, X isoform OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS4X PE=1 SV=231.231 07 30.5953 20 20 By MS/MS By MS/MS 50 56 -0.6361027 266 63.9 29.597 263
sp|Q9NP64-2|NO40_HUMAN;sp|Q9NP64|NO40_HUMANsp|Q9NP64-2| O40_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Nucleolar protein of 40 kDa OS=Homo sapiens GN=ZCCHC17;sp|Q9NP64|NO40_HUMAN Nucleolar protein of 40 kDa OS=Homo sapiens GN=ZCCHC17 PE=1 SV=123.808823 23.17129 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 6 -0.6375351 265 28.6 24.918 217
sp|P68036-2|UB2L3_HUMAN;sp|P68036|UB2L3_HUMAN;sp|P68036-3|UB2L3_HUMANsp|P68036-2|UB2L3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E2 L3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBE2L3;sp|P68036|UB2L3_HUMAN Ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E2 L3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBE2L3 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P68036-3|UB2L3_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme24.011715 23.37385 4 4 By S/MS By MS/MS 6 11 -0.637867 264 65.6 14.121 122
sp|Q02750|MP2K1_HUMAN;sp|Q02750-2|MP2K1_HUMANsp|Q02750|MP2K1_HUMAN Dual specificity mitogen-activated protein kinase kinase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MAP2K1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q02750-2|MP2K1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Dual specificity mitogen-activated protein kinase kinase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MAP2K124.4 0087 23.76142 11 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 9 -0.63867 263 35.1 43.439 393
sp|Q01581|HMCS1_HUMANsp|Q01581|HMCS1_HUMAN Hydroxymethylglutaryl-CoA synthase, cytoplasmic OS=Homo sapiens GN=HMGCS1 PE=1 SV=223.881664 23.2424 6 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 12 -0.6392612 262 23.7 57.293 520
sp|Q8WW12-2|PCNP_HUMAN;sp|Q8WW12|PCNP_HUMANsp|Q8WW12-2|PCNP_HUMAN Isoform 2 of PEST proteolytic signal-containing nuclear protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=PCNP;sp|Q8WW12|PCNP_HUMAN PEST proteolytic signal-containing nuclear protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=PCNP PE=1 SV=222.97039 22.33068 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 3 -0.6397057 261 20 13.544 130
sp|P49593|PPM1F_HUMANsp|P49593|PPM1F_HUMAN Protein phosphatase 1F OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPM1F PE=1 SV=326.240145 25.59898 10 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 22 21 -0.6411667 260 31.1 49.83 454
sp|Q3B726|RPA43_HUMANsp|Q3B726|RPA43_HUMAN DNA-directed RNA polymerase I subunit RPA43 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TWISTNB PE=1 SV=122.620398 21.97785 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 4 -0.6425476 259 16.3 37.432 338
sp|P51965-2|UB2E1_HUMAN;sp|P51965|UB2E1_HUMAN;sp|P51965-3|UB2E1_HUMANsp|P5 965-2|UB2E1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E2 E1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBE2E1;sp|P51965|UB2E1_HUMAN Ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E2 E1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBE2E1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P51965-3|UB2E1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme24.414932 23.77072 3 3 By S/MS By MS/MS 4 6 -0.6442108 258 23.1 18 160
sp|P55263|ADK_HUMAN;sp|P55263-3|ADK_HUMAN;sp|P55263-2|ADK_HUMAN;sp|P55263-4|ADK_HUMANsp|P55263|ADK_HUMAN denosine kinase OS=Homo sapiens GN=ADK PE=1 SV=2;sp|P55263-3|ADK_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Adenosine kinase OS=Homo sapiens GN=ADK;sp|P55263-2|ADK_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Adenosine kinase OS=Homo sapiens GN=ADK;sp|P55263-4|ADK_HUMAN Isoform 4 of A24.240381 23.594 8 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 13 -0.6463795 257 35.6 40.545 362
sp|Q15181|IPYR_HUMANsp|Q15181|IPYR_HUMAN Inorganic pyrophosphatase OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPA1 PE=1 SV=224.504944 23.855 8 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 11 -0.6499405 256 81 32.66 289
sp|Q8NB37-3|PDDC1_HUMAN;sp|Q8NB37|PDDC1_HUMAN;sp|Q8NB37-2|PDDC1_HUMANsp|Q8NB37-3|PDDC1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Parkinson disease 7 domain-containing protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PDDC1;sp|Q8NB37|PDDC1_HUMAN Parkinson disease 7 domain-containing protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PDDC1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q8NB37-2|PDDC1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Park21.303 52 20.65368 2 2 By MS/ S By MS/MS 1 3 -0.6501675 255 16.3 19.539 184
sp|Q9Y6B6|SAR1B_HUMANsp|Q9Y6B6|SAR1B_HUMAN GTP-binding protein SAR1b OS=Homo sapiens GN=SAR1B PE=1 SV=122.380495 21.72962 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 4 -0.6508751 254 25.3 22.41 198
sp|P26358-2|DNMT1_HUMAN;sp|P26358|DNMT1_HUMAN;sp|P26358-3|DNMT1_HUMANsp|P26358-2|D MT1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of DNA (cytosine-5)-methyltransferase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DNMT1;sp|P26358|DNMT1_HUMAN DNA (cytosine-5)-methyltransferase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DNMT1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P26358-3|DNMT1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of DNA (cytosine-5)-methyltra22.516676 21.86578 3 7 B  matching By MS/MS 0 11 -0.6508923 253 29.8 184.82 1632
sp|Q13618|CUL3_HUMAN;sp|Q13618-2|CUL3_HUMAN;sp|Q13618-3|CUL3_HUMANsp|Q13618|CUL3_HUMAN ullin-3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CUL3 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q13618-2|CUL3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Cullin-3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CUL3;sp|Q13618-3|CUL3_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Cullin-3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CUL323.649218 22.99574 5 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 12 -0.6534729 252 20.7 88.929 768
sp|O76094|SRP72_HUMAN;sp|O76094-2|SRP72_HUMANsp|O76094|SRP72_HUMAN ignal recognition particle subunit SRP72 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRP72 PE=1 SV=3;sp|O76094-2|SRP72_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Signal recognition particle subunit SRP72 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRP7226.3 4363 25.72088 19 18 By MS/MS By MS/MS 23 29 -0.6534824 251 49.9 74.605 671
sp|Q9UHJ6|SHPK_HUMANsp|Q9UHJ6|SHPK_HUMAN Sedoheptulokinase OS=Homo sapiens GN=SHPK PE=1 SV=322.848503 22.19298 4 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 5 -0.6555233 250 13.2 51.49 478
sp|Q16774|KGUA_HUMAN;sp|Q16774-2|KGUA_HUMAN;sp|Q16774-3|KGUA_HUMANsp|Q16774|KGUA_HUMAN Guanylate kinase OS=Homo sapiens GN=GUK1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q16774-2|KGUA_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Guanylate kinase OS=Homo sapiens GN=GUK1;sp|Q16774-3|KGUA_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Guanylate kinase OS=Homo sapiens GN=GUK123.326769 22.67096 3 5 By MS/MS By M /MS 3 5 -0.6558056 249 30.5 21.725 197
sp|P61026|RAB10_HUMAN;sp|P59190-2|RAB15_HUMAN;sp|P59190|RAB15_HUMANsp|P61026|RAB10_HUMAN as-related protein Rab-1  OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB10 PE=1 SV=123.725256 23.06812 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 8 -0.657135 248 56 22.541 200
sp|Q9BRT6|LLPH_HUMANsp|Q9BRT6|LLPH_HUMAN Protein LLP homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=LLPH PE=2 SV=123.610317 22.95063 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 5 -0.659687 247 28.7 15.225 129
sp|Q06830|PRDX1_HUMANsp|Q06830|PRDX1_HUMAN Peroxiredoxin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRDX1 PE=1 SV=128.853975 28.19329 14 14 By MS/MS By M /MS 21 30 -0.6606884 246 77.4 22.11 199
sp|Q9NZD2|GLTP_HUMANsp|Q9NZD2|GLTP_HUMAN Glycolipid transfer protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=GLTP PE=1 SV=322.829758 22.16904 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 6 -0.660717 245 22 23.85 209
sp|Q9H6F5|CCD86_HUMANsp|Q9H6F5|CCD86_HUMAN Coiled-coil domain-containing protein 86 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CCDC86 PE=1 SV=123.182894 22.52155 3 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 5 -0.6613464 244 14.2 40.235 360
sp|P61758|PFD3_HUMANsp|P61758|PFD3_HUMAN Prefoldin subunit 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=VBP1 PE=1 SV=323.420982 22.75961 3 3 By MS/MS By M /MS 6 5 -0.6613712 243 28.9 22.658 197
sp|Q9NUL7|DDX28_HUMANsp|Q9NUL7|DDX28_HUMAN Probable ATP-dependent RNA helicase DDX28 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDX28 PE=1 SV=220.916544 20.2535 1 3 By matching By MS/MS 0 4 -0.6630478 242 15.2 59.58 540
sp|Q8WUX9|CHMP7_HUMANsp|Q8WUX9|CHMP7_HUMAN Charged multivesicular body protein 7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CHMP7 PE=1 SV=123.50942 22.84587 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 -0.6635551 241 16.3 50.91 453
sp|P62277|RS13_HUMANsp|P62277|RS13_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S13 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS13 PE=1 SV=229.411005 28.74743 12 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 31 31 -0.6635723 240 61.6 17.222 151
sp|O75794|CD123_HUMANsp|O75794|CD123_HUMAN Cell division cycle protein 123 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=CDC123 PE=1 SV=120.505844 19.84222 1 2 By matching By MS/MS 0 3 -0.66362 239 12.8 39.134 336
sp|Q5VW32|BROX_HUMANsp|Q5VW32|BROX_HUMAN BRO1 domain-containing protein BROX OS=Homo sapiens GN=BROX PE=1 SV=123.519773 22.85557 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 7 -0.6641998 238 18 46.476 411
sp|Q71UI9|H2AV_HUMAN;sp|P0C0S5|H2AZ_HUMAN;sp|Q71UI9-4|H2AV_HUMAN;sp|Q71UI9-2|H2AV_HUMAN;sp|Q71UI9-3|H2AV_HUMANsp|Q71UI9|H2AV_HUMAN Histone H2A.V OS=Homo sapiens GN=H2AFV PE=1 SV=3;sp|P0C0S5|H2AZ_HUMAN Histone H2A.Z OS=Homo sapiens GN=H2AFZ PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q71UI9-4|H2AV_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Histone H2A.V OS=Homo sapiens GN=H2AFV;sp|Q71UI9-2|H2AV_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Histo27.117237 26.44941 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 8 -0.6678257 237 53.9 13.509 128
sp|P25398|RS12_HUMANsp|P25398|RS12_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S12 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS12 PE=1 SV=35.338242 24.66904 3 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 8 -0.6692028 236 70.5 14.515 132
sp|P18206|VINC_HUMAN;sp|P18206-2|VINC_HUMAN;sp|P18206-3|VINC_HUMANsp|P18206|VINC_HUMAN inculin OS=Homo sapiens G =VCL PE=1 SV=4;sp|P18206-2|VINC_HUMAN Isoform 1 of Vinculin OS=Homo sapiens GN=VCL26.218893 25.54854 5 21 By M /MS By MS/MS 38 36 -0.6703491 235 30.8 123.8 1134
sp|Q7L5D6|GET4_HUMAN;sp|Q7L5D6-2|GET4_HUMANsp|Q7L5D6|GET4_HUMAN olgi to ER traffic protein 4 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=GET4 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q7L5D6-2|GET4_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Golgi to ER traffic protein 4 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=GET423.60919 22.93675 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 5 -0.6724377 234 15.9 36.504 327
sp|Q96C19|EFHD2_HUMANsp|Q96C19|EFHD2_HUMAN EF-hand domain-containing protein D2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EFHD2 PE=1 SV=124.147945 23.47234 7 7 By M /MS By MS/MS 9 12 -0.6756058 233 34.2 26.697 240
sp|O00273|DFFA_HUMAN;sp|O00273-2|DFFA_HUMANsp|O00273|DFFA_HUMAN NA fragmentation factor subunit alpha OS=Homo sapiens GN=DFFA PE=1 SV=1;sp|O00273-2|DFFA_HUMAN Isoform DFF35 of DNA fragmentation factor subunit alpha OS=Homo sapiens GN=DFFA22.285061 21.6068 3 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 4 -0.67826 7 232 19.6 36.521 331
sp|Q8NC51|PAIRB_HUMAN;sp|Q8NC51-2|PAIRB_HUMANsp|Q8NC51|PAIRB_HUMAN Plasminogen activator inhibitor 1 RNA-binding protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=SERBP1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q8NC51-2|PAIRB_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Plasminogen activator inhibitor 1 RNA-binding protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=SERBP123.1 3531 22.50417 5 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 3 -0.6793633 231 59.8 44.965 408
sp|Q9Y383|LC7L2_HUMANsp|Q9Y383|LC7L2_HUMAN Putative RNA-binding protein Luc7-like 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=LUC7L2 PE=1 SV=227.092449 26.41135 18 18 By MS/MS By MS/MS 32 39 -0.6811008 230 51 46.513 392
sp|O95433|AHSA1_HUMANsp|O95433| HSA1_HUMAN Activator of 90 kDa heat shock protein ATPase homolog 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=AHSA1 PE=1 SV=126.809435 26.12713 12 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 21 23 -0.6823025 229 45 38.274 338
sp|P20339|RAB5A_HUMANsp|P20339|RAB5A_HUMAN Ras-related protein Rab-5A OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB5A PE=1 SV=224.025043 23.34164 8 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 6 -0.6834049 228 51.2 23.658 215
sp|Q7Z7F7|RM55_HUMAN;sp|Q7Z7F7-2|RM55_HUMANsp|Q7Z7F7|RM55_HUMAN 39S ribosomal protein L55, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=MRPL55 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q7Z7F7-2|RM55_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 39S ribosomal protein L55, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=MRPL5522.978443 22.29452 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 -0.68392 5 227 30.5 15.128 128
sp|P62899|RL31_HUMAN;sp|P62899-3|RL31_HUMAN;sp|P62899-2|RL31_HUMANsp|P62899|RL31_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L31 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL31 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P62899-3|RL31_HUMAN Isoform 3 of 60S ribosomal protein L31 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL31;sp|P62899-2|RL31_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 60S ribosomal protein L31 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL3129.46474 28.78022 10 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 19 22 -0.6845207 226 54.4 14.463 125
sp|P61086|UBE2K_HUMAN;sp|P61086-2|UBE2K_HUMAN;sp|P61086-3|UBE2K_HUMANsp|P61086|UBE2K_HUMAN biquitin-conjugating enzyme E2 K OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBE2K PE=1 SV=3;sp|P61086-2|UBE2K_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E2 K OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBE2K;sp|P61086-3|UBE2K_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E225.2 5207 24.57992 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 12 -0.6 52875 225 35 22.406 200
sp|O75937|DNJC8_HUMANsp|O75937|D JC8_HUMAN DnaJ homolog subfamily C member 8 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DNAJC8 PE=1 SV=223.331423 22.64592 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 6 -0.6854992 224 45.1 29.841 253
sp|P09429|HMGB1_HUMAN;sp|B2RPK0|HGB1A_HUMANsp|P09429|HMGB1_HUMAN High mobility group protein B1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HMGB1 PE=1 SV=323.204741 22.5 917 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/ S 4 6 -0.6855679 223 27.9 24.893 215
sp|P61513|RL37A_HUMAN;sp|A6NKH3|RL37L_HUMANsp|P61513|RL37A_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L37a OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL37A PE=1 SV=227.172359 26.48631 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 9 -0.6860485 222 51.1 10.275 92
sp|P10515|ODP2_HUMANsp|P10515|ODP2_HUMAN Dihydrolipoyllysine-residue acetyltransferase component of pyruvate dehydrogenase complex, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=DLAT PE=1 SV=326.406767 25.72028 15 14 By MS/MS By MS/MS 20 25 -0.6864872 221 48.2 68.996 647
sp|P61081|UBC12_HUMANsp|P61081|UBC12_HUMAN NEDD8-conjugating enzyme Ubc12 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBE2M PE=1 SV=127.452148 26.76484 9 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 18 15 -0.6873112 220 51.4 20.9 183
sp|Q9P0J0|NDUAD_HUMANsp|Q9P0J0|NDUAD_HUMAN NADH dehydrogenase [ubiquinone] 1 alpha subcomplex subunit 13 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NDUFA13 PE=1 SV=320.69693 20.00936 1 2 By matching By MS/MS 0 3 -0.6875706 219 62.5 16.698 144
sp|O75131|CPNE3_HUMAN;sp|Q96FN4|CPNE2_HUMAN;sp|Q8IYJ1|CPNE9_HUMAN;sp|Q96A23|CPNE4_HUMAN;sp|O95741|CPNE6_HUMAN;sp|Q9UBL6-2|CPNE7_HUMAN;sp|Q86YQ8|CPNE8_HUMAN;sp|Q96A23-2|CPNE4_HUMAN;sp|Q9HCH3|CPNE5_HUMAN;sp|Q9UBL6|CPNE7_HUMANsp|O75131|CPNE3_HUMAN Copine-3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CPNE3 PE=1 SV=125.3 9565 24.71114 12 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 14 22 -0.6884212 218 31.5 60.13 537
sp|P51452|DUS3_HUMANsp|P51452|DUS3_HUMAN Dual specificity protein phosphatase 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DUSP3 PE=1 SV=125.974979 25.28404 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 17 -0.6909351 217 43.8 20.478 185
sp|P49189|AL9A1_HUMANsp|P49189|AL9A1_HUMAN 4-trimethylaminobutyraldehyde dehydrogenase OS=Homo sapiens GN=ALDH9A1 PE=1 SV=322.813566 22.1218 4 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 7 -0.6917629 216 23.5 53.801 494
sp|P62910|RL32_HUMANsp|P62910|RL32_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L32 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL32 PE=1 SV=26.876427 26.18418 8 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 15 19 -0.6922493 215 58.5 15.86 135
sp|Q8N4Q0|ZADH2_HUMANsp|Q8N4Q0|ZADH2_HUMAN Zinc-binding alcohol dehydrogenase domain-containing protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ZADH2 PE=1 SV=123.178022 22.48535 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 5 -0.6926746 2 4 10.3 40.14 377
sp|P52209|6PGD_HUMANsp|P52209|6PGD_HUMAN 6-phosphogluconate dehydrogenase, decarboxylating OS=Homo sapiens GN=PGD PE=1 SV=329.745382 29.05248 21 23 By MS/MS By MS/MS 46 55 -0.6929016 213 61.3 53.139 483
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sp|P84095|RHOG_HUMANsp|P84095|RHOG_HUMAN Rho-related GTP-binding protein RhoG OS=Homo sapiens GN=RHOG PE=1 SV=121.829313 21.13634 2 3 By matching By MS/MS 0 4 -0.6929779 212 57.1 21.308 191
sp|O95336|6PGL_HUMANsp|O95336|6PGL_HUMAN 6-phosphogluconolactonase OS=Homo sapiens GN=PGLS PE=1 SV=226.044769 25.35077 11 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 19 20 -0.6939983 211 59.3 27.547 258
sp|Q9UBV8|PEF1_HUMANsp|Q9UBV8|PEF1_HUMAN Peflin OS=Homo sapiens GN=PEF1 PE=1 SV=124.42201 23.72619 5 5 By M /MS By MS/MS 5 9 -0.6958179 210 18.7 30.381 284
sp|Q969Q5|RAB24_HUMANsp|Q969Q5|RAB24_HUMAN Ras-related protein Rab-24 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB24 PE=1 SV=121.703074 21.0069 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 3 -0.6961784 209 22.7 23.124 203
sp|P19623|SPEE_HUMANsp|P19623|SPEE_HUMAN Spermidine synthase OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRM PE=1 SV=126.795012 26.09818 12 13 By MS/MS By MS/MS 18 23 -0.6968288 208 64.9 33.824 302
sp|P11233|RALA_HUMAN;sp|P11234|RALB_HUMANsp|P11233|RALA_HUMAN Ras-related protein Ral-A OS=Homo sapiens GN=RALA PE=1 SV=123.638762 22.94179 5 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 7 -0.6969681 207 27.2 23.567 206
sp|P00374|DYR_HUMAN;sp|Q86XF0|DYRL1_HUMANsp|P00374|DYR_HUMAN Dihydrofolate reductase OS=Homo sapiens GN=DHFR PE=1 SV=226.397282 25.69973 12 12 By MS/MS By MS/M 16 23 -0.6975555 206 71.7 21.452 187
sp|P60866|RS20_HUMAN;sp|P60866-2|RS20_HUMANsp|P60866|RS20_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S20 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS20 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P60866-2|RS20_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 40S ribosomal protein S20 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS2025.677317 24.97954 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 10 -0.697773 205 36.1 13.373 119
sp|Q9H832|UBE2Z_HUMAN;sp|Q9H832-2|UBE2Z_HUMANsp|Q9H832|UBE2Z_HUMAN biquitin-conjugating enzyme E2 Z OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBE2Z PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9H832-2|UBE2Z_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E2 Z OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBE2Z23.7 5706 23.09663 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 8 -0.6990776 204 16.1 38.21 354
sp|Q9NVJ2|ARL8B_HUMANsp|Q9NVJ2| RL8B_HUMAN ADP-ribosylation factor-like protein 8B OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARL8B PE=1 SV=123.240788 22.54031 3 4 By M /MS By MS/MS 4 7 -0.7004814 203 44.1 21.539 186
sp|P49840|GSK3A_HUMANsp|P49840|GSK3A_HUMAN Glycogen synthase kinase-3 alpha OS=Homo sapiens GN=GSK3A PE=1 SV=223.340551 22.63964 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 8 -0.7009068 202 17.4 50.98 483
sp|Q9NR31|SAR1A_HUMANsp|Q9NR31|SAR1A_HUMAN GTP-binding protein SAR1a OS=Homo sapiens GN=SAR1A PE=1 SV=126.443289 25.74158 7 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 13 -0.7017136 201 40.9 22.367 198
sp|Q86TB9-2|PATL1_HUMAN;sp|Q86TB9-4|PATL1_HUMAN;sp|Q86TB9|PATL1_HUMAN;sp|Q86TB9-3|PATL1_HUMANsp|Q86TB9-2|PATL1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Protein PA 1 homolog 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PATL1;sp|Q86TB9-4|PATL1_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Protein PAT1 homolog 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PATL1;sp|Q86TB9|PATL1_HUMAN Protein PAT1 homolog 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PATL1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q8622.637302 21.93553 5 3 By M /MS By MS/MS 4 4 -0.7017727 200 10.8 70.638 627
sp|P54727|RD23B_HUMAN;sp|P54727-2|RD23B_HUMANsp|P54727|RD23B_HUMAN UV excision repair protein RAD23 homolog B OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAD23B PE=1 SV=124.370327 23.66687 8 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 13 11 -0.7034531 199 18.6 43.171 409
sp|Q15382|RHEB_HUMANsp|Q15382|RHEB_HUMAN GTP-binding protein Rheb OS=Homo sapiens GN=RHEB PE=1 SV=124.502941 23.79907 7 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 14 -0.7038708 198 50 20.497 184
sp|Q9Y3C8|UFC1_HUMANsp|Q9Y3C8|UFC1_HUMAN Ubiquitin-fold modifier-conjugating enzyme 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UFC1 PE=1 SV=322.409763 21.70523 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 2 -0.7045364 197 11.4 19.458 167
sp|Q99714|HCD2_HUMAN;sp|Q99714-2|HCD2_HUMANsp|Q99714|HCD2_HUMAN 3-hydroxyacyl-CoA dehydrogenase type-2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSD17B10 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q99714-2|HCD2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 3-hydroxyacyl-CoA dehydrogenase type-2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSD17B1027.111477 26.40688 11 14 By MS/MS By MS/MS 22 32 -0.7045956 196 79.3 26.923 261
sp|P62273|RS29_HUMAN;sp|P62273-2|RS29_HUMANsp|P62273|RS29_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S29 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS29 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P62273-2|RS29_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 40S ribosomal protein S29 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS2925.603569 24.89888 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 6 -0.7046928 195 32.1 6.6767 56
sp|Q5BKY9|F133B_HUMAN;sp|Q5BKY9-2|F133B_HUMAN;sp|Q8N9E0|F133A_HUMANsp|Q5BKY9|F133B_HUMAN Protein FAM133B OS=Homo sapiens GN=FAM133B PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q5BKY9-2|F133B_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Protein FAM133B OS=Homo sapiens GN=FAM133B;sp|Q8N9E0|F133A_HUMAN Protein FAM133A OS=Homo sapiens GN=FAM133A PE=2 SV=124.762989 24.0578 4 4 By S/MS By MS/M 8 9 -0.7051907 194 19 28.385 247
sp|P30520|PURA2_HUMAN;sp|Q8N142|PURA1_HUMAN;sp|Q8N142-2|PURA1_HUMANsp|P30520|PURA2_HUMAN Adenylosuccinate synthetase isozyme 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ADSS PE=1 SV=328.335518 27.62951 18 19 By S/MS By MS/MS 38 41 -0.7060089 193 47.4 50.097 456
sp|Q9NWB6|ARGL1_HUMAN;sp|Q9NWB6-2|ARGL1_HUMANsp|Q9NWB6| RGL1_HUMAN Arginine and glutamate-rich protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARGLU1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9NWB6-2|ARGL1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Arginine and glutamate-rich protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARGLU123.763445 23.05699 3 4 By M /MS By MS/MS 4 5 -0.7064571 192 16.5 33.216 273
sp|P11172|UMPS_HUMAN;sp|P11172-3|UMPS_HUMAN;sp|P11172-2|UMPS_HUMAN;sp|P11172-4|UMPS_HUMANsp|P11172|UMPS_HUMAN ridine 5-monophosphate synthase OS=Homo sapiens GN=UMPS PE=1 SV=1;sp|P11172-3|UMPS_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Uridine 5-monophosphate synthase OS=Homo sapiens GN=UMPS;sp|P11172-2|UMPS_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Uridine 5-monophosphate synthase OS=27.894234 27.1866 24 24 By MS/MS By MS/MS 40 51 -0. 076359 191 56 52.221 480
sp|P24752|THIL_HUMANsp|P24752|THIL_HUMAN Acetyl-CoA acetyltransferase, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACAT1 PE=1 SV=128.878504 28.16993 20 21 By MS/MS By MS/MS 36 43 -0.7085781 190 67.9 45.199 427
sp|P61077|UB2D3_HUMAN;sp|P61077-2|UB2D3_HUMAN;sp|P61077-3|UB2D3_HUMANsp|P61077|UB2D3_HUMAN biquitin-conjugating enzyme E2  OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBE2D3 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P61077-2|UB2D3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E2 D3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBE2D3;sp|P61077-3|UB2D3_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme24.7416 24.0 28 2 2 By S/MS By MS/MS 4 4 -0.7088013 189 28.6 16.687 147
sp|P62857|RS28_HUMANsp|P62857|RS28_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S28 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS28 PE=1 SV=123.468864 22.75721 3 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 4 -0.7116528 188 46.4 7.8409 69
sp|Q8WWH5|TRUB1_HUMANsp|Q8WWH5|TRUB1_HUMAN Probable tRNA pseudouridine synthase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TRUB1 PE=1 SV=124.253496 23.5405 9 9 By MS/M By MS/MS 12 2 -0.7129993 187 45.6 37.252 349
sp|P53597|SUCA_HUMANsp|P53597|SUCA_HUMAN Succinyl-CoA ligase [ADP/GDP-forming] subunit alpha, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=SUCLG1 PE=1 SV=424.420855 23.70704 6 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 12 -0.7138138 186 36.1 36.249 346
sp|Q9H7E9|CH033_HUMAN;sp|Q9H7E9-2|CH033_HUMANsp|Q9H7E9|CH033_HUMAN UPF0488 protein C8orf33 OS=Homo sapiens GN=C8orf33 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9H7E9-2|CH033_HUMAN Isoform 2 of UPF0488 protein C8orf33 OS=Homo sapiens GN=C8orf3322.8 4098 22.17974 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 5 -0.714 593 185 14.8 24.992 229
sp|P62937|PPIA_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y536|PAL4A_HUMAN;sp|F5H284|PAL4D_HUMAN;sp|A2BFH1|PAL4G_HUMANsp|P62937|PPIA_HUMAN Peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase A OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPIA PE=1 SV=231.09572 30.3803 13 14 By MS/MS By MS/MS 43 48 -0.715416 184 75.8 18.012 165
sp|A6ZKI3|F127A_HUMAN;sp|Q9BWD3|F127B_HUMAN;sp|Q17RB0|F127C_HUMANsp| 6ZKI3|F127A_HUMAN Protein FA 127A OS=Homo sapiens GN=FAM127A PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9BWD3|F127B_HUMAN Protein FAM127B OS=Homo sapiens GN=FAM127B PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q17RB0|F127C_HUMAN Protein FAM127C OS=Homo sapiens GN=FAM127C PE=2 SV=121.53768 20.82058 2 2 By MS/ S By MS/MS 4 3 -0.717104 183 16.8 13.171 113
sp|P28066|PSA5_HUMAN;sp|P28066-2|PSA5_HUMANsp|P28066|PSA5_HUMAN roteasome subunit alpha type-5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMA5 PE=1 SV=3;sp|P28066-2|PSA5_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Proteasome subunit alpha type-5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMA527.665329 26.94815 10 10 By MS/MS By MS/M 21 22 -0.7171745 182 52.3 26.411 241
sp|Q9UBQ7|GRHPR_HUMANsp|Q9UBQ7|GRHPR_HUMAN Glyoxylate reductase/hydroxypyruvate reductase OS=Homo sapiens GN=GRHPR PE=1 SV=124.212006 23.49448 5 5 By MS/MS By M /MS 6 6 -0.7175236 181 28.7 35.668 328
sp|P36404|ARL2_HUMAN;sp|P36404-2|ARL2_HUMANsp|P36404|ARL2_HUMAN DP-ribosylation factor-like protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARL2 PE=1 SV=4;sp|P36404-2|ARL2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of ADP-ribosylation factor-like protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARL23.536825 22.81749 3 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 8 -0.7193317 180 33.2 20.878 184
sp|P20073-2|ANXA7_HUMAN;sp|P20073|ANXA7_HUMANsp|P20073-2| XA7_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Annexin A7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ANXA7;sp|P20073|ANXA7_HUMAN Annexin A7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ANXA7 PE=1 SV=326.22262 25.50282 13 13 By MS/MS By MS/MS 22 28 -0.719799 179 31.3 50.315 466
sp|O43175|SERA_HUMANsp|O43175|SERA_HUMAN D-3-phosphoglycerate dehydrogenase OS=Homo sapiens GN=PHGDH PE=1 SV=432.291374 31.56951 28 28 By MS/MS By MS/MS 85 97 -0.7218685 178 55.7 56.65 533
sp|P38432|COIL_HUMANsp|P38432|COIL_HUMAN Coilin OS=Homo sapiens GN=COIL PE=1 SV=120.739771 20.01645 1 2 By matching By MS/MS 0 4 -0.7233219 177 11.1 62.608 576
sp|P49588|SYAC_HUMANsp|P49588|SYAC_HUMAN Alanine--tRNA ligase, cytoplasmic OS=Homo sapiens GN=AARS PE=1 SV=228.398439 27.67371 39 40 By MS/MS By MS/MS 69 84 -0.7247295 176 55.3 106.81 968
sp|Q9Y5X3|SNX5_HUMANsp|Q9Y5X3|SNX5_HUMAN Sorting nexin-5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SNX5 PE=1 SV=120.62269 19.8973 1 2 By matching By MS/MS 0 3 -0.7253857 175 17.3 46.816 404
sp|P61586|RHOA_HUMANsp|P61586|RHOA_HUMAN Transforming protein RhoA OS=Homo sapiens GN=RHOA PE=1 SV=125.499084 24.77289 8 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 15 -0.7261963 174 47.7 21.768 193
sp|P54578-2|UBP14_HUMAN;sp|P54578|UBP14_HUMANsp| 5 578-2|UBP14_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ubiquitin carboxyl-terminal hydrolase 14 OS=Homo sapiens GN=USP14;sp|P54578|UBP14_HUMAN Ubiquitin carboxyl-terminal hydrolase 14 OS=Homo sapiens GN=USP14 PE=1 SV=327.5 662 26.82966 20 19 By MS/MS By MS/MS 29 36 -0.726963 173 55.1 52.385 459
sp|P52594-2|AGFG1_HUMAN;sp|P52594-3|AGFG1_HUMAN;sp|P52594|AGFG1_HUMAN;sp|P52594-4|AGFG1_HUMANsp|P52594-2| GFG1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of rf-GA  domain and FG repeat-containing protein  OS=Homo sapiens GN=AGFG1;sp|P52594-3|AGFG1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Arf-GAP domain and FG repeat-containing protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=AGFG1;sp|P52594|AGFG1_HUMAN Arf-GAP do25.166069 24.43828 7 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 16 -0.7277851 172 23.8 54.181 522
sp|Q13428-3|TCOF_HUMAN;sp|Q13428-8|TCOF_HUMAN;sp|Q13428|TCOF_HUMAN;sp|Q13428-4|TCOF_HUMAN;sp|Q13428-2|TCOF_HUMAN;sp|Q13428-7|TCOF_HUMAN;sp|Q13428-6|TCOF_HUMAN;sp|Q13428-5|TCOF_HUMANsp|Q13428-3|TCOF_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Treacle protein OS= omo sapiens GN=TCOF1;sp|Q13428-8 TCOF_HUMAN Isoform 8 of Treacle protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=T F1;sp|Q13428|TCOF_HUMAN Treacle protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=TCOF1 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q13428-4|TCOF_HUMAN Isoform26.799217 26.07006 29 27 By MS/MS By MS/MS 34 43 -0.7291622 171 28.2 152.2 1489
sp|P04632|CPNS1_HUMAN;sp|Q96L46|CPNS2_HUMANsp|P04632|CPNS1_HUMAN Calpain small subunit 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CAPNS1 PE=1 SV=123.610317 22.87832 4 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 4 -0.7319984 170 39.2 28.315 268
sp|P63173|RL38_HUMANsp|P63173|RL38_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L38 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL38 PE=1 SV=229.020807 28.2882 7 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 28 27 -0.7326107 169 52.9 8.2178 70
sp|Q96I99|SUCB2_HUMAN;sp|Q96I99-2|SUCB2_HUMANsp|Q96I99|SUCB2_HUMAN uccinyl-CoA ligase [GDP-forming] subunit beta, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=SUCLG2 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q96I99-2|SUCB2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Succinyl-CoA ligase [GDP-forming] subunit beta, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=SUCLG222.9 3137 22.25822 5 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 7 -0.7349167 168 25.9 46.51 432
sp|P61981|1433G_HUMANsp|P61981|1433G_HUMAN 14-3-3 protein gamma OS=Homo sapiens GN=YWHAG PE=1 SV=226.23513 25.49942 13 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 16 18 -0.7357121 167 61.9 28.302 247
sp|Q6P5R6|RL22L_HUMANsp|Q6P5R6|RL22L_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L22-like 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL22L1 PE=1 SV=225.278313 24.54197 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 8 -0.7363396 166 45.1 14.606 122
sp|P51148|RAB5C_HUMAN;sp|P51148-2|RAB5C_HUMANsp|P51148|RAB5C_HUMAN as-related protein Rab-5C OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB5C PE=1 SV=2;sp|P51148-2|RAB5C_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ras-related protein Rab-5C OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB5C26.263632 25.52606 8 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 17 19 -0.7375736 165 60.6 23.482 216
sp|Q9BVM2|DPCD_HUMANsp|Q9BV 2|DPCD_HUMAN Protein DPCD OS=Homo sapiens GN=DPCD PE=1 SV=224.780817 24.04268 8 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 8 -0.7381344 164 32 23.239 203
sp|P49006|MRP_HUMANsp|P49006|MRP_HUMAN MARCKS-related protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=MARCKSL1 PE=1 SV=223.372654 22.63279 2 2 By MS/MS By M /MS 3 4 -0.7398682 163 69.2 19.529 195
sp|Q9UKA9|PTBP2_HUMAN;sp|Q9UKA9-2|PTBP2_HUMAN;sp|Q9UKA9-4|PTBP2_HUMAN;sp|Q9UKA9-3|PTBP2_HUMAN;sp|Q9UKA9-5|PTBP2_HUMAN;sp|Q9UKA9-6|PTBP2_HUMANsp|Q9UKA9|PTBP2_H M N Polypyrimidine tract-binding protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=  PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9UKA9-2|PTBP2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Polypyrimidine tract-binding protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PTBP2;sp|Q9UKA9-4|PTBP2_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Polypyrimidine tract-b23.622097 2.88127 4 6 By MS/ S By MS/MS 5 8 -0.7408257 162 2 .6 57.49 531
sp|Q13148|TADBP_HUMANsp|Q13148|TADBP_HUMAN TAR DNA-binding protein 43 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TARDBP PE=1 SV=127.193569 26.44999 13 13 By MS/MS By MS/MS 20 27 -0.743576 161 43 44.739 414
sp|P38117|ETFB_HUMAN;sp|P38117-2|ETFB_HUMANsp|P38117|ETFB_HUMAN lectron transfer flavoprotein subunit beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=ETFB PE=1 SV=3;sp|P38117-2|ETFB_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Electron transfer flavoprotein subunit beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=ETFB25.21508 24.47135 10 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 16 17 -0.7437344 160 53.7 27.843 255
sp|P00568|KAD1_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y6K8-2|KAD5_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y6K8-3|KAD5_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y6K8|KAD5_HUMANsp|P00568|KAD1_HUMAN Adenylate kinase isoenzyme 1 OS= omo sapiens GN=A 1 PE=1 SV=324.098524 23.35461 6 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 7 -0.7439156 159 49 21.635 194
sp|P0CW22|RS17L_HUMAN;sp|P08708|RS17_HUMANsp|P0CW22|RS17L_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S17-like OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS17L PE=1 SV=1;sp|P08708|RS17_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S17 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS17 PE=1 SV=230.541117 29. 9413 10 10 By MS/MS By MS/M 33 35 -0.7469883 158 63 15.55 135
sp|P49914-2|MTHFS_HUMAN;sp|P49914|MTHFS_HUMANsp|P49914-2|MTHFS_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 5-formyltetrahydrofolate cyclo-ligase OS=Homo sapiens GN=MTHFS;sp|P49914|MTHFS_HUMAN 5-formyltetrahydrofolate cyclo-ligase OS=Homo sapiens GN=MTHFS PE=1 SV=224.633228 23.88353 5 5 By MS/MS By M /MS 7 10 -0.7496 86 157 33 20.519 179
sp|P31939|PUR9_HUMAN;sp|P31939-2|PUR9_HUMANsp|P31939|PUR9_HUMAN Bifunctional purine biosynthesis protein PURH OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATIC PE=1 SV=3;sp|P31939-2|PUR9_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Bifunctional purine biosynthesis protein PURH OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATIC30.50275 29.75269 36 37 By MS/MS By MS/MS 79 94 -0.7500629 156 77.7 64.615 592
sp|Q9NVP1|DDX18_HUMANsp|Q9NVP1|DDX18_HUMAN ATP-dependent RNA helicase DDX18 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDX18 PE=1 SV=226.644165 25.89382 13 14 By MS/MS By MS/MS 21 30 -0.750349 155 29 75.406 670
sp|Q14232|EI2BA_HUMANsp|Q14232|EI2BA_HUMAN Translation initiation factor eIF-2B subunit alpha OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF2B1 PE=1 SV=125.953915 25.20314 12 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 16 18 -0.7507706 154 44.6 33.712 305
sp|Q9NRX4|PHP14_HUMAN;sp|Q9NRX4-2|PHP14_HUMANsp|Q9NRX4|PHP14_HUMAN 14 kDa phosphohistidine phosphatase OS=Homo sapiens GN=PHPT1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9NRX4-2|PHP14_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 14 kDa phosphohistidine phosphatase OS=Homo sapiens GN=PHPT123.048033 22.2953 3 4 By M /MS By MS/MS 2 5 -0.7527332 153 58.4 13.832 125
sp|P39019|RS19_HUMANsp|P39019|RS19_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S19 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS19 PE=1 SV=227.523802 26.76939 10 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 23 22 -0.7544155 152 57.9 16.06 145
sp|Q13177|PAK2_HUMAN;sp|O75914-2|PAK3_HUMAN;sp|O75914|PAK3_HUMAN;sp|O75914-4|PAK3_HUMAN;sp|O75914-3|PAK3_HUMANsp|Q13177|PAK2_HUMAN Serine/threonine-protein kinase PAK 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PAK2 PE=1 SV=327.228394 26.47285 17 18 By MS/MS By MS/MS 25 34 -0.7555428 151 54.8 58.042 524
sp|P25789|PSA4_HUMAN;sp|P25789-2|PSA4_HUMANsp|P25789|PSA4_HUMAN roteasome subunit alpha type-4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMA4 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P25789-2|PSA4_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Proteasome subunit alpha type-4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMA426.827114 26.06856 12 12 By MS/MS By MS/M 19 21 -0.7585545 150 75.1 29.483 261
sp|O43765|SGTA_HUMANsp|O43765|SGTA_HUMAN Small glutamine-rich tetratricopeptide repeat-containing protein alpha OS=Homo sapiens GN=SGTA PE=1 SV=124.825464 24.06085 7 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 10 -0.7646122 149 26.2 34.063 313
sp|P49773|HINT1_HUMANsp|P49773|HINT1_HUMAN Histidine triad nucleotide-binding protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HINT1 PE=1 SV=227.208252 26.43982 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 14 12 -0.7684288 148 78.6 13.802 126
sp|Q92879-4|CELF1_HUMANsp|Q92879-4|CELF1_HUMAN Isoform 4 of CUGBP Elav-like family member 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CELF124.559 23.78875 10 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 13 14 -0.7702465 147 35.4 55 512
sp|Q9HB71|CYBP_HUMAN;sp|Q9HB71-3|CYBP_HUMAN;sp|Q9HB71-2|CYBP_HUMANsp|Q9 B71|CYBP_HUMAN Calcyclin-binding rotein OS=Homo sapiens GN=CACYBP PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9HB71-3|CYBP_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Calcyclin-binding protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=CACYBP27.2965 9 26.52568 13 14 By S/MS By MS/MS 23 24 -0.770895 146 69.3 26.21 228
sp|P61247|RS3A_HUMANsp|P61247|RS3A_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S3a OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS3A PE=1 SV=231.953451 31.17831 24 24 By MS/MS By MS/MS 80 79 -0.7751427 145 75 29.945 264
sp|Q96G03|PGM2_HUMANsp|Q96G03|PGM2_HUMAN Phosphoglucomutase-2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PGM2 PE=1 SV=423.026716 22.2509 4 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 7 -0.7758179 144 11.6 68.283 612
sp|P10809|CH60_HUMANsp|P10809|CH60_HUMAN 60 kDa heat shock protein, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSPD1 PE=1 SV=231.719797 30.94363 41 44 By MS/MS By MS/MS 102 124 -0.7761631 143 79.2 61.054 573
sp|Q5VVQ6-2|OTU1_HUMAN;sp|Q5VVQ6|OTU1_HUMANsp|Q5VVQ6-2|OTU1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ubiquitin thioesterase OTU1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=YOD1;sp|Q5VVQ6|OTU1_HUMAN Ubiquitin thioesterase OTU1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=YOD1 PE=1 SV=121.753727 20.97617 2 2 By MS/M By MS/MS 1 3 -0.7775536 142 13.8 33.979 304
sp|Q04323|UBXN1_HUMAN;sp|Q04323-2|UBXN1_HUMANsp|Q04323|UBXN1_HUMAN  domain-containing protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBXN1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q04323-2|UBXN1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of UBX domain-containing protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBXN121.9292 2 21.15128 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 4 -0.7779427 141 30.6 33.325 297
sp|P20618|PSB1_HUMANsp|P20618|PSB1_HUMAN Proteasome subunit beta type-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMB1 PE=1 SV=224.802427 24.02386 7 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 13 -0.7785664 140 53.5 26.489 241
sp|Q9NX20|RM16_HUMANsp|Q9NX20|RM16_HUMAN 39S ribosomal protein L16, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=MRPL16 PE=1 SV=124.446321 23.66492 7 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 10 -0.7813988 139 36.3 28.449 251
sp|Q9NSI2-2|F207A_HUMAN;sp|Q9NSI2|F207A_HUMANsp|Q9NSI2-2|F207A_HUMAN Isoform B of Protein FAM207A OS=Homo sapiens GN=FAM207A;sp|Q9NSI2|F207A_HUMAN Protein FAM207A OS=Homo sapiens GN=FAM207A PE=1 SV=223.284468 2 .50295 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 3 -0.7815132 138 28.8 23.944 215
sp|P62750|RL23A_HUMANsp|P62750|RL23A_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L23a OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL23A PE=1 SV=129.877789 29.09469 10 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 26 27 -0.7830982 137 53.8 17.695 156
sp|Q13085|ACACA_HUMAN;sp|Q13085-4|ACACA_HUMAN;sp|Q13085-3|ACACA_HUMAN;sp|Q13085-2|ACACA_HUMAN;sp|O00763-2|ACACB_HUMAN;sp|O00763|ACACB_HUMANsp|Q13085| CACA_HUMAN cetyl-CoA carboxylase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACACA PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q13085-4|ACAC _HUMAN Isoform 4 of Acetyl-CoA carboxylase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACACA;sp|Q13085-3|ACACA_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Acetyl-CoA carboxylase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACACA;27.228668 26.44069 43 48 By MS/MS By MS/MS 56 87 -0.7879734 136 27.9 265.55 2346
sp|O60664-4|PLIN3_HUMAN;sp|O60664-3|PLIN3_HUMAN;sp|O60664|PLIN3_HUMAN;sp|O60664-2|PLIN3_HUMANsp|O60664-4|PLIN3_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Perilipin-3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PLIN3;sp|O60664-3|PLIN3_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Perilipin-3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PLIN3;sp|O60664|PLIN3_HUMAN Perilipin-3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PLIN3 PE=1 SV=326. 1563 25.52609 12 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 20 21 -0.7895489 135 44.8 45.803 422
sp|P22307|NLTP_HUMAN;sp|P22307-7|NLTP_HUMAN;sp|P22307-8|NLTP_HUMAN;sp|P22307-4|NLTP_HUMAN;sp|P22307-2|NLTP_HUMAN;sp|P22307-6|NLTP_HUMAN;sp|P22307-3|NLTP_HUMAN;sp|P22307-5|NLTP_HUMANsp|P22307| LTP_HUMAN on-specific lipid-transfer protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=SCP2 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P2 307-7|NLTP_HUMAN Isoform 7 of Non-specific lipid-transfer protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=SCP2;sp|P22307-8|NLTP_HUMAN Isoform 8 of Non-specific lipid-transfer prote25.0012 24.21082 7 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 13 -0.790453 134 32.9 58.993 547
sp|Q8NCW5-2|NNRE_HUMAN;sp|Q8NCW5|NNRE_HUMANsp|Q8NCW5-2| NRE_HUMAN Isoform 2 of AD(P)H-hydrate epimerase OS=Homo sapiens GN=APOA1BP;sp|Q8NCW5|NNRE_HUMAN NAD(P)H-hydrate epimerase OS=Homo sapiens GN=APOA1BP PE=1 SV=225.265493 24.47445 7 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 9 -0.791048 133 47.6 20.43 185
sp|Q9BX68|HINT2_HUMANsp|Q9BX68|HINT2_HUMAN Histidine triad nucleotide-binding protein 2, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=HINT2 PE=1 SV=125.00988 24.21852 5 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 8 -0.791357 132 57.7 17.162 163
sp|Q96GQ7|DDX27_HUMANsp|Q96GQ7|DDX27_HUMAN Probable ATP-dependent RNA helicase DDX27 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDX27 PE=1 SV=225.161964 24.37006 13 13 By MS/MS By MS/MS 13 22 -0.7919025 131 18.7 89.834 796
sp|Q04760-2|LGUL_HUMAN;sp|Q04760|LGUL_HUMANsp|Q04760-2|LGUL_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Lactoylglutathione lyase OS=Homo sapiens GN=GLO1;sp|Q04760|LGUL_HUMAN Lactoylglutathione lyase OS=Homo sapiens GN=GLO1 PE=1 SV=424.138914 23.34597 5 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 8 -0.7929401 130 34.3 19.043 169
sp|O15498|YKT6_HUMANsp|O15498|YKT6_HUMAN Synaptobrevin homolog YKT6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=YKT6 PE=1 SV=128.331551 27.53831 13 13 By MS/MS By MS/MS 31 30 -0.7932434 129 64.6 22.417 198
sp|Q9NVH2-3|INT7_HUMAN;sp|Q9NVH2-2|INT7_HUMAN;sp|Q9NVH2|INT7_HUMAN;sp|Q9NVH2-4|INT7_HUMANsp|Q9NVH2-3|INT7_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Integrator complex subunit 7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=I TS7;sp|Q9NVH2-2|INT7_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Integrator complex subunit 7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=INTS7;sp|Q9NVH2|INT7_HUMAN Integrator complex subunit 7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=INTS7 P24.605917 3.81255 2 4 By MS/M By MS/MS 2 6 -0.7933693 128 16 104.7 942
 172 
 
sp|O15145|ARPC3_HUMANsp|O15145| RPC3_HUMAN Actin-related protein 2/3 complex subunit 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARPC3 PE=1 SV=324.622768 23.82852 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 11 -0.7942505 127 41 20.546 178
sp|P47813|IF1AX_HUMAN;sp|O14602|IF1AY_HUMANsp|P47813|IF1AX_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 1A, X-chromosomal OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF1AX PE=1 SV=2;sp|O14602|IF1AY_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 1A, Y-chromosomal OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF1AY PE=1 SV=424.38 534 23.58852 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 8 -0.7980118 126 47.2 16.46 144
sp|O14908|GIPC1_HUMAN;sp|O14908-2|GIPC1_HUMAN;sp|Q8TF64|GIPC3_HUMANsp|O14908|GIPC1_HUMAN PDZ domain-containing protein GIPC1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GIPC1 PE=1 SV=225.227255 24.42912 9 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 15 -0.7981377 125 42 36.049 333
sp|Q12974|TP4A2_HUMAN;sp|Q12974-2|TP4A2_HUMAN;sp|Q12974-3|TP4A2_HUMANsp|Q12974|TP4A2_HUMAN Protein tyrosine phosphatase type IVA 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PTP4A2 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q12974-2|TP4A2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Protein tyrosine phosphatase type IVA 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PTP4A2;sp|Q12974-3|TP4A2_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Protein tyrosine p24.575367 23.77 84 5 5 By S/MS By MS/MS 5 8 -0.8025303 12 46.7 19.127 167
sp|P11498|PYC_HUMANsp|P11498|PYC_HUMAN Pyruvate carboxylase, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=PC PE=1 SV=227.741947 26.93798 34 33 By MS/MS By MS/MS 55 66 -0.8039684 123 46.9 129.63 1178
sp|Q9UMY1|NOL7_HUMAN;sp|Q9UMY1-2|NOL7_HUMANsp|Q9UMY1| OL7_H AN Nucleolar protein 7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NOL7 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9UMY1-2|NOL7_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Nucleolar protein 7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NOL725.2 6036 24.49118 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 8 -0.8048534 122 23.3 29.426 257
sp|P22102|PUR2_HUMAN;sp|P22102-2|PUR2_HUMANsp|P22102|PUR2_HUMAN Trifunctional purine biosynthetic protein adenosine-3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GART PE=1 SV=1;sp|P22102-2|PUR2_HUMAN Isoform Short of Trifunctional purine biosynthetic protein adenosine-3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GART29.137386 28.33219 38 35 By MS/MS By MS/MS 65 70 -0.8051949 121 55.2 107.77 1010
sp|Q9NPJ3-2|ACO13_HUMAN;sp|Q9NPJ3|ACO13_HUMANsp|Q9NPJ3-2| CO13_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Acyl-coenzyme A thioesterase 13 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACOT13;sp|Q9NPJ3|ACO13_HUMAN Acyl-coenzyme A thioesterase 13 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACOT13 PE=1 SV=122.722342 21.91641 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 4 -0.8059292 120 18.8 12.366 117
sp|P45974-2|UBP5_HUMAN;sp|P45974|UBP5_HUMAN;sp|Q92995-2|UBP13_HUMAN;sp|Q92995|UBP13_HUMANsp| 45974-2|UBP5_HUMAN Isoform Short of Ubiquitin carboxyl-terminal hydrolase 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=USP5;sp|P45974|UBP5_HUMAN Ubiquitin carboxyl-terminal hydrolase 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=USP5 PE=1 SV=227.9 812 27.13975 6 24 By MS/MS By MS/MS 45 53 -0.8060589 119 41 93.307 835
sp|O94925-3|GLSK_HUMANsp|O94925-3|GLSK_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Glutaminase kidney isoform, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=GLS22.795349 21.98687 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 6 -0.8084812 118 50 65.459 598
sp|P62829|RL23_HUMANsp|P62829|RL23_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L23 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL23 PE=1 SV=129.931005 29.12021 7 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 25 25 -0.8107986 117 51.4 14.865 140
sp|P13804|ETFA_HUMAN;sp|P13804-2|ETFA_HUMANsp|P13804|ETFA_HUMAN lectron transfer flavoprotein subunit alpha, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=ETFA PE=1 SV=1;sp|P13804-2|ETFA_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Electron transfer flavoprotein subunit alpha, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=ETFA25.837065 25.02246 11 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 22 -0.8 46 116 68.2 35.079 333
sp|O43447|PPIH_HUMANsp|O43447|PPIH_HUMAN Peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase H OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPIH PE=1 SV=125.762989 24.94588 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 11 -0.8171101 115 48.6 19.208 177
sp|Q9H3K6|BOLA2_HUMAN;sp|Q9H3K6-2|BOLA2_HUMANsp|Q9H3K6|BOLA2_HUMAN BolA-like protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=BOLA2 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9H3K6-2|BOLA2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of BolA-like protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=BOLA223.6234 8 2.80221 3 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 8 -0.821228 114 61.6 10.116 86
sp|Q8WUM4|PDC6I_HUMAN;sp|Q8WUM4-2|PDC6I_HUMANsp|Q8WUM4|PDC6I_HUMAN Programmed cell death 6-interacting protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=PDCD6IP PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q8WUM4-2|PDC6I_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Programmed cell death 6-interacting protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=PDCD6IP29.85393 29.02994 49 51 By MS/MS By MS/MS 105 114 -0.8239861 113 66.1 96.022 868
sp|Q99536|VAT1_HUMANsp|Q99536|VAT1_HUMAN Synaptic vesicle membrane protein VAT-1 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=VAT1 PE=1 SV=225.072756 24.24866 7 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 15 -0.8241005 112 28 41.92 393
sp|Q9NVG8-2|TBC13_HUMAN;sp|Q9NVG8|TBC13_HUMANsp|Q9NVG8-2|TBC13_HUMAN Isoform 2 of TBC1 domain family member 13 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TBC1D13;sp|Q9NVG8|TBC13_HUMAN TBC1 domain family member 13 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TBC1D13 PE=1 SV=321.408 87 20.58114 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 3 -0.82784 4 111 9.8 32.171 275
sp|Q71RC2-5|LARP4_HUMAN;sp|Q71RC2|LARP4_HUMAN;sp|Q71RC2-4|LARP4_HUMAN;sp|Q71RC2-3|LARP4_HUMAN;sp|Q71RC2-7|LARP4_HUMAN;sp|Q71RC2-6|LARP4_HUMAN;sp|Q71RC2-2|LARP4_HUMANsp|Q71RC2-5|LARP4_HUMAN Isoform 5 of La-related protein 4 OS=Homo sa iens GN=LARP4;sp|Q71RC2|LARP4_HUMAN La-related protein 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=LARP4 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q71RC2-4|LARP4_HUMAN Isoform 4 of La-related protein 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=LARP4;sp|Q71RC2-3|20.634169 19.80179 1 2 By matching By MS/MS 0 3 -0.8323822 110 15.3 72.399 653
sp|Q07812-5|BAX_HUMAN;sp|Q07812-8|BAX_HUMAN;sp|Q07812|BAX_HUMAN;sp|Q07812-2|BAX_HUMAN;sp|Q07812-7|BAX_HUMAN;sp|Q07812-6|BAX_HUMAN;sp|Q07812-4|BAX_HUMANsp|Q07812-5|BAX_HUMAN Isoform Epsilon of Apoptosis regulator BAX OS=Homo sapiens GN=BAX;sp|Q07812-8|BAX_HUMAN Isoform Sigma of Apo tosis regulator BAX OS=Homo sapiens GN=BAX;sp|Q07812|BAX_HUMAN Apoptosis regulator BAX OS=Homo sapiens GN=BAX PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q024.690565 23.85652 4 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 6 -0.8340416 109 34.1 18.129 164
sp|Q9BZZ5|API5_HUMAN;sp|Q9BZZ5-3|API5_HUMAN;sp|Q9BZZ5-1|API5_HUMANsp|Q9BZZ5|API5_HUMAN Apoptosis inhibitor 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=API5 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q9BZZ5-3|API5_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Apoptosis inhibitor 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=API5;sp|Q9BZZ5-1|API5_HUMAN Isoform 1 of Apoptosis inhibitor 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=API529.407949 28.57319 19 20 By MS/MS By MS/MS 39 44 -0.8347626 108 47.5 59.004 524
sp|Q8N0T1|CH059_HUMAN;sp|Q8N0T1-2|CH059_HUMANsp|Q8N0T1|CH059_HUMAN Uncharacterized protein C8orf59 OS=Homo sapiens GN=C8orf59 PE=1 SV=323.693705 22.85759 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 4 -0.8361168 107 33.7 11.243 98
sp|Q99848|EBP2_HUMANsp|Q99848|EBP2_HUMAN Probable rRNA-processing protein EBP2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EBNA1BP2 PE=1 SV=220.827417 19.98649 0 2 By MS/MS 0 3 -0.8409309 106 15.7 34.852 306
sp|P55769|NH2L1_HUMANsp|P55769|NH2L1_HUMAN NHP2-like protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NHP2L1 PE=1 SV=323.845177 22.99928 5 4 By MS/MS By MS/M 6 8 -0.8459015 105 74.2 14.173 128
sp|Q9NRG7-2|D39U1_HUMAN;sp|Q9NRG7|D39U1_HUMAN;sp|Q9NRG7-3|D39U1_HUMANsp|Q9NRG7-2|D39U1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Epimerase family protein SDR39U1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SDR39U1;sp|Q9NRG7|D39U1_HUMAN Epimerase family protein SDR39U1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SDR39U1 PE=1 SV=222.560459 21.71352 3 By M / S By MS/MS 5 5 -0.846 429 104 22.5 31.076 293
sp|Q9HCE1|MOV10_HUMANsp|Q9HCE1|MOV10_HUMAN Putative helicase MOV-10 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MOV10 PE=1 SV=220.413881 19.5638 0 3 By MS/MS 0 4 -0.8500824 102 4.1 113.67 1003
sp|Q00688|FKBP3_HUMANsp|Q00688|FKBP3_HUMAN Peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase FKBP3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FKBP3 PE=1 SV=124.657038 23.80646 8 7 By MS/M By MS/MS 11 12 -0.8505745 101 37.9 25.177 224
sp|Q8WZA9|IRGQ_HUMANsp| 8WZA9|IRGQ_HUMAN Immunity-related GTPase family Q protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=IRGQ PE=1 SV=123.546749 22.69256 6 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 12 -0.8541927 100 14.6 62.717 623
sp|P61289|PSME3_HUMAN;sp|P61289-2|PSME3_HUMANsp|P61289|PSME3_HUMAN roteasome activator complex subunit 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSME3 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P61289-2|PSME3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Proteasome activator complex subunit 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSME323.71711 22.862 3 6 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 7 -0.8547935 99 37 29.506 254
sp|Q14331|FRG1_HUMAN;sp|Q9BZ01|FRG1B_HUMANsp|Q14331|FRG1_HUMAN Protein FRG1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FRG1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9BZ01|FRG1B_HUMAN Protein FRG1B OS=Homo sapiens GN=FRG1B PE=2 SV=126.099489 25.24431 9 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 15 16 -0.8551826 98 38.4 29.172 258
sp|P62269|RS18_HUMANsp|P62269|RS18_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S18 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS18 PE=1 SV=330.018236 29.16171 14 13 By MS/MS By MS/MS 34 34 -0.8565273 97 59.2 17.718 152
sp|P30626-2|SORCN_HUMAN;sp|P30626|SORCN_HUMANsp|P30626-2|SORCN_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Sorcin OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRI;sp|P30626|SORCN_HUMAN Sorcin OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRI PE=1 SV=124.74683 23.88828 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 11 -0.8585606 96 31.7 20.345 183
sp|P00558|PGK1_HUMAN;sp|P07205|PGK2_HUMANsp|P00558|PGK1_HUMAN Phosphoglycerate kinase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PGK1 PE=1 SV=328.767588 27.903 21 21 By MS/MS By MS/MS 41 47 -0.8645897 95 65.7 44.614 417
sp|Q13257|MD2L1_HUMAN;sp|Q13257-2|MD2L1_HUMANsp|Q13257|MD2L1_HUMAN itotic spindle assembly checkpoint protein MAD2A OS=Homo sapiens GN=MAD2L1 PE=1 SV=125.760784 24.895 8 9 By MS/MS By M /MS 14 16 -0.8657875 94 40 23.51 205
sp|Q9HD42|CHM1A_HUMAN;sp|Q9HD42-2|CHM1A_HUMANsp|Q9HD42|CHM1A_HUMAN Charged multivesicular body protein 1a OS=Homo sapiens GN=CHMP1A PE=1 SV=123.552389 2.68149 7 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 8 -0.8709011 93 25.5 21.703 196
sp|P28070|PSB4_HUMANsp|P28070|PSB4_HUMAN Proteasome subunit beta type-4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMB4 PE=1 SV=423.464882 22.59295 2 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 5 -0.8719292 92 37.9 29.204 264
sp|P36915|GNL1_HUMAN;sp|P36915-2|GNL1_HUMANsp|P36915|GNL1_HUMAN uanine nucleotide-binding protein-like 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GNL1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P36915-2|GNL1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Guanine nucleotide-binding protein-like 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GNL126.88681 26.01237 2 3 By matching By MS/MS 0 4 -0.8744373 91 7.6 68.66 607
sp|Q9H2W6|RM46_HUMANsp|Q9 2W6|RM46_HUMAN 39S ribosomal protein L46, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=MRPL46 PE=1 SV=126.348289 25.47128 11 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 22 18 -0.8770046 90 65.6 31.705 279
sp|P46782|RS5_HUMANsp|P46782|RS5_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS5 PE=1 SV=429.700829 28.81815 12 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 34 39 -0.882679 89 70.6 22.876 204
sp|P62805|H4_HUMANsp|P62805|H4_HUMAN Histone H4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HIST1H4A PE=1 SV=229.736393 28.85091 9 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 24 29 -0.8854847 88 59.2 11.367 103
sp|Q8N5F7|NKAP_HUMAN;sp|Q5M9Q1|NKAPL_HUMANsp|Q8N5F7| KAP_HUMAN NF-kappa-B-activating protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=NKAP PE=1 SV=124.270279 23.38337 5 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 10 -0.8869057 87 28.2 47.138 415
sp|Q96CN7|ISOC1_HUMANsp|Q96CN7|ISOC1_HUMAN Isochorismatase domain-containing protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ISOC1 PE=1 SV=322.411575 21.52229 3 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 4 -0.8892841 86 12.8 32.236 298
sp|P61106|RAB14_HUMANsp|P61106|RAB14_HUMAN Ras-related protein Rab-14 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB14 PE=1 SV=428.133644 27.23982 16 15 By MS/MS By MS/MS 33 32 -0.8938274 85 78.6 23.897 215
sp|O00560|SDCB1_HUMAN;sp|O00560-3|SDCB1_HUMANsp|O00560|SDCB1_HUMAN yntenin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SDCBP PE=1 SV=1;sp|O00560-3|SDCB1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Syntenin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SDCBP26.667227 25.77163 8 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 16 20 -0.8955975 84 50.7 32.444 298
sp|Q9NVT9|ARMC1_HUMANsp|Q9NVT9| RMC1_HUMAN Armadillo repeat-containing protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARMC1 PE=1 SV=122.079363 21.17828 3 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 2 -0.901083 83 16.7 31.28 282
sp|P48047|ATPO_HUMANsp|P48047|ATPO_HUMAN ATP synthase subunit O, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATP5O PE=1 SV=124.793127 23.8893 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 8 -0.9038296 82 57.3 23.277 213
sp|Q15907|RB11B_HUMANsp|Q15907|RB11B_HUMAN Ras-related protein Rab-11B OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB11B PE=1 SV=427.572681 26.66858 11 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 19 22 -0.9041023 81 57.8 24.488 218
sp|P62820|RAB1A_HUMAN;sp|P62820-2|RAB1A_HUMAN;sp|P62820-3|RAB1A_HUMANsp|P62820|RAB1A_HUMAN as-related protein Rab-1A OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB1A PE=1 SV=3;sp|P62820-2|RAB1A_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ras-related protein Rab-1A OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB1A;sp|P62820-3|RAB1A_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Ras-related protein Rab-1A OS=Homo sapiens GN=28.08502 27.16911 13 13 By MS/MS By MS/MS 23 26 -0.9159069 80 75.6 22.677 205
sp|P20338|RAB4A_HUMAN;sp|P61018|RAB4B_HUMAN;sp|P61018-2|RAB4B_HUMANsp|P20338|RAB4A_HUMAN Ras-related protein Rab-4A OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB4A PE=1 SV=326.378387 25.45876 10 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 19 18 -0.9196243 79 53.7 24.389 218
sp|Q86SX6|GLRX5_HUMANsp|Q86SX6|GLRX5_HUMAN Glutaredoxin-related protein 5, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=GLRX5 PE=1 SV=223.643944 22.72417 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 5 -0.9197693 78 28 16.628 157
sp|P52565|GDIR1_HUMAN;sp|P52565-2|GDIR1_HUMANsp|P52565|GDIR1_HUMAN Rho GDP-dissociation inhibitor 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARHGDIA PE=1 SV=324.148256 23.22423 5 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 5 -0.9240246 77 22.5 23.207 204
sp|Q9UBQ5|EIF3K_HUMANsp|Q9UBQ5|EIF3K_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 3 subunit K OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF3K PE=1 SV=126.159771 25.23118 8 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 15 15 -0.9285908 76 58.7 25.059 218
sp|P52815|RM12_HUMANsp|P52815|RM12_HUMAN 39S ribosomal protein L12, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=MRPL12 PE=1 SV=223.606142 22.6709 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 2 -0.9352436 75 52.5 21.348 198
sp|O14737|PDCD5_HUMANsp|O14737|PDCD5_HUMAN Programmed cell death protein 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PDCD5 PE=1 SV=323.968687 23.03266 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 4 -0.9360237 74 52.8 14.285 125
sp|Q13951|PEBB_HUMAN;sp|Q13951-2|PEBB_HUMANsp|Q13951|PEBB_HUMAN Core-binding factor subunit beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=CBFB PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q13951-2|PEBB_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Core-binding factor subunit beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=CBFB23.59 461 22.6631 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 6 -0.9363613 73 19.8 21.508 182
sp|Q9H2P9|DPH5_HUMAN;sp|Q9H2P9-5|DPH5_HUMAN;sp|Q9H2P9-3|DPH5_HUMAN;sp|Q9H2P9-2|DPH5_HUMAN;sp|Q9H2P9-6|DPH5_HUMAN;sp|Q9H2P9-4|DPH5_HUMANsp|Q9 2P9|DPH5_HUMAN Diphthine synthase OS=Homo sapiens GN=DPH5 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9H2P9-5|DP 5_HUMAN Isoform 5 of Diphthine synthase OS=Homo sapiens GN=DPH5;sp|Q9H2P9-3|DPH5_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Diphthine synthase OS=Homo sapiens GN=DPH5;sp|Q9H2P9-2|DPH5_HUMAN I2 .43303 24.49222 7 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 13 -0.9408169 72 43.5 31.651 285
sp|Q9NPD8|UBE2T_HUMANsp|Q9NPD8|UBE2T_HUMAN Ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E2 T OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBE2T PE=1 SV=124.732002 23.78895 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 10 -0.9430504 71 30.5 22.521 197
sp|Q9Y2Q3|GSTK1_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y2Q3-3|GSTK1_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y2Q3-2|GSTK1_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y2Q3-4|GSTK1_HUMANsp|Q9Y2Q3|GSTK1_HUMAN Glutathione S-transferase kappa 1 OS= omo sapiens GN=GSTK1 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q9Y2Q3-3|GSTK1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Glutathione S-transferase kappa 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GSTK1;sp|Q9Y2Q3-2|GSTK1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Glutathione S-transferase kappa24.545101 23.6015 5 5 By MS/ S By MS/MS 6 8 -0.9435997 70 61.9 25.497 226
sp|Q15257-2|PTPA_HUMAN;sp|Q15257-3|PTPA_HUMAN;sp|Q15257|PTPA_HUMAN;sp|Q15257-4|PTPA_HUMANsp|Q15257-2|PTPA_HUMAN Isoform 1 of Serine/threonine-protein phosphatase 2A activator OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPP2R4;sp|Q15257-3|PTPA_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Serine/threonine-protein phosphatase 2A activator OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPP2R4;sp|Q15257|PTPA_HUMAN Serine/thre25.32807 24.38298 7 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 10 -0.945091 69 28.2 36.775 323
sp|P05165|PCCA_HUMAN;sp|P05165-2|PCCA_HUMAN;sp|P05165-3|PCCA_HUMANsp|P05165|PCCA_HUMAN ropionyl-CoA carboxylase alpha chain, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=PCCA PE=1 SV=4;sp|P05165-2|PCCA_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Propionyl-CoA carboxylase alpha chain, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=PCCA;sp|P05165-3|PCCA_HUMAN Isoform 3 of27.822927 26.87584 30 31 By MS/MS By MS/MS 57 57 -0.9470863 68 48.6 80.058 728
sp|Q5TDH0-2|DDI2_HUMAN;sp|Q5TDH0|DDI2_HUMAN;sp|Q5TDH0-3|DDI2_HUMANsp|Q5TDH0-2|DDI2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Protein DI1 homolog 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDI2;sp|Q5TDH0|DDI2_HUMAN Protein DDI1 homolog 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDI2 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q5TDH0-3|DDI2_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Protein DDI1 homolog 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDI220.677107 19.72679 2 2 By matching By MS/MS 0 3 -0.9503193 67 13.3 23.72 211
sp|P63000|RAC1_HUMAN;sp|P63000-2|RAC1_HUMAN;sp|P15153|RAC2_HUMAN;sp|Q9H4E5-2|RHOJ_HUMAN;sp|P17081|RHOQ_HUMAN;sp|Q9H4E5|RHOJ_HUMANsp|P63000|RAC1_HUMAN as-related C3 botulinum toxin substrate 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAC1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P63000-2|RAC1_HUMAN Isoform B of Ras-related C3 botulinum toxin substrate 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAC1;sp|P15153|RAC2_HUMAN Ras-related C3 botulinum toxin sub24.983288 24.03196 7 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 8 -0.9513302 66 47.9 21.45 192
sp|Q92620|PRP16_HUMANsp|Q92620|PRP16_HUMAN Pre-mRNA-splicing factor ATP-dependent RNA helicase PRP16 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DHX38 PE=1 SV=220.399441 19.43164 0 3 By MS/MS 0 3 -0.967804 65 16.5 140.5 1227
sp|Q69YN2|C19L1_HUMAN;sp|Q69YN2-3|C19L1_HUMAN;sp|Q69YN2-2|C19L1_HUMANsp|Q69YN2|C19L1_HUMAN CWF19-like protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CWF19L1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q69YN2-3|C19L1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of CWF19-like protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CWF19L120.658422 19.68515 0 2 By MS/MS 0 4 -0.9732723 64 18.8 60.618 538
sp|O14562|UBFD1_HUMANsp|O14562|UBFD1_HUMAN Ubiquitin domain-containing protein UBFD1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBFD1 PE=1 SV=223.462263 22.48832 3 2 By MS/M By MS/MS 3 3 -0.9739456 63 13.3 33.382 309
sp|O43633|CHM2A_HUMANsp|O43633|CHM2A_HUMAN Charged multivesicular body protein 2a OS=Homo sapiens GN=CHMP2A PE=1 SV=123.512558 22.53723 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 5 -0.9753284 62 16.2 25.104 222
sp|P82979|SARNP_HUMANsp|P82979|SARNP_HUMAN SAP domain-containing ribonucleoprotein OS=Homo sapiens GN=SARNP PE=1 SV=324.724997 23.74868 8 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 14 15 -0.9763165 61 42.4 23.671 210
sp|Q9P287|BCCIP_HUMAN;sp|Q9P287-4|BCCIP_HUMAN;sp|Q9P287-3|BCCIP_HUMAN;sp|Q9P287-2|BCCIP_HUMANsp|Q9P287|BCCIP_HUMAN BR A2 and CDKN1A-interacting protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=BCCIP PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9P287-4|BCCIP_HUMAN Isoform 4 of BRCA2 and CDKN1A-interacting protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=BCCIP;sp|Q9P287-3|BCCIP_HUMAN Isoform 3 of BRCA2 and CDKN1A-interacti22.274038 21.29148 4 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 3 -0.9825554 60 23.6 35.979 314
sp|Q9NQ50|RM40_HUMANsp|Q9NQ50|RM40_HUMAN 39S ribosomal protein L40, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=MRPL40 PE=1 SV=124.889854 23.90334 5 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 13 6 -0.9865131 59 41.3 24.49 206
sp|P05166|PCCB_HUMAN;sp|P05166-2|PCCB_HUMANsp|P05166|PCCB_HUMAN ropionyl-CoA carboxylase beta chain, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=PCCB PE=1 SV=3;sp|P05166-2|PCCB_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Propionyl-CoA carboxylase beta chain, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=PCCB27.670877 26.68378 22 22 By MS/MS By M /MS 30 40 -0.9870949 58 56.8 58.215 539
sp|P49406|RM19_HUMANsp|P49406|RM19_HUMAN 39S ribosomal protein L19, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=MRPL19 PE=1 SV=220.443115 19.45381 1 2 By matching By MS/MS 0 3 -0.9893093 57 45.9 33.535 292
sp|Q96GC5|RM48_HUMANsp|Q96GC5|RM48_HUMAN 39S ribosomal protein L48, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=MRPL48 PE=1 SV=225.612652 24.61796 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 11 -0.9946957 56 25.5 23.934 212
sp|P32119|PRDX2_HUMAN;sp|P32119-2|PRDX2_HUMANsp|P32119|PRDX2_HUMAN eroxiredoxin-2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRDX2 PE=1 SV=527.54 076 26.54568 10 10 By MS/MS By M /MS 18 19 -0.9964008 55 70.7 21.892 198
sp|Q9Y3B7|RM11_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y3B7-2|RM11_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y3B7-3|RM11_HUMANsp|Q9Y3B7|RM11_HUMAN 39S ribosomal protein L11, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=MRPL11 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9Y3B7-2|RM11_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 39S ribosomal protein L11, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=MRPL11;sp|Q9Y3B7-3|RM11_HUMAN Isoform 3 of 39S ribosomal prote24.36839 23.36706 5 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 11 - .0013332 54 50.5 0.683 192
sp|P10599|THIO_HUMAN;sp|P10599-2|THIO_HUMANsp|P10599|THIO_HUMAN hioredoxin OS=Homo sapiens GN=TXN PE=1 SV=3;sp|P10599-2|THIO_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Thioredoxin OS=Homo sapiens GN=TXN26.611048 25.60105 5 5 By MS/M By MS/MS 10 10 -1.0099983 53 51.4 11.737 105
sp|P62942|FKB1A_HUMANsp|P62942|FKB1A_HUMAN Peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase FKBP1A OS=Homo sapiens GN=FKBP1A PE=1 SV=224.569004 23.55098 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 4 -1.0180225 52 41.7 11.951 108
sp|Q9UNF1|MAGD2_HUMAN;sp|Q9UNF1-2|MAGD2_HUMAN;sp|Q12816-2|TROP_HUMAN;sp|Q12816|TROP_HUMANsp|Q9UNF1|MAGD2_H MAN Melanoma-associated antigen D2 S= omo sapiens GN=MAGED2 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9UNF1-2|MAGD2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Melanoma-associated antigen D2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MAGED228. 92152 27.27008 23 25 By MS/MS By MS/MS 28 48 -1.0220699 51 54.5 64.953 606
sp|Q15417|CNN3_HUMAN;sp|Q99439-2|CNN2_HUMAN;sp|Q99439|CNN2_HUMANsp|Q15417|CNN3_HUMAN alponin-3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CNN3 PE=1 SV=121.7 1737 20.75662 3 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 4 -1.0351143 50 35.9 36.413 329
sp|P16403|H12_HUMANsp|P16403|H12_HUMAN Histone H1.2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HIST1H1C PE=1 SV=222.899511 21.8532 7 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 5 -1.0463161 49 31.9 21.364 213
sp|P51149|RAB7A_HUMANsp|P51149|RAB7A_HUMAN Ras-related protein Rab-7a OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB7A PE=1 SV=128.21771 27.16576 15 15 By MS/MS By MS/MS 35 34 -1.0519466 48 80.2 23.489 207
sp|Q15843|NEDD8_HUMANsp|Q15843|NEDD8_HUMAN NEDD8 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NEDD8 PE=1 SV=123.57242 22.51838 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 6 -1.054039 47 17.3 9.0714 81
sp|P08579|RU2B_HUMANsp|P08579|RU2B_HUMAN U2 small nuclear ribonucleoprotein B OS=Homo sapiens GN=SNRPB2 PE=1 SV=121.203234 0.13279 2 1 By matching By MS/MS 0 3 -1.0704479 46 47.1 25.486 225
sp|P42766|RL35_HUMANsp|P42766|RL35_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L35 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL35 PE=1 SV=228.137899 27.06425 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 13 -1.0736504 45 39.8 14.551 123
sp|O00178|GTPB1_HUMANsp|O00178|GTPB1_HUMAN GTP-binding protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GTPBP1 PE=1 SV=321.036251 19.96254 2 By matching By MS/MS 0 3 -1.0737114 44 16.1 72.453 669
sp|P46976|GLYG_HUMAN;sp|P46976-2|GLYG_HUMAN;sp|P46976-3|GLYG_HUMANsp|P46976|GLYG_HUMAN lycogenin-1 OS=Homo sapiens N=GYG1 PE=1 SV=4;sp|P46976-2|GLYG_HUMAN Isoform GN-1 of Glycogenin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GYG1;sp|P46976-3|GLYG_HUMAN Isoform GN-1S of Glycogenin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GYG123.033319 21.95809 3 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 3 -1.0752335 43 10 39.383 350




sp|P30046|DOPD_HUMAN;sp|A6NHG4|DDTL_HUMANsp|P30046|DOPD_HUMAN -dopachrome decarboxylase OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDT PE=1 SV=3;sp|A6NHG4|DDTL_HUMAN D-dopachrome decarboxylase-like protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDTL PE=2 SV=124.468119 23.36052 5 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 6 -1.1076031 41 46.6 12.712 118
sp|Q7L2E3-2|DHX30_HUMAN;sp|Q7L2E3-3|DHX30_HUMAN;sp|Q7L2E3|DHX30_HUMANsp|Q7L2E3-2|DHX30_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Putative ATP-dependent RN  helicase DHX30 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DHX30;sp|Q7L2E3-3|DHX30_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Putative ATP-dependent RNA helicase DHX30 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DHX30;sp|Q7L2E3|DHX30_HUMAN Putative ATP-dependent RNA27.422541 26.30053 39 39 By MS/MS By MS/MS 56 63 -1.1220112 40 62.8 136.11 1222
sp|Q9BWJ5|SF3B5_HUMANsp|Q9BWJ5|SF3B5_HUMAN Splicing factor 3B subunit 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SF3B5 PE=1 SV=122.000204 20.8732 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 3 -1.1270027 39 55.8 10.135 86
sp|P62310|LSM3_HUMANsp|P62310|LSM3_HUMAN U6 snRNA-associated Sm-like protein LSm3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=LSM3 PE=1 SV=222.303295 21.17591 2 2 By MS/M By MS/MS 3 3 -1.127388 38 19.6 11.845 102
sp|Q9NSD9|SYFB_HUMANsp|Q9NSD9|SYFB_HUMAN Phenylalanine--tRNA ligase beta subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=FARSB PE=1 SV=325.358706 24.21334 16 16 By MS/MS By MS/MS 21 21 -1.1453648 37 41.4 66.115 589
sp|P09543-2|CN37_HUMAN;sp|P09543|CN37_HUMANsp|P09543-2|CN37_HUMAN Isoform CNPI of 2,3-cyclic-nucleotide 3-phosphodiesterase OS=Homo sapiens GN=CNP;sp|P09543|CN37_HUMAN 2,3-cyclic-nucleotide 3-phosphodiesterase OS=Homo sapiens GN=CNP PE=1 SV=221.345434 20.19269 2 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 0 4 -1.1527462 36 44.6 45.098 401
sp|P10412|H14_HUMAN;sp|P16402|H13_HUMAN;sp|P22492|H1T_HUMAN;sp|Q02539|H11_HUMAN;sp|P16401|H15_HUMANsp|P10412|H14_HUMAN Histone H1.4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HIST1H1E PE=1 SV=2 2 3  Histone H1.3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HIST1H1D PE=1 SV=225. 63699 24.29074 6 7 By MS/MS By S/MS 8 11 -1.172960 35 27.9 2 .865 219
sp|O00425|IF2B3_HUMAN;sp|O00425-2|IF2B3_HUMANsp|O00425|IF2B3_HUMAN Insulin-like growth factor 2 mRNA-binding protein 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=IGF2BP3 PE=1 SV=227.54 731 26.36098 24 23 By MS/MS By MS/MS 35 37 -1.1837482 34 50.8 63.704 579
sp|P61960|UFM1_HUMAN;sp|P61960-2|UFM1_HUMANsp|P61960|UFM1_HUMAN biquitin-fold modifier 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UFM1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P61960-2|UFM1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ubiquitin-fold modifier 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UFM124.218746 23.03354 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 4 -1.1852074 33 50.6 9.1175 85
sp|Q9NXA8-3|SIR5_HUMAN;sp|Q9NXA8-2|SIR5_HUMAN;sp|Q9NXA8|SIR5_HUMAN;sp|Q9NXA8-4|SIR5_HUMANsp|Q9NXA8-3|SIR5_HUM N Isoform 3 of AD-dependent protein deacylase sirtuin-5, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=SIRT5;sp|Q9NXA8-2|SIR5_HUMAN Isoform 2 of NAD-dependent protein deacylase sirtuin-5, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=SIRT5;sp|Q9NXA8|SIR5_HUMAN23.419827 2.21116 6 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 2 -1.2086678 32 26.4 31.993 292
sp|P78330|SERB_HUMANsp|P78330|SERB_HUMAN Phosphoserine phosphatase OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSPH PE=1 SV=222.928627 21.71255 2 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 3 -1.2160759 31 16 25.007 225
sp|Q14651|PLSI_HUMANsp|Q14651|PLSI_HUMAN Plastin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PLS1 PE=1 SV=224.118227 22.89835 8 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 5 -1.2198772 30 17 70.253 629
sp|Q5U5X0|LYRM7_HUMANsp|Q5U5X0|LYRM7_HUMAN Complex III assembly factor LYRM7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=LYRM7 PE=1 SV=125.109287 23.88166 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 8 -1.227623 29 47.1 11.955 104
sp|O43768-6|ENSA_HUMAN;sp|O43768-5|ENSA_HUMAN;sp|O43768-2|ENSA_HUMAN;sp|O43768|ENSA_HUMAN;sp|O43768-9|ENSA_HUMAN;sp|O43768-7|ENSA_HUMAN;sp|O43768-3|ENSA_HUMAN;sp|O43768-4|ENSA_HUMAN;sp|P56211-2|ARP19_HUMAN;sp|O43768-8|ENSA_HUMAN;sp|P56211|ARP19_HUMANsp|O43768-6|ENSA_HUMAN Isoform 6 of Alpha-endosulfine OS= omo sapiens GN= ;sp|O43768-5|ENSA_HUMAN Isoform 5 of Alpha-endosulfine OS=Homo sapiens G =ENSA;sp|O43768-2|ENSA_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Alpha-endosulfine OS=Homo sapiens GN=ENSA;sp|O43768|ENSA_HUMAN A24.1620 9 22.92684 3 3 By S/MS By MS/MS 5 5 -1.2352428 28 32.7 12.404 113
sp|O95218-2|ZRAB2_HUMAN;sp|O95218|ZRAB2_HUMANsp|O95218-2|ZRAB2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Zinc finger Ran-binding domain-containing protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ZRANB2;sp|O95218|ZRAB2_HUMAN Zinc finger Ran-binding domain-containing protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ZRANB2 PE=1 SV=221.651934 20.40198 2 2 By matching By MS/MS 0 3 -1.249958 26 38.1 36.318 320
sp|P49458|SRP09_HUMAN;sp|P49458-2|SRP09_HUMANsp|P49458|SRP09_HUMAN ignal recognition particle 9 kDa protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRP9 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P49458-2|SRP09_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Signal recognition particle 9 kDa protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRP925.201874 23.94172 6 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 6 -1.2601 28 25 62.8 10.112 86
sp|Q01780-2|EXOSX_HUMAN;sp|Q01780|EXOSX_HUMANsp|Q01780-2|EXOSX_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Exosome component 10 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EXOSC10;sp|Q01780|EXOSX_HUMAN Exosome component 10 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EXOSC10 PE=1 SV=221.185801 19.92348 2 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 2 -1.2623158 24 20.3 98.088 860
sp|P62851|RS25_HUMANsp|P62851|RS25_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S25 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS25 PE=1 SV=131.219973 29.94154 8 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 21 19 -1.2784348 23 44.8 13.742 125
sp|Q9Y3A5|SBDS_HUMANsp|Q9Y3A5|SBDS_HUMAN Ribosome maturation protein SBDS OS=Homo sapiens GN=SBDS PE=1 SV=423.639866 22.36041 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 8 -1.279459 22 39.6 28.763 250
sp|P23786|CPT2_HUMANsp|P23786|CPT2_HUMAN Carnitine O-palmitoyltransferase 2, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=CPT2 PE=1 SV=25.205009 23.92098 12 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 22 18 -1.284029 21 22.3 73.776 658
sp|Q9UKY7|CDV3_HUMAN;sp|Q9UKY7-2|CDV3_HUMAN;sp|Q9UKY7-3|CDV3_HUMANsp|Q9UKY7|CDV3_H MAN Protein CDV3 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=CDV3 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9UKY7-2|CDV3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Protein CDV3 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=CDV3;sp|Q9UKY7-3|CDV3_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Protein CDV3 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=CDV322.42631 21.13314 2 2 By S/MS By MS/MS 4 2 -1.2931767 20 29.8 27.335 258
sp|O95197-3|RTN3_HUMAN;sp|O95197-4|RTN3_HUMAN;sp|O95197-7|RTN3_HUMAN;sp|O95197-2|RTN3_HUMAN;sp|O95197|RTN3_HUMAN;sp|O95197-6|RTN3_HUMAN;sp|O95197-5|RTN3_HUMANsp|O95197-3|RTN3_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Reticulon-3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RTN3;sp|O95197-4|RTN3_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Reticulon-3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RTN3;sp|O95197-7|RTN3_HUMAN Isoform 7 of Reticulon-3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RTN3;sp|O95197-2|RTN3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Reti21.730988 20.43207 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 3 -1.2989197 1 31.8 25.609 236
sp|P08574|CY1_HUMANsp|P08574|CY1_HUMAN Cytochrome c1, heme protein, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=CYC1 PE=1 SV=321.281557 19.92724 2 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 3 -1.3543167 18 34.5 35.422 325
sp|Q92538|GBF1_HUMANsp|Q92538|GBF1_HUMAN Golgi-specific brefeldin A-resistance guanine nucleotide exchange factor 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GBF1 PE=1 SV=221.269663 19.90467 0 3 By MS/MS 0 3 -1.3649902 17 4.8 206.44 1859
sp|P07477|TRY1_HUMAN;sp|Q8NHM4|TRY6_HUMAN;sp|P07478|TRY2_HUMANsp|P07477|TRY1_HUMAN Trypsin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRSS1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q8NHM4|TRY6_HUMAN Putative trypsin-6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TRY6 PE=5 SV=1;sp|P07478|TRY2_HUMAN Trypsin-2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRSS2 PE=1 SV=125.812376 24.43708 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 3 -1.3752975 16 11.3 26.558 247
sp|Q8IY37|DHX37_HUMANsp|Q8IY37|DHX37_HUMAN Probable ATP-dependent RNA helicase DHX37 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DHX37 PE=1 SV=126.107632 24.65873 20 20 By MS/MS By MS/MS 28 22 -1.4489059 15 21.3 129.54 1157
sp|P62861|RS30_HUMANsp|P62861|RS30_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S30 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FAU PE=1 SV=131.11694 29.53432 7 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 24 23 -1.5826168 14 57.6 6.6478 59
sp|Q08209-3|PP2BA_HUMAN;sp|Q08209-2|PP2BA_HUMAN;sp|P16298-2|PP2BB_HUMAN;sp|P16298-3|PP2BB_HUMAN;sp|Q08209|PP2BA_HUMAN;sp|P16298|PP2BB_HUMAN;sp|P16298-4|PP2BB_HUMAN;sp|P48454-2|PP2BC_HUMAN;sp|P48454|PP2BC_HUMAN;sp|P48454-3|PP2BC_HUMANsp|Q08209-3|PP2BA_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Serine/threonine-protein phosphatase 2B catalytic subunit alpha isoform OS=Homo sapien  GN=PPP3CA;sp|Q08209-2|P 2BA_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Serine/threonine-protein pho hatase 2B catalytic subunit alpha isoform OS= omo sapi20.966705 19.34132 1 2 y matching By MS/MS 0 3 -1.6253815 13 4.7 52.671 469
sp|O95861|BPNT1_HUMAN;sp|O95861-2|BPNT1_HUMANsp|O95861|BPNT1_HUMAN 3(2),5-bisphosphate nucleotidase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=BPNT1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|O95861-2|BPNT1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 3(2),5-bisphosphate nucleotidase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=BPNT121.45 532 19.80576 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 4 -1.6497688 12 7.8 33.392 308
sp|P04080|CYTB_HUMANsp|P04080|CYTB_HUMAN Cystatin-B OS=Homo sapiens GN=CSTB PE=1 SV=224.047268 22.39338 2 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 6 -1.653883 11 70.4 11.139 98
sp|Q13895|BYST_HUMANsp|Q13895|BYST_HUMAN Bystin OS=Homo sapiens GN=BYSL PE=1 SV=321.60928 19.83686 3 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 4 -1.7724152 10 23.8 49.601 437
sp|Q01813|K6PP_HUMAN;sp|Q01813-2|K6PP_HUMANsp|Q01813|K6PP_HUMAN 6-phosphofructokinase type C OS=Homo sapiens GN=PFKP PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q01813-2|K6PP_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 6-phosphofructokinase type C OS=Homo sapiens GN=PFKP21. 866 9 19.28875 2 3 By matchi g By MS/MS 0 3 -1.7978897 9 15.4 85.595 784
sp|Q96C86|DCPS_HUMANsp|Q96C86|DCPS_HUMAN m7GpppX diphosphatase OS=Homo sapiens GN=DCPS PE=1 SV=221.405788 19.19837 1 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 3 -2.2074146 8 12.2 38.608 337
sp|O75792|RNH2A_HUMANsp|O75792|R H2A_HUMAN Ribonuclease H2 subunit A OS=Homo sapiens GN=RNASEH2A PE=1 SV=221.721006 19.46673 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 4 -2.2542744 7 10.7 33.395 299
sp|P30048|PRDX3_HUMANsp|P30048|PRDX3_HUMAN Thioredoxin-dependent peroxide reductase, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRDX3 PE=1 SV=327.122972 24.76577 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 10 -2.3571987 6 50.8 27.692 256
sp|P51668|UB2D1_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y2X8|UB2D4_HUMANsp|P51668|UB2D1_HUMAN Ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E2 D1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBE2D1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9Y2X8|UB2D4_HUMAN Ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E2 D4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBE2D4 PE=1 SV=122.636 86 20.01321 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 4 -2.6230774 5 12.2 16.602 147
sp|P52732|KIF11_HUMANsp|P52732|KIF11_HUMAN Kinesin-like protein KIF11 OS=Homo sapiens GN=KIF11 PE=1 SV=221.997313 19.17434 3 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 3 -2.8229694 4 16 119.16 1056
sp|Q12765-2|SCRN1_HUMAN;sp|Q12765|SCRN1_HUMAN;sp|Q12765-3|SCRN1_HUMANsp|Q12765-2|SCRN1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Secernin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SCRN1;sp|Q12765|SCRN1_HUMAN Secernin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SCRN1 PE=1 SV=222.78781 19.46092 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 4 -3.3268948 3 14.7 48.7 3 434
sp|P20290-2|BTF3_HUMAN;sp|P20290|BTF3_HUMAN;sp|Q96K17-3|BT3L4_HUMANsp|P20290-2|BTF3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Transcription factor BTF3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=BTF3;sp|P20290|BTF3_HUMAN Transcription factor BTF3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=BTF3 PE=1 SV=123.3 5533 19.90367 2 3 By M /MS By MS/MS 2 3 -3.4218674 2 80.9 17.699 162
sp|Q9UNZ5|L10K_HUMANsp|Q9UNZ5|L10K_HUMAN Leydig cell tumor 10 kDa protein homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=C19orf53 PE=1 SV=124.718897 19.78909 3 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 4 -4.9298019 1 24.2 10.576 99
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sp|Q96QR8|PURB_HUMANsp|Q96QR8|PURB_HUMAN Transcriptional activator protein Pur-beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=PURB PE=1 SV=320.45245 27.18357 0 10 By MS/MS 0 19 6.7311211 1182 45.5 33.24 312
sp|Q12849|GRSF1_HUMAN;sp|Q12849-5|GRSF1_HUMANsp|Q12849|GRSF1_HUMAN -rich sequence factor 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GRSF1 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q12849-5|GRSF1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of G-rich sequence factor 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GRSF119.972672 25.27402 2 15 By matching By MS/MS 0 28 5.3013458 1181 43.3 53.126 480
sp|Q9H9Z2|LN28A_HUMANsp|Q9 9Z2|L 28A_HUMAN Protein lin-28 homolog A OS=Homo sapiens GN=LIN28A PE=1 SV=17.907187 33.1708 11 19 By MS/MS By MS/MS 21 117 5.2636089 1180 80.9 22.743 209
sp|Q07020|RL18_HUMANsp|Q07020|RL18_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L18 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL18 PE=1 SV=29.638006 24.52456 0 4 By MS/MS 0 7 4.8865566 1179 23.4 21.634 188
sp|Q9H2U1-2|DHX36_HUMAN;sp|Q9H2U1|DHX36_HUMAN;sp|Q9H2U1-3|DHX36_HUMAN;sp|Q6P158-2|DHX57_HUMAN;sp|Q6P158|DHX57_HUMANsp|Q9H2U1-2|DHX36_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Probable ATP-dependent RN  helicase DHX36 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DHX36;sp|Q9H2U1|DHX36_HUMAN Probable ATP-dependent RNA helicase DHX36 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DHX36 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9H2U1-3|DHX36_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Probable ATP-dep21.700027 26.56009 4 29 By matching By MS/MS 0 48 4.8600674 1178 .6 113.15 994
sp|P52597|HNRPF_HUMANsp| 52597|H RPF_HUMAN Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein F OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPF PE=1 SV=320.483976 25.26703 2 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 20 4.7830544 1177 34.7 45.671 415
sp|Q6ZN17|LN28B_HUMAN;sp|Q6ZN17-2|LN28B_HUMANsp|Q6ZN17|L 28B_HUMAN Protein lin-28 homolog B OS=Homo sapiens GN=LIN28B PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q6ZN17-2|LN28B_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Protein lin-28 homolog B OS=Homo sapiens GN=LIN28B19.614067 24.38489 0 9 By MS/MS 0 14 4.7708206 1176 49.6 27.0 3 250
sp|P63261|ACTG_HUMANsp|P63261|ACTG_HUMAN Actin, cytoplasmic 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACTG1 PE=1 SV=119.983789 24.70118 3 25 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 3 4.717392 1175 76 41.792 375
sp|P36915|GNL1_HUMAN;sp|P36915-2|GNL1_HUMANsp|P36915|GNL1_HUMAN uanine nucleotide-binding protein-like 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GNL1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P36915-2|GNL1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Guanine nucleotide-binding protein-like 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GNL120.0 1441 24.626 1 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 2 4.56456 8 1174 5.1 68.66 607
sp|Q96KR1|ZFR_HUMANsp|Q96KR1|ZFR_HUMAN Zinc finger RNA-binding protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=ZFR PE=1 SV=220.496851 25.0398 0 15 By MS/MS 0 25 4.5429497 1173 21.7 117.01 1074
sp|Q00577|PURA_HUMAN;sp|Q9UJV8-2|PURG_HUMAN;sp|Q9UJV8|PURG_HUMANsp|Q00577|PURA_H MAN Transcriptional activator protein Pur-alpha OS=Homo sapiens GN=PURA PE=1 SV=219.983662 24.39682 0 7 By MS/MS 0 10 4.4131622 1172 33.9 34.91 322
sp|P84098|RL19_HUMANsp|P84098|RL19_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L19 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL19 PE=1 SV=119.755644 23.92832 1 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 6 4.1726742 1171 17.3 23.466 196
sp|Q9BSJ8|ESYT1_HUMAN;sp|Q9BSJ8-2|ESYT1_HUMANsp|Q9BSJ8|ESYT1_HUMAN Extended synaptotagmin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ESYT1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9BSJ8-2|ESYT1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Extended synaptotagmin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ESYT119.658205 3.37226 1 5 By matchi g By MS/MS 0 6 3.7140503 1170 6.1 122.85 1104
sp|Q8TEX9|IPO4_HUMAN;sp|Q8TEX9-2|IPO4_HUMANsp|Q8TEX9|IPO4_HUMAN Importin-4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=IPO4 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q8TEX9-2|IPO4_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Importin-4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=IPO420.237803 23.84747 0 3 By MS/MS 0 4 3.6096687 1169 2.7 118.71 1081
sp|P51991|ROA3_HUMAN;sp|P51991-2|ROA3_HUMANsp|P51991|ROA3_HUMAN Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein A3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPA3 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P51991-2|ROA3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein A3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPA324.656328 28.14477 6 17 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 41 3.4884415 1168 44.7 39.594 378
sp|P54819-5|KAD2_HUMAN;sp|P54819-2|KAD2_HUMAN;sp|P54819|KAD2_HUMAN;sp|P54819-3|KAD2_HUMAN;sp|P54819-6|KAD2_HUMAN;sp|P54819-4|KAD2_HUMANsp|P54819-5|KAD2_HUMAN Isoform 5 of Adenylate kinase 2, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=AK2;sp|P54819-2|KAD2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Adenylate kinase 2, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=AK2;sp|P54819|KAD2_HUMAN Adenylate kinase 2, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens19.592249 23.03624 1 6 By matching By MS/MS 0 9 3.4439926 1167 33.5 24.648 224
sp|Q9Y3I0|RTCB_HUMANsp|Q9Y3I0|RTCB_HUMAN tRNA-splicing ligase RtcB homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=RTCB PE=1 SV=120.604673 24.00992 2 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 0 20 3.4052486 1166 30.3 55.21 505
sp|Q96PK6|RBM14_HUMAN;sp|Q96PK6-2|RBM14_HUMANsp|Q96PK6|RBM14_HUMAN RNA-binding protein 14 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBM14 PE=1 SV=219.726229 2.87252 0 7 By MS/MS 0 10 3.1462955 1165 14.2 69.491 669
sp|P55795|HNRH2_HUMANsp|P55795|H RH2_HUMAN Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein H2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPH2 PE=1 SV=119.988811 23.02763 6 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 8 3.0388165 1164 26.7 49.263 449
sp|Q15149-7|PLEC_HUMAN;sp|Q15149-8|PLEC_HUMAN;sp|Q15149-9|PLEC_HUMAN;sp|Q15149-5|PLEC_HUMAN;sp|Q15149-4|PLEC_HUMAN;sp|Q15149-6|PLEC_HUMAN;sp|Q15149-3|PLEC_HUMAN;sp|Q15149-2|PLEC_HUMAN;sp|Q15149|PLEC_HUMANsp|Q15149-7|PLEC_HUMAN Isoform 7 of Plectin OS=Homo sapiens G =PLEC;sp|Q15149-8|PLEC_HUMAN Isoform 8 of Plectin OS=Homo sapiens GN=PLEC;sp|Q15149-9|PLEC_HUMAN Isoform 9 of Plectin OS=Homo sapiens GN=PLEC;sp|Q15149-5|PLEC_HUMAN Isoform 5 of Plectin OS=Homo19.885178 22.90455 2 13 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 20 3.0193768 1163 3.5 512.6 4515
sp|P58546|MTPN_HUMANsp|P58546|MTPN_HUMAN Myotrophin OS=Homo sapiens GN=MTPN PE=1 SV=219.999655 22.98498 1 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 5 2.985321 1162 36.4 12.895 118
sp|Q9HCE1|MOV10_HUMAN;sp|Q9HCE1-2|MOV10_HUMAN;sp|Q9HCE1-3|MOV10_HUMANsp|Q9HCE1|MOV10_HUMAN Putative helicase MOV-10 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MOV10 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9HCE1-2|MOV10_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Putative helicase MOV-10 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MOV1019.94241 2 .87974 0 9 By MS/MS 0 15 2.9373302 1161 10.2 113.67 1003
sp|P31323|KAP3_HUMANsp|P31323|KAP3_HUMAN cAMP-dependent protein kinase type II-beta regulatory subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRKAR2B PE=1 SV=319.827072 22.70485 2 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 9 2.8777752 1160 19.6 46.302 418
sp|P29373|RABP2_HUMANsp| 29373|RABP2_HUMAN Cellular retinoic acid-binding protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CRABP2 PE=1 SV=219.987953 22.86274 2 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 8 2.8747883 1159 33.3 15.693 138
sp|Q9BTT0-3|AN32E_HUMAN;sp|Q9BTT0|AN32E_HUMAN;sp|Q9BTT0-2|AN32E_HUMANsp|Q9BTT0-3| 32E_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Acidic leucine-rich nuclear phosphoprotein 32 family member E OS=Homo sapiens GN=ANP32E;sp|Q9BTT0|AN32E_HUMAN Acidic leucine-rich nuclear phosphoprotein 32 family member E OS=Homo sapiens GN=ANP32E PE=1 SV=119.992346 22.84 69 2 3 By MS/ S By MS/MS 3 7 2.8503399 1158 13.6 25.125 220
sp|Q9P035|HACD3_HUMANsp|Q9P035|HACD3_HUMAN Very-long-chain (3R)-3-hydroxyacyl-[acyl-carrier protein] dehydratase 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PTPLAD1 PE=1 SV=219.950653 22.77784 1 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 5 2.8271885 1157 16.9 43.159 362
sp|Q5BKZ1|ZN326_HUMAN;sp|Q5BKZ1-3|ZN326_HUMAN;sp|Q5BKZ1-2|ZN326_HUMANsp|Q5BKZ1|Z 326_HUMAN DBIRD complex ubunit ZNF326 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ZNF326 PE=1 SV=220.080807 22.89983 1 5 By matching By MS/MS 0 9 2.8190193 1156 11.2 65.653 582
sp|Q9UKM9-2|RALY_HUMAN;sp|Q9UKM9|RALY_HUMANsp|Q9UKM9-2|RALY_H MAN Isoform 1 of RNA-binding protein Raly OS=Homo sapiens GN=RALY;sp|Q9UKM9|RALY_HUMAN RNA-binding protein Raly OS=Homo sapiens GN=RALY PE=1 SV=122.648603 25.45457 2 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 19 2.8059616 1155 33.1 30.364 290
sp|Q9UIJ7|KAD3_HUMAN;sp|Q9UIJ7-2|KAD3_HUMAN;sp|Q9UIJ7-3|KAD3_HUMANsp|Q9 IJ7|KAD3_H MAN GTP:AMP phosphotransferase AK3, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=AK3 PE=1 SV=4;sp|Q9UIJ7-2|KAD3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of GTP:AMP phosphotransferase AK3, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=AK3;sp|Q9UIJ7-3|KAD3_HUMAN Isoform 3 of GTP:AMP phospho19.657541 22.43886 1 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 7 2.7813148 1154 24.2 25.565 227
sp|P49593|PPM1F_HUMANsp|P49593|PPM1F_HUMAN Protein phosphatase 1F OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPM1F PE=1 SV=319.588051 22.31058 1 4 By matching By MS/MS 0 4 2.7225285 1153 13.4 49.83 454
sp|P49257|LMAN1_HUMANsp|P49257|LMAN1_HUMAN Protein ERGIC-53 OS=Homo sapiens GN=LMAN1 PE=1 SV=220.32398 22.96575 1 4 By MS/MS By MS/M 1 8 2.6417694 1152 14.5 57.548 510
sp|P56537|IF6_HUMAN;sp|P56537-2|IF6_HUMANsp|P56537|IF6_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF6 PE=1 SV=119.901236 22.47791 1 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 4 2.5766716 1151 17.1 26.599 245
sp|P40926|MDHM_HUMANsp|P40926|MDHM_HUMAN Malate dehydrogenase, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=MDH2 PE=1 SV=319.709377 22.23754 0 4 By MS/MS 0 3 2.528162 1150 14.8 35.503 338
sp|P22626|ROA2_HUMAN;sp|P22626-2|ROA2_HUMANsp|P22626|ROA2_HUMAN Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoproteins A2/B1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPA2B1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P22626-2|ROA2_HUMAN Isoform A2 of Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoproteins A2/B1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPA2B126.601728 29.10634 15 22 By MS/MS By MS/MS 26 54 2.5046158 1149 63.7 37.429 353
sp|P61158|ARP3_HUMANsp|P61158|ARP3_HUMAN Actin-related protein 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACTR3 PE=1 SV=319.654114 22.08842 1 3 By matching By MS/MS 0 6 2.4343052 1148 11.5 47.371 418
sp|Q15435-2|PP1R7_HUMAN;sp|Q15435|PP1R7_HUMAN;sp|Q15435-4|PP1R7_HUMAN;sp|Q15435-3|PP1R7_HUMANsp|Q15435-2|PP1R7_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Protein phosphatase 1 regulatory subunit 7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPP1R7;sp|Q15435|PP1R7_HUMAN Protein phosphatase 1 regulatory subunit 7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPP1R7 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q15435-4|PP1R7_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Protein phos19.9009 7 22.32995 1 4 By matching By MS/MS 0 7 2.4289894 1147 12 36.837 317
sp|P07910-2|HNRPC_HUMAN;sp|P07910|HNRPC_HUMAN;sp|P07910-4|HNRPC_HUMAN;sp|P07910-3|HNRPC_HUMAN;sp|O60812|HNRCL_HUMAN;sp|Q86SE5|RALYL_HUMANsp|P07910-2|H RPC_HUMAN Isoform C1 of Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoproteins C1/C2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPC;sp|P07910|HNRPC_HUMAN Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoproteins C1/C2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPC PE=1 SV=4;sp|P07910-4|HNRPC_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Het26.2569 3 28.62822 13 19 By MS/ S By MS/MS 21 57 2.3712502 1146 50.5 32.337 293
sp|Q15021|CND1_HUMANsp|Q15021|CND1_HUMAN Condensin complex subunit 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NCAPD2 PE=1 SV=319.952681 22.29541 2 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 9 2.3427315 1145 6.1 157.18 1401
sp|Q6FI81|CPIN1_HUMAN;sp|Q6FI81-3|CPIN1_HUMAN;sp|Q6FI81-2|CPIN1_HUMANsp|Q6FI81|CPIN1_HUMAN Anamorsin OS=Homo sapiens G =CIAPIN1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q6FI81-3|CPIN1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Anamorsin OS=Homo sapiens GN=CIAPIN121.30324 23.636 2 10 By S/MS By MS/MS 2 16 2.3327579 1144 34 33.582 312
sp|P09972|ALDOC_HUMANsp|P09972| LDOC_HUMAN Fructose-bisphosphate aldolase C OS=Homo sapiens GN=ALDOC PE=1 SV=219.926657 22.2535 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 3 2.3268394 1143 18.1 39.455 364
sp|P68036-2|UB2L3_HUMAN;sp|P68036|UB2L3_HUMAN;sp|P68036-3|UB2L3_HUMANsp|P68036-2|UB2L3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E2 L3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBE2L3;sp|P68036|UB2L3_HUMAN Ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E2 L3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBE2L3 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P68036-3|UB2L3_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme19.673656 21.99704 1 By matching By MS/MS 0 4 2.3233 14 1142 27 14.121 122
sp|Q14353|GAMT_HUMAN;sp|Q14353-2|GAMT_HUMANsp|Q14353|GAMT_HUMAN uanidinoacetate N-methyltransferase OS=Homo sapiens GN=GAMT PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q14353-2|GAMT_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Guanidinoacetate N-methyltransferase OS=Homo sapiens GN=GAMT19.96917 22.19679 1 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 4 2.2276249 1141 14.4 26.318 236
sp|Q8WZA9|IRGQ_HUMANsp| 8WZA9|IRGQ_HUMAN Immunity-related GTPase family Q protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=IRGQ PE=1 SV=119.185755 21.39132 0 4 By MS/MS 0 7 2.2055607 1140 9.3 62.717 623
sp|Q00169|PIPNA_HUMANsp|Q00169|PIPNA_HUMAN Phosphatidylinositol transfer protein alpha isoform OS=Homo sapiens GN=PITPNA PE=1 SV=220.002504 22.20562 1 6 By matching By MS/MS 0 7 2.2031174 1139 26.7 31.806 270
sp|P50395|GDIB_HUMAN;sp|P50395-2|GDIB_HUMAN;sp|P31150|GDIA_HUMANsp|P50395|GDIB_HUMAN Rab GDP dissociation inhibitor beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=GDI2 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P50395-2|GDIB_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Rab GDP dissociation inhibitor beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=GDI220.138817 22.33426 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 6 2.195446 1138 12.4 50.663 445
sp|P18858|DNLI1_HUMANsp|P18858|DNLI1_HUMAN DNA ligase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=LIG1 PE=1 SV=119.712332 21.90691 2 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 5 2.1945744 1137 6.7 101.73 919
sp|P20336|RAB3A_HUMANsp|P20336|RAB3A_HUMAN Ras-related protein Rab-3A OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB3A PE=1 SV=120.004246 22.19129 1 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 3 2.187048 1136 10.5 24.984 220
sp|P42224-2|STAT1_HUMAN;sp|P42224|STAT1_HUMANsp|P42224-2|STAT1_HUMAN Isoform Beta of Signal transducer and activator of transcription 1-alpha/beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=STAT1;sp|P42224|STAT1_HUMAN Signal transducer and activator of transcription 1-alpha/beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=STAT1 PE=1 SV=219.50922 21.694 2 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 6 2.184782 1135 9.8 83.042 712
sp|O95456-2|PSMG1_HUMAN;sp|O95456|PSMG1_HUMANsp|O95456-2|PSMG1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Proteasome assembly chaperone 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMG1;sp|O95456|PSMG1_HUMAN Proteasome assembly chaperone 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMG1 PE=1 SV=120.256166 22.43713 1 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 5 2.1809635 1134 9 30.288 267
sp|Q1KMD3|HNRL2_HUMANsp|Q1KMD3|H RL2_HUMAN Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein U-like protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPUL2 PE=1 SV=121.964798 24.13258 3 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 11 2.167778 1133 17.8 85.104 747
sp|P40123|CAP2_HUMANsp|P40123|CAP2_HUMAN Adenylyl cyclase-associated protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CAP2 PE=1 SV=121.480745 23.60987 2 9 By matching By MS/MS 0 18 2.1291199 1132 25.2 52.823 477
sp|Q71UI9|H2AV_HUMAN;sp|P0C0S5|H2AZ_HUMAN;sp|Q71UI9-3|H2AV_HUMAN;sp|Q71UI9-4|H2AV_HUMAN;sp|Q71UI9-2|H2AV_HUMANsp|Q71UI9|H2AV_HUMAN Histone H2A.V OS=Homo sapiens GN=H2AFV PE=1 SV=3;sp|P0C0S5|H2AZ_HUMAN Histone H2A.Z OS=Homo sapiens GN=H2AFZ PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q71UI9-3|H2AV_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Histone H2A.V OS=Homo sapiens GN=H2AFV;sp|Q71UI9-4|H2AV_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Histo20. 92464 22.16196 2 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 3 2.0694923 1131 25.8 13.509 28
sp|P62942|FKB1A_HUMANsp|P62942|FKB1A_HUMAN Peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase FKBP1A OS=Homo sapiens GN=FKBP1A PE=1 SV=220.052029 22.08638 1 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 5 2.0343494 1130 28.7 11.951 108
sp|Q9BZK7|TBL1R_HUMAN;sp|O60907-2|TBL1X_HUMAN;sp|O60907|TBL1X_HUMAN;sp|Q9BQ87|TBL1Y_HUMANsp|Q9BZK7|TBL1R_HUMAN F-box-like/WD repeat-containing protein TBL1XR1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TBL1XR1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|O60907-2|TBL1X_HUMAN Isoform 2 of F-box-like/WD repeat-containing protein TBL1X OS=Homo sapiens GN=TBL1X;sp|O60907|TBL1X_HUMAN F-box-like/WD repea20.259142 22.18649 2 3 By MS/MS By M /MS 2 5 .9273529 1129 12.3 55.594 514
sp|P09651-2|ROA1_HUMAN;sp|P09651|ROA1_HUMAN;sp|P09651-3|ROA1_HUMAN;sp|Q32P51|RA1L2_HUMANsp|P09651-2|ROA1_HUMAN Isoform A1-A of Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein A1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPA1;sp|P09651|ROA1_HUMAN Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein A1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPA1 PE=1 SV=5;sp|P09651-3|ROA1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Heterogene26.585 18 28.50737 16 17 By S/MS By MS/MS 30 49 1.9214535 1128 57.8 34.196 320
sp|P11216|PYGB_HUMAN;sp|P11217|PYGM_HUMAN;sp|P11217-2|PYGM_HUMAN;sp|P06737-2|PYGL_HUMAN;sp|P06737|PYGL_HUMANsp|P11216|PYGB_HUMAN Glycogen pho horylase, brain form OS=Homo sapiens GN=PYGB PE=1 SV=5;sp|P11217|PYGM_HUMAN Glycogen phosphorylase, muscle form OS=Homo sapiens GN=PYGM PE=1 SV=619.907722 21.81687 1 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 4 1.9091473 1127 5.5 96.695 843
sp|Q14165|MLEC_HUMANsp|Q14165|MLEC_HUMAN Malectin OS=Homo sapiens GN=MLEC PE=1 SV=119.704248 21.6068 1 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 6 1.9025497 1126 11 32.233 292
sp|A6NIH7|U119B_HUMAN;sp|Q13432-2|U119A_HUMAN;sp|Q13432|U119A_HUMANsp|A6NIH7|U119B_HUMAN Protein unc-119 homolog B OS=Homo sapiens GN=UNC119B PE=1 SV=119.65665 21.54755 1 3 By S/MS By MS/MS 2 5 1.8908978 1125 14.7 28.136 251
sp|Q9Y3U8|RL36_HUMANsp|Q9Y3U8|RL36_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L36 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL36 PE=1 SV=321.327179 23.21343 2 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 5 1.8862514 1124 28.6 12.254 105
sp|P62633-2|CNBP_HUMAN;sp|P62633-5|CNBP_HUMAN;sp|P62633|CNBP_HUMAN;sp|P62633-4|CNBP_HUMAN;sp|P62633-6|CNBP_HUMAN;sp|P62633-3|CNBP_HUMANsp|P62633-2|CNBP_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Cellular nucleic acid-binding protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=CNBP;sp|P62633-5|CNBP_HUMAN Isoform 5 of Cellular nucleic acid-binding protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=CNBP;sp|P62633|CNBP_HUMAN Cellular nucleic acid-binding protein O20.422512 22.29539 1 2 By matching By M /MS 0 3 1.8728733 1123 12.9 18.742 170
sp|Q8WW01-2|SEN15_HUMAN;sp|Q8WW01|SEN15_HUMANsp|Q8WW01-2|SEN15_HUMAN Isoform 2 of tRNA-splicing endonuclease subunit Sen15 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TSEN15;sp|Q8WW01|SEN15_HUMAN tRNA-splicing endonuclease subunit Sen15 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TSEN15 PE=1 SV=120.309509 22.14448 1 2 By matching By MS/MS 0 3 1.8349705 1122 31.8 13.888 129
sp|Q13951|PEBB_HUMAN;sp|Q13951-2|PEBB_HUMANsp|Q13951|PEBB_HUMAN Core-binding factor subunit beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=CBFB PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q13951-2|PEBB_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Core-binding factor subunit beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=CBFB19.980532 21.78229 1 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 4 1.8017559 1121 21.4 21.508 182
sp|Q9Y6W3|CAN7_HUMANsp|Q9Y6W3|CAN7_HUMAN Calpain-7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CAPN7 PE=1 SV=121.170416 22.96798 2 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 14 1.7975674 1120 13.5 92.651 813
sp|Q15036|SNX17_HUMAN;sp|Q15036-2|SNX17_HUMANsp|Q15036|S X17_HUMAN orting nexin-17 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SNX17 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q15036-2|SNX17_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Sorting nexin-17 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SNX1719.673531 21.45538 0 4 By MS/MS 5 1.7818508 1119 10 52.901 470
sp|P55769|NH2L1_HUMANsp|P55769|NH2L1_HUMAN NHP2-like protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NHP2L1 PE=1 SV=319.541573 21.28591 0 2 By MS/MS 0 4 1.7443352 1118 15.6 14.173 128
sp|P38646|GRP75_HUMANsp|P38646|GRP75_HUMAN Stress-70 protein, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSPA9 PE=1 SV=219.965418 21.69778 3 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 4 1.7323647 1117 8.4 73.68 679
sp|P30050|RL12_HUMAN;sp|P30050-2|RL12_HUMANsp|P30050|RL12_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L12 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL12 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P30050-2|RL12_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 60S ribosomal protein L12 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL1223. 93358 25.10177 4 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 17 1.708416 1116 50.3 17.818 165
sp|O00273-2|DFFA_HUMAN;sp|O00273|DFFA_HUMANsp|O00273-2|DFFA_HUMAN Isoform DFF35 of DNA fragmentation factor subunit alpha OS=Homo sapiens GN=DFFA;sp|O00273|DFFA_HUMAN DNA fragmentation factor subunit alpha OS=Homo sapiens GN=DFFA PE=1 SV=120.0621 4 21.75075 1 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 3 1.6886215 1115 20.9 29.41 268
sp|Q9Y5A9|YTHD2_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y5A9-2|YTHD2_HUMANsp|Q9Y5A9|YTHD2_HUMAN YTH domain family protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=YTHDF2 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9Y5A9-2|YTHD2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of YTH domain family protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=YTHDF219.698328 1.38179 1 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 5 1.6834621 1114 5.5 62.333 579
sp|P62906|RL10A_HUMANsp|P62906|RL10A_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L10a OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL10A PE=1 SV=222.757416 24.42995 5 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 16 1.6725311 1113 33.2 24.831 217
sp|Q02543|RL18A_HUMANsp|Q02543|RL18A_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L18a OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL18A PE=1 SV=222.223024 23.89375 2 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 14 1.670723 1112 37.5 20.762 176
sp|O15511|ARPC5_HUMAN;sp|O15511-2|ARPC5_HUMANsp|O15511| RPC5_HUMAN ctin-related protein 2/3 complex subunit 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARPC5 PE=1 SV=3;sp|O15511-2|ARPC5_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Actin-related protein 2/3 complex subunit 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARPC519.933418 21.57113 1 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 3 1.6377068 111 16.6 16.32 151
sp|Q13561|DCTN2_HUMAN;sp|Q13561-3|DCTN2_HUMAN;sp|Q13561-2|DCTN2_HUMANsp|Q13561|DCTN2_HUMAN ynactin subunit 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DCTN2 PE=1 SV=4;sp|Q13561-3|DCTN2_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Dynactin subunit 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DCTN2;sp|Q13561-2|DCTN2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Dynactin subunit 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DCTN220.331627 21.96123 1 3 By MS/ S By MS/MS 2 5 1.6296062 1110 11.2 44.23 401
sp|Q96IJ6|GMPPA_HUMAN;sp|Q96IJ6-2|GMPPA_HUMANsp|Q96IJ6|GMPPA_HUMAN Mannose-1-phosphate guanyltransferase alpha OS=Homo sapiens GN=GMPPA PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q96IJ6-2|GMPPA_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Mannose-1-phosphate guanyltransferase alpha OS=Homo sapiens GN=GMPPA20.738428 22.36661 2 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 0 7 1.6281815 1109 16 46.291 420
sp|O14497-3|ARI1A_HUMAN;sp|O14497|ARI1A_HUMAN;sp|O14497-2|ARI1A_HUMANsp|O14497-3|ARI1A_HUMAN Isoform 3 of AT-rich interactive domain-containing protein 1A OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARID1A;sp|O14497|ARI1A_HUMAN AT-rich interactive domain-containing protein 1A OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARID1A PE=1 SV=3;sp|O14497-2|ARI1A_HUMAN Isoform 2 of20.253222 21.87267 1 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 7 1.6194534 1108 4.2 205.92 1902
sp|Q15459|SF3A1_HUMANsp|Q15459|SF3A1_HUMAN Splicing factor 3A subunit 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SF3A1 PE=1 SV=122.373981 23.96957 3 12 By MS/MS By M /MS 5 19 1.5955849 1107 20.7 88.885 793
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sp|P62318|SMD3_HUMANsp|P62318|SMD3_HUMAN Small nuclear ribonucleoprotein Sm D3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SNRPD3 PE=1 SV=120.031996 21.60869 1 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 3 1.5766983 1106 23.8 13.916 126
sp|P04080|CYTB_HUMANsp|P04080|CYTB_HUMAN Cystatin-B OS=Homo sapiens GN=CSTB PE=1 SV=220.276825 21.85163 1 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 4 1.5748081 1105 33.7 11.139 98
sp|P62888|RL30_HUMANsp|P62888|RL30_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L30 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL30 PE=1 SV=222.399918 23.93526 4 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 11 1.5353432 1104 54.8 12.784 115
sp|Q9UG63|ABCF2_HUMANsp|Q9UG63| BCF2_HUMAN ATP-binding cassette sub-family F member 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ABCF2 PE=1 SV=219.567965 21.10085 1 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 6 .5328884 1103 8.2 71.289 623
sp|P61353|RL27_HUMANsp|P61353|RL27_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L27 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL27 PE=1 SV=223.041096 24.57398 3 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 13 1.5328865 1102 43.4 15.798 136
sp|P49589-2|SYCC_HUMAN;sp|P49589|SYCC_HUMAN;sp|P49589-3|SYCC_HUMANsp|P49589-2|SYCC_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Cysteine--tRNA ligase, cytoplasmic OS=Homo sapiens GN=CARS;sp|P49589|SYCC_HUMAN Cysteine--tRNA ligase, cytoplasmic OS=Homo sapiens GN=CARS PE=1 SV=3;sp|P49589-3|SYCC_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Cysteine--tRNA ligase, cytoplasmic20.008642 21.51302 1 3 By S/MS By M /MS 2 5 1.5043736 1101 5.4 82.845 726
sp|Q15813|TBCE_HUMANsp|Q15813|TBCE_HUMAN Tubulin-specific chaperone E OS=Homo sapiens GN=TBCE PE=1 SV=120.131372 21.62707 1 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 3 1.4957008 1100 6.6 59.345 527
sp|P49207|RL34_HUMANsp|P49207|RL34_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L34 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL34 PE=1 SV=322.157677 23.65086 3 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 9 1.493185 1099 35.9 13.293 117
sp|P13073|COX41_HUMANsp|P13073|COX41_HUMAN Cytochrome c oxidase subunit 4 isoform 1, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=COX4I1 PE=1 SV=120.093193 21.56379 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 8 1.4705963 1098 26 19.576 169
sp|P36578|RL4_HUMANsp|P36578|RL4_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL4 PE=1 SV=524.711721 26.17723 11 17 By MS/MS By MS/MS 14 37 1.4655132 1097 43.6 47.697 427
sp|P56377|AP1S2_HUMANsp|P56377| P1S2_HUMAN AP-1 complex subunit sigma-2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=AP1S2 PE=1 SV=120.149973 21.6049 0 2 By MS/MS 0 4 1.4549255 1096 15.9 18.615 157
sp|Q9Y2L1-2|RRP44_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y2L1|RRP44_HUMANsp|Q9Y2L1-2|RRP44_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Exosome complex exonuclease RRP44 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DIS3;sp|Q9Y2L1|RRP44_HUMAN Exosome complex exonuclease RRP44 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DIS3 PE=1 SV=221.491501 22.943 4 2 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 9 1.4519386 1095 11.2 105.04 928
sp|Q8IWE2|NXP20_HUMANsp|Q8IWE2|NXP20_HUMAN Protein NOXP20 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FAM114A1 PE=1 SV=220.405544 21.82966 1 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 3 1.4241161 1094 4.8 60.741 563
sp|Q08752|PPID_HUMANsp|Q08752|PPID_HUMAN Peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase D OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPID PE=1 SV=319.765875 21.15826 2 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 5 1.3923874 1093 8.4 40.763 370
sp|P31943|HNRH1_HUMANsp|P31943|H RH1_HUMAN Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein H OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPH1 PE=1 SV=426.311068 27.69902 11 15 By MS/MS By MS/MS 22 35 1.3879566 1092 44.3 49.229 449
sp|P61201|CSN2_HUMAN;sp|P61201-2|CSN2_HUMANsp|P61201|CSN2_HUMAN OP9 signalosome complex subunit 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=COPS2 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P61201-2|CSN2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of COP9 signalosome complex subunit 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=COPS219.906157 21. 9244 2 3 By M /MS By MS/MS 2 5 1.386282 1091 9 51.596 443
sp|P62917|RL8_HUMANsp|P62917|RL8_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L8 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL8 PE=1 SV=222.484266 23.86788 3 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 11 1.3836098 1090 31.9 28.024 257
sp|P05023-3|AT1A1_HUMAN;sp|P05023-4|AT1A1_HUMAN;sp|P05023|AT1A1_HUMAN;sp|P05023-2|AT1A1_HUMAN;sp|P13637|AT1A3_HUMAN;sp|P50993|AT1A2_HUMAN;sp|P13637-2|AT1A3_HUMAN;sp|P13637-3|AT1A3_HUMAN;sp|Q13733|AT1A4_HUMAN;sp|P20648|ATP4A_HUMAN;sp|P54707|AT12A_HUMAN;sp|P54707-2|AT12A_HUMANsp|P05023-3|AT1A1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Sodium/potassium-transporting ATPase subunit alpha-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATP1A1;sp|P05023-4|AT1A1_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Sodium/potassium-transporting ATPase subunit alpha-  OS=Homo sa iens GN=ATP1A1;sp|P05023|AT1A1_HUMAN So20.172146 21.5 403 1 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 6 1.3418827 1089 4.8 109.55 992
sp|Q6P2Q9|PRP8_HUMANsp|Q6P2Q9|PRP8_HUMAN Pre-mRNA-processing-splicing factor 8 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRPF8 PE=1 SV=220.107353 21.44708 1 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 9 1.3397255 1088 2.5 273.6 2335
sp|Q14980-2|NUMA1_HUMAN;sp|Q14980|NUMA1_HUMAN;sp|Q14980-4|NUMA1_HUMAN;sp|Q14980-3|NUMA1_HUMANsp|Q14980-2|NUMA1_HUMA  Isoform 2 of uclear mitotic apparatus protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN= UMA1;sp|Q14980|NUMA1_HUMAN Nuclear mitotic apparatus protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NUMA1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q14980-4|NUMA1_HUMAN Isoform Numa-s of Nuclear mitotic apparat21.068613 22.40834 3 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 12 1.3397255 1087 5.4 236.51 2101
sp|P61313|RL15_HUMAN;sp|P61313-2|RL15_HUMANsp|P61313|RL15_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L15 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL15 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P61313-2|RL15_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 60S ribosomal protein L15 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL1522.960545 24.29957 4 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 14 1.3390236 1086 40.7 24.146 204
sp|Q15005|SPCS2_HUMANsp|Q15005|SPCS2_HUMAN Signal peptidase complex subunit 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SPCS2 PE=1 SV=319.911043 21.24301 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 4 1.3319702 1085 16.4 25.003 226
sp|P19338|NUCL_HUMANsp|P19338| UCL_HUMAN Nucleolin OS=Homo sapiens GN=NCL PE=1 SV=326.97257 28.29272 23 29 By MS/M By MS/MS 37 55 1.3201523 1084 34.9 76.613 710
sp|O15294|OGT1_HUMAN;sp|O15294-3|OGT1_HUMAN;sp|O15294-4|OGT1_HUMAN;sp|O15294-2|OGT1_HUMANsp|O15294|OGT1_HUMAN UDP-N-acetylglucosamine--peptide N-acetylglucosaminyltransferase 110 kDa subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=OGT PE=1 SV=3;sp|O15294-3|OGT1_HUMAN Isoform 1 of UDP-N-acetylglucosamine--peptide N-acetylglucosaminyltransferase 110 kDa subunit OS=H19.967 81 21.27957 3 By S/MS By MS/MS 2 6 1.3122921 1083 3.6 116.92 1046
sp|P40429|RL13A_HUMAN;sp|Q6NVV1|R13AX_HUMANsp|P40429|RL13A_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L13a OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL13A PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q6NVV1|R13AX_HUMAN Putative 60S ribosomal protein L13a-like MGC87657 OS=Homo sapiens PE=5 SV=121.975508 23.27512 2 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 7 1.2996101 1082 18.7 23.577 203
sp|P21741|MK_HUMAN;sp|P21741-2|MK_HUMANsp|P21741|MK_HUMAN idkine OS=Homo sapiens GN=MDK PE=1 SV=1;sp|P21741-2|MK_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Midkine OS=Homo sapiens GN=MDK19.9 445 21.18101 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 2 1.2665634 1081 32.9 15.585 143
sp|P31930|QCR1_HUMANsp|P31930|QCR1_HUMAN Cytochrome b-c1 complex subunit 1, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=UQCRC1 PE=1 SV=320.282978 21.54623 2 3 By MS/MS By M /MS 1 3 1.2632542 1080 13.3 52.645 480
sp|P39060-2|COIA1_HUMAN;sp|P39060-1|COIA1_HUMAN;sp|P39060|COIA1_HUMANsp|P39060-2|COIA1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Collagen alpha-1(XVIII) chain OS=Homo sapiens GN=COL18A1;sp|P39060-1|COIA1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Collagen alpha-1(XVIII) chain OS=Homo sapiens GN=COL18A1;sp|P39060|COIA1_HUMAN Collagen alpha-1(XVIII) chain OS=Homo sapiens19.950022 21.20508 1 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 3 1.255 621 1079 2.8 135.76 1339
sp|Q9NZJ9|NUDT4_HUMANsp|Q9NZJ9|NUDT4_HUMAN Diphosphoinositol polyphosphate phosphohydrolase 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NUDT4 PE=1 SV=219.607656 20.83175 2 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 5 1.2240925 1078 14.4 20.306 180
sp|Q9UPR0-2|PLCL2_HUMAN;sp|Q9UPR0-3|PLCL2_HUMAN;sp|Q9UPR0|PLCL2_HUMAN;sp|Q15111-2|PLCL1_HUMAN;sp|Q15111|PLCL1_HUMANsp|Q9UPR0-2|PLCL2_H MAN Isoform 2 of Inactive phospholipase C-like protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PLCL2;sp|Q9UPR0-3|PLCL2_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Inactive phospholipase C-like protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PLCL2;sp|Q9UPR0|PLCL2_HUMAN Inactive phospholipase C-like19.851511 21.06513 1 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 3 1. 36211 1077 2.5 109.22 960
sp|P26583|HMGB2_HUMANsp|P 6583|HMGB2_HUMAN High mobility group protein B2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HMGB2 PE=1 SV=219.875687 21.07614 3 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 2 1.2004509 1076 29.2 24.033 209
sp|P39023|RL3_HUMAN;sp|Q92901|RL3L_HUMANsp|P39023|RL3_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL3 PE=1 SV=223.601955 24.78811 4 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 25 1.1861515 1075 36 46.108 403
sp|Q9NP72|RAB18_HUMAN;sp|Q9NP72-3|RAB18_HUMAN;sp|Q9NP72-2|RAB18_HUMANsp|Q9NP72|RAB18_HUMAN Ras-related protein Rab-18 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB18 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9NP72-3|RAB18_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Ras-related protein Rab-18 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB18;sp|Q9NP72-2|RAB18_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ras-related protein Rab-18 OS=Homo sapiens GN=20.506666 21.68688 1 3 y MS/MS By MS/MS 0 4 1.1802177 1074 18 22.977 206
sp|Q9NRF8|PYRG2_HUMANsp|Q9NRF8|PYRG2_HUMAN CTP synthase 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CTPS2 PE=1 SV=119.717762 20.89378 1 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 4 1.1760216 1073 4.1 65.677 586
sp|O15042-3|SR140_HUMAN;sp|O15042-2|SR140_HUMAN;sp|O15042|SR140_HUMANsp|O15042-3|SR140_HUMAN Isoform 3 of U2 nRNP-associated S RP motif-containing protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=U2SURP;sp|O15042-2|SR140_HUMAN Isoform 2 of U2 snRNP-associated SURP motif-containing protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=U2SURP;sp|O15042|SR140_HUMAN U2 snRNP19.695045 20.87034 1 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 6 1.1752987 1072 6.5 72.523 620
sp|Q52LJ0|FA98B_HUMAN;sp|Q52LJ0-2|FA98B_HUMANsp|Q52LJ0|FA98B_HUMAN Protein FA 98B OS=Homo sapiens GN=FAM98B PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q52LJ0-2|FA98B_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Protein FAM98B OS=Homo sapiens GN=FAM98B19.799564 20. 6979 1 2 By MS/MS y MS/M 3 1.170229 1071 7.3 37.19 330
sp|P23526|SAHH_HUMAN;sp|P23526-2|SAHH_HUMANsp|P23526|SAHH_HUMAN Adenosylhomocysteinase OS=Homo sapiens GN=AHCY PE=1 SV=4;sp|P23526-2|SAHH_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Adenosylhomocysteinase OS=Homo sapiens GN=AHCY19.665245 20.8271 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 3 1.1618595 1070 9.5 47.716 432
sp|P09486|SPRC_HUMANsp|P09486|SPRC_HUMAN SPARC OS=Homo sapiens GN=SPARC PE=1 SV=120.563486 21.71871 0 3 By MS/MS 0 5 1.1552219 1069 12.2 34.632 303
sp|P11047|LAMC1_HUMANsp|P11047|LAMC1_HUMAN Laminin subunit gamma-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=LAMC1 PE=1 SV=320.153587 21.30569 1 4 By matching By MS/MS 0 7 1.1521034 1068 3.4 177.6 1609
sp|O75340-2|PDCD6_HUMAN;sp|O75340|PDCD6_HUMANsp|O75340-2|PDCD6_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Programmed cell death protein 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PDCD6;sp|O75340|PDCD6_HUMAN Programmed cell death protein 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PDCD6 PE=1 SV=121.121614 22.25799 2 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 5 1.1363773 1067 18 21.664 189
sp|Q13620-3|CUL4B_HUMAN;sp|Q13620-1|CUL4B_HUMAN;sp|Q13620|CUL4B_HUMANsp|Q13620-3|CUL4B_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Cullin-4B OS=Homo sapiens GN=CUL4B;sp|Q13620-1|CUL4B_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Cullin-4B OS=Homo sapiens GN=CUL4B;sp|Q13620|CUL4B_HUMAN Cullin-4B OS=Homo sapiens GN=CUL4B PE=1 SV=420.262075 21.3869 4 8 By MS/ S By MS/MS 1 3 1.1248264 1066 12.4 84.016 717
sp|P42765|THIM_HUMANsp|P42765|THIM_HUMAN 3-ketoacyl-CoA thiolase, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACAA2 PE=1 SV=219.825033 20.9455 0 3 By MS/MS 0 4 1.1204624 1065 7.6 41.924 397
sp|Q13085-3|ACACA_HUMAN;sp|Q13085-2|ACACA_HUMAN;sp|Q13085|ACACA_HUMAN;sp|Q13085-4|ACACA_HUMAN;sp|O00763-2|ACACB_HUMAN;sp|O00763|ACACB_HUMANsp|Q13085-3| CACA_HUMAN Isoform 3 of cetyl-CoA carboxylase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACACA;sp|Q13085-2|ACACA_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Acetyl-CoA carboxylase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACACA;sp|Q13085|ACACA_HUMAN Acetyl-CoA carboxylase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACACA PE=1 SV=2;22.317192 23.42214 4 12 By matching By MS/MS 0 20 1.1049461 1064 7.1 257.24 2268
sp|Q14651|PLSI_HUMANsp|Q14651|PLSI_HUMAN Plastin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PLS1 PE=1 SV=220.311306 21.41431 1 6 By matching By MS/MS 0 4 1.1030083 1063 11.3 70.253 629
sp|Q99878|H2A1J_HUMAN;sp|Q96KK5|H2A1H_HUMAN;sp|Q9BTM1|H2AJ_HUMAN;sp|Q16777|H2A2C_HUMAN;sp|Q93077|H2A1C_HUMAN;sp|Q6FI13|H2A2A_HUMAN;sp|P0C0S8|H2A1_HUMAN;sp|Q7L7L0|H2A3_HUMAN;sp|P20671|H2A1D_HUMAN;sp|P04908|H2A1B_HUMANsp|Q99878|H2A1J_HUMAN Histone H2  type 1-J OS= omo sapiens GN=HIST1H2AJ PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q96KK5|H2A1H_HUMAN Histone H2A type 1-H OS=Homo sapiens GN=HIST1H2AH PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q9BTM1|H2AJ_ UMAN istone H2A.J OS= omo sapiens GN=H2AFJ PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q16777|H2A2C_HUMAN24.997658 26.09212 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 4 1.0944672 1062 32.8 13.936 128
sp|O75312|ZPR1_HUMANsp|O75312|ZPR1_HUMAN Zinc finger protein ZPR1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ZNF259 PE=1 SV=120.528481 21.61585 1 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 4 1.087368 1061 7.6 50.925 459
sp|P51858|HDGF_HUMAN;sp|P51858-2|HDGF_HUMAN;sp|P51858-3|HDGF_HUMANsp|P51858|HDGF_HUMAN epatoma-derived growth factor OS=Homo sapiens GN=HDGF PE=1 SV=1;sp|P51858-2|HDGF_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Hepatoma-derived growth factor OS=Homo sapiens GN=HDGF;sp|P51858-3|HDGF_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Hepatoma-derived growth factor OS=Homo sapi20.168802 21.25419 1 3 By S/MS By MS/MS 1 1.0853863 1060 19.6 26.788 240
sp|P18077|RL35A_HUMANsp|P18077|RL35A_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L35a OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL35A PE=1 SV=221.120096 22.18507 3 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 7 1.0649776 1059 29.1 12.538 110
sp|Q86UP2-2|KTN1_HUMAN;sp|Q86UP2-3|KTN1_HUMAN;sp|Q86UP2|KTN1_HUMANsp|Q86UP2-2|KTN1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Kinectin OS=Homo sapiens GN=KTN1;sp|Q86UP2-3|KTN1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Kinectin OS=Homo sapiens GN=KTN1;sp|Q86UP2|KTN1_HUMAN Kinectin OS=Homo sapiens GN=KTN1 PE=1 SV=119.767025 20.81652 1 2 By S/MS By MS/MS 1 3 1.0494938 1058 2.3 149.61 1300
sp|P61758|PFD3_HUMANsp|P61758|PFD3_HUMAN Prefoldin subunit 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=VBP1 PE=1 SV=320.021635 21.05523 1 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 5 1.0335999 1057 14.2 22.658 197
sp|Q9NTJ3-2|SMC4_HUMAN;sp|Q9NTJ3|SMC4_HUMANsp|Q9NTJ3-2|SMC4_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Structural maintenance of chromosomes protein 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SMC4;sp|Q9NTJ3|SMC4_HUMAN Structural maintenance of chromosomes protein 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SMC4 PE=1 SV=219.350439 20.38132 1 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 3 1.0308762 1056 1.7 140.28 1230
sp|O43809|CPSF5_HUMANsp|O43809|CPSF5_HUMAN Cleavage and polyadenylation specificity factor subunit 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NUDT21 PE=1 SV=119.824799 20.85278 1 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 3 1.027977 1055 11.5 26.227 227
sp|Q9HCN4|GPN1_HUMAN;sp|Q9HCN4-3|GPN1_HUMAN;sp|Q9HCN4-2|GPN1_HUMAN;sp|Q9HCN4-4|GPN1_HUMANsp|Q9 CN4|GPN1_HUMAN GPN-loop GTPase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GPN1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9HC 4-3|GPN1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of GPN-loop GTPase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GPN1;sp|Q9HCN4-2|GPN1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of GPN-loop GTPase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GPN1;sp|Q9HCN4-4|GPN1_HUMAN Isof19.835476 20.86212 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 3 .0266399 1054 8.6 41.74 374
sp|P32119|PRDX2_HUMAN;sp|P32119-2|PRDX2_HUMANsp|P32119|PRDX2_HUMAN eroxiredoxin-2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRDX2 PE=1 SV=524.550806 25.57187 9 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 15 18 1.0210648 1053 50 21.892 198
sp|P43307|SSRA_HUMAN;sp|P43307-2|SSRA_HUMANsp|P43307|SSRA_HUMAN Translocon-associated protein subunit alpha OS=Homo sapiens GN=SSR1 PE=1 SV=3;sp|P43307-2|SSRA_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Translocon-associated protein subunit alpha OS=Homo sapiens GN=SSR119.667698 20.68286 0 2 By MS/MS 0 3 1.0151634 1052 6.6 32. 35 286
sp|Q9HC35-2|EMAL4_HUMAN;sp|Q9HC35|EMAL4_HUMANsp|Q9HC35-2|EMAL4_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Echinoderm microtubule-associated protein-like 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EML4;sp|Q9HC35|EMAL4_HUMAN Echinoderm microtubule-associated protein-like 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EML4 PE=1 SV=319.868748 20.8741 1 3 By matching By MS/MS 0 3 1.0053539 1051 3. 102.44 923
sp|Q969T4|UB2E3_HUMAN;sp|Q96LR5|UB2E2_HUMANsp|Q969T4|UB2E3_HUMAN Ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E2 E3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBE2E3 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q96LR5|UB2E2_HUMAN Ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E2 E2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBE2E2 PE=1 SV=12.747799 23.735 4 5 By M /MS By MS/MS 5 8 0.9872036 1050 28 22.912 207
sp|P62136|PP1A_HUMAN;sp|P62136-2|PP1A_HUMAN;sp|P62136-3|PP1A_HUMAN;sp|P36873|PP1G_HUMAN;sp|P62140|PP1B_HUMAN;sp|P36873-2|PP1G_HUMANsp|P62136|PP1A_HUMAN Serine/threonine-protein phosphatase PP1-alpha catalytic subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPP1CA PE=1 SV=1;sp|P62136-2|PP1A_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Serine/threonine-protein phosphatase PP1-alpha catalytic subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPP1CA;sp|P62120.580591 21.56672 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 0 6 0.9861279 1049 6.4 37.512 330
sp|Q92905|CSN5_HUMANsp|Q92905|CSN5_HUMAN COP9 signalosome complex subunit 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=COPS5 PE=1 SV=419.8102 20.79066 0 2 By MS/MS 0 3 0.980463 1048 8.7 37.578 334
sp|P58107|EPIPL_HUMANsp|P58107|EPIPL_HUMAN Epiplakin OS=Homo sapiens GN=EPPK1 PE=1 SV=220.826948 21.80101 3 6 By matching By MS/MS 0 5 0.9740582 1047 8.1 555.61 5090
sp|P29762|RABP1_HUMANsp| 29762|RABP1_HUMAN Cellular retinoic acid-binding protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CRABP1 PE=2 SV=224.742115 25.71135 8 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 19 0.9692383 1046 70.1 15.565 137
sp|P43243|MATR3_HUMAN;sp|P43243-2|MATR3_HUMANsp|P43243|MATR3_HUMAN atrin-3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MATR3 PE=1 SV=225.038837 26.0055 14 21 By MS/MS By MS/MS 20 43 0.9666576 1045 31.4 94.622 847
sp|P55265-5|DSRAD_HUMAN;sp|P55265|DSRAD_HUMAN;sp|P55265-4|DSRAD_HUMAN;sp|P55265-3|DSRAD_HUMAN;sp|P55265-2|DSRAD_HUMANsp|P55265-5|DSRAD_HUMAN Isoform 5 of Double-stranded RNA-specific adenosine deaminase OS=Homo sapiens GN=ADAR;sp|P55265|DSRAD_HUMAN Double-stranded RNA-specific adenosine deaminase OS=Homo sapiens GN=ADAR PE=1 SV=4;sp|P55265-4|DSRAD_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Doub21.3581 6 22.32345 3 6 By MS/ S By MS/MS 2 9 0.965 901 1044 8.2 103.64 931
sp|O95292|VAPB_HUMAN;sp|O95292-2|VAPB_HUMANsp|O95292|VAPB_HUMAN esicle-associated membrane protein-associated protein B/C OS=Homo sapiens GN=VAPB PE=1 SV=3;sp|O95292-2|VAPB_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Vesicle-associated membrane protein-associated protein B/C OS=Homo sapiens GN=VAPB20.33798 21.29328 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 4 0.9552994 104 16 27.228 243
sp|O75821|EIF3G_HUMANsp|O75821|EIF3G_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 3 subunit G OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF3G PE=1 SV=219.901878 20.84406 1 2 By matching By M /MS 0 4 0.9421864 1042 5.3 35.611 320
sp|Q13126|MTAP_HUMAN;sp|Q13126-7|MTAP_HUMAN;sp|Q13126-4|MTAP_HUMAN;sp|Q13126-6|MTAP_HUMAN;sp|Q13126-5|MTAP_HUMAN;sp|Q13126-3|MTAP_HUMAN;sp|Q13126-2|MTAP_HUMANsp|Q13126|MTAP_HUMAN S-methyl-5-thioadenosine phosphorylase OS=Homo sapiens GN=MTAP PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q13126-7|MTAP_HUMAN Isoform 7 of S-methyl-5-thioadenosine phosphorylase OS=Homo sapiens GN=MTAP;sp|Q13126-4|MTAP_HUMAN Isoform 4 of S-methyl-5-thioadenosine21.1 0697 22.04936 2 4 By S/MS By MS/MS 1 7 0.9386673 1041 21.2 31.236 283
sp|O14828-2|SCAM3_HUMAN;sp|O14828|SCAM3_HUMANsp|O14828-2|SCAM3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Secretory carrier-associated membrane protein 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SCAMP3;sp|O14828|SCAM3_HUMAN Secretory carrier-associated membrane protein 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SCAMP3 PE=1 SV=319.983919 20.91889 1 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 3 0.9349709 1040 10 35.201 321
sp|P18124|RL7_HUMANsp|P18124|RL7_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL7 PE=1 SV=122.972355 23.90509 3 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 12 0.9327335 1039 19.4 29.225 248
sp|P62253|UB2G1_HUMANsp|P62253|UB2G1_HUMAN Ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E2 G1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBE2G1 PE=1 SV=30.608095 21.53744 0 3 By MS/MS 0 5 0.9293461 1038 17.1 19.509 170
sp|Q9H2P9-6|DPH5_HUMAN;sp|Q9H2P9|DPH5_HUMAN;sp|Q9H2P9-5|DPH5_HUMAN;sp|Q9H2P9-3|DPH5_HUMAN;sp|Q9H2P9-2|DPH5_HUMAN;sp|Q9H2P9-4|DPH5_HUMANsp|Q9H2P9-6|DPH5_HUMAN Isoform 6 of Di hthine synthase OS=Homo sapiens GN= ;sp|Q9H2P9|DP 5_HUMAN Diphthine synthase OS=Homo sapiens GN=DPH5 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9H2P9-5|DPH5_HUMAN Isoform 5 of Diphthine synthase OS=Homo sapiens GN=DPH5;sp|Q9H2P9-3|DPH5_HUMAN I22.84984 23.7678 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 4 0.9179554 1037 13. 31.58 284
sp|P06132|DCUP_HUMANsp| 06132|DCUP_HUMAN Uroporphyrinogen decarboxylase OS=Homo sapiens GN=UROD PE=1 SV=220.046343 20.96028 0 2 By MS/MS 0 4 0.9139366 1036 7.1 40.786 367
sp|Q9UHD1-2|CHRD1_HUMAN;sp|Q9UHD1|CHRD1_HUMANsp|Q9UHD1-2|CHRD1_H MAN Isoform 2 of Cysteine and histidine-rich domain-containing protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CHORDC1;sp|Q9UHD1|CHRD1_HUMAN Cysteine and histidine-rich domain-containing protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CHORDC1 PE=1 SV=219.487537 20.40072 0 2 By MS/MS 0 3 0.913187 1035 7 35.286 313
sp|Q99623|PHB2_HUMAN;sp|Q99623-2|PHB2_HUMANsp|Q99623|PHB2_HUMAN rohibitin-2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PHB2 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q99623-2|PHB2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Prohibitin-2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PHB22 .950327 23.85842 6 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 15 0.9080944 1034 38.5 33.296 99
sp|Q9NTK5|OLA1_HUMAN;sp|Q9NTK5-2|OLA1_HUMAN;sp|Q9NTK5-3|OLA1_HUMANsp|Q9NTK5|OLA1_HUMAN Obg-like ATPase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=OLA1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9NTK5-2|OLA1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Obg-like ATPase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=OLA1;sp|Q9NTK5-3|OLA1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Obg-like ATPase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=OLA122.4 3505 23.38916 6 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 16 0.8956566 1033 25.8 44.743 396
sp|Q9UI10-3|EI2BD_HUMAN;sp|Q9UI10|EI2BD_HUMAN;sp|Q9UI10-2|EI2BD_HUMANsp|Q9UI10-3|EI2BD_H MAN Isoform 3 of Translation initiation factor eIF-2B subunit delta OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF2B4;sp|Q9UI10|EI2BD_HUMAN Translation initiation factor eIF-2B subunit delta OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF2B4 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9UI10-2|EI2BD_HUMAN Isoform 20.41548 21.3103 1 3 By MS/MS y MS/MS 1 3 0.8948231 1032 7.7 57.457 522
sp|P05455|LA_HUMANsp|P05455|LA_HUMAN Lupus La protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=SSB PE=1 SV=227.397299 28.28714 22 29 By MS/MS By MS/MS 52 71 0.8898411 1031 56.1 46.836 408
sp|Q9Y262-2|EIF3L_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y262|EIF3L_HUMANsp|Q9Y262-2|EIF3L_HUMAN soform 2 of Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 3 subunit L OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF3L;sp|Q9Y262|EIF3L_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 3 subunit L OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF3L PE=1 SV=120.001139 20.88621 2 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 4 0.8850727 1030 7.9 61.013 516
sp|Q9Y277|VDAC3_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y277-2|VDAC3_HUMANsp|Q9Y277|VDAC3_HUMAN Voltage-dependent anion-selective channel protein 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=VDAC3 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9Y277-2|VDAC3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Voltage-dependent anion-selective channel protein 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=VDAC319.77602 0.65386 1 2 By matching By MS/M 0 3 0.87784 1029 8.5 30.658 283
sp|Q9NPQ8-4|RIC8A_HUMAN;sp|Q9NPQ8|RIC8A_HUMAN;sp|Q9NPQ8-2|RIC8A_HUMAN;sp|Q9NPQ8-3|RIC8A_HUMANsp|Q9NPQ8-4|RIC8A_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Synembryn-A OS=Homo sapiens GN=RIC8A;sp|Q9NPQ8|RIC8A_HUMAN Synembryn-A OS=Homo sapiens GN=RIC8A PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q9NPQ8-2|RIC8A_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Synembryn-A OS=Homo sapiens GN=RIC8A;sp|Q9NPQ8-3|RIC8A_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Sy20.104031 20.96719 0 3 By MS/MS 0 5 0.8631611 1028 7.2 59.612 530
sp|Q9H0D6-2|XRN2_HUMAN;sp|Q9H0D6|XRN2_HUMANsp|Q9H0D6-2|XRN2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 5-3 exoribonuclease 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=XRN2;sp|Q9H0D6|XRN2_HUMAN 5-3 exoribonuclease 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=XRN2 PE=1 SV=121.181196 22.03218 2 4 By M /MS By MS/MS 2 8 0.8509808 1027 6.1 99.96 874
sp|Q02809|PLOD1_HUMANsp|Q02809|PLOD1_HUMAN Procollagen-lysine,2-oxoglutarate 5-dioxygenase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PLOD1 PE=1 SV=220.09083 20.93387 0 3 By MS/MS 0 3 0.8430443 1026 5.5 83.549 727
sp|Q99733|NP1L4_HUMANsp|Q99733|NP1L4_HUMAN Nucleosome assembly protein 1-like 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NAP1L4 PE=1 SV=120.396215 21.2359 3 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 7 0.8396893 1025 14.9 42.823 375
sp|P63165|SUMO1_HUMAN;sp|P63165-2|SUMO1_HUMANsp|P63165|SUMO1_HUMAN mall ubiquitin-related modifier 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SUMO1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P63165-2|SUMO1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Small ubiquitin-related modifier 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SUMO120.585821 21.42404 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 5 0.8382168 1024 18.8 11.557 101
sp|Q12907|LMAN2_HUMANsp|Q12907|LMAN2_HUMAN Vesicular integral-membrane protein VIP36 OS=Homo sapiens GN=LMAN2 PE=1 SV=120.1668 20.99811 1 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 5 0.8313065 1023 9 40.228 356
sp|P30044-2|PRDX5_HUMAN;sp|P30044|PRDX5_HUMAN;sp|P30044-3|PRDX5_HUMAN;sp|P30044-4|PRDX5_HUMANsp|P30044-2|PRDX5_HUMAN Isoform Cytoplasmic+peroxisomal of Peroxiredoxin-5, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRDX5;sp|P30044|PRDX5_HUMAN Peroxiredoxin-5, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRDX5 PE=1 SV=4;sp|P30044-3|PRDX5_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Peroxiredoxin-5,22.9029 1 23.73242 5 5 By MS/ S By MS/MS 6 10 0.8295155 1022 41.4 17.031 162
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sp|P16152|CBR1_HUMAN;sp|O75828|CBR3_HUMANsp|P16152|CBR1_HUMAN Carbonyl reductase [NADPH] 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CBR1 PE=1 SV=3;sp|O75828|CBR3_HUMAN Carbonyl reductase [NADPH] 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CBR3 PE=1 SV=320.133442 20.95504 0 3 By MS/MS 0 0.8215942 1021 14.8 30.375 277
sp|Q9NZD2|GLTP_HUMANsp|Q9NZD2|GLTP_HUMAN Glycolipid transfer protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=GLTP PE=1 SV=319.920134 20.72501 1 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 3 0.8048725 1020 12 23.85 209
sp|P62424|RL7A_HUMANsp|P62424|RL7A_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L7a OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL7A PE=1 SV=224.782019 25.58537 11 13 By MS/MS By MS/MS 14 28 0.8033543 1019 44 29.995 266
sp|Q15121|PEA15_HUMANsp|Q15121|PEA15_HUMAN Astrocytic phosphoprotein PEA-15 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PEA15 PE=1 SV=220.734547 21.53654 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 5 0.8019943 1018 30.8 15.04 130
sp|Q02878|RL6_HUMANsp|Q02878|RL6_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL6 PE=1 SV=324.105896 24.90701 9 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 16 20 0.8011189 1017 33 32.728 288
sp|Q13596-2|SNX1_HUMAN;sp|Q13596|SNX1_HUMAN;sp|Q13596-3|SNX1_HUMANsp|Q 3596-2|SNX1_HUMAN Isoform 1  of Sorting nexin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SNX1;sp|Q13596|SNX1_HUMAN Sorting nexin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SNX1 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q13596-3|SNX1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Sorting nexin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SNX120.27913 21.07561 3 6 By S/MS By MS/MS 1 6 0.7964764 1016 14.9 51.812 457
sp|P31942-2|HNRH3_HUMAN;sp|P31942|HNRH3_HUMAN;sp|P31942-3|HNRH3_HUMAN;sp|P31942-4|HNRH3_HUMAN;sp|P31942-6|HNRH3_HUMAN;sp|P31942-5|HNRH3_HUMANsp|P31942-2|H RH3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein H3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPH3;sp|P31942|HNRH3_HUMA  eterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein H3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPH3 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P31942-3|HNRH3_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Heterogene24.100933 24.89712 7 8 By MS/ S By MS/MS 11 14 0.7961884 10 5 32.9 35.2 8 331
sp|Q9NR30|DDX21_HUMAN;sp|Q9NR30-2|DDX21_HUMAN;sp|Q9BQ39|DDX50_HUMANsp|Q9NR30|DDX21_HUMAN Nucleolar RN  helicase 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDX21 PE=1 SV=5;sp|Q9NR30-2|DDX21_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Nucleolar RNA helicase 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDX2121.520613 2.31548 3 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 4 0.7948666 1014 6 87.343 783
sp|O95104-2|SFR15_HUMAN;sp|O95104-3|SFR15_HUMAN;sp|O95104|SFR15_HUMAN;sp|Q9UPN6|SCAF8_HUMANsp|O9 104-2|SFR15_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Splicing factor, arginine/serine-rich 15 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SCAF4;sp|O95104-3|SFR15_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Splicing factor, arginine/serine-rich 15 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SCAF4;sp|O95104|SFR15_HUMAN Splicing factor, arginine/se19.95 28 20.75181 1 3 By matching By MS/MS 0 5 0.7925282 1013 2.3 123.64 1125
sp|P11498|PYC_HUMANsp|P11498|PYC_HUMAN Pyruvate carboxylase, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=PC PE=1 SV=224.208958 24.9914 8 20 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 36 0.7824421 1012 23.8 129.63 1178
sp|Q01860|PO5F1_HUMAN;sp|P20265-3|PO3F2_HUMAN;sp|P20265-2|PO3F2_HUMAN;sp|Q01860-2|PO5F1_HUMAN;sp|Q06416|P5F1B_HUMAN;sp|P20265|PO3F2_HUMAN;sp|Q03052|PO3F1_HUMAN;sp|P20264|PO3F3_HUMANsp|Q01860|PO5F1_HUMAN U domain, class 5, transcription factor 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=POU5F1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P20265-3|PO3F2_HUMAN Isoform N-OCT 5B of POU domain, cla s 3, transcription factor 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=POU3F2;sp|P20265-2|PO3F2_HUMAN Isoform N-OCT 5A19.924891 20.70489 1 2 By matching By MS/MS 0 3 0.7799988 1011 6.4 38.57 360
sp|Q9UBE0|SAE1_HUMAN;sp|Q9UBE0-2|SAE1_HUMAN;sp|Q9UBE0-3|SAE1_HUMANsp|Q9UBE0|SAE1_H MAN SUMO-activating enzyme subunit  OS=Homo sapiens GN=SAE1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9UBE0-2|SAE1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of SUMO-activating enzyme subunit 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SAE1;sp|Q9UBE0-3|SAE1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of SUMO-activating enzyme subunit 1 OS=Hom23.1022 23.87465 4 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 15 0.7724457 1010 25.4 38.449 346
sp|Q15274|NADC_HUMANsp|Q15274| ADC_HUMAN Nicotinate-nucleotide pyrophosphorylase [carboxylating] OS=Homo sapiens GN=QPRT PE=1 SV=319.57692 20.34743 2 4 By MS/MS B  MS/MS 3 8 0.7705154 1009 15.2 30.845 297
sp|P50914|RL14_HUMANsp|P50914|RL14_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L14 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL14 PE=1 SV=422.333799 23.10343 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 8 0.7696323 1008 16.3 23.432 215
sp|P31946-2|1433B_HUMAN;sp|P31946|1433B_HUMANsp|P31946-2|1433B_HUMAN Isoform Short of 14-3-3 protein beta/alpha OS=Homo sapiens GN=YWHAB;sp|P31946|1433B_HUMAN 14-3-3 protein beta/alpha OS=Homo sapiens GN=YWHAB PE=1 SV=32 .592293 2 . 5944 9 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 11 0.767 509 1007 48.4 27.85 244
sp|Q32P28-3|P3H1_HUMAN;sp|Q32P28|P3H1_HUMAN;sp|Q32P28-2|P3H1_HUMANsp|Q32P28-3|P3H1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Prolyl 3-hydroxylase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=LEPRE1;sp|Q32P28|P3H1_HUMAN Prolyl 3-hydroxylase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=LEPRE1 PE=1 SV=220. 6 383 20.92781 1 4 By /MS By MS/MS 7 0.7644291 1006 7.7 90.615 804
sp|Q2Q1W2|LIN41_HUMANsp|Q2Q1W2|LIN41_HUMAN E3 ubiquitin-protein ligase TRIM71 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TRIM71 PE=1 SV=120.575886 21.33549 2 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 6 0.7596054 1005 5.2 93.384 868
sp|P59998|ARPC4_HUMAN;sp|P59998-3|ARPC4_HUMAN;sp|P59998-4|ARPC4_HUMAN;sp|P59998-2|ARPC4_HUMANsp|P59998| RPC4_HUMAN ctin-related protein 2/3 complex subunit 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARPC4 PE=1 SV=3;sp|P59998-3|ARPC4_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Actin-related protein 2/3 complex subunit 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARPC4;sp|P59998-4|ARPC4_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Actin-relate20.125227 20.88241 1 2 By MS/ S By MS/MS 2 3 0.7571831 1004 11.3 19.667 168
sp|Q96M27|PRRC1_HUMAN;sp|Q96M27-3|PRRC1_HUMAN;sp|Q96M27-2|PRRC1_HUMAN;sp|Q96M27-4|PRRC1_HUMAN;sp|Q96M27-5|PRRC1_HUMANsp|Q96M27|PRRC1_HU AN Protein PRRC1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRRC1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q96M27-3|PRRC1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Protein PRRC1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRRC1;sp|Q96M27-2|PRRC1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Protein PRRC1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRRC1;sp|Q96M27-4|PRRC1_HUMAN Isoform 421.631475 22.38806 2 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 5 0.7565842 1003 10.8 46.701 445
sp|P62487|RPB7_HUMANsp|P62487|RPB7_HUMAN DNA-directed RNA polymerase II subunit RPB7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=POLR2G PE=1 SV=120.526224 21.28212 0 2 By MS/MS 0 4 0.7558975 1002 14.5 19.294 172
sp|Q9NUQ9|FA49B_HUMAN;sp|Q9H0Q0|FA49A_HUMANsp|Q9NUQ9|FA49B_HUMAN Protein FAM49B OS=Homo sapiens GN=FAM49B PE=1 SV=122.277021 23.03049 4 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 10 0.7534714 1001 26.9 36.748 324
sp|P68402|PA1B2_HUMAN;sp|P68402-3|PA1B2_HUMAN;sp|P68402-2|PA1B2_HUMAN;sp|P68402-4|PA1B2_HUMANsp|P68402|PA1B2_HUMAN latelet-activating factor acetylhydrolase IB subunit beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=PAFAH1B2 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P68402-3|PA1B2_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Platelet-activating factor acetylhydrolase IB subunit beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=PAFAH1B2;sp|P68402-2|P23.052551 23.80391 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 6 0.751354 000 15.3 25.569 229
sp|P04083|ANXA1_HUMANsp|P04083| XA1_HUMAN Annexin A1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ANXA1 PE=1 SV=227.196573 27.92059 20 21 By MS/MS By MS/MS 36 50 0.72402 999 64.7 38.714 346
sp|Q12905|ILF2_HUMANsp|Q12905|ILF2_HUMAN Interleukin enhancer-binding factor 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ILF2 PE=1 SV=27.608231 28.33074 13 17 By MS/MS By MS/MS 39 53 0.7225094 998 55.4 43.062 390
sp|Q9P2K5|MYEF2_HUMAN;sp|Q9P2K5-2|MYEF2_HUMAN;sp|Q9P2K5-3|MYEF2_HUMAN;sp|Q9P2K5-4|MYEF2_HUMANsp|Q9P2K5|MYEF2_HUMAN Myelin expression factor 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MYEF2 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q9P2K5-2|MYEF2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Myelin expression factor 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MYEF223.014101 3.73293 4 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 21 0.7188339 997 1.3 64.121 600
sp|P36542-2|ATPG_HUMAN;sp|P36542|ATPG_HUMANsp| 36542-2|ATPG_HUMAN Isoform Heart of ATP synthase subunit gamma, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATP5C1;sp|P36542|ATPG_HUMAN ATP synthase subunit gamma, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATP5C1 PE=1 SV=119.94 9 20.66206 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 4 0.715465 99 10.8 32.881 297
sp|O60493|SNX3_HUMAN;sp|O60493-2|SNX3_HUMAN;sp|O60493-4|SNX3_HUMAN;sp|O60493-3|SNX3_HUMANsp|O60493|SNX3_HUMAN orting nexin-3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=S X3 PE=1 SV=3;sp|O60493-2|SNX3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Sorting nexin-3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SNX3;sp|O60493-4|SNX3_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Sorting nexin-3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SNX3;sp|O60493-3|SNX3_HUMAN Isoform 322.209106 22.92093 5 6 By S/MS By MS/M 3 10 0.7118187 995 34.6 18.762 162
sp|Q14202-2|ZMYM3_HUMAN;sp|Q14202|ZMYM3_HUMAN;sp|Q5VZL5-3|ZMYM4_HUMAN;sp|Q5VZL5-2|ZMYM4_HUMAN;sp|Q5VZL5-4|ZMYM4_HUMAN;sp|Q5VZL5|ZMYM4_HUMANsp|Q14202-2|ZMYM3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Zinc finger MYM-type protein 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ZMYM3;sp| 14202|ZMYM3_HUMAN Zinc finger MY -type protein 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ZMYM3 PE=1 SV=220.335976 21.04713 1 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 6 0.7111588 994 2.2 151.08 1358
sp|P04818|TYSY_HUMAN;sp|P04818-3|TYSY_HUMAN;sp|P04818-2|TYSY_HUMANsp|P04818|TYSY_HUMAN hymidylate synthase OS=Homo sapiens GN=TYMS PE=1 SV=3;sp|P04818-3|TYSY_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Thymidylate synthase OS=Homo sapiens GN=TYMS;sp|P04818-2|TYSY_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Thymidylate synthase OS=Homo sapiens GN=TYMS22. 34899 22.74205 2 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 8 0.7071533 993 28.4 35.716 313
sp|Q8IX01-4|SUGP2_HUMAN;sp|Q8IX01-3|SUGP2_HUMAN;sp|Q8IX01|SUGP2_HUMANsp|Q8IX01-4|SUGP2_HUMAN Isoform 4 of SURP and G-patch domain-containing protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SUGP2;sp|Q8IX01-3|SUGP2_HUMAN Isoform 3 of SURP and G-patch domain-containing protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SUGP2;sp|Q8IX01|SUGP2_HUMAN SURP and G-patch dom20.026815 20.73306 1 4 By tching By MS/MS 0 6 0.7062435 992 3.6 115.18 1030
sp|P52272-2|HNRPM_HUMAN;sp|P52272|HNRPM_HUMANsp|P52272-2|H RPM_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein M OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPM;sp|P52272|HNRPM_HUMAN Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein M OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPM PE=1 SV=329.077858 29.77844 35 42 By MS/MS By MS/MS 74 109 0.7005806 991 68.6 73.62 691
sp|Q9Y696|CLIC4_HUMANsp|Q9Y696|CLIC4_HUMAN Chloride intracellular channel protein 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CLIC4 PE=1 SV=424.127388 24.82542 8 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 23 0.6980286 990 55.7 28.772 253
sp|P23381-2|SYWC_HUMAN;sp|P23381|SYWC_HUMANsp|P23381-2|SYWC_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Tryptophan--tRNA ligase, cytoplasmic OS=Homo sapiens GN=WARS;sp|P23381|SYWC_HUMAN Tryptophan--tRNA ligase, cytoplasmic OS=Homo sapiens GN=WARS PE=1 SV=223.228394 23.92388 6 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 16 0.6954899 989 25.5 48.179 424
sp|Q13418|ILK_HUMANsp|Q13418|ILK_HUMAN Integrin-linked protein kinase OS=Homo sapiens GN=ILK PE=1 SV=220.346746 21.03288 0 4 By MS/MS 0 6 0.6861362 988 8 51.419 452
sp|P00568|KAD1_HUMANsp|P00568|KAD1_HUMAN Adenylate kinase isoenzyme 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=AK1 PE=1 SV=320.124504 20.80978 0 3 By MS/MS 0 5 0.6852798 987 18 21.635 194
sp|A5YKK6-2|CNOT1_HUMAN;sp|A5YKK6|CNOT1_HUMAN;sp|A5YKK6-3|CNOT1_HUMAN;sp|A5YKK6-4|CNOT1_HUMANsp|A5YKK6-2|C OT1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of CCR4-NOT transcription complex subunit 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CNOT1;sp|A5YKK6|CNOT1_HUMAN CCR4-NOT transcription complex subunit 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CNOT1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|A5YKK6-3|CNOT1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of CCR4-NOT transcrip20.48 445 21.1585 2 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 0.677063 986 1.9 266.38 2371
sp|O43252|PAPS1_HUMANsp|O43252|PAPS1_HUMAN Bifunctional 3-phosphoadenosine 5-phosphosulfate synthase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PAPSS1 PE=1 SV=220.31991 20.99507 1 3 By matc ing By MS/MS 0 5 0.6751614 985 4.8 70.832 624
sp|Q96GD0|PLPP_HUMANsp|Q96GD0|PLPP_HUMAN Pyridoxal phosphate phosphatase OS=Homo sapiens GN=PDXP PE=1 SV=220.250378 20.92245 4 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 4 0.6720734 984 20.9 31.698 296
sp|Q8WUM0|NU133_HUMANsp|Q8WUM0|NU133_HUMAN Nuclear pore complex protein Nup133 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NUP133 PE=1 SV=220.637562 21.30513 1 3 By matching By MS/MS 0 5 0.667572 983 3.9 128.98 1156
sp|P19525-2|E2AK2_HUMAN;sp|P19525|E2AK2_HUMANsp|P19525-2|E2AK2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Interferon-induced, double-stranded RNA-activated protein kinase OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF2AK2;sp|P19525|E2AK2_HUMAN Interferon-induced, double-stranded RNA-activated protein kinase OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF2AK2 PE=1 SV=219.613934 20.28116 1 2 By matching By MS/MS 0 3 0.6672268 982 3.7 57.39 510
sp|P61221|ABCE1_HUMANsp|P61221| BCE1_HUMAN ATP-binding cassette sub-family E member 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ABCE1 PE=1 SV=122.916048 23.57335 5 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 19 0.6572971 981 18.7 67.314 599
sp|Q53FT3|HIKES_HUMANsp|Q53FT3|HIKES_HUMAN Protein Hikeshi OS=Homo sapiens GN=C11orf73 PE=1 SV=221.231691 21.888 2 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 6 0.6563053 980 17.3 21.627 197
sp|Q13257|MD2L1_HUMAN;sp|Q13257-2|MD2L1_HUMANsp|Q13257|MD2L1_HUMAN itotic spindle assembly checkpoint protein MAD2A OS=Homo sapiens GN=MAD2L1 PE=1 SV=13.087608 23.74181 4 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 15 0.6541977 979 35.1 23.51 205
sp|Q9UMY4|SNX12_HUMAN;sp|Q9UMY4-2|SNX12_HUMAN;sp|Q9UMY4-3|SNX12_HUMANsp|Q9UMY4|S X12_H AN Sorting nexin-12 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SNX12 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q9UMY4-2|SNX12_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Sorting nexin-12 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SNX12;sp|Q9UMY4-3|SNX12_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Sorting nexin-12 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SNX1223.101686 23.7553 6 8 By MS/MS By MS/M 5 12 0.6536312 978 45.3 19.73 172
sp|P05388|RLA0_HUMAN;sp|Q8NHW5|RLA0L_HUMANsp|P05388|RLA0_HUMAN 60S acidic ribosomal protein P0 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPLP0 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q8NHW5|RLA0L_HUMAN 60S acidic ribosomal protein P0-like OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPLP0P6 PE=5 SV=126.66898 27.32071 8 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 21 0.65172 977 40.1 34.273 317
sp|Q01518|CAP1_HUMAN;sp|Q01518-2|CAP1_HUMANsp|Q01518|CAP1_HUMAN Adenylyl cyclase-associated protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CAP1 PE=1 SV=5;sp|Q01518-2|CAP1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Adenylyl cyclase-associated protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CAP125.937889 26.58849 15 17 By MS/MS By MS/MS 27 38 0.650604 976 43.6 51.901 475
sp|Q93034|CUL5_HUMANsp|Q93034|CUL5_HUMAN Cullin-5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CUL5 PE=1 SV=420.06587 20.71641 1 4 By MS/M By MS/MS 1 6 0.6505375 975 5.4 90.954 780
sp|Q01995|TAGL_HUMANsp|Q01995|TAGL_HUMAN Transgelin OS=Homo sapiens GN=TAGLN PE=1 SV=425.741882 26.39203 14 16 By MS/MS By MS/MS 21 35 0.6501503 974 78.1 22.611 201
sp|Q9H3P2|NELFA_HUMAN;sp|Q9H3P2-7|NELFA_HUMANsp|Q9H3P2|NELFA_HUMAN Negative elongation factor A OS=Homo sapiens GN=NELFA PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q9H3P2-7|NELFA_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Negative elongation factor A OS=Homo sapiens GN=NELFA19.926609 20.57385 1 2 By atching By MS/MS 0 4 0.6472454 973 6.6 57.276 528
sp|P52564|MP2K6_HUMAN;sp|P52564-2|MP2K6_HUMAN;sp|P46734-2|MP2K3_HUMAN;sp|P46734|MP2K3_HUMAN;sp|P46734-3|MP2K3_HUMANsp|P52564|MP2K6_HUMAN Dual specificity mitogen-activated protein kina e kinase 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MAP2K6 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P52564-2|MP2K6_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Dual specificity mitogen-activated protein kinase kinase 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MAP2K6;sp|P46734-2|MP2K31.916851 22.56218 2 6 By match g By MS/MS 0 10 0.64533 3 972 21.3 37.492 334
sp|P35611-2|ADDA_HUMAN;sp|P35611|ADDA_HUMAN;sp|P35611-3|ADDA_HUMANsp|P35611-2|ADDA_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Al ha-adducin OS=Homo sapiens GN=ADD1;sp|P35611|ADDA_HUMAN Alpha-adducin OS=Homo sapiens GN=ADD1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P35611-3|ADDA_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Alpha-adducin OS=Homo sapiens GN=ADD120.62 325 21.26842 1 3 By matching By MS/MS 0 4 0.6450977 971 6.8 69.984 631
sp|P35244|RFA3_HUMANsp|P35244|RFA3_HUMAN Replication protein A 14 kDa subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPA3 PE=1 SV=122.864178 23.50434 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 9 0.6401596 970 57.9 13.569 121
sp|O75643|U520_HUMAN;sp|O75643-2|U520_HUMANsp|O75643|U520_HUMAN  small nuclear ribonucleoprotein 200 kDa helicase OS=Homo sapiens GN=SNRNP200 PE=1 SV=21.317276 21.94999 5 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 9 0.6327133 969 3.9 244.5 2136
sp|P61088|UBE2N_HUMAN;sp|Q5JXB2|UE2NL_HUMANsp|P61088|UBE2N_HUMAN Ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E2 N OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBE2N PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q5JXB2|UE2NL_HUMAN Putative ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E2 N-like OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBE2NL PE=1 SV=125.371723 25.99378 8 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 14 5 0.6220531 968 53.9 17.138 152
sp|P12236|ADT3_HUMAN;sp|P12235|ADT1_HUMANsp|P12236|ADT3_HUMAN ADP/ATP translocase 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SLC25A6 PE=1 SV=4;sp|P12235|ADT1_HUMAN ADP/ATP translocase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SLC25A4 PE=1 SV=42 .895412 24.51731 6 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 19 0.6219006 967 36.6 32.866 298
sp|Q9NVT9|ARMC1_HUMANsp|Q9NVT9| RMC1_HUMAN Armadillo repeat-containing protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARMC1 PE=1 SV=120.102436 20.71674 1 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 3 0.6143055 966 11.7 31.28 282
sp|P08621-3|RU17_HUMAN;sp|P08621-2|RU17_HUMAN;sp|P08621|RU17_HUMANsp|P08621-3|RU17_HUMAN Isoform 3 of U1 small nuclear ribonucleoprotein 70 kDa OS=Homo sapiens GN=SNRNP70;sp|P08621-2|RU17_HUMAN Isoform 2 of U1 small nuclear ribonucleoprotein 70 kDa OS=Homo sapiens GN=SNRNP70;sp|P08621|RU17_HUMAN U1 small nuclear ribonucl20.180841 20.79225 1 2 By matching By MS/MS 0 3 0.611412 965 16.3 19.79 166
sp|Q5BJD5|TM41B_HUMAN;sp|Q5BJD5-3|TM41B_HUMAN;sp|Q5BJD5-2|TM41B_HUMANsp|Q5BJD5|TM41B_HUMAN Transmembrane protein 41B OS=Homo sapiens GN=TMEM41B PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q5BJD5-3|TM41B_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Transmembrane protein 41B OS=Homo sapiens GN=TMEM41B;sp|Q5BJD5-2|TM41B_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Transmembrane protein 41B OS=Homo sapiens GN19.978664 20.58884 1 2 By MS/MS By MS/ S 4 0.610178 964 8.9 32.513 291
sp|P54709|AT1B3_HUMANsp|P54709|AT1B3_HUMAN Sodium/potassium-transporting ATPase subunit beta-3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATP1B3 PE=1 SV=120.716072 21.31584 2 3 By matching By MS/MS 0 5 0.5997677 963 13.6 31.512 279
sp|P05386|RLA1_HUMANsp|P05386|RLA1_HUMAN 60S acidic ribosomal protein P1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPLP1 PE=1 SV=125.187523 25.78726 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 3 0.5997372 962 51.8 11.514 114
sp|O43491-4|E41L2_HUMAN;sp|O43491|E41L2_HUMAN;sp|O43491-3|E41L2_HUMAN;sp|O43491-2|E41L2_HUMANsp|O43491-4|E41L2_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Band .1-like protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EPB41L2;sp|O43491|E41L2_HUMAN Band 4.1-like protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EPB41L2 PE=1 SV=1;sp|O43491-3|E41L2_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Band 4.1-like protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EPB4120.808685 21.40655 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 5 0.5978642 961 7 95.541 852
sp|P11802|CDK4_HUMANsp|P11802|CDK4_HUMAN Cyclin-dependent kinase 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CDK4 PE=1 SV=220.173981 20.76911 1 4 By matching By MS/MS 0 4 0.5951271 960 13.9 33.729 303
sp|Q13151|ROA0_HUMANsp|Q13151|ROA0_HUMAN Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein A0 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPA0 PE=1 SV=124.138603 24.73355 7 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 19 0.5949516 959 33.8 30.84 305
sp|P42566|EPS15_HUMAN;sp|P42566-2|EPS15_HUMANsp|P42566|EPS15_HUMAN pidermal growth factor receptor substrate 15 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EPS15 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P42566-2|EPS15_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Epidermal growth factor receptor substrate 15 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EPS1520.18858 20.78109 2 2 By matching By MS/MS 0 3 0.5925083 958 3 98.655 896
sp|P27694|RFA1_HUMANsp|P27694|RFA1_HUMAN Replication protein A 70 kDa DNA-binding subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPA1 PE=1 SV=223.334972 23.92243 9 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 20 0.5874596 957 20.5 68.137 616
sp|P18206|VINC_HUMAN;sp|P18206-2|VINC_HUMAN;sp|P18206-3|VINC_HUMANsp|P18206|VINC_HUMAN inculin OS=Homo sapiens G =VCL PE=1 SV=4;sp|P18206-2|VINC_HUMAN Isoform 1 of Vinculin OS=Homo sapiens GN=VCL26.249 35 26.83376 33 42 By MS/MS By MS/MS 49 77 0.5847282 956 48.1 123.8 1134
sp|O95394|AGM1_HUMAN;sp|O95394-3|AGM1_HUMAN;sp|O95394-4|AGM1_HUMANsp|O95394|AGM1_HUMAN Phosphoacetylglucosamine mutase OS=Homo sapiens GN=PGM3 PE=1 SV=1;sp|O95394-3|AGM1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Phosphoacetylglucosamine mutase OS=Homo sapiens GN=PGM3;sp|O95394-4|AGM1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Phosphoacetylglucosamine mutase OS=Homo s20.104616 20.6862 2 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 3 0.581583 955 5 59.851 542
sp|Q9UNN5|FAF1_HUMAN;sp|Q9UNN5-2|FAF1_HUMANsp|Q9UNN5|FAF1_H MAN FAS-associated factor 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FAF1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9UNN5-2|FAF1_HUMAN Isoform Short of FAS-associated factor 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FAF120.9 5554 21.57219 2 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 3 0.5766354 954 5.2 73.953 650
sp|Q9BX68|HINT2_HUMANsp|Q9BX68|HINT2_HUMAN Histidine triad nucleotide-binding protein 2, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=HINT2 PE=1 SV=120.860527 21.4367 2 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 4 0.57617 953 27.6 17.162 163
sp|Q12906-7|ILF3_HUMAN;sp|Q12906-4|ILF3_HUMAN;sp|Q12906-6|ILF3_HUMAN;sp|Q12906|ILF3_HUMAN;sp|Q12906-5|ILF3_HUMAN;sp|Q12906-2|ILF3_HUMAN;sp|Q12906-3|ILF3_HUMANsp|Q12906-7|ILF3_HUMAN Isoform 7 of Interleukin enhancer-binding factor 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ILF3;sp|Q12906-4|ILF3_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Interleukin enhancer-binding factor 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ILF3;sp|Q12906-6|ILF3_HUMAN Isoform 6 of Interleukin enhancer-bin28.656765 29.2288 31 8 By MS/MS By M /MS 71 100 0.5721092 952 44.9 95.807 898
sp|P62258|1433E_HUMAN;sp|P62258-2|1433E_HUMANsp|P62258|1433E_HUMAN -3-3 protein epsilon OS=Homo sapiens GN=YWHAE PE=1 SV=1;sp|P62258-2|1433E_HUMAN Isoform SV of 14-3-3 protein epsilon OS=Homo sapiens GN=YWHAE26.544687 27.11277 13 15 By MS/MS By MS/MS 27 34 0.5680828 951 61.2 29.174 255
sp|O95433|AHSA1_HUMANsp|O95433| HSA1_HUMAN Activator of 90 kDa heat shock protein ATPase homolog 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=AHSA1 PE=1 SV=125.615152 26.18098 12 14 By MS/MS By MS/MS 16 29 0.5658245 950 52.7 38.274 338
sp|P38159|RBMX_HUMAN;sp|P38159-2|RBMX_HUMAN;sp|Q96E39|RMXL1_HUMAN;sp|P38159-3|RBMX_HUMAN;sp|O75526|RMXL2_HUMAN;sp|Q8N7X1|RMXL3_HUMANsp|P38159|RBMX_HUMAN NA-binding motif protein, X chromosome OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBMX PE=1 SV=3;sp|P38159-2|RBMX_HUMAN Isoform 2 of RNA-binding motif protein, X chromosome OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBMX;sp|Q96E39|RMXL1_HUMAN RNA binding motif protein, X-linked-lik21.519077 22.08261 2 6 By atching By MS/MS 0 12 0.5635 76 949 16.4 42.331 391
sp|O75179-5|ANR17_HUMAN;sp|O75179-3|ANR17_HUMAN;sp|O75179-4|ANR17_HUMAN;sp|O75179-6|ANR17_HUMAN;sp|O75179-2|ANR17_HUMAN;sp|O75179|ANR17_HUMANsp|O75179-5| R17_HUMAN Isoform 5 of nkyrin repeat domain-containing rotein 17 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ANKRD17;sp|O75179-3|ANR17_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Ankyrin repeat domain-containing protein 17 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ANKRD17;sp|O75179-4|ANR17_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Ank20.1490 20.70734 1 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 6 0.5583 67 948 6.1 77.824 751
sp|Q9NVZ3|NECP2_HUMAN;sp|Q9NVZ3-2|NECP2_HUMAN;sp|Q9NVZ3-3|NECP2_HUMAN;sp|Q9NVZ3-4|NECP2_HUMANsp|Q9NVZ3|NECP2_HUMAN Adaptin ear-binding coat-associated protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NEC P2 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9NVZ3-2|NECP2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Adaptin ear-binding coat-associated protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NECAP2;sp|Q9NVZ3-3|NECP2_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Adapti20.1 458 0.74796 0 2 By MS/MS 0 4 0.5533829 947 12.5 28.338 263
sp|P19388|RPAB1_HUMANsp|P19388|RPAB1_HUMAN DNA-directed RNA polymerases I, II, and III subunit RPABC1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=POLR2E PE=1 SV=420.19805 20.74887 1 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 5 0.5508156 946 10.5 24.551 210
sp|P52565|GDIR1_HUMAN;sp|P52565-2|GDIR1_HUMANsp|P52565|GDIR1_HUMAN Rho GDP-dissociation inhibitor 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARHGDIA PE=1 SV=321.848656 22.39386 2 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 5 0.5452003 945 22.1 23.207 204
sp|P05141|ADT2_HUMAN;sp|Q9H0C2|ADT4_HUMANsp|P05141|ADT2_HUMAN ADP/ATP translocase 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SLC25A5 PE=1 SV=721.717705 22.26279 7 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 4 0.5450821 944 32.6 32.852 298
sp|Q9Y4L1|HYOU1_HUMAN;sp|Q9BXT5|TEX15_HUMANsp|Q9Y4L1|HYOU1_HUMAN Hypoxia up-regulated protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HYOU1 PE=1 SV=126.875372 27.4 965 28 37 By MS/MS By MS/MS 44 80 0.5442772 943 43 111.33 999
sp|Q3KQU3-2|MA7D1_HUMAN;sp|Q3KQU3-4|MA7D1_HUMAN;sp|Q3KQU3|MA7D1_HUMANsp|Q3KQU3-2|MA7D1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of AP7 domain-containing protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MAP7D1;sp|Q3KQU3-4|MA7D1_HUMAN Isoform 4 of MAP7 domain-containing protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MAP7D1;sp|Q3KQU3|MA7D1_HUMAN MAP7 domain-containing protein 1 OS=Homo s20.449097 20.99162 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 4 0.5425186 942 3.1 88.725 803
sp|P22314|UBA1_HUMANsp|P22314|UBA1_HUMAN Ubiquitin-like modifier-activating enzyme 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBA1 PE=1 SV=327.229494 27.77165 25 37 By MS/M By MS/MS 52 75 0.54216 941 40.1 117.85 1058
sp|Q13045-2|FLII_HUMAN;sp|Q13045|FLII_HUMAN;sp|Q13045-3|FLII_HUMANsp|Q13045-2|FLII_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Protein flightless-1 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=FLII;sp|Q13045|FLII_HUMAN Protein flightless-1 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=FLII PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q13045-3|FLII_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Protein flightless-1 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN20.674 61 21.2160 2 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 3 0.5419636 940 4.9 138.49 1214
sp|P26373|RL13_HUMAN;sp|P26373-2|RL13_HUMANsp|P26373|RL13_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L13 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL13 PE=1 SV=4;sp|P26373-2|RL13_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 60S ribosomal protein L13 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL1324. 39653 24.77906 5 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 11 0.5 94115 939 36.5 24.261 211
sp|Q02790|FKBP4_HUMANsp|Q02790|FKBP4_HUMAN Peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase FKBP4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FKBP4 PE=1 SV=328.277107 28.81589 30 34 By MS/MS By MS/MS 61 93 0.538784 938 77.6 51.804 459
sp|P13010|XRCC5_HUMANsp|P13010|XRCC5_HUMAN X-ray repair cross-complementing protein 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=XRCC5 PE=1 SV=321.880356 22.41795 3 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 8 0.5375919 937 9 82.704 732
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sp|Q9UHD8-4|SEPT9_HUMAN;sp|Q9UHD8-9|SEPT9_HUMAN;sp|Q9UHD8-3|SEPT9_HUMAN;sp|Q9UHD8-8|SEPT9_HUMAN;sp|Q9UHD8-7|SEPT9_HUMAN;sp|Q9UHD8-2|SEPT9_HUMAN;sp|Q9UHD8-5|SEPT9_HUMAN;sp|Q9UHD8|SEPT9_HUMANsp|Q9UHD8-4|SEPT9_H MAN Isoform 4 of Septin-9 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SEPT9;sp|Q9UHD8-9|SEPT9_HUMAN Isoform 9 of Septin-9 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SEPT9;sp|Q9UHD8-3|SEPT9_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Septin-9 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SEPT9;sp|Q9UHD8-8|SEPT9_HUMAN Isoform 8 of Septin20.408936 20.94449 1 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 4 0.5355587 936 8.4 38.518 335
sp|Q14671-2|PUM1_HUMAN;sp|Q14671|PUM1_HUMAN;sp|Q14671-3|PUM1_HUMANsp|Q 4671-2|PUM1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Pumilio homolog 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PUM1;sp|Q14671|PUM1_HUMAN Pumilio homolog 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PUM1 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q14671-3|PUM1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Pumilio homolog 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PUM122.379227 22.90973 7 9 By S/MS By MS/MS 5 14 0.5305004 935 10.9 124.42 1162
sp|P61086|UBE2K_HUMAN;sp|P61086-2|UBE2K_HUMAN;sp|P61086-3|UBE2K_HUMANsp|P61086|UBE2K_HUMAN biquitin-conjugating enzyme E2 K OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBE2K PE=1 SV=3;sp|P61086-2|UBE2K_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E2 K OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBE2K;sp|P61086-3|UBE2K_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E223.508696 24.03683 6 8 By MS/ S By MS/MS 10 17 0.5281315 934 42.5 22.406 200
sp|P36405|ARL3_HUMANsp|P36405|ARL3_HUMAN ADP-ribosylation factor-like protein 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARL3 PE=1 SV=222.029583 22.55679 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 9 0.5272102 933 33.5 20.455 182
sp|Q16851-2|UGPA_HUMAN;sp|Q16851|UGPA_HUMANsp|Q16851-2|UGPA_HUMAN Isoform 2 of UTP--glucose-1-phosphate uridylyltransferase OS=Homo sapiens GN=UGP2;sp|Q16851|UGPA_HUMAN UTP--glucose-1-phosphate uridylyltransferase OS=Homo sapiens GN=UGP2 PE=1 SV=522.051023 22.57383 3 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 9 0.5228081 932 12.5 55.676 497
sp|Q13310-2|PABP4_HUMAN;sp|Q13310|PABP4_HUMAN;sp|Q13310-3|PABP4_HUMAN;sp|P0CB38|PAB4L_HUMANsp|Q13310-2|PABP4_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Polyadenylate-binding protein 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PABPC4;sp|Q13310|PABP4_HUMAN Polyadenylate-binding protein 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PABPC4 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q13310-3|PABP4_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Polyadenylate-binding protein 4 OS22.169041 22.68972 9 14 By MS/ S By MS/MS 2 13 0.5206814 931 26.9 69.578 631
sp|P53004|BIEA_HUMANsp|P53004|BIEA_HUMAN Biliverdin reductase A OS=Homo sapiens GN=BLVRA PE=1 SV=221.754625 22.27022 3 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 8 0.5155964 930 20.3 33.428 296
sp|O75787|RENR_HUMANsp|O75787|RENR_HUMAN Renin receptor OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATP6AP2 PE=1 SV=219.586803 20.10098 1 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 4 0.5141773 929 4.6 39.008 350
sp|P51665|PSMD7_HUMANsp|P51665|PSMD7_HUMAN 26S proteasome non-ATPase regulatory subunit 7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMD7 PE=1 SV=223.459764 23.9736 7 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 14 0.5138359 928 34.9 37.025 324
sp|P46776|RL27A_HUMANsp|P46776|RL27A_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L27a OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL27A PE=1 SV=224.361921 24.87314 5 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 11 0.5112228 927 34.5 16.561 148
sp|P47756-2|CAPZB_HUMAN;sp|P47756|CAPZB_HUMANsp| 47756-2|CAPZB_HUMAN Isoform 2 of F-actin-capping protein subunit beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=CAPZB;sp|P47756|CAPZB_HUMAN F-actin-capping protein subunit beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=CAPZB PE=1 SV=422.617039 23.12789 3 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 12 0.5108528 926 34.6 30.628 272
sp|P11940|PABP1_HUMAN;sp|P11940-2|PABP1_HUMAN;sp|Q9H361|PABP3_HUMAN;sp|Q4VXU2|PAP1L_HUMAN;sp|Q96DU9-2|PABP5_HUMAN;sp|Q96DU9|PABP5_HUMANsp| 11940|PABP1_HUMAN olyadenylate-binding protein 1 OS= omo sapiens GN=PABPC1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P11940-2|PABP1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Polyadenylate-binding protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PABPC125.585804 26.09346 18 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 36 43 0.5076523 925 36 70.67 636
sp|Q08211|DHX9_HUMAN;sp|Q08211-2|DHX9_HUMANsp|Q08211|DHX9_HUMAN ATP-dependent RNA helicase A OS=Homo sapiens GN=DHX9 PE=1 SV=427.595909 28.09361 38 45 By MS/MS By MS/MS 66 102 0.4976978 924 45.3 140.96 1270
sp|Q9UPN3-3|MACF1_HUMAN;sp|Q9UPN3-2|MACF1_HUMAN;sp|Q9UPN3-5|MACF1_HUMAN;sp|Q9UPN3-4|MACF1_HUMAN;sp|Q9UPN3|MACF1_HUMANsp|Q9UPN3-3|MACF1_H MAN Isoform 3 of Microtubule-actin cross-linking factor 1, isoforms 1/2/3/5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MACF1;sp|Q9UPN3-2|MACF1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Microtubule-actin cross-linking factor 1, isoforms 1/2/3/5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MACF1;sp|Q9UPN3-5|MA21.869967 22.36536 3 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 8 0.4953899 923 1.4 614.15 5374
sp|Q6P2E9|EDC4_HUMAN;sp|Q6P2E9-2|EDC4_HUMANsp|Q6P2E9|EDC4_HUMAN Enhancer of mRNA-decapping protein 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EDC4 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q6P2E9-2|EDC4_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Enhancer of mRNA-decapping protein 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EDC421.918381 22.41225 3 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 0.493866 922 5.9 151.66 1401
sp|Q04917|1433F_HUMANsp|Q04917|1433F_HUMAN 14-3-3 protein eta OS=Homo sapiens GN=YWHAH PE=1 SV=422.726879 23.21909 7 8 By MS/MS By MS/M 7 10 0.4922066 921 32.5 28.218 246
sp|P37802|TAGL2_HUMAN;sp|Q9UI15|TAGL3_HUMANsp|P37802|TAGL2_H MAN Transgelin-2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TAGLN2 PE=1 SV=326.38988 26.88064 14 14 By MS/MS By M /MS 26 30 0.4907513 920 79.9 22.391 199
sp|Q15631|TSN_HUMAN;sp|Q15631-2|TSN_HUMANsp|Q15631|TSN_HUMAN ranslin OS=Homo sapiens GN=TSN PE=1 SV=122.712383 23.20262 3 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 10 0.4902382 919 34.2 26.183 228
sp|P48739|PIPNB_HUMAN;sp|P48739-2|PIPNB_HUMANsp|P48739|PIPNB_HUMAN hosphatidylinositol transfer protein beta isoform OS=Homo sapiens GN=PITPNB PE=1 SV=2;sp|P48739-2|PIPNB_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Phosphatidylinositol transfer protein beta isoform OS=Homo sapiens GN=PITPNB22.610384 23.09803 3 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 15 0.4876423 918 38 31.54 271
sp|Q15257-3|PTPA_HUMAN;sp|Q15257-2|PTPA_HUMAN;sp|Q15257|PTPA_HUMAN;sp|Q15257-4|PTPA_HUMANsp|Q15257-3|PTPA_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Serine/threonine-protein phosphatase 2A activator OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPP2R4;sp|Q15257-2|PTPA_HUMAN Isoform 1 of Serine/threonine-protein phosphatase 2A activator OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPP2R4;sp|Q15257|PTPA_HUMAN Serine/thre22.9943 9 3.47791 4 5 By S/MS By MS/MS 6 10 0.4835777 917 19.4 33.467 294
sp|P51668|UB2D1_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y2X8|UB2D4_HUMANsp|P51668|UB2D1_HUMAN Ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E2 D1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBE2D1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9Y2X8|UB2D4_HUMAN Ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E2 D4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBE2D4 PE=1 SV=119.477282 19.96056 0 By MS/MS 0 4 0.4832802 916 12.2 16.602 147
sp|O60684|IMA7_HUMAN;sp|O15131|IMA6_HUMAN;sp|P52294|IMA5_HUMANsp|O60684|IMA7_HUMAN Importin subunit alpha-7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=KPNA6 PE=1 SV=1;sp|O15131|IMA6_HUMAN Importin subunit alpha-6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=KPNA5 PE=1 SV=223.444553 23.92642 5 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 13 0.4818668 915 19.4 60.029 536
sp|A6ZKI3|F127A_HUMAN;sp|Q9BWD3|F127B_HUMAN;sp|Q17RB0|F127C_HUMANsp| 6ZKI3|F127A_HUMAN Protein FA 127A OS=Homo sapiens GN=FAM127A PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9BWD3|F127B_HUMAN Protein FAM127B OS=Homo sapiens GN=FAM127B PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q17RB0|F127C_HUMAN Protein FAM127C OS=Homo sapiens GN=FAM127C PE=2 SV=120.063776 20.54416 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 4 0.480381 914 14.2 13.171 113
sp|P13797|PLST_HUMAN;sp|P13796|PLSL_HUMANsp|P13797|PLST_HUMAN Plastin-3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PLS3 PE=1 SV=425.601105 26.08148 18 23 By MS/MS By MS/MS 28 48 0.4803734 913 43 70.81 630
sp|O95619|YETS4_HUMANsp|O95619|YETS4_HUMAN YEATS domain-containing protein 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=YEATS4 PE=1 SV=120.035975 20.51586 1 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 3 0.4798832 912 11.9 26.499 227
sp|O75940|SPF30_HUMANsp|O75940|SPF30_HUMAN Survival of motor neuron-related-splicing factor 30 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SMNDC1 PE=1 SV=120.601208 21.07477 1 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 4 0.4735584 911 13 26.711 238
sp|Q14839|CHD4_HUMAN;sp|Q14839-2|CHD4_HUMAN;sp|Q12873-2|CHD3_HUMAN;sp|Q12873|CHD3_HUMAN;sp|Q12873-3|CHD3_HUMANsp|Q14839|CHD4_HUMAN hromodomain-helicase-DNA-binding protein 4 OS=Homo sapiens G =CHD4 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q14839-2|CHD4_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Chromodomain-helicase-DNA-binding protein 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CHD422.157677 22.6283 4 9 By S/MS By MS/MS 8 15 0.4706211 910 6.4 218 1912
sp|Q9UJS0|CMC2_HUMAN;sp|Q9UJS0-2|CMC2_HUMAN;sp|O75746|CMC1_HUMANsp|Q9UJS0|CMC2_H MAN Calcium-binding mitochondrial carrier protein Aralar2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SLC25A13 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9UJS0-2|CMC2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Calcium-binding mitochondrial carrier protein Aralar2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SLC25A1319.941252 20.40987 0 3 By MS/MS 0 5 0.4686165 909 6.7 74.175 675
sp|Q14240|IF4A2_HUMAN;sp|Q14240-2|IF4A2_HUMANsp|Q14240|IF4A2_HUMAN Eukaryotic initiation factor 4A-II OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF4A2 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q14240-2|IF4A2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Eukaryotic initiation factor 4A-II OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF4A224.400 17 24.86679 17 18 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 20 0. 665756 908 42.5 46.402 407
sp|P39687|AN32A_HUMAN;sp|O43423|AN32C_HUMANsp|P39687| 32A_HUMAN Acidic leucine-rich nuclear phosphoprotein 32 family member A OS=Homo sapiens GN=ANP32A PE=1 SV=121.614861 22.07969 2 4 By matching By MS/MS 0 6 0.4648285 907 19.3 28.585 249
sp|Q15382|RHEB_HUMANsp|Q15382|RHEB_HUMAN GTP-binding protein Rheb OS=Homo sapiens GN=RHEB PE=1 SV=122.775351 23.23892 5 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 12 0.4635735 906 32.1 20.497 184
sp|P62826|RAN_HUMANsp|P62826|RAN_HUMAN GTP-binding nuclear protein Ran OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAN PE=1 SV=325.218451 25.68137 7 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 14 15 0.4629211 905 36.1 24.423 216
sp|Q9P0L0|VAPA_HUMAN;sp|Q9P0L0-2|VAPA_HUMANsp|Q9P0L0|VAPA_HUMAN Vesicle-associated membrane protein-associated protein A OS=Homo sapiens GN=VAPA PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q9P0L0-2|VAPA_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Vesicle-associated membrane protein-associated protein A OS=Homo sapiens GN=VAPA19.357143 19.81642 2 2 By matching By MS/MS 0 3 0.45928 904 11. 27.893 249
sp|Q99460|PSMD1_HUMAN;sp|Q99460-2|PSMD1_HUMANsp|Q99460|PSMD1_HUMAN 26S proteasome non-ATPase regulatory subunit 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMD1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q99460-2|PSMD1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 26S proteasome non-ATPase regulatory subunit 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMD125.9150 1 26.36838 19 30 By MS/MS By MS/MS 28 61 0.4533386 903 40.6 105.84 953
sp|P49792|RBP2_HUMAN;sp|P0DJD0|RGPD1_HUMAN;sp|P0DJD1|RGPD2_HUMAN;sp|Q99666|RGPD5_HUMAN;sp|O14715|RGPD8_HUMANsp|P49792|RBP2_HUMAN E3 SUMO-protein ligase RanB 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RANBP2 PE=1 SV=22.67786 23.1286 8 8 By S/MS By MS/MS 9 17 0.4507408 902 4.5 358.2 3224
sp|O95782-2|AP2A1_HUMAN;sp|O95782|AP2A1_HUMANsp|O95782-2| P2A1_HUMAN Isoform B of AP-2 complex subunit alpha-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=AP2A1;sp|O95782|AP2A1_HUMAN AP-2 complex subunit alpha-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=AP2A1 PE=1 SV=322.197065 22.64619 4 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 14 0.4491215 901 10.5 105.36 955
sp|Q16531|DDB1_HUMANsp|Q16531|DDB1_HUMAN DNA damage-binding protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDB1 PE=1 SV=119.808071 20.2563 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 2 0.4482307 900 5.2 126.97 1140
sp|P61981|1433G_HUMANsp|P61981|1433G_HUMAN 14-3-3 protein gamma OS=Homo sapiens GN=YWHAG PE=1 SV=224.09144 2 .53913 11 13 By MS/MS By MS/MS 13 19 0.4476948 899 51 28.302 247
sp|Q15691|MARE1_HUMANsp|Q 5691|MARE1_HUMAN Microtubule-associated protein RP/EB family member 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MAPRE1 PE=1 SV=323.877737 24.32492 5 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 19 0.447 798 898 42.9 29.999 268
sp|Q9UNZ2|NSF1C_HUMAN;sp|Q9UNZ2-5|NSF1C_HUMAN;sp|Q9UNZ2-4|NSF1C_HUMAN;sp|Q9UNZ2-6|NSF1C_HUMANsp|Q9UNZ2|NSF1C_H MAN NSFL1 cofactor p47 OS=Homo sapiens GN= SFL1C PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9UNZ2-5|NSF1C_HUMAN Isoform 3 of NSFL1 cofactor p47 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NSFL1C;sp|Q9UNZ2-4|NSF1C_HUMAN Isoform 2 of NSFL1 cofactor p47 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NSFL1C;sp|Q9UNZ2-6|NSF23.142206 23.58715 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 14 0.4449425 897 40.8 40.572 370
sp|Q99426|TBCB_HUMANsp|Q99426|TBCB_HUMAN Tubulin-folding cofactor B OS=Homo sapiens GN=TBCB PE=1 SV=223.000153 23.44342 5 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 9 0.443264 896 26.6 27.325 244
sp|Q13404|UB2V1_HUMAN;sp|Q13404-8|UB2V1_HUMAN;sp|Q13404-7|UB2V1_HUMAN;sp|Q13404-2|UB2V1_HUMAN;sp|Q13404-1|UB2V1_HUMAN;sp|Q13404-6|UB2V1_HUMANsp|Q13404|UB2V1_HUMAN biquitin-conjugating enzyme E2 variant 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBE2V1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q13404-8|UB2V1_HUMAN Isoform 6 of Ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E2 variant 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBE2V1;sp|Q13404-7|UB2V1_HUMAN Isoform 5 of Ubiquitin-conj3.558475 23.99852 6 5 By MS/ S By MS/MS 10 10 0.4 00425 895 32.7 16.495 147
sp|P27348|1433T_HUMANsp|P27348|1433T_HUMAN 14-3-3 protein theta OS=Homo sapiens GN=YWHAQ PE=1 SV=125.508453 25.94811 11 14 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 25 0.4396553 894 56.7 27.764 245
sp|Q92890-1|UFD1_HUMAN;sp|Q92890|UFD1_HUMAN;sp|Q92890-3|UFD1_HUMANsp|Q92890-1|UFD1_HUMAN Isoform Long of Ubiquitin fusion degradation protein 1 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=UFD1L;sp|Q92890|UFD1_HUMAN Ubiquitin fusion degradation protein 1 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=UFD1L PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q92890-3|UFD1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Ubiqui20.004957 20.44435 1 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 3 0.439394 8 3 7.9 38.725 343
sp|Q15020|SART3_HUMAN;sp|Q15020-2|SART3_HUMAN;sp|Q15020-3|SART3_HUMANsp|Q15020|SART3_HUMAN quamous cell carcinoma antigen recognized by T-cells 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SART3 PE=1 SV=123.275118 23.71419 10 17 By MS/ S By MS/MS 12 28 0.4390697 892 17 109.93 963
sp|Q96P70|IPO9_HUMANsp|Q96P70|IPO9_HUMAN Importin-9 OS=Homo sapiens GN=IPO9 PE=1 SV=326.198111 26.63312 18 23 By MS/MS By MS/MS 31 47 0.4350071 891 29.8 115.96 1041
sp|P40121-2|CAPG_HUMAN;sp|P40121|CAPG_HUMANsp| 40121-2|CAPG_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Macrophage-capping protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=CAPG;sp|P40121|CAPG_HUMAN Macrophage-capping protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=CAPG PE=1 SV=221.88114 22.31578 2 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 9 0.4346428 890 15.3 36.856 333
sp|P63104|1433Z_HUMAN;sp|P63104-2|1433Z_HUMANsp|P63104|1433Z_HUMAN -3-3 protein zeta/delta OS=Homo sapiens GN=YWHAZ PE=1 SV=125.529844 25.9642 13 13 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 22 0.4343548 889 60 27.745 245
sp|O75717|WDHD1_HUMANsp|O75717|WDHD1_HUMAN WD repeat and HMG-box DNA-binding protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=WDHD1 PE=1 SV=119.983587 20.41132 1 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 4 0.4277287 888 2.8 125.97 1129
sp|P07737|PROF1_HUMANsp|P07737|PROF1_HUMAN Profilin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PFN1 PE=1 SV=224.773441 25.20053 6 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 14 0.4270859 887 57.9 15.054 140
sp|P54727|RD23B_HUMAN;sp|P54727-2|RD23B_HUMANsp|P54727|RD23B_HUMAN UV excision repair protein RAD23 homolog B OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAD23B PE=1 SV=12.56234 22.98515 6 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 14 0.422802 886 16.9 43.171 409
sp|P14625|ENPL_HUMAN;sp|Q58FF3|ENPLL_HUMANsp|P14625|ENPL_HUMAN Endoplasmin OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSP90B1 PE=1 SV=127.934666 28.35716 32 36 By MS/MS By M /MS 63 78 0.4224968 885 43.8 92.468 803
sp|P55072|TERA_HUMANsp|P55072|TERA_HUMAN Transitional endoplasmic reticulum ATPase OS=Homo sapiens GN=VCP PE=1 SV=426.292898 26.70912 23 31 By MS/MS By MS/MS 37 67 0.4162216 884 50.5 89.321 806
sp|P35232|PHB_HUMANsp|P35232|PHB_HUMAN Prohibitin OS=Homo sapiens GN=PHB PE=1 SV=122.789808 23.20053 3 6 y MS/MS By MS/MS 5 11 0.4107189 883 25.4 29.804 272
sp|P14174|MIF_HUMANsp|P14174|MIF_HUMAN Macrophage migration inhibitory factor OS=Homo sapiens GN=MIF PE=1 SV=422.930883 23.34082 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 4 0.4099407 882 17.4 12.476 115
sp|P04075|ALDOA_HUMAN;sp|P04075-2|ALDOA_HUMANsp|P04075| LDOA_HUMAN Fructose-bisphosphate aldolase A OS=Homo sapiens GN=ALDOA PE=1 SV=2;sp|P04075-2|ALDOA_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Fructose-bisphosphate aldolase A OS=Homo sapiens GN=ALDOA25.02998 25.43841 12 14 By MS/MS By MS/MS 16 3 .408432 881 47.8 39.42 364
sp|Q9NQ88|TIGAR_HUMANsp|Q9NQ88|TIGAR_HUMAN Fructose-2,6-bisphosphatase TIGAR OS=Homo sapiens GN=TIGAR PE=1 SV=124.320517 24.72863 7 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 17 0.4081173 880 49.3 30.062 270
sp|O95155-2|UBE4B_HUMAN;sp|O95155|UBE4B_HUMAN;sp|O95155-4|UBE4B_HUMAN;sp|O95155-3|UBE4B_HUMANsp|O95155-2|UBE4B_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ubiquitin conjugation factor E4 B OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBE4B;sp|O95155|UBE4B_HUMAN Ubiquitin conjugation factor E4 B OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBE4B PE=1 SV=1;sp|O95155-4|UBE4B_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Ubiquitin conjugation factor E422. 77167 22.87888 7 7 By MS/ S y MS/MS 9 10 0.4017124 879 11.8 133.27 1173
sp|Q92598-2|HS105_HUMAN;sp|Q92598|HS105_HUMAN;sp|Q92598-3|HS105_HUMAN;sp|O95757|HS74L_HUMANsp|Q92598-2|HS105_HUMAN Isoform Beta of Heat shock protein 105 kDa OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSPH1;sp|Q92598|HS105_HUMAN Heat shock protein 105 kDa OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSPH1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q92598-3|HS105_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Heat shock protein 105 kDa OS=Homo sapiens24.800 47 25. 9907 16 21 By MS/MS By MS/MS 16 34 0.3 119 878 37 92.115 814
sp|P55209|NP1L1_HUMANsp|P55209|NP1L1_HUMAN Nucleosome assembly protein 1-like 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NAP1L1 PE=1 SV=124.712404 25.10853 6 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 19 0.3961258 877 17.6 45.374 391
sp|Q96AY3|FKB10_HUMANsp|Q96AY3|FKB10_HUMAN Peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase FKBP10 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FKBP10 PE=1 SV=124.182379 24.5779 9 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 17 19 0.395525 876 20.3 64.244 582
sp|Q15102|PA1B3_HUMANsp|Q15102|PA1B3_HUMAN Platelet-activating factor acetylhydrolase IB subunit gamma OS=Homo sapiens GN=PAFAH1B3 PE=1 SV=120.235146 20.62444 1 2 By matching By MS/MS 0 4 0.3892956 875 7.8 25.734 231
sp|P52788|SPSY_HUMAN;sp|P52788-2|SPSY_HUMANsp|P52788|SPSY_HUMAN permine synthase OS=Homo sapiens GN=SMS PE=1 SV=2;sp|P52788-2|SPSY_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Spermine synthase OS=Homo sapiens GN=SMS26.483992 26.87326 12 17 By MS/M By MS/MS 24 33 0.3892708 874 56 41.268 366
sp|Q9NRN7|ADPPT_HUMANsp|Q9NRN7| DPPT_HUMAN L-aminoadipate-semialdehyde dehydrogenase-phosphopantetheinyl transferase OS=Homo sapiens GN=AASDHPPT PE=1 SV=222.120571 22.50961 4 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 8 0.3890419 873 20.7 35.776 309
sp|P31350|RIR2_HUMAN;sp|P31350-2|RIR2_HUMAN;sp|Q7LG56-2|RIR2B_HUMAN;sp|Q7LG56|RIR2B_HUMAN;sp|Q7LG56-6|RIR2B_HUMAN;sp|Q7LG56-3|RIR2B_HUMANsp|P31350|RIR2_HUMAN ibonucleoside-diphosphate reductase subunit M2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RRM2 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P31350-2|RIR2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ribonucleoside-diphosphate reductase subunit M2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RRM222.666744 23.05439 4 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 1 0.3876457 872 27.2 44.877 389
sp|Q10567-4|AP1B1_HUMAN;sp|Q10567-3|AP1B1_HUMAN;sp|Q10567-2|AP1B1_HUMAN;sp|Q10567|AP1B1_HUMANsp|Q10567-4| P1B1_HUMAN Isoform 4 of P-1 complex subunit beta-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=AP1B1;sp|Q10567-3|AP1B1_HUMAN Isoform C of AP-1 complex subunit beta-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=AP1B1;sp|Q10567-2|AP1B1_HUMAN Isoform B of AP-1 complex subunit beta-1 OS=Homo sap20.991339 21.37814 10 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 4 .3868046 871 15 101.35 919
sp|P61160|ARP2_HUMAN;sp|P61160-2|ARP2_HUMANsp|P61160|ARP2_HUMAN ctin-related protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACTR2 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P61160-2|ARP2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Actin-related protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACTR22 . 93577 23.0764 4 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 8 0.382822 870 22.1 44.76 394
sp|O00232|PSD12_HUMAN;sp|O00232-2|PSD12_HUMANsp|O00232|PSD12_HUMAN 26S proteasome non-ATPase regulatory subunit 12 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMD12 PE=1 SV=3;sp|O00232-2|PSD12_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 26S proteasome non-ATPase regulatory subunit 12 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMD1224.973557 25.35579 14 16 By MS/MS By MS/MS 22 29 0.3822289 869 35.5 52.904 456
sp|Q96SI9-2|STRBP_HUMAN;sp|Q96SI9|STRBP_HUMANsp|Q96SI9-2|STRBP_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Spermatid perinuclear RNA-binding protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=STRBP;sp|Q96SI9|STRBP_HUMAN Spermatid perinuclear RNA-binding protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=STRBP PE=1 SV=124.202845 24.58446 10 18 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 27 0.3816128 868 28.9 71.966 658
sp|P60842|IF4A1_HUMAN;sp|P60842-2|IF4A1_HUMANsp|P60842|IF4A1_HUMAN Eukaryotic initiation factor 4A-I OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF4A1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P60842-2|IF4A1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Eukaryotic initiation factor 4A-I OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF4A128.711878 29.0929 22 23 By MS/MS By MS/MS 59 71 0.3810234 867 54.7 46.153 406
sp|Q96AC1-2|FERM2_HUMAN;sp|Q96AC1|FERM2_HUMAN;sp|Q96AC1-3|FERM2_HUMAN;sp|Q9BQL6-4|FERM1_HUMAN;sp|Q9BQL6-2|FERM1_HUMAN;sp|Q9BQL6|FERM1_HUMANsp|Q96AC1-2|FERM2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Fermitin family homolog 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FERMT2;sp|Q96AC1|FERM2_HU AN Fermitin family homolog 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FERMT2 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q96AC1-3|FERM2_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Fermitin family homolog 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=F22.989555 23.36866 5 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 14 0.3791084 866 21.5 72.397 633
sp|P17844|DDX5_HUMANsp|P17844|DDX5_HUMAN Probable ATP-dependent RNA helicase DDX5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDX5 PE=1 SV=12 .132143 25.50999 16 17 By MS/MS By MS/MS 27 36 0.3778515 865 30.5 69.147 614
sp|Q8IUR0|TPPC5_HUMANsp|Q8IUR0|TPPC5_HUMAN Trafficking protein particle complex subunit 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TRAPPC5 PE=1 SV=119.957066 20.33211 1 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 3 0.3750401 864 17 20.783 188
sp|P36543-3|VATE1_HUMAN;sp|P36543-2|VATE1_HUMAN;sp|P36543|VATE1_HUMANsp|P36543-3|VATE1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of V-type proton ATPase subunit E 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATP6V1E1;sp|P36543-2|VATE1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of V-type proton ATPase subunit E 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATP6V1E1;sp|P36543|VATE1_HUMAN V-type proton ATPase subunit E 1 OS=Ho19.699476 20.07418 1 2 By matching By M /MS 0 3 0.3747025 863 12.2 22.706 196
sp|O00571-2|DDX3X_HUMAN;sp|O00571|DDX3X_HUMAN;sp|O15523|DDX3Y_HUMAN;sp|Q9NQI0-3|DDX4_HUMAN;sp|Q9NQI0-2|DDX4_HUMAN;sp|Q9NQI0-4|DDX4_HUMAN;sp|Q9NQI0|DDX4_HUMANsp|O00571-2|DDX3X_HUMAN Isoform 2 of ATP-dependent RNA helicase DDX3X OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDX3X;sp|O00571|DDX3X_HUMAN ATP-dependent RNA helicase DDX3X OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDX3X PE=1 SV=3;sp|O15523|DDX3Y_HUMAN ATP-dependent RNA helicase DDX3Y OS=Homo sapiens22.182682 22.55735 6 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 10 0.3746719 862 15.2 71.354 646
sp|Q12888|TP53B_HUMAN;sp|Q12888-2|TP53B_HUMANsp|Q12888|TP53B_HUMAN umor suppressor p53-binding protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TP53BP1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q12888-2|TP53B_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Tumor suppressor p53-binding protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TP53BP122.055798 22.42801 3 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 12 0.3722076 861 6.2 213.57 1972
sp|Q5TDH0-2|DDI2_HUMAN;sp|Q5TDH0|DDI2_HUMAN;sp|Q5TDH0-3|DDI2_HUMANsp|Q5TDH0-2|DDI2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Protein DI1 homolog 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDI2;sp|Q5TDH0|DDI2_HUMAN Protein DDI1 homolog 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDI2 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q5TDH0-3|DDI2_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Protein DDI1 homolog 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDI220.490816 20.86197 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 3 0.3711491 860 10.9 23.72 211
sp|P34932|HSP74_HUMANsp|P34932|HSP74_HUMAN Heat shock 70 kDa protein 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSPA4 PE=1 SV=422.639977 23.00494 5 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 10 0.3649673 859 12.9 94.33 840
sp|P08670|VIME_HUMAN;sp|P17661|DESM_HUMAN;sp|P41219|PERI_HUMAN;sp|P41219-2|PERI_HUMAN;sp|P14136|GFAP_HUMAN;sp|P14136-2|GFAP_HUMAN;sp|P14136-3|GFAP_HUMAN;sp|Q8N1N4-2|K2C78_HUMAN;sp|P78386|KRT85_HUMAN_contaminant;sp|P12036-2|NFH_HUMAN;sp|P07197|NFM_HUMAN;sp|P07196|NFL_HUMAN;sp|P07197-2|NFM_HUMAN;sp|Q8N1N4|K2C78_HUMAN_contaminant;sp|Q8N1N4|K2C78_HUMAN;sp|P78385|KRT83_HUMAN;sp|P78386|KRT85_HUMAN;sp|Q14533|KRT81_HUMAN;sp|Q14533|KRT81_HUMAN_contaminant;sp|P78385|KRT83_HUMAN_contaminant;sp|O43790|KRT86_HUMAN;sp|O43790|KRT86_HUMAN_contaminant;sp|P12036|NFH_HUMANsp|P08670|VIME_HUMAN Vimentin OS=Homo sapiens GN=VIM PE=1 SV=428.617998 28.98096 39 40 By MS/MS By MS/MS 75 88 0.362957 858 72.5 53.651 466
sp|Q9BTC8-2|MTA3_HUMAN;sp|Q9BTC8|MTA3_HUMANsp|Q9BTC8-2|MTA3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Metastasis-associated protein MTA3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MTA3;sp|Q9BTC8|MTA3_HUMAN Metastasis-associated protein MTA3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MTA3 PE=1 SV=221.221758 21.58454 3 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 7 0.3627796 857 12.4 58.813 515
sp|Q13618|CUL3_HUMAN;sp|Q13618-2|CUL3_HUMAN;sp|Q13618-3|CUL3_HUMANsp|Q13618|CUL3_HUMAN ullin-3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CUL3 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q13618-2|CUL3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Cullin-3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CUL3;sp|Q13618-3|CUL3_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Cullin-3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CUL32 .388243 23.75001 6 14 By MS/M By MS/MS 8 22 0.3617668 856 19.9 88.929 768
sp|P11413|G6PD_HUMAN;sp|P11413-2|G6PD_HUMAN;sp|P11413-3|G6PD_HUMANsp|P11413|G6PD_HUMAN lucose-6-phosphate 1-dehydrogenase OS=Homo sapiens GN=G6PD PE=1 SV=4;sp|P11413-2|G6PD_HUMAN Isoform Long of Glucose-6-phosphate 1-dehydrogenase OS=Homo sapiens GN=G6PD;sp|P11413-3|G6PD_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Glucose-6-phosphate 1-dehydrog22.291061 22.65261 5 7 By S/MS By MS/MS 6 10 0.3615513 855 14 59.256 515
sp|P17980|PRS6A_HUMANsp|P17980|PRS6A_HUMAN 26S protease regulatory subunit 6A OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMC3 PE=1 SV=325.156805 25.51812 13 16 By MS/MS By MS/MS 24 26 0.3613186 854 46.7 49.203 439
sp|Q16401-2|PSMD5_HUMAN;sp|Q16401|PSMD5_HUMANsp|Q16401-2|PSMD5_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 26S proteasome non-ATPase regulatory subunit 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMD5;sp|Q16401|PSMD5_HUMAN 26S proteasome non-ATPase regulatory subunit 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMD5 PE=1 SV=323.363726 23.72234 7 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 16 0.3586159 853 22.8 51.311 461
sp|P45974-2|UBP5_HUMAN;sp|P45974|UBP5_HUMANsp| 45974-2|UBP5_HUMAN Isoform Short of Ubiquitin carboxyl-terminal hydrolase 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=USP5;sp|P45974|UBP5_HUMAN Ubiquitin carboxyl-terminal hydrolase 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=USP5 PE=1 SV=227.99862 28.35691 30 34 By MS/MS By MS/MS 65 82 0.35828 852 45.3 93.307 835
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sp|P14550|AK1A1_HUMANsp|P14550| K1A1_HUMAN Alcohol dehydrogenase [NADP(+)] OS=Homo sapiens GN=AKR1A1 PE=1 SV=323.033068 23.39021 7 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 16 0.3571453 851 42.8 36.573 325
sp|P46779|RL28_HUMAN;sp|P46779-2|RL28_HUMAN;sp|P46779-3|RL28_HUMAN;sp|P46779-4|RL28_HUMAN;sp|P46779-5|RL28_HUMANsp|P46779|RL28_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L28 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL28 PE=1 SV=3; | -2|  Isoform 2 of 60S ribosomal protein L28 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL28;sp|P46779-3|RL28_HUMAN Isoform 3 of 60S ribosomal protein L28 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL28;23.979282 24.33101 4 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 9 0.3517303 850 35 15.747 137
sp|O43681|ASNA_HUMANsp|O43681|ASNA_HUMAN ATPase ASNA1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ASNA1 PE=1 SV=223.692747 24.04402 5 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 10 0.3512707 849 21.8 38.792 348
sp|Q86VP6|CAND1_HUMAN;sp|Q86VP6-2|CAND1_HUMAN;sp|Q86VP6-3|CAND1_HUMAN;sp|O75155-2|CAND2_HUMAN;sp|O75155|CAND2_HUMANsp|Q86VP6|CAND1_HUMAN Cullin-associated NEDD8-dissociated protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CAND1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q86VP6-2|CAND1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Cullin-associated NEDD8-dissociated protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CAND126.851385 7.19489 27 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 47 69 0.343 001 848 35.1 136.37 1230
sp|Q00325-2|MPCP_HUMAN;sp|Q00325|MPCP_HUMANsp|Q00325-2|MPCP_HUMAN Isoform B of Phosphate carrier protein, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=SLC25A3;sp|Q00325|MPCP_HUMAN Phosphate carrier protein, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=SLC25A3 PE=1 SV=221.290302 21.63183 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 4 0.3415279 847 5.5 39.958 361
sp|Q7Z6Z7-2|HUWE1_HUMAN;sp|Q7Z6Z7-3|HUWE1_HUMAN;sp|Q7Z6Z7|HUWE1_HUMANsp|Q7Z6Z7-2|HUWE1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of E3 ubiquitin-protein ligase HUWE1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HUWE1;sp|Q7Z6Z7-3|HUWE1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of E3 ubiquitin-protein ligase HUWE1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HUWE1;sp|Q7Z6Z7|HUWE1_HUMAN E3 ubiquitin-protein ligase HUWE1 OS=Homo24.265923 24.60637 13 25 By MS/MS By M /MS 10 42 0.3404465 846 8.4 480.19 4358
sp|O60749|SNX2_HUMANsp|O60749|SNX2_HUMAN Sorting nexin-2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SNX2 PE=1 SV=22 .486549 22.82666 5 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 12 0.3401089 845 16.6 58.47 519
sp|P09936|UCHL1_HUMANsp|P09936|UCHL1_HUMAN Ubiquitin carboxyl-terminal hydrolase isozyme L1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UCHL1 PE=1 SV=225.330843 25.6666 7 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 14 15 0.3357601 844 46.2 24.824 223
sp|O43765|SGTA_HUMANsp|O43765|SGTA_HUMAN Small glutamine-rich tetratricopeptide repeat-containing protein alpha OS=Homo sapiens GN=SGTA PE=1 SV=123.000378 23.3347 3 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 13 0.334322 843 21.7 34.063 313
sp|P51452|DUS3_HUMANsp|P51452|DUS3_HUMAN Dual specificity protein phosphatase 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DUSP3 PE=1 SV=12 .299917 23.63201 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 13 0.3320904 842 37.8 20.478 185
sp|Q9NTX5-6|ECHD1_HUMAN;sp|Q9NTX5-2|ECHD1_HUMAN;sp|Q9NTX5|ECHD1_HUMAN;sp|Q9NTX5-3|ECHD1_HUMAN;sp|Q9NTX5-5|ECHD1_HUMANsp|Q9NTX5-6|ECHD1_HUMAN Isoform 6 of Ethylmalonyl-CoA decarboxylase OS=Homo sapiens GN=ECHDC1;sp|Q9NTX5-2|ECHD1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ethylmalonyl-CoA decarboxylase OS=Homo sapiens GN=ECHDC1;sp|Q9NTX5|ECHD1_HUMAN Ethylmalonyl-CoA decarboxylase OS=Homo sapiens21.600368 21.93124 3 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 7 0.3308754 841 17.3 31.089 284
sp|P06576|ATPB_HUMANsp|P06576|ATPB_HUMAN ATP synthase subunit beta, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATP5B PE=1 SV=326.048536 26.37925 14 18 By MS/M By MS/MS 27 40 0.3307114 840 44 56.559 529
sp|P50995|ANX11_HUMANsp|P50995| X11_HUMAN Annexin A11 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ANXA11 PE=1 SV=123.315756 23.64482 8 9 By MS/MS By M /MS 11 20 0.3290691 839 21.4 54.389 505
sp|Q9BZL1|UBL5_HUMANsp|Q9BZL1|UBL5_HUMAN Ubiquitin-like protein 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBL5 PE=1 SV=120.061325 20.38984 1 2 By MS/MS y MS/MS 2 4 0.3285198 838 24.7 8.5468 73
sp|P10644|KAP0_HUMANsp|P10644|KAP0_HUMAN cAMP-dependent protein kinase type I-alpha regulatory subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRKAR1A PE=1 SV=123.623215 23.94976 9 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 14 16 0.3265438 837 31.5 42.981 381
sp|Q8N8S7|ENAH_HUMAN;sp|Q8N8S7-2|ENAH_HUMAN;sp|Q9UI08|EVL_HUMANsp|Q8N8S7|ENAH_HUMAN Protein enabled homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=ENAH PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q8N8S7-2|ENAH_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Protein enabled homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=ENAH22.203173 22.52877 4 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 11 0.3255939 836 13.7 66.509 591
sp|P13667|PDIA4_HUMANsp|P13667|PDIA4_HUMAN Protein disulfide-isomerase A4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PDIA4 PE=1 SV=224.179876 24.50082 11 17 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 28 0.32094 835 34.1 72.932 645
sp|Q16539|MK14_HUMAN;sp|Q16539-3|MK14_HUMAN;sp|Q16539-2|MK14_HUMAN;sp|Q16539-4|MK14_HUMANsp|Q16539|MK14_HUMAN itogen-activated protein kinase 14 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MAPK14 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q16539-3|MK14_HUMAN Isoform Mxi2 of Mitogen-activated protein kinase 14 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MAPK14;sp|Q16539-2|MK14_HUMAN Isoform CSBP1 of Mitogen-activated prot21.029179 21.34603 3 3 By S/MS By MS/MS 6 6 0.3 8507 834 13.3 41.293 360
sp|P49321|NASP_HUMAN;sp|P49321-4|NASP_HUMAN;sp|P49321-3|NASP_HUMAN;sp|P49321-2|NASP_HUMANsp| 49321| ASP_HUMAN uclear autoantigenic sperm protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=NASP PE=1 SV=2;sp|P49321-4|NASP_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Nuclear autoantigenic sperm protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=NASP;sp|P49321-3|NASP_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Nuclear autoantigenic sperm prote25.514517 25.82738 13 21 By S/MS By MS/MS 21 41 0.31 8624 833 33.2 85.237 788
sp|Q9C0C9|UBE2O_HUMANsp|Q9C0C9|UBE2O_HUMAN Ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E2 O OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBE2O PE=1 SV=322.082973 22.39566 3 7 By M /MS By MS/MS 4 8 0.3126888 832 10.6 141.29 1292
sp|O00299|CLIC1_HUMANsp|O00299|CLIC1_HUMAN Chloride intracellular channel protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CLIC1 PE=1 SV=423.678633 23.99066 5 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 11 0.3120308 831 53.5 26.922 241
sp|Q99613|EIF3C_HUMAN;sp|B5ME19|EIFCL_HUMANsp|Q99613|EIF3C_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 3 subunit C OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF3C PE=1 SV=1;sp|B5ME19|EIFCL_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 3 subunit C-like protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF3CL PE=3 SV=120. 3981 20.85118 3 3 By MS/MS By M /MS 4 5 0.3113651 830 3 105.34 913
sp|Q53GQ0|DHB12_HUMANsp|Q53GQ0|DHB12_HUMAN Estradiol 17-beta-dehydrogenase 12 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSD17B12 PE=1 SV=222.474966 22.78307 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 6 0.3081017 829 21.2 34.324 312
sp|P18669|PGAM1_HUMAN;sp|Q8N0Y7|PGAM4_HUMANsp|P 8669|PGAM1_HUMAN Phosphoglycerate mutase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PGAM1 PE=1 SV=225.996149 26.30278 8 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 19 29 0.3066292 828 49.2 28.804 254
sp|Q9Y224|CN166_HUMANsp|Q9Y224|C 166_HUMAN UPF0568 protein C14orf166 OS=Homo sapiens GN=C14orf166 PE=1 SV=19.946833 20.25072 3 By matching By MS/MS 0 3 0.3038921 827 11.1 28.068 244
sp|Q9UNZ5|L10K_HUMANsp|Q9UNZ5|L10K_HUMAN Leydig cell tumor 10 kDa protein homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=C19orf53 PE=1 SV=121.7868 22.08622 2 2 By MS/M By MS/MS 1 4 0.2994156 826 19.2 10.576 99
sp|O43390|HNRPR_HUMAN;sp|O43390-3|HNRPR_HUMAN;sp|O43390-2|HNRPR_HUMANsp|O43390|H RPR_HUMAN eterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein R OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPR PE=1 SV=1;sp|O43390-3|HNRPR_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein R OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPR;sp|O43390-2|HNRPR_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Heterogeneous21.641741 21.9342 7 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 5 0.2924576 825 14.7 70.942 633
sp|Q96EP5-2|DAZP1_HUMAN;sp|Q96EP5|DAZP1_HUMANsp|Q96EP5-2|DAZP1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of DAZ-associated protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DAZAP1;sp|Q96EP5|DAZP1_HUMAN DAZ-associated protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DAZAP1 PE=1 SV=123.490204 23.77957 4 3 By MS/M By MS/MS 8 6 0.289362 824 18 40.529 378
sp|Q9BRA2|TXD17_HUMANsp|Q9BRA2|TXD17_HUMAN Thioredoxin domain-containing protein 17 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TXNDC17 PE=1 SV=122.225822 22.51417 3 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 7 0.2883511 823 33.3 13.941 123
sp|Q7KZF4|SND1_HUMANsp|Q7KZF4|SND1_HUMAN Staphylococcal nuclease domain-containing protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SND1 PE=1 SV=123.243668 23.52993 8 16 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 27 0.2862663 822 23.3 102 910
sp|P49427|UB2R1_HUMANsp|P49427|UB2R1_HUMAN Ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E2 R1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CDC34 PE=1 SV=21.656698 21.94199 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 6 0.2852917 821 12.7 26.736 236
sp|Q9UNM6|PSD13_HUMAN;sp|Q9UNM6-2|PSD13_HUMANsp|Q9UNM6|PSD13_H MAN 26  proteasome non-ATPase regulatory subunit 13 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMD13 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9UNM6-2|PSD13_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 26S proteasome non-ATPase regulatory subunit 13 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMD1324.898415 25.18257 9 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 15 25 0.284153 820 35.4 42.945 376
sp|P62333|PRS10_HUMANsp|P62333|PRS10_HUMAN 26S protease regulatory subunit 10B OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMC6 PE=1 SV=124.764408 5.04777 10 12 By M /MS By MS/MS 17 22 0.2833595 819 37.8 44.172 389
sp|P07900|HS90A_HUMAN;sp|P07900-2|HS90A_HUMAN;sp|Q14568|HS902_HUMAN;sp|Q58FG0|HS905_HUMANsp|P07900|HS90A_HUMAN eat shock protein HSP 90-alpha OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSP90AA1 PE=1 SV=5;sp|P07900-2|HS90A_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Heat shock protein HSP 90-alpha OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSP90AA128.278437 28.56133 42 45 By MS/MS By MS/MS 54 76 0.2828884 818 61.1 84.659 732
sp|Q9UMX0|UBQL1_HUMAN;sp|Q9UMX0-2|UBQL1_HUMAN;sp|Q9UHD9|UBQL2_HUMANsp|Q9UMX0|UBQL1_H AN Ubiquilin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBQLN1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9UMX0-2|UBQL1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ubiquilin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBQLN1;sp|Q9UHD9|UBQL2_HUMAN Ubiquilin-2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBQLN2 PE=1 SV=223.985983 24.26792 5 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 4 0.2819405 817 6.3 62.518 589
sp|P14866|HNRPL_HUMAN;sp|P14866-2|HNRPL_HUMANsp| 14866|H RPL_HUMAN eterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein L OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPL PE=1 SV=2;sp|P14866-2|HNRPL_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein L OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPL24.176531 24.45839 6 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 19 0.2818584 816 25.5 64.132 589
sp|P78330|SERB_HUMANsp|P78330|SERB_HUMAN Phosphoserine phosphatase OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSPH PE=1 SV=222.11623 22.39671 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 8 0.2804775 815 28.9 25.007 225
sp|Q15185|TEBP_HUMANsp|Q15185|TEBP_HUMAN Prostaglandin E synthase 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PTGES3 PE=1 SV=126.124512 26.40105 6 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 16 0.276535 814 41.9 18.697 160
sp|P13489|RINI_HUMANsp|P13489|RINI_HUMAN Ribonuclease inhibitor OS=Homo sapiens GN=RNH1 PE=1 SV=224.511955 24.78377 8 8 By MS/MS By MS/M 16 18 0.2718124 813 25.6 49.973 461
sp|Q9HCJ6|VAT1L_HUMANsp|Q9HCJ6|VAT1L_HUMAN Synaptic vesicle membrane protein VAT-1 homolog-like OS=Homo sapiens GN=VAT1L PE=1 SV=224.617508 24.88758 8 13 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 24 0.27007 812 40.3 45.899 419
sp|Q9H9A6|LRC40_HUMANsp|Q9H9A6|LRC40_HUMAN Leucine-rich repeat-containing protein 40 OS=Homo sapiens GN=LRRC40 PE=1 SV=123.808626 24.07839 10 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 15 19 0.2697601 811 24.4 68.249 602
sp|Q9H0F7|ARL6_HUMAN;sp|Q9H0F7-2|ARL6_HUMANsp|Q9H0F7|ARL6_HUMAN ADP-ribosylation factor-like protein 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARL6 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9H0F7-2|ARL6_HUMAN Isoform 2 of ADP-ribosylation factor-like protein 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARL620.36492 20.63387 0 2 By MS/MS 0 3 0.2689514 810 12.9 21.097 186
sp|O95816|BAG2_HUMANsp|O95816|BAG2_HUMAN BAG family molecular chaperone regulator 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=BAG2 PE=1 SV=120.68697 20.9534 2 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 3 0.2664337 809 14.2 23.772 211
sp|P43686|PRS6B_HUMAN;sp|P43686-2|PRS6B_HUMANsp|P43686|PRS6B_HUMAN 26S protease regulatory subunit 6B OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMC4 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P43686-2|PRS6B_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 26S protease regulatory subunit 6B OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMC425.639011 25.9029 12 20 y MS/MS By MS/MS 25 40 0.2638931 808 58.6 47.3 6 418
sp|P47914|RL29_HUMANsp|P47914|RL29_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L29 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL29 PE=1 SV=220.806404 21.06533 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 3 0.2589245 807 10.7 17.752 159
sp|P52701|MSH6_HUMAN;sp|P52701-2|MSH6_HUMANsp|P52701|MSH6_HUMAN DNA mismatch repair protein Msh6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MSH6 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P52701-2|MSH6_HUMAN Isoform GTBP-alt of DNA mismatch repair protein Msh6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MSH624.498446 24.7569 16 22 By MS/MS By MS/MS 18 42 0.2584515 806 20.9 152.78 1360
sp|P46977|STT3A_HUMANsp|P46977|STT3A_HUMAN Dolichyl-diphosphooligosaccharide--protein glycosyltransferase subunit STT3A OS=Homo sapiens GN=STT3A PE=1 SV=222.478525 22.73527 5 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 12 0.2567463 805 8.1 80.529 705
sp|P63172|DYLT1_HUMANsp|P63172|DYLT1_HUMAN Dynein light chain Tctex-type 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DYNLT1 PE=1 SV=12 .11318 21.36752 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 4 0.2543373 804 23 12.452 113
sp|P07437|TBB5_HUMAN;sp|A6NNZ2|TBB8L_HUMAN;sp|A6NKZ8|YI016_HUMANsp|P07437|TBB5_HUMAN Tubulin beta chain OS=Homo sapiens GN=TUBB PE=1 SV=228.502258 2 .75649 25 26 By MS/MS By MS/MS 27 27 0.2542362 803 63.7 49.67 444
sp|Q7L2H7|EIF3M_HUMANsp|Q7L2H7|EIF3M_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 3 subunit M OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF3M PE=1 SV=124.874973 25.12747 9 9 By MS/MS By M /MS 14 18 0.2524948 802 34.2 42.502 374
sp|P15927|RFA2_HUMAN;sp|P15927-2|RFA2_HUMAN;sp|P15927-3|RFA2_HUMANsp|P15927|RFA2_HUMAN eplication protein A 3  kDa subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPA2 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P15927-2|RFA2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Replication protein A 32 kDa subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPA2;sp|P15927-3|RFA2_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Replication protein A 32 kDa su23.333336 23.58451 4 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 6 0.2511787 801 20.7 29.247 270
sp|Q01469|FABP5_HUMANsp|Q01469|FABP5_HUMAN Fatty acid-binding protein, epidermal OS=Homo sapiens GN=FABP5 PE=1 SV=321.337996 21.58678 2 3 By M /MS By MS/MS 2 8 0.2487869 800 25.2 15.164 135
sp|Q8IWX8|CHERP_HUMANsp|Q8IWX8|CHERP_HUMAN Calcium homeostasis endoplasmic reticulum protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=CHERP PE=1 SV=319.838926 20.08654 0 2 By MS/MS 0 3 0.2476139 799 2.7 103.7 916
sp|O43242|PSMD3_HUMANsp|O43242|PSMD3_HUMAN 26S proteasome non-ATPase regulatory subunit 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMD3 PE=1 SV=225.535847 25.78339 16 21 By MS/MS By MS/MS 25 42 0.2475452 798 41.4 60.977 534
sp|P17655|CAN2_HUMAN;sp|P17655-2|CAN2_HUMANsp|P17655|CAN2_HUMAN alpain-2 catalytic subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=CAPN2 PE=1 SV=6;sp|P17655-2|CAN2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Calpain-2 catalytic subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=CAPN225. 34 35 25.381 9 12 15 By MS/MS By MS/MS 15 26 0.2467594 797 28.3 79.994 700
sp|P35579|MYH9_HUMAN;sp|P35579-2|MYH9_HUMANsp|P35579|MYH9_HUMAN yosin-9 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MYH9 PE=1 SV=4;sp|P35579-2|MYH9_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Myosin-9 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MYH925.715811 25.9625 24 40 By MS/MS By MS/MS 34 72 0.2466888 7 6 26 226.53 1960
sp|Q01082|SPTB2_HUMAN;sp|Q01082-3|SPTB2_HUMAN;sp|Q01082-2|SPTB2_HUMAN;sp|Q9H254-2|SPTN4_HUMAN;sp|P11277-3|SPTB1_HUMAN;sp|P11277|SPTB1_HUMAN;sp|Q9H254-4|SPTN4_HUMAN;sp|P11277-2|SPTB1_HUMAN;sp|Q9H254|SPTN4_HUMANsp|Q01082|SPTB2_HUMAN pectrin beta chain, non-erythrocytic 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SPTBN1 PE=1 SV= ;sp|Q01082-3|SPTB2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Spectrin beta chain, non-erythrocytic 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SPTBN1;sp Q01082-2|SPTB2_HUMAN Isoform Short of Spectrin beta26.448372 26.69498 12 21 y MS/ S By MS/MS 11 32 0.2466087 795 14.9 274.61 2364
sp|Q01581|HMCS1_HUMANsp|Q01581|HMCS1_HUMAN Hydroxymethylglutaryl-CoA synthase, cytoplasmic OS=Homo sapiens GN=HMGCS1 PE=1 SV=223.943958 24.1888 6 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 15 0.2448463 794 19.8 57.293 520
sp|P56192|SYMC_HUMANsp|P56192|SYMC_HUMAN Methionine--tRNA ligase, cytoplasmic OS=Homo sapiens GN=MARS PE=1 SV=226.114061 26.35745 21 22 By M /MS By MS/MS 35 45 0.2433853 793 39.1 101.11 900
sp|O75157-2|T22D2_HUMAN;sp|O75157|T22D2_HUMAN;sp|Q99576-4|T22D3_HUMAN;sp|Q99576|T22D3_HUMAN;sp|Q15714-2|T22D1_HUMAN;sp|Q99576-3|T22D3_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y3Q8|T22D4_HUMAN;sp|Q15714-3|T22D1_HUMAN;sp|Q15714|T22D1_HUMANsp|O75157-2|T22D2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of TSC22 domain family protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TSC22D2;sp|O75157|T22D2_HUMAN TSC22 domain family protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TSC22D2 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q99576-4|T2 D3_HUMAN Isoform 3 of TSC22 domain family protein 3 OS=Hom0.3595 4 20.60005 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 3 0.2404957 792 2.4 76.391 756
sp|P04843|RPN1_HUMANsp|P04843|RPN1_HUMAN Dolichyl-diphosphooligosaccharide--protein glycosyltransferase subunit 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPN1 PE=1 SV=124.058788 24.29838 11 13 By MS/MS B  MS/MS 15 27 0.2395916 791 24.1 68.569 607
sp|Q14166|TTL12_HUMANsp|Q14166|TTL12_HUMAN Tubulin--tyrosine ligase-like protein 12 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TTLL12 PE=1 SV=223.14633 23.38588 5 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 14 0.2395458 790 16.5 74.403 644
sp|P14314-2|GLU2B_HUMAN;sp|P14314|GLU2B_HUMANsp|P14314-2|GLU2B_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Glucosidase 2 subunit beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRKCSH;sp|P14314|GLU2B_HUMAN Glucosidase 2 subunit beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRKCSH PE=1 SV=221.7903 6 22.0284 2 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 6 0.2380581 789 13 59.177 525
sp|Q8N163-2|CCAR2_HUMAN;sp|Q8N163|CCAR2_HUMANsp|Q8N163-2|CCAR2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Cell cycle and apoptosis regulator protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CCAR2;sp|Q8N163|CCAR2_HUMAN Cell cycle and apoptosis regulator protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CCAR2 PE=1 SV=225.244959 25.48084 17 21 By MS/MS By MS/MS 21 38 0.235878 788 30 103.14 923
sp|P38919|IF4A3_HUMANsp|P38919|IF4A3_HUMAN Eukaryotic initiation factor 4A-III OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF4A3 PE=1 SV=425.066488 25.29904 18 20 By MS/MS By MS/MS 26 35 0.2325554 787 40.4 46.871 411
sp|O14908|GIPC1_HUMAN;sp|O14908-2|GIPC1_HUMAN;sp|Q8TF64|GIPC3_HUMANsp|O14908|GIPC1_HUMAN PDZ domain-containing protein GIPC1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GIPC1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|O14908-2|GIPC1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of PDZ domain-containing protein GIPC1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GIPC122.157583 22.38969 3 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 8 0.2321053 786 23.4 36.049 333
sp|Q9H2J4|PDCL3_HUMANsp|Q9H2J4|PDCL3_HUMAN Phosducin-like protein 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PDCL3 PE=1 SV=121.857378 22.08894 3 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 9 0.2315578 785 25.9 27.614 239
sp|P05387|RLA2_HUMANsp|P05387|RLA2_HUMAN 60S acidic ribosomal protein P2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPLP2 PE=1 SV=126.900927 27.13242 7 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 20 0.2314911 784 77.4 11.665 115
sp|P08758|ANXA5_HUMANsp|P08758| XA5_HUMAN Annexin A5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ANXA5 PE=1 SV=222.152517 22.38369 3 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 10 0.2311726 783 14.1 35.936 320
sp|P30153|2AAA_HUMANsp|P30153|2AAA_HUMAN Serine/threonine-protein phosphatase 2A 65 kDa regulatory subunit A alpha isoform OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPP2R1A PE=1 SV=426.724554 26.95482 19 23 By MS/MS By MS/MS 38 54 0.2302704 782 47 65.308 589
sp|P35998|PRS7_HUMANsp|P35998|PRS7_HUMAN 26S protease regulatory subunit 7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMC2 PE=1 SV=326.197756 26.42352 23 24 By MS/MS By MS/MS 41 49 0.2257614 781 62.1 48.633 433
sp|Q14152|EIF3A_HUMANsp|Q14152|EIF3A_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 3 subunit A OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF3A PE=1 SV=119.627024 19.85229 0 2 By M /MS 0 3 0.2252655 780 1.6 166.57 1382
sp|Q15365|PCBP1_HUMANsp|Q15365|PCBP1_HUMAN Poly(rC)-binding protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PCBP1 PE=1 SV=225.411543 25.63647 10 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 12 0.224926 779 52.2 37.497 356
sp|Q9NUU7|DD19A_HUMAN;sp|Q9UMR2-2|DD19B_HUMAN;sp|Q9UMR2-4|DD19B_HUMANsp|Q9NU 7|DD19A_H AN ATP-dependent RNA helicase D X A OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDX19A PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9UMR2-2|DD19B_HUMAN Isoform 2 of ATP-dependent RNA helicase DDX19B OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDX19B;sp|Q9UMR2-4|DD19B_HUMAN Isoform 4 of ATP-dependent RNA helicase DDX26.103336 26.32822 18 22 By MS/MS By MS/MS 26 43 0.2248878 778 52.1 53.974 478
sp|Q9Y5X3|SNX5_HUMANsp|Q9Y5X3|SNX5_HUMAN Sorting nexin-5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SNX5 PE=1 SV=120.949776 21.17445 2 4 By M /MS By MS/MS 1 5 0.2246704 777 10.9 46.816 404
sp|Q00839|HNRPU_HUMANsp|Q00839|H RPU_HUMAN Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein U OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPU PE=1 SV=628.372272 28.59491 27 30 By MS/MS By MS/MS 55 63 0.222641 776 39.6 90.583 825
sp|P22061|PIMT_HUMAN;sp|P22061-2|PIMT_HUMANsp|P22061|PIMT_HUMAN rotein-L-isoaspartate(D-aspartate) O-methyltransferase OS=Homo sapiens GN=PCMT1 PE=1 SV=4;sp|P22061-2|PIMT_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Protein-L-isoaspartate(D-aspartate) O-methyltransferase OS=Homo sapiens GN=PCMT122.913477 23.13267 3 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 8 0.2 91925 775 5.1 24.636 2 7
sp|Q9NQG5|RPR1B_HUMANsp|Q9NQG5|RPR1B_HUMAN Regulation of nuclear pre-mRNA domain-containing protein 1B OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPRD1B PE=1 SV=122.304522 22.52353 5 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 11 0.2190132 774 22.4 36.899 326
sp|O95373|IPO7_HUMANsp|O95373|IPO7_HUMAN Importin-7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=IPO7 PE=1 SV=126.506882 26.72573 22 26 By MS/MS By MS/MS 33 50 0.2188435 773 29.4 119.52 1038
sp|Q9UBB4|ATX10_HUMAN;sp|Q9UBB4-2|ATX10_HUMANsp|Q9UBB4|ATX10_H MAN Ataxin-10 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATXN10 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9UBB4-2|ATX10_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ataxin-10 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATXN1024.310219 4.52832 6 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 18 0.2181053 772 30.7 53.488 475
sp|P83731|RL24_HUMANsp|P83731|RL24_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L24 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL24 PE=1 SV=125.358873 25.57389 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 11 0.2150211 771 29.3 17.779 157
sp|P12814-2|ACTN1_HUMAN;sp|P12814|ACTN1_HUMAN;sp|P12814-3|ACTN1_HUMAN;sp|P12814-4|ACTN1_HUMANsp|P12814-2| CTN1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Alpha-actinin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACTN1;sp|P12814|ACTN1_HUMAN Alpha-actinin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACTN1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P12814-3|ACTN1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Alpha-actinin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACTN1;sp|P12814-4|ACTN1_HUMAN Iso24.687204 24.8986 19 20 By MS/MS By MS/MS 22 34 0.2113953 770 33 102.71 887
sp|P05166|PCCB_HUMAN;sp|P05166-2|PCCB_HUMANsp|P05166|PCCB_HUMAN ropionyl-CoA carboxylase beta chain, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=PCCB PE=1 SV=3;sp|P05166-2|PCCB_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Propionyl-CoA carboxylase beta chain, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=PCCB24.25602 24.46258 11 15 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 31 0.2065563 769 37.3 58.215 539
sp|P51572|BAP31_HUMAN;sp|P51572-2|BAP31_HUMANsp|P51572|BAP31_HUMAN -cell receptor-associated protein 31 OS=Homo sapiens GN=BCAP31 PE=1 SV=3;sp|P51572-2|BAP31_HUMAN Isoform 2 of B-cell receptor-associated protein 31 OS=Homo sapiens GN=BCAP3120.536114 20.74 72 2 2 By M /MS By MS/MS 3 4 0.2056103 768 8.1 27.991 246
sp|P55039|DRG2_HUMANsp|P55039|DRG2_HUMAN Developmentally-regulated GTP-binding protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DRG2 PE=1 SV=119.87248 20.07783 2 2 By matching By MS/MS 0 3 0.2053528 767 5.5 40.746 364
 179 
 
sp|O00487|PSDE_HUMANsp|O00487|PSDE_HUMAN 26S proteasome non-ATPase regulatory subunit 14 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMD14 PE=1 SV=124.511473 24.71371 6 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 15 0.2022419 766 36.8 34.577 310
sp|Q9H8Y8|GORS2_HUMAN;sp|Q9H8Y8-2|GORS2_HUMANsp|Q9H8Y8|GORS2_HUMAN Golgi reassembly-stacking protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GORASP2 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q9H8Y8-2|GORS2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Golgi reassembly-stacking protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GORASP224.487263 24.68913 3 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 9 0.2018623 765 19 47.145 452
sp|P30085|KCY_HUMAN;sp|P30085-2|KCY_HUMANsp|P30085|KCY_HUMAN UMP-CMP kinase OS=Homo sapiens GN=CMPK1 PE=1 SV=3;sp|P30085-2|KCY_HUMAN Isoform 2 of UMP-CMP kinase OS=Homo sapiens GN=CMPK124.430649 24.63045 6 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 13 0.1998043 764 46.9 22.222 196
sp|Q9UHY1|NRBP_HUMANsp|Q9UHY1| RBP_HUMAN Nuclear receptor-binding protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=NRBP1 PE=1 SV=123.500574 23.6971 6 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 12 0.1965294 763 19.3 59.844 535
sp|Q9BQE3|TBA1C_HUMANsp|Q9BQE3|TBA1C_HUMAN Tubulin alpha-1C chain OS=Homo sapiens GN=TUBA1C PE=1 SV=126.477629 26.67223 26 25 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 12 0.1945972 762 62.6 49.895 449
sp|Q14315|FLNC_HUMAN;sp|Q14315-2|FLNC_HUMANsp|Q14315|FLNC_HUMAN ilamin-C OS=Homo sapiens GN=FLNC PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q14315-2|FLNC_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Filamin-C OS=Homo sapiens GN=FLNC26.672901 26.86738 45 48 By MS/MS By MS/MS 58 74 0.1944809 761 27.9 291.02 2725
sp|Q13200|PSMD2_HUMANsp|Q13200|PSMD2_HUMAN 26S proteasome non-ATPase regulatory subunit 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMD2 PE=1 SV=326.556955 26.75022 21 30 By MS/MS By MS/MS 46 61 0.1932602 760 43.9 100.2 908
sp|P20073-2|ANXA7_HUMAN;sp|P20073|ANXA7_HUMANsp|P20073-2| XA7_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Annexin A7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ANXA7;sp|P20073|ANXA7_HUMAN Annexin A7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ANXA7 PE=1 SV=324.391 62 24.584 13 15 By MS/MS By MS/MS 19 28 0.1927357 759 35.8 50.315 466
sp|O96019|ACL6A_HUMAN;sp|O96019-2|ACL6A_HUMANsp|O96019| CL6A_HUMAN ctin-like protein 6A OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACTL6A PE=1 SV=1;sp|O96019-2|ACL6A_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Actin-like protein 6A OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACTL6A20.838844 21.03093 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 5 0.1920872 758 10.3 47.46 429
sp|O00762|UBE2C_HUMAN;sp|O00762-2|UBE2C_HUMAN;sp|O00762-3|UBE2C_HUMAN;sp|O00762-4|UBE2C_HUMANsp|O00762|UBE2C_HUMAN biquitin-conjugating enzyme E2 C OS=Homo apiens GN= 2  PE=1 SV=1;sp|O00762-2|UBE2C_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E2 C OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBE2C;sp|O00762-3|UBE2C_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E22 .582 58 22.77088 3 3 By MS/ S By MS/MS 5 7 0.1888 56 757 32.4 19.652 179
sp|O43396|TXNL1_HUMANsp|O43396|TXNL1_HUMAN Thioredoxin-like protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TXNL1 PE=1 SV=324.195354 24.38383 8 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 14 19 0.1884804 756 42.2 32.251 289
sp|Q96RQ3|MCCA_HUMANsp|Q96RQ3|MCCA_HUMAN Methylcrotonoyl-CoA carboxylase subunit alpha, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=MCCC1 PE=1 SV=319.775072 19.96198 0 2 By MS/MS 0 3 0.186903 755 4.4 80.472 725
sp|O43707|ACTN4_HUMAN;sp|O43707-2|ACTN4_HUMAN;sp|O43707-3|ACTN4_HUMAN;sp|P35609|ACTN2_HUMAN;sp|Q08043|ACTN3_HUMANsp|O43707| CTN4_HUMAN lpha-actinin-4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACT 4 PE=1 SV=2;sp|O43707-2|ACTN4_HUM N Isoform CTN4ISO of Alpha-actinin-4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACTN422.261784 22.44758 12 14 By MS/ S By MS/MS 3 9 0.1858006 754 22.4 104.85 911
sp|Q9UBQ5|EIF3K_HUMANsp|Q9UBQ5|EIF3K_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 3 subunit K OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF3K PE=1 SV=122.458538 22.64278 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 7 0.1842384 753 17.9 25.059 218
sp|O43488|ARK72_HUMAN;sp|Q8NHP1|ARK74_HUMANsp|O43488| RK72_HUMAN Aflatoxin B1 aldehyde reductase member 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=AKR7A2 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q8NHP1|ARK74_HUMAN Aflatoxin B1 aldehyde reductase member 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=AKR7L PE=2 SV=621.115911 21.29715 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 3 0.1812382 752 9.5 39.589 359
sp|Q58FF8|H90B2_HUMANsp|Q58FF8|H90B2_HUMAN Putative heat shock protein HSP 90-beta 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSP90AB2P PE=1 SV=224.874834 25.0559 10 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 5 0.1810627 751 25.5 44.348 381
sp|O95336|6PGL_HUMANsp|O95336|6PGL_HUMAN 6-phosphogluconolactonase OS=Homo sapiens GN=PGLS PE=1 SV=224.793077 24.97316 10 10 By MS/MS By MS/M 18 21 0.1800842 750 59.3 27.547 258
sp|Q8WUM4|PDC6I_HUMAN;sp|Q8WUM4-2|PDC6I_HUMANsp|Q8WUM4|PDC6I_HUMAN Programmed cell death 6-interacting protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=PDCD6IP PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q8WUM4-2|PDC6I_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Programmed cell death 6-interacting protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=PDCD6IP26.174019 26.35313 23 36 By MS/MS By MS/MS 37 74 0.1791096 749 49.1 96.022 868
sp|P48556|PSMD8_HUMANsp|P48556|PSMD8_HUMAN 26S proteasome non-ATPase regulatory subunit 8 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMD8 PE=1 SV=224.726816 24.90527 8 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 13 18 0.1784554 748 29.7 39.611 350
sp|P40261|NNMT_HUMANsp|P40261| NMT_HUMAN Nicotinamide N-methyltransferase OS=Homo sapiens GN=NNMT PE=1 SV=120.69549 20.8738 2 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 4 0.1783123 747 13.3 29.574 264
sp|P62495|ERF1_HUMANsp|P62495|ERF1_HUMAN Eukaryotic peptide chain release factor subunit 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ETF1 PE=1 SV=322.967123 23.14493 6 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 14 0.1778088 746 19.9 49.03 437
sp|Q9BXJ9|NAA15_HUMAN;sp|Q9BXJ9-4|NAA15_HUMANsp|Q9BXJ9|NAA15_HUMAN N-alpha-acetyltransferase 15, NatA auxiliary subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=NAA15 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9BXJ9-4|NAA15_HUMAN Isoform 2 of N-alpha-acetyltransferase 15, NatA auxiliary subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=NAA1520.297497 20.47526 1 3 By MS/MS By MS/M 1 3 0.1777649 745 3 101.27 866
sp|Q9BT78|CSN4_HUMAN;sp|Q9BT78-2|CSN4_HUMANsp|Q9BT78|CSN4_HUMAN OP9 signalosome complex subunit 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=COPS4 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9BT78-2|CSN4_HUMAN Isoform 2 of COP9 signalosome complex subunit 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=COPS421.316833 21.4 443 3 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 7 0.1776009 744 12.1 46.268 406
sp|P49411|EFTU_HUMANsp|P49411|EFTU_HUMAN Elongation factor Tu, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=TUFM PE=1 SV=223.275118 23.45111 5 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 13 0.175993 743 23.7 49.541 452
sp|Q99714|HCD2_HUMAN;sp|Q99714-2|HCD2_HUMANsp|Q99714|HCD2_HUMAN 3-hydroxyacyl-CoA dehydrogenase type-2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSD17B10 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q99714-2|HCD2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 3-hydroxyacyl-CoA dehydrogenase type-2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSD17B1025.896984 26.07276 12 13 B  MS/MS By MS/MS 18 23 0.1757717 742 67.4 26.923 261
sp|P22087|FBRL_HUMANsp|P22087|FBRL_HUMAN rRNA 2-O-methyltransferase fibrillarin OS=Homo sapiens GN=FBL PE=1 SV=220.42091 20.59651 1 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 3 0.1755962 741 9.7 33.784 321
sp|Q86U90|YRDC_HUMANsp|Q86 90|YRDC_HUMAN YrdC domain-containing protein, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=YRDC PE=1 SV=123.26771 23.44304 4 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 7 0.1753273 740 34.4 29.328 279
sp|Q14974|IMB1_HUMANsp|Q14974|IMB1_HUMAN Importin subunit beta-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=KPNB1 PE=1 SV=227.452854 27.62666 22 27 By MS/MS By MS/MS 47 61 0.1738033 739 39.4 97.169 876
sp|P61081|UBC12_HUMANsp|P61081|UBC12_HUMAN NEDD8-conjugating enzyme Ubc12 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBE2M PE=1 SV=123.764256 23.93796 5 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 2 0.1737003 738 35.5 20.9 183
sp|Q15046|SYK_HUMAN;sp|Q15046-2|SYK_HUMANsp|Q15046|SYK_HUMAN Lysine--tRNA ligase OS=Homo sapiens GN=KARS PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q15046-2|SYK_HUMAN Isoform Mitochondrial of Lysine--tRNA ligase OS=Homo sapiens GN=KARS24.115213 24.28884 9 13 By MS/MS By MS/MS 14 23 0.1736259 737 23.8 68.047 597
sp|Q8WXA9-2|SREK1_HUMAN;sp|Q8WXA9|SREK1_HUMANsp|Q8WXA9-2|SREK1_HUM N Isoform 2 of Splicing regulatory glutamine/lysine-rich protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SREK1;sp|Q8WXA9|SREK1_HUMAN Splicing regulatory glutamine/lysine-rich protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SREK1 PE=1 SV=119.934851 20.10751 1 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 3 0.172657 736 3.4 71.649 624
sp|P46821|MAP1B_HUMANsp|P46821|MAP1B_HUMAN Microtubule-associated protein 1B OS=Homo sapiens GN=MAP1B PE=1 SV=224.391066 24.56104 16 19 By MS/MS By MS/MS 20 9 0.1699753 735 12.6 270.63 2468
sp|P24752|THIL_HUMANsp|P24752|THIL_HUMAN Acetyl-CoA acetyltransferase, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACAT1 PE=1 SV=124.991529 25.16135 9 14 By MS/MS By MS/MS 18 28 0. 698189 734 39.1 45.199 427
sp|O76003|GLRX3_HUMANsp|O76003|GLRX3_HUMAN Glutaredoxin-3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GLRX3 PE=1 SV=224.7006 24.86557 8 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 15 14 0.1649666 733 32.8 37.432 335
sp|Q96DH6|MSI2H_HUMAN;sp|Q96DH6-2|MSI2H_HUMAN;sp|Q96DH6-3|MSI2H_HUMANsp|Q96DH6|MSI2H_HUMAN RNA-binding protein Musashi homolog 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MSI2 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q96DH6-2|MSI2H_HUMAN Isoform 2 of RNA-binding protein Musashi homolog 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MSI2;sp|Q96DH6-3|MSI2H_HUMAN Isoform 3 of RNA-binding protein Musash25.241364 5.40626 7 9 By MS/ By MS/MS 8 11 0.1648998 732 32 35.196 328
sp|P45880-2|VDAC2_HUMAN;sp|P45880|VDAC2_HUMAN;sp|P45880-1|VDAC2_HUMANsp|P45880-2|VDAC2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Voltage-dependent anion-selective channel protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=VDAC2;sp|P45880|VDAC2_HUMAN Voltage-dependent anion-selective channel protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=VDAC2 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P45880-1|VDAC2_HUMAN Isoform 121.761133 21.92513 4 3 By MS/ S By MS/MS 6 5 0.1640015 731 16.3 30.412 283
sp|Q15369|ELOC_HUMAN;sp|Q15369-2|ELOC_HUMANsp|Q15369|ELOC_HUMAN Transcription elongation factor B polypeptide 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TCEB1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q15369-2|ELOC_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Transcription elongation factor B polypeptide 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TCEB124.567207 24.73029 5 5 B  MS/MS By MS/MS 9 13 0.1630859 730 58 12.473 112
sp|P30040|ERP29_HUMAN;sp|P30040-2|ERP29_HUMANsp|P30040|ERP29_HUMAN ndoplasmic reticulum resident protein 29 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ERP29 PE=1 SV=421.524778 21.68607 2 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 4 0.161293 729 14.2 28.993 261
sp|P31483|TIA1_HUMAN;sp|P31483-2|TIA1_HUMANsp|P31483|TIA1_HUMAN Nucleolysin TIA-1 isoform p40 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TIA1 PE=1 SV=3;sp|P31483-2|TIA1_HUMAN Isoform Short of Nucleolysin TIA-1 isoform p40 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TIA120.5115 20.67237 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 3 0.1608467 728 9.1 42.963 386
sp|P60228|EIF3E_HUMANsp|P60228|EIF3E_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 3 subunit E OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF3E PE=1 SV=121.594595 21.75524 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 7 0. 606407 727 15.3 52.22 445
sp|Q9BWD1|THIC_HUMANsp|Q9BWD1|THIC_HUMAN Acetyl-CoA acetyltransferase, cytosolic OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACAT2 PE=1 SV=223.737274 23.89735 6 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 13 14 0.160078 726 25.9 41.35 397
sp|P46778|RL21_HUMANsp|P46778|RL21_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L21 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL21 PE=1 SV=223.473703 23.63312 3 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 11 0.1594143 725 25 18.565 160
sp|P30626-2|SORCN_HUMAN;sp|P30626|SORCN_HUMANsp|P30626-2|SORCN_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Sorcin OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRI;sp|P30626|SORCN_HUMAN Sorcin OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRI PE=1 SV=122.585981 22.7452 5 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 7 0.159214 724 31.1 20.345 183
sp|P40855|PEX19_HUMAN;sp|P40855-5|PEX19_HUMANsp|P40855|PEX19_HUMAN eroxisomal biogenesis factor 19 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PEX19 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P40855-5|PEX19_HUMAN Isoform 5 of Peroxisomal biogenesis factor 19 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PEX1920.335739 20.49033 0 2 By MS/MS 0 3 0.1 45868 723 9.7 32.806 299
sp|Q99471|PFD5_HUMAN;sp|Q99471-3|PFD5_HUMANsp|Q99471|PFD5_HUMAN refoldin subunit 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PFDN5 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q99471-3|PFD5_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Prefoldin subunit 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PFDN521.437357 21. 9058 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/M 2 4 0.153223 722 19.5 17.328 154
sp|O00303|EIF3F_HUMANsp|O00303|EIF3F_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 3 subunit F OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF3F PE=1 SV=125.195204 25.348 9 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 18 23 0. 527996 721 31.4 37.563 357
sp|P21796|VDAC1_HUMANsp|P21796|VDAC1_HUMAN Voltage-dependent anion-selective channel protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=VDAC1 PE=1 SV=222.416094 22.56653 4 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 11 0.1504402 720 21.6 30.772 283
sp|Q99627-2|CSN8_HUMAN;sp|Q99627|CSN8_HUMANsp|Q99627-2|CSN8_HUMAN Isoform 2 of COP9 signalosome complex subunit 8 OS=Homo sapiens GN=COPS8;sp|Q99627|CSN8_HUMAN COP9 signalosome complex subunit 8 OS=Homo sapiens GN=COPS8 PE=1 SV=121.904 59 22.05437 2 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 5 0.14941 719 31.2 17.909 160
sp|Q9H4A4|AMPB_HUMANsp|Q9 4A4|AMPB_HUMAN Aminopeptidase B OS=Homo sapiens GN=RNPEP PE=1 SV=223.811274 23.95987 8 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 19 0.1485996 718 24.3 72.595 650
sp|P12956|XRCC6_HUMANsp|P12956|XRCC6_HUMAN X-ray repair cross-complementing protein 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=XRCC6 PE=1 SV=223.6712 23.81919 7 13 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 25 0.1479912 717 25.8 69.842 609
sp|O43747|AP1G1_HUMAN;sp|O43747-2|AP1G1_HUMANsp|O43747| P1G1_HUMAN -1 complex subunit gamma-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=AP1G1 PE=1 SV=5;sp|O43747-2|AP1G1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of AP-1 complex subunit gamma-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=AP1G122.8102 22.95685 4 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 20 0.1465721 716 14.1 91.35 822
sp|P68363|TBA1B_HUMAN;sp|P68366|TBA4A_HUMAN;sp|Q9H853|TBA4B_HUMANsp|P68363|TBA1B_HUMAN Tubulin alpha-1B chain OS=Homo sapiens GN=TUBA1B PE=1 SV=1;sp|P68366|TBA4A_HUMAN Tubulin alpha-4A chain OS=Homo sapiens GN=TUBA4A PE=1 SV=13 .316675 31.46154 26 25 By MS/MS By MS/MS 99 124 0.1448612 715 62.3 50.151 451
sp|P54886-2|P5CS_HUMAN;sp|P54886|P5CS_HUMANsp|P54886-2|P5CS_HUMAN Isoform Short of Delta-1-pyrroline-5-carboxylate synthase OS=Homo sapiens GN=ALDH18A1;sp|P54886|P5CS_HUMAN Delta-1-pyrroline-5-carboxylate synthase OS=Homo sapiens GN=ALDH18A1 PE=1 SV=221.067104 21.21175 2 4 By matching By MS/MS 0 6 0.1446476 714 6.6 87.088 793
sp|Q14232|EI2BA_HUMANsp|Q14232|EI2BA_HUMAN Translation initiation factor eIF-2B subunit alpha OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF2B1 PE=1 SV=123.044819 23.18826 5 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 13 0. 434441 713 27.2 33.712 305
sp|Q15029-2|U5S1_HUMAN;sp|Q15029|U5S1_HUMANsp|Q 5029-2|U5S1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 116 kDa U5 small nuclear ribonucleoprotein component OS=Homo sapiens GN=EFTUD2;sp|Q15029|U5S1_HUMAN 116 kDa U5 small nuclear ribonucleoprotein component OS=Homo sapiens GN=EFTUD2 PE=1 SV=120.863857 21.00642 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 4 0.1425591 712 4.7 105.38 937
sp|P15374|UCHL3_HUMANsp|P15374|UCHL3_HUMAN Ubiquitin carboxyl-terminal hydrolase isozyme L3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UCHL3 PE=1 SV=122.452669 22.59503 2 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 8 0.1423588 711 28.7 26.182 230
sp|Q9H8S9|MOB1A_HUMAN;sp|Q7L9L4|MOB1B_HUMAN;sp|Q7L9L4-2|MOB1B_HUMAN;sp|Q9H8S9-2|MOB1A_HUMANsp|Q9H8S9|MOB1A_HUMAN MOB kinase activator 1A OS=Homo sapiens GN=MOB1A PE=1 SV=4;sp|Q7L9L4|MOB1B_HUMAN MOB kinase activator 1B OS=Homo sapiens GN=MOB1B PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q7L9L4-2|MOB1B_HUMAN Isoform 2 of MOB kinase activator 1B OS=Homo sapiens GN=MOB1B;sp|Q9H8S22.470629 22.61246 3 3 By MS/ S By S/M 5 6 0.1418266 710 22.7 25.079 216
sp|P35080-2|PROF2_HUMAN;sp|P35080|PROF2_HUMANsp|P35080-2|PROF2_HUMAN Isoform IIb of Profilin-2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PFN2;sp|P35080|PROF2_HUMAN Profilin-2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PFN2 PE=1 SV=323.108 07 23.24842 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 8 0.1401176 709 32.9 15.088 140
sp|O95864-3|FADS2_HUMAN;sp|O95864|FADS2_HUMAN;sp|O95864-2|FADS2_HUMANsp|O95864-3|FADS2_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Fatty acid desaturase 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FADS2;sp|O95864|FADS2_HUMAN Fatty acid desaturase 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FADS2 PE=1 SV=121.814289 21.95397 2 3 By MS/ S By MS/MS 2 4 0.1396828 708 13 45.524 386
sp|Q15819|UB2V2_HUMANsp|Q15819|UB2V2_HUMAN Ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E2 variant 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBE2V2 PE=1 SV=40.039833 20.17877 3 4 By matching By MS/MS 0 3 0.1389332 707 31.7 16.363 145
sp|P27635|RL10_HUMAN;sp|Q96L21|RL10L_HUMANsp|P27635|RL10_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L10 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL10 PE=1 SV=424.808626 24.94633 7 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 15 0.1376991 706 43 24.604 214
sp|O43592|XPOT_HUMANsp|O43592|XPOT_HUMAN Exportin-T OS=Homo sapiens GN=XPOT PE=1 SV=225.292635 25.43027 20 22 By MS/MS By MS/MS 27 46 0.1376305 705 29.8 109.96 962
sp|P24534|EF1B_HUMANsp|P24534|EF1B_HUMAN Elongation factor 1-beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=EEF1B2 PE=1 SV=324.724112 24.86065 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 8 0.1365376 704 27.6 24.763 225
sp|Q13043-2|STK4_HUMAN;sp|Q13043|STK4_HUMANsp|Q13043-2|STK4_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Serine/threonine-protein kinase 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=STK4;sp|Q13043|STK4_HUMAN Serine/threonine-protein kinase 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=STK4 PE=1 SV=220.796696 20.93272 2 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 4 0.1360264 703 8 52.335 462
sp|Q8N474|SFRP1_HUMANsp|Q8N474|SFRP1_HUMAN Secreted frizzled-related protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SFRP1 PE=1 SV=122.292831 22.42803 4 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 3 0.1351986 702 17.5 35.385 314
sp|P08238|HS90B_HUMAN;sp|Q58FF7|H90B3_HUMANsp|P08238|HS90B_HUMAN Heat shock protein HSP 90-beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSP90AB1 PE=1 SV=431.083473 31.2183 47 52 By MS/MS By MS/MS 141 190 0.1348267 701 64.8 83.263 724
sp|Q9GZZ1|NAA50_HUMAN;sp|Q9GZZ1-2|NAA50_HUMANsp|Q9GZZ1|NAA50_HUMAN N-alpha-acetyltransferase 50 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NAA50 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9GZZ1-2|NAA50_HUMAN Isoform 2 of N-alpha-acetyltransferase 50 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NAA5023.82 777 3.96261 6 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 17 0. 328335 700 60.9 19.398 169
sp|P35606|COPB2_HUMANsp|P35606|COPB2_HUMAN Coatomer subunit beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=COPB2 PE=1 SV=224.041931 24.17432 10 17 By MS/MS By MS/MS 13 25 0.1323929 699 25.8 102.49 906
sp|Q9Y3D8-2|KAD6_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y3D8|KAD6_HUMANsp|Q9Y3D8-2|KAD6_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Adenylate kinase isoenzyme 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=AK6;sp|Q9Y3D8|KAD6_HUMAN Adenylate kinase isoenzyme 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=AK6 PE=1 SV=121.968037 22.097 3 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 8 0.1289616 698 25.4 19.805 169
sp|P56945-5|BCAR1_HUMAN;sp|P56945-8|BCAR1_HUMAN;sp|P56945|BCAR1_HUMAN;sp|P56945-7|BCAR1_HUMAN;sp|P56945-3|BCAR1_HUMAN;sp|P56945-2|BCAR1_HUMAN;sp|P56945-6|BCAR1_HUMAN;sp|P56945-4|BCAR1_HUMANsp|P56945-5|BCAR1_HUMAN Isoform 5 of Breast cancer anti-estrogen resistance protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN= 1;sp|P56945-8|BCAR1_HUMAN Isoform 8 of Breast cancer anti-estrogen resistance protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=BCAR1;sp|P56945|BCAR1_HUMAN Breast cance20.802 46 20.9307 3 2 By MS/ S By MS/MS 2 3 0.1281567 697 3.9 93.135 68
sp|Q8NFH4|NUP37_HUMANsp|Q8NFH4|NUP37_HUMAN Nucleoporin Nup37 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NUP37 PE=1 SV=120.34606 20.46961 0 2 By MS/MS 0 3 0.1235504 696 8.6 36.707 326
sp|Q13098-5|CSN1_HUMAN;sp|Q13098|CSN1_HUMAN;sp|Q13098-7|CSN1_HUMAN;sp|Q13098-6|CSN1_HUMANsp|Q 3098-5|CSN1_HUMAN Isoform 4 of COP9 signalosome complex ubunit 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GPS1;sp|Q13098|CSN1_HUMAN COP9 signalosome complex subunit 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GPS1 PE=1 SV=4;sp|Q13098-7|CSN1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of COP9 signalosome complex subunit 123. 08864 23.23169 4 8 By S/MS By MS/MS 7 14 0.1228275 695 21.1 55.092 487
sp|O00410|IPO5_HUMAN;sp|O00410-3|IPO5_HUMAN;sp|O00410-2|IPO5_HUMAN;sp|O60518|RNBP6_HUMANsp|O00410|IPO5_HUMAN Importin-5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=IPO5 PE=1 SV=4;sp|O00410-3|IPO5_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Importin-5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=IPO5;sp|O00410-2|IPO5_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Importin-5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=IPO527.487537 27.60936 27 29 By MS/MS By MS/MS 54 61 0.1218204 694 37.8 123.63 1097
sp|Q01081|U2AF1_HUMAN;sp|Q01081-2|U2AF1_HUMAN;sp|Q01081-4|U2AF1_HUMAN;sp|Q8WU68-3|U2AF4_HUMAN;sp|Q8WU68|U2AF4_HUMAN;sp|Q01081-3|U2AF1_HUMAN;sp|Q8WU68-2|U2AF4_HUMANsp|Q01081|U2AF1_HUMAN Splicing factor U2AF 35 kDa subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=U2AF1 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q01081-2|U2AF1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Splicing factor U2AF 35 kDa subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=U2AF1;sp|Q01081-4|U2AF1_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Splicing factor U2AF 35 kDa22.93092 23.0524 4 5 By M /MS By MS/MS 10 11 0.1214828 693 3 .8 27.872 240
sp|P84077|ARF1_HUMAN;sp|P61204|ARF3_HUMANsp|P84077|ARF1_HUMAN ADP-ribosylation factor 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARF1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P61204|ARF3_HUMAN ADP-ribosylation factor 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARF3 PE=1 SV=226.78 192 26.90357 8 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 8 0.1213799 692 54.7 20.697 181
sp|P62191|PRS4_HUMANsp|P62191|PRS4_HUMAN 26S protease regulatory subunit 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMC1 PE=1 SV=125.679762 25.79966 13 16 By MS/MS By MS/MS 19 33 0.1199017 691 45.9 49.184 440
sp|P40227|TCPZ_HUMAN;sp|P40227-2|TCPZ_HUMAN;sp|Q92526|TCPW_HUMAN;sp|Q92526-2|TCPW_HUMAN;sp|Q92526-3|TCPW_HUMANsp|P40227|TCPZ_HUMAN -complex protein 1 subunit zeta OS=Homo sapiens GN=CCT6A PE=1 SV=3;sp|P40227-2|TCPZ_HUMAN Isoform 2 of T-complex protein 1 subunit zeta OS=Homo sapiens GN=CCT6A24. 63 63 24.58268 8 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 13 19 0.1194153 690 26.7 58.024 531
sp|P46060|RAGP1_HUMANsp| 46060|RAGP1_HUMAN Ran GTPase-activating protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RANGAP1 PE=1 SV=125.604588 25.72375 15 18 By MS/MS By MS/MS 26 37 0.1191597 689 41.4 63.541 587
sp|P22234|PUR6_HUMAN;sp|P22234-2|PUR6_HUMANsp|P22234|PUR6_HUMAN Multifunctional protein ADE2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PAICS PE=1 SV=3;sp|P22234-2|PUR6_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Multifunctional protein ADE2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PAICS2 .864 15 26.98011 18 21 By MS/MS By MS/MS 34 46 0.1157951 688 52.2 47.079 425
sp|P30154-4|2AAB_HUMAN;sp|P30154|2AAB_HUMAN;sp|P30154-2|2AAB_HUMAN;sp|P30154-3|2AAB_HUMAN;sp|P30154-5|2AAB_HUMANsp|P30154-4|2AAB_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Serine/threonine-protein pho hatase 2A 65 kDa regulatory subunit A beta isoform OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPP2R1B;sp|P30154|2AAB_HUMAN Serine/threonine-protein phosphatase 2A 65 kDa regulatory subunit A beta isoform OS=Homo sa22.926437 23.04095 1 13 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 10 0.1145077 687 28.1 61.313 556
sp|P26368-2|U2AF2_HUMAN;sp|P26368|U2AF2_HUMANsp|P26368-2|U2AF2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Splicing factor U2AF 65 kDa subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=U2AF2;sp|P26368|U2AF2_HUMAN Splicing factor U2AF 65 kDa subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=U2AF2 PE=1 SV=43.530172 23.64361 7 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 13 0.1134415 686 24.2 53.12 471
sp|Q00341|VIGLN_HUMAN;sp|Q00341-2|VIGLN_HUMANsp|Q00341|VIGLN_HUMAN igilin OS=Homo sapiens GN=HDLBP PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q00341-2|VIGLN_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Vigilin OS=Homo sapiens GN=HDLBP23.106838 23.21938 7 7 y MS/MS By MS/MS 9 12 0.1125431 685 8 141.45 1268
sp|P26640|SYVC_HUMANsp|P26640|SYVC_HUMAN Valine--tRNA ligase OS=Homo sapiens GN=VARS PE=1 SV=425.375938 25.488 20 22 By MS/MS By MS/MS 31 37 0.1120586 684 25.6 140.47 1264
sp|P35613-3|BASI_HUMAN;sp|P35613-4|BASI_HUMAN;sp|P35613-2|BASI_HUMAN;sp|P35613|BASI_HUMANsp|P35613-3|BASI_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Basigin OS=Homo sapiens GN=BSG;sp|P35613-4|B SI_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Basigin OS=Homo sapiens GN=BSG;sp|P35613-2|BASI_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Basigin OS=Homo sapiens GN=BSG;sp|P35613|BASI_HUMAN Basigin OS=Homo sapiens GN=BSG PE=21.578791 21.69038 2 3 By S/MS By MS/M 4 5 0.1115932 683 25 19.438 176
sp|O95239-2|KIF4A_HUMAN;sp|O95239|KIF4A_HUMAN;sp|Q2VIQ3|KIF4B_HUMANsp|O95239-2|KIF4A_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Chromosome-associated kinesin KIF4A OS=Homo sapiens GN=KIF4A;sp|O95239|KIF4A_HUMAN Chromosome-associated kinesin KIF4A OS=Homo sapiens GN=KIF4A PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q2VIQ3|KIF4B_HUMAN Chromosome-associated kinesin KIF4B OS=Homo19.768925 19.87897 0 2 By MS/M 0 3 0.1100483 682 2 128.46 1127
 180 
 
sp|P29692|EF1D_HUMAN;sp|P29692-2|EF1D_HUMAN;sp|P29692-4|EF1D_HUMANsp|P29692|EF1D_HUMAN longation factor 1-delta OS=Homo sapiens GN=EEF1D PE=1 SV=5;sp|P29692-2|EF1D_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Elongation factor 1-delta OS=Homo sapiens GN=EEF1D;sp|P29692-4|EF1D_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Elongation factor 1-delta OS=Homo sapiens GN=EEF1D25.423101 25.53282 7 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 14 15 0.1097183 681 37.7 31.121 281
sp|Q9NT62|ATG3_HUMAN;sp|Q9NT62-2|ATG3_HUMANsp|Q9NT62|ATG3_HUMAN Ubiquitin-like-conjugating enzyme ATG3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATG3 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9NT62-2|ATG3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ubiquitin-like-conjugating enzyme ATG3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATG323.735725 23.84479 8 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 14 0.10 0679 680 37.3 35.864 314
sp|P78347-2|GTF2I_HUMAN;sp|P78347-4|GTF2I_HUMAN;sp|P78347-3|GTF2I_HUMAN;sp|P78347|GTF2I_HUMAN;sp|Q86UP8-3|GTD2A_HUMAN;sp|Q86UP8|GTD2A_HUMAN;sp|Q6EKJ0|GTD2B_HUMANsp|P78347-2|GTF2I_HUMAN Isoform 2 of General transcription factor II-I OS=Homo sapiens GN=GTF2I;sp|P7 347-4|GTF2I_HUMAN Isoform 4 of General tran cription factor II-I OS=Homo sapiens GN=GTF2I;sp|P78347-3|GTF2I_HUMAN Isoform 3 of General transcription facto24.348003 24.45626 11 16 By MS/MS By MS/MS 19 29 0.1082554 679 21.6 107.97 957
sp|Q9NR23|GDF3_HUMANsp|Q9NR23|GDF3_HUMAN Growth/differentiation factor 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GDF3 PE=1 SV=323.89846 24.00642 6 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 17 0.1079559 678 27.5 41.387 364
sp|O60884|DNJA2_HUMANsp|O60884|D JA2_HUMAN DnaJ homolog subfamily A member 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DNAJA2 PE=1 SV=120.919689 21.0256 2 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 5 0.1059132 677 8.7 45.745 412
sp|Q06830|PRDX1_HUMANsp|Q06830|PRDX1_HUMAN Peroxiredoxin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRDX1 PE=1 SV=128.4827 28.58774 18 18 By MS/MS By MS/MS 42 45 0.1050434 676 79.4 22.11 199
sp|Q9BVJ7|DUS23_HUMANsp|Q9BVJ7|DUS23_HUMAN Dual specificity protein phosphatase 23 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DUSP23 PE=1 SV=122.498505 22.6035 4 8 By MS/M By MS/MS 6 10 0. 049919 675 58.7 16.588 150
sp|P78371|TCPB_HUMAN;sp|P78371-2|TCPB_HUMANsp|P78371|TCPB_HUMAN -complex protein 1 subunit beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=CCT2 PE=1 SV=4;sp|P78371-2|TCPB_HUMAN Isoform 2 of T-complex protein 1 subunit beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=CCT225. 2362 25.92861 17 22 By MS/MS By MS/MS 30 39 0.1049919 674 53.8 57.488 535
sp|P19623|SPEE_HUMANsp|P19623|SPEE_HUMAN Spermidine synthase OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRM PE=1 SV=125.099449 25.20426 9 9 By MS/MS By MS/M 13 16 0.1048145 673 40.4 33.824 302
sp|Q9NQC3-2|RTN4_HUMAN;sp|Q9NQC3-5|RTN4_HUMAN;sp|Q9NQC3|RTN4_HUMAN;sp|Q9NQC3-3|RTN4_HUMAN;sp|Q9NQC3-4|RTN4_HUMAN;sp|Q9NQC3-6|RTN4_HUMANsp|Q9NQC3-2|RTN4_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Reticulon-4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RTN4;sp|Q9 QC3-5|RTN4_HUMAN Isoform 5 of Reticulon-4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RTN4;sp|Q9NQC3|RTN4_HUMAN Reticulon-4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RTN4 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9NQC3-3|RTN4_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Reticulon24.057632 24.16069 3 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 0.1030617 672 22. 40.317 373
sp|O00560-3|SDCB1_HUMAN;sp|O00560|SDCB1_HUMANsp|O00560-3|SDCB1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Syntenin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SDCBP;sp|O00560|SDCB1_HUMAN Syntenin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SDCBP PE=1 SV=124.029432 24.13203 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 10 0.1025944 671 23.3 31.761 292
sp|O60763|USO1_HUMAN;sp|O60763-2|USO1_HUMANsp|O60763|USO1_HUMAN General vesicular transport factor p115 OS=Homo sapiens GN=USO1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|O60763-2|USO1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of General vesicular transport factor p115 OS=Homo sapiens GN=USO125.5932 2 25.69474 15 16 By MS/MS By MS/MS 25 30 0.1014 86 670 25.6 107.89 962
sp|Q00610-2|CLH1_HUMAN;sp|Q00610|CLH1_HUMAN;sp|P53675-2|CLH2_HUMAN;sp|P53675|CLH2_HUMANsp|Q00610-2|CLH1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Clathrin heavy chain 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CLTC;sp|Q00610|CLH1_HUMAN Clathrin heavy chain 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CLTC PE=1 SV=526.8512 7 26.95238 32 46 By MS/MS By MS/MS 55 95 0.1011143 669 34.2 187.89 1639
sp|P48681|NEST_HUMANsp|P48681| EST_HUMAN Nestin OS=Homo sapiens GN=NES PE=1 SV=224.61891 24.71728 14 21 By MS/MS By MS/MS 23 36 0.0983658 668 17.5 177.44 1621
sp|Q06546|GABPA_HUMANsp|Q06546|GABPA_HUMAN GA-binding protein alpha chain OS=Homo sapiens GN=GABPA PE=1 SV=121.654472 21.74899 3 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 4 0.0945148 667 10.6 51.295 454
sp|P21333-2|FLNA_HUMAN;sp|P21333|FLNA_HUMANsp|P21333-2|FLNA_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Filamin-A OS=Homo sapiens GN=FLNA;sp|P21333|FLNA_HUMAN Filamin-A OS=Homo sapiens GN=FLNA PE=1 SV=427.870619 27.96356 66 69 By MS/MS By MS/MS 116 130 0.0929413 666 40 280.01 2639
sp|O14579|COPE_HUMAN;sp|O14579-3|COPE_HUMAN;sp|O14579-2|COPE_HUMANsp|O14579|COPE_HUMAN oatomer subunit epsilon OS=Homo sapiens GN=COPE PE=1 SV=3;sp|O14579-3|COPE_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Coatomer subunit epsilon OS=Homo sapiens GN=COPE;sp|O14579-2|COPE_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Coatomer subunit epsilon OS=Homo sapiens GN=COPE23.492895 23.58371 7 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 15 0.0908165 665 33.4 34.482 308
sp|P54578-2|UBP14_HUMAN;sp|P54578|UBP14_HUMANsp| 5 578-2|UBP14_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ubiquitin carboxyl-terminal hydrolase 14 OS=Homo sapiens GN=USP14;sp|P54578|UBP14_HUMAN Ubiquitin carboxyl-terminal hydrolase 14 OS=Homo sapiens GN=USP14 PE=1 SV=325.4870 7 25.57782 13 18 By MS/MS By MS/MS 21 32 0.0907707 664 41.8 52.385 459
sp|P27708|PYR1_HUMANsp|P27708|PYR1_HUMAN CAD protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=CAD PE=1 SV=325.394047 25.48321 26 35 By MS/MS By MS/MS 34 59 0.0891609 663 21.8 242.98 2225
sp|P16615-5|AT2A2_HUMAN;sp|P16615-2|AT2A2_HUMAN;sp|P16615-3|AT2A2_HUMAN;sp|P16615|AT2A2_HUMAN;sp|P16615-4|AT2A2_HUMAN;sp|O14983-2|AT2A1_HUMAN;sp|Q93084-4|AT2A3_HUMAN;sp|Q93084-2|AT2A3_HUMAN;sp|O14983|AT2A1_HUMAN;sp|Q93084-3|AT2A3_HUMAN;sp|Q93084-7|AT2A3_HUMAN;sp|Q93084|AT2A3_HUMAN;sp|Q93084-6|AT2A3_HUMAN;sp|Q93084-5|AT2A3_HUMANsp|P16615-5|AT2A2_HUMAN Isoform 5 of Sarcoplasmic/endoplasmic reticulum calcium ATPase 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATP2 2 P 6615 | 2  Isoform 2 of Sarcoplasmic/endoplasmic reticulum calcium ATPase 2 OS=Homo sapien  GN=ATP2A2;sp|P16615-3|AT2A2_HUMAN Is24.193174 24.282 12 15 By MS/ S By MS/MS 13 22 0.0888214 662 1 .4 109.73 997
sp|Q06210-2|GFPT1_HUMAN;sp|Q06210|GFPT1_HUMAN;sp|O94808|GFPT2_HUMANsp|Q06210-2|GFPT1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Glutamine--fructose-6-phosphate aminotransferase [isomerizing] 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GFPT1;sp|Q06210|GFPT1_HUMAN Glutamine--fructose-6-phosphate aminotransferase [isomerizing] 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GFPT1 PE=1 SV=324.794714 24.88255 10 20 By MS/MS By MS/MS 15 35 0.0878353 661 34.5 76.758 681
sp|P62195|PRS8_HUMAN;sp|P62195-2|PRS8_HUMAN;sp|Q8NB90-3|SPAT5_HUMAN;sp|Q8NB90-2|SPAT5_HUMAN;sp|Q8NB90|SPAT5_HUMANsp|P62195|PRS8_HUMAN 26S protease regulatory subunit 8 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMC  PE=1 SV=1;sp|P62195-2|PRS8_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 26S protease regulatory subunit 8 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMC525. 17 85 25.70509 14 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 26 33 0. 871048 660 50.2 45.626 406
sp|O15355|PPM1G_HUMANsp|O15355|PPM1G_HUMAN Protein phosphatase 1G OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPM1G PE=1 SV=121.500963 21.58541 2 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 9 0.084446 659 11.4 59.271 546
sp|O94979-6|SC31A_HUMAN;sp|O94979-3|SC31A_HUMAN;sp|O94979-4|SC31A_HUMAN;sp|O94979-9|SC31A_HUMAN;sp|O94979-2|SC31A_HUMAN;sp|O94979|SC31A_HUMAN;sp|O94979-8|SC31A_HUMAN;sp|O94979-7|SC31A_HUMAN;sp|O94979-5|SC31A_HUMAN;sp|Q9NQW1-2|SC31B_HUMAN;sp|Q9NQW1-4|SC31B_HUMAN;sp|Q9NQW1-5|SC31B_HUMAN;sp|Q9NQW1|SC31B_HUMANsp|O94979-6|SC31A_HUMAN Isoform 6 of Protein transport protein Sec31A OS=Homo sapiens GN=SEC31A;sp|O94979-3|SC31A_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Protein transport protein Sec31A OS=Homo sapiens GN=SEC31A;sp|O94979-4|SC31A_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Protein transport protein S21.399317 21.48291 2 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 6 0.0835953 658 4.5 117.67 1067
sp|P62304|RUXE_HUMANsp|P62304|RUXE_HUMAN Small nuclear ribonucleoprotein E OS=Homo sapiens GN=SNRPE PE=1 SV=123.656654 23.73903 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 6 0.0823727 657 25 10.803 92
sp|Q14203-5|DCTN1_HUMAN;sp|Q14203-2|DCTN1_HUMAN;sp|Q14203-3|DCTN1_HUMAN;sp|Q14203-4|DCTN1_HUMAN;sp|Q14203-6|DCTN1_HUMAN;sp|Q14203|DCTN1_HUMANsp|Q14203-5|DCTN1_HUMAN Isoform 5 of Dynactin subunit 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DCTN1;sp|Q14203-2|DCTN1_HUMAN Isoform p135 of Dynactin subunit 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DCTN1;sp|Q14203-3|DCTN1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Dynactin subunit 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DCTN1;sp|Q14203-21.256609 21.33538 2 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 9 0.0787735 656 6.8 126.73 1139
sp|O14929|HAT1_HUMAN;sp|O14929-2|HAT1_HUMANsp|O14929|HAT1_HUMAN istone acetyltransferase type B catalytic subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=HAT1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|O14929-2|HAT1_HUMAN Isoform B of Histone acetyltransferase type B catalytic subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=HAT124.175085 24.25126 4 5 By MS/MS By M /MS 6 8 0.0761738 655 15.5 49.512 419
sp|Q8WUX9|CHMP7_HUMANsp|Q8WUX9|CHMP7_HUMAN Charged multivesicular body protein 7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CHMP7 PE=1 SV=124.325329 24.40041 11 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 15 16 0.0750828 654 36 50.91 453
sp|Q14019|COTL1_HUMANsp|Q14019|COTL1_HUMAN Coactosin-like protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=COTL1 PE=1 SV=320.116133 20.19111 0 2 By MS/MS 0 3 0.0749798 653 11.3 15.945 142
sp|Q92995|UBP13_HUMAN;sp|Q92995-2|UBP13_HUMANsp|Q92995|UBP13_HUMAN biquitin carboxyl-terminal hydrolase 13 OS=Homo sapiens GN=USP13 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q92995-2|UBP13_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ubiquitin carboxyl-terminal hydrolase 13 OS=Homo sapiens GN=USP1320.221544 20.29637 2 5 By matching By MS/MS 0 3 0.0748215 652 5.8 97.326 863
sp|P52306-4|GDS1_HUMAN;sp|P52306|GDS1_HUMAN;sp|P52306-5|GDS1_HUMAN;sp|P52306-6|GDS1_HUMAN;sp|P52306-2|GDS1_HUMAN;sp|P52306-3|GDS1_HUMANsp|P52306-4|GDS1_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Rap1 GTPase-GDP dissociation stimulator 1 OS=Homo sa iens GN=RAP1GDS1;sp|P52306|GDS1_HUMAN Rap1 GTPase-GDP dissociation stimulator 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAP1GDS1 PE=1 SV=3;sp|P52306-5|GDS1_HUMAN Isoform 5 of Rap1 GTPase-G22.867085 22.94063 6 7 By S/MS By MS/MS 8 13 0.0735455 651 4.8 66.316 607
sp|Q92990|GLMN_HUMAN;sp|Q92990-2|GLMN_HUMANsp|Q92990|GLMN_HUMAN lomulin OS=Homo sapiens GN=GLMN PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q92990-2|GLMN_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Glomulin OS=Homo sapiens GN=GLMN23.713873 23.78427 7 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 13 0.0703945 650 13.1 68.207 594
sp|Q15181|IPYR_HUMANsp|Q15181|IPYR_HUMAN Inorganic pyrophosphatase OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPA1 PE=1 SV=222.883604 22.9502 4 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 8 0.0665989 649 22.5 32.66 289
sp|O00442|RTCA_HUMAN;sp|O00442-2|RTCA_HUMANsp|O00442|RTCA_HUMAN NA 3-terminal phosphate cyclase OS=Homo sapiens GN=RTCA PE=1 SV=1;sp|O00442-2|RTCA_HUMAN Isoform 2 of RNA 3-terminal phosphate cyclase OS=Homo sapiens GN=RTCA24.620811 24.68694 6 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 12 .0661259 648 31.1 39. 36 366
sp|Q13153|PAK1_HUMAN;sp|Q13153-2|PAK1_HUMANsp|Q13153|PAK1_HUMAN Serine/threonine-protein kinase PAK 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PAK1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q13153-2|PAK1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Serine/threonine-protein kinase PAK 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PAK124.050261 24.11601 13 17 By MS/MS By MS/MS 14 19 0.0657463 647 41.3 60.646 545
sp|P04632|CPNS1_HUMAN;sp|Q96L46|CPNS2_HUMANsp|P04632|CPNS1_HUMAN Calpain small subunit 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CAPNS1 PE=1 SV=124.73402 24.79887 5 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 12 0.0648518 646 29.1 28.315 268
sp|Q9Y5K5-2|UCHL5_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y5K5-4|UCHL5_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y5K5-3|UCHL5_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y5K5|UCHL5_HUMANsp|Q9Y5K5-2|UCHL5_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ubiquitin carboxyl-terminal hydrola e isozyme L5 OS= omo sapiens GN=UCHL5;sp|Q9Y5K5-4|UCHL5_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Ubiquitin carboxyl-terminal hydrolase isozyme L5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UCHL5;sp|Q9Y5K5-3|UCHL5_HUMAN Isoform 325.338072 25.40035 9 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 16 23 0.0622749 645 37.7 36.079 316
sp|Q09028-3|RBBP4_HUMAN;sp|Q09028|RBBP4_HUMAN;sp|Q09028-2|RBBP4_HUMAN;sp|Q09028-4|RBBP4_HUMANsp|Q09028-3|RBBP4_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Hi tone-binding protein RBBP4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBBP4;sp|Q09028|RBBP4_HUMAN Histone-binding protein RBBP4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBBP4 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q09028-2|RBBP4_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Histone-binding protein RBBP4 OS=Homo sa24.960049 25.01869 11 12 By MS/ S By MS/MS 11 12 0.0586433 644 30.5 46.158 410
sp|P41252|SYIC_HUMANsp|P41252|SYIC_HUMAN Isoleucine--tRNA ligase, cytoplasmic OS=Homo sapiens GN=IARS PE=1 SV=227.139853 27.1977 36 42 By MS/MS By MS/MS 61 81 0.0578461 643 41.4 144.5 1262
sp|O00231|PSD11_HUMAN;sp|O00231-2|PSD11_HUMANsp|O00231|PSD11_HUMAN 26S proteasome non-ATPase regulatory subunit 11 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMD11 PE=1 SV=3;sp|O00231-2|PSD11_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 26S proteasome non-ATPase regulatory subunit 11 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMD1126.426737 26.48413 19 21 By MS/MS By MS/MS 39 48 0.057394 642 54.5 47.463 4 2
sp|P42704|LPPRC_HUMAN;sp|Q9NP80-3|PLPL8_HUMAN;sp|Q9NP80-2|PLPL8_HUMAN;sp|Q9NP80|PLPL8_HUMANsp|P42704|LPPRC_HUMAN Leucine-rich PPR motif-containing protein, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=LRPPRC PE=1 SV=326.439537 26.49605 37 44 By MS/ S By MS/MS 54 86 0.0565166 641 38.8 157.9 1394
sp|P28066|PSA5_HUMAN;sp|P28066-2|PSA5_HUMANsp|P28066|PSA5_HUMAN roteasome subunit alpha type-5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMA5 PE=1 SV=3;sp|P28066-2|PSA5_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Proteasome subunit alpha type-5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMA526.114222 26.17009 9 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 16 15 0.0558662 640 49.4 26.411 241
sp|Q9Y266|NUDC_HUMANsp|Q9Y266| UDC_HUMAN Nuclear migration protein nudC OS=Homo sapiens GN=NUDC PE=1 SV=126.120129 26.17537 14 15 By MS/MS By MS/MS 24 31 0.0552425 639 46.8 38.242 331
sp|P35580|MYH10_HUMAN;sp|P35580-2|MYH10_HUMAN;sp|P35580-3|MYH10_HUMAN;sp|P35580-4|MYH10_HUMANsp|P35580|MYH10_HUMAN yosin-10 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MY 10 PE=1 SV=3;sp|P35580-2|MYH10_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Myosin-10 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MYH10;sp|P35580-3|MYH10_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Myosin-10 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MYH10;sp|P35580-4|MYH10_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Myosin-123.231356 23.2856 11 19 By MS/ S By MS/MS 5 20 0.0542412 638 12.5 229 1976
sp|Q92979|NEP1_HUMANsp|Q92979| EP1_HUMAN Ribosomal RNA small subunit methyltransferase NEP1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EMG1 PE=1 SV=421.79122 21.84541 4 2 By MS/MS By MS/M 4 1 0.0541859 637 19.7 26.72 244
sp|Q8WUI4-3|HDAC7_HUMAN;sp|Q8WUI4-4|HDAC7_HUMAN;sp|Q8WUI4|HDAC7_HUMAN;sp|Q8WUI4-7|HDAC7_HUMAN;sp|Q8WUI4-6|HDAC7_HUMAN;sp|Q8WUI4-5|HDAC7_HUMAN;sp|Q8WUI4-8|HDAC7_HUMAN;sp|Q8WUI4-10|HDAC7_HUMAN;sp|Q8WUI4-9|HDAC7_HUMAN;sp|Q8WUI4-2|HDAC7_HUMANsp|Q8WUI4-3|HDAC7_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Histone deacetylase 7 OS=Homo sapiens GN= A 7;sp|Q8WUI4-4|HDAC7_ UMAN Isoform 4 of Histone deacetylase 7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HDAC7;sp|Q8WUI4|HDAC7_HUMAN Histone deacetylase 7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HDAC7 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q8WUI421.680244 21.7343 3 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 9 0.0540543 636 8.1 99.091 915
sp|Q9P2J5|SYLC_HUMANsp|Q9P2J5|SYLC_HUMAN Leucine--tRNA ligase, cytoplasmic OS=Homo sapiens GN=LARS PE=1 SV=226.533102 26.58592 27 32 By MS/MS By MS/MS 42 57 0.0528164 635 35.2 134.46 1176
sp|P10620|MGST1_HUMAN;sp|P10620-2|MGST1_HUMANsp|P 0620|MGST1_HUMAN icrosomal glutathione S-transferase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MGST1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P10620-2|MGST1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Microsomal glutathione S-transferase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MGST123.762634 23.81529 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 7 0.0526524 634 27.1 17.598 155
sp|O14980|XPO1_HUMANsp|O14980|XPO1_HUMAN Exportin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=XPO1 PE=1 SV=125.229788 25.27792 19 23 By MS/MS By MS/MS 28 44 0.0481358 633 26.3 123.38 1071
sp|Q86XP3-2|DDX42_HUMAN;sp|Q86XP3|DDX42_HUMANsp|Q86XP3-2|DDX42_HUMAN Isoform 2 of ATP-dependent RNA helicase DDX42 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDX42;sp|Q86XP3|DDX42_HUMAN ATP-dependent RNA helicase DDX42 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDX42 PE=1 SV=120.93704 20.98287 2 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 3 0.0458317 632 5 90.067 819
sp|P50213|IDH3A_HUMAN;sp|P50213-2|IDH3A_HUMANsp|P50213|IDH3A_HUMAN socitrate dehydrogenase [NAD] subunit alpha, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=IDH3A PE=1 SV=1;sp|P50213-2|IDH3A_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Isocitrate dehydrogenase [NAD] subunit alpha, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=IDH3A22.307747 22. 5348 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 7 0.0457325 631 16.9 39.591 366
sp|Q13263|TIF1B_HUMAN;sp|Q13263-2|TIF1B_HUMANsp|Q13263|TIF1B_HUMAN ranscription intermediary factor 1-beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=TRIM28 PE=1 SV=5;sp|Q13263-2|TIF1B_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Transcription intermediary factor 1-beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=TRIM2827.2 9374 27.26481 25 26 By MS/MS By MS/MS 45 56 0.0454388 630 43.6 88.549 835
sp|O60502|NCOAT_HUMAN;sp|O60502-2|NCOAT_HUMAN;sp|O60502-3|NCOAT_HUMANsp|O60502|NCOAT_HUMAN Bifunctional protein NCOAT OS=Homo sapiens GN=MGEA5 PE=1 SV=2;sp|O60502-2|NCOAT_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Bifunctional protein NCOAT OS=Homo sapiens GN=MGEA523.870607 23.91525 8 13 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 2 0.0446396 629 17.1 102.91 916
sp|Q13547|HDAC1_HUMANsp|Q13547|HDAC1_HUMAN Histone deacetylase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HDAC1 PE=1 SV=122.692961 22.73727 8 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 7 0.0443134 628 23.7 55.102 482
sp|Q9P289-2|MST4_HUMAN;sp|Q9P289-3|MST4_HUMAN;sp|Q9P289|MST4_HUMAN;sp|O00506|STK25_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y6E0-2|STK24_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y6E0|STK24_HUMANsp|Q9P289-2|MST4_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Serine/threonine-protein kinase MST4 O =Homo sapiens GN=MST4;sp|Q9P289-3|MST4_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Serine/threonine-protein kinase MST4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MST4;sp|Q9P289|MST4_HUMAN Serine/threonine-protein kinase MST4 OS=H22.062401 22.1061 3 3 By S/MS By MS/MS 4 6 0.0437012 627 17.1 37.77 339
sp|Q13885|TBB2A_HUMANsp|Q13885|TBB2A_HUMAN Tubulin beta-2A chain OS=Homo sapiens GN=TUBB2A PE=1 SV=131.398563 31.441 25 28 By MS/MS By MS/MS 54 162 0.0424347 626 70.8 49.906 445
sp|P11169|GTR3_HUMAN;sp|Q8TDB8-2|GTR14_HUMAN;sp|Q8TDB8|GTR14_HUMAN;sp|Q8TDB8-3|GTR14_HUMANsp|P11169|GTR3_HUMAN Solute carrier family 2, facilitated glucose transporter member 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SLC2A3 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q8TDB8-2|GTR14_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Solute carrier family 2, facilitated glucose transporter member 14 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SLC2A14;sp22.141396 22.18253 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 6 0.0411339 625 9.5 53.924 496
sp|P53597|SUCA_HUMANsp|P53597|SUCA_HUMAN Succinyl-CoA ligase [ADP/GDP-forming] subunit alpha, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=SUCLG1 PE=1 SV=421.617687 21.65652 2 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 6 0.0388374 624 15.9 36.249 346
sp|Q9P287|BCCIP_HUMAN;sp|Q9P287-4|BCCIP_HUMAN;sp|Q9P287-3|BCCIP_HUMAN;sp|Q9P287-2|BCCIP_HUMANsp|Q9P287|BCCIP_HUMAN BR A2 and CDKN1A-interacting protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=BCCIP PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9P287-4|BCCIP_HUMAN Isoform 4 of BRCA2 and CDKN1A-interacting protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=BCCIP;sp|Q9P287-3|BCCIP_HUMAN Isoform 3 of BRCA2 and CDKN1A-interacti21.63949 21.67461 2 3 By MS/ S By MS/MS 2 5 0.03512 623 13.7 35.979 314
sp|P60981-2|DEST_HUMAN;sp|P60981|DEST_HUMANsp|P60981-2|DEST_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Destrin OS=Homo sapiens GN=DSTN;sp|P60981|DEST_HUMAN Destrin OS=Homo sapiens GN=DSTN PE=1 SV=323.67 161 23.7103 5 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 9 0.0341415 622 31.8 16.62 148
sp|Q9UNI6|DUS12_HUMANsp|Q9UNI6|DUS12_HUMAN Dual specificity protein phosphatase 12 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DUSP12 PE=1 SV=122.693556 22.72731 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 7 0.0337582 621 17.6 37.687 340
sp|Q86SX6|GLRX5_HUMANsp|Q86SX6|GLRX5_HUMAN Glutaredoxin-related protein 5, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=GLRX5 PE=1 SV=221.866425 21.89841 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 3 0.0319805 620 21 16.628 157
sp|Q8TAT6|NPL4_HUMAN;sp|Q8TAT6-2|NPL4_HUMANsp|Q8TAT6| PL4_HUMAN uclear protein localization protein 4 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=NPLOC4 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q8TAT6-2|NPL4_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Nuclear protein localization protein 4 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=NPLOC420.300661 20.33156 1 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 3 0.030899 619 4.1 68.119 608
sp|Q92841|DDX17_HUMAN;sp|Q92841-1|DDX17_HUMAN;sp|Q92841-3|DDX17_HUMAN;sp|Q92841-2|DDX17_HUMANsp|Q92841|DDX17_HUMAN Probable ATP-dependent RNA helicase DDX17 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDX17 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q92841-1|DDX17_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Probable ATP-dependent RNA helicase DDX17 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDX17;sp|Q92841-3|DDX17_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Probable ATP-dep22.614119 22.6411 13 12 By MS/ S By MS/MS 10 11 0.0269833 6 8 19.5 80.272 729
sp|P55036|PSMD4_HUMAN;sp|P55036-2|PSMD4_HUMANsp|P55036|PSMD4_HUMAN 26S proteasome non-ATPase regulatory subunit 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMD4 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P55036-2|PSMD4_HUMAN Isoform Rpn10E of 26S proteasome non-ATPase regulatory subunit 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMD424. 61576 24.48794 7 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 15 0.0263596 617 34.7 40.736 377
sp|P52292|IMA1_HUMANsp|P52292|IMA1_HUMAN Importin subunit alpha-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=KPNA2 PE=1 SV=124.850622 24.87497 9 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 14 26 0.0243511 616 31.2 57.861 529
sp|Q9HB71|CYBP_HUMAN;sp|Q9HB71-3|CYBP_HUMAN;sp|Q9HB71-2|CYBP_HUMANsp|Q9 B71|CYBP_HUMAN Calcyclin-binding rotein OS=Homo sapiens GN=CACYBP PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9HB71-3|CYBP_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Calcyclin-binding protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=CACYBP26.841822 26.86408 16 19 By MS/MS By MS/MS 23 38 0.0222569 615 64 26.21 228
sp|P53990-2|IST1_HUMAN;sp|P53990|IST1_HUMAN;sp|P53990-4|IST1_HUMAN;sp|P53990-5|IST1_HUMAN;sp|P53990-3|IST1_HUMANsp|P53990-2|IST1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of IST1 homolog OS=Homo sa iens GN=IST1;sp|P53990|IST1_HUMAN IST1 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=IST1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P53990-4|IST1_HUMAN Isoform 4 of IST1 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=IST1;sp|P53990-5|IST1_HUMAN Isoform 5 of IST1 h23.979282 23.99895 6 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 13 0.0196667 614 22.4 36.622 335
sp|Q9UBM7|DHCR7_HUMANsp|Q9UBM7|DHCR7_HUMAN 7-dehydrocholesterol reductase OS=Homo sapiens GN=DHCR7 PE=1 SV=122.77173 22.79029 4 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 9 0.0185547 613 14.3 54.489 475
sp|P55060-3|XPO2_HUMAN;sp|P55060|XPO2_HUMAN;sp|P55060-4|XPO2_HUMAN;sp|P55060-2|XPO2_HUMANsp|P55060-3|XPO2_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Exportin-2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CSE1L;sp|P55060|XPO2_HUMAN Exportin-2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CSE1L PE=1 SV=3;sp|P55060-4|XPO2_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Exportin-2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CSE1L28.178974 28.1962 32 41 By S/MS By MS/MS 66 84 0.0172253 612 44.7 107.78 945
sp|P52209|6PGD_HUMANsp|P52209|6PGD_HUMAN 6-phosphogluconate dehydrogenase, decarboxylating OS=Homo sapiens GN=PGD PE=1 SV=327.519459 27.5343 14 19 By MS/MS By MS/MS 30 40 0.0148449 611 48 53.139 483
sp|Q5T4S7-3|UBR4_HUMAN;sp|Q5T4S7-4|UBR4_HUMAN;sp|Q5T4S7|UBR4_HUMAN;sp|Q5T4S7-2|UBR4_HUMAN;sp|Q5T4S7-5|UBR4_HUMANsp|Q5T4S7-3|UBR4_HUMAN Isoform 3 of E3 ubiquitin-protein ligase UBR4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBR4;sp|Q5T4S7-4|UBR4_HUMAN Isoform 4 of E3 ubiquitin-protein ligase UBR4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBR4;sp|Q5T4S7|UBR4_HUMAN E3 ubiquitin-protein ligase UBR4 OS=Homo sapiens22.757395 22.77209 5 16 By S/MS By M /MS 3 20 0.014698 610 4.2 571.85 5159
sp|Q15370|ELOB_HUMAN;sp|Q15370-2|ELOB_HUMANsp|Q15370|ELOB_HUMAN Transcription elongation factor B polypeptide 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TCEB2 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q15370-2|ELOB_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Transcription elongation factor B polypeptide 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TCEB222.6 7285 22.63188 4 5 B  MS/MS By MS/MS 7 7 0.0145912 609 38.1 13.133 118
sp|P46379-2|BAG6_HUMAN;sp|P46379|BAG6_HUMAN;sp|P46379-3|BAG6_HUMAN;sp|P46379-5|BAG6_HUMAN;sp|P46379-4|BAG6_HUMANsp|P46379-2|BAG6_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Large proline-rich protein BAG6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=BAG6;sp|P46379|BAG6_HUMAN Large proline-rich protein BAG6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=BAG6 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P46379-3|BAG6_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Large proline-rich protein BAG6 OS=Homo s26.278 14 26.29227 21 25 By S/MS By MS/MS 39 46 0.0136528 608 32.9 118.69 1126
sp|Q13838|DX39B_HUMAN;sp|Q13838-2|DX39B_HUMANsp|Q13838|DX39B_HUMAN Spliceosome R A helicase DDX39B OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDX39B PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q13838-2|DX39B_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Spliceosome RNA helicase DDX39B OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDX39B28.027229 28.03952 20 23 By MS/MS By MS/MS 46 50 0.0 2289 607 51.9 48.991 428
sp|O95302|FKBP9_HUMAN;sp|Q75LS8|FKB9L_HUMANsp|O95302|FKBP9_HUMAN Peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase FKBP9 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FKBP9 PE=1 SV=219.914518 19. 2603 0 3 By MS/MS 0 3 0.0115147 606 4.4 63.083 570
sp|P49840|GSK3A_HUMANsp|P49840|GSK3A_HUMAN Glycogen synthase kinase-3 alpha OS=Homo sapiens GN=GSK3A PE=1 SV=220.568205 20.57957 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 3 0.0113697 605 6.4 50.98 483
sp|Q9Y520-4|PRC2C_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y520-5|PRC2C_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y520|PRC2C_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y520-7|PRC2C_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y520-3|PRC2C_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y520-6|PRC2C_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y520-2|PRC2C_HUMAN;sp|P48634-4|PRC2A_HUMAN;sp|Q5JSZ5-5|PRC2B_HUMAN;sp|P48634-2|PRC2A_HUMAN;sp|P48634-3|PRC2A_HUMAN;sp|P48634|PRC2A_HUMAN;sp|Q5JSZ5|PRC2B_HUMANsp|Q9Y520-4|PRC2C_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Protein PRRC2C OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRRC2C;sp|Q9Y520-5|PRC2C_HUMAN Isoform 5 of Protein PRRC2C OS= omo sa iens GN=PR 2 ;sp|Q9Y520|PRC2C_HUMAN Protein PRRC2C OS=Homo sapiens G =PRRC2C PE=1 SV=4;sp|Q9Y520-7|PRC2C_HUM N Iso22.466999 22.47675 3 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 10 0.0097466 604 5.6 308.6 2817
sp|O75369-2|FLNB_HUMAN;sp|O75369-9|FLNB_HUMAN;sp|O75369|FLNB_HUMAN;sp|O75369-8|FLNB_HUMAN;sp|O75369-6|FLNB_HUMAN;sp|O75369-3|FLNB_HUMAN;sp|O75369-5|FLNB_HUMAN;sp|O75369-4|FLNB_HUMAN;sp|O75369-7|FLNB_HUMANsp|O75369-2|FLNB_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Filamin-B OS=Homo sapiens GN=FLNB;sp|O75369-9|FLNB_HUMAN Isoform 9 of Filamin-B OS=Homo sapiens GN=FLNB;sp|O75369|FLNB_HUMAN Filamin-B OS= omo sapiens GN=FLNB PE=1 SV=2;sp|O75369-8|FLNB_HUMAN Isoform 8 of Filamin-B OS=Ho24.944717 24.95438 27 42 By MS/MS By MS/MS 18 57 0.0096626 603 23.1 275.66 2578
sp|P60174|TPIS_HUMAN;sp|P60174-1|TPIS_HUMAN;sp|P60174-4|TPIS_HUMANsp|P60174|TPIS_HUMAN riosephosphate isomerase OS=Homo sapiens GN=TPI1 PE=1 SV=3;sp|P60174-1|TPIS_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Triosephosphate isomerase OS=Homo sapiens GN=TPI1;sp|P60174-4|TPIS_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Triosephosphate isomerase OS=Homo sapiens GN=TPI122.1002 22.10888 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 9 0.0086708 602 19.2 30.791 286
sp|P02786|TFR1_HUMANsp|P02786|TFR1_HUMAN Transferrin receptor protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TFRC PE=1 SV=224.738253 24.74093 14 16 By MS/MS By MS/MS 25 25 0.0026798 601 27.8 84.87 760
sp|P42285|SK2L2_HUMANsp|P42285|SK2L2_HUMAN Superkiller viralicidic activity 2-like 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SKIV2L2 PE=1 SV=32.886286 22.88783 3 7 By M /MS By MS/MS 2 14 0.001543 600 8.9 117.8 1042
sp|P61019|RAB2A_HUMAN;sp|P61019-2|RAB2A_HUMAN;sp|Q8WUD1|RAB2B_HUMANsp|P61019|RAB2A_HUMAN as-related protein Rab-2A OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB2A PE=1 SV=1;sp|P61019-2|RAB2A_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ras-related protein Rab-2A OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB2A;sp|Q8WUD1|RAB2B_HUMAN Ras-related protein Rab-2B OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB2B PE=1 SV=12 .680996 22.68052 4 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 6 -0.000473 599 24.1 23.545 212
sp|O75608-2|LYPA1_HUMAN;sp|O75608|LYPA1_HUMANsp|O75608-2|LYPA1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Acyl-protein thioesterase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=LYPLA1;sp|O75608|LYPA1_HUMAN Acyl-protein thioesterase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=LYPLA1 PE=1 SV=124.8242 1 24.8225 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 9 - .001749 598 29.9 22.875 214
sp|P50453|SPB9_HUMAN;sp|P50452|SPB8_HUMAN;sp|P50452-2|SPB8_HUMAN;sp|P30740|ILEU_HUMAN;sp|O75830|SPI2_HUMANsp|P50453|SPB9_HUMAN Serpin B9 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SERPINB9 PE=1 SV=123.921 4 23.91934 7 13 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 22 -0.0021801 597 39.4 42.403 376
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sp|P24666|PPAC_HUMAN;sp|P24666-3|PPAC_HUMAN;sp|P24666-2|PPAC_HUMANsp|P24666|PPAC_HUMAN Low molecular weight phosphotyrosine protein phosphatase OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACP1 PE=1 SV=3;sp|P24666-3|PPAC_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Low molecular weight phosphotyrosine protein phosphatase OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACP1;sp|P24666-2|PPAC_HUMAN Isof22.548256 22.54578 2 3 By S/MS By MS/MS 4 5 -0.0024719 596 20.3 18.042 158
sp|P25398|RS12_HUMANsp|P25398|RS12_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S12 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS12 PE=1 SV=323.189787 23.18544 4 5 By MS/MS By M /MS 5 9 -0.0043507 595 45.5 14.515 132
sp|P18754|RCC1_HUMAN;sp|P18754-2|RCC1_HUMANsp|P18754|RCC1_HUMAN egulator of chromosome condensation OS=Homo sapiens GN=RCC1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P18754-2|RCC1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Regulator of chromosome condensation OS=Homo sapiens GN=RCC123.756437 23.75103 5 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 13 -0.0054054 594 27.8 44.969 421
sp|Q14CX7-2|NAA25_HUMAN;sp|Q14CX7|NAA25_HUMANsp|Q14CX7-2|NAA25_HUMAN Isoform 2 of -alpha-acetyltransferase 25, NatB auxiliary subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=NAA25;sp|Q14CX7|NAA25_HUMAN N-alpha-acetyltransferase 25, NatB auxiliary subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=NAA25 PE=1 SV=120.158447 20.15239 2 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 5 -0.0060539 593 3.6 99.268 859
sp|P62308|RUXG_HUMAN;sp|A8MWD9|RUXGL_HUMANsp|P62308|RUXG_HUMAN Small nuclear ribonucleoprotein G OS=Homo sapiens GN=SNRPG PE=1 SV=1;sp|A8MWD9|RUXGL_HUMAN Small nuclear ribonucleoprotein G-like protein OS=Homo sapiens PE=3 SV=222.375334 22.3692 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 3 -0.0061378 592 25 8.496 76
sp|P26196|DDX6_HUMANsp|P26196|DDX6_HUMAN Probable ATP-dependent RNA helicase DDX6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDX6 PE=1 SV=224.584629 24.57721 9 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 14 20 -0.0074158 591 35.4 54.416 483
sp|P63010-3|AP2B1_HUMAN;sp|P63010|AP2B1_HUMAN;sp|P63010-2|AP2B1_HUMANsp|P63010-3| P2B1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of AP-2 complex subunit beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=AP2B1;sp|P63010|AP2B1_HUMAN AP-2 complex subunit beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=AP2B1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P63010-2|AP2B1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of AP-2 complex subunit beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=AP224.038252 24.03028 12 15 By MS/MS By MS/MS 15 25 -0.0079765 590 20.8 98.117 880
sp|O94776|MTA2_HUMANsp|O94776|MTA2_HUMAN Metastasis-associated protein MTA2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MTA2 PE=1 SV=121.913385 21.90356 4 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 6 -0.0098228 589 8.8 75.022 668
sp|P49588|SYAC_HUMANsp|P49588|SYAC_HUMAN Alanine--tRNA ligase, cytoplasmic OS=Homo sapiens GN=AARS PE=1 SV=226.378405 26.36821 26 29 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 57 -0.010191 588 40.7 106.81 968
sp|O14562|UBFD1_HUMANsp|O14562|UBFD1_HUMAN Ubiquitin domain-containing protein UBFD1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBFD1 PE=1 SV=222.922541 22.91068 3 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 3 -0.0118618 587 13.3 33.382 309
sp|Q12904|AIMP1_HUMAN;sp|Q12904-2|AIMP1_HUMANsp|Q12904|AIMP1_HUMAN minoacyl tRNA synthase complex-interacting multifunctional protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=AIMP1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q12904-2|AIMP1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Aminoacyl tRNA synthase complex-interacting multifunctional protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=AIM24.83663 24.8243 6 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 18 -0.012331 586 41.7 34.352 312
sp|P13639|EF2_HUMANsp|P13639|EF2_HUMAN Elongation factor 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EEF2 PE=1 SV=429.034489 29.02213 40 44 By MS/MS By MS/MS 89 98 -0.0123577 585 54 95.337 858
sp|O95747|OXSR1_HUMANsp|O95747|OXSR1_HUMAN Serine/threonine-protein kinase OSR1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=OXSR1 PE=1 SV=124.641026 24.62767 8 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 20 -0.0133514 584 27.3 58.022 527
sp|P05556|ITB1_HUMAN;sp|P05556-2|ITB1_HUMAN;sp|P05556-5|ITB1_HUMAN;sp|P05556-4|ITB1_HUMAN;sp|P05556-3|ITB1_HUMANsp|P05556|ITB1_HUMAN ntegrin beta-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ITGB1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P05556-2 ITB1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Integrin beta-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ITGB1;sp|P05556-5|ITB1_HUMAN Isoform 5 of Integrin beta-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ITGB1;sp|P05556-4|ITB1_HUMAN Isoform21.399109 2 .38401 2 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 7 -0.0151024 583 7.3 88.414 798
sp|Q8WVM8|SCFD1_HUMAN;sp|Q8WVM8-2|SCFD1_HUMAN;sp|Q8WVM8-3|SCFD1_HUMANsp|Q8WVM8|SCFD1_HUMAN Sec1 family domain-containing protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SCFD1 PE=1 SV=4;sp|Q8WVM8-2|SCFD1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Sec1 family domain-containing protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SCFD1;sp|Q8WVM8-3|SCFD1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Sec1 family domain-c24.687365 24.67098 12 16 By MS/MS By MS/MS 23 26 -0.0163803 582 37.4 72.379 642
sp|P63208|SKP1_HUMAN;sp|P63208-2|SKP1_HUMANsp|P63208|SKP1_HUMAN -phase kinase-associated protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SKP1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P63208-2|SKP1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of S-phase kinase-associated protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SKP123.071693 23.05489 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 8 -0.016 056 581 20.9 18.658 163
sp|P61289|PSME3_HUMAN;sp|P61289-2|PSME3_HUMANsp|P61289|PSME3_HUMAN roteasome activator complex subunit 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSME3 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P61289-2|PSME3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Proteasome activator complex subunit 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSME323.681318 23.66427 6 7 By MS/M By MS/MS 11 2 -0.017046 580 31.1 29.506 254
sp|Q9Y570|PPME1_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y570-2|PPME1_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y570-3|PPME1_HUMANsp|Q9Y570|PPME1_HUMAN Protein phosphatase methylesterase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPME1 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q9Y570-2|PPME1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Protein phosphatase methylesterase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPME123.568714 3.55133 8 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 8 -0.0173798 579 25.6 42.315 386
sp|Q9UI30|TR112_HUMANsp|Q9UI30|TR112_HUMAN tRNA methyltransferase 112 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=TRMT112 PE=1 SV=123.180346 23.16291 4 4 By M /MS By MS/MS 8 7 -0.017437 578 36.8 14.199 125
sp|Q13283|G3BP1_HUMAN;sp|Q9UN86-2|G3BP2_HUMAN;sp|Q9UN86|G3BP2_HUMANsp|Q13283|G3BP1_H MAN Ras GTPase-activating protein-binding protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=G3BP1 PE=1 SV=122. 55455 2.13521 4 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 9 -0.0202465 577 15.7 52.164 466
sp|P62241|RS8_HUMANsp|P62241|RS8_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S8 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS8 PE=1 SV=226.353296 26.33212 10 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 21 23 -0.0211735 576 55.3 24.205 208
sp|O00148|DX39A_HUMAN;sp|O00148-2|DX39A_HUMANsp|O00148|DX39A_HUMAN ATP-dependent RNA helicase DDX39A OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDX39A PE=1 SV=2;sp|O00148-2|DX39A_HUMAN Isoform 2 of ATP-dependent RNA helicase DDX39A OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDX39A22.112799 22.09107 16 17 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 9 -0.02173 4 575 39.1 49.129 427
sp|O94925-3|GLSK_HUMAN;sp|O94925|GLSK_HUMAN;sp|O94925-2|GLSK_HUMANsp|O94925-3|GLSK_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Glutaminase kidney isoform, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=GLS;sp|O94925|GLSK_HUMAN Glutaminase kidney isoform, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=GLS PE=1 SV=122.546303 22.52282 6 7 By S/MS By MS/MS 3 7 -0.0234852 574 17.6 65.459 598
sp|Q9NVG8-2|TBC13_HUMAN;sp|Q9NVG8|TBC13_HUMANsp|Q9NVG8-2|TBC13_HUMAN Isoform 2 of TBC1 domain family member 13 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TBC1D13;sp|Q9NVG8|TBC13_HUMAN TBC1 domain family member 13 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TBC1D13 PE=1 SV=320.14 454 20.1154 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 4 -0.0280495 573 9.8 32.171 275
sp|P55884|EIF3B_HUMAN;sp|P55884-2|EIF3B_HUMANsp|P55884|EIF3B_HUMAN ukaryotic translation initiation factor 3 subunit B OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF3B PE=1 SV=3;sp|P55884-2|EIF3B_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 3 subunit B OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF3B24.096838 24.06801 11 13 By MS/MS By MS/MS 20 23 -0.0288315 572 22.1 92.48 814
sp|Q15773|MLF2_HUMANsp|Q15773|MLF2_HUMAN Myeloid leukemia factor 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MLF2 PE=1 SV=123.525879 23.49656 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 7 -0.0293217 571 19.8 28.147 248
sp|P15170-2|ERF3A_HUMAN;sp|P15170-3|ERF3A_HUMAN;sp|P15170|ERF3A_HUMAN;sp|Q8IYD1|ERF3B_HUMANsp|P15170-2|ERF3A_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Eukaryotic peptide chain relea e factor GTP-binding subunit ERF3A OS=Homo sapiens GN=GSPT1;sp|P15170-3|ERF3A_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Eukaryotic peptide chain release factor GTP-binding subunit ERF3A OS=Homo sapiens GN=GSPT1;24.684799 24.65322 14 13 By MS/MS By MS/MS 21 21 -0.0315838 570 27.5 68.6 636
sp|Q14318-2|FKBP8_HUMAN;sp|Q14318|FKBP8_HUMAN;sp|Q14318-3|FKBP8_HUMANsp|Q14318-2|FKBP8_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Pe tidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase FKBP8 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FKBP8;sp|Q14318|FKBP8_HUMAN Peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase FKBP8 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FKBP8 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q14318-3|FKBP8_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Peptidyl-prolyl22.093327 22.06161 3 2 By MS/ S By MS/MS 3 4 -0.0317173 569 11.1 44.648 413
sp|Q07065|CKAP4_HUMANsp|Q07065|CKAP4_HUMAN Cytoskeleton-associated protein 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CKAP4 PE=1 SV=223.77726 23.74489 11 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 14 0 -0.0323715 568 29.2 66.022 602
sp|O95573|ACSL3_HUMAN;sp|O60488-2|ACSL4_HUMAN;sp|O60488|ACSL4_HUMANsp|O95573| CSL3_HUMAN Long-chain-fatty-acid--CoA ligase 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACSL3 PE=1 SV=322.597347 22.56151 4 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 7 -0.0358391 567 10.8 80.419 720
sp|Q16576|RBBP7_HUMAN;sp|Q16576-2|RBBP7_HUMANsp|Q16576|RBBP7_HUMAN Histone-binding protein RBBP7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBBP7 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q16576-2|RBBP7_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Histone-binding protein RBBP7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBBP725.835884 25.79741 12 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 20 20 -0.0384712 566 38.6 47.82 425
sp|Q92616|GCN1L_HUMANsp|Q92616|GCN1L_HUMAN Translational activator GCN1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GCN1L1 PE=1 SV=624.19828 24.15969 18 26 By MS/MS By MS/MS 24 39 -0.0385857 565 12.4 292.75 2671
sp|P60709|ACTB_HUMAN;sp|Q562R1|ACTBL_HUMAN;sp|Q9BYX7|ACTBM_HUMANsp|P60709|ACTB_HUMAN Actin, cytoplasmic 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACTB PE=1 SV=130.451893 30.41266 24 26 By S/MS By MS/M 81 91 -0.0392303 564 76 41.736 375
sp|P53621|COPA_HUMAN;sp|P53621-2|COPA_HUMANsp|P53621|COPA_HUMAN oatomer subunit alpha OS=Homo sapiens GN=COPA PE=1 SV=2;sp|P53621-2|COPA_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Coatomer subunit alpha OS=Homo sapiens GN=COPA24.828373 24.78831 16 28 By MS/MS By MS/MS 24 52 -0.0400677 563 30.7 138.34 1224
sp|Q9Y5S9|RBM8A_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y5S9-2|RBM8A_HUMANsp|Q9Y5S9|RBM8A_HUMAN RNA-binding protein 8A OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBM8A PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9Y5S9-2|RBM8A_HUMAN Isoform 2 of RNA-binding protein 8A OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBM8A22.659403 22.61796 2 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 5 -0.0414467 562 22.4 19.889 174
sp|P08134|RHOC_HUMAN;sp|P61586|RHOA_HUMANsp|P08134|RHOC_HUMAN Rho-related GTP-binding protein RhoC OS=Homo sapiens GN=RHOC PE=1 SV=1;sp|P61586|RHOA_HUMAN Transforming protein RhoA OS=Homo sapiens GN=RHOA PE=1 SV=122.646452 22.60295 3 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 9 -0.043499 561 23.8 22.006 193
sp|O43347|MSI1H_HUMANsp|O43347|MSI1H_HUMAN RNA-binding protein Musashi homolog 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MSI1 PE=1 SV=126.652668 26.60865 10 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 15 23 -0.044014 560 50.3 39.124 362
sp|Q96K17|BT3L4_HUMAN;sp|Q96K17-3|BT3L4_HUMAN;sp|Q96K17-2|BT3L4_HUMAN;sp|P20290-2|BTF3_HUMAN;sp|P20290|BTF3_HUMANsp|Q96K17|BT3L4_HUMAN Transcription factor BTF3 homolog  OS=Homo sapiens GN=BTF3L4 PE=1 SV=1;sp Q96K17-3|BT3L4_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Transcription factor BTF3 homolog 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=BTF3L4;sp|Q96K17-2|BT3L4_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Transcription factor BTF319.988705 19.94 07 1 2 By matching By MS/MS 0 3 - .0446396 559 9.5 17.27 158
sp|P68104|EF1A1_HUMAN;sp|Q5VTE0|EF1A3_HUMAN;sp|Q05639|EF1A2_HUMANsp|P68104|EF1A1_HUMAN Elongation factor 1-alpha 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EEF1A1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q5VTE0|EF1A3_HUMAN Putative elongation factor 1-alpha-like 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EEF1A1P5 PE=5 SV=130.708248 30.66297 19 21 By MS/MS By MS/MS 74 93 - .0452766 558 63.2 50.14 462
sp|P53618|COPB_HUMANsp|P53618|COPB_HUMAN Coatomer subunit beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=COPB1 PE=1 SV=324.313614 24.26678 14 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 14 21 -0.046833 557 21.2 107.14 953
sp|Q9UHB9|SRP68_HUMAN;sp|Q9UHB9-4|SRP68_HUMAN;sp|Q9UHB9-2|SRP68_HUMAN;sp|Q9UHB9-3|SRP68_HUMANsp|Q9U B9|SRP68_H MAN Signal recognition article subunit SRP68 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRP68 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9UHB9-4|SRP68_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Signal recognition particle subunit SRP68 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRP68;sp|Q9UHB9-2|SRP68_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Signal recogniti24.475559 24.4284 10 13 By MS/MS By MS/MS 19 22 -0.047081 556 26.8 70.729 627
sp|Q9Y2Z0-2|SUGT1_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y2Z0|SUGT1_HUMANsp|Q9Y2Z0-2|SUGT1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Suppressor of G2 allele of SKP1 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=SUGT1;sp|Q9Y2Z0|SUGT1_HUMAN Suppressor of G2 allele of SKP1 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=SUGT1 PE=1 SV=325.266815 25.21793 10 11 By MS/M By MS/MS 17 19 -0.0488834 555 44.7 37.804 333
sp|Q92769|HDAC2_HUMANsp|Q92769|HDAC2_HUMAN Histone deacetylase 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HDAC2 PE=1 SV=224.005133 23.95438 8 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 16 -0.0507526 554 22.1 55.364 488
sp|Q01813|K6PP_HUMAN;sp|Q01813-2|K6PP_HUMANsp|Q01813|K6PP_HUMAN 6-phosphofructokinase type C OS=Homo sapiens GN=PFKP PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q01813-2|K6PP_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 6-phosphofructokinase type C OS=Homo sapiens GN=PFKP21.945459 21.8943 5 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 7 -0.051157 553 10. 85.595 784
sp|O75832|PSD10_HUMAN;sp|O75832-2|PSD10_HUMANsp|O75832|PSD10_HUMAN 26S proteasome non-ATPase regulatory subunit 10 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMD10 PE=1 SV=1;sp|O75832-2|PSD10_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 26S proteasome non-ATPase regulatory subunit 10 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMD1025.903986 25.85115 7 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 18 23 -0.0528393 552 57.5 24.428 2 6
sp|O00154-4|BACH_HUMAN;sp|O00154-6|BACH_HUMAN;sp|O00154-7|BACH_HUMAN;sp|O00154|BACH_HUMAN;sp|O00154-5|BACH_HUMAN;sp|O00154-2|BACH_HUMAN;sp|O00154-3|BACH_HUMAN;sp|Q6ZUV0|BACHL_HUMANsp|O00154-4|BACH_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Cytosolic acyl coenzyme A thioester hydrolase OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACOT7;sp|O00154-6|BACH_HUMAN Isoform 6 of Cytosolic acyl coenzyme A thioester hydrolase OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACOT7;sp|O00154-7|BACH_HUMAN Isoform 7 of Cytoso23.594572 23.54014 8 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 16 -0.05443 551 42 37.419 338
sp|P48147|PPCE_HUMANsp|P48147|PPCE_HUMAN Prolyl endopeptidase OS=Homo sapiens GN=PREP PE=1 SV=223.929583 23.87511 9 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 21 -0.0544682 550 23.4 80.699 710
sp|P78527|PRKDC_HUMAN;sp|P78527-2|PRKDC_HUMANsp|P78527|PRKDC_HUMAN DNA-dependent protein kinase catalytic subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRKDC PE=1 SV=3;sp|P78527-2|PRKDC_HUMAN Isoform 2 of DNA-dependent protein kinase catalytic subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRKDC22.353022 22.2981 5 14 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 13 -0.0549202 549 4.1 469.08 4128
sp|P54136|SYRC_HUMANsp|P54136|SYRC_HUMAN Arginine--tRNA ligase, cytoplasmic OS=Homo sapiens GN=RARS PE=1 SV=226.614563 26.55944 31 32 By MS/MS By MS/MS 51 59 -0.0551243 548 57.1 75.378 660
sp|P84090|ERH_HUMANsp|P84090|ERH_HUMAN Enhancer of rudimentary homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=ERH PE=1 SV=123.04133 22.98465 2 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 4 -0.0566845 547 27.9 12.259 104
sp|Q15126|PMVK_HUMANsp|Q15126|PMVK_HUMAN Phosphomevalonate kinase OS=Homo sapiens GN=PMVK PE=1 SV=325.026058 24.96495 11 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 23 18 -0.0611115 546 53.1 21.995 192
sp|O14617-3|AP3D1_HUMAN;sp|O14617-2|AP3D1_HUMAN;sp|O14617|AP3D1_HUMAN;sp|O14617-5|AP3D1_HUMAN;sp|O14617-4|AP3D1_HUMANsp|O14617-3| P3D1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of P-3 complex subunit delta-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=AP3D1;sp|O14617-2|AP3D1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of AP-3 complex subunit delta-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=AP3D1;sp|O14617|AP3D1_HUMAN AP-3 complex subunit delta-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=AP3D23.350838 23.28856 7 7 By MS/ S By MS/MS 12 11 -0.062 807 545 10.2 111.24 984
sp|P11586|C1TC_HUMAN;sp|Q6UB35|C1TM_HUMANsp|P11586|C1TC_H MAN C-1-tetrahydrofolate synthase, cytoplasmic OS=Homo sapiens GN=MTHFD1 PE=1 SV=326.822258 26.75875 31 34 By MS/MS By MS/MS 48 66 -0.0635052 544 43.6 101.56 935
sp|Q9Y490|TLN1_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y4G6|TLN2_HUMANsp|Q9Y490|TLN1_HUMAN Talin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TLN1 PE=1 SV=325.429022 25.36533 27 38 By MS/MS By MS/MS 41 66 -0.0636921 543 22.9 269.76 2541
sp|P31689-2|DNJA1_HUMAN;sp|P31689|DNJA1_HUMANsp|P3 689-2|D JA1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of DnaJ homolog subfamily A member 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DNAJA1;sp|P31689|DNJA1_HUMAN DnaJ homolog subfamily A member 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DNAJA1 PE=1 SV=221.826445 21.76243 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 6 -0.0640125 542 13.3 37.044 331
sp|O43617-2|TPPC3_HUMAN;sp|O43617|TPPC3_HUMANsp|O4 617-2|TPPC3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Trafficking protein particle complex subunit 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TRAPPC3;sp|O43617|TPPC3_HUMAN Trafficking protein particle complex subunit 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TRAPPC3 PE=1 SV=122.121519 22.05738 3 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 8 -0.0641346 541 25.4 15.005 134
sp|O43615|TIM44_HUMANsp|O43615|TIM44_HUMAN Mitochondrial import inner membrane translocase subunit TIM44 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TIMM44 PE=1 SV=223.39113 23.3254 6 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 11 -0.065733 540 23 51.355 452
sp|Q9UQ35|SRRM2_HUMAN;sp|Q9UQ35-2|SRRM2_HUMAN;sp|Q9UQ35-3|SRRM2_HUMANsp|Q9UQ35|SRRM2_H MAN Serine/arginine repetitive matrix protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRRM2 PE=1 SV=223.446196 23.37981 7 9 By S/MS By MS/MS 9 14 -0.0663872 539 4.9 299.61 2752
sp|P18621-2|RL17_HUMAN;sp|P18621|RL17_HUMAN;sp|P18621-3|RL17_HUMANsp|P18621-2|RL17_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 60S ribosomal protein L17 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL17;sp|P18621|RL17_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L17 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL17 PE=1 SV=3;sp|P18621-3|RL17_HUMAN Isoform 3 of 60S ribosomal protein L17 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL1724.626949 24.5604 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 11 -0.0665493 538 46.6 17.094 146
sp|P07814|SYEP_HUMANsp| 07814|SYEP_HUMAN Bifunctional glutamate/proline--tRNA ligase OS=Homo sapiens GN=EPRS PE=1 SV=527.506805 27.43659 43 48 By MS/MS By MS/MS 76 94 -0.070219 537 40.7 170.59 1512
sp|Q9Y678|COPG1_HUMANsp|Q9Y678|COPG1_HUMAN Coatomer subunit gamma-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=COPG1 PE=1 SV=125.10825 25.03616 17 19 By MS/MS By MS/MS 27 38 -0.0720921 536 30.7 97.717 874
sp|P11142|HSP7C_HUMAN;sp|P11142-2|HSP7C_HUMAN;sp|P54652|HSP72_HUMAN;sp|P34931|HS71L_HUMANsp|P11142|HSP7C_HUMAN eat shock cognate 71 kDa protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSPA8 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P11142-2|HSP7C_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Heat shock cognate 71 kDa protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSPA82 .252144 27.17997 25 22 By MS/MS By MS/MS 54 5 -0.0721741 535 44.7 70.897 646
sp|P52789|HXK2_HUMANsp|P52789|HXK2_HUMAN Hexokinase-2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HK2 PE=1 SV=221.2204 21.14768 4 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 10 -0.0727177 534 11 102.38 917
sp|P61163|ACTZ_HUMAN;sp|P42025|ACTY_HUMANsp|P61163|ACTZ_HUMAN Alpha-centractin OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACTR1A PE=1 SV=1;sp|P42025|ACTY_HUMAN Beta-centractin OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACTR1B PE=1 SV=122.81 177 22.73637 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 5 -0.0738106 533 14.9 42.613 376
sp|Q01105-3|SET_HUMAN;sp|Q01105-4|SET_HUMAN;sp|Q01105-2|SET_HUMAN;sp|Q01105|SET_HUMANsp|Q01105-3|SET_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Protein SET O =Homo sapiens GN=SET;sp|Q01105-4|SET_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Protein SET OS=Homo sapiens GN=SET;sp|Q01105-2|SET_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Protein SET OS=Homo sapiens GN=SET;sp|Q01105|SET_HUMAN Protein SET OS=Homo sapien24.375572 24.30145 5 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 13 -0.0741177 532 27.5 30.992 265
sp|O94905|ERLN2_HUMAN;sp|O75477|ERLN1_HUMANsp|O94905|ERLN2_HUMAN Erlin-2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ERLIN2 PE=1 SV=122.049364 21.97516 3 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 9 -0.0742054 531 17.4 37.839 339
sp|P54577|SYYC_HUMANsp|P54577|SYYC_HUMAN Tyrosine--tRNA ligase, cytoplasmic OS=Homo sapiens GN=YARS PE=1 SV=425.854218 25.77633 25 27 By MS/MS By MS/MS 39 48 -0.0778866 530 53.8 59.143 528
sp|P30101|PDIA3_HUMANsp|P30101|PDIA3_HUMAN Protein disulfide-isomerase A3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PDIA3 PE=1 SV=424.133202 24.05441 10 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 13 14 -0.0787945 529 27.1 56.782 505
sp|P07237|PDIA1_HUMANsp|P07237|PDIA1_HUMAN Protein disulfide-isomerase OS=Homo sapiens GN=P4HB PE=1 SV=322.930107 22.85108 9 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 14 19 -0.0790272 528 24.6 57.116 508
sp|P33993|MCM7_HUMAN;sp|P33993-3|MCM7_HUMAN;sp|P33993-2|MCM7_HUMANsp|P33993|MCM7_HUMAN DNA replication licensing factor CM7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MCM7 PE=1 SV=4;sp|P33993-3|MCM7_HUMAN Isoform 3 of DNA replication licensing factor MCM7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MCM7;sp|P33993-2|MCM7_HUMAN Isoform 2 of DNA replication licensing fac24.252558 24.1 303 9 13 By S/MS By MS/MS 19 22 -0.0795307 527 27.7 81.307 719
sp|P61956-2|SUMO2_HUMAN;sp|P61956|SUMO2_HUMAN;sp|Q6EEV6|SUMO4_HUMAN;sp|P55854|SUMO3_HUMANsp|P61956-2|SUMO2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Small ubiquitin-related modifier 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SUMO2;sp|P61956|SUMO2_HUMAN Small ubiquitin-related modifier 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SUMO2 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q6EEV6|SUMO4_HUMAN Small ubiquitin-related modifier 4 OS=Homo sa22.880301 22.80055 2 2 By MS/ S By MS/MS 2 5 -0.0797482 526 31 8.1111 71
sp|P17987|TCPA_HUMANsp|P17987|TCPA_HUMAN T-complex protein 1 subunit alpha OS=Homo sapiens GN=TCP1 PE=1 SV=124.631842 24.55116 10 15 By MS/MS By MS/MS 13 30 -0.0806847 525 31.5 60.343 556
sp|Q13155|AIMP2_HUMANsp|Q13155|AIMP2_HUMAN Aminoacyl tRNA synthase complex-interacting multifunctional protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=AIMP2 PE=1 SV=225.063776 24.98207 6 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 20 -0.0817051 524 37.5 35.348 320
sp|O43324-2|MCA3_HUMAN;sp|O43324|MCA3_HUMANsp|O43324-2|MCA3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Eukaryotic translation elongation factor 1 epsilon-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EEF1E1;sp|O43324|MCA3_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation elongation factor 1 epsilon-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EEF1E1 PE=1 SV=124.205904 24.12282 5 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 7 -0.0830879 523 34.5 15.548 139
sp|O75351|VPS4B_HUMAN;sp|Q9UN37|VPS4A_HUMAN;sp|Q6PIW4-2|FIGL1_HUMAN;sp|Q6PIW4|FIGL1_HUMANsp|O75351|VPS4B_H MAN Vacuolar protein sorting-associated protein 4B OS=Homo sapiens GN=VPS4B PE=1 SV=222.208065 22.12411 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 8 -0.0839558 522 13.1 49.301 444
sp|O00151|PDLI1_HUMANsp|O00151|PDLI1_HUMAN PDZ and LIM domain protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PDLIM1 PE=1 SV=421.527168 21.44213 4 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 2 -0.085043 521 16.7 36.071 329
sp|P49773|HINT1_HUMANsp|P49773|HINT1_HUMAN Histidine triad nucleotide-binding protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HINT1 PE=1 SV=225.157654 25.07231 4 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 14 -0.0853481 520 64.3 13.802 126
sp|P48507|GSH0_HUMANsp|P48507|GSH0_HUMAN Glutamate--cysteine ligase regulatory subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=GCLM PE=1 SV=121.780928 21.69553 3 4 B  MS/MS By MS/MS 4 6 -0.0853958 519 20.1 30.727 274
sp|Q15392|DHC24_HUMANsp|Q15392|DHC24_HUMAN Delta(24)-sterol reductase OS=Homo sapiens GN=DHCR24 PE=1 SV=224.728893 24.6424 9 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 17 20 -0.0864906 518 21.1 60.101 516
sp|Q9UNS2|CSN3_HUMAN;sp|Q9UNS2-2|CSN3_HUMANsp|Q9UNS2|CSN3_H MAN COP9 signalosome complex subunit 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=COPS3 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q9UNS2-2|CSN3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of COP9 signalosome complex subunit 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=COPS323.511715 23.42509 4 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 10 -0.086628 517 23.4 47.873 423
sp|P11177|ODPB_HUMAN;sp|P11177-2|ODPB_HUMAN;sp|P11177-3|ODPB_HUMANsp|P11177|ODPB_HUMAN Pyruvate dehydrogenase E1 component subunit beta, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=PDHB PE=1 SV=3;sp|P11177-2|ODPB_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Pyruvate dehydrogenase E1 component subunit beta, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=PDHB;sp|P11177-3|O25.414707 25.32711 10 12 By S/MS By MS/MS 20 23 -0.087595 516 44.6 39.233 359
sp|P37268|FDFT_HUMANsp|P37268|FDFT_HUMAN Squalene synthase OS=Homo sapiens GN=FDFT1 PE=1 SV=124.788206 24.70039 12 13 By MS/MS By MS/MS 19 19 -0.0878181 515 36.5 48.115 417
sp|Q14697-2|GANAB_HUMAN;sp|Q14697|GANAB_HUMAN;sp|Q14697-3|GANAB_HUMANsp|Q14697-2|GANAB_HUMAN Isoform 2 of eutral alpha glucosidase AB OS=Homo sapiens GN=GANAB;sp|Q14697|GANAB_HUMAN Neutral alpha-glucosidase AB OS=Homo sapiens GN=GANAB PE=1 SV=323.924608 23.83644 7 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 14 16 -0.088171 514 12.4 109.44 966
sp|P61923|COPZ1_HUMANsp|P61923|COPZ1_HUMAN Coatomer subunit zeta-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=COPZ1 PE=1 SV=125.61389 25.52468 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 12 -0.0892067 513 32.8 20.198 177
sp|Q13148|TADBP_HUMANsp|Q13148|TADBP_HUMAN TAR DNA-binding protein 43 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TARDBP PE=1 SV=124.692482 24.60298 6 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 20 -0.0895061 512 20.5 44.739 414
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sp|P43246|MSH2_HUMAN;sp|P43246-2|MSH2_HUMANsp|P43246|MSH2_HUMAN DNA mismatch repair protein Msh2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MSH2 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P43246-2|MSH2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of DNA mismatch repair protein Msh2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MSH24.26585 24.17463 13 17 By MS/MS By MS/MS 19 24 -0.091 209 511 22.7 104.74 934
sp|P27824|CALX_HUMANsp|P27824|CALX_HUMAN Calnexin OS=Homo sapiens GN=CANX PE=1 SV=224.768705 24.67702 11 13 By MS/MS By MS/MS 21 18 -0.0916843 510 25.3 67.567 592
sp|P10809|CH60_HUMANsp|P10809|CH60_HUMAN 60 kDa heat shock protein, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSPD1 PE=1 SV=231.405273 31.31306 45 55 By MS/MS By MS/MS 138 85 -0.0922165 509 83.1 61.054 573
sp|O00429-4|DNM1L_HUMAN;sp|O00429-5|DNM1L_HUMAN;sp|O00429-3|DNM1L_HUMAN;sp|O00429-2|DNM1L_HUMAN;sp|O00429|DNM1L_HUMAN;sp|O00429-6|DNM1L_HUMANsp|O00429-4|D M1L_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Dynamin-1-like protein OS=Homo apiens GN= ;sp|O00429-5|DNM1L_HUMAN Isoform 5 of Dynamin-1-like protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=DNM1L;sp|O00429-3|DNM1L_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Dynamin-1-like protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=DNM1L;s23.649765 23.55754 8 15 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 25 -0.0922241 508 25.8 78.099 699
sp|Q9H0S4-2|DDX47_HUMAN;sp|Q9H0S4|DDX47_HUMANsp|Q9H0S4-2|DDX47_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Probable ATP-dependent RNA helicase DDX47 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDX47;sp|Q9H0S4|DDX47_HUMAN Probable ATP-dependent RNA helicase DDX47 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDX47 PE=1 SV=122.102423 22.00673 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 4 -0.0956974 507 1 .7 45.169 406
sp|P30520|PURA2_HUMAN;sp|Q8N142|PURA1_HUMAN;sp|Q8N142-2|PURA1_HUMANsp|P30520|PURA2_HUMAN Adenylosuccinate synthetase isozyme 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ADSS PE=1 SV=327.684652 27.58857 18 17 By MS/M By MS/MS 42 45 -0.0960865 506 47.1 50.097 456
sp|Q96CW1-2|AP2M1_HUMAN;sp|Q96CW1|AP2M1_HUMANsp|Q96CW1-2| P2M1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of AP-2 complex subunit mu OS=Homo sapiens GN=AP2M1;sp|Q96CW1|AP2M1_HUMAN AP-2 complex subunit mu OS=Homo sapiens GN=AP2M1 PE=1 SV=222.697443 22.60082 6 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 8 -0.0966 06 505 14.8 49.389 433
sp|Q9HAV4|XPO5_HUMANsp|Q9 AV4|XPO5_HUMAN Exportin-5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=XPO5 PE=1 SV=121.65539 21.55824 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 4 -0.0971489 504 3.9 136.31 1204
sp|O75534-2|CSDE1_HUMAN;sp|O75534|CSDE1_HUMAN;sp|O75534-3|CSDE1_HUMANsp|O75534-2|CSDE1_HUMAN Isoform Short of Cold shock domain-containing protein E1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CSDE1;sp|O75534|CSDE1_HUMAN Cold shock domain-containing protein E1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CSDE1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|O75534-3|CSDE1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Cold shock domai23.218096 23.1206 7 9 By MS/ S By MS/MS 12 18 -0.0974941 503 13.7 85.746 767
sp|P62306|RUXF_HUMANsp|P62306|RUXF_HUMAN Small nuclear ribonucleoprotein F OS=Homo sapiens GN=SNRPF PE=1 SV=123.647902 23.54957 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/M 4 4 -0.0983295 502 40.7 9.7251 86
sp|Q14103-3|HNRPD_HUMAN;sp|Q14103|HNRPD_HUMAN;sp|Q14103-4|HNRPD_HUMAN;sp|Q14103-2|HNRPD_HUMANsp|Q14103-3|H RPD_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein D0 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPD;sp|Q14103|HNRPD_HUMAN Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein D0 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPD PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q14103-4|HNRPD_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Heterogeneou25.630676 25.52645 10 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 16 20 -0.1042309 501 31.4 32.834 306
sp|P10515|ODP2_HUMANsp|P10515|ODP2_HUMAN Dihydrolipoyllysine-residue acetyltransferase component of pyruvate dehydrogenase complex, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=DLAT PE=1 SV=323.855669 23.75113 7 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 13 -0.1045341 500 18.4 68.996 647
sp|Q14204|DYHC1_HUMANsp|Q14204|DYHC1_HUMAN Cytoplasmic dynein 1 heavy chain 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DYNC1H1 PE=1 SV=527.539122 27.43349 86 95 By M /MS By MS/MS 138 70 -0.1056366 499 27.8 532.4 4646
sp|Q9Y5V3|MAGD1_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y5V3-2|MAGD1_HUMAN;sp|Q96JG8-2|MAGD4_HUMAN;sp|Q96JG8|MAGD4_HUMAN;sp|Q96JG8-4|MAGD4_HUMANsp|Q9Y5V3|MAGD1_HUMAN Melanoma-associated antigen D1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MAGED1 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q9Y5V3-2|MAGD1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Melanoma-associated antigen D1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MAGED1;sp|Q96JG8-2|MAGD4_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Melanoma-associated antigen D4 OS=Ho19.833273 19.72662 1 2 By matching By MS/MS 0 3 -0.1066532 98 3 86.16 778
sp|O00592-2|PODXL_HUMAN;sp|O00592|PODXL_HUMANsp|O00592-2|PODXL_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Podocalyxin OS=Homo sapiens GN=PODXL;sp|O00592|PODXL_HUMAN Podocalyxin OS=Homo sapiens GN=PODXL PE=1 SV=223.189695 23.08228 5 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 10 -0.10742 497 10.6 55.385 526
sp|Q9Y265|RUVB1_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y265-2|RUVB1_HUMANsp|Q9Y265|RUVB1_HUMAN uvB-like 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RUVBL1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9Y265-2|RUVB1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of RuvB-like 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RUVBL123. 23968 3.01626 7 7 By MS/MS By M /MS 10 0 -0.1077061 496 21.5 50.227 456
sp|Q14566|MCM6_HUMANsp|Q14566|MCM6_HUMAN DNA replication licensing factor MCM6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MCM6 PE=1 SV=122.410929 22.30235 3 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 10 -0.1085815 495 8.3 92.888 821
sp|P49368-2|TCPG_HUMAN;sp|P49368|TCPG_HUMANsp| 49368-2|TCPG_HUMAN Isoform 2 of T-complex protein 1 subunit gamma OS=Homo sapiens GN=CCT3;sp|P49368|TCPG_HUMAN T-complex protein 1 subunit gamma OS=Homo sapiens GN=CCT3 PE=1 SV=425.79278 25.68378 17 20 By MS/MS By M /MS 26 41 -0.1089973 494 45.2 56.43 507
sp|Q13347|EIF3I_HUMANsp|Q13347|EIF3I_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 3 subunit I OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF3I PE=1 SV=123.65938 23.55004 7 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 13 15 -0.1093369 493 39.1 36.501 325
sp|P48047|ATPO_HUMANsp|P48047|ATPO_HUMAN ATP synthase subunit O, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATP5O PE=1 SV=122.303295 22.19256 5 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 6 -0.1107368 492 27.2 23.277 213
sp|Q96FW1|OTUB1_HUMAN;sp|Q96FW1-2|OTUB1_HUMANsp|Q96FW1|OTUB1_HUMAN Ubiquitin thioesterase OTUB1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=OTUB1 PE=1 SV=226.63187 26.51905 11 13 By MS/MS By MS/MS 26 34 -0.1128159 491 59 31.284 271
sp|Q9UBB6-2|NCDN_HUMAN;sp|Q9UBB6|NCDN_HUMAN;sp|Q9UBB6-3|NCDN_HUMANsp|Q9UBB6-2| CDN_H MAN Isoform 2 of Neurochondrin OS=Homo sapiens GN=NCDN;sp|Q9UBB6|NCDN_HUMAN Neurochondrin OS=Homo sapiens GN=NCDN PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9UBB6-3|NCDN_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Neurochondrin OS=Homo sapiens GN=NCDN24.627619 24.514 11 13 By MS/MS By MS/MS 21 28 -0.113615 490 22.6 77.242 712
sp|P29558-2|RBMS1_HUMAN;sp|P29558|RBMS1_HUMAN;sp|Q6XE24-3|RBMS3_HUMAN;sp|Q6XE24-4|RBMS3_HUMAN;sp|Q6XE24-5|RBMS3_HUMAN;sp|Q6XE24-2|RBMS3_HUMAN;sp|Q6XE24|RBMS3_HUMANsp|P29558-2|RBMS1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of RNA-binding motif, single-stranded-interacting protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBMS1;sp|P29558|RBMS1_HU AN RNA-binding motif, single-stranded-interacting protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBMS1 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q6XE24-3|RBMS3_HUMAN24.00701 23.89328 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 9 -0.1137314 489 11.7 44.136 403
sp|Q59GN2|R39L5_HUMAN;sp|P62891|RL39_HUMANsp|Q59GN2|R39L5_HUMAN Putative 60S ribosomal protein L39-like 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL39P5 PE=5 SV=2;sp|P62891|RL39_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L39 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL39 PE=1 SV=224.601049 24.4872 2 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 4 -0.1138496 488 19.6 6.3225 51
sp|P43897|EFTS_HUMAN;sp|P43897-2|EFTS_HUMANsp|P43897|EFTS_HUMAN longation factor Ts, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=TSFM PE=1 SV=2;sp|P43897-2|EFTS_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Elongation factor Ts, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=TSFM23.017162 22.90312 3 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 7 -0.1140404 487 19.1 35.39 325
sp|Q9NZL4|HPBP1_HUMAN;sp|Q9NZL4-2|HPBP1_HUMANsp|Q9NZL4|HPBP1_HUMAN sp70-binding protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSPBP1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9NZL4-2|HPBP1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Hsp70-binding protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSPBP123.095148 2.97916 7 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 9 0.1159897 486 32.6 39.474 362
sp|P09496-2|CLCA_HUMAN;sp|P09496-4|CLCA_HUMAN;sp|P09496-3|CLCA_HUMAN;sp|P09496|CLCA_HUMAN;sp|P09496-5|CLCA_HUMANsp|P09496-2|CLCA_HUMAN Isoform Non-brain of Clathrin light chain A OS=Homo sapiens GN=CLTA;sp|P09496-4| LCA_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Clathrin light chain A OS=Homo sapiens GN=CLTA;sp|P09496-3|CLCA_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Clathrin light chain A OS=Homo sapiens GN=CLTA23.9593 1 23.84163 5 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 10 -0.117712 485 24.8 23.662 218
sp|P84085|ARF5_HUMANsp|P84085|ARF5_HUMAN ADP-ribosylation factor 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARF5 PE=1 SV=228.01643 27.89533 10 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 29 42 -0.1210976 484 64.4 20.529 180
sp|Q9Y230|RUVB2_HUMANsp|Q9Y230|RUVB2_HUMAN RuvB-like 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RUVBL2 PE=1 SV=323.447205 23.32608 6 9 By MS/MS By M /MS 8 14 -0.1211224 483 25.3 51.156 463
sp|Q5T9L3-3|WLS_HUMAN;sp|Q5T9L3|WLS_HUMAN;sp|Q5T9L3-2|WLS_HUMANsp|Q5T9L3-3|WLS_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Protein wntless homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=WLS;sp|Q5T9L3|WLS_HUMAN Protein wntless homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=WLS PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q5T9L3-2|WLS_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Protein wntless homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=WLS21.208244 21.08557 2 3 By matching By MS/MS 0 5 -0.1226768 482 7.6 51.57 450
sp|P51571|SSRD_HUMANsp|P51571|SSRD_HUMAN Translocon-associated protein subunit delta OS=Homo sapiens GN=SSR4 PE=1 SV=122.037682 21.91448 2 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 6 -0. 232014 481 19.7 18.998 173
sp|P46940|IQGA1_HUMAN;sp|Q86VI3|IQGA3_HUMANsp|P46940|IQGA1_HUMAN Ras GTPase-activating-like protein IQGAP1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=IQGAP1 PE=1 SV=126.27467 26.14919 32 38 By MS/MS By MS/MS 50 70 -0.1254864 480 28.8 189.25 1657
sp|Q96A72|MGN2_HUMANsp|Q96A72|MGN2_HUMAN Protein mago nashi homolog 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MAGOHB PE=1 SV=123.361855 23.23636 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/ S 8 9 -0.1254978 479 37.8 17.276 148
sp|P61619|S61A1_HUMAN;sp|P61619-3|S61A1_HUMAN;sp|Q9H9S3-2|S61A2_HUMAN;sp|Q9H9S3-3|S61A2_HUMAN;sp|Q9H9S3|S61A2_HUMANsp|P61619|S61A1_HUMAN Protein transport rotein Sec61 subunit alpha isoform 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SEC61A1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P61619-3|S61A1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Protein transport protein Sec61 subunit alpha isoform 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SEC61A1;sp|Q9H9S3-2|S61A2_HUM21.386745 21.26052 3 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 4 -0.1262264 478 5.7 52.264 476
sp|P08133-2|ANXA6_HUMAN;sp|P08133|ANXA6_HUMANsp|P08133-2| XA6_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Annexin A6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ANXA6;sp|P08133|ANXA6_HUMAN Annexin A6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ANXA6 PE=1 SV=319.894 66 19.7666 2 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 5 -0.1274624 477 5.5 72.423 641
sp|P07384|CAN1_HUMANsp|P07384|CAN1_HUMAN Calpain-1 catalytic subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=CAPN1 PE=1 SV=125.525879 25.39787 17 20 By MS/MS By MS/MS 28 38 -0.1280098 476 29.3 81.889 714
sp|P50454|SERPH_HUMANsp| 50454|SERPH_HUMAN Serpin H1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SERPINH1 PE=1 SV=226.929199 26.80082 15 18 By MS/MS By M /MS 34 37 -0.128376 475 57.9 46.44 418
sp|P18085|ARF4_HUMANsp|P18085|ARF4_HUMAN ADP-ribosylation factor 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARF4 PE=1 SV=327.923431 27.79489 9 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 16 19 -0.1285439 474 60.6 20.511 180
sp|O75874|IDHC_HUMANsp|O75874|IDHC_HUMAN Isocitrate dehydrogenase [NADP] cytoplasmic OS=Homo sapiens GN=IDH1 PE=1 SV=224.507729 24.37776 12 14 By MS/MS By MS/MS 23 29 -0.1 99706 473 44 46.659 414
sp|P49915|GUAA_HUMANsp|P49915|GUAA_HUMAN GMP synthase [glutamine-hydrolyzing] OS=Homo sapiens GN=GMPS PE=1 SV=123.891153 23.7601 9 13 By MS/MS By MS/MS 13 25 -0.1310539 472 22.5 76.715 693
sp|Q7L5N1|CSN6_HUMANsp|Q7L5N1|CSN6_HUMAN COP9 signalosome complex subunit 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=COPS6 PE=1 SV=121.226116 21.0 487 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 5 -0.1312428 471 11.6 36.163 327
sp|P31948|STIP1_HUMANsp|P31948|STIP1_HUMAN Stress-induced-phosphoprotein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=STIP1 PE=1 SV=126.52907 26.39643 22 25 By MS/MS By MS/MS 36 50 -0.132637 470 47.5 62.639 543
sp|Q13813-3|SPTN1_HUMAN;sp|Q13813|SPTN1_HUMAN;sp|Q13813-2|SPTN1_HUMANsp|Q13813-3|SPTN1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Spectrin alpha chain, non-erythrocytic 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SPTAN1;sp|Q13813|SPTN1_HUMAN Spectrin alpha chain, non-erythrocytic 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SPTAN1 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q13813-2|SPTN1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Spectrin alpha c24.571264 24.4386 17 32 By MS/ S By MS/MS 18 49 -0.1326618 469 17.7 282.28 2452
sp|P51610|HCFC1_HUMAN;sp|P51610-4|HCFC1_HUMAN;sp|P51610-2|HCFC1_HUMAN;sp|P51610-3|HCFC1_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y5Z7|HCFC2_HUMANsp|P51610|HCFC1_HUMAN ost cell factor 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HCFC1 PE=  SV=2;sp|P51610-4|HCFC1_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Host cell factor 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HCFC1;sp|P51610-2|HCFC1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Host cell factor 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HCFC125.1 2401 25.01848 13 21 By MS/MS By MS/MS 23 37 -0.1339207 68 14.1 208.73 2035
sp|P42167|LAP2B_HUMAN;sp|P42167-2|LAP2B_HUMAN;sp|P42166|LAP2A_HUMANsp|P42167|LAP2B_HUMAN amina-associated polypeptide , isoforms beta/gamma OS=Homo sapiens GN=TMPO PE=1 SV=2;sp|P42167-2|LAP2B_HUMAN Isoform Gamma of Lamina-associated polypeptide 2, isoforms beta/gamma OS=Homo sapiens GN=TMPO;sp|P42166|LAP2A_HUMAN Lamina-23.535284 23.40015 7 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 12 -0.1351318 467 24 50.67 454
sp|P62879|GBB2_HUMAN;sp|Q9HAV0|GBB4_HUMAN;sp|Q9BRK4|LZTS2_HUMANsp|P62879|GBB2_HUMAN Guanine nucleotide-binding protein G(I)/G(S)/G(T) subunit beta-2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GNB2 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q9HAV0|GBB4_HUMAN Guanine nucleotide-binding protein subunit beta-4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GNB4 PE=1 SV=32 .363993 22.22662 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 5 -0.1373768 466 13.2 37.331 340
sp|Q9UL25|RAB21_HUMANsp|Q9UL25|RAB21_HUMAN Ras-related protein Rab-21 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB21 PE=1 SV=321.50276 21.36522 3 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 7 -0.137537 465 24.4 24.347 225
sp|P30837|AL1B1_HUMAN;sp|O94788-4|AL1A2_HUMAN;sp|P05091-2|ALDH2_HUMAN;sp|O94788-2|AL1A2_HUMAN;sp|O94788-3|AL1A2_HUMAN;sp|P00352|AL1A1_HUMAN;sp|P47895|AL1A3_HUMAN;sp|P05091|ALDH2_HUMAN;sp|O94788|AL1A2_HUMANsp|P30837|AL1B1_HUMAN ldehyde dehydrogenase X, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=ALDH1B1 PE=1 SV=32 .5800 21.44182 2 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 6 -0.1 8258 464 11 57.206 51
sp|P15880|RS2_HUMANsp|P15880|RS2_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS2 PE=1 SV=26.872206 26.73337 9 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 22 21 -0.1388321 463 34.5 31.324 293
sp|Q16658|FSCN1_HUMANsp|Q16658|FSCN1_HUMAN Fascin OS=Homo sapiens GN=FSCN1 PE=1 SV=326.464556 26.3254 16 18 By MS/MS By MS/MS 29 34 -0.1391582 462 37.7 54.529 493
sp|P31939|PUR9_HUMAN;sp|P31939-2|PUR9_HUMANsp|P31939|PUR9_HUMAN Bifunctional purine biosynthesis protein PURH OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATIC PE=1 SV=3;sp|P31939-2|PUR9_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Bifunctional purine biosynthesis protein PURH OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATIC2 .927618 29.78807 33 33 By MS/MS By MS/MS 90 98 -0.1 95454 461 70.4 64.615 592
sp|P05165-3|PCCA_HUMAN;sp|P05165-2|PCCA_HUMAN;sp|P05165|PCCA_HUMANsp|P05165-3|PCCA_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Pro ionyl-CoA carboxylase alpha chain, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=PCCA;sp|P05165-2|PCCA_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Propionyl-CoA carboxylase alpha chain, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=PCCA;sp|P05165|PCCA_HUMAN Propionyl24.211708 24.07038 12 15 B  S/MS By MS/MS 20 23 -0.141325 460 7.9 75.001 681
sp|Q9H4A3-2|WNK1_HUMAN;sp|Q9H4A3|WNK1_HUMAN;sp|Q9H4A3-5|WNK1_HUMAN;sp|Q9H4A3-6|WNK1_HUMAN;sp|Q9H4A3-4|WNK1_HUMAN;sp|Q96J92-2|WNK4_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y3S1-3|WNK2_HUMAN;sp|Q96J92-3|WNK4_HUMAN;sp|Q96J92|WNK4_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y3S1-2|WNK2_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y3S1-4|WNK2_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y3S1|WNK2_HUMAN;sp|Q9BYP7-3|WNK3_HUMAN;sp|Q9BYP7-4|WNK3_HUMAN;sp|Q9BYP7-2|WNK3_HUMAN;sp|Q9BYP7|WNK3_HUMANsp|Q9H4A3-2|WNK1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Serine/threonine-protein kinase WNK1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=WNK1;sp|Q9H4A3|WNK1_HUMAN Serine/threonine-protein kinase WNK1 OS=Homo sa iens GN=WNK1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9H4A3-5|WNK1_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Serine/threonine-protein kinase24.473579 24.32807 10 17 By MS/MS By MS/MS 13 29 -0.1455097 459 10.8 225.56 2135
sp|P18583-6|SON_HUMAN;sp|P18583-10|SON_HUMAN;sp|P18583-3|SON_HUMAN;sp|P18583-4|SON_HUMAN;sp|P18583-7|SON_HUMAN;sp|P18583|SON_HUMAN;sp|P18583-5|SON_HUMAN;sp|P18583-9|SON_HUMAN;sp|P18583-2|SON_HUMAN;sp|P18583-8|SON_HUMANsp|P18583-6|SON_HUMAN Isoform E of Protein SON O =Homo sapiens GN=SON;sp|P18583-10|SON_HUMAN Isoform J of Protein SON OS=Homo sa iens GN=SON;sp|P18583-3 SON_HUMAN Isoform B of rotein SON OS=Homo apiens GN= ;sp|P18583-4|SON_HUMAN Isoform C of Protein SO24.95411 24.80828 9 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 22 -0.1458302 458 7.9 228.18 2108
sp|P62714|PP2AB_HUMANsp|P62714|PP2AB_HUMAN Serine/threonine-protein phosphatase 2A catalytic subunit beta isoform OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPP2CB PE=1 SV=14.128883 23.98042 7 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 14 -0.148468 457 35.9 35.575 309
sp|Q99615-2|DNJC7_HUMAN;sp|Q99615|DNJC7_HUMANsp|Q99615-2|D JC7_HUMAN Isoform 2 of DnaJ homolog subfamily C member 7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DNAJC7;sp|Q99615|DNJC7_HUMAN DnaJ homolog subfamily C member 7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DNAJC7 PE=1 SV=222.3 5202 22.22432 5 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 9 -0.1508808 456 14.6 50.096 438
sp|P00558|PGK1_HUMAN;sp|P07205|PGK2_HUMANsp|P00558|PGK1_HUMAN Phosphoglycerate kinase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PGK1 PE=1 SV=325.140085 24.98906 11 14 By MS/MS By MS/MS 18 24 -0.1510239 455 50.8 44.614 417
sp|O43175|SERA_HUMANsp|O43175|SERA_HUMAN D-3-phosphoglycerate dehydrogenase OS=Homo sapiens GN=PHGDH PE=1 SV=431.616755 31.46407 32 32 By MS/MS By MS/MS 124 132 -0.1526833 454 58.9 56.65 533
sp|P26641|EF1G_HUMANsp|P26641|EF1G_HUMAN Elongation factor 1-gamma OS=Homo sapiens GN=EEF1G PE=1 SV=326.711222 26.55807 13 16 By MS/MS By MS/MS 34 41 -0.1531563 453 40 50.118 437
sp|P48444|COPD_HUMAN;sp|P48444-2|COPD_HUMANsp|P48444|COPD_HUMAN oatomer subunit delta OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARCN1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P48444-2|COPD_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Coatomer subunit delta OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARCN124.510689 24.35696 12 13 By MS/MS By MS/MS 20 24 -0.1537285 452 35.4 57.21 511
sp|P84101-4|SERF2_HUMAN;sp|P84101|SERF2_HUMAN;sp|P84101-3|SERF2_HUMAN;sp|P84101-2|SERF2_HUMANsp|P84101-4|SERF2_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Small EDRK rich factor 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SERF2;sp|P84101|SERF2_HUMAN Small EDRK-rich factor 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SERF2 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P84101-3|SERF2_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Small EDRK-rich factor 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SERF2;21.948528 21.79372 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 4 -0.1548061 451 40 5.2159 45
sp|P19367-4|HXK1_HUMAN;sp|P19367-2|HXK1_HUMAN;sp|P19367|HXK1_HUMAN;sp|P19367-3|HXK1_HUMAN;sp|Q2TB90|HKDC1_HUMAN;sp|P52790|HXK3_HUMAN;sp|Q2TB90-3|HKDC1_HUMAN;sp|Q2TB90-2|HKDC1_HUMANsp|P 9367-4|HXK1_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Hexokinase-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HK1;sp|P19367-2|HXK1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Hexokinase-1 OS= omo sa iens GN=HK1;sp|P19367|HXK1_HUMAN Hexokinase-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HK1 PE=1 SV=3;sp|P19367-3|HXK1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Hexokinas24.616 47 24.46 76 18 21 By MS/MS By MS/MS 29 3 -0.1551838 450 24.8 101.08 905
sp|P14324-2|FPPS_HUMAN;sp|P14324|FPPS_HUMANsp| 14324-2|FPPS_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Farnesyl pyrophosphate synthase OS=Homo sapiens GN=FDPS;sp|P14324|FPPS_HUMAN Farnesyl pyrophosphate synthase OS=Homo sapiens GN=FDPS PE=1 SV=423.49 18 23.33484 4 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 9 -0.1563454 449 20.1 40.532 353
sp|P49327|FAS_HUMANsp|P49327|FAS_HUMAN Fatty acid synthase OS=Homo sapiens GN=FASN PE=1 SV=330.333941 30.17665 94 96 By MS/MS By MS/MS 213 232 -0.1572952 448 52.8 273.42 2511
sp|P14868|SYDC_HUMANsp|P14868|SYDC_HUMAN Aspartate--tRNA ligase, cytoplasmic OS=Homo sapiens GN=DARS PE=1 SV=226.078264 25.92007 22 24 By MS/MS By MS/MS 38 45 -0.1581936 447 58.7 57.136 501
sp|P46777|RL5_HUMANsp|P46777|RL5_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL5 PE=1 SV=321.584812 21.42645 3 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 5 -0.1583672 446 20.2 34.362 297
sp|P07195|LDHB_HUMAN;sp|P00338-5|LDHA_HUMAN;sp|P00338-4|LDHA_HUMAN;sp|P00338-2|LDHA_HUMAN;sp|Q6ZMR3|LDH6A_HUMAN;sp|P07864|LDHC_HUMAN;sp|P00338|LDHA_HUMAN;sp|P00338-3|LDHA_HUMANsp|P07195|LDHB_HUMAN -lactate dehydrogenase B chain OS=Homo sapiens GN=LDHB PE=1 SV=225.718531 25.55938 12 13 By MS/MS By MS/MS 21 25 -0.1591511 445 42.8 36.638 334
sp|P06493|CDK1_HUMAN;sp|P06493-2|CDK1_HUMAN;sp|Q07002|CDK18_HUMAN;sp|Q9NYV4|CDK12_HUMAN;sp|Q9NYV4-2|CDK12_HUMAN;sp|Q14004-2|CDK13_HUMAN;sp|Q9NYV4-3|CDK12_HUMAN;sp|Q00536-2|CDK16_HUMAN;sp|Q00537-2|CDK17_HUMAN;sp|Q00537|CDK17_HUMAN;sp|Q07002-3|CDK18_HUMAN;sp|Q00536-3|CDK16_HUMAN;sp|Q00536|CDK16_HUMAN;sp|P50750-2|CDK9_HUMAN;sp|Q07002-2|CDK18_HUMAN;sp|O94921|CDK14_HUMAN;sp|Q00535-2|CDK5_HUMAN;sp|O94921-2|CDK14_HUMAN;sp|Q96Q40|CDK15_HUMAN;sp|Q96Q40-5|CDK15_HUMAN;sp|O94921-3|CDK14_HUMAN;sp|Q96Q40-3|CDK15_HUMAN;sp|Q96Q40-4|CDK15_HUMAN;sp|P50750|CDK9_HUMAN;sp|Q96Q40-2|CDK15_HUMAN;sp|Q00534|CDK6_HUMAN;sp|Q00526|CDK3_HUMAN;sp|Q00535|CDK5_HUMAN;sp|Q14004|CDK13_HUMANsp|P06493|CDK1_HUMAN yclin-dependent kinase 1 OS=Homo sapiens G =CDK1 PE=1 SV=3;sp|P06493-2|CDK1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Cyclin-dependent kinase 1 OS=Homo sapiens G =CDK125.219484 25.05937 9 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 18 23 0.160 181 444 47.5 34.095 297
sp|Q8N1G4|LRC47_HUMANsp|Q8N1G4|LRC47_HUMAN Leucine-rich repeat-containing protein 47 OS=Homo sapiens GN=LRRC47 PE=1 SV=122.372839 22.21113 3 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 5 -0.1617107 443 14.2 63.472 583
sp|Q2TAL8|QRIC1_HUMANsp|Q2TAL8|QRIC1_HUMAN Glutamine-rich protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=QRICH1 PE=1 SV=124.466875 24.30515 7 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 13 17 -0.1617279 442 18.2 86.435 776
sp|P47897|SYQ_HUMANsp|P47897|SYQ_HUMAN Glutamine--tRNA ligase OS=Homo sapiens GN=QARS PE=1 SV=125.279305 25.11744 21 22 By MS/MS By MS/MS 35 37 -0.161869 441 39.1 87.798 775
sp|P14735|IDE_HUMAN;sp|P14735-2|IDE_HUMANsp|P14735|IDE_HUMAN nsulin-degrading enzyme OS=Homo sapiens GN=IDE PE=1 SV=424.504883 24.34286 14 14 By MS/MS By MS/MS 18 22 -0.1620235 440 16.1 117.97 1019
sp|Q15417|CNN3_HUMANsp|Q15417|CNN3_HUMAN Calponin-3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CNN3 PE=1 SV=124.577097 24.4148 6 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 14 -0.1622925 439 32.5 36.413 329
sp|P48643|TCPE_HUMANsp|P48643|TCPE_HUMAN T-complex protein 1 subunit epsilon OS=Homo sapiens GN=CCT5 PE=1 SV=125.607075 25.44152 16 21 By MS/MS By MS/MS 23 39 -0.1655579 438 42.1 59.67 541
sp|Q15008|PSMD6_HUMAN;sp|Q15008-2|PSMD6_HUMANsp|Q15008|PSMD6_HUMAN 26S proteasome non-ATPase regulatory subunit 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMD6 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q15008-2|PSMD6_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 26S proteasome non-ATPase regulatory subunit 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMD625.146626 24.98081 11 14 By MS/MS By MS/MS 22 26 -0.1658192 437 42.2 45.531 389
sp|P46087-2|NOP2_HUMAN;sp|P46087|NOP2_HUMAN;sp|P46087-4|NOP2_HUMAN;sp|P46087-3|NOP2_HUMANsp| 46087-2| OP2_HUMA  Isoform 2 of Putative ribosomal RNA methyltransferase NOP2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NOP2;sp|P46087|NOP2_HUMAN Putative ribosomal RNA methyltransferase NOP2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NOP2 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P46087-4|NOP2_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Putative ribo22.67 59 22.51036 5 7 By S/MS By MS/MS 6 10 -0.1662273 436 12.5 88.972 808
sp|Q9Y5P6|GMPPB_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y5P6-2|GMPPB_HUMANsp|Q9Y5P6|GMPPB_HUMAN Mannose-1-phosphate guanyltransferase beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=GMPPB PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9Y5P6-2|GMPPB_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Mannose-1-phosphate guanyltransferase beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=GMPPB23.514486 3.3476 6 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 13 -0.1668892 435 28.6 39.834 360
sp|Q96GM8|TOE1_HUMANsp|Q96G 8|TOE1_HUMAN Target of EGR1 protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TOE1 PE=1 SV=121.516243 21.34619 3 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 2 -0.1700516 434 10.2 56.547 510
sp|P09661|RU2A_HUMANsp|P09661|RU2A_HUMAN U2 small nuclear ribonucleoprotein A OS=Homo sapiens GN=SNRPA1 PE=1 SV=22.052485 21.88133 3 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 7 -0.1711578 433 18 28.415 255
sp|P50990|TCPQ_HUMANsp|P50990|TCPQ_HUMAN T-complex protein 1 subunit theta OS=Homo sapiens GN=CCT8 PE=1 SV=427.685587 27.51412 26 29 By MS/MS By MS/MS 49 66 -0.171463 432 55.7 59.62 548
sp|P05204|HMGN2_HUMAN;sp|Q15651-2|HMGN3_HUMAN;sp|Q15651|HMGN3_HUMANsp|P05204|HMGN2_HUMAN Non-histone chromosomal protein HMG-17 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HMGN2 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q15651-2|HMGN3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of High mobility group nucleosome-binding domain-containing protein 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HMGN3;sp|Q15651|HMGN3_HUMAN High mobi23.07618 22.90426 3 4 By MS/ S By MS/MS 5 6 -0.1719246 431 38.9 9.3926 90
sp|P55735|SEC13_HUMAN;sp|P55735-2|SEC13_HUMANsp|P55735|SEC13_HUMAN Protein SEC13 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=SEC13 PE=1 SV=3;sp|P55735-2|SEC13_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Protein SEC13 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=SEC1325.039801 24.86745 6 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 19 -0. 72348 430 45.3 35.54 322
sp|Q8TF09|DLRB2_HUMAN;sp|Q9NP97|DLRB1_HUMAN;sp|Q9NP97-2|DLRB1_HUMANsp|Q8TF09|DLRB2_HUMAN Dynein light chain roadblock-type 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DYNLRB2 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9NP97|DLRB1_HUMAN Dynein light chain roadblock-type 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DYNLRB1 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q9NP97-2|DLRB1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Dynein light chain roadblock-22.263962 22.09078 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 4 -0.1731834 429 21.9 10.855 96
sp|Q9Y263|PLAP_HUMANsp|Q9Y263|PLAP_HUMAN Phospholipase A-2-activating protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=PLAA PE=1 SV=225.716047 25.54138 20 22 By MS/MS By MS/MS 31 39 -0.1746655 428 38.7 87.156 795
sp|Q9BUJ2-4|HNRL1_HUMAN;sp|Q9BUJ2-2|HNRL1_HUMAN;sp|Q9BUJ2|HNRL1_HUMAN;sp|Q9BUJ2-3|HNRL1_HUMAN;sp|Q9BUJ2-5|HNRL1_HUMANsp|Q9BUJ2-4|H RL1_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein U like protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPUL1;sp|Q9BUJ2-2|HNRL1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein U-like protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPUL1;sp|Q9BUJ2|HN26.253136 6.07829 18 22 By MS/MS By MS/MS 38 46 -0.1748505 427 34.8 84.793 756
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sp|Q12765-2|SCRN1_HUMAN;sp|Q12765|SCRN1_HUMAN;sp|Q12765-3|SCRN1_HUMANsp|Q12765-2|SCRN1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Secernin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SCRN1;sp|Q12765|SCRN1_HUMAN Secernin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SCRN1 PE=1 SV=222.912891 22.73736 5 6 By MS/ S By MS/MS 8 10 -0.1755352 426 18.4 48.713 434
sp|Q16555-2|DPYL2_HUMAN;sp|Q16555|DPYL2_HUMANsp|Q16555-2|DPYL2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Dihydropyrimidinase-related protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DPYSL2;sp|Q16555|DPYL2_HUMAN Dihydropyrimidinase-related protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DPYSL2 PE=1 SV=124.996 07 24.81924 11 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 23 21 -0.1768665 425 38.6 58.162 536
sp|Q96TA1-2|NIBL1_HUMAN;sp|Q96TA1|NIBL1_HUMANsp|Q96TA1-2| IBL1_HUMAN soform 2 of Niban-like protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FAM129B;sp|Q96TA1|NIBL1_HUMAN Niban-like protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FAM129B PE=1 SV=322.593798 22.41669 4 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 12 -0.1771107 424 14.3 82.682 733
sp|P22102|PUR2_HUMAN;sp|P22102-2|PUR2_HUMANsp|P22102|PUR2_HUMAN Trifunctional purine biosynthetic protein adenosine-3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GART PE=1 SV=1;sp|P22102-2|PUR2_HUMAN Isoform Short of Trifunctional purine biosynthetic protein adenosine-3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GART7.68358 27.50514 31 32 By MS/MS By MS/MS 58 71 -0.1784401 4 3 45.8 107.77 1010
sp|P54920|SNAA_HUMAN;sp|Q9H115|SNAB_HUMANsp|P54920|SNAA_HUMAN Alpha-soluble NSF attachment protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=NAPA PE=1 SV=324.65398 24.47469 9 10 By M /MS By MS/MS 15 19 -0.179287 422 47.1 33.232 295
sp|Q16186|ADRM1_HUMANsp|Q 6186| DRM1_HUMAN Proteasomal ubiquitin receptor ADRM1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ADRM1 PE=1 SV=225.267567 25.08805 8 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 13 14 -0.1795197 421 21.4 42.153 407
sp|Q15645|PCH2_HUMAN;sp|Q15645-2|PCH2_HUMANsp|Q15645|PCH2_HUMAN achytene checkpoint protein 2 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=TRIP13 PE=1 SV=223.009853 22.82805 6 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 13 -0.1817989 420 23.1 48.55 432
sp|P15311|EZRI_HUMAN;sp|P35241|RADI_HUMAN;sp|P35241-5|RADI_HUMAN;sp|P35241-4|RADI_HUMAN;sp|P35241-3|RADI_HUMANsp|P15311|EZRI_HUMAN Ezrin OS=Homo sapiens GN=EZR PE=1 SV=422.692598 22.50865 6 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 11 -0.1839523 419 12.5 69.412 586
sp|Q9BVG4|PBDC1_HUMANsp|Q9BVG4|PBDC1_HUMAN Protein PBDC1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PBDC1 PE=1 SV=121.687098 21.50135 2 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 4 -0.1857471 418 18 26.056 233
sp|Q3YEC7|RABL6_HUMAN;sp|Q3YEC7-2|RABL6_HUMAN;sp|Q3YEC7-3|RABL6_HUMAN;sp|Q3YEC7-4|RABL6_HUMAN;sp|Q3YEC7-6|RABL6_HUMAN;sp|Q3YEC7-5|RABL6_HUMANsp|Q3YEC7|RABL6_HUMAN Rab-like protein 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=R BL6 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q3YEC7-2|RABL6_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Rab-like protein 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RABL6;sp|Q3YEC7-3|RABL6_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Rab-like protein 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RABL6;sp|Q3YEC7-4|RABL6_23.936699 23.75022 10 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 17 19 -0.1864834 417 21. 9.548 729
sp|P35658-2|NU214_HUMAN;sp|P35658-4|NU214_HUMAN;sp|P35658|NU214_HUMAN;sp|P35658-3|NU214_HUMAN;sp|P35658-5|NU214_HUMANsp|P35658-2|NU214_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Nuclear pore complex protein Nup214 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NUP214;sp|P35658-4|NU214_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Nuclear pore complex protein Nup214 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NUP214;sp|P35658|NU214_HUMAN Nuclear pore complex protein Nup21420.303804 20.11528 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 4 -0.1885262 416 0.8 212.57 2079
sp|Q9BSD7|NTPCR_HUMANsp|Q9BSD7|NTPCR_HUMAN Cancer-related nucleoside-triphosphatase OS=Homo sapiens GN=NTPCR PE=1 SV=123.360516 23.16981 4 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 13 -0.1907101 415 34.2 20.713 190
sp|Q8NBS9-2|TXND5_HUMAN;sp|Q8NBS9|TXND5_HUMANsp|Q8NBS9-2|TXND5_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Thioredoxin domain-containing protein 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TXNDC5;sp|Q8NBS9|TXND5_HUMAN Thioredoxin domain-containing protein 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TXNDC5 PE=1 SV=222.861151 22.66954 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 9 -0.1916142 414 23.1 36.177 324
sp|Q13576|IQGA2_HUMAN;sp|Q13576-2|IQGA2_HUMANsp|Q13576|IQGA2_HUMAN Ras GTPase-activating-like protein IQGAP2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=IQGAP2 PE=1 SV=4;sp|Q13576-2|IQGA2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ras GTPase-activating-like protein IQGAP2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=IQGAP223.959253 23.76719 14 17 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 25 -0.1920643 413 14.6 180.58 1575
sp|P23528|COF1_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y281-3|COF2_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y281|COF2_HUMANsp|P23528|COF1_HUMAN ofilin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CFL1 PE=1 SV=326.190672 25.99768 7 9 By MS/M By MS/MS 19 21 -0.1929932 412 60.8 18.502 166
sp|O14818|PSA7_HUMAN;sp|O14818-2|PSA7_HUMAN;sp|Q8TAA3-2|PSA7L_HUMAN;sp|Q8TAA3-5|PSA7L_HUMAN;sp|Q8TAA3|PSA7L_HUMAN;sp|O14818-4|PSA7_HUMANsp|O14818|PSA7_HUMAN roteasome subunit alpha type-7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSM  PE=1 SV=1;sp|O14818-2|PSA7_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Proteasome subunit alpha type-7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMA723.643284 23.44998 4 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 13 -0. 93306 411 31.9 27.887 248
sp|P63167|DYL1_HUMAN;sp|Q96FJ2|DYL2_HUMANsp|P63167|DYL1_HUMAN Dynein light chain 1, cytoplasmic OS=Homo sapiens GN=DYNLL1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q96FJ2|DYL2_HUMAN Dynein light chain 2, cytoplasmic OS=Homo sapiens GN=DYNLL2 PE=1 SV=124.310705 24.11688 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 6 -0.1938248 410 37.1 10.366 89
sp|Q14694|UBP10_HUMAN;sp|Q14694-3|UBP10_HUMAN;sp|Q14694-2|UBP10_HUMANsp|Q14694|UBP10_HUMAN biquitin carboxyl-terminal hydrolase 10 OS=Homo sapiens GN=USP10 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q14694-3|UBP10_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Ubiquitin carboxyl-terminal hydrolase 10 OS=Homo sapiens GN=USP10;sp|Q14694-2|UBP10_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ubiquitin carboxyl9.66832 19.47431 2 2 By MS/ By MS/MS 1 3 -0.1940079 409 3 87.133 798
sp|Q9H425|CA198_HUMAN;sp|Q9H425-3|CA198_HUMAN;sp|Q9H425-2|CA198_HUMANsp|Q9 425|CA198_HUMAN Uncharacterized protein C1orf198 OS=Homo sapiens GN=C1orf198 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9H425-3|CA198_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Uncharacterized protein C1orf198 OS=Homo sapiens GN=C1orf198;sp|Q9H425-2|CA198_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Uncharacterized protein C1or20.211651 20.01563 0 2 By MS/MS 0 5 -0.1960182 408 6.4 36.346 327
sp|Q12931|TRAP1_HUMANsp|Q12931|TRAP1_HUMAN Heat shock protein 75 kDa, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=TRAP1 PE=1 SV=325.27494 25.07749 15 14 By MS/MS By MS/MS 24 23 -0.1974506 407 25.9 80.109 704
sp|P41567|EIF1_HUMAN;sp|O60739|EIF1B_HUMANsp|P41567|EIF1_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|O60739|EIF1B_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 1b OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF1B PE=1 SV=223.865236 23.66774 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 7 -0.19 4 64 406 64.6 12.732 113
sp|P63244|GBLP_HUMANsp| 63244|GBLP_HUMAN Guanine nucleotide-binding protein subunit beta-2-like 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GNB2L1 PE=1 SV=325.039465 24.84144 12 13 By MS/MS By MS/MS 23 25 -0.1980267 405 48.9 35.076 317
sp|P39656|OST48_HUMANsp|P39656|OST48_HUMAN Dolichyl-diphosphooligosaccharide--protein glycosyltransferase 48 kDa subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDOST PE=1 SV=422.863838 22.66553 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 7 -0.198307 404 14.7 50.8 456
sp|Q96I24|FUBP3_HUMAN;sp|Q96I24-2|FUBP3_HUMANsp|Q96I24|FUBP3_HUMAN ar upstream element-binding protein 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FUBP3 PE=1 SV=222.0502 8 21.85186 5 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 8 -0.1983662 403 14.2 61.64 572
sp|P48735|IDHP_HUMANsp|P48735|IDHP_HUMAN Isocitrate dehydrogenase [NADP], mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=IDH2 PE=1 SV=223.651409 23.45212 9 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 16 16 -0.1992931 402 28.1 50.909 452
sp|P36507|MP2K2_HUMANsp|P36507|MP2K2_HUMAN Dual specificity mitogen-activated protein kinase kinase 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MAP2K2 PE=1 SV=16.247751 26.04814 17 19 By MS/MS By MS/MS 36 50 -0.1996098 401 60.8 44.424 400
sp|P08559-3|ODPA_HUMAN;sp|P08559|ODPA_HUMAN;sp|P08559-2|ODPA_HUMAN;sp|P08559-4|ODPA_HUMAN;sp|P29803|ODPAT_HUMANsp| 08559-3|ODPA_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Pyruvate dehydrogenase E1 component subunit alpha, somatic form, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=PDHA1;sp|P08559|ODPA_HUMAN Pyruvate dehydrogenase E1 component subunit alpha, somatic form, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens22.21 238 22.00905 4 5 By S/MS By MS/MS 5 -0.2011871 400 14.5 40.188 359
sp|Q9P2R7-2|SUCB1_HUMAN;sp|Q9P2R7|SUCB1_HUMANsp|Q9P2R7-2|SUCB1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Succinyl-CoA ligase [ADP-forming] subunit beta, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=SUCLA2;sp|Q9P2R7|SUCB1_HUMAN Succinyl-CoA ligase [ADP-forming] subunit beta, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=SUCLA2 PE=1 SV=323.918344 23.71523 6 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 13 -0.2031097 399 19.5 48.039 441
sp|Q07812-5|BAX_HUMAN;sp|Q07812-8|BAX_HUMAN;sp|Q07812|BAX_HUMAN;sp|Q07812-2|BAX_HUMAN;sp|Q07812-7|BAX_HUMAN;sp|Q07812-6|BAX_HUMAN;sp|Q07812-4|BAX_HUMANsp|Q07812-5|BAX_HUMAN Isoform Epsilon of Apoptosis regulator BAX OS=Homo sapiens GN=BAX;sp|Q07812-8|BAX_HUMAN Isoform Sigma of Apo tosis regulator BAX OS=Homo sapiens GN=BAX;sp|Q07812|BAX_HUMAN Apoptosis regulator BAX OS=Homo sapiens GN=BAX PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q024.411446 24.20821 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 11 -0.2032318 398 42.1 18.129 164
sp|Q13177|PAK2_HUMANsp|Q13177|PAK2_HUMAN Serine/threonine-protein kinase PAK 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PAK2 PE=1 SV=326.967192 26.76332 20 20 By MS/MS By MS/MS 34 44 -0.2038727 397 50.4 58.042 524
sp|P52907|CAZA1_HUMANsp|P52907|CAZA1_HUMAN F-actin-capping protein subunit alpha-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CAPZA1 PE=1 SV=323.051754 22.8477 5 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 7 -0.204052 396 30.4 32.922 286
sp|Q92922|SMRC1_HUMAN;sp|Q8TAQ2-2|SMRC2_HUMAN;sp|Q8TAQ2-3|SMRC2_HUMAN;sp|Q8TAQ2|SMRC2_HUMANsp|Q92922|SMRC1_HUMAN SWI/SNF complex subunit SMARCC1 OS=Homo apiens GN=SMARCC1 PE=1 SV=323.391525 3.1862 5 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 21 -0.2053013 395 16.2 122.87 1105
sp|Q9UMS4|PRP19_HUMANsp|Q UMS4|PRP19_HUMAN Pre-mRNA-processing factor 19 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRPF19 PE=1 SV=125.595711 25.39031 11 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 18 20 -0.2053986 394 31.7 55.18 504
sp|Q99729-3|ROAA_HUMAN;sp|Q99729-2|ROAA_HUMAN;sp|Q99729-4|ROAA_HUMAN;sp|Q99729|ROAA_HUMANsp|Q99729-3|ROAA_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein A/B OS= omo sapiens GN=HNRNPAB;sp|Q99729-2|ROAA_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein A/B OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPAB;sp|Q99729-4|ROAA_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Hetero24.047518 3.84211 5 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 8 -0.2054081 393 15.1 30.588 285
sp|P29401|TKT_HUMAN;sp|P29401-2|TKT_HUMANsp|P29401|TKT_HUMAN ransketolase OS=Homo sapiens GN=TKT PE=1 SV=3;sp|P29401-2|TKT_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Transketolase OS=Homo sapiens GN=TKT26.11 901 25.90286 17 17 By MS/MS By MS/MS 28 32 -0.2080421 392 37.4 67.877 623
sp|P61978-3|HNRPK_HUMANsp|P61978-3|H RPK_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein K OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPK27.396563 27.18754 20 20 By MS/MS By MS/MS 45 52 -0.2090206 391 49.8 48.562 440
sp|O75396|SC22B_HUMANsp|O75396|SC22B_HUMAN Vesicle-trafficking protein SEC22b OS=Homo sapiens GN=SEC22B PE=1 SV=43.499844 23.29025 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 12 -0.2095966 390 38.1 24.593 215
sp|P12004|PCNA_HUMANsp|P12004|PCNA_HUMAN Proliferating cell nuclear antigen OS=Homo sapiens GN=PCNA PE=1 SV=124.301872 24.09217 7 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 12 -0.2097054 389 42.1 28.768 261
sp|Q07960|RHG01_HUMANsp|Q07960|RHG01_HUMAN Rho GTPase-activating protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARHGAP1 PE=1 SV=128.439165 28.22752 17 18 By MS/MS By MS/MS 43 49 -0.2116432 388 54.7 50.435 439
sp|O60610|DIAP1_HUMAN;sp|O60610-2|DIAP1_HUMAN;sp|O60610-3|DIAP1_HUMANsp|O60610|DIAP1_HUMAN Protein diaphanous homolog 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DIAPH1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|O60610-2|DIAP1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Protein diaphanous homolog 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DIAPH1;sp|O60610-3|DIAP1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Protein diaphanous homolog 1 OS=Homo sap25.47172 25.25548 23 22 By MS/MS By MS/MS 28 35 -0.2162399 387 25.3 141.35 1272
sp|O43143|DHX15_HUMAN;sp|O60231|DHX16_HUMAN;sp|Q14562|DHX8_HUMANsp|O43143|DHX15_HUMAN Putative pre-mRNA-splicing factor ATP-dependent RNA helicase DHX15 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DHX15 PE=1 SV=223.945299 23.72515 10 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 15 21 -0.2201462 386 19.1 90.932 795
sp|O95347-2|SMC2_HUMAN;sp|O95347|SMC2_HUMANsp|O95347-2|SMC2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Structural maintenance of chromosomes protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SMC2;sp|O95347|SMC2_HUMAN Structural maintenance of chromosomes protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SMC2 PE=1 SV=220.910496 20.68825 2 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 4 -0.2222462 385 3.7 124.92 1099
sp|Q7L5D6|GET4_HUMAN;sp|Q7L5D6-2|GET4_HUMANsp|Q7L5D6|GET4_HUMAN olgi to ER traffic protein 4 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=GET4 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q7L5D6-2|GET4_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Golgi to ER traffic protein 4 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=GET423.825417 23.60241 3 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 8 -0.2230072 384 18 36.504 327
sp|Q13509|TBB3_HUMANsp|Q13509|TBB3_HUMAN Tubulin beta-3 chain OS=Homo sapiens GN=TUBB3 PE=1 SV=225.593746 25.37 21 21 By MS/MS By MS/MS 17 18 -0.2237511 383 51.8 50.432 450
sp|Q99439|CNN2_HUMAN;sp|Q99439-2|CNN2_HUMANsp|Q99439|CNN2_HUMAN alponin-2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CNN2 PE=1 SV=4;sp|Q99439-2|CNN2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Calponin-2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CNN223.760403 23.53279 6 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 11 -0.2276134 382 28.5 33.697 309
sp|Q9BZX2|UCK2_HUMAN;sp|Q9BZX2-2|UCK2_HUMAN;sp|Q9HA47-3|UCK1_HUMAN;sp|Q9HA47|UCK1_HUMANsp|Q9BZX2|UCK2_HUMAN Uridine-cytidine kinase 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UCK2 PE=1 SV=124.433008 24.20538 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 12 -0.2276249 381 28.7 29.299 261
sp|P68371|TBB4B_HUMANsp|P68371|TBB4B_HUMAN Tubulin beta-4B chain OS=Homo sapiens GN=TUBB4B PE=1 SV=129.481546 29.25262 27 28 By MS/MS By MS/MS 41 45 -0.2289295 380 67.9 49.83 445
sp|Q9UGI8-2|TES_HUMAN;sp|Q9UGI8|TES_HUMANsp|Q9UGI8-2|TES_H MAN Isoform 2 of Testin OS=Homo sapiens GN=TES;sp|Q9UGI8|TES_HUMAN Testin OS=Homo sapiens GN=TES PE=1 SV=122.7 7665 22.5663 5 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 11 -0.2313404 379 20.4 46.91 412
sp|P31153|METK2_HUMAN;sp|Q00266|METK1_HUMANsp|P31153|METK2_HUMAN S-adenosylmethionine synthase isoform type-2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MAT2A PE=1 SV=125.428478 25.19674 8 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 14 19 -0.2317352 378 32.4 43.66 395
sp|P60660|MYL6_HUMAN;sp|P60660-2|MYL6_HUMAN;sp|P14649|MYL6B_HUMANsp|P60660|MYL6_HUMAN yosin light polypeptide 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MYL6 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P60660-2|MYL6_HUMAN Isoform Smooth muscle of Myosin light polypeptide 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MYL62 .02 417 25.79382 8 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 15 15 -0.2325954 377 60.3 16.93 151
sp|P63000|RAC1_HUMAN;sp|P63000-2|RAC1_HUMAN;sp|P15153|RAC2_HUMAN;sp|P60763|RAC3_HUMAN;sp|P84095|RHOG_HUMAN;sp|Q9H4E5-2|RHOJ_HUMAN;sp|P17081|RHOQ_HUMAN;sp|Q9H4E5|RHOJ_HUMANsp|P63000|RAC1_HUMAN as-related C3 botulinum toxin substrate 1 OS=Homo sapiens G =RAC1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P63000-2|RAC1_HUMAN Isoform B of Ras-related C3 botulinum toxin substrate 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAC1;sp|P15153|RAC2_HUMAN Ras-related C3 botulinum toxin sub24.017248 23.78287 7 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 10 -0.2343807 376 34.4 21.45 192
sp|Q13492-3|PICAL_HUMAN;sp|Q13492-2|PICAL_HUMAN;sp|Q13492-5|PICAL_HUMAN;sp|Q13492|PICAL_HUMAN;sp|Q13492-4|PICAL_HUMAN;sp|O60641-3|AP180_HUMAN;sp|O60641-4|AP180_HUMAN;sp|O60641|AP180_HUMANsp|Q13492-3|PICAL_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Phosphatidylinositol-binding clathrin assembly protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=PICALM;sp|Q13492-2|PICAL_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Phosphatidylinositol-binding clathrin assembly protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=PICALM;sp|Q13492-5|PICAL_HU21.608377 21.37311 3 4 By MS/ S By MS/MS 5 7 -0.2352715 375 9.2 66.392 610
sp|Q15233-2|NONO_HUMAN;sp|Q15233|NONO_HUMANsp|Q15233-2|NONO_HUMA  Isoform 2 of Non-POU domain-containing octamer-binding protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=NONO;sp|Q15233|NONO_HUMAN Non-POU domain-containing octamer-binding protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=NONO PE=1 SV=423.423 5 23.18822 5 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 12 -0.2353325 374 23.6 43.866 382
sp|Q15942|ZYX_HUMANsp|Q15942|ZYX_HUMAN Zyxin OS=Homo sapiens GN=ZYX PE=1 SV=124.417639 24.17934 7 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 18 -0.2382946 373 31.1 61.277 572
sp|Q5RIA9-3|CBWD5_HUMAN;sp|Q9BRT8-3|CBWD1_HUMAN;sp|Q9BRT8|CBWD1_HUMAN;sp|Q5RIA9|CBWD5_HUMAN;sp|Q5JTY5|CBWD3_HUMAN;sp|Q4V339|CBWD6_HUMAN;sp|Q9BRT8-4|CBWD1_HUMAN;sp|A6NM15|CBWD7_HUMAN;sp|Q9BRT8-2|CBWD1_HUMAN;sp|Q8IUF1|CBWD2_HUMANsp|Q5RIA9-3|CBWD5_HUMAN Isoform 3 of COBW domain-containing protein 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CBWD5;sp|Q9BRT8- |CBWD1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of COBW domain-containing protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CBWD1; | |CBWD1_HUMAN COBW domain-containing protein 1 OS=Homo sap20.163403 19.92321 1 2 y matching By MS/MS 0 3 -0.2401962 372 8.6 38.726 347
sp|P04844-2|RPN2_HUMAN;sp|P04844|RPN2_HUMANsp|P04844-2|RPN2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Dolichyl-diphosphooligosaccharide--protein glycosyltransferase subunit 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPN2;sp|P04844|RPN2_HUMAN Dolichyl-diphosphooligosaccharide--protein glycosyltransferase subunit 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPN2 PE=124.102375 23.85747 5 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 12 -0.2449017 371 15.3 67.723 615
sp|Q92973|TNPO1_HUMAN;sp|Q92973-2|TNPO1_HUMAN;sp|Q92973-3|TNPO1_HUMANsp|Q92973|T PO1_HUMAN ransportin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TNPO1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q92973-2|TNPO1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Transportin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TNPO1;sp|Q92973-3|TNPO1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Transportin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TNPO124.525759 24.27987 10 13 By MS/ S By M /MS 14 22 -0.2458878 370 19.3 102.35 898
sp|Q9BZE4|NOG1_HUMANsp|Q9BZE4| OG1_HUMAN Nucleolar GTP-binding protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GTPBP4 PE=1 SV=321.299274 21.05092 2 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 1 -0.2483501 369 6.6 73.964 634
sp|Q9Y2S6|TMA7_HUMANsp|Q9Y2S6|TMA7_HUMAN Translation machinery-associated protein 7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TMA7 PE=1 SV=122.511473 22.26293 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 3 -0.2485428 368 29.7 7.0662 64
sp|Q86YP4-2|P66A_HUMAN;sp|Q86YP4|P66A_HUMAN;sp|Q86YP4-3|P66A_HUMANsp|Q86YP4-2|P66A_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Transcriptional repressor p66-alpha OS=Homo sapiens GN=GATAD2A;sp|Q86YP4|P66A_HUMAN Transcriptional repressor p66-alpha OS=Homo sapiens GN=GATAD2A PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q86YP4-3|P66A_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Transcriptional repressor p20.480202 20.22999 2 2 By S/MS By M /MS 3 4 -0.2502098 367 4.3 65.225 608
sp|P14859-5|PO2F1_HUMAN;sp|P14859-4|PO2F1_HUMAN;sp|P14859-3|PO2F1_HUMAN;sp|P14859|PO2F1_HUMAN;sp|P14859-2|PO2F1_HUMAN;sp|P09086-4|PO2F2_HUMAN;sp|Q9UKI9-3|PO2F3_HUMAN;sp|Q9UKI9|PO2F3_HUMAN;sp|Q9UKI9-2|PO2F3_HUMAN;sp|P09086-3|PO2F2_HUMAN;sp|P09086-2|PO2F2_HUMAN;sp|P09086|PO2F2_HUMAN;sp|P09086-5|PO2F2_HUMANsp|P14859-5|PO2F1_HUMAN Isoform 5 of POU domain, class 2, transcription factor 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=POU2F1;sp|P14859-4|PO2F1_HUMAN Isoform 4 of POU domain, class 2, transcri tion factor 1 OS=Homo sa iens GN=POU 1;sp|P14859-3|PO2F1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of POU d24.337221 24.08335 7 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 14 -0.2538757 366 8.1 72.082 703
sp|Q92900-2|RENT1_HUMAN;sp|Q92900|RENT1_HUMANsp|Q92900-2|RENT1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Regulator of nonsense transcripts 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UPF1;sp|Q92900|RENT1_HUMAN Regulator of nonsense transcripts 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UPF1 PE=1 SV=223.353 35 23.09746 8 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 17 -0.2564716 365 16 123.03 1118
sp|Q9UBT2|SAE2_HUMANsp|Q9UBT2|SAE2_HUMAN SUMO-activating enzyme subunit 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBA2 PE=1 SV=224.828228 24.57173 13 14 By MS/MS By MS/MS 23 21 -0.2565022 364 35.6 71.223 640
sp|P63173|RL38_HUMANsp|P63173|RL38_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L38 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL38 PE=1 SV=227.776432 27.51811 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 33 31 -0.2583237 363 50 8.2178 70
sp|P23919|KTHY_HUMANsp|P23919|KTHY_HUMAN Thymidylate kinase OS=Homo sapiens GN=DTYMK PE=1 SV=423.814211 23.55508 9 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 16 14 -0.2591267 362 41.5 23.819 212
sp|Q53T59|H1BP3_HUMANsp|Q53T59|H1BP3_HUMAN HCLS1-binding protein 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HS1BP3 PE=1 SV=120.93862 20.67908 2 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 2 -0.2595348 361 7.7 42.78 392
sp|P60468|SC61B_HUMANsp|P60468|SC61B_HUMAN Protein transport protein Sec61 subunit beta OS=Homo sapiens GN=SEC61B PE=1 SV=219.950741 19.68946 1 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 3 -0.2612782 360 27.1 9.9743 96
sp|Q15084|PDIA6_HUMAN;sp|Q15084-2|PDIA6_HUMANsp|Q15084|PDIA6_HUMAN rotein disulfide-isomerase A6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PDIA6 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q15084-2|PDIA6_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Protein disulfide-isomerase A6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PDIA623.98 636 23.72265 6 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 7 -0.2629833 359 23.9 48.121 440
sp|P53396|ACLY_HUMAN;sp|P53396-2|ACLY_HUMANsp|P53396|ACLY_HUMAN TP-citrate synthase OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACLY PE=1 SV=3;sp|P53396-2|ACLY_HUMAN Isoform 2 of ATP-citrate synthase OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACLY27.9 203 27.67007 45 44 By MS/MS By MS/MS 95 95 -0.2631359 358 50 120.84 1101
sp|Q7L1Q6|BZW1_HUMAN;sp|Q7L1Q6-4|BZW1_HUMAN;sp|Q7L1Q6-3|BZW1_HUMAN;sp|Q7L1Q6-2|BZW1_HUMANsp|Q7L1Q6|BZW1_HUMAN Basic leucine zip er and W2 domain-containing protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=BZW1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q7L1Q6-4|BZW1_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Basic leucine zipper and W2 domain-containing protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=BZW1;sp|Q7L1Q6-3|BZW1_HUMAN Isofor25.5 6262 25.3 31 12 14 By MS/MS By MS/MS 22 25 -0.2631664 357 3 .4 48.043 419
sp|Q9UBF2|COPG2_HUMANsp|Q9UBF2|COPG2_HUMAN Coatomer subunit gamma-2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=COPG2 PE=1 SV=122.62961 22.36613 9 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 5 -0.2634792 356 13.9 97.621 871
sp|Q16352|AINX_HUMANsp|Q16352|AINX_HUMAN Alpha-internexin OS=Homo sapiens GN=INA PE=1 SV=220.029171 19.76481 1 3 By matching By MS/MS 0 3 -0.2643642 355 5.8 55.39 499
sp|Q9UBU8-2|MO4L1_HUMAN;sp|Q9UBU8|MO4L1_HUMAN;sp|Q9UBU8-3|MO4L1_HUMANsp|Q9UBU8-2|MO4L1_H MAN Isoform 2 of Mortality factor 4-like protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MORF4L1;sp|Q9UBU8|MO4L1_HUMAN Mortality factor 4-like protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MORF4L1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9UBU8-3|MO4L1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Mortality factor 4-like prot22.555786 22.28949 6 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 5 -0.2663002 354 28.8 37.23 323
sp|Q99832|TCPH_HUMAN;sp|Q99832-3|TCPH_HUMAN;sp|Q99832-4|TCPH_HUMAN;sp|Q99832-2|TCPH_HUMANsp|Q99832|TCPH_HUMAN -complex protein 1 subunit eta OS=Homo sapiens GN=C T7 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q99832-3|TCPH_HUMAN Isoform 3 of T-complex protein 1 subunit eta OS=Homo sapiens GN=CCT7;sp|Q99832-4|TCPH_HUMAN Isoform 4 of T-complex protein 1 subunit eta OS=Homo s25.84223 25.57525 15 16 By S/MS By MS/MS 25 32 -0.2669773 353 42 59.366 543
sp|Q9Y3F4|STRAP_HUMANsp|Q9Y3F4|STRAP_HUMAN Serine-threonine kinase receptor-associated protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=STRAP PE=1 SV=127.50355 27.23507 16 17 By MS/MS By MS/MS 35 41 -0.2684746 352 62 38.438 350
sp|Q13619|CUL4A_HUMAN;sp|Q13619-2|CUL4A_HUMANsp|Q13619|CUL4A_HUMAN ullin-4A OS=Homo sapiens GN=CUL4A PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q13619-2|CUL4A_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Cullin-4A OS=Homo sapiens GN=CUL4A22.503489 22.23 5 6 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 12 -0.2689877 351 13 87.679 759
sp|Q5TC12|ATPF1_HUMANsp|Q5TC12|ATPF1_HUMAN ATP synthase mitochondrial F1 complex assembly factor 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATPAF1 PE=1 SV=121.571217 21.29339 2 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 5 -0.2778244 350 15.5 36.436 328
sp|P16949|STMN1_HUMAN;sp|P16949-2|STMN1_HUMAN;sp|Q9H169|STMN4_HUMAN;sp|Q9H169-2|STMN4_HUMAN;sp|Q9NZ72|STMN3_HUMAN;REV__sp|P36956-3|SRBP1_HUMAN;REV__sp|P36956-2|SRBP1_HUMAN;REV__sp|P36956|SRBP1_HUMAN;REV__sp|P36956-4|SRBP1_HUMAN;sp|H7BZ55|CROL3_HUMANsp|P16949|STMN1_HUMAN tathmin OS=Homo sapiens GN=STMN1 PE=1 SV=3;sp|P16949-2|ST N1_HUMA  Isoform 2 of Stathmin OS=Homo sapiens GN=STMN124.270136 23.98642 6 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 15 14 -0.2837181 349 34.9 17.302 149
sp|P35520|CBS_HUMAN;sp|P35520-2|CBS_HUMANsp|P35520|CBS_HUMAN ystathionine beta-synthase OS=Homo sapiens GN=CBS PE=1 SV=2;sp|P35520-2|CBS_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Cystathionine beta-synthase OS=Homo sapiens GN=CBS23.76030 23.47655 8 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 14 19 -0.2837524 348 24.7 60.586 551
sp|Q9BUF5|TBB6_HUMANsp|Q9B F5|TBB6_HUMAN Tubulin beta-6 chain OS=Homo sapiens GN=TUBB6 PE=1 SV=127.201256 26.91661 19 21 By MS/MS y MS/MS 15 18 -0.2846432 347 67.9 49.857 446
sp|P25705|ATPA_HUMAN;sp|P25705-2|ATPA_HUMANsp|P25705|ATPA_HUMAN  synthase subunit alpha, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATP5A1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P25705-2|ATPA_HUMAN Isoform 2 of ATP synthase subunit alpha, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATP5A127.164 38 26.879 17 15 By MS/MS By MS/MS 34 31 -0.2850361 346 34.9 59.75 553
sp|Q03252|LMNB2_HUMANsp|Q03252|LMNB2_HUMAN Lamin-B2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=LMNB2 PE=1 SV=322.821878 22.5354 6 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 13 -0.2864761 345 17.7 67.688 600
sp|P43490|NAMPT_HUMANsp| 43490|NAMPT_HUMAN Nicotinamide phosphoribosyltransferase OS=Homo sapiens GN=NAMPT PE=1 SV=125.831348 25.54463 16 16 By MS/M By MS/MS 32 30 -0.2867203 344 38.5 55.52 491
sp|P11172|UMPS_HUMAN;sp|P11172-3|UMPS_HUMAN;sp|P11172-2|UMPS_HUMAN;sp|P11172-4|UMPS_HUMANsp|P11172|UMPS_HUMAN ridine 5-monophosphate synthase OS=Homo sapiens GN=UMPS PE=1 SV=1;sp|P11172-3|UMPS_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Uridine 5-monophosphate synthase OS=Homo sapiens GN=UMPS;sp|P11172-2|UMPS_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Uridine 5-monophosphate synthase OS=27.007957 26.71908 18 21 By S/MS By MS/MS 38 45 -0.2888775 343 45.6 52.221 480
sp|P35249|RFC4_HUMANsp|P35249|RFC4_HUMAN Replication factor C subunit 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RFC4 PE=1 SV=220.806641 20.51326 2 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 3 -0.2933826 342 7.4 39.681 363
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sp|P12268|IMDH2_HUMAN;sp|P20839-2|IMDH1_HUMAN;sp|P20839-4|IMDH1_HUMAN;sp|P20839|IMDH1_HUMAN;sp|P20839-3|IMDH1_HUMAN;sp|P20839-7|IMDH1_HUMAN;sp|P20839-5|IMDH1_HUMAN;sp|P20839-6|IMDH1_HUMANsp|P12268|IMDH2_HUMAN nosine-5-monophosphate dehydrogenase 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=IMPDH2 PE=1 SV=223.19 676 22.89486 6 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 -0.2958183 341 25.3 55.804 514
sp|P62910|RL32_HUMANsp|P62910|RL32_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L32 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL32 PE=1 SV=224.24909 23.95118 4 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 9 -0.2979088 340 31.1 15.86 135
sp|Q9BV86|NTM1A_HUMAN;sp|Q9BV86-2|NTM1A_HUMANsp|Q9BV86|NTM1A_HUMAN N-terminal Xaa-Pro-Lys N-methyltransferase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NTMT1 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q9BV86-2|NTM1A_HUMAN Isoform 2 of N-terminal Xaa-Pro-Lys N-methyltransferase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NTMT123.82493 23.5242 6 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 0 -0.3007259 339 35 25.387 223
sp|Q9BTD8-4|RBM42_HUMAN;sp|Q9BTD8-2|RBM42_HUMAN;sp|Q9BTD8-3|RBM42_HUMAN;sp|Q9BTD8|RBM42_HUMANsp|Q9BTD8-4|RBM42_HUMAN Isoform 4 of RNA-binding protein 42 OS=Homo apiens GN=RBM42;sp|Q9BTD8-2|RBM42_HUMAN Isoform 2 of RNA-binding protein 42 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBM42;sp|Q9BTD8-3|RBM42_HUMAN Isoform 3 of RNA-binding protein 42 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBM42;s23.02 8 6 22.71986 2 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 -0.3030376 338 10.1 47.025 446
sp|P62979|RS27A_HUMAN;sp|P62987|RL40_HUMAN;sp|P0CG47|UBB_HUMAN;sp|P0CG48|UBC_HUMANsp|P62979|RS27A_HUMAN Ubiquitin-40S ribosomal protein S27a OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS27A PE=1 SV=2;sp|P62987|RL40_HUMAN Ubiquitin-60S ribosomal protein L40 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBA52 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P0CG47|UBB_HUMAN Polyubiquitin-B OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBB PE=1 SV=1;6.28 721 25.97819 6 6 By M /MS By MS/MS 10 16 -0.3045292 337 44.2 17.965 156
sp|Q14008-2|CKAP5_HUMAN;sp|Q14008|CKAP5_HUMAN;sp|Q14008-3|CKAP5_HUMANsp|Q14008-2|CKAP5_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Cytoskeleton-associated protein 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CKAP5;sp|Q14008|CKAP5_HUMAN Cytoskeleton-associated protein 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CKAP5 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q14008-3|CKAP5_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Cytoskeleton-associated protein22.721235 22.41615 5 10 By MS/ S By M /MS 6 15 -0.305 9 336 6.5 218.52 1972
sp|P78406|RAE1L_HUMANsp|P78406|RAE1L_HUMAN mRNA export factor OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAE1 PE=1 SV=12 .605125 21.2995 2 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 4 -0.3056259 335 13 40.968 368
sp|P10599|THIO_HUMAN;sp|P10599-2|THIO_HUMANsp|P10599|THIO_HUMAN hioredoxin OS=Homo sapiens GN=TXN PE=1 SV=3;sp|P10599-2|THIO_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Thioredoxin OS=Homo sapiens GN=TXN24.969082 24.65916 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 8 -0.3099194 334 42.9 11.737 105
sp|P27816-6|MAP4_HUMAN;sp|P27816|MAP4_HUMAN;sp|P27816-2|MAP4_HUMAN;sp|P27816-5|MAP4_HUMAN;sp|P27816-4|MAP4_HUMAN;sp|P27816-7|MAP4_HUMANsp| 27816-6|MAP4_HUMAN Isoform 6 of Microtubule-associated protein 4 OS=Homo sapiens G =MA 4;sp|P27816|MAP4_HUMAN Microtubule-associated protein 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MAP4 PE=1 SV=3;sp|P27816-2|MAP4_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Microtubule-associated protein 4 OS=Hom22.965538 22.65414 7 7 By S/MS By MS/MS 8 11 0.3 13937 333 11.5 119.96 1135
sp|Q9BRT6|LLPH_HUMANsp|Q9BRT6|LLPH_HUMAN Protein LLP homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=LLPH PE=2 SV=121.268709 20.95702 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 3 -0.3116875 332 21.7 15.225 129
sp|Q99836|MYD88_HUMAN;sp|Q99836-3|MYD88_HUMAN;sp|Q99836-2|MYD88_HUMAN;sp|Q99836-4|MYD88_HUMANsp|Q99836|MYD88_HUMAN yeloid differentiation primary response protein MyD8  OS=Homo sapiens GN=MYD88 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q99836-3|MYD88_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Myeloid differentiation primary response protein MyD88 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MYD88;sp|Q99836-2|MYD88_HUMAN Iso22.797031 22.484 1 4 5 By MS/ S By MS/MS 5 8 -0.3122253 331 27 33.233 296
sp|O95793-2|STAU1_HUMAN;sp|O95793|STAU1_HUMAN;sp|O95793-3|STAU1_HUMANsp|O95793-2|STAU1_HUMAN Isoform Short of Double-stranded RNA-binding protein Staufen homolog 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=STAU1;sp|O95793|STAU1_HUMAN Double-stranded RNA-binding protein Staufen homolog 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=STAU1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|O95793-3|STAU1_HUMAN I25.979609 25.66736 18 20 By MS/ S By MS/MS 30 38 -0.3122463 330 47.4 54.933 496
sp|Q16643|DREB_HUMAN;sp|Q16643-3|DREB_HUMAN;sp|Q16643-2|DREB_HUMANsp|Q16643|DREB_HUMAN rebrin OS=Homo sapiens GN=D N1 PE=1 SV=4;sp|Q16643-3|DREB_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Drebrin OS=Homo sapiens GN=DBN1;sp|Q16643-2|DREB_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Drebrin OS=Homo sapiens GN=DBN124.06997 23.75613 6 8 By S/M By MS/MS 10 17 -0.3138409 329 16.5 71.428 49
sp|Q9NPD8|UBE2T_HUMANsp|Q9NPD8|UBE2T_HUMAN Ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E2 T OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBE2T PE=1 SV=121.301342 20.98593 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 5 -0.3154106 328 14.2 22.521 197
sp|Q9H832|UBE2Z_HUMAN;sp|Q9H832-2|UBE2Z_HUMANsp|Q9H832|UBE2Z_HUMAN biquitin-conjugating enzyme E2 Z OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBE2Z PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9H832-2|UBE2Z_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E2 Z OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBE2Z23.703876 23.38693 7 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 13 -0.3169479 327 22.9 38.21 354
sp|Q9UKA9|PTBP2_HUMAN;sp|Q9UKA9-2|PTBP2_HUMAN;sp|Q9UKA9-4|PTBP2_HUMAN;sp|Q9UKA9-3|PTBP2_HUMAN;sp|Q9UKA9-5|PTBP2_HUMAN;sp|Q9UKA9-6|PTBP2_HUMANsp|Q9UKA9|PTBP2_H M N Polypyrimidine tract-binding protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=  PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9UKA9-2|PTBP2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Polypyrimidine tract-binding protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PTBP2;sp|Q9UKA9-4|PTBP2_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Polypyrimidine tract-b22.863251 22.54241 4 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 -0.3208408 326 16.8 57.49 531
sp|Q5VYK3|ECM29_HUMANsp|Q5VYK3|ECM29_HUMAN Proteasome-associated protein ECM29 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=ECM29 PE=1 SV=226.100231 25.7751 26 37 By MS/MS By M /MS 35 49 -0.3251305 325 27.7 204.29 1845
sp|P49721|PSB2_HUMANsp|P49721|PSB2_HUMAN Proteasome subunit beta type-2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMB2 PE=1 SV=123.662209 23.33579 6 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 8 -0.3264179 324 27.9 22.836 201
sp|P62854|RS26_HUMAN;sp|Q5JNZ5|RS26L_HUMANsp|P62854|RS26_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S26 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS26 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q5JNZ5|RS26L_HUMAN Putative 40S ribosomal protein S26-like 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS26P11 PE=5 SV=1.104656 25.7747 4 4 By MS/MS By M /MS 8 11 -0.329958 323 37.4 13.015 115
sp|Q6P996|PDXD1_HUMAN;sp|Q6P996-2|PDXD1_HUMAN;sp|Q6P474|PDXD2_HUMANsp|Q6P996|PDXD1_HUMAN Pyridoxal-dependent decarboxylase domain-containing protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PDXDC1 PE=1 SV=223.752666 3.42085 7 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 19 -0.3318119 322 17.5 86.706 788
sp|P37198|NUP62_HUMANsp|P37198|NUP62_HUMAN Nuclear pore glycoprotein p62 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NUP62 PE=1 SV=322.126759 21.79086 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 5 -0.3358955 321 12.1 53.254 522
sp|Q9Y421|FA32A_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y421-3|FA32A_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y421-2|FA32A_HUMANsp|Q9Y421|FA32A_HUMAN Protein FAM32A OS=Homo sapiens GN=FAM32A PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9Y421-3|FA32A_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Protein FAM32A OS=Homo sapiens GN=FAM32A;sp|Q9Y421-2|FA32A_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Protein FAM32A OS=Homo sapiens GN=FAM32A2 .556137 22.21996 3 4 By MS/ S By MS/M 6 8 -0.3361797 320 35.7 13.178 112
sp|Q9UMY1|NOL7_HUMAN;sp|Q9UMY1-2|NOL7_HUMANsp|Q9UMY1| OL7_H AN Nucleolar protein 7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NOL7 PE=1 SV=223.156843 2.82044 5 4 By MS/MS By MS/M 8 7 -0.3364048 319 23 29.426 257
sp|P50991|TCPD_HUMAN;sp|P50991-2|TCPD_HUMANsp|P50991|TCPD_HUMAN -complex protein 1 subunit delta OS=Homo sapiens GN=CCT4 PE=1 SV=4;sp|P50991-2|TCPD_HUMAN Isoform 2 of T-complex protein 1 subunit delta OS=Homo sapiens GN=CCT428.56529 28.22821 27 30 By MS/MS By MS/MS 59 66 -0.33708 318 64.2 57.924 539
sp|Q9NSE4|SYIM_HUMANsp|Q9NSE4|SYIM_HUMAN Isoleucine--tRNA ligase, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=IARS2 PE=1 SV=225.143204 24.8042 15 18 By MS/MS By MS/MS 25 32 -0.3390026 317 25.2 113.79 1012
sp|P14678-2|RSMB_HUMAN;sp|P63162|RSMN_HUMAN;sp|P14678|RSMB_HUMAN;sp|P14678-3|RSMB_HUMANsp|P14678-2|RSMB_HUMAN Isoform SM-B of Small nuclear ribonucleo rotein-associated proteins B and B OS=Homo sapiens GN=SNRPB;sp|P63162|RSMN_HUMAN Small nuclear ribonucleoprotein-associated protein N OS=Homo sapiens GN=SNRPN PE=1 SV=1;sp|P14678|RSMB_HUMAN S22.557774 22.21827 5 4 By MS/MS By MS/M 7 9 -0.3395004 316 22.5 23.656 231
sp|Q13765-2|NACA_HUMAN;sp|Q13765|NACA_HUMAN;sp|Q9BZK3|NACP1_HUMANsp|Q13765-2| ACA_HUMA  Isoform 2 of Nascent polypeptide-associated complex subunit alpha OS=Homo sapiens GN=NACA;sp|Q13765|NACA_HUMAN Nascent polypeptide-associated complex subunit alpha OS=Homo sapiens GN=NACA PE=1 SV=124.132889 23.79273 3 4 By S/MS By MS/MS 7 8 -0.3401585 315 5.9 94.664 925
sp|P09211|GSTP1_HUMANsp| 09211|GSTP1_HUMAN Glutathione S-transferase P OS=Homo sapiens GN=GSTP1 PE=1 SV=222.864309 22.5233 3 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 8 -0.341013 314 24.8 23.356 210
sp|Q9Y376|CAB39_HUMANsp|Q9Y376|CAB39_HUMAN Calcium-binding protein 39 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CAB39 PE=1 SV=120.264177 19.92187 0 2 By MS/MS 0 3 -0.342308 313 4.4 39.869 341
sp|Q15436|SC23A_HUMAN;sp|Q15437|SC23B_HUMANsp|Q15436|SC23A_HUMAN Protein transport protein Sec23A OS=Homo sapiens GN=SEC23A PE=1 SV=22.939554 22.5968 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 5 -0.3427525 312 8.5 86.16 765
sp|P51153|RAB13_HUMAN;sp|Q92930|RAB8B_HUMAN;sp|Q96E17|RAB3C_HUMANsp|P51153|RAB13_HUMAN Ras-related protein Rab-13 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB13 PE=1 SV=124.371656 24.02766 6 7 By S/MS By MS/MS 9 9 -0.3439941 311 34.5 22.774 203
sp|Q9UHX1-4|PUF60_HUMAN;sp|Q9UHX1-6|PUF60_HUMAN;sp|Q9UHX1-3|PUF60_HUMAN;sp|Q9UHX1-5|PUF60_HUMAN;sp|Q9UHX1-2|PUF60_HUMAN;sp|Q9UHX1|PUF60_HUMANsp|Q9UHX1-4|PUF60_H MAN Isoform 4 of Poly(U)-binding-splicing factor PUF60 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PUF60;sp|Q9UHX1-6|PUF60_HUMAN Isoform 6 of Poly(U)-binding-splicing factor PUF60 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PUF60;sp|Q9UHX1-3|PUF60_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Poly(U)-binding-spl23.755421 23.41067 5 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 13 -0.34475 4 310 22.4 54.024 499
sp|P62266|RS23_HUMANsp|P62266|RS23_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S23 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS23 PE=1 SV=35.506397 25.15981 6 6 By MS/MS By M /MS 9 12 -0.3465862 309 30.1 15.807 143
sp|O60716|CTND1_HUMAN;sp|O60716-17|CTND1_HUMAN;sp|O60716-2|CTND1_HUMAN;sp|O60716-4|CTND1_HUMAN;sp|O60716-6|CTND1_HUMAN;sp|O60716-3|CTND1_HUMAN;sp|O60716-5|CTND1_HUMAN;sp|O60716-7|CTND1_HUMAN;sp|O60716-9|CTND1_HUMAN;sp|O60716-8|CTND1_HUMAN;sp|O60716-10|CTND1_HUMAN;sp|O60716-12|CTND1_HUMAN;sp|O60716-14|CTND1_HUMAN;sp|O60716-11|CTND1_HUMAN;sp|O60716-13|CTND1_HUMAN;sp|O60716-15|CTND1_HUMAN;sp|O60716-18|CTND1_HUMAN;sp|O60716-16|CTND1_HUMAN;sp|O60716-20|CTND1_HUMAN;sp|O60716-22|CTND1_HUMAN;sp|O60716-19|CTND1_HUMAN;sp|O60716-21|CTND1_HUMAN;sp|O60716-23|CTND1_HUMAN;sp|O60716-24|CTND1_HUMAN;sp|O60716-31|CTND1_HUMAN;sp|O60716-25|CTND1_HUMAN;sp|O60716-26|CTND1_HUMAN;sp|O60716-28|CTND1_HUMAN;sp|O60716-30|CTND1_HUMAN;sp|O60716-27|CTND1_HUMAN;sp|O60716-29|CTND1_HUMAN;sp|O60716-32|CTND1_HUMANsp|O60716|CTND1_HUMAN Catenin delta-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CTNND1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|O60716-17|CTND1_HUMAN Isoform 3ABC of Catenin delta-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CTNND1;sp|O60716-2|CTND1_HUMAN Isoform 1AB of Catenin delta-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CTNND1;sp|O60716-4|CTND1_2 .29092 20.94206 3 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 6 -0.3488579 308 7.6 108.17 968
sp|P51114-2|FXR1_HUMAN;sp|P51114|FXR1_HUMAN;sp|P51114-3|FXR1_HUMAN;sp|Q06787-8|FMR1_HUMAN;sp|Q06787-6|FMR1_HUMAN;sp|Q06787-2|FMR1_HUMAN;sp|Q06787-4|FMR1_HUMAN;sp|Q06787-5|FMR1_HUMAN;sp|Q06787-7|FMR1_HUMAN;sp|Q06787-3|FMR1_HUMAN;sp|Q06787|FMR1_HUMAN;sp|P51116|FXR2_HUMANsp|P51114-2|FXR1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Fragile X mental retardation syndrome-related protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FXR1;sp|P51114|FXR1_HUMAN Fragile X mental retardation syndrome-related protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FXR1 PE=1 SV=3;sp|P5 114-3|FXR1_HUMAN Isofor22.077246 21.72767 2 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 6 -0.349577 307 9.1 60.791 539
sp|O95372|LYPA2_HUMANsp|O95372|LYPA2_HUMAN Acyl-protein thioesterase 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=LYPLA2 PE=1 SV=122.458815 22.10728 2 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 6 -0.3515301 306 19 24.737 231
sp|Q93062-4|RBPMS_HUMAN;sp|Q93062-5|RBPMS_HUMAN;sp|Q93062|RBPMS_HUMAN;sp|Q93062-2|RBPMS_HUMAN;sp|Q93062-3|RBPMS_HUMAN;sp|Q6ZRY4|RBPS2_HUMANsp|Q93062-4|RBPMS_HUMAN Isoform D of R A-binding protein with multiple splicing OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBPMS;sp|Q93062-5|RBPMS_HUMAN Isoform E of R A-binding protein with multiple splicing OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBPMS;sp|Q93062|RBPMS_HUMAN RNA-binding protein with20.36714 0.01277 1 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 3 -0.3543682 30 12. 15.794 143
sp|P40616|ARL1_HUMANsp|P40616|ARL1_HUMAN ADP-ribosylation factor-like protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARL1 PE=1 SV=126.619749 26.26485 8 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 15 18 -0.3549004 304 51.4 20.417 181
sp|P62753|RS6_HUMANsp|P62753|RS6_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS6 PE=1 SV=126.911936 26.55699 8 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 17 18 -0.35495 303 29.7 28.68 249
sp|Q8IY67-2|RAVR1_HUMAN;sp|Q8IY67|RAVR1_HUMAN;sp|Q8IY67-3|RAVR1_HUMANsp|Q8IY67-2|RAVR1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ribonucleoprotein PTB-binding 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAVER1;sp|Q8IY67|RAVR1_HUMAN Ribonucleoprotein PTB-binding 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAVER1 PE=1 SV=126.239689 25.88201 13 14 By MS/ S By MS/MS 19 21 -0.3576756 302 35.2 77.859 739
sp|Q99536|VAT1_HUMANsp|Q99536|VAT1_HUMAN Synaptic vesicle membrane protein VAT-1 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=VAT1 PE=1 SV=225.54401 25.18567 8 10 By MS/MS By M /MS 18 17 -0.3583393 301 34.9 41.92 393
sp|P04406-2|G3P_HUMAN;sp|P04406|G3P_HUMANsp| 04406-2|G3P_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase OS=Homo sapiens GN=GAPDH;sp|P04406|G3P_HUMAN Glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase OS=Homo sapiens GN=GAPDH PE=1 SV=324.972811 24.61319 7 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 14 16 -0.3596249 300 36.5 31.548 293
sp|Q9NP79|VTA1_HUMANsp|Q9NP79|VTA1_HUMAN Vacuolar protein sorting-associated protein VTA1 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=VTA1 PE=1 SV=123.038837 22.67788 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 5 -0.3609562 299 10.4 33.879 307
sp|Q9NRX4|PHP14_HUMAN;sp|Q9NRX4-2|PHP14_HUMANsp|Q9NRX4|PHP14_HUMAN 14 kDa phosphohistidine phosphatase OS=Homo sapiens GN=PHPT1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9NRX4-2|PHP14_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 14 kDa phosphohistidine phosphatase OS=Homo sapiens GN=PHPT123.732313 23.3672 4 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 9 -0.3651161 298 58.4 13.832 125
sp|P17812|PYRG1_HUMANsp|P 7812|PYRG1_HUMAN CTP synthase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CTPS1 PE=1 SV=223.14188 22.77668 6 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 10 -0.365202 297 18.8 66.69 591
sp|Q5VWZ2|LYPL1_HUMAN;sp|Q5VWZ2-2|LYPL1_HUMANsp|Q5VWZ2|LYPL1_HUMAN Lysophospholipase-like protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=LYPLAL1 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q5VWZ2-2|LYPL1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Lysophospholipase-like protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=LYPLAL123.009922 22.64324 6 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 9 -0.3666821 296 35.9 26.316 237
sp|Q08J23|NSUN2_HUMAN;sp|Q08J23-2|NSUN2_HUMAN;sp|Q08J23-3|NSUN2_HUMANsp|Q08J23|NSUN2_HUMAN tRNA (cytosine(34)-C(5))-methyltransferase OS=Homo sapiens GN=NSUN2 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q08J23-2|NSUN2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of tRNA (cytosine(34)-C(5))-methyltransferase OS=Homo sapiens GN=NSUN2;sp|Q08J23-3|NSUN2_HUMAN Isoform 3 of tRNA (cytosine21.377243 21.00881 3 2 By MS/ S By MS/MS 1 3 -0.3684311 295 5.1 86.47 767
sp|O14776-2|TCRG1_HUMAN;sp|O14776|TCRG1_HUMANsp|O14776-2|TCRG1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Transcription elongation regulator 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TCERG1;sp|O14776|TCRG1_HUMAN Transcription elongation regulator 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TCERG1 PE=1 SV=222.060852 21.69226 5 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 6 -0.3685932 294 6.1 121.69 1077
sp|P51148|RAB5C_HUMAN;sp|P51148-2|RAB5C_HUMAN;sp|P61020-2|RAB5B_HUMAN;sp|P61020|RAB5B_HUMANsp|P51148|RAB5C_HUMAN as-related protein Rab-5C OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB5C PE=1 SV=2;sp|P51148-2|RAB5C_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ras-related protein Rab-5C OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB5C24.519054 24.15035 6 6 By MS/ S By MS/MS 10 3 -0.3687038 293 38.9 23.482 216
sp|P62249|RS16_HUMANsp|P62249|RS16_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S16 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS16 PE=1 SV=227.326546 26.95748 11 13 By MS/MS By M /MS 24 30 -0.3690624 292 64.4 16.445 146
sp|P62937|PPIA_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y536|PAL4A_HUMAN;sp|F5H284|PAL4D_HUMAN;sp|A2BFH1|PAL4G_HUMANsp|P62937|PPIA_HUMAN Peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase A OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPIA PE=1 SV=229.551495 29.18232 14 14 By MS/MS By MS/MS 42 46 -0.3691769 291 89.7 18.012 165
sp|P30041|PRDX6_HUMANsp|P30041|PRDX6_HUMAN Peroxiredoxin-6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRDX6 PE=1 SV=326.518633 26.14876 11 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 19 27 -0.369873 290 67.9 25.035 224
sp|Q15366-6|PCBP2_HUMAN;sp|Q15366-3|PCBP2_HUMAN;sp|Q15366|PCBP2_HUMAN;sp|Q15366-2|PCBP2_HUMAN;sp|Q15366-4|PCBP2_HUMAN;sp|Q15366-5|PCBP2_HUMAN;sp|P57721-5|PCBP3_HUMAN;sp|P57721-4|PCBP3_HUMAN;sp|P57721|PCBP3_HUMAN;sp|P57721-2|PCBP3_HUMAN;sp|P57721-3|PCBP3_HUMANsp|Q15366-6|PCBP2_HUMAN Isoform 6 of Poly(rC)-binding protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PCBP2;sp|Q15366-3|PCBP2_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Poly(r )-binding protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PCBP2;sp|Q15366|PCBP2_HUMAN Poly(rC)-binding protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PCB 2 PE=127.595055 27.2249 14 14 By MS/ By MS/MS 27 31 -0. 701515 289 55.7 38.15 361
sp|Q13185|CBX3_HUMANsp|Q13185|CBX3_HUMAN Chromobox protein homolog 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CBX3 PE=1 SV=420.984959 20.61207 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 3 -0.3728848 288 13.1 20.811 183
sp|O00264|PGRC1_HUMAN;sp|O15173|PGRC2_HUMAN;sp|O15173-2|PGRC2_HUMANsp|O00264|PGRC1_HUMAN Membrane-associated progesterone receptor component 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PGRMC1 PE=1 SV=324.638 96 24.26 91 6 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 10 -0.3756809 287 30.8 21.671 195
sp|P62280|RS11_HUMANsp|P62280|RS11_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S11 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS11 PE=1 SV=326.983158 26.6071 12 12 By MS/MS By M /MS 28 27 -0.3760567 286 59.5 18.431 158
sp|Q07666-3|KHDR1_HUMAN;sp|Q07666-2|KHDR1_HUMAN;sp|Q07666|KHDR1_HUMAN;sp|O75525-2|KHDR3_HUMAN;sp|O75525|KHDR3_HUMAN;sp|Q5VWX1|KHDR2_HUMANsp|Q07666-3|KHDR1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of KH domain-containing, RNA-binding, signal transduction-associated protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN= BS1;sp|Q07666-2|KHDR1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of KH domain-containing, RNA-binding, signal transduction-associated protein 1 OS=22.147495 21.76713 3 2 By MS/ S By MS/MS 6 4 -0.3803673 285 9.2 44.027 404
sp|O43251-3|RFOX2_HUMAN;sp|O43251-5|RFOX2_HUMAN;sp|O43251-10|RFOX2_HUMAN;sp|O43251-2|RFOX2_HUMAN;sp|O43251|RFOX2_HUMAN;sp|O43251-6|RFOX2_HUMAN;sp|O43251-8|RFOX2_HUMAN;sp|O43251-9|RFOX2_HUMAN;sp|Q9NWB1-3|RFOX1_HUMAN;sp|O43251-4|RFOX2_HUMAN;sp|Q9NWB1-4|RFOX1_HUMAN;sp|Q9NWB1-5|RFOX1_HUMAN;sp|Q9NWB1|RFOX1_HUMAN;sp|O43251-7|RFOX2_HUMAN;sp|Q9NWB1-2|RFOX1_HUMAN;sp|A6NFN3|RFOX3_HUMANsp| 43251-3|RFOX2_HUMAN Isoform 3 of R A binding protein fox-1 homolog 2 S=Homo sapiens GN=RBFOX2;sp|O43251-5|RFOX2_HUMAN Isoform 5 of RNA binding protein fox-1 homolog 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBFOX2;sp|O4325 -10|RFOX2_HUMAN Isoform 0 of RNA binding protein21.518742 21.1379 2 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 5 -0.3808422 284 12.6 37.878 358
sp|P40937-2|RFC5_HUMAN;sp|P40937|RFC5_HUMANsp|P40937-2|RFC5_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Replication factor C subunit 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RFC5;sp|P40937|RFC5_HUMAN Replication factor C subunit 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RFC5 PE=1 SV=121.835802 21.44859 3 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 6 -0.3872089 283 12.9 36.104 319
sp|P62158|CALM_HUMAN;sp|P27482|CALL3_HUMAN;sp|P02585|TNNC2_HUMANsp|P62158|CALM_HUMAN Calmodulin OS=Homo sapiens GN=CALM1 PE=1 SV=223.785364 23.39637 6 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 8 -0.3889961 282 43 16.837 149
sp|O76094|SRP72_HUMAN;sp|O76094-2|SRP72_HUMANsp|O76094|SRP72_HUMAN ignal recognition particle subunit SRP72 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRP72 PE=1 SV=3;sp|O76094-2|SRP72_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Signal recognition particle subunit SRP72 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRP7225.024199 24.63195 14 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 25 21 -0. 922462 281 33.7 74.605 671
sp|Q6P3W7|SCYL2_HUMANsp|Q6P3W7|SCYL2_HUMAN SCY1-like protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SCYL2 PE=1 SV=124.529636 24.13727 8 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 13 17 -0.3923626 280 16.1 103.71 929
sp|Q15056-2|IF4H_HUMAN;sp|Q15056|IF4H_HUMANsp|Q15056-2|IF4H_HUMAN Isoform Short of Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 4H OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF4H;sp|Q15056|IF4H_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 4H OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF4H PE=1 SV=522.750216 22.3577 3 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 7 -0.3925171 279 20.2 25.2 228
sp|Q04637-8|IF4G1_HUMAN;sp|Q04637-7|IF4G1_HUMANsp|Q04637-8|IF4G1_HUMAN Isoform 8 of Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 4 gamma 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF4G1;sp|Q04637-7|IF4G1_HUMAN Isoform 7 of Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 4 gamma 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF4G127.360516 26.96664 35 42 By MS/MS By MS/MS 62 80 -0.3938732 278 28.7 175.62 1600
sp|P25789|PSA4_HUMAN;sp|P25789-2|PSA4_HUMANsp|P25789|PSA4_HUMAN roteasome subunit alpha type-4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMA4 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P25789-2|PSA4_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Proteasome subunit alpha type-4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PSMA42 .6 1409 24.25472 8 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 13 16 -0.3966866 277 42.1 29.483 261
sp|P17858|K6PL_HUMAN;sp|P17858-2|K6PL_HUMANsp|P17858|K6PL_HUMAN 6-phosphofructokinase, liver type OS=Homo sapiens GN=PFKL PE=1 SV=6;sp|P17858-2|K6PL_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 6-phosphofructokinase, liver type OS=Homo sapiens GN=PFKL23.14032 22.74329 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 0 11 -0.3970337 276 10.5 85.018 780
sp|P31949|S10AB_HUMANsp|P31949|S10AB_HUMAN Protein S100-A11 OS=Homo sapiens GN=S100A11 PE=1 SV=222.154991 21.75743 2 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 4 -0.3975563 275 27.6 11.74 105
sp|Q02750|MP2K1_HUMAN;sp|Q02750-2|MP2K1_HUMANsp|Q02750|MP2K1_HUMAN Dual specificity mitogen-activated protein kinase kinase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MAP2K1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q02750-2|MP2K1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Dual specificity mitogen-activated protein kinase kinase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MAP2K14.209032 23.811 8 11 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 14 -0.3978558 274 36.1 43.439 393
sp|Q86U42-2|PABP2_HUMAN;sp|Q86U42|PABP2_HUMAN;sp|Q92843-2|B2CL2_HUMANsp|Q86U42-2|PABP2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Polyadenylate-binding protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PABPN1;sp|Q86U42|PABP2_HUMAN Polyadenylate-binding protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PABPN1 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q92843-2|B2CL2_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Bcl-2-like protein 2 OS=Homo sapie21.208006 0.80507 2 2 By MS/ S By MS/MS 3 4 -0.4029388 273 9.1 31.496 296
sp|P42766|RL35_HUMANsp|P42766|RL35_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L35 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL35 PE=1 SV=226.422909 26.01395 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 12 -0.4089565 272 39.8 14.551 123
sp|Q9BVC6|TM109_HUMANsp|Q BVC6|TM109_HUMAN Transmembrane protein 109 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TMEM109 PE=1 SV=121.329865 20.92056 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/ S 4 -0.4093018 271 8.6 26.21 243
sp|P11021|GRP78_HUMANsp|P11021|GRP78_HUMAN 78 kDa glucose-regulated protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSPA5 PE=1 SV=223.985636 23.576 9 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 13 14 -0.4096336 270 23.5 72.332 654
sp|P20700|LMNB1_HUMANsp|P20700|LMNB1_HUMAN Lamin-B1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=LMNB1 PE=1 SV=222.841917 22.43102 7 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 10 -0.4108982 269 13 66.408 586
sp|Q9NTZ6|RBM12_HUMANsp|Q9NTZ6|RBM12_HUMAN RNA-binding protein 12 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBM12 PE=1 SV=121.739954 21.32097 3 6 By MS/MS By S/MS 4 8 -0.4189835 268 9.1 97.394 932
sp|Q9NRH3|TBG2_HUMAN;sp|P23258|TBG1_HUMANsp|Q9NRH3|TBG2_HUMAN Tubulin gamma-2 chain OS=Homo sapiens GN=TUBG2 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P23258|TBG1_HUMAN Tubulin gamma-1 chain OS=Homo sapiens GN=TUBG1 PE=1 SV=220.764093 20.3443 2 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 3 -0.4197979 267 7.8 51.091 451
sp|P84243|H33_HUMAN;sp|Q71DI3|H32_HUMAN;sp|Q16695|H31T_HUMAN;sp|P68431|H31_HUMAN;sp|Q6NXT2|H3C_HUMANsp|P84243|H33_HUMAN Histone H3.3 OS=Homo sapiens G =H3F3A PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q71DI3|H32_ UMAN Histone H3.2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HIST2H3A PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q16695|H31T_HUMAN Histone H3.1t OS=Homo sapiens GN=HIST3H3 PE=1 SV=3;sp|P68431|H31_HUMAN Histone H3.1 OS=Homo sapi25. 37821 24.71749 4 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 9 -0.420 358 266 29.4 15.328 136
sp|P26599|PTBP1_HUMAN;sp|P26599-2|PTBP1_HUMAN;sp|P26599-3|PTBP1_HUMANsp|P26599|PTBP1_HUMAN olypyrimidine tract-binding protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PTBP1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P26599-2|PTBP1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Polypyrimidine tract-binding protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PTBP1;sp|P26599-3|PTBP1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Polypyrimidine tract-b27.0 966 26.60498 12 15 By M /MS By MS/MS 27 32 -0.4 19818 265 42 57.221 531
sp|O75915|PRAF3_HUMANsp|O75915|PRAF3_HUMAN PRA1 family protein 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARL6IP5 PE=1 SV=119.985615 19.56311 1 2 By matching By MS/MS 0 3 -0.4225044 264 10.6 21.614 188
sp|Q9Y613|FHOD1_HUMANsp|Q9Y613|FHOD1_HUMAN FH1/FH2 domain-containing protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FHOD1 PE=1 SV=323.988672 23.56616 11 14 By MS/MS By MS/MS 16 27 -0.4225101 263 18.7 126.55 1164
sp|P62857|RS28_HUMANsp|P62857|RS28_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S28 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS28 PE=1 SV=11.660185 21.23626 2 2 By MS/MS By M /MS 4 4 -0.4239292 262 33.3 7.8409 69
sp|P62805|H4_HUMANsp|P62805|H4_HUMAN Histone H4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HIST1H4A PE=1 SV=228.411875 27.98 03 7 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 25 30 -0.4278469 261 52.4 11.367 103
sp|P14618|KPYM_HUMAN;sp|P14618-2|KPYM_HUMAN;sp|P14618-3|KPYM_HUMAN;sp|P30613-2|KPYR_HUMAN;sp|P30613|KPYR_HUMANsp|P14618|KPYM_HUMAN Pyruvate kinase PKM OS=Homo sapiens GN=PKM PE=1 SV=4;sp|P14618-2|KPYM_HUMAN Isoform M1 of Pyruvate kinase PKM OS=Homo sapiens GN=PKM;sp|P14618-3|KPYM_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Pyruvate kinase PKM OS=Homo sapiens GN=PKM30.414881 29.98644 38 43 By S/MS By MS/MS 103 112 -0.4284363 260 77.4 57.936 531
sp|Q9BY77-2|PDIP3_HUMAN;sp|Q9BY77|PDIP3_HUMANsp|Q9BY77-2|PDIP3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Polymerase delta-interacting protein 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=POLDIP3;sp|Q9BY77|PDIP3_HUMAN Polymerase delta-interacting protein 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=POLDIP3 PE=1 SV=221.945889 21.51701 3 4 By MS/MS By MS/M 5 5 -0.4288769 259 12.8 42.894 392
sp|P78344|IF4G2_HUMAN;sp|P78344-2|IF4G2_HUMANsp|P78344|IF4G2_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 4 gamma 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF4G2 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P78344-2|IF4G2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 4 gamma 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF4G223.917433 23.48837 9 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 17 -0.4290676 258 18.6 102.36 907
sp|Q14195-2|DPYL3_HUMAN;sp|Q14195|DPYL3_HUMAN;sp|Q14117|DPYS_HUMANsp|Q14195-2|DPYL3_HUMAN Isoform LCRMP-4 of Dihydropyrimidinase-related protein 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DPYSL3;sp|Q14195|DPYL3_HUMAN Dihydropyrimidinase-related protein 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DPYSL3 PE=1 SV=124.8607 4 24.43135 12 10 By S/MS By MS/MS 17 17 -0.4293938 257 26.8 73.91 684
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sp|P39748|FEN1_HUMAN;sp|P39748-2|FEN1_HUMANsp|P39748|FEN1_HUMAN lap endonuclease 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FEN1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P39748-2|FEN1_HUMAN Isoform FENMIT of Flap endonuclease 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FEN127.57 875 27. 4482 2 16 By MS/MS By MS/M 23 36 -0.4330559 256 55.8 42.592 380
sp|Q05519-2|SRS11_HUMAN;sp|Q05519|SRS11_HUMANsp|Q05519-2|SRS11_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Serine/arginine-rich splicing factor 11 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRSF11;sp|Q05519|SRS11_HUMAN Serine/arginine-rich splicing factor 11 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRSF11 PE=1 SV=123.098171 22.65866 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 6 -0.43951 3 255 12.4 53.413 483
sp|P35250-2|RFC2_HUMAN;sp|P35250|RFC2_HUMANsp|P35250-2|RFC2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Replication factor C subunit 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RFC2;sp|P35250|RFC2_HUMAN Replication factor C subunit 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RFC2 PE=1 SV=321. 64362 20.82244 2 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 6 -0.4419193 254 14.4 35.243 320
sp|Q14847|LASP1_HUMAN;sp|Q14847-2|LASP1_HUMANsp|Q14847|LASP1_HUMAN IM and SH3 domain protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=LASP1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q14847-2|LASP1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of LIM and SH3 domain protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=LASP122.453674 22.0111 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 8 -0.4425735 253 17.6 29.717 261
sp|P63241|IF5A1_HUMAN;sp|P63241-2|IF5A1_HUMAN;sp|Q6IS14|IF5AL_HUMAN;sp|Q9GZV4|IF5A2_HUMANsp|P63241|IF5A1_HUMAN Eukaryotic tran lation initiation factor 5A-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF5A PE=1 SV=2;sp|P63241-2|IF5A1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 5A-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF5A;sp|Q6IS14|IF5AL_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation26.763826 26.31962 7 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 16 23 -0.4442062 2 2 51.9 16.832 154
sp|Q8WW12|PCNP_HUMAN;sp|Q8WW12-2|PCNP_HUMAN;sp|Q8WW12-3|PCNP_HUMANsp|Q8WW12|PCNP_HUMAN PEST proteolytic signal-containing nuclear protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=PCNP PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q8WW12-2|PCNP_HUMAN Isoform 2 of PEST proteolytic signal-containing nuclear protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=PCNP22.816109 2 .37002 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 5 -0.4460869 251 33.1 18.925 178
sp|P83881|RL36A_HUMAN;sp|Q969Q0|RL36L_HUMANsp|P83881|RL36A_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L36a OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL36A PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q969Q0|RL36L_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L36a-like OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL36AL PE=1 SV=323.909031 2 .46126 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 10 - .4477673 25 32.1 12.441 106
sp|Q71UM5|RS27L_HUMANsp|Q71UM5|RS27L_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S27-like OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS27L PE=1 SV=322.410231 21.96205 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 4 -0.448185 249 38.1 9.4771 84
sp|P62263|RS14_HUMANsp|P62263|RS14_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S14 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS14 PE=1 SV=326.555012 26.10613 8 8 By MS/MS By M /MS 17 17 -0.4488773 248 41.7 16.273 151
sp|Q96AE4-2|FUBP1_HUMAN;sp|Q96AE4|FUBP1_HUMANsp|Q96AE4-2|FUBP1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Far upstream element-binding protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FUBP1;sp|Q96AE4|FUBP1_HUMAN Far upstream element-binding protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FUBP1 PE=1 SV=325.089098 24.63766 15 14 By MS/MS By MS/MS 22 21 -0.4514408 247 34 68.604 653
sp|P23284|PPIB_HUMANsp|P23284|PPIB_HUMAN Peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase B OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPIB PE=1 SV=221.370234 20.91503 3 2 y MS/MS By MS/MS 5 4 -0.4552059 246 13 23.742 216
sp|Q9NRZ9-6|HELLS_HUMAN;sp|Q9NRZ9-5|HELLS_HUMAN;sp|Q9NRZ9-4|HELLS_HUMAN;sp|Q9NRZ9-3|HELLS_HUMAN;sp|Q9NRZ9-2|HELLS_HUMAN;sp|Q9NRZ9|HELLS_HUMAN;sp|Q9NRZ9-8|HELLS_HUMAN;sp|Q9NRZ9-7|HELLS_HUMANsp|Q9NRZ9-6|HELLS_HUMAN Isoform 6 of Lymphoid-specific helicase OS=Homo sapiens GN=HELLS;sp|Q9NRZ -5|HELLS_HUMAN Isoform 5 of Lymphoid-specific helicase OS=Homo sapiens GN=HELLS;sp|Q9NRZ9-4|HELLS_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Lymphoid-specific helicase OS=Homo sapien20.096119 19.64072 1 2 By m tching By MS/MS 0 4 -0.45 4005 245 4 81.636 708
sp|P09874|PARP1_HUMANsp| 09874|PARP1_HUMAN Poly [ADP-ribose] polymerase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PARP1 PE=1 SV=424.16515 23.7063 11 14 By MS/MS By MS/MS 16 22 -0.458847 244 18 113.08 1014
sp|Q9Y6G9|DC1L1_HUMANsp|Q9Y6G9|DC1L1_HUMAN Cytoplasmic dynein 1 light intermediate chain 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DYNC1LI1 PE=1 SV=325.963316 25.50079 18 18 By MS/MS By MS/MS 38 43 -0.4625301 243 44 56.578 523
sp|P53992|SC24C_HUMANsp|P53992|SC24C_HUMAN Protein transport protein Sec24C OS=Homo sapiens GN=SEC24C PE=1 SV=33.540024 23.0772 7 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 15 -0.4628258 242 12.2 118.32 1094
sp|Q8N1F7|NUP93_HUMAN;sp|Q8N1F7-2|NUP93_HUMANsp|Q8N1F7|NUP93_HUMAN uclear pore complex protein Nup93 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NUP93 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q8N1F7-2|NUP93_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Nuclear pore complex protein Nup93 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NUP9326.683647 26.22072 29 31 By M /MS By MS/MS 57 61 -0.4629269 241 40.4 93.487 819
sp|Q92945|FUBP2_HUMANsp|Q92945|FUBP2_HUMAN Far upstream element-binding protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=KHSRP PE=1 SV=426.357246 25.89268 21 23 By MS/MS By MS/MS 36 40 -0.4645634 240 39.7 73.114 711
sp|Q99961|SH3G1_HUMAN;sp|Q99961-3|SH3G1_HUMAN;sp|Q99961-2|SH3G1_HUMAN;sp|Q99962|SH3G2_HUMANsp|Q99961|SH3G1_HUMAN Endophilin-A2 OS=Homo sapiens N=SH3GL1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q99961-3|SH3G1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Endophilin-A2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SH3GL1;sp|Q99961-2|SH3G1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Endophilin-A2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SH3GL123.448214 22.98245 6 8 By MS/ S By MS/MS 10 16 -0.4657612 239 26.4 41.489 368
sp|Q99880|H2B1L_HUMAN;sp|Q99879|H2B1M_HUMAN;sp|Q99877|H2B1N_HUMAN;sp|Q93079|H2B1H_HUMAN;sp|Q5QNW6|H2B2F_HUMAN;sp|P62807|H2B1C_HUMAN;sp|P58876|H2B1D_HUMAN;sp|O60814|H2B1K_HUMAN;sp|Q5QNW6-2|H2B2F_HUMAN;sp|P57053|H2BFS_HUMAN;sp|Q96A08|H2B1A_HUMANsp|Q99880|H2B1L_HUMAN Histone H2B type 1-L OS= omo sapiens GN=HIST1H2BL PE=1 SV=3; | 99879|H2B1M_HUMAN Histone H2B type 1-M OS=Homo sapiens GN=HIST1H2BM PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q99877|H2B1N_HUMAN Histone H2B type 1-N OS=Homo sapiens GN=HIST1H2BN PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q93079|27.951326 7.48232 6 7 By S/MS By MS/MS 14 13 -0.4690113 238 53.2 13.952 126
sp|Q9HD42|CHM1A_HUMAN;sp|Q9HD42-2|CHM1A_HUMANsp|Q9HD42|CHM1A_HUMAN Charged multivesicular body protein 1a OS=Homo sapiens GN=CHMP1A PE=1 SV=123.087593 22.61038 5 4 By MS/M By MS/MS 10 9 -0.4772091 237 21.4 21.703 196
sp|Q9Y2W2|WBP11_HUMANsp|Q9Y2W2|WBP11_HUMAN WW domain-binding protein 11 OS=Homo sapiens GN=WBP11 PE=1 SV=124.822989 24.3455 11 0 By MS/MS By MS/MS 19 18 -0.4774876 236 26.2 69.997 641
sp|P62244|RS15A_HUMANsp|P62244|RS15A_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S15a OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS15A PE=1 SV=226.286531 25.80777 5 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 12 -0.4787655 235 51.5 14.839 130
sp|Q6ZRS2-3|SRCAP_HUMAN;sp|Q6ZRS2-2|SRCAP_HUMAN;sp|Q6ZRS2|SRCAP_HUMANsp|Q6ZRS2-3|SRCAP_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Helicase SRCAP OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRCAP;sp|Q6ZRS2-2|SRCAP_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Helicase SRCAP OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRCAP;sp|Q6ZRS2|SRCAP_HUMAN Helicase SRCAP OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRCAP PE=1 SV=322.105623 21.62163 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 4 -0.4839954 234 0.6 327.83 3072
sp|P01116-2|RASK_HUMAN;sp|P01116|RASK_HUMAN;sp|P01112-2|RASH_HUMAN;sp|P01112|RASH_HUMANsp|P01116-2|RASK_HUMAN Isoform 2B of GTPase KRas OS= omo sapiens GN=KRAS;sp|P01116|RASK_HUMAN GTPase KRas OS=Homo sapiens GN=KRAS PE=1 SV=122.5144 4 22.02834 2 3 By S/MS By MS/MS 2 8 -0.4860783 233 20.2 21.424 188
sp|Q8IVW6|ARI3B_HUMAN;sp|Q8IVW6-4|ARI3B_HUMAN;sp|Q8IVW6-3|ARI3B_HUMANsp|Q8IVW6|ARI3B_HUMAN AT-rich interactive domain-containing protein 3B OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARID3B PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q8IVW6-4|ARI3B_HUMAN Isoform 4 of AT-rich interactive domain-containing protein 3B OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARID3B;sp|Q8IVW6-3|ARI3B_HUMAN Isoform 3 of24.731848 24.24176 14 13 By MS/ S y MS/MS 27 26 -0.4900837 232 30.7 60.636 561
sp|Q96PU8-5|QKI_HUMAN;sp|Q96PU8-9|QKI_HUMAN;sp|Q96PU8-8|QKI_HUMAN;sp|Q96PU8-6|QKI_HUMAN;sp|Q96PU8-3|QKI_HUMAN;sp|Q96PU8|QKI_HUMANsp|Q96PU8-5|QKI_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Protein quaking OS=Homo sa iens GN=QKI;sp|Q96PU8-9 KI_HUMAN Isoform 6 of Protein quaking OS=Homo sapiens GN=QKI;sp|Q96PU8-8|QKI_HUMAN Isoform 5 of Protein quaking OS=Homo sapiens GN=QKI;sp|Q96PU8-6|QKI_HUMAN Isoform 4 of22.621046 22.12518 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 6 -0.495863 231 20.8 35.232 317
sp|Q13409-6|DC1I2_HUMAN;sp|Q13409-3|DC1I2_HUMAN;sp|Q13409-2|DC1I2_HUMAN;sp|Q13409-5|DC1I2_HUMAN;sp|Q13409|DC1I2_HUMANsp|Q13409-6|DC1I2_HUMAN Isoform 2F of Cytoplasmic dynein 1 intermediate chain 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DYNC1I2;sp|Q13409-3|DC1I2_HUMAN Isoform 2C of Cytoplasmic dynein 1 intermediate chain 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DYNC1I2;sp|Q13409-2|DC1I2_HUMAN Isoform 2B of Cyto23.172935 22.6761 6 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 9 -0.4968395 230 18.3 68.297 611
sp|Q05193-5|DYN1_HUMAN;sp|Q05193-3|DYN1_HUMAN;sp|Q05193-4|DYN1_HUMAN;sp|Q05193-2|DYN1_HUMAN;sp|Q05193|DYN1_HUMAN;sp|P50570-3|DYN2_HUMAN;sp|P50570-2|DYN2_HUMAN;sp|P50570-5|DYN2_HUMAN;sp|P50570-4|DYN2_HUMAN;sp|P50570|DYN2_HUMAN;sp|Q9UQ16-2|DYN3_HUMAN;sp|Q9UQ16-3|DYN3_HUMAN;sp|Q9UQ16|DYN3_HUMAN;sp|Q9UQ16-4|DYN3_HUMANsp|Q05193-5|DYN1_HUMAN Isoform 5 of Dynamin-  OS=Homo sapiens GN=DNM1;sp|Q05 93-3|DYN1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Dynamin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DNM1;sp|Q05193-4|DYN1_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Dynamin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DNM1;sp|Q05193-2|DYN1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Dynamin-121.075485 20.57792 2 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 -0.49757 229 4.5 95.894 851
sp|O14979-3|HNRDL_HUMAN;sp|O14979-2|HNRDL_HUMAN;sp|O14979|HNRDL_HUMANsp|O14979-3|H RDL_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein D-like OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPDL;sp|O14979-2|HNRDL_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein D-like OS=Homo sapiens GN=HNRNPDL;sp|O14979|HNRDL_HUMAN Heterogeneou24.373981 23.87596 6 5 By MS/ S By MS/MS 11 8 -0.4980221 228 32 27.191 244
sp|Q9P000-2|COMD9_HUMAN;sp|Q9P000|COMD9_HUMANsp|Q9P000-2|COMD9_HUMAN Isoform 2 of COMM domain-containing protein 9 OS=Homo sapiens GN=COMMD9;sp|Q9P000|COMD9_HUMAN COMM domain-containing protein 9 OS=Homo sapiens GN=COMMD9 PE=1 SV=220.470007 19.96916 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 1 -0.500845 227 14.7 17.333 156
sp|Q8WWH5|TRUB1_HUMANsp|Q8WWH5|TRUB1_HUMAN Probable tRNA pseudouridine synthase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TRUB1 PE=1 SV=122.327152 21.82536 4 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 7 -0.5017948 226 21.2 37.252 349
sp|O75083|WDR1_HUMAN;sp|O75083-3|WDR1_HUMANsp|O75083|WDR1_HUMAN  repeat-containing protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=WDR1 PE=1 SV=4;sp|O75083-3|WDR1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of WD repeat-containing protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=WDR123.3402 1 22.83569 5 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 8 -0.5045948 225 20 66.193 606
sp|P20340-2|RAB6A_HUMAN;sp|P20340|RAB6A_HUMAN;sp|P20340-4|RAB6A_HUMAN;sp|P20340-3|RAB6A_HUMAN;sp|Q9NRW1|RAB6B_HUMAN;sp|Q14964|RB39A_HUMAN;sp|Q9H0N0|RAB6C_HUMANsp|P20340-2|RAB6A_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ras-related protein Rab-6A OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB6 ;sp|P20340|RAB6A_HUMAN Ra -related protein Rab-6A OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB6A PE=1 SV=3;sp|P20340-4|RAB6A_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Ras-related protein Rab-6A OS=Homo sapiens GN=26.757481 26.25198 10 10 By MS/ S By MS/MS 22 26 -0.5054989 224 50.5 23.548 208
sp|P52594-2|AGFG1_HUMAN;sp|P52594-3|AGFG1_HUMAN;sp|P52594|AGFG1_HUMAN;sp|P52594-4|AGFG1_HUMANsp|P52594-2| GFG1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of rf-GA  domain and FG repeat-containing protein  OS=Homo sapiens GN=AGFG1;sp|P52594-3|AGFG1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Arf-GAP domain and FG repeat-containing protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=AGFG1;sp|P52594|AGFG1_HUMAN Arf-GAP do25.40895 24.90049 6 8 By MS/ S By MS/MS 11 15 -0.5084667 223 25.7 54.181 522
sp|P23396|RS3_HUMAN;sp|P23396-2|RS3_HUMANsp|P23396|RS3_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS3 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P23396-2|RS3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 40S ribosomal protein S3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS326.586491 26.07751 12 14 By MS/MS By MS/MS 24 27 -0.5089798 2 2 70.8 26.688 243
sp|P04792|HSPB1_HUMANsp|P04792|HSPB1_HUMAN Heat shock protein beta-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSPB1 PE=1 SV=227.774233 27.2632 13 15 By MS/MS By M /MS 30 38 -0.5110302 221 87.8 22.782 205
sp|P33991|MCM4_HUMANsp|P33991|MCM4_HUMAN DNA replication licensing factor MCM4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MCM4 PE=1 SV=522.770702 22.25905 4 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 14 -0.5116482 220 11.7 96.557 863
sp|P0CW22|RS17L_HUMAN;sp|P08708|RS17_HUMANsp|P0CW22|RS17L_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S17-like OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS17L PE=1 SV=1;sp|P08708|RS17_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S17 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS17 PE=1 SV=230.303019 29. 8785 10 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 33 28 -0.5151653 219 63 15.55 135
sp|O60506-4|HNRPQ_HUMAN;sp|O60506-3|HNRPQ_HUMAN;sp|O60506-2|HNRPQ_HUMAN;sp|O60506|HNRPQ_HUMAN;sp|O60506-5|HNRPQ_HUMANsp|O60506-4|H RPQ_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein Q OS=Homo sapiens GN=SYNCRIP;sp|O60506-3|HNRPQ_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein Q OS=Homo sapiens GN=SYNCRIP;sp|O60506-2|HNRPQ_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Heterog24.893099 24.37703 8 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 15 20 -0.5160675 218 21.4 58.735 527
sp|P62913-2|RL11_HUMAN;sp|P62913|RL11_HUMANsp|P62913-2|RL11_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 60S ribosomal protein L11 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL11;sp|P62913|RL11_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L11 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL11 PE=1 SV=223.756744 23.23978 4 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 6 -0.5169601 217 21.5 20.124 177
sp|O43447|PPIH_HUMANsp|O43447|PPIH_HUMAN Peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase H OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPIH PE=1 SV=123.473827 22.95431 5 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 8 -0.5195179 216 29.9 19.208 177
sp|O43768-6|ENSA_HUMAN;sp|O43768-5|ENSA_HUMAN;sp|O43768-2|ENSA_HUMAN;sp|O43768|ENSA_HUMAN;sp|O43768-9|ENSA_HUMAN;sp|O43768-7|ENSA_HUMAN;sp|O43768-3|ENSA_HUMAN;sp|O43768-4|ENSA_HUMAN;sp|P56211-2|ARP19_HUMAN;sp|P56211|ARP19_HUMANsp|O43768-6|ENSA_HUMAN Isoform 6 of Alpha-endosulfine OS= omo sapiens GN= ;sp|O43768-5|ENSA_HUMAN Isoform 5 of Alpha-endosulfine OS=Homo sapiens G =ENSA;sp|O43768-2|ENSA_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Alpha-endosulfine OS=Homo sapiens GN=ENSA;sp|O43768|ENSA_HUMAN A21.414881 20.89467 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 -0.5202084 215 24.8 12.404 113
sp|P19105|ML12A_HUMAN;sp|O14950|ML12B_HUMAN;sp|P24844|MYL9_HUMAN;sp|P24844-2|MYL9_HUMANsp|P19105|ML12A_HUMAN Myosin regulatory light chain 12A OS=Homo sapiens GN=MYL12  PE=1 SV=2;sp|O14950|ML12B_HUMAN Myosin regulatory light chain 12B OS=Homo sapiens GN=MYL12B PE=1 SV=2;sp|P24844|MYL9_HUMAN Myosin regulatory light polypeptide 9 OS=Homo sapie24.061676 23.5412 5 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 10 -0.5204716 214 50.9 19.794 171
sp|P47813|IF1AX_HUMANsp|P47813|IF1AX_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 1A, X-chromosomal OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF1AX PE=1 SV=223.563255 23.04106 5 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 7 -0.522192 213 33.3 16.46 144
sp|P09429|HMGB1_HUMAN;sp|B2RPK0|HGB1A_HUMAN;sp|P23497|SP100_HUMANsp|P09429|HMGB1_HUMAN High mobility group protein B1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HMGB1 PE=1 SV=3;sp|B2RPK0|HGB1A_HUMAN Putative high mobility group protein B1-like 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HMGB1P1 PE=5 SV=126.38 978 25.85949 9 9 By S/MS By MS/MS 19 19 -0.523489 212 39.1 24.893 215
sp|P61106|RAB14_HUMANsp|P61106|RAB14_HUMAN Ras-related protein Rab-14 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB14 PE=1 SV=426.600454 26.07592 12 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 22 24 -0.5245342 211 71.2 23.897 215
sp|Q9H3K6|BOLA2_HUMAN;sp|Q9H3K6-2|BOLA2_HUMANsp|Q9H3K6|BOLA2_HUMAN BolA-like protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=BOLA2 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9H3K6-2|BOLA2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of BolA-like protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=BOLA222. 8 431 1.7648 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 6 -0.5246067 210 39.5 10.116 86
sp|P38606|VATA_HUMANsp|P38606|VATA_HUMAN V-type proton ATPase catalytic subunit A OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATP6V1A PE=1 SV=223.293337 22.76812 5 6 By MS/M By MS/MS 8 11 -0.5 52171 209 13.5 68.303 617
sp|Q99873-3|ANM1_HUMAN;sp|Q99873-2|ANM1_HUMAN;sp|Q99873-4|ANM1_HUMAN;sp|Q99873|ANM1_HUMAN;sp|Q9NR22-2|ANM8_HUMAN;sp|Q9NR22|ANM8_HUMANsp|Q99873-3|ANM1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Protein arginine N-methyltransferase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRMT1;sp|Q99873-2|ANM1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Protein arginine N-methyltransferase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRMT1;sp|Q99873-4|ANM1_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Protein arginine N-m24.255156 3.72765 8 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 15 18 -0.5275078 208 35.9 39.602 343
sp|Q6P5R6|RL22L_HUMANsp|Q6P5R6|RL22L_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L22-like 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL22L1 PE=1 SV=26.354021 25.82517 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 8 -0.5288467 207 19.7 14.606 122
sp|Q9BUK6-7|MSTO1_HUMAN;sp|Q9BUK6-3|MSTO1_HUMAN;sp|Q9BUK6-2|MSTO1_HUMAN;sp|Q9BUK6|MSTO1_HUMAN;sp|Q9BUK6-5|MSTO1_HUMANsp|Q9BUK6-7|MSTO1_HUMAN Isoform 7 of Protein misato homolog 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MSTO1;sp|Q9BUK6-3|MSTO1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Protein misato homolog 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MSTO1;sp|Q9BUK6-2|MSTO1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Protein misato homolog 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=M20.140238 19.60791 1 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 3 -0.5323296 206 6.5 56.902 524
sp|Q8WWY3|PRP31_HUMAN;sp|Q8WWY3-2|PRP31_HUMAN;sp|Q8WWY3-3|PRP31_HUMANsp|Q8WWY3|PRP31_HUMAN U4/U6 small nuclear ribonucleoprotein Prp31 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRPF31 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q8WWY3-2|PRP31_HUMAN Isoform 2 of U4/U6 small nuclear ribonucleoprotein Prp31 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRPF3122.804672 22.26948 3 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 5 -0.5351925 205 12.8 55.455 499
sp|O00541|PESC_HUMAN;sp|O00541-2|PESC_HUMANsp|O00541|PESC_HUMAN escadillo homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=PES1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|O00541-2|PESC_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Pescadillo homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=PES124.23052 23.69487 9 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 14 19 -0.5356464 204 21.4 68.002 588
sp|P50502|F10A1_HUMAN;sp|Q8IZP2|ST134_HUMAN;sp|Q8NFI4|F10A5_HUMANsp|P50502|F10A1_HUMAN Hsc70-interacting protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=ST13 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q8IZP2|ST134_HUMAN Putative protein FAM10A4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ST13P4 PE=5 SV=1;sp|Q8NFI4|F10A5_HUMAN Putative protein FAM10A5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ST13P5 PE=5 SV=124.710724 24.17158 5 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 15 -0.5391464 203 21.1 41.331 369
sp|P25685|DNJB1_HUMAN;sp|Q9UDY4|DNJB4_HUMANsp|P25685|D JB1_H MAN DnaJ homolog subfamily B member 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DNAJB1 PE=1 SV=424.20105 23.65753 8 9 By M /MS By MS/MS 15 17 -0.5435219 202 35 38.044 340
sp|Q9Y6E2|BZW2_HUMANsp|Q9Y6E2|BZW2_HUMAN Basic leucine zipper and W2 domain-containing protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=BZW2 PE=1 SV=123.98468 23.44114 9 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 13 14 -0.5435429 201 26.5 48.162 419
sp|Q99459|CDC5L_HUMANsp|Q99459|CDC5L_HUMAN Cell division cycle 5-like protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=CDC5L PE=1 SV=224.230301 23.68614 9 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 9 -0.5441647 200 16.8 92.25 802
sp|P20338|RAB4A_HUMAN;sp|P61018|RAB4B_HUMAN;sp|P61018-2|RAB4B_HUMANsp|P20338|RAB4A_HUMAN Ras-related protein Rab-4A OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB4A PE=1 SV=32 .922205 24.3763 8 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 14 14 -0.5459023 199 46.3 24.389 218
sp|P49736|MCM2_HUMANsp|P49736|MCM2_HUMAN DNA replication licensing factor MCM2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MCM2 PE=1 SV=421.779085 21.23005 4 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 6 -0.5490341 198 5.3 101.89 904
sp|Q9NSI2-2|F207A_HUMAN;sp|Q9NSI2|F207A_HUMANsp|Q9NSI2-2|F207A_HUMAN Isoform B of Protein FAM207A OS=Homo sapiens GN=FAM207A;sp|Q9NSI2|F207A_HUMAN Protein FAM207A OS=Homo sapiens GN=FAM207A PE=1 SV=22.344458 21.79396 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 5 -0.5504971 197 24.7 23.944 215
sp|Q8WU90|ZC3HF_HUMANsp|Q8WU90|ZC3HF_HUMAN Zinc finger CCCH domain-containing protein 15 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ZC3H15 PE=1 SV=121.727127 21.17591 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 2 -0.5512199 196 9.9 48.602 426
sp|Q9NUL3-6|STAU2_HUMAN;sp|Q9NUL3-8|STAU2_HUMAN;sp|Q9NUL3-3|STAU2_HUMAN;sp|Q9NUL3-7|STAU2_HUMAN;sp|Q9NUL3-2|STAU2_HUMAN;sp|Q9NUL3|STAU2_HUMAN;sp|Q9NUL3-4|STAU2_HUMANsp|Q9NUL3-6|STAU2_HUMAN Isoform 6 of Double-stranded RN -binding protein Staufen homolog 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=STAU2;sp|Q9NUL3-8|STAU2_HUMAN Isoform 8 of Double-stranded R A-binding protein Staufen homolog 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=STAU2;sp|Q9NUL3-3|STAU2_HUMAN23.16927 22.6176 7 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 8 -0.55167 195 26.1 43.31 398
sp|P61513|RL37A_HUMAN;sp|A6NKH3|RL37L_HUMANsp|P61513|RL37A_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L37a OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL37A PE=1 SV=224.876755 24.32485 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 11 -0.5519066 194 58.7 10.275 92
sp|Q9UQ80|PA2G4_HUMANsp|Q9UQ80|PA2G4_HUMAN Proliferation-associated protein 2G4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PA2G4 PE=1 SV=324.900213 24.34618 12 14 By MS/MS By MS/MS 19 22 -0.5540352 193 45.2 43.786 394
sp|Q5BKY9|F133B_HUMAN;sp|Q5BKY9-2|F133B_HUMAN;sp|Q8N9E0|F133A_HUMANsp|Q5BKY9|F133B_HUMAN Protein FAM133B OS=Homo sapiens GN=FAM133B PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q5BKY9-2|F133B_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Protein FAM133B OS=Homo sapiens GN=FAM133B;sp|Q8N9E0|F133A_HUMAN Protein FAM133A OS=Homo sapiens GN=FAM133A PE=2 SV=12 .501789 2.94 21 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 5 -0.5585823 192 11.7 28.385 247
sp|P42677|RS27_HUMANsp|P42677|RS27_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S27 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS27 PE=1 SV=36.130651 25.57124 4 4 By MS/MS By M /MS 8 7 -0.5594158 191 39.3 9.461 84
sp|Q7L0Y3|MRRP1_HUMANsp|Q7L0Y3|MRRP1_HUMAN Mitochondrial ribonuclease P protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TRMT10C PE=1 SV=223.687204 23.12718 7 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 13 16 -0.5600204 190 29.8 47.346 403
sp|O60664-4|PLIN3_HUMAN;sp|O60664-3|PLIN3_HUMAN;sp|O60664|PLIN3_HUMAN;sp|O60664-2|PLIN3_HUMANsp|O60664-4|PLIN3_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Perilipin-3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PLIN3;sp|O60664-3|PLIN3_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Perilipin-3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PLIN3;sp|O60664|PLIN3_HUMAN Perilipin-3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PLIN3 PE=1 SV=325.23834 24.67643 12 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 22 19 -0.5619106 189 44.8 45.803 422
sp|P11233|RALA_HUMAN;sp|P11234|RALB_HUMANsp|P11233|RALA_HUMAN Ras-related protein Ral-A OS=Homo sapiens GN=RALA PE=1 SV=124.574963 24.0029 5 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 11 -0.5720596 188 30.6 23.567 206
sp|P62081|RS7_HUMANsp|P62081|RS7_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS7 PE=1 SV=127.593988 27.01553 11 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 23 20 -0.5784626 187 60.8 22.127 194
sp|P22392|NDKB_HUMAN;sp|P22392-2|NDKB_HUMAN;sp|O60361|NDK8_HUMAN;sp|P15531|NDKA_HUMAN;sp|P15531-2|NDKA_HUMANsp|P22392| DKB_HUMAN ucleoside diphosphate kinase B OS=Homo sapiens GN=NME2 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P22392-2|NDKB_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Nucleoside diphosphate kinase B OS=Homo sapiens GN=NME2;sp|O60361|NDK8_HUMAN Putative nucleoside diphosphate kinase OS=Homo sapiens G21.998346 21.41607 3 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 4 -0.58 2792 186 25.7 17.298 152
sp|Q96BM9|ARL8A_HUMAN;sp|Q9NVJ2|ARL8B_HUMANsp|Q96BM9| RL8A_HUMAN ADP-ribosylation factor-like protein 8A OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARL8A PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9NVJ2|ARL8B_HUMAN ADP-ribosylation factor-like protein 8B OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARL8B PE=1 SV=123.610317 23.02651 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 -0.5838032 185 40.9 21.416 186
sp|Q96G03|PGM2_HUMANsp|Q96G03|PGM2_HUMAN Phosphoglucomutase-2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PGM2 PE=1 SV=419.973442 19.38869 1 2 By matching By S/MS 0 4 -0.5847511 184 3.4 68.283 612
sp|Q13162|PRDX4_HUMANsp|Q13162|PRDX4_HUMAN Peroxiredoxin-4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRDX4 PE=1 SV=123.624887 23.03527 9 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 14 10 -0.5896206 183 36.9 30.54 271
sp|O15498|YKT6_HUMANsp|O15498|YKT6_HUMAN Synaptobrevin homolog YKT6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=YKT6 PE=1 SV=128.115154 27.52537 10 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 30 30 -0.5897846 182 61.1 22.417 198
sp|P62273|RS29_HUMAN;sp|P62273-2|RS29_HUMANsp|P62273|RS29_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S29 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS29 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P62273-2|RS29_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 40S ribosomal protein S29 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS293.500816 22. 0742 2 2 By MS/MS By M /MS 4 4 -0.5933971 181 32.1 6.6767 56
sp|Q5JTH9-2|RRP12_HUMAN;sp|Q5JTH9-3|RRP12_HUMAN;sp|Q5JTH9|RRP12_HUMANsp|Q5JT 9-2|RRP12_HUMAN Isoform 2 of RRP12-like protein OS= omo sapiens GN=RRP12;sp|Q5JTH9-3|RRP12_HUMAN Isoform 3 of RRP12-like protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=RRP12;sp|Q5JTH9|RRP12_HUMAN RRP12-like protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=RRP12 PE=1 SV=220.87755 20.28331 3 2 By MS/ S By MS/MS 6 4 -0.5942402 180 2.4 132.71 1197
sp|Q9NR31|SAR1A_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y6B6|SAR1B_HUMANsp|Q9NR31|SAR1A_HUMAN GTP-binding protein SAR1a OS=Homo sapiens GN=SAR1A PE=1 SV=125.863985 25.26685 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 12 -0.5971336 179 30.8 22.367 198
sp|P46063|RECQ1_HUMANsp|P46063|RECQ1_HUMAN ATP-dependent DNA helicase Q1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RECQL PE=1 SV=325.055441 24.45795 12 14 By MS/MS By MS/MS 21 27 -0.5974903 178 28 73.457 649
sp|Q9BZZ5-2|API5_HUMAN;sp|Q9BZZ5|API5_HUMAN;sp|Q9BZZ5-5|API5_HUMAN;sp|Q9BZZ5-1|API5_HUMAN;sp|Q9BZZ5-3|API5_HUMANsp|Q9BZZ5-2|API5_HUMAN Isoform 2 of A optosis inhibitor 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=API5;sp|Q9BZZ5|API _HUMAN Apoptosis inhibitor 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=API5 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q9BZZ5-5|API5_HUMAN Isoform 5 of Apoptosis inhibitor 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=API5;sp|Q9BZZ5-1|API29.795647 29.19812 29 29 By MS/MS y MS/MS 77 90 -0.5975266 177 57.3 56.769 504
sp|Q8WWM7-6|ATX2L_HUMAN;sp|Q8WWM7-8|ATX2L_HUMAN;sp|Q8WWM7-5|ATX2L_HUMAN;sp|Q8WWM7-4|ATX2L_HUMAN;sp|Q8WWM7-9|ATX2L_HUMAN;sp|Q8WWM7-2|ATX2L_HUMAN;sp|Q8WWM7|ATX2L_HUMAN;sp|Q8WWM7-3|ATX2L_HUMAN;sp|Q8WWM7-7|ATX2L_HUMANsp|Q8WWM7-6|ATX2L_HUMAN Isoform 6 of Ataxin-2-like protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATXN2L;sp|Q8WW 7-8|ATX2L_HUMAN Isoform 8 of Ataxin-2-like protein OS= omo sa iens GN=ATXN ;sp|Q8WWM7-5|ATX2L_HUMAN Isoform 5 of Ataxin-2-like protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=ATXN2L;s22.106838 21.50799 3 5 By M /MS By MS/MS 5 7 -0.5988445 176 8.5 102.89 968
sp|Q96GC5|RM48_HUMANsp|Q96GC5|RM48_HUMAN 39S ribosomal protein L48, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=MRPL48 PE=1 SV=222.180862 21.58197 3 3 By MS/M By MS/MS 3 5 -0.598896 175 16.5 23.934 212
sp|Q9H4M9|EHD1_HUMAN;sp|Q9NZN3|EHD3_HUMAN;sp|Q9NZN4|EHD2_HUMANsp|Q9 4 9|EHD1_HUMAN EH domain-containing protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EHD1 PE=1 SV=225.487936 24.88697 18 19 By MS/MS By MS/MS 32 24 -0.6009617 174 47.4 60.626 534
sp|O60341|KDM1A_HUMAN;sp|O60341-2|KDM1A_HUMANsp|O60341|KDM1A_HUMAN Lysine-specific histone demethylase 1A OS=Homo sapiens GN=KDM1A PE=1 SV=2;sp|O60341-2|KDM1A_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Lysine-specific histone demethylase 1A OS=Homo sapiens GN=KDM1A20.31407 19.71289 2 2 By MS/M By MS/MS 1 3 -0.6011772 173 5.5 92.902 852
sp|Q8NFH5|NUP53_HUMANsp|Q8NFH5|NUP53_HUMAN Nucleoporin NUP53 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NUP35 PE=1 SV=120.147308 19.543 2 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 1 -0.6043034 172 9.5 34.773 326
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sp|Q9GZZ9|UBA5_HUMAN;sp|Q9GZZ9-2|UBA5_HUMANsp|Q9GZZ9|UBA5_HUMAN Ubiquitin-like modifier-activating enzyme 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBA5 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9GZZ9-2|UBA5_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ubiquitin-like modifier-activating enzyme 5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBA523.525759 22.92113 5 6 B  MS/MS By MS/MS 6 11 -0.6046333 171 14.6 44.863 404
sp|Q92499|DDX1_HUMANsp|Q92499|DDX1_HUMAN ATP-dependent RNA helicase DDX1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDX1 PE=1 SV=22 .533789 20.92245 2 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 6 -0.6113377 170 9.5 82.431 740
sp|P62277|RS13_HUMANsp|P62277|RS13_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S13 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS13 PE=1 SV=227.79129 27.17883 10 10 By MS/MS By M /MS 31 28 -0.6124592 169 60.3 17.222 151
sp|O43169|CYB5B_HUMANsp|O43169|CYB5B_HUMAN Cytochrome b5 type B OS=Homo sapiens GN=CYB5B PE=1 SV=222.14311 21.5306 2 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 1 5 -0.6125088 168 44.5 16.332 146
sp|P49755|TMEDA_HUMANsp|P49755|TMEDA_HUMAN Transmembrane emp24 domain-containing protein 10 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TMED10 PE=1 SV=221.565512 20.95177 2 3 By MS/MS By MS/M 3 3 -0.6137428 167 16 24.976 219
sp|Q14194|DPYL1_HUMAN;sp|Q14194-2|DPYL1_HUMANsp|Q14194|DPYL1_HUMAN ihydropyrimidinase-related protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CRMP1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q14194-2|DPYL1_HUMAN Isoform LCRMP-1 of Dihydropyrimidinase-related protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CRMP121.951485 21.33772 5 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 5 -0.61376 166 14.7 62.183 572
sp|P62330|ARF6_HUMANsp|P62330|ARF6_HUMAN ADP-ribosylation factor 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARF6 PE=1 SV=225.008512 24.39231 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 16 14 -0.6162014 165 44.6 20.082 175
sp|Q9HAV7|GRPE1_HUMANsp|Q9HAV7|GRPE1_HUMAN GrpE protein homolog 1, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=GRPEL1 PE=1 SV=221.577961 20.96091 2 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 4 -0.6170464 164 17.5 24.279 217
sp|Q09666|AHNK_HUMAN;sp|Q09666-2|AHNK_HUMANsp|Q09666|AHNK_HUMAN Neuroblast differentiation-associated protein AHNAK OS=Homo sapiens GN=AHNAK PE=1 SV=225.056187 24.43911 16 16 By MS/MS By MS/MS 27 30 -0.6170769 163 13.7 629.09 5890
sp|Q9BYG3|MK67I_HUMANsp|Q9BYG3|MK67I_HUMAN MKI67 FHA domain-interacting nucleolar phosphoprotein OS=Homo sapiens GN=NIFK PE=1 SV=124.403992 23.78576 7 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 12 11 -0.618227 162 32.1 34.222 293
sp|Q8N9N7|LRC57_HUMANsp|Q8N9N7|LRC57_HUMAN Leucine-rich repeat-containing protein 57 OS=Homo sapiens GN=LRRC57 PE=1 SV=122.055599 21.43715 3 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 7 -0.6184444 161 18.8 26.754 239
sp|P62847-2|RS24_HUMAN;sp|P62847-3|RS24_HUMAN;sp|P62847|RS24_HUMAN;sp|P62847-4|RS24_HUMANsp|P62847-2|RS24_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 40S ribosomal protein S24 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS24;sp|P62847-3|RS24_HUMAN Isoform 3 of 40S ribosomal protein S24 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS24;sp|P62847|RS24_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S24 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS24 PE=1 SV=1;27.988422 27.36795 5 6 By MS/MS By MS/M 19 2 -0.6204758 160 36.9 15.069 130
sp|Q13428|TCOF_HUMAN;sp|Q13428-3|TCOF_HUMAN;sp|Q13428-4|TCOF_HUMAN;sp|Q13428-2|TCOF_HUMAN;sp|Q13428-8|TCOF_HUMAN;sp|Q13428-6|TCOF_HUMAN;sp|Q13428-7|TCOF_HUMAN;sp|Q13428-5|TCOF_HUMANsp|Q13428|TCOF_HUMAN reacle protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=TCOF1 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q13428-3|TCOF_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Treacle protein S= omo sapiens GN=TCOF1;sp|Q13428-4|TCOF_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Treacle protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=TCOF1;sp|Q13428-2|TCOF_HUMAN Isoform25.659081 25.03783 18 19 By S/MS By M /MS 9 28 -0.6212482 159 17.3 152.1 1488
sp|Q12974|TP4A2_HUMAN;sp|Q12974-2|TP4A2_HUMAN;sp|Q12974-3|TP4A2_HUMAN;sp|Q93096|TP4A1_HUMANsp|Q12974|TP4A2_HUMAN Protein tyrosine phosphatase type IVA 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PTP4A2 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q12974-2|TP4A2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Protein tyrosine phosphatase type IVA 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PTP4A2;sp|Q12974-3|TP4A2_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Protein tyrosine p22.998432 22.37708 2 4 By MS/M By MS/MS 4 7 -0.6213493 158 26.3 19.1 7 167
sp|Q99504-2|EYA3_HUMAN;sp|Q99504|EYA3_HUMANsp|Q99504-2|EYA3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Eyes absent homolog 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EYA3;sp|Q99504|EYA3_HUMAN Eyes absent homolog 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EYA3 PE=1 SV=321.906391 21.28416 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 7 -0.6222343 157 11.2 48.652 447
sp|P82979|SARNP_HUMANsp|P82979|SARNP_HUMAN SAP domain-containing ribonucleoprotein OS=Homo sapiens GN=SARNP PE=1 SV=326.610205 25.97478 7 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 13 17 -0.6354237 156 42.4 23.671 210
sp|Q8N6H7|ARFG2_HUMANsp|Q8N6H7| RFG2_HUMAN ADP-ribosylation factor GTPase-activating protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARFGAP2 PE=1 SV=120.537779 19.90024 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 3 -0.637537 155 4 56.72 521
sp|Q15286|RAB35_HUMAN;sp|Q15286-2|RAB35_HUMANsp|Q15286|RAB35_HUMAN as-related protein Rab-35 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB35 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q15286-2|RAB35_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ras-related protein Rab-35 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB352 .166759 22.52917 3 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 6 -0.6375885 154 22.9 23.025 201
sp|Q9BVA1|TBB2B_HUMANsp|Q9BVA1|TBB2B_HUMAN Tubulin beta-2B chain OS=Homo sapiens GN=TUBB2B PE=1 SV=125.274586 24.63395 26 28 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 4 -0.6406364 153 70.8 49.953 445
sp|Q9H0U4|RAB1B_HUMAN;sp|Q92928|RAB1C_HUMANsp|Q9H0 4|RAB1B_HUMAN Ras-related protein Rab-1B OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB1B PE=1 SV=126.136316 25.49231 9 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 7 -0.6440029 152 55.7 22.171 201
sp|Q9NVU7|SDA1_HUMAN;sp|Q9NVU7-2|SDA1_HUMANsp|Q9NVU7|SDA1_HUMAN Protein SDA1 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=SDAD1 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q9NVU7-2|SDA1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Protein SDA1 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=SDAD123.112894 22.46802 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 9 -0.6448746 151 8.3 79.87 687
sp|Q14498-3|RBM39_HUMAN;sp|Q14498-2|RBM39_HUMAN;sp|Q14498|RBM39_HUMAN;sp|Q86U06-4|RBM23_HUMAN;sp|Q86U06-5|RBM23_HUMAN;sp|Q86U06-2|RBM23_HUMAN;sp|Q86U06|RBM23_HUMANsp|Q14498-3|RBM39_HUMAN Isoform 3 of R A-binding protein 39 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBM39;sp|Q14498-2|RBM39_HUMAN Isoform 2 of RNA-binding protein 39 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBM39;sp|Q14498|RBM39_HUMAN RNA-binding protein 39 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RBM39 PE=1 SV=226.191933 25.54189 10 10 By MS/ S By MS/MS 15 22 0.6500473 150 26.2 57.089 508
sp|P46782|RS5_HUMANsp|P46782|RS5_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S5 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS5 PE=1 SV=428.463963 27.81238 12 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 27 28 -0.6515865 149 45.1 22.876 204
sp|O43172-2|PRP4_HUMAN;sp|O43172|PRP4_HUMANsp|O 3172-2|PRP4_HUMAN Isoform 2 of U4/U6 small nuclear ribonucleoprotein Prp4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRPF4;sp|O43172|PRP4_HUMAN U4/U6 small nuclear ribonucleoprotein Prp4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRPF4 PE=1 SV=225.608965 24.95708 15 14 By MS/MS By MS/MS 27 26 -0.6518803 148 40.1 58.32 521
sp|Q10471|GALT2_HUMAN;sp|Q8N4A0-2|GALT4_HUMAN;sp|Q8N4A0|GALT4_HUMANsp|Q10471|GALT2_HUMAN Polypeptide N-acetylgalactosaminyltransferase 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GALNT2 PE=1 SV=121.8049 9 21.14289 3 4 By MS/MS By M /MS 3 7 -0.662056 147 8.9 64.732 571
sp|P61254|RL26_HUMAN;sp|Q9UNX3|RL26L_HUMANsp|P61254|RL26_H MAN 60S ribosomal protein L26 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL26 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9UNX3|RL26L_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L26-like 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL26L1 PE=1 SV=126.189013 5.52406 9 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 15 -0.664957 146 44.8 17.258 145
sp|P20337|RAB3B_HUMANsp|P20337|RAB3B_HUMAN Ras-related protein Rab-3B OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB3B PE=1 SV=224.370594 23.70388 4 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 7 -0.6667175 145 32 24.758 219
sp|Q9NYL2-2|MLTK_HUMAN;sp|Q9NYL2-3|MLTK_HUMAN;sp|Q9NYL2|MLTK_HUMANsp|Q9NYL2-2|MLTK_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Mitogen-activated protein kinase kinase kinase MLT OS=Homo sapiens GN=MLTK;sp|Q9NYL2-3|MLTK_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Mitogen-activated protein kinase kinase kinase MLT OS=Homo sapiens GN=MLTK;sp|Q9NYL2|MLTK_HUMAN Mitogen-activ23.254217 22.58646 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 5 -0.6677551 144 10.1 51.582 455
sp|P62851|RS25_HUMANsp|P62851|RS25_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S25 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS25 PE=1 SV=130.009987 29.34185 8 7 By MS/MS By M /MS 25 22 -0.6681366 143 44.8 13.742 125
sp|P51149|RAB7A_HUMANsp|P51149|RAB7A_HUMAN Ras-related protein Rab-7a OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB7A PE=1 SV=126.843979 26.17127 14 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 28 26 -0.6727066 142 75.8 23.489 207
sp|Q15393|SF3B3_HUMAN;sp|Q15393-3|SF3B3_HUMAN;sp|Q15393-2|SF3B3_HUMANsp|Q15393|SF3B3_HUMAN plicing factor 3B subunit 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SF3B3 PE=1 SV=425.151396 24.47828 19 16 By MS/MS By M /MS 33 29 -0.6731186 141 19.7 135.58 1217
sp|P06753-2|TPM3_HUMAN;sp|P06753-3|TPM3_HUMAN;sp|P06753-5|TPM3_HUMAN;sp|P06753-4|TPM3_HUMAN;sp|P06753|TPM3_HUMAN;sp|A6NL28-2|TPM3L_HUMAN;sp|A6NL28|TPM3L_HUMAN;sp|P67936-2|TPM4_HUMAN;sp|P07951-3|TPM2_HUMAN;sp|P07951-2|TPM2_HUMAN;sp|P07951|TPM2_HUMANsp|P06753-2|TPM3_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Tro omyosin alpha-  chain OS=Homo sapiens GN=TPM3;sp|P06753-3|TPM3_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Tropomyosin alpha-3 chain OS=Homo sapiens GN=TPM3;sp|P06753-5|TPM3_HUMAN Isoform 5 of Tropomyosin alpha-3 chain OS=Homo sapiens GN=TPM25.7572 8 25.08253 17 12 By MS/M By MS/MS 30 21 -0.6747437 140 52.8 29.032 248
sp|O15347|HMGB3_HUMAN;sp|P0C6E5|HMG3M_HUMANsp|O15347|HMGB3_HUMAN High mobility group protein B3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HMGB3 PE=1 SV=423. 28413 22.65239 4 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 4 -0.6760197 139 17.5 22.98 200
sp|P62750|RL23A_HUMANsp|P62750|RL23A_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L23a OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL23A PE=1 SV=128.630863 27.95394 8 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 20 24 -0.6769276 138 34.6 17.695 156
sp|Q8NFF5-3|FAD1_HUMAN;sp|Q8NFF5-2|FAD1_HUMAN;sp|Q8NFF5|FAD1_HUMAN;sp|Q8NFF5-4|FAD1_HUMAN;sp|Q8NFF5-5|FAD1_HUMANsp|Q8NFF5-3|FAD1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of FAD synthase OS=Homo sapiens GN=FLAD1;sp|Q8NFF5-2|FAD1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of FAD synthase OS=Homo sapiens GN=FLAD1;sp|Q8NFF5|FAD1_HUMAN FAD synthase OS=Homo sapiens GN=FLAD1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q8NFF5-4|FAD1_HUMAN Isoform 4 of FAD21.985931 1.30847 3 2 By S/MS By MS/MS 2 3 -0.6774616 137 10.5 49.198 446
sp|Q9NWY4|CD027_HUMAN;sp|A8MVJ9|YI028_HUMANsp|Q9NWY4|CD027_HUMAN UPF0609 protein C4orf27 OS=Homo sapiens GN=C4orf27 PE=1 SV=2;sp|A8MVJ9|YI028_HUMAN Putative UPF0609 protein C4orf27-like OS=Homo sapiens PE=3 SV=119.990946 19.29733 0 2 By MS/MS 0 3 -0.6936169 136 6.6 39.436 346
sp|Q96AG4|LRC59_HUMANsp|Q 6AG4|LRC59_HUMAN Leucine-rich repeat-containing protein 59 OS=Homo sapiens GN=LRRC59 PE=1 SV=122.386639 21.69 3 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 6 -0.6966381 135 15.3 34.93 307
sp|P62269|RS18_HUMANsp|P62269|RS18_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S18 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS18 PE=1 SV=327.754427 27.0559 11 12 By MS/MS By M /MS 26 28 -0.6985302 134 62.5 17.718 152
sp|P40939|ECHA_HUMANsp|P40939|ECHA_HUMAN Trifunctional enzyme subunit alpha, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=HADHA PE=1 SV=220.585178 19.8818 2 0 By MS/MS 3 0 -0.7033787 133 3.1 82.999 763
sp|Q9BVK6|TMED9_HUMAN;sp|Q7Z7H5-3|TMED4_HUMAN;sp|Q7Z7H5-2|TMED4_HUMAN;sp|Q7Z7H5|TMED4_HUMANsp|Q BVK6|TMED9_HUMAN Transmembrane emp24 domain-containing protein 9 OS=Homo sapiens G =TMED9 PE=1 SV=221.529409 20.8219 2 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 5 -0.70751 132 16.2 27.277 235
sp|P62841|RS15_HUMANsp|P62841|RS15_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S15 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS15 PE=1 SV=226.444284 25.735 6 6 By MS/MS By M /MS 14 14 -0.7092819 131 35.9 17.04 145
sp|Q9BRJ6|CG050_HUMANsp|Q9BRJ6|CG050_HUMAN Uncharacterized protein C7orf50 OS=Homo sapiens GN=C7orf50 PE=1 SV=123.788256 23.07738 4 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 4 -0.7108784 130 28.4 22.083 194
sp|P62861|RS30_HUMANsp|P62861|RS30_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S30 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FAU PE=1 SV=129.062267 28.35064 4 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 16 21 -0.7116241 129 33.9 6.6478 59
sp|P51659|DHB4_HUMAN;sp|P51659-3|DHB4_HUMAN;sp|P51659-2|DHB4_HUMANsp|P51659|DHB4_HUMAN Peroxisomal multifunctional enzyme type 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSD17B4 PE=1 SV=3;sp|P51659-3|DHB4_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Peroxisomal multifunctional enzyme type 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSD17B4;sp|P51659-2|DHB4_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Peroxisomal mul22.322483 21.61077 4 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 8 -0.7117157 128 12.4 79.685 736
sp|P39019|RS19_HUMANsp|P39019|RS19_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S19 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS19 PE=1 SV=225.299639 24.58578 9 9 By MS/MS By M /MS 17 17 -0.7138634 127 42.8 16.06 145
sp|P62899|RL31_HUMAN;sp|P62899-3|RL31_HUMAN;sp|P62899-2|RL31_HUMANsp|P62899|RL31_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L31 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL31 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P62899-3|RL31_HUMAN Isoform 3 of 60S ribosomal protein L31 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL31;sp|P62899-2|RL31_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 60S ribosomal protein L31 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL3128.903715 28.1882 9 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 24 18 -0.7 55132 126 54.4 14.463 125
sp|Q9H6F5|CCD86_HUMANsp|Q9H6F5|CCD86_HUMAN Coiled-coil domain-containing protein 86 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CCDC86 PE=1 SV=123.6796 22.96378 6 8 By MS/M By MS/MS 8 14 -0.7158241 125 33.3 40.235 360
sp|P22307-6|NLTP_HUMAN;sp|P22307-2|NLTP_HUMAN;sp|P22307-4|NLTP_HUMAN;sp|P22307-7|NLTP_HUMAN;sp|P22307-8|NLTP_HUMAN;sp|P22307|NLTP_HUMANsp|P22307-6| LTP_HUMAN Isoform 6 of on-specific lipid-transfer protein OS=Homo sapiens G =SC ;sp|P22307-2|NLTP_HUMAN Isoform SCP2 of on-specific lipid-transfer protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=SCP2;sp|P22307-4|NLTP_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Non-specific lipid-transf22.392416 21.67206 4 3 By S/MS By MS/MS 8 6 0.7203522 124 28.6 15.079 140
sp|P61026|RAB10_HUMANsp|P61026|RAB10_HUMAN Ras-related protein Rab-10 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB10 PE=1 SV=124.428606 23.70683 6 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 13 -0.721777 123 44 22.541 200
sp|Q3B726|RPA43_HUMANsp|Q3B726|RPA43_HUMAN DNA-directed RNA polymerase I subunit RPA43 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TWISTNB PE=1 SV=122.684231 21.9624 2 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 4 -0.72 8323 122 10.1 37.432 338
sp|O43776|SYNC_HUMANsp|O43776|SYNC_HUMAN Asparagine--tRNA ligase, cytoplasmic OS=Homo sapiens GN=NARS PE=1 SV=124.622879 23.89855 10 8 By M /MS By MS/MS 18 13 -0.7243271 121 23.4 62.942 548
sp|Q16527|CSRP2_HUMANsp|Q16527|CSRP2_HUMAN Cysteine and glycine-rich protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CSRP2 PE=1 SV=321.118767 20.38922 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 3 -0.7295513 120 14.5 20.954 193
sp|P62829|RL23_HUMANsp|P62829|RL23_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L23 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL23 PE=1 SV=128.758595 28.02623 9 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 21 27 -0.7323685 119 57.1 14.865 140
sp|O75934|SPF27_HUMANsp|O75934|SPF27_HUMAN Pre-mRNA-splicing factor SPF27 OS=Homo sapiens GN=BCAS2 PE=1 SV=121.129057 20.39215 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 2 -0.7369022 118 11.6 26.131 225
sp|O75937|DNJC8_HUMANsp|O75937|D JC8_HUMAN DnaJ homolog subfamily C member 8 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DNAJC8 PE=1 SV=224.250608 23.507 5 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 7 -0.7436066 117 20.9 29.841 253
sp|Q92879-2|CELF1_HUMAN;sp|Q92879-3|CELF1_HUMAN;sp|Q92879|CELF1_HUMAN;sp|Q92879-5|CELF1_HUMAN;sp|Q92879-6|CELF1_HUMAN;sp|Q92879-4|CELF1_HUMANsp|Q92879-2|CELF1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of CUGBP Elav-like family member 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CELF1;sp|Q92879-3|CELF1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of CUGBP Elav-like family member 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CELF1;sp|Q92879|CELF1_HUMAN CUGBP Elav-like family member 1 OS=Homo sapien24.999853 24.25212 9 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 17 18 -0.7477283 16 3. 51.545 482
sp|Q9NX58|LYAR_HUMANsp|Q9NX58|LYAR_HUMAN Cell growth-regulating nucleolar protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=LYAR PE=1 SV=225.69203 24.94253 12 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 26 19 -0.7495022 115 36.7 43.614 379
sp|Q13823|NOG2_HUMANsp|Q13823| OG2_HUMAN Nucleolar GTP-binding protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GNL2 PE=1 SV=123.859085 23.10952 7 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 14 -0.749567 114 16.3 83.654 731
sp|P17096-3|HMGA1_HUMAN;sp|P17096|HMGA1_HUMAN;sp|P17096-2|HMGA1_HUMANsp|P17096-3|HMGA1_HUMAN Isoform H G-R of High mobility group protein HMG-I/HMG-Y OS=Homo sapiens GN=HMGA1;sp|P17096|HMGA1_HUMAN High mobility group protein HMG-I/HMG-Y OS=Homo sapiens GN=HMGA1 PE=1 SV=3;sp|P17096-2|HMGA1_HUMAN Isoform HMG-Y of High mobilit22.006554 21.2558 3 2 By MS/MS By S/MS 4 3 -0.7507496 1 3 18.4 19.694 179
sp|P05198|IF2A_HUMANsp|P05198|IF2A_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 2 subunit 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF2S1 PE=1 SV=324.747194 23.98954 12 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 22 18 -0.7576561 112 40.6 36.112 315
sp|P49006|MRP_HUMANsp|P49006|MRP_HUMAN MARCKS-related protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=MARCKSL1 PE=1 SV=223.245916 22.48517 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 4 -0.7607422 111 14.4 19.529 195
sp|Q9Y3Y2-4|CHTOP_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y3Y2|CHTOP_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y3Y2-3|CHTOP_HUMANsp|Q9Y3Y2-4|CHTOP_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Chromatin target of PRMT1 protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=CHTOP;sp|Q9Y3Y2|CHTOP_HUMAN Chromatin target of PRMT1 protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=CHTOP PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9Y3Y2-3|CHTOP_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Chromatin target of PRMT1 protei23.911686 23.1492 4 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 3 -0.76248 6 110 25.7 21.918 202
sp|Q66PJ3-3|AR6P4_HUMAN;sp|Q66PJ3-2|AR6P4_HUMAN;sp|Q66PJ3|AR6P4_HUMAN;sp|Q66PJ3-4|AR6P4_HUMAN;sp|Q66PJ3-5|AR6P4_HUMANsp|Q66PJ3-3| R6P4_HUMAN Isoform 3 of DP-ribosylation factor-like protein 6-interacting protein 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARL6IP4;sp|Q66PJ3-2|AR6P4_HUMAN Isoform 2 of ADP-ribosylation factor-like protein 6-interacting protein 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARL6IP4;sp|Q6624.000841 23.23703 4 5 By MS/ S By MS/MS 8 7 -0.763813 109 18.8 36.612 341
sp|P20339|RAB5A_HUMANsp|P20339|RAB5A_HUMAN Ras-related protein Rab-5A OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB5A PE=1 SV=223.548279 22.77491 6 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 4 -0.7733688 108 39.1 23.658 215
sp|Q14738-3|2A5D_HUMAN;sp|Q14738-2|2A5D_HUMAN;sp|Q14738|2A5D_HUMANsp|Q14738-3|2A5D_HUMAN Isoform Delta-3 of Serine/threonine-protein phosphatase 2A 56 kDa regulatory subunit delta isoform OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPP2R5D;sp|Q14738-2|2A5D_HUMAN Isoform Delta-2 of Serine/threonine-protein phosphatase 2A 56 kDa regulatory subunit20.790266 20.00875 3 0 By MS/MS 3 0 -0.7815113 107 6.2 58.452 496
sp|Q9Y324|FCF1_HUMANsp|Q9Y324|FCF1_HUMAN rRNA-processing protein FCF1 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=FCF1 PE=2 SV=122.066183 21.27594 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 7 -0.7902412 106 17.2 23.369 198
sp|O60828-5|PQBP1_HUMAN;sp|O60828-4|PQBP1_HUMAN;sp|O60828-2|PQBP1_HUMAN;sp|O60828|PQBP1_HUMAN;sp|O60828-10|PQBP1_HUMAN;sp|O60828-9|PQBP1_HUMAN;sp|O60828-8|PQBP1_HUMAN;sp|O60828-7|PQBP1_HUMAN;sp|O60828-6|PQBP1_HUMAN;sp|O60828-3|PQBP1_HUMANsp|O60828-5|PQBP1_HUMAN Isoform 5 of Polyglutamine-binding protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PQBP1;sp|O60828-4|  Isoform 4 of olyglutamine-binding protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PQB 1;sp|O60828-2|PQBP1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Polyglutamine-binding protein 123.493994 22.70322 4 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 4 -0.7907715 105 36.4 18.706 165
sp|Q9NWB6|ARGL1_HUMAN;sp|Q9NWB6-2|ARGL1_HUMANsp|Q9NWB6| RGL1_HUMAN Arginine and glutamate-rich protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARGLU1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9NWB6-2|ARGL1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Arginine and glutamate-rich protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ARGLU124.327866 23.53659 6 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 6 -0.7912769 104 16.8 33.216 273
sp|P41091|IF2G_HUMAN;sp|Q2VIR3|IF2GL_HUMAN;sp|Q2VIR3-2|IF2GL_HUMANsp|P41091|IF2G_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 2 subunit 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF2S3 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q2VIR3|IF2GL_HUMAN Putative eukaryotic translation initiation factor 2 subunit 3-like protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF2S3L PE=5 SV=2;sp|Q2VIR3-2|26.107613 25.31607 18 14 By MS/MS By MS/MS 34 26 -0.7915459 10 46.8 51.109 472
sp|Q9BRS2|RIOK1_HUMANsp|Q9BRS2|RIOK1_HUMAN Serine/threonine-protein kinase RIO1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RIOK1 PE=1 SV=222.820477 22.02692 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 8 -0.7935581 102 11.8 65.582 568
sp|P23193|TCEA1_HUMAN;sp|P23193-2|TCEA1_HUMAN;sp|Q15560-2|TCEA2_HUMAN;sp|Q15560|TCEA2_HUMANsp|P23193|TCEA1_HUMAN ranscription elongation factor A protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TCEA1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P23193-2|TCEA1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Transcription elongation factor A protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=TCEA124.465879 23.67 52 11 12 By MS/MS By MS/MS 16 17 -0.7943554 101 45.5 33.969 301
sp|P62820|RAB1A_HUMAN;sp|P62820-2|RAB1A_HUMAN;sp|P62820-3|RAB1A_HUMAN;sp|P59190-2|RAB15_HUMAN;sp|P59190|RAB15_HUMANsp|P62820|RAB1A_HUMAN as-related protein Rab-1A OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB1A PE=  SV=3;sp|P62820-2|RAB1A_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ras-related protein Rab-1A OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB1A28.015261 27.21956 11 11 By MS/ S By MS/MS 27 -0.795702 100 58.5 22.677 205
sp|Q15907|RB11B_HUMAN;sp|P62491-2|RB11A_HUMAN;sp|P62491|RB11A_HUMAN;sp|P57735|RAB25_HUMANsp|Q15907|RB11B_HUMAN as-related protein Rab-1 B OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB11B PE=1 SV=4;sp|P62491-2|RB11A_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ras-related protein Rab-11A OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB11A;sp|P62491|RB11A_HUMAN Ras-related protein Rab-11A OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB11A PE=26.750599 25.95449 11 0 By MS/MS By MS/MS 23 19 -0.7961082 99 57.8 24.488 218
sp|P43487|RANG_HUMANsp|P43487|RANG_HUMAN Ran-specific GTPase-activating protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=RANBP1 PE=1 SV=124.925741 24.12778 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 10 -0.7979584 98 54.2 23.31 201
sp|O60832|DKC1_HUMAN;sp|O60832-2|DKC1_HUMANsp|O60832|DKC1_HUMAN H/A A ribonucleoprotein complex subunit 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DKC1 PE=1 SV=3;sp|O60832-2|DKC1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of H/ACA ribonucleoprotein complex subunit 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DKC123.815287 23.01623 7 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 5 -0.7990589 97 24.7 57.673 514
sp|P35268|RL22_HUMANsp|P35268|RL22_HUMAN 60S ribosomal protein L22 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPL22 PE=1 SV=227.230501 26.42974 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 9 -0.8007622 96 39.1 14.787 128
sp|P35637-2|FUS_HUMAN;sp|P35637|FUS_HUMAN;sp|Q92804-2|RBP56_HUMAN;sp|Q92804|RBP56_HUMANsp|P35637-2|FUS_HUMAN Isoform Short of RNA-binding protein FUS OS=Homo sapiens GN=FUS;sp|P35637|FUS_HUMAN RNA-binding protein FUS OS=Homo sapiens GN=FUS PE=1 SV=123.500088 22.69572 5 3 By M /M By MS/MS 6 6 -0.8043633 95 10.9 53.354 525
sp|Q9H0A0|NAT10_HUMANsp|Q9H0A0|NAT10_HUMAN N-acetyltransferase 10 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NAT10 PE=1 SV=222.257473 21.44572 5 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 5 -0.8117561 94 6.9 115.73 1025
sp|Q9BY44|EIF2A_HUMAN;sp|Q9BY44-2|EIF2A_HUMANsp|Q9BY44|EIF2A_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 2A OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF2A PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q9BY44-2|EIF2A_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 2A OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF2A25.052998 24.23615 13 11 By MS/M By MS/MS 23 18 -0.8168449 93 38.6 64.989 585
sp|P62701|RS4X_HUMAN;sp|Q8TD47|RS4Y2_HUMAN;sp|P22090|RS4Y1_HUMANsp|P62701|RS4X_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S4, X isoform OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS4X PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q8TD47|RS4Y2_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S4, Y isoform 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS4Y2 PE=2 SV=329.781115 28.96356 16 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 49 40 -0. 175545 92 52.1 29.597 263
sp|Q9UNF1|MAGD2_HUMAN;sp|Q9UNF1-2|MAGD2_HUMAN;sp|Q12816-2|TROP_HUMAN;sp|Q12816|TROP_HUMANsp|Q9UNF1|MAGD2_H MAN Melanoma-associated antigen D2 S= omo sapiens GN=MAGED2 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9UNF1-2|MAGD2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Melanoma-associated antigen D2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=MAGED229.101744 28.27954 28 7 By MS/MS By MS/MS 74 62 -0.8221989 91 57.1 64.953 606
sp|Q9H910-2|HN1L_HUMAN;sp|Q9H910|HN1L_HUMANsp|Q9H910-2|HN1L_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Hematological and neurological expressed 1-like protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=HN1L;sp|Q9H910|HN1L_HUMAN Hematological and neurological expressed 1-like protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=HN1L PE=1 SV=122.075451 21.24696 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 6 -0.8284893 90 29.3 18.416 174
sp|Q9H2W6|RM46_HUMANsp|Q9 2W6|RM46_HUMAN 39S ribosomal protein L46, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=MRPL46 PE=1 SV=122.439465 21.60648 3 3 By MS/M By MS/MS 3 2 -0.832983 89 11.1 31.705 279
sp|P61247|RS3A_HUMANsp|P61247|RS3A_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S3a OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS3A PE=1 SV=20.808392 29.96609 19 18 By MS/MS By M /MS 66 60 -0.8422985 88 62.5 29.945 264
sp|O43395|PRPF3_HUMANsp|O43395|PRPF3_HUMAN U4/U6 small nuclear ribonucleoprotein Prp3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRPF3 PE=1 SV=224.717276 23.86863 12 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 24 16 -0.8486443 87 23.7 77.528 683
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sp|Q96GQ7|DDX27_HUMANsp|Q96GQ7|DDX27_HUMAN Probable ATP-dependent RNA helicase DDX27 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDX27 PE=1 SV=225.318138 24.46799 16 18 By MS/MS By MS/MS 28 31 -0.8501434 86 26.8 89.834 796
sp|Q14331|FRG1_HUMAN;sp|Q9BZ01|FRG1B_HUMANsp|Q14331|FRG1_HUMAN Protein FRG1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FRG1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9BZ01|FRG1B_HUMAN Protein FRG1B OS=Homo sapiens GN=FRG1B PE=2 SV=125.271133 24.41841 7 9 By MS/MS By MS/MS 15 16 -0.8527222 85 36.4 29.172 258
sp|Q96GA3|LTV1_HUMANsp|Q96GA3|LTV1_HUMAN Protein LTV1 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=LTV1 PE=1 SV=123.178326 22.32136 6 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 11 7 -0.8569698 84 16 54.854 475
sp|Q01085|TIAR_HUMAN;sp|Q01085-2|TIAR_HUMANsp|Q01085|TIAR_HUMAN Nucleolysin TIAR OS=Homo sapiens GN=TIAL1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q01085-2|TIAR_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Nucleolysin TIAR OS=Homo sapiens GN=TIAL122.783207 21.91463 5 2 By MS/MS By M /MS 8 4 -0.8685818 83 16 41.59 375
sp|Q9NZI8|IF2B1_HUMAN;sp|Q9NZI8-2|IF2B1_HUMANsp|Q9NZI8|IF2B1_HUMAN nsulin-like growth factor 2 mRNA-binding protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=IGF2BP1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9NZI8-2|IF2B1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Insulin-like growth factor 2 mRNA-binding protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=IGF2BP127.156534 26.28574 22 18 By MS/MS By M /MS 48 37 -0.8707962 82 43.7 63.48 577
sp|Q9NY12-2|GAR1_HUMAN;sp|Q9NY12|GAR1_HUMANsp|Q9NY12-2|GAR1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of H/ACA ribonucleoprotein complex subunit 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GAR1;sp|Q9NY12|GAR1_HUMAN H/ACA ribonucleoprotein complex subunit 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GAR1 PE=1 SV=122.163216 21.27821 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 1 -0.8850021 81 17.1 20.834 199
sp|O75533|SF3B1_HUMAN;sp|O75533-2|SF3B1_HUMANsp|O75533|SF3B1_HUMAN plicing factor 3B subunit 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SF3B1 PE=1 SV=324.954779 24.05 17 18 12 By MS/MS By M /MS 30 17 -0.9036045 80 18.9 145.83 1304
sp|Q9Y6M1-1|IF2B2_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y6M1|IF2B2_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y6M1-5|IF2B2_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y6M1-6|IF2B2_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y6M1-3|IF2B2_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y6M1-4|IF2B2_HUMANsp|Q9Y6M1-1|IF2B2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Insulin-like growth factor 2 mRNA-binding protein  OS=Homo sapiens GN=IGF BP2;sp|Q9Y6M1|IF2B2_HUMAN Insulin-like growth factor 2 mRNA-binding protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=IGF2BP2 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q9Y6M1-5|IF2B2_HUMAN Isofo23.933641 23.02068 6 10 By MS/MS By MS/ S 7 9 -0.9 29639 79 23.6 61.842 556
sp|Q96KB5|TOPK_HUMANsp|Q96KB5|TOPK_HUMAN Lymphokine-activated killer T-cell-originated protein kinase OS=Homo sapiens GN=PBK PE=1 SV=320.867632 19.94906 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 0 -0.9185696 78 7.8 36.085 322
sp|Q8IUE6|H2A2B_HUMAN;sp|Q96QV6|H2A1A_HUMAN;sp|Q9BTM1-2|H2AJ_HUMAN;sp|P16104|H2AX_HUMAN;sp|Q71UI9-5|H2AV_HUMAN;REV__sp|Q8NB25-4|F184A_HUMAN;REV__sp|Q8NB25-2|F184A_HUMAN;REV__sp|Q8NB25-3|F184A_HUMAN;REV__sp|Q8NB25|F184A_HUMANsp|Q8IUE6|H2A2B_HUMAN Histone H2A type 2-B OS=Homo sapiens GN=HIST2H2AB PE=1 SV=3;sp| 96QV6| 2 1A_HUMAN Histone H2A type 1-A OS= omo sapiens GN=HIST1H2AA PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q9BTM1-2|H2AJ_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Histone H2A.J OS=Homo sapiens GN=H2AFJ25.431 24.50978 5 5 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 5 -0.921217 77 30 13.995 130
sp|P46783|RS10_HUMAN;sp|Q9NQ39|RS10L_HUMANsp|P46783|RS10_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S10 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS10 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9NQ39|RS10L_HUMAN Putative 40S ribosomal protein S10-like OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS10P5 PE=5 SV=126.294827 25.36823 6 7 By MS/MS By M /MS 20 19 -0.9265957 76 38.8 18.898 165
sp|O60841|IF2P_HUMANsp|O60841|IF2P_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 5B OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF5B PE=1 SV=423.00823 22.07904 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 7 -0.9291916 75 7.7 138.83 1220
sp|P06748|NPM_HUMAN;sp|P06748-2|NPM_HUMAN;sp|P06748-3|NPM_HUMANsp|P06748|NPM_HUMAN ucleophosmin OS=Homo sapiens GN= PM1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P06748-2|NPM_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Nucleophosmin OS=Homo sapiens GN=NPM1;sp|P06748-3|NPM_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Nucleophosmin OS=Homo sapiens GN=NPM123.297121 22.35869 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 5 -0.9384289 74 18.7 32.575 294
sp|Q13435|SF3B2_HUMANsp|Q13435|SF3B2_HUMAN Splicing factor 3B subunit 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SF3B2 PE=1 SV=224.716702 23.77816 10 11 By MS/MS By M /MS 16 17 -0.9385395 73 19.6 100.23 895
sp|Q2NL82|TSR1_HUMANsp|Q2NL82|TSR1_HUMAN Pre-rRNA-processing protein TSR1 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=TSR1 PE=1 SV=122.761074 21.81972 6 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 9 4 -0.9413567 72 9.1 91.809 804
sp|Q9NVP1|DDX18_HUMANsp|Q9NVP1|DDX18_HUMAN ATP-dependent RNA helicase DDX18 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DDX18 PE=1 SV=226.719603 25.76615 19 21 By MS/MS By MS/MS 40 42 -0.9534492 71 35.8 75.406 670
sp|Q9NP64-2|NO40_HUMAN;sp|Q9NP64|NO40_HUMANsp|Q9NP64-2| O40_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Nucleolar protein of 40 kDa OS=Homo sapiens GN=ZCCHC17;sp|Q9NP64|NO40_HUMAN Nucleolar protein of 40 kDa OS=Homo sapiens GN=ZCCHC17 PE=1 SV=124.390673 23.43097 6 6 By MS/MS By MS/MS 10 12 -0.959705 70 33.2 24.918 217
sp|P46781|RS9_HUMANsp|P46781|RS9_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S9 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS9 PE=1 SV=327.892324 26.93044 15 15 By MS/MS By MS/MS 31 31 -0.9618835 69 61.3 22.591 194
sp|Q05682-5|CALD1_HUMAN;sp|Q05682-4|CALD1_HUMAN;sp|Q05682-3|CALD1_HUMAN;sp|Q05682-6|CALD1_HUMAN;sp|Q05682-2|CALD1_HUMAN;sp|Q05682|CALD1_HUMAN;REV__sp|O75334-6|LIPA2_HUMAN;REV__sp|O75334-5|LIPA2_HUMAN;REV__sp|Q13136-2|LIPA1_HUMAN;REV__sp|Q13136|LIPA1_HUMAN;REV__sp|O75334-2|LIPA2_HUMAN;REV__sp|O75334-4|LIPA2_HUMAN;REV__sp|O75334-3|LIPA2_HUMAN;REV__sp|O75334|LIPA2_HUMANsp|Q05682-5|CALD1_HUMAN Isoform 5 of Caldesmon OS=Homo sapiens GN=CALD1;sp|Q05682-4|CALD1_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Caldesmon OS=Homo sapiens G =CALD1;sp|Q05682-3|C LD1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Caldesmon OS=Homo sapiens GN=CALD1;sp|Q05682-6|CALD1_HUMAN Isoform 6 of Cal25.308969 2 .33647 16 10 By MS/MS By MS/MS 25 16 - .9724979 68 31.6 61.2 2 532
sp|Q8NF91-4|SYNE1_HUMAN;sp|Q8NF91|SYNE1_HUMAN;sp|Q8NF91-8|SYNE1_HUMAN;sp|Q8NF91-2|SYNE1_HUMAN;sp|Q8NF91-7|SYNE1_HUMANsp|Q8NF91-4|SYNE1_HUMAN Isoform 4 of esprin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SYNE1;sp|Q8NF9 |SYNE1_HUMA  Nesprin-1 OS= omo sapiens GN=SYNE1 PE=1 SV=4;sp|Q8NF91-8|SYNE1_HUMAN Isoform 8 of Nesprin-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SYNE1;sp|Q8NF91-2|SYNE1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Nesprin-24.141022 23.16039 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 3 -0.9806347 67 0.3 1005.2 8749
sp|P02649|APOE_HUMANsp|P02649|APOE_HUMAN Apolipoprotein E OS=Homo sapiens GN=APOE PE=1 SV=126.260334 25.27877 17 16 By MS/MS By MS/MS 31 32 -0.9815598 66 50.8 36.154 317
sp|P20042|IF2B_HUMANsp|P20042|IF2B_HUMAN Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 2 subunit 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EIF2S2 PE=1 SV=224.99127 23.99964 9 8 By MS/MS By MS/MS 16 12 -0.99163 5 65 36.6 38.388 333
sp|Q3ZCM7|TBB8_HUMANsp|Q3ZC 7|TBB8_HUMAN Tubulin beta-8 chain OS=Homo sapiens GN=TUBB8 PE=1 SV=228.246355 27.23535 11 11 By MS/MS y MS/MS 6 7 -1.0110054 64 24.5 49.775 444
sp|P30048|PRDX3_HUMANsp|P30048|PRDX3_HUMAN Thioredoxin-dependent peroxide reductase, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRDX3 PE=1 SV=323.794813 22.75973 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 8 -1.0 508 63 26.6 27.692 256
sp|O75367-2|H2AY_HUMAN;sp|O75367-3|H2AY_HUMAN;sp|O75367|H2AY_HUMAN;sp|Q9P0M6|H2AW_HUMANsp|O75367-2|H2AY_HUMAN Isoform 1 of Core histone macro- 2A.1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=H2AFY;sp|O75367-3|H2AY_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Core histone macro-H2A.1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=H2AFY;sp|O75367|H2AY_HUMAN Core histone macro-H2A.1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=H2AFY PE=1 SV=4;sp|20.526785 19.48371 2 2 By S/M By MS/MS 5 3 -1.0430717 62 5.4 39.183 369
sp|Q8N5F7|NKAP_HUMAN;sp|Q5M9Q1|NKAPL_HUMANsp|Q8N5F7| KAP_HUMAN NF-kappa-B-activating protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=NKAP PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q5M9Q1|NKAPL_HUMAN NKAP-like protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=NKAPL PE=2 SV=320.639889 19.58233 2 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 2 -1.0575619 61 6.3 47.138 415
sp|Q9UNQ2|DIM1_HUMANsp|Q9UNQ2|DIM1_HUMAN Probable dimethyladenosine transferase OS=Homo sapiens GN=DIMT1 PE=1 SV=122.591196 21.52444 5 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 3 -1.0667515 60 19.5 35.236 313
sp|Q9NQ29-2|LUC7L_HUMAN;sp|Q9NQ29|LUC7L_HUMAN;sp|Q9NQ29-3|LUC7L_HUMANsp|Q9NQ29-2|LUC7L_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Putative RNA binding protein Luc7-like 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=LUC7L;sp|Q9NQ29|LUC7L_HUMAN Putative RNA-binding protein Luc7-like 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=LUC7L PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9NQ29-3|LUC7L_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Putative RNA-bindi21.011408 19.935 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 1 -1.0764103 59 10.2 38.405 325
sp|Q6UX04|CWC27_HUMAN;sp|Q6UX04-2|CWC27_HUMANsp|Q6UX04|CWC27_H MAN Peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase CWC27 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=CWC27 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q6UX04-2|CWC27_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase CWC27 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=CWC2722.728601 21.618 3 3 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 2 -1.1103764 58 13.3 53.846 47
sp|P02545-2|LMNA_HUMAN;sp|P02545-6|LMNA_HUMAN;sp|P02545-3|LMNA_HUMAN;sp|P02545|LMNA_HUMAN;sp|P02545-5|LMNA_HUMAN;sp|P02545-4|LMNA_HUMANsp|P02545-2|LMNA_HUMAN Isoform C of Prelamin-A/C OS=Homo sapiens GN=LMNA;sp|P02545-6|LMNA_HUMAN Isoform 6 of Prelamin-A/C OS=Homo sapiens GN=LMNA;sp|P02545-3|LMNA_HUMAN Isoform ADelta10 of Prelamin-A/C OS=Homo sapiens GN=LMNA;sp|P02545|LMNA_HUMAN Prelamin-20.581873 19.46169 3 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 1 -1.120182 57 5.9 65.134 572
sp|Q8TA86|RP9_HUMANsp|Q8TA86|RP9_HUMAN Retinitis pigmentosa 9 protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=RP9 PE=1 SV=222.316723 21.1881 3 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 5 -1.1286259 56 29 26.106 221
sp|Q9Y2T2|AP3M1_HUMAN;sp|P53677|AP3M2_HUMANsp|Q9Y2T2| P3M1_HUMAN AP-3 complex subunit mu-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=AP3M1 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P53677|AP3M2_HUMAN AP-3 complex subunit mu-2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=AP3M2 PE=1 SV=120.952621 19.80527 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 4 -1.1473503 55 4.3 46.939 418
sp|Q15019|SEPT2_HUMAN;sp|Q15019-2|SEPT2_HUMANsp|Q15019|SEPT2_HUMAN eptin-2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SEPT2 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q15019-2|SEPT2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Septin-2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SEPT221.894377 20.74698 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 3 -1.1473961 54 6.9 41.487 361
sp|Q86V81|THOC4_HUMANsp|Q86V81|THOC4_HUMAN THO complex subunit 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ALYREF PE=1 SV=321.829622 20.67668 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 3 -1.1529446 53 8.2 26.888 257
sp|P16403|H12_HUMAN;sp|P10412|H14_HUMAN;sp|P16402|H13_HUMAN;sp|P22492|H1T_HUMAN;sp|Q02539|H11_HUMANsp|P16403|H12_HUMAN Histone H1.2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HIST1H1C PE=1 SV=2; |P10412 4  Histone H1.4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HIST1H1E PE=1 SV=2;sp|P16402|H13_HUMAN Histone H1.3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HIST1H1D PE=1 SV=2;sp|P22492|H1T_HUMAN Histone H1t OS=Homo sap23.266851 22.1 2 4 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 4 -1.154848 52 19.2 21.364 213
sp|Q16181|SEPT7_HUMAN;sp|Q16181-2|SEPT7_HUMAN;sp|Q6ZU15|SEP14_HUMANsp|Q16181|SEPT7_HUMAN eptin-7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SEPT7 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q16181-2|SEPT7_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Septin-7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SEPT721.850641 20.68278 3 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 2 -1.1678658 51 6.4 50.679 437
sp|P13861|KAP2_HUMANsp|P13861|KAP2_HUMAN cAMP-dependent protein kinase type II-alpha regulatory subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRKAR2A PE=1 SV=220.411123 19.24149 1 4 By matching By MS/MS 0 5 -1.1696339 50 12.1 45.518 404
sp|Q7Z3B4-2|NUP54_HUMAN;sp|Q7Z3B4|NUP54_HUMANsp|Q7Z3B4-2|NUP54_HUMAN Isoform 2 of ucleoporin p54 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NUP54;sp|Q7Z3B4|NUP54_HUMAN Nucleoporin p54 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NUP54 PE=1 SV=220.792889 19.59328 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 3 -1.199604 49 7.6 33.179 291
sp|P11310|ACADM_HUMAN;sp|P11310-2|ACADM_HUMANsp|P11310| CADM_HUMAN Medium-chain specific acyl-CoA dehydrogenase, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACADM PE=1 SV=1;sp|P11310-2|ACADM_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Medium-chain specific acyl-CoA dehydrogenase, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=ACADM20.997692 19.77281 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 3 -1.2248821 48 9.5 46.588 421
sp|Q8IY37|DHX37_HUMANsp|Q8IY37|DHX37_HUMAN Probable ATP-dependent RNA helicase DHX37 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DHX37 PE=1 SV=125.501089 24.22898 25 17 By MS/MS By MS/MS 44 21 -1.2721081 47 26.4 129.54 1157
sp|P16989-3|YBOX3_HUMAN;sp|P16989|YBOX3_HUMANsp|P16989-3|YBOX3_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Y-box-binding protein 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=YBX3;sp|P16989|YBOX3_HUMAN Y-box-binding protein 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=YBX3 PE=1 SV=425.8903 6 24.60275 14 11 By MS/MS By MS/MS 16 12 -1.2876167 46 47.1 37.02 342
sp|P08865|RSSA_HUMANsp|P08865|RSSA_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein SA OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPSA PE=1 SV=423.540024 22.23602 3 4 By MS/MS By M /MS 5 6 -1.3040028 45 22.7 32.854 295
sp|Q16629-3|SRSF7_HUMAN;sp|Q16629-2|SRSF7_HUMAN;sp|Q16629-4|SRSF7_HUMAN;sp|Q16629|SRSF7_HUMANsp|Q16629-3|SRSF7_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Serine/arginine-rich splicing factor 7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRSF7;sp|Q16629-2|SRSF7_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Serine/arginine-rich splicing factor 7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRSF7;sp|Q16629-4|SRSF7_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Serine/arginine-r20.888517 19.57015 2 0 By MS/MS 3 0 -1.3183 51 44 15.9 15.257 132
sp|O75190-2|DNJB6_HUMAN;sp|O75190-3|DNJB6_HUMAN;sp|O75190|DNJB6_HUMAN;sp|Q8WWF6|DNJB3_HUMAN;sp|Q7Z6W7|DNJB7_HUMANsp|O75190-2|D JB6_HUMAN Isoform B of DnaJ homolog subfamily B member 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DNAJB6;sp|O75190-3|DNJB6_HUMAN Isoform C of DnaJ homolog subfamily B member 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DNAJB6;sp|O75190|DNJB6_HUMAN DnaJ homolog subfamily B member 6 OS=Hom20.543308 19.22339 2 1 y MS/ S By MS/MS 3 2 -1.31991 7 43 10.8 26.899 241
sp|P42574|CASP3_HUMANsp| 42574|CASP3_HUMAN Caspase-3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=CASP3 PE=1 SV=220.430227 19.09525 2 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 2 -1.33498 42 5.8 31.608 277
sp|Q13442|HAP28_HUMANsp|Q13442|HAP28_HUMAN 28 kDa heat- and acid-stable phosphoprotein OS=Homo sapiens GN=PDAP1 PE=1 SV=120.560389 19.2116 2 0 By MS/MS 4 0 -1.348793 41 12.7 20.63 181
sp|Q9NVM6|DJC17_HUMANsp|Q9NVM6|DJC17_HUMAN DnaJ homolog subfamily C member 17 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DNAJC17 PE=1 SV=12 .13596 19.76721 3 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 4 -1.3687534 40 15.8 34.687 304
sp|Q9NSD9|SYFB_HUMANsp|Q9NSD9|SYFB_HUMAN Phenylalanine--tRNA ligase beta subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=FARSB PE=1 SV=321.386692 19.98718 4 3 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 5 -1.3995113 39 9 66.115 589
sp|Q7L2E3-3|DHX30_HUMAN;sp|Q7L2E3|DHX30_HUMAN;sp|Q7L2E3-2|DHX30_HUMANsp|Q7L2E3-3|DHX30_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Putative ATP-dependent RN  helicase DHX30 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DHX30;sp|Q7L2E3|DHX30_HUMAN Putative ATP-dependent RNA helicase DHX30 OS=Homo sapiens GN=DHX30 PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q7L2E3-2|DHX30_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Putative ATP-dep23.987112 22.51737 16 9 By MS/ S By MS/MS 26 8 -1.4697399 38 18.5 129.44 1155
sp|P67809|YBOX1_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y2T7|YBOX2_HUMANsp|P67809|YBOX1_HUMAN Nuclease-sensitive element-binding protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=YBX1 PE=1 SV=330.8853 8 29.40572 17 18 By MS/MS By MS/MS 91 64 -1.4796085 37 66 35.924 324
sp|Q9Y285|SYFA_HUMANsp|Q9Y285|SYFA_HUMAN Phenylalanine--tRNA ligase alpha subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=FARSA PE=1 SV=321.103224 19.60805 2 1 By MS/M By MS/MS 5 2 -1.4951763 36 4.3 57.563 508
sp|P52948-4|NUP98_HUMAN;sp|P52948-3|NUP98_HUMAN;sp|P52948-6|NUP98_HUMAN;sp|P52948-2|NUP98_HUMAN;sp|P52948-5|NUP98_HUMAN;sp|P52948|NUP98_HUMANsp| 52948-4|NUP98_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Nuclear pore complex protein up98-Nup96 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NUP98;sp|P52948-3|NUP98_HUMA  Isoform 3 of Nuclear pore complex protein Nup98-Nup96 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NUP98;sp|P52948-6|NUP98_HUMAN Isoform 6 of Nuclear pore20.8922 19.38405 2 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 1 -1.5081806 35 .7 96.073 920
sp|P08579|RU2B_HUMANsp|P08579|RU2B_HUMAN U2 small nuclear ribonucleoprotein B OS=Homo sapiens GN=SNRPB2 PE=1 SV=11.133078 19.50729 2 1 y MS/MS By MS/MS 5 3 -1.6257839 34 9.3 25.486 225
sp|Q9UBV8|PEF1_HUMANsp|Q9UBV8|PEF1_HUMAN Peflin OS=Homo sapiens GN=PEF1 PE=1 SV=122.045002 20.40067 3 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 2 -1.6443329 33 12 30.381 284
sp|Q14257|RCN2_HUMANsp|Q14257|RCN2_HUMAN Reticulocalbin-2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RCN2 PE=1 SV=121.045135 19.38578 2 2 By MS/MS By M /MS 3 3 -1.6593513 32 12.6 36.876 317
sp|P49458|SRP09_HUMAN;sp|P49458-2|SRP09_HUMANsp|P49458|SRP09_HUMAN ignal recognition particle 9 kDa protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRP9 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P49458-2|SRP09_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Signal recognition particle 9 kDa protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRP922.10 86 20.44738 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 1 -1.6621037 31 25.6 10.112 86
sp|Q9Y2H1|ST38L_HUMAN;sp|Q15208|STK38_HUMANsp|Q9Y2H1|ST38L_HUMAN Serine/threonine-protein kinase 38-like OS=Homo sapiens GN=STK38L PE=1 SV=321.262529 19.59944 3 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 3 -1.6630859 30 7.1 54.002 464
sp|Q9HBU6|EKI1_HUMANsp|Q9HBU6|EKI1_HUMAN Ethanolamine kinase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ETNK1 PE=1 SV=12 .002714 19.33338 2 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 2 -1.6693306 29 5.5 50.968 452
sp|Q07955-3|SRSF1_HUMAN;sp|Q07955|SRSF1_HUMAN;sp|Q07955-2|SRSF1_HUMANsp|Q07955-3|SRSF1_HUMAN Isoform ASF-3 of Serine/arginine-rich splicing factor 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRSF1;sp|Q07955|SRSF1_HUMAN Serine/arginine-rich splicing factor 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRSF1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|Q07955-2|SRSF1_HUMAN Isoform ASF-2 of Serine/arginin21.456936 19.78728 2 0 By MS/ S 4 0 -1.6696606 28 10.9 22.46 201
sp|Q01130|SRSF2_HUMAN;sp|Q9BRL6-2|SRSF8_HUMAN;sp|Q9BRL6|SRSF8_HUMANsp|Q01130|SRSF2_HUMAN Serine/arginine-rich splicing factor 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRSF2 PE=1 SV=4;sp|Q9BRL6-2|SRSF8_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Serine/arginine-rich splicing factor 8 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRSF8;sp|Q9BRL6|SRSF8_HUMAN Serine/arginine-rich splicing factor21.341801 19.648 9 2 1 By M /MS By matching 3 0 -1.6 29131 27 10.9 25.476 221
sp|P60891|PRPS1_HUMAN;sp|P11908|PRPS2_HUMAN;sp|P11908-2|PRPS2_HUMAN;sp|P21108|PRPS3_HUMANsp|P60891|PRPS1_HUMAN ibose-phosphate pyrophosphokinase 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRPS1 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P11908|PRPS2_HUMAN Ribose-phosphate pyrophosphokinase 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRPS2 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P11908-2|PRPS2_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Ribose-phosphate pyrophosphokin21.383636 19.66442 2 1 By MS/M By MS/MS 3 2 -1.71922 1 26 6.3 34.834 318
sp|O00425|IF2B3_HUMAN;sp|O00425-2|IF2B3_HUMANsp|O00425|IF2B3_HUMAN Insulin-like growth factor 2 mRNA-binding protein 3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=IGF2BP3 PE=1 SV=227.995718 26.2524 21 19 By MS/MS By M /MS 43 36 -1.7433224 25 45.6 63.704 579
sp|P49005|DPOD2_HUMANsp|P49005|DPOD2_HUMAN DNA polymerase delta subunit 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=POLD2 PE=1 SV=120.680202 18.91582 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 2 -1.7643814 24 9.2 51.289 469
sp|Q9BVL2-2|NUPL1_HUMAN;sp|Q9BVL2-3|NUPL1_HUMAN;sp|Q9BVL2|NUPL1_HUMANsp|Q9BVL2-2|NUPL1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Nucleoporin p58/p45 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NUPL1;sp|Q9BVL2-3|NUPL1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Nucleoporin p58/p45 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NUPL1;sp|Q9BVL2|NUPL1_HUMAN Nucleoporin p58/p45 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NUPL1 PE=1 SV=121.354662 19.3797 2 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 2 -1.9749584 23 6.2 50.21 485
sp|Q9NX24|NHP2_HUMANsp|Q9NX24| HP2_HUMAN H/ACA ribonucleoprotein complex subunit 2 OS=Homo sapiens GN=NHP2 PE=1 SV=122.057484 20.0622 2 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 1 -1.9952869 22 19 17.201 153
sp|O60869-2|EDF1_HUMAN;sp|O60869|EDF1_HUMANsp|O60869-2|EDF1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Endothelial differentiation-related factor 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EDF1;sp|O60869|EDF1_HUMAN Endothelial differentiation-related factor 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EDF1 PE=1 SV=122.0873 3 20.01225 2 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 4 -2.0751305 21 26.6 15.48 139
sp|P09493-4|TPM1_HUMAN;sp|P09493-3|TPM1_HUMAN;sp|P09493-10|TPM1_HUMAN;sp|P09493-2|TPM1_HUMAN;sp|P09493-8|TPM1_HUMAN;sp|P09493-9|TPM1_HUMAN;sp|P09493|TPM1_HUMAN;sp|P09493-5|TPM1_HUMAN;sp|P09493-7|TPM1_HUMAN;sp|P09493-6|TPM1_HUMANsp|P09493-4|TPM1_HUMAN Isoform 4 of Tro omyosin alpha-1 chain OS=Homo sapiens GN=TP 1;sp|P09493- |TPM1_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Tropomyosin alpha-1 chain OS=Homo sapiens GN=TPM1;sp|P09493-10|TPM1_HUMAN Isoform 10 of Tropomyosin alpha-1 chain OS=Homo sapiens GN=T21.7856 5 19.63 91 6 2 By MS/M By matchi g 3 0 -2.1537323 20 17.3 32.847 284
sp|Q9BXS5|AP1M1_HUMAN;sp|Q9BXS5-2|AP1M1_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y6Q5|AP1M2_HUMAN;sp|Q9Y6Q5-2|AP1M2_HUMANsp|Q9BXS5| P1M1_HUMAN AP-  complex subunit mu-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=AP1M1 PE=1 SV=3;sp|Q9BXS5-2|AP1M1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of AP-1 complex subunit mu-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=AP1M121.561041 19.3691 3 3 By MS/ S By MS/MS 5 6 -2.191927 19 14.9 48.586 423
sp|Q9Y3B4|PM14_HUMANsp|Q9Y3B4|PM14_HUMAN Pre-mRNA branch site protein p14 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SF3B14 PE=1 SV=121.704975 19.50354 2 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 2 -2.201437 18 16 14.585 125
sp|P69905|HBA_HUMAN;sp|P02008|HBAZ_HUMANsp|P69905|HBA_HUMAN Hemoglobin subunit alpha OS=Homo sapiens GN=HBA1 PE=1 SV=221.764053 19.52572 3 0 By MS/MS 5 0 -2.2383347 17 22.5 15.257 142
sp|Q86V21|AACS_HUMAN;sp|Q86V21-2|AACS_HUMAN;sp|Q86V21-3|AACS_HUMANsp|Q86V21|AACS_HUMAN Acetoacetyl-CoA synthetase OS=Homo sapiens GN=AACS PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q86V21-2|AACS_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Acetoacetyl-CoA synthetase OS=Homo sapiens GN=AACS;sp|Q86V21-3|AACS_HUMAN Isoform 3 of Acetoacetyl-CoA synthetase OS=Homo sapiens GN=AACS20.075436 17.74872 0 2 By MS/MS 0 3 -2.3267193 16 2.8 75.143 672
sp|Q9UIA9|XPO7_HUMANsp|Q9UIA9|XPO7_HUMAN Exportin-7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=XPO7 PE=1 SV=321.765673 19.36609 4 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 1 -2.3995819 15 5.2 123.91 1087
sp|P17066|HSP76_HUMAN;sp|P48741|HSP77_HUMANsp|P17066|HSP76_HUMAN Heat shock 70 kDa protein 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSPA6 PE=1 SV=2;sp|P48741|HSP77_HUMAN Putative heat shock 70 kDa protein 7 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSPA7 PE=5 SV=222.19 895 19.78999 3 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 2 3 -2.4089069 14 6.7 71. 27 643
sp|O15260-2|SURF4_HUMAN;sp|O15260|SURF4_HUMANsp|O15260-2|SURF4_HUMAN Isoform 2 of Surfeit locus protein 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SURF4;sp|O15260|SURF4_HUMAN Surfeit locus protein 4 OS=Homo sapiens GN=SURF4 PE=1 SV=322.233097 19.78647 2 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 2 -2.4466286 13 17.6 17.97 159
sp|P23246|SFPQ_HUMAN;sp|P23246-2|SFPQ_HUMANsp|P23246|SFPQ_HUMAN plicing factor, proline- and glutamine-rich OS=Homo sapiens GN=SFPQ PE=1 SV=2;sp|P23246-2|SFPQ_HUMAN Isoform Short of Splicing factor, proline- and glutamine-rich OS=Homo sapiens GN=SFPQ21.465382 18.97798 3 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 1 -2.48740 12 7.2 76.149 707
sp|Q00688|FKBP3_HUMANsp|Q00688|FKBP3_HUMAN Peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase FKBP3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=FKBP3 PE=1 SV=121.598099 19.04667 3 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 3 4 -2.5514317 11 16.5 25.177 224
sp|P37108|SRP14_HUMANsp|P37108|SRP14_HUMAN Signal recognition particle 14 kDa protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=SRP14 PE=1 SV=222.422241 19.84051 3 2 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 2 -2.5817299 10 33.1 14.57 136
sp|P51151|RAB9A_HUMAN;sp|Q9NP90|RAB9B_HUMANsp|P51151|RAB9A_HUMAN Ras-related protein Rab-9A OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB9A PE=1 SV=1;sp|Q9NP90|RAB9B_HUMAN Ras-related protein Rab-9B OS=Homo sapiens GN=RAB9B PE=1 SV=121.314457 18.6779 2 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 4 2 -2.6365604 9 12.4 22.837 201
sp|Q99622|C10_HUMANsp|Q99622|C10_HUMAN Protein C10 OS=Homo sapiens GN=C12orf57 PE=1 SV=122.056923 19.3487 2 0 By MS/MS 4 0 -2.7082253 8 22.2 13.178 126
sp|P68871|HBB_HUMAN;sp|P02042|HBD_HUMAN;sp|P69892|HBG2_HUMAN;sp|P69891|HBG1_HUMAN;sp|P02100|HBE_HUMANsp|P68871|HBB_HUMAN Hemoglobin ubunit beta OS= omo sapiens GN= B PE=1 SV=2;sp|P02042|HBD_HUMAN Hemoglobin subunit delta OS=Homo sapiens GN=HBD PE=1 SV=222.496 16 19.69432 3 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 6 2 -2.8018932 7 26.5 15.998 147
sp|P60866|RS20_HUMAN;sp|P60866-2|RS20_HUMANsp|P60866|RS20_HUMAN 40S ribosomal protein S20 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS20 PE=1 SV=1;sp|P60866-2|RS20_HUMAN Isoform 2 of 40S ribosomal protein S20 OS=Homo sapiens GN=RPS2022. 54 19.26514 2 2 By MS/MS By M /MS 4 4 -2.8213997 6 19.3 13.373 119
sp|Q92522|H1X_HUMANsp|Q92522|H1X_HUMAN Histone H1x OS=Homo sapiens GN=H1FX PE=1 SV=122.357109 19.0765 3 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 5 2 -3.280611 5 17.8 22.487 213
sp|Q15388|TOM20_HUMANsp|Q15388|TOM20_HUMAN Mitochondrial import receptor subunit TOM20 homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=TOMM20 PE=1 SV=122.327919 19.02152 2 1 By MS/ S By MS/MS 3 1 -3.3063965 4 13.8 16.298 145
sp|Q8NE71-2|ABCF1_HUMAN;sp|Q8NE71|ABCF1_HUMANsp|Q8NE71-2| BCF1_HUMAN Isoform 2 of ATP-binding cassette sub-family F member 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ABCF1;sp|Q8NE71|ABCF1_HUMAN ATP-binding cassette sub-family F member 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ABCF1 PE=1 SV=222.715067 9.04086 4 1 By MS/MS By MS/MS 7 3 -3.67421 5 3 6.4 91.679 807
sp|Q16763|UBE2S_HUMANsp|Q16763|UBE2S_HUMAN Ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E2 S OS=Homo sapiens GN=UBE2S PE=1 SV=223.149837 19.41689 4 4 By MS/MS By MS/MS 8 6 -3.7329426 2 38.3 23.845 222
sp|P11488|GNAT1_HUMAN;sp|P09471-2|GNAO_HUMAN;sp|Q5JWF2-2|GNAS1_HUMAN;sp|Q8NEH6|MNS1_HUMAN;sp|P38405-2|GNAL_HUMAN;sp|P63092-4|GNAS2_HUMAN;sp|P63092|GNAS2_HUMAN;sp|P38405|GNAL_HUMAN;sp|P63092-2|GNAS2_HUMAN;sp|P63092-3|GNAS2_HUMAN;sp|P04899-4|GNAI2_HUMAN;sp|P04899|GNAI2_HUMAN;sp|P63096|GNAI1_HUMAN;sp|P19087|GNAT2_HUMAN;sp|P09471|GNAO_HUMAN;sp|P08754|GNAI3_HUMAN;sp|A8MTJ3|GNAT3_HUMAN;sp|Q5JWF2|GNAS1_HUMANsp|P11488|G AT1_HUMAN uanine nucleotide-binding protein G(t) subunit alpha-1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=GNAT1 PE=1 SV=5;sp|P09471-2|GNAO_HUMAN Isoform Alpha-2 of Guanine nucleotide-binding protein G(o) subunit alpha OS=Homo sapiens GN=GNAO1;sp|Q5JWF2-2|GNAS1_HUM23.451488 19.24907 2 1 By MS/ S By MS/MS 3 2 -4.2024136 1 5.1 40.04 350
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Secondary LDL uptake screen in HuH7 – lipoprotein rich conditions 
Output files from MAGeCK analysis
control = LDLlow sorted cells
treatment = LDLhigh sorted cells
Gene-level analysis
id gene ID
num number of individual gRNAs detected for a given gene
neg|score MAGeCK significance score for depletion in LDLhigh cells (low score indicates gene disruption reduces LDL uptake)
neg|p-value p-value for depletion in LDLhigh cells (gene disruption reduces LDL uptake)
neg|fdr FDR for depletion in LDLhigh cells (gene disruption reduces LDL uptake)
neg|rank gene rank for depletion in LDLhigh cells (gene disruption reduces LDL uptake)
neg|goodsgrna number of gene-targeting gRNA with significant depletion in LDLhigh cells (gene disruption reduces LDL uptake)
neg|lfc composite log2 fold change of gene-targeting gRNA (negative value indicates gene disruption reduces LDL uptake)
pos|score MAGeCK significance score for enrichment in LDLhigh cells (low score indicates gene disruption increases LDL uptake)
pos|p-value p-value for enrichment in LDLhigh cells (gene disruption increases LDL uptake)
pos|fdr FDR for enrichment in LDLhigh cells (gene disruption increases LDL uptake)
pos|rank gene rank for enrichment in LDLhigh cells (gene disruption increases LDL uptake)
pos|goodsgrna number of gene-targeting gRNA with significant enrichment in LDLhigh cells (gene disruption increases LDL uptake)
pos|lfc composite log2 fold change of gene-targeting gRNA (positive value indicates gene disruption increases LDL uptake)
Secondary validation screen of LDL uptake in HuH7 cells cultured under lipoprotein-rich or lipoprotein-depleted conditions
id num neg|score neg|p-value neg|fdr neg|rankneg|goodsgrna neg|lfc pos|score pos|p-value pos|fdr pos|rank pos|goodsgrna pos|lfc
LDLR 15 4.67E-35 2.83E-06 0.000165 1 15 -3.9557 1 1 0.999997 1752 0 -3.9557
SCARB1 15 5.32E-14 2.83E-06 0.000165 2 15 -1.5563 1 1 0.999997 1751 0 -1.5563
HNF4A 15 8.08E-14 2.83E-06 0.000165 3 14 -1.9826 0.99821 0.99824 0.999997 1691 1 -1.9826
SCAP 15 1.28E-13 2.83E-06 0.000165 4 14 -1.6112 0.9953 0.99725 0.999997 1680 1 -1.6112
CDIPT 15 2.69E-13 2.83E-06 0.000165 5 13 -1.8977 0.99805 0.99816 0.999997 1688 1 -1.8977
STK11 15 3.42E-12 2.83E-06 0.000165 6 13 -1.5602 0.99999 1 0.999997 1739 0 -1.5602
CCDC115 15 1.44E-11 2.83E-06 0.000165 7 15 -1.6428 1 1 0.999997 1750 0 -1.6428
TAF2 15 1.85E-11 2.83E-06 0.000165 8 14 -1.7118 1 1 0.999997 1745 0 -1.7118
CHD7 15 7.06E-11 2.83E-06 0.000165 9 15 -1.5627 1 1 0.999997 1748 0 -1.5627
GDI2 15 6.35E-10 2.83E-06 0.000165 10 14 -1.9549 0.99981 0.99986 0.999997 1717 0 -1.9549
MBTPS1 15 7.70E-10 2.83E-06 0.000165 11 13 -1.9598 0.96606 0.99006 0.999997 1642 1 -1.9598
HNRNPU 15 1.35E-09 2.83E-06 0.000165 12 15 -1.3765 1 1 0.999997 1749 0 -1.3765
CCDC22 15 2.59E-09 2.83E-06 0.000165 13 14 -1.3935 0.99928 0.99916 0.999997 1699 0 -1.3935
AP2M1 15 2.61E-09 2.83E-06 0.000165 14 11 -1.5217 0.87636 0.96781 0.999997 1587 1 -1.5217
ATP11A 15 3.16E-09 2.83E-06 0.000165 15 12 -1.4011 0.90383 0.97397 0.999997 1602 2 -1.4011
CSNK1A1 15 3.81E-09 2.83E-06 0.000165 16 11 -1.6683 0.99349 0.99699 0.999997 1677 1 -1.6683
AXIN1 15 6.38E-09 2.83E-06 0.000165 17 15 -1.0918 1 1 0.999997 1747 0 -1.0918
DCPS 15 1.53E-08 2.83E-06 0.000165 18 13 -1.406 0.10349 0.32952 0.727123 415 2 -1.406
STX4 15 2.42E-08 2.83E-06 0.000165 19 12 -1.1292 0.99997 0.99997 0.999997 1733 0 -1.1292
SETDB1 15 2.59E-08 2.83E-06 0.000165 20 13 -1.574 0.99996 0.99997 0.999997 1732 0 -1.574
INTS1 15 3.56E-08 2.83E-06 0.000165 21 13 -1.4011 1 1 0.999997 1741 0 -1.4011
MPDU1 15 3.80E-08 2.83E-06 0.000165 22 13 -1.1812 0.99987 0.99991 0.999997 1724 0 -1.1812
ELOF1 15 4.11E-08 2.83E-06 0.000165 23 11 -1.3548 0.99994 0.99995 0.999997 1729 0 -1.3548
FNDC3B 15 4.50E-08 2.83E-06 0.000165 24 14 -1.5118 1 1 0.999997 1746 0 -1.5118
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TAF8 15 5.05E-08 2.83E-06 0.000165 25 13 -1.9721 0.9988 0.99867 0.999997 1696 1 -1.9721
GAPDH 15 1.14E-07 2.83E-06 0.000165 26 14 -1.4823 1 1 0.999997 1744 0 -1.4823
PIK3C3 15 1.48E-07 2.83E-06 0.000165 27 12 -1.6743 0.9998 0.99984 0.999997 1715 0 -1.6743
hsa-mir-6886 13 1.78E-07 2.83E-06 0.000165 28 10 -1.0214 0.99983 0.99982 0.999997 1719 0 -1.0214
C16orf62 15 2.18E-07 2.83E-06 0.000165 29 10 -1.119 0.4914 0.7939 0.990025 1201 3 -1.119
EXOC8 15 3.26E-07 2.83E-06 0.000165 30 13 -1.0419 1 1 0.999997 1740 0 -1.0419
SUMO2 15 8.15E-07 8.48E-06 0.000437 31 13 -1.2034 0.69793 0.90628 0.999997 1448 1 -1.2034
DHRSX 15 8.15E-07 8.48E-06 0.000437 32 13 -1.3718 0.91087 0.97586 0.999997 1605 2 -1.3718
KMT2D 15 8.93E-07 8.48E-06 0.000437 33 12 -1.1461 0.99999 0.99999 0.999997 1737 0 -1.1461
GNB2L1 15 1.03E-06 8.48E-06 0.000437 34 14 -0.94762 1 1 0.999997 1742 0 -0.94762
WDR7 15 1.05E-06 1.41E-05 0.000589 35 13 -1.2365 0.96949 0.99075 0.999997 1646 1 -1.2365
TAF10 15 1.16E-06 1.41E-05 0.000589 36 11 -1.1353 0.94086 0.98389 0.999997 1625 2 -1.1353
GAGE12B 15 1.17E-06 1.41E-05 0.000589 37 12 -1.5697 0.99977 0.99983 0.999997 1712 0 -1.5697
KDM6A 15 1.27E-06 1.41E-05 0.000589 38 13 -0.96576 0.99999 1 0.999997 1738 0 -0.96576
MBTPS2 15 1.41E-06 1.41E-05 0.000589 39 10 -0.86274 0.91222 0.97617 0.999997 1606 2 -0.86274
GET4 15 1.72E-06 1.41E-05 0.000589 40 11 -0.92654 0.87964 0.96847 0.999997 1589 2 -0.92654
CTNNBIP1 15 1.84E-06 1.41E-05 0.000589 41 11 -0.85133 0.97706 0.99239 0.999997 1658 2 -0.85133
STT3A 15 1.93E-06 1.41E-05 0.000589 42 11 -1.4054 0.883 0.96919 0.999997 1592 2 -1.4054
EXOC1 15 2.32E-06 1.98E-05 0.00077 43 14 -0.9933 1 1 0.999997 1743 0 -0.9933
MSTO1 15 2.85E-06 1.98E-05 0.00077 44 10 -1.2225 0.98922 0.99602 0.999997 1671 2 -1.2225
GAGE1 14 3.13E-06 1.98E-05 0.00077 45 12 -1.3727 0.99953 0.99948 0.999997 1707 0 -1.3727
GTF2A2 15 5.37E-06 4.80E-05 0.00183 46 9 -1.4882 0.38857 0.70877 0.936584 1022 5 -1.4882
MED26 15 6.27E-06 5.93E-05 0.002166 47 12 -0.88851 0.99957 0.9996 0.999997 1708 0 -0.88851
LAS1L 15 6.53E-06 5.93E-05 0.002166 48 12 -1.3939 0.99989 0.99992 0.999997 1725 0 -1.3939
SETD1A 15 7.23E-06 6.50E-05 0.002233 49 11 -0.80471 0.99976 0.99982 0.999997 1711 0 -0.80471
EXOC2 15 7.29E-06 6.50E-05 0.002233 50 9 -0.67481 0.88313 0.96921 0.999997 1593 3 -0.67481
PRMT1 15 7.35E-06 6.50E-05 0.002233 51 12 -1.1235 0.97938 0.99298 0.999997 1664 1 -1.1235
CEBPA 15 8.52E-06 7.06E-05 0.00225 52 12 -0.87122 0.99896 0.9988 0.999997 1697 1 -0.87122
UVRAG 15 8.68E-06 7.06E-05 0.00225 53 11 -1.09 0.62428 0.86827 0.999997 1362 3 -1.09
DPAGT1 15 8.89E-06 7.06E-05 0.00225 54 13 -1.4543 0.93314 0.98173 0.999997 1615 1 -1.4543
PFDN2 15 8.98E-06 7.06E-05 0.00225 55 13 -1.2402 0.99822 0.99825 0.999997 1692 1 -1.2402
GPN2 15 1.13E-05 9.32E-05 0.002917 56 13 -1.0197 0.99996 0.99997 0.999997 1731 0 -1.0197
SRCAP 15 1.17E-05 9.89E-05 0.002987 57 11 -0.83668 0.59251 0.85124 0.999997 1325 1 -0.83668
MTA2 15 1.17E-05 9.89E-05 0.002987 58 12 -0.97886 0.86659 0.96555 0.999997 1581 3 -0.97886
PIAS1 15 1.24E-05 0.0001102 0.003272 59 13 -0.92114 0.61074 0.86121 0.999997 1346 1 -0.92114
UBA2 15 1.46E-05 0.0001272 0.003713 60 12 -1.1361 0.97568 0.99207 0.999997 1656 1 -1.1361
NCOR1 15 1.52E-05 0.0001328 0.003814 61 13 -0.69584 0.97526 0.99198 0.999997 1655 1 -0.69584
USP22 15 1.59E-05 0.0001441 0.004072 62 13 -1.216 0.99969 0.99974 0.999997 1709 0 -1.216
STRAP 15 1.67E-05 0.0001498 0.004165 63 12 -1.0565 0.65646 0.88505 0.999997 1407 2 -1.0565
GNB1L 15 1.71E-05 0.0001554 0.004254 64 12 -0.61191 0.99494 0.99716 0.999997 1679 1 -0.61191
HYOU1 15 3.03E-05 0.0002628 0.007083 65 12 -1.2927 0.80585 0.94382 0.999997 1533 2 -1.2927
WDR18 15 4.36E-05 0.0004041 0.010726 66 10 -0.95693 0.95094 0.98675 0.999997 1634 2 -0.95693
NOP16 15 4.79E-05 0.0004436 0.0116 67 8 -0.97057 0.53824 0.82164 0.999997 1275 5 -0.97057
MGAT1 15 5.17E-05 0.0004775 0.012269 68 10 -0.59925 0.27483 0.59854 0.873146 795 4 -0.59925
COMMD3 15 5.21E-05 0.0004832 0.012269 69 10 -1.2222 0.99998 0.99999 0.999997 1735 0 -1.2222
EXOC7 15 6.20E-05 0.000551 0.013791 70 11 -1.0053 0.76913 0.93105 0.999997 1514 1 -1.0053
HYPK 15 6.98E-05 0.0006188 0.01527 71 12 -0.81144 0.77132 0.93181 0.999997 1517 1 -0.81144
ACTR3 15 8.01E-05 0.0006979 0.016983 72 11 -1.5853 0.9998 0.99984 0.999997 1713 0 -1.5853
GPN3 15 8.34E-05 0.0007488 0.017888 73 11 -1.0757 0.94287 0.98439 0.999997 1627 3 -1.0757
WBSCR16 15 8.46E-05 0.0007601 0.017888 74 11 -0.89863 0.99981 0.99986 0.999997 1718 0 -0.89863
EIF2B4 15 8.55E-05 0.0007657 0.017888 75 12 -0.71937 0.86601 0.96543 0.999997 1580 1 -0.71937
NDUFA13 15 9.52E-05 0.0008392 0.019346 76 12 -0.80507 0.66276 0.88818 0.999997 1414 1 -0.80507
TAF1 15 0.0001104 0.0009748 0.022181 77 11 -1.3361 0.91734 0.97738 0.999997 1611 2 -1.3361
HAVCR1 15 0.0001142 0.001037 0.023293 78 9 -1.0321 0.50844 0.80541 0.993493 1231 3 -1.0321
EXOC3 15 0.0001213 0.0010879 0.024126 79 11 -0.96821 0.98941 0.99608 0.999997 1672 1 -0.96821
MED20 15 0.0001351 0.0012122 0.026547 80 11 -0.84693 0.66498 0.88935 0.999997 1417 1 -0.84693
MESDC2 15 0.0001382 0.0012348 0.026708 81 10 -0.71688 0.99943 0.99936 0.999997 1702 0 -0.71688
C21orf59 15 0.0001473 0.0013139 0.028073 82 10 -1.0133 0.69047 0.90246 0.999997 1441 3 -1.0133
PPIL2 15 0.0001536 0.0013591 0.028689 83 11 -1.0434 0.56053 0.83318 0.999997 1296 1 -1.0434
CHMP1A 15 0.0001697 0.0014722 0.030106 84 10 -0.88736 0.99622 0.99747 0.999997 1682 1 -0.88736
MED8 15 0.0001701 0.0014778 0.030106 85 11 -0.93351 0.99021 0.99643 0.999997 1673 1 -0.93351
CABIN1 15 0.0001703 0.0014778 0.030106 86 12 -0.72724 0.16787 0.45194 0.783967 562 2 -0.72724
TMEM30A 15 0.0001754 0.00154 0.030659 87 9 -1.0182 0.99938 0.9993 0.999997 1700 0 -1.0182
GMPPB 15 0.0001754 0.00154 0.030659 88 11 -0.87178 0.99848 0.99843 0.999997 1694 1 -0.87178
POLRMT 15 0.0001987 0.0017152 0.033763 89 12 -0.83879 0.86523 0.96521 0.999997 1578 2 -0.83879
INTS12 15 0.0002179 0.0018395 0.035809 90 9 -0.81986 0.16994 0.45502 0.784233 568 1 -0.81986
CDC73 15 0.0002597 0.0022068 0.042487 91 11 -1.1388 0.3597 0.68368 0.920682 972 2 -1.1388
POLR3C 15 0.0002631 0.002252 0.042886 92 11 -0.92567 0.5779 0.84279 0.999997 1311 2 -0.92567
RAB10 15 0.0002745 0.0023481 0.044235 93 11 -0.80534 0.15008 0.42386 0.773902 524 3 -0.80534
RABIF 15 0.0002973 0.0025459 0.047451 94 11 -0.81141 0.30345 0.63249 0.891984 859 3 -0.81141
GTF2H3 15 0.0003029 0.0025798 0.047577 95 12 -0.57058 0.9758 0.99208 0.999997 1657 1 -0.57058
UXT 15 0.0003109 0.0026363 0.048113 96 10 -1.1127 0.6025 0.85659 0.999997 1332 1 -1.1127
FNTB 15 0.0003334 0.0027719 0.050066 97 10 -0.7907 0.98758 0.99539 0.999997 1669 1 -0.7907
COMMD2 15 0.0003532 0.0028793 0.051355 98 10 -0.53012 0.50902 0.80569 0.993493 1233 4 -0.53012
ALG2 15 0.0003556 0.0029019 0.051355 99 10 -1.0089 0.99985 0.9999 0.999997 1722 0 -1.0089
VPS29 15 0.0004349 0.0036535 0.06401 100 11 -0.59864 0.9991 0.99896 0.999997 1698 0 -0.59864
GPN1 15 0.0004592 0.0038061 0.066023 101 11 -0.78437 0.71171 0.9121 0.999997 1461 1 -0.78437
WDR82 15 0.0005158 0.0042695 0.073335 102 11 -1.1107 0.97204 0.99131 0.999997 1649 2 -1.1107
ARPC4 15 0.0005924 0.004829 0.08214 103 11 -0.62759 0.39629 0.71578 0.940063 1038 2 -0.62759
TPI1 15 0.0006215 0.0050155 0.084492 104 10 -1.1647 0.99999 0.99999 0.999997 1736 0 -1.1647
ATP5O 15 0.0007029 0.0055297 0.092268 105 10 -1.0169 0.74167 0.92155 0.999997 1484 3 -1.0169
TAF7 15 0.0007296 0.0057275 0.094667 106 9 -0.8779 0.86035 0.96341 0.999997 1574 4 -0.8779
NR2C2AP 15 0.0008287 0.0064622 0.105565 107 11 -0.46433 0.9998 0.99984 0.999997 1714 0 -0.46433
GFER 15 0.0008393 0.0065074 0.105565 108 11 -0.86574 0.99971 0.99976 0.999997 1710 0 -0.86574
CMTR1 15 0.0008529 0.0065865 0.105868 109 9 -0.85046 0.85261 0.96073 0.999997 1571 1 -0.85046
ATP6AP2 15 0.0009096 0.0069482 0.110666 110 10 -0.84856 0.99943 0.99936 0.999997 1701 0 -0.84856
ATP6V1H 15 0.0010068 0.0076207 0.120284 111 11 -0.82628 0.71668 0.91365 0.999997 1466 3 -0.82628
GREB1L 15 0.0010601 0.0079259 0.123983 112 11 -0.59373 0.99947 0.99943 0.999997 1704 0 -0.59373
POLR3H 15 0.0011186 0.0082763 0.128319 113 11 -0.77008 0.98501 0.99457 0.999997 1668 1 -0.77008
NCBP2 15 0.0011516 0.0084627 0.129875 114 11 -0.65036 0.52438 0.81401 0.997305 1259 3 -0.65036
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NAA10 15 0.0011569 0.0085249 0.129875 115 10 -0.87954 0.79258 0.93923 0.999997 1527 2 -0.87954
UBE2G2 15 0.0011709 0.0086379 0.130463 116 9 -1.0597 0.6675 0.89066 0.999997 1421 4 -1.0597
CAND1 15 0.0013172 0.0095195 0.142012 117 11 -0.51055 0.78191 0.93552 0.999997 1521 4 -0.51055
ALG8 15 0.0013254 0.0095647 0.142012 118 10 -0.90451 0.84109 0.95619 0.999997 1560 3 -0.90451
EIF6 15 0.0015172 0.010808 0.159123 119 11 -1.3072 0.97467 0.99181 0.999997 1654 1 -1.3072
MEF2BNB 15 0.0015324 0.010915 0.159365 120 10 -0.73862 0.94566 0.98513 0.999997 1630 3 -0.73862
CHAF1B 15 0.001641 0.011571 0.166166 121 10 -1.0495 0.99984 0.9999 0.999997 1720 0 -1.0495
USO1 15 0.0016429 0.011571 0.166166 122 9 -0.68824 0.84611 0.95831 0.999997 1563 2 -0.68824
OSTC 15 0.001664 0.011678 0.166345 123 10 -0.81207 0.46701 0.77417 0.973348 1166 4 -0.81207
CTDP1 15 0.0016961 0.011944 0.168756 124 10 -0.56055 0.84036 0.95595 0.999997 1559 2 -0.56055
MRP63 15 0.001829 0.012859 0.180238 125 8 -0.4252 0.99945 0.99941 0.999997 1703 0 -0.4252
EMC6 15 0.0019178 0.013385 0.185507 126 11 -0.38102 0.40142 0.72009 0.943225 1044 3 -0.38102
WRB 15 0.0019299 0.013447 0.185507 127 9 -0.89788 0.16267 0.4438 0.778678 552 3 -0.89788
ARFRP1 15 0.0019954 0.013786 0.188699 128 9 -0.77317 0.99814 0.99818 0.999997 1690 1 -0.77317
DNLZ 15 0.0020322 0.014001 0.190153 129 10 -0.48398 0.64165 0.87752 0.999997 1388 4 -0.48398
ATP13A1 15 0.0026215 0.017352 0.233854 130 9 -0.42515 0.89471 0.97184 0.999997 1597 1 -0.42515
POLR2L 15 0.0028027 0.018352 0.245446 131 10 -0.61349 0.86936 0.96628 0.999997 1582 3 -0.61349
DYRK1A 15 0.0029288 0.019087 0.253338 132 10 -0.5402 0.99993 0.99995 0.999997 1728 0 -0.5402
PDRG1 15 0.0029834 0.019392 0.255453 133 10 -0.90104 0.18531 0.47757 0.788864 600 3 -0.90104
ERCC3 15 0.0032297 0.020782 0.271723 134 10 -1.0758 0.85014 0.95986 0.999997 1565 4 -1.0758
TMEM199 15 0.0033515 0.021404 0.277778 135 10 -0.59397 0.99781 0.99805 0.999997 1687 1 -0.59397
POLR2E 15 0.0034046 0.021658 0.279011 136 9 -0.7004 0.97155 0.99119 0.999997 1648 1 -0.7004
GTF3C4 15 0.0034981 0.022246 0.284491 137 10 -0.56056 0.99993 0.99994 0.999997 1727 0 -0.56056
INTS6 15 0.0037489 0.023648 0.300222 138 10 -0.73194 0.9998 0.99985 0.999997 1716 0 -0.73194
BRD2 15 0.003866 0.024207 0.305114 139 9 -0.47366 0.99992 0.99994 0.999997 1726 0 -0.47366
KIAA1033 15 0.0040411 0.025111 0.31425 140 10 -0.76471 0.31217 0.64082 0.895807 878 2 -0.76471
USP9X 15 0.0042709 0.026451 0.326977 141 9 -0.80352 0.93706 0.9828 0.999997 1622 2 -0.80352
ATP5I 15 0.0042865 0.026502 0.326977 142 8 -0.47157 0.029605 0.13412 0.607172 205 3 -0.47157
PFDN6 15 0.0043405 0.026869 0.329191 143 10 -0.78743 0.76336 0.92913 0.999997 1509 4 -0.78743
LONP1 15 0.004673 0.028609 0.348082 144 10 -0.40678 0.9739 0.99167 0.999997 1652 1 -0.40678
SBK1 15 0.0047364 0.028903 0.349232 145 10 -0.45449 0.96261 0.98936 0.999997 1640 2 -0.45449
ZNHIT1 15 0.0049482 0.030017 0.35977 146 7 -0.21587 0.65645 0.88504 0.999997 1406 3 -0.21587
WDR37 15 0.0049816 0.030186 0.35977 147 10 -0.45455 0.94727 0.9856 0.999997 1632 1 -0.45455
MRPL33 15 0.0054308 0.032514 0.384901 148 10 -0.63085 0.03661 0.15758 0.637585 223 3 -0.63085
RBBP5 15 0.0054879 0.032774 0.385374 149 10 -0.73489 0.92719 0.97998 0.999997 1613 1 -0.73489
GTF2E1 15 0.0058452 0.034594 0.404059 150 10 -0.41989 0.97891 0.99285 0.999997 1661 1 -0.41989
HSD17B10 15 0.005901 0.034894 0.404859 151 8 -0.62078 0.64941 0.88151 0.999997 1394 4 -0.62078
VPS72 15 0.0061054 0.036058 0.415614 152 10 -0.45319 0.83593 0.95452 0.999997 1555 3 -0.45319
EEFSEC 15 0.0062267 0.036629 0.417545 153 10 -0.3845 0.97935 0.99298 0.999997 1663 2 -0.3845
POLR1B 15 0.0062374 0.036702 0.417545 154 10 -0.74771 0.89664 0.97219 0.999997 1598 1 -0.74771
VPS35 15 0.0063271 0.037154 0.419962 155 10 -0.40871 0.87583 0.96771 0.999997 1586 3 -0.40871
ZNF646 15 0.0066295 0.038804 0.435802 156 10 -0.35649 0.9962 0.99747 0.999997 1681 1 -0.35649
SYP 15 0.0070861 0.041093 0.458567 157 9 -0.48024 0.73505 0.91941 0.999997 1478 3 -0.48024
SYS1 15 0.007184 0.04159 0.461179 158 10 -0.43985 0.99995 0.99997 0.999997 1730 0 -0.43985
DENND4A 15 0.0074016 0.042715 0.469462 159 10 -0.51211 0.92506 0.9794 0.999997 1612 3 -0.51211
SPATA5 15 0.007431 0.042873 0.469462 160 10 -0.43507 0.88456 0.96957 0.999997 1595 3 -0.43507
RUVBL2 15 0.007993 0.04584 0.497313 161 10 -0.74523 0.99843 0.99839 0.999997 1693 1 -0.74523
FDX1L 15 0.0080889 0.046337 0.497313 162 9 -0.50454 0.98817 0.99557 0.999997 1670 2 -0.50454
EWSR1 15 0.0081191 0.046428 0.497313 163 10 -0.40174 0.99951 0.99949 0.999997 1706 0 -0.40174
TRIAP1 15 0.0081508 0.046552 0.497313 164 10 -0.64748 0.32549 0.65317 0.903206 898 3 -0.64748
MOCS3 15 0.0087067 0.049333 0.523822 165 10 -0.48137 0.85116 0.96027 0.999997 1568 2 -0.48137
hsa-mir-6511a-415 0.009379 0.052574 0.551361 166 9 -0.38496 0.99736 0.99788 0.999997 1685 1 -0.38496
TMEM258 15 0.0094002 0.052678 0.551361 167 10 -0.51125 0.21623 0.52057 0.812865 678 4 -0.51125
RNMT 15 0.0095976 0.053616 0.555832 168 8 -0.43363 0.94294 0.98442 0.999997 1628 3 -0.43363
TMEM165 15 0.0099735 0.055323 0.570151 169 9 -0.43055 0.5311 0.81747 0.999997 1269 2 -0.43055
COPS6 15 0.01045 0.057205 0.583554 170 9 -0.5973 0.97047 0.99094 0.999997 1647 2 -0.5973
DHX36 15 0.010723 0.058431 0.591742 171 8 -0.32816 0.0042961 0.028044 0.387971 86 3 -0.32816
EIF3C 14 0.011037 0.05729 0.583554 172 9 -0.71952 0.87552 0.96281 0.999997 1585 1 -0.71952
SEC13 15 0.011209 0.060483 0.608996 173 9 -0.50024 0.73002 0.91779 0.999997 1474 3 -0.50024
PTPMT1 15 0.011746 0.062596 0.626676 174 8 -0.42305 0.81518 0.94719 0.999997 1542 3 -0.42305
KIAA1432 15 0.012754 0.06675 0.664463 175 9 -0.53844 0.96719 0.99029 0.999997 1644 2 -0.53844
SSR2 15 0.012964 0.067569 0.66882 176 9 -0.33512 0.99328 0.99696 0.999997 1676 1 -0.33512
DHDDS 15 0.014728 0.074763 0.735872 177 9 -0.68074 0.74397 0.92234 0.999997 1488 3 -0.68074
SSX4 15 0.015693 0.078883 0.772084 178 9 -0.54777 0.82065 0.94891 0.999997 1544 4 -0.54777
RANBP1 15 0.016308 0.081285 0.786801 179 8 -0.49992 0.93836 0.98325 0.999997 1624 2 -0.49992
SAFB 15 0.016836 0.083494 0.803748 180 7 -0.23565 0.86526 0.96523 0.999997 1579 2 -0.23565
MGEA5 15 0.017283 0.085133 0.815046 181 9 -0.405 0.99623 0.99747 0.999997 1683 1 -0.405
CCDC53 15 0.018196 0.088795 0.840915 182 8 -0.31151 0.3087 0.63757 0.894552 869 5 -0.31151
hsa-mir-3680-1 10 0.018405 0.079657 0.77533 183 6 -0.47422 0.63403 0.83251 0.999997 1379 3 -0.47422
PROX1 15 0.018835 0.09131 0.857621 184 9 -0.48391 0.87003 0.9664 0.999997 1583 3 -0.48391
TAF1B 15 0.018941 0.091757 0.857621 185 7 -0.38817 0.45397 0.76387 0.968212 1134 4 -0.38817
KCTD5 15 0.018994 0.092028 0.857621 186 8 -0.42426 0.99987 0.99991 0.999997 1723 0 -0.42426
CTR9 15 0.019153 0.092604 0.858426 187 8 -0.7904 0.98077 0.99341 0.999997 1666 1 -0.7904
NELFB 15 0.019623 0.094447 0.870896 188 9 -0.34557 0.40702 0.72492 0.947809 1055 4 -0.34557
SLC35A2 15 0.021111 0.10002 0.917449 189 8 -0.31356 0.81446 0.94693 0.999997 1541 2 -0.31356
SRP14 15 0.021537 0.10174 0.92405 190 9 -0.43711 0.49984 0.80053 0.993293 1216 2 -0.43711
KTI12 15 0.021549 0.10179 0.92405 191 8 -0.16661 0.8512 0.96029 0.999997 1570 4 -0.16661
WDR55 15 0.022104 0.10394 0.93868 192 9 -0.31486 0.7558 0.92654 0.999997 1503 2 -0.31486
IPO9 15 0.0228 0.10654 0.957223 193 9 -0.56748 0.98376 0.99419 0.999997 1667 1 -0.56748
DDX27 15 0.023998 0.11092 0.991488 194 9 -0.53231 0.65443 0.88402 0.999997 1404 2 -0.53231
RAB7A 15 0.024991 0.11476 0.999997 195 8 -0.27327 0.82969 0.95228 0.999997 1553 3 -0.27327
ATXN7L3 15 0.025033 0.11493 0.999997 196 6 -0.12222 0.21047 0.51272 0.808838 665 6 -0.12222
ARPC3 15 0.026239 0.11926 0.999997 197 6 -0.29913 0.50156 0.80149 0.993493 1219 5 -0.29913
CCT6A 15 0.026661 0.1207 0.999997 198 7 -0.0099739 0.66982 0.89184 0.999997 1423 3 -0.0099739
NUDT21 15 0.026852 0.1215 0.999997 199 7 -0.27288 0.99688 0.9977 0.999997 1684 1 -0.27288
SIN3B 15 0.027117 0.12247 0.999997 200 9 -0.40136 0.9678 0.99041 0.999997 1645 2 -0.40136
DNAJC13 15 0.029143 0.12985 0.999997 201 9 -0.35259 0.88119 0.96879 0.999997 1590 2 -0.35259
USP39 15 0.029428 0.13089 0.999997 202 9 -0.41555 0.80209 0.94257 0.999997 1530 1 -0.41555
COPS2 15 0.029429 0.13089 0.999997 203 6 -0.078446 0.1046 0.33202 0.727123 417 6 -0.078446
EXOC4 15 0.030134 0.13336 0.999997 204 8 -0.40603 0.72674 0.91672 0.999997 1468 3 -0.40603
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COPS8 15 0.03062 0.13515 0.999997 205 6 -0.22507 0.49229 0.79475 0.990025 1203 4 -0.22507
TRAPPC1 15 0.031579 0.13859 0.999997 206 7 -0.31651 0.48746 0.79077 0.98888 1196 2 -0.31651
ELP5 15 0.031963 0.14002 0.999997 207 8 -0.41526 0.74996 0.92451 0.999997 1498 4 -0.41526
SNF8 15 0.032347 0.14135 0.999997 208 9 -0.49621 0.86475 0.96506 0.999997 1577 2 -0.49621
IRS1 15 0.032812 0.143 0.999997 209 7 -0.055585 0.86203 0.96406 0.999997 1576 3 -0.055585
FZR1 15 0.032966 0.14361 0.999997 210 9 -0.5298 0.91021 0.97561 0.999997 1604 2 -0.5298
NCBP1 15 0.033071 0.14395 0.999997 211 9 -0.77315 0.99279 0.99689 0.999997 1675 1 -0.77315
RPL23A 15 0.033943 0.14672 0.999997 212 7 -0.29311 0.50358 0.80262 0.993493 1222 3 -0.29311
HSPA8 15 0.034615 0.14868 0.999997 213 8 -0.59186 0.0067432 0.040607 0.431173 105 4 -0.59186
TOMM22 15 0.034886 0.14953 0.999997 214 8 -0.61314 0.93799 0.98315 0.999997 1623 2 -0.61314
CARS 15 0.035259 0.1506 0.999997 215 8 -0.42723 0.95154 0.98694 0.999997 1635 2 -0.42723
NMT1 15 0.035403 0.15107 0.999997 216 7 -0.28712 0.54475 0.8251 0.999997 1284 4 -0.28712
PIM2 15 0.040541 0.16619 0.999997 217 8 -0.30373 0.75459 0.92615 0.999997 1502 3 -0.30373
TCERG1 15 0.044703 0.1779 0.999997 218 8 -0.34207 0.62081 0.86638 0.999997 1356 3 -0.34207
PGS1 15 0.044875 0.17847 0.999997 219 7 -0.3698 0.32431 0.65209 0.902949 895 3 -0.3698
TBX6 15 0.04518 0.17924 0.999997 220 6 -0.091894 0.70458 0.9095 0.999997 1454 5 -0.091894
SLC12A9 15 0.045436 0.17996 0.999997 221 8 -0.29113 0.25452 0.57233 0.852668 750 3 -0.29113
ZBTB8OS 15 0.048805 0.189 0.999997 222 8 -0.44779 0.629 0.87073 0.999997 1373 3 -0.44779
SPAG7 15 0.051085 0.1953 0.999997 223 7 -0.34373 0.80981 0.94524 0.999997 1538 3 -0.34373
CENPA 15 0.051386 0.19629 0.999997 224 6 -0.28191 0.87201 0.96683 0.999997 1584 3 -0.28191
NonTargeting_Human_08281 0.052271 0.05287 0.551361 225 1 -6.547 0.94773 0.9474 0.999997 1633 0 -6.547
C19orf52 15 0.052307 0.1987 0.999997 226 8 -0.29011 0.64306 0.87821 0.999997 1390 2 -0.29011
DNAJC17 15 0.053495 0.20206 0.999997 227 8 -0.52445 0.73219 0.91843 0.999997 1477 3 -0.52445
SNAPC3 15 0.054014 0.20322 0.999997 228 7 -0.16328 0.65348 0.88356 0.999997 1403 5 -0.16328
C11orf57 15 0.05556 0.2076 0.999997 229 5 -0.085792 0.56445 0.83534 0.999997 1298 4 -0.085792
GART 15 0.056754 0.21099 0.999997 230 8 -0.40542 0.97399 0.99167 0.999997 1653 2 -0.40542
MRPL9 15 0.057255 0.21231 0.999997 231 8 -0.36765 0.091193 0.30242 0.719981 370 2 -0.36765
COPS3 15 0.060872 0.22222 0.999997 232 8 -0.24668 0.52561 0.81458 0.997305 1262 3 -0.24668
NHLRC2 15 0.063439 0.22897 0.999997 233 7 -0.43185 0.97973 0.99309 0.999997 1665 2 -0.43185
hsa-mir-6770-1 10 0.063778 0.20556 0.999997 234 6 -0.28133 0.61024 0.82022 0.999997 1345 2 -0.28133
UBE2I 15 0.0646 0.23187 0.999997 235 8 -0.32953 0.015264 0.080358 0.550352 147 3 -0.32953
CCT8 15 0.065608 0.23448 0.999997 236 8 -0.52775 0.34792 0.67299 0.91543 940 5 -0.52775
ATP6V0D1 15 0.066653 0.23713 0.999997 237 6 -0.14619 0.45526 0.76484 0.968212 1136 6 -0.14619
WDR61 15 0.069368 0.24409 0.999997 238 8 -0.40092 0.93376 0.98194 0.999997 1617 3 -0.40092
PRPF38B 15 0.069656 0.24493 0.999997 239 8 -0.61434 0.90441 0.97409 0.999997 1603 3 -0.61434
ACTR6 15 0.069931 0.24565 0.999997 240 6 -0.12389 0.65281 0.88328 0.999997 1400 5 -0.12389
ASH2L 15 0.070331 0.24662 0.999997 241 8 -0.38981 0.94535 0.98506 0.999997 1629 1 -0.38981
FAM57B 15 0.070816 0.24787 0.999997 242 8 -0.34159 0.95833 0.9886 0.999997 1638 2 -0.34159
SULT1A2 15 0.072017 0.25082 0.999997 243 6 -0.15639 0.87653 0.96785 0.999997 1588 1 -0.15639
SSX2 15 0.073275 0.25391 0.999997 244 8 -0.34401 0.71363 0.91266 0.999997 1464 2 -0.34401
GIGYF2 15 0.073693 0.25504 0.999997 245 8 -0.35999 0.99947 0.99944 0.999997 1705 0 -0.35999
URI1 15 0.0742 0.25629 0.999997 246 6 -0.31957 0.34128 0.66708 0.913069 928 5 -0.31957
STX10 15 0.074376 0.25667 0.999997 247 8 -0.29027 0.72784 0.91705 0.999997 1470 2 -0.29027
CERS2 15 0.074678 0.25754 0.999997 248 8 -0.24012 0.5513 0.8285 0.999997 1289 3 -0.24012
VPS51 15 0.075386 0.25929 0.999997 249 8 -0.47532 0.82146 0.9492 0.999997 1545 2 -0.47532
PIK3R4 15 0.075529 0.25968 0.999997 250 4 -0.037411 0.17338 0.45983 0.784233 573 5 -0.037411
MFAP1 14 0.076385 0.25843 0.999997 251 7 -0.52743 0.46857 0.76733 0.969909 1170 4 -0.52743
COMMD10 15 0.077887 0.26559 0.999997 252 7 -0.026588 0.41856 0.73477 0.952608 1075 5 -0.026588
WARS 15 0.078226 0.26648 0.999997 253 5 0.027154 0.15898 0.43789 0.77796 542 4 0.027154
TFAM 15 0.080898 0.27308 0.999997 254 8 -0.46372 0.62526 0.86878 0.999997 1364 2 -0.46372
CIAO1 15 0.08167 0.27495 0.999997 255 8 -0.31143 0.97273 0.99148 0.999997 1651 1 -0.31143
RBM3 15 0.082075 0.27587 0.999997 256 8 -0.37092 0.22984 0.53942 0.823227 711 3 -0.37092
PTAR1 15 0.082426 0.27683 0.999997 257 7 -0.0085322 0.55879 0.83231 0.999997 1295 4 -0.0085322
ALG14 15 0.083482 0.27938 0.999997 258 8 -0.43435 0.30421 0.63321 0.891984 861 5 -0.43435
NRBP1 15 0.083809 0.2801 0.999997 259 8 -0.26569 0.6482 0.88089 0.999997 1393 2 -0.26569
NOMO1 15 0.085678 0.28483 0.999997 260 8 -0.27261 0.791 0.93858 0.999997 1525 3 -0.27261
CPSF3L 15 0.086678 0.28721 0.999997 261 8 -0.32119 0.97918 0.99295 0.999997 1662 2 -0.32119
NonTargeting_Human_09791 0.087693 0.088434 0.840915 262 1 -4.7167 0.91231 0.91261 0.999997 1607 0 -4.7167
CPSF2 15 0.089708 0.29452 0.999997 263 7 -0.065781 0.22275 0.5298 0.81637 693 6 -0.065781
PIGQ 15 0.08983 0.2949 0.999997 264 7 -0.17983 0.62575 0.86901 0.999997 1365 2 -0.17983
GLOD5 15 0.089842 0.29492 0.999997 265 8 -0.28419 0.91386 0.97654 0.999997 1608 2 -0.28419
ZBTB10 15 0.092381 0.30106 0.999997 266 8 -0.20788 0.41725 0.73364 0.952608 1072 3 -0.20788
PFN1 15 0.092563 0.30149 0.999997 267 7 -0.012308 0.89826 0.97258 0.999997 1599 2 -0.012308
EIF3F 15 0.0936 0.30405 0.999997 268 6 -0.3323 0.97777 0.99255 0.999997 1659 2 -0.3323
MTHFD1 15 0.095719 0.3085 0.999997 269 7 -0.17934 0.93091 0.98109 0.999997 1614 2 -0.17934
MKL1 15 0.09604 0.30905 0.999997 270 7 -0.20562 0.80317 0.94295 0.999997 1531 3 -0.20562
ZNF143 15 0.09954 0.31607 0.999997 271 5 0.0049511 0.55646 0.83099 0.999997 1293 4 0.0049511
SNRPD1 15 0.10038 0.31741 0.999997 272 6 0.086516 0.31076 0.63949 0.894873 874 6 0.086516
SNAPC2 15 0.11216 0.33967 0.999997 273 6 -0.13981 0.85075 0.96012 0.999997 1566 4 -0.13981
ZG16B 15 0.11616 0.3468 0.999997 274 6 -0.22936 0.28821 0.61553 0.881047 825 3 -0.22936
KAT8 14 0.11689 0.3438 0.999997 275 7 -0.32022 0.79249 0.93677 0.999997 1526 4 -0.32022
NonTargeting_Human_02531 0.11713 0.11829 0.999997 276 1 -1.6692 0.88287 0.88281 0.999997 1591 0 -1.6692
PAM16 15 0.11728 0.34897 0.999997 277 7 -0.14837 0.69388 0.90416 0.999997 1447 2 -0.14837
PLA2G10 15 0.11815 0.35048 0.999997 278 7 -0.20987 0.8461 0.95831 0.999997 1562 2 -0.20987
MED9 15 0.12139 0.35673 0.999997 279 7 -0.15555 0.70901 0.91122 0.999997 1458 2 -0.15555
SEC61B 15 0.12322 0.36016 0.999997 280 6 -0.21531 0.15637 0.43401 0.77796 536 2 -0.21531
RNF151 15 0.12573 0.36473 0.999997 281 7 -0.12113 0.58119 0.84453 0.999997 1313 3 -0.12113
UPF1 15 0.12632 0.36589 0.999997 282 7 -0.27574 0.3421 0.66785 0.913407 931 4 -0.27574
TBC1D25 15 0.13734 0.38616 0.999997 283 6 -0.081442 0.62723 0.86974 0.999997 1368 3 -0.081442
NonTargeting_Human_08801 0.1382 0.13932 0.999997 284 1 -0.96172 0.8618 0.86186 0.999997 1575 0 -0.96172
NonTargeting_Human_04361 0.14205 0.14322 0.999997 285 1 -1.0612 0.85795 0.85801 0.999997 1573 0 -1.0612
MEF2B 15 0.14271 0.39519 0.999997 286 7 -0.3321 0.9661 0.99007 0.999997 1643 2 -0.3321
NonTargeting_Human_08921 0.14484 0.14588 0.999997 287 1 -1.6068 0.85516 0.85496 0.999997 1572 0 -1.6068
INTS8 15 0.14599 0.40071 0.999997 288 6 -0.21931 0.8835 0.96928 0.999997 1594 3 -0.21931
MARS2 15 0.14666 0.40198 0.999997 289 7 -0.37873 0.99997 0.99998 0.999997 1734 0 -0.37873
DEXI 15 0.14684 0.40233 0.999997 290 7 -0.14977 0.47517 0.78093 0.980074 1180 2 -0.14977
HSPE1 14 0.14713 0.40193 0.999997 291 7 -0.40204 0.38046 0.69811 0.930817 1005 3 -0.40204
PAGE4 15 0.14936 0.40659 0.999997 292 6 -0.10423 0.58607 0.84744 0.999997 1316 4 -0.10423
STAG2 15 0.15022 0.40801 0.999997 293 5 -0.24789 0.99064 0.99653 0.999997 1674 1 -0.24789
GTF3A 15 0.1505 0.40843 0.999997 294 7 -0.181 0.79632 0.94057 0.999997 1529 3 -0.181
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NonTargeting_Human_09951 0.15198 0.15274 0.999997 295 1 -0.99581 0.84802 0.84805 0.999997 1564 0 -0.99581
VPS33A 15 0.15368 0.41423 0.999997 296 7 0.13968 0.1469 0.41857 0.77192 517 5 0.13968
NonTargeting_Human_03051 .1569 0.15738 0.999997 297 1 -1.176 0.8431 0.84319 0.999997 1561 0 -1.176
CDC23 15 0.1587 0.42298 0.999997 298 7 -0.17751 0.83774 0.95509 0.999997 1556 3 -0.17751
NonTargeting_Human_00731 0.16001 0.16059 0.999997 299 1 -0.70947 0.83999 0.83995 0.999997 1558 0 -0.70947
NonTargeting_Human_03011 0.161 0.16163 0.999997 300 1 -1.9537 0.839 0.83892 0.999997 1557 0 -1.9537
MRPL28 15 0.16663 0.4371 0.999997 301 7 -0.23994 0.99871 0.99858 0.999997 1695 1 -0.23994
PRPF6 15 0.16749 0.43842 0.999997 302 7 -0.25481 0.49332 0.79546 0.990025 1207 6 -0.25481
FBXL5 15 0.17054 0.44331 0.999997 303 7 -0.25265 0.2787 0.60347 0.874826 806 4 -0.25265
PHKG2 15 0.1709 0.44382 0.999997 304 7 -0.17158 0.20737 0.50851 0.808838 657 4 -0.17158
NonTargeting_Human_00671 0.17182 0.17221 0.999997 305 1 -0.52011 0.82818 0.82798 0.999997 1552 0 -0.52011
POLR2C 15 0.17235 0.44617 0.999997 306 7 -0.26051 0.68082 0.89738 0.999997 1432 4 -0.26051
RPP38 15 0.1729 0.44698 0.999997 307 7 -0.12261 0.77225 0.93215 0.999997 1518 3 -0.12261
NonTargeting_Human_08821 0.17452 0.17503 0.999997 308 1 -1.4823 0.82548 0.82537 0.999997 1550 0 -1.4823
UBE2Q1 15 0.17673 0.45348 0.999997 309 7 -0.23639 0.97209 0.99131 0.999997 1650 2 -0.23639
NonTargeting_Human_05791 0.17674 0.17706 0.999997 310 1 -0.6814 0.82326 0.82303 0.999997 1547 0 -0.6814
NonTargeting_Human_08831 0.1769 0.17727 0.999997 311 1 -1.2457 0.8231 0.82288 0.999997 1546 0 -1.2457
MRPS16 15 0.17858 0.45662 0.999997 312 7 -0.23596 0.74664 0.92337 0.999997 1491 4 -0.23596
NonTargeting_Human_02121 0.18117 0.18119 0.999997 313 1 -0.88979 0.81883 0.81863 0.999997 1543 0 -0.88979
DROSHA 15 0.18361 0.46472 0.999997 314 7 -0.33364 0.46183 0.77006 0.969909 1154 3 -0.33364
RPL13A 13 0.18448 0.44886 0.999997 315 6 -0.31612 0.073589 0.25493 0.700273 324 5 -0.31612
EXT1 15 0.18625 0.46897 0.999997 316 7 -0.16614 0.40658 0.72452 0.947809 1053 6 -0.16614
NonTargeting_Human_05911 0. 8666 0.18653 0.999997 317 1 -0.70206 0.81334 0.81333 0.997163 1540 0 -0.70206
RTBDN 15 0.18788 0.47156 0.999997 318 6 0.0089396 0.097101 0.31559 0.724023 392 4 0.0089396
NonTargeting_Human_09841 0.19019 0.18996 0.999997 319 1 -0.75461 0.80981 0.80989 0.99439 1539 0 -0.75461
ZNF213 15 0.19039 0.47549 0.999997 320 4 -0.05318 0.95766 0.98853 0.999997 1636 2 -0.05318
NonTargeting_Human_01891 0.19076 0.19055 0.999997 321 1 -0.52105 0.80924 0.80928 0.99439 1537 0 -0.52105
NonTargeting_Human_06811 0. 9142 0.19124 0.999997 322 1 -1.1021 0.80858 0.80876 0.99439 1536 0 -1.1021
CPSF4 15 0.19221 0.47831 0.999997 323 6 -0.066365 0.28028 0.6056 0.874826 810 3 -0.066365
NonTargeting_Human_09001 0.19265 0.19244 0.999997 324 1 -0.54548 0.80735 0.80763 0.994361 1534 0 -0.54548
HNRNPA2B1 15 0.19331 0.48003 0.999997 325 7 -0.31038 0.74087 0.92133 0.999997 1482 2 -0.31038
NonTargeting_Human_05951 0.19461 0.19434 0.999997 326 1 -0.4482 0.80539 0.80589 0.993493 1532 0 -0.4482
RCC1 15 0.19505 0.48287 0.999997 327 7 -0.27911 0.62131 0.86666 0.999997 1357 2 -0.27911
PGM3 15 0.19998 0.49068 0.999997 328 5 -0.015771 0.22385 0.53132 0.816853 697 7 -0.015771
LAMTOR4 15 0.20102 0.49224 0.999997 329 6 -0.087997 0.53975 0.82246 0.999997 1278 4 -0.087997
LSM2 15 0.20264 0.49458 0.999997 330 5 -0.1645 0.51023 0.80636 0.993493 1236 5 -0.1645
METTL14 15 0.20307 0.49532 0.999997 331 7 -0.11517 0.69266 0.90353 0.999997 1445 3 -0.11517
LSM7 15 0.2034 0.49581 0.999997 332 7 -0.26895 0.14628 0.41722 0.771071 515 5 -0.26895
CACNA1A 15 0.20541 0.4991 0.999997 333 6 0.055671 0.61297 0.86247 0.999997 1349 5 0.055671
NonTargeting_Human_07871 0.20642 0.20625 0.999997 334 1 -0.66012 0.79358 0.79399 0.990025 1528 0 -0.66012
NonTargeting_Human_04601 0.20913 0.20884 0.999997 335 1 -0.85347 0.79087 0.79137 0.98893 1524 0 -0.85347
XAGE1A 15 0.21166 0.50865 0.999997 336 7 -0.2107 0.83197 0.95307 0.999997 1554 3 -0.2107
NonTargeting_Human_03711 0.21183 0.21145 0.999997 337 1 -0.56212 0.78817 0.7888 0.987125 1523 0 -0.56212
NonTargeting_Human_06211 0.21372 0.21343 0.999997 338 1 -0.76032 0.78628 0.78699 0.985566 1522 0 -0.76032
SMC1A 14 0.21798 0.50453 0.999997 339 6 -0.096406 0.93397 0.98141 0.999997 1618 3 -0.096406
NonTargeting_Human_02191 0.222 0.22175 0.999997 340 1 -0.53355 0.778 0.77864 0.977909 1520 0 -0.53355
NonTargeting_Human_09591 0.22602 0.22587 0.999997 341 1 -0.47269 0.77398 0.77446 0.973348 1519 0 -0.47269
METAP1D 15 0.2273 0.52814 0.999997 342 6 -0.036657 0.95807 0.98858 0.999997 1637 2 -0.036657
hsa-mir-3670-1 5 0.22845 0.4084 0.999997 343 2 -0.19297 0.90133 0.90166 0.999997 1600 0 -0.19297
NonTargeting_Human_03401 0.22897 0.22904 0.999997 344 1 -0.44131 0.77103 0.77148 0.970998 1516 0 -0.44131
DAP3 15 0.22986 0.53098 0.999997 345 6 -0.19876 0.93705 0.98279 0.999997 1621 2 -0.19876
NonTargeting_Human_07521 0. 3044 0.2304 0.999997 346 1 -0.46447 0.76956 0.77002 0.969909 1515 0 -0.46447
NonTargeting_Human_08511 0.23249 0.23252 0.999997 347 1 -0.78782 0.76751 0.76804 0.969909 1513 0 -0.78782
NonTargeting_Human_01991 0.23586 0.23573 0.999997 348 1 -0.65128 0.76414 0.76437 0.968212 1512 0 -0.65128
NonTargeting_Human_06001 0.23651 0.23646 0.999997 349 1 -0.40495 0.76349 0.76374 0.968212 1511 0 -0.40495
NonTargeting_Human_05771 0.23659 0.23656 0.999997 350 1 -0.59229 0.76341 0.76368 0.968212 1510 0 -0.59229
NonTargeting_Human_07531 0.23676 0.23675 0.999997 351 1 -0.54662 0.76324 0.76351 0.968212 1508 0 -0.54662
SPSB3 15 0.23684 0.53914 0.999997 352 6 -0.075005 0.33438 0.66106 0.907659 918 2 -0.075005
GTF2H2 15 0.23888 0.54143 0.999997 353 5 0.30865 0.29778 0.62704 0.88881 848 6 0.30865
NonTargeting_Human_06901 0.24131 0.24127 0.999997 354 1 -0.64748 0.75869 0.7591 0.966796 1507 0 -0.64748
NonTargeting_Human_04561 0.2416 0.24156 0.999997 355 1 -0.36873 0.7584 0.75876 0.966796 1506 0 -0.36873
TMEM221 15 0.24162 0.54463 0.999997 356 6 -0.28294 0.49546 0.79715 0.991199 1209 6 -0.28294
NonTargeting_Human_00491 0.2425 0.2424 0.999997 357 1 -0.70305 0.7575 0.75795 0.966796 1505 0 -0.70305
NonTargeting_Human_05471 0.24406 0.24406 0.999997 358 1 -0.72948 0.75594 0.75631 0.966488 1504 0 -0.72948
NonTargeting_Human_08931 0.24635 0.24628 0.999997 359 1 -0.66749 0.75365 0.75397 0.966317 1501 0 -0.66749
RUVBL1 15 0.24669 0.55068 0.999997 360 6 -0.05235 0.50688 0.80454 0.993493 1226 4 -0.05235
UBA3 15 0.24701 0.55106 0.999997 361 3 0.1165 0.62686 0.86959 0.999997 1367 5 0.1165
C19orf57 15 0.24816 0.55234 0.999997 362 6 -0.17421 0.43542 0.74913 0.962928 1100 6 -0.17421
NonTargeting_Human_08571 0.24824 0.24821 0.999997 363 1 -0.54974 0.75176 0.75205 0.964567 1500 0 -0.54974
NonTargeting_Human_00781 0.2498 0.24969 0.999997 364 1 -0.54294 0.7502 0.75047 0.963942 1499 0 -0.54294
NonTargeting_Human_07661 0.25135 0.25114 0.999997 365 1 -0.27108 0.74865 0.74895 0.962928 1494 0 -0.27108
SLC38A5 15 0.25167 0.55632 0.999997 366 6 -0.34358 0.62763 0.86995 0.999997 1369 5 -0.34358
ELP3 15 0.25269 0.55752 0.999997 367 6 -0.29699 0.9345 0.98212 0.999997 1619 1 -0.29699
NonTargeting_Human_01091 0.25291 0.25278 0.999997 368 1 -0.27519 0.74709 0.74758 0.962357 1492 0 -0.27519
NonTargeting_Human_04041 0.25348 0.25334 0.999997 369 1 -0.52694 0.74652 0.74695 0.962249 1490 0 -0.52694
ARIH1 15 0.25446 0.55966 0.999997 370 5 -0.16146 0.96017 0.98887 0.999997 1639 2 -0.16146
NonTargeting_Human_06071 0.25586 0.25569 0.999997 371 1 -0.77725 0.74414 0.74452 0.959817 1489 0 -0.77725
NonTargeting_Human_03351 0.25685 0.25667 0.999997 372 1 -0.42051 0.74315 0.74361 0.95935 1486 0 -0.42051
NonTargeting_Human_08881 0.25963 0.25954 0.999997 373 1 -0.68458 0.74037 0.74068 0.956285 1481 0 -0.68458
C6orf62 15 0.26197 0.56846 0.999997 374 2 0.22452 0.1335 0.39275 0.761231 483 6 0.22452
NonTargeting_Human_09861 0.26242 0.26227 0.999997 375 1 -0.37637 0.73758 0.73802 0.954255 1480 0 -0.37637
RPL28 15 0.26586 0.57284 0.999997 376 6 -0.29186 0.19541 0.49188 0.797459 629 4 -0.29186
NonTargeting_Human_07691 0.26964 0.26958 0.999997 377 1 -0.37813 0.73036 0.73064 0.949941 1476 0 -0.37813
NonTargeting_Human_09571 0.26997 0.26992 0.999997 378 1 -0.83324 0.73003 0.73034 0.949941 1475 0 -0.83324
NonTargeting_Human_03331 0.27029 0.2702 0.999997 379 1 -0.3268 0.72971 0.73004 0.949941 1473 0 -0.3268
hsa-mir-550a-1 9 0.27079 0.5171 0.999997 380 3 0.35143 0.18083 0.41989 0.77192 588 5 0.35143
NonTargeting_Human_03521 0. 7087 0.27082 0.999997 381 1 -0.30233 0.72913 0.72952 0.949941 1472 0 -0.30233
NonTargeting_Human_04821 0. 7202 0.27197 0.999997 382 1 -0.36203 0.72798 0.7284 0.949941 1471 0 -0.36203
NonTargeting_Human_09551 0.27226 0.27222 0.999997 383 1 -0.58005 0.72774 0.7282 0.949941 1469 0 -0.58005
NonTargeting_Human_00431 0.28038 0.28005 0.999997 384 1 -0.23664 0.71962 0.71992 0.943225 1467 0 -0.23664
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SRP9 15 0.28164 0.59043 0.999997 385 5 0.26001 0.25681 0.5754 0.85602 759 7 0.26001
HTRA2 15 0.28291 0.59201 0.999997 386 6 -0.11773 0.74247 0.92182 0.999997 1485 3 -0.11773
PPAT 15 0.28412 0.59328 0.999997 387 6 -0.28487 0.60509 0.85804 0.999997 1337 3 -0.28487
NonTargeting_Human_09911 0.28481 0.28436 0.999997 388 1 -0.21023 0.71519 0.71547 0.940063 1465 0 -0.21023
NonTargeting_Human_04151 0.2871 0.28667 0.999997 389 1 -0.36066 0.7129 0.71316 0.938665 1463 0 -0.36066
NonTargeting_Human_02931 0.28759 0.28726 0.999997 390 1 -0.36456 0.71241 0.7126 0.938665 1462 0 -0.36456
NonTargeting_Human_05351 0.28997 0.28963 0.999997 391 1 -0.51221 0.71003 0.71014 0.936877 1460 0 -0.51221
NonTargeting_Human_03201 0.29079 0.29045 0.999997 392 1 -0.44748 0.70921 0.70939 0.936584 1459 0 -0.44748
SAP130 15 0.29112 0.60065 0.999997 393 5 -0.063828 0.53413 0.8192 0.999997 1271 4 -0.063828
NonTargeting_Human_00101 0.29169 0.29135 0.999997 394 1 -0.29664 0.70831 0.7084 0.936584 1457 0 -0.29664
NonTargeting_Human_07181 0.29219 0.29187 0.999997 395 1 -0.29914 0.70781 0.70792 0.936584 1456 0 -0.29914
RPUSD4 15 0.29373 0.60344 0.999997 396 6 -0.26938 0.419 0.73512 0.952608 1076 3 -0.26938
NonTargeting_Human_01841 0.29547 0.29539 0.999997 397 1 -0.49394 0.70453 0.70499 0.935715 1453 0 -0.49394
NonTargeting_Human_04671 0.29678 0.29675 0.999997 398 1 -0.37106 0.70322 0.70358 0.934548 1452 0 -0.37106
NonTargeting_Human_01811 0.29702 0.29698 0.999997 399 1 -0.32958 0.70298 0.70333 0.934548 1451 0 -0.32958
NonTargeting_Human_08861 0.29907 0.299 0.999997 400 1 -0.46687 0.70093 0.70135 0.933005 1450 0 -0.46687
NonTargeting_Human_00321 0. 9981 0.29969 0.999997 401 1 -0.30604 0.70019 0.70063 0.932751 1449 0 -0.30604
EIF2S2 15 0.30008 0.61041 0.999997 402 6 -0.20847 0.30169 0.63091 0.891181 853 4 -0.20847
SHC1 15 0.30033 0.61064 0.999997 403 6 0.16874 0.21329 0.51685 0.81068 672 6 0.16874
SREBF1 15 0.30144 0.61173 0.999997 404 4 0.20174 0.50856 0.80548 0.993493 1232 5 0.20174
TBC1D22A 15 0.30313 0.61351 0.999997 405 5 -0.062504 0.99746 0.99793 0.999997 1686 1 -0.062504
NonTargeting_Human_09211 0.30686 0.30646 0.999997 406 1 -0.71993 0.69314 0.69367 0.925592 1446 0 -0.71993
NonTargeting_Human_04121 0.30809 0.30759 0.999997 407 1 -0.23693 0.69191 0.69258 0.924848 1444 0 -0.23693
UBE2L3 15 0.30824 0.61919 0.999997 408 5 -0.083969 0.44936 0.75994 0.9669 1126 6 -0.083969
NonTargeting_Human_09221 0.30834 0.3078 0.999997 409 1 -0.41362 0.69166 0.69229 0.924848 1443 0 -0.41362
NonTargeting_Human_04701 0.30932 0.30876 0.999997 410 1 -0.23986 0.69068 0.69132 0.924575 1442 0 -0.23986
NonTargeting_Human_03821 0.31039 0.30986 0.999997 411 1 -0.27255 0.68961 0.69028 0.923889 1440 0 -0.27255
CORO1A 15 0.31054 0.62162 0.999997 412 6 -0.19855 0.94154 0.98405 0.999997 1626 3 -0.19855
NonTargeting_Human_08961 0.31457 0.314 0.999997 413 1 -0.24351 0.68543 0.68619 0.921228 1438 0 -0.24351
ANO8 15 0.31559 0.62718 0.999997 414 5 -0.098291 0.26336 0.58394 0.861882 772 4 -0.098291
KLHL20 15 0.31582 0.62739 0.999997 415 6 -0.031319 0.076696 0.26908 0.70468 333 3 -0.031319
NonTargeting_Human_03421 0.31588 0.31529 0.999997 416 1 -0.30173 0.68412 0.68487 0.920864 1437 0 -0.30173
CLK2 15 0.31682 0.62848 0.999997 417 6 -0.09244 0.61891 0.86549 0.999997 1354 4 -0.09244
NonTargeting_Human_07031 .3181 0.31745 0.999997 418 1 -0.44651 0.6819 0.68256 0.920682 1433 0 -0.44651
NonTargeting_Human_05151 0.32047 0.32006 0.999997 419 1 -0.24195 0.67953 0.68003 0.919306 1431 0 -0.24195
METTL17 15 0.32061 0.63252 0.999997 420 6 -0.14086 0.18238 0.47331 0.786477 592 4 -0.14086
GTPBP5 15 0.32086 0.63279 0.999997 421 6 -0.10212 0.39398 0.71364 0.938665 1033 4 -0.10212
NonTargeting_Human_05181 0.32261 0.3222 0.999997 422 1 -0.35523 0.67739 0.67797 0.918637 1430 0 -0.35523
ABCB4 15 0.32416 0.63631 0.999997 423 6 -0.069005 0.74337 0.92212 0.999997 1487 4 -0.069005
NonTargeting_Human_01801 0.32482 0.32437 0.999997 424 1 -0.21281 0.67518 0.67586 0.916497 1429 0 -0.21281
NonTargeting_Human_04351 0.32597 0.32553 0.999997 425 1 -0.33165 0.67403 0.67472 0.915658 1428 0 -0.33165
NonTargeting_Human_02401 0.32695 0.32645 0.999997 426 1 -0.16961 0.67305 0.67383 0.915658 1427 0 -0.16961
DARS 15 0.32762 0.63994 0.999997 427 4 -0.056074 0.82339 0.94991 0.999997 1548 4 -0.056074
NonTargeting_Human_07211 0.32802 0.3276 0.999997 428 1 -0.36207 0.67198 0.67287 0.91543 1426 0 -0.36207
NonTargeting_Human_03281 0.3281 0.3277 0.999997 429 1 -0.30382 0.6719 0.67282 0.91543 1425 0 -0.30382
NonTargeting_Human_01301 0.32933 0.32888 0.999997 430 1 -0.29481 0.67067 0.67166 0.91543 1424 0 -0.29481
CEBPZ 15 0.3305 0.64314 0.999997 431 5 -0.14033 0.91408 0.97662 0.999997 1609 3 -0.14033
NonTargeting_Human_05361 0.33187 0.3314 0.999997 432 1 -0.18021 0.66813 0.66927 0.914105 1422 0 -0.18021
CEP120 15 0.33357 0.64603 0.999997 433 5 -0.10342 0.42188 0.73769 0.954255 1083 3 -0.10342
NonTargeting_Human_04301 0.33425 0.33388 0.999997 434 1 -0.62285 0.66575 0.66678 0.913069 1419 0 -0.62285
NonTargeting_Human_09011 0.33441 0.33405 0.999997 435 1 -0.52274 0.66559 0.66659 0.913069 1418 0 -0.52274
SLX4 15 0.33567 0.64834 0.999997 436 4 -0.055132 0.70572 0.91003 0.999997 1455 2 -0.055132
SNAI1 15 0.3364 0.64917 0.999997 437 6 0.0009757 0.34949 0.67432 0.915658 945 5 0.0009757
NonTargeting_Human_09701 0.33933 0.33927 0.999997 438 0 -0.50338 0.66067 0.66166 0.907778 1411 0 -0.50338
HIST2H2AA3 15 0.33982 0.65243 0.999997 439 5 -0.14702 0.93517 0.98225 0.999997 1620 2 -0.14702
NonTargeting_Human_08501 0.34007 0.33994 0.999997 440 0 -0.23565 0.65993 0.66104 0.907659 1410 0 -0.23565
NonTargeting_Human_07811 0.34048 0.34054 0.999997 441 0 -0.19942 0.65952 0.66065 0.907659 1409 0 -0.19942
NonTargeting_Human_05711 0.34089 0.34093 0.999997 442 0 -0.2625 0.65911 0.66035 0.907659 1408 0 -0.2625
CTCF 15 0.34302 0.65574 0.999997 443 4 0.16953 0.060241 0.23002 0.687157 284 6 0.16953
NonTargeting_Human_06411 0.34376 0.34413 0.999997 444 0 -0.24039 0.65624 0.65771 0.906618 1405 0 -0.24039
TRA2B 15 0.34438 0.65701 0.999997 445 6 -0.26267 0.36644 0.68968 0.923793 985 5 -0.26267
BRICD5 15 0.34681 0.65958 0.999997 446 5 0.10049 0.82586 0.95085 0.999997 1551 3 0.10049
NonTargeting_Human_00081 0.34704 0.34713 0.999997 447 0 -0.20434 0.65296 0.65433 0.903491 1401 0 -0.20434
NonTargeting_Human_01061 0.34901 0.34902 0.999997 448 0 -0.16942 0.65099 0.65247 0.902949 1399 0 -0.16942
NonTargeting_Human_05081 0.34909 0.3491 0.999997 449 0 -0.30754 0.65091 0.65239 0.902949 1398 0 -0.30754
NonTargeting_Human_04551 0.34958 0.34962 0.999997 450 0 -0.33736 0.65042 0.65183 0.902949 1397 0 -0.33736
NonTargeting_Human_09881 0.35007 0.35016 0.999997 451 0 -0.3113 0.64993 0.65141 0.902949 1396 0 -0.3113
NonTargeting_Human_02501 0.3504 0.35047 0.999997 452 0 -0.18326 0.6496 0.65113 0.902949 1395 0 -0.18326
SRP19 15 0.35228 0.66528 0.999997 453 5 0.12143 0.37904 0.70051 0.932751 1002 6 0.12143
NonTargeting_Human_07071 0.35655 0.35657 0.999997 454 0 -0.25828 0.64345 0.64478 0.897972 1392 0 -0.25828
NonTargeting_Human_04971 0.35672 0.35673 0.999997 455 0 -0.18876 0.64328 0.64461 0.897972 1391 0 -0.18876
NonTargeting_Human_04201 0.35795 0.35792 0.999997 456 0 -0.27588 0.64205 0.64333 0.897384 1389 0 -0.27588
NonTargeting_Human_07481 0.35852 0.35847 0.999997 457 0 -0.25512 0.64148 0.64281 0.897373 1387 0 -0.25512
NonTargeting_Human_06441 0.36016 0.36008 0.999997 458 0 -0.20575 0.63984 0.64118 0.895807 1386 0 -0.20575
NonTargeting_Human_08271 0.36254 0.36238 0.999997 459 0 -0.24622 0.63746 0.63875 0.894552 1385 0 -0.24622
NonTargeting_Human_07601 0.3627 0.36251 0.999997 460 0 -0.25407 0.6373 0.63855 0.894552 1384 0 -0.25407
NonTargeting_Human_07411 0.36295 0.36277 0.999997 461 0 -0.17491 0.63705 0.63829 0.894552 1383 0 -0.17491
NonTargeting_Human_06771 0.36409 0.36397 0.999997 462 0 -0.26443 0.63591 0.63714 0.894552 1382 0 -0.26443
NonTargeting_Human_04221 0.36467 0.36449 0.999997 463 0 -0.17542 0.63533 0.6366 0.894552 1381 0 -0.17542
NonTargeting_Human_03991 0.36483 0.36464 0.999997 464 0 -0.15298 0.63517 0.63642 0.894552 1380 0 -0.15298
EIF5A 15 0.36638 0.67991 0.999997 465 5 -0.13289 0.66365 0.88858 0.999997 1415 4 -0.13289
NonTargeting_Human_03381 0.36787 0.36783 0.999997 466 0 -0.23032 0.63213 0.63335 0.891984 1378 0 -0.23032
HDAC6 15 0.36827 0.68192 0.999997 467 6 -0.18255 0.88869 0.97048 0.999997 1596 3 -0.18255
GATS 15 0.36938 0.68293 0.999997 468 5 -0.1478 0.66458 0.88917 0.999997 1416 4 -0.1478
NonTargeting_Human_03691 0.36992 0.36992 0.999997 469 0 -0.21042 0.63008 0.63125 0.891181 1375 0 -0.21042
NonTargeting_Human_07781 0.37008 0.37002 0.999997 470 0 -0.17711 0.62992 0.63107 0.891181 1374 0 -0.17711
MCM3 15 0.37124 0.68472 0.999997 471 4 -0.024261 0.018895 0.096311 0.557154 168 4 -0.024261
METAP1 15 0.37137 0.68486 0.999997 472 5 -0.21539 0.80745 0.94432 0.999997 1535 2 -0.21539
NonTargeting_Human_01681 0.37172 0.37169 0.999997 473 0 -0.24931 0.62828 0.62931 0.890589 1371 0 -0.24931
KDM8 15 0.37199 0.68541 0.999997 474 5 0.16317 0.10092 0.324 0.727123 404 7 0.16317
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NonTargeting_Human_07701 0.37229 0.37225 0.999997 475 0 -0.20154 0.62771 0.6287 0.890445 1370 0 -0.20154
PQBP1 15 0.37262 0.68613 0.999997 476 5 -0.037116 0.99399 0.99704 0.999997 1678 1 -0.037116
ACO2 15 0.3743 0.68765 0.999997 477 6 -0.15048 0.74902 0.92416 0.999997 1495 4 -0.15048
NonTargeting_Human_06701 0.37492 0.37498 0.999997 478 0 -0.15536 0.62508 0.62593 0.888678 1363 0 -0.15536
NonTargeting_Human_01791 0.3768 0.37688 0.999997 479 0 -0.25581 0.6232 0.62391 0.886524 1361 0 -0.25581
NonTargeting_Human_06191 0.37705 0.37711 0.999997 480 0 -0.19682 0.62295 0.62367 0.886524 1360 0 -0.19682
NonTargeting_Human_08761 0.37738 0.37742 0.999997 481 0 -0.30597 0.62262 0.62334 0.886524 1359 0 -0.30597
NonTargeting_Human_00581 0.37762 0.37768 0.999997 482 0 -0.17446 0.62238 0.62313 0.886524 1358 0 -0.17446
NAA38 15 0.37824 0.69157 0.999997 483 5 0.070317 0.389 0.70912 0.936584 1024 4 0.070317
NonTargeting_Human_08971 0.38082 0.38103 0.999997 484 0 -0.18601 0.61918 0.61981 0.883569 1355 0 -0.18601
NonTargeting_Human_03451 0.38213 0.38246 0.999997 485 0 -0.22681 0.61787 0.61864 0.882885 1353 0 -0.22681
NonTargeting_Human_06601 0.38304 0.38335 0.999997 486 0 -0.19987 0.61696 0.61775 0.882791 1352 0 -0.19987
NonTargeting_Human_02361 0.38312 0.38345 0.999997 487 0 -0.25006 0.61688 0.6177 0.882791 1351 0 -0.25006
BST2 15 0.38499 0.69815 0.999997 488 5 0.18006 0.14174 0.40871 0.769962 502 7 0.18006
ERP44 15 0.38695 0.70023 0.999997 489 6 -0.20257 0.62584 0.86905 0.999997 1366 5 -0.20257
NonTargeting_Human_03311 0.38705 0.38746 0.999997 490 0 -0.16852 0.61295 0.6136 0.879734 1348 0 -0.16852
GPR152 15 0.38764 0.70101 0.999997 491 5 -0.23578 0.99807 0.99816 0.999997 1689 1 -0.23578
RICTOR 15 0.38906 0.70235 0.999997 492 6 -0.34031 0.57416 0.84086 0.999997 1306 5 -0.34031
NonTargeting_Human_07801 0.38984 0.39015 0.999997 493 0 -0.27203 0.61016 0.61094 0.878065 1344 0 -0.27203
DNASE2 15 0.38986 0.70316 0.999997 494 6 -0.19488 0.66694 0.89037 0.999997 1420 5 -0.19488
NonTargeting_Human_00201 0.39058 0.39089 0.999997 495 0 -0.12017 0.60942 0.61014 0.87764 1343 0 -0.12017
NonTargeting_Human_06781 0.39066 0.391 0.999997 496 0 -0.1983 0.60934 0.61007 0.87764 1342 0 -0.1983
NUDT17 15 0.39092 0.7043 0.999997 497 6 -0.14937 0.99984 0.9999 0.999997 1721 0 -0.14937
FAM156A 15 0.39272 0.70622 0.999997 498 5 0.018108 0.067067 0.24647 0.700273 303 6 0.018108
NonTargeting_Human_05371 0.39337 0.39371 0.999997 499 0 -0.16372 0.60663 0.60733 0.875037 1340 0 -0.16372
NonTargeting_Human_07321 0.39345 0.39377 0.999997 500 0 -0.23831 0.60655 0.60722 0.875037 1339 0 -0.23831
NonTargeting_Human_00161 0.39427 0.3946 0.999997 501 0 -0.15822 0.60573 0.60646 0.875037 1338 0 -0.15822
NonTargeting_Human_07951 0.39525 0.39556 0.999997 502 0 -0.18592 0.60475 0.60569 0.874826 1336 0 -0.18592
NonTargeting_Human_02371 0.39542 0.39565 0.999997 503 0 -0.31127 0.60458 0.60548 0.874826 1335 0 -0.31127
NonTargeting_Human_02051 0.39607 0.39626 0.999997 504 0 -0.12914 0.60393 0.60468 0.874826 1334 0 -0.12914
NonTargeting_Human_07471 0.3964 0.39658 0.999997 505 0 -0.17606 0.6036 0.60434 0.874826 1333 0 -0.17606
INTS2 15 0.39724 0.71048 0.999997 506 5 -0.16972 0.19437 0.49027 0.796841 626 5 -0.16972
HDAC3 15 0.39808 0.71107 0.999997 507 5 -0.0048903 0.31822 0.64642 0.899539 887 4 -0.0048903
NonTargeting_Human_07231 0. 9886 0.39901 0.999997 508 0 -0.19214 0.60114 0.60181 0.873547 1331 0 -0.19214
NonTargeting_Human_07611 0.39894 0.39909 0.999997 509 0 -0.15602 0.60106 0.60171 0.873547 1330 0 -0.15602
NonTargeting_Human_05901 0.39927 0.3994 0.999997 510 0 -0.19629 0.60073 0.6014 0.873547 1329 0 -0.19629
NonTargeting_Human_04931 0. 9935 0.39947 0.999997 511 0 -0.2119 0.60065 0.6013 0.873547 1328 0 -0.2119
TM9SF2 15 0.40204 0.71383 0.999997 512 5 0.027819 0.10278 0.32803 0.727123 411 7 0.027819
NonTargeting_Human_01561 0.40288 0.40285 0.999997 513 0 -0.19466 0.59712 0.59753 0.872389 1327 0 -0.19466
NonTargeting_Human_05521 0.40575 0.40575 0.999997 514 0 -0.26342 0.59425 0.59454 0.869481 1326 0 -0.26342
RPL17 14 0.40747 0.70511 0.999997 515 3 0.096887 0.40377 0.72011 0.943225 1049 6 0.096887
NonTargeting_Human_03861 0.40804 0.40817 0.999997 516 0 -0.2343 0.59196 0.59238 0.867048 1324 0 -0.2343
NonTargeting_Human_01371 0.40944 0.40965 0.999997 517 0 -0.1109 0.59056 0.59104 0.865894 1322 0 -0.1109
NonTargeting_Human_06971 0.40968 0.40989 0.999997 518 0 -0.11776 0.59032 0.59081 0.865894 1321 0 -0.11776
NonTargeting_Human_04531 0.41009 0.41034 0.999997 519 0 -0.15332 0.58991 0.59043 0.865894 1320 0 -0.15332
NonTargeting_Human_05421 0.41165 0.41174 0.999997 520 0 -0.23374 0.58835 0.58873 0.865311 1319 0 -0.23374
NonTargeting_Human_00011 0.41346 0.41361 0.999997 521 0 -0.11918 0.58654 0.58705 0.863568 1317 0 -0.11918
NonTargeting_Human_09491 0.41419 0.41427 0.999997 522 0 -0.21002 0.58581 0.58627 0.863146 1315 0 -0.21002
NonTargeting_Human_00811 0.41739 0.41751 0.999997 523 0 -0.15106 0.58261 0.58312 0.861407 1314 0 -0.15106
NonTargeting_Human_04061 0.42067 0.42086 0.999997 524 0 -0.11584 0.57933 0.57976 0.858204 1312 0 -0.11584
PPIAL4A 15 0.42117 0.72766 0.999997 525 4 0.084706 0.11891 0.36207 0.741689 453 6 0.084706
NonTargeting_Human_05811 0.42313 0.42316 0.999997 526 0 -0.11011 0.57687 0.57708 0.856092 1310 0 -0.11011
NonTargeting_Human_05841 0. 2362 0.42365 0.999997 527 0 -0.18983 0.57638 0.57654 0.85602 1309 0 -0.18983
NonTargeting_Human_06881 0.4237 0.42372 0.999997 528 0 -0.11447 0.5763 0.57646 0.85602 1308 0 -0.11447
NonTargeting_Human_07941 0. 2379 0.4238 0.999997 529 0 -0.17308 0.57621 0.57638 0.85602 1307 0 -0.17308
NonTargeting_Human_07851 0.4278 0.42763 0.999997 530 0 -0.099167 0.5722 0.57234 0.852668 1305 0 -0.099167
NonTargeting_Human_00901 0.42879 0.42857 0.999997 531 0 -0.090186 0.57121 0.57138 0.852668 1304 0 -0.090186
NonTargeting_Human_09741 0. 3076 0.43061 0.999997 532 0 -0.15978 0.56924 0.56939 0.850443 1303 0 -0.15978
NonTargeting_Human_04191 0.43133 0.43115 0.999997 533 0 -0.15704 0.56867 0.56882 0.850324 1302 0 -0.15704
CCDC178 15 0.43139 0.7349 0.999997 534 3 -0.033769 0.062576 0.23571 0.689777 290 6 -0.033769
NonTargeting_Human_02411 0.43149 0.43128 0.999997 535 0 -0.10024 0.56851 0.56865 0.850324 1301 0 -0.10024
NonTargeting_Human_03851 0.43297 0.43272 0.999997 536 0 -0.10528 0.56703 0.56716 0.849289 1300 0 -0.10528
NonTargeting_Human_04911 0.43518 0.43504 0.999997 537 0 -0.10143 0.56482 0.56497 0.846729 1299 0 -0.10143
NonTargeting_Human_01661 0.43617 0.43601 0.999997 538 0 -0.11323 0.56383 0.56393 0.845895 1297 0 -0.11323
HIST2H2BF 15 0.43972 0.74075 0.999997 539 5 -0.020207 0.8509 0.96017 0.999997 1567 4 -0.020207
NonTargeting_Human_01391 0.44281 0.44268 0.999997 540 0 -0.091927 0.55719 0.55706 0.83702 1294 0 -0.091927
NonTargeting_Human_03661 0.44404 0.44392 0.999997 541 0 -0.071448 0.55596 0.55574 0.836421 1292 0 -0.071448
NonTargeting_Human_05051 0.44469 0.44463 0.999997 542 0 -0.084038 0.55531 0.5551 0.836421 1291 0 -0.084038
GZF1 15 0.44565 0.74482 0.999997 543 5 -0.086259 0.9336 0.98191 0.999997 1616 3 -0.086259
NonTargeting_Human_04961 0.44584 0.44571 0.999997 544 0 -0.097059 0.55416 0.5538 0.836421 1290 0 -0.097059
DNAL4 15 0.44936 0.74717 0.999997 545 5 0.25952 0.11388 0.35157 0.739553 437 8 0.25952
NonTargeting_Human_06981 0.45035 0.45008 0.999997 546 0 -0.064371 0.54965 0.54926 0.831003 1288 0 -0.064371
NonTargeting_Human_07821 0.45175 0.45152 0.999997 547 0 -0.069944 0.54825 0.54778 0.82948 1287 0 -0.069944
NonTargeting_Human_09401 0.45191 0.45172 0.999997 548 0 -0.079739 0.54809 0.5476 0.82948 1286 0 -0.079739
FURIN 15 0.4522 0.74913 0.999997 549 5 0.084534 0.2215 0.52814 0.81637 689 6 0.084534
NonTargeting_Human_04331 0.45363 0.45333 0.999997 550 0 -0.053727 0.54637 0.54604 0.829002 1285 0 -0.053727
NonTargeting_Human_02611 0.45552 0.45549 0.999997 551 0 -0.041485 0.54448 0.54389 0.827167 1283 0 -0.041485
NonTargeting_Human_07931 0.4556 0.45556 0.999997 552 0 -0.060794 0.5444 0.54379 0.827167 1282 0 -0.060794
NonTargeting_Human_08211 0.45839 0.45806 0.999997 553 0 -0.049633 0.54161 0.54096 0.824146 1280 0 -0.049633
NonTargeting_Human_03971 0.45863 0.45836 0.999997 554 0 -0.049039 0.54137 0.54074 0.824146 1279 0 -0.049039
NonTargeting_Human_07891 0.46077 0.46047 0.999997 555 0 -0.053254 0.53923 0.53848 0.822503 1277 0 -0.053254
NonTargeting_Human_07751 0.462 0.46189 0.999997 556 0 -0.040096 0.538 0.53727 0.822089 1274 0 -0.040096
NonTargeting_Human_00061 0.46388 0.46395 0.999997 557 0 -0.035456 0.53612 0.53541 0.819969 1273 0 -0.035456
NonTargeting_Human_06491 0.46487 0.46486 0.999997 558 0 -0.041814 0.53513 0.5344 0.819136 1272 0 -0.041814
SNX1 15 0.46737 0.75948 0.999997 559 4 0.30929 0.098693 0.31923 0.725062 401 8 0.30929
NonTargeting_Human_01341 0. 6798 0.46775 0.999997 560 0 -0.020185 0.53202 0.53151 0.816853 1270 0 -0.020185
NonTargeting_Human_03251 0.4702 0.47001 0.999997 561 0 -0.029991 0.5298 0.52942 0.81637 1268 0 -0.029991
NonTargeting_Human_06331 0.47052 0.47029 0.999997 562 0 -0.030347 0.52948 0.52907 0.81637 1267 0 -0.030347
ZBTB17 15 0.47085 0.76198 0.999997 563 3 -0.03337 0.68228 0.89813 0.999997 1434 4 -0.03337
NonTargeting_Human_04271 0.47143 0.4713 0.999997 564 0 -0.023271 0.52857 0.52799 0.81637 1266 0 -0.023271
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EBP 15 0.47145 0.76241 0.999997 565 5 0.19248 0.22394 0.53149 0.816853 698 7 0.19248
NonTargeting_Human_04401 0.47151 0.47135 0.999997 566 0 -0.028639 0.52849 0.52794 0.81637 1265 0 -0.028639
NonTargeting_Human_06091 .4729 0.4728 0.999997 567 0 -0.018608 0.5271 0.52677 0.81637 1264 0 -0.018608
NonTargeting_Human_08671 0.47429 0.47409 0.999997 568 0 -0.0219 0.52571 0.52546 0.815411 1263 0 -0.0219
NonTargeting_Human_03591 0.47528 0.47517 0.999997 569 0 -0.023008 0.52472 0.52457 0.814756 1261 0 -0.023008
NonTargeting_Human_00791 0.47544 0.4753 0.999997 570 0 -0.01666 0.52456 0.52446 0.814756 1260 0 -0.01666
NonTargeting_Human_03621 0.47585 0.47566 0.999997 571 0 -0.021968 0.52415 0.52405 0.814756 1258 0 -0.021968
NonTargeting_Human_09161 0.47667 0.47657 0.999997 572 0 -0.015659 0.52333 0.52314 0.814711 1257 0 -0.015659
RBM14 15 0.47713 0.76649 0.999997 573 4 0.19515 0.096956 0.31522 0.724023 391 6 0.19515
NonTargeting_Human_09501 0.47716 0.47704 0.999997 574 0 -0.01702 0.52284 0.52257 0.814537 1256 0 -0.01702
NonTargeting_Human_04581 0.47725 0.47711 0.999997 575 0 -0.01629 0.52275 0.52254 0.814537 1255 0 -0.01629
NonTargeting_Human_04831 0.47946 0.47923 0.999997 576 0 -0.016577 0.52054 0.52013 0.812865 1253 0 -0.016577
NonTargeting_Human_06871 0.47995 0.47981 0.999997 577 0 -0.0079829 0.52005 0.51964 0.812858 1252 0 -0.0079829
NonTargeting_Human_03581 0.48044 0.4802 0.999997 578 0 -0.0086787 0.51956 0.51908 0.812717 1251 0 -0.0086787
ARGLU1 15 0.48217 0.77006 0.999997 579 5 -0.1273 0.59092 0.85034 0.999997 1323 2 -0.1273
NonTargeting_Human_00391 0.48422 0.48395 0.999997 580 0 -0.0042721 0.51578 0.51543 0.809162 1249 0 -0.0042721
NonTargeting_Human_02921 0.48438 0.48413 0.999997 581 0 -0.0051506 0.51562 0.51528 0.809162 1248 0 -0.0051506
NonTargeting_Human_07251 0.48471 0.48456 0.999997 582 0 -0.0039711 0.51529 0.51495 0.809162 1247 0 -0.0039711
NonTargeting_Human_09621 0.48479 0.48464 0.999997 583 0 -0.0032479 0.51521 0.51486 0.809162 1246 0 -0.0032479
SPNS1 15 0.48537 0.77228 0.999997 584 5 -0.11024 0.6153 0.86367 0.999997 1350 4 -0.11024
NonTargeting_Human_01251 0.48569 0.48556 0.999997 585 0 -0.0010428 0.51431 0.51401 0.809162 1245 0 -0.0010428
NonTargeting_Human_05101 0.48676 0.48655 0.999997 586 0 0.0007362 0.51324 0.51291 0.808838 1244 0 0.0007362
NonTargeting_Human_08051 0.48709 0.4869 0.999997 587 0 0.0008626 0.51291 0.51263 0.808838 1243 0 0.0008626
NonTargeting_Human_02131 0.48758 0.48751 0.999997 588 0 0.0012983 0.51242 0.51215 0.808838 1242 0 0.0012983
NonTargeting_Human_07081 0.48766 0.48755 0.999997 589 0 0.0024185 0.51234 0.51207 0.808838 1241 0 0.0024185
NonTargeting_Human_03891 0.48774 0.48767 0.999997 590 0 0.0033771 0.51226 0.512 0.808838 1240 0 0.0033771
NonTargeting_Human_01211 0.4884 0.48825 0.999997 591 0 0.003084 0.5116 0.51142 0.808838 1239 0 0.003084
NonTargeting_Human_08231 0.48889 0.48876 0.999997 592 0 0.0035739 0.51111 0.51086 0.808838 1238 0 0.0035739
NonTargeting_Human_03801 0.4893 0.48904 0.999997 593 0 0.0067864 0.5107 0.51048 0.808838 1237 0 0.0067864
NonTargeting_Human_03541 0. 9086 0.49067 0.999997 594 0 0.0066144 0.50914 0.50894 0.808838 1234 0 0.0066144
NonTargeting_Human_04161 0.4916 0.49133 0.999997 595 0 0.0074392 0.5084 0.5082 0.808838 1230 0 0.0074392
NonTargeting_Human_09561 0.49217 0.49193 0.999997 596 0 0.0096358 0.50783 0.50755 0.808838 1229 0 0.0096358
NonTargeting_Human_00921 0.49225 0.49201 0.999997 597 0 0.012296 0.50775 0.50747 0.808838 1228 0 0.012296
SEZ6L2 15 0.4923 0.77721 0.999997 598 5 0.06774 0.91655 0.97723 0.999997 1610 3 0.06774
PKD1 15 0.49263 0.77745 0.999997 599 4 0.20982 0.099059 0.31999 0.725251 402 8 0.20982
NonTargeting_Human_05241 0. 9332 0.49301 0.999997 600 0 0.011239 0.50668 0.5064 0.808838 1225 0 0.011239
WDR13 15 0.49389 0.77827 0.999997 601 5 -0.058371 0.61089 0.86134 0.999997 1347 5 -0.058371
NonTargeting_Human_04071 0.49414 0.49387 0.999997 602 0 0.014785 0.50586 0.5056 0.808838 1224 0 0.014785
HIST1H2BB 15 0.49466 0.77887 0.999997 603 1 0.76976 0.0053316 0.033503 0.413366 96 9 0.76976
NonTargeting_Human_02181 0.49627 0.49603 0.999997 604 0 0.013283 0.50373 0.5035 0.806329 1223 0 0.013283
NonTargeting_Human_04491 0.49643 0.49621 0.999997 605 0 0.014858 0.50357 0.50333 0.806329 1221 0 0.014858
NonTargeting_Human_08321 0.4975 0.49731 0.999997 606 0 0.014695 0.5025 0.5024 0.806047 1220 0 0.014695
FAM219B 15 0.4996 0.78221 0.999997 607 5 0.051062 0.32695 0.65441 0.903491 901 6 0.051062
NonTargeting_Human_08781 0.49971 0.49956 0.999997 608 0 0.026589 0.50029 0.50005 0.80301 1218 0 0.026589
NonTargeting_Human_02021 0.50004 0.49986 0.999997 609 0 0.019683 0.49996 0.49977 0.80301 1217 0 0.019683
NonTargeting_Human_04691 0.50029 0.50005 0.999997 610 0 0.016234 0.49971 0.49956 0.80301 1215 0 0.016234
NonTargeting_Human_07431 0.50201 0.50188 0.999997 611 0 0.018495 0.49799 0.49773 0.802222 1212 0 0.018495
NonTargeting_Human_06301 0.50258 0.50247 0.999997 612 0 0.023376 0.49742 0.49723 0.802158 1211 0 0.023376
GPR52 15 0.50392 0.7851 0.999997 613 4 0.20154 0.08894 0.29717 0.719128 364 6 0.20154
RALA 15 0.5054 0.78616 0.999997 614 4 0.12421 0.051605 0.20423 0.675055 256 6 0.12421
NonTargeting_Human_05481 0.50676 0.50652 0.999997 615 0 0.031963 0.49324 0.49295 0.797459 1206 0 0.031963
NonTargeting_Human_09781 0.50726 0.50695 0.999997 616 0 0.053642 0.49274 0.49256 0.797459 1205 0 0.053642
NonTargeting_Human_05061 0.50742 0.50713 0.999997 617 0 0.045515 0.49258 0.49235 0.797459 1204 0 0.045515
NonTargeting_Human_02741 0.50808 0.50782 0.999997 618 0 0.035774 0.49192 0.49165 0.797459 1202 0 0.035774
SLC4A1AP 15 0.50886 0.78861 0.999997 619 5 0.23119 0.36174 0.68539 0.920864 976 6 0.23119
NonTargeting_Human_06341 0.50955 0.50932 0.999997 620 0 0.034054 0.49045 0.4902 0.796841 1199 0 0.034054
DDX52 15 0.51051 0.7897 0.999997 621 5 0.23201 0.11598 0.35597 0.739759 443 7 0.23201
ST6GAL1 15 0.51068 0.78978 0.999997 622 3 0.22085 0.28586 0.61263 0.879734 817 7 0.22085
NonTargeting_Human_06951 0.5107 0.51048 0.999997 623 0 0.041674 0.4893 0.48904 0.796841 1198 0 0.041674
NonTargeting_Human_05201 0.51136 0.51114 0.999997 624 0 0.044253 0.48864 0.48849 0.796841 1197 0 0.044253
NELFA 15 0.51246 0.7911 0.999997 625 5 0.083274 0.68408 0.89912 0.999997 1436 5 0.083274
NonTargeting_Human_01581 0.51382 0.51351 0.999997 626 0 0.034239 0.48618 0.486 0.793551 1195 0 0.034239
NonTargeting_Human_04621 0.51398 0.51366 0.999997 627 0 0.050087 0.48602 0.48583 0.793551 1194 0 0.050087
NonTargeting_Human_02941 0.51455 0.51423 0.999997 628 0 0.067187 0.48545 0.48527 0.793551 1193 0 0.067187
NonTargeting_Human_04541 0.51472 0.51431 0.999997 629 0 0.044652 0.48528 0.48517 0.793551 1192 0 0.044652
NonTargeting_Human_00381 0.51488 0.51446 0.999997 630 0 0.040713 0.48512 0.48502 0.793551 1191 0 0.040713
NonTargeting_Human_07681 0.51546 0.51513 0.999997 631 0 0.05496 0.48454 0.48435 0.793551 1190 0 0.05496
NonTargeting_Human_00661 0.51562 0.51528 0.999997 632 0 0.038212 0.48438 0.48413 0.793551 1189 0 0.038212
MORC3 15 0.5157 0.79319 0.999997 633 4 0.11862 0.41024 0.7277 0.949941 1058 6 0.11862
NonTargeting_Human_08681 0.5171 0.51667 0.999997 634 0 0.067111 0.4829 0.48264 0.793551 1188 0 0.067111
RHOT2 15 0.51943 0.79587 0.999997 635 5 0.18181 0.26899 0.5911 0.865894 787 7 0.18181
NonTargeting_Human_08771 0.51964 0.51918 0.999997 636 0 0.052926 0.48036 0.4801 0.790548 1185 0 0.052926
NonTargeting_Human_08911 0.5198 0.51934 0.999997 637 0 0.042557 0.4802 0.48001 0.790548 1184 0 0.042557
NonTargeting_Human_06821 0.52013 0.51971 0.999997 638 0 0.077848 0.47987 0.4797 0.790548 1183 0 0.077848
NonTargeting_Human_02161 0.5221 0.52186 0.999997 639 0 0.10522 0.4779 0.47773 0.788864 1182 0 0.10522
NDNL2 15 0.5222 0.7976 0.999997 640 5 0.031456 0.41404 0.73089 0.949941 1067 4 0.031456
NonTargeting_Human_05381 0.52415 0.52405 0.999997 641 0 0.16827 0.47585 0.47566 0.787344 1181 0 0.16827
NonTargeting_Human_00251 0. 2579 0.52552 0.999997 642 0 0.075128 0.47421 0.47404 0.786477 1179 0 0.075128
RAB28 15 0.52581 0.79991 0.999997 643 5 0.12842 0.29749 0.62665 0.88881 847 7 0.12842
NonTargeting_Human_09821 0.52653 0.52626 0.999997 644 0 0.11029 0.47347 0.47329 0.786477 1178 0 0.11029
NonTargeting_Human_06131 0.52767 0.5272 0.999997 645 0 0.14467 0.47233 0.47223 0.786446 1177 0 0.14467
NonTargeting_Human_06591 0.52825 0.52769 0.999997 646 0 0.073511 0.47175 0.47163 0.786196 1176 0 0.073511
C2orf49 15 0.52858 0.8016 0.999997 647 5 -0.11825 0.15692 0.43486 0.77796 537 4 -0.11825
NonTargeting_Human_03631 0.52882 0.5283 0.999997 648 0 0.081011 0.47118 0.47106 0.786002 1175 0 0.081011
INSR 15 0.52928 0.80208 0.999997 649 3 0.054228 0.68238 0.89817 0.999997 1435 3 0.054228
NonTargeting_Human_07581 0.52964 0.52925 0.999997 650 0 0.077192 0.47036 0.47015 0.785232 1174 0 0.077192
NonTargeting_Human_06281 0.53062 0.53022 0.999997 651 0 0.056879 0.46938 0.46911 0.784233 1173 0 0.056879
NonTargeting_Human_06271 0.53071 0.53029 0.999997 652 0 0.089063 0.46929 0.46901 0.784233 1172 0 0.089063
HMOX2 15 0.53091 0.80325 0.999997 653 4 0.13139 0.040156 0.16922 0.650958 236 5 0.13139
NonTargeting_Human_07571 0.53103 0.53053 0.999997 654 0 0.069924 0.46897 0.46867 0.784233 1171 0 0.069924
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NonTargeting_Human_05131 0.53153 0.53103 0.999997 655 0 0.078774 0.46847 0.46825 0.784233 1169 0 0.078774
PACRGL 15 0.53172 0.80379 0.999997 656 3 0.25502 0.17563 0.46322 0.784233 578 7 0.25502
NonTargeting_Human_09941 0.53177 0.53129 0.999997 657 0 0.079125 0.46823 0.46801 0.784233 1168 0 0.079125
NonTargeting_Human_09671 0.53218 0.53168 0.999997 658 0 0.098132 0.46782 0.46754 0.784233 1167 0 0.098132
NonTargeting_Human_05871 0.533 0.53236 0.999997 659 0 0.05991 0.467 0.46678 0.784233 1165 0 0.05991
NonTargeting_Human_03191 0.53308 0.53244 0.999997 660 0 0.073355 0.46692 0.46668 0.784233 1164 0 0.073355
NonTargeting_Human_09071 0.53341 0.53273 0.999997 661 0 0.096199 0.46659 0.46639 0.784233 1163 0 0.096199
NonTargeting_Human_09081 0.53374 0.53305 0.999997 662 0 0.11946 0.46626 0.4661 0.784233 1162 0 0.11946
NonTargeting_Human_09151 0. 3407 0.53334 0.999997 663 0 0.075776 0.46593 0.46583 0.784233 1161 0 0.075776
NonTargeting_Human_01331 0.53431 0.53358 0.999997 664 0 0.079197 0.46569 0.46564 0.784233 1160 0 0.079197
NonTargeting_Human_05781 0.53505 0.53436 0.999997 665 0 0.09471 0.46495 0.46498 0.784233 1159 0 0.09471
NonTargeting_Human_09021 0.53522 0.53448 0.999997 666 0 0.077823 0.46478 0.46477 0.784233 1158 0 0.077823
NonTargeting_Human_02591 0.53571 0.53505 0.999997 667 0 0.076822 0.46429 0.46434 0.784233 1157 0 0.076822
NonTargeting_Human_00151 0. 3792 0.53718 0.999997 668 0 0.064003 0.46208 0.46198 0.784233 1156 0 0.064003
NonTargeting_Human_07281 0.53817 0.53741 0.999997 669 0 0.077066 0.46183 0.46169 0.784233 1155 0 0.077066
NonTargeting_Human_07191 0.53874 0.53796 0.999997 670 0 0.067735 0.46126 0.4609 0.784233 1153 0 0.067735
NonTargeting_Human_02211 0.53907 0.5383 0.999997 671 0 0.17152 0.46093 0.46065 0.784233 1152 0 0.17152
NonTargeting_Human_08621 0.53915 0.53838 0.999997 672 0 0.09127 0.46085 0.46055 0.784233 1151 0 0.09127
ZNF124 15 0.53916 0.80895 0.999997 673 4 0.10235 0.15956 0.43887 0.778235 544 7 0.10235
NonTargeting_Human_09711 0.5394 0.53862 0.999997 674 0 0.091303 0.4606 0.46035 0.784233 1150 0 0.091303
NonTargeting_Human_09731 0.53989 0.53917 0.999997 675 0 0.19022 0.46011 0.45992 0.784233 1148 0 0.19022
NonTargeting_Human_06261 0.5412 0.54056 0.999997 676 0 0.0824 0.4588 0.45855 0.784233 1146 0 0.0824
NonTargeting_Human_02511 0.54137 0.54074 0.999997 677 0 0.066426 0.45863 0.45836 0.784233 1145 0 0.066426
NonTargeting_Human_06481 0.54178 0.54113 0.999997 678 0 0.084972 0.45822 0.45791 0.784233 1144 0 0.084972
NonTargeting_Human_00471 0.54194 0.54127 0.999997 679 0 0.09859 0.45806 0.45777 0.784233 1143 0 0.09859
NonTargeting_Human_02691 0.54202 0.54135 0.999997 680 0 0.058898 0.45798 0.45771 0.784233 1142 0 0.058898
NonTargeting_Human_04791 0.54219 0.54154 0.999997 681 0 0.11453 0.45781 0.45758 0.784233 1141 0 0.11453
NonTargeting_Human_03071 0.54284 0.5422 0.999997 682 0 0.1122 0.45716 0.45695 0.784233 1139 0 0.1122
NonTargeting_Human_01931 0.54301 0.54235 0.999997 683 0 0.094571 0.45699 0.45682 0.784233 1138 0 0.094571
NonTargeting_Human_00841 0.54383 0.54318 0.999997 684 0 0.085717 0.45617 0.45606 0.784233 1137 0 0.085717
KLC2 15 0.54545 0.81314 0.999997 685 4 -0.071142 0.48048 0.78523 0.984773 1186 5 -0.071142
NonTargeting_Human_00831 0.54563 0.54522 0.999997 686 0 0.076967 0.45437 0.45418 0.784233 1135 0 0.076967
NonTargeting_Human_03531 0.54784 0.54735 0.999997 687 0 0.20366 0.45216 0.45194 0.783967 1132 0 0.20366
NonTargeting_Human_08431 0.5485 0.54804 0.999997 688 0 0.094574 0.4515 0.45124 0.783967 1131 0 0.094574
NonTargeting_Human_02281 0.54916 0.54871 0.999997 689 0 0.082904 0.45084 0.45048 0.783756 1130 0 0.082904
NonTargeting_Human_01691 0.54924 0.5488 0.999997 690 0 0.16771 0.45076 0.45041 0.783756 1129 0 0.16771
NonTargeting_Human_05191 0.54998 0.54962 0.999997 691 0 0.080781 0.45002 0.44978 0.783756 1128 0 0.080781
NonTargeting_Human_05821 0.55063 0.55025 0.999997 692 0 0.13663 0.44937 0.44918 0.783756 1127 0 0.13663
NonTargeting_Human_05721 0.55071 0.55033 0.999997 693 0 0.091999 0.44929 0.44909 0.783756 1125 0 0.091999
NonTargeting_Human_05501 0.55334 0.55297 0.999997 694 0 0.13965 0.44666 0.44655 0.78079 1122 0 0.13965
NonTargeting_Human_02551 0. 5358 0.55319 0.999997 695 0 0.10302 0.44642 0.44623 0.78079 1121 0 0.10302
NonTargeting_Human_09921 0.55547 0.55524 0.999997 696 0 0.22419 0.44453 0.44445 0.778678 1120 0 0.22419
NonTargeting_Human_01501 0.55571 0.55548 0.999997 697 0 0.091277 0.44429 0.44421 0.778678 1119 0 0.091277
NonTargeting_Human_06621 0.5567 0.55649 0.999997 698 0 0.10969 0.4433 0.4432 0.778678 1117 0 0.10969
PGA3 15 0.55685 0.82038 0.999997 699 5 -0.054947 0.3594 0.68344 0.920682 970 6 -0.054947
NonTargeting_Human_04991 0.55793 0.55782 0.999997 700 0 0.10603 0.44207 0.44185 0.778392 1115 0 0.10603
NonTargeting_Human_06141 0.5585 0.55839 0.999997 701 0 0.11003 0.4415 0.44121 0.778392 1114 0 0.11003
NonTargeting_Human_00521 0.55883 0.5587 0.999997 702 0 0.11328 0.44117 0.44085 0.778392 1113 0 0.11328
hsa-mir-6515 13 0.55905 0.80676 0.999997 703 3 -0.012927 0.35847 0.67133 0.91543 963 5 -0.012927
NonTargeting_Human_01471 0.55981 0.55967 0.999997 704 0 0.24874 0.44019 0.43991 0.778392 1112 0 0.24874
NonTargeting_Human_02251 0. 6154 0.56148 0.999997 705 0 0.12709 0.43846 0.43827 0.77796 1110 0 0.12709
NonTargeting_Human_07061 0.56211 0.56213 0.999997 706 0 0.12483 0.43789 0.43771 0.77796 1109 0 0.12483
NonTargeting_Human_09971 0.56227 0.5623 0.999997 707 0 0.21339 0.43773 0.43759 0.77796 1108 0 0.21339
NonTargeting_Human_01951 0. 6268 0.56274 0.999997 708 0 0.12372 0.43732 0.43714 0.77796 1107 0 0.12372
NonTargeting_Human_01871 0.56293 0.563 0.999997 709 0 0.17552 0.43707 0.43687 0.77796 1106 0 0.17552
NonTargeting_Human_02451 0. 6301 0.56307 0.999997 710 0 0.11297 0.43699 0.43679 0.77796 1105 0 0.11297
NonTargeting_Human_04741 0.56309 0.56317 0.999997 711 0 0.13766 0.43691 0.43668 0.77796 1104 0 0.13766
NonTargeting_Human_07001 0.56318 0.56326 0.999997 712 0 0.14446 0.43682 0.43659 0.77796 1103 0 0.14446
NonTargeting_Human_08391 0.56424 0.56436 0.999997 713 0 0.14672 0.43576 0.43563 0.77796 1102 0 0.14672
NonTargeting_Human_04571 0.56449 0.56464 0.999997 714 0 0.14677 0.43551 0.43538 0.77796 1101 0 0.14677
ALG13 15 0.56451 0.82548 0.999997 715 4 0.26182 0.056815 0.22016 0.680057 272 9 0.26182
NonTargeting_Human_01961 0.5658 0.56594 0.999997 716 0 0.12047 0.4342 0.43398 0.77796 1099 0 0.12047
NonTargeting_Human_08721 0.56605 0.56621 0.999997 717 0 0.10716 0.43395 0.43372 0.77796 1098 0 0.10716
NonTargeting_Human_04101 0.56662 0.56679 0.999997 718 0 0.20485 0.43338 0.43317 0.77796 1097 0 0.20485
RPS8 15 0.56677 0.82699 0.999997 719 3 0.01648 0.12668 0.37836 0.753805 467 7 0.01648
NonTargeting_Human_02971 0.56842 0.56858 0.999997 720 0 0.086994 0.43158 0.43135 0.77796 1096 0 0.086994
NonTargeting_Human_01711 0.56998 0.57017 0.999997 721 0 0.10556 0.43002 0.42981 0.777918 1095 0 0.10556
NonTargeting_Human_02681 0.57006 0.57024 0.999997 722 0 0.17384 0.42994 0.42972 0.777918 1094 0 0.17384
NonTargeting_Human_03501 0.57023 0.57044 0.999997 723 0 0.13752 0.42977 0.42954 0.777918 1093 0 0.13752
NonTargeting_Human_05491 0.57047 0.57065 0.999997 724 0 0.18305 0.42953 0.42933 0.777918 1092 0 0.18305
NonTargeting_Human_00051 0. 7097 0.57114 0.999997 725 0 0.098546 0.42903 0.42882 0.777918 1091 0 0.098546
NonTargeting_Human_09651 0.5722 0.57234 0.999997 726 0 0.1795 0.4278 0.42763 0.777918 1090 0 0.1795
NonTargeting_Human_00441 0.57326 0.5735 0.999997 727 0 0.103 0.42674 0.42663 0.776976 1089 0 0.103
NonTargeting_Human_02981 0.57425 0.57446 0.999997 728 0 0.15656 0.42575 0.42564 0.775991 1088 0 0.15656
NonTargeting_Human_06161 0.57597 0.57612 0.999997 729 0 0.19897 0.42403 0.42406 0.773902 1086 0 0.19897
NonTargeting_Human_06231 0.57613 0.57631 0.999997 730 0 0.12008 0.42387 0.42388 0.773902 1085 0 0.12008
CMAS 15 0.57696 0.83383 0.999997 731 4 -0.0085513 0.18284 0.47396 0.786477 596 6 -0.0085513
NonTargeting_Human_09121 0.57728 0.57756 0.999997 732 0 0.14464 0.42272 0.42281 0.773902 1084 0 0.14464
NonTargeting_Human_00961 0.57851 0.57887 0.999997 733 0 0.17654 0.42149 0.42163 0.772697 1082 0 0.17654
NonTargeting_Human_05571 0.57941 0.57985 0.999997 734 0 0.12433 0.42059 0.42077 0.77192 1080 0 0.12433
NonTargeting_Human_01181 0.57958 0.58008 0.999997 735 0 0.15257 0.42042 0.42062 0.77192 1079 0 0.15257
NonTargeting_Human_05071 0.57994 0.58051 0.999997 736 0 0.16492 0.42006 0.42029 0.77192 1078 0 0.16492
NonTargeting_Human_00031 0.58031 0.58083 0.999997 737 0 0.21411 0.41969 0.41994 0.77192 1077 0 0.21411
NonTargeting_Human_02641 0.58195 0.58245 0.999997 738 0 0.18558 0.41805 0.4182 0.77192 1074 0 0.18558
RAB13 15 0.58307 0.83778 0.999997 739 3 0.055978 0.58716 0.84805 0.999997 1318 4 0.055978
NonTargeting_Human_07631 0.58335 0.58388 0.999997 740 0 0.20959 0.41665 0.41671 0.771007 1071 0 0.20959
NonTargeting_Human_02571 0.58408 0.58448 0.999997 741 0 0.37246 0.41592 0.41603 0.771007 1070 0 0.37246
SLC35B2 15 0.58432 0.83868 0.999997 742 5 0.0017264 0.97797 0.99259 0.999997 1660 2 0.0017264
NonTargeting_Human_00561 0.58499 0.58542 0.999997 743 0 0.1284 0.41501 0.41507 0.771007 1069 0 0.1284
NonTargeting_Human_02311 0.58515 0.5856 0.999997 744 0 0.1103 0.41485 0.41492 0.771007 1068 0 0.1103
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CDK12 15 0.58618 0.84005 0.999997 745 5 0.24266 0.093786 0.30821 0.722595 376 8 0.24266
NonTargeting_Human_02471 0.5863 0.58681 0.999997 746 0 0.17566 0.4137 0.41383 0.771007 1066 0 0.17566
NonTargeting_Human_07731 0.58638 0.58687 0.999997 747 0 0.21026 0.41362 0.41374 0.771007 1065 0 0.21026
NonTargeting_Human_01921 0.58654 0.58705 0.999997 748 0 0.15904 0.41346 0.41361 0.771007 1064 0 0.15904
NonTargeting_Human_02441 0.58818 0.58858 0.999997 749 0 0.14948 0.41182 0.41188 0.770127 1063 0 0.14948
ZNF263 15 0.58834 0.84152 0.999997 750 4 -0.11264 0.85117 0.96027 0.999997 1569 4 -0.11264
MED27 15 0.58884 0.84189 0.999997 751 5 -0.1859 0.46045 0.76902 0.969909 1149 4 -0.1859
NonTargeting_Human_06791 0.589 0.58945 0.999997 752 0 0.17783 0.411 0.41119 0.770127 1062 0 0.17783
NonTargeting_Human_03021 0.58941 0.58986 0.999997 753 0 0.12059 0.41059 0.41084 0.770127 1061 0 0.12059
NonTargeting_Human_01431 0.5895 0.58996 0.999997 754 0 0.41866 0.4105 0.41075 0.770127 1060 0 0.41866
NonTargeting_Human_05921 0.58974 0.59025 0.999997 755 0 0.11058 0.41026 0.4105 0.770127 1059 0 0.11058
NonTargeting_Human_09411 0.59212 0.59253 0.999997 756 0 0.22183 0.40788 0.40802 0.769962 1057 0 0.22183
MAP1S 15 0.59247 0.84439 0.999997 757 4 0.098327 0.45741 0.76671 0.969879 1140 6 0.098327
NonTargeting_Human_03771 0.59278 0.59325 0.999997 758 0 0.19551 0.40722 0.40731 0.769962 1056 0 0.19551
NonTargeting_Human_05761 0.59335 0.59371 0.999997 759 0 0.4516 0.40665 0.40667 0.769962 1054 0 0.4516
DET1 15 0.5941 0.84547 0.999997 760 3 -0.080649 0.94575 0.98516 0.999997 1631 2 -0.080649
NonTargeting_Human_06251 0. 9458 0.59496 0.999997 761 0 0.2617 0.40542 0.4054 0.769504 1052 0 0.2617
NonTargeting_Human_06201 0.59499 0.59537 0.999997 762 0 0.36735 0.40501 0.40492 0.769437 1051 0 0.36735
NonTargeting_Human_02351 0. 9581 0.59614 0.999997 763 0 0.13214 0.40419 0.40402 0.768552 1050 0 0.13214
NonTargeting_Human_05561 0.5963 0.59668 0.999997 764 0 0.18535 0.4037 0.40363 0.768552 1048 0 0.18535
TPP2 15 0.59703 0.84718 0.999997 765 5 0.015881 0.60667 0.85895 0.999997 1341 4 0.015881
NonTargeting_Human_08411 0.59753 0.59797 0.999997 766 0 0.23637 0.40247 0.40251 0.767348 1047 0 0.23637
CCZ1 15 0.59756 0.84754 0.999997 767 5 -0.090331 0.44427 0.75607 0.966488 1118 6 -0.090331
NCAPG2 15 0.59775 0.84772 0.999997 768 4 -0.035285 0.057672 0.22262 0.681484 275 6 -0.035285
DGKK 15 0.59782 0.8478 0.999997 769 5 0.10165 0.45378 0.76358 0.968212 1133 5 0.10165
NonTargeting_Human_09111 0.59827 0.59872 0.999997 770 0 0.37824 0.40173 0.40182 0.766868 1045 0 0.37824
S100A14 15 0.59861 0.84832 0.999997 771 5 -0.17726 0.16058 0.44051 0.778392 545 3 -0.17726
NonTargeting_Human_03751 0. 9868 0.59907 0.999997 772 0 0.18699 0.40132 0.40143 0.766868 1043 0 0.18699
RPS14 15 0.59884 0.84842 0.999997 773 2 0.25549 0.011621 0.063885 0.511076 131 7 0.25549
NonTargeting_Human_07981 0.59934 0.5998 0.999997 774 0 0.1593 0.40066 0.40072 0.766435 1042 0 0.1593
NonTargeting_Human_01851 0.60122 0.60191 0.999997 775 0 0.18085 0.39878 0.39897 0.763929 1041 0 0.18085
NonTargeting_Human_04851 0.60237 0.60303 0.999997 776 0 0.25098 0.39763 0.39786 0.762642 1040 0 0.25098
NonTargeting_Human_02201 0.60245 0.60316 0.999997 777 0 0.14466 0.39755 0.39779 0.762642 1039 0 0.14466
NonTargeting_Human_03551 0.60393 0.60468 0.999997 778 0 0.18786 0.39607 0.39626 0.761231 1037 0 0.18786
NonTargeting_Human_09181 0.60401 0.60478 0.999997 779 0 0.27242 0.39599 0.39617 0.761231 1036 0 0.27242
NonTargeting_Human_02381 0.60434 0.60517 0.999997 780 0 0.26372 0.39566 0.39591 0.761231 1035 0 0.26372
NonTargeting_Human_09641 0.60532 0.60611 0.999997 781 0 0.24258 0.39468 0.39495 0.761231 1034 0 0.24258
NonTargeting_Human_01451 0.60606 0.60679 0.999997 782 0 0.25482 0.39394 0.3943 0.761231 1032 0 0.25482
NonTargeting_Human_01901 0.60631 0.607 0.999997 783 0 0.16342 0.39369 0.39402 0.761231 1031 0 0.16342
NDUFB10 15 0.60636 0.85351 0.999997 784 4 -0.062107 0.45976 0.76845 0.969909 1147 5 -0.062107
hsa-mir-6859-1 14 0.60683 0.84034 0.999997 785 3 0.20516 0.016517 0.082115 0.550352 154 6 0.20516
NonTargeting_Human_05651 0.60688 0.60753 0.999997 786 0 0.14354 0.39312 0.39352 0.761231 1030 0 0.14354
NonTargeting_Human_02261 0. 0704 0.60771 0.999997 787 0 0.15328 0.39296 0.39333 0.761231 1029 0 0.15328
NonTargeting_Human_01521 0.6077 0.60842 0.999997 788 0 0.14707 0.3923 0.39273 0.761231 1028 0 0.14707
NonTargeting_Human_07451 0.60811 0.60892 0.999997 789 0 0.17399 0.39189 0.39228 0.761231 1027 0 0.17399
NonTargeting_Human_01941 0.60885 0.60961 0.999997 790 0 0.21531 0.39115 0.39152 0.761231 1026 0 0.21531
NonTargeting_Human_05011 0.61032 0.61105 0.999997 791 0 0.23632 0.38968 0.39002 0.760937 1025 0 0.23632
NonTargeting_Human_01511 0.61106 0.61172 0.999997 792 0 0.16763 0.38894 0.38933 0.760439 1023 0 0.16763
NonTargeting_Human_04081 0.61155 0.61219 0.999997 793 0 0.21736 0.38845 0.38884 0.760326 1021 0 0.21736
CAPN15 15 0.61226 0.85696 0.999997 794 4 0.097282 0.072828 0.25997 0.700724 321 7 0.097282
NonTargeting_Human_00971 0.61327 0.61389 0.999997 795 0 0.16206 0.38673 0.38701 0.757592 1018 0 0.16206
NonTargeting_Human_04771 0.61344 0.61405 0.999997 796 0 0.2127 0.38656 0.38684 0.757592 1017 0 0.2127
NonTargeting_Human_08101 0.61442 0.61518 0.999997 797 0 0.28469 0.38558 0.38584 0.756993 1016 0 0.28469
NonTargeting_Human_03791 0.61467 0.61542 0.999997 798 0 0.17666 0.38533 0.38562 0.756993 1015 0 0.17666
NonTargeting_Human_01671 0.61483 0.61556 0.999997 799 0 0.20971 0.38517 0.38549 0.756993 1014 0 0.20971
NonTargeting_Human_05281 0.61524 0.61601 0.999997 800 0 0.1696 0.38476 0.38508 0.756993 1013 0 0.1696
NonTargeting_Human_01621 0.61532 0.61609 0.999997 801 0 0.2425 0.38468 0.38495 0.756993 1012 0 0.2425
NonTargeting_Human_02321 0.6159 0.61676 0.999997 802 0 0.18376 0.3841 0.38442 0.756993 1011 0 0.18376
NonTargeting_Human_05451 0.61623 0.6171 0.999997 803 0 0.24672 0.38377 0.3841 0.756993 1010 0 0.24672
NonTargeting_Human_07151 0.61688 0.6177 0.999997 804 0 0.24557 0.38312 0.38345 0.756993 1009 0 0.24557
NonTargeting_Human_04861 0. 1746 0.61818 0.999997 805 0 0.23402 0.38254 0.38297 0.756993 1008 0 0.23402
NonTargeting_Human_08651 0.61803 0.61875 0.999997 806 0 0.18414 0.38197 0.3823 0.756993 1007 0 0.18414
NonTargeting_Human_01831 0.61877 0.61942 0.999997 807 0 0.16669 0.38123 0.38148 0.756921 1006 0 0.16669
NonTargeting_Human_04501 0.62065 0.62128 0.999997 808 0 0.15582 0.37935 0.37948 0.753805 1004 0 0.15582
NonTargeting_Human_03041 0.62074 0.62137 0.999997 809 0 0.2057 0.37926 0.37938 0.753805 1003 0 0.2057
NonTargeting_Human_08841 0.62229 0.62303 0.999997 810 0 0.25103 0.37771 0.37775 0.753789 1001 0 0.25103
NonTargeting_Human_04521 0.62287 0.62356 0.999997 811 0 0.28046 0.37713 0.3772 0.753789 1000 0 0.28046
NonTargeting_Human_05831 0.62328 0.62403 0.999997 812 0 0.29484 0.37672 0.37678 0.753789 999 0 0.29484
NonTargeting_Human_01321 0.62361 0.6244 0.999997 813 0 0.26458 0.37639 0.37648 0.753789 998 0 0.26458
NonTargeting_Human_05261 0. 2615 0.62709 0.999997 814 0 0.23809 0.37385 0.37388 0.751198 997 0 0.23809
NDUFV1 15 0.62691 0.86318 0.999997 815 3 -0.091279 0.50698 0.80461 0.993493 1227 4 -0.091279
ATP5F1 15 0.62841 0.86384 0.999997 816 4 -0.092451 0.8239 0.95012 0.999997 1549 4 -0.092451
NonTargeting_Human_06561 0. 2869 0.62968 0.999997 817 0 0.24337 0.37131 0.37121 0.747542 995 0 0.24337
NonTargeting_Human_09341 0.62894 0.62996 0.999997 818 0 0.30746 0.37106 0.37096 0.747542 994 0 0.30746
NonTargeting_Human_09271 0.62902 0.63009 0.999997 819 0 0.30367 0.37098 0.37089 0.747542 993 0 0.30367
NonTargeting_Human_09231 0.63025 0.63147 0.999997 820 0 0.21179 0.36975 0.36976 0.747194 992 0 0.21179
NonTargeting_Human_06011 0.63115 0.6324 0.999997 821 0 0.26891 0.36885 0.36888 0.746284 991 1 0.26891
C1GALT1 15 0.63137 0.86516 0.999997 822 4 0.061831 0.35514 0.67948 0.919306 958 5 0.061831
NonTargeting_Human_00191 0.63156 0.63277 0.999997 823 0 0.18496 0.36844 0.36844 0.746243 990 1 0.18496
NonTargeting_Human_02651 0.63213 0.63335 0.999997 824 0 0.19239 0.36787 0.36783 0.74588 989 1 0.19239
NonTargeting_Human_08421 0.63312 0.63443 0.999997 825 0 0.22617 0.36688 0.36678 0.744611 988 1 0.22617
NonTargeting_Human_07291 0.63328 0.63456 0.999997 826 0 0.21949 0.36672 0.36662 0.744611 987 1 0.21949
NonTargeting_Human_04181 0.63336 0.63467 0.999997 827 0 0.26968 0.36664 0.36655 0.744611 986 1 0.26968
NonTargeting_Human_04011 0.63369 0.63492 0.999997 828 0 0.23096 0.36631 0.36625 0.744611 984 1 0.23096
NonTargeting_Human_06501 0.63525 0.63654 0.999997 829 0 0.1536 0.36475 0.36457 0.743571 983 1 0.1536
C2CD4A 15 0.63571 0.86711 0.999997 830 4 0.18233 0.16289 0.44419 0.778678 554 7 0.18233
NonTargeting_Human_08001 0.63648 0.63764 0.999997 831 0 0.32147 0.36352 0.36343 0.742107 981 1 0.32147
NonTargeting_Human_08491 0.63697 0.63819 0.999997 832 0 0.21336 0.36303 0.36289 0.741864 979 1 0.21336
NonTargeting_Human_03131 0.63746 0.63875 0.999997 833 0 0.17237 0.36254 0.36238 0.741689 978 1 0.17237
NonTargeting_Human_04291 0.63804 0.63928 0.999997 834 0 0.1986 0.36196 0.36176 0.741689 977 1 0.1986
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EPN1 15 0.63832 0.86822 0.999997 835 4 -0.0057272 0.34394 0.6694 0.914105 934 5 -0.0057272
NonTargeting_Human_00951 0.63976 0.6411 0.999997 836 0 0.21388 0.36024 0.36017 0.739759 974 1 0.21388
NonTargeting_Human_04091 0.63992 0.64126 0.999997 837 0 0.2115 0.36008 0.35999 0.739759 973 1 0.2115
NonTargeting_Human_09251 0.64033 0.64161 0.999997 838 0 0.39064 0.35967 0.35964 0.739759 971 1 0.39064
NonTargeting_Human_04391 0.64074 0.642 0.999997 839 0 0.12918 0.35926 0.35924 0.739759 969 1 0.12918
NonTargeting_Human_03061 0. 4091 0.6422 0.999997 840 0 0.18566 0.35909 0.35904 0.739759 968 1 0.18566
NonTargeting_Human_02891 0.64099 0.64229 0.999997 841 0 0.29787 0.35901 0.35898 0.739759 967 1 0.29787
NonTargeting_Human_00861 0. 4107 0.64239 0.999997 842 0 0.19097 0.35893 0.3589 0.739759 966 1 0.19097
NonTargeting_Human_00351 0.64132 0.64264 0.999997 843 0 0.22998 0.35868 0.35866 0.739759 965 1 0.22998
NonTargeting_Human_09351 0.64361 0.64495 0.999997 844 0 0.24413 0.35639 0.35644 0.739759 962 1 0.24413
NonTargeting_Human_04451 0.64386 0.64514 0.999997 845 0 0.36013 0.35614 0.35624 0.739759 961 1 0.36013
NonTargeting_Human_09261 0. 4394 0.64521 0.999997 846 0 0.59472 0.35606 0.35616 0.739759 960 1 0.59472
NAA60 15 0.64442 0.87088 0.999997 847 4 0.11837 0.74924 0.92421 0.999997 1497 4 0.11837
NonTargeting_Human_02071 0.64558 0.64704 0.999997 848 0 0.26648 0.35442 0.35456 0.739759 957 1 0.26648
NonTargeting_Human_01461 0. 4599 0.64746 0.999997 849 0 0.20059 0.35401 0.35416 0.739759 956 1 0.20059
NonTargeting_Human_03341 0.64624 0.6477 0.999997 850 0 0.27532 0.35376 0.35388 0.739759 955 1 0.27532
NonTargeting_Human_03701 0.64665 0.64815 0.999997 851 0 0.21846 0.35335 0.35352 0.739759 954 1 0.21846
NonTargeting_Human_00801 0.64681 0.6483 0.999997 852 0 0.28249 0.35319 0.35331 0.739759 953 1 0.28249
GYG2 15 0.64761 0.87215 0.999997 853 3 0.10157 0.047643 0.19201 0.670047 249 7 0.10157
CSNK2A2 15 0.64811 0.87237 0.999997 854 2 0.096877 0.27351 0.59678 0.872026 793 7 0.096877
NonTargeting_Human_02851 0.64812 0.64965 0.999997 855 0 0.51324 0.35188 0.35205 0.739553 952 1 0.51324
TMEM18 15 0.6482 0.87242 0.999997 856 2 0.15777 0.22488 0.53263 0.817856 701 7 0.15777
NonTargeting_Human_02171 0.64845 0.65003 0.999997 857 0 0.27156 0.35155 0.35168 0.739553 951 1 0.27156
NonTargeting_Human_04411 0.64886 0.65039 0.999997 858 0 0.39984 0.35114 0.35129 0.739553 950 1 0.39984
BMP15 15 0.64904 0.87277 0.999997 859 4 0.065922 0.43891 0.75188 0.964567 1111 6 0.065922
NonTargeting_Human_02491 0.64911 0.65068 0.999997 860 0 0.2192 0.35089 0.35102 0.739553 949 1 0.2192
NonTargeting_Human_09481 0.64919 0.65077 0.999997 861 0 0.26943 0.35081 0.35094 0.739553 948 1 0.26943
NonTargeting_Human_03721 0.64984 0.65131 0.999997 862 0 0.25953 0.35016 0.35026 0.739553 947 1 0.25953
NonTargeting_Human_06421 0.64993 0.65141 0.999997 863 0 0.27162 0.35007 0.35016 0.739553 946 1 0.27162
NonTargeting_Human_04261 0. 5058 0.65202 0.999997 864 0 0.2723 0.34942 0.34945 0.739553 944 1 0.2723
NonTargeting_Human_09091 0.65075 0.65221 0.999997 865 0 0.24216 0.34925 0.34931 0.739553 943 1 0.24216
NonTargeting_Human_01601 0.65091 0.65239 0.999997 866 0 0.25431 0.34909 0.3491 0.739553 942 1 0.25431
NonTargeting_Human_07991 0.65198 0.65337 0.999997 867 0 0.43501 0.34802 0.34814 0.739553 941 1 0.43501
NonTargeting_Human_07221 0.6523 0.65374 0.999997 868 0 0.3213 0.3477 0.34778 0.739553 939 1 0.3213
NonTargeting_Human_04131 0.65239 0.65378 0.999997 869 0 0.30638 0.34761 0.34771 0.739553 938 1 0.30638
NonTargeting_Human_03961 0. 5411 0.65546 0.999997 870 0 0.19379 0.34589 0.34608 0.739553 937 1 0.19379
NonTargeting_Human_09531 0.65526 0.65669 0.999997 871 0 0.35712 0.34474 0.3451 0.739433 936 1 0.35712
PES1 15 0.65543 0.87542 0.999997 872 4 -0.043479 0.4208 0.73673 0.953989 1081 4 -0.043479
INPP5J 15 0.65555 0.87549 0.999997 873 2 0.16433 0.26022 0.57997 0.858204 767 6 0.16433
NonTargeting_Human_00501 0.65599 0.65742 0.999997 874 0 0.43667 0.34401 0.34434 0.739329 935 1 0.43667
NonTargeting_Human_05971 0.65649 0.65799 0.999997 875 0 0.24033 0.34351 0.3439 0.739276 933 1 0.24033
NonTargeting_Human_00611 0.65714 0.65855 0.999997 876 0 0.25658 0.34286 0.34315 0.738566 932 1 0.25658
ZBTB44 15 0.6574 0.87621 0.999997 877 4 0.48693 0.0061637 0.037787 0.424378 103 9 0.48693
NonTargeting_Human_03901 0.65854 0.6598 0.999997 878 0 0.60949 0.34146 0.34157 0.736077 930 1 0.60949
NonTargeting_Human_08161 0.6587 0.65995 0.999997 879 0 0.237 0.3413 0.3414 0.736077 929 1 0.237
NonTargeting_Human_08071 0.65886 0.66009 0.999997 880 0 0.28086 0.34114 0.34124 0.736077 927 1 0.28086
NonTargeting_Human_03361 0. 5927 0.66045 0.999997 881 0 0.33682 0.34073 0.34079 0.736077 926 1 0.33682
CREB5 15 0.65962 0.87709 0.999997 882 1 0.44452 0.01656 0.086088 0.554015 156 9 0.44452
HIST2H3A 15 0.65981 0.87714 0.999997 883 4 -0.01686 0.74729 0.92353 0.999997 1493 4 -0.01686
NonTargeting_Human_08591 0.66042 0.66144 0.999997 884 0 0.26916 0.33958 0.33947 0.736074 925 1 0.26916
NonTargeting_Human_07421 0.66288 0.66396 0.999997 885 0 0.24808 0.33712 0.337 0.731624 924 1 0.24808
NonTargeting_Human_00401 0.66313 0.66418 0.999997 886 0 0.25721 0.33687 0.33676 0.731624 923 1 0.25721
NonTargeting_Human_07021 .6637 0.66477 0.999997 887 0 0.27818 0.3363 0.33609 0.731474 922 1 0.27818
NonTargeting_Human_01421 0.66403 0.66512 0.999997 888 0 0.24169 0.33597 0.33571 0.731474 921 1 0.24169
NonTargeting_Human_06941 0.66411 0.66515 0.999997 889 0 0.36254 0.33589 0.33561 0.731474 920 1 0.36254
NonTargeting_Human_06721 0.66469 0.66568 0.999997 890 0 0.31824 0.33531 0.33503 0.731474 919 1 0.31824
NonTargeting_Human_07361 0. 6583 0.66681 0.999997 891 0 0.24415 0.33417 0.33377 0.730034 917 1 0.24415
NonTargeting_Human_06381 0.66788 0.66905 0.999997 892 0 0.3182 0.33212 0.33163 0.727123 915 1 0.3182
NonTargeting_Human_06471 0.66829 0.66942 0.999997 893 0 0.32332 0.33171 0.33123 0.727123 913 1 0.32332
NonTargeting_Human_07041 0.66854 0.66964 0.999997 894 0 0.26836 0.33146 0.33099 0.727123 912 1 0.26836
NonTargeting_Human_03371 0.6687 0.66982 0.999997 895 0 0.19541 0.3313 0.3308 0.727123 911 1 0.19541
NonTargeting_Human_04721 0.66919 0.6703 0.999997 896 0 0.35266 0.33081 0.33036 0.727123 910 1 0.35266
NonTargeting_Human_05331 0.66936 0.67041 0.999997 897 0 0.32005 0.33064 0.33019 0.727123 909 1 0.32005
NonTargeting_Human_09281 0.66993 0.67095 0.999997 898 0 0.74751 0.33007 0.32967 0.727123 908 1 0.74751
NonTargeting_Human_06831 0.67018 0.6712 0.999997 899 0 0.35014 0.32982 0.32941 0.727123 907 1 0.35014
NonTargeting_Human_05681 0.67067 0.67166 0.999997 900 0 0.28885 0.32933 0.32888 0.727123 906 1 0.28885
NonTargeting_Human_07541 0.67083 0.6718 0.999997 901 0 0.24854 0.32917 0.32871 0.727123 905 1 0.24854
PPP1R8 15 0.67131 0.88213 0.999997 902 4 0.022844 0.14263 0.41037 0.770127 507 5 0.022844
NonTargeting_Human_06151 0.67206 0.67294 0.999997 903 0 0.28145 0.32794 0.32754 0.727123 903 1 0.28145
NonTargeting_Human_05991 0.67305 0.67383 0.999997 904 0 0.24553 0.32695 0.32645 0.727123 902 1 0.24553
NonTargeting_Human_00821 0.67321 0.67396 0.999997 905 0 0.23151 0.32679 0.32632 0.727123 900 1 0.23151
NonTargeting_Human_07401 0.67329 0.67405 0.999997 906 0 0.42071 0.32671 0.32626 0.727123 899 1 0.42071
PIGS 15 0.67484 0.88358 0.999997 907 4 0.083259 0.24654 0.56183 0.843472 738 4 0.083259
NonTargeting_Human_08991 0.67534 0.67604 0.999997 908 0 0.42979 0.32466 0.32421 0.727123 897 1 0.42979
NonTargeting_Human_07921 0.67551 0.67615 0.999997 909 0 0.26553 0.32449 0.32399 0.727123 896 1 0.26553
NonTargeting_Human_00411 0.67633 0.67692 0.999997 910 0 0.24545 0.32367 0.32331 0.727123 894 1 0.24545
NonTargeting_Human_00361 0. 7772 0.67831 0.999997 911 0 0.29491 0.32228 0.32188 0.727123 893 1 0.29491
NonTargeting_Human_07741 0.67805 0.67866 0.999997 912 0 0.32179 0.32195 0.3215 0.727123 892 1 0.32179
IBA57 15 0.67894 0.88531 0.999997 913 3 -0.014432 0.36322 0.68674 0.921266 980 5 -0.014432
NonTargeting_Human_01121 0.6801 0.68076 0.999997 914 0 0.35175 0.3199 0.31949 0.725062 891 1 0.35175
NonTargeting_Human_03481 0.68051 0.68123 0.999997 915 0 0.30994 0.31949 0.31907 0.725062 890 1 0.30994
NonTargeting_Human_09451 0.68125 0.68193 0.999997 916 0 0.41372 0.31875 0.31817 0.72489 889 1 0.41372
NonTargeting_Human_04591 0.68166 0.68227 0.999997 917 0 0.30377 0.31834 0.31772 0.724803 888 1 0.30377
NonTargeting_Human_05601 0.68207 0.68274 0.999997 918 0 0.49356 0.31793 0.31727 0.724803 886 1 0.49356
NonTargeting_Human_05741 0.68371 0.6844 0.999997 919 0 0.4914 0.31629 0.31573 0.724023 885 1 0.4914
NonTargeting_Human_08951 0.68379 0.68453 0.999997 920 0 0.58444 0.31621 0.31563 0.724023 884 1 0.58444
NonTargeting_Human_06541 0.68486 0.68551 0.999997 921 0 0.26633 0.31514 0.31451 0.724023 883 1 0.26633
NonTargeting_Human_08661 0.6851 0.68583 0.999997 922 0 0.50886 0.3149 0.31427 0.724023 882 1 0.50886
CNTN6 15 0.68513 0.88784 0.999997 923 4 0.4504 0.042055 0.17515 0.664038 239 9 0.4504
NonTargeting_Human_07721 0.68527 0.68603 0.999997 924 0 0.38049 0.31473 0.31414 0.724023 881 1 0.38049
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SPATA25 15 0.68531 0.8879 0.999997 925 4 0.16233 0.361 0.68477 0.920864 975 6 0.16233
NonTargeting_Human_03391 0.68535 0.68613 0.999997 926 0 0.32835 0.31465 0.31407 0.724023 880 1 0.32835
NonTargeting_Human_06651 0.68609 0.68678 0.999997 927 0 0.26762 0.31391 0.31338 0.724023 879 1 0.26762
NonTargeting_Human_01741 0.68887 0.68944 0.999997 928 0 0.26265 0.31113 0.31061 0.722595 877 1 0.26265
NonTargeting_Human_04241 0.68896 0.68952 0.999997 929 0 0.36707 0.31104 0.31053 0.722595 876 1 0.36707
NonTargeting_Human_00941 0.6892 0.68979 0.999997 930 0 0.29125 0.3108 0.31031 0.722595 875 1 0.29125
NonTargeting_Human_08451 0.68937 0.68998 0.999997 931 0 0.45039 0.31063 0.31013 0.722595 873 1 0.45039
NonTargeting_Human_06291 0.69002 0.69073 0.999997 932 0 0.28997 0.30998 0.30943 0.722595 872 1 0.28997
NonTargeting_Human_07901 0.6901 0.69085 0.999997 933 0 0.64212 0.3099 0.30932 0.722595 871 1 0.64212
NonTargeting_Human_02621 0.69084 0.69151 0.999997 934 0 0.24721 0.30916 0.30854 0.722595 870 1 0.24721
NonTargeting_Human_05931 0.69133 0.692 0.999997 935 0 0.34511 0.30867 0.30808 0.722595 868 1 0.34511
NonTargeting_Human_02751 0.69158 0.69223 0.999997 936 0 0.37855 0.30842 0.30785 0.722595 867 1 0.37855
NonTargeting_Human_02221 0.69191 0.69258 0.999997 937 0 0.52905 0.30809 0.30759 0.722595 866 1 0.52905
S100A10 15 0.69219 0.89098 0.999997 938 4 0.42507 0.036595 0.15751 0.637585 222 9 0.42507
NonTargeting_Human_06841 0.69265 0.6933 0.999997 939 0 0.25476 0.30735 0.30692 0.722595 865 1 0.25476
NonTargeting_Human_03921 0.69412 0.69451 0.999997 940 0 0.26359 0.30588 0.30545 0.722595 864 1 0.26359
NonTargeting_Human_03031 0.69461 0.69499 0.999997 941 0 0.26438 0.30539 0.30508 0.722595 863 1 0.26438
NonTargeting_Human_03511 0.69469 0.69504 0.999997 942 0 0.34263 0.30531 0.30502 0.722595 862 1 0.34263
ZBTB37 15 0.6956 0.89236 0.999997 943 4 0.48905 0.038373 0.16333 0.643333 228 9 0.48905
NonTargeting_Human_05541 0.69601 0.69641 0.999997 944 0 0.42394 0.30399 0.30378 0.722148 860 1 0.42394
NonTargeting_Human_07381 0.6974 0.6978 0.999997 945 0 0.49025 0.3026 0.30246 0.719981 858 1 0.49025
NonTargeting_Human_08301 0.69748 0.6979 0.999997 946 0 0.33133 0.30252 0.30239 0.719981 857 1 0.33133
NonTargeting_Human_00261 0. 9756 0.69798 0.999997 947 0 0.42089 0.30244 0.30232 0.719981 856 1 0.42089
NonTargeting_Human_07561 0. 9797 0.69841 0.999997 948 0 0.24505 0.30203 0.30194 0.719981 855 1 0.24505
NonTargeting_Human_06691 0.6983 0.69872 0.999997 949 0 0.39401 0.3017 0.30164 0.719981 854 1 0.39401
NonTargeting_Human_09191 0.69855 0.699 0.999997 950 0 0.4082 0.30145 0.30142 0.719981 852 1 0.4082
NonTargeting_Human_09891 0.6997 0.70008 0.999997 951 0 0.63804 0.3003 0.30016 0.719981 851 1 0.63804
NonTargeting_Human_06321 0.69978 0.70016 0.999997 952 0 0.30713 0.30022 0.30008 0.719981 850 1 0.30713
NonTargeting_Human_08891 0.70166 0.70211 0.999997 953 0 0.46228 0.29834 0.29833 0.719981 849 1 0.46228
NonTargeting_Human_09431 0.70437 0.70485 0.999997 954 0 0.46388 0.29563 0.29562 0.716356 846 1 0.46388
NonTargeting_Human_09201 0.70445 0.70492 0.999997 955 0 0.52881 0.29555 0.29549 0.716356 845 1 0.52881
NonTargeting_Human_02711 0.70453 0.70499 0.999997 956 0 0.43318 0.29547 0.29539 0.716356 844 1 0.43318
NonTargeting_Human_00851 0.7047 0.7051 0.999997 957 0 0.33838 0.2953 0.29521 0.716356 843 1 0.33838
SMNDC1 15 0.7047 0.89626 0.999997 958 4 0.16781 0.66086 0.88709 0.999997 1412 5 0.16781
NonTargeting_Human_02661 0.70503 0.70539 0.999997 959 0 0.3979 0.29497 0.29482 0.716356 842 1 0.3979
NonTargeting_Human_06431 0.70511 0.70548 0.999997 960 0 0.60455 0.29489 0.29474 0.716356 841 1 0.60455
NonTargeting_Human_07311 0.70535 0.70571 0.999997 961 0 0.48033 0.29465 0.29452 0.716356 840 1 0.48033
NonTargeting_Human_01441 0.7056 0.70595 0.999997 962 0 0.34459 0.2944 0.29421 0.716356 839 1 0.34459
NonTargeting_Human_05621 0.70585 0.70616 0.999997 963 0 0.53502 0.29415 0.29394 0.716356 838 1 0.53502
NonTargeting_Human_09771 0. 0601 0.70631 0.999997 964 0 0.36441 0.29399 0.29374 0.716356 837 1 0.36441
NonTargeting_Human_01731 0.7065 0.70671 0.999997 965 0 0.42821 0.2935 0.29314 0.716356 836 1 0.42821
NonTargeting_Human_05291 0.70749 0.70767 0.999997 966 0 0.26007 0.29251 0.29223 0.716356 835 1 0.26007
NonTargeting_Human_06711 0.70765 0.7078 0.999997 967 0 0.46063 0.29235 0.29204 0.716356 834 1 0.46063
NonTargeting_Human_08041 0.70814 0.70822 0.999997 968 0 0.37374 0.29186 0.29155 0.716356 833 1 0.37374
NonTargeting_Human_06081 0.70921 0.70939 0.999997 969 0 0.33489 0.29079 0.29045 0.716356 831 1 0.33489
NonTargeting_Human_05001 0.70929 0.70949 0.999997 970 0 0.39949 0.29071 0.29034 0.716356 830 1 0.39949
NonTargeting_Human_00141 0.71044 0.71056 0.999997 971 0 0.35635 0.28956 0.28928 0.716356 829 1 0.35635
NonTargeting_Human_09061 0.71077 0.71088 0.999997 972 0 0.29807 0.28923 0.28899 0.716356 828 1 0.29807
NonTargeting_Human_08131 0.71126 0.7114 0.999997 973 0 0.384 0.28874 0.28848 0.716356 827 1 0.384
NonTargeting_Human_00331 0.71175 0.71194 0.999997 974 0 0.33189 0.28825 0.28797 0.716356 826 1 0.33189
NonTargeting_Human_07091 0.71208 0.71223 0.999997 975 0 0.39449 0.28792 0.28761 0.716356 824 1 0.39449
NonTargeting_Human_05301 0.71323 0.7135 0.999997 976 0 0.25205 0.28677 0.28639 0.716356 822 1 0.25205
NonTargeting_Human_06021 0.71339 0.71369 0.999997 977 0 0.29274 0.28661 0.28626 0.716356 821 1 0.29274
NonTargeting_Human_00171 0.7138 0.71406 0.999997 978 0 0.27465 0.2862 0.28583 0.716356 819 1 0.27465
NonTargeting_Human_09051 0.71388 0.71412 0.999997 979 0 0.43311 0.28612 0.28575 0.716356 818 1 0.43311
NonTargeting_Human_06681 0.71454 0.71478 0.999997 980 0 0.35525 0.28546 0.28507 0.716356 816 1 0.35525
NonTargeting_Human_07461 0.71503 0.71529 0.999997 981 0 0.382 0.28497 0.28452 0.716356 815 1 0.382
MED1 15 0.71504 0.90086 0.999997 982 3 0.22328 0.50939 0.80592 0.993493 1235 5 0.22328
NonTargeting_Human_03471 0. 1692 0.71726 0.999997 983 0 0.40419 0.28308 0.28264 0.716356 814 1 0.40419
AHSP 15 0.71705 0.90174 0.999997 984 4 0.087031 0.20885 0.51057 0.808838 659 6 0.087031
NonTargeting_Human_05171 0. 1749 0.71788 0.999997 985 0 0.38706 0.28251 0.28215 0.716356 813 1 0.38706
NonTargeting_Human_03221 0.71774 0.71808 0.999997 986 0 0.36303 0.28226 0.28191 0.716356 812 1 0.36303
NonTargeting_Human_06961 0.71897 0.71922 0.999997 987 0 0.43216 0.28103 0.28068 0.714764 811 1 0.43216
NonTargeting_Human_01351 0.7202 0.72041 0.999997 988 0 0.35082 0.2798 0.27953 0.712864 809 1 0.35082
NonTargeting_Human_07551 0.72069 0.72092 0.999997 989 0 0.41064 0.27931 0.27908 0.712749 808 1 0.41064
NonTargeting_Human_02671 0. 2093 0.72117 0.999997 990 0 0.31447 0.27907 0.27882 0.712749 807 1 0.31447
NonTargeting_Human_08251 0.72192 0.72225 0.999997 991 0 0.46654 0.27808 0.27785 0.711677 805 1 0.46654
NonTargeting_Human_00711 0.72347 0.724 0.999997 992 0 0.35366 0.27653 0.27641 0.709023 803 1 0.35366
FAM21A 15 0.72366 0.90441 0.999997 993 4 0.0066861 0.74139 0.92147 0.999997 1483 4 0.0066861
NonTargeting_Human_08731 0.7238 0.72425 0.999997 994 0 0.27852 0.2762 0.27606 0.709023 802 1 0.27852
NonTargeting_Human_01011 0.72388 0.72432 0.999997 995 0 0.29463 0.27612 0.27598 0.709023 801 1 0.29463
NonTargeting_Human_08341 0.72438 0.72478 0.999997 996 0 0.4675 0.27562 0.27555 0.709023 800 1 0.4675
NonTargeting_Human_03831 0.72446 0.72488 0.999997 997 0 0.40362 0.27554 0.27546 0.709023 799 1 0.40362
NonTargeting_Human_09521 0.7247 0.72521 0.999997 998 0 0.19679 0.2753 0.27523 0.709023 797 1 0.19679
NonTargeting_Human_08371 0. 2479 0.72531 0.999997 999 0 0.38953 0.27521 0.27515 0.709023 796 1 0.38953
NonTargeting_Human_06111 0.72577 0.72624 0.999997 1000 0 0.38395 0.27423 0.27408 0.709023 794 1 0.38395
hsa-mir-638 15 0.72594 0.90542 0.999997 1001 4 0.26092 0.0723 0.25869 0.700273 320 8 0.26092
NonTargeting_Human_08641 0.72667 0.7271 0.999997 1002 0 0.32192 0.27333 0.27316 0.708992 792 1 0.32192
NonTargeting_Human_00931 0.72708 0.72753 0.999997 1003 0 0.39856 0.27292 0.27277 0.708992 791 1 0.39856
NonTargeting_Human_04731 0.72757 0.728 0.999997 1004 0 0.51361 0.27243 0.27238 0.708992 790 1 0.51361
NonTargeting_Human_08471 0. 2774 0.7282 0.999997 1005 0 0.4038 0.27226 0.27222 0.708992 789 1 0.4038
CAPZB 15 0.72777 0.90623 0.999997 1006 4 -0.043641 0.24133 0.5548 0.836421 732 5 -0.043641
FZD6 15 0.72784 0.90624 0.999997 1007 3 0.49196 0.0055475 0.034605 0.413579 98 10 0.49196
NonTargeting_Human_03231 0.72815 0.72852 0.999997 1008 0 0.48063 0.27185 0.27181 0.708992 788 1 0.48063
CTIF 15 0.73075 0.90743 0.999997 1009 2 0.39332 0.0071391 0.042591 0.441531 107 9 0.39332
NonTargeting_Human_03411 0.73102 0.7314 0.999997 1010 0 0.28351 0.26898 0.269 0.70468 786 1 0.28351
NonTargeting_Human_03081 0.73118 0.73155 0.999997 1011 0 0.35071 0.26882 0.26882 0.70468 785 1 0.35071
NonTargeting_Human_05321 0.73126 0.73161 0.999997 1012 0 0.33827 0.26874 0.26873 0.70468 784 1 0.33827
IGF1R 15 0.73161 0.9078 0.999997 1013 4 0.063883 0.19726 0.49446 0.799172 635 6 0.063883
NonTargeting_Human_04311 0.73225 0.73256 0.999997 1014 0 0.49877 0.26775 0.26777 0.70468 783 1 0.49877
 200 
 
NonTargeting_Human_02601 0.73249 0.73278 0.999997 1015 0 0.35806 0.26751 0.26755 0.70468 782 1 0.35806
NonTargeting_Human_06761 0.73266 0.73294 0.999997 1016 0 0.49571 0.26734 0.26735 0.70468 781 1 0.49571
NonTargeting_Human_01101 0.73274 0.73302 0.999997 1017 0 0.39762 0.26726 0.26726 0.70468 780 1 0.39762
NonTargeting_Human_07711 0.7329 0.73315 0.999997 1018 0 0.6652 0.2671 0.2671 0.70468 779 1 0.6652
GP1BB 15 0.73438 0.909 0.999997 1019 3 0.17321 0.13281 0.39141 0.761231 479 7 0.17321
NonTargeting_Human_09461 0.73454 0.7348 0.999997 1020 0 0.49122 0.26546 0.26555 0.70468 778 1 0.49122
NonTargeting_Human_01911 0.73512 0.73542 0.999997 1021 0 0.47635 0.26488 0.26493 0.70468 776 1 0.47635
PHF3 15 0.73541 0.90948 0.999997 1022 2 0.25454 0.14589 0.41647 0.771007 512 8 0.25454
NonTargeting_Human_09811 0.73545 0.7358 0.999997 1023 0 0.61965 0.26455 0.26454 0.70468 775 1 0.61965
NonTargeting_Human_06031 0.73627 0.73668 0.999997 1024 0 0.32742 0.26373 0.2637 0.70468 773 1 0.32742
NonTargeting_Human_03141 0.73725 0.73763 0.999997 1025 0 0.48199 0.26275 0.26264 0.704661 771 1 0.48199
NonTargeting_Human_04461 0.73733 0.73772 0.999997 1026 0 0.32192 0.26267 0.26253 0.704661 770 1 0.32192
NonTargeting_Human_08141 0.73856 0.739 0.999997 1027 0 0.41491 0.26144 0.26128 0.703176 768 1 0.41491
NonTargeting_Human_06311 0.73996 0.74037 0.999997 1028 0 0.37604 0.26004 0.2599 0.700724 766 1 0.37604
NonTargeting_Human_09751 0.74102 0.74147 0.999997 1029 0 0.32923 0.25898 0.25901 0.700273 764 1 0.32923
NonTargeting_Human_04111 0.74176 0.74219 0.999997 1030 0 0.36634 0.25824 0.2583 0.700273 763 1 0.36634
NonTargeting_Human_05751 0.74184 0.74227 0.999997 1031 0 0.36206 0.25816 0.2582 0.700273 762 1 0.36206
NonTargeting_Human_03301 0.74266 0.74318 0.999997 1032 0 0.45277 0.25734 0.25725 0.700273 761 1 0.45277
NonTargeting_Human_03181 0.74274 0.74324 0.999997 1033 0 0.44142 0.25726 0.2571 0.700273 760 1 0.44142
NonTargeting_Human_09931 0.74348 0.74393 0.999997 1034 0 0.48251 0.25652 0.25633 0.700273 758 1 0.48251
NonTargeting_Human_01021 0.74389 0.74427 0.999997 1035 0 0.4194 0.25611 0.25593 0.700273 757 1 0.4194
NonTargeting_Human_02001 0.74422 0.74462 0.999997 1036 0 0.36916 0.25578 0.25561 0.700273 756 1 0.36916
NonTargeting_Human_04251 0.74447 0.74485 0.999997 1037 0 0.34275 0.25553 0.25536 0.700273 755 1 0.34275
NonTargeting_Human_05961 0.74463 0.74502 0.999997 1038 0 0.47786 0.25537 0.25524 0.700273 754 1 0.47786
NonTargeting_Human_01231 0.74471 0.74513 0.999997 1039 0 0.28407 0.25529 0.25513 0.700273 753 1 0.28407
TMEM134 15 0.74486 0.91352 0.999997 1040 3 0.25382 0.26405 0.58482 0.862457 774 7 0.25382
NonTargeting_Human_04901 0.74529 0.74578 0.999997 1041 0 0.38566 0.25471 0.25457 0.700273 752 1 0.38566
NonTargeting_Human_00621 0.74545 0.74596 0.999997 1042 0 0.395 0.25455 0.25433 0.700273 751 1 0.395
NonTargeting_Human_02151 0.74561 0.74611 0.999997 1043 0 0.55962 0.25439 0.2542 0.700273 749 1 0.55962
MRPL42 15 0.74592 0.9141 0.999997 1044 2 0.29227 0.10065 0.32337 0.727123 403 8 0.29227
NonTargeting_Human_06511 0.74652 0.74695 0.999997 1045 0 0.29388 0.25348 0.25334 0.700273 748 1 0.29388
NonTargeting_Human_05581 0.74701 0.74747 0.999997 1046 0 0.42757 0.25299 0.25286 0.700273 747 1 0.42757
NonTargeting_Human_08581 0.7484 0.74872 0.999997 1047 0 0.46441 0.2516 0.25139 0.700273 746 1 0.46441
YME1L1 15 0.74859 0.91524 0.999997 1048 4 -0.12416 0.4984 0.79953 0.992755 1213 6 -0.12416
MRPS21 15 0.74967 0.91576 0.999997 1049 4 -0.019342 0.095043 0.31098 0.722595 380 5 -0.019342
NonTargeting_Human_09141 0.74988 0.75012 0.999997 1050 0 0.38349 0.25012 0.24998 0.700273 745 1 0.38349
NonTargeting_Human_00991 0.74996 0.75019 0.999997 1051 0 0.49527 0.25004 0.24991 0.700273 744 1 0.49527
OLR1 15 0.75024 0.91608 0.999997 1052 3 0.20017 0.49359 0.79564 0.990025 1208 6 0.20017
NonTargeting_Human_07831 0.75045 0.75068 0.999997 1053 0 0.97691 0.24955 0.24944 0.700273 743 1 0.97691
NonTargeting_Human_01071 0. 5061 0.75082 0.999997 1054 0 0.30856 0.24939 0.24928 0.700273 742 1 0.30856
NonTargeting_Human_09331 0.75168 0.75198 0.999997 1055 0 0.33498 0.24832 0.24827 0.700273 741 1 0.33498
LIMS3 15 0.75193 0.91688 0.999997 1056 3 0.2173 0.15745 0.43565 0.77796 538 6 0.2173
NonTargeting_Human_08171 0. 5217 0.75252 0.999997 1057 0 0.50212 0.24783 0.24783 0.700273 740 1 0.50212
NonTargeting_Human_01081 0.75258 0.75294 0.999997 1058 0 0.41785 0.24742 0.24749 0.700273 739 1 0.41785
TP53TG3 15 0.75397 0.91773 0.999997 1059 4 -0.11561 0.90338 0.97383 0.999997 1601 1 -0.11561
NonTargeting_Human_01641 0.75414 0.7545 0.999997 1060 0 0.62782 0.24586 0.24582 0.700273 737 1 0.62782
SLC7A6OS 15 0.75426 0.91786 0.999997 1061 2 0.31447 0.27714 0.60156 0.873547 804 7 0.31447
AMTN 15 0.75523 0.91832 0.999997 1062 4 0.18826 0.18398 0.47562 0.787344 597 7 0.18826
MAOB 15 0.75596 0.91864 0.999997 1063 3 0.46299 0.038736 0.16456 0.643333 231 8 0.46299
NonTargeting_Human_05531 0.75668 0.75711 0.999997 1064 0 0.41375 0.24332 0.24327 0.696426 736 1 0.41375
OTC 15 0.75714 0.91917 0.999997 1065 4 0.20716 0.23954 0.55246 0.835122 729 7 0.20716
NonTargeting_Human_09291 0.75832 0.75867 0.999997 1066 0 0.39867 0.24168 0.24163 0.692851 733 1 0.39867
MORC2 15 0.75861 0.91977 0.999997 1067 4 0.12126 0.16911 0.45375 0.784233 567 5 0.12126
NonTargeting_Human_06851 0.75881 0.75927 0.999997 1068 0 0.78855 0.24119 0.24118 0.692688 731 1 0.78855
BID 15 0.75903 0.91996 0.999997 1069 4 0.050595 0.074365 0.26344 0.70468 327 7 0.050595
NonTargeting_Human_03211 0.76013 0.76054 0.999997 1070 0 0.40206 0.23987 0.23977 0.689777 730 1 0.40206
UPP2 15 0.76046 0.92068 0.999997 1071 3 0.39585 0.016174 0.084308 0.550352 152 9 0.39585
NonTargeting_Human_00221 0.76062 0.76098 0.999997 1072 0 0.39683 0.23938 0.23928 0.689777 728 1 0.39683
NonTargeting_Human_05341 0.76095 0.76132 0.999997 1073 0 0.37252 0.23905 0.23894 0.689777 727 1 0.37252
NonTargeting_Human_02791 0.76111 0.76142 0.999997 1074 0 0.47931 0.23889 0.2388 0.689777 726 1 0.47931
PPP1CB 15 0.76213 0.92144 0.999997 1075 4 0.28726 0.063874 0.23877 0.689777 294 8 0.28726
NonTargeting_Human_06661 0.76283 0.76312 0.999997 1076 0 0.55099 0.23717 0.23711 0.689777 725 1 0.55099
NonTargeting_Human_02301 0.76373 0.76402 0.999997 1077 0 0.44887 0.23627 0.23618 0.689777 724 1 0.44887
NonTargeting_Human_09131 0.76431 0.76454 0.999997 1078 0 0.46506 0.23569 0.23559 0.689777 722 1 0.46506
NonTargeting_Human_03951 0.76578 0.76616 0.999997 1079 0 0.57562 0.23422 0.23428 0.689777 721 1 0.57562
NonTargeting_Human_00571 0. 6587 0.76625 0.999997 1080 0 0.41633 0.23413 0.23418 0.689777 720 1 0.41633
NonTargeting_Human_00121 0.76677 0.76723 0.999997 1081 0 0.47995 0.23323 0.23322 0.689777 718 1 0.47995
NonTargeting_Human_02081 0.76693 0.76739 0.999997 1082 0 0.47926 0.23307 0.23304 0.689777 717 1 0.47926
SCYL1 15 0.76756 0.92382 0.999997 1083 4 -0.12977 0.38721 0.70761 0.936584 1019 5 -0.12977
NonTargeting_Human_00111 0.76767 0.76818 0.999997 1084 0 0.4215 0.23233 0.2323 0.689777 716 1 0.4215
NonTargeting_Human_09961 0.76816 0.76874 0.999997 1085 0 1.2989 0.23184 0.2318 0.689497 715 1 1.2989
NonTargeting_Human_07271 0. 6915 0.76961 0.999997 1086 0 0.46807 0.23085 0.23094 0.688094 714 1 0.46807
NonTargeting_Human_06061 0.76972 0.77018 0.999997 1087 0 0.59623 0.23028 0.23023 0.687157 713 1 0.59623
NonTargeting_Human_08201 0.76988 0.77032 0.999997 1088 0 0.37727 0.23012 0.23007 0.687157 712 1 0.37727
NonTargeting_Human_07621 0.77021 0.77068 0.999997 1089 0 0.40557 0.22979 0.22979 0.687157 710 1 0.40557
NonTargeting_Human_02481 0.77046 0.77089 0.999997 1090 0 0.44297 0.22954 0.22953 0.687157 709 1 0.44297
NonTargeting_Human_02431 0.77185 0.77238 0.999997 1091 0 0.45167 0.22815 0.22823 0.687157 707 1 0.45167
BTF3 15 0.77225 0.92598 0.999997 1092 4 0.26303 0.54387 0.82459 0.999997 1281 5 0.26303
NonTargeting_Human_07391 0.77284 0.77334 0.999997 1093 0 0.70896 0.22716 0.22708 0.685925 706 1 0.70896
NonTargeting_Human_08191 0.77292 0.77341 0.999997 1094 0 0.33919 0.22708 0.22702 0.685925 705 1 0.33919
NonTargeting_Human_02521 0.77366 0.77415 0.999997 1095 0 0.32513 0.22634 0.2262 0.685644 704 1 0.32513
STARD4 15 0.77406 0.92684 0.999997 1096 3 0.52198 0.0096772 0.05491 0.495278 119 8 0.52198
NonTargeting_Human_06371 0. 7505 0.77549 0.999997 1097 0 0.36969 0.22495 0.2247 0.682285 702 1 0.36969
NonTargeting_Human_05511 0.77521 0.77567 0.999997 1098 0 0.35268 0.22479 0.22453 0.682285 700 1 0.35268
ADAMTSL1 15 0.77561 0.92751 0.999997 1099 3 0.31341 0.021351 0.10525 0.574884 175 8 0.31341
NonTargeting_Human_03241 0.77571 0.77621 0.999997 1100 0 0.73187 0.22429 0.22396 0.682285 699 1 0.73187
NonTargeting_Human_00511 0.77628 0.77687 0.999997 1101 0 0.48189 0.22372 0.22332 0.681625 696 1 0.48189
NonTargeting_Human_09691 0.77677 0.77746 0.999997 1102 0 0.62377 0.22323 0.22288 0.681484 695 1 0.62377
NonTargeting_Human_01291 0.7771 0.77777 0.999997 1103 0 0.63761 0.2229 0.22257 0.681484 694 1 0.63761
NonTargeting_Human_01491 0.77735 0.77804 0.999997 1104 0 0.40418 0.22265 0.22236 0.681484 692 1 0.40418
 201 
 
CCDC169-SOHLH215 0.77769 0.92841 0.999997 1105 3 0.28581 0.034822 0.1517 0.631323 218 8 0.28581
NonTargeting_Human_00181 0.77776 0.77842 0.999997 1106 0 0.42482 0.22224 0.22195 0.681484 691 1 0.42482
NonTargeting_Human_02421 0.77923 0.77983 0.999997 1107 0 0.39277 0.22077 0.22048 0.680057 688 1 0.39277
NonTargeting_Human_02341 0.77931 0.77991 0.999997 1108 0 0.37824 0.22069 0.2204 0.680057 687 1 0.37824
NonTargeting_Human_07141 0.77972 0.78032 0.999997 1109 0 0.77809 0.22028 0.22 0.680057 686 1 0.77809
NonTargeting_Human_06401 0.77989 0.78046 0.999997 1110 0 0.48893 0.22011 0.21983 0.680057 685 1 0.48893
NonTargeting_Human_00301 0.78005 0.7807 0.999997 1111 0 0.44813 0.21995 0.21964 0.680057 684 1 0.44813
NonTargeting_Human_06051 0.78169 0.7824 0.999997 1112 0 0.45863 0.21831 0.21815 0.680057 683 1 0.45863
NonTargeting_Human_01031 .7821 0.78275 0.999997 1113 0 0.44507 0.2179 0.2177 0.680057 682 1 0.44507
NonTargeting_Human_09171 0. 8218 0.78284 0.999997 1114 0 0.44505 0.21782 0.21763 0.680057 681 1 0.44505
NonTargeting_Human_02111 0.78308 0.78378 0.999997 1115 0 0.3146 0.21692 0.21672 0.680057 680 1 0.3146
NonTargeting_Human_05041 0.78349 0.78418 0.999997 1116 0 0.52356 0.21651 0.21625 0.680057 679 1 0.52356
NonTargeting_Human_08021 0.78448 0.78515 0.999997 1117 0 0.8057 0.21552 0.21532 0.679716 677 1 0.8057
NonTargeting_Human_08481 0.78554 0.78627 0.999997 1118 0 0.53867 0.21446 0.21421 0.677423 676 1 0.53867
KIAA1328 15 0.78577 0.93205 0.999997 1119 4 0.030219 0.42482 0.74011 0.956252 1087 6 0.030219
NonTargeting_Human_09371 0. 8579 0.78653 0.999997 1120 0 0.47014 0.21421 0.21393 0.677423 674 1 0.47014
NonTargeting_Human_09631 0.78636 0.78705 0.999997 1121 0 0.69235 0.21364 0.21332 0.677061 673 1 0.69235
NonTargeting_Human_01721 0.78751 0.7882 0.999997 1122 0 0.52326 0.21249 0.21215 0.675055 671 1 0.52326
NonTargeting_Human_00871 0. 8833 0.78895 0.999997 1123 0 0.54133 0.21167 0.2113 0.675055 670 1 0.54133
NonTargeting_Human_09871 0.7885 0.7891 0.999997 1124 0 0.87175 0.2115 0.21118 0.675055 669 1 0.87175
NonTargeting_Human_08311 0.78858 0.78917 0.999997 1125 0 0.61792 0.21142 0.21106 0.675055 668 1 0.61792
NonTargeting_Human_08061 0.78932 0.78987 0.999997 1126 0 0.45038 0.21068 0.2104 0.675055 667 1 0.45038
NonTargeting_Human_07501 0.78948 0.79004 0.999997 1127 0 0.75445 0.21052 0.21025 0.675055 666 1 0.75445
NonTargeting_Human_08611 0.78997 0.79047 0.999997 1128 0 0.40417 0.21003 0.20978 0.675055 664 1 0.40417
NonTargeting_Human_02731 0.79014 0.79062 0.999997 1129 0 0.48047 0.20986 0.20965 0.675055 663 1 0.48047
NonTargeting_Human_03171 0. 9038 0.79092 0.999997 1130 0 0.43249 0.20962 0.20938 0.675055 662 1 0.43249
NonTargeting_Human_05701 0.79063 0.79111 0.999997 1131 0 0.47469 0.20937 0.2091 0.675055 661 1 0.47469
NonTargeting_Human_03761 0.79079 0.79129 0.999997 1132 0 0.42045 0.20921 0.2089 0.675055 660 1 0.42045
PIP5K1A 15 0.79122 0.93435 0.999997 1133 2 0.17154 0.096604 0.31444 0.724023 389 6 0.17154
ANAPC16 15 0.7916 0.93453 0.999997 1134 3 0.28754 0.070858 0.25543 0.700273 318 7 0.28754
NonTargeting_Human_07911 0.79161 0.79208 0.999997 1135 0 0.70676 0.20839 0.20813 0.675055 658 1 0.70676
FRG2C 15 0.792 0.93477 0.999997 1136 3 0.34081 0.054175 0.21195 0.675055 265 8 0.34081
DDX4 15 0.79232 0.93493 0.999997 1137 4 0.42005 0.027506 0.12696 0.601164 197 8 0.42005
NonTargeting_Human_02031 0.79292 0.79331 0.999997 1138 0 0.34183 0.20708 0.20695 0.675055 656 1 0.34183
NonTargeting_Human_07121 0.79342 0.79385 0.999997 1139 0 0.47373 0.20658 0.20641 0.675055 655 1 0.47373
NonTargeting_Human_08531 0.79432 0.79481 0.999997 1140 0 0.50832 0.20568 0.20557 0.675055 654 1 0.50832
NonTargeting_Human_01271 0. 9522 0.79583 0.999997 1141 0 0.47786 0.20478 0.20476 0.675055 653 1 0.47786
NonTargeting_Human_09391 0.79563 0.79626 0.999997 1142 0 0.7161 0.20437 0.20427 0.675055 652 1 0.7161
NonTargeting_Human_01631 0.79661 0.79718 0.999997 1143 0 0.4245 0.20339 0.20323 0.675055 651 1 0.4245
NonTargeting_Human_08181 0.79694 0.7975 0.999997 1144 0 0.4715 0.20306 0.20293 0.675055 650 1 0.4715
NonTargeting_Human_01141 0.79735 0.79791 0.999997 1145 0 0.63806 0.20265 0.20242 0.675055 649 1 0.63806
NonTargeting_Human_03681 0.79743 0.79801 0.999997 1146 0 0.56341 0.20257 0.20236 0.675055 648 1 0.56341
RNF112 15 0.7978 0.93744 0.999997 1147 4 0.27049 0.18417 0.47591 0.787344 598 7 0.27049
MRPL21 15 0.79815 0.93764 0.999997 1148 3 -0.1632 0.44857 0.75931 0.966796 1124 4 -0.1632
NonTargeting_Human_08461 0.79825 0.79883 0.999997 1149 0 0.39142 0.20175 0.20154 0.675055 647 1 0.39142
NonTargeting_Human_09321 0.7985 0.79905 0.999997 1150 0 0.69345 0.2015 0.2013 0.675055 646 1 0.69345
NonTargeting_Human_03151 0.79858 0.79912 0.999997 1151 0 0.44266 0.20142 0.20122 0.675055 645 1 0.44266
NonTargeting_Human_05031 0.79916 0.79965 0.999997 1152 0 0.54363 0.20084 0.20057 0.675055 644 1 0.54363
MED12 15 0.7992 0.93806 0.999997 1153 3 0.44785 0.017524 0.090287 0.556983 160 8 0.44785
NonTargeting_Human_08031 0.79989 0.80047 0.999997 1154 0 0.52301 0.20011 0.19984 0.674593 642 1 0.52301
UBE2O 15 0.80073 0.93869 0.999997 1155 2 0.358 0.062794 0.23621 0.689777 291 8 0.358
NonTargeting_Human_06801 0.80162 0.80217 0.999997 1156 0 0.57487 0.19838 0.19811 0.670047 641 1 0.57487
NonTargeting_Human_06041 0.80178 0.80233 0.999997 1157 0 0.57008 0.19822 0.19795 0.670047 640 1 0.57008
NonTargeting_Human_07201 0.80186 0.8024 0.999997 1158 0 0.53293 0.19814 0.19789 0.670047 639 1 0.53293
NonTargeting_Human_01041 0.80252 0.8031 0.999997 1159 0 0.44637 0.19748 0.19716 0.670047 637 1 0.44637
NonTargeting_Human_05641 0.80268 0.8032 0.999997 1160 0 0.43933 0.19732 0.19699 0.670047 636 1 0.43933
NonTargeting_Human_01361 0.80285 0.80328 0.999997 1161 0 0.65045 0.19715 0.19686 0.670047 634 1 0.65045
NonTargeting_Human_04781 0. 0317 0.80364 0.999997 1162 0 0.47246 0.19683 0.19655 0.670047 633 1 0.47246
UHRF2 15 0.80351 0.93935 0.999997 1163 3 0.14877 0.054283 0.2123 0.675055 266 6 0.14877
NonTargeting_Human_04341 0.80399 0.80449 0.999997 1164 0 0.61343 0.19601 0.19575 0.670047 632 1 0.61343
NonTargeting_Human_02011 0.80408 0.80458 0.999997 1165 0 0.37132 0.19592 0.19562 0.670047 631 1 0.37132
NonTargeting_Human_00551 0.80432 0.80484 0.999997 1166 0 0.62395 0.19568 0.19536 0.670047 630 1 0.62395
ICA1L 15 0.80505 0.93975 0.999997 1167 1 0.22161 0.084606 0.28731 0.716356 352 7 0.22161
NonTargeting_Human_03641 0.80514 0.80563 0.999997 1168 0 0.66821 0.19486 0.19456 0.670047 628 1 0.66821
KBTBD12 15 0.80525 0.93983 0.999997 1169 3 0.22764 0.022513 0.10941 0.576383 179 7 0.22764
CLEC12B 15 0.80559 0.93994 0.999997 1170 1 0.30033 0.13537 0.39622 0.761231 488 8 0.30033
NonTargeting_Human_08261 0.8058 0.80624 0.999997 1171 0 0.53639 0.1942 0.194 0.670047 625 1 0.53639
NonTargeting_Human_09541 0.80612 0.8065 0.999997 1172 0 0.41382 0.19388 0.19371 0.670047 624 1 0.41382
NonTargeting_Human_07591 0.80629 0.80666 0.999997 1173 0 0.44229 0.19371 0.19356 0.670047 623 1 0.44229
SULT6B1 15 0.8066 0.94021 0.999997 1174 3 0.17296 0.14168 0.40862 0.769962 501 6 0.17296
NonTargeting_Human_06221 0.80678 0.80708 0.999997 1175 0 0.52383 0.19322 0.19309 0.670047 622 1 0.52383
NonTargeting_Human_00691 0.80719 0.80748 0.999997 1176 0 0.44537 0.19281 0.19262 0.670047 621 1 0.44537
NIPSNAP1 15 0.80737 0.94039 0.999997 1177 3 0.033617 0.68628 0.90034 0.999997 1439 5 0.033617
NonTargeting_Human_01131 0.80776 0.808 0.999997 1178 0 0.51052 0.19224 0.19209 0.670047 620 1 0.51052
NonTargeting_Human_00631 0.80801 0.80821 0.999997 1179 0 0.54325 0.19199 0.19187 0.670047 619 1 0.54325
NonTargeting_Human_04051 0.80817 0.80834 0.999997 1180 0 0.44331 0.19183 0.19167 0.670047 618 1 0.44331
NonTargeting_Human_09041 0.80899 0.80902 0.999997 1181 0 0.63782 0.19101 0.19079 0.670047 617 1 0.63782
NonTargeting_Human_03561 0.8099 0.81001 0.999997 1182 0 0.58561 0.1901 0.18986 0.670047 615 1 0.58561
NonTargeting_Human_00591 0.81055 0.81058 0.999997 1183 0 0.62972 0.18945 0.18933 0.670047 614 1 0.62972
ZNF764 15 0.81103 0.94144 0.999997 1184 3 0.080731 0.66166 0.88754 0.999997 1413 4 0.080731
NonTargeting_Human_03941 0.81129 0.8113 0.999997 1185 0 0.47638 0.18871 0.18865 0.669048 613 1 0.47638
NonTargeting_Human_04951 0.81186 0.8118 0.999997 1186 0 0.50023 0.18814 0.18805 0.668297 612 1 0.50023
NonTargeting_Human_07881 0. 1211 0.81205 0.999997 1187 0 0.60364 0.18789 0.18781 0.668297 611 1 0.60364
NonTargeting_Human_08221 0.81219 0.81212 0.999997 1188 0 0.63578 0.18781 0.18774 0.668297 610 1 0.63578
NonTargeting_Human_07791 0.81236 0.81231 0.999997 1189 0 0.71245 0.18764 0.18762 0.668297 609 1 0.71245
NonTargeting_Human_07161 0.81268 0.81268 0.999997 1190 0 0.5889 0.18732 0.18723 0.668297 608 1 0.5889
NonTargeting_Human_01381 0. 1285 0.81281 0.999997 1191 0 0.53033 0.18715 0.18703 0.668297 607 1 0.53033
NonTargeting_Human_01001 0.81309 0.81307 0.999997 1192 0 0.55442 0.18691 0.18678 0.668297 606 1 0.55442
NonTargeting_Human_07771 0.81318 0.81315 0.999997 1193 0 0.705 0.18682 0.1867 0.668297 605 1 0.705
NonTargeting_Human_01221 0.81342 0.81339 0.999997 1194 0 0.31994 0.18658 0.18644 0.668297 604 1 0.31994
 202 
 
NonTargeting_Human_02231 0.8135 0.81344 0.999997 1195 0 0.60862 0.1865 0.18636 0.668297 603 1 0.60862
NonTargeting_Human_03161 0.81441 0.81434 0.999997 1196 0 0.50539 0.18559 0.18532 0.668297 602 1 0.50539
CLEC3B 15 0.81446 0.94243 0.999997 1197 2 0.21698 0.024392 0.11614 0.587675 185 7 0.21698
NonTargeting_Human_02291 0.81449 0.81437 0.999997 1198 0 0.35186 0.18551 0.18524 0.668297 601 1 0.35186
NonTargeting_Human_09851 0.81555 0.81536 0.999997 1199 0 0.60397 0.18445 0.18423 0.668297 599 1 0.60397
hsa-mir-1302-6 7 0.81569 0.87139 0.999997 1200 1 0.55096 0.043651 0.14075 0.618032 241 4 0.55096
NonTargeting_Human_09831 0.81728 0.81711 0.999997 1201 0 0.58889 0.18272 0.18271 0.668297 595 1 0.58889
NonTargeting_Human_08441 0.81736 0.81721 0.999997 1202 0 0.70571 0.18264 0.18264 0.668297 594 1 0.70571
NonTargeting_Human_05221 0.8176 0.81747 0.999997 1203 0 0.58297 0.1824 0.1824 0.668297 593 1 0.58297
NonTargeting_Human_01651 0.8181 0.81798 0.999997 1204 0 0.47727 0.1819 0.1819 0.668297 591 1 0.47727
NonTargeting_Human_03491 0.81826 0.81815 0.999997 1205 0 0.49573 0.18174 0.18174 0.668297 590 1 0.49573
NonTargeting_Human_09241 0.81908 0.81884 0.999997 1206 0 0.68366 0.18092 0.18088 0.668297 589 1 0.68366
NonTargeting_Human_09761 0.81924 0.81895 0.999997 1207 0 0.53066 0.18076 0.18071 0.668297 587 1 0.53066
NonTargeting_Human_06571 0.81941 0.81907 0.999997 1208 0 0.56277 0.18059 0.18055 0.668297 586 1 0.56277
NonTargeting_Human_05211 0.81982 0.8195 0.999997 1209 0 0.78828 0.18018 0.18022 0.668297 585 1 0.78828
EPAS1 15 0.82166 0.94428 0.999997 1210 3 0.26408 0.089585 0.29865 0.719981 365 7 0.26408
NonTargeting_Human_09031 .8217 0.82145 0.999997 1211 0 0.59049 0.1783 0.17857 0.66705 584 1 0.59049
YPEL1 15 0.82186 0.94433 0.999997 1212 2 0.17342 0.26249 0.58287 0.861407 769 7 0.17342
NonTargeting_Human_04371 0.82203 0.82181 0.999997 1213 0 0.52281 0.17797 0.17827 0.66705 583 1 0.52281
NonTargeting_Human_04431 0.82211 0.82193 0.999997 1214 0 0.80938 0.17789 0.17822 0.66705 582 1 0.80938
NonTargeting_Human_03911 0.8231 0.82288 0.999997 1215 0 0.53528 0.1769 0.17727 0.666479 581 1 0.53528
NonTargeting_Human_08741 0.82375 0.82354 0.999997 1216 0 0.61708 0.17625 0.1765 0.665017 580 1 0.61708
NonTargeting_Human_03651 0.82449 0.82435 0.999997 1217 0 0.50499 0.17551 0.17586 0.664038 577 1 0.50499
NonTargeting_Human_00651 0.82466 0.82452 0.999997 1218 0 0.46797 0.17534 0.17574 0.664038 576 1 0.46797
SPDYE1 15 0.82514 0.94528 0.999997 1219 3 0.018246 0.172 0.45784 0.784233 571 4 0.018246
NonTargeting_Human_07971 0.82523 0.82511 0.999997 1220 0 0.56994 0.17477 0.17529 0.664038 575 1 0.56994
NonTargeting_Human_01881 0.8258 0.82568 0.999997 1221 0 0.70289 0.1742 0.17471 0.664038 574 1 0.70289
CIAPIN1 15 0.82611 0.94559 0.999997 1222 2 0.52865 0.011123 0.061613 0.501261 129 9 0.52865
NonTargeting_Human_02141 0.82728 0.82697 0.999997 1223 0 0.62622 0.17272 0.17315 0.660896 572 1 0.62622
NonTargeting_Human_01161 0.8281 0.82793 0.999997 1224 0 0.47362 0.1719 0.17229 0.659054 570 1 0.47362
NonTargeting_Human_09681 0. 2867 0.82846 0.999997 1225 0 0.57338 0.17133 0.17169 0.658221 569 1 0.57338
BOLA2 15 0.82988 0.94671 0.999997 1226 3 -0.062839 0.53882 0.82192 0.999997 1276 4 -0.062839
NonTargeting_Human_03121 0.83105 0.83073 0.999997 1227 0 0.80977 0.16895 0.16943 0.650958 566 1 0.80977
C12orf43 15 0.83127 0.9471 0.999997 1228 3 0.11845 0.33201 0.65902 0.907659 914 6 0.11845
NonTargeting_Human_07351 0.83154 0.83128 0.999997 1229 0 0.56706 0.16846 0.16895 0.650958 565 1 0.56706
NonTargeting_Human_09381 0. 3171 0.83146 0.999997 1230 0 0.62699 0.16829 0.16881 0.650958 564 1 0.62699
NonTargeting_Human_08631 0.83195 0.83169 0.999997 1231 0 0.60922 0.16805 0.16852 0.650958 563 1 0.60922
NonTargeting_Human_02241 0.8322 0.83195 0.999997 1232 0 0.7228 0.1678 0.16822 0.650958 561 1 0.7228
KAT7 15 0.83425 0.948 0.999997 1233 3 0.28196 0.19097 0.48552 0.793551 616 7 0.28196
ALDH3A2 15 0.83463 0.94812 0.999997 1234 3 0.026318 0.35848 0.68262 0.920682 964 3 0.026318
NonTargeting_Human_02701 0.83531 0.83501 0.999997 1235 0 0.49649 0.16469 0.16524 0.643333 559 1 0.49649
NonTargeting_Human_05431 0.83548 0.83518 0.999997 1236 0 0.53995 0.16452 0.16506 0.643333 558 1 0.53995
NonTargeting_Human_06171 0.83581 0.83555 0.999997 1237 0 0.45251 0.16419 0.16469 0.643333 557 1 0.45251
NonTargeting_Human_08561 0.83605 0.83583 0.999997 1238 0 0.73921 0.16395 0.16445 0.643333 556 1 0.73921
NonTargeting_Human_05631 0.83654 0.83631 0.999997 1239 0 0.58914 0.16346 0.16397 0.643333 555 1 0.58914
NonTargeting_Human_05591 0.83728 0.83716 0.999997 1240 0 0.67253 0.16272 0.16336 0.643333 553 1 0.67253
NonTargeting_Human_01311 0.83777 0.83768 0.999997 1241 0 0.59423 0.16223 0.16284 0.643333 551 1 0.59423
NonTargeting_Human_07961 0.83786 0.83775 0.999997 1242 0 0.94916 0.16214 0.16278 0.643333 550 1 0.94916
NonTargeting_Human_04681 0. 3802 0.83792 0.999997 1243 0 0.53972 0.16198 0.1626 0.643333 549 1 0.53972
NonTargeting_Human_08151 0.83827 0.83816 0.999997 1244 0 0.82292 0.16173 0.16231 0.643333 548 1 0.82292
NonTargeting_Human_04321 0.83884 0.83872 0.999997 1245 0 0.4848 0.16116 0.16181 0.643333 546 1 0.4848
NonTargeting_Human_01971 0.84064 0.84061 0.999997 1246 0 0.66582 0.15936 0.15997 0.641355 543 1 0.66582
C9orf41 15 0.84111 0.95002 0.999997 1247 3 0.27778 0.053871 0.21102 0.675055 264 7 0.27778
NonTargeting_Human_05161 0.84179 0.84183 0.999997 1248 0 0.66211 0.15821 0.15884 0.639624 540 1 0.66211
TRIM8 15 0.84211 0.95035 0.999997 1249 3 0.53615 0.0019143 0.0136 0.311696 66 9 0.53615
NonTargeting_Human_07671 0.84253 0.84262 0.999997 1250 0 0.61784 0.15747 0.15798 0.637736 539 1 0.61784
HAPLN1 15 0.84277 0.95054 0.999997 1251 3 0.14662 0.52073 0.81208 0.996329 1254 4 0.14662
SLAMF6 15 0.8431 0.95065 0.999997 1252 3 0.16931 0.24233 0.55618 0.836421 735 7 0.16931
GCFC2 15 0.84372 0.95085 0.999997 1253 2 0.28195 0.12715 0.37939 0.753805 468 8 0.28195
AQP10 15 0.84392 0.95092 0.999997 1254 3 0.31559 0.086237 0.29099 0.716356 356 7 0.31559
NonTargeting_Human_04231 0.84401 0.8441 0.999997 1255 0 0.51073 0.15599 0.15647 0.636064 535 1 0.51073
NonTargeting_Human_08601 0.84409 0.84417 0.999997 1256 0 0.60391 0.15591 0.15639 0.636064 534 1 0.60391
SLC26A4 15 0.84473 0.95118 0.999997 1257 3 0.38041 0.14141 0.40809 0.769962 500 8 0.38041
NonTargeting_Human_03841 0.84524 0.84519 0.999997 1258 0 0.47758 0.15476 0.1554 0.634621 533 1 0.47758
NonTargeting_Human_03601 0.84532 0.84526 0.999997 1259 0 0.62972 0.15468 0.15533 0.634621 532 1 0.62972
NonTargeting_Human_07511 0.84573 0.84576 0.999997 1260 0 0.89659 0.15427 0.15497 0.634621 531 1 0.89659
SVOP 15 0.84594 0.95157 0.999997 1261 3 0.25048 0.085504 0.28937 0.716356 353 7 0.25048
NonTargeting_Human_02951 0.84655 0.84661 0.999997 1262 0 0.6954 0.15345 0.15412 0.633861 530 1 0.6954
NonTargeting_Human_02561 0.84671 0.84679 0.999997 1263 0 0.54237 0.15329 0.15397 0.633861 529 1 0.54237
NonTargeting_Human_05891 0.8472 0.84731 0.999997 1264 0 0.59893 0.1528 0.15355 0.633861 528 1 0.59893
NonTargeting_Human_05251 0.84745 0.84752 0.999997 1265 0 0.51798 0.15255 0.15331 0.633861 527 1 0.51798
NonTargeting_Human_01411 0.8495 0.8494 0.999997 1266 0 0.41288 0.1505 0.15139 0.631323 526 1 0.41288
NonTargeting_Human_04381 0. 4991 0.84989 0.999997 1267 0 0.57158 0.15009 0.1509 0.630981 525 1 0.57158
NonTargeting_Human_00541 0.85007 0.85002 0.999997 1268 0 0.54388 0.14993 0.15076 0.630981 523 1 0.54388
NonTargeting_Human_02811 0.85024 0.85015 0.999997 1269 0 0.49476 0.14976 0.15059 0.630981 522 1 0.49476
NonTargeting_Human_08331 0.8504 0.85027 0.999997 1270 0 0.60791 0.1496 0.15041 0.630981 521 1 0.60791
NonTargeting_Human_06391 0.85081 0.85068 0.999997 1271 0 0.55467 0.14919 0.15003 0.630981 520 1 0.55467
NonTargeting_Human_00761 0.85139 0.85122 0.999997 1272 0 0.56766 0.14861 0.14947 0.630981 519 1 0.56766
SDHAF1 15 0.85241 0.95357 0.999997 1273 3 -0.055632 0.22221 0.52906 0.81637 690 6 -0.055632
NonTargeting_Human_00751 0.85253 0.85241 0.999997 1274 0 0.60959 0.14747 0.14835 0.629312 518 1 0.60959
NonTargeting_Human_08401 0.85335 0.85318 0.999997 1275 0 0.49687 0.14665 0.14756 0.627475 516 1 0.49687
NonTargeting_Human_04031 0.85401 0.85376 0.999997 1276 0 0.70551 0.14599 0.14691 0.626256 513 1 0.70551
NOTCH2NL 15 0.85428 0.95417 0.999997 1277 3 0.096482 0.067134 0.24662 0.700273 304 7 0.096482
NonTargeting_Human_07051 0.85442 0.85421 0.999997 1278 0 0.42993 0.14558 0.14649 0.625972 511 1 0.42993
NonTargeting_Human_03261 0.85499 0.85477 0.999997 1279 0 0.56331 0.14501 0.14602 0.625493 509 1 0.56331
WRNIP1 15 0.85721 0.95505 0.999997 1280 3 0.2863 0.025075 0.11859 0.587675 191 9 0.2863
NonTargeting_Human_01571 0.85737 0.85743 0.999997 1281 0 0.7086 0.14263 0.14378 0.618934 506 1 0.7086
NonTargeting_Human_02871 0.85745 0.85753 0.999997 1282 0 0.58881 0.14255 0.14372 0.618934 505 1 0.58881
NonTargeting_Human_03271 0.85778 0.85787 0.999997 1283 0 0.61851 0.14222 0.14342 0.618934 504 1 0.61851
NonTargeting_Human_07301 0.85786 0.85794 0.999997 1284 0 0.52248 0.14214 0.14334 0.618934 503 1 0.52248
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NonTargeting_Human_01201 0.85877 0.85885 0.999997 1285 0 0.60769 0.14123 0.1424 0.618934 499 1 0.60769
NonTargeting_Human_02901 0.85885 0.85895 0.999997 1286 0 0.61167 0.14115 0.14232 0.618934 498 1 0.61167
NonTargeting_Human_08851 0.85909 0.85915 0.999997 1287 0 0.84934 0.14091 0.14203 0.618934 496 1 0.84934
NonTargeting_Human_00021 0.86024 0.86031 0.999997 1288 0 0.79043 0.13976 0.14083 0.618032 495 1 0.79043
NonTargeting_Human_02841 0.86032 0.86042 0.999997 1289 0 0.5287 0.13968 0.14076 0.618032 494 1 0.5287
ANKRD35 15 0.8604 0.95596 0.999997 1290 3 0.063486 0.48154 0.78604 0.985081 1187 6 0.063486
NonTargeting_Human_05671 0.86073 0.86082 0.999997 1291 0 0.60921 0.13927 0.14043 0.618032 493 1 0.60921
NonTargeting_Human_02801 0.86098 0.86112 0.999997 1292 0 0.68906 0.13902 0.14015 0.618032 492 1 0.68906
CBWD1 15 0.86099 0.95615 0.999997 1293 3 0.0227 0.40175 0.72034 0.943225 1046 6 0.0227
ZW10 15 0.86142 0.9563 0.999997 1294 3 0.059283 0.14604 0.41675 0.771007 514 5 0.059283
NonTargeting_Human_09581 0. 6188 0.86193 0.999997 1295 0 0.45242 0.13812 0.13921 0.618032 491 1 0.45242
NonTargeting_Human_08811 0.86311 0.86316 0.999997 1296 0 0.80235 0.13689 0.1379 0.614781 490 1 0.80235
NonTargeting_Human_02091 .8636 0.86371 0.999997 1297 0 0.70846 0.1364 0.13741 0.614127 489 1 0.70846
ZNF548 15 0.86381 0.95699 0.999997 1298 3 0.2087 0.19771 0.49514 0.79953 638 7 0.2087
NonTargeting_Human_00701 0.86508 0.86507 0.999997 1299 0 0.59203 0.13492 0.13589 0.608886 487 1 0.59203
NonTargeting_Human_00641 0.8659 0.86588 0.999997 1300 0 0.87704 0.1341 0.13516 0.607172 486 1 0.87704
NonTargeting_Human_09311 0.86614 0.86611 0.999997 1301 0 0.68158 0.13386 0.13492 0.607172 485 1 0.68158
NonTargeting_Human_06751 0.86639 0.86634 0.999997 1302 0 0.60208 0.13361 0.13469 0.607172 484 1 0.60208
NonTargeting_Human_04981 0. 6655 0.86653 0.999997 1303 0 0.71858 0.13345 0.13451 0.607172 482 1 0.71858
NonTargeting_Human_04171 0.86664 0.86666 0.999997 1304 0 0.59726 0.13336 0.13446 0.607172 481 1 0.59726
NonTargeting_Human_00881 0.8668 0.86677 0.999997 1305 0 0.5901 0.1332 0.13431 0.607172 480 1 0.5901
CWC22 15 0.86681 0.95807 0.999997 1306 2 0.13569 0.20041 0.4989 0.80301 643 6 0.13569
NonTargeting_Human_04141 0.86729 0.86731 0.999997 1307 0 0.57621 0.13271 0.13384 0.607172 478 1 0.57621
NonTargeting_Human_05141 0.86746 0.86747 0.999997 1308 0 0.69767 0.13254 0.13368 0.607172 477 1 0.69767
NonTargeting_Human_07261 0.86811 0.86811 0.999997 1309 0 0.61473 0.13189 0.13301 0.607172 476 1 0.61473
hsa-mir-532 15 0.86861 0.95875 0.999997 1310 3 -0.039467 0.96461 0.98973 0.999997 1641 1 -0.039467
NonTargeting_Human_02331 0.86877 0.86867 0.999997 1311 0 0.69029 0.13123 0.13223 0.607172 475 1 0.69029
KCNK4 15 0.86946 0.95906 0.999997 1312 3 0.13758 0.090243 0.30025 0.719981 367 7 0.13758
NonTargeting_Human_04811 0.86959 0.86936 0.999997 1313 0 0.58538 0.13041 0.1314 0.607172 474 1 0.58538
NonTargeting_Human_02761 0.87074 0.87053 0.999997 1314 0 0.63227 0.12926 0.13032 0.607172 472 1 0.63227
hsa-mir-7973-1 4 0.8709 0.87119 0.999997 1315 0 0.000866 0.73632 0.75529 0.966488 1479 1 0.000866
NonTargeting_Human_00271 0.87139 0.87122 0.999997 1316 0 0.81662 0.12861 0.12965 0.607172 471 1 0.81662
NonTargeting_Human_01051 0.87188 0.87172 0.999997 1317 0 0.60839 0.12812 0.12909 0.606336 470 1 0.60839
NonTargeting_Human_05801 0.87279 0.87257 0.999997 1318 0 0.70236 0.12721 0.12824 0.605602 469 1 0.70236
NonTargeting_Human_06631 0.87525 0.87509 0.999997 1319 0 0.77663 0.12475 0.12596 0.598044 464 1 0.77663
NonTargeting_Human_05311 0.87566 0.87548 0.999997 1320 0 0.71141 0.12434 0.12557 0.598044 462 1 0.71141
NonTargeting_Human_00341 0.87598 0.8757 0.999997 1321 0 0.69548 0.12402 0.12527 0.598044 461 1 0.69548
NonTargeting_Human_06181 0. 7607 0.87578 0.999997 1322 0 0.78871 0.12393 0.12518 0.598044 460 1 0.78871
NonTargeting_Human_00681 0. 7615 0.87587 0.999997 1323 0 0.42041 0.12385 0.1251 0.598044 459 1 0.42041
NonTargeting_Human_05441 0.87623 0.87596 0.999997 1324 0 0.6765 0.12377 0.12501 0.598044 458 1 0.6765
GOLGA6A 15 0.87767 0.96166 0.999997 1325 3 -0.11765 0.74909 0.92419 0.999997 1496 3 -0.11765
ABCG5 15 0.87848 0.96187 0.999997 1326 3 0.29763 0.024808 0.11761 0.587675 189 9 0.29763
NXF2 14 0.87878 0.95891 0.999997 1327 3 0.085273 0.16638 0.4404 0.778392 560 2 0.085273
NonTargeting_Human_05731 0.87894 0.87869 0.999997 1328 0 0.66365 0.12106 0.12226 0.591721 457 1 0.66365
NonTargeting_Human_08011 0.87935 0.87912 0.999997 1329 0 0.75961 0.12065 0.12187 0.591468 456 1 0.75961
NonTargeting_Human_04661 0.87967 0.87951 0.999997 1330 0 0.90876 0.12033 0.12155 0.591468 455 1 0.90876
NonTargeting_Human_09511 0.88082 0.88063 0.999997 1331 0 0.97232 0.11918 0.12042 0.587675 454 1 0.97232
NonTargeting_Human_06731 0.88115 0.88107 0.999997 1332 0 0.65682 0.11885 0.12009 0.587675 452 1 0.65682
NonTargeting_Human_06241 0.88181 0.88177 0.999997 1333 0 1.0605 0.11819 0.11943 0.587675 451 1 1.0605
NonTargeting_Human_02271 0.88197 0.88198 0.999997 1334 0 0.79546 0.11803 0.11928 0.587675 450 1 0.79546
IRS2 15 0.88219 0.96304 0.999997 1335 2 0.37564 0.0061054 0.037476 0.423603 102 9 0.37564
NonTargeting_Human_05691 0.88238 0.88233 0.999997 1336 0 0.99272 0.11762 0.11886 0.587675 448 1 0.99272
NonTargeting_Human_01981 0. 8279 0.88275 0.999997 1337 0 0.56706 0.11721 0.11841 0.587675 446 1 0.56706
NonTargeting_Human_04711 0.88312 0.88302 0.999997 1338 0 0.58329 0.11688 0.11805 0.587675 445 1 0.58329
NonTargeting_Human_00311 0.88336 0.88321 0.999997 1339 0 0.79266 0.11664 0.11777 0.587675 444 1 0.79266
NonTargeting_Human_01701 0.88451 0.88444 0.999997 1340 0 0.90103 0.11549 0.11666 0.587675 442 1 0.90103
NonTargeting_Human_08541 0.88459 0.88452 0.999997 1341 0 0.90948 0.11541 0.11659 0.587675 441 1 0.90948
NonTargeting_Human_00771 0.88476 0.88472 0.999997 1342 0 0.53706 0.11524 0.11647 0.587675 440 1 0.53706
NonTargeting_Human_04611 0.88509 0.88507 0.999997 1343 0 0.52182 0.11491 0.11616 0.587675 439 1 0.52182
NonTargeting_Human_04921 0.88607 0.88632 0.999997 1344 0 0.58239 0.11393 0.11511 0.587675 438 1 0.58239
PDHX 15 0.88676 0.96455 0.999997 1345 2 0.33325 0.064236 0.23958 0.689777 297 8 0.33325
SUSD5 15 0.88725 0.96472 0.999997 1346 1 0.31861 0.015799 0.082715 0.550352 151 10 0.31861
FAM104A 15 0.88725 0.96472 0.999997 1347 3 0.30591 0.016185 0.08441 0.550352 153 10 0.30591
NonTargeting_Human_05881 0. 8755 0.88776 0.999997 1348 0 0.79432 0.11245 0.11369 0.584115 436 1 0.79432
NonTargeting_Human_04891 0.88763 0.88787 0.999997 1349 0 0.77284 0.11237 0.1136 0.584115 435 1 0.77284
NonTargeting_Human_00241 0.88796 0.88817 0.999997 1350 0 0.80916 0.11204 0.11333 0.584115 434 1 0.80916
NonTargeting_Human_02861 0.88837 0.88858 0.999997 1351 0 0.70886 0.11163 0.11295 0.584115 432 1 0.70886
C10orf53 15 0.88868 0.96517 0.999997 1352 2 0.22707 0.24228 0.5561 0.836421 734 6 0.22707
NonTargeting_Human_05411 0.88968 0.88987 0.999997 1353 0 0.64148 0.11032 0.11165 0.582169 430 1 0.64148
DCAKD 15 0.89002 0.96565 0.999997 1354 3 0.065134 0.28656 0.61353 0.879734 820 6 0.065134
IL17RA 15 0.89017 0.9657 0.999997 1355 2 0.19957 0.14523 0.41501 0.771007 510 6 0.19957
CDC14A 15 0.89077 0.96593 0.999997 1356 3 0.38972 0.016895 0.087614 0.554015 158 10 0.38972
NonTargeting_Human_07171 0.89082 0.891 0.999997 1357 0 0.70481 0.10918 0.1106 0.578439 429 1 0.70481
ELF4 15 0.89135 0.96613 0.999997 1358 1 0.52627 0.0023881 0.016527 0.335211 72 10 0.52627
NonTargeting_Human_03001 .8914 0.89165 0.999997 1359 0 0.86911 0.1086 0.10995 0.576733 427 1 0.86911
NonTargeting_Human_03981 0. 9173 0.89196 0.999997 1360 0 0.69004 0.10827 0.10955 0.576383 426 1 0.69004
NonTargeting_Human_04881 0.8923 0.89251 0.999997 1361 0 0.56017 0.1077 0.10896 0.576383 425 1 0.56017
NonTargeting_Human_07131 0.89246 0.89271 0.999997 1362 0 0.87351 0.10754 0.1088 0.576383 424 1 0.87351
NonTargeting_Human_04001 0.89287 0.8931 0.999997 1363 0 0.70381 0.10713 0.10836 0.576383 423 1 0.70381
NonTargeting_Human_00071 0.89312 0.89336 0.999997 1364 0 0.81606 0.10688 0.10809 0.576383 422 1 0.81606
NonTargeting_Human_04481 0. 9427 0.89456 0.999997 1365 0 0.77959 0.10573 0.10694 0.576383 421 1 0.77959
NonTargeting_Human_07011 0.89484 0.89514 0.999997 1366 0 0.61398 0.10516 0.10631 0.574884 420 1 0.61398
NonTargeting_Human_04651 0.89501 0.89529 0.999997 1367 0 0.68445 0.10499 0.10615 0.574884 419 1 0.68445
NonTargeting_Human_08381 0. 9509 0.89538 0.999997 1368 0 0.94995 0.10491 0.10608 0.574884 418 1 0.94995
NonTargeting_Human_07241 0.8955 0.89583 0.999997 1369 0 1.1242 0.1045 0.10569 0.574884 416 1 1.1242
TBXAS1 15 0.89566 0.9674 0.999997 1370 2 0.353 0.01786 0.091672 0.557154 162 7 0.353
ZFR 15 0.89659 0.96766 0.999997 1371 3 0.32783 0.068604 0.24996 0.700273 309 8 0.32783
AKAP9 15 0.89679 0.96771 0.999997 1372 2 0.42726 0.0043069 0.028123 0.387971 88 11 0.42726
NonTargeting_Human_06911 0.89689 0.89718 0.999997 1373 0 0.71576 0.10311 0.10428 0.572721 413 1 0.71576
NonTargeting_Human_02821 0.89697 0.89727 0.999997 1374 0 0.665 0.10303 0.10418 0.572721 412 1 0.665
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NonTargeting_Human_08241 0.89747 0.89773 0.999997 1375 0 0.87798 0.10253 0.1037 0.572721 410 1 0.87798
NonTargeting_Human_08081 0. 9755 0.89782 0.999997 1376 0 0.877 0.10245 0.10358 0.572721 408 1 0.877
NonTargeting_Human_08091 0.89779 0.89809 0.999997 1377 0 1.0649 0.10221 0.10334 0.572721 407 1 1.0649
NonTargeting_Human_07331 0.8982 0.89852 0.999997 1378 0 0.91132 0.1018 0.10297 0.572721 406 1 0.91132
NonTargeting_Human_03931 0.89829 0.89859 0.999997 1379 0 0.74112 0.10171 0.10286 0.572721 405 1 0.74112
CNOT2 15 0.90022 0.96877 0.999997 1380 3 0.27785 0.22874 0.53793 0.822391 708 7 0.27785
NonTargeting_Human_05271 0.90132 0.90182 0.999997 1381 0 0.56989 0.09868 0.099657 0.559612 400 1 0.56989
NonTargeting_Human_09441 0.90157 0.90207 0.999997 1382 0 0.58256 0.098434 0.099357 0.559612 399 1 0.58256
CCL14 15 0.90202 0.96946 0.999997 1383 2 0.4933 0.0033542 0.022337 0.3687 79 10 0.4933
NonTargeting_Human_05851 0.90222 0.90271 0.999997 1384 0 0.68363 0.097778 0.098583 0.557154 397 1 0.68363
NonTargeting_Human_06581 0.9023 0.90278 0.999997 1385 0 1.3099 0.097696 0.098538 0.557154 396 1 1.3099
NonTargeting_Human_01541 0.90255 0.90299 0.999997 1386 0 0.88568 0.09745 0.098295 0.557154 394 1 0.88568
KCNK12 15 0.90261 0.9697 0.999997 1387 3 0.098086 0.63017 0.87139 0.999997 1376 5 0.098086
NonTargeting_Human_06931 0.90288 0.90328 0.999997 1388 0 0.77588 0.097122 0.097916 0.557154 393 1 0.77588
AIM1 15 0.90307 0.96985 0.999997 1389 3 0.32213 0.056339 0.2188 0.680057 271 8 0.32213
NonTargeting_Human_06101 0.90321 0.90363 0.999997 1390 0 0.82255 0.096794 0.097577 0.557154 390 1 0.82255
NonTargeting_Human_06741 0.90345 0.90385 0.999997 1391 0 0.6617 0.096548 0.097334 0.557154 388 1 0.6617
NonTargeting_Human_02101 0.90362 0.904 0.999997 1392 0 0.6742 0.096384 0.097159 0.557154 387 1 0.6742
DNAJC18 15 0.90374 0.97007 0.999997 1393 3 0.11106 0.27533 0.59924 0.873441 798 6 0.11106
NonTargeting_Human_07841 0.90394 0.90437 0.999997 1394 0 0.86222 0.096056 0.096854 0.557154 386 1 0.86222
NonTargeting_Human_02771 0.90403 0.90442 0.999997 1395 0 0.67516 0.095974 0.096775 0.557154 385 1 0.67516
NonTargeting_Human_08711 0.90444 0.90478 0.999997 1396 0 0.60027 0.095564 0.096447 0.557154 384 1 0.60027
NonTargeting_Human_01751 0.90452 0.90484 0.999997 1397 0 0.78561 0.095482 0.096385 0.557154 383 1 0.78561
AGAP4 15 0.90462 0.97036 0.999997 1398 2 0.30324 0.083876 0.28556 0.716356 349 8 0.30324
NonTargeting_Human_06451 0.90468 0.90498 0.999997 1399 0 0.58875 0.095318 0.096249 0.557154 382 1 0.58875
NonTargeting_Human_00531 0.90476 0.90512 0.999997 1400 0 0.77883 0.095236 0.096181 0.557154 381 1 0.77883
SERPINB5 15 0.90508 0.97057 0.999997 1401 3 0.21707 0.1178 0.35974 0.739759 449 8 0.21707
NonTargeting_Human_00131 0.90542 0.90575 0.999997 1402 0 0.66879 0.09458 0.095486 0.557154 379 1 0.66879
NonTargeting_Human_06551 0.90567 0.90601 0.999997 1403 0 0.90147 0.094334 0.095181 0.557154 378 1 0.90147
NonTargeting_Human_02631 0.90624 0.90658 0.999997 1404 0 0.70191 0.09376 0.094548 0.557154 375 1 0.70191
NonTargeting_Human_04211 0.90755 0.90789 0.999997 1405 0 0.67099 0.092448 0.093209 0.557154 374 1 0.67099
NonTargeting_Human_06121 0.90772 0.9081 0.999997 1406 0 1.0238 0.092284 0.093051 0.557154 373 1 1.0238
NonTargeting_Human_09721 0.90845 0.90883 0.999997 1407 0 0.89464 0.091546 0.092248 0.557154 372 1 0.89464
NonTargeting_Human_05111 0.90878 0.90916 0.999997 1408 0 0.90942 0.091218 0.091915 0.557154 371 1 0.90942
NonTargeting_Human_05551 0.90895 0.90933 0.999997 1409 0 0.68964 0.091054 0.091745 0.557154 369 1 0.68964
MRPS31 15 0.909 0.97198 0.999997 1410 3 0.13212 0.11082 0.34524 0.739433 431 6 0.13212
NonTargeting_Human_04751 0.90936 0.90971 0.999997 1411 0 0.908 0.090644 0.091321 0.557154 368 1 0.908
TMEM253 15 0.90958 0.97218 0.999997 1412 1 0.61727 8.14E-05 0.0007884 0.047627 29 12 0.61727
NonTargeting_Human_05401 0.91001 0.91031 0.999997 1413 0 0.65348 0.089989 0.090655 0.557154 366 1 0.65348
INO80D 15 0.91059 0.9726 0.999997 1414 3 0.14652 0.62839 0.87045 0.999997 1372 5 0.14652
NonTargeting_Human_09661 0.91108 0.91136 0.999997 1415 0 0.91838 0.088923 0.08953 0.554263 363 1 0.91838
NonTargeting_Human_05981 0.91116 0.91144 0.999997 1416 0 0.82367 0.088841 0.089456 0.554263 362 1 0.82367
NonTargeting_Human_03741 0.91182 0.91202 0.999997 1417 0 0.69769 0.088185 0.088857 0.554015 361 1 0.69769
NonTargeting_Human_06361 0.91206 0.9123 0.999997 1418 0 1.0279 0.087939 0.088643 0.554015 360 1 1.0279
NonTargeting_Human_05021 0.91231 0.91261 0.999997 1419 0 0.58101 0.087693 0.088434 0.554015 359 1 0.58101
STXBP5L 15 0.91237 0.97328 0.999997 1420 3 0.33751 0.12447 0.37379 0.751198 463 8 0.33751
MTFP1 15 0.91266 0.97335 0.999997 1421 1 0.46897 0.016639 0.086388 0.554015 157 9 0.46897
NonTargeting_Human_03611 0.91272 0.91305 0.999997 1422 0 0.75698 0.087283 0.087993 0.554015 358 1 0.75698
NonTargeting_Human_08111 0.91305 0.91337 0.999997 1423 0 1.2793 0.086955 0.087609 0.554015 357 1 1.2793
NonTargeting_Human_00421 0.91378 0.91406 0.999997 1424 0 0.93395 0.086217 0.086987 0.554015 355 1 0.93395
NonTargeting_Human_04871 0.91387 0.91411 0.999997 1425 0 0.73098 0.086135 0.086908 0.554015 354 1 0.73098
COG5 14 0.91424 0.97094 0.999997 1426 1 0.034009 0.33282 0.65034 0.902949 916 6 0.034009
TMEM87B 15 0.91505 0.97422 0.999997 1427 2 0.34075 0.097965 0.31757 0.724803 398 8 0.34075
NonTargeting_Human_01551 0.91551 0.91567 0.999997 1428 0 0.68524 0.084495 0.085427 0.554015 351 1 0.68524
SERPINA1 15 0.91595 0.97449 0.999997 1429 3 0.34409 0.032763 0.14491 0.62227 214 8 0.34409
FER 15 0.91605 0.97454 0.999997 1430 3 0.19503 0.16163 0.44207 0.778392 547 6 0.19503
SMARCB1 15 0.91613 0.97458 0.999997 1431 1 0.38747 0.0030704 0.020703 0.361719 76 10 0.38747
NonTargeting_Human_03731 0.91649 0.91673 0.999997 1432 0 0.63496 0.083511 0.0845 0.550352 348 1 0.63496
NonTargeting_Human_06891 0. 1673 0.91696 0.999997 1433 0 1.0146 0.083265 0.084252 0.550352 347 1 1.0146
NonTargeting_Human_04641 0.91706 0.91741 0.999997 1434 0 0.97924 0.082937 0.083913 0.550352 346 1 0.97924
LGR5 15 0.91715 0.97484 0.999997 1435 3 0.14235 0.32899 0.65636 0.905461 904 6 0.14235
NonTargeting_Human_01171 0.91723 0.91763 0.999997 1436 0 0.8491 0.082773 0.08372 0.550352 345 1 0.8491
OR5AR1 15 0.91774 0.97504 0.999997 1437 3 0.39177 0.014453 0.076769 0.546739 145 10 0.39177
WNT3A 15 0.91782 0.97505 0.999997 1438 2 0.42827 0.009476 0.053916 0.493331 117 10 0.42827
NonTargeting_Human_01821 0.91846 0.91877 0.999997 1439 0 0.86789 0.081543 0.082579 0.550352 344 1 0.86789
GINS2 15 0.91853 0.97531 0.999997 1440 2 0.25731 0.078435 0.27309 0.708992 335 6 0.25731
NonTargeting_Human_07441 0.91862 0.9189 0.999997 1441 0 0.59214 0.081379 0.082409 0.550352 343 1 0.59214
NonTargeting_Human_06521 0.91952 0.91981 0.999997 1442 0 0.82969 0.080477 0.081403 0.550352 342 1 0.82969
NonTargeting_Human_01861 0.91977 0.92006 0.999997 1443 0 0.99758 0.080231 0.081183 0.550352 341 1 0.99758
NARF 15 0.92018 0.97588 0.999997 1444 2 0.11544 0.097575 0.31675 0.724803 395 7 0.11544
NonTargeting_Human_00461 0.92018 0.92044 0.999997 1445 0 1.0373 0.079821 0.080765 0.550352 340 1 1.0373
NonTargeting_Human_03671 0.92083 0.9211 0.999997 1446 0 0.87074 0.079165 0.080002 0.550352 339 1 0.87074
NonTargeting_Human_00041 0.92092 0.92121 0.999997 1447 0 0.71616 0.079083 0.07994 0.550352 338 1 0.71616
NonTargeting_Human_06611 0.92108 0.92134 0.999997 1448 0 0.75671 0.078919 0.079787 0.550352 337 1 0.75671
NonTargeting_Human_00721 0.92149 0.92173 0.999997 1449 0 1.081 0.078509 0.079375 0.550352 336 1 1.081
COG2 15 0.92235 0.97657 0.999997 1450 2 0.22604 0.44239 0.75452 0.96632 1116 6 0.22604
NonTargeting_Human_09981 0.92239 0.92263 0.999997 1451 0 0.77292 0.077607 0.078533 0.550352 334 1 0.77292
TADA2A 15 0.92247 0.97661 0.999997 1452 1 0.68001 0.0018453 0.01321 0.308581 65 11 0.68001
GSK3B 15 0.92293 0.9768 0.999997 1453 3 -0.023455 0.29106 0.61883 0.882885 832 4 -0.023455
STOML3 15 0.92318 0.97691 0.999997 1454 2 0.23534 0.11196 0.34768 0.739553 433 7 0.23534
NonTargeting_Human_01761 0.92338 0.92364 0.999997 1455 0 0.66485 0.076623 0.077476 0.547329 332 1 0.66485
NonTargeting_Human_04421 0.9237 0.924 0.999997 1456 0 0.88283 0.076296 0.07708 0.546739 331 1 0.88283
NonTargeting_Human_09601 0.92395 0.9243 0.999997 1457 0 0.97662 0.07605 0.076882 0.546739 330 1 0.97662
ORMDL3 15 0.92514 0.97772 0.999997 1458 1 0.54247 0.014284 0.076029 0.545914 144 8 0.54247
SORT1 15 0.92543 0.9778 0.999997 1459 3 -0.084718 0.51695 0.80993 0.99439 1250 5 -0.084718
LYZ 15 0.9257 0.9779 0.999997 1460 3 0.11708 0.36409 0.68749 0.921561 982 6 0.11708
NonTargeting_Human_02391 0.926 0.92623 0.999997 1461 0 0.76086 0.074 0.074707 0.538626 326 1 0.76086
NonTargeting_Human_05461 0.92625 0.92646 0.999997 1462 0 0.69549 0.073754 0.074418 0.538626 325 1 0.69549
NonTargeting_Human_09101 0.92649 0.92666 0.999997 1463 0 0.80499 0.073508 0.074204 0.538626 323 1 0.80499
NonTargeting_Human_02581 0.92698 0.92715 0.999997 1464 0 0.846 0.073016 0.073712 0.538098 322 1 0.846
 205 
 
NonTargeting_Human_06861 0.92944 0.9295 0.999997 1465 0 0.8527 0.070556 0.071226 0.52799 317 1 0.8527
NonTargeting_Human_07491 0. 2953 0.92958 0.999997 1466 0 0.96171 0.070474 0.071146 0.52799 316 1 0.96171
NonTargeting_Human_09901 0.93018 0.93015 0.999997 1467 0 0.92398 0.069818 0.070378 0.526932 314 1 0.92398
SPINT1 15 0.93055 0.97882 0.999997 1468 2 0.19667 0.23591 0.54759 0.82948 723 7 0.19667
NonTargeting_Human_04801 0.931 0.93096 0.999997 1469 0 0.62828 0.068998 0.069485 0.522479 311 1 0.62828
COX5B 15 0.93127 0.97896 0.999997 1470 2 0.30696 0.0086481 0.049977 0.478467 113 8 0.30696
NonTargeting_Human_01261 0.93133 0.93129 0.999997 1471 0 0.85889 0.06867 0.069191 0.522479 310 1 0.85889
NonTargeting_Human_01531 0.93149 0.93145 0.999997 1472 0 0.69452 0.068506 0.069022 0.522479 307 1 0.69452
ZFP3 15 0.93224 0.97917 0.999997 1473 1 0.46641 0.0039876 0.026151 0.385205 83 11 0.46641
NonTargeting_Human_08871 0.9324 0.93234 0.999997 1474 0 0.76991 0.067604 0.068134 0.522479 306 1 0.76991
NonTargeting_Human_09421 0.93256 0.93249 0.999997 1475 0 0.73826 0.06744 0.067976 0.522479 305 1 0.73826
NonTargeting_Human_08941 0.93371 0.93354 0.999997 1476 0 0.81429 0.066292 0.067032 0.519649 302 1 0.81429
NonTargeting_Human_04021 0.93412 0.93398 0.999997 1477 0 0.93289 0.065882 0.066529 0.518042 301 1 0.93289
NonTargeting_Human_07761 0.93436 0.93417 0.999997 1478 0 0.67506 0.065636 0.066202 0.517791 300 1 0.67506
SPRN 15 0.93508 0.97966 0.999997 1479 1 0.33531 0.018544 0.094814 0.557154 166 10 0.33531
TBX1 15 0.93527 0.97969 0.999997 1480 1 0.45022 0.0054083 0.033893 0.413579 97 9 0.45022
NonTargeting_Human_00741 0.93543 0.93519 0.999997 1481 0 0.91338 0.06457 0.065207 0.512299 299 1 0.91338
NonTargeting_Human_05231 0.93551 0.93528 0.999997 1482 0 1.26 0.064488 0.065083 0.512299 298 1 1.26
ZNRF3 15 0.93565 0.97974 0.999997 1483 2 0.4526 0.0022209 0.015352 0.320545 70 9 0.4526
NonTargeting_Human_00211 0.93797 0.93773 0.999997 1484 0 0.78188 0.062029 0.062568 0.502839 289 1 0.78188
NonTargeting_Human_01591 0. 3846 0.93822 0.999997 1485 0 1.3475 0.061537 0.062093 0.501323 288 1 1.3475
BATF 15 0.93861 0.98039 0.999997 1486 2 0.389 0.029908 0.13505 0.607172 207 9 0.389
C7orf26 15 0.93909 0.98046 0.999997 1487 2 0.3967 0.010985 0.061082 0.500995 128 10 0.3967
NonTargeting_Human_08691 0. 3945 0.93916 0.999997 1488 0 1.136 0.060553 0.061195 0.500995 287 1 1.136
NonTargeting_Human_02721 0.93953 0.93924 0.999997 1489 0 0.93509 0.060471 0.061132 0.500995 286 1 0.93509
NonTargeting_Human_07371 0.94019 0.93986 0.999997 1490 0 1.0147 0.059815 0.060454 0.500995 283 1 1.0147
NonTargeting_Human_09361 0.9406 0.94029 0.999997 1491 0 1.1207 0.059405 0.059991 0.500495 282 1 1.1207
NonTargeting_Human_06351 0.94109 0.94081 0.999997 1492 0 1.7022 0.058913 0.05946 0.498437 281 1 1.7022
NonTargeting_Human_02881 0.94125 0.94102 0.999997 1493 0 0.76283 0.058749 0.059324 0.498437 280 1 0.76283
NonTargeting_Human_03101 0.94166 0.94143 0.999997 1494 0 1.1749 0.058339 0.058889 0.498437 279 1 1.1749
NonTargeting_Human_08121 0.94207 0.94193 0.999997 1495 0 1.3933 0.057929 0.058482 0.498437 278 1 1.3933
NonTargeting_Human_06461 0.94215 0.94199 0.999997 1496 0 0.90842 0.057847 0.058408 0.498437 277 1 0.90842
NonTargeting_Human_03461 0.94232 0.94213 0.999997 1497 0 0.82299 0.057683 0.058205 0.498437 276 1 0.82299
NonTargeting_Human_07111 0.94248 0.94225 0.999997 1498 0 0.9188 0.057519 0.058103 0.498437 274 1 0.9188
WDR33 15 0.94276 0.9811 0.999997 1499 2 0.26433 0.069581 0.25248 0.700273 312 7 0.26433
CAPZA1 15 0.94279 0.98111 0.999997 1500 2 0.43893 0.0007312 0.0060214 0.202875 51 12 0.43893
NonTargeting_Human_04471 0.94297 0.94267 0.999997 1501 0 0.92265 0.057027 0.057578 0.498437 273 1 0.92265
NonTargeting_Human_03431 0.94371 0.94328 0.999997 1502 0 1.2112 0.056289 0.056815 0.498437 270 1 1.2112
NonTargeting_Human_04511 0.94388 0.94347 0.999997 1503 0 0.98999 0.056125 0.056623 0.498437 269 1 0.98999
NonTargeting_Human_02461 0.94396 0.94359 0.999997 1504 0 1.2228 0.056043 0.056532 0.498437 268 1 1.2228
CCT6B 15 0.94407 0.98137 0.999997 1505 2 0.44849 0.0042994 0.028061 0.387971 87 9 0.44849
MID1 15 0.94504 0.98153 0.999997 1506 2 0.403 0.0006026 0.0051003 0.178713 49 12 0.403
TMEM183A 15 0.94533 0.98156 0.999997 1507 2 0.20936 0.015662 0.082172 0.550352 149 7 0.20936
NonTargeting_Human_08361 0.94617 0.94579 0.999997 1508 0 1.61 0.053829 0.054345 0.493331 263 1 1.61
NonTargeting_Human_01401 0.94625 0.94589 0.999997 1509 0 0.69962 0.053747 0.054266 0.493331 262 1 0.69962
NonTargeting_Human_05941 0.94691 0.94656 0.999997 1510 0 1.1417 0.053091 0.053548 0.493331 259 1 1.1417
SSH3 15 0.94693 0.98182 0.999997 1511 2 0.035672 0.22564 0.53377 0.818882 703 4 0.035672
NonTargeting_Human_00891 0. 4814 0.94779 0.999997 1512 0 0.69045 0.051861 0.052514 0.492005 257 1 0.69045
ANKHD1-EIF4EBP315 0.94834 0.98226 0.999997 1513 2 0.19081 0.49126 0.79373 0.990025 1200 5 0.19081
FRY 15 0.94883 0.98238 0.999997 1514 2 0.33596 0.0090089 0.051554 0.485601 115 8 0.33596
NonTargeting_Human_01191 0. 4912 0.9488 0.999997 1515 0 0.83936 0.050877 0.051554 0.485601 255 1 0.83936
NonTargeting_Human_00281 0.94929 0.94899 0.999997 1516 0 0.82234 0.050713 0.051367 0.485601 254 1 0.82234
TNFRSF4 15 0.95057 0.98284 0.999997 1517 1 0.49868 0.0005543 0.0047216 0.172339 47 12 0.49868
NonTargeting_Human_03781 0.95093 0.95064 0.999997 1518 0 1.0194 0.049073 0.04979 0.478467 253 1 1.0194
FBXL8 15 0.95101 0.98294 0.999997 1519 2 0.34434 0.0067157 0.040471 0.431173 104 10 0.34434
NonTargeting_Human_02781 0.95117 0.95088 0.999997 1520 0 0.90502 0.048827 0.049491 0.478467 252 1 0.90502
NonTargeting_Human_01481 0.95125 0.95095 0.999997 1521 0 0.84095 0.048745 0.049406 0.478467 251 1 0.84095
NonTargeting_Human_09471 0.95158 0.9513 0.999997 1522 0 1.4221 0.048418 0.048977 0.478467 250 1 1.4221
FAM134C 15 0.952 0.98315 0.999997 1523 2 0.47278 0.0020003 0.014024 0.311696 67 10 0.47278
NonTargeting_Human_01111 0.95257 0.95231 0.999997 1524 0 0.77184 0.047434 0.047988 0.474996 248 1 0.77184
NonTargeting_Human_09991 0. 5306 0.95273 0.999997 1525 0 1.1162 0.046942 0.047411 0.471957 246 1 1.1162
hsa-mir-1229 15 0.9536 0.98356 0.999997 1526 1 0.036685 0.070422 0.25438 0.700273 315 5 0.036685
NonTargeting_Human_00291 0. 5445 0.95409 0.999997 1527 0 1.0136 0.045548 0.046027 0.46344 245 1 1.0136
SLC35F5 15 0.95525 0.98397 0.999997 1528 2 0.36605 0.029001 0.1321 0.607172 202 9 0.36605
RAB5C 15 0.95545 0.98404 0.999997 1529 2 0.30446 0.0060611 0.037211 0.423332 101 10 0.30446
NonTargeting_Human_09301 0.95568 0.95527 0.999997 1530 0 0.88504 0.044318 0.044812 0.456453 242 1 0.88504
NFRKB 15 0.95671 0.9844 0.999997 1531 2 0.30691 0.0050761 0.032249 0.403571 95 8 0.30691
NonTargeting_Human_07651 0.95708 0.95687 0.999997 1532 0 0.94684 0.042924 0.043382 0.447088 240 1 0.94684
ZNF22 15 0.95795 0.98476 0.999997 1533 2 0.27485 0.016551 0.086037 0.554015 155 10 0.27485
NonTargeting_Human_09611 0.95814 0.95791 0.999997 1534 0 1.3798 0.041858 0.042218 0.44027 238 1 1.3798
NonTargeting_Human_05121 0.95831 0.95809 0.999997 1535 0 1.2629 0.041694 0.042088 0.44027 237 1 1.2629
MYOZ3 15 0.95927 0.98508 0.999997 1536 2 0.33496 0.031636 0.1411 0.618032 212 8 0.33496
ORMDL1 15 0.9595 0.98513 0.999997 1537 2 0.24311 0.11739 0.35895 0.739759 447 8 0.24311
NonTargeting_Human_06921 0.96003 0.95979 0.999997 1538 0 1.0008 0.039972 0.040223 0.431173 235 1 1.0008
NonTargeting_Human_00451 0.96044 0.96023 0.999997 1539 0 0.99385 0.039562 0.039884 0.431173 234 1 0.99385
NonTargeting_Human_06531 0.96085 0.96075 0.999997 1540 0 1.0365 0.039152 0.039494 0.429771 233 1 1.0365
NonTargeting_Human_04841 0.96101 0.96093 0.999997 1541 0 1.083 0.038988 0.039313 0.429771 232 1 1.083
NonTargeting_Human_03441 0.96134 0.96131 0.999997 1542 0 1.1403 0.03866 0.038951 0.429199 230 1 1.1403
FAM126A 15 0.9615 0.98573 0.999997 1543 2 0.050695 0.49653 0.79814 0.991732 1210 6 0.050695
NonTargeting_Human_03321 0.96159 0.96157 0.999997 1544 0 1.0305 0.038414 0.038731 0.429199 229 1 1.0305
NonTargeting_Human_08981 0.96224 0.96221 0.999997 1545 0 1.4418 0.037758 0.038115 0.425333 227 1 1.4418
ANKRD36 15 0.96266 0.98601 0.999997 1546 2 0.60312 0.0094967 0.053984 0.493331 118 8 0.60312
PITPNM2 15 0.96306 0.98614 0.999997 1547 1 0.41862 0.0034093 0.022608 0.3687 80 11 0.41862
NonTargeting_Human_06671 0.96306 0.96298 0.999997 1548 0 1.248 0.036938 0.037205 0.423332 225 1 1.248
NonTargeting_Human_01611 0.96331 0.96321 0.999997 1549 0 0.75584 0.036692 0.036911 0.423332 224 1 0.75584
RAB23 15 0.96386 0.98634 0.999997 1550 2 0.42122 0.023652 0.11337 0.584115 184 9 0.42122
USP50 15 0.96412 0.98642 0.999997 1551 1 0.39608 0.06967 0.25267 0.700273 313 8 0.39608
NonTargeting_Human_08791 0. 6454 0.96449 0.999997 1552 0 0.96431 0.035462 0.035645 0.413579 221 1 0.96431
SPDYE2 15 0.96457 0.98659 0.999997 1553 2 -0.030745 0.1944 0.49029 0.796841 627 3 -0.030745
DCAF4 15 0.96467 0.98661 0.999997 1554 2 0.18239 0.064076 0.23923 0.689777 295 6 0.18239
 206 
 
NonTargeting_Human_04941 0.9647 0.96464 0.999997 1555 0 1.2262 0.035298 0.035436 0.413579 219 1 1.2262
hsa-mir-6508 8 0.96505 0.96525 0.999997 1556 0 0.35197 0.12935 0.32953 0.727123 473 5 0.35197
PRELP 15 0.96507 0.98674 0.999997 1557 2 0.23779 0.063427 0.23781 0.689777 293 7 0.23779
NonTargeting_Human_02541 0.96536 0.96529 0.999997 1558 0 1.3079 0.034643 0.034741 0.413579 217 1 1.3079
NonTargeting_Human_01771 0.96552 0.96541 0.999997 1559 0 1.0574 0.034479 0.034549 0.413579 216 1 1.0574
NonTargeting_Human_04761 0.9656 0.9655 0.999997 1560 0 1.3991 0.034397 0.034487 0.413579 215 1 1.3991
EML4 15 0.966 0.98709 0.999997 1561 2 0.44943 0.056009 0.21769 0.680057 267 8 0.44943
PRDM8 15 0.96637 0.98719 0.999997 1562 1 0.135 0.65304 0.88336 0.999997 1402 3 0.135
OR52B2 15 0.96658 0.98726 0.999997 1563 2 0.45217 0.0021905 0.015188 0.320545 69 10 0.45217
ROR1 15 0.96663 0.98728 0.999997 1564 2 0.38614 0.035427 0.15369 0.633861 220 9 0.38614
STAM2 15 0.96668 0.98729 0.999997 1565 1 0.27955 0.07585 0.26723 0.70468 329 7 0.27955
FUNDC2 15 0.96704 0.9874 0.999997 1566 1 0.47863 0.0024064 0.016646 0.335211 73 11 0.47863
MSI2 15 0.96714 0.98742 0.999997 1567 2 0.62764 0.0022827 0.015759 0.324811 71 11 0.62764
TSPAN11 15 0.96738 0.98753 0.999997 1568 2 0.13652 0.029012 0.13216 0.607172 203 7 0.13652
NonTargeting_Human_05661 0.96757 0.96756 0.999997 1569 0 1.0498 0.032429 0.032611 0.405203 213 1 1.0498
PSMD9 15 0.96775 0.98763 0.999997 1570 2 0.31372 0.027978 0.12866 0.60597 200 9 0.31372
hsa-mir-6817 13 0.96798 0.98552 0.999997 1571 1 0.15864 0.37267 0.68282 0.920682 996 5 0.15864
NonTargeting_Human_02041 0.96839 0.96828 0.999997 1572 0 1.0415 0.031609 0.031729 0.400634 211 1 1.0415
TMEM67 15 0.96844 0.9878 0.999997 1573 2 0.36501 0.012599 0.068377 0.522479 137 10 0.36501
NonTargeting_Human_08551 0.96864 0.96855 0.999997 1574 0 0.98532 0.031363 0.031492 0.400634 210 1 0.98532
NonTargeting_Human_00481 0.96872 0.96863 0.999997 1575 0 1.3184 0.031281 0.031441 0.400634 209 1 1.3184
NonTargeting_Human_04441 0.96921 0.9691 0.999997 1576 0 0.99588 0.030789 0.031 0.400634 208 1 0.99588
TRIM4 15 0.96964 0.98824 0.999997 1577 2 0.22523 0.044959 0.18414 0.668297 243 8 0.22523
NonTargeting_Human_08291 0. 7011 0.97003 0.999997 1578 0 1.121 0.029887 0.030113 0.394008 206 1 1.121
NonTargeting_Human_08901 0.97044 0.97033 0.999997 1579 0 0.88277 0.029559 0.029728 0.394008 204 1 0.88277
NonTargeting_Human_05861 0.97126 0.97121 0.999997 1580 0 0.99761 0.028739 0.028881 0.39224 201 1 0.99761
RBM4B 15 0.97144 0.98882 0.999997 1581 2 0.39831 0.10318 0.32884 0.727123 414 7 0.39831
SREBF2 15 0.97185 0.98901 0.999997 1582 2 0.41867 0.0045541 0.029604 0.394008 92 10 0.41867
CUL7 15 0.97212 0.9891 0.999997 1583 1 0.60332 0.0004624 0.0039644 0.160779 43 12 0.60332
NonTargeting_Human_08751 0.97224 0.9721 0.999997 1584 0 0.97616 0.027755 0.02796 0.387971 199 1 0.97616
NonTargeting_Human_07341 0.97233 0.97219 0.999997 1585 0 1.18 0.027673 0.027903 0.387971 198 1 1.18
RNPEP 15 0.97266 0.98933 0.999997 1586 2 0.2704 0.25915 0.57851 0.857487 765 7 0.2704
hsa-mir-1908 15 0.97278 0.98937 0.999997 1587 2 0.15538 0.060289 0.23016 0.687157 285 7 0.15538
NonTargeting_Human_02991 0. 7339 0.97314 0.999997 1588 0 1.9104 0.026607 0.026824 0.385205 195 1 1.9104
NonTargeting_Human_10001 0.97388 0.97367 0.999997 1589 0 1.0505 0.026115 0.026372 0.385205 194 1 1.0505
BMI1 15 0.9739 0.98971 0.999997 1590 2 0.32864 0.14325 0.41145 0.770127 508 8 0.32864
NUDT5 15 0.97395 0.98971 0.999997 1591 2 0.34025 0.013416 0.072045 0.52817 140 10 0.34025
ZDHHC5 15 0.97399 0.98973 0.999997 1592 2 0.12725 0.38774 0.7081 0.936584 1020 6 0.12725
NonTargeting_Human_03091 0. 7405 0.97384 0.999997 1593 0 1.1247 0.025951 0.026219 0.385205 193 1 1.1247
PSMD5 15 0.97455 0.98996 0.999997 1594 1 0.35478 0.0097322 0.055125 0.495278 121 10 0.35478
ATP6V1B1 15 0.9749 0.99012 0.999997 1595 1 0.32481 0.0007504 0.006174 0.204091 52 12 0.32481
PDGFA 15 0.97504 0.99019 0.999997 1596 2 0.29758 0.0012069 0.0092144 0.26329 56 8 0.29758
NonTargeting_Human_07861 0.97511 0.97482 0.999997 1597 0 1.6059 0.024885 0.025055 0.378414 190 1 1.6059
SYTL3 15 0.97519 0.99022 0.999997 1598 2 0.52868 0.0003206 0.0027663 0.118208 41 11 0.52868
NonTargeting_Human_03291 0. 7544 0.97519 0.999997 1599 0 1.1543 0.024557 0.024659 0.378414 187 1 1.1543
NonTargeting_Human_00231 0.97561 0.97534 0.999997 1600 0 0.9746 0.024393 0.024512 0.378414 186 1 0.9746
ISG15 15 0.97577 0.99041 0.999997 1601 2 0.34642 0.0017772 0.012752 0.306049 63 9 0.34642
TBPL2 15 0.97602 0.99047 0.999997 1602 1 0.38923 0.015695 0.082313 0.550352 150 9 0.38923
NonTargeting_Human_05611 0.97659 0.97638 0.999997 1603 0 1.2648 0.023409 0.023653 0.370005 183 1 1.2648
DPY30 15 0.97662 0.99072 0.999997 1604 2 0.15015 0.6316 0.87218 0.999997 1377 5 0.15015
RPL41 7 0.97676 0.9766 0.999997 1605 0 0.27771 0.4992 0.71218 0.938665 1214 3 0.27771
NonTargeting_Human_04631 0.97692 0.9768 0.999997 1606 0 1.1485 0.023081 0.023359 0.3687 182 1 1.1485
NonTargeting_Human_01151 0.977 0.97689 0.999997 1607 0 1.1293 0.022999 0.023269 0.3687 181 1 1.1293
NonTargeting_Human_02831 0.97725 0.97717 0.999997 1608 0 0.86094 0.022753 0.023015 0.3687 180 1 0.86094
NonTargeting_Human_03571 0.97749 0.97739 0.999997 1609 0 0.98979 0.022507 0.022732 0.3687 178 1 0.98979
NXF5 15 0.97856 0.99141 0.999997 1610 2 0.15118 0.176 0.46379 0.784233 579 7 0.15118
NonTargeting_Human_06991 0. 7872 0.97856 0.999997 1611 0 1.1976 0.021277 0.021461 0.361719 174 1 1.1976
NonTargeting_Human_02911 0.97913 0.97897 0.999997 1612 0 1.0897 0.020867 0.021031 0.361719 173 1 1.0897
BAGE2 15 0.97944 0.9918 0.999997 1613 1 0.14313 0.28771 0.61505 0.881047 823 7 0.14313
NonTargeting_Human_00911 0.97946 0.97923 0.999997 1614 0 1.0886 0.02054 0.02076 0.361719 172 1 1.0886
NonTargeting_Human_07641 0.97954 0.97934 0.999997 1615 0 0.96468 0.020458 0.020698 0.361719 171 1 0.96468
PGAP3 15 0.9798 0.99196 0.999997 1616 1 0.64286 0.0001403 0.0013591 0.074412 32 12 0.64286
NonTargeting_Human_03111 0.97987 0.97966 0.999997 1617 0 1.2776 0.02013 0.020432 0.361719 170 1 1.2776
CLDND2 15 0.98031 0.99224 0.999997 1618 1 0.27397 0.03712 0.15918 0.639624 226 9 0.27397
C1orf198 15 0.98045 0.9923 0.999997 1619 2 0.27399 0.10251 0.32736 0.727123 409 8 0.27399
CPM 15 0.98048 0.99233 0.999997 1620 2 0.31872 0.083887 0.28559 0.716356 350 8 0.31872
ARL8A 15 0.98059 0.99237 0.999997 1621 1 0.2463 0.047433 0.19141 0.670047 247 9 0.2463
NonTargeting_Human_02961 0.98094 0.98077 0.999997 1622 0 1.0576 0.019064 0.019347 0.353084 169 1 1.0576
KRTAP4-2 15 0.98106 0.99253 0.999997 1623 2 0.53523 0.0077154 0.04545 0.460282 109 10 0.53523
PON1 15 0.98112 0.99255 0.999997 1624 2 0.1059 0.35549 0.67973 0.919306 959 6 0.1059
SPI1 15 0.98115 0.99257 0.999997 1625 2 0.50136 0.0016377 0.011825 0.299788 62 11 0.50136
NonTargeting_Human_02061 0.98126 0.98111 0.999997 1626 0 1.5817 0.018736 0.018872 0.35013 167 1 1.5817
NonTargeting_Human_00601 0.98159 0.98154 0.999997 1627 0 1.047 0.018408 0.018539 0.349249 165 1 1.047
RALB 15 0.98177 0.99279 0.999997 1628 1 0.3032 0.045412 0.18554 0.668297 244 9 0.3032
NonTargeting_Human_03881 0.98192 0.98188 0.999997 1629 0 1.1134 0.01808 0.018149 0.34562 164 1 1.1134
NonTargeting_Human_08701 0.982 0.98199 0.999997 1630 0 1.474 0.017998 0.01807 0.34562 163 1 1.474
NonTargeting_Human_09801 0.98233 0.9824 0.999997 1631 0 1.8588 0.01767 0.017793 0.34562 161 1 1.8588
NonTargeting_Human_01781 0.98282 0.98288 0.999997 1632 0 1.0865 0.017178 0.017335 0.34125 159 1 1.0865
TGIF1 15 0.98287 0.99301 0.999997 1633 1 1.0762 2.92E-10 2.83E-06 0.00033 8 14 1.0762
KCNU1 15 0.98312 0.99305 0.999997 1634 1 0.36221 0.064211 0.23951 0.689777 296 8 0.36221
NonTargeting_Human_04281 0.98454 0.98482 0.999997 1635 0 1.4861 0.015456 0.015369 0.320545 148 1 1.4861
NonTargeting_Human_03871 0.98495 0.98515 0.999997 1636 0 1.5962 0.015046 0.014939 0.320545 146 1 1.5962
NonTargeting_Human_00371 0.98577 0.98589 0.999997 1637 0 1.2996 0.014226 0.014199 0.311696 143 1 1.2996
NonTargeting_Human_00981 0.98586 0.98597 0.999997 1638 0 1.1943 0.014144 0.014086 0.311696 142 1 1.1943
DOCK5 15 0.98712 0.99368 0.999997 1639 1 0.32555 0.024656 0.11701 0.587675 188 9 0.32555
ITGA1 15 0.98721 0.99369 0.999997 1640 1 0.27777 0.12518 0.3752 0.75298 465 8 0.27777
NonTargeting_Human_05091 0. 8741 0.98759 0.999997 1641 0 1.3775 0.012586 0.01256 0.305624 136 1 1.3775
NonTargeting_Human_05391 0. 8758 0.98775 0.999997 1642 0 1.8879 0.012422 0.012413 0.305624 135 1 1.8879
AGPAT1 15 0.98776 0.99381 0.999997 1643 1 0.25978 0.010545 0.058974 0.498437 125 10 0.25978
ARPC5L 15 0.98784 0.99382 0.999997 1644 1 0.40084 0.010506 0.058804 0.498437 124 10 0.40084
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NonTargeting_Human_06641 0.98791 0.98804 0.999997 1645 0 1.1351 0.012094 0.011978 0.299788 134 1 1.1351
COA4 15 0.98881 0.99399 0.999997 1646 1 0.23502 0.0049792 0.031785 0.400634 94 8 0.23502
NonTargeting_Human_07101 0.9893 0.98949 0.999997 1647 0 1.8029 0.0107 0.010627 0.273806 127 1 1.8029
NonTargeting_Human_08351 0.98938 0.98956 0.999997 1648 0 1.9251 0.010618 0.010548 0.273806 126 1 1.9251
KRTAP13-2 15 0.98958 0.99414 0.999997 1649 1 0.48307 0.011695 0.064212 0.511364 132 9 0.48307
CHRND 15 0.98974 0.99421 0.999997 1650 1 0.41683 0.0046384 0.030135 0.394008 93 11 0.41683
hsa-mir-6831 12 0.98976 0.98997 0.999997 1651 1 0.72308 0.0013436 0.0097682 0.26329 60 8 0.72308
TNFRSF8 15 0.98999 0.99429 0.999997 1652 1 0.43024 0.0045248 0.029395 0.394008 91 10 0.43024
JAK1 15 0.99004 0.9943 0.999997 1653 1 0.43494 0.009472 0.053882 0.493331 116 10 0.43494
NonTargeting_Human_08521 0.9902 0.99037 0.999997 1654 0 4.4089 0.0097983 0.0096778 0.26329 122 1 4.4089
NonTargeting_Human_01241 0.99028 0.99045 0.999997 1655 0 1.6231 0.0097163 0.0095591 0.26329 120 1 1.6231
CEP97 15 0.99053 0.99445 0.999997 1656 1 0.32382 0.052704 0.20755 0.675055 258 9 0.32382
ZFAND1 15 0.99101 0.99456 0.999997 1657 1 0.33531 0.013297 0.071423 0.52799 139 10 0.33531
NonTargeting_Human_00091 0. 9102 0.99119 0.999997 1658 0 1.4709 0.0089784 0.0087566 0.26329 114 1 1.4709
RDH14 15 0.99137 0.99468 0.999997 1659 1 0.31133 0.0031949 0.021472 0.361719 78 11 0.31133
EPHA2 15 0.99189 0.99484 0.999997 1660 1 0.92781 1.92E-11 2.83E-06 0.00033 7 13 0.92781
NonTargeting_Human_01281 0.99192 0.99212 0.999997 1661 0 1.5307 0.0080764 0.0079654 0.251503 111 1 1.5307
WWP1 15 0.99197 0.99487 0.999997 1662 1 0.74079 0.0002073 0.0018677 0.08844 37 10 0.74079
NXPH2 15 0.99204 0.99489 0.999997 1663 1 0.29727 0.063326 0.23759 0.689777 292 8 0.29727
ISG20 15 0.99241 0.99502 0.999997 1664 1 0.16022 0.41777 0.73406 0.952608 1073 6 0.16022
VHL 15 0.99352 0.99538 0.999997 1665 1 0.50957 0.0040862 0.026778 0.385205 85 11 0.50957
TNFAIP3 15 0.99398 0.99551 0.999997 1666 1 0.33187 0.075183 0.26552 0.70468 328 8 0.33187
IREB2 15 0.99402 0.99552 0.999997 1667 1 0.89131 2.94E-05 0.0002628 0.019183 24 12 0.89131
PTCHD4 15 0.99404 0.99553 0.999997 1668 1 0.20645 0.14093 0.40721 0.769962 497 7 0.20645
CAB39 15 0.99414 0.99557 0.999997 1669 1 1.0441 3.76E-06 3.11E-05 0.002593 20 12 1.0441
ABHD14B 15 0.99416 0.99557 0.999997 1670 1 0.49135 0.0083148 0.048327 0.475665 112 10 0.49135
TMOD2 15 0.99457 0.99571 0.999997 1671 1 0.48176 0.0031449 0.021127 0.361719 77 10 0.48176
SQLE 15 0.99489 0.99579 0.999997 1672 1 0.89447 7.34E-05 0.0007149 0.044731 28 11 0.89447
TCP10 15 0.99547 0.99607 0.999997 1673 1 0.43621 0.0002014 0.0018282 0.08844 35 12 0.43621
KIF3C 15 0.99554 0.99609 0.999997 1674 1 0.45422 0.0024868 0.017115 0.34074 74 11 0.45422
THOC6 15 0.9956 0.99611 0.999997 1675 1 0.12395 0.2144 0.51823 0.812107 675 5 0.12395
NonTargeting_Human_03811 0.99561 0.99582 0.999997 1676 0 1.8063 0.0043867 0.0043317 0.166703 89 1 1.8063
SP140 15 0.99576 0.99618 0.999997 1677 1 0.38094 0.013417 0.072051 0.52817 141 9 0.38094
SMOC1 15 0.99614 0.99644 0.999997 1678 1 0.24213 0.234 0.54505 0.82821 719 7 0.24213
LACRT 15 0.99615 0.99646 0.999997 1679 1 0.13027 0.10903 0.34125 0.736077 428 7 0.13027
PPM1A 15 0.9963 0.99654 0.999997 1680 1 0.49631 0.010075 0.056702 0.498437 123 10 0.49631
PRR3 15 0.99672 0.99679 0.999997 1681 1 0.39592 0.02555 0.12022 0.587675 192 8 0.39592
ZNF232 15 0.99698 0.99702 0.999997 1682 1 0.18195 0.12632 0.37766 0.753789 466 8 0.18195
SRGAP2 15 0.99719 0.99718 0.999997 1683 1 0.75891 0.0005282 0.0044956 0.16758 46 11 0.75891
HNRNPM 15 0.99724 0.99721 0.999997 1684 1 0.50217 0.0057041 0.035402 0.413579 99 8 0.50217
MCCC2 15 0.99755 0.99739 0.999997 1685 1 0.52527 0.0004722 0.0040378 0.160779 44 9 0.52527
SOCS1 15 0.99782 0.99762 0.999997 1686 1 0.35944 0.0079306 0.046575 0.46628 110 10 0.35944
VPS13C 15 0.99783 0.99762 0.999997 1687 1 0.43088 0.0018433 0.013204 0.308581 64 9 0.43088
GALR1 15 0.99787 0.99765 0.999997 1688 1 0.34961 0.0075458 0.044557 0.456453 108 9 0.34961
NLRP8 15 0.99788 0.99766 0.999997 1689 1 0.32439 0.053097 0.20871 0.675055 260 8 0.32439
CERS6 15 0.99793 0.99769 0.999997 1690 1 0.79496 0.0001086 0.0010879 0.063531 30 11 0.79496
CDH1 15 0.99808 0.99785 0.999997 1691 0 0.64521 1.44E-06 1.41E-05 0.001303 18 13 0.64521
PGM1 15 0.9981 0.99786 0.999997 1692 0 0.58615 0.0001569 0.0014778 0.078458 33 12 0.58615
NSFL1C 15 0.99815 0.99791 0.999997 1693 0 0.42723 0.0057459 0.035617 0.413579 100 9 0.42723
DNAJC4 15 0.99817 0.99795 0.999997 1694 0 0.14203 0.44668 0.7579 0.966796 1123 5 0.14203
MLLT11 15 0.99821 0.998 0.999997 1695 0 0.44911 0.0027897 0.018985 0.35013 75 10 0.44911
WDHD1 15 0.99831 0.99812 0.999997 1696 0 0.67927 0.0002858 0.0025233 0.113354 39 12 0.67927
CCDC43 15 0.99841 0.99822 0.999997 1697 0 0.40256 0.000508 0.0043769 0.166703 45 12 0.40256
GTDC2 15 0.99846 0.99827 0.999997 1698 0 0.40841 0.0003199 0.0027663 0.118208 40 12 0.40841
RALGAPA2 15 0.9985 0.99835 0.999997 1699 0 0.50264 0.0010158 0.0080389 0.251503 53 11 0.50264
IRS4 15 0.99852 0.99838 0.999997 1700 0 0.59928 0.0012486 0.009463 0.26329 57 9 0.59928
FRYL 15 0.99856 0.99839 0.999997 1701 0 0.55003 0.0001888 0.0017434 0.08844 34 12 0.55003
RALGAPA1 15 0.99863 0.99844 0.999997 1702 0 0.33919 0.15849 0.43715 0.77796 541 7 0.33919
ARHGEF35 15 0.99863 0.99846 0.999997 1703 0 0.34098 0.068509 0.24982 0.700273 308 8 0.34098
GPBP1L1 15 0.99872 0.99857 0.999997 1704 0 0.8007 1.77E-05 0.0001667 0.012699 23 11 0.8007
CDT1 15 0.99879 0.99865 0.999997 1705 0 0.58887 0.0020379 0.014233 0.311696 68 11 0.58887
SNX19 15 0.99905 0.99892 0.999997 1706 0 0.70716 0.0002415 0.002122 0.097837 38 11 0.70716
NID1 15 0.99915 0.99903 0.999997 1707 0 0.16386 0.094273 0.3094 0.722595 377 6 0.16386
KDM3B 15 0.9992 0.99909 0.999997 1708 0 0.66985 0.0001355 0.0013309 0.074412 31 10 0.66985
NSUN3 15 0.99921 0.9991 0.999997 1709 0 0.56685 0.012637 0.068592 0.522479 138 8 0.56685
B4GALT2 15 0.99921 0.99911 0.999997 1710 0 0.37101 0.027122 0.12563 0.598044 196 9 0.37101
EPB41 15 0.99924 0.99914 0.999997 1711 0 0.43555 0.0037732 0.024919 0.378414 82 11 0.43555
PRR20A 15 0.99933 0.99923 0.999997 1712 0 0.39715 0.072087 0.25821 0.700273 319 8 0.39715
ASB16 15 0.9994 0.99932 0.999997 1713 0 0.44498 0.0014309 0.01048 0.273806 61 11 0.44498
DAZ1 15 0.99943 0.99936 0.999997 1714 0 0.40991 0.0040588 0.026592 0.385205 84 10 0.40991
TSPYL4 15 0.99944 0.99938 0.999997 1715 0 0.42752 3.99E-06 3.11E-05 0.002593 21 14 0.42752
PDE1A 15 0.99944 0.9994 0.999997 1716 0 0.43655 0.021937 0.10729 0.576383 176 9 0.43655
RAP1GAP 15 0.99945 0.99942 0.999997 1717 0 0.44368 0.000353 0.0029641 0.123645 42 12 0.44368
VOPP1 15 0.99946 0.99942 0.999997 1718 0 0.46877 6.94E-05 0.0006753 0.043821 27 12 0.46877
G6PC 15 0.99959 0.99962 0.999997 1719 0 0.53195 0.0034342 0.022766 0.3687 81 8 0.53195
EFCAB5 15 0.99964 0.99967 0.999997 1720 0 0.55885 0.0010707 0.0083836 0.257686 55 10 0.55885
CHRNA3 15 0.99967 0.99971 0.999997 1721 0 0.48096 0.0068607 0.041172 0.43454 106 10 0.48096
CTRL 15 0.99968 0.99973 0.999997 1722 0 0.29163 0.053256 0.20921 0.675055 261 8 0.29163
TREM1 15 0.99973 0.99977 0.999997 1723 0 0.49805 0.011147 0.061799 0.501261 130 9 0.49805
TMEM30B 15 0.99974 0.99978 0.999997 1724 0 0.25071 0.26517 0.58613 0.863146 777 7 0.25071
hsa-mir-1976 12 0.99976 0.99981 0.999997 1725 0 0.49299 0.0010412 0.0075981 0.246516 54 10 0.49299
PEX6 15 0.99976 0.99982 0.999997 1726 0 0.83236 2.92E-09 2.83E-06 0.00033 11 14 0.83236
EGLN2 15 0.99978 0.99983 0.999997 1727 0 0.89748 2.73E-09 2.83E-06 0.00033 10 14 0.89748
OR56A1 15 0.9998 0.99984 0.999997 1728 0 0.41963 0.0044282 0.028852 0.39224 90 10 0.41963
MDH1 15 0.99983 0.99989 0.999997 1729 0 0.34999 0.0012729 0.009576 0.26329 58 9 0.34999
DYNLL1 15 0.99984 0.9999 0.999997 1730 0 1.0118 4.33E-07 8.48E-06 0.000874 16 11 1.0118
CHP1 15 0.99991 0.99993 0.999997 1731 0 1.4243 1.05E-20 2.83E-06 0.00033 2 14 1.4243
KLHDC7B 15 0.99993 0.99994 0.999997 1732 0 0.26034 0.022139 0.10806 0.576383 177 7 0.26034
MBOAT7 15 0.99994 0.99995 0.999997 1733 0 0.68436 0.0002058 0.0018508 0.08844 36 11 0.68436





ANXA13 15 0.99995 0.99997 0.999997 1735 0 0.34163 0.01178 0.064546 0.511693 133 10 0.34163
CCDC101 15 0.99997 0.99997 0.999997 1736 0 0.53901 0.0006676 0.0055976 0.192293 50 10 0.53901
EGFR 15 0.99998 0.99998 0.999997 1737 0 0.47656 0.0005968 0.0050494 0.178713 48 12 0.47656
LRRC8A 15 0.99998 0.99998 0.999997 1738 0 0.57277 1.78E-06 1.41E-05 0.001303 19 13 0.57277
RALGAPB 15 0.99998 0.99998 0.999997 1739 0 0.92643 1.65E-09 2.83E-06 0.00033 9 13 0.92643
CARM1 15 0.99998 0.99999 0.999997 1740 0 1.4036 7.37E-14 2.83E-06 0.00033 4 14 1.4036
IRF2BP2 15 0.99998 0.99999 0.999997 1741 0 1.6195 3.52E-17 2.83E-06 0.00033 3 14 1.6195
SIRT5 15 0.99998 0.99999 0.999997 1742 0 0.46656 0.0013048 0.0097512 0.26329 59 11 0.46656
EHD2 15 0.99999 0.99999 0.999997 1743 0 0.51331 6.43E-05 0.0006245 0.042079 26 13 0.51331
FAM110D 15 0.99999 1 0.999997 1744 0 0.70045 3.91E-05 0.0003702 0.025941 25 13 0.70045
MLLT1 15 1 1 0.999997 1745 0 0.65255 4.84E-06 4.24E-05 0.003375 22 13 0.65255
TFRC 15 1 1 0.999997 1746 0 0.9331 2.33E-08 2.83E-06 0.00033 12 13 0.9331
AGPAT6 15 1 1 0.999997 1747 0 0.90783 1.71E-07 2.83E-06 0.00033 15 12 0.90783
STK40 15 1 1 0.999997 1748 0 1.326 1.68E-11 2.83E-06 0.00033 6 15 1.326
HIST1H2BF 15 1 1 0.999997 1749 0 0.93964 3.47E-08 2.83E-06 0.00033 14 15 0.93964
TAOK1 15 1 1 0.999997 1750 0 1.0115 2.95E-08 2.83E-06 0.00033 13 15 1.0115
PDCD10 15 1 1 0.999997 1751 0 1.4249 5.69E-13 2.83E-06 0.00033 5 15 1.4249
MYLIP 15 1 1 0.999997 1752 0 2.435 3.88E-30 2.83E-06 0.00033 1 15 2.435
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id num neg|score neg|p-value neg|fdr neg|rankneg|goodsgrna neg|lfc pos|score pos|p-value pos|fdr pos|rankpos|goodsgrna pos|lfc
LDLR 15 1.13E-31 2.83E-06 0.00016 1 15 -4.083 1 1 0.999997 1752 0 -4.083
SCAP 15 7.91E-20 2.83E-06 0.00016 2 14 -2.5491 0.50375 0.801 0.988972 1231 1 -2.5491
MBTPS1 15 1.02E-13 2.83E-06 0.00016 3 13 -2.5847 1 1 0.999997 1740 0 -2.5847
CDIPT 15 6.66E-13 2.83E-06 0.00016 4 13 -2.6232 1 1 0.999997 1742 0 -2.6232
CHD7 15 1.14E-12 2.83E-06 0.00016 5 15 -1.6959 1 1 0.999997 1751 0 -1.6959
HNF4A 15 2.16E-11 2.83E-06 0.00016 6 13 -2.1336 0.40625 0.72337 0.938779 1076 2 -2.1336
CCDC115 15 3.88E-11 2.83E-06 0.00016 7 15 -1.3421 1 1 0.999997 1750 0 -1.3421
PRMT1 15 1.59E-10 2.83E-06 0.00016 8 14 -2.1888 0.9947 0.99701 0.999997 1681 1 -2.1888
hsa-mir-6886 13 2.03E-10 2.83E-06 0.00016 9 12 -2.1011 1 1 0.999997 1745 0 -2.1011
ELOF1 15 2.96E-10 2.83E-06 0.00016 10 14 -1.6198 0.99931 0.9992 0.999997 1712 0 -1.6198
STK11 15 3.88E-10 2.83E-06 0.00016 11 14 -1.2168 0.9962 0.9974 0.999997 1690 1 -1.2168
FNDC3B 15 4.40E-10 2.83E-06 0.00016 12 14 -1.4795 0.99994 0.99995 0.999997 1729 0 -1.4795
USP22 15 4.79E-10 2.83E-06 0.00016 13 15 -1.7677 1 1 0.999997 1749 0 -1.7677
TAF2 15 7.46E-10 2.83E-06 0.00016 14 15 -1.6384 1 1 0.999997 1748 0 -1.6384
ATP11A 15 9.60E-10 2.83E-06 0.00016 15 14 -1.0056 1 1 0.999997 1747 0 -1.0056
WDR18 15 3.02E-09 2.83E-06 0.00016 16 13 -1.4027 0.93256 0.98135 0.999997 1621 2 -1.4027
TAF8 15 6.14E-09 2.83E-06 0.00016 17 12 -1.3506 0.94159 0.9839 0.999997 1626 1 -1.3506
ALG2 15 8.45E-09 2.83E-06 0.00016 18 14 -1.6432 0.99877 0.99865 0.999997 1702 1 -1.6432
PIK3C3 15 1.23E-08 2.83E-06 0.00016 19 11 -1.7593 0.13947 0.40422 0.761456 517 1 -1.7593
AP2M1 15 2.13E-08 2.83E-06 0.00016 20 14 -1.3448 0.62037 0.86555 0.999997 1366 1 -1.3448
INTS1 15 2.69E-08 2.83E-06 0.00016 21 14 -1.4151 1 1 0.999997 1744 0 -1.4151
DCPS 15 2.74E-08 2.83E-06 0.00016 22 11 -1.2568 0.60464 0.85698 0.999997 1350 2 -1.2568
PROX1 15 4.65E-08 2.83E-06 0.00016 23 13 -1.5378 0.99903 0.99888 0.999997 1706 0 -1.5378
CCDC22 15 6.16E-08 2.83E-06 0.00016 24 14 -0.72652 1 1 0.999997 1741 0 -0.72652
CSNK1A1 15 1.11E-07 2.83E-06 0.00016 25 9 -1.5561 0.53342 0.8174 0.996579 1267 4 -1.5561
MBTPS2 15 1.48E-07 2.83E-06 0.00016 26 12 -1.4332 0.99931 0.99919 0.999997 1711 0 -1.4332
AXIN1 15 1.98E-07 2.83E-06 0.00016 27 14 -0.90418 0.99777 0.998 0.999997 1696 1 -0.90418
EXOC8 15 1.99E-07 2.83E-06 0.00016 28 13 -0.89387 0.98754 0.99531 0.999997 1671 2 -0.89387
GMPPB 15 2.44E-07 2.83E-06 0.00016 29 13 -1.8569 0.99233 0.99669 0.999997 1677 1 -1.8569
SETDB1 15 2.55E-07 2.83E-06 0.00016 30 14 -1.0927 0.99994 0.99996 0.999997 1730 0 -1.0927
RABIF 15 3.24E-07 2.83E-06 0.00016 31 12 -1.0574 0.99839 0.99834 0.999997 1699 1 -1.0574
GDI2 15 4.37E-07 8.48E-06 0.000424 32 14 -1.2853 0.9955 0.99718 0.999997 1686 1 -1.2853
POLR3H 15 4.66E-07 8.48E-06 0.000424 33 13 -1.4406 0.87232 0.96625 0.999997 1589 1 -1.4406
TAF10 15 5.65E-07 8.48E-06 0.000424 34 13 -0.81495 0.97972 0.99292 0.999997 1659 1 -0.81495
MTA2 15 1.11E-06 1.41E-05 0.000651 35 14 -0.77066 0.4908 0.79331 0.987128 1209 1 -0.77066
RAB10 15 1.14E-06 1.41E-05 0.000651 36 13 -1.0311 0.99998 0.99998 0.999997 1735 0 -1.0311
KIAA1432 15 1.32E-06 1.41E-05 0.000651 37 12 -1.3763 0.59472 0.8516 0.999997 1342 2 -1.3763
HYOU1 14 2.08E-06 8.48E-06 0.000424 38 10 -1.5959 0.84278 0.95346 0.999997 1569 1 -1.5959
EXOC2 15 2.14E-06 1.98E-05 0.000845 39 12 -1.1721 0.99975 0.9998 0.999997 1721 0 -1.1721
DHRSX 15 2.17E-06 1.98E-05 0.000845 40 12 -1.1896 0.71513 0.912 0.999997 1473 2 -1.1896
MPDU1 15 2.96E-06 2.54E-05 0.001036 41 12 -0.8755 0.58016 0.84293 0.999997 1318 2 -0.8755
MGAT1 15 3.19E-06 2.54E-05 0.001036 42 13 -0.63681 0.62631 0.86866 0.999997 1373 2 -0.63681
GPN2 14 3.34E-06 1.98E-05 0.000845 43 12 -1.405 0.99617 0.9968 0.999997 1689 1 -1.405
HNRNPU 15 4.37E-06 3.67E-05 0.001463 44 13 -1.3617 0.99999 0.99999 0.999997 1737 0 -1.3617
PFDN2 15 7.67E-06 6.50E-05 0.00253 45 12 -1.523 0.99967 0.99971 0.999997 1719 0 -1.523
WDR82 15 1.04E-05 7.63E-05 0.002906 46 12 -1.0218 0.96359 0.98919 0.999997 1645 1 -1.0218
C21orf59 15 1.15E-05 9.89E-05 0.00361 47 11 -1.2886 0.79513 0.93954 0.999997 1532 2 -1.2886
USO1 15 1.18E-05 9.89E-05 0.00361 48 11 -0.99084 0.99977 0.99983 0.999997 1723 0 -0.99084
CEBPA 15 1.25E-05 0.0001159 0.004059 49 12 -0.7945 0.99585 0.99726 0.999997 1688 1 -0.7945
STT3A 15 1.31E-05 0.0001159 0.004059 50 12 -1.1794 0.99449 0.99699 0.999997 1680 1 -1.1794
DPAGT1 15 1.40E-05 0.0001215 0.004174 51 13 -1.3645 0.90453 0.97369 0.999997 1603 1 -1.3645
GPN3 15 1.54E-05 0.0001328 0.004474 52 10 -0.8569 0.26478 0.5853 0.852558 812 1 -0.8569
CCT6A 15 1.74E-05 0.0001611 0.005324 53 13 -1.5064 0.98655 0.99491 0.999997 1670 2 -1.5064
UXT 15 1.97E-05 0.0001837 0.005959 54 11 -1.0984 0.9709 0.99075 0.999997 1649 1 -1.0984
SYS1 15 2.17E-05 0.0002063 0.006453 55 13 -1.1123 0.93756 0.98279 0.999997 1624 1 -1.1123
PIAS1 15 2.22E-05 0.0002063 0.006453 56 11 -0.93205 0.92164 0.97808 0.999997 1615 2 -0.93205
EXOC3 15 2.35E-05 0.0002176 0.006688 57 12 -1.3015 0.99997 0.99998 0.999997 1732 0 -1.3015
SUMO2 15 3.25E-05 0.0002797 0.00845 58 12 -1.0307 0.88057 0.96807 0.999997 1593 3 -1.0307
PPIL2 15 3.31E-05 0.0002967 0.00881 59 12 -0.9129 0.99948 0.99947 0.999997 1717 0 -0.9129
SRCAP 15 3.86E-05 0.0003589 0.010479 60 10 -0.99516 0.9952 0.99712 0.999997 1683 1 -0.99516
STAG2 15 4.51E-05 0.0004097 0.011768 61 11 -1.6272 0.99929 0.99918 0.999997 1710 0 -1.6272
TRIAP1 15 4.88E-05 0.0004493 0.012696 62 9 -1.1673 0.26662 0.58788 0.85288 816 3 -1.1673
CABIN1 15 6.21E-05 0.0005567 0.015393 63 10 -0.79619 0.96222 0.98894 0.999997 1644 2 -0.79619
WRB 15 6.26E-05 0.0005623 0.015393 64 12 -0.73981 0.94299 0.9843 0.999997 1627 3 -0.73981
HAVCR1 15 8.70E-05 0.0007771 0.020777 65 10 -0.52351 0.99984 0.99989 0.999997 1724 0 -0.52351
WDR61 15 8.82E-05 0.0007827 0.020777 66 11 -0.76874 0.997 0.99774 0.999997 1694 1 -0.76874
ERCC3 15 9.77E-05 0.0008675 0.022684 67 11 -1.453 0.82973 0.952 0.999997 1563 3 -1.453
MED26 15 0.000101 0.0009014 0.022984 68 12 -0.95689 0.99545 0.99718 0.999997 1685 1 -0.95689
MED20 15 0.0001014 0.000907 0.022984 69 10 -0.82957 0.97581 0.99187 0.999997 1651 1 -0.82957
 210 
 
GAGE12B 15 0.000103 0.0009183 0.022984 70 11 -1.014 1 1 0.999997 1746 0 -1.014
GTF2H3 15 0.0001281 0.0011331 0.02796 71 9 -0.9775 0.9132 0.97609 0.999997 1611 2 -0.9775
GTF2A2 15 0.0001378 0.0012291 0.029909 72 10 -1.0617 0.71062 0.91054 0.999997 1468 3 -1.0617
CHAF1B 15 0.0001513 0.0013478 0.032348 73 12 -0.90721 1 1 0.999997 1743 0 -0.90721
CTNNBIP1 15 0.0001664 0.0014495 0.034319 74 12 -0.53847 0.17614 0.46256 0.782996 621 2 -0.53847
SETD1A 15 0.0001749 0.0015343 0.035842 75 12 -0.51769 0.96821 0.99018 0.999997 1646 1 -0.51769
UBA2 15 0.0001823 0.0015852 0.036542 76 12 -0.98929 0.99807 0.99813 0.999997 1698 1 -0.98929
ATP13A1 15 0.0001906 0.0016473 0.037482 77 10 -0.79168 0.99945 0.99941 0.999997 1716 0 -0.79168
EXOC1 15 0.0001981 0.0017039 0.037809 78 10 -1.0234 0.99911 0.99896 0.999997 1708 0 -1.0234
PTAR1 15 0.0001992 0.0017152 0.037809 79 10 -0.76103 0.78972 0.93747 0.999997 1527 3 -0.76103
NMT1 15 0.0002015 0.0017265 0.037809 80 11 -1.0284 0.81299 0.94601 0.999997 1553 2 -1.0284
VPS29 15 0.0002077 0.0017717 0.03832 81 11 -0.80393 0.95804 0.9882 0.999997 1642 2 -0.80393
EXOC7 15 0.0002335 0.0019638 0.041958 82 12 -0.5488 0.9999 0.99993 0.999997 1728 0 -0.5488
WDR7 15 0.0002367 0.0019977 0.042165 83 12 -0.64495 0.99999 1 0.999997 1738 0 -0.64495
VPS72 15 0.0002418 0.0020373 0.042165 84 10 -0.69914 0.99792 0.99806 0.999997 1697 1 -0.69914
ACTR3 15 0.0002453 0.0020599 0.042165 85 11 -1.1656 0.68774 0.90103 0.999997 1436 2 -1.1656
TMEM165 15 0.0002487 0.0020825 0.042165 86 10 -0.83508 0.79942 0.94111 0.999997 1535 4 -0.83508
DDX27 15 0.0002504 0.0020938 0.042165 87 11 -1.0463 0.74934 0.92337 0.999997 1504 3 -1.0463
USP9X 15 0.0002686 0.0022916 0.045623 88 11 -0.79844 0.87953 0.96785 0.999997 1592 2 -0.79844
NUDT21 15 0.0002988 0.0025515 0.050228 89 12 -0.96291 0.99909 0.99895 0.999997 1707 0 -0.96291
EEFSEC 15 0.0003043 0.0025967 0.05055 90 12 -0.79177 0.99996 0.99997 0.999997 1731 0 -0.79177
UBE2G2 15 0.0003213 0.0026985 0.051262 91 12 -1.261 0.69718 0.90579 0.999997 1450 2 -1.261
ARPC4 15 0.0003247 0.0027154 0.051262 92 11 -0.85787 0.24041 0.55296 0.833835 757 2 -0.85787
RNMT 15 0.0003254 0.0027211 0.051262 93 9 -0.7272 0.83689 0.95465 0.999997 1564 3 -0.7272
NELFB 15 0.0003332 0.0027719 0.051664 94 10 -1.0017 0.65563 0.88423 0.999997 1403 5 -1.0017
FDX1L 15 0.0003872 0.0032297 0.059562 95 11 -0.86497 0.99944 0.99939 0.999997 1715 0 -0.86497
TAF7 15 0.0004043 0.003371 0.06152 96 9 -1.1764 0.60721 0.85854 0.999997 1354 2 -1.1764
FNTB 15 0.0004326 0.0036309 0.065581 97 11 -0.68976 0.98293 0.99383 0.999997 1662 2 -0.68976
GPN1 15 0.0004388 0.0036761 0.06572 98 9 -0.48028 0.6575 0.88511 0.999997 1406 3 -0.48028
STRAP 15 0.0005278 0.0043373 0.076758 99 11 -1.0625 0.89786 0.972 0.999997 1597 2 -1.0625
PGS1 15 0.0005421 0.0044391 0.077772 100 11 -0.72333 0.99957 0.99958 0.999997 1718 0 -0.72333
GTF3C4 15 0.0005918 0.0048233 0.083668 101 11 -0.73532 0.26846 0.5902 0.853246 822 3 -0.73532
MESDC2 15 0.0006576 0.0052698 0.090516 102 9 -0.74839 0.29732 0.62502 0.874465 886 3 -0.74839
MED12 15 0.000678 0.0054337 0.091796 103 11 -0.83419 0.99998 0.99999 0.999997 1736 0 -0.83419
VPS51 15 0.0006869 0.0054789 0.091796 104 11 -0.54273 0.84286 0.95682 0.999997 1570 3 -0.54273
ALG8 15 0.0006913 0.0055015 0.091796 105 8 -1.1389 0.60095 0.85495 0.999997 1347 4 -1.1389
SAFB 15 0.0007383 0.005801 0.095881 106 11 -0.74467 0.99631 0.99743 0.999997 1691 1 -0.74467
GAPDH 15 0.0008555 0.0066091 0.106867 107 11 -0.49323 0.99973 0.99977 0.999997 1720 0 -0.49323
MEF2BNB 15 0.0008611 0.0066374 0.106867 108 10 -0.62012 0.60204 0.85555 0.999997 1348 2 -0.62012
INTS12 15 0.0008642 0.0066487 0.106867 109 11 -0.63397 0.99997 0.99998 0.999997 1733 0 -0.63397
NAA10 15 0.0009409 0.007163 0.114086 110 11 -0.7875 0.80431 0.9428 0.999997 1539 2 -0.7875
INTS6 15 0.0010008 0.0075812 0.119659 111 7 -0.46911 0.78436 0.93567 0.999997 1523 2 -0.46911
GFER 15 0.0010326 0.0077733 0.121597 112 10 -0.86736 0.97763 0.99234 0.999997 1658 2 -0.86736
ATXN7L3 15 0.0010803 0.0080728 0.125164 113 9 -0.68886 0.93001 0.98059 0.999997 1619 3 -0.68886
NCBP1 15 0.0010925 0.0081632 0.125456 114 10 -0.8941 0.98755 0.99532 0.999997 1672 1 -0.8941
CMTR1 15 0.0011562 0.0085193 0.129789 115 11 -0.74347 0.99881 0.99867 0.999997 1704 1 -0.74347
WDR37 15 0.0011722 0.0086492 0.130633 116 10 -0.63492 0.81361 0.94623 0.999997 1555 2 -0.63492
CDC73 15 0.0011902 0.0087849 0.131548 117 11 -0.64006 0.99997 0.99998 0.999997 1734 0 -0.64006
LSM2 15 0.0012696 0.0092483 0.137313 118 8 -0.67119 0.16602 0.44753 0.778761 591 4 -0.67119
SCARB1 15 0.0013492 0.0097004 0.140602 119 9 -0.60711 0.95942 0.9884 0.999997 1643 1 -0.60711
NELFA 15 0.0013527 0.0097117 0.140602 120 10 -0.53352 0.51011 0.80468 0.990365 1240 3 -0.53352
CPSF4 15 0.0013574 0.0097456 0.140602 121 11 -0.76112 0.98337 0.99397 0.999997 1664 2 -0.76112
UVRAG 15 0.0013669 0.0097908 0.140602 122 10 -1.0197 0.63934 0.87561 0.999997 1390 3 -1.0197
CTDP1 15 0.0015073 0.010701 0.152419 123 10 -0.58559 0.8842 0.9689 0.999997 1594 2 -0.58559
BRD2 15 0.0015302 0.010904 0.154064 124 11 -0.54894 0.98109 0.99333 0.999997 1660 1 -0.54894
COPS6 15 0.0016067 0.011362 0.158532 125 11 -0.51343 0.0030709 0.020709 0.318265 84 3 -0.51343
ARFRP1 15 0.0016239 0.011475 0.158532 126 9 -0.69336 0.63216 0.87193 0.999997 1382 3 -0.69336
RANBP1 15 0.0016308 0.011531 0.158532 127 10 -0.42661 0.99888 0.99873 0.999997 1705 1 -0.42661
C16orf62 15 0.0016448 0.011582 0.158532 128 9 -0.71383 0.98452 0.99432 0.999997 1667 1 -0.71383
PGM3 15 0.0019549 0.013583 0.184473 129 10 -0.54869 0.94097 0.98375 0.999997 1625 2 -0.54869
DNAJC13 15 0.0020228 0.013984 0.187628 130 11 -0.7812 0.25829 0.57704 0.84975 796 1 -0.7812
GTF2E1 15 0.0020393 0.014029 0.187628 131 10 -0.67385 0.91544 0.97665 0.999997 1613 1 -0.67385
TMEM258 15 0.0021695 0.014713 0.195282 132 9 -0.75549 0.23659 0.54802 0.83108 750 3 -0.75549
EIF2B4 15 0.0024718 0.016488 0.217189 133 9 -0.71892 0.99865 0.99851 0.999997 1701 1 -0.71892
PDRG1 15 0.0025797 0.017092 0.223474 134 10 -0.84546 0.99861 0.99849 0.999997 1700 1 -0.84546
GREB1L 15 0.0027676 0.0182 0.235695 135 10 -0.71418 0.58721 0.84715 0.999997 1328 2 -0.71418
TAF1 15 0.0027869 0.018296 0.235695 136 10 -0.80216 0.91138 0.97564 0.999997 1608 2 -0.80216
ATP6AP2 15 0.0031882 0.020596 0.263388 137 8 -0.43215 0.68192 0.89782 0.999997 1431 2 -0.43215
GAGE1 14 0.0033634 0.020929 0.265712 138 10 -0.76543 0.95706 0.98574 0.999997 1640 1 -0.76543
DHX36 15 0.0035193 0.022325 0.281395 139 9 -0.53775 0.97733 0.99227 0.999997 1657 1 -0.53775
TAF1B 15 0.00375 0.023659 0.296075 140 8 -0.83596 0.90246 0.97315 0.999997 1600 3 -0.83596
POLR2E 15 0.0040023 0.024902 0.309423 141 10 -0.6491 0.80987 0.94482 0.999997 1551 2 -0.6491
POLR2L 15 0.0041815 0.02597 0.320423 142 9 -0.51524 0.84721 0.95861 0.999997 1573 2 -0.51524
STX4 15 0.0042736 0.026462 0.322367 143 10 -0.40336 0.81006 0.94492 0.999997 1552 2 -0.40336
HYPK 15 0.0042838 0.026496 0.322367 144 9 -1.0842 0.95118 0.9868 0.999997 1637 1 -1.0842
POLR1B 15 0.0043959 0.027151 0.326021 145 10 -0.59964 0.43217 0.74575 0.950563 1118 2 -0.59964
POLR2C 15 0.0044008 0.027168 0.326021 146 8 -0.53613 0.97634 0.99198 0.999997 1654 1 -0.53613
WDR55 15 0.0044463 0.027366 0.32616 147 10 -0.66219 0.092259 0.30418 0.702144 398 5 -0.66219
INTS2 15 0.0047195 0.02883 0.341283 148 10 -0.53855 0.39941 0.71744 0.935467 1065 3 -0.53855
VPS35 15 0.0048111 0.029265 0.344109 149 10 -0.78353 0.99985 0.9999 0.999997 1725 0 -0.78353
MSTO1 15 0.005398 0.032339 0.377723 150 10 -0.77154 0.99976 0.99982 0.999997 1722 0 -0.77154
EXOC4 15 0.0055643 0.033159 0.384729 151 10 -0.50438 0.91082 0.97548 0.999997 1607 2 -0.50438
LAS1L 15 0.0056956 0.033837 0.390014 152 9 -0.93975 0.72827 0.91612 0.999997 1485 2 -0.93975
SRP19 15 0.005818 0.034464 0.394648 153 9 -0.94038 0.78901 0.93726 0.999997 1526 2 -0.94038
SLC7A6OS 15 0.00587 0.034758 0.395429 154 9 -0.70255 0.9948 0.99704 0.999997 1682 1 -0.70255
SPATA5 15 0.0061694 0.036391 0.411338 155 10 -0.75962 0.98951 0.9961 0.999997 1675 2 -0.75962
SNF8 15 0.0067918 0.039629 0.445069 156 9 -0.72594 0.74642 0.92239 0.999997 1499 3 -0.72594
DYRK1A 15 0.0069668 0.040471 0.45163 157 10 -0.3912 0.74942 0.92342 0.999997 1505 3 -0.3912
METAP1 15 0.0070798 0.041076 0.455477 158 9 -0.68971 1 1 0.999997 1739 0 -0.68971
IPO9 15 0.0074407 0.04293 0.473037 159 10 -0.45051 0.52873 0.81474 0.994718 1263 1 -0.45051
 211 
 
SRP14 15 0.0076044 0.043744 0.476262 160 10 -0.45192 0.711 0.91065 0.999997 1469 3 -0.45192
INSR 15 0.007609 0.043766 0.476262 161 9 -0.58266 0.35922 0.68201 0.918429 1004 1 -0.58266
GET4 15 0.0077649 0.044619 0.482551 162 9 -0.57629 0.7082 0.90962 0.999997 1466 4 -0.57629
PIK3R4 15 0.0079935 0.04584 0.492711 163 9 -0.53515 0.42854 0.74252 0.950563 1109 4 -0.53515
MARS2 15 0.0080979 0.04636 0.495261 164 10 -0.58797 0.92194 0.97816 0.999997 1616 2 -0.58797
GNB2L1 15 0.0082154 0.046869 0.49766 165 9 -0.66072 0.63447 0.87314 0.999997 1385 4 -0.66072
RAB7A 15 0.0086108 0.048909 0.515176 166 9 -0.7159 0.91039 0.97531 0.999997 1606 3 -0.7159
NCOR1 15 0.0087011 0.049316 0.515176 167 10 -0.39403 0.23755 0.5493 0.83108 752 1 -0.39403
SREBF1 15 0.0087179 0.0494 0.515176 168 10 -0.39005 0.92506 0.97914 0.999997 1617 2 -0.39005
COMMD3 15 0.0090864 0.051005 0.526063 169 9 -0.36154 0.87937 0.9678 0.999997 1591 3 -0.36154
ATP6V0D1 15 0.0090944 0.051045 0.526063 170 10 -0.48661 0.6988 0.90656 0.999997 1453 2 -0.48661
SIN3B 15 0.009163 0.051548 0.52814 171 9 -0.46022 0.65697 0.88486 0.999997 1404 2 -0.46022
ZNHIT1 15 0.00946 0.052966 0.539518 172 9 -0.62828 0.615 0.86282 0.999997 1359 3 -0.62828
CERS2 15 0.0096243 0.053678 0.541852 173 9 -0.33344 0.98601 0.99476 0.999997 1669 2 -0.33344
UBE2I 15 0.0096441 0.053814 0.541852 174 9 -0.5387 0.007966 0.046603 0.427479 108 2 -0.5387
TOMM22 15 0.0098435 0.054656 0.547185 175 9 -0.44092 0.66047 0.88656 0.999997 1410 4 -0.44092
SSR2 15 0.0099869 0.055323 0.550714 176 9 -0.37765 0.69638 0.9054 0.999997 1447 4 -0.37765
NR2C2AP 15 0.011402 0.061228 0.599452 177 9 -0.63478 0.9701 0.99058 0.999997 1648 2 -0.63478
PES1 15 0.011405 0.061245 0.599452 178 9 -0.54541 0.80728 0.94381 0.999997 1543 3 -0.54541
DHDDS 15 0.012192 0.064382 0.62665 179 9 -0.67865 0.73511 0.91843 0.999997 1490 4 -0.67865
INTS8 15 0.015166 0.076662 0.739446 180 9 -0.5991 0.72869 0.91627 0.999997 1486 2 -0.5991
UBA3 15 0.015215 0.076815 0.739446 181 8 -0.43173 0.29673 0.62447 0.874465 885 4 -0.43173
PFDN6 15 0.015455 0.077854 0.745361 182 9 -0.61354 0.90103 0.97279 0.999997 1598 2 -0.61354
TMEM30A 15 0.016313 0.081268 0.773811 183 9 -0.61827 0.65057 0.88165 0.999997 1397 2 -0.61827
OSTC 15 0.017125 0.084557 0.800197 184 9 -0.46751 0.49472 0.7959 0.98825 1214 3 -0.46751
TMEM199 15 0.017231 0.084952 0.800197 185 8 -0.55203 0.99877 0.99865 0.999997 1703 1 -0.55203
hsa-mir-3670-1 5 0.018746 0.059256 0.586536 186 4 -0.61593 0.91938 0.92027 0.999997 1614 0 -0.61593
RPL13A 13 0.019012 0.088145 0.825833 187 7 -0.41762 0.88641 0.96381 0.999997 1595 3 -0.41762
KIAA1033 15 0.019855 0.095419 0.88922 188 9 -0.63531 0.53903 0.82073 0.999247 1274 2 -0.63531
NHLRC2 15 0.020373 0.097368 0.901746 189 6 -0.31376 0.9037 0.97347 0.999997 1602 2 -0.31376
ZBTB8OS 15 0.020495 0.097792 0.901746 190 9 -0.52457 0.77689 0.9331 0.999997 1520 3 -0.52457
CTCF 15 0.021039 0.099713 0.912567 191 7 -0.25556 0.83959 0.95545 0.999997 1567 3 -0.25556
ELP5 15 0.021117 0.10001 0.912567 192 6 -0.11076 0.97615 0.99192 0.999997 1653 1 -0.11076
ASH2L 15 0.021932 0.10319 0.936772 193 7 -0.33844 0.99941 0.99935 0.999997 1713 0 -0.33844
SLC35B2 15 0.022166 0.1041 0.937421 194 9 -0.43892 0.99917 0.99905 0.999997 1709 0 -0.43892
EIF6 15 0.022243 0.10434 0.937421 195 9 -0.60947 0.99655 0.99753 0.999997 1692 1 -0.60947
SMC1A 15 0.023725 0.10979 0.981385 196 7 -0.22495 0.6998 0.90688 0.999997 1454 3 -0.22495
SLC35A2 15 0.024146 0.11147 0.99133 197 9 -0.45954 0.99529 0.99715 0.999997 1684 1 -0.45954
PFN1 15 0.024683 0.11349 0.999997 198 9 -0.31774 0.98326 0.99393 0.999997 1663 2 -0.31774
PHKG2 15 0.02506 0.11501 0.999997 199 9 -0.43549 0.99737 0.99785 0.999997 1695 1 -0.43549
ALG14 15 0.025081 0.11506 0.999997 200 7 -0.074854 0.64895 0.88081 0.999997 1395 5 -0.074854
DNAJC17 15 0.025271 0.11575 0.999997 201 9 -0.69889 0.67166 0.89245 0.999997 1420 3 -0.69889
CARS 15 0.025606 0.11695 0.999997 202 7 -0.31599 0.86682 0.96489 0.999997 1585 3 -0.31599
DENND4A 15 0.02679 0.12123 0.999997 203 9 -0.51442 0.99986 0.9999 0.999997 1726 0 -0.51442
GSK3B 15 0.026878 0.12158 0.999997 204 9 -0.40688 0.32953 0.65523 0.897413 947 2 -0.40688
C19orf52 15 0.027046 0.1222 0.999997 205 8 -0.32906 0.99676 0.99761 0.999997 1693 1 -0.32906
hsa-mir-6515 13 0.027813 0.12045 0.999997 206 6 -0.38305 0.70663 0.89591 0.999997 1463 4 -0.38305
TM9SF2 15 0.028146 0.12626 0.999997 207 9 -0.44969 0.2864 0.61324 0.868546 860 2 -0.44969
URI1 15 0.028475 0.12741 0.999997 208 8 -0.53712 0.57487 0.8402 0.999997 1312 5 -0.53712
NOP16 15 0.028829 0.12863 0.999997 209 8 -0.52734 0.91271 0.97596 0.999997 1610 2 -0.52734
RPS14 15 0.029013 0.12938 0.999997 210 8 -0.58692 0.067292 0.24609 0.677239 325 4 -0.58692
POLR3C 15 0.02998 0.13273 0.999997 211 8 -0.65793 0.59097 0.84946 0.999997 1335 3 -0.65793
C19orf57 15 0.030182 0.13356 0.999997 212 9 -0.35348 0.90316 0.97333 0.999997 1601 2 -0.35348
USP39 15 0.030804 0.13585 0.999997 213 8 -0.67678 0.98388 0.99411 0.999997 1665 1 -0.67678
RPL23A 15 0.031341 0.13775 0.999997 214 8 -0.55763 0.98897 0.99588 0.999997 1674 2 -0.55763
TP53TG3 15 0.031666 0.13899 0.999997 215 8 -0.44005 0.976 0.99189 0.999997 1652 2 -0.44005
hsa-mir-6859-1 14 0.032355 0.13602 0.999997 216 8 -0.64832 0.12501 0.36794 0.738102 484 6 -0.64832
PAM16 15 0.032484 0.1418 0.999997 217 9 -0.45466 0.97671 0.99211 0.999997 1656 1 -0.45466
CEBPZ 15 0.032632 0.1423 0.999997 218 8 -0.62243 0.60619 0.85791 0.999997 1353 4 -0.62243
PPP1CB 15 0.032897 0.14339 0.999997 219 9 -0.50863 0.36433 0.68645 0.921428 1011 3 -0.50863
CIAO1 15 0.033646 0.14585 0.999997 220 8 -0.6861 0.3681 0.68999 0.921428 1014 3 -0.6861
C11orf57 15 0.03714 0.15593 0.999997 221 7 -0.063306 0.63466 0.8732 0.999997 1386 5 -0.063306
CDC23 14 0.037823 0.15333 0.999997 222 8 -0.46101 0.16834 0.443 0.778761 600 2 -0.46101
MED27 15 0.038928 0.16122 0.999997 223 8 -0.34632 0.20344 0.50201 0.803115 679 4 -0.34632
SEC61B 15 0.040293 0.16534 0.999997 224 7 -0.26987 0.92699 0.97971 0.999997 1618 3 -0.26987
RPL28 15 0.040765 0.16675 0.999997 225 8 -0.42425 0.85974 0.96324 0.999997 1583 4 -0.42425
MOCS3 15 0.041197 0.16802 0.999997 226 8 -0.31722 0.68457 0.89921 0.999997 1433 5 -0.31722
HSPA8 15 0.042837 0.17263 0.999997 227 8 -0.55186 0.99988 0.99991 0.999997 1727 0 -0.55186
DNLZ 15 0.046479 0.18278 0.999997 228 7 -0.25315 0.32298 0.64906 0.895892 937 5 -0.25315
RCC1 15 0.046479 0.18278 0.999997 229 8 -0.38949 0.63162 0.87163 0.999997 1381 5 -0.38949
GTF3A 15 0.046841 0.18373 0.999997 230 8 -0.31846 0.49652 0.79704 0.988261 1217 4 -0.31846
CMAS 15 0.047516 0.18548 0.999997 231 7 -0.12764 0.63567 0.87374 0.999997 1388 5 -0.12764
SPDYE2 15 0.047938 0.18669 0.999997 232 8 -0.299 0.94859 0.98599 0.999997 1633 3 -0.299
DARS 14 0.048872 0.18706 0.999997 233 7 -0.45675 0.90214 0.97032 0.999997 1599 3 -0.45675
EIF5A 15 0.049959 0.19203 0.999997 234 8 -0.34169 0.61131 0.86087 0.999997 1357 2 -0.34169
PTPMT1 15 0.051089 0.19526 0.999997 235 8 -0.28386 0.49407 0.79546 0.98825 1212 3 -0.28386
NOMO1 15 0.051496 0.19655 0.999997 236 8 -0.31145 0.57069 0.83773 0.999997 1305 3 -0.31145
ATP6V1H 15 0.052512 0.19929 0.999997 237 8 -0.57208 0.12002 0.36402 0.73557 467 6 -0.57208
NCBP2 15 0.053434 0.20187 0.999997 238 7 -0.39065 0.56762 0.83601 0.999997 1302 3 -0.39065
MGEA5 15 0.057727 0.21352 0.999997 239 8 -0.28934 0.79372 0.93901 0.999997 1530 3 -0.28934
TCERG1 15 0.059 0.21702 0.999997 240 8 -0.56278 0.48155 0.78591 0.982802 1193 3 -0.56278
FAM21A 15 0.062137 0.22556 0.999997 241 8 -0.37112 0.689 0.90168 0.999997 1439 3 -0.37112
MED8 15 0.063299 0.22858 0.999997 242 8 -0.36969 0.99297 0.99682 0.999997 1678 1 -0.36969
hsa-mir-6511a-4 15 0.066036 0.23553 0.999997 243 8 -0.2429 0.87069 0.96586 0.999997 1588 2 -0.2429
CTR9 15 0.07434 0.25659 0.999997 244 8 -0.45963 0.7175 0.91271 0.999997 1474 1 -0.45963
HSPE1 15 0.074771 0.25781 0.999997 245 5 0.024384 0.65784 0.88528 0.999997 1407 5 0.024384
DAP3 15 0.079169 0.2688 0.999997 246 8 -0.50947 0.99943 0.99936 0.999997 1714 0 -0.50947
DET1 15 0.080224 0.27148 0.999997 247 8 -0.3946 0.99575 0.99724 0.999997 1687 1 -0.3946
SSH3 15 0.081243 0.27389 0.999997 248 4 -0.06533 0.48683 0.79024 0.985634 1201 6 -0.06533
GART 15 0.082146 0.27602 0.999997 249 8 -0.39463 0.71289 0.91131 0.999997 1472 4 -0.39463
HDAC6 15 0.082654 0.27734 0.999997 250 8 -0.30216 0.049851 0.19856 0.644891 261 3 -0.30216
NRBP1 15 0.082782 0.27757 0.999997 251 6 -0.23348 0.91155 0.97569 0.999997 1609 2 -0.23348
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MRPL28 15 0.085751 0.28498 0.999997 252 8 -0.25136 0.6268 0.86897 0.999997 1374 5 -0.25136
UPF1 15 0.085862 0.28522 0.999997 253 8 -0.35848 0.59008 0.84893 0.999997 1333 5 -0.35848
SNAPC2 15 0.08669 0.28724 0.999997 254 6 -0.1144 0.82504 0.95027 0.999997 1559 3 -0.1144
DROSHA 15 0.086976 0.2879 0.999997 255 8 -0.33911 0.98207 0.9936 0.999997 1661 1 -0.33911
KMT2D 15 0.087312 0.28867 0.999997 256 8 -0.37189 0.96945 0.99045 0.999997 1647 2 -0.37189
SPNS1 15 0.089006 0.29276 0.999997 257 8 -0.33409 0.94381 0.98452 0.999997 1628 2 -0.33409
PIGS 15 0.090377 0.29629 0.999997 258 8 -0.29992 0.62097 0.86589 0.999997 1367 4 -0.29992
HNRNPA2B1 15 0.097375 0.3117 0.999997 259 6 -0.28188 0.3238 0.64993 0.895892 939 5 -0.28188
CCT8 15 0.097943 0.31283 0.999997 260 6 -0.18233 0.8011 0.9417 0.999997 1536 4 -0.18233
CENPA 15 0.098005 0.31296 0.999997 261 7 -0.12918 0.62397 0.8675 0.999997 1371 5 -0.12918
KCTD5 15 0.10208 0.32057 0.999997 262 6 -0.01629 0.66905 0.89122 0.999997 1417 5 -0.01629
ZBTB17 15 0.10882 0.33318 0.999997 263 7 -0.39859 0.19242 0.48639 0.797897 651 4 -0.39859
GNB1L 15 0.10942 0.33432 0.999997 264 7 -0.011473 0.97424 0.99151 0.999997 1650 2 -0.011473
EIF3F 15 0.11702 0.34835 0.999997 265 7 -0.043018 0.94785 0.98571 0.999997 1630 1 -0.043018
CHMP1A 15 0.11893 0.35187 0.999997 266 6 -0.20475 0.70575 0.90878 0.999997 1461 3 -0.20475
MEF2B 15 0.12148 0.35674 0.999997 267 7 -0.27282 0.99383 0.99691 0.999997 1679 1 -0.27282
NonTargeting_Human_09221 0.12338 0.12465 0.999997 268 1 -1.0413 0.87662 0.87635 0.999997 1590 0 -1.0413
YME1L1 15 0.12734 0.3677 0.999997 269 7 -0.22877 0.95091 0.98672 0.999997 1635 2 -0.22877
RAB13 15 0.12811 0.36908 0.999997 270 4 -0.037645 0.75917 0.9268 0.999997 1509 4 -0.037645
FURIN 15 0.12978 0.37248 0.999997 271 4 -0.086454 0.3697 0.6914 0.921428 1019 1 -0.086454
C9orf41 15 0.13463 0.38142 0.999997 272 7 0.13285 0.24824 0.56359 0.841783 770 4 0.13285
RUVBL1 15 0.13907 0.389 0.999997 273 2 0.0074052 0.0006149 0.005185 0.163985 54 4 0.0074052
OTC 15 0.13907 0.389 0.999997 274 4 0.2632 0.19708 0.49307 0.801541 663 7 0.2632
NonTargeting_Human_01641 0.13945 0.14059 0.999997 275 1 -0.90426 0.86055 0.86061 0.999997 1584 0 -0.90426
NonTargeting_Human_04541 0.14044 0.14153 0.999997 276 1 -0.69654 0.85956 0.85961 0.999997 1582 0 -0.69654
HIST2H3A 15 0.14267 0.39504 0.999997 277 6 -0.20776 0.29467 0.62242 0.873208 878 5 -0.20776
SLC12A9 15 0.14336 0.39616 0.999997 278 6 -0.19938 0.95102 0.98673 0.999997 1636 3 -0.19938
ARPC3 15 0.14511 0.39896 0.999997 279 7 -0.26339 0.85203 0.96043 0.999997 1578 3 -0.26339
NonTargeting_Human_01751 0.14585 0.14673 0.999997 280 1 -0.70851 0.85415 0.85392 0.999997 1579 0 -0.70851
VPS33A 15 0.14586 0.40044 0.999997 281 4 0.17227 0.23109 0.5404 0.82653 738 7 0.17227
NonTargeting_Human_07141 0.1488 0.14966 0.999997 282 1 -1.807 0.8512 0.85103 0.999997 1577 0 -1.807
RBM4B 15 0.14945 0.40667 0.999997 283 6 -0.16698 0.518 0.80897 0.990365 1251 3 -0.16698
RUVBL2 15 0.14985 0.40737 0.999997 284 6 -0.24451 0.9568 0.98797 0.999997 1639 2 -0.24451
SRP9 15 0.15102 0.40932 0.999997 285 6 -0.06579 0.34259 0.66673 0.907772 976 6 -0.06579
MFAP1 15 0.15131 0.40984 0.999997 286 7 -0.3741 0.4307 0.74446 0.950563 1114 3 -0.3741
NonTargeting_Human_01881 0.1529 0.15362 0.999997 287 1 -1.3492 0.8471 0.8472 0.999997 1572 0 -1.3492
NonTargeting_Human_06901 0.15307 0.15377 0.999997 288 1 -1.0884 0.84693 0.84704 0.999997 1571 0 -1.0884
hsa-mir-3680-1 10 0.15371 0.37446 0.999997 289 5 -0.21777 0.13423 0.35593 0.727625 503 4 -0.21777
RPL17 15 0.15663 0.41943 0.999997 290 7 -0.38579 0.44438 0.75569 0.957321 1137 3 -0.38579
EXT1 15 0.15892 0.42332 0.999997 291 6 -0.10059 0.2803 0.6055 0.863873 845 4 -0.10059
NonTargeting_Human_09381 0.15971 0.1603 0.999997 292 1 -0.68061 0.84029 0.84026 0.999997 1568 0 -0.68061
FAM57B 15 0.16107 0.42698 0.999997 293 7 -0.26948 0.98432 0.99425 0.999997 1666 1 -0.26948
CNOT2 15 0.16119 0.42728 0.999997 294 4 0.0054723 0.78988 0.93752 0.999997 1528 2 0.0054723
NonTargeting_Human_08061 0.1625 0.1631 0.999997 295 1 -0.78187 0.8375 0.83737 0.999997 1565 0 -0.78187
AQP10 15 0.16388 0.43222 0.999997 296 7 -0.11781 0.32084 0.64714 0.894536 931 2 -0.11781
SLC4A1AP 15 0.16796 0.43925 0.999997 297 7 0.17813 0.1475 0.41804 0.76612 542 5 0.17813
PLA2G10 15 0.16843 0.43992 0.999997 298 5 -0.17622 0.16338 0.44343 0.778761 580 3 -0.17622
MTHFD1 15 0.16943 0.44158 0.999997 299 5 -0.029852 0.69557 0.90494 0.999997 1445 3 -0.029852
hsa-mir-6770-1 10 0.1704 0.40093 0.999997 300 5 -0.036745 0.29581 0.57717 0.84975 884 4 -0.036745
NonTargeting_Human_00501 0.17176 0.17219 0.999997 301 1 -1.6172 0.82824 0.82805 0.999997 1561 0 -1.6172
COPS2 15 0.17263 0.44659 0.999997 302 4 0.22499 0.16761 0.45003 0.778761 596 7 0.22499
CAND1 15 0.17447 0.44946 0.999997 303 7 -0.3474 0.94386 0.98452 0.999997 1629 3 -0.3474
EPAS1 15 0.17534 0.45107 0.999997 304 6 0.041423 0.65882 0.88569 0.999997 1409 5 0.041423
DEXI 15 0.17741 0.45452 0.999997 305 7 -0.14879 0.74916 0.92332 0.999997 1503 3 -0.14879
NonTargeting_Human_04791 0.17775 0.17811 0.999997 306 1 -0.93495 0.82225 0.82201 0.999997 1558 0 -0.93495
ZBTB10 15 0.18392 0.46521 0.999997 307 7 -0.21883 0.82805 0.95137 0.999997 1560 3 -0.21883
NonTargeting_Human_05821 0.18546 0.18521 0.999997 308 1 -0.82301 0.81454 0.81443 0.994718 1556 0 -0.82301
MED1 15 0.1858 0.46832 0.999997 309 7 0.27022 0.090081 0.29925 0.702144 391 8 0.27022
MORC2 15 0.18802 0.47169 0.999997 310 6 -0.076091 0.16478 0.44565 0.778761 588 4 -0.076091
GZF1 15 0.18904 0.47343 0.999997 311 6 -0.04795 0.77598 0.93279 0.999997 1519 4 -0.04795
SEC13 15 0.18924 0.47371 0.999997 312 6 -0.20552 0.69764 0.90608 0.999997 1451 5 -0.20552
NonTargeting_Human_08891 0.19054 0.19036 0.999997 313 1 -0.77855 0.80946 0.80948 0.990365 1550 0 -0.77855
NonTargeting_Human_05421 0.19079 0.19059 0.999997 314 1 -0.8305 0.80921 0.80923 0.990365 1549 0 -0.8305
NDNL2 15 0.19094 0.4762 0.999997 315 7 -0.24689 0.75409 0.92506 0.999997 1507 4 -0.24689
NonTargeting_Human_08271 0.19145 0.19128 0.999997 316 1 -0.73309 0.80855 0.80874 0.990365 1547 0 -0.73309
NonTargeting_Human_01091 0.19177 0.19161 0.999997 317 1 -0.39261 0.80823 0.8084 0.990365 1546 0 -0.39261
NonTargeting_Human_03071 0.19202 0.1919 0.999997 318 1 -0.69487 0.80798 0.80818 0.990365 1545 0 -0.69487
TPI1 15 0.19232 0.47847 0.999997 319 5 -0.27031 0.95145 0.98687 0.999997 1638 2 -0.27031
SNRPD1 15 0.193 0.47957 0.999997 320 5 -0.1882 0.40017 0.71815 0.935467 1068 3 -0.1882
NonTargeting_Human_07281 0.19317 0.19304 0.999997 321 1 -0.51488 0.80683 0.80711 0.990365 1541 0 -0.51488
NonTargeting_Human_01011 0.19333 0.1932 0.999997 322 1 -0.46754 0.80667 0.807 0.990365 1540 0 -0.46754
NonTargeting_Human_01191 0.19579 0.19546 0.999997 323 1 -0.42041 0.80421 0.80475 0.990365 1538 0 -0.42041
BOLA2 15 0.198 0.48756 0.999997 324 5 -0.25561 0.83954 0.95544 0.999997 1566 3 -0.25561
PIM2 15 0.19823 0.48789 0.999997 325 6 0.13968 0.43963 0.75185 0.953832 1135 6 0.13968
RBM14 15 0.19848 0.48832 0.999997 326 7 -0.039319 0.40964 0.72645 0.939983 1083 4 -0.039319
IRS1 15 0.19892 0.48895 0.999997 327 5 -0.010761 0.43352 0.74686 0.950563 1124 4 -0.010761
WRNIP1 15 0.19944 0.48982 0.999997 328 2 0.47522 0.0023629 0.016278 0.306097 74 11 0.47522
NonTargeting_Human_04341 0.20137 0.20118 0.999997 329 1 -0.69321 0.79863 0.79916 0.988788 1534 0 -0.69321
NonTargeting_Human_08811 0.20317 0.203 0.999997 330 1 -0.78152 0.79683 0.79739 0.988261 1533 0 -0.78152
RICTOR 15 0.20343 0.49587 0.999997 331 7 -0.18274 0.63314 0.87248 0.999997 1383 5 -0.18274
ELP3 15 0.20467 0.49797 0.999997 332 6 -0.13763 0.57592 0.84074 0.999997 1314 3 -0.13763
NonTargeting_Human_08281 0.20563 0.2055 0.999997 333 1 -0.96458 0.79437 0.79486 0.98825 1531 0 -0.96458
NDUFA13 15 0.20898 0.50454 0.999997 334 7 -0.20828 0.29532 0.62301 0.873208 881 3 -0.20828
NonTargeting_Human_00331 0.20957 0.20932 0.999997 335 1 -0.58517 0.79043 0.79098 0.985634 1529 0 -0.58517
NonTargeting_Human_02101 0.21228 0.21195 0.999997 336 1 -0.4326 0.78772 0.78843 0.985258 1525 0 -0.4326
NonTargeting_Human_03941 0.2149 0.21465 0.999997 337 1 -0.38991 0.7851 0.78575 0.982802 1524 0 -0.38991
ZNF263 15 0.21631 0.51457 0.999997 338 5 -0.033065 0.22115 0.5268 0.816775 718 4 -0.033065
HIST1H2BB 15 0.21695 0.51535 0.999997 339 4 0.37335 0.053783 0.21073 0.6507 275 8 0.37335
NonTargeting_Human_00731 0.21695 0.21676 0.999997 340 1 -0.51844 0.78305 0.78374 0.981497 1522 0 -0.51844
NonTargeting_Human_02901 0.21736 0.21718 0.999997 341 1 -0.49405 0.78264 0.78336 0.981497 1521 0 -0.49405
MAP1S 15 0.21943 0.51839 0.999997 342 5 -0.18063 0.4744 0.77995 0.978854 1185 5 -0.18063
RBBP5 15 0.22352 0.52344 0.999997 343 6 -0.062844 0.94819 0.98587 0.999997 1632 3 -0.062844
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NonTargeting_Human_04081 0.22482 0.22457 0.999997 344 1 -0.59774 0.77518 0.77563 0.974126 1518 0 -0.59774
ARIH1 15 0.22504 0.52516 0.999997 345 6 -0.11535 0.90752 0.97449 0.999997 1605 3 -0.11535
NAA38 15 0.22698 0.52742 0.999997 346 5 0.34815 0.14091 0.40714 0.762329 523 8 0.34815
GP1BB 15 0.22849 0.5292 0.999997 347 6 -0.15037 0.41273 0.72909 0.942014 1089 3 -0.15037
NonTargeting_Human_02451 0.22917 0.22919 0.999997 348 1 -0.45323 0.77083 0.7713 0.969377 1517 0 -0.45323
KDM6A 15 0.22962 0.53055 0.999997 349 5 -0.12958 0.98492 0.99444 0.999997 1668 2 -0.12958
ANO8 15 0.22999 0.53093 0.999997 350 6 -0.04444 0.6882 0.90123 0.999997 1437 4 -0.04444
MRPL9 15 0.23157 0.53271 0.999997 351 5 0.30218 0.031831 0.14127 0.604794 204 9 0.30218
MED9 15 0.23178 0.53294 0.999997 352 6 -0.037943 0.88825 0.96986 0.999997 1596 2 -0.037943
NonTargeting_Human_08231 0.23204 0.23199 0.999997 353 1 -0.50977 0.76796 0.76853 0.967285 1516 0 -0.50977
CEP97 15 0.23352 0.535 0.999997 354 5 0.20737 0.13813 0.40155 0.75891 516 7 0.20737
NonTargeting_Human_02661 0.23409 0.23415 0.999997 355 1 -0.48052 0.76591 0.76631 0.96519 1515 0 -0.48052
NonTargeting_Human_09361 0.23425 0.23431 0.999997 356 1 -0.5124 0.76575 0.76613 0.96519 1514 0 -0.5124
GCFC2 15 0.23468 0.53636 0.999997 357 4 0.33771 0.028525 0.13011 0.594658 189 8 0.33771
NonTargeting_Human_06031 0.23548 0.23538 0.999997 358 1 -0.41099 0.76452 0.76477 0.964634 1512 0 -0.41099
METTL14 15 0.23637 0.53832 0.999997 359 5 0.066652 0.82958 0.95196 0.999997 1562 4 0.066652
NonTargeting_Human_04431 0.24 0.23993 0.999997 360 1 -0.738 0.76 0.76041 0.960514 1510 0 -0.738
SULT1A2 15 0.24038 0.54291 0.999997 361 6 -0.13897 0.14904 0.42042 0.767821 547 5 -0.13897
NonTargeting_Human_02891 0.24278 0.24267 0.999997 362 1 -0.47637 0.75722 0.75769 0.959162 1508 0 -0.47637
C1GALT1 15 0.24423 0.54741 0.999997 363 6 0.029765 0.091596 0.30271 0.702144 397 5 0.029765
NonTargeting_Human_09691 0.2468 0.24678 0.999997 364 1 -0.58033 0.7532 0.75352 0.955263 1506 0 -0.58033
SCYL1 15 0.24981 0.55403 0.999997 365 6 -0.15147 0.76571 0.92908 0.999997 1513 2 -0.15147
NonTargeting_Human_07211 0.25205 0.25192 0.999997 366 1 -0.52379 0.74795 0.7483 0.950563 1501 0 -0.52379
NonTargeting_Human_03971 0.25246 0.25229 0.999997 367 1 -0.44084 0.74754 0.74804 0.950563 1500 0 -0.44084
CCZ1 15 0.25314 0.55787 0.999997 368 5 0.17626 0.48633 0.78993 0.985634 1199 5 0.17626
NonTargeting_Human_03001 0.25369 0.25353 0.999997 369 1 -0.54106 0.74631 0.74676 0.950563 1498 0 -0.54106
TMEM87B 15 0.25399 0.55892 0.999997 370 6 -0.10061 0.86781 0.96516 0.999997 1587 3 -0.10061
NonTargeting_Human_05931 0.25517 0.25504 0.999997 371 1 -0.51324 0.74483 0.7453 0.950563 1497 0 -0.51324
NonTargeting_Human_06611 0.25681 0.25664 0.999997 372 1 -0.37933 0.74319 0.74367 0.950563 1495 0 -0.37933
NonTargeting_Human_07851 0.25845 0.25851 0.999997 373 1 -0.37237 0.74155 0.74199 0.950563 1494 0 -0.37237
NonTargeting_Human_04871 0.25918 0.25918 0.999997 374 1 -0.37301 0.74082 0.74128 0.950563 1493 0 -0.37301
LONP1 15 0.26027 0.5663 0.999997 375 6 -0.23228 0.90493 0.97383 0.999997 1604 3 -0.23228
NonTargeting_Human_09961 0.26132 0.26112 0.999997 376 1 -1.0379 0.73868 0.73915 0.950563 1492 0 -1.0379
NonTargeting_Human_01911 0.26189 0.26169 0.999997 377 1 -0.51128 0.73811 0.73853 0.950563 1491 0 -0.51128
SBK1 15 0.26292 0.56929 0.999997 378 6 -0.093655 0.066568 0.24419 0.675872 318 6 -0.093655
SAP130 15 0.26482 0.57133 0.999997 379 5 -0.01662 0.72288 0.91432 0.999997 1480 4 -0.01662
NonTargeting_Human_09461 0.26542 0.26552 0.999997 380 1 -0.53412 0.73458 0.73485 0.946655 1489 0 -0.53412
NonTargeting_Human_04351 0.26771 0.26774 0.999997 381 1 -0.51583 0.73229 0.73262 0.945176 1488 0 -0.51583
NonTargeting_Human_08951 0.26927 0.26926 0.999997 382 1 -0.9112 0.73073 0.7311 0.94391 1487 0 -0.9112
KAT8 15 0.27155 0.5788 0.999997 383 5 0.0283 0.023722 0.11305 0.577985 166 4 0.0283
UBE2L3 15 0.27213 0.57952 0.999997 384 6 -0.060905 0.61933 0.86506 0.999997 1364 5 -0.060905
NonTargeting_Human_05311 0.27296 0.27282 0.999997 385 1 -0.43854 0.72704 0.72749 0.940642 1484 0 -0.43854
NonTargeting_Human_05221 0.27427 0.27414 0.999997 386 1 -0.41832 0.72573 0.7262 0.939983 1483 0 -0.41832
NonTargeting_Human_07251 0.2746 0.27451 0.999997 387 1 -0.41528 0.7254 0.72593 0.939983 1482 0 -0.41528
NonTargeting_Human_07731 0.27624 0.2761 0.999997 388 1 -0.47701 0.72376 0.72419 0.939147 1481 0 -0.47701
YPEL1 15 0.2776 0.58568 0.999997 389 4 -0.029329 0.50183 0.79991 0.988818 1227 5 -0.029329
NonTargeting_Human_00901 0.27862 0.27843 0.999997 390 1 -0.34515 0.72138 0.72159 0.937156 1478 0 -0.34515
NonTargeting_Human_04481 0.2796 0.27935 0.999997 391 1 -0.35155 0.7204 0.72061 0.936837 1477 0 -0.35155
NonTargeting_Human_03281 0.28223 0.28189 0.999997 392 1 -0.38034 0.71777 0.71814 0.935467 1476 0 -0.38034
NonTargeting_Human_07521 0.28231 0.28195 0.999997 393 1 -0.33244 0.71769 0.71805 0.935467 1475 0 -0.33244
CLK2 15 0.28358 0.59259 0.999997 394 3 0.06176 0.20616 0.50589 0.803115 686 6 0.06176
COPS3 15 0.28545 0.59458 0.999997 395 5 -0.114 0.9353 0.9821 0.999997 1622 1 -0.114
CACNA1A 15 0.28546 0.59458 0.999997 396 5 0.076775 0.4033 0.72081 0.936837 1073 6 0.076775
GATS 15 0.28693 0.59627 0.999997 397 5 0.064984 0.43507 0.74821 0.950563 1126 6 0.064984
NonTargeting_Human_06331 0.28748 0.28713 0.999997 398 1 -0.40175 0.71252 0.71277 0.933316 1471 0 -0.40175
ANKHD1-EIF4EBP315 0.28817 0.59749 0.999997 399 6 -0.25276 0.084689 0.28683 0.694809 373 4 -0.25276
FBXL5 15 0.2886 0.59786 0.999997 400 6 -0.047154 0.39864 0.71692 0.935467 1063 4 -0.047154
GOLGA6A 15 0.28915 0.59849 0.999997 401 6 -0.14089 0.38315 0.70314 0.926759 1041 3 -0.14089
NonTargeting_Human_02381 0.29035 0.29 0.999997 402 1 -0.43473 0.70965 0.70982 0.930149 1467 0 -0.43473
NonTargeting_Human_07431 0.29191 0.2916 0.999997 403 1 -0.2626 0.70809 0.70821 0.928725 1465 0 -0.2626
NonTargeting_Human_04061 0.29199 0.2917 0.999997 404 1 -0.34517 0.70801 0.70814 0.928725 1464 0 -0.34517
NonTargeting_Human_05901 0.29355 0.2932 0.999997 405 1 -0.53761 0.70645 0.70667 0.928099 1462 0 -0.53761
NonTargeting_Human_00291 0.29683 0.2968 0.999997 406 1 -0.46135 0.70317 0.70353 0.926759 1460 0 -0.46135
NonTargeting_Human_04181 0.29732 0.2973 0.999997 407 1 -0.35733 0.70268 0.7031 0.926759 1459 0 -0.35733
NonTargeting_Human_02971 0.29748 0.29747 0.999997 408 1 -0.20485 0.70252 0.70294 0.926759 1458 0 -0.20485
NonTargeting_Human_03141 0.29765 0.29763 0.999997 409 1 -0.37984 0.70235 0.70281 0.926759 1457 0 -0.37984
NonTargeting_Human_06581 0.30019 0.30005 0.999997 410 1 -0.49329 0.69981 0.70021 0.926561 1455 0 -0.49329
CPSF2 15 0.30173 0.6119 0.999997 411 5 0.094155 0.85579 0.96195 0.999997 1580 4 0.094155
HMOX2 15 0.30246 0.6126 0.999997 412 5 -0.097645 0.19314 0.48745 0.798128 653 5 -0.097645
CORO1A 15 0.30296 0.61316 0.999997 413 6 -0.0070055 0.57514 0.84035 0.999997 1313 5 -0.0070055
NonTargeting_Human_02051 0.30306 0.30285 0.999997 414 1 -0.26886 0.69694 0.69734 0.923468 1449 0 -0.26886
NonTargeting_Human_05381 0.30355 0.30329 0.999997 415 1 -0.85413 0.69645 0.69687 0.923468 1448 0 -0.85413
NonTargeting_Human_09731 0.30371 0.30343 0.999997 416 1 -0.65349 0.69629 0.69671 0.923468 1446 0 -0.65349
MCM3 15 0.30385 0.61419 0.999997 417 3 -0.031835 0.21135 0.51315 0.808484 697 5 -0.031835
RBM3 15 0.30461 0.61495 0.999997 418 6 0.24697 0.1164 0.35656 0.727625 455 8 0.24697
NonTargeting_Human_05621 0.30495 0.30463 0.999997 419 1 -0.60269 0.69505 0.69545 0.923468 1444 0 -0.60269
ZW10 15 0.30562 0.61618 0.999997 420 6 -0.23396 0.76349 0.92838 0.999997 1511 3 -0.23396
NonTargeting_Human_01281 0.3065 0.30607 0.999997 421 1 -0.33211 0.6935 0.69402 0.922554 1443 0 -0.33211
GTF2H2 15 0.3073 0.61795 0.999997 422 6 -0.22152 0.33862 0.66325 0.905701 972 3 -0.22152
NonTargeting_Human_00541 0.30798 0.30746 0.999997 423 1 -0.2562 0.69202 0.69272 0.921518 1442 0 -0.2562
NonTargeting_Human_03261 0.3097 0.30912 0.999997 424 1 -0.26324 0.6903 0.691 0.921428 1441 0 -0.26324
NonTargeting_Human_03661 0.30995 0.30936 0.999997 425 1 -0.30582 0.69005 0.69076 0.921428 1440 0 -0.30582
TBC1D22A 15 0.31145 0.62249 0.999997 426 6 0.051254 0.38706 0.70648 0.928099 1051 6 0.051254
NonTargeting_Human_05451 0.31167 0.31116 0.999997 427 1 -0.32091 0.68833 0.68884 0.921428 1438 0 -0.32091
WARS 15 0.31167 0.62273 0.999997 428 4 -0.12064 0.62882 0.87011 0.999997 1376 5 -0.12064
COPS8 15 0.3122 0.62331 0.999997 429 6 -0.28623 0.9766 0.99207 0.999997 1655 2 -0.28623
NonTargeting_Human_07511 0.31298 0.31249 0.999997 430 1 -0.46466 0.68702 0.68763 0.921428 1435 0 -0.46466
NonTargeting_Human_08171 0.31479 0.3142 0.999997 431 1 -0.36118 0.68521 0.68596 0.921428 1434 0 -0.36118
ALG13 15 0.31654 0.62813 0.999997 432 2 0.25057 0.22242 0.52853 0.818731 721 5 0.25057
NonTargeting_Human_00371 0.31766 0.31702 0.999997 433 1 -0.27417 0.68234 0.68301 0.91907 1432 0 -0.27417
EWSR1 15 0.32077 0.63259 0.999997 434 6 -0.09573 0.95058 0.98659 0.999997 1634 2 -0.09573
NonTargeting_Human_06001 0.3211 0.32072 0.999997 435 1 -0.27243 0.6789 0.67941 0.918048 1427 0 -0.27243
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NonTargeting_Human_08701 0.32126 0.32086 0.999997 436 1 -0.30116 0.67874 0.67927 0.918048 1426 0 -0.30116
NonTargeting_Human_00181 0.32151 0.3211 0.999997 437 1 -0.2463 0.67849 0.67907 0.918048 1425 0 -0.2463
NonTargeting_Human_09871 0.32372 0.32336 0.999997 438 1 -0.42875 0.67628 0.67684 0.917105 1423 0 -0.42875
NonTargeting_Human_08111 0.32553 0.3251 0.999997 439 1 -0.45538 0.67447 0.67512 0.916194 1421 0 -0.45538
NonTargeting_Human_05351 0.33004 0.32963 0.999997 440 1 -0.38815 0.66996 0.67096 0.911263 1419 0 -0.38815
SNAI1 15 0.33014 0.64264 0.999997 441 5 0.042206 0.22063 0.52594 0.816775 717 3 0.042206
NonTargeting_Human_05211 0.33078 0.33035 0.999997 442 1 -0.46666 0.66922 0.67033 0.911102 1418 0 -0.46666
NonTargeting_Human_05361 0.33193 0.33144 0.999997 443 1 -0.20581 0.66807 0.66923 0.910318 1416 0 -0.20581
NonTargeting_Human_06411 0.33414 0.33375 0.999997 444 1 -0.30506 0.66586 0.66684 0.907772 1414 0 -0.30506
PRPF38B 14 0.33601 0.64587 0.999997 445 4 0.13494 0.185 0.47038 0.787119 638 5 0.13494
NonTargeting_Human_08451 0.33676 0.33664 0.999997 446 1 -0.31513 0.66324 0.66427 0.906384 1412 0 -0.31513
PRPF6 15 0.33707 0.6497 0.999997 447 6 -0.012092 0.68107 0.8973 0.999997 1430 2 -0.012092
ST6GAL1 15 0.34041 0.65303 0.999997 448 6 0.019053 0.27122 0.59372 0.853752 825 4 0.019053
WBSCR16 15 0.34067 0.65332 0.999997 449 6 -0.25056 0.375 0.69589 0.923468 1028 5 -0.25056
NonTargeting_Human_06141 0.34168 0.3418 0.999997 450 0 -0.22073 0.65832 0.65964 0.902177 1408 0 -0.22073
WDR13 15 0.34221 0.65488 0.999997 451 6 -0.090596 0.94796 0.98576 0.999997 1631 2 -0.090596
NonTargeting_Human_07481 0.3457 0.3459 0.999997 452 0 -0.27714 0.6543 0.65564 0.897413 1402 0 -0.27714
NonTargeting_Human_01691 0.34603 0.34625 0.999997 453 0 -0.49032 0.65397 0.65532 0.897413 1401 0 -0.49032
NonTargeting_Human_09271 0.34644 0.3466 0.999997 454 0 -0.26341 0.65356 0.65488 0.897413 1400 0 -0.26341
NonTargeting_Human_08861 0.34751 0.3476 0.999997 455 0 -0.34803 0.65249 0.65388 0.897413 1399 0 -0.34803
NUDT17 15 0.34815 0.66087 0.999997 456 6 -0.080769 0.25365 0.57072 0.844199 784 4 -0.080769
NonTargeting_Human_01021 0.34857 0.34869 0.999997 457 0 -0.25259 0.65143 0.6529 0.897413 1398 0 -0.25259
NonTargeting_Human_08441 0.35079 0.35089 0.999997 458 0 -0.3615 0.64921 0.65078 0.896355 1396 0 -0.3615
NonTargeting_Human_02791 0.35407 0.35419 0.999997 459 0 -0.23834 0.64593 0.64742 0.894536 1394 0 -0.23834
MRPL21 15 0.35462 0.66773 0.999997 460 6 0.22322 0.070684 0.25415 0.67886 336 8 0.22322
NonTargeting_Human_00461 0.35661 0.35661 0.999997 461 0 -0.28846 0.64339 0.64473 0.892235 1392 0 -0.28846
NonTargeting_Human_03471 0.35809 0.35807 0.999997 462 0 -0.19421 0.64191 0.64322 0.891555 1391 0 -0.19421
EIF3C 14 0.36019 0.66609 0.999997 463 4 0.11641 0.65728 0.87921 0.999997 1405 4 0.11641
TMEM134 15 0.36113 0.67449 0.999997 464 6 0.075415 0.85017 0.95975 0.999997 1575 2 0.075415
NonTargeting_Human_04111 0.36219 0.362 0.999997 465 0 -0.23145 0.63781 0.63908 0.886515 1389 0 -0.23145
NonTargeting_Human_06671 0.36522 0.36508 0.999997 466 0 -0.23509 0.63478 0.63595 0.88428 1387 0 -0.23509
LAMTOR4 15 0.36686 0.68036 0.999997 467 6 -0.032805 0.56279 0.83326 0.999997 1298 3 -0.032805
KTI12 15 0.36897 0.68249 0.999997 468 6 -0.018064 0.47726 0.78237 0.98118 1189 5 -0.018064
NonTargeting_Human_04411 0.36965 0.36966 0.999997 469 0 -0.35245 0.63035 0.6316 0.878927 1380 0 -0.35245
NonTargeting_Human_03251 0.37022 0.37014 0.999997 470 0 -0.22246 0.62978 0.63091 0.878658 1379 0 -0.22246
NonTargeting_Human_05721 0.37096 0.37088 0.999997 471 0 -0.17379 0.62904 0.63013 0.87827 1377 0 -0.17379
NonTargeting_Human_08991 0.37236 0.3723 0.999997 472 0 -0.23459 0.62764 0.62863 0.876872 1375 0 -0.23459
RPS8 15 0.37289 0.68631 0.999997 473 3 -0.033095 0.69771 0.90612 0.999997 1452 4 -0.033095
STX10 15 0.37367 0.68702 0.999997 474 4 -0.084994 0.93578 0.98224 0.999997 1623 3 -0.084994
NonTargeting_Human_06041 0.37441 0.37452 0.999997 475 0 -0.18672 0.62559 0.62648 0.874573 1372 0 -0.18672
CPSF3L 15 0.37606 0.6894 0.999997 476 6 -0.18226 0.85638 0.9621 0.999997 1581 4 -0.18226
NonTargeting_Human_07401 0.37777 0.37777 0.999997 477 0 -0.26146 0.62223 0.62298 0.873208 1370 0 -0.26146
NonTargeting_Human_03451 0.37801 0.37805 0.999997 478 0 -0.18758 0.62199 0.62273 0.873208 1369 0 -0.18758
NonTargeting_Human_02161 0.3781 0.37813 0.999997 479 0 -0.31302 0.6219 0.62264 0.873208 1368 0 -0.31302
NonTargeting_Human_03221 0.37998 0.38015 0.999997 480 0 -0.16719 0.62002 0.62063 0.873208 1365 0 -0.16719
SSX2 15 0.38027 0.69358 0.999997 481 6 0.011717 0.4545 0.76386 0.96418 1152 2 0.011717
NonTargeting_Human_05671 0.38121 0.38146 0.999997 482 0 -0.15725 0.61879 0.61944 0.873099 1363 0 -0.15725
NonTargeting_Human_05111 0.38162 0.382 0.999997 483 0 -0.16317 0.61838 0.61907 0.873099 1362 0 -0.16317
NonTargeting_Human_06361 0.3817 0.38204 0.999997 484 0 -0.29992 0.6183 0.61898 0.873099 1361 0 -0.29992
NonTargeting_Human_08251 0.38195 0.38228 0.999997 485 0 -0.2094 0.61805 0.61876 0.873099 1360 0 -0.2094
COG5 15 0.38244 0.69583 0.999997 486 5 0.1058 0.20206 0.50005 0.801541 676 5 0.1058
WDR33 15 0.3829 0.69629 0.999997 487 6 -0.31941 0.0042968 0.028044 0.355501 90 3 -0.31941
FUNDC2 15 0.38317 0.69658 0.999997 488 6 0.20905 0.20202 0.5 0.801541 675 7 0.20905
NonTargeting_Human_02991 0.38777 0.38819 0.999997 489 0 -0.26494 0.61223 0.61284 0.868546 1358 0 -0.26494
NonTargeting_Human_07341 0.38917 0.38958 0.999997 490 0 -0.16991 0.61083 0.61147 0.867451 1356 0 -0.16991
HNRNPM 15 0.39094 0.70431 0.999997 491 2 0.16766 0.081723 0.27989 0.694111 362 5 0.16766
NonTargeting_Human_00471 0.39278 0.39317 0.999997 492 0 -0.14468 0.60722 0.6079 0.864484 1355 0 -0.14468
PON1 15 0.39319 0.70669 0.999997 493 4 0.10352 0.35328 0.67653 0.917105 989 5 0.10352
LSM7 15 0.39321 0.7067 0.999997 494 6 -0.22732 0.98875 0.9958 0.999997 1673 2 -0.22732
NonTargeting_Human_09211 0.39417 0.3945 0.999997 495 0 -0.28856 0.60583 0.60653 0.863934 1352 0 -0.28856
NonTargeting_Human_05101 0.39425 0.39459 0.999997 496 0 -0.12208 0.60575 0.60647 0.863934 1351 0 -0.12208
NonTargeting_Human_00831 0.39622 0.39639 0.999997 497 0 -0.11084 0.60378 0.60451 0.863165 1349 0 -0.11084
NonTargeting_Human_07711 0.40171 0.4018 0.999997 498 0 -0.23798 0.59829 0.59872 0.856298 1346 0 -0.23798
SHC1 15 0.40272 0.71403 0.999997 499 5 -0.1271 0.66103 0.88684 0.999997 1411 3 -0.1271
NonTargeting_Human_05921 0.40426 0.4041 0.999997 500 0 -0.088704 0.59574 0.59611 0.854136 1344 0 -0.088704
NonTargeting_Human_02271 0.4054 0.40538 0.999997 501 0 -0.1521 0.5946 0.59499 0.853752 1341 0 -0.1521
NonTargeting_Human_09851 0.40549 0.40549 0.999997 502 0 -0.16479 0.59451 0.59489 0.853752 1340 0 -0.16479
NonTargeting_Human_07411 0.40557 0.40556 0.999997 503 0 -0.12109 0.59443 0.5948 0.853752 1339 0 -0.12109
EIF2S2 15 0.40625 0.71657 0.999997 504 3 0.3425 0.0018436 0.013182 0.306097 64 9 0.3425
NonTargeting_Human_07881 0.40688 0.40692 0.999997 505 0 -0.11598 0.59312 0.59356 0.853752 1338 0 -0.11598
ORMDL1 15 0.40737 0.71741 0.999997 506 3 0.18004 0.32991 0.6556 0.897413 950 6 0.18004
NonTargeting_Human_02201 0.40819 0.40832 0.999997 507 0 -0.10334 0.59181 0.59223 0.853752 1337 0 -0.10334
NonTargeting_Human_01591 0.4086 0.40876 0.999997 508 0 -0.18798 0.5914 0.59181 0.853752 1336 0 -0.18798
NonTargeting_Human_08961 0.40975 0.40998 0.999997 509 0 -0.12176 0.59025 0.59077 0.853285 1334 0 -0.12176
NonTargeting_Human_00651 0.41024 0.4105 0.999997 510 0 -0.094423 0.58976 0.59026 0.853246 1332 0 -0.094423
NonTargeting_Human_09231 0.41147 0.41157 0.999997 511 0 -0.13862 0.58853 0.58893 0.85288 1331 0 -0.13862
NonTargeting_Human_02501 0.4118 0.41187 0.999997 512 0 -0.086483 0.5882 0.5886 0.85288 1330 0 -0.086483
NonTargeting_Human_08411 0.41254 0.41259 0.999997 513 0 -0.15394 0.58746 0.58794 0.85288 1329 0 -0.15394
NonTargeting_Human_04731 0.41369 0.4138 0.999997 514 0 -0.14913 0.58631 0.58682 0.85288 1327 0 -0.14913
NonTargeting_Human_09071 0.41459 0.41469 0.999997 515 0 -0.17181 0.58541 0.58589 0.852558 1325 0 -0.17181
NonTargeting_Human_05731 0.41484 0.41492 0.999997 516 0 -0.11947 0.58516 0.58562 0.852558 1324 0 -0.11947
NonTargeting_Human_06111 0.41549 0.4156 0.999997 517 0 -0.10202 0.58451 0.5849 0.852558 1323 0 -0.10202
NonTargeting_Human_00641 0.4159 0.41601 0.999997 518 0 -0.14384 0.5841 0.5845 0.852558 1322 0 -0.14384
PPAT 15 0.41638 0.72401 0.999997 519 3 -0.12412 0.10904 0.34085 0.719474 435 1 -0.12412
NonTargeting_Human_00911 0.41648 0.41652 0.999997 520 0 -0.090513 0.58352 0.58404 0.852558 1321 0 -0.090513
NonTargeting_Human_04531 0.41762 0.41781 0.999997 521 0 -0.17518 0.58238 0.58288 0.852558 1320 0 -0.17518
NonTargeting_Human_09531 0.41926 0.41955 0.999997 522 0 -0.1407 0.58074 0.5812 0.852558 1319 0 -0.1407
NonTargeting_Human_01891 0.42 0.42026 0.999997 523 0 -0.098044 0.58 0.58056 0.852558 1317 0 -0.098044
BTF3 15 0.4205 0.72692 0.999997 524 4 0.33234 0.13742 0.4002 0.75891 514 7 0.33234
NonTargeting_Human_01571 0.42115 0.42133 0.999997 525 0 -0.11754 0.57885 0.57928 0.851423 1316 0 -0.11754
NonTargeting_Human_02301 0.42222 0.42228 0.999997 526 0 -0.10542 0.57778 0.57807 0.850367 1315 0 -0.10542
CCDC53 15 0.4236 0.72919 0.999997 527 5 0.12637 0.27318 0.59624 0.854136 830 5 0.12637
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PKD1 15 0.42488 0.7301 0.999997 528 2 0.22166 0.06145 0.23194 0.662205 306 8 0.22166
NonTargeting_Human_06751 0.42828 0.42806 0.999997 529 0 -0.095234 0.57172 0.57189 0.844199 1310 0 -0.095234
NonTargeting_Human_08431 0.42853 0.42828 0.999997 530 0 -0.083614 0.57147 0.57164 0.844199 1309 0 -0.083614
NonTargeting_Human_07101 0.42878 0.42855 0.999997 531 0 -0.10714 0.57122 0.57138 0.844199 1308 0 -0.10714
NonTargeting_Human_07031 0.42894 0.42873 0.999997 532 0 -0.13156 0.57106 0.57125 0.844199 1307 0 -0.13156
NonTargeting_Human_09811 0.4291 0.4289 0.999997 533 0 -0.14587 0.5709 0.5711 0.844199 1306 0 -0.14587
NonTargeting_Human_10001 0.42976 0.42952 0.999997 534 0 -0.076921 0.57024 0.57045 0.844199 1304 0 -0.076921
NonTargeting_Human_08131 0.43001 0.4298 0.999997 535 0 -0.097878 0.56999 0.57019 0.844199 1303 0 -0.097878
NonTargeting_Human_09111 0.43386 0.43363 0.999997 536 0 -0.14574 0.56614 0.56633 0.842993 1301 0 -0.14574
NonTargeting_Human_03711 0.43402 0.43382 0.999997 537 0 -0.082391 0.56598 0.56612 0.842993 1300 0 -0.082391
TCP10 15 0.43435 0.73697 0.999997 538 3 0.29053 0.034592 0.15057 0.60978 214 9 0.29053
NonTargeting_Human_05691 0.4355 0.43538 0.999997 539 0 -0.11432 0.5645 0.56465 0.842389 1299 0 -0.11432
NonTargeting_Human_04191 0.43796 0.43777 0.999997 540 0 -0.11171 0.56204 0.56205 0.840194 1297 0 -0.11171
HSD17B10 15 0.43867 0.73989 0.999997 541 5 -0.15666 0.27213 0.59496 0.853752 827 2 -0.15666
HTRA2 15 0.43971 0.74053 0.999997 542 5 -0.15205 0.8042 0.94275 0.999997 1537 3 -0.15205
NonTargeting_Human_02591 0.44009 0.4398 0.999997 543 0 -0.073841 0.55991 0.55976 0.837488 1296 0 -0.073841
NonTargeting_Human_09491 0.44091 0.44062 0.999997 544 0 -0.067566 0.55909 0.55895 0.837488 1295 0 -0.067566
ATP5I 15 0.44156 0.74188 0.999997 545 5 -0.070951 0.42996 0.74378 0.950563 1112 5 -0.070951
KLC2 15 0.44354 0.74317 0.999997 546 3 0.22854 0.35787 0.68068 0.91806 1001 4 0.22854
NonTargeting_Human_07951 0.44387 0.4437 0.999997 547 0 -0.091779 0.55613 0.55597 0.834674 1294 0 -0.091779
NonTargeting_Human_09041 0.4446 0.44452 0.999997 548 0 -0.076726 0.5554 0.55517 0.834184 1293 0 -0.076726
NonTargeting_Human_08501 0.44469 0.44462 0.999997 549 0 -0.07341 0.55531 0.5551 0.834184 1292 0 -0.07341
NonTargeting_Human_03811 0.44526 0.44513 0.999997 550 0 -0.061958 0.55474 0.55439 0.834184 1291 0 -0.061958
NonTargeting_Human_00301 0.44567 0.44552 0.999997 551 0 -0.060964 0.55433 0.55401 0.834184 1290 0 -0.060964
NonTargeting_Human_04911 0.44657 0.44642 0.999997 552 0 -0.081148 0.55343 0.55303 0.833835 1289 0 -0.081148
RTBDN 15 0.44811 0.74617 0.999997 553 5 -0.19191 0.8136 0.94623 0.999997 1554 4 -0.19191
NonTargeting_Human_03121 0.44813 0.44801 0.999997 554 0 -0.094356 0.55187 0.55147 0.833045 1288 0 -0.094356
NonTargeting_Human_02071 0.45059 0.45028 0.999997 555 0 -0.054809 0.54941 0.54896 0.83108 1287 0 -0.054809
NonTargeting_Human_07091 0.45166 0.4514 0.999997 556 0 -0.064196 0.54834 0.54787 0.83108 1285 0 -0.064196
CCT6B 15 0.45188 0.74872 0.999997 557 4 0.53447 0.001241 0.0093839 0.258431 59 10 0.53447
NonTargeting_Human_06431 0.45321 0.45296 0.999997 558 0 -0.083514 0.54679 0.54641 0.830279 1284 0 -0.083514
NonTargeting_Human_07631 0.45444 0.45427 0.999997 559 0 -0.067402 0.54556 0.54513 0.829058 1283 0 -0.067402
NonTargeting_Human_06681 0.45485 0.45471 0.999997 560 0 -0.045599 0.54515 0.54465 0.829038 1282 0 -0.045599
NonTargeting_Human_09501 0.45641 0.45627 0.999997 561 0 -0.061704 0.54359 0.54294 0.827879 1281 0 -0.061704
NonTargeting_Human_07691 0.45723 0.45705 0.999997 562 0 -0.041597 0.54277 0.54211 0.827332 1280 0 -0.041597
NonTargeting_Human_07841 0.45732 0.45714 0.999997 563 0 -0.046374 0.54268 0.542 0.827332 1279 0 -0.046374
NonTargeting_Human_08531 0.45871 0.45844 0.999997 564 0 -0.042193 0.54129 0.54064 0.82653 1278 0 -0.042193
NonTargeting_Human_08821 0.45887 0.45861 0.999997 565 0 -0.059705 0.54113 0.54051 0.82653 1277 0 -0.059705
NonTargeting_Human_09251 0.45994 0.45974 0.999997 566 0 -0.060609 0.54006 0.53944 0.82653 1275 0 -0.060609
KDM8 15 0.46313 0.75649 0.999997 567 5 0.059811 0.066122 0.2431 0.674011 316 7 0.059811
NonTargeting_Human_03841 0.46379 0.46383 0.999997 568 0 -0.028078 0.53621 0.53549 0.822246 1272 0 -0.028078
NonTargeting_Human_06341 0.46412 0.46416 0.999997 569 0 -0.030141 0.53588 0.5352 0.822246 1271 0 -0.030141
NonTargeting_Human_01211 0.46461 0.46465 0.999997 570 0 -0.038546 0.53539 0.53466 0.822246 1270 0 -0.038546
NonTargeting_Human_02341 0.4647 0.46472 0.999997 571 0 -0.025666 0.5353 0.53458 0.822246 1269 0 -0.025666
NonTargeting_Human_07361 0.46568 0.46564 0.999997 572 0 -0.029676 0.53432 0.53358 0.822196 1268 0 -0.029676
NonTargeting_Human_06081 0.46691 0.46667 0.999997 573 0 -0.029929 0.53309 0.53245 0.821176 1266 0 -0.029929
SNAPC3 15 0.46924 0.76074 0.999997 574 4 -0.025438 0.70226 0.9077 0.999997 1456 4 -0.025438
NonTargeting_Human_07701 0.47035 0.47015 0.999997 575 0 -0.026888 0.52965 0.52926 0.819136 1264 0 -0.026888
CDK12 15 0.47214 0.76273 0.999997 576 1 0.056249 0.25456 0.57195 0.844199 787 5 0.056249
NonTargeting_Human_00091 0.47298 0.47285 0.999997 577 0 -0.021497 0.52702 0.52668 0.816775 1262 0 -0.021497
NonTargeting_Human_03101 0.47355 0.47335 0.999997 578 0 -0.021929 0.52645 0.52619 0.816775 1261 0 -0.021929
NonTargeting_Human_09671 0.47421 0.47404 0.999997 579 0 -0.022352 0.52579 0.52552 0.816775 1260 0 -0.022352
NonTargeting_Human_08831 0.47478 0.47468 0.999997 580 0 -0.018837 0.52522 0.52505 0.816775 1259 0 -0.018837
NonTargeting_Human_01951 0.47519 0.4751 0.999997 581 0 -0.015377 0.52481 0.52465 0.816775 1258 0 -0.015377
NonTargeting_Human_07381 0.47544 0.4753 0.999997 582 0 -0.020104 0.52456 0.52446 0.816775 1257 0 -0.020104
NonTargeting_Human_04311 0.47667 0.47657 0.999997 583 0 -0.016812 0.52333 0.52315 0.816775 1256 0 -0.016812
NonTargeting_Human_09611 0.47716 0.47704 0.999997 584 0 -0.016652 0.52284 0.52257 0.816775 1255 0 -0.016652
NonTargeting_Human_09991 0.47864 0.47846 0.999997 585 0 -0.011209 0.52136 0.52101 0.815991 1254 0 -0.011209
NonTargeting_Human_04611 0.47929 0.47906 0.999997 586 0 -0.0065579 0.52071 0.52029 0.815991 1253 0 -0.0065579
NonTargeting_Human_00051 0.48143 0.48111 0.999997 587 0 -0.0036519 0.51857 0.51814 0.813429 1252 0 -0.0036519
NonTargeting_Human_07491 0.48348 0.48318 0.999997 588 0 -0.0020607 0.51652 0.51612 0.81098 1249 0 -0.0020607
NonTargeting_Human_07661 0.48462 0.48445 0.999997 589 0 0.0004351 0.51538 0.51504 0.810001 1247 0 0.0004351
NonTargeting_Human_09891 0.48512 0.48502 0.999997 590 0 0.0028103 0.51488 0.51447 0.80984 1246 0 0.0028103
NonTargeting_Human_08361 0.48676 0.48655 0.999997 591 0 0.0099866 0.51324 0.51291 0.808484 1245 0 0.0099866
NonTargeting_Human_00071 0.4879 0.48781 0.999997 592 0 0.0075881 0.5121 0.51184 0.807881 1244 0 0.0075881
MRPS21 15 0.48797 0.77391 0.999997 593 5 -0.12435 0.12562 0.37594 0.742957 485 6 -0.12435
PQBP1 15 0.48826 0.77411 0.999997 594 4 0.15024 0.31195 0.63877 0.886515 911 6 0.15024
NonTargeting_Human_06721 0.48897 0.48881 0.999997 595 0 0.0095562 0.51103 0.51079 0.80694 1242 0 0.0095562
NonTargeting_Human_02141 0.48938 0.48912 0.999997 596 0 0.0090288 0.51062 0.51041 0.80694 1241 0 0.0090288
NonTargeting_Human_07581 0.49069 0.49047 0.999997 597 0 0.012349 0.50931 0.50916 0.805831 1239 0 0.012349
NonTargeting_Human_06761 0.49086 0.49067 0.999997 598 0 0.014182 0.50914 0.50894 0.805831 1238 0 0.014182
NonTargeting_Human_05491 0.49184 0.49158 0.999997 599 0 0.016257 0.50816 0.50791 0.8053 1237 0 0.016257
NonTargeting_Human_06251 0.49364 0.49342 0.999997 600 0 0.019585 0.50636 0.50607 0.803115 1236 0 0.019585
NonTargeting_Human_02471 0.49414 0.49387 0.999997 601 0 0.018628 0.50586 0.5056 0.803115 1235 0 0.018628
NonTargeting_Human_00031 0.4943 0.49404 0.999997 602 0 0.024198 0.5057 0.50545 0.803115 1234 0 0.024198
TRA2B 15 0.49435 0.77851 0.999997 603 2 0.077908 0.068976 0.24996 0.677904 329 6 0.077908
NonTargeting_Human_05001 0.49471 0.49452 0.999997 604 0 0.020999 0.50529 0.50499 0.803115 1233 0 0.020999
NonTargeting_Human_08091 0.49578 0.49557 0.999997 605 0 0.029673 0.50422 0.50392 0.803115 1232 0 0.029673
NonTargeting_Human_02741 0.49635 0.49613 0.999997 606 0 0.0207 0.50365 0.50342 0.803115 1230 0 0.0207
NonTargeting_Human_04921 0.49643 0.49621 0.999997 607 0 0.014551 0.50357 0.50333 0.803115 1229 0 0.014551
NonTargeting_Human_05011 0.50045 0.50022 0.999997 608 0 0.030887 0.49955 0.4994 0.801541 1226 0 0.030887
NonTargeting_Human_03691 0.50053 0.5003 0.999997 609 0 0.023543 0.49947 0.49929 0.801541 1225 0 0.023543
NonTargeting_Human_04101 0.50086 0.5007 0.999997 610 0 0.047672 0.49914 0.49893 0.801541 1224 0 0.047672
NonTargeting_Human_05561 0.50135 0.50121 0.999997 611 0 0.02618 0.49865 0.49836 0.801541 1223 0 0.02618
NonTargeting_Human_00011 0.50144 0.50127 0.999997 612 0 0.025219 0.49856 0.49828 0.801541 1221 0 0.025219
NonTargeting_Human_06521 0.50275 0.50261 0.999997 613 0 0.035324 0.49725 0.49704 0.801541 1219 0 0.035324
NonTargeting_Human_00691 0.50299 0.50281 0.999997 614 0 0.025439 0.49701 0.49683 0.801541 1218 0 0.025439
NonTargeting_Human_08581 0.50349 0.50326 0.999997 615 0 0.029598 0.49651 0.49629 0.801541 1216 0 0.029598
NonTargeting_Human_04451 0.50455 0.50421 0.999997 616 0 0.04899 0.49545 0.49522 0.801541 1215 0 0.04899
C2orf49 15 0.50509 0.78577 0.999997 617 5 0.062902 0.6646 0.88886 0.999997 1413 5 0.062902
NonTargeting_Human_06831 0.50586 0.5056 0.999997 618 0 0.034232 0.49414 0.49387 0.801541 1213 0 0.034232
NonTargeting_Human_08351 0.50668 0.5064 0.999997 619 0 0.049861 0.49332 0.49301 0.801541 1211 0 0.049861
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NonTargeting_Human_03651 0.5089 0.50869 0.999997 620 0 0.031972 0.4911 0.49093 0.800097 1210 0 0.031972
NonTargeting_Human_08001 0.51021 0.51 0.999997 621 0 0.052292 0.48979 0.48952 0.798546 1208 0 0.052292
NonTargeting_Human_03521 0.51103 0.51079 0.999997 622 0 0.034263 0.48897 0.48881 0.798128 1207 0 0.034263
NonTargeting_Human_09921 0.51128 0.51107 0.999997 623 0 0.060725 0.48872 0.48862 0.798128 1206 0 0.060725
NonTargeting_Human_04141 0.51177 0.51157 0.999997 624 0 0.035144 0.48823 0.48811 0.798128 1203 0 0.035144
NonTargeting_Human_05141 0.51185 0.51164 0.999997 625 0 0.050973 0.48815 0.48803 0.798128 1202 0 0.050973
CWC22 15 0.51263 0.79112 0.999997 626 3 0.11415 0.03568 0.15423 0.616252 217 7 0.11415
NonTargeting_Human_01401 0.51349 0.51321 0.999997 627 0 0.035852 0.48651 0.48629 0.797897 1200 0 0.035852
NonTargeting_Human_09981 0.51431 0.51401 0.999997 628 0 0.036643 0.48569 0.48555 0.797897 1198 0 0.036643
NonTargeting_Human_04741 0.5148 0.5144 0.999997 629 0 0.059064 0.4852 0.48508 0.797897 1197 0 0.059064
NonTargeting_Human_03741 0.51652 0.51612 0.999997 630 0 0.039107 0.48348 0.48318 0.795611 1196 0 0.039107
NonTargeting_Human_00251 0.5171 0.51667 0.999997 631 0 0.060625 0.4829 0.48264 0.795474 1195 0 0.060625
NonTargeting_Human_02231 0.51833 0.51795 0.999997 632 0 0.062495 0.48167 0.48139 0.794163 1194 0 0.062495
NonTargeting_Human_07301 0.51923 0.51878 0.999997 633 0 0.04878 0.48077 0.48042 0.793614 1192 0 0.04878
ARGLU1 15 0.52057 0.79649 0.999997 634 4 -0.11269 0.59601 0.85228 0.999997 1345 3 -0.11269
NonTargeting_Human_01521 0.52218 0.52197 0.999997 635 0 0.050698 0.47782 0.47766 0.790242 1191 0 0.050698
NonTargeting_Human_09951 0.52227 0.52203 0.999997 636 0 0.072001 0.47773 0.47758 0.790242 1190 0 0.072001
NLRP8 15 0.52259 0.7978 0.999997 637 2 0.037325 0.3956 0.71416 0.934431 1058 6 0.037325
S100A14 15 0.52296 0.79809 0.999997 638 3 -0.038653 0.59525 0.85191 0.999997 1343 4 -0.038653
NonTargeting_Human_04881 0.52407 0.52395 0.999997 639 0 0.046174 0.47593 0.47575 0.788562 1188 0 0.046174
NonTargeting_Human_03511 0.5244 0.5243 0.999997 640 0 0.06482 0.4756 0.47545 0.788562 1187 0 0.06482
NonTargeting_Human_03301 0.52448 0.5244 0.999997 641 0 0.058615 0.47552 0.47535 0.788562 1186 0 0.058615
NonTargeting_Human_01371 0.52571 0.52546 0.999997 642 0 0.05574 0.47429 0.47409 0.788562 1184 0 0.05574
NonTargeting_Human_03461 0.52579 0.52552 0.999997 643 0 0.05821 0.47421 0.47404 0.788562 1183 0 0.05821
NonTargeting_Human_00581 0.52596 0.52567 0.999997 644 0 0.058081 0.47404 0.47392 0.788562 1182 0 0.058081
NonTargeting_Human_06391 0.52727 0.52689 0.999997 645 0 0.055507 0.47273 0.47263 0.788562 1181 0 0.055507
G6PC 15 0.52792 0.80118 0.999997 646 5 0.015133 0.066138 0.24314 0.674011 317 3 0.015133
NonTargeting_Human_09881 0.5312 0.53069 0.999997 647 0 0.088954 0.4688 0.46852 0.785155 1180 0 0.088954
NonTargeting_Human_02941 0.53137 0.53085 0.999997 648 0 0.083962 0.46863 0.4684 0.785155 1179 0 0.083962
NonTargeting_Human_04811 0.53194 0.53145 0.999997 649 0 0.064611 0.46806 0.46784 0.785155 1178 0 0.064611
NonTargeting_Human_08301 0.53268 0.53207 0.999997 650 0 0.095012 0.46732 0.46708 0.785155 1177 0 0.095012
NonTargeting_Human_00981 0.53309 0.53245 0.999997 651 0 0.05837 0.46691 0.46667 0.785155 1176 0 0.05837
MKL1 15 0.53401 0.80531 0.999997 652 5 -0.2497 0.82163 0.94889 0.999997 1557 4 -0.2497
NonTargeting_Human_01871 0.53514 0.53441 0.999997 653 0 0.099139 0.46486 0.46485 0.783841 1175 0 0.099139
NonTargeting_Human_02091 0.53522 0.53449 0.999997 654 0 0.09066 0.46478 0.46477 0.783841 1174 0 0.09066
ADAMTSL1 15 0.53563 0.80646 0.999997 655 3 0.32966 0.060555 0.22978 0.662205 301 8 0.32966
NonTargeting_Human_07561 0.53571 0.53506 0.999997 656 0 0.060765 0.46429 0.46433 0.783841 1173 0 0.060765
FRG2C 15 0.53583 0.8066 0.999997 657 3 0.3242 0.081289 0.27891 0.694111 361 8 0.3242
STXBP5L 15 0.53623 0.80684 0.999997 658 3 0.16346 0.63339 0.87257 0.999997 1384 5 0.16346
NonTargeting_Human_08731 0.53653 0.53585 0.999997 659 0 0.0628 0.46347 0.46348 0.783808 1172 0 0.0628
NonTargeting_Human_08571 0.54006 0.53944 0.999997 660 0 0.12757 0.45994 0.45974 0.779729 1169 0 0.12757
NonTargeting_Human_05441 0.54014 0.53954 0.999997 661 0 0.10419 0.45986 0.45965 0.779729 1168 0 0.10419
ACTR6 15 0.54026 0.80966 0.999997 662 5 -0.07123 0.066841 0.24488 0.675973 322 6 -0.07123
RPP38 15 0.54062 0.80991 0.999997 663 5 -0.10987 0.85116 0.96017 0.999997 1576 4 -0.10987
NonTargeting_Human_05611 0.54186 0.54121 0.999997 664 0 0.080183 0.45814 0.45783 0.778761 1167 0 0.080183
HIST2H2AA3 15 0.54196 0.81065 0.999997 665 4 0.018838 0.2748 0.59836 0.856298 834 7 0.018838
NonTargeting_Human_08931 0.54236 0.54169 0.999997 666 0 0.11825 0.45764 0.45746 0.778761 1166 0 0.11825
NonTargeting_Human_08401 0.54268 0.542 0.999997 667 0 0.064845 0.45732 0.45714 0.778761 1165 0 0.064845
NonTargeting_Human_00851 0.54277 0.54211 0.999997 668 0 0.1042 0.45723 0.45705 0.778761 1164 0 0.1042
NonTargeting_Human_09861 0.54285 0.5422 0.999997 669 0 0.083937 0.45715 0.45695 0.778761 1163 0 0.083937
NonTargeting_Human_09741 0.54293 0.5423 0.999997 670 0 0.15121 0.45707 0.45686 0.778761 1162 0 0.15121
NonTargeting_Human_09131 0.54301 0.54236 0.999997 671 0 0.11146 0.45699 0.45681 0.778761 1161 0 0.11146
ERP44 15 0.54315 0.81148 0.999997 672 3 0.085405 0.14711 0.41746 0.765927 540 6 0.085405
EMC6 15 0.54364 0.81183 0.999997 673 5 -0.044201 0.152 0.42526 0.770464 552 6 -0.044201
NonTargeting_Human_08651 0.54367 0.54304 0.999997 674 0 0.084316 0.45633 0.45619 0.778761 1160 0 0.084316
NonTargeting_Human_05781 0.54392 0.54327 0.999997 675 0 0.1441 0.45608 0.45598 0.778761 1159 0 0.1441
NonTargeting_Human_04891 0.544 0.5434 0.999997 676 0 0.097612 0.456 0.45589 0.778761 1158 0 0.097612
NonTargeting_Human_03181 0.54408 0.54349 0.999997 677 0 0.090819 0.45592 0.45582 0.778761 1157 0 0.090819
NonTargeting_Human_05161 0.54424 0.54364 0.999997 678 0 0.12688 0.45576 0.45569 0.778761 1156 0 0.12688
NonTargeting_Human_09301 0.54465 0.54411 0.999997 679 0 0.080996 0.45535 0.45526 0.778761 1155 0 0.080996
NonTargeting_Human_03901 0.5449 0.54433 0.999997 680 0 0.17046 0.4551 0.455 0.778761 1154 0 0.17046
NonTargeting_Human_07161 0.54539 0.54495 0.999997 681 0 0.10613 0.45461 0.45445 0.778761 1153 0 0.10613
NonTargeting_Human_00021 0.54564 0.54523 0.999997 682 0 0.10471 0.45436 0.45417 0.778761 1151 0 0.10471
NonTargeting_Human_07551 0.54613 0.54582 0.999997 683 0 0.11327 0.45387 0.45358 0.778761 1150 0 0.11327
NonTargeting_Human_08381 0.54654 0.54617 0.999997 684 0 0.11167 0.45346 0.45319 0.778761 1149 0 0.11167
NonTargeting_Human_05961 0.54679 0.54641 0.999997 685 0 0.11206 0.45321 0.45296 0.778761 1148 0 0.11206
NonTargeting_Human_06551 0.54769 0.54721 0.999997 686 0 0.11287 0.45231 0.45207 0.778761 1147 0 0.11287
NonTargeting_Human_02981 0.5481 0.54761 0.999997 687 0 0.11322 0.4519 0.45171 0.778761 1146 0 0.11322
NonTargeting_Human_01821 0.549 0.54855 0.999997 688 0 0.10418 0.451 0.45069 0.778761 1145 0 0.10418
NonTargeting_Human_00151 0.54998 0.54962 0.999997 689 0 0.08483 0.45002 0.44978 0.778761 1144 0 0.08483
NonTargeting_Human_09261 0.55048 0.55008 0.999997 690 0 0.19917 0.44952 0.44934 0.778761 1143 0 0.19917
NonTargeting_Human_03591 0.55195 0.55159 0.999997 691 0 0.17839 0.44805 0.44793 0.778761 1142 0 0.17839
NonTargeting_Human_03211 0.55285 0.55255 0.999997 692 0 0.0946 0.44715 0.44701 0.778761 1140 0 0.0946
NonTargeting_Human_09591 0.55531 0.5551 0.999997 693 0 0.09842 0.44469 0.44462 0.778761 1139 0 0.09842
NonTargeting_Human_08621 0.5554 0.55517 0.999997 694 0 0.12001 0.4446 0.44452 0.778761 1138 0 0.12001
ALDH3A2 15 0.55599 0.81978 0.999997 695 3 0.10497 0.012356 0.067117 0.483478 122 7 0.10497
PRR20A 15 0.55703 0.82042 0.999997 696 5 0.0071711 0.91378 0.97618 0.999997 1612 3 0.0071711
NonTargeting_Human_05941 0.55745 0.55735 0.999997 697 0 0.14062 0.44255 0.44238 0.778761 1136 0 0.14062
NonTargeting_Human_09451 0.56114 0.561 0.999997 698 0 0.13901 0.43886 0.43864 0.775469 1134 0 0.13901
NonTargeting_Human_02931 0.56155 0.56149 0.999997 699 0 0.13235 0.43845 0.43825 0.775469 1133 0 0.13235
NonTargeting_Human_01831 0.56163 0.56157 0.999997 700 0 0.10007 0.43837 0.43819 0.775469 1132 0 0.10007
BID 15 0.56243 0.82405 0.999997 701 4 0.071581 0.34069 0.6651 0.906811 974 5 0.071581
NonTargeting_Human_09351 0.56335 0.56343 0.999997 702 0 0.12614 0.43665 0.43642 0.77468 1131 0 0.12614
NonTargeting_Human_04471 0.56351 0.56359 0.999997 703 0 0.13036 0.43649 0.43627 0.77468 1130 0 0.13036
IL17RA 15 0.56381 0.82493 0.999997 704 5 0.24929 0.043309 0.17889 0.627993 242 9 0.24929
NonTargeting_Human_06451 0.56409 0.5642 0.999997 705 0 0.095853 0.43591 0.43573 0.77468 1129 0 0.095853
NonTargeting_Human_02441 0.56442 0.56456 0.999997 706 0 0.11384 0.43558 0.43546 0.77468 1127 0 0.11384
NonTargeting_Human_01861 0.56532 0.56543 0.999997 707 0 0.1306 0.43468 0.43448 0.77468 1125 0 0.1306
NonTargeting_Human_07271 0.5668 0.56696 0.999997 708 0 0.16766 0.4332 0.433 0.773685 1123 0 0.16766
NonTargeting_Human_05271 0.56688 0.56703 0.999997 709 0 0.082178 0.43312 0.43285 0.773685 1122 0 0.082178
NonTargeting_Human_03951 0.56876 0.5689 0.999997 710 0 0.14173 0.43124 0.43107 0.772222 1117 0 0.14173
NonTargeting_Human_08291 0.56926 0.56941 0.999997 711 0 0.16034 0.43074 0.4306 0.772171 1115 0 0.16034
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NonTargeting_Human_03161 0.56967 0.56991 0.999997 712 0 0.15877 0.43033 0.43018 0.772171 1113 0 0.15877
NonTargeting_Human_04831 0.57024 0.57045 0.999997 713 0 0.22454 0.42976 0.42952 0.772171 1111 0 0.22454
CAPZB 15 0.57107 0.82989 0.999997 714 4 0.14719 0.21892 0.52359 0.816775 716 7 0.14719
MRP63 15 0.57111 0.82995 0.999997 715 5 0.04843 0.80766 0.94394 0.999997 1544 4 0.04843
NonTargeting_Human_09151 0.57131 0.57147 0.999997 716 0 0.11779 0.42869 0.42845 0.771468 1110 0 0.11779
NonTargeting_Human_03921 0.57213 0.57228 0.999997 717 0 0.1174 0.42787 0.42771 0.770928 1108 0 0.1174
NonTargeting_Human_08241 0.57262 0.57281 0.999997 718 0 0.17001 0.42738 0.42724 0.770885 1107 0 0.17001
NonTargeting_Human_08881 0.57327 0.5735 0.999997 719 0 0.18612 0.42673 0.42662 0.770547 1106 0 0.18612
NonTargeting_Human_02041 0.57377 0.57396 0.999997 720 0 0.13768 0.42623 0.42613 0.770464 1105 0 0.13768
NonTargeting_Human_09321 0.57385 0.57404 0.999997 721 0 0.21166 0.42615 0.42604 0.770464 1104 0 0.21166
RNF151 15 0.57488 0.83252 0.999997 722 4 0.082321 0.48825 0.79129 0.985634 1204 5 0.082321
NonTargeting_Human_09341 0.57582 0.57598 0.999997 723 0 0.22712 0.42418 0.42415 0.769269 1103 0 0.22712
NonTargeting_Human_09701 0.57688 0.57709 0.999997 724 0 0.30859 0.42312 0.42316 0.76826 1102 0 0.30859
NonTargeting_Human_09431 0.57737 0.57764 0.999997 725 0 0.24002 0.42263 0.4227 0.768225 1101 0 0.24002
NonTargeting_Human_09561 0.5777 0.57797 0.999997 726 0 0.14553 0.4223 0.42237 0.768225 1100 0 0.14553
COMMD2 15 0.57835 0.83462 0.999997 727 5 0.0043658 0.26199 0.58199 0.852558 804 6 0.0043658
NonTargeting_Human_02801 0.57836 0.57874 0.999997 728 0 0.13856 0.42164 0.42176 0.768104 1099 0 0.13856
NonTargeting_Human_06311 0.57901 0.57941 0.999997 729 0 0.13165 0.42099 0.42116 0.767821 1098 0 0.13165
NonTargeting_Human_09411 0.57918 0.57961 0.999997 730 0 0.18947 0.42082 0.421 0.767821 1097 0 0.18947
CEP120 15 0.58016 0.83575 0.999997 731 2 0.075259 0.18019 0.46876 0.785155 628 4 0.075259
NonTargeting_Human_03131 0.58123 0.58173 0.999997 732 0 0.11126 0.41877 0.41893 0.766722 1096 0 0.11126
NonTargeting_Human_00281 0.58262 0.58314 0.999997 733 0 0.1227 0.41738 0.4175 0.765927 1094 0 0.1227
NonTargeting_Human_07681 0.58352 0.58404 0.999997 734 0 0.19667 0.41648 0.41652 0.765737 1093 0 0.19667
NonTargeting_Human_00671 0.58451 0.5849 0.999997 735 0 0.15754 0.41549 0.4156 0.765737 1092 0 0.15754
TMEM18 15 0.5848 0.839 0.999997 736 4 0.043197 0.14647 0.41638 0.765737 539 6 0.043197
NonTargeting_Human_04421 0.58639 0.58689 0.999997 737 0 0.17066 0.41361 0.41374 0.763821 1091 0 0.17066
NonTargeting_Human_07021 0.58697 0.58747 0.999997 738 0 0.1497 0.41303 0.41319 0.763624 1090 0 0.1497
NonTargeting_Human_08521 0.5873 0.58776 0.999997 739 0 1.4033 0.4127 0.41278 0.763624 1088 0 1.4033
NonTargeting_Human_01681 0.58828 0.58868 0.999997 740 0 0.19401 0.41172 0.41181 0.762675 1087 0 0.19401
NonTargeting_Human_08981 0.58877 0.5892 0.999997 741 0 0.25797 0.41123 0.41139 0.762675 1086 0 0.25797
NonTargeting_Human_01551 0.58935 0.58978 0.999997 742 0 0.1462 0.41065 0.41089 0.762591 1085 0 0.1462
NonTargeting_Human_07961 0.58984 0.59035 0.999997 743 0 0.29644 0.41016 0.41042 0.762518 1084 0 0.29644
NonTargeting_Human_01941 0.59041 0.59087 0.999997 744 0 0.19204 0.40959 0.4098 0.762518 1082 0 0.19204
NonTargeting_Human_06171 0.59099 0.59147 0.999997 745 0 0.14419 0.40901 0.40924 0.762518 1081 0 0.14419
NonTargeting_Human_02061 0.59123 0.59167 0.999997 746 0 0.26058 0.40877 0.4089 0.762518 1080 0 0.26058
NonTargeting_Human_03501 0.59197 0.5924 0.999997 747 0 0.19735 0.40803 0.40814 0.762329 1079 0 0.19735
NonTargeting_Human_09181 0.5923 0.59275 0.999997 748 0 0.23329 0.4077 0.40789 0.762329 1078 0 0.23329
RNPEP 15 0.59272 0.8446 0.999997 749 5 -0.048201 0.98968 0.99619 0.999997 1676 1 -0.048201
NonTargeting_Human_00511 0.59369 0.59403 0.999997 750 0 0.17764 0.40631 0.40635 0.762329 1077 0 0.17764
SMNDC1 15 0.59404 0.84541 0.999997 751 5 -0.098985 0.80724 0.9438 0.999997 1542 1 -0.098985
NonTargeting_Human_03761 0.59419 0.59446 0.999997 752 0 0.16753 0.40581 0.40582 0.762329 1075 0 0.16753
ZNRF3 15 0.5951 0.84607 0.999997 753 5 0.28423 0.045393 0.18531 0.632462 251 9 0.28423
SNX1 15 0.59589 0.84655 0.999997 754 5 0.19931 0.23924 0.55156 0.833045 755 6 0.19931
NonTargeting_Human_05711 0.59632 0.59669 0.999997 755 0 0.18967 0.40368 0.40358 0.761113 1074 0 0.18967
NonTargeting_Human_09021 0.59771 0.59817 0.999997 756 0 0.17001 0.40229 0.40238 0.759672 1072 0 0.17001
SULT6B1 15 0.598 0.84793 0.999997 757 5 0.046552 0.20094 0.4986 0.801541 670 5 0.046552
NonTargeting_Human_01431 0.59853 0.59893 0.999997 758 0 0.48398 0.40147 0.40154 0.75891 1071 0 0.48398
NonTargeting_Human_04261 0.59886 0.59928 0.999997 759 0 0.19392 0.40114 0.40122 0.75891 1070 0 0.19392
NonTargeting_Human_05881 0.59984 0.60038 0.999997 760 0 0.18941 0.40016 0.40025 0.75891 1067 0 0.18941
NonTargeting_Human_07171 0.60009 0.60069 0.999997 761 0 0.16924 0.39991 0.40004 0.75891 1066 0 0.16924
ZNF213 15 0.60141 0.85008 0.999997 762 5 0.025503 0.53823 0.82032 0.999247 1273 5 0.025503
NonTargeting_Human_07871 0.60255 0.6033 0.999997 763 0 0.25183 0.39745 0.39772 0.758212 1062 0 0.25183
NonTargeting_Human_04251 0.60296 0.60372 0.999997 764 0 0.15028 0.39704 0.39722 0.7581 1061 0 0.15028
NonTargeting_Human_08341 0.6037 0.60444 0.999997 765 0 0.24265 0.3963 0.39648 0.7581 1060 0 0.24265
NonTargeting_Human_00601 0.60403 0.6048 0.999997 766 0 0.14361 0.39597 0.39616 0.7581 1059 0 0.14361
KCNK4 15 0.60712 0.85401 0.999997 767 3 0.060992 0.35667 0.67963 0.918048 997 5 0.060992
SPRN 15 0.60821 0.85476 0.999997 768 5 0.11711 0.014762 0.078064 0.508429 131 7 0.11711
NonTargeting_Human_01001 0.60911 0.60987 0.999997 769 0 0.19243 0.39089 0.39125 0.751612 1057 0 0.19243
NonTargeting_Human_06301 0.61018 0.61095 0.999997 770 0 0.17271 0.38982 0.39014 0.750296 1056 0 0.17271
RALA 15 0.61136 0.85633 0.999997 771 4 0.15658 0.03149 0.14021 0.604794 202 6 0.15658
NonTargeting_Human_01771 0.61141 0.61204 0.999997 772 0 0.21577 0.38859 0.38903 0.748988 1055 0 0.21577
TRAPPC1 15 0.61197 0.85662 0.999997 773 3 -0.088032 0.30961 0.6365 0.884341 908 4 -0.088032
NonTargeting_Human_06941 0.61206 0.61266 0.999997 774 0 0.29123 0.38794 0.38832 0.748451 1054 0 0.29123
NonTargeting_Human_00491 0.61223 0.61284 0.999997 775 0 0.26413 0.38777 0.38819 0.748451 1053 0 0.26413
NonTargeting_Human_04841 0.61239 0.61301 0.999997 776 0 0.19346 0.38761 0.388 0.748451 1052 0 0.19346
NonTargeting_Human_06591 0.61305 0.61369 0.999997 777 0 0.24317 0.38695 0.38729 0.748451 1050 0 0.24317
NonTargeting_Human_06651 0.6137 0.61436 0.999997 778 0 0.18525 0.3863 0.3866 0.748451 1049 0 0.18525
NonTargeting_Human_06811 0.6142 0.61492 0.999997 779 0 0.38212 0.3858 0.3861 0.748451 1048 0 0.38212
NonTargeting_Human_05431 0.61452 0.61527 0.999997 780 0 0.20909 0.38548 0.38578 0.748451 1047 0 0.20909
NonTargeting_Human_04391 0.61493 0.61567 0.999997 781 0 0.11003 0.38507 0.38539 0.748451 1045 0 0.11003
NonTargeting_Human_02571 0.61608 0.61695 0.999997 782 0 0.3175 0.38392 0.38427 0.748047 1043 0 0.3175
NonTargeting_Human_00791 0.61674 0.61756 0.999997 783 0 0.18464 0.38326 0.38358 0.747525 1042 0 0.18464
WDHD1 15 0.61687 0.85876 0.999997 784 3 0.18158 0.20459 0.5038 0.803115 684 7 0.18158
NonTargeting_Human_08681 0.61698 0.61776 0.999997 785 0 0.22686 0.38302 0.38332 0.747525 1040 0 0.22686
NonTargeting_Human_01461 0.61748 0.61822 0.999997 786 0 0.17167 0.38252 0.38295 0.747525 1038 0 0.17167
NonTargeting_Human_00111 0.61805 0.61876 0.999997 787 0 0.20697 0.38195 0.38228 0.747486 1037 0 0.20697
NonTargeting_Human_07891 0.61813 0.6188 0.999997 788 0 0.28278 0.38187 0.38222 0.747486 1036 0 0.28278
NonTargeting_Human_07321 0.61985 0.62043 0.999997 789 0 0.38779 0.38015 0.38031 0.745304 1035 0 0.38779
CCDC178 15 0.6207 0.8603 0.999997 790 4 0.29833 0.056326 0.21876 0.6507 291 9 0.29833
NonTargeting_Human_04361 0.62174 0.6225 0.999997 791 0 0.25439 0.37826 0.37826 0.742957 1034 0 0.25439
NonTargeting_Human_05541 0.62199 0.62273 0.999997 792 0 0.28604 0.37801 0.37805 0.742957 1033 0 0.28604
NonTargeting_Human_02711 0.62207 0.62279 0.999997 793 0 0.22643 0.37793 0.37798 0.742957 1032 0 0.22643
ICA1L 15 0.62245 0.86107 0.999997 794 3 0.34045 0.049959 0.19884 0.644891 263 8 0.34045
NonTargeting_Human_01801 0.62281 0.62352 0.999997 795 0 0.17324 0.37719 0.37726 0.742957 1031 0 0.17324
PPP1R8 15 0.62311 0.86139 0.999997 796 4 -0.12956 0.49861 0.79817 0.988269 1222 2 -0.12956
DPY30 15 0.62342 0.86151 0.999997 797 4 -0.079018 0.80859 0.94434 0.999997 1548 2 -0.079018
NAA60 15 0.62431 0.86191 0.999997 798 3 0.28545 0.085665 0.28907 0.694809 379 8 0.28545
NonTargeting_Human_08611 0.62436 0.62524 0.999997 799 0 0.17426 0.37564 0.3757 0.742957 1030 0 0.17426
NonTargeting_Human_05461 0.62453 0.62538 0.999997 800 0 0.18538 0.37547 0.37556 0.742957 1029 0 0.18538
NonTargeting_Human_01451 0.62838 0.62939 0.999997 801 0 0.29533 0.37162 0.37157 0.738927 1027 0 0.29533
ZG16B 15 0.62906 0.86393 0.999997 802 3 0.27705 0.24356 0.55711 0.835672 764 7 0.27705
NonTargeting_Human_08941 0.62945 0.63055 0.999997 803 0 0.24153 0.37055 0.37045 0.738102 1025 0 0.24153
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NonTargeting_Human_06991 0.62953 0.63064 0.999997 804 0 0.22683 0.37047 0.37038 0.738102 1024 0 0.22683
NonTargeting_Human_05601 0.62969 0.6308 0.999997 805 0 0.41358 0.37031 0.3702 0.738102 1023 0 0.41358
NonTargeting_Human_07451 0.63002 0.63117 0.999997 806 0 0.20517 0.36998 0.36996 0.738102 1022 0 0.20517
NonTargeting_Human_07531 0.63035 0.6316 0.999997 807 0 0.25693 0.36965 0.36966 0.738102 1018 0 0.25693
NonTargeting_Human_06841 0.6306 0.63185 0.999997 808 0 0.19964 0.3694 0.36943 0.738102 1017 0 0.19964
VPS13C 15 0.63083 0.86473 0.999997 809 4 0.083821 0.24926 0.56496 0.842389 774 5 0.083821
NonTargeting_Human_03581 0.63117 0.63242 0.999997 810 0 0.18627 0.36883 0.36886 0.738102 1015 0 0.18627
NonTargeting_Human_07931 0.63462 0.6358 0.999997 811 0 0.27285 0.36538 0.36527 0.73557 1012 1 0.27285
HDAC3 15 0.635 0.86663 0.999997 812 4 0.20823 0.36246 0.6848 0.920773 1009 5 0.20823
NonTargeting_Human_06291 0.63872 0.63993 0.999997 813 0 0.18763 0.36128 0.36111 0.730552 1008 1 0.18763
NonTargeting_Human_07751 0.63896 0.6402 0.999997 814 0 0.24044 0.36104 0.36091 0.730552 1007 1 0.24044
NonTargeting_Human_07391 0.64003 0.64135 0.999997 815 0 0.34355 0.35997 0.35989 0.72978 1006 1 0.34355
NonTargeting_Human_02481 0.64011 0.64145 0.999997 816 0 0.22871 0.35989 0.35985 0.72978 1005 1 0.22871
NonTargeting_Human_00271 0.64126 0.64257 0.999997 817 0 0.2224 0.35874 0.35873 0.729118 1002 1 0.2224
NonTargeting_Human_02401 0.64224 0.64354 0.999997 818 0 0.17879 0.35776 0.35771 0.727884 1000 1 0.17879
NonTargeting_Human_01321 0.6429 0.64417 0.999997 819 0 0.31511 0.3571 0.35717 0.727625 999 1 0.31511
NonTargeting_Human_09721 0.64306 0.64434 0.999997 820 0 0.31598 0.35694 0.35699 0.727625 998 1 0.31598
RALGAPA2 15 0.64312 0.87019 0.999997 821 1 0.54166 0.0001522 0.0014382 0.066311 37 12 0.54166
NonTargeting_Human_05371 0.64421 0.64555 0.999997 822 0 0.25496 0.35579 0.35596 0.727625 996 1 0.25496
NonTargeting_Human_04701 0.64503 0.6465 0.999997 823 0 0.2164 0.35497 0.35507 0.727572 995 1 0.2164
NonTargeting_Human_07071 0.64519 0.64663 0.999997 824 0 0.24868 0.35481 0.35493 0.727572 994 1 0.24868
NonTargeting_Human_01851 0.64528 0.64669 0.999997 825 0 0.22375 0.35472 0.35486 0.727572 993 1 0.22375
ATP6V1B1 15 0.646 0.87132 0.999997 826 4 0.095531 0.1984 0.49499 0.801541 666 4 0.095531
NonTargeting_Human_09101 0.64601 0.64747 0.999997 827 0 0.218 0.35399 0.35414 0.727572 992 1 0.218
NonTargeting_Human_01961 0.6461 0.64753 0.999997 828 0 0.22035 0.3539 0.35403 0.727572 991 1 0.22035
NonTargeting_Human_00881 0.64618 0.64764 0.999997 829 0 0.22449 0.35382 0.35395 0.727572 990 1 0.22449
NonTargeting_Human_09931 0.64683 0.64832 0.999997 830 0 0.25856 0.35317 0.35328 0.727572 988 1 0.25856
NonTargeting_Human_06011 0.64823 0.64979 0.999997 831 0 0.29443 0.35177 0.35191 0.727572 987 1 0.29443
SVOP 15 0.64826 0.87228 0.999997 832 1 0.29194 0.16101 0.43948 0.776185 574 7 0.29194
KAT7 15 0.64851 0.87239 0.999997 833 4 -0.0050954 0.20144 0.49922 0.801541 672 5 -0.0050954
NonTargeting_Human_04551 0.64913 0.65069 0.999997 834 0 0.34817 0.35087 0.35101 0.727572 986 1 0.34817
NonTargeting_Human_03061 0.64954 0.65107 0.999997 835 0 0.22912 0.35046 0.35054 0.727572 985 1 0.22912
COA4 15 0.64982 0.87291 0.999997 836 4 0.048255 0.43266 0.74613 0.950563 1120 6 0.048255
NonTargeting_Human_07991 0.65085 0.65232 0.999997 837 0 0.40899 0.34915 0.34917 0.726541 984 1 0.40899
TBX6 15 0.65117 0.87347 0.999997 838 3 -0.019172 0.86711 0.96497 0.999997 1586 3 -0.019172
ZNF232 15 0.65165 0.8737 0.999997 839 4 0.46018 0.054346 0.21237 0.6507 277 8 0.46018
NonTargeting_Human_07861 0.65208 0.65352 0.999997 840 0 0.3542 0.34792 0.34802 0.726541 983 1 0.3542
NonTargeting_Human_03831 0.65233 0.65375 0.999997 841 0 0.22086 0.34767 0.34775 0.726541 982 1 0.22086
GIGYF2 15 0.6527 0.87419 0.999997 842 4 0.17752 0.67958 0.89663 0.999997 1428 5 0.17752
NonTargeting_Human_04371 0.6534 0.65472 0.999997 843 0 0.24485 0.3466 0.34672 0.725759 981 1 0.24485
SEZ6L2 15 0.65374 0.87458 0.999997 844 4 -0.14195 0.67767 0.89571 0.999997 1424 2 -0.14195
NonTargeting_Human_08541 0.65454 0.65596 0.999997 845 0 0.33483 0.34546 0.34569 0.72446 980 1 0.33483
NonTargeting_Human_05181 0.65569 0.6572 0.999997 846 0 0.26821 0.34431 0.34466 0.723158 979 1 0.26821
NonTargeting_Human_04971 0.65717 0.65858 0.999997 847 0 0.24251 0.34283 0.3431 0.721625 978 1 0.24251
NonTargeting_Human_07151 0.65733 0.65878 0.999997 848 0 0.25484 0.34267 0.34289 0.721625 977 1 0.25484
NonTargeting_Human_01601 0.65864 0.65989 0.999997 849 0 0.26125 0.34136 0.34144 0.719859 975 1 0.26125
NonTargeting_Human_05471 0.66102 0.66196 0.999997 850 0 0.38361 0.33898 0.33893 0.717158 973 1 0.38361
NonTargeting_Human_01481 0.66151 0.66253 0.999997 851 0 0.22186 0.33849 0.33845 0.717008 971 1 0.22186
NonTargeting_Human_07651 0.66168 0.66272 0.999997 852 0 0.23248 0.33832 0.33825 0.717008 970 1 0.23248
NonTargeting_Human_04331 0.66209 0.66318 0.999997 853 0 0.26574 0.33791 0.33786 0.717008 969 1 0.26574
NonTargeting_Human_04031 0.66307 0.66414 0.999997 854 0 0.33185 0.33693 0.33682 0.716722 967 1 0.33185
NonTargeting_Human_04931 0.6634 0.66449 0.999997 855 0 0.39411 0.3366 0.33643 0.716722 966 1 0.39411
NonTargeting_Human_04401 0.66373 0.66479 0.999997 856 0 0.33705 0.33627 0.33603 0.716722 965 1 0.33705
NonTargeting_Human_01111 0.66389 0.66495 0.999997 857 0 0.22419 0.33611 0.33583 0.716722 964 1 0.22419
NonTargeting_Human_01531 0.66397 0.66505 0.999997 858 0 0.21903 0.33603 0.33577 0.716722 963 1 0.21903
NonTargeting_Human_08801 0.66406 0.66513 0.999997 859 0 0.31347 0.33594 0.33568 0.716722 962 1 0.31347
KCNK12 15 0.66415 0.87887 0.999997 860 2 0.22943 0.12743 0.37976 0.745063 489 8 0.22943
NonTargeting_Human_09401 0.6652 0.6662 0.999997 861 0 0.42305 0.3348 0.33451 0.716722 961 1 0.42305
NonTargeting_Human_06421 0.66529 0.66629 0.999997 862 0 0.3051 0.33471 0.3344 0.716722 960 1 0.3051
NonTargeting_Human_08211 0.66545 0.66646 0.999997 863 0 0.33454 0.33455 0.3342 0.716722 959 1 0.33454
NonTargeting_Human_02871 0.66561 0.66662 0.999997 864 0 0.30693 0.33439 0.33404 0.716722 958 1 0.30693
NonTargeting_Human_08151 0.66594 0.66692 0.999997 865 0 0.43459 0.33406 0.33366 0.716722 957 1 0.43459
NonTargeting_Human_05851 0.66619 0.66719 0.999997 866 0 0.23605 0.33381 0.33341 0.716722 956 1 0.23605
NonTargeting_Human_09331 0.66627 0.66731 0.999997 867 0 0.23322 0.33373 0.33333 0.716722 955 1 0.23322
NonTargeting_Human_01121 0.66742 0.66853 0.999997 868 0 0.36351 0.33258 0.33208 0.716722 954 1 0.36351
NonTargeting_Human_09441 0.66865 0.66975 0.999997 869 0 0.23618 0.33135 0.33089 0.716722 953 1 0.23618
NCAPG2 15 0.66889 0.88105 0.999997 870 3 0.10014 0.43259 0.74606 0.950563 1119 5 0.10014
NonTargeting_Human_03541 0.66898 0.6701 0.999997 871 0 0.25679 0.33102 0.33055 0.716722 952 1 0.25679
XAGE1A 15 0.66901 0.8811 0.999997 872 3 0.2436 0.21725 0.52117 0.815991 713 7 0.2436
NonTargeting_Human_02111 0.66906 0.67019 0.999997 873 0 0.20647 0.33094 0.33045 0.716722 951 1 0.20647
NonTargeting_Human_05981 0.67021 0.67121 0.999997 874 0 0.33626 0.32979 0.32939 0.716722 949 1 0.33626
NonTargeting_Human_04751 0.67029 0.67128 0.999997 875 0 0.34946 0.32971 0.32927 0.716722 948 1 0.34946
NonTargeting_Human_01761 0.67127 0.67222 0.999997 876 0 0.22805 0.32873 0.32826 0.716194 946 1 0.22805
NonTargeting_Human_06381 0.67152 0.67241 0.999997 877 0 0.31289 0.32848 0.32802 0.716194 945 1 0.31289
KBTBD12 15 0.67206 0.88234 0.999997 878 4 0.2449 0.061006 0.23081 0.662205 304 7 0.2449
NIPSNAP1 15 0.67272 0.88261 0.999997 879 4 -0.025808 0.25078 0.56695 0.843202 777 4 -0.025808
KRTAP4-2 15 0.67373 0.88301 0.999997 880 4 0.15045 0.15699 0.43321 0.773685 560 6 0.15045
NonTargeting_Human_02421 0.67423 0.6749 0.999997 881 0 0.23283 0.32577 0.32531 0.71153 943 1 0.23283
NonTargeting_Human_02781 0.67513 0.6758 0.999997 882 0 0.27704 0.32487 0.32442 0.710489 942 1 0.27704
TBC1D25 15 0.67524 0.88361 0.999997 883 4 -0.10567 0.7224 0.91418 0.999997 1479 3 -0.10567
NonTargeting_Human_04771 0.67529 0.67598 0.999997 884 0 0.32409 0.32471 0.32425 0.710489 941 1 0.32409
NonTargeting_Human_02491 0.67587 0.67642 0.999997 885 0 0.28605 0.32413 0.32374 0.710489 940 1 0.28605
NonTargeting_Human_02211 0.6771 0.67764 0.999997 886 0 0.51523 0.3229 0.32246 0.709743 936 1 0.51523
ARHGEF35 15 0.67724 0.8845 0.999997 887 3 -0.027583 0.43123 0.74495 0.950563 1116 5 -0.027583
NonTargeting_Human_00821 0.67751 0.67808 0.999997 888 0 0.28549 0.32249 0.32208 0.709743 935 1 0.28549
SYP 14 0.67761 0.87714 0.999997 889 4 0.026713 0.46048 0.76028 0.960514 1170 5 0.026713
NonTargeting_Human_07801 0.67783 0.67842 0.999997 890 0 0.38591 0.32217 0.32172 0.709743 934 1 0.38591
NonTargeting_Human_02921 0.67841 0.679 0.999997 891 0 0.35687 0.32159 0.32117 0.709569 933 1 0.35687
NonTargeting_Human_07081 0.67906 0.67959 0.999997 892 0 0.39355 0.32094 0.32054 0.709569 932 1 0.39355
NonTargeting_Human_05661 0.67931 0.6798 0.999997 893 0 0.28957 0.32069 0.32032 0.709569 930 1 0.28957
NonTargeting_Human_07971 0.67939 0.67988 0.999997 894 0 0.35376 0.32061 0.32023 0.709569 929 1 0.35376
MAOB 15 0.67966 0.88547 0.999997 895 3 0.19201 0.29089 0.6186 0.873099 871 7 0.19201
 219 
 
NonTargeting_Human_03231 0.6812 0.68185 0.999997 896 0 0.39774 0.3188 0.31826 0.7076 928 1 0.39774
NonTargeting_Human_05551 0.68144 0.68208 0.999997 897 0 0.26478 0.31856 0.31797 0.7076 927 1 0.26478
NOTCH2NL 15 0.68224 0.88653 0.999997 898 4 0.14615 0.18484 0.47555 0.788562 637 7 0.14615
NonTargeting_Human_00611 0.68243 0.68306 0.999997 899 0 0.29939 0.31757 0.3169 0.706365 925 1 0.29939
NonTargeting_Human_09571 0.68251 0.68311 0.999997 900 0 0.5047 0.31749 0.31678 0.706365 924 1 0.5047
NonTargeting_Human_02911 0.68284 0.68345 0.999997 901 0 0.30795 0.31716 0.31651 0.706365 923 1 0.30795
NonTargeting_Human_03751 0.68333 0.68395 0.999997 902 0 0.26142 0.31667 0.31606 0.706365 922 1 0.26142
NonTargeting_Human_03111 0.68349 0.68413 0.999997 903 0 0.29373 0.31651 0.31587 0.706365 921 1 0.29373
NonTargeting_Human_04501 0.68366 0.68434 0.999997 904 0 0.23507 0.31634 0.31576 0.706365 920 1 0.23507
NonTargeting_Human_08221 0.68382 0.68456 0.999997 905 0 0.3694 0.31618 0.31561 0.706365 919 1 0.3694
NonTargeting_Human_08641 0.68448 0.68523 0.999997 906 0 0.27389 0.31552 0.31495 0.706365 918 1 0.27389
NonTargeting_Human_08711 0.68538 0.68614 0.999997 907 0 0.24034 0.31462 0.31404 0.706365 917 1 0.24034
NonTargeting_Human_08321 0.68644 0.68716 0.999997 908 0 0.25644 0.31356 0.31307 0.706365 916 1 0.25644
TMOD2 15 0.68653 0.88835 0.999997 909 4 0.044167 0.41861 0.7341 0.94639 1095 5 0.044167
NonTargeting_Human_08191 0.68661 0.68728 0.999997 910 0 0.24352 0.31339 0.3129 0.706365 915 1 0.24352
NonTargeting_Human_09711 0.68669 0.68735 0.999997 911 0 0.37594 0.31331 0.31283 0.706365 914 1 0.37594
NonTargeting_Human_07001 0.68743 0.68799 0.999997 912 0 0.36248 0.31257 0.31209 0.706365 913 1 0.36248
NonTargeting_Human_09421 0.68792 0.68846 0.999997 913 0 0.24381 0.31208 0.31162 0.706365 912 1 0.24381
NonTargeting_Human_03421 0.68956 0.6902 0.999997 914 0 0.31726 0.31044 0.3099 0.706041 910 1 0.31726
NonTargeting_Human_04591 0.69038 0.69106 0.999997 915 0 0.35703 0.30962 0.30905 0.705014 909 1 0.35703
NonTargeting_Human_03031 0.69087 0.69156 0.999997 916 0 0.25572 0.30913 0.30852 0.704732 907 1 0.25572
NonTargeting_Human_03641 0.69112 0.69175 0.999997 917 0 0.37791 0.30888 0.30826 0.704732 906 1 0.37791
NonTargeting_Human_00481 0.69202 0.69272 0.999997 918 0 0.38389 0.30798 0.30746 0.704193 905 1 0.38389
NonTargeting_Human_01051 0.69235 0.69302 0.999997 919 0 0.33243 0.30765 0.30718 0.704193 904 1 0.33243
NonTargeting_Human_04511 0.69284 0.69342 0.999997 920 0 0.34362 0.30716 0.3067 0.704193 903 1 0.34362
ANAPC16 15 0.69313 0.89124 0.999997 921 1 0.47835 0.011606 0.063755 0.477148 119 8 0.47835
NonTargeting_Human_02671 0.69473 0.69507 0.999997 922 0 0.28962 0.30527 0.30498 0.702144 902 1 0.28962
NonTargeting_Human_01101 0.69522 0.69562 0.999997 923 0 0.37562 0.30478 0.30448 0.702144 901 1 0.37562
NonTargeting_Human_00561 0.6953 0.69571 0.999997 924 0 0.25183 0.3047 0.30441 0.702144 900 1 0.25183
NonTargeting_Human_05811 0.69563 0.69606 0.999997 925 0 0.2692 0.30437 0.3041 0.702144 899 1 0.2692
NonTargeting_Human_03931 0.69571 0.69611 0.999997 926 0 0.28509 0.30429 0.30402 0.702144 898 1 0.28509
NonTargeting_Human_07291 0.69645 0.69687 0.999997 927 0 0.3535 0.30355 0.30329 0.702144 897 1 0.3535
NonTargeting_Human_00061 0.69694 0.69734 0.999997 928 0 0.35179 0.30306 0.30285 0.702144 896 1 0.35179
DDX52 15 0.69719 0.89299 0.999997 929 2 0.051451 0.22846 0.53683 0.823573 735 7 0.051451
NonTargeting_Human_04951 0.69842 0.69883 0.999997 930 0 0.31992 0.30158 0.30155 0.702144 895 1 0.31992
NonTargeting_Human_02681 0.69932 0.69972 0.999997 931 0 0.54861 0.30068 0.30065 0.702144 894 1 0.54861
NonTargeting_Human_00391 0.69989 0.70031 0.999997 932 0 0.31446 0.30011 0.29997 0.702144 893 1 0.31446
NonTargeting_Human_06971 0.70022 0.70067 0.999997 933 0 0.27807 0.29978 0.29966 0.702144 892 1 0.27807
NonTargeting_Human_09001 0.7003 0.70075 0.999997 934 0 0.36729 0.2997 0.2996 0.702144 891 1 0.36729
NonTargeting_Human_06241 0.70039 0.70084 0.999997 935 0 0.56077 0.29961 0.29953 0.702144 890 1 0.56077
NonTargeting_Human_03911 0.70104 0.7015 0.999997 936 0 0.34024 0.29896 0.29889 0.702144 889 1 0.34024
SLC38A5 15 0.70225 0.89523 0.999997 937 4 -0.0019172 0.27941 0.60442 0.863165 842 5 -0.0019172
NonTargeting_Human_06121 0.70432 0.70479 0.999997 938 0 0.3958 0.29568 0.29571 0.699169 883 1 0.3958
NonTargeting_Human_02171 0.70457 0.705 0.999997 939 0 0.35958 0.29543 0.29535 0.699169 882 1 0.35958
NonTargeting_Human_00191 0.70531 0.70567 0.999997 940 0 0.26862 0.29469 0.29456 0.698328 879 1 0.26862
ITGA1 15 0.70611 0.89678 0.999997 941 4 0.048867 0.74385 0.92136 0.999997 1496 3 0.048867
POLRMT 15 0.70678 0.897 0.999997 942 4 0.24594 0.034467 0.15014 0.60978 212 7 0.24594
NonTargeting_Human_05071 0.70744 0.70761 0.999997 943 0 0.34834 0.29256 0.29228 0.694809 877 1 0.34834
NonTargeting_Human_02831 0.7076 0.70777 0.999997 944 0 0.27712 0.2924 0.29209 0.694809 876 1 0.27712
NonTargeting_Human_04521 0.70793 0.70802 0.999997 945 0 0.43179 0.29207 0.29174 0.694809 875 1 0.43179
NonTargeting_Human_08331 0.70818 0.70827 0.999997 946 0 0.33325 0.29182 0.29149 0.694809 874 1 0.33325
NonTargeting_Human_01781 0.70826 0.70835 0.999997 947 0 0.29415 0.29174 0.2914 0.694809 873 1 0.29415
NonTargeting_Human_02461 0.70891 0.70901 0.999997 948 0 0.43983 0.29109 0.29071 0.694809 872 1 0.43983
NSUN3 15 0.70907 0.89816 0.999997 949 2 0.20349 0.082809 0.28234 0.694809 365 5 0.20349
NonTargeting_Human_06161 0.70957 0.70975 0.999997 950 0 0.52955 0.29043 0.29011 0.694809 870 1 0.52955
NonTargeting_Human_04051 0.70965 0.70982 0.999997 951 0 0.31012 0.29035 0.29 0.694809 869 1 0.31012
NonTargeting_Human_02811 0.70998 0.7101 0.999997 952 0 0.3211 0.29002 0.28969 0.694809 868 1 0.3211
KLHL20 15 0.7105 0.8988 0.999997 953 4 -0.04551 0.26317 0.58343 0.852558 809 5 -0.04551
NonTargeting_Human_04941 0.71055 0.71065 0.999997 954 0 0.37652 0.28945 0.28918 0.694809 867 1 0.37652
ATP5O 15 0.71056 0.89882 0.999997 955 4 -0.097337 0.43292 0.74632 0.950563 1121 4 -0.097337
NonTargeting_Human_03041 0.71064 0.71073 0.999997 956 0 0.35163 0.28936 0.28912 0.694809 866 1 0.35163
NonTargeting_Human_09081 0.71072 0.71081 0.999997 957 0 0.43989 0.28928 0.28903 0.694809 865 1 0.43989
NonTargeting_Human_01511 0.7108 0.71092 0.999997 958 0 0.2925 0.2892 0.28894 0.694809 864 1 0.2925
NonTargeting_Human_05591 0.71211 0.71228 0.999997 959 0 0.39688 0.28789 0.28758 0.694809 862 1 0.39688
GPR152 15 0.71216 0.89953 0.999997 960 3 0.13421 0.36541 0.68747 0.921428 1013 6 0.13421
DNAL4 15 0.71221 0.89956 0.999997 961 4 -0.14756 0.93023 0.98068 0.999997 1620 2 -0.14756
ACO2 15 0.71282 0.89982 0.999997 962 4 -0.12198 0.74798 0.92289 0.999997 1502 4 -0.12198
NonTargeting_Human_07471 0.71342 0.71373 0.999997 963 0 0.38613 0.28658 0.28623 0.694809 861 1 0.38613
NonTargeting_Human_05031 0.71367 0.71397 0.999997 964 0 0.40877 0.28633 0.28598 0.694809 859 1 0.40877
NonTargeting_Human_01841 0.71375 0.71403 0.999997 965 0 0.47545 0.28625 0.28587 0.694809 858 1 0.47545
MRPL33 15 0.71398 0.90026 0.999997 966 3 0.44329 0.012707 0.068784 0.485927 124 10 0.44329
NonTargeting_Human_03991 0.71424 0.71451 0.999997 967 0 0.31629 0.28576 0.28535 0.694809 857 1 0.31629
NonTargeting_Human_06731 0.71465 0.7149 0.999997 968 0 0.3385 0.28535 0.28496 0.694809 856 1 0.3385
NonTargeting_Human_07641 0.71564 0.71593 0.999997 969 0 0.24507 0.28436 0.28394 0.694809 854 1 0.24507
NonTargeting_Human_02541 0.71597 0.7163 0.999997 970 0 0.4321 0.28403 0.28362 0.694809 853 1 0.4321
NonTargeting_Human_04151 0.71613 0.7165 0.999997 971 0 0.3787 0.28387 0.28346 0.694809 852 1 0.3787
NonTargeting_Human_01661 0.71646 0.71681 0.999997 972 0 0.4568 0.28354 0.2831 0.694809 851 1 0.4568
NonTargeting_Human_08901 0.71736 0.71772 0.999997 973 0 0.28337 0.28264 0.28224 0.694809 849 1 0.28337
NonTargeting_Human_04671 0.71917 0.71945 0.999997 974 0 0.54377 0.28083 0.2805 0.694111 847 1 0.54377
NonTargeting_Human_05041 0.71958 0.71987 0.999997 975 0 0.43152 0.28042 0.2801 0.694111 846 1 0.43152
NonTargeting_Human_02551 0.7204 0.72061 0.999997 976 0 0.37808 0.2796 0.27935 0.694111 844 1 0.37808
NonTargeting_Human_02881 0.72056 0.72079 0.999997 977 0 0.29675 0.27944 0.27917 0.694111 843 1 0.29675
THOC6 15 0.72141 0.90339 0.999997 978 4 -0.0069852 0.056963 0.22054 0.652688 296 6 -0.0069852
NonTargeting_Human_03321 0.72146 0.7217 0.999997 979 0 0.34986 0.27854 0.27837 0.694111 841 1 0.34986
NonTargeting_Human_08781 0.72212 0.72254 0.999997 980 0 0.47177 0.27788 0.27767 0.694111 840 1 0.47177
SDHAF1 15 0.72265 0.90394 0.999997 981 4 0.095704 0.32356 0.64966 0.895892 938 6 0.095704
NonTargeting_Human_06371 0.72318 0.72368 0.999997 982 0 0.3193 0.27682 0.27668 0.693473 839 1 0.3193
NonTargeting_Human_00321 0.72335 0.72386 0.999997 983 0 0.37254 0.27665 0.27654 0.693473 838 1 0.37254
NonTargeting_Human_06631 0.72376 0.72419 0.999997 984 0 0.59623 0.27624 0.2761 0.693473 837 1 0.59623
CAPN15 15 0.72395 0.90446 0.999997 985 3 0.018516 0.14621 0.4159 0.765737 538 6 0.018516
NonTargeting_Human_08011 0.72433 0.72475 0.999997 986 0 0.44023 0.27567 0.2756 0.693473 836 1 0.44023
NonTargeting_Human_09651 0.72441 0.72482 0.999997 987 0 0.48297 0.27559 0.27553 0.693473 835 1 0.48297
 220 
 
SLX4 15 0.72449 0.90473 0.999997 988 4 0.047674 0.32786 0.65356 0.897413 944 6 0.047674
NonTargeting_Human_08201 0.72548 0.72597 0.999997 989 0 0.31009 0.27452 0.27439 0.693233 833 1 0.31009
NonTargeting_Human_06321 0.72581 0.72627 0.999997 990 0 0.37098 0.27419 0.27404 0.693233 832 1 0.37098
NonTargeting_Human_04901 0.72622 0.7267 0.999997 991 0 0.36117 0.27378 0.27354 0.693233 831 1 0.36117
NSFL1C 15 0.72634 0.90556 0.999997 992 3 0.20467 0.1127 0.34887 0.726541 443 7 0.20467
NonTargeting_Human_09631 0.72737 0.72781 0.999997 993 0 0.61957 0.27263 0.27254 0.692015 829 1 0.61957
NonTargeting_Human_04271 0.72786 0.72833 0.999997 994 0 0.35152 0.27214 0.27212 0.692015 828 1 0.35152
NonTargeting_Human_00841 0.72794 0.72838 0.999997 995 0 0.36887 0.27206 0.27204 0.692015 826 1 0.36887
NonTargeting_Human_09141 0.72909 0.72947 0.999997 996 0 0.37964 0.27091 0.27086 0.691749 824 1 0.37964
CBWD1 15 0.73 0.90712 0.999997 997 3 0.12396 0.33784 0.66262 0.905543 968 6 0.12396
NonTargeting_Human_01471 0.73065 0.73098 0.999997 998 0 0.55176 0.26935 0.26933 0.689863 823 1 0.55176
NonTargeting_Human_05511 0.73163 0.73196 0.999997 999 0 0.28523 0.26837 0.26832 0.688293 821 1 0.28523
ZNF143 15 0.73173 0.90779 0.999997 1000 2 -0.034882 0.16695 0.44908 0.778761 594 6 -0.034882
DNASE2 15 0.73174 0.90779 0.999997 1001 4 0.0071717 0.64422 0.87833 0.999997 1393 5 0.0071717
NonTargeting_Human_08591 0.73196 0.73234 0.999997 1002 0 0.40135 0.26804 0.26806 0.688293 820 1 0.40135
NonTargeting_Human_06951 0.7322 0.73253 0.999997 1003 0 0.41972 0.2678 0.26781 0.688293 819 1 0.41972
NonTargeting_Human_04301 0.73294 0.73318 0.999997 1004 0 0.6306 0.26706 0.26706 0.688068 817 1 0.6306
NonTargeting_Human_04291 0.73425 0.73448 0.999997 1005 0 0.30343 0.26575 0.26585 0.685961 815 1 0.30343
NonTargeting_Human_03571 0.7345 0.73474 0.999997 1006 0 0.29729 0.2655 0.26557 0.685961 814 1 0.29729
IGF1R 15 0.73476 0.90911 0.999997 1007 2 0.27402 0.092459 0.30459 0.702144 400 8 0.27402
NonTargeting_Human_04781 0.73491 0.73524 0.999997 1008 0 0.32966 0.26509 0.26515 0.685961 813 1 0.32966
NonTargeting_Human_06151 0.73663 0.73695 0.999997 1009 0 0.37472 0.26337 0.26333 0.683498 810 1 0.37472
NonTargeting_Human_02371 0.73712 0.73748 0.999997 1010 0 0.69424 0.26288 0.26282 0.683176 808 1 0.69424
NonTargeting_Human_01651 0.73729 0.73767 0.999997 1011 0 0.34267 0.26271 0.26261 0.683176 807 1 0.34267
NonTargeting_Human_06211 0.73745 0.73788 0.999997 1012 0 0.56046 0.26255 0.2624 0.683176 806 1 0.56046
NonTargeting_Human_03851 0.73786 0.73827 0.999997 1013 0 0.41175 0.26214 0.26195 0.683176 805 1 0.41175
COMMD10 15 0.73822 0.91063 0.999997 1014 4 0.078396 0.43561 0.74873 0.950563 1128 6 0.078396
NonTargeting_Human_03611 0.73835 0.7388 0.999997 1015 0 0.34858 0.26165 0.26144 0.683176 803 1 0.34858
TMEM221 15 0.73844 0.91074 0.999997 1016 4 0.16641 0.68102 0.89729 0.999997 1429 5 0.16641
NonTargeting_Human_07761 0.73852 0.73895 0.999997 1017 0 0.32096 0.26148 0.26132 0.683176 802 1 0.32096
NonTargeting_Human_02001 0.74049 0.74085 0.999997 1018 0 0.34954 0.25951 0.25946 0.680508 801 1 0.34954
NonTargeting_Human_08741 0.74082 0.74128 0.999997 1019 0 0.40477 0.25918 0.25918 0.680508 800 1 0.40477
NonTargeting_Human_02221 0.74123 0.74166 0.999997 1020 0 0.59579 0.25877 0.25877 0.680508 799 1 0.59579
NonTargeting_Human_00861 0.74131 0.74172 0.999997 1021 0 0.28441 0.25869 0.25875 0.680508 798 1 0.28441
NonTargeting_Human_06441 0.74139 0.74185 0.999997 1022 0 0.40305 0.25861 0.25869 0.680508 797 1 0.40305
PHF3 15 0.74291 0.91258 0.999997 1023 4 0.33892 0.032631 0.14408 0.605326 208 7 0.33892
NonTargeting_Human_03331 0.74295 0.74345 0.999997 1024 0 0.39307 0.25705 0.2569 0.67886 795 1 0.39307
NonTargeting_Human_02721 0.74303 0.7435 0.999997 1025 0 0.42228 0.25697 0.25681 0.67886 794 1 0.42228
TBPL2 15 0.74309 0.9127 0.999997 1026 2 0.49241 0.0040344 0.026422 0.355501 88 11 0.49241
NonTargeting_Human_02851 0.74319 0.74367 0.999997 1027 0 0.83929 0.25681 0.25664 0.67886 793 1 0.83929
NonTargeting_Human_02251 0.74369 0.7441 0.999997 1028 0 0.42835 0.25631 0.2561 0.67886 791 1 0.42835
PPIAL4A 15 0.74408 0.91315 0.999997 1029 4 0.091857 0.0091862 0.052367 0.443225 113 5 0.091857
NonTargeting_Human_04131 0.74426 0.74465 0.999997 1030 0 0.56547 0.25574 0.25558 0.67886 790 1 0.56547
NonTargeting_Human_02751 0.74492 0.74536 0.999997 1031 0 0.51884 0.25508 0.25497 0.67886 789 1 0.51884
NonTargeting_Human_05531 0.74508 0.74552 0.999997 1032 0 0.38584 0.25492 0.25482 0.67886 788 1 0.38584
COG2 15 0.74525 0.9137 0.999997 1033 4 -0.17638 0.84842 0.95908 0.999997 1574 4 -0.17638
S100A10 15 0.74547 0.91382 0.999997 1034 4 -0.038271 0.44792 0.75839 0.959349 1141 4 -0.038271
NonTargeting_Human_08691 0.74582 0.7463 0.999997 1035 0 0.52632 0.25418 0.25404 0.67886 786 1 0.52632
NonTargeting_Human_07201 0.74606 0.74652 0.999997 1036 0 0.47442 0.25394 0.25378 0.67886 785 1 0.47442
GLOD5 15 0.74662 0.91438 0.999997 1037 4 -0.012764 0.48854 0.79155 0.985634 1205 5 -0.012764
NonTargeting_Human_02761 0.74672 0.74714 0.999997 1038 0 0.39622 0.25328 0.25314 0.67886 783 1 0.39622
NonTargeting_Human_05631 0.7468 0.74724 0.999997 1039 0 0.43278 0.2532 0.25305 0.67886 782 1 0.43278
NonTargeting_Human_05761 0.74705 0.74752 0.999997 1040 0 0.99649 0.25295 0.25282 0.67886 781 1 0.99649
NonTargeting_Human_06471 0.74779 0.74821 0.999997 1041 0 0.50777 0.25221 0.25212 0.67886 780 1 0.50777
MLLT11 15 0.74786 0.91487 0.999997 1042 4 -0.0023891 0.66725 0.89023 0.999997 1415 4 -0.0023891
NonTargeting_Human_02821 0.74787 0.74826 0.999997 1043 0 0.40086 0.25213 0.25204 0.67886 779 1 0.40086
NonTargeting_Human_07721 0.74795 0.7483 0.999997 1044 0 0.54281 0.25205 0.25192 0.67886 778 1 0.54281
NDUFB10 15 0.74829 0.91505 0.999997 1045 4 -0.10907 0.093711 0.30748 0.704193 405 6 -0.10907
NonTargeting_Human_02241 0.75025 0.75051 0.999997 1046 0 0.51427 0.24975 0.24962 0.677904 776 1 0.51427
NonTargeting_Human_02151 0.75066 0.7509 0.999997 1047 0 0.47344 0.24934 0.24925 0.677904 775 1 0.47344
NonTargeting_Human_00931 0.75082 0.75104 0.999997 1048 0 0.38403 0.24918 0.24905 0.677904 773 1 0.38403
NonTargeting_Human_03861 0.75123 0.75146 0.999997 1049 0 0.6101 0.24877 0.24871 0.677904 772 1 0.6101
NonTargeting_Human_08391 0.75139 0.75165 0.999997 1050 0 0.49383 0.24861 0.24858 0.677904 771 1 0.49383
NonTargeting_Human_01811 0.75271 0.75303 0.999997 1051 0 0.4033 0.24729 0.24739 0.677904 769 1 0.4033
NonTargeting_Human_09781 0.75303 0.75335 0.999997 1052 0 0.77034 0.24697 0.24697 0.677904 768 1 0.77034
NonTargeting_Human_02731 0.75369 0.75401 0.999997 1053 0 0.41502 0.24631 0.24623 0.677239 767 1 0.41502
BATF 15 0.7537 0.9176 0.999997 1054 2 0.23963 0.0966 0.31391 0.706365 411 8 0.23963
hsa-mir-550a-1 9 0.754 0.87054 0.999997 1055 1 0.67258 0.0055661 0.028457 0.355501 96 6 0.67258
NonTargeting_Human_07371 0.75508 0.75546 0.999997 1056 0 0.62647 0.24492 0.245 0.675973 765 1 0.62647
NonTargeting_Human_03371 0.75681 0.75724 0.999997 1057 0 0.30798 0.24319 0.2431 0.674011 763 1 0.30798
AGAP4 15 0.75733 0.91919 0.999997 1058 2 0.24179 0.17203 0.45643 0.778761 608 6 0.24179
NonTargeting_Human_06661 0.75746 0.75793 0.999997 1059 0 0.52311 0.24254 0.24243 0.674011 762 1 0.52311
NonTargeting_Human_00231 0.75771 0.75811 0.999997 1060 0 0.37164 0.24229 0.24221 0.674011 761 1 0.37164
NonTargeting_Human_05231 0.75845 0.7588 0.999997 1061 0 0.63823 0.24155 0.24151 0.674011 760 1 0.63823
NonTargeting_Human_09941 0.75861 0.75899 0.999997 1062 0 0.49393 0.24139 0.24136 0.674011 759 1 0.49393
NonTargeting_Human_04461 0.75918 0.75958 0.999997 1063 0 0.3492 0.24082 0.24076 0.674011 758 1 0.3492
C7orf26 15 0.75923 0.92 0.999997 1064 3 0.32639 0.18411 0.47453 0.788562 635 7 0.32639
SSX4 15 0.75994 0.92037 0.999997 1065 3 0.054549 0.5856 0.84618 0.999997 1326 5 0.054549
NonTargeting_Human_03431 0.76 0.76041 0.999997 1066 0 0.51762 0.24 0.23993 0.67364 756 1 0.51762
NonTargeting_Human_03821 0.76099 0.76134 0.999997 1067 0 0.4499 0.23901 0.2389 0.671845 754 1 0.4499
NonTargeting_Human_09171 0.76247 0.76276 0.999997 1068 0 0.40536 0.23753 0.23741 0.6698 751 1 0.40536
EPN1 15 0.76258 0.92156 0.999997 1069 3 0.11628 0.6753 0.89438 0.999997 1422 5 0.11628
NonTargeting_Human_03291 0.76411 0.76435 0.999997 1070 0 0.46803 0.23589 0.23578 0.666281 749 1 0.46803
NonTargeting_Human_07011 0.76534 0.76567 0.999997 1071 0 0.32843 0.23466 0.23465 0.664158 748 1 0.32843
NonTargeting_Human_06541 0.7664 0.76685 0.999997 1072 0 0.41088 0.2336 0.23359 0.662205 747 1 0.41088
NonTargeting_Human_04801 0.76657 0.76704 0.999997 1073 0 0.30804 0.23343 0.23347 0.662205 745 1 0.30804
NonTargeting_Human_06561 0.76673 0.76721 0.999997 1074 0 0.50267 0.23327 0.23328 0.662205 744 1 0.50267
NonTargeting_Human_09601 0.76706 0.76752 0.999997 1075 0 0.55334 0.23294 0.23291 0.662205 743 1 0.55334
ZBTB37 15 0.76707 0.92356 0.999997 1076 4 0.017189 0.24521 0.5594 0.837488 766 5 0.017189
NonTargeting_Human_06181 0.76722 0.76771 0.999997 1077 0 0.53697 0.23278 0.23278 0.662205 742 1 0.53697
NonTargeting_Human_09471 0.76812 0.7687 0.999997 1078 0 0.77712 0.23188 0.23182 0.662205 741 1 0.77712
NonTargeting_Human_05281 0.7687 0.76918 0.999997 1079 0 0.45999 0.2313 0.23135 0.662205 740 1 0.45999
 221 
 
NonTargeting_Human_07061 0.76886 0.76935 0.999997 1080 0 0.46632 0.23114 0.23118 0.662205 739 1 0.46632
NonTargeting_Human_00411 0.76919 0.76964 0.999997 1081 0 0.39311 0.23081 0.23086 0.662205 737 1 0.39311
NonTargeting_Human_07941 0.7696 0.77003 0.999997 1082 0 0.66182 0.2304 0.23033 0.662205 736 1 0.66182
NonTargeting_Human_07781 0.77157 0.77201 0.999997 1083 0 0.45026 0.22843 0.22851 0.662205 734 1 0.45026
NonTargeting_Human_00571 0.77173 0.77223 0.999997 1084 0 0.4107 0.22827 0.22834 0.662205 733 1 0.4107
NonTargeting_Human_02581 0.7719 0.7724 0.999997 1085 0 0.47812 0.2281 0.22816 0.662205 732 1 0.47812
AIM1 15 0.77218 0.92592 0.999997 1086 4 0.36286 0.01806 0.092502 0.532998 147 9 0.36286
hsa-mir-7973-1 4 0.77229 0.77421 0.999997 1087 1 -0.19387 0.95738 0.95745 0.999997 1641 0 -0.19387
FZR1 15 0.77299 0.92633 0.999997 1088 4 -0.087224 0.62973 0.87063 0.999997 1378 4 -0.087224
NonTargeting_Human_00631 0.77378 0.77426 0.999997 1089 0 0.50757 0.22622 0.22607 0.659025 731 1 0.50757
NonTargeting_Human_06531 0.77411 0.77457 0.999997 1090 0 0.44824 0.22589 0.22571 0.659025 730 1 0.44824
NonTargeting_Human_02311 0.77419 0.77463 0.999997 1091 0 0.36173 0.22581 0.22565 0.659025 729 1 0.36173
HIST2H2BF 15 0.77501 0.92719 0.999997 1092 4 0.27817 0.05563 0.21643 0.6507 286 9 0.27817
NonTargeting_Human_00971 0.77575 0.77626 0.999997 1093 0 0.39655 0.22425 0.22391 0.656007 726 1 0.39655
NonTargeting_Human_05481 0.77632 0.77694 0.999997 1094 0 0.48475 0.22368 0.22328 0.655265 724 1 0.48475
PIGQ 15 0.77674 0.92797 0.999997 1095 3 0.032694 0.51639 0.80805 0.990365 1248 4 0.032694
NonTargeting_Human_05131 0.77723 0.77789 0.999997 1096 0 0.54135 0.22277 0.22243 0.653856 723 1 0.54135
NonTargeting_Human_01251 0.77755 0.77825 0.999997 1097 0 0.41337 0.22245 0.22214 0.653856 722 1 0.41337
NonTargeting_Human_03791 0.77796 0.77862 0.999997 1098 0 0.40512 0.22204 0.22179 0.653856 720 1 0.40512
ANKRD35 15 0.77841 0.92872 0.999997 1099 4 0.1084 0.085071 0.2877 0.694809 374 7 0.1084
SPSB3 15 0.77871 0.92885 0.999997 1100 3 0.1916 0.23755 0.54931 0.83108 753 7 0.1916
NonTargeting_Human_07221 0.77878 0.77943 0.999997 1101 0 0.65278 0.22122 0.22092 0.652689 719 1 0.65278
PSMD9 15 0.77881 0.9289 0.999997 1102 4 0.16408 0.17484 0.46054 0.780335 615 7 0.16408
TNFRSF4 15 0.77931 0.92911 0.999997 1103 2 0.4106 0.0005733 0.0049025 0.16374 51 12 0.4106
STAM2 15 0.7804 0.92951 0.999997 1104 4 0.10368 0.51117 0.80518 0.990365 1243 5 0.10368
NonTargeting_Human_07351 0.78124 0.78192 0.999997 1105 0 0.47174 0.21876 0.21859 0.6507 715 1 0.47174
NonTargeting_Human_09901 0.78198 0.78265 0.999997 1106 0 0.54707 0.21802 0.21784 0.6507 714 1 0.54707
RHOT2 15 0.78257 0.9306 0.999997 1107 4 0.19462 0.042293 0.17578 0.625596 235 7 0.19462
NonTargeting_Human_04041 0.78289 0.78363 0.999997 1108 0 0.58323 0.21711 0.21695 0.6507 712 1 0.58323
NonTargeting_Human_08491 0.78379 0.78449 0.999997 1109 0 0.47487 0.21621 0.21595 0.6507 711 1 0.47487
NonTargeting_Human_07671 0.78395 0.78469 0.999997 1110 0 0.50852 0.21605 0.21581 0.6507 710 1 0.50852
NonTargeting_Human_02561 0.7842 0.78488 0.999997 1111 0 0.37418 0.2158 0.21558 0.6507 709 1 0.37418
NonTargeting_Human_08141 0.78428 0.78499 0.999997 1112 0 0.49175 0.21572 0.21551 0.6507 708 1 0.49175
NonTargeting_Human_08081 0.78444 0.78511 0.999997 1113 0 0.62837 0.21556 0.21535 0.6507 707 1 0.62837
NonTargeting_Human_03531 0.78461 0.78528 0.999997 1114 0 0.83114 0.21539 0.21513 0.6507 706 1 0.83114
NonTargeting_Human_07821 0.78543 0.78613 0.999997 1115 0 0.6009 0.21457 0.21438 0.6507 705 1 0.6009
NonTargeting_Human_06881 0.78559 0.78631 0.999997 1116 0 0.57878 0.21441 0.21416 0.6507 704 1 0.57878
NonTargeting_Human_00771 0.78674 0.7874 0.999997 1117 0 0.39692 0.21326 0.21294 0.6507 703 1 0.39692
NonTargeting_Human_08791 0.78682 0.7875 0.999997 1118 0 0.4666 0.21318 0.21287 0.6507 702 1 0.4666
NonTargeting_Human_09511 0.78723 0.78788 0.999997 1119 0 0.68465 0.21277 0.2124 0.6507 701 1 0.68465
NonTargeting_Human_00121 0.78805 0.78869 0.999997 1120 0 0.58528 0.21195 0.21156 0.6507 700 1 0.58528
NonTargeting_Human_01241 0.78822 0.78884 0.999997 1121 0 0.53294 0.21178 0.21141 0.6507 699 1 0.53294
NonTargeting_Human_05021 0.78854 0.78914 0.999997 1122 0 0.43328 0.21146 0.21111 0.6507 698 1 0.43328
NonTargeting_Human_06871 0.78871 0.78928 0.999997 1123 0 0.36073 0.21129 0.21096 0.6507 696 1 0.36073
NonTargeting_Human_03701 0.78879 0.7894 0.999997 1124 0 0.44984 0.21121 0.2109 0.6507 695 1 0.44984
LIMS3 15 0.78949 0.93349 0.999997 1125 2 0.23877 0.10716 0.33709 0.716722 431 8 0.23877
NonTargeting_Human_04821 0.78969 0.79016 0.999997 1126 0 0.49586 0.21031 0.20999 0.6507 694 1 0.49586
NonTargeting_Human_04071 0.79035 0.79087 0.999997 1127 0 0.54645 0.20965 0.20941 0.6507 693 1 0.54645
NonTargeting_Human_03981 0.79051 0.79103 0.999997 1128 0 0.45501 0.20949 0.20925 0.6507 692 1 0.45501
NonTargeting_Human_00261 0.79125 0.79176 0.999997 1129 0 0.63144 0.20875 0.20843 0.6507 691 1 0.63144
NonTargeting_Human_01031 0.7915 0.79197 0.999997 1130 0 0.47767 0.2085 0.2082 0.6507 690 1 0.47767
NonTargeting_Human_05091 0.79166 0.79214 0.999997 1131 0 0.50197 0.20834 0.20809 0.6507 689 1 0.50197
NonTargeting_Human_07241 0.79215 0.79262 0.999997 1132 0 1.0327 0.20785 0.20773 0.6507 688 1 1.0327
NonTargeting_Human_09841 0.79314 0.79353 0.999997 1133 0 0.56034 0.20686 0.20674 0.6507 687 1 0.56034
SPAG7 15 0.79352 0.93549 0.999997 1134 3 0.13451 0.3689 0.69069 0.921428 1016 6 0.13451
NonTargeting_Human_05741 0.79551 0.79615 0.999997 1135 0 0.58737 0.20449 0.20444 0.65006 683 1 0.58737
NonTargeting_Human_03801 0.79625 0.79683 0.999997 1136 0 0.86446 0.20375 0.20355 0.648398 681 1 0.86446
NonTargeting_Human_09831 0.79633 0.79689 0.999997 1137 0 0.61982 0.20367 0.20349 0.648398 680 1 0.61982
NonTargeting_Human_01621 0.79658 0.79716 0.999997 1138 0 0.56069 0.20342 0.20328 0.648398 678 1 0.56069
GTDC2 15 0.79721 0.93716 0.999997 1139 2 0.54779 0.000465 0.0039926 0.142756 48 10 0.54779
NonTargeting_Human_01331 0.79773 0.79833 0.999997 1140 0 0.48985 0.20227 0.20204 0.647103 677 1 0.48985
NonTargeting_Human_06931 0.7983 0.79891 0.999997 1141 0 0.51005 0.2017 0.2015 0.646584 674 1 0.51005
NonTargeting_Human_00991 0.79847 0.79904 0.999997 1142 0 0.67403 0.20153 0.20132 0.646584 673 1 0.67403
NonTargeting_Human_07771 0.79896 0.79946 0.999997 1143 0 0.72936 0.20104 0.20083 0.646584 671 1 0.72936
KIAA1328 15 0.79911 0.93802 0.999997 1144 3 0.27949 0.13488 0.39524 0.7581 506 8 0.27949
NonTargeting_Human_09621 0.80011 0.80068 0.999997 1145 0 0.52326 0.19989 0.1996 0.645218 669 1 0.52326
NonTargeting_Human_00341 0.80117 0.80174 0.999997 1146 0 0.51782 0.19883 0.19851 0.644891 668 1 0.51782
NonTargeting_Human_05151 0.80142 0.80199 0.999997 1147 0 0.52505 0.19858 0.1983 0.644891 667 1 0.52505
NonTargeting_Human_00751 0.80265 0.8032 0.999997 1148 0 0.56446 0.19735 0.19703 0.644035 664 1 0.56446
NonTargeting_Human_07831 0.80306 0.80346 0.999997 1149 0 1.0966 0.19694 0.19666 0.644035 662 1 1.0966
NonTargeting_Human_03551 0.8033 0.80374 0.999997 1150 0 0.45616 0.1967 0.19643 0.644035 661 1 0.45616
NonTargeting_Human_05841 0.80347 0.80393 0.999997 1151 0 1.2276 0.19653 0.19627 0.644035 660 1 1.2276
NonTargeting_Human_05681 0.80371 0.80417 0.999997 1152 0 0.54909 0.19629 0.19602 0.644035 659 1 0.54909
NonTargeting_Human_02321 0.8038 0.80425 0.999997 1153 0 0.52177 0.1962 0.19596 0.644035 658 1 0.52177
FRY 15 0.80439 0.93952 0.999997 1154 3 0.50516 0.0003508 0.0029415 0.117124 43 12 0.50516
NonTargeting_Human_00361 0.80552 0.80602 0.999997 1155 0 0.52916 0.19448 0.19426 0.643368 657 1 0.52916
NonTargeting_Human_02021 0.80585 0.8063 0.999997 1156 0 0.49778 0.19415 0.19397 0.643368 656 1 0.49778
NonTargeting_Human_01541 0.80601 0.80641 0.999997 1157 0 0.62762 0.19399 0.19381 0.643368 655 1 0.62762
NonTargeting_Human_08751 0.80675 0.80706 0.999997 1158 0 0.46241 0.19325 0.19312 0.643235 654 1 0.46241
NonTargeting_Human_05391 0.80716 0.80745 0.999997 1159 0 0.80665 0.19284 0.19267 0.64297 652 1 0.80665
WNT3A 15 0.80785 0.94046 0.999997 1160 3 0.2647 0.06143 0.2319 0.662205 305 8 0.2647
NonTargeting_Human_07191 0.80839 0.80854 0.999997 1161 0 0.49894 0.19161 0.19146 0.640154 650 1 0.49894
NonTargeting_Human_09541 0.80847 0.80863 0.999997 1162 0 0.47449 0.19153 0.19138 0.640154 649 1 0.47449
NonTargeting_Human_05051 0.80855 0.80874 0.999997 1163 0 0.66201 0.19145 0.19128 0.640154 648 1 0.66201
NonTargeting_Human_01141 0.80987 0.80999 0.999997 1164 0 0.72309 0.19013 0.1899 0.638595 647 1 0.72309
NonTargeting_Human_09281 0.81101 0.811 0.999997 1165 0 1.1491 0.18899 0.18888 0.636377 646 1 1.1491
NonTargeting_Human_02651 0.81118 0.8112 0.999997 1166 0 0.48038 0.18882 0.18874 0.636377 645 1 0.48038
NonTargeting_Human_01671 0.81151 0.81148 0.999997 1167 0 0.63804 0.18849 0.18844 0.636377 644 1 0.63804
NonTargeting_Human_00951 0.81249 0.81248 0.999997 1168 0 0.44552 0.18751 0.18747 0.635301 643 1 0.44552
MYOZ3 15 0.81298 0.94195 0.999997 1169 1 0.43761 0.0010381 0.0081463 0.230198 58 11 0.43761
NonTargeting_Human_08071 0.81339 0.81338 0.999997 1170 0 0.661 0.18661 0.18648 0.633155 642 1 0.661
NonTargeting_Human_02641 0.81388 0.81387 0.999997 1171 0 0.73924 0.18612 0.18591 0.632462 641 1 0.73924
 222 
 
NonTargeting_Human_01971 0.81438 0.8143 0.999997 1172 0 0.60169 0.18562 0.18536 0.632462 640 1 0.60169
NonTargeting_Human_01901 0.81487 0.81472 0.999997 1173 0 0.49508 0.18513 0.18488 0.632462 639 1 0.49508
NonTargeting_Human_04581 0.81536 0.81518 0.999997 1174 0 0.66161 0.18464 0.18441 0.632462 636 1 0.66161
NonTargeting_Human_00401 0.81667 0.81655 0.999997 1175 0 0.53126 0.18333 0.18326 0.630794 633 1 0.53126
NonTargeting_Human_08471 0.81749 0.81738 0.999997 1176 0 0.52406 0.18251 0.18251 0.629444 632 1 0.52406
NonTargeting_Human_06891 0.81807 0.81796 0.999997 1177 0 0.72672 0.18193 0.18194 0.629444 631 1 0.72672
NonTargeting_Human_07601 0.8188 0.8186 0.999997 1178 0 0.67321 0.1812 0.18123 0.629444 630 1 0.67321
NonTargeting_Human_01631 0.81889 0.81871 0.999997 1179 0 0.50489 0.18111 0.18113 0.629444 629 1 0.50489
NonTargeting_Human_02961 0.82036 0.8201 0.999997 1180 0 0.48277 0.17964 0.17968 0.627993 626 1 0.48277
NonTargeting_Human_00721 0.82044 0.82017 0.999997 1181 0 0.6547 0.17956 0.17962 0.627993 625 1 0.6547
NonTargeting_Human_07041 0.82135 0.82115 0.999997 1182 0 0.51413 0.17865 0.17887 0.627993 624 1 0.51413
NonTargeting_Human_06221 0.82159 0.82133 0.999997 1183 0 0.58014 0.17841 0.17864 0.627993 623 1 0.58014
SPDYE1 15 0.82203 0.9443 0.999997 1184 2 0.19148 0.26754 0.58903 0.85288 818 6 0.19148
NonTargeting_Human_07261 0.82241 0.82217 0.999997 1185 0 0.48005 0.17759 0.17794 0.627993 622 1 0.48005
NonTargeting_Human_06061 0.82389 0.8237 0.999997 1186 0 0.79805 0.17611 0.17639 0.625596 620 1 0.79805
NonTargeting_Human_03081 0.82397 0.82376 0.999997 1187 0 0.56289 0.17603 0.17628 0.625596 619 1 0.56289
NonTargeting_Human_03091 0.82405 0.82389 0.999997 1188 0 0.5939 0.17595 0.17624 0.625596 618 1 0.5939
NonTargeting_Human_00141 0.82454 0.8244 0.999997 1189 0 0.42077 0.17546 0.17585 0.625596 617 1 0.42077
NonTargeting_Human_07181 0.82463 0.82449 0.999997 1190 0 0.54036 0.17537 0.17576 0.625596 616 1 0.54036
NonTargeting_Human_05251 0.8261 0.82597 0.999997 1191 0 0.46409 0.1739 0.17434 0.625596 613 1 0.46409
NonTargeting_Human_00081 0.82619 0.82603 0.999997 1192 0 0.50919 0.17381 0.17425 0.625596 612 1 0.50919
ATP5F1 15 0.8264 0.94563 0.999997 1193 2 0.052617 0.36976 0.69146 0.921428 1020 6 0.052617
NonTargeting_Human_00741 0.8266 0.8264 0.999997 1194 0 0.56492 0.1734 0.17385 0.625596 611 1 0.56492
NonTargeting_Human_01931 0.8284 0.82822 0.999997 1195 0 0.49487 0.1716 0.17196 0.623773 607 1 0.49487
NonTargeting_Human_01081 0.82873 0.82852 0.999997 1196 0 0.55291 0.17127 0.17165 0.623773 606 1 0.55291
NonTargeting_Human_01411 0.82881 0.82856 0.999997 1197 0 0.3411 0.17119 0.17159 0.623773 605 1 0.3411
NonTargeting_Human_05861 0.82889 0.82862 0.999997 1198 0 0.52212 0.17111 0.17147 0.623773 604 1 0.52212
NonTargeting_Human_06711 0.82922 0.82894 0.999997 1199 0 0.71892 0.17078 0.17114 0.623773 603 1 0.71892
NonTargeting_Human_04281 0.82979 0.82959 0.999997 1200 0 0.66502 0.17021 0.17064 0.623773 602 1 0.66502
NonTargeting_Human_01981 0.8307 0.83045 0.999997 1201 0 0.47157 0.1693 0.1698 0.623669 601 1 0.47157
NonTargeting_Human_06191 0.83168 0.83145 0.999997 1202 0 0.70836 0.16832 0.16882 0.621381 599 1 0.70836
NonTargeting_Human_01731 0.83209 0.83183 0.999997 1203 0 0.65252 0.16791 0.16834 0.620917 598 1 0.65252
NonTargeting_Human_00221 0.83217 0.8319 0.999997 1204 0 0.50414 0.16783 0.16826 0.620917 597 1 0.50414
NonTargeting_Human_05521 0.83275 0.83246 0.999997 1205 0 0.98304 0.16725 0.1677 0.620917 595 1 0.98304
NonTargeting_Human_05971 0.83307 0.83276 0.999997 1206 0 0.53189 0.16693 0.16734 0.620917 593 1 0.53189
NonTargeting_Human_01741 0.83357 0.83323 0.999997 1207 0 0.50914 0.16643 0.16695 0.620917 592 1 0.50914
NonTargeting_Human_09241 0.83455 0.83436 0.999997 1208 0 0.7496 0.16545 0.16597 0.618675 590 1 0.7496
SLC35F5 15 0.83461 0.94805 0.999997 1209 3 0.53878 2.05E-05 0.000195 0.014233 24 12 0.53878
NonTargeting_Human_05651 0.83488 0.83461 0.999997 1210 0 0.43585 0.16512 0.16558 0.618537 589 1 0.43585
NonTargeting_Human_01231 0.83545 0.83515 0.999997 1211 0 0.42321 0.16455 0.16509 0.61804 587 1 0.42321
C1orf198 15 0.83553 0.94831 0.999997 1212 3 0.3907 0.034243 0.14939 0.60978 210 8 0.3907
NonTargeting_Human_08121 0.83553 0.83526 0.999997 1213 0 0.99342 0.16447 0.165 0.61804 586 1 0.99342
NonTargeting_Human_01201 0.83562 0.83533 0.999997 1214 0 0.51016 0.16438 0.16493 0.61804 585 1 0.51016
NonTargeting_Human_01161 0.83594 0.83569 0.999997 1215 0 0.51287 0.16406 0.16455 0.61804 584 1 0.51287
NonTargeting_Human_06801 0.83611 0.83585 0.999997 1216 0 0.92359 0.16389 0.16438 0.61804 583 1 0.92359
NonTargeting_Human_03731 0.83619 0.83592 0.999997 1217 0 0.4184 0.16381 0.16431 0.61804 582 1 0.4184
NonTargeting_Human_01291 0.83652 0.83628 0.999997 1218 0 0.81421 0.16348 0.16398 0.61804 581 1 0.81421
NDUFV1 15 0.83712 0.94887 0.999997 1219 1 0.1127 0.49755 0.7976 0.988261 1220 4 0.1127
NonTargeting_Human_03441 0.83783 0.83773 0.999997 1220 0 0.63248 0.16217 0.16282 0.61804 579 1 0.63248
NonTargeting_Human_04621 0.83791 0.83782 0.999997 1221 0 0.7535 0.16209 0.16272 0.61804 578 1 0.7535
NonTargeting_Human_08511 0.83808 0.83798 0.999997 1222 0 0.74316 0.16192 0.16255 0.61804 577 1 0.74316
NonTargeting_Human_03601 0.83816 0.83803 0.999997 1223 0 0.58273 0.16184 0.16247 0.61804 576 1 0.58273
NonTargeting_Human_03191 0.83857 0.83843 0.999997 1224 0 0.5866 0.16143 0.16204 0.61804 575 1 0.5866
NonTargeting_Human_07541 0.83906 0.83899 0.999997 1225 0 0.51481 0.16094 0.16156 0.61804 573 1 0.51481
NonTargeting_Human_03891 0.83931 0.83921 0.999997 1226 0 0.91847 0.16069 0.16128 0.61804 572 1 0.91847
NonTargeting_Human_08551 0.83939 0.83926 0.999997 1227 0 0.55902 0.16061 0.16119 0.61804 571 1 0.55902
NonTargeting_Human_08851 0.84045 0.84041 0.999997 1228 0 1.1225 0.15955 0.16015 0.61804 569 1 1.1225
STOML3 15 0.84062 0.9498 0.999997 1229 3 0.13656 0.51758 0.80874 0.990365 1250 3 0.13656
NonTargeting_Human_01181 0.84111 0.84117 0.999997 1230 0 0.62233 0.15889 0.15952 0.61804 568 1 0.62233
NonTargeting_Human_04231 0.84144 0.84147 0.999997 1231 0 0.54375 0.15856 0.15919 0.61804 567 1 0.54375
NonTargeting_Human_07901 0.84168 0.84169 0.999997 1232 0 1.0372 0.15832 0.15899 0.61804 566 1 1.0372
NonTargeting_Human_09091 0.84226 0.84239 0.999997 1233 0 0.66645 0.15774 0.15833 0.61804 564 1 0.66645
NonTargeting_Human_02431 0.84234 0.84248 0.999997 1234 0 0.61908 0.15766 0.15827 0.61804 563 1 0.61908
NonTargeting_Human_00161 0.84259 0.84266 0.999997 1235 0 0.5625 0.15741 0.1579 0.61804 562 1 0.5625
NonTargeting_Human_09291 0.843 0.8431 0.999997 1236 0 0.54189 0.157 0.15751 0.61804 561 1 0.54189
NonTargeting_Human_06071 0.84414 0.84421 0.999997 1237 0 0.98604 0.15586 0.15635 0.61804 559 1 0.98604
NonTargeting_Human_04561 0.84455 0.84458 0.999997 1238 0 0.53818 0.15545 0.15595 0.61804 558 1 0.53818
NonTargeting_Human_05081 0.84554 0.84556 0.999997 1239 0 0.69072 0.15446 0.15512 0.616252 556 1 0.69072
NonTargeting_Human_08101 0.84562 0.84568 0.999997 1240 0 0.76929 0.15438 0.15505 0.616252 555 1 0.76929
NonTargeting_Human_05301 0.84587 0.84588 0.999997 1241 0 0.40546 0.15413 0.15485 0.616252 554 1 0.40546
NonTargeting_Human_03681 0.84644 0.84652 0.999997 1242 0 0.61944 0.15356 0.15426 0.616252 553 1 0.61944
INO80D 15 0.84721 0.95193 0.999997 1243 1 0.40868 0.011791 0.064546 0.477148 121 9 0.40868
NonTargeting_Human_08031 0.84825 0.84826 0.999997 1244 0 0.70526 0.15175 0.15251 0.612828 551 1 0.70526
NonTargeting_Human_06201 0.84857 0.84854 0.999997 1245 0 0.99229 0.15143 0.1522 0.612828 550 1 0.99229
NonTargeting_Human_08771 0.84956 0.84945 0.999997 1246 0 0.61473 0.15044 0.15133 0.610884 549 1 0.61473
NonTargeting_Human_03721 0.85013 0.85007 0.999997 1247 0 0.66792 0.14987 0.1507 0.60978 548 1 0.66792
NonTargeting_Human_04171 0.85103 0.85087 0.999997 1248 0 0.6225 0.14897 0.14981 0.60978 546 1 0.6225
NonTargeting_Human_07911 0.8512 0.85103 0.999997 1249 0 0.84362 0.1488 0.14966 0.60978 545 1 0.84362
C10orf53 15 0.85142 0.9532 0.999997 1250 2 0.22843 0.10832 0.33939 0.71726 432 8 0.22843
NonTargeting_Human_07051 0.85185 0.8516 0.999997 1251 0 0.45271 0.14815 0.149 0.60978 543 1 0.45271
NonTargeting_Human_04321 0.85267 0.85252 0.999997 1252 0 0.45669 0.14733 0.14821 0.60978 541 1 0.45669
NonTargeting_Human_06641 0.85407 0.85383 0.999997 1253 0 0.49804 0.14593 0.14681 0.606634 537 1 0.49804
NonTargeting_Human_05061 0.85423 0.85399 0.999997 1254 0 0.82727 0.14577 0.14668 0.606634 536 1 0.82727
NonTargeting_Human_00531 0.85448 0.85426 0.999997 1255 0 0.6052 0.14552 0.14644 0.606634 535 1 0.6052
NonTargeting_Human_00451 0.85513 0.85494 0.999997 1256 0 0.67443 0.14487 0.14591 0.606634 534 1 0.67443
NonTargeting_Human_07441 0.85522 0.85505 0.999997 1257 0 0.52643 0.14478 0.14584 0.606634 533 1 0.52643
NonTargeting_Human_07621 0.8553 0.85517 0.999997 1258 0 0.59656 0.1447 0.14576 0.606634 532 1 0.59656
NonTargeting_Human_05191 0.85571 0.85567 0.999997 1259 0 0.5298 0.14429 0.14543 0.606634 531 1 0.5298
CLDND2 15 0.85572 0.95461 0.999997 1260 1 0.40578 0.0020244 0.014176 0.306097 68 10 0.40578
USP50 15 0.857 0.95497 0.999997 1261 3 0.28025 0.13503 0.39555 0.7581 507 8 0.28025
NonTargeting_Human_03871 0.85735 0.8574 0.999997 1262 0 0.67425 0.14265 0.1438 0.605326 530 1 0.67425
STARD4 15 0.85773 0.95519 0.999997 1263 2 0.53345 0.018645 0.094763 0.535564 150 8 0.53345
 223 
 
NonTargeting_Human_09761 0.85776 0.85786 0.999997 1264 0 0.65331 0.14224 0.14344 0.605326 528 1 0.65331
NonTargeting_Human_04381 0.85809 0.85817 0.999997 1265 0 0.65628 0.14191 0.14308 0.605326 527 1 0.65628
NonTargeting_Human_02261 0.85841 0.85851 0.999997 1266 0 0.54645 0.14159 0.14273 0.605326 526 1 0.54645
CCDC169-SOHLH2 15 0.85892 0.95553 0.999997 1267 2 0.16785 0.17252 0.45717 0.778761 610 5 0.16785
NonTargeting_Human_00201 0.85899 0.85909 0.999997 1268 0 0.50441 0.14101 0.14216 0.605326 524 1 0.50441
NonTargeting_Human_06281 0.85956 0.85961 0.999997 1269 0 0.53257 0.14044 0.14153 0.604794 521 1 0.53257
NonTargeting_Human_00241 0.85989 0.85996 0.999997 1270 0 0.84906 0.14011 0.14115 0.604794 520 1 0.84906
NonTargeting_Human_01351 0.86005 0.86016 0.999997 1271 0 0.60874 0.13995 0.14096 0.604794 519 1 0.60874
TRIM8 15 0.86152 0.95628 0.999997 1272 3 0.30917 0.026834 0.12421 0.5793 181 9 0.30917
NonTargeting_Human_00681 0.86202 0.86204 0.999997 1273 0 0.40839 0.13798 0.13902 0.604366 515 1 0.40839
hsa-mir-532 15 0.86225 0.95652 0.999997 1274 3 0.21978 0.13119 0.38797 0.748451 497 8 0.21978
PSMD5 15 0.8629 0.9567 0.999997 1275 2 0.2196 0.13712 0.39959 0.75891 512 8 0.2196
NonTargeting_Human_00211 0.86309 0.86312 0.999997 1276 0 0.56602 0.13691 0.13793 0.601116 511 1 0.56602
NonTargeting_Human_05291 0.86383 0.86394 0.999997 1277 0 0.4999 0.13617 0.13724 0.599627 510 1 0.4999
NonTargeting_Human_03311 0.86432 0.86443 0.999997 1278 0 0.66299 0.13568 0.13676 0.598998 508 1 0.66299
NonTargeting_Human_04221 0.86522 0.86523 0.999997 1279 0 0.66658 0.13478 0.13575 0.597025 505 1 0.66658
NonTargeting_Human_09051 0.8653 0.86528 0.999997 1280 0 0.80698 0.1347 0.13569 0.597025 504 1 0.80698
NonTargeting_Human_05341 0.86579 0.86579 0.999997 1281 0 0.55671 0.13421 0.13523 0.597025 502 1 0.55671
NonTargeting_Human_02331 0.86661 0.86662 0.999997 1282 0 0.57825 0.13339 0.13447 0.597025 501 1 0.57825
PRELP 15 0.86719 0.95814 0.999997 1283 3 0.4242 0.031395 0.13993 0.604794 200 8 0.4242
NonTargeting_Human_08871 0.86752 0.86752 0.999997 1284 0 0.60452 0.13248 0.13362 0.597025 500 1 0.60452
NonTargeting_Human_06621 0.86817 0.86814 0.999997 1285 0 0.66438 0.13183 0.13291 0.595541 499 1 0.66438
NonTargeting_Human_04661 0.86858 0.86851 0.999997 1286 0 0.91068 0.13142 0.13249 0.595164 498 1 0.91068
NonTargeting_Human_02191 0.86899 0.86888 0.999997 1287 0 0.68435 0.13101 0.13203 0.594658 496 1 0.68435
NonTargeting_Human_00941 0.86907 0.86897 0.999997 1288 0 0.66443 0.13093 0.13193 0.594658 495 1 0.66443
NonTargeting_Human_04681 0.86916 0.86901 0.999997 1289 0 0.55343 0.13084 0.13189 0.594658 494 1 0.55343
NonTargeting_Human_00551 0.86924 0.86907 0.999997 1290 0 0.68144 0.13076 0.13178 0.594658 493 1 0.68144
NonTargeting_Human_04021 0.86932 0.86911 0.999997 1291 0 0.66778 0.13068 0.13168 0.594658 492 1 0.66778
NonTargeting_Human_05241 0.86981 0.86958 0.999997 1292 0 0.64358 0.13019 0.13113 0.594658 491 1 0.64358
NonTargeting_Human_02521 0.86998 0.86979 0.999997 1293 0 0.52614 0.13002 0.13097 0.594658 490 1 0.52614
PAGE4 15 0.87044 0.95929 0.999997 1294 2 0.056808 0.25643 0.57451 0.847256 792 5 0.056808
KIF3C 15 0.87209 0.95978 0.999997 1295 3 0.376 0.016701 0.086676 0.527279 139 9 0.376
NonTargeting_Human_07811 0.87268 0.87247 0.999997 1296 0 0.63144 0.12732 0.12834 0.591701 488 1 0.63144
NonTargeting_Human_09481 0.87539 0.87521 0.999997 1297 0 0.56699 0.12461 0.12573 0.582757 483 1 0.56699
BST2 15 0.87543 0.96093 0.999997 1298 2 -0.013042 0.71238 0.91115 0.999997 1470 3 -0.013042
KCNU1 15 0.8757 0.96097 0.999997 1299 2 0.17492 0.12438 0.37338 0.740842 482 7 0.17492
CCDC101 15 0.87572 0.96098 0.999997 1300 3 0.18297 0.13577 0.39694 0.7581 509 8 0.18297
NonTargeting_Human_01421 0.87605 0.87576 0.999997 1301 0 0.61683 0.12395 0.12519 0.581808 481 1 0.61683
NonTargeting_Human_06961 0.87695 0.87664 0.999997 1302 0 0.73111 0.12305 0.12432 0.5793 478 1 0.73111
NonTargeting_Human_08631 0.87711 0.87685 0.999997 1303 0 0.66334 0.12289 0.12415 0.5793 476 1 0.66334
NonTargeting_Human_03411 0.87719 0.87696 0.999997 1304 0 0.58131 0.12281 0.12405 0.5793 475 1 0.58131
ZNF646 15 0.8772 0.96148 0.999997 1305 2 0.13349 0.37065 0.69218 0.921503 1026 6 0.13349
NonTargeting_Human_08041 0.8776 0.87743 0.999997 1306 0 0.74502 0.1224 0.1236 0.5793 474 1 0.74502
NonTargeting_Human_05501 0.87851 0.87826 0.999997 1307 0 0.78164 0.12149 0.12267 0.5793 473 1 0.78164
NonTargeting_Human_06091 0.87875 0.87851 0.999997 1308 0 0.63096 0.12125 0.12239 0.5793 472 1 0.63096
SMARCB1 15 0.87917 0.96206 0.999997 1309 1 0.42544 0.056016 0.2177 0.6507 289 9 0.42544
NonTargeting_Human_05331 0.87924 0.87904 0.999997 1310 0 0.81669 0.12076 0.12193 0.5793 471 1 0.81669
CHRND 15 0.87934 0.96211 0.999997 1311 2 0.45935 0.0012498 0.0094404 0.258431 60 9 0.45935
NonTargeting_Human_08161 0.87957 0.87939 0.999997 1312 0 0.57854 0.12043 0.12165 0.5793 469 1 0.57854
NonTargeting_Human_01301 0.88023 0.88002 0.999997 1313 0 0.77482 0.11977 0.12108 0.5793 466 1 0.77482
NonTargeting_Human_00131 0.88031 0.88013 0.999997 1314 0 0.62227 0.11969 0.12096 0.5793 465 1 0.62227
NonTargeting_Human_06981 0.88162 0.88154 0.999997 1315 0 0.71476 0.11838 0.11961 0.578526 464 1 0.71476
NonTargeting_Human_09751 0.88179 0.88174 0.999997 1316 0 0.58268 0.11821 0.11944 0.578526 463 1 0.58268
NonTargeting_Human_04981 0.88203 0.88206 0.999997 1317 0 0.84469 0.11797 0.11923 0.578526 462 1 0.84469
NonTargeting_Human_04691 0.88236 0.88233 0.999997 1318 0 0.56262 0.11764 0.11888 0.578526 461 1 0.56262
ARPC5L 15 0.88238 0.96308 0.999997 1319 1 0.65488 2.81E-06 1.98E-05 0.002166 16 11 0.65488
NonTargeting_Human_06741 0.88244 0.88239 0.999997 1320 0 0.6116 0.11756 0.11878 0.578526 460 1 0.6116
NonTargeting_Human_01561 0.88261 0.88258 0.999997 1321 0 0.83894 0.11739 0.11862 0.578526 459 1 0.83894
NonTargeting_Human_06571 0.8831 0.883 0.999997 1322 0 0.77029 0.1169 0.11806 0.578526 458 1 0.77029
ABHD14B 15 0.88321 0.96329 0.999997 1323 1 0.21008 0.3851 0.70461 0.92678 1046 6 0.21008
NonTargeting_Human_08921 0.88334 0.8832 0.999997 1324 0 1.1638 0.11666 0.11779 0.578526 457 1 1.1638
CCL14 15 0.88338 0.96334 0.999997 1325 1 0.42992 0.019556 0.098199 0.537639 157 9 0.42992
NonTargeting_Human_06511 0.88359 0.88345 0.999997 1326 0 0.5288 0.11641 0.11754 0.578526 456 1 0.5288
NonTargeting_Human_00041 0.88375 0.88367 0.999997 1327 0 0.59857 0.11625 0.11737 0.578526 454 1 0.59857
NonTargeting_Human_09161 0.88384 0.88375 0.999997 1328 0 0.7071 0.11616 0.11729 0.578526 453 1 0.7071
NonTargeting_Human_01151 0.88457 0.88451 0.999997 1329 0 0.68596 0.11543 0.1166 0.578526 452 1 0.68596
NonTargeting_Human_06101 0.88531 0.88535 0.999997 1330 0 0.69754 0.11469 0.11588 0.578526 449 1 0.69754
NonTargeting_Human_05171 0.88548 0.88557 0.999997 1331 0 0.76074 0.11452 0.11568 0.578526 448 1 0.76074
NonTargeting_Human_05581 0.88572 0.88586 0.999997 1332 0 0.66511 0.11428 0.11546 0.578526 447 1 0.66511
SRGAP2 15 0.88657 0.96446 0.999997 1333 2 0.18609 0.10624 0.33486 0.716722 430 7 0.18609
NonTargeting_Human_08461 0.88662 0.88687 0.999997 1334 0 0.57691 0.11338 0.11462 0.578526 445 1 0.57691
NonTargeting_Human_07611 0.88712 0.88733 0.999997 1335 0 0.90992 0.11288 0.1141 0.578526 444 1 0.90992
TMEM183A 15 0.88733 0.96473 0.999997 1336 3 0.10696 0.1142 0.35186 0.727572 446 7 0.10696
NonTargeting_Human_02391 0.88785 0.88809 0.999997 1337 0 0.70151 0.11215 0.11343 0.577985 441 1 0.70151
NonTargeting_Human_04761 0.88818 0.88841 0.999997 1338 0 1.0262 0.11182 0.11317 0.577985 440 1 1.0262
NonTargeting_Human_06401 0.88826 0.8885 0.999997 1339 0 0.72923 0.11174 0.11306 0.577985 439 1 0.72923
NonTargeting_Human_07421 0.88892 0.8891 0.999997 1340 0 0.70325 0.11108 0.11236 0.577985 438 1 0.70325
CIAPIN1 15 0.8905 0.9658 0.999997 1341 3 0.17108 0.085565 0.28887 0.694809 377 6 0.17108
NonTargeting_Human_01721 0.89081 0.89096 0.999997 1342 0 0.84648 0.10919 0.11064 0.57351 436 1 0.84648
NonTargeting_Human_04641 0.89097 0.89117 0.999997 1343 0 0.90762 0.10903 0.11041 0.57351 434 1 0.90762
NonTargeting_Human_02031 0.89155 0.8918 0.999997 1344 0 0.55764 0.10845 0.10973 0.57218 433 1 0.55764
MSI2 15 0.89384 0.96693 0.999997 1345 3 0.60128 0.0018905 0.01343 0.306097 66 11 0.60128
NonTargeting_Human_00421 0.89392 0.89418 0.999997 1346 0 0.85574 0.10608 0.10727 0.564371 429 1 0.85574
NonTargeting_Human_04441 0.89425 0.89453 0.999997 1347 0 0.75255 0.10575 0.10698 0.564371 428 1 0.75255
COX5B 15 0.8943 0.96704 0.999997 1348 2 0.36464 0.054884 0.21423 0.6507 283 8 0.36464
NonTargeting_Human_03021 0.89433 0.89465 0.999997 1349 0 0.59028 0.10567 0.10686 0.564371 427 1 0.59028
NonTargeting_Human_09551 0.89442 0.89471 0.999997 1350 0 1.1051 0.10558 0.1068 0.564371 426 1 1.1051
hsa-mir-6508 8 0.89479 0.92131 0.999997 1351 1 1.0218 0.004876 0.024851 0.346731 94 6 1.0218
NonTargeting_Human_04011 0.89589 0.89621 0.999997 1352 0 0.78383 0.10411 0.10524 0.560429 425 1 0.78383
NonTargeting_Human_07981 0.89679 0.89708 0.999997 1353 0 0.67741 0.10321 0.10436 0.557459 424 1 0.67741
NonTargeting_Human_07311 0.89794 0.89823 0.999997 1354 0 0.92912 0.10206 0.10323 0.553078 423 1 0.92912
LGR5 15 0.89796 0.96806 0.999997 1355 3 0.1713 0.22384 0.53054 0.820397 725 6 0.1713
 224 
 
NonTargeting_Human_06701 0.89876 0.89899 0.999997 1356 0 0.64609 0.10124 0.10245 0.550583 421 1 0.64609
hsa-mir-1229 15 0.89901 0.9684 0.999997 1357 3 0.23805 0.14121 0.4077 0.762329 525 8 0.23805
NonTargeting_Human_05771 0.89942 0.89976 0.999997 1358 0 0.98758 0.10058 0.10177 0.548621 420 1 0.98758
NonTargeting_Human_08021 0.9004 0.90094 0.999997 1359 0 1.0779 0.099598 0.10055 0.543714 418 1 1.0779
NonTargeting_Human_04091 0.90057 0.90108 0.999997 1360 0 0.67488 0.099434 0.10035 0.543714 417 1 0.67488
NonTargeting_Human_00591 0.90196 0.90242 0.999997 1361 0 0.8796 0.09804 0.098888 0.539727 416 1 0.8796
hsa-mir-638 15 0.90235 0.96958 0.999997 1362 3 0.19234 0.12389 0.3724 0.739729 480 7 0.19234
NonTargeting_Human_05641 0.90286 0.90326 0.999997 1363 0 0.69858 0.097138 0.097922 0.537639 414 1 0.69858
NonTargeting_Human_09661 0.90294 0.90336 0.999997 1364 0 0.92287 0.097056 0.097837 0.537639 413 1 0.92287
NonTargeting_Human_09191 0.90311 0.90355 0.999997 1365 0 0.86888 0.096892 0.097673 0.537639 412 1 0.86888
MCCC2 15 0.90314 0.96987 0.999997 1366 3 0.20463 0.045556 0.18582 0.632462 252 5 0.20463
NXPH2 15 0.90316 0.96988 0.999997 1367 3 0.10054 0.12296 0.37043 0.738102 477 6 0.10054
NonTargeting_Human_05401 0.90385 0.90425 0.999997 1368 0 0.68734 0.096154 0.09695 0.537639 410 1 0.68734
NonTargeting_Human_04721 0.90409 0.90447 0.999997 1369 0 0.87456 0.095908 0.096718 0.537639 409 1 0.87456
NonTargeting_Human_04211 0.90491 0.90532 0.999997 1370 0 0.64609 0.095088 0.096023 0.537639 407 1 0.64609
NonTargeting_Human_05321 0.90532 0.9057 0.999997 1371 0 0.73299 0.094678 0.095588 0.537639 406 1 0.73299
IRS4 15 0.90613 0.97089 0.999997 1372 2 0.45761 0.0028649 0.01937 0.311116 81 9 0.45761
NonTargeting_Human_08911 0.90647 0.9068 0.999997 1373 0 0.58844 0.09353 0.094345 0.534926 404 1 0.58844
AHSP 15 0.90658 0.97106 0.999997 1374 3 0.37831 0.027825 0.12771 0.590363 184 9 0.37831
RALB 15 0.90683 0.97119 0.999997 1375 2 0.19679 0.29814 0.62586 0.874465 887 5 0.19679
NonTargeting_Human_04991 0.90704 0.90744 0.999997 1376 0 0.67541 0.092956 0.093701 0.532998 403 1 0.67541
NonTargeting_Human_02771 0.90713 0.90751 0.999997 1377 0 0.64472 0.092874 0.093565 0.532998 402 1 0.64472
NonTargeting_Human_09581 0.90754 0.90788 0.999997 1378 0 0.54462 0.092464 0.093231 0.532998 401 1 0.54462
NonTargeting_Human_03781 0.9077 0.90809 0.999997 1379 0 0.88801 0.092299 0.093085 0.532998 399 1 0.88801
NonTargeting_Human_09371 0.9086 0.90898 0.999997 1380 0 0.75527 0.091397 0.092073 0.532382 396 1 0.75527
NonTargeting_Human_04201 0.90885 0.90924 0.999997 1381 0 0.99123 0.091151 0.09183 0.532382 394 1 0.99123
NonTargeting_Human_08051 0.90959 0.90994 0.999997 1382 0 0.60402 0.090413 0.091107 0.530361 392 1 0.60402
hsa-mir-6831 12 0.90993 0.96007 0.999997 1383 2 0.15606 0.20428 0.48061 0.793614 682 6 0.15606
NonTargeting_Human_01991 0.91032 0.91058 0.999997 1384 0 0.89366 0.089675 0.090344 0.529372 390 1 0.89366
FZD6 15 0.91035 0.97248 0.999997 1385 3 0.17726 0.04415 0.1815 0.629444 246 6 0.17726
NonTargeting_Human_06501 0.91057 0.91081 0.999997 1386 0 0.58199 0.089429 0.090106 0.529372 389 1 0.58199
NonTargeting_Human_09061 0.91123 0.91154 0.999997 1387 0 0.66195 0.088773 0.089394 0.527969 388 1 0.66195
NonTargeting_Human_06461 0.91131 0.91161 0.999997 1388 0 0.80256 0.088691 0.089326 0.527969 387 1 0.80256
NonTargeting_Human_07571 0.91139 0.91163 0.999997 1389 0 0.86054 0.088609 0.089259 0.527969 386 1 0.86054
NonTargeting_Human_08661 0.91196 0.91218 0.999997 1390 0 1.2156 0.088035 0.088733 0.527969 385 1 1.2156
NonTargeting_Human_02081 0.91213 0.91235 0.999997 1391 0 0.86589 0.087871 0.088569 0.527969 384 1 0.86589
TNFRSF8 15 0.91244 0.97329 0.999997 1392 3 0.65811 0.0004227 0.0036648 0.139582 45 9 0.65811
NonTargeting_Human_09971 0.91278 0.91312 0.999997 1393 0 1.4082 0.087215 0.087942 0.527969 382 1 1.4082
DOCK5 15 0.91282 0.9734 0.999997 1394 2 0.059345 0.5329 0.81703 0.996579 1265 5 0.059345
SP140 15 0.91315 0.97349 0.999997 1395 2 0.52607 0.0057178 0.035301 0.391434 98 8 0.52607
NonTargeting_Human_00351 0.91344 0.91373 0.999997 1396 0 0.70196 0.086559 0.087286 0.52733 381 1 0.70196
B4GALT2 15 0.91345 0.97359 0.999997 1397 1 0.694 1.00E-06 8.48E-06 0.001061 14 14 0.694
NonTargeting_Human_03881 0.91361 0.91389 0.999997 1398 0 0.72663 0.086395 0.087145 0.52733 380 1 0.72663
NonTargeting_Human_01361 0.91443 0.91469 0.999997 1399 0 0.94317 0.085575 0.086393 0.527279 378 1 0.94317
NonTargeting_Human_05701 0.91451 0.91479 0.999997 1400 0 0.89874 0.085493 0.086348 0.527279 376 1 0.89874
GTPBP5 15 0.9148 0.97414 0.999997 1401 3 0.044267 0.09964 0.32079 0.709569 419 6 0.044267
NonTargeting_Human_01131 0.91484 0.91517 0.999997 1402 0 0.81532 0.085165 0.086037 0.527279 375 1 0.81532
NonTargeting_Human_00871 0.91549 0.91566 0.999997 1403 0 0.97976 0.084509 0.085438 0.527071 372 1 0.97976
FER 15 0.91571 0.97441 0.999997 1404 3 0.19833 0.055698 0.21663 0.6507 287 6 0.19833
NonTargeting_Human_05571 0.9159 0.91609 0.999997 1405 0 0.71164 0.084099 0.085071 0.526659 371 1 0.71164
NonTargeting_Human_09801 0.91623 0.91646 0.999997 1406 0 1.265 0.083771 0.084738 0.526455 370 1 1.265
NonTargeting_Human_08261 0.91648 0.91669 0.999997 1407 0 0.92239 0.083525 0.084506 0.526455 369 1 0.92239
NonTargeting_Human_06691 0.91664 0.9169 0.999997 1408 0 0.91838 0.083361 0.08437 0.526455 368 1 0.91838
NonTargeting_Human_05951 0.91672 0.91696 0.999997 1409 0 0.71882 0.083279 0.084286 0.526455 367 1 0.71882
NonTargeting_Human_00101 0.91713 0.91752 0.999997 1410 0 0.78873 0.082869 0.083856 0.526455 366 1 0.78873
NonTargeting_Human_02291 0.91721 0.91761 0.999997 1411 0 0.59881 0.082787 0.083743 0.526455 364 1 0.59881
ZNF22 15 0.91723 0.97485 0.999997 1412 2 0.21021 0.055009 0.21458 0.6507 284 7 0.21021
NonTargeting_Human_02691 0.91738 0.91776 0.999997 1413 0 0.58148 0.082623 0.083551 0.526455 363 1 0.58148
EFCAB5 15 0.91781 0.97505 0.999997 1414 3 0.26624 0.12614 0.37697 0.742957 486 8 0.26624
UHRF2 15 0.918 0.97511 0.999997 1415 3 0.11843 0.40094 0.7188 0.935618 1069 4 0.11843
NonTargeting_Human_01311 0.91877 0.91907 0.999997 1416 0 0.81884 0.081228 0.08224 0.525855 359 1 0.81884
GINS2 15 0.91928 0.97557 0.999997 1417 3 0.60776 0.022517 0.1089 0.56975 163 9 0.60776
NonTargeting_Human_02841 0.92 0.92026 0.999997 1418 0 0.6853 0.079998 0.080923 0.519331 358 1 0.6853
EGFR 15 0.92033 0.97593 0.999997 1419 1 0.61498 0.0001362 0.0013083 0.063669 36 12 0.61498
NonTargeting_Human_04161 0.92033 0.92061 0.999997 1420 0 0.74907 0.07967 0.080561 0.51891 357 1 0.74907
NonTargeting_Human_02951 0.9214 0.92164 0.999997 1421 0 0.93722 0.078604 0.079465 0.513737 355 1 0.93722
NonTargeting_Human_08761 0.92172 0.92197 0.999997 1422 0 1.4929 0.078276 0.079166 0.513696 353 1 1.4929
CCDC43 15 0.92184 0.97641 0.999997 1423 2 0.42245 0.0093054 0.052966 0.443363 114 10 0.42245
ZFR 15 0.92194 0.97644 0.999997 1424 2 0.46929 0.0087684 0.050339 0.440643 111 9 0.46929
ORMDL3 15 0.92254 0.97662 0.999997 1425 2 0.23653 0.1979 0.49428 0.801541 665 7 0.23653
CNTN6 15 0.92271 0.97669 0.999997 1426 3 0.19296 0.06869 0.24925 0.677904 327 7 0.19296
AMTN 15 0.92274 0.97671 0.999997 1427 2 0.23271 0.11485 0.35308 0.727572 451 7 0.23271
ZFAND1 15 0.92485 0.97758 0.999997 1428 3 0.051626 0.23358 0.54382 0.828493 746 6 0.051626
NonTargeting_Human_00621 0.92517 0.9255 0.999997 1429 0 0.71634 0.074832 0.075588 0.494144 350 1 0.71634
NonTargeting_Human_09011 0.92574 0.92594 0.999997 1430 0 1.5597 0.074258 0.074984 0.492027 349 1 1.5597
NonTargeting_Human_05261 0.92632 0.92655 0.999997 1431 0 0.79126 0.073684 0.07439 0.489969 348 1 0.79126
NonTargeting_Human_00381 0.9264 0.9266 0.999997 1432 0 0.81221 0.073602 0.074322 0.489969 347 1 0.81221
NonTargeting_Human_03381 0.92656 0.92671 0.999997 1433 0 0.99631 0.073438 0.074119 0.489969 346 1 0.99631
NonTargeting_Human_05831 0.92714 0.92724 0.999997 1434 0 1.3895 0.072864 0.073593 0.489969 345 1 1.3895
NonTargeting_Human_02351 0.92746 0.92754 0.999997 1435 0 0.7759 0.072536 0.073226 0.489664 344 1 0.7759
NonTargeting_Human_02701 0.92755 0.92763 0.999997 1436 0 0.74886 0.072454 0.073147 0.489664 343 1 0.74886
ZNF124 15 0.92765 0.97825 0.999997 1437 2 0.15149 0.26466 0.58511 0.852558 811 7 0.15149
NonTargeting_Human_02411 0.92779 0.92785 0.999997 1438 0 0.85866 0.072208 0.072836 0.489664 342 1 0.85866
NonTargeting_Human_00961 0.92845 0.92847 0.999997 1439 0 1.0244 0.071552 0.072203 0.489449 341 1 1.0244
NonTargeting_Human_05121 0.92861 0.92863 0.999997 1440 0 0.99548 0.071388 0.072062 0.489449 339 1 0.99548
NonTargeting_Human_08561 0.92869 0.9287 0.999997 1441 0 1.1604 0.071306 0.071971 0.489449 338 1 1.1604
NonTargeting_Human_01381 0.92894 0.92892 0.999997 1442 0 0.80381 0.07106 0.071717 0.489449 337 1 0.80381
METTL17 15 0.92943 0.97854 0.999997 1443 1 0.1878 0.38449 0.70416 0.92678 1044 6 0.1878
NonTargeting_Human_09911 0.92951 0.92958 0.999997 1444 0 0.69927 0.070485 0.071152 0.489449 335 1 0.69927
PDHX 15 0.92974 0.97862 0.999997 1445 2 0.46594 0.0073187 0.043308 0.420737 103 8 0.46594
NonTargeting_Human_07921 0.92984 0.92984 0.999997 1446 0 0.91317 0.070157 0.070717 0.489449 333 1 0.91317
SLAMF6 15 0.93014 0.97869 0.999997 1447 2 0.34419 0.050069 0.19914 0.644891 264 9 0.34419
 225 
 
NonTargeting_Human_03361 0.93017 0.93014 0.999997 1448 0 1.1567 0.069829 0.070389 0.489372 332 1 1.1567
NonTargeting_Human_01061 0.93025 0.93019 0.999997 1449 0 0.7506 0.069747 0.070321 0.489372 331 1 0.7506
NonTargeting_Human_05791 0.93058 0.93056 0.999997 1450 0 0.86363 0.069419 0.069965 0.489372 330 1 0.86363
NonTargeting_Human_05751 0.93107 0.93102 0.999997 1451 0 0.85822 0.068927 0.06944 0.488588 328 1 0.85822
NonTargeting_Human_02121 0.93173 0.93169 0.999997 1452 0 1.1895 0.068271 0.068762 0.485927 326 1 1.1895
TMEM253 15 0.93238 0.97913 0.999997 1453 2 0.29509 0.019237 0.09704 0.537639 153 8 0.29509
NonTargeting_Human_03241 0.93271 0.93265 0.999997 1454 0 1.2152 0.067287 0.067886 0.483478 324 1 1.2152
NonTargeting_Human_03391 0.93288 0.9328 0.999997 1455 0 0.83109 0.067123 0.067818 0.483478 323 1 0.83109
NonTargeting_Human_03271 0.9332 0.9331 0.999997 1456 0 0.91387 0.066795 0.067535 0.483478 321 1 0.91387
NonTargeting_Human_03771 0.93329 0.93319 0.999997 1457 0 0.95192 0.066713 0.067456 0.483478 320 1 0.95192
NonTargeting_Human_09641 0.93337 0.93327 0.999997 1458 0 1.4188 0.066631 0.067337 0.483478 319 1 1.4188
NXF2 14 0.93395 0.97577 0.999997 1459 2 0.13154 0.3636 0.68068 0.91806 1010 6 0.13154
NonTargeting_Human_00441 0.93411 0.93397 0.999997 1460 0 0.68178 0.065893 0.066546 0.483478 315 1 0.68178
NonTargeting_Human_09681 0.93443 0.93421 0.999997 1461 0 0.84599 0.065565 0.066145 0.483478 314 1 0.84599
DGKK 15 0.93549 0.97968 0.999997 1462 2 0.33894 0.052555 0.20697 0.6507 272 7 0.33894
NonTargeting_Human_06131 0.93558 0.93532 0.999997 1463 0 1.3886 0.064417 0.065015 0.478596 313 1 1.3886
BAGE2 15 0.93568 0.97969 0.999997 1464 2 0.15715 0.20499 0.50434 0.803115 685 7 0.15715
NonTargeting_Human_09391 0.93608 0.93584 0.999997 1465 0 1.4698 0.063925 0.064512 0.477148 312 1 1.4698
NonTargeting_Human_05801 0.93616 0.93591 0.999997 1466 0 0.98045 0.063843 0.064382 0.477148 311 1 0.98045
NonTargeting_Human_06601 0.93632 0.93609 0.999997 1467 0 1.0701 0.063679 0.064218 0.477148 310 1 1.0701
TBX1 15 0.93659 0.97988 0.999997 1468 2 0.39535 0.007504 0.044224 0.423853 104 9 0.39535
NonTargeting_Human_08181 0.93698 0.9367 0.999997 1469 0 0.89644 0.063023 0.063483 0.477148 309 1 0.89644
NonTargeting_Human_01261 0.93731 0.93708 0.999997 1470 0 0.92535 0.062695 0.063195 0.477148 308 1 0.92535
NonTargeting_Human_07791 0.93755 0.93727 0.999997 1471 0 1.1008 0.062449 0.062952 0.477148 307 1 1.1008
ASB16 15 0.93849 0.98031 0.999997 1472 2 0.45206 0.04363 0.17994 0.627993 244 9 0.45206
NonTargeting_Human_04631 0.93903 0.93874 0.999997 1473 0 0.98506 0.060973 0.061573 0.475226 303 1 0.98506
NonTargeting_Human_07741 0.93911 0.93881 0.999997 1474 0 1.0003 0.060891 0.061455 0.475226 302 1 1.0003
ARL8A 15 0.93956 0.98051 0.999997 1475 1 0.38118 0.0022862 0.015759 0.306097 72 11 0.38118
NonTargeting_Human_01171 0.94018 0.93985 0.999997 1476 0 0.8951 0.059825 0.06046 0.470781 300 1 0.8951
NonTargeting_Human_07591 0.94116 0.94089 0.999997 1477 0 0.79011 0.05884 0.059375 0.464396 299 1 0.79011
CREB5 15 0.9419 0.9809 0.999997 1478 2 0.31184 0.056867 0.22031 0.652688 293 7 0.31184
NonTargeting_Human_00701 0.94239 0.94217 0.999997 1479 0 0.86291 0.05761 0.05816 0.456933 298 1 0.86291
NonTargeting_Human_02621 0.94247 0.94224 0.999997 1480 0 0.74196 0.057528 0.058109 0.456933 297 1 0.74196
NonTargeting_Human_09311 0.94305 0.94274 0.999997 1481 0 0.98629 0.056954 0.057493 0.455782 295 1 0.98629
SERPINB5 15 0.94306 0.98113 0.999997 1482 2 0.41218 0.0033508 0.022297 0.333883 85 11 0.41218
NonTargeting_Human_05911 0.94321 0.94287 0.999997 1483 0 1.2546 0.05679 0.057273 0.455782 292 1 1.2546
NonTargeting_Human_04961 0.94419 0.94387 0.999997 1484 0 1.7124 0.055806 0.056295 0.450359 288 1 1.7124
NonTargeting_Human_04851 0.9446 0.94428 0.999997 1485 0 1.2184 0.055396 0.05586 0.448928 285 1 1.2184
SPINT1 15 0.94508 0.9815 0.999997 1486 2 0.18953 0.15962 0.43734 0.775469 570 7 0.18953
NonTargeting_Human_01791 0.94518 0.94484 0.999997 1487 0 1.365 0.054822 0.055289 0.446389 282 1 1.365
NonTargeting_Human_06771 0.94526 0.94493 0.999997 1488 0 1.4685 0.05474 0.05521 0.446389 281 1 1.4685
NonTargeting_Human_06491 0.94534 0.94502 0.999997 1489 0 0.96875 0.054658 0.055074 0.446389 280 1 0.96875
ISG20 15 0.94537 0.98152 0.999997 1490 2 0.38699 0.017353 0.089502 0.527969 144 9 0.38699
TMEM67 15 0.94552 0.98155 0.999997 1491 2 -0.11292 0.39936 0.71741 0.935467 1064 5 -0.11292
NonTargeting_Human_08841 0.94559 0.94522 0.999997 1492 0 1.0804 0.054412 0.054797 0.446389 279 1 1.0804
NonTargeting_Human_04001 0.94567 0.94527 0.999997 1493 0 0.89172 0.05433 0.054713 0.446389 276 1 0.89172
hsa-mir-6817 13 0.94598 0.97688 0.999997 1494 2 0.18694 0.54023 0.81174 0.992438 1276 5 0.18694
SREBF2 15 0.94618 0.98166 0.999997 1495 2 0.43164 0.0004365 0.0038005 0.139748 46 11 0.43164
RNF112 15 0.94643 0.98169 0.999997 1496 2 0.45512 0.0051915 0.032548 0.373505 95 9 0.45512
NonTargeting_Human_08371 0.94715 0.94684 0.999997 1497 0 1.1467 0.052854 0.053396 0.443363 274 1 1.1467
NonTargeting_Human_03341 0.94731 0.94699 0.999997 1498 0 1.0527 0.05269 0.053232 0.443363 273 1 1.0527
SYTL3 15 0.94777 0.98202 0.999997 1499 1 0.060983 0.3183 0.6447 0.892235 926 4 0.060983
NonTargeting_Human_01341 0.94797 0.94763 0.999997 1500 0 0.80328 0.052034 0.052661 0.443363 271 1 0.80328
NonTargeting_Human_05871 0.94862 0.94829 0.999997 1501 0 0.80887 0.051378 0.05204 0.443225 270 1 0.80887
FAM126A 14 0.94903 0.97999 0.999997 1502 2 0.27353 0.11477 0.3498 0.726983 450 7 0.27353
NonTargeting_Human_01391 0.94911 0.94879 0.999997 1503 0 1.2129 0.050886 0.051576 0.442948 269 1 1.2129
AKAP9 15 0.94916 0.98242 0.999997 1504 1 0.40321 0.0076044 0.044732 0.423853 105 10 0.40321
NonTargeting_Human_03171 0.94961 0.94931 0.999997 1505 0 0.86008 0.050394 0.051056 0.440643 267 1 0.86008
NonTargeting_Human_05411 0.94969 0.94939 0.999997 1506 0 0.99656 0.050312 0.051005 0.440643 266 1 0.99656
NonTargeting_Human_06911 0.94985 0.94955 0.999997 1507 0 1.0317 0.050148 0.050881 0.440643 265 1 1.0317
NonTargeting_Human_09771 0.9501 0.94985 0.999997 1508 0 0.94624 0.049902 0.050683 0.440643 262 1 0.94624
NonTargeting_Human_04601 0.95018 0.94994 0.999997 1509 0 1.3042 0.04982 0.05061 0.440643 260 1 1.3042
NonTargeting_Human_09201 0.95067 0.95039 0.999997 1510 0 1.2174 0.049328 0.050056 0.440643 259 1 1.2174
NonTargeting_Human_06231 0.95116 0.95088 0.999997 1511 0 0.91581 0.048835 0.049496 0.440643 257 1 0.91581
NonTargeting_Human_09821 0.95182 0.95157 0.999997 1512 0 1.7173 0.048179 0.048756 0.438055 256 1 1.7173
SNX19 15 0.95191 0.9831 0.999997 1513 2 0.31722 0.056889 0.22035 0.652688 294 8 0.31722
NonTargeting_Human_09031 0.95198 0.95171 0.999997 1514 0 1.24 0.048015 0.048564 0.438055 255 1 1.24
CHRNA3 15 0.9532 0.98346 0.999997 1515 1 0.24819 0.18377 0.47405 0.788562 634 7 0.24819
NonTargeting_Human_01611 0.95346 0.95307 0.999997 1516 0 0.82938 0.046539 0.046976 0.428656 254 1 0.82938
NonTargeting_Human_03481 0.95412 0.95379 0.999997 1517 0 0.99779 0.045883 0.046343 0.427332 253 1 0.99779
ZNF764 15 0.95454 0.98374 0.999997 1518 2 0.11808 0.17247 0.45711 0.778761 609 7 0.11808
NonTargeting_Human_00891 0.95469 0.95434 0.999997 1519 0 0.78587 0.045309 0.045812 0.424669 250 1 0.78587
NonTargeting_Human_02861 0.95494 0.95456 0.999997 1520 0 0.9842 0.045063 0.045563 0.424669 249 1 0.9842
HAPLN1 15 0.95547 0.98402 0.999997 1521 2 0.25189 0.15815 0.43501 0.77468 565 6 0.25189
NonTargeting_Human_05891 0.95567 0.95526 0.999997 1522 0 1.0212 0.044325 0.044823 0.423853 247 1 1.0212
hsa-mir-1302-6 7 0.95585 0.95602 0.999997 1523 0 0.67283 0.0065977 0.030045 0.359175 101 5 0.67283
NonTargeting_Human_06351 0.95608 0.95578 0.999997 1524 0 2.1733 0.043915 0.044348 0.423853 245 1 2.1733
NonTargeting_Human_02361 0.95699 0.95679 0.999997 1525 0 1.5429 0.043013 0.043467 0.420737 241 1 1.5429
NonTargeting_Human_07121 0.95707 0.95687 0.999997 1526 0 1.0107 0.042931 0.043399 0.420737 240 1 1.0107
KLHDC7B 15 0.9572 0.9845 0.999997 1527 1 0.24036 0.07938 0.2746 0.693233 356 8 0.24036
NonTargeting_Human_09121 0.95723 0.95702 0.999997 1528 0 1.1286 0.042767 0.043195 0.420737 239 1 1.1286
NonTargeting_Human_03491 0.95764 0.95739 0.999997 1529 0 0.99703 0.042357 0.042743 0.420737 236 1 0.99703
NonTargeting_Human_01711 0.95781 0.95757 0.999997 1530 0 1.0007 0.042193 0.042528 0.420737 234 1 1.0007
NonTargeting_Human_06051 0.95814 0.95791 0.999997 1531 0 1.1537 0.041865 0.042229 0.420737 233 1 1.1537
NonTargeting_Human_01491 0.95863 0.9584 0.999997 1532 0 1.0062 0.041373 0.041766 0.420536 232 1 1.0062
NonTargeting_Human_06861 0.95887 0.9586 0.999997 1533 0 1.0495 0.041127 0.041415 0.419419 231 1 1.0495
NonTargeting_Human_00661 0.95994 0.95972 0.999997 1534 0 0.8931 0.040061 0.040347 0.410977 230 1 0.8931
NonTargeting_Human_04121 0.9601 0.95988 0.999997 1535 0 0.93001 0.039897 0.040172 0.410977 229 1 0.93001
NonTargeting_Human_00711 0.96019 0.95992 0.999997 1536 0 1.0569 0.039815 0.040104 0.410977 228 1 1.0569
NonTargeting_Human_03151 0.96043 0.96022 0.999997 1537 0 1.0347 0.039569 0.039889 0.410977 227 1 1.0347
NonTargeting_Human_06021 0.96051 0.96034 0.999997 1538 0 0.954 0.039487 0.039799 0.410977 226 1 0.954
GPR52 15 0.96057 0.98542 0.999997 1539 1 0.25729 0.14822 0.41925 0.766722 544 6 0.25729
 226 
 
NonTargeting_Human_00761 0.96109 0.96101 0.999997 1540 0 1.1274 0.038913 0.039223 0.410977 225 1 1.1274
NonTargeting_Human_02631 0.96133 0.96131 0.999997 1541 0 0.97472 0.038667 0.038963 0.410977 223 1 0.97472
NonTargeting_Human_03051 0.96142 0.96139 0.999997 1542 0 1.3177 0.038585 0.038889 0.410977 222 1 1.3177
RPL41 7 0.9617 0.96189 0.999997 1543 0 0.89894 0.0038826 0.018731 0.311116 87 5 0.89894
NonTargeting_Human_08421 0.96174 0.96173 0.999997 1544 0 0.98697 0.038257 0.038629 0.410977 221 1 0.98697
NonTargeting_Human_06921 0.96232 0.96228 0.999997 1545 0 1.2046 0.037682 0.037996 0.408401 219 1 1.2046
TNFAIP3 15 0.96291 0.98604 0.999997 1546 1 0.34006 0.0095691 0.054204 0.446389 115 8 0.34006
MDH1 15 0.96331 0.98617 0.999997 1547 1 0.46404 0.0028235 0.019138 0.311116 80 10 0.46404
PGA3 15 0.96359 0.98624 0.999997 1548 2 0.052958 0.50252 0.80031 0.988818 1228 4 0.052958
NonTargeting_Human_05201 0.96379 0.96377 0.999997 1549 0 1.098 0.036206 0.036306 0.396501 218 1 1.098
ROR1 15 0.96381 0.9863 0.999997 1550 1 0.4648 0.0041005 0.026852 0.355501 89 11 0.4648
EML4 15 0.96399 0.98636 0.999997 1551 2 0.22956 0.13733 0.40007 0.75891 513 7 0.22956
NonTargeting_Human_04241 0.96453 0.96448 0.999997 1552 0 1.2823 0.035468 0.035645 0.39277 216 1 1.2823
NonTargeting_Human_01501 0.96535 0.96528 0.999997 1553 0 1.0283 0.034648 0.034747 0.387747 215 1 1.0283
NonTargeting_Human_07501 0.96552 0.96541 0.999997 1554 0 1.4014 0.034484 0.034555 0.387747 213 1 1.4014
NonTargeting_Human_06261 0.9656 0.96549 0.999997 1555 0 1.111 0.034402 0.034492 0.387747 211 1 1.111
VOPP1 14 0.96563 0.98581 0.999997 1556 2 0.35819 0.017252 0.084715 0.526455 143 9 0.35819
TADA2A 15 0.96665 0.98726 0.999997 1557 1 0.45717 0.0091643 0.05226 0.443225 112 10 0.45717
DNAJC18 15 0.9668 0.9873 0.999997 1558 2 0.3592 0.13969 0.40463 0.761456 518 8 0.3592
NonTargeting_Human_07231 0.9674 0.96743 0.999997 1559 0 1.4174 0.032598 0.032831 0.373505 207 1 1.4174
NonTargeting_Human_03631 0.96748 0.96753 0.999997 1560 0 1.3067 0.032516 0.032701 0.373505 206 1 1.3067
NonTargeting_Human_08311 0.96839 0.96828 0.999997 1561 0 1.3802 0.031614 0.031735 0.368205 203 1 1.3802
NonTargeting_Human_04491 0.96945 0.96929 0.999997 1562 0 1.0797 0.030548 0.030751 0.359175 199 1 1.0797
NonTargeting_Human_04711 0.96962 0.96949 0.999997 1563 0 0.96924 0.030384 0.030621 0.359175 198 1 0.96924
FAM134C 15 0.9697 0.98825 0.999997 1564 1 0.73389 7.31E-05 0.0007092 0.039454 31 9 0.73389
NID1 15 0.96975 0.98827 0.999997 1565 1 0.34532 0.024187 0.11483 0.578526 170 9 0.34532
NonTargeting_Human_08971 0.96994 0.96986 0.999997 1566 0 1.1199 0.030056 0.030294 0.359175 195 1 1.1199
NonTargeting_Human_01701 0.9706 0.9705 0.999997 1567 0 1.314 0.0294 0.02957 0.357289 193 1 1.314
NonTargeting_Human_04861 0.97093 0.97083 0.999997 1568 0 1.2246 0.029072 0.029254 0.35592 192 1 1.2246
NonTargeting_Human_03201 0.97109 0.97098 0.999997 1569 0 1.4752 0.028908 0.029016 0.355501 190 1 1.4752
CDC14A 15 0.97121 0.9887 0.999997 1570 2 0.3213 0.08125 0.27882 0.694111 360 7 0.3213
NonTargeting_Human_00521 0.9715 0.9714 0.999997 1571 0 1.1063 0.028498 0.028655 0.355501 188 1 1.1063
MRPL42 15 0.9715 0.98883 0.999997 1572 2 0.1974 0.28303 0.60916 0.865574 850 5 0.1974
NonTargeting_Human_03961 0.97167 0.97153 0.999997 1573 0 0.90042 0.028334 0.028536 0.355501 187 1 0.90042
TSPAN11 15 0.97175 0.98894 0.999997 1574 2 0.45912 0.0020966 0.014583 0.306097 69 11 0.45912
NonTargeting_Human_03621 0.97191 0.97179 0.999997 1575 0 1.8834 0.028088 0.028327 0.355501 186 1 1.8834
NonTargeting_Human_02011 0.97208 0.97197 0.999997 1576 0 0.97214 0.027924 0.028146 0.355501 185 1 0.97214
CSNK2A2 15 0.97208 0.98907 0.999997 1577 2 0.059858 0.54884 0.82593 0.999997 1286 5 0.059858
NonTargeting_Human_02281 0.97273 0.97255 0.999997 1578 0 1.0453 0.027268 0.027462 0.355501 183 1 1.0453
ZNF548 15 0.97275 0.98933 0.999997 1579 2 0.59973 0.0006238 0.0052415 0.163985 55 11 0.59973
NonTargeting_Human_06851 0.97314 0.97289 0.999997 1580 0 1.8289 0.026857 0.027004 0.355501 182 1 1.8289
NonTargeting_Human_06271 0.97331 0.97307 0.999997 1581 0 1.1832 0.026693 0.026886 0.355501 180 1 1.1832
BMP15 15 0.97335 0.98955 0.999997 1582 2 0.16256 0.46228 0.77004 0.968488 1171 6 0.16256
TRIM4 15 0.97342 0.98959 0.999997 1583 1 0.29723 0.054407 0.2125 0.6507 278 9 0.29723
NonTargeting_Human_01071 0.97372 0.97345 0.999997 1584 0 0.93 0.026283 0.026507 0.355501 178 1 0.93
FAM219B 15 0.97379 0.98968 0.999997 1585 1 0.13967 0.038763 0.16438 0.61804 224 5 0.13967
NonTargeting_Human_02181 0.9738 0.97355 0.999997 1586 0 1.1316 0.026201 0.026422 0.355501 177 1 1.1316
SLC26A4 15 0.97424 0.98982 0.999997 1587 1 0.374 0.077813 0.27081 0.691749 352 8 0.374
NonTargeting_Human_02511 0.97486 0.97456 0.999997 1588 0 0.99261 0.025135 0.025292 0.348912 174 1 0.99261
NFRKB 15 0.97495 0.99014 0.999997 1589 2 0.30026 0.22471 0.53164 0.821176 727 7 0.30026
NonTargeting_Human_00811 0.97519 0.97489 0.999997 1590 0 1.4561 0.024807 0.024936 0.346731 173 1 1.4561
NonTargeting_Human_00311 0.97544 0.97518 0.999997 1591 0 1.3076 0.024561 0.024659 0.346731 172 1 1.3076
NonTargeting_Human_04571 0.97568 0.9754 0.999997 1592 0 1.4414 0.024315 0.024461 0.346731 171 1 1.4414
NonTargeting_Human_06821 0.97601 0.97574 0.999997 1593 0 1.3806 0.023987 0.02419 0.346731 169 1 1.3806
NonTargeting_Human_03561 0.97609 0.97584 0.999997 1594 0 1.462 0.023905 0.024094 0.346731 168 1 1.462
NonTargeting_Human_03351 0.97659 0.97637 0.999997 1595 0 1.2503 0.023413 0.023653 0.345338 165 1 1.2503
hsa-mir-1908 15 0.97711 0.99093 0.999997 1596 2 0.28625 0.033944 0.14847 0.60978 209 8 0.28625
DCAF4 15 0.97773 0.99112 0.999997 1597 2 0.39787 0.017716 0.091118 0.530361 146 9 0.39787
NonTargeting_Human_08671 0.97773 0.97758 0.999997 1598 0 1.3927 0.022265 0.02254 0.334662 162 1 1.3927
NonTargeting_Human_08481 0.97798 0.97783 0.999997 1599 0 1.3853 0.022019 0.022291 0.333883 161 1 1.3853
RPUSD4 15 0.97806 0.99125 0.999997 1600 2 0.026863 0.28842 0.61572 0.871363 863 3 0.026863
METAP1D 15 0.97821 0.99128 0.999997 1601 1 0.40836 0.0025409 0.017426 0.306097 78 9 0.40836
ISG15 15 0.97842 0.99136 0.999997 1602 2 0.30798 0.11265 0.34877 0.726541 442 8 0.30798
NARF 15 0.97858 0.99143 0.999997 1603 2 0.35505 0.087312 0.29274 0.694954 383 8 0.35505
SORT1 15 0.9788 0.99154 0.999997 1604 2 0.15908 0.2948 0.62259 0.873208 880 6 0.15908
HIST1H2BF 15 0.97893 0.9916 0.999997 1605 1 0.84833 9.21E-06 7.63E-05 0.007426 18 13 0.84833
NonTargeting_Human_00921 0.97929 0.97912 0.999997 1606 0 1.434 0.020707 0.020929 0.318855 160 1 1.434
PGM1 15 0.97942 0.99178 0.999997 1607 1 0.37306 0.0023371 0.016137 0.306097 73 11 0.37306
JAK1 15 0.97943 0.99179 0.999997 1608 2 0.32936 0.042431 0.17624 0.625596 237 8 0.32936
AGPAT1 15 0.97946 0.9918 0.999997 1609 2 0.28731 0.12059 0.36527 0.73557 470 7 0.28731
PRDM8 15 0.98007 0.99211 0.999997 1610 1 0.3442 0.03027 0.13597 0.597025 197 7 0.3442
LYZ 15 0.9801 0.99215 0.999997 1611 1 0.48819 0.000775 0.0064 0.193069 56 12 0.48819
DNAJC4 15 0.98013 0.99217 0.999997 1612 2 0.48687 0.023818 0.11349 0.577985 167 9 0.48687
NonTargeting_Human_01581 0.9802 0.97995 0.999997 1613 0 1.0769 0.019805 0.020133 0.314597 158 1 1.0769
NonTargeting_Human_02601 0.98052 0.98031 0.999997 1614 0 1.2122 0.019477 0.019737 0.311524 156 1 1.2122
UBE2Q1 15 0.98052 0.99234 0.999997 1615 2 0.092976 0.35905 0.68185 0.918429 1003 6 0.092976
NonTargeting_Human_01441 0.98069 0.98047 0.999997 1616 0 1.466 0.019313 0.019534 0.311116 154 1 1.466
INPP5J 15 0.98102 0.99251 0.999997 1617 2 0.29626 0.095643 0.31173 0.706365 408 8 0.29626
NonTargeting_Human_02611 0.98126 0.9811 0.999997 1618 0 1.2563 0.018739 0.018872 0.311116 152 1 1.2563
NonTargeting_Human_00171 0.98134 0.98124 0.999997 1619 0 1.0276 0.018657 0.01881 0.311116 151 1 1.0276
DDX4 15 0.98139 0.99263 0.999997 1620 2 0.15433 0.29821 0.6259 0.874465 888 4 0.15433
NonTargeting_Human_08721 0.98167 0.98162 0.999997 1621 0 1.1929 0.018329 0.018415 0.311116 149 1 1.1929
NonTargeting_Human_06791 0.98192 0.98188 0.999997 1622 0 1.5003 0.018083 0.018155 0.311116 148 1 1.5003
NonTargeting_Human_09521 0.98257 0.9826 0.999997 1623 0 0.82202 0.017427 0.017601 0.306097 145 1 0.82202
NonTargeting_Human_01921 0.98282 0.98288 0.999997 1624 0 1.3322 0.017181 0.017341 0.306097 142 1 1.3322
NonTargeting_Human_01221 0.98298 0.98307 0.999997 1625 0 0.83079 0.017017 0.017137 0.306097 141 1 0.83079
NonTargeting_Human_03671 0.98307 0.98317 0.999997 1626 0 1.2962 0.016935 0.01707 0.306097 140 1 1.2962
CPM 15 0.98308 0.99302 0.999997 1627 1 0.40169 0.0043394 0.028361 0.355501 91 11 0.40169
NonTargeting_Human_03401 0.98331 0.98344 0.999997 1628 0 1.3029 0.016689 0.016832 0.306097 138 1 1.3029
NonTargeting_Human_00781 0.98364 0.98382 0.999997 1629 0 1.7353 0.016361 0.016448 0.306097 137 1 1.7353
NonTargeting_Human_08601 0.98413 0.98431 0.999997 1630 0 1.3969 0.015868 0.015922 0.306097 136 1 1.3969
NonTargeting_Human_06481 0.98421 0.98439 0.999997 1631 0 1.1807 0.015786 0.015832 0.306097 135 1 1.1807
 227 
 
NonTargeting_Human_00431 0.98446 0.98472 0.999997 1632 0 1.0125 0.01554 0.015493 0.306097 134 1 1.0125
NonTargeting_Human_06781 0.98479 0.98501 0.999997 1633 0 1.5875 0.015212 0.015143 0.306097 133 1 1.5875
NonTargeting_Human_00801 0.98503 0.98522 0.999997 1634 0 1.7712 0.014966 0.014883 0.306097 132 1 1.7712
NonTargeting_Human_07131 0.98528 0.98545 0.999997 1635 0 1.325 0.01472 0.014659 0.306097 130 1 1.325
BMI1 15 0.98528 0.99337 0.999997 1636 1 0.43035 0.043501 0.17954 0.627993 243 9 0.43035
NonTargeting_Human_02131 0.98536 0.98552 0.999997 1637 0 1.2135 0.014638 0.014589 0.306097 129 1 1.2135
NonTargeting_Human_01041 0.98544 0.98558 0.999997 1638 0 1.3246 0.014556 0.014504 0.306097 128 1 1.3246
IREB2 15 0.9855 0.9934 0.999997 1639 1 0.72207 0.0002907 0.0025515 0.105802 41 9 0.72207
NonTargeting_Human_07461 0.98602 0.98616 0.999997 1640 0 1.5051 0.013982 0.013911 0.306097 127 1 1.5051
C2CD4A 15 0.98621 0.9935 0.999997 1641 1 0.33363 0.029032 0.1318 0.594658 191 9 0.33363
OR56A1 15 0.98644 0.99356 0.999997 1642 1 0.42554 0.011645 0.063947 0.477148 120 10 0.42554
MRPS31 15 0.98653 0.99357 0.999997 1643 1 0.54139 0.0044734 0.028988 0.355501 92 9 0.54139
PITPNM2 15 0.98657 0.99357 0.999997 1644 1 0.23843 0.12642 0.3776 0.742957 487 8 0.23843
NonTargeting_Human_03011 0.987 0.98713 0.999997 1645 0 2.6615 0.012998 0.01295 0.306097 125 1 2.6615
NonTargeting_Human_07111 0.98758 0.98775 0.999997 1646 0 1.3742 0.012424 0.012413 0.306097 123 1 1.3742
NXF5 15 0.98763 0.99376 0.999997 1647 1 0.72428 6.12E-05 0.0005849 0.035336 29 11 0.72428
TAOK1 15 0.98821 0.99387 0.999997 1648 1 0.58765 0.0023762 0.016369 0.306097 75 9 0.58765
RAB28 15 0.98852 0.99391 0.999997 1649 1 0.21582 0.17392 0.45918 0.779729 614 7 0.21582
NonTargeting_Human_02531 0.98897 0.9892 0.999997 1650 0 2.2866 0.01103 0.010949 0.286316 117 1 2.2866
RAB5C 15 0.98933 0.99409 0.999997 1651 1 0.26023 0.032133 0.14245 0.605326 205 8 0.26023
ABCG5 15 0.98964 0.99417 0.999997 1652 1 0.55947 7.69E-05 0.0007431 0.039454 33 12 0.55947
NonTargeting_Human_07331 0.98971 0.9899 0.999997 1653 0 1.6623 0.010292 0.010232 0.275781 116 1 1.6623
GPBP1L1 15 0.99016 0.99434 0.999997 1654 1 0.22139 0.15499 0.4301 0.772171 557 6 0.22139
MLLT1 15 0.99134 0.99467 0.999997 1655 1 0.62643 0.0059887 0.036719 0.397109 100 10 0.62643
ELF4 15 0.99163 0.99476 0.999997 1656 1 0.65141 0.0009722 0.0077337 0.225825 57 11 0.65141
NonTargeting_Human_04651 0.99184 0.99199 0.999997 1657 0 1.6554 0.0081598 0.0080333 0.230198 109 1 1.6554
SIRT5 15 0.99325 0.99531 0.999997 1658 1 0.43226 0.0025785 0.017646 0.306097 79 11 0.43226
GYG2 15 0.99334 0.99532 0.999997 1659 1 0.39162 0.0076647 0.044998 0.423853 106 10 0.39162
NonTargeting_Human_01271 0.9934 0.99355 0.999997 1660 0 1.7511 0.0066016 0.0065018 0.193069 102 1 1.7511
ZDHHC5 15 0.99347 0.99537 0.999997 1661 1 0.18012 0.090817 0.30101 0.702144 393 6 0.18012
IBA57 15 0.99387 0.99544 0.999997 1662 1 0.41376 1.87E-05 0.000178 0.01356 23 13 0.41376
IRS2 15 0.99393 0.9955 0.999997 1663 1 0.30268 0.049279 0.1969 0.644035 258 9 0.30268
EPHA2 15 0.99407 0.99553 0.999997 1664 1 0.8288 7.56E-08 2.83E-06 0.000413 11 11 0.8288
NonTargeting_Human_05991 0.99438 0.99462 0.999997 1665 0 1.8111 0.0056175 0.0056315 0.173094 97 1 1.8111
LACRT 15 0.99449 0.99567 0.999997 1666 1 0.32399 0.042483 0.1764 0.625596 238 9 0.32399
KRTAP13-2 15 0.99498 0.99584 0.999997 1667 1 0.33614 0.05054 0.20067 0.646584 268 8 0.33614
SERPINA1 15 0.9952 0.99595 0.999997 1668 1 0.3949 0.030231 0.13584 0.597025 196 9 0.3949
ZBTB44 15 0.99566 0.99615 0.999997 1669 1 0.14806 0.097138 0.3152 0.706365 415 7 0.14806
PACRGL 15 0.99568 0.99615 0.999997 1670 1 0.60763 0.000488 0.0041848 0.146634 49 12 0.60763
PTCHD4 15 0.99571 0.99616 0.999997 1671 1 0.47885 0.0078046 0.045772 0.424669 107 9 0.47885
FBXL8 15 0.99572 0.99616 0.999997 1672 1 0.50782 0.0025179 0.017301 0.306097 76 11 0.50782
TSPYL4 15 0.99579 0.99621 0.999997 1673 1 0.27064 0.075249 0.26478 0.685961 351 8 0.27064
PGAP3 15 0.99629 0.99654 0.999997 1674 1 0.3837 0.025578 0.11987 0.578526 175 8 0.3837
SPATA25 15 0.99652 0.99669 0.999997 1675 1 0.14249 0.36995 0.6916 0.921428 1021 5 0.14249
FAM104A 15 0.9969 0.99694 0.999997 1676 1 0.33856 0.022528 0.10894 0.56975 164 8 0.33856
CLEC12B 15 0.99693 0.99697 0.999997 1677 1 0.4047 0.020102 0.10041 0.543714 159 9 0.4047
KDM3B 15 0.99704 0.99708 0.999997 1678 1 0.86065 5.28E-05 0.0005058 0.031648 28 11 0.86065
hsa-mir-1976 12 0.99709 0.99696 0.999997 1679 0 0.33676 0.070192 0.23803 0.670458 334 7 0.33676
GALR1 15 0.99711 0.9971 0.999997 1680 1 0.13202 0.11038 0.34385 0.722327 437 7 0.13202
C6orf62 15 0.9972 0.99719 0.999997 1681 1 0.69779 0.0016481 0.011842 0.305111 63 11 0.69779
CDH1 15 0.99723 0.9972 0.999997 1682 1 0.67484 0.0004419 0.0038287 0.139748 47 10 0.67484
CTRL 15 0.99726 0.99721 0.999997 1683 1 0.45869 0.002884 0.0195 0.311116 82 8 0.45869
EPB41 15 0.99743 0.99734 0.999997 1684 1 0.4813 0.0018436 0.013182 0.306097 65 10 0.4813
CAB39 15 0.99745 0.99734 0.999997 1685 1 1.0346 5.21E-07 8.48E-06 0.001061 13 13 1.0346
ZFP3 15 0.99753 0.99737 0.999997 1686 1 0.11994 0.38272 0.70274 0.926759 1039 6 0.11994
MRPS16 15 0.99756 0.99741 0.999997 1687 1 0.13349 0.28161 0.60707 0.864004 848 5 0.13349
RAB23 15 0.99757 0.99741 0.999997 1688 1 0.35516 0.091298 0.30208 0.702144 395 8 0.35516
MTFP1 15 0.99758 0.99742 0.999997 1689 1 0.28547 0.026174 0.12193 0.5793 176 9 0.28547
C12orf43 15 0.99761 0.99743 0.999997 1690 1 0.23213 0.031467 0.14011 0.604794 201 8 0.23213
ANKRD36 15 0.99765 0.99748 0.999997 1691 1 0.57488 0.026393 0.12263 0.5793 179 9 0.57488
AGPAT6 15 0.99768 0.9975 0.999997 1692 1 0.76395 1.83E-06 1.41E-05 0.00165 15 14 0.76395
RALGAPA1 15 0.99773 0.99755 0.999997 1693 1 0.31481 0.029795 0.13426 0.597025 194 9 0.31481
TFAM 15 0.99781 0.99761 0.999997 1694 1 0.29422 0.12307 0.37074 0.738102 479 7 0.29422
PRR3 15 0.99787 0.99765 0.999997 1695 1 0.59081 0.0002374 0.0020655 0.09047 39 11 0.59081
SPI1 15 0.99787 0.99766 0.999997 1696 1 0.49353 0.0002963 0.0025967 0.105802 42 12 0.49353
TREM1 15 0.99791 0.99767 0.999997 1697 1 0.7312 0.0001279 0.0012348 0.06181 35 12 0.7312
DAZ1 15 0.99805 0.99783 0.999997 1698 0 0.30469 0.14259 0.41025 0.762518 529 8 0.30469
CTIF 15 0.99809 0.99786 0.999997 1699 0 0.18148 0.57243 0.83876 0.999997 1311 5 0.18148
OR5AR1 15 0.99818 0.99796 0.999997 1700 0 0.31704 0.071463 0.25585 0.67886 340 8 0.31704
RALGAPB 15 0.99827 0.99808 0.999997 1701 0 0.78959 4.15E-05 0.0003928 0.025853 26 11 0.78959
TBXAS1 15 0.99833 0.99814 0.999997 1702 0 0.23093 0.17968 0.46788 0.785155 627 5 0.23093
PPM1A 15 0.99838 0.99819 0.999997 1703 0 0.3382 0.013481 0.072356 0.489449 126 10 0.3382
BRICD5 15 0.99845 0.99826 0.999997 1704 0 0.24477 0.078437 0.27232 0.692015 354 8 0.24477
MORC3 15 0.99861 0.99843 0.999997 1705 0 0.23314 0.05617 0.21825 0.6507 290 7 0.23314
NonTargeting_Human_09791 0.99865 0.99869 0.999997 1706 0 6.1478 0.0013531 0.0013987 0.06623 61 1 6.1478
LRRC8A 15 0.99898 0.99882 0.999997 1707 0 0.58116 2.42E-05 0.0002232 0.015644 25 11 0.58116
PIP5K1A 15 0.99899 0.99884 0.999997 1708 0 0.085984 0.28456 0.61094 0.867392 855 5 0.085984
UPP2 15 0.99902 0.99887 0.999997 1709 0 0.35817 0.011204 0.061957 0.476094 118 10 0.35817
RAP1GAP 15 0.99911 0.99896 0.999997 1710 0 0.55195 0.0021045 0.014634 0.306097 70 8 0.55195
FRYL 15 0.99913 0.999 0.999997 1711 0 0.62791 0.0014346 0.010463 0.277753 62 9 0.62791
SMOC1 15 0.99927 0.99915 0.999997 1712 0 0.44337 0.0025255 0.017347 0.306097 77 10 0.44337
SUSD5 15 0.99929 0.99918 0.999997 1713 0 0.79822 8.80E-05 0.0008731 0.044991 34 12 0.79822
EHD2 15 0.99931 0.99921 0.999997 1714 0 0.44519 0.0003708 0.0031619 0.123102 44 12 0.44519
DCAKD 15 0.99936 0.99927 0.999997 1715 0 0.28767 0.0021534 0.01495 0.306097 71 11 0.28767
ABCB4 15 0.99937 0.99929 0.999997 1716 0 0.41325 0.0082093 0.047722 0.433207 110 10 0.41325
MID1 15 0.9994 0.99932 0.999997 1717 0 0.42444 0.005953 0.036436 0.396501 99 9 0.42444
FAM156A 15 0.9994 0.99932 0.999997 1718 0 0.13617 0.22504 0.53215 0.821176 728 6 0.13617
CAPZA1 15 0.99941 0.99933 0.999997 1719 0 0.56898 9.67E-06 8.19E-05 0.007556 19 12 0.56898
OLR1 15 0.99943 0.99936 0.999997 1720 0 0.6187 0.0002494 0.0021503 0.091886 40 11 0.6187
STK40 15 0.99946 0.99943 0.999997 1721 0 0.77082 1.17E-05 0.0001046 0.009158 20 13 0.77082
NUDT5 15 0.99949 0.99947 0.999997 1722 0 0.49347 0.0020195 0.014137 0.306097 67 10 0.49347
ANXA13 15 0.99953 0.99953 0.999997 1723 0 0.2328 0.037971 0.16169 0.61804 220 8 0.2328
 228 
 
CERS6 15 0.99954 0.99955 0.999997 1724 0 0.63591 0.0005421 0.0045973 0.15793 50 11 0.63591
WWP1 15 0.99961 0.99964 0.999997 1725 0 0.16523 0.10128 0.3243 0.710489 422 6 0.16523
CDT1 15 0.99969 0.99975 0.999997 1726 0 0.32863 0.044407 0.18227 0.629444 248 9 0.32863
DYNLL1 15 0.9997 0.99975 0.999997 1727 0 0.46678 0.003479 0.023071 0.339671 86 11 0.46678
TPP2 15 0.99974 0.99979 0.999997 1728 0 0.32105 0.12029 0.36463 0.73557 468 7 0.32105
SQLE 15 0.99975 0.9998 0.999997 1729 0 2.5114 6.35E-21 2.83E-06 0.000413 3 13 2.5114
TMEM30B 15 0.99982 0.99988 0.999997 1730 0 0.34047 0.019402 0.097639 0.537639 155 9 0.34047
RDH14 15 0.99988 0.99991 0.999997 1731 0 0.55385 7.48E-05 0.0007262 0.039454 32 12 0.55385
SOCS1 15 0.99989 0.99992 0.999997 1732 0 0.41212 0.0047498 0.030418 0.359175 93 10 0.41212
UBE2O 15 0.99991 0.99993 0.999997 1733 0 0.27553 0.1406 0.40648 0.762329 522 8 0.27553
EBP 15 0.99992 0.99994 0.999997 1734 0 0.70769 6.52E-05 0.0006301 0.036799 30 12 0.70769
CLEC3B 15 0.99995 0.99996 0.999997 1735 0 0.46497 0.0002107 0.001879 0.084412 38 12 0.46497
PDCD10 15 0.99998 0.99999 0.999997 1736 0 1.2925 1.15E-11 2.83E-06 0.000413 6 14 1.2925
PDE1A 15 0.99999 1 0.999997 1737 0 0.73553 1.80E-05 0.0001667 0.013276 22 13 0.73553
MBOAT7 15 0.99999 1 0.999997 1738 0 0.54956 0.0005964 0.0050494 0.163825 53 12 0.54956
PDGFA 15 0.99999 1 0.999997 1739 0 0.46342 0.0005807 0.0049533 0.16374 52 12 0.46342
EGLN2 15 0.99999 1 0.999997 1740 0 0.75214 1.56E-08 2.83E-06 0.000413 10 13 0.75214
CARM1 15 1 1 0.999997 1741 0 0.63981 4.17E-05 0.0003984 0.025853 27 13 0.63981
CUL7 15 1 1 0.999997 1742 0 0.70666 1.72E-05 0.0001611 0.013276 21 13 0.70666
TGIF1 15 1 1 0.999997 1743 0 1.0636 1.62E-11 2.83E-06 0.000413 7 14 1.0636
FAM110D 15 1 1 0.999997 1744 0 0.36531 0.0030095 0.020291 0.314597 83 11 0.36531
OR52B2 15 1 1 0.999997 1745 0 0.63756 5.23E-06 4.80E-05 0.00495 17 13 0.63756
VHL 15 1 1 0.999997 1746 0 0.45664 1.94E-07 2.83E-06 0.000413 12 12 0.45664
CHP1 15 1 1 0.999997 1747 0 1.8119 5.85E-19 2.83E-06 0.000413 4 15 1.8119
PEX6 15 1 1 0.999997 1748 0 1.2471 8.17E-11 2.83E-06 0.000413 8 15 1.2471
IRF2BP2 15 1 1 0.999997 1749 0 1.0018 1.25E-10 2.83E-06 0.000413 9 15 1.0018
TFRC 15 1 1 0.999997 1750 0 1.2954 2.60E-12 2.83E-06 0.000413 5 15 1.2954
MYLIP 15 1 1 0.999997 1751 0 2.8313 1.81E-36 2.83E-06 0.000413 1 15 2.8313
LSS 15 1 1 0.999997 1752 0 2.1042 1.75E-25 2.83E-06 0.000413 2 15 2.1042
